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Abstract: A scheduling based Media Access Control (MAC) protocol named Transmitter Initiated Scheduling (TIS) is presented. TIS
maintains multiple schedules tailored to traffic events per communication link resulting in increased performance compared to
scheduling strategies with a single schedule for all communication links. TIS is formulated as a queuing system where packets arriving
at a node are serviced depending on the node‘s state. The reward structure for TIS maps directly to network optimisation objectives,
namely, minimising average energy consumption subject to average queue lengths. The theoretical framework for TIS is a continuous
time Semi Markov Decision Process as opposed to the more frequently used Discrete Time Markov Decision Process. This allows
nodes to have multiple sleep states with no fixed frame lengths significantly reducing packet collisions. TIS is suitable for both
environments with memory-less event occurrence as well as systems with memory. Simulation results show that TIS offers significant
energy savings compared to RL-MAC, a state of the art MAC, for a given delay constraint.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN); Scheduling; Media Access Control (MAC); Reinforcement Learning (RL); Resource
management
1. INTRDUCTION
Consider an event driven network of battery powered nodes: it is unlikely that the nodes will be active, sending and receiving
communication packets continuously. Consequently, networks without a scheduling strategy will suffer from power wastage
commonly referred to as Idle Listening [1, 2]. To prolong node life and ultimately network lifespan, it is desirable for inactive nodes to
be powered down or put into lower power states by switching off idle components of a node‘s system including the radio. Nodes with
their radios turned off cannot communicate with neighbouring nodes. Herein lie‘s the scheduling problem: How long should a node go
to sleep for so as to maximise the network lifespan without introducing unacceptable delays to the network? Example applications of
Wireless Sensor Networks WSN include: intruder detection, monitoring of animal migration, forest fire detection and environmental
monitoring. Events in these types of networks, termed event driven networks [3, 4] are likely to occur after long periods of inactivity
or in bursts. Figure 1 below depicts event arrivals in a typical event driven WSN. Short active periods of non deterministic lengths are
followed by long idle periods of non deterministic lengths.
Furthermore, events are not always best modelled using memory-less distributions. It may be necessary to use different models for
different states of the system. A bursty system being a good example: Work done in [5] shows that in a target tracking task, sensed
events exhibited bursty behaviour which was best modelled using Pareto distributions during the Off periods and a Normal distribution
during the On periods. Work done by Simunic et al. [6] also measures the rate of arrivals of service requests for a WLAN card
amongst other devices and found that event arrivals were best modelled using multiple distributions. In the active state following an
event arrival, events fitted Exponential distributions whereas long idle periods following busy periods was best modelled using a long
tail Pareto distribution.

Long idle

Short active
period
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t

Figure 1 Events in a typical WSN.
The work presented in this paper is a Reinforcement Learning (RL) based MAC technique termed TIS: Transmitter Initiated
Scheduling. TIS is light weight, enables nodes to take near optimal actions autonomously in a non deterministic and dynamic network
6
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environment. These actions result in schedules that minimise power consumption subject to delay constraints. TIS has a few novel
features namely: TIS is formulated as a queuing system and as such is able to adapt to variations in traffic patterns; TIS tailors
schedules to each communication link in a network; TIS has multiple sleep states, nodes can sleep for varying lengths of time, this is
also well suited to environments with events that fit probability distributions with memory and or multiple distributions; TIS is
formulated as a continuing discounted RL problem under a Semi Markov Decision Process (SMDP) framework and as such the
rewards structure maps directly to network objectives; nodes also do not have to wake up at fixed discrete points in time which
significantly reduces chances of packet collisions; scheduling is based on a low cost TDMA protocol which only requires a field in a
header file for control.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows – a review of related research is presented in section 2. Section 3 describes the TIS
protocol and associated mechanisms. Section 4 gives evaluation results followed by conclusions in section 5.
2.

Related work

MAC protocols have a number of desirable attributes namely: collision avoidance, energy efficiency, good channel utilization,
scalability, low latency, good fairness and throughput as well as good channel utilization [2]. Some of these attributes conflict with
each other, the extent of this conflict being dependent on the specific type of network. For example in event driven networks, energy
efficiency requires idle radios to be turned off, however due to the non deterministic nature of events, latencies introduced as a result
of turned off radios have to be carefully considered. For continuous networks, collision avoidance may result in low utilization of the
channel.
MAC protocols broadly fall into two groups, namely: contention and schedule based protocols. Each group has strengths in some of
the attributes detailed above at the expense of others. A third group may be thought of as hybrids where the best qualities of the two
main groups are merged.
Scheduled MAC protocols are predominantly TDMA based, where competing nodes are given time slots for channel access. Works in
[2, 7, 8, 9, 10] all give examples of TDMA based scheduled MAC protocols. The key strength of TDMA based MAC is high energy
efficiency and the potential of eliminating collisions. These strengths are however at the expense of limited scalability and adaptability
to changes in the network. Also, control is often centralized in order to limit control packet overhead, which leads to hierarchical
organization of nodes or cluster formations. The result of which is a limited support of peer to peer communication. A CDMA
alternative to TDMA scheduled protocol is discussed in [11] however, CDMA is, due to Multiple Access Interference (MAI),
predominantly used in cellular networks.
Contention based MAC protocols do not attempt to eliminate collisions completely but aim to avoid them and recover from them
when they occur. The first random access MAC was ALOHA [12], followed by CSMA [13] and other variations such as CSMA/CA
[1, 15, 16]. Contention based protocols have increased flexibility and scalability, in addition, nodes can operate on a peer to peer basis.
Control overhead is also significantly reduced compared to scheduled protocols. However, the fundamental disadvantage of
contention based protocols is energy inefficiency. Collisions may occur, nodes overhear other nodes and idle listening prevention is
not implicit. PAMAS [17] attempts to reduce overhearing by introducing duty cycles. A separate signalling channel is used to
broadcast a busy signal when the channel is being used thus preventing other nodes from transmitting and also, nodes can turn off
their radios for the duration of the transmission thus reducing overhearing.
Hybrid protocols attempt to combine the desirable qualities of both schedule and contention based protocols. A hybrid CDMA /
FDMA protocol is presented in the work by Liu et al. [18] in which the authors use FDMA to combat MAI in CDMA protocols. A
hybrid CDMA / TDMA protocol is presented by Sohrabi and Pottie, [19]. Nodes maintain a TDMA based schedule for each
communication link and CDMA is used to prevent collisions due to neighbouring nodes communicating simultaneously over other
links. Bluetooth, [20] is another hybrid CDMA / TDMA protocol where collisions within clusters are avoided using CDMA and
communication between cluster heads use TDMA.
Duty cycle based techniques can also be thought of as a hybrid between scheduling and contention based protocols. The general form
is for neighbouring nodes to maintain schedules of active and sleep times. During sleep times, nodes power off their radios and go to
sleep, in the active period, CSMA/CA is used for media access. The IEEE 802.11 protocol, [16] has a power saving mode in whic h
nodes adopt a duty cycle. Nodes are required to wake up at fixed points in time to listen out for beacons which contain messages to
nodes for which messages are queued. If a node receives notice of a message during an Ad-hoc Traffic Indication Message window
(ATIM), it stays awake until it receives the message before going back to sleep. Other nodes that do not have pending messages can
go back to sleep after the beacon interval. Variations of this technique aim to improve the protocol by reducing the communication
overheads incurred by the protocol. Studies in [21 and 22] analyze and discuss impacts of the beacon interval and window sizes on
7
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power saved. The IEEE 802.11 protocol also includes MAC in the form of carrier sensing where nodes exchange Request to Send /
Clear to Send (RTS/CTS) messages before proceeding with packet transmissions.
An improvement on the IEEE 802.11 protocol is the S-MAC protocol [23], where nodes form virtual clusters around common
schedules. By maintaining different schedules for each cluster of nodes, only nodes within a cluster have to wake up at the schedule
determined times. This is in contrast to the IEEE 802.11 protocol, where all nodes have to wake up at fixed points in time. Time is
divided into frames where each frame consists of an active and sleep phase. In the active phase, the RF circuits are on and a node can
communicate with its neighbours. In the sleep phase, the RF circuits are off and a node cannot communicate. T-MAC [24] improves
on S-MAC by providing a timeout mechanism in which nodes following a short period of listening for a RTS/CTS exchange can then
go to sleep if none is detected. As such, more energy is saved compared to the fixed active and sleep duty cycles of S-MAC. P-MAC
[25] improves on T-MAC and S-MAC by tailoring each node‘s duty cycle to its rate of traffic. Thus nodes with higher rates of traffic
have longer duty cycles compared to those with less traffic, thereby improving throughput within the network. RL-MAC [26] is a
dynamic protocol that, similar to P-MAC, tailors each node‘s schedule according to its traffic and that of its neighbours. In contrast to
P-MAC however, RL-MAC does not require information of traffic flow in advance of scheduling. The RL-MAC protocol learns by
interacting within the network environment, near optimal duty cycles which makes it able to adapt to dynamic events in a network.
RL-MAC assumes a traffic pattern that follows an exponential distribution and maintains one schedule for all communicating links.
TIS i designed to improve on RL-MAC by being suited to event driven networks with bursty complex traffic patterns. Figure 1 shows
a star topology in which nodes 1-6 communicate with a sink node. Such a topology models a network in which multiple nodes are
trying to transmit messages to a single node. Figure 2 shows a duty cycle timeline for RL-MAC and TIS under bursty network
conditions. RL-MAC due to its single schedule has to stay awake for long periods to service events from all nodes whereas TIS due to
its multiple schedules takes better advantage of long idle periods resulting in increased energy savings.

2

1

3

0

6

4
5

Figure 2: A star topology
3.

TIS

The fundamental idea behind TIS is that all nodes where traffic originates, termed source nodes, are responsible for directing their
own schedules. Source nodes may be leaf nodes or cluster heads in a clustered WSN. TIS operates under a SMDP framework and as
such nodes can sleep for any length of time and stay awake for any length of time. Also, TIS has multiple sleep states enabling nodes
to sleep for longer during long idle periods. A field is added to the data packet header called SCHEDULE, the length of which is
dependent on the set of actions available to a node. Starting at the beginning of the cycle of events, all nodes are on. Following an
appropriate routing protocol, during which communication paths are established, each node is able to communicate with its
neighbours or cluster heads. Schedule information contained in the SCHEDULE field is contained in each communication. The
information contained informs receiving nodes of the senders schedule comprising, proposed sleep time durations i.e. time of next
transmission following sleep state transitions. The receiving node replies the transmitting node (initiator) with confirmation of the
proposed schedule. The schedule is thus fixed for the next communication over the specific link and the same process establishes
schedules for all communication links. The SCHEDULE field and the information contained can be thought of as similar to the
patterns field in P-MAC. The schedules formed are thus dynamic, dependent on each node‘s traffic and only nodes expecting
communication need wake up from inactive modes. The only condition imposed on the sleep time is that it is greater than the break
even time of the node. The break even time is the minimum amount of time a node must sleep to ensure energy savings [6]. If no RTS
signal arrives during a short time out period, the receiving node assumes no communication is pending and transitions to the next sleep
state for that link. Note that the continuous time nature of TIS means that nodes do not all wake up at fixed times, unlike RL-MAC
8
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and S-MAC and as such the chances of media contention is significantly reduced. Where schedules do clash and more than 1 node is
awake to transmit to a receiver at the same time, CSMA/CA is used for collision avoidance. The resulting delay is also reflected in the
reward structure for actions taken such that conflicting nodes will take actions to resolve the conflict at the next decision epoch. Each
schedule has an associated cost in terms of queue sizes and energy consumed. Every time an event is generated, it is time stamped.
Upon waking up from a sleep cycle, communication links are on. The packets received contain time stamps of the time of generation
which is used to calculate the cost of the sleep cycle. In this sense, costs are delayed one cycle of events. Furthermore, schedules for
time t+1 are proposed at time t, and finally all actions are proposed in the active state. Multiple sleep states exist: If a node wakes up
from an inactive state and no events are queued, it will transition to the next sleep state, where a decision is made on the length of
sleep. After a due learning process, all nodes reach optimal actions. The following notes are made or reiterated: (1) to minimise
transmissions, receiving nodes may assume no communication is pending and go to sleep after an appropriate set time (the set time is
assumed to be significantly greater than the clock drift to eliminate synchronisation loss). The next transmission time will be as
previously scheduled. (2) Times are relative to communications and not absolute, as such loss of synchronisation due to clock drift is
reduced, [23]. (3) To accommodate new nodes joining the network and recovery from loss of synchronisation, nodes may be required
to wake up at fixed points in time, as in IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. The time between beacon intervals and the ATIM window is left
to the discretion of the network designer / application.

Sleep 1
Transition to
sleep 1

Transition to
Idle 1
Idle 1

Active
Queue > 0

Transition
to Sleep 2

Transition to
Active
Sleep 2
Sleep3, q = 0
Pareto

Transition
to Sleep 3

Idle 2

Transition
to Idle 2

Figure 4: Node state transition diagram showing multiple sleep and idle states
Active

Node 1

Sleep

Node 2

Sleep

RL-MAC

TIS

Sleep

Sleep

Sleep

Sleep

Sleep

Sleep

Figure 3: RL-MAC Vs. TIS duty cycle timeline
In summary, the proposed protocol ensures all communicating nodes know when to expect packets. The child nodes or source nodes
are responsible for proposing schedules to parent or receiving nodes.
Theorem (1): The optimal scheduling policy can be found by solving:
9
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h( s)  min cos t ( s, a )  g ( s) y( s, a ) 
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m( j | s, a)h( j)

(1)



jS

Where h(s) is referred to as the bias, g(s) is the average cost and m(j|s,a) is as defined above.
Proof of the theorem and an in-depth study of SMDPs can be found in [27 and 28].
3.1 R-Learning
The problem defined in (1) can be solved using several techniques including Value Iteration, Policy Iteration and Linear Programming
(LP) where models of the environment are available, [27]. Reinforcement Learning (RL) on the other hand offers solutions by
interacting directly with the environment, observing rewards and subsequently learning optimal behaviour. [29] offers a
comprehensive introduction to RL techniques. The problem faced in a WSN scheduling problem as formulated in this work, is to
minimise energy used up by nodes subject to performance constraints over the lifetime of the network. To this end the TIS agent‘s
rewards are mapped directly to the optimisation objectives, namely energy consumed and the length of the queue at each time step for
the life of the WSN node. Furthermore, the energy used up and the queue length in the present is worth exactly the same as in the
future and as such, these are best treated as undiscounted problems. To this end R-Learning, a form of RL for undiscounted continuing
tasks is preferred over Q learning.
Value functions are defined relative to the average expected reward per time step under a given policy π:

1
n n

   lim

n

 E r 

(2)

t

t 1

The process is assumed to be ergodic, consequently ρπ is independent of a starting state. The value of a state is defined as:
~

V ( s) 



 E r

t k

   | st  s



(3)

k 1

and the state action value function defined as:
~

Q ( s, a) 



 E r

t k

   | st  s, at  a



(4)

k 1

~

~

n and k denote decision epochs in this case (a SMDP problem), Q ( s, a) and V are relative values to the average reward under the
current policy. In state a  As the agent chooses action a  As using a suitable behaviour policy, i.e. є-greedy [29] and receives an
immediate lump sum reward l(s,a). The lump sum reward is the cost of making a transition. A consequence of choosing action a  As
is that the next decision epoch occurs t time units later during which time the system may transition between states at a cost c( j ' , s, a ) .
The cost c( j ' , s, a ) is the energy consumed and the queue length for the time spent in each state between decision epochs. The full RLearning algorithm as employed in this work is given below:
Initialize ρ and Q(s,a), for all s, a, arbitrarily
Repeat forever:
s ← current state
Choose action a in s using є-greedy
behaviour policy
*

Take action a, observe immediate r
and subsequent delayed r in s’
Repeat for each time step that
occurred between epochs:
Q(s,a) ← Q(s,a) + α*r – ρ + maxa’Q(s,a)
– Q(s,a)]

10
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Table 1: R-learning algorithm for the TIS agent
3.2 TIS Rewards
The choice of actions is the length of time to spend in each sleep state i.e. 1s, 2s, …10s.. The cost of each action is the energy
consumed and the length of the queue at each time step for the duration of time spent in each state. Also, rewards are delayed until the
system transitions to an active state, when a node knows how long the queue is, having received queued packets from communicating
nodes.
3.3 Multi Criteria RL
The TIS problem has two conflicting objectives namely: to reduce queue length or delay and at the same time to reduce energy
consumption. Energy reduction results in increased delays and vice versa.
This class of RL problems is known as multi-criteria problems. One approach to determining optimal actions would be to use an
ordering of returned rewards. In the case of the work presented, assuming a problem setup of minimising average energy consumption
subject to a fixed average queue length constraint, then optimal actions could be chosen as follows. Keep running averages of both
queue lengths and energy consumption. Select all actions that lead to an average queue less than the fixed constraint. Among the
selected actions, the optimal action is the one with the least energy consumption. This forms the basis for the work presented by Gabor
et al. [30]. Another alternative is to convert the vector reward function to a scalar which can then be treated as a standard RL problem.
This conversion from a vector to a scalar function is done using weights, [31]. Weights are chosen to reflect the levels of priority
assigned to each reward value and the sum of all weights equals 1. For example, a weight of 0.5 assigned to energy consumed and 0.5
assigned to queue lengths denotes equal priority to both rewards.
To ensure no bias is introduced by either reward value, the data is first normalised. For the purpose of the work done here,
normalisation was carried out using:
Value  OriginalMin
(5)
Value' 
( NewMax  NewMin)  NewMin
OriginalMax  OriginalMin

4 Simulation results
Bursty arrival - Exponential distribution
Parameter
Value
λ (average)
2 per min
Bursty arrival duration – Normal distribution
Parameter
value
μ (mean)
5 min
ζ2 (variance)
1 min
Long idle periods – Tail Pareto 1 – at-b
a
0.9
b
0.01
Node service times – Exponential distribution
Parameter
Value
λ (average)
10 per sec
Table 2: Parameters of models fitted to measured data
Parameter
Value
Max Queue length
20
Action Value LR
α = 0.1
Average Value LR
β = 0.01
Transmission power
36mW
Receiving power
14.4mW
Sleep power
0.015mW
Transition power
28.8mW
11
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Transition time
0.8ms
Table 3: Simulation parameters
RL-MAC is a scheduling technique that improves on T-MAC, P-MAC and S-MAC and as such is used as a bench mark for TIS. A
simulation environment was set up using the above models. The star topology of figure 1 was simulated to examine the performance
of RL-MAC against TIC when multiple nodes try to communicate to a sink.
Figure 10 below shows a comparison of average rewards received for RL-MAC and TIS. The rewards are a vector conversion of
queue lengths and energy per time step to a scalar reward value as described in section 3.4. TIS 2 shows the results of a two sleep state
implementation where depending on whether or not events are queued during the first sleep state, a node goes into a longer sleep state
where more energy can be saved. TIS 3 shows a three sleep state implementation where nodes can go into a third sleep state for longer
sleep as shown in figure 4 above. TIS 3 receives the most rewards followed by TIS 2, both TIS implementations perform better than
RL-MAC.
0
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Figure 5: Reward comparison of RL-MAC to two and three sleep state versions of TIS
The next set of results show explicit results of average delay and average energy consumption for RL-MAC and two versions of TIS
as described above. For the delay costs, each time an event occurs, the time of arrival is recorded and for every time step until the
event is serviced i.e. reaches intended destination, the delay is incremented. The energy costs are the power used up per time step in
each state. Value functions were maintained for both competing objectives and the best actions were chosen in an ordered manner as
described in section 3.4. It is assumed that the frame sizes and therefore duty cycles in the RL-MAC protocol can be tuned to traffic in
network nodes as such a fair comparison should show improved energy figures for similar levels of delay. The results in figures 11
and 12 show just this. For a slight increase in average delay, figure 11 (less than 4% increase) a decrease in energy consumption of
more than 20% was observed for TIS 3, figure 12.
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Figure 6: Average delay comparison of RL-MAC to two and three sleep state versions of TIS
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Figure 7: Average energy comparison RL-MAC to TIS
Conclusions
Traffic patterns in event driven WSNs do not always follow a memory less distribution. For such applications TIS introduces multiple
sleep states and multiple schedules to take optimal advantage of long idle periods. TIS is formulated as a continuous RL task under a
SMDP framework, such that nodes do not have to wake up at fixed discrete times. TIS is truly autonomous, dynamic and able to
operate in a clustered or peer to peer network with limited control overheads. Simulation results show that TIS outperforms RL-MAC
a state of the art protocol in terms of energy consumption for a given delay constraint.
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Utilization of a PC Based Network Router
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Abstract— Old and obsolete computers are valuable sources of raw materials and computational processing power, if used properly.
Otherwise these are just garbage and possible sources of toxins that are sent to landfills or incinerated. This paper focuses on the
concept of 3R (Reduce, Recycle and Reuse). The objective is to create a network router that can be used to service a small network of
computers. Using open source software and two salvaged defective computers, replacing and removing some parts of the computer to
create a prototype personal computer network router. In the deployment and testing period, there were problems encountered. These
were addressed, by adding and replacing memory and network cards and rewriting/reconfiguring the software. In consideration to the
power consumption of the prototype, the hard drive was replaced with a compact flash card. The experiment gave positive results in
its performance and is comparable with a more expensive similar device. Further, performance was found to be directly proportional
to the memory size of the network router. This proves that old and obsolete computers can be maximized in terms of utilization. Based
on the results, the prototype may be considered an alternative router device for a small network, considering its cost, power
consumption, availability and simplicity. It is recommended that similar studies be made considering a larger network and different
hardware configurations.

Keywords—3R, pc router obsolete computers, open source software, pc recycling, electronic waste, waste management
INTRODUCTION

Everything is going new, discovering new technologies and new powerful computers, while there are so many old computers that are
being ignored by many. Obsolescence has resulted in the growing number of surplus computers and electronic equipments around the
globe and these are considered electronic wastes (e-Waste) [1]. Most of these resources are sent to landfills or incinerators and
sometimes improperly disposed [2]. These computers are possible sources of toxins and carcinogens when improperly treated and may
cause damage to the environment. Although old computers are obsolete, these are valuable sources of secondary materials. It is a
common knowledge that these, contain plastics, metals and most of all computational power. The challenge is, how may these
resources, be used intelligently, specific to the processing power of computers.
The 3R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) refers to a hierarchy of waste management strategies to minimize waste [3]. Generally, the idea is to
reduce or to buy less or use less, to reuse is to discard the items and used again and recycle, some parts are separated into materials
that may be incorporated into other products. This is a fitting idea to address the aforementioned issues, computer recycling or
electronic recycling [4]. It can be thought of as the recovery and reuse of computers or other electronic devices, which includes both
finding another use for materials and having systems dismantled, in a manner that allows for the safe extraction of the constituent
materials for reuse in other or similar products. This mechanism can reduce the negative impact of e-waste to the environment.
A network consists of interconnected computers to share resources and services. As all the computers as endpoints in the network
should have a connection between each other to communicate, send and receive Internet Protocol for the internet service, routers play
an important role, which affects cost of ownership and network management. A router [5] is a special purpose dedicated device that
connects several networks. Packets are switched between these networks in a process called forwarding. It may be repeated several
times on a single packet by multiple router devices until it is delivered to its final destination. These routers are computers that have
operating systems, the operating system runs different processes that take care of the hardware and provide interface for the user to
this hardware. Of these processes, a routing daemon [6], [7], is handling all the routing related functions.
This work is focused on rehabilitating old and defective personal computers by reusing working parts to build a working network
router. The goal is to reuse and recycle the processing capability of these computers, introduce modifications on the configurations in
the hard drive and memory, utilize and monitor the performance of the unit as a network router.

RELATED WORK
Reference [8], used Linux and a conventional PC hardware to build the Click Modular Router, it gave positive results in its
performance over commercial routers however there are hardware limitations encountered. Obviously, it is by far is inexpensive over
other routers.
The work in [9], explored the utilization of FreeBSD operating system and was ported to Linux to perform routing functions, the
experiment gave positive results in its routing performance, using a dedicated router device. In a similar study [10], they noted that,
the better choice of software for a PC based router is Click, although it did not support large forwarding tables in the kernel mode
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operation, the Linux kernel networking stack was used instead. There are also inadequacies found in using a single general purpose
computer as a router for a goal of high performance routing. Based on their work, a general purpose computer together with a Linux
kernel proves the viability of creating a low cost network PC router. They further stressed that high end off the shelf computers
performs well in small networks, considering also cost of building the device. Tuning the router to improve the throughput
performance was suggested.
As general purpose computers can be built as routers, the paper in [11], claimed that these routers offer certain advantage over the use
of dedicated hardware, allowing open, public source code access to the forwarding, queuing and routing algorithms and the use of
more flexible, commodity host interfaces and host CPUs. But there is also a drawback mentioned: its efficiency in supporting higher
bandwidth interfaces due to the limitations of the host I/O bus throughput. There are several software routers available in the internet,
these takes advantage of the Linux kernel networking stack for its simplicity and robustness. Some of these are machine specific and
has different Linux flavor implementation. It can be from basic functionality to the more all in one software router implementation,
which can be tuned or configured to the needs of the network administrator. There are two commonly available open source software
routers for general purpose computers the IPCop [12] and M0n0wall [13].
M0n0wall is an embedded firewall distribution of FreeBSD, it provides a small image for CF Cards. It runs on a number of embedded
platforms and generic PCs. The PC version can be run with just a CF Card with IDE adapter to store configuration data. This
eliminates the need for hard drive which reduces noise and heat levels. IPCop on the other hand, is a downloadable Linux distribution
which aims to provide a simple to manage firewall appliance based on PC hardware. Its sole purpose is to protect the networks it is
installed on. It includes a simple user managed update mechanism to install security updates when required. It is also geared towards
home and small office-home office (SOHO) users that provide a very user friendly web interface. Their simplicity for implementation
does not need a high learning curve in the implementation. These are ready to deploy software routers and can be configured
accordingly at the minimal knowledge of the user for a considerable network size.
The study in reference [14], used a PC based software router for a residential gateway. Based on the results in the analysis of the
performance of the router, a performance metrics expression was derived that includes, sojourn time, blocking probability and
throughput using measured average time. Consequently, the author guarantees that the pc based router as a residential gateway is
essential for entertainment based applications delivery over home networks.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
The study is an applied research where a prototype network router was created, tested, utilized and monitored. The process was based
on the 3R (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) concept of waste management. The prototype network outer was derived from the old
computers with functional parts.

Project Development
The researcher used the diagrammatic representation shown in the figure in recapitulating the steps in the creation of the prototype.
The product can be modeled based on the IPO model. The IPO model describes how a process can transform inputs to give a desired
output.
Free Open
Source
Software
Router
Old Obsolete
Computers

3R
(Reduce,
Reuse,
Recycle)

Low Cost
Network PC
Router Utilization
Performance
(Temperature,
CPU utilization,
Memory,
Throughput)

Figure 1. The Input Process Output framework of the study
The router was deployed in two offices to provide internet service to an average of fifteen (15) users, with varying bandwidth
utilization. The internet service is provided by a local service provider with a 3.5 Mbps DSL type of connection and a CIR of 128
Kbps. The service has a statically configured IP address from the provider. To visualize the system, Figure 2 shows the general
architecture in providing service and the utilization of the low cost network router. It can be seen that the scenario is concentrated on
the router being the center of information exchange. Modification was introduced to two(2) old defective computers specific to its
hard drive, chassis and Network Interface Card (NIC). Defective parts were replaced with functional parts salvaged from other old and
defective computers, specific to the NIC, memory, power supply and processor.
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Two(2) of the seven best free open source software firewall-routers were selected and used for the basis of their simplicity and
availability for the Compact Flash (CF) card implementation. Their simplicity of writing the whole package into the CF card reduces
the task of the network administrator in configuring and deploying the router for a small sized network at a minimal time, maximizing
effort and resources. Availability, cost, noise and power consumption was also considered in the experiment.

Low Cost Network
Router

. . . . . Desktop clients
Figure 2. General architecture of the system
In the process of building the router from scratch, the researcher took five (5) old condemned computers (Compaq Deskpro) and tested
their functionality. From these five (5) computers, three (3) has working motherboards, four (4) memory modules (128MB), two (2)
power supplies. Two (2) units were then assembled by replacing the defective parts with the functional parts, the optical and floppy
drives were removed which resulted in two (2) working computers with no hard drive and NIC. Chassis enclosure was removed to
improve air flow and ventilation of the parts. The NICs came from other old unserviceable defective units, ready to be disposed.

Figure 3. Installation, reconfiguration, testing and utilization of the PC Routers
The hard drives were replaced with CF cards as storage medium with IDE adapters, to reduce noise and power consumption. In the
preparation stage, the software routers‘ CF Card images were written to the CF cards through a laptop and a CF card reader/writer. In
the implementation, the CF cards were then installed to the two (2) computers. The computer-router was then started, setup and
configuration followed based on the requirements of the internet service connectivity to perform routing and firewall functions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After the routers were built, a test run was conducted. Along the way there were minor problems encountered, among these were :
unmarked WAN and LAN physical identification of NICs, NIC not supported by one of the software router, corrupted CF Card image,
17
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failing memory modules and improper handling and insertion of the CF Card to the IDE adapter. These were addressed accordingly,
though it delayed the process, the built-up was successful after repeating the process from the start.
Following were the results of the utilization of the routers for a fifteen (15) computer clients within a period of nine (9) months, with
varied internet service (email, surfing, social networking, online game, downloads, research, etc.). Figure 4 shows, the performance of
the first configured PC Router, which was monitored for a period of twelve (12) weeks, with intermittent downtime at the initial stage
on weeks one (1) to three (3). It can be seen that as temperature builds up in the router, performance in the received data gradually
decreases, as transmitted requests are high, although, CPU utilization is minimally affected. Throughput is affected negatively as
temperature in the router increases. The high temperature build up pointed to a defective CPU fan. The router then failed due to a bad
motherboard, caused by the heat generated by the system and the defective power supply. Although there was available replacement
power supply and motherboard, utilization and monitoring of the router was discontinued due to a broken CF card adapter pin caused
by mishandling and improper insertion of the CF card that made it unusable.
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Figure 4. Performance of router 1 with 256MB RAM, closed chassis
The second configured router performed well over the first configured router, which can be attributed to the hardware condition of the
computer. Figure 6, shows the performance summary of the router for a six (6) month period of monitoring. As it can be seen, as
temperature rises, it affects the routers throughput performance negatively and the CPU utilization remains stable. On the fourth
month of utilization, the routers memory failed and was replaced with a recycled memory unit, this resulted in the continuous
utilization of the router.
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Figure 5. Performance of router 2 for with 128MB RAM, closed chassis
In its sixth month of operation, the memory was doubled and upgraded to 512MB (2 x 128MB PC133). Addressing the temperature
problems observed, the router chassis was removed and active ventilation through two (2) auxiliary fans, configured as intake and
exhaust functions. Figure 6 shows that the stability of the router was maintained. This can be attributed to the stable temperature, due
to proper cooling and ventilation of the router through the added fans. Likewise, memory and CPU utilization was stable and
throughput has improved. This can also be attributed to the memory upgrade and cooling.
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Figure 6. Performance of Router 2 after 6 months with 256Mb RAM open chassis and with proper cooling
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CONCLUSION
The researcher created a low cost Network PC Router derived from salvaged parts and using a compact flash card for the storage of the router
software. The router was used to provide internet services to a small office, in lieu of a commercial router. The study used the concept of 3R
(Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) in the process. The process contributes to minimizing the negative impacts of e-waste in the environment, but
also maximizes utilization of processing capabilities of computers.
Based on the results of the test and utilization, it was shown that the prototype network router derived form old computers based on the 3R
concept can be used to service a fifteen (15) considerable number of client computers and is economically affordable. The performance result
implies that old computers perform well and efficient as a network router following the procedures presented. The computing power of the
computer is maximized using available free open source software routers. The memory and temperature are the most critical factors that
affect the functionality and efficiency of the routers based on results and observations. Proper ventilation and airflow in the router should be
considered for the stability of the router. Increasing the memory size of the router increases throughput and minimizes reads and writes to the
compact flash card that prolong its operating and shelf life.
It is recommended that similar studies be done to validate the findings of this work, using different computer architectures in varying memory
(RAM) size and other free open source software routers.
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Abstract – In this work, we report some preliminary results concerning the fabrication of quaternary semiconductor
Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) thin films on a flexible substrate through the simultaneous electrodeposition of elements having
different standard electrochemical potentials. CZTS thin films were obtained by deposition from aqueous baths at room temperature
and varying bath composition. Chemical composition and structure of the electrodeposited films were evaluated by SEM and XRD.
Preliminary results on the photoelectrochemical behaviour of the films will be also presented. We obtain ZnS thin films with good
physical properties, these samples can be used as window material in ZnS/CZTS solar cells to improve the photovoltaic efficiency.
Keywords – Cu2ZnSnS4, CZTS, ZnS, Thin Films, Solar Cells.
Introduction
Energy is a great issue for the development of society. Since the amount of fossil fuel is limited, a sustainable development of
society requires the development of novel sustainable energy resources. In such a context, solar energy meets the requirement.
Recently, Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based thin film solar cells have achieved efficiencies as high as 20.4 % in the lab scale [1-4]. However, due to
the scarcity and high cost of indium constituent, this material cannot meet the long term goal of the solar energy development. To
solve this issue, it is necessary to develop alternative light absorbing materials which are composed of relatively earth abundant
elements. In recent years, kesterite CuZnSnS4 (CZTS) has emerged as one of the promising candidates for thin film solar cells due to
its direct optical band gap of 1.0 to 1.5 eV, high absorption coefficient (over 10 4 cm-1) above the optical band gap and abundant
elements on Earth [5, 6]. The CuZnSnS4-based thin film solar cells have achieved an efficiency as high as 11.1 % using a hydrazinebased processing CZTS absorbers [7]. This device performance points to the significant promise of CZTS as emerging and interesting
materials for solar cell applications. However, hydrazine is toxic and explosive, and therefore not favorable for further up-scaling
development. Therefore, an alternative deposition approach for the CZTS thin film absorber is preferable [8]. In this thesis, a solution
processed approach for the deposition of CZTS thin film absorbers is presented using binary and ternary chalcognide nanoparticles as
precursors. The aim of this work is firstly to develop a solution deposition process for CZTS thin film absorbers, which does not rely
on hydrazine solvent and secondly to study the influence of the processing conditions such as ink precursors and annealing conditions
on the structural, optical and electrical properties of CZTS thin film absorbers [9].
In the following, a brief description of the structure of this thesis and the main contents is given. starts with a brief
introduction of the material properties of CZTS and the evolution of Cu 2ZnSn(SxSe1-x)4-based thin film solar cell efficiency.
Furthermore, a literature review on the advance of various deposition techniques for CZTS thin films and the best/
Preparation, morphology and structure of Cu2ZnSnS4 thin films
As it is known that the optoelectronic properties of semiconductor materials are closely related to materials properties such as
crystal quality, chemical composition and phase purity, it is essential to understand the detailed morphological and structural
properties before their further application in devices. Will investigate the preparation conditions on the morphological and structural
properties of CZTS thin films. The experimental details on the deposition of CZTS thin films by spin coating of the mixed precursor
inks consisting of ZnS, SnS and Cu3SnS4 nanoparticles dispersed in hexanethiol. Two series of thin films deposited by both nonligand-exchange and ligand-exchange processes have been prepared. The influence of the annealing temperature on the morphological
and structural properties of CZTS thin films was examined by XRD and SEM. In the following we examined the effect of ligandexchange processes on the morphological properties of the resulting thin films.
Alluminium and indium tin oxide (ITO) glass slides were used as the substrate during the deposition process polycrystalline
CZTS thin films. The substrates were first cleaned in ethanol then ultrasonically washed with distilled water. Finally, substrates were
dried in an oven at 90°C. In the typical synthesis, CuCl (1mmol), ZnCl 2 (0.75 mmol), and SnCl2 (0.6mmol) were added into pyridine
as a metal source and the Cu/Zn/Sn molar ratio was determined to be 2/1.5/1.2. Then, 25 mL of sodium selenite (0.15 M) was added
and the pH of the solution was adjusted to 3 by addition of hydrochloric acid using pH meter. The composition can be controlled by
changing the ratio of the nanoparticle precursors. The second step is to deposit Cu-Zn-Sn-S precursor films by spin coating
nanoparticle precursor inks at a certain rotating speed. After that, Cu-Zn-Sn-S precursor films were subjected to a heat treatment step
at 170-200 and 350 °C for 2 min respectively. The aim of this step is to remove the organic solvent as well as part of the surfactants
surrounded the nanoparticle precursors. In addition, the heat treatment process also helps to dense the film on the substrates otherwise
the deposited layers may be dissolved back into the solvent again when the second spin coating processes. To obtain desired thickness
(less than 5 μm), the steps II and III should be repeated before going to the final annealing step.
Zinc acetate dehydrate [Zn(CH3COO)2,2H2O] and thioacetamide (CH3CSNH2), of analytical reagent grade were purchased
from Merck Chemical company. All the reagents were used as received. Aqueous solutions of 1M zinc acetate dehydrate, 0.5M
thioacetamide (TAA) and 2MHCl were used for ZnS thin films deposition. First, 5 ml zinc acetate and 10 ml Ethylenediamine were
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mixed in a beaker and stirred for several minutes to get a clear and homogeneous solution. The pH value of the obtained solution was
measured to be 8.4, and then some small amount of HCl was added to the solution in order to reduce the pH to 6.5. Thereafter, 40 ml
TAA was added under stirring condition. Finally, a few drops of HCl were added to fix the solution pH at the value of 6.0. The glass
or CZTS substrates were then immersed vertically in the solution. The beaker was sealed with a teflon tape and was placed in a
thermostat bath set at a desired temperature (70 ± 5 0C)). The depositions were carried out in the time intervals of 4 hours. The
deposition process was then repeated in order to obtain the filmswith different thicknesses.After each deposition stage, the samples
were taken out from the beaker and cleanedwith deionized water.The powdery and less-adherent ZnS particleswere removed
bywashing the samplewith distilledwater.The films, as they were grown appeared to be in a gray-blue color -exhibit a good uniformity
and adherence and they can be used as new substrates to deposit thicker films.
To examine the effect of ligand-exchange with ammonium sulphide ((NH4)2S) of the precursor thin films on the morphology
of the resulting CZTS thin films, the precursor thin films were treated with 0.04 M (NH4)2S methanol solution for 30 s after heat
treatment at 170 °C for 2 min to allow the ligand exchange between organic surfactants and ammonium sulphide. Finally, the
resulting precursor films were subjected to annealing process at 400 to 580 °C under different sulphur and/or selenium containing
atmosphere, which allows the formation of CZTS absorbers by reaction of the nanoparticle precursors.
The CZTS thin films were analyzed by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) using a PANalytical XpertPro MPD
system (CuKa1,2 radiation) and an incident angle of 0.58. Scanning electron microscopy on cross-sections was used to analyze the
film morphology and thickness. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mappings and linescans were also performed on crosssections using an acceleration voltage of 7 kV. For both analyses a LEO1530
(Gemini) with a field emission cathode was used. The overall chemical composition was determined by EDX from top in a LEO440
SEM with hairpin cathode using an acceleration voltage of 12–20 kV. The characteristic L-lines of zinc and tin and the K-lines of
copper and sulfur were used for the quantitative composition determination. The J–V characteristics of CZTS-ZnS solar cells under
illumination were measured with a solar simulator under standard test conditions without light soaking. External quantum efficiencies
were analyzed using monochromatic illumination under short-circuit conditions.
Results and discussions
Results and discussions of the influence of annealing temperature and atmosphere on the mophoological and structural properties of
the resulting Cu2ZnSnS4 thin films will be presented in this section. In addition, the effect of ligand-exchange processes of the
precursor layers on the morphology of CZTS thin films will also be discussed.
The influence of the annealing temperature and atmosphere on the morphological and the structural properties will be
investigated. The aim of this study is to determine the suitable temperature and atmosphere for preparation of the CZTS thin film
absorbers. The morphology was studied by scanning electron microscopy while the structural properties were characterized by XRD

Figure 1. XRD patterns of CZTS film.
Figure 2 shows the surface and cross section SEM images of the as-deposited sample and after heat treatment process. When
taking a close look at the surface of the sample, one can find that there are some nanoplates on top or embedded in the nanoparticle
layers as marked by circles. The size of the ZnS and CTS nanoparticles is rather small (less than 50 nm) and the shape of these two
kinds of nanoparticles are spherical; but the shape the SnS nanoparticles are composed of sphere and nanoplates. Therefore, it is clear
that the nanoplates observed from the surface view of SEM image should be SnS precursor. In addition, pinholes can also be observed
in the sample, however, it is not clear whether these pinholes last until the substrates or not. The films were prepared using layer by
layer deposition process. This process allows the further coverage of the pinholes or cracks existed in the pre-deposited layers. Hence,
the pinholes are more probably present only on the surface layers. Figure 2 (b) illustrates that the film is densely packed. The thickness
of the sample is around 0.9 μm.
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Figure 2. SEM images of CZTS film of the as-deposited sample(a) and after heat treatment process (b).
This solar cell device configuration has been developed and used for solar cells and modules and has not been specifically
optimized for the CZTS absorber layers. Figure 3 depicts the J–V characteristics of the best device measured at standard test
conditions. To our knowledge this is the highest efficiency obtained for a coevaporated CZTS-device up to date.

Figure 3. J–V characteristics of solar cell with deposited CZTS absorber.
To gain further insights in the device performance and loss mechanisms the external quantum efficiency (EQE) was
measured on the same solar cell as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. External quantum efficiency (EQE) of solar cell with CZTS absorber.
The EQE shows a steep increase around 350 nm related to the absorption edge of the ZnS window layer, a maximum value of
about 60% at wavelengths between 400 and 500 nm and a subsequent broad decline for wavelengths above 520 nm. The optical gap of
the CZTS absorber layer can be estimated from this EQE measurement, if the absorption coefficient for the material is modeled
assuming a direct band gap semiconductor with parabolic bands close to the band edge. A band gap of 1.51±0.01 eV is obtained from
the linear extrapolation of (h ln(1-EQE))2 vs. h. This value is in very good agreement with two recent theoretical calculations
putting the value of the band gap in CZTS at 1.5 eV [10,11]. For wavelengths larger than the estimated optical gap (820 nm)
significant photocurrent collection is observed in the EQE. This is likely due to substantial band tailing due to large amount of lattice
disorder in the CZTS film. The collection length can be estimated by analyzing the electrical characteristics of the Al/CZTS/ZnS solar
cells.
CONCLUSION
We report some preliminary results concerning the fabrication of quaternary semiconductor Cu 2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) thin films on
a flexible substrate through the simultaneous electrodeposition of elements having different standard electrochemical potentials. CZTS
thin films were obtained by deposition from aqueous baths at room temperature and varying bath composition. Chemical composition
and structure of the electrodeposited films were evaluated by SEM and XRD. Preliminary results on the photoelectrochemical
behaviour of the films will be also presented. We obtain ZnS thin films with good physical properties, these samples can be used as
window material in ZnS/CZTS solar cells to improve the photovoltaic efficiency.
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ABSTRACT: Health related issues and parameters are of utmost importance to man, and is essential to his existence and influence
and thus he has sought for an improved system that would be able to capture and monitor the changes in health parameters irrespective
of time and location so as to provide for measures that will forestall abnormalities and cater for emergencies. This work presents a
system that is capable of providing real time remote monitoring of the heartbeat with improvements of an alarm and SMS alert. This
project aims at the design and implementation of a low cost but efficient and flexible heartbeat monitoring and alert system using
GSM technology. It is designed in such a way that the heartbeat/pulse rate is sensed and measured by the sensors which sends the
signals to the control unit for proper processing and determination of the heartbeat rate which is displayed on an LCD, it then proceeds
to alert by an alarm and SMS sent to the mobile phone of the medical expert or health personnel, if and only if the threshold value of
the heartbeat rate is maximally exceeded. Thus this system proposes a continuous, real time, remote, safe and accurate monitoring of
the heartbeat rate and helps in patient‘s diagnosis and early and preventive treatment of cardiovascular ailments.
Keywords: Parameters, Sensors, Emergencies, GSM Technology, SMS, Real time monitoring, Heartbeat rate,

INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular disease is one of the main causes of death in many countries and thus it accounts for the over 15 million deaths
worldwide. In addition, several million people are disabled by cardiovascular disease [1]. The delay between the first symptom of any
cardiac ailment and the call for medical assistance has a large variation among different patients and can have fatal consequences. One
critical inference drawn from epidemiological data is that deployment of resources for early detection and treatment of heart disease
has a higher potential of reducing fatality associated with cardiac disease than improved care after hospitalization. Hence new
strategies are needed in order to reduce time before treatment. Monitoring of patients is one possible solution. Also, the trend towards
an independent lifestyle has also increased the demand for personalized non-hospital based care. Cardiovascular disease has shown
that heart beat rate plays a key role in the risk of heart attack. Heart disease such as heart attack, coronary heart disease, congestive
heart failure, and congenital heart disease is the leading cause of death for men and women in many countries. Most of the time, heart
disease problems harm the elderly person. Very frequently, they live with their own and no one is willing to monitor them for 24 hours
a day [1].
In this proposed device, the heart beat and temperature of patients are measured by using sensors as analog data, later it is converted
into digital data using analog to digital converter (ADC) which is suitable for wireless transmission using SMS messages through
GSM modem. Micro controller device is used for temporary storage of the data used for transmission [2]. For a patient who is already
diagnosed with fatal heart disease, their heart rate condition has to be monitored continuously. This project proposes and focuses on
the design of the heartbeat monitor that is able to monitor the heart beat rate condition of patient continuously. This signal is processed
using the microcontroller to determine the heart beat rate per minute. Then, it sends short message service (SMS) alert to the mobile
phone of medical experts or patient‘s family members, or their relativesabout the condition of the patient and abnormal details via
SMS. Thus, doctors can monitor and diagnose the patient‘s condition continuously and could suggest earlier precaution for the
patients themselves. This will also alert the family members to quickly attend to the patient.The remote heartbeat monitor proposed in
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this work can be used in hospitals and also for patients who can be under continuous monitoring while traveling from place to
place,since the system is continuously monitoring the patient.
1.

BACKGROUND STUDY

Recent breakthroughs in science and technological innovations have led to an unprecedented advancement in provisions of
technological solutions for the numerous problems facing mankind. Researchers are busy leveraging on modern technology to provide
better and improved solutions commensurate to the ever increasing demands. A heart rate monitor is a personal monitoring device that
allows one to measure one's heart rate in real time or record the heart rate for later study. Early models consisted of a monitoring box
with a set of electrode leads which attached to the chest. The first wireless electrocardiogram (ECG) heart rate monitor was invented
in 1977 as a training aid for the Finnish National Cross Country Ski team and as 'intensity training' became a popular concept in
athletic circles in the mid-80s, retail sales of wireless personal heart monitors started from 1983 [3]. In old versions of the monitor,
when a heartbeat is detected a radio signal is transmitted, which the receiver uses to determine the current heart rate. This signal can
be a simple radio pulse or a unique coded signal from the chest strap (such as Bluetooth or other low-power radio link); the latter
prevents one user's receiver from using signals from other nearby transmitters (known as cross-talk interference) [3]. Newer versions
of the heart rate monitor include a microprocessor which is continuously monitoring the ECG and calculating the heart rate, and other
parameters. Modern heart rate monitors usually comprise two elements: a chest strap transmitter and a wrist receiver or mobile phone
(which usually doubles as a watch or phone). In early plastic straps, water or liquid was required to get good performance. Later units
have used conductive smart fabric with built-in microprocessors which analyses the ECG signal to determine heart rate. More
advanced models will offer measurements of heart rate variability, activity, and breathing rate to assess parameters relating to a
subject's fitness. Sensor fusion algorithms allow these monitors to detect core temperature and dehydration [3]. The digital heartbeat
monitor and alert systems provides a more unique, effective and efficient means of real-time monitoring of a patient‘s health
parameters and has ever since witnessed an unprecedented tremendous advancement as researchers keep searching for better ways to
make these monitoring and alert systems more flexible, portable, and efficient. This section presents a review of current research
findings and works done so far by different researchers with the same mindset of providing flexible, portable, and efficient monitoring
and alert systems.
A

Review of Related Works

In the work ―Heartbeat monitoring alert via SMS‖ [4], the heart beat rate is detected using photoplethysmograph (PPG) technique.
This signal is processed using PIC16F87 microcontroller to determine the heart beat rate per minute. Then, it sends SMS alert to the
mobile phone of medical experts or patient's family members, or their relatives via SMS. Thus, doctors can monitor and diagnose the
patient's condition continuously and could suggest earlier precaution for the patients themselves. This will also alert the family
members to quickly attend the patient. PPG is a simple and low-cost optical technique that can be used to detect blood volume
changes in the micro vascular bed of tissue. Frequently, it is used non-invasively to make measurements at the skin surface. A PPG is
often obtained by using a pulse oximeter which illuminates the skin and measures changes in light absorption. Typically, a PPG tools
uses an emitter-receiver pair to determine blood flow. It consists of a matched infrared emitter and photodiode, which transmits
changes in infrared reflectance resulting from varying blood flow. A heartbeat sensor circuit which adopted PPG technique is designed
using MPLAB software.
As a means of making monitoring systems cost effective and flexible, the work ―A Low Cost Optical Sensor Based Heart Rate
Monitoring System‖ [5], was conceived by researchers. This proposes the design and implementation of a single Microcontroller
based heart rate measuring device that integrates most of the key features of the aforementioned devices and models. The device is
compact in size, energy efficient, portable, capable of data storage and well suited for communicating with an external remote device
via Bluetooth and cellular communication in case of a medical emergency or routine. It is based on a single Microcontroller chip that
utilizes change in amount of reflection of light sensed by a photo transistor. A photo transistor is used to sense the reflected light.
Signal received by the photo transistor is very weak and perturbed by high frequency noise. In order for this signal to be processed in
Microcontroller, it is needed to eliminate undesired noise. Furthermore, the signal level is to be raised to a satisfactory level so that the
spikes coming from the transistor during each time the heart beats can be distinguished properly by the Microcontroller. After noise
being properly attenuated, the signal is fed to the Microcontroller where the data processing is done by converting the analog signal to
digital signal. This device has been developed with significant operational conformity with its commercial counterparts. It is designed
to respond during medical emergencies via Bluetooth and cellular communication. Furthermore, it can store bulk of data and can also
be made conveniently portable.
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In the work titled ―Microcontroller Based Heart Beat Monitoring and Alerting System‖ [6]. Itexplains how a single-chip
microcontroller can be used to analyze heart beat rate in real-time. In addition, it allows doctors to get the heart beat and location of
the patient by GSM every twenty four hours. It can also be used to control patients or athletic person over a long period. The system
reads stores and analyses the heartbeat repetitively in real-time. The hardware and software design are oriented towards a single-chip
microcontroller-based system, hence minimizing the size. The hardware design is based on an embedded system implementation using
the PIC16F877 (a 40 bit) microcontroller from microchip.This system consist of Microcontroller (PIC16F877A), heart beat sensor,
GSM modem, GPS receiver. For measuring Heartbeat, input is taken from the finger. Heart beat sensor will generate digital pulse
corresponding to each beat. This pulse is counted by interfacing heart beat sensor to microcontroller to pin no. 15(TICKL) and
programming the microcontroller in counter mode. After counting of pulse for one minute, value of heart beat will be displayed on
LCD and if value is beyond the normal range then location of patient will be messaged to doctor or health attendant personnel using
GSM.
B Proposed System
This works presents a lot of considerations and improvements that were incorporated in to the functionality of the device so as to
reflect desired features such as cost, design complexity, size, software development, weight, lack of portability etc. This design uses a
miniaturized pulse sensor (IC sensor) which has been optimized for very accurate sensing and measurement of changes in the
heartbeat rate. The system calculates the heartbeat rate in beat per minute (BPM) with the help of the microcontroller, displays the
measured heart rate on a 16X2 character LCD and sends an SMS with current BPM value, each time the heart rate goes above or
below a fixed threshold, while at the same time setting off a buzzer alarm attached to the patient module to trigger an alert. With small
size and portability in mind, the choice of the LCD display and miniaturized sensor aims at eliminating the need for a PC display,
while making it easier to carry the system about, for continuous monitoring. It thus ensures flexibility in real-time remote monitoring
regardless of distance and location.Another interesting feature of this particular design is the reprogrammable and open source nature
of the product, which makes it easier to re-specify the particular heart rate to watch out for, as well as play with the system parameters,
to suit the users need better. This is necessary due to varying environmental and patient conditions. The introduction of the open
source Arduino board in this project makes it exceptionally unique and thus opens door for greater exploration and maximization of its
great flexibility features and the extent to which it can be implemented for a variety of functions.

FIG 1 The Block diagram of The Heartbeat Monitoring and Alert System
2. FUNCTIONAL UNITS OF THE SYSTEM
A Power Supply Unit
This unit was developed around, built and incorporated in the arduinouno board. The power supply source for the system would be
mains AC. The circuit would use a 12v DC and consists of the rectifier diode, smoothening capacitor and the voltage regulator.
B
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The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328 (datasheet). It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can
be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset
button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it
with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. It's an open-source physical computing platform based on a simple microcontroller
board, and a development environment for writing software for the board.

FIG 2
C

Block diagram of the Arduino Board

The Arduino GSM Shield/Module

The Arduino GSM Shield allows an Arduino board to connect to the internet, make/receive voice calls and send/receive SMS
messages. The shield uses a radio modem M10 by Quectel (datasheet). It is possible to communicate with the board using AT
commands. The GSM library has a large number of methods for communication with the shield. The shield uses digital pins 2 and 3
for software serial communication with the M10. The M10 is a Quad-band GSM/GPRS modem that works at frequencies
GSM850MHz, GSM900MHz, DCS1800MHz and PCS1900MHz. It supports TCP/UDP and HTTP protocols through a GPRS
connection.As always with Arduino, every element of the platform – hardware, software and documentation is freely available and
open-source. A GSM module assembles a GSM modem with standard communication interfaces like RS-232 (Serial Port), USB etc.,
so that it can be easily interfaced with a computer or a microprocessor / microcontroller based system. The power supply circuit is also
built into the module and can be activated using a suitable adaptor. Like a GSM mobile phone, a GSM modem requires a SIM card
from a wireless carrier in order to operate. The GSM/GPRS module is designed to enable communication between the microcontroller
and GMS network. The GSM/GPRS MODEM can perform the following operations:
1.

Receive, send or delete SMS messages in a SIM.

2.

Read, add, search phonebook entries of the SIM.

3.

Make, Receive, or reject a voice call.

It is recommended that the board be powered with an external power supply that can provide between 700mA and 1000mA. Powering
an Arduino and the GSM shield from a USB connection is not recommended, as USB cannot provide the required current for when
the modem is in heavy use. The modem can pull up to 2A of current at peak usage, which can occur during data transmission.
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FIG 3 Pin Outs of TheArduinoGsm Shield
D

The Pulse Sensor Unit

A Heartbeat sensor is a monitoring device that allows one to measure his or her heart rate in real time or record the heart rate for later
study. It provides a simple way to study the heart function. This sensor monitors the flow of blood through the finger and is designed
to give digital output of the heartbeat when a finger is placed on it. When the sensor is working, the beat LED flashes in unison with
each heartbeat. This digital output can be connected to the microcontroller directly to measure the Beats per Minute (BPM) rate. It
works on the principle of light modulation by blood flow through finger at each pulse [7]. The Pulse Sensor is a well-designed plugand-play heart-rate sensor for Arduino. It also includes an open-source monitoring app that graphs your pulse in real time.

FIG 4 The Pulse Sensor
The Pulse Sensor can be connected to arduino with jumpers. The Code for Hardware and Software otherwise known asThe Processing
code is called ‗P_PulseSensor_xx‘ ,running this code on this data visualization software gives:
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FIG 5

Pulse Sensor Output Graph

The group of three numbers on the left correspond to the pulse waveform peak, trough, and amplitude. At the top of the screen, a
smaller data window graphs heart rate over time. This graph advances every pulse, and the Beats Per Minute is updated every 10 heart
pulses. The big red heart also pulses to the time of your heartbeat. When you hold the Pulse Sensor to your fingertip, you should see a
nice saw-tooth waveform like the one above. The pulse sensor amped is a greatly improved version of the original pulse sensor. This
version incorporates amplification and noise cancellation circuitry into the hardware, making it much more reliable. It is compatible
with 3.3 and 5v microcontrollers giving you more flexibility and the processing visualization software and arduino code have been
streamlined and improved.Arduino watches the analog signal from pulse sensor, and a pulse is found when the signal rises above
the mid-point, that's the moment when the capillary tissue gets slammed with a surge of fresh blood. When the signal drops below the
mid-point, arduino sees this and gets ready to find the next pulse. The digital pulses are given to the microcontroller for calculating the
heat beat rate, given by the formula- BPM (Beats per minute) = 60*fWhere f is the pulse frequency. We have built in hysteresis to
the rising and falling thresholds which can be adjusted if necessary [8].
E
LCD Display Unit
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) modules that display characters such as text and numbers are the most cheapest and simplest to use of
all LCDs. They can be purchased in various Sizes, which are measured by the number of rows and columns of characters they can
display. Any LCD with an HD44780- or KS0066-compatible interface is compatible with Arduino. A 16x2 LCD display is very basic
electronic module and is very commonly used in various devices and circuits. These modules are preferred over seven segments and
other multi segment LEDs because they are economical, easily programmable, has no limitation of displaying special and even custom
characters (unlike in seven segments), animations and so on . A 16x2 LCD means it can display 16 characters per line and there are 2
such lines. In this LCD each character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. This LCD has two registers, namely, Command and Data.The
command register stores the command instructions given to the LCD. A command is an instruction given to LCD to do a predefined
task like initializing it, clearing its screen, setting the cursor position, controlling display etc. The data register stores the data to be
displayed on the LCD. The data is the ASCII value of the character to be displayed on the LCD [9].

FIG 6 Pin Out ofThe LCD
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F

Buzzer

A buzzer or beeper is an audio signaling device, which may be mechanical, electromechanical, or piezoelectric and finds extensive
use in electronics circuits and designs especially to trigger an alarm or as a system alert device. The buzzer is simply powered with a
regulated 5v.

FIG 7

G

Buzzer

Mobile User

The mobile user is simply any GSM mobile phone that is able to send and receive an SMS. The microcontroller issues control signal
which instructs the GSM Module to send an SMS remotely over the GSM network to the GSM Mobile phone which receives the
message sent to it. The GSM Module and the program algorithm can also be designed that the SMS message sent is to multiple predefined mobile users.

3.

SYSTEM EVALUATION

This system is programmed such that it will sense and monitor the heartbeat rate whenever a fingertip is placed on the pulse sensor
and triggers an alert by SMS messages sent to the mobile of the health personnel and also buzz an alarm whenever the critical
threshold value of the heartbeat rate is exceeded.The table below shows the summary of the entire system performance as well as the
tests carried out on the entire system to ascertain if it‘s working according to the desired objectives and specifications intended for it.
The entire system is evaluated based on the tests, observations and results captured in the table below.
Table 1
S/N
1

TEST
INITIAL DISPLAY

System Performance And Evaluation
OBSERVATION
DISPLAYS ‗HEARTBEAT

RESULT
SYSTEM ON

PROJECT‘
2

3

SIM CARD INSERTED

FINGER PLACED AT THE

DISPLAYS ‗WAITING FOR

SEARCHNG FOR GSM

CONNECTION‘

NETWORK

DISPLAYS A VALUE

HEARTBEAT RATE

SENSOR
4
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NORMAL PULSE RATE

DETECTED
DISPLAYS A VALUE
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RATE
5

6

A

WHEN MSG IS SENT

MSG NOT SENT

DISPLAYS ‗MSG SENT

ABNORMAL HEARTBEAT

SUCCESSFULLY‘

RATE

DISPLAYS ‗MSG NOT SENT‘

MSG SENDING FAILED

System Testing

This stage involves the testing of the whole system. After the integration of the whole units a test program was written and burnt into
the microcontroller and then the system monitored to ensure optimum performance. The heart rate reading was displayed on the LCD
in BPM.
B

Packaging

Several factors led to the type of packaging adopted, which includes mechanical damage protection, moisture protection, portability,
cost, convenience, etc. The packaging was carried out using a plastic material called Perspex or acrylic glass. The finished product is
shown below:

FIG 8
Finished Product

CONCLUSION
Biomedical engineering (BME) is the application of engineering principles and techniques to the medical field. It
combines the design and problem solving skills of engineering with medical and biological sciences to improve patient‘s
health care and the quality of life of individuals. A medical device is intended for use in the diagnosis of disease, or in
the cure, treatment, or prevention of diseases. Cardiovascular disease is one of the major causes of untimely deaths in world, heart
beat readings are by far the only viable diagnostic tool that could promote early detection of cardiac events.
Wireless and mobile technologies are key components that would help enable patients suffering from chronic heart diseases to live in
their own homes and lead their normal life, while at the same time being monitored for any cardiac events. This will not only serve to
reduce the burden on the resources of the healthcare center but would also improve the quality of healthcare sector. This wireless
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communications would not only provide us with safe and accurate monitoring but also the freedom of movement. For a patient who is
already diagnosed with fatal heart disease, their heart rate condition has to be monitored continuously.
This work proposes and focuses on the heartbeat monitoring and alert system that is able to monitor the heart beat rate condition of
patient. The system determines the heart beat rate per minute and then sends short message service (SMS) alert to the mobile phone of
medical experts or patient‘s family members, or their relatives via SMS. Thus, doctors can monitor and diagnose the patient‘s
condition continuously and could suggest earlier precaution for the patients themselves. This will also alert the family members to
quickly attend to the patient.This system is cost effective and user friendly and thus its usage is not restricted or limited to any class of
users. It is a very efficient system and very easy to handle and thus provides great flexibility and serves as a great improvement over
other conventional monitoring and alert systems.
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Abstract- To save the energy consumption of various devices green and eco-friendly electronics are developed. This lead to the
development of Brushless DC motor (BLDCM). Brush less dc motor is defined as a permanent synchronous machine with rotor
position feedback. Brushless dc motors are now a days more popular in industrial and traction applications. The brushless dc motor
drive consists of four main parts- power converter, permanent magnet- synchronous machine (PMSM), sensors and control algorithm.
Many varieties of control techniques such as PI, PID and fuzzy logic controller have been introduced for the speed control of the
BLDC motor. In this paper an adaptive fuzzy PID controller which implies parallel combination of fuzzy PI and fuzzy PD is used for
speed control of BLDC motor, which is found to be more efficient in tracking the speed under conditions of external disturbances and
allows regenerative braking without any loss in power.
Keywords- BLDC motor; regenerative braking; adaptive fuzzy controller; back EMF; fuzzy PI; fuzzy PD
INTRODUCTION
In early 19th century permanent magnet excitation system was used for first time in electrical machines. The performance of this
machine was very poor due to poor quality of hard magnetic material make this less usable. After the invention of alnico invigorated
the use of permanent magnet excitation system increases. Rare earth permanent magnets improve the power density and dynamic
performance of the machine. Induction motors are most popular machine in the 20th century due to its simple construction, less price,
reasonable reliability and low maintenance. Due to small air gap, lower efficiency and low power factor than synchronous machine
make synchronous machine prevalent in industrial applications. Due to high power to weight ratio, high torque, good dynamic control
for variable speed applications, absence of brushes and commutator make Brushless dc (BLDC) motor, best choice for high
performance applications. Due to the absence of brushes and commutator there is no problem of mechanical wear of the moving parts.
BLDC has several advantages over other machine types. Most notably they require lower maintenance due to the elimination of the
mechanical commutator. It also has high power density compared to induction machines, They have lower inertia, faster dynamic
response to reference commands, better heat dissipation property and ability to operate at high speeds make them superior to the
conventional dc machine
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The transverse section of BLDC motor is shown in fig.1.The brushless dc motor is actually a permanent magnet ac motor whose
torque-current characteristics mimic the dc motor.Instead of commutating the armature current using brushes, electronic commutation
is used.

Fig.1.Transverse Section of BLDC Motor
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The stators windings are star connected and are fed with current pulses of 120 degree duration. The polarity of current pulses is same
as that of the induced voltage. Since the air gap flux is constant, the voltage induced is proportional to the speed of the rotor. The Hall
Effect sensors mounted at 60 degree intervals and aligned suitably with the stator winding are used to detect the rotor positions. The
current polarity reversal is performed by the inverter switches switched in synchronization with rotor position. During each 60 degree
interval, current enters one phase and comes out of another phase.
Power supplied to the motor in each interval is given as,
𝑘𝑒

[1]

𝑑

Torque developed by the motor

[2]

t

where Ke is the backemf constant and Kt is the torque constant. Torque is produced by the interaction between magnetic fields
generated by the stator coils and permanent magnets. Ideally peak torque occurs when these two fields are at 90 degree to each other.
Regenerative braking is obtained by reversing the phase currents.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Fig.2. Block Diagram of the System

The block diagram of proposed system is shown in fig.2,consists of BLDC motor, three phase voltage source inverter, speed
controller, commutation logic and position sensor. BLDC motor is fed by a three phase MOSFET based inverter. The PWM gating
signals for firing the power semiconductor devices in the inverter is generated by the commutation logic block. The hall sensors are
used as the position sensors. They detect the rotor position. Whenever rotor magnetic poles (N or S) pass near the hall sensor, they
generate a high (1) or low (0) level signal, which can be used to detect the position of shaft. The commutation logic block generates
emf based on the hall signals. The following truth table (Table-I) show the generation of emf based on hall signal.

Table-I Generation of Back EMF
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HA

HB

HC

EA

EB

EC

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

-1

1

0

1

0

-1

1

0
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0

1

1

-1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

-1

1

0

1

1

-1

0

1

1

0

0

1

-1

1
1
1
0
0
0
HA,HB,HC are the haff effect signal outputs. According to this EMF is generated,which produces corresponding gate signals to the
three phase inverter,which get triggered according to the value of back EMF.

Table –II generation of gate signal
EA

EB

EC

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

-1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

-1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

-1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

-1

0

0

1

0

0

1

ADAPATIVE FUZZY PID CONTROLLER
The actual speed is sensed and the speed controller block process the error signal (difference between the reference and actual
speed).Adaptive fuzzy PID controller is used as the speed controller in the proposed system. For comparison purpose, a PI controller
is also incorporated. The proposed controller is a parallel combination of two controllers-fuzzy PI controller and fuzzy PD controller.
Speed error (e (k)) and change in speed error (ce (k)) are given as inputs to the two controllers. Switching takes place between these
controllers based on the error signal. The fuzzy PI controller improves the steady state response of the system and minimizes the
steady state error.the fuzzy PD controller improves the transient response of the system and minimizes the rise time.

.
Fig.3.Architecture of Adapative Fuzzy PID Controller
Fig. 4 shows the basic structure of a fuzzy logic controller. Fuzzy logic linguistic terms are most often expressed in the form of logical
implications, such as If-Then rules. These rules define a range of values known as fuzzy membership functions. Fuzzy membership
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functions may be in the form of a triangle, a trapezoid, a bell as shows in fig. 6, or of another appropriate form. There are seven
clusters in the membership functions, with seven linguistic variables defined as: Negative Big (NB), Negative Medium (NM),
Negative Small (NS), Zero (Z), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), and Positive Big (PB). Here two rule table is used,one for
PI controller and another for PD controller,which are shown in Table-III and Table- IV.And final resultant is taken by switching action
between these two which is shown in fig.8. Speed error (e) and change in speed error (ce) are used as the inputs to the speed
controller. The output of the fuzzy-based proportional integral controllers is the gain FKPI and output of the fuzzy based proportional
derivative controller is the gain FKPD. The fuzzy variable error has seven sets: positive big (PB), positive medium (PM), positive
small (PS), zero (ZE), and negative small (NS), negative medium (NM) and negative big (NB), with each set having its own
membership function. The fuzzy variable change in speed error has also seven sets: PB, PM, PS, ZE, NS, NM and NB, with each set
having its own membership function.

Fig.4. Structure of Fuzzy Logic Controller
Triangular membership functions are normally used. As the next step, the fuzzy IF–THEN inference rules are chosen. The number of
fuzzy rules that are required is equal to the product of the number of fuzzy sets that make up each of the two fuzzy input variables.
The conjunction of the rule antecedents is evaluated by the fuzzy operation intersection, which is implemented by the min operator.
The fuzzy rules are evaluated using the fuzzy inference engine and an output for each rule is computed. The multiple outputs are
transformed to a crisp output by the defuzzification interface.The process of decoding the output to produce an actual value for the
controller gain is referred to as defuzzification. Thus, a fuzzy logic controller based centre-average defuzzifier is implemented.
Table -III Rules for Fuzzy PI Controller
e/ce

NB

NM

NS

ZE

PS

PM

PB

NB

PB

PB

PB

PB

NM

ZE

ZE

NM

PB

PB

PB

PM

PS

ZE

ZE

NS

PB

PM

PS

PS

PS

ZE

ZE

ZE

PB

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

NB

PS

ZE

ZE

NM

NS

NS

NM

NB

PM

ZE

ZE

NS

NM

NB

NB

NB

PB

ZE

ZE

NM

NB

NB

NB

NB

Table - IV Rules for Fuzzy PD Controller
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NM

NS

ZE

PS

PM

PB

NB

PB

PB

PB

PB

PM

PS
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NM

PB

PB

PB

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NS

PB

PB

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

ZE

PB

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

NB

PS

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

NB

NB

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

NB

NB

NB

PB

ZE

NS

NM

NB

NB

NB

NB

SIMULINK MODEL

The simulation of the BLDC motor speed control with adaptive fuzzy PID controller is performed using
MATLAB/SIMULINK..Parallel structure of fuzzy PI and fuzzy PD controllers is used as speed control circuit. The switching action
takes place according to the error signal. The output of the controller is fed to a controlled voltage source which feeds the
inverter.During regenerative mode we can connect a battery across circuit,it will get charged during that time. The decoder block
generates the gate signals based on the hall signals. Fuzzy logic toolbox in MATLAB is used for the simulation. The controller is
designed through FIS editor and is exported to the MATLAB workspace.Mamdani type of inference engine is used in the FIS editor.
The waveforms of speed, torque, hall signals, back emf, stator currents, and gate pulses to the inverter are obtained for a reference
speed of 3000rpm and -3000rpm.By setting positive and negative speed we get two modes of operation of BLDC motor.Fig .5 shows
the simulink model of adapative fuzzy pid controller based BLDC motor.

Fig.5.Simulink Model of Adapative Fuzzy PID based BLDC Motor
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Fig.6. Back EMF Waveform

Time (sec)

Torque

Speed (rpm)

Fig .7.Stator Current Waveform

Time (sec)

Fig.8. Speed and Torque Responses
CONCLUSION
Permanent-magnet brushless dc motors is more accepted used in high-performance applications because of their higher efficiency,
higher torque in low-speed range,high power density, low maintenance and less noise than other motors.In this paper adapative fuzzy
PID technique for BLDC motor has been introduced and verified using matlab simulations. Adapative fuzzy PID controller is
parallel combination of fuzzy PD and fuzzy PI controller and has the combined advantages of both. It was found that its settling time,
overshoot, steady state error, recovery time and undershoot were less than any other PI and PD controller.It also saves energy during
regenerative braking without any loss of power.
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Abstract— Simulation of Quenching Process of steel in CFD is one of the method to plot temperature profile and calculate HTC at
surface of specimen. Quenching of medium carbon steel with various quenching medium is done using CFD tools. Quenching
medium is varied by varying concentration of ethylene glycol by mass in its aqueous solution form 0% to 60%. Temperature plots at
different concentration and cooling curves at core and surface of specimen at different concentration were presented in this work.

Keywords— Polymer quenching, cooling curve, modelling, meshing, outer domain, solid domain, temperature plot, ethylene glycol
concentration.
INTRODUCTION

Quenching is performed to prevent ferrite or pearlite and allow martensite formation. Section size and shape of work piece also affect
the quenching process. When work piece of large section size is quenched the surface cools more rapidly and hence fully hardened,
whereas core cools more slowly and form soft structure variation in section size and shape will lead to different cooling rate and that
will influence the cooling rate require for hardening. The percentage of martensite increase from core to surface during quenching of
medium carbon steel due to different cooling rate. Peter Fernandez and K. Narayan Prabhu perform quenching process on cylinders of
medium carbon steels with diameter 28 mm and 44 mm for different quenchants viz. water, Brine solution, Palm oil and mineral oil.
They also perform quenching process with agitation and without agitation. They found that maximum heat flux is more for quenching
with agitation. Nucleate boiling stage is delayed in 44 mm diameter specimen compare to 28 mm diameter specimen.
Quenching is performed to prevent ferrite or perlite formation and allow martensite formation. When work piece of large section size
is quenched, the surface cooled more rapidly and fully hardened whereas core cools more slowly and formed soft structure. Variation
in section size and shape will lead to different cooling rate and influence hardening of material. The percentage of martensite
increased from core to surface during quenching of medium carbon steel due to different cooling rate.
Significant amount of residual stresses can be developed during water quenching. The high residual stresses can result in sever
distortion of the component and can even cause cracking during quenching. During quenching heat is transfer from surface of
component to quenching medium and from core of the component to surface. Heat transfer to quenching medium is more rapid
compare to heat transfer within component due to this temperature gradient is developed across the section of the component. This is
responsible for uneven contraction of surface and core. This phenomenon leads to development of residual stresses within component.
Heat transfer quenching undergoes three main stages namely vapor blanket, nucleate boiling and convective cooling. The highest heat
transfer co-efficient are observed in nucleate boiling stage. They also observed that agitation enhances the heat transfer process.
In present work we are going to simulate the quenching process of medium carbon steel for different quenching medium. From this
simulation we can get temperature at surface as well as core. We can obtained cooling curve for different location and by comparing it
with critical cooling curve. We can find out location where martensite formation is less. Also we are going to find effect of change of
concentration of ethylene glycol on heat transfer coefficient of surface of component. In our simulation variation of thermal properties
of component and quenchant is taken into account which gives more satisfactory simulation.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
Present work focused on simulation of quenching process of EN09 rollers for different quenching medium. Quenching medium
includes water & ethylene glycol aqueous solution for different concentration. Objective of this work is to obtain temperature at
different interval of time at different location to plot cooling curve for different quenching medium. Also we are going to obtain HTC
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for different medium interaction and effect of concentration of ethylene glycol on HTC. Temperature difference between core and
surface of specimen can also be obtain from simulation which is useful for prediction of residual stress formation.

ASSUMPTIONS
Material of specimen as well as fluid for medium are considered homogeneous. Properties of fluid changes with respect to
temperature. Latent heat of phase change solid – solid of specimen material is neglected as it has very minor significance considering
the whole process. Domain boundaries are considered to be continuously expanding and hence heating of medium due to boundary is
neglected. Initially fluid is considered at zero velocity i.e. no convection at start of trial. No agitation is provided to specimen.
Temperature at start of trial is uniform for liquid as well as for solid specimen.

MATERIAL SELECTION
We are conducting experiment on EN09 steel which is medium carbon steel. The work piece is of cylindrical size of length 0.1m and
diameter 0.05m.
Material Composition

Carbon C

0.47-0.55%

Iron fe

Remaining

Manganese Mn

0.6-0.9%

Phosphorous P

0.04% Max

Sulphar

0.05% Max

BOUNDARY CONDITION AND BOUNDARY INTERFACE
Solid specimen boundary conditions:
At t =0 sec, Ts = 1173 k for 0 ≤ r ≤ rc, 0≤ l ≤ ls
Quenching medium initial temperature: 298k
Fluid domain size: 4m X 4m X 4m
Fluid domain Boundary Condition: Tm = 298k, P = 1.013 bar

MODELLING

Fig: 3D Model of Solid Specimen.
The model is cylindrical roller with diameter 0.05m and length 0.1m.
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MESHING

Fig: Meshing of Outer Domain
The above outer domain model shows the meshing using hexahedron elements and structured type of mesh.

Fig: Top view of solid domain
The above solid domain model shows the meshing using hexahedron elements and structured type of mesh. Above model also shows that

meshing of fluid domain near solid domain is finer due to requirement of more accuracy and mesh size goes on increasing as we move
away from solid domain.

Fig: Side View of Solid Domain
The above solid domain model shows the meshing using hexahedron elements and structured type of mesh. Above model also shows
that meshing of fluid domain near solid domain is finer due to requirement of more accuracy and mesh size goes on increasing as we
move away from solid domain.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The thermal performance is analysed for work piece to be quenched. Different trials are taken by varying quenching medium with increasing
concentration of ethylene glycol by mass.

Fig: Temperature Vs Time for 0% concentration by mass of ethylene glycol
The above graph shows variation of temperature with respect to time for surface and core. Large temperature difference between
surface and core of the specimen is observed. Due to variation in cooling of surface and core there will be uneven contraction of
material of specimen which is responsible for residual stresses.

Fig: Temperature Vs Time for 20% concentration by mass of ethylene glycol
The above graph shows variation of temperature with respect to time for surface and core when quenching medium is 20% ethylene glycol
solution by mass. The temperature variation between surface and specimen at particular instant is less compare to previous quenching
medium which leads to less residual stress formation compare to previous trial.
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Fig: Temperature Vs Time for 40% concentration by mass of ethylene glycol
The above graph shows variation of temperature with respect to time for surface and core when quenching medium is 40% ethylene
glycol solution by mass. Temperature difference between surface and core of the specimen decreases further for this trial. We can
predict that residual stress formation for this trial reduces further.

Fig: Temperature Vs Time for 60% concentration by mass of ethylene glycol
The above graph shows variation of temperature with respect to time for surface and core when quenching medium is 60% ethylene glycol
solution by mass. The cooling rate is slowest for this trial. As percentage of ethylene glycol increases in aqueous solution rate of heat transfer
from surface to quenching medium decreases. Heat transfer by convection approaches the heat transfer by conduction within specimen and
hence temperature gradient between surface and core of specimen is least for this trial. It is predicted that residual stress formation is least for
this trial. As percentage of ethylene glycol increases in quenching medium the temperature gradient goes on decreases and it will result in less
residual stress formation.
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Fig: Horizontal temperature plot after 10 sec during trial when ethylene glycol concentration is 0%.
Above plot shows temperature distribution along horizontal section after 10 sec when quenching medium contains 0% ethylene glycol. It
shows that after 10 sec core is at 880.6250C and surface is at 431.4250C.

Fig: Horizontal temperature plot after 10 sec during trial when ethylene glycol concentration is 20%.
Above plot shows temperature distribution along horizontal section after 10 sec when quenching medium contains 20% ethylene glycol by
mass. It shows that after 10 sec core is at 880.9930C and surface is at 445.9640C.
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Fig: Horizontal temperature plot after 10 sec during trial when ethylene glycol concentration is 40%.
Above plot shows temperature distribution along horizontal section after 10 sec when quenching medium contains 40% ethylene glycol by
mass. It shows that after 10 sec core is at 884.4140C and surface is at 502.0090C.

Fig: Horizontal temperature plot after 10 sec during trial when ethylene glycol concentration is 60%.
Above plot shows temperature distribution along horizontal section after 10 sec when quenching medium contains 40% ethylene glycol by
mass. It shows that after 10 sec core is at 889.9980C and surface is at 613.2010C.
Above plots shows the temperature distribution of specimen on horizontal plane after 10 sec. We can observe that as concentration of
ethylene glycol increases the temperature gradient decreases. So we can predict that residual stresses induced will decreases as concentration
of ethylene glycol increases.
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CONCLUSION
Based on results and conclusion following conclusions were drawn:
1. With increase in concentration of ethylene glycol by mass cooling rate of specimen during quenching process decreases.
2. With increase in concentration of ethylene glycol by mass temperature difference between core and surface of specimen decreases.
3. Increase in concentration of ethylene glycol in its aqueous solution can be useful to reduce temperature gradient induced during
quenching process which is responsible for residual stress formation.
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Abtract - Comparison of one thing among things is a usual part of human decision formation process, particularly during an online
purchase order. Without comparing it is not fair to buy a product, since it won‘t give an ideal performance. For instance, if somebody
is fascinated in definite products such as cameras, then he /she would need to identify what another possibility are and compare
dissimilar cameras

before purchasing. This way of comparison action is very common in our day-to-day life but wants high

knowledge ability. So, in order to solve this trouble, we are presenting an idyllic way for inevitably mine comparable entities using
comparative questions that users dispatched online. It gives a chance to improve the search knowledge by automatically offering
comparisons to user. A weakly supervised bootstrapping procedure is employed here for comparative problem identification and
comparable entity abstraction by assembling a large online question collection. This result also provides users to enhance new
attributes of their interest to the explanation form, so that the next search recovers the provided new attribute information. This
technique would overtake the existing system of online shopping.
Keywords— Information extraction (IE), comparable entity mining, part of speech (POS), Information extraction, Robust automated
formation of IER.

I. INTRODUCTION
In decision-making process, comparing additional options is one of the necessary steps that we carry out on a regular basis.
Though this involves high knowledge skill. For e.g., during online shopping of Computer one must have complete knowledge of its
specifications like Processor Speed, Memory, Storage, Graphics, Display, etc. In such case, it becomes problematic for a person with
inadequate knowledge to make a good judgement on which computer to purchase and also comparing the different options for the
same.
In this paper, our focus is on finding a set of comparable entities provided a user‘s input entity. For example, provided an
entity, Nokia N-95 (cell phone), we want to find comparable entities such as Nokia N82, iPhone, blackberry and so on. To excerpt
comparable entities from comparative matter, we should first know whether a question is relative or not.

In the World Wide Web period, a comparison action normally involves search for related web pages covering evidence about
the directed products, find contradictory products, read assessments, and classify advantages & disadvantages. In this paper, our focus
is on searching a collection of comparable entities specified customer‘s input entity. For example, assumed an entity, Nokia N-95 (a
cell phone), we need to find comparable entities such as Nokia N-82, i-Phone and blackberry etc. To excerpt comparators using
comparative matter, we should have to notice whether given question is absolute or not. According to our characterisation, a
comparative question needs to be a question with determined to relate at least two entities. Remind that a question covering as a
minimum two entities is not a comparative query if it does not need comparison intent. Although, we notice that a query is very likely
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to be a comparative query if it covers at least two entities. We control this awareness and improve a weakly supervised bootstrapping
process to detect comparative queries and abstract comparators instantaneously.
The comparative questions and comparators can be therefore defined by way of:


Comparative question: A question whose goal is to relate two or more objects and it needs to remark these entities clearly
in the question.



Comparator: An entity which is a goal of association in a comparative query.
According to the descriptions, Q1 & Q2 further down are not relative questions however Q3 is.
―Noida‖ and ―Hyderabad‖ are comparators.
Q1. ―Which one is better?‖
Q2. ―Is America the best city?‖
Q3. ―Which city is better America or Swedan?‖
The outcomes will be very suitable in helping users‘ study of different choices by advising them comparable entities created
on other earlier users‘ needs.
Terms and conceptions:



Information Extraction: The procedure of spontaneously drawing out structured information from unstructured or a semistructured machine-readable text is named as Information Extraction.
Approaches for information extraction.
Comparable entity mining: Comparable entity mining is related with mining the comparable entities from the Text or
questions or web mass.
Sequential Pattern mining: Sequential Pattern mining is mostly related with finding statistically applicable patterns
amongst data examples where the values are transported in a sequence.



POS Tags (Part-of-speech): Part-of-speech of a word is a semantic category defined by its syntactic or morphological
comportment. Common POS categories are: noun, verb, adverb, adjective, conjunction, preposition, interjection and pronoun.
Then there are many classes which arise from different forms of these classes.

II. RELATED WORK
Li et al [1]. proposed a weakly- supervised bootstrapping method to identify comparative questions and extract comparable
entities. Author proposed novel weakly supervised method to identify comparative questions and extract comparator pairs
simultaneously. We rely on the key insight that a good comparative question identification pattern should extract good comparators,
and a good comparator pair should occur in good comparative questions to bootstrap the extraction and
identification process. By leveraging large amount of unlabeled data and the bootstrapping pro- cess with slight supervision to
determine four parameters, they found 328,364 unique comparator pairs and 6,869 extraction patterns without the need of creating a
set of comparative question indicator keywords. The experimental results show that this method is effective in both comparative
question identification and comparator extraction. It significantly improves recall in both tasks while maintains high precision. Their
examples show that these comparator pairs reflect what users are really interested in comparing. comparator mining results can be
used for a commerce search or product recommendation system. For example, automatic suggestion of comparable entities can assist
users in their comparison activities before making their purchase decisions. Also, results can provide useful information to companies
which want to identify their competitors.
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Author proposed [5] the study of identifying comparative sentences. Such sentences are useful in many applications, e.g.,
marketing intelligence, product benchmarking, and ecommerce.
Author first analysed different types of comparative sentences from both the linguistic point of view and the practical usage point of
view, and showed that existing linguistic studies have some limitations and then made several

enhancements. After that they

proposed a novel rule mining and machine learning approach to identifying comparative sentences. Empirical evaluation using diverse
text data sets showed its effectiveness. An important approach to text mining involves the use of natural-language information
extraction. Information ex- traction (IE) distils structured data or knowledge from un- structured text by identifying references to
named entities as well as stated relationships between such entities. IE systems can be used to directly extricate abstract knowledge
from a text corpus, or to extract concrete data from a set of documents which can then be further analysed with traditional data-mining
techniques to discover more general patterns. Author discussed methods and implemented systems for both of these approaches and
summarize results on min-ing
real text corpora of biomedical abstracts, job announcements, and product descriptions. Author discussed two approaches to using
natural-language information extraction for text mining. First, one can extract general knowledge directly from text. As an example of
this approach, they reviewed project which extracted acknowledge base of 6,580 human protein interactions by mining over 750,000
Medline abstracts. Second, one can first extract structured data from text documents or web pages and then apply traditional KDD
methods to discover patterns in the extracted data. As an example of this approach, they reviewed work on the Disco TEX system and
its application to Amazon book descriptions and computer science job postings and resumes.
Author present a novel approach to weakly supervised semantic class learning[4]. from the web, using a single powerful
hyponym pattern combined with graph structures, which capture two properties associated with pattern-based extractions Popularity
and productivity. Intuitively, a candidate is popular if it was dis- covered many times by other instances in the hyponym pattern. A
candidate is productive if it frequently leads to the discovery of other instances. Together, these two measures capture not only
frequency of occurrence, but also cross-checking that the candidate occurs both near the class name and near other class members.
They developed two algorithms that begin with just a class name and one seed instance and then automatically generate a ranked list
of new class instances. Combining hyponym patterns with pattern linkage graphs is an effective way to produce a highly accurate
semantic class learner that requires truly minimal supervision: just the class name and one class member as a seed. Authors results
consistently produced high accuracy and for the states and countries categories produced very high recall. The singers and such
categories, which are much larger open classes, also achieved high accuracy and generated many instances, but the resulting lists are
far from complete. Even on the web, the doubly- anchored hyponym pattern eventually ran out of steam and could not produce more
instances. How- ever, all experiments were conducted using just a single hyponym pattern. Other researchers have successfully used
sets of hyponym patterns and multiple patterns could be used with our algorithms as well. Incorporating additional hyponym patterns
will almost certainly improve cover-age, and could potentially improve the quality of the graphs as well. We present a novel weakly
supervised method to identify comparative questions and extract comparator pairs simultaneously. We rely on the key insight that a
good comparative question identification pattern should extract good comparators, and a good comparator pair should occur in good
comparative questions to bootstrap the extraction and identification process. By Leveraging large amount of unlabeled data and the
bootstrapping process with slight supervision to determine four parameters.

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In case of determining related items for an entity, our effort is like to the study on recommender structures, which
recommend items to a customer. Recommender systems mostly trust on likenesses between items or their numerical associations in
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customer log data. For example, Amazon commends products to its customers based on their own purchase accounts, similar
customers purchase accounts, and likeness between products. However, commending an item is not equal to finding a comparable
item. In the example of Amazon, the determination of recommendation is to invite their customers to expand more items in their
shopping carts by advising similar or correlated items. In the case of comparison, they help users explore replacements, i.e., helping
them make a decision among comparable items. For example, it is sensible to mention iPod speaker or iPod batteries if a user is
fascinated with iPod, but we do not compete them with iPod. Though, items which are comparable with iPod such as iPhone or PSP
which were got in comparative queries dispatched by customers are challenging to be expected just based on product likeness between
them. Though they are all music- players, iPhone is mostly a mobile phone, and PSP is mostly a movable game device. They are same
but also dissimilar so appeal comparison with each other. It can be seen that comparator mining and product recommendation are
interconnected with each other but not the similar. Our study on comparator mining is associated with the investigation on entity and
relative abstraction in information extraction. Bootstrapping approaches have been presented to be very operative in earlier
information extraction study. Our work is like to them in case of policy using bootstrapping procedure to excerpt entities with a
definite relation. Though, our mission is dissimilar from their in that it involves not only take out entities (comparator extraction) but
also confirming that the entities are mined from comparative queries which is usually not essential in IE task.

IV. WEAKLY SUPERVISED PROCESS FOR
COMPARATOR MINING
Weakly supervised method is a pattern-based approach similar to JLs method, but it is different in many aspects: Instead of
using separate CSR0s and LSR0s, This method aim to learn li marks a token is at the ith position to the left of the pivot and rj marks a
token is at j th position to the right of the pivot where i and j are between 1 and 4 in J&L (2006b). Sequential patterns which can be
used to identify comparative question and extract comparators simultaneously.
In This approach, a sequential pattern is defined as a sequence S(s1s2 si sn) where si can be a word, a POS tag, or a symbol
denoting either a comparator ($C), or the beginning (#start) or the end of a question (#end). A sequential pattern is called an indicative
extraction pattern (IEP) if it can be used to identify comparative questions and extract comparators in them with high reliability. we
will formally define the reliability score of a pattern in the next section. Once a question matches an IEP, it is classified as a
comparative question and the token sequences corresponding to the comparator slots in the IEP are extracted as comparators. When a
question can match multiple IEP0s, the longest IEP. Therefore, instead of manually creating a list of indicative keywords, we create a
set of IEP0s. we will show how to acquire IEPs automatically using a bootstrapping procedure with minimum supervision by taking
advantage of a large unlabeled question collection in the following subsections. A. Mining Indicative Extraction Patterns Weakly
supervised IEP mining approach is based on two key assumptions: If a sequential pattern can be used to extract many reliable
comparator pairs, it is very likely to be an IEP. If a comparator pair can be extracted by an IEP, the pair is reliable. Based on these two
assumptions, Bootstrapping algorithm as shown in Figure 1 The bootstrapping process starts with a single IEP. From it, we extract a
set of initial seed comparator pairs. For each comparator pair, all questions containing the pair are retrieved from a question collection
and regarded as comparative questions. From the comparative questions and comparator pairs, all possible sequential patterns are
generated and evaluated by measuring their reliability score defined later in the Pattern Evaluation section. Patterns evaluated as
reliable ones are IEP0s and are added into an IEP repository.
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Fig. 1. An Overview of bootstrapping algorithm
Then, new comparator pairs are extracted from the question collection using the latest IEPs. The new comparators are added to a
reliable comparator repository and used as new seeds for pattern learning in the next iteration. All questions from which reliable
comparators are extracted are removed from the collection to allow finding new patterns efficiently in later iterations. The process
iterates until no more new patterns can be found from the question collection.
key steps
There are two key steps in this method:
1) Pattern generation
2) Pattern evaluation
In the following subsections, these steps are explained in details.
Then, the following three kinds of sequential patterns are generated from sequences of questions:
1) Lexical patterns:: Lexical patterns indicate sequential patterns consisting of only words and symbols ($C, #start, and #end). They
are generated by suffix tree algorithm (Gusfield, 1997) with two constraints: A pattern should contain more than one $C, and its
frequency in collection should be more than an empirically determined number.
2) Generalized patterns:: A lexical pattern can be too specific. Thus, we generalize lexical patterns by replacing one or more words
with their POS tags. 2n1 generalized patterns can be produced from a lexical pattern containing N words excluding $Cs.
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3) Specialized patterns:: In some cases, a pattern can be too general. For example, although a question ―ipod or zune?‖is comparative,
the pattern ―<$C or $C>‖is too general, and there can be many non-comparative questions matching the pattern, for instance, ―true or
false?‖. For this reason,
We perform pattern specialization by adding POS tags to all comparator slots. For example, from the lexical pattern ―<$C or $C>‖and
the question ―ipod or zune?‖, ―<$C/NN or $C/NN?>be produced as a specialized pattern. Generalized patterns are generated from
lexical patterns and the specialized patterns are generated from the combined set of generalized patterns and lexical patterns. The final
set of candidate patterns is a mixture of lexical patterns, generalized patterns and specialized patterns.
Model

Fig. 2. System architecture of extracting entities

1) Input : Given a set of N training examples of the form (x-1, y-1), ..., (x-N ,y-N) such that x-i is the feature vector of the i-th
example and y-i is its label( i.e. class), a learning algorithm seeks a function g: X to Y,where X is the input space and Y is the output
space. The function g is an element of some space of possible functions G, usually called the hypothesis space. It is sometimes
convenient to represent g using a scoring function f: X times Y to Bbb R such that g is defined as returning the y value that gives the
highest score:
g( x ) = arg -max-y; ( x,y).
2) Process : Let F denote the space of scoring function. Although G and F can be any space of functions, many learning algorithms
are probabilistic models where g takes the form of a conditional probability model
g(x) = P(yjx)
or f takes the form of a joint probability model
f(x,y) = P(x,y).
For example, naïve Bayes and linear discriminant analysis are joint probability models, whereas logistic regression is a conditional
probability models. There are two basic approaches to choosing org: empirical risk minimization and structural risk minimization. It
is assumed that the training set consists of a sample of independent and identically distributed pairs,(x-i, y-i).
3) Output : In order to measure how well a function fits the training data, a loss function L. For training example(x-i, y-i),the loss of
predicting the value that y is L(y-i,y). The risk R(g) of function g is defined as the expected loss of g.
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V. RESULT DISCUSSION
The following Table I shows comparative value for existing system, and Table II shows comparative value for proposed system.

TABLE I. TABLE FOR EXISTING SYSTEM
Chanel

Gap

ipod

Chanel handbag

Gap coupons

iPod nano

Chanel sunglasl

Gap outlet

iPod touch

Chanel earrings

Gap card

iPod best

Chanewatchesl

Gap careers

iTunes

Chanel shoes

Gap casting

call Apple

TABLE II. TABLE FOR PROPOSED SYSTEM
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Mobile
Micromax

Television
Philips

cosmatics
Oriflame

Samsung

Sony

Yardeley

LG

Panasonic

Amway

Sony

LG

Lakme

HTC

Samsung

Orchid

Lenovo

Toshiba

VOV
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GRAPHS:

Fig: Time efficiency difference between existing & proposed system

Fig: Precision & recall values
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VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a new weakly supervised process to recognize comparative questions and excerpt comparator pairs
concurrently. We trust on the key insight that a good comparative query recognition pattern should excerpt good comparators, and a
good comparator couple should occur in noble comparative queries to bootstrap the extraction and identification process. This
technique noticeably develops recall in composed tasks whereas maintain greater precision. Comparator mining conclusion can be
useful for commerce exploration or product recommendation association. For instance, automatic suggestion of comparable entities
can help out users in their valuation activities earlier than building their acquire judgment. Likewise, the outcome can make available
supportive information to corporations which would like to recognize their competitors.
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Abstract— ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning Systems) comprises of a commercial software package that promises the seamless
integration of all the information flowing through the company- accounting, human resource supply chain and the consumer
information. Enterprise Resources Planning systems are computer depended systems designed to process an organization‘s transaction
and facilitate integrated and real time planning, production and customer response. Fuzzy logic has emerged as a profitable tool for the
controlling and steering of systems and many critical organizational procedures, like for household and entertainment electronics, as
well as other expert systems and uses. In this research work we try to investigates the factors that impact user satisfaction in ERP
implementations, a conceptual framework that determine the critical factors which influence user‘s satisfaction in the ERP
implementation will be developed. Although ERP implementation is costly and time consuming and it can also lead to loss of many
valuable resources of the organizations in case of wrong methods and not efficient way of implementation. Hence it is critically
important for the organizations to understand and clearly realize all the values achieved from ERP initiatives.
Keywords— Artificial Intelligence, ERP Systems, Fuzzy Logic, Artificial Neural Networks.

INTRODUCTION

ERP Systems:
The unrivaled growth of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) driven by electronics, computer hardware and
software systems has inveigled all facets of computing applications beyond institutions or organizations. Concurrently the business
environment is becoming progressively complex with functional units requiring more and more inter-functional data flow for decision
making, timely and adequate acquisition of product parts, management of supply, auditing, human resources and dissemination of
goods and services. In this ambience, management of institutions needs effective Information Systems (IS) to promote
competitiveness by the reduction of cost and better logistics use. It is astronomically identified by large and Small to Medium size
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Enterprises (SME) that the capacity of giving the exact information at the exact time brings astounding rewards to institutions in a
global competitive world of complex business tradition. [i] Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a kind of information technology
outsourcing and its concept originated from MRP (Material Requirement Planning) in manufacturing firms implementing IS in stock
control, Supply Chain Management (SCM) and co-ordination between economics, sales and manufacturing processes. Hence,
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is viewed as a large set of activities supported by multi-module application software that help a
manufacturer or other business manage the important parts of its business. [ii, iii]
ERP System‘s Predictors and Consequences:
ERP systems used at very large organizations and the success of ERP system are also critical and depending on various predictors
like time, vendors, processes, cost, modules, maintenance and complexity etc. The maintenance of ERP systems is a large scale,
unstructured and highly complex undertaking. In many cases it requires the use of unfamiliar tools and technologies. Risk
management is also a crucial process to ensure ERP adoption success. This involves treating, evaluating, monitoring, identifying and
controlling the existing factors. The failure of ERP systems severally impacts company stability.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE:
Artificial Intelligence:
Artificial intelligence is the type of intelligence advertised by software or machines. It is also the name of the academic field of
study which learn us how to create computer software and computers that are capable of behaving like as computer. Many researchers
and textbooks defines Artificial Intelligence (AI) as ―the study and design of intelligent agents‖ in which an intelligent agent is a type
of system that perceives its environment and takes the actions that extends its cases of success. John McCarthy coined this term in
1955 and defines it as ―the science and engineering of making intelligent machines‖. [iv]
Fuzzy Logic:
Fuzzy logic was invented in 1965 [v, vi] by Lotifi A. Zadeh. Basically Fuzzy Logic (FL) is a multivalued logic that allows many
intermediate values within conventional evaluations like true/false, yes/no, high/low etc. Fuzzy logic has emerged as a profitable tool
uses for the steering and controlling of systems and critical organizational procedures.
Artificial Neural Networks:
Neural networks are an extremely simplified model of the brain. [vii] An Introduction to Neural Networks by Vincent Cheung
Kevin Cannons,. Researchers from many scientific fields are designing Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to solve many types of
problems in prediction, optimization, pattern recognition, associative memory and control. [ viii] Artificial neural networks are
essentially a function approximator that transforms inputs into outputs to the best of its ability. These are used because ANNs provides
the ability to learn and generalize.

LITERATURE REVIEW
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The researchers have done many work in this field and invented their own ideas and methods for measurement outcome prediction of
ERP systems. Botta-Genoulaz et al. [ix] provided a survey to investigate the research activities related to ERP in recent days and
found that the research on ERP systems has experienced an efficient development in recent years. The researchers on ERP systems
cover some topics that are important like as the implementation of ERP, the management of ERP and the ERP optimization. Although,
little research has focused on ERP systems and user performance which confirms the necessity for the research and inventions in this
field. The various researches models use many types of information systems, but not developed a model which is especially for ERP
systems. Although they provided basic general principles that could be useful for further researches. [x,xi,xii]
Chien and TSAUR [xiii] given the model of DeLone and Mclean to describe the model‘s success in ERP systems and to identify the
factors contributing to the high quality of ERP systems, the benefits of the use and the individual performance. The results predicted
that system quality and information quality are very important factors that affect the benefits of using. Although, the system quality
factors play a more important role than the information quality from the use of ERP and user satisfaction. In this manner, Ifinedo and
Nahar [xiv] get that the system quality and information quality are accepted as two main factors in the success rate and prediction of
ERP systems. McAfee [xv] depicted the effect of ERP on the institution‘ operational performance outcome. The survey describes the
high returns of the implementation of ERP for a individual and for institutions, showing that the ERP systems must be depicted from
various perspectives in a way to identify the real meaning of these type of systems. Hence, to gives the real values of Enterprise
Resources Planning systems is not so easy because they are the annoying projects. Hence, the calibration of the Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) standard methods with the institutional procedures of the company has been considered a vital step in the procedure of
exertion and acquires the attention of many scientists. [xvi, xvii] Hence, some of the researchers have depicted studies to compare
ERP systems in various references with many users in a way to make a new theory to give the investigation of ERP in various
organizations. Kositanurit et al. [xviii] depicted a comparison based study within the ERP users and the non-users in the United States
and Thailand to describes the most important factors that affects the performance outcome of the ERP system user, by using the
procedure of Task Technology Fit (TTF) and of the user satisfaction to pretend the individual performance outcome and institutional
performance results.
This review shows that the quality of system and use are very essential factors affecting performance of individual when Enterprise
Resources Planning systems are used. Therefore, this literature review has made important benefits, like as the approval of the part of
system quality, many important factors significantly affecting the users‘ performance outcome like the quality of information,
characteristics of user and the utility were not considered. Gelderman [xix] described the relationship between the user satisfaction,
Enterprise Resources Planning use and performance outcome. The performance gives that, in an Enterprise Resources Planning
system environment, satisfaction is significantly related to the performance measures.
Perez-Bernal and Garcia-Sanche [xx] described that involvement of the user, training and the managerial support are the tedious
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factors for Enterprise Resources Planning systems that connect direct to the users and customers, giving that these type of factors of
issues, like as others depicts such as a infrastructures for implementing ERP systems. In advances to these factors, Lo and Ramayah
[xxi] studied the effects of shared beliefs on the advantages of Enterprises Resources Planning within various users, containing
engineers and managers. The survey found that when the information systems are recognized as easy to use, they are grasped as being
more useful from the perspective of the end user.
Recently, Chan et al. [xxii] depicted a survey for good understand the approval of ERP systems in an individual manner. This literature
review of study provided a conceptual procedure to analyses the effects of the factors like as compatibility, social impacts, and the
short-term consequences and their impacts on the ERP use as outcome. The performance outcomes showed that the social factors were
the most important factors affecting the use of Enterprise Resources Planning systems. Sun et al. [xxiii], more recently studied the role
of Enterprise Resources Planning several perspective, namely the compatibility of work, identified usefulness, easily use, performance
outcome measures and intended use on the performance of Enterprise Resources Planning users and how these factors are shaping the
use of ERP. The survey showed that these factors were considered important for the users‘ performance, giving a most significant
effect on institutional outcomes and performance. The outcome results also showed that the usefulness of the integration of some
models in information systems, containing the TTF model and Technology Acceptance Model (TAM model), to search on the
Enterprise Resource Planning systems, as the models of individual information systems have been criticized for being too simple.

CONCLUSION
This research investigates the factors that impact user satisfaction in ERP implementations, a conceptual framework that determine the
critical factors which influence user‘s satisfaction in the ERP implementation will be developed. The proposed framework can be used as a
decision making tool to support management of the organizations when taking decisions regarding the implementation of ERP. Our Proposed
Work Will include one or more from the following
1. Development of a comprehensive software tool to predict outcome of ERP system implemented by agency x for organization y.
2. We will try to develop GUI based system for ease of parameter entry and analysis for data collection for prediction system.
3. Feasible improvements in existing ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) of fuzzy logic approach by using adaptive algorithms or additional
methods to improve the prediction results of existing algorithm.
4. Optional features for an online data collection option form to feed the prediction system as a sort of online survey.
5. Also combining features of ANN (artificial neural networks) and fuzzy logic to enhance prediction accuracy.
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Abstract— - Cloud Security is an attractive issue for research and development efforts. A cloud server means virtual server, which
runs on a cloud computing environment. XenServer, is the best server virtualization platform, that can be used in world‘s largest
clouds. OpenStack is a free and open source cloud computing platform. Xen Cloud Server can be obtained by integrating XenServer
with OpenStack. Attackers can explore vulnerabilities of a cloud system and compromise virtual machines to deploy further large
scale Distributed Denial of Service(DDoS). Common type of DDoS attacks include ICMP Flood, UDP Flood, SYN Flood. Snort is a
widely used open source intrusion detection tool kit, that has to be installed on the cloud VM, which is the target of the attacker. It
detects the attack and raises alerts. Appropriate countermeasures are selected from a set of countermeasures, thus establishing security
in cloud.

Keywords— Cloud Security, Cloud Computing, Distributed Denial of Service, OpenStack, XenServer, Snort, Virtualization

INTRODUCTION

Users migrating to Cloud, consider security as the most important factor. Cloud Computing is the practice of using a network of
remote servers hosted on the internet to store, manage and process data, rather than a local server or a personal computer[2]. The word
cloud in cloud computing is used as a metaphor for the term "internet". So cloud computing means a type of internet-based computing,
where different services such as servers, storage and applications are delivered to an organization‘s computers and devices through the
internet. Attackers can exploit vulnerabilities in the cloud to deploy large scale DDoS attacks. In a DDoS attack, the attacker attempt
to temporarily interrupt or suspend the services of a website, so that it is unavailable to users. Our system mainly focuses on DDoS
attack detection and countermeasure selection in cloud.
XenServer is the best server virtualization platform, that is used in world‘s largest clouds. The cloud server, we are using is Xen
Cloud Server. Xen Cloud Server is obtained as a result of integrating XenServer with OpenStack, an open source cloud computing
environment. To give XenServer, a cloud infrastructure, we have used Devstack. Devstack is a bunch of scripts, that is used to quickly
deploy OpenStack. OpenStack has five services: Nova(Compute service), Swift(storage service), Glance(image service),
Keystone(Identity service), Horizon(UI service). We can create new users and launch instances in OpenStack. For giving DDoS attack
to the target VM in cloud, we use metasploit framework in Kali linux. Kali Linux is a debian-derived linux distribution, designed for
digital forensics and penetration testing. Metasploit framework is a tool for developing and executing exploit code against a remote
target machine. It is a metasploit project‘s best known creation, a software platform for developing, testing and executing exploits. It
can be used to create security testing tools and exploit modules and also as a penetration testing system.
For attack detection, a highly effective Network Intrusion Detection System(NIDS), called Snort is used. Snort monitors and analyzes
the network traffic and raises alerts when an intruder intrudes. Snort can be configured in such a way that it can detect the DDoS
attack of an attacker. We can customize the rules of Snort, edit the configuration file for desired performance. Snort is installed on the
target machine(Target VM in cloud) of an attacker. By using ID generation algorithm, NAT algorithm, CMS algorithm and Marking
algorithm, most severe attack is detected and countermeasure is selected from the pool of countermeasures. A virtual firewall can be
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configured in the target machine, or standard countermeasures can be implemented for DDoS attacks, as a countermeasure. It focuses
on a new approach of attack detection and countermeasure selection in Cloud
ARCHITECTURE

Figure.1 System Architecture

Main components in the architecture are
a.
b.
c.
d.

Cloud server
Virtual machines
Open Vswitch
Control center
 A Network Controller
 Details of Cloud Servers
 Attack Analyzer
The architecture consists of two cloud servers that are integrated with OpenStack cloud platform. Cloud servers and OpenStack can
create as many virtual machines as needed. Attack analyzer monitors the traffic in the network. It generates alerts depending on the
types of the DDoS attack received and it also helps to obtain the most severe alert. The Network controller does the countermeasure
selection based on the type of DDoS attack. All the information about the cloud server and VMs in it are present in Details of cloud
server. Open Vswitch is a virtual switch used to interconnect the cloud servers and control center.
IMPLEMENTATION METHOD
Tools Used
XenServer, OpenStack, XenServer with OpenStack, Network Intrusion Detection Agent(Snort), Metasploit Framework (Kalilinux)
are installed for the project.
a. XenServer
XenServer is the best server virtualization platform and hypervisor management platform that can be used in world‘s largest clouds.
The Xen hypervisor, the heart of XenServer, is the most prolific public and private cloud hypervisor. XenServer is compatible with a
variety of cloud management products. To make Xen Cloud Server, we have integrated XenServer with OpenStack cloud
environment.
b. Openstack
OpenStack is a collection of Open source software project that can be collectively linked to operate a cloud network infrastructure in
order to provide Infrastructure as a service(IaaS). OpenStack helps to deploy virtual machine and other instances which handle
different tasks for managing a cloud environment on the fly.
c.
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Integrating XenServer with OpenStack is a task that require a lot of resources and time. We use DevStack to deploy
OpenStack[8]. DevStack is a bunch of scripts, used to quickly create an OpenStack development environment. We customize the local
file according to our system configuration. The default service configured by DevStack are identity(Keystone), object storage(Swift),
usage storage(glands), block storage(Cinder), compute(Nova), network(Nova), dashboard( Horizon), Orchestration(Heat).
d. Network Intrusion Detection System
Snort is used as network intrusion detection agent in a system[7]. Snort is an Open source intrusion detection tool kit for monitoring
and analyzing the network traffic. When it identifies attack, it sends a report to the system. Snort works in three modes: Packet sniffer
modes, packet logger mode, IDS mode.
• Sniffer mode:
Sniffer mode is the simplest Snort mode, and it is used to quickly capture the traffic.
• Packet logger mode:
Packet logger mode in Snort, logs the packet to disk.
• IDS mode:
Snort raises alert, when it detects a malicious activity in this IDS mode.
e. Metasploit framework
The metasploit frame work is an open source tool for developing and executing exploit code against a remote target machine[6]. Here
metasploit framework is used to generate DDoS attack. It is setup in Kalilinux.
Algorithms Used
Four Different algorithms are developed for the project. The algorithms are ID generation algorithm, NAT algorithm, CMS algorithm
and Marking algorithm.
a.
Input

ID generation algorithm

• Alerts and priorities from snort database.
Output
• Generated ID, alert ID.
Algorithm
Step 1: Get the priority of each alert
Step 2: Set k=1 Step 3: Store the priority value in sorted order to an answerarray[]
Step 4: Get the value of alert id as k=k*10+1
Step 5: Repeat the step 4 for n times, where n is the number of alerts.
Step 6 Append the alert id to a retriarray[ ]
Step 7: Insert the value of the newly generated alert id on to the database.
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b.
Input

NAT Algorithm

• Different ID obtained from ID generation algorithm.
Output
• Alert ID of the most severe alert.
Algorithm
Step 1: Insert the first alert id onto the tree as the root node
Step 2: Get the next alert id
Step 3: If the length of the alert id is less than that of the root node, insert it as
the left child of the root node using insert() function.
Step 4: If the length of the alert id is greater than that of the root, insert it as the
right child of the root node using insert() function.
Step 5: Call the insert() function recursively on each node.
Step 6: Call the inorder traversal() function to get the value of nodes in ascending
order.
Step 7: Store these values into an array.
Step 8: Last element in the array gives the most severe alert id
c.
Input

CMS algorithm

• Type of attack obtained from the ID generation algorithm.
Output
• Best countermeasure for most severe attack.
Algorithm
Step 1: Find the alert of the more severe alert id.
Step 2: Find the type of attack corresponding to the alert from the database.
Step 3: Find the distance between the least intrusive alert and the most intrusive
alert and store the value in the distance variable.
Step 4: Calculate the dummy value for each attack with different priority dummy
value=cost * intrusiveness/priority.
Step 5: Find the countermeasure with priority 1 for the attack and whose dummy
value is maximum.
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Step 6: Return the countermeasure.
d.
Input

Marking Algorithm

• Most severe alert, its attack type and best countermeasure, distance.
Output
• Status of each alert and specific work assigned to the alert.
Algorithm
Step 1: Select the countermeasure with maximum priority.
Step 2: Get the dummy value of the selected countermeasure.
Step 3: Find the mark for the countermeasure as Mark=dummy value * distance
Step 4: Enter the mark in the Status table.
Step 5: Set the corresponding status of the alert as ‗ Examined ‘.
ANALYSIS
In this chapter analysis of Snort is provided. Analysis is done on the basis
of types of traffic analyzed, alert generation in different networks and packet loss
in host and virtual environment.
Types of Traffic Analyzed
When the Network Traffic was analyzed for 2 minutes TCP, UDP, ICMP and Synflood alerts were received. Out of 2893 alerts raised
by Snort 1157 were TCP alerts, 723 alerts were of UDP, 578 alerts were of type ICMP, 434 Synflood alerts. Based on this percentage
of each alerts were calculated as shown in table. A pie chart is constructed taking these values from the table I. From pie chart, we
analyzed that majority of traffic analyzed by snort is of type TCP. least alerts were generated for Synflood attack.

TABLE I. TYPES OF TRAFFIC ANALYSED IN 2 MINUTES

TCP

40

UDP

25

ICMP

20

SYN FLOOD

15
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Figure.2 Types of traffic analyzed

Alert Generation in different Networks
When the alerts raised by Snort were observed under different network speed. All packets were monitored by Snort working at a speed
of 54 Kbps. So alert generation is 100 percentage. When we examined the Snort under 54 Kbps, 152 Kbps, 550 Kbps, 720 Kbps and
1000 Kbps, results obtained are shown in the table II. We can analyze that as the network speed increases there is a slight reduction in
the alert generation percentage. This is shown in figure 3.
TABLE II. ALERT GENERATION

Network Traffic (Kbps)

Alert generation in percentage

54

100

152

100

550

90

720

84

1000

72
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Figure.3 Alert generation

Packet loss in Host and Virtual environment in different Networks
When the Network Traffic was monitored by Snort in host and virtual environment under different network speeds, the table III was
obtained. It was analyzed that at 54 Kbps, both host and virtual environment showed zero percentage packet loss. when the network
speed was again increased to 550 Kbps a packet loss of 4 percent was seen in host environment, and a packet loss of 1 percent was
seen in virtual environment. When this process was repeated for a higher network speed of 720 Kbps, 1000 Kbps packet loss increased
in both host and virtual environment. It was analyzed that packet loss in virtual environment is less when compared to host
environment.

TABLE III. PACKET LOSS IN HOST AND VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

Network Speed(Kbps)

Host

Virtual

54

0

0

152

1

0

550

4

1

720

8

3

1000

13

5
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Figure.4 Packet loss in host and virtual environment

PERFORMANCE

XenServer - XENISM
Out of 8079 MB XenServer uses 967 MB and DevStack uses 4096 MB. 1700 MB RAM is allocated to Ubuntu VM running on it.
XenServer performs smoothly under this memory condition. 0.631 of the total memory is used by XenServer. These are shown in the
figure 5 given below.

Figure.5 Memory Utilization

OpenStack
The figure 6 shows the Hypervisor summary of OpenStack. The hypervisor used is the XenServer shown in the figure ‘XENISM‘. The
details of XenServer can be viewed in OpenStack. The fig shows that the memory usage of XenServer on OpenStack is 2.8 GB of 39.4
GB. The CPU usage is 50 percent (5 out of 10).
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Figure.6 Hypervisor summary

Snort - RAM Utilization
RAM utilization of Snort is given in the table IV. It shows the performance of Snort in a time interval of 30 seconds. On an average
the RAM used by Snort is 0.6875 GB. This is formed by taking average of values obtained from table IV. A line graph is plotted from
these values and it was observed that the RAM usage of Snort is minimum and constant, which results in its good performance.

TABLE IV. RAM UTILIZATION

Time (S)

Ram Utilization

30

0.603

60

0.665

90

0.721

120

0.761

Figure.7 RAM utilization
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Overall Performance
The overall performance of the whole system is measured in terms of :
• CPU performance
• Memory performance
• Network performance

a. CPU Performance
The CPU performance graph given in figure 8 shows that the system uses the CPU 1 and CPU 2 equally. At the time 1.42 PM the
CPU utilization is maximum while at 1.38 PM the CPU utilization is minimum.

Figure.8 CPU Performance

b. Memory Performance
Initially the RAM used is near to 0 GB but as the system starts functioning this value is nearly 6.5 GB. From the figure 9, the memory
performance of the system is constant.

Figure.9 Memory Performance

c. Network Performance
Network performance of the system is monitored in 90 Kbps network. The network performance changes as the network traffic
increases. Network traffic of the system is shown in the figure 10.
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Figure.10 Network Performance

CONCLUSION
Organizations that operate or use Internet connected services such as websites, portals and Cloud services need to be aware of
threats that can disrupt service. Our System focuses uncommon attack vector that has been used to attempt to adversely affect Cloud
services on the Internet, DDoS. The most common types of DDoS attacks include SYNflood, DNS amplification, malformed TCP and
UDP packets. We use the metasploit framework in Kali Linux for giving attacks to cloud server. The system makes use of a widely
used intrusion detection tool kit, Snort for detecting the attacks to cloud. It is a highly effective tool, for network intrusion detection.
Appropriate Countermeasures are selected from a pool of countermeasures. Thus, the system aims at attack detection and
countermeasure selection in cloud services.
The Future work of the project is to configure a virtual firewall on the OpenStack cloud server. Developing a good false
alarm detecting algorithm is also considered as a future work. The entire system can also be implemented on host based IDS, so that a
comparative study can be made between current system and host based system.
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Abstract-Adder are the core component of processors and digital design architecture. Also, not only addition, but performs many
other arithmetic operations such as subtraction, division and multiplication. The focus of VLSI technology is to reduce power
consumption, enhancing the performance and speed of a digital circuit. Less power consumption is the ultimate attention for any
computation. In this paper, 16 bit adders are designed using one such technique i.e. McCMOS and compared for power dissipation,
delay, leakage power and power delay product. Different types of adders have been designed using Multiple channel CMOS
(McCMOS) technology and compared with conventional with 45nm technology. The simulation result shows that the average power
reduces to 30 – 35% less and PDP is reduced to 15- 17% than the power and PDP of the conventional CMOS. Hence the technique
can be used for low leakage high speed application. The simulation has been carried out in tanner tool EDA 14.1 with 1V power
supply.
Keywords: Carry Skip Adder, Carry Select Adder, Modified Carry Skip Adder, Modified Carry Select Adder McCMOS, ALU
(Aritematic logic Unit).
I.INTRODUCTION
Adders are the key components in any arithmetic operation calculation. There are some more operations such as subtraction, division
and multiplication which are addition based arithmetic circuits. Adders and multipliers are the most significant part of all data path
circuits in digital signal processors and microprocessors. Multiplication process need adders, for the addition in the final step [1]. So it
is very clear that the performance of multiplier is totally depends on the performance of the addition i.e. adders. Hence the
optimization of the adders will affect the constraints (power, delay, pdp) of the multiplier.
The reduction of propagation delay and power dissipation are the primary concern in modern VLSI designs. This reduction
can be done by an effective technique which reduces leakage power as well as average power and delay for the addition of binary
numbers. This presented technique increase the speed of the adders. The scheme for controlling the leakage, McCMOS (multiple
channel CMOS) [2] has been used to achieve optimized power and performance of the adders. Furthermore, an optimization in
elementary unit which will further reduce the parameters of higher order units, for example multiplier. This paper proposed a modified
binary adders such as carry bypass adders and carry select adder. The results shows a considerable improved performance is achieved
by using McCMOS compare to conventional adder which uses CMOS style and contributes a better performance in applications. The
structure of paper is as follows: section II presents basic leakage control using McCMOS; Section III deals with the conventional
CMOS adder; Section IV describes the modified adders using McCMOS; Section V encompasses simulation results; and section VI
shows conclusion.
II. MCCMOS (MULTIPLE CHANNEL CMOS)
Keeping in mind, the acceptable level down of heat dissipation and power, so to achieve high performance, around 1V low supply
voltage and very short channel length is required for the maximum performance of any CMOS design. But this scaling, leads to low
threshold voltage and cause increase in leakage current. Also this leakage current will increase the leakage power which is the major
issue to be concern in deep sub-micron CMOS technology design. The MOS scaling technology depends on following parameters [3]
𝑡

⁄

. . . (1)

Here Lmin is the minimum channel length, long channel subthreshold behaviour will be observed. Here ‗A‘ is the proportionality
factor, ‗tox‘ is oxide thickness, ‗Xj‘ is junction depth, ‗wd‘ is source depletion depth and ‗wd‘ is drain depletion depth in a one
dimension abrupt junction formulation [4-5].
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The parameters of MOSFET scaling is described as
⁄

√
Where

⁄ 𝑞

. . . (2)

= Bulk Debye length And

𝑘 ⁄
𝑞

,

VDS = Drain to source voltage,
VBS = Body to source reverse bias, and
Vbi = Built in voltage of the junctions.
The threshold voltage, short channel effect, current carrying ability, gate oxide, leakage current edge, and power supply are the
important parameters which need to be concern in deep sub-micron designs. The possibility of achieving the tremendous leakage
control is non minimum transistor length without the other accepted leakage current controlling technique disadvantage.
While lowing the supply voltage, threshold voltage will scale down in order to maintain the actual performance requirement.
However such scaling increase the leakage current. A technique in this paper name as McCMOS, to achieve an improved leakage
control together with optimized power and performance. The leakage power is controlled by using a nonminimum transistor length of
at least one transistor of the circuit in noncritical path which results in increase in channel resistance, due to which leakage current
reduces [6]. However, same technique is applied in critical path but here channel width increases for performance requirement.
In this paper, we use 45nm model file. To reduce the leakage current in non-critical path, non minimum length of nmos is
used and for critical path, channel length is minimum but increasing the channel width of the pmos to satisfy performance. The figure
1 shows the inverter with McCMOS technique.

Figure 1: McCMOS Inverter
III. CONVENTIONAL ADDER ARCHITECTURE
The simple binary addition usually carried out using full adder. However, if we add multiple bits then the easier method is to connect
full adder in series. The technique use for adding multiple bit is defined as adders. RCA (ripple carry adder) is most common among
the adders, although implementation of this adder for small length is effective. But, most desktop computers now a days using word
length of 32 bit, while server require 64 bit; and the fast computer, such as super computers, mainframes etc., require word length of
up to 128 bits. The overall performance limit by the adder‘s computational time. And the dependence of this computational time is on
number of bits of the adder. Many such architecture are proposed to eliminate or reduce the proportional dependency. This section
describes the conventional adders.
A. Carry Skip Adder
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Carry skip adder is much more like a ripple carry adder but in this adder implementation there is a carry skip (bypass) path.
As in ripple carry adder, full adder needs to wait for the incoming carry to generate outgoing carry [7]. Hence the dependency
is eliminated by introducing a bypass to speed up the computation. It divide the no. of bits of adder in even stages. The figure
2 shows carry propagation and figure 3 show 4 bit carry bypass adder. Hence this adder reduce the carry computation delay
by bypassing carry of successive adder stage.

Figure 2 Carry Propagate

Figure 3: 4 bit Carry Skip Adder
B. Carry Select Adder
Carry select adder is fastest and conditional sum adder used for many processors for fast arithmetic computation. In carry
select adder several group of addition are performed, two addition are performed parallel using double RCA. One evaluate
the result with carry ‗1‘ and other evaluate with carry ‗0‘ [7]. Once the input carry is computed, the output sum and output
carry Cout is selected by the multiplexer. From the circuit point of view, two carry result is generated. Although this adder
increase the number of units. But its computation is much faster than usual computation. Figure 4 shows 4 bit carry select
adder. The 16 bit Carry select adder is constructed by cascading a number of equal length adder stage.

Figure 4: 4 bit Carry Select Adder

IV. MODIFIED ADDER ARCHITECTURE
A. Modified Carry Skip adder
To eliminate the dependency of input carry on output carry, we need to bypass carry in such a way that the speed of
computation increase. It is known that the incoming carry Ci,o = 1 propagates through the complete unit of adders and provoke
the output carry to 1, , while all propagating signal to be 1. Then this information can be used to speed up the adder operation.
For 8 bit carry select adder, bypass BP=P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7P8 = 1, then the incoming carry is forward to next module or
bypass immediately and if in case BP = 0 then the normal operation occur. An approximate propagation delay for the worst
case is given by
𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

(

)𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

. . . (3)

Where N is number of bits and M is number of bit per stage. tsetup, tsum are fix delay. tcarry is delay through a full adder and
tbypass is propagation delay due to additional bypass used, MUX.
If P0P1P2P3P4P5P6P7P8 =1, then
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Co,7 = Ci,o
Else DELETE OR GENERATE occur.
B. Modified Carry Select Adder
Because of the dual ripple carry adder more area is required and carry out stage ripple at each stage. Considering the block of
an adder, adding bits K to K+3. Instead of waiting for previous carry to come and then compute the computation further,
there are two possibilities generated. First, if input carry is ‗0‘ and other if input carry is ‗1‘, which means two path of carry
need to implement. When either the result are decided then the path is selected using multiplexer. The figure 5 shows the
16bit modified carry select adder with dual carry look ahead adder. Propagation delay for the worst case of the unit is
𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

( ⁄ )𝑡

𝑡

. . . .(4)

Where N is number of bits and M is number of bit per stage. tsetup, tmux and tsum are fix delay. tcarry is delay through a full
adder.

Figure 5: Modified Carry Select Adder

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation results are carried out on 45 nm node technology at 1V using tanner tool. Adder using McCMOS have very low power
consumption compare to conventional [8]. The overall decrease in PDP is 30 -33% of the adder. Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 shows
the comparative study of the 4 bit, 8 bit and 16 bit conventional McCMOS and Modified McCMOS, respectively. Comparing the
average power and PDP of 4 bit CSKIP and CSELECT from figure 6 that CSKIP have very less power and PDP than CSELECT.
The simulation results of power and PDP is compared graphically for different bits 4, 8, 16 in figure 6, 7, 8 respectively.
Table 1: Comparison of 4 bit Adders
Adder
Power

CSKIP
CSELECT
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6.85E-06
8.55E-06

Conventional CMOS
Delay
PDP

2.04E-08
2.04E-08

1.39E-13
1.74E-13

Transis
tor
count
252
288

Power

Modified McCMOS
Delay
PDP

5.02E-06
5.25E-06

2.04E-08
2.05E-08
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Average Power

PDP

4.00E-13

2.00E-05
3.00E-13

1.50E-05
1.00E-05

CSELECT

5.00E-06

CSKIP

2.00E-13

CSKIP

1.00E-13

0.00E+00
CMOS
Adder

CSELECT

McCMOS
Adder

0.00E+00
CMOS Adder

McCMOS Adder

Figure 6: Comparison of 4 bit average power and PDP

Table 2: Comparison of 8 bit Adders
Adder

CSKIP
CSELECT

Conventional CMOS
Power

Delay

PDP

(10-6 W)
1.43E-05
1.69E-05

(10-8 sec)
2.03E-08
2.03E-08

(10-13 J)
2.91E-13
3.44E-13

Modified McCMOS
Transist
or count
492
564

Power

Delay

(10-6 W)
9.74E-06
1.10E-05

(10-8 sec)
2.04E-08
2.05E-08

Average Power
8.00E-13

3.00E-05

6.00E-13

1.00E-05

(10-13 J)
1.99E-13
2.25E-13

Transisto
r count
492
564

PDP

4.00E-05
2.00E-05

PDP

CSELECT

4.00E-13

CSELECT

CSKIP

2.00E-13

CSKIP

0.00E+00

0.00E+00
CMOS McCMOS
Adder Adder

CMOS
Adder

McCMOS
Adder

Figure 7: Comparison of 8 bit average power and PDP
Table 3: Comparison of 16 bit Adders
Adder

CSKIP
CSELECT
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Conventional CMOS
Power

Delay

PDP

(10-6 W)
2.28E-05
3.51E-05

(10-8 sec)
2.03E-08
2.03E-08

(10-13 J)
4.64E-13
7.13E-13

Modified McCMOS
Transist
or count
984
1128

Power

Delay

(10-6 W)
1.97E-05
2.23E-05

(10-8 sec)
2.04E-08
2.05E-08
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PDP
(10-13 J)
4.02E-13
4.56E-13
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PDP

Average Power
1.50E-12

8.00E-05
6.00E-05

1.00E-12

4.00E-05

CSELECT

2.00E-05

CSKIP

0.00E+00
CMOS
Adder

CSELECT

5.00E-13

CSKIP

0.00E+00
CMOS
Adder

McCMOS
Adder

McCMOS
Adder

Figure 8: Comparison of 16 bit average power and PDP
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, design and implementation of carry skip adder and carry select adder. Different bits of adder has been designed and
compare for the conventional CMOS and Modified McCMOS. Comparison shows that the average power reduces to 30 – 35% less
and PDP is reduced to 15- 17% than the power and PDP of the conventional CMOS. From table 1, table 2, and table 3 it is also clear
that the number of transistor of CSKIP is much more less than CSELECT. Hence, the overall performance of the carry skip adder is
efficient with less power consumption and high speed.
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Abstract- Concrete usage around the globe is second only to water. An important ingredient in the conventional concrete is the
Portland cement. The production of one ton of cement emits approximately one ton of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. Moreover,
cement production is not only highly energy-intensive, next to steel and Aluminium, but also consumes significant amount of natural
resources. In order to meet infrastructure developments, the usage of concrete is on the increase. Do we build additional cement plants
to meet this increase in demand for concrete, or find alternative binders to make concrete? We have conducted some research on the
manufacture and behavior, of ―Low-Calcium Fly Ash-Based Geopolymer Concrete Reinforced with steel fibres‖. This concrete uses
no Portland cement; instead, we use the low-calcium fly ash from a local coal burning power station as a source material to make the
binder necessary to manufacture concrete. This study is aimed to know the compressive strength of concrete using the basic materials
like Fine Aggregate, Coarse Aggregate and the binder material as fly ash the flexural strength study between the geopolymer concrete
with and without steel fiber. Various properties like Workability, Initial setting time, compressive strength and Split tensile Strength
has been studied are to be compared with geopolymer concrete with and without steel fibre.

I. INTRODUCTION
1.1GENERAL
Demand for concrete as construction material is on the increase so as the production of cement. The production of cement is
increasing about 3% annually. Although the use of Portland cement is unavoidable in the foreseeable future, many efforts are being
made to reduce the use of Portland cement in concrete. Here we are reducing the usage of cement by developing alternate materials.

1.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Geopolymers are inorganic polymeric binding materials, firstly developed by Joseph Davidovits in 1970, which is applicable
since 1972 in France, Europe, and USA. Its chemistry concept was invented in 1979 with the creation of a non-for profit scientific
organization. This application shows genuine geopolymer products having brilliantly withstood 25 years of use and that are
continuously commercialized.

1.3 GEOPOLYMER CONCRETE
Geopolymer is a binding material, it‘s a term used to describe inorganic polymers based on alumino-silicates. Geopolymer
binders are used together with aggregates to produce geopolymer concrete. It is extremely different from that of ordinary concrete.
Setting mechanism depends on polymerization process. Applications of geopolymer concrete are in precast concrete product like
railway sleepers, electric power poles, etc. It is also used for marine structures and waste containments.
2. MATERIALS USED

2.1 FLY ASH
82
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FIGURE 1.1 Fly Ash
Flyash , a pulverized fuel ash (known as PFA) is a finely divided residue form combination of powedered coal/lignite in
modern plants such as thermal power station. Since fly ash chiefly contains lime, silica. It is a good pozzolona and can readily be used
for partial replacement of cement. Fly ash from Mettur power plant was used for the study. The properties of the flyash is given in
table.
TABLE 1.Physical Properties

Physical Properties

Values

Fineness modulus

7.86

Specific gravity

2.10

TABLE 2. Chemical Properties
Chemical
composition

83

PERCENTAGE

Silica

59.62

Alumina

26.43

Iron Oxide

6.61

Calcium Oxide

1.20
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Magnesium Oxide

0.76

Sulphur-tri- Oxide

0.58

Titanium Oxide

1.56

Loss of ignition

1.76

2.2 COARSE AGGREGATE

FIGURE 1.2 Coarse Aggregate

Aggregates are collected from approved quarry and Aggregates having size ranging from 10mm and 20mm are used. The tests
are carried out or Coarse Aggregates as per IS 2386-1963 and the results are given in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Properties of Coarse Aggregate
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Properties

Value

Specific gravity

2.83
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Fineness modules

6.4
Passing through 20mm sieve
and retained in 10mm sieve

Size

2.3 FINE AGGREGATES

FIGURE 1.3 Fine Aggregate
The river sand is used which passes through 4.75mm sieve. Physical properties of aggregates are as per IS 2386-1963 and the
results are given in Table4.
TABLE 4. Properties of river sand
Properties

Value

Specific gravity

2.6

Fineness modules

2.85

Size

Passing through 4.75mm
sieve

2.4 ALKALINE LIQUID
Sodium Silicate (Na2SiO3) and Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) has been used in GPC and the combination of this solution is
called as alkaline liquids. Instead of Sodium Silicate and Sodium Hydroxide, Potassium Silicate and Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) can
also be used. For this project, we have got the sufficient sodium silicate from micro fine chemicals. A combination of sodium silicate
and sodium hydroxide is to be chosen as the alkaline liquid.
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A combination of sodium silicate solution and potassium hydroxide pellets can be used for preparing the alkaline liquid. The
KOH solution is prepared by adding 448.8gms. It is recommended that the alkaline liquid is prepared by mixing both the solutions
together at least 24 hours prior to use.
The sodium silicate solution is commercially available in different grades. The sodium silicate solution A53 with SiO2-toNa2O ratio by mass of approximately, i.e., SiO2 = 29.4%, Na2O = 14.7%, and water = 55.9% by mass, is recommended.

FIGURE 1.4 Alkaline Liquid

2.5 STEEL FIBER

FIGURE 1.5 Steel Fiber

Several studies have shown that fiber addition is an efficient method to improve the mechanical performance of brittle
matrices as mortars and concretes by cracking arresting, also it is well known the increase in fracture toughness provided by fiber
bridging on the main crack plane prior to crack extension.In this study corrugated steel fibre with the aspect ratio50 is chosen.
Corrugated steel fibres offer cost efficient concrete reinforcement. The fibres are made from lowcarbon, cold drawn steel wire. They
are evenlydistributed in concrete mixtures to improve the impact resistance, fatigue endurance and shear strength of concrete.

2.6 WATER
Casting and curing of specimens were done with the portable well and bore water.
2.6.1 Hardness
Total hardness of sample water =
86
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Permanent hardness= 185ppm
Temporary hardness =15ppm
Amount of OH content in 1 lit of
Water sample in terms of CaCO3

= 2325ppm

Amount of Ca present in 1 lit of water= 300ppm
2.6.2 Turbidity
Turbidity of the given sample= 12mg/lit
2.6.3 Dissolved Oxygen
Amount of dissolved oxygen
in tap water = 4.96 mg/lit

2.7 SUPERPLASTICIZERS
Superplasticizers, also known as high range water reducers, are chemicals used as admixtures where welldispersedparticle
suspension are required. These polymers are used as dispersants to avoid particleaggregation, and to improve the flow characteristics
(rheology) of suspensions such as in concrete applications.
3. MIX DESIGN
Unit weight of concrete = 2400 kg/m3
Mass of combined aggregate = 72%
Mass of concrete

= 0.72 X 2400
= 1728 kg/m3

10 mm coarse aggregate

= 70%
= 70/100 X 1728
= 1209.6 kg/m3

4.75 mm fine sand =30%
=30/100 X 1728
=518.4 kg/m3
Mass of low calcium fly ash and alkaline liquid
= 2400-1728
= 672 kg/m3
Take liquid-To-Fly ash ratio = 0.35
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Mass of fly ash

=672/ (1+0.35)
= 497.7 kg/m3

Mass of alkaline liquid

= 672-497.7
= 174.2 kg/m3

Take sodium silicate-To-sodium hydroxide ratio = 2.5
Mass of sodium hydroxide solution = 174.2/ (1+2.5)
= 49.7 kg/m3
Mass of sodium silicate solution = 174.2-49.7
= 124.42 kg/m3
TABLE 5. Geopolymer Mix proportions
Materials

Mass ( Kg/m3)
Mixture-1
277

Mixture-2
277

14 mm
7 mm

370
647
554

370
647
554

Fly ash (low calcium ASTM
Class F)

408

408

Sodium Silicate solution

103

103

Sodium hydroxide soluton

41 (8Molar)

41 (14 Molar)

Super Plasticizer
Extra water

6
None

6
22.5

Coarse
aggregates:

20 mm

Fine sand

4. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

TABLE 6.Compressive strength for 8M NaOH in 70% of combined aggregate
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Mix
no

1

2

3

4

89

Materials (Kg / m³)

Liquid/
Fiber
flyash

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

Fly
ash

7.69

7.44

7.19

6.98

S.S

2.41

2.59

2.76

2.92

S.H

1.05

1.13

1.2

1.27

C.A

19.5

19.5

19.5

19.5

Extra
water
F.A

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

Slump
(mm)

Sample

Weight
Kg

(ml)

200

200

200

200

Load
N

Area
mm2

Stress
N/mm2

1

8.14

240000

22500

10.59

2

7.60

200000

22500

8.10

3

8.30

290000

22500

12.80

4

7.40

250000

22500

11.15

1

8.30

370000

22500

16.40

2

8.20

420000

22500

18.64

3

8.74

380000

22500

16.89

4

8.40

280000

22500

12.46

1

8.11

200000

22500

8.89

2

8.32

210000

22500

9.31

3

8.9

300000

22500

13.35

4

8.44

210000

22500

9.36

1

8.20

200000

22500

8.89

2

8.10

190000

22500

8.46

3

8.33

200000

22500

8.90

4

8.03

100000

22500

4.47

1.5

5

12

23
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TABLE 7. Compressive strength for 10M NaOH in 72% of combined aggregate

Mix
no

1

2

3

Materials (Kg / m³)

Liquid/
Fiber
flyash

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.5

0.55

0.6

Fly
ash

6.94

6.72

6.51

S.S

2.42

2.57

2.72

S.H

1.05

1.12

1.18

C.A

20

20

20

Extra
water
F.A

6.69

6.69

6.69

Slump
(mm)

Sample

Weight
Kg

(ml)

206

206

206

Load
N

Area
mm2

Stress
N/mm2

1

8.24

260000

22500

11.57

2

8.39

230000

22500

10.29

3

8.70

290000

22500

12.84

4

8.24

90000

22500

4.07

1

8.14

290000

22500

12.85

2

8.70

240000

22500

10.69

3

8.16

280000

22500

12.46

4

8.34

230000

22500

10.25

1

8.68

200000

22500

8.89

2

8.69

410000

22500

18.23

3

8.43

180000

22500

8.10

4

8.29

350000

22500

15.57

3

4

20

5. CONCLUSIONS
Geopolymer concrete is a new invention in the world ofconcrete in which cement is totally replaced by industrial
waste which contributes towards the global worming by
reducing use of cement and utilisation of by products like
fly ash. Since geopolymer concrete is more brittle than
conventional concrete, steel fibres are used to make it an
elastic one. Water content plays an important role in determining the compressive strength of geopolymer concrete
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Abstract: The project is mainly concerned about the analysis of a gear box casing used for permanent magnet D.C. motors with the
help of ANSYS workbench software. Gear box casing is a part of the gear box, it provides support to the shaft and bearings. Thus the
gear box casing is an important component to be taken into account while designing. Gear box casing i.e. the top and bottom cover
casing is typically made up of an aluminum material using casting process. The objective of the project is to build the model (Gear
box casing) and to analyze the gear box casing used for permanent magnet DC motors for Static stress and Modal analysis. The load
for static stress analysis is calculated by Rope and pulley method setup. The gear box casing is modeled using CATIA V5 software
and analyzed using ANSYS workbench software.
The static stress analysis is used to analyze the stresses and deformations of the gear box casing and the modal analysis is
executed to govern the vibration features (Mode shapes and natural frequencies) of gear box casing in order to prevent the resonance
for gear box casing component. The results obtained by the stress analysis is found to be in a good agreement and modal analysis i.e.
vibrational characteristics like frequency and mode shapes are presented and are within the limits.
Keywords- Gear box casing, Static Stress analysis, Aluminum, FEA, CATIA V5, Modal analysis, Natural frequency, Mode shapes.
1.

INTRODUCTION:

The casing of gearbox is one of the important components in a constantmesh Gearbox. The casing encloses the sets of the helical gears
and the bearings to support the shaft. In this
system the vibration generated at the gear mesh are transmitted to the gear box housing through the shafts and the bearings. The
gearbox casing is typically an aluminum material and is made by a casting process. Casing of this not only provides the shield to the
gearbox but also supports to the gearbox assembly. Analysis of the gearbox casing is very essential in order to decide appropriate
dimension and to predict the behavior of the casing under the operating conditions.
1.1. Flow chart:
Fabrication of gear box casing

Building up of a 2-D model of gear box using
AUTO-CAD Software

Building up of a 3-D model of gear box casing using
CATIA V5software

Assemble of a gear box

Testing of prototype
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FEA Analysis using ANSYS software

FEA results of gear box casing
1.2. objectives of the work:



2.

Building up of the model (Gearbox).
To carry out the static analysis using ANSYS for analyzing the load effect on the gearbox casing. FEM enables to find
critical locations and quantitative analysis of the stress distribution and deformed shapes under the loads.
To carry out the modal analysis i.e. natural frequencies and the mode shapes.

MODELING AND FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF GEARBOX CASING COMPONENT:

The 3-D solid model of the gearbox casing component was build using CATIA V5R20. ANSYS workbench was used for
preprocessing, solving and post processing. Material property of the gearbox casing is considered as aluminum and structural steel for
gears were selected from ANSYS material library. Boundary conditions are applied to the casing. Finite element model is used to
calculate stress, deformation and also the frequencies and mode shapes in the gearbox casing by ANSYS software.

A. CATIA V5 Model:
The figure 1 and figure 2 shows the pictorial representation of the Gearbox casing. The Gearbox casing is modeled in design software
CATIA V5

Figure 1: 3-D model of gear box

Figure 2: 3-D model of gearbox
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The CATIA model is imported into the respective file format of the FEM design software ANSYS R15.0.

B. FEM Model:
The project is divided into two domains:
1.
2.

Static analysis
Modal analysis

Figure 3: 3-D Model
FEA Modeling helps in efficient managing of deformation, von misses stress and shear stress and also in finding the natural
frequencies and mode shapes in any mechanical component and system. The figure no. is the discrete modeling of gearbox casing.

Figure 4: Meshing model of gear box
Meshing Details:
Nodes – 31860
Elements – 14204
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
3.1. STATIC STRESS ANALYSIS:
It is used to define the displacements, stresses etc., due to the influence of static loading conditions. It estimates the properties of
steady loading conditions on a component, but overlooking the inertia and damping effects, such as the one affected due to time
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varying loads. This analysis can nevertheless, include steady inertia loads and time varying loads that can be estimated as static
equivalent loads.

Figure 5: Deformation occurs in gear box casing

Figure 6: von-misses stresses occurs on gearbox casing

Figure 7: Maximum shear stress occurs on gear box casing

The static analysis results were tabulated as follows:
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Description

Results

Total Deformation

1.6474e-007m

Von misses stress

1.2559e+006 Pa

Maximum Shear Stress

6.9166e+005 Pa

These results were captured in ANSYS software workbench.
Deformation is shown in figure 5, von misses stress is shown in figure 6 and maximum shear stress is shown in fig 7 obtained results
were efficient and are found to be within the limits.
3.2. MODAL ANALYSIS:
It is used for determining the mode shapes i.e. vibration characteristics and the natural frequencies of a machine structure or
component while it is being designed.
The modes are used as easy and an effective way of describing the resonant vibration and majority of the structures can be made to
resonate i.e. under the proper conditions, a structure can be made to vibrate with sustained, excessive and oscillatory motion. When
the elastic and inertial properties of the material interacts then the resonant vibration occur which is the major vibration related
problems in the machine components or structures. The resonance is the fundamental for better understanding many of the structural
vibration problems hence it necessary to identify and quantify. This can be accomplished by defining the structure‘s modal
parameters.
Performing the modal analysis:


Build the model



Obtain the solution



Developing of modes



Evaluate the results

The first six natural frequencies and mode shapes of the model are listed in the Table no.1 at the defined boundary condition.

Table no. 1
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Mode No.

97

1

Natural
Frequency [HZ]
5922.5

2

6325.2

3

7076.1

4

8850

5

10074

6

11095
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Figure 8: Mode shapes of first six Gearbox casing obtained from ANSYS Workbench.
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4.

CONCLUSION:

From the study, the following conclusions can be drawn:


The gear box casing used for PMDC motors has been successfully designed using CATIA V5 and is analyzed by ANSYS
workbench software.

The deformation of the gear box casing under the application of known amount of load was found to be very minimum. This
is due the fact that the majority of the load is taken up by the gears rather than the casing. As a consequence of this, the gear
box casing is almost deformation free.
 The von misses stress or equivalent stress was found to be maximum (1.2559MPa) at a point where the gears attached to
bearing and minimum (14.38Pa) at the point of application of load. Due to the cantilever beam like formation of the setup,
the stresses behave in this manner. The similar type of results was observed in the case of max shear stress. The max shear
stress (6.9166e5Pa) was found at the bearing region and min shear stress (8.2614Pa) at the point of application of load.
 The modal analysis i.e. vibrational characteristics results revealed that the natural frequency of the setup increases with the
increase of number of modes selected. The setup tends to fluctuate vigorously with the increase of frequency.
It can be finally concluded that the outcomes through the analysis is found to be in a good agreement and are within the safe limits.
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Abstract— the injector tester consists of a small tank, pump, pressure gauge and handle. There is a separate bowl for receiving the
fuel sprayed from the nozzle. The injector to be tested is fitted in the injection testing equipment.

Keywords— Fuel, Injector, Nozzle, Fuel Injector, Fuel pump
INTRODUCTION

During the compression stroke in a four-stroke diesel engine, air is compressed in the engine cylinder. The pressure of the air is
increased and its temperature is also increased. The diesel fuel is injected at the end of the compression stroke and the fuel is ignited.
The fuel feed system ensures that the diesel oil is injected into the cylinders at the correct time. It consists of a diesel tank, a feed
pump, a filter, an injection pump, an injector and connecting lines. Regular testing of the fuel injection system ensures that the diesel
pump works effectively.
To run an engine, the fuel from the tank must each by some means to the engine cylinder. In diesel engine,
the fuel is injected into the engine cylinder by an injector. The fuel burns in the cylinder and during the exhaust stroke, the burned
gases leave the cylinder passing through the exhaust pipe and silencer.The injector tester consists of a small tank, pump, pressure
gauge and handle. There is a separate bowl for receiving the fuel sprayed from the nozzle. The injector to be tested is fitted in the
injection testing equipment. A valve which is used to control the fuel is first opened, and then the handle is pressed downward.
The downward movement of the handle causes the fuel to be sprayed through the injector. The reading in the pressure gauge
shows the atmospheric pressure. If this pressure is equal to the pressure specified by the manufacturer, then the injector is a good one.
If the pressure is either more or less, the spring in the injector should be accordingly adjusted.

METHOD OF OPERATION
The valve will open when from the fuel pump acting on the shoulder of needle valve overcomes the spring compression. As the needle
valve lifts, oil flows through the lowerchamber of the atomizer. The extra area of the needle mitre is now subjected to pressure causing
the needle to lift allowing the fuel to pass through high pressure through atomizer holes into the combustion chamber. When the fuel
pump cut off pressure, the valve will close under spring compression.
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Fig. Fuel injector
Since the needle is now exposed to pressure closing of valve will now occur at pressure lower than at which it is opened. The action of
the needle valve must be rapid and positive without leakage. Injector spring compression is adjusted under test and a compression ring
is fitted. It is set to allow the needle valve to open at pre-determined fuel pressure.

TESTING OF INJECTOR NOZZLE

Fig. Injector tester
The injector tester consists of a small tank, pump, pressure gauge and handle. There is a separate covered cabin for receiving the
sprayed fuel from the nozzle. The injector to be tested is fitted to the injector testing equipment. The valve which is used to control the
fuel is opened and then the handle is pressed downwards. The downward movement of the handle causes the fuel to be sprayed
through the injector. The reading in the pressure gauge shows atmospheric pressure and if the pressure is equal to the pressure
specified by the manufacturer, then the injector is good one and is accepted. If the pressure is more or less then the specified then the
spring is adjusted according to the size of shim in the injector.
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SELECTED MATERIALS FOR INJECTOR SYSTEM
SR.NO.

PARTS

QUANTITY

MATERIAL

SPECIFICATION

1.

Frame stand

1

Mild Steel

32‘ x 12‘ x 11‘

2.

Fuel Injector

1

Aluminum

12Volt Multi-point injector

3.

Electronic control unit

1

Electronics

555 timer 12volt o/p

4.

Tank

1

M.S

30 Liter capacity (Lorry Air Tank)

5.

Pressure gauge

2

-

(0-10) Bar

6.

Gate Valve

2

M.S

1/2‖ Gate Valve

7.

Connecting wire

1 meter

Copper

-

8.

Bolt and Nut

-

M.S

-

9.

Hose Collar and

1

-

10 mm Hose Collar and 10 x 8 mm Hoses

connector

CONCLUSION
The fuel injection equipment is the essential component for the proper working of the diesel engine. The function of the fuel injector is
to disperse the fuel through compressed charge of air in the engine cylinder. Proper functioning of injector should be ensured for
proper functioning of engine as fuel injector has to spray fuel uniformly. By this project we could learn the construction, design,
working operation and calibration of fuel injection instrument fuel injectors, nozzle, testing of nozzles and timing of injection.
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ABSTRACT: A combustion model based on a turbulent flame speed closure (TFC) model is proposed for Reynolds stress model
(RSM) of premixed combustion in an enclosed chamber the turbulent quantities that determine the turbulent flame speed are
obtained at the level of the grid cut- off. The model has been applied to a simple premixed jet flame in a backward-facing step
combustor to investigate the combustor response to forced excitations. The present model reported a comprehensive theoretical study
on flame velocity in spark ignition engine for iso-octane air mixture. The present model developed is a two-dimensional RSM model.
Computer simulations have been performed for the turbulent flame velocity of premixed flame.
The speed of propagation of a premixed turbulent flame correlates with the intensity of the turbulence encountered by the flame we
outline the numerical procedure, and illustrate the behaviour of the control algorithm on methane flames at various equivalence ratios
in two dimensions. The simulation data are used to study the local variation in the speed of propagation due to flame surface
curvature. The effects of turbulence and operating conditions on the position, shape, fluctuation, corrugation of the flame front, and
the turbulent flame speed are investigated in this study. The results of this work allow a better fundamental understanding of the
influence of turbulence on flame front structure, which is of prime interest for fundamental research.

Keywords: Turbulent flame speed closure, Reynolds stress model, GAMBIT software, Discretization, Damkohler
number, Equivalence ratio and Computational analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Combustion or burning is the sequence of exothermic chemical reactions between a fuel and an oxidant accompanied by the
production of heat and conversion of chemical species. The release of heat can result in the production of light in the form of either
glowing or a flame. Fuels of interest often include organic compounds (especially hydrocarbons) in the gas, liquid or solid phase.
In a complete combustion reaction, a compound reacts with an oxidizing element, such as oxygen or fluorine, and the
products are compounds of each element in the fuel with the oxidizing element. For example
CH4 + 2 O2→ CO2 + 2 H2O + energy
A simple example can be seen in the combustion of hydrogen and oxygen, which is a commonly used reaction in rocket engines
2 H2 +O2→ 2H2O (g)+heat
The result is water vapour complete combustion is almost impossible to achieve
Flame study
A flame is a mixture of reacting gases and solids emitting visible, infrared, and sometimes ultraviolet light, the frequency
spectrum of which depends on the chemical composition of the burning material and intermediate reaction products
Flame types
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Before we discuss details of flame temperatures, it is important to distinguish between some of the major flame types. Flames can
be divided into 4 categories:


laminar, premixed



laminar, diffusion



turbulent, premixed



turbulent, diffusion

Fig.1.1 Different types of flames.
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Fig.1.2.Turbulent flame structure and propagation
A flow streamlines are smooth and do not bounce around significantly. Two photos taken a few seconds apart will show
nearly identical images. Premixed means that the fuel and the oxidizer are mixed before the combustion zone occurs.

2. OBJECTIVE OF THE PRESENT STUDY





To study the flame structure
To simulate the turbulence flame structure inside the enclosed chamber
To predict the temperature distribution over the enclosed chamber considering the factors such as air fuel ratio, speed and
Pressure of the mixture.
To validate the numerically obtained results against the experimental and existing.
Methodology







The geometry (physical bounds) of the problem is defined. The volume occupied by the fluid is divided into discrete cells
(the mesh). The mesh may be uniform or non uniform.
The physical modeling i s defined – for example, the equations of motions + enthalpy + radiation + species conservation
Boundary conditions are defined. This involves specifying the fluid behavior and properties at the boundaries of the problem.
For transient problems, the initial conditions are also defined.
The simulation is started and the equations are solved iteratively as a steady-state or transient.
Finally a postprocessor is used for the analysis and visualization of the resulting solution.

3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
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Modeling and Meshing
CAD Model

Dimensions of the model are:
Length =420mm
Diameter =80mm
Burner dia=15mm
Number of meshes are 24000
Fuel used is methane

The flowchart represents the steps involved in Gambit for modeling and meshing of flat plate.

Fig.3.1.Flow Chart for Modeling and Meshing of an Enclosed Chamber
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Mesh Model

2D grid for length= 420mm and dia=80mm.
Type of mesh used is square structure mesh.
Size of the grid is 1mm2

Convergence Screen Shot

Case Study
All computational cases were solved using the standard RSM model within FLUENT TM 6.3. The dimensions are, the diameter
of the enclosed chamber is 80mm, length of the chamber is 420mm and diameter of the burner nozzle is 15mm, the simulations were
carried out for an enclosed chamber for three fuel jet velocities (40m/s, 50m/s, 60m/s ) and three equivalence ratio values (0.4, 0.5 and
0.6 ). By fixing velocity and varying equivalence ratio and vice versa simulations are carried out. The simulations were carried past
the convergence point to ensure a stable solution had been achieved with the default relaxation values.
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Following table shows 12 cases for computational analysis.
Case

Velocity of the mixture(V) in m/s

Equivalence ratio (Psi)

1

0.4

2

0.5

3

40

0.6

4

1.2

5

0.4

6

0.5

7

50

0.6

8

1.2

9

0.4

10

0.5

11
12

60

0.6
1.2

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Numerical investigations of the complicated turbulent flame, turbulent flame velocity, total temperature and turbulent
intensity are carried out with SIMPLE algorithm for pressure – velocity coupling and standard scheme for pressure discretization and
upwind scheme for mass, momentum and energy.
The SIMPLE algorithm is an iterative procedure for the calculation of pressure and velocity fields. Starting from an initial pressure
field p*, its principle steps are






Solve the discretized momentum equation to yield the intermediate velocity (u*,v*)
Solve the continuity equation in the form of an equation for pressure correction p 1.
Correct pressure and velocity.
Solve all other discretized transport equations for scalars Φ.
Repeat until the field p, u, v and Φ have all converged.

Second order upwind scheme for turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate. According to the upwind scheme, the value
of the convective property at the interface is equal to the value at the grid point on the upwind side of the face. It has got 3 subschemes i.e. 1st order upwind which is a 1st order accurate, 2nd order upwind which is 2nd order accurate scheme and QUICK
(quadratic upwind interpolation for convective kinematics) which is a 3 rd order accurate scheme.
The flowchart represents the steps involved in Fluent for the solution procedure
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Fig.3.2 Flow Chart for solution procedure of Enclosed Chamber.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CONTOURS OF PROGRESS VARIABLE

Fig.4.1 Contours of Progress Variable for psi = 0.4 and v = 40m/s.

Fig.4.2 Contours of Progress Variable for psi = 0.5 and v = 50m/s.
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Fig.4.3 Contours of Progress Variable for psi = 0.6 and v = 60m/s.

Fig.4.4 Contours of Progress Variable for psi = 1.2 and v = 60m/s.
Graph of variation of Progress Variable for psi and velocity

From figures we can conclude that, progress variable is high at the outer core of the flame and decreases to zero towards the inner
core of the flame. Complete combustion occurs at the outer edges of the flame since turbulence is high at the outer lamina of the
flame and at the centre of the flame complete combustion does not happens since turbulence is less at the centre of the flame .With
increase in equivalence ratio, flame thickness increases and with increase in velocity, flame length increases. For the rich mixture
from the above graph we can observe that progress variable is very much less than the lean mixture because for rich mixture
complete combustion does not happens .

5. CONCLUSION
With reference to the objectives of the project the following conclusions are drawn. The numerical analysis of turbulent flame in an
enclose chamber is carried out by varying the inlet fuel jet velocity and equivalence ratio by using Reynolds stress model.
From the results of the analysis obtained are
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 Damkohler number is maximum when psi =0.5 and fuel jet velocity (v) =50 m/s.
 Turbulent flame speed is maximum at psi=0.4 and v=60m/s.
 Turbulent intensity is high when psi=0.4 and v=60m/s.
Achieved: Comparison of flame speed, Intensity, pressure for different fuel jet velocity while Equivalence ratio is fixed and
vice versa using Reynolds stress model is carried out.
Validation of results has been done with the published work.




Turbulent flame structure study and interaction between different flame zones is expected.
With change of equivalence ratio, it is explained that turbulence flame velocity and turbulence intensity might
show significant change.
With change of fuel jet velocity and equivalence ratio temperature distribution, progress variable and pressure
distribution are studied.
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Abstract: Clients may search for different type of things to update their knowledge. But Search results depend on the user posed
query has to satisfy their searched properties that is stored in the spatial database. For this fast generation, we need a conventional way
of searching is required to develop modern application. Here our aim is search has to meet two things that spatial predicate and
associated texts. Suppose a client searching for items that is available in a restaurant which is close to his circle is the condition. In
spite of comparing all searches related items (restaurants) for accurate one. Just think about the restaurant which is closed to the
searcher that contains menu items like ―steaks, spaghetti, brandy‖ available at the same time. At present the great solution to solve this
problem of searching is possible by IR2 tree but, it is insufficient to get an accurate result exactly. For that we newly introduced a
spatial inverted index algorithm that extends the gap of IR2 tree which is lagging to compute the multidimensional data. We are
evaluating this experimental by posing different queries.
Keywords: spatial database & inverted index, keywords, neighbour search,range query
I. Introduction
A spatial database is a database that store multidimensional objects such as points, rectangles, and etc. some spatial databases allow
representing simple geometric objects such as lines, points and polygons. Some spatial databases handle more complex structures such
as 3D objects, topological coverage‘s, linear networks. Based on different selection criteria spatial database provides fast access to
multidimensional objects. In spatial database real entities are modeled in geometric manner, for example location of hotels, hospital,
restaurants are represented as points on maps, while larger area such as landscapes, lakes, parks are represented as a combination of
rectangles. Spatial database system can use in geographic information system, in this range search can be utilized to find all
restaurants in a certain area, while nearest neighbor retrieval can find the restaurant closest to a given address.
Queries in spatial database have become increasingly important in recent years with the increasing popularity of some services such as
Google Earth and Yahoo Maps, as well as other geographic applications. Today, widely used by search engines has made it realistic to
write spatial queries in a new way. Traditionally, queries focus on objects only geometric properties, for example, whether a point is in
rectangle or how two points are close from each other. Some new application allows users to browse objects based on both of their
geometric coordinates and their associated texts. Such type of queries called as a spatial keyword query. For example, if a search
engine can be used to find the nearest hotel that offer facilities such as pool and internet at the same time. From this query, we could
first obtain the entire hotel whose services contains the set of keywords, and then find the nearest one from the retrieved restaurant.
The major drawback of this approach is that, on the difficult input they do not provide real time answer. For example, from the query
point the real neighbor lies quite far away, while all the closer neighbors are missing at least one of the query keywords. Spatial
keyword queries have not been widely explored. In the past years, the group of people has showed interest in studying keyword search
in relational databases.
Recently the attention has preoccupied to multidimensional data [5][6]. The best method for nearest neighbor search with keywords is
because of Felipe et al. [5]. They combine the spatial index R-tree [7] and signature file [8]. So they developed a structure called IR
tree. This tree has the ability of both R-tree and signature files. Like an R-tree it stores the spatial proximity of the object and like
signature file it filters those objects that do not include all query keywords.

II Related Work
The Keyword search has been well studied for years due to its importance to commercial search engines. Various types of keyword
queries have been proposed. These related works can be categorized from two phases first, we introduce the works with Training
which requires the input documents‘ associated with or contained in a query region.
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Fig 1: System Design
The query keywords contain a priority. The result documents are ranked based on certain criteria. The query processing contains two
stages, Parsing and Frequency finder using Data Mining technique. The textual attributes are represented by a list of keywords stored
in a Feature Matrix. After the text parsing, second phase testing will take place to build an inverted list of each keywords and the
query are inserted in the template model. To improve performance, S2I distinguishes between frequent and infrequent keywords. The
model contains following modules.
III Implementation
A. IR-Tree, Approximation algorithm and Exact algorithm:
This method is used to retrieve a group of spatial web objects such that the query‘s keywords are covered by group‘s keywords and
objects are near to the query location and have the lowest inter object distances. This method addresses the two instantiation of the
group keyword query. First is to find the group of objects that cover the keywords such that the sum of their distances to the query is
minimized. Second is to find a group of objects that covers the keywords such that between of the maximum distance between objects
in a group of objects and query and maximum distance among two objects in a group of objects is minimized. Both of these sub
problems are NP-complete. Greedy algorithm is used to provide an approximation solution to the problem that utilizes the spatial
keyword index IR-tree to reduce the search space. But in some application query does not contain a large number of keywords, for this
exact algorithm is used that uses the dynamic programming.
B. IUR-tree (Intersection union R-tree)
Geographic objects associated with descriptive texts are becoming common. This gives importance to spatial keyword queries that
take both the location and a text description of the content. This technique is used to analyze the problem of reverse spatial and textual
k nearest neighbor search i.e finding objects that take the query object as one of their spatial textual similar objects. For this type of
search hybrid index structure is used that successfully merge the location proximity with textual similarity. For searching, branch and
bound algorithm are used. In addition, to increase the speed of query processing a variant of IRtree and two optimization algorithm is
used. To enhance the IU R-tree, text clustering is used, in this object of all the databases is grouped into clusters according to their text
similarity. Each node of the tree is extended by the cluster information to create a hybrid tree which is called as cluster IUR-tree. To
enhance the search performance of this tree two optimization methods are used, the first is based on outlier detection and extraction
and second method is based on text entropy.
B. BR*-tree:
This hybrid index structure is used to search m-closest keywords. This technique finds the closest tuples that match the keywords
provided by the user. This structure combines the R*-tree and bitmap indexing to process the closest keyword query that returns the
spatially closest objects matching keywords To reduce the search space a priori based search strategy is used. Two monotone
constraints are used as a priori properties to facilitate efficient pruning which is called as distance matrix and keyword mutex. But this
approach is not suitable for handling ranking queries and in this number of false hits is large.
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C. IR2-trees:
The growing number of applications requires the efficient execution of nearest neighbor queries which is constrained by the properties
of spatial objects. Keyword search is very popular on the internet so these applications allow users to give list of keywords that spatial
objects should contain. Such queries called as a spatial keyword query. This consists of query area and a set of keywords.

Fig 2: IR2 tree algorithm
The IR2-tree is developed by the combination of R-tree and signature files, where each node of the tree has spatial and keyword
information. This method is efficient answering the top-k spatial keyword queries. In this signature is added to the every node of the
tree. An able algorithm is used to answer the queries using the tree. An Incremental nearest algorithm is used for the tree traversal and
if the root node signature does not match the query signature then it prunes the whole subtrees. But IR2-tree has some drawbacks such
as false hits where the object of final result is far away from the query or this is not suitable for handling ranking queries.
E. Spatial inverted index and Minimum bounding method:
So, new access method, spatial inverted access method is used to remove the drawbacks of previous methods such as false hits. This
method is the variant of inverted index using for multidimensional points.

Fig 3: incremental nearest neighbour algorithm
This index stores the spatial region of data points and on every inverted list Rtree is built. The Minimum bounding method is used for
traversing the tree to prune the search space.
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IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the survey of various techniques for nearest neighbor search for spatial database. As in the previous methods there
were many drawbacks. The existing solutions incur too expensive space consumption or they are unable to give real time answer. So
to overcome the drawbacks of previous methods, new method is based on variant of inverted index and R-tree and algorithm of
minimum bounding method is used to reduce the search space. This method will increase the efficiency of nearest neighbor search too.
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Abstract— A watermark is symbol of origin, ownership, copyright etc. A watermark is embedded in the multimedia content like
video or image. When watermark is inserted in the video is known as video watermarking and when watermark is inserted in the
image is known as image watermarking. Video watermarking is more secure and qualitative then the image watermarking because in
video watermarking there is availability of additional data. To embed a predefined watermark in the video frame, there are two
techniques. One is pseudo random sequence which is used for objective detection and other technique is binary image or gray image
which is used for subjective detection. In this thesis, in order to subjectively verify the ownership of video frame with the aid of
extracting of watermark, a binary logo image is used as a watermark bit is either 1 or 0.
Keywords— Video Watermarking, Watermark protection, Feature detector, Image Steganography, Feature Point, histogram
equalization, fractal coding algorithm.
INTRODUCTION

A watermark is a symbol which represents origin, ownership and copy control etc. A watermark is logo in an image or video that
may be a combination of lightness or darkness. Watermark can be seen on passport's, postage stamps, bank notes, government
documents etc. The watermark can be embedded either in image or in video the process of embedding watermark in video is called
video watermarking and the process of embedding watermark in an image is known as video watermarking. Watermark can be
embedded and extracted as per requirement. The difference between video watermarking and the image watermarking is the
availability of the data. This proper availability of data in video watermarking make this technique more reliable and redundant
because information hide in watermark is more secure and qualitative in nature.
Digital watermark can be defined as hiding the information in the digital form which may be digitized music, video, picture or any
other file. In this the carrier signal hides the information.
The hidden information should contain a relation to the carrier signal but it is not compulsory. If it contains a relation with the
carrier signal it helps to check the authenticity of the carrier signal.
Various techniques are used as:

DWT- Discrete wavelet transform

DCT- Discrete cosine transform

SVD- Singular value decomposition

PCA- Principal component analysis
Applications:
Digital watermarking may be used for a wide range of applications, such as:
1. Copyright protection.
2. Source tracking.(different recipients get differently watermarked content)
3. Broadcast monitoring. (television news often contains watermarked video from international agencies)
4. Video authentication.
Digital watermarking life cycle:
The digital watermark can be defined as the information where information is embedded in the signal. The signal in which
the watermark is embedded is known as host signal. This whole process takes place in three steps, embedding, attack & detection. In
embedding an algorithm accepts the host and the data to be embedded and produces a watermarked signal. Then this watermarked
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signal is stored a forwarded to another person. If this person any change or modification in the received signal, is known as or termed
as attack. Attack can be defined as they tend of effort make by third party to make any change in the watermark. The modifications
that can be done on watermark are cropping, rotating, scaling etc. Detection is also known as extraction this algorithm is applied to the
attack signal in order to extract watermark. If there is no change or modification made in the signal then the watermark maintained its
quality and can be extracted.

LITERATURE SURVEY
1. Jian Lu, 2014―A Robust Fractal Color Image Watermarking Algorithm‖ One of the main objectives of watermarking is
to achieve a better tradeoff between robustness and high visual quality of a host image. In recent years, there has been a significant
development in gray-level image watermarking using fractal-based method. This paper presents a human visual system (HVS) based
fractal watermarking method for color images. In the proposed method, a color pixel is considered as a 3-D vector in rgb space. And a
general form of 3 × 3 matrix is utilized as the scaling operator. Meanwhile, the luminance offset vector is substituted by the range
block mean vector. Then an orthogonalization fractal color coding method is achieved to obtain very high image quality. We also
show that the orthogonalization fractal color decoding is a mean vector-invariant iteration. So, the range block mean vector is a good
place for hiding watermark. Furthermore, for consistency with the characteristics of the HVS, we carry out the embedding process in
the CIE space and incorporate a just noticeable difference (JND) profile to ensure the watermark invisibility. Experimental results
show that the proposed method has good robustness against various typical attacks, at the same time, with an imperceptible change in
image quality.
2. Saeed Ahmed Sohag, Dr. Md. Kabirul Islam, Md. Baharul Islam,2013, ―A Novel Approach for Image Steganography
Using Dynamic Substitution and Secret Key‖ In this paper Steganography is a system that hides information in an application cover
carrier like image, text, audio, and video. Considerable amount of work has been carried out by different researchers on this subject.
Least Significant Bit (LSB) insertion method was more suspicious and low robustness against attacks. The objectives of this study
were to analyze various existing system and implement a dynamic substitution based Image Steganography (IS) with a secret key. Our
proposed method is more difficult to attack because of message bits are not inserted in to the fixed position. In our method, the
message bits are embedded into deeper layer depending on the environment of the host image and a secret key resulting increased
robustness. The robustness specially would be increased against those intentional attacks which try to reveal the hidden message.
3. Vipul Sharma, Sunny Kumar, 2013, ―A New Approach to Hide Text in Images Using Steganography‖ In this paper we
have proposed a new steganographic algorithm that is used to hide text file inside an image. In order to increase maximize the storage
capacity we have used a compression algorithm that compresses the data to be embedded. The compression algorithm we have used
works in a range of 1bit to 8 bits per pixel ratio. By applying this algorithm we have developed an application in that would help users
to efficiently hide the data.
4. Anil Kumar, ,Rohini Sharma,2013, ―A Secure Image Steganography Based on RSA Algorithm and Hash LSB
Technique‖ In this paper Steganography is a method of hiding secret messages in a cover object while communication takes place
between sender and receiver. Security of confidential information has always been a major issue from the past times to the present
time. It has always been the interested topic for researchers to develop secure techniques to send data without revealing it to anyone
other than the receiver. Therefore from time to time researchers have developed many techniques to fulfill secure transfer of data and
steganography is one of them. In this paper we have proposed a new technique of image steganography i.e. Hash - LSB with RSA
algorithm for providing more security to data as well as our data hiding met hod. The proposed technique use hash function to
generate a pattern for hiding data bits into LSB of RGB pixel values of the cover image. This technique makes sure that the message
has been encrypted before hiding it into a cover image. If in any case the cipher text got revealed from the cover image, the
intermediate person other than receiver can't access the message as it is in encrypted form.
5. Abbas Cheddad, Joan Condell, Kevin Curran and Paul Mc Kevitt, 2010, ―Digital Image Steganography: Survey and
Analysis of Current Methods‖ Steganography is the science that involves communicating secret data in an appropriate multimedia
carrier, e.g., image, audio, and video files. It comes under the assumption that if the feature is visible, the point of attack is evident,
thus the goal here is always to conceal the very existence of the embedded data. Steganography has various useful applications.
However, like any other science it can be used for ill intentions. It has been propelled to the forefront of current.
PROBLEM FORMULATION

There are many algorithms which have used to embed watermark but they lack in few stages. Video watermarking approaches can
be divided into two main categories which depend on the method of hiding watermark bits in the host video. These are: By just
manipulating the pixel intensity values of the video frame. Second alter is spatial pixel values of the host video according to a predetermined transform. But attacks like cropping, scaling, rotations and geometrical make these techniques unsuccessful. The
commonly used transform domain techniques are Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and the
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), PCA and SVD.
But they are not efficient in finding the interest points where to embed the watermark. Even they all are not so stable. Thus to
overcome these issue a new technique is introduced in implementation of watermarking.
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PROPOSED WORK

In general, there are two types of techniques for embedding a predefined watermark into an Video frame. One is pseudo random
sequence which is used for objective detection and the other is binary image or gray image which is used for subjective detection. In
this thesis, in order to subjectively verify the ownership of Video frame with the aid of extracting a watermark, a binary logo image is
used. And the watermark bit is either 1 or 0. One of the main challenges of the watermarking is to achieve a trade-off between
robustness and perceptivity. In general, increasing the strength of the embedded watermark can achieve robustness, but it would lead
to an increase in the visible distortion as well, and vice versa. Since the orthogonal zed fractal decoding is mean-invariant iteration, the
range block mean is a good robust place to hide a watermark. After fractal decoding, the embedded watermark diffuses throughout the
reconstructed Video frame .In order to gain high robustness as well as low sensitivity in Video frame watermarking, the knowledge of
human visual perception of colour stimuli must be well utilized in designing embedding algorithms. The watermark insertion
procedure is and includes the following steps.








Selection of video from user to process
Extraction of video frame for watermark hiding
Factually encode the original Video frame to produce the fractal coded frame in RGB space.
Convert the range block means from RGB space to 𝑎*𝑏* space and denoted by Ru.
Embed the permutated watermark into Ru.
Convert Ru1 back to RGB space and denote them by Ru2.
Hide the watermark by performing fractal decoding.

CONCLUSION

The fractal coding image watermark image algorithm is robust and imperceptible in nature that helps to increase the robustness and
will maintain the quality of video and embedded watermark by using histogram equalization for security purpose a frame is chosen
from the video which has highest entropy. This entire technique will provide a highest PSNR ratio, lowest mean square & bit error.
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Abstract— In this review paper, a new approach called ―An Advanced IWD algorithm‖ for resolving Travelling Salesman
problem is proposed. Intelligent Water Drops algorithm, or the IWD algorithm, is a swarm-based nature-inspired optimization
algorithm. This algorithm contains a few essential elements of natural water drops and actions and reactions that occur between river's
bed and the water drops that flow within. The IWD algorithm may fall into the category of Swarm intelligence and Met heuristic.
Intrinsically, the IWD algorithm can be used for combinatorial optimization. However, it may be adapted for continuous optimization
too. The IWD was first introduced for the traveling salesman problem in 2007. Since then, multitude of researchers has focused on
improving the algorithm for different problems. But as an improvement we will combine the data updation with using the concept of
genetic algorithms cross over and mutation. This advanced IWD algorithm hope will find the better tour.
Keywords— Intelligent Water Drops, Swarm-based optimization, Travelling Salesman Problem, Genetic Algorithm, Crossover,
Mutation, Water drop, Soil, Velocity.
INTRODUCTION

Travelling salesman problem was first introduced in 1930.It is one of the most intensively studied problems in optimization.
Travelling salesman problem follows the three conditions:1. Salesman has given N number of cities.
2. Source and destination should remain the same.
3. He has to travel each and every city exactly once and the path followed be of minimum distance.
There are various techniques which have been used to solve Travelling Salesman Problem in a better way.
Applications of Travelling Salesman Problem:1. It can be used in planning, logistics and manufacture of microchips.
2. When modification is made to TSP, it appears as a sub –problem in many areas , such as dna sequencing.
3. In these applications ,the concept city can be represented for example,customers, soldering points or dna fragments.
4. TSP is used as a benchmark for optimization.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
1.

2.

3.
119

Particle Swarm Optimization:- Particle Swarm Optimization is a swarm based optimization which was first introduced by
Dr.Eberhart and Dr.Kennedy in 1995. Particle Swarm Optimization is inspired by the birds for finding the best path while
flying. They don‘t communicate with each other and they don‘t have any clear leader to guide them. But they guide each
other to find the best solution i.e path. A particle keeps track of the all others particles but follows only that path which is best
so far. It has some similarities with genetic algorithm. Similar to genetic algorithm it produces random solutions and finds the
optimal solution but unlike genetic algorithm it has no evolution operators . Particle Swarm Optimization does not provide
optimal solution always.
Ant Colony Optimization:- Ant Colony Optimization was introduced by Marco Dorigo which falls in the class of
optimization algorithms which is based on the actions of ant colony. Ant Colony Optimization is a tachnique which helps in
finding better paths through graphs. The ants while moving towards the food source, record their positions and the solution
quality which they have achieved. So that it can help other ants to locate and find better solutions. This whole phneomeon is
performed with the help of a substance called pheromone which shows the trace of an ant. Ant uses heuristic information
while searching the food source. Heuristic information can be define as the ant‘s knowledge of where the smell of food
comes from.
Bacteria Foraging Optimization:- Bacteria Foraging Optimization was proposed by Passino in the year 2002. This is based
on the criteria of elimination the animals with poor foraging and select only individuals which have good foraging strategy
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that falls in the survival of fittest. Bacteria Foraging Optimization algorithm is a global search technique which is based on
mimicking the foraging behaviour of E.coli. this method is used for locating, handling and ingesting the food. A bacterium
can perform two different actions :-Tumbling and Swimming,
i.
During foraging,Tumble actions modifies the orientation of the bacterium.
ii.
In swimming, chemotaxis step takes place in which the bacterium will move in its current direction. The chemotaxis
movement will goes in the direction of positive nutrient gradient.
iii.
After the certain no. of complete swims, the best half of the population will perform reproduction process and the
rest of the population will got eliminated.
iv.
In order to escape local optima, an elimination dispersion event is carried out where some in which some the
bacterias are liquidated at random with very small probability and the new replacements are initialized at random
locations of the search space.
4. Bee Colony Optimization:- Similar to other nature inspired based algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization, Bacteria
Foraging Optimization, Ant Colony Optimization; ―Bee Colony Optimization‖
Also falls in this category. In this first, the group of bees or bee colony looks fir the feed individually. When the bee finds the
feed ,it informs other bees by dancing so that other bees can collect and carry the feed to the hive.
5. Natural Water Drops:- Rivers are one of the natural resources. Waterdrops flowing in river has two main properties: Soil
 Velocity
When waterdrops flowsv in the river it carries some soil with it which leads to increase in the velocity as the part from which the
soil get removed will become deeper and can hold more volume of water and as the result may flow more water.
6. Intelligent water drop
Intelligent Water Drop Algorithm is nature inspired algorithm which follows the criteria of Natural Water Drop. It was first
developed by Hammed Shah Hosseini in the year 2007 for solving travelling salesman problem. This algorithm contains a few
essential elements of natural water drop which is the action and reaction that occur between river‘s bed and waterdrops that flow
within.
It follows the two main properties of Natural Water Drop.
 Soil
 Velocity
When waterdrops flows in the river it carries some soil with it. More the soil it carries with itself higher will be the velocity. This
means that the soil and velocity are inversaly proportional to each other. River flows from a particular source but the desired
destination may be known or unknown. And there are many paths in the environment which may be followed in order to reach the
desired destination but criteria that Intelligent Water Drop Algorithm follows is the velocity. It follows only that path which has
highest velocity than others. By following this criteria at each step ,it reaches to its destination. The goal of this algorithm is to
find the best path or shortest path from source to the destination, in the case when destination is known. In case when the
destination is unknown, the goal is to find the optimum destination in terms of cost or any suitable measure for the problem.
Algorithm:1. Initialization of static parameters.
2. Initialization of dynamic parameters.
3. Spread the IWDs randomly on the nodes of the graph.
4. Update the visited node list of each IWD.
5. Repeat Steps a to d for those IWDs with partial solutions.
 For the IWD residing in node i, choose the next node j, which does not violate any constraints of the problem and is
not in the visited node list of the IWD.
 For each IWD moving from node i to node j, update its velocity.
 Compute the soil.
 Update the soil
6. Find the iteration-best solution from all the solutions found by the IWDs.
7. Update the soils on t he paths that form the current iteration best solution.
8. Update the total best solution by the current iteration - best solution.
9. Increment the iteration number.
10. Stops with the total best solution.

GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic Algorithm is inspired by Darwin‘s theory. According to which if there are two or more parents and the child evolved from
parents contains the properties of both parents. In Genetic Algorithm, algorithm is started with the set of solutions called population.
Solutions obtainedfrom population are taken and used to form a new population. This new population will be better than the old one
because they are selected according to their fitness.
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Genetic Algorithm has two operators which helps in evolution of candidate solution: Crossover:- The both chromosomes which are selected can be combined together by using crossover operator, the result of
which will be replaced by the lowest fitness chromosomes in the population. Each chromosomewhich is selected will be
check through an algorithm which will ensure that the selected probability is proportional to the fitness of chromosome. The
new chromosome has the chance to be better than the replaced one. By using this operator optimal solution is supposed to be
exist.
 Mutation:- In Mutation, a gene which is selected from a chromosome is ramdomly chamnged. By performing this process,
there is increase in the chance of exploring unreached sub-regions.
ADVANCED IWD

As per study many algorithms have been develop for solving TSP. In this thesis we are going to develop a new approach which is
―an advanced IWD algorithm‖ for resolving Travelling Salesman problem. Intelligent Water Drops algorithm, or the IWD
algorithm, is a swarm-based nature-inspired optimization algorithm. This algorithm contains a few essential elements of natural water
drops and actions and reactions that occur between river's bed and the water drops that flow within. The IWD algorithm may fall into
the category of Swarm intelligence and Met heuristic. Intrinsically, the IWD algorithm can be used for combinatorial optimization.
However, it may be adapted for continuous optimization too. The IWD was first introduced for the travelling salesman problem in
2007. Since then, multitude of researchers has focused on improving the algorithm for different problems. But as an improvement we
will combine the data updation with using the concept of genetic algorithms cross over and mutation.
It was mentioned above that a water drop has also a velocity. This velocity plays an important role in removing soil from the beds
of rivers. The following properties are assumed for a flowing water drop:
1) A high speed water drop gathers more soil than a slower water drop.
2) The velocity of a water drop increases more on a path with low soil than a path with high soil.
3) A water drop prefers a path with less soil than a path with more soil.
The IWD algorithm represents the TSP in the form of a graph (N, E). N represents the node set, namely cities. E represents the
edge set, namely distances between cities. Then, each IWD begins creating its solution stepwise by travelling between the cities until
the IWD finally completes its solution. One iteration of the algorithm is complete when all IWDs have completed their solutions.
Algorithm:The procedure of the IWD for the TSP can be described as follows: The graph (N, E) of the problem is given to the algorithm.
1.
First we need to know about the working area or can say coverage area of travelling by salesman.
2.
Then we need to know about the number of cities in area, thus we need to determine the total numbers of cities it has to
cover.
3.
Initialize the location and rest of the parameters as numbers of iteration which has to be repeated while
travelling to different cities.
4. As there are number of cities where salesman has to visit, it means large distance has to be covered, so now we calculate the
total distance from one city to other.
5.
Then calculate the fitness function on the basis of the data collected.
6.
As the visited nodes have its own velocity and other features. Now this solution is updated by our proposed approach that is
with IWD and Genetic Algorithm.
7.
Now recheck the solution of the system as if minimum fitness is achieved or not.
8. If it does save the results and move to next iteration.
CONCLUSION

The ―Advanced IWD Algorithm‖, will combine the data updation with using the concept of genetic algorithms cross over and
mutation which will increase the possibility of traversing unreached nodes and will provide better result.
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Abstract— In this paper, an ultra-wide band (UWB) antenna is proposed for wide band applications. The antenna under
investigation is fed by a 50 ohm micro strip line. The basic shape of the notch and simple patch is presented in paper. A significant
enhancement in the bandwidth and y-shape notch has been achieved in a low profile and compactness of UWB antenna with good
impedance matching. The proposed antenna is studied thoroughly and presented in the paper.
.

Keywords— Ultra wide band Antenna, micro strip feed line, notch, wide bandwidth, gain, bandwidth and Return loss.
INTRODUCTION

Federal Communication Commission in 2002 allocated 3.1-10.6 GHz frequency range as the UWB frequency band. UWB technology
provides significant potential in short and long-range communication which is mainly employed for indoor or outdoor applications.
There by enabling high data rates and flexible equipment mobility for wide range [1] [2]. Wider bandwidth and smaller dimension
rather than conventional antenna parameters has been used in such antenna for telecommunication systems, so useful for more number
of users [3]. This concept has gained tremendous impetus in radar based systems like GPS, security based networks, automotive
collision avoidance and high bandwidth [4]. The FCC allocated an absolute bandwidth up to 7.5 GHz which is about 110% fractional
bandwidth of the center frequency and the large bandwidth spectrum is available for high data rate communications as well as radar
and safety applications to operate[5]. The UWB technology has another advantage from the power consumption point of view and due
to spreading the energy of the UWB signals over a large frequency band. Notch has use to eliminate at particular frequency of a band
and partial reflecting surfaces have been integrated with printed antennas to enhance the performance of the antenna over a narrow or
a broad band[6][7].
In this paper, an ultra-wide band antenna is proposed for ultra wide band applications. The main aim of this investigation is to create a
notch which helps to eliminate a unwanted frequency with in a band. The designed antenna is operating in the UWB range as is
assigned by FCC.The entire antenna designs as well as simulations are performed in HFSS 2014.

THE BASIC CONCEPT
A simple patch is designed for ultra wide band application which is useful for wide range and consist more number of user to provide
high bandwidth. Here using a y-shape notch which has to help eliminate an unwanted frequency within a band range. The dielectric
substrate has a height of 1mm and a relative permittivity is FR4 epoxy of 4.4. The antenna is fed by a 50 ohm micro strip feed line.

Fig. 1.1 Y-shape notch
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DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA
Fig.1.1 depicts the y-shape notch designing for ultra wide band application with width is 0.5mm and length is 4.65mm.the
dimension of the 50 ohm microstrip feed line is taken as 22 x 24 mm2 and height of substrate is 1mm, permittivity is 4.4
shown in Fig1.2.Fig1.3 shows a thin sheet of length 22mm and width is 8.6mm used as ground. The dimension of the 50
ohm microstrip feed line is taken as 8 x 1.9 mm2.In order to achieve high bandwidth consider to ultra wide band and patch
has dimension is 10 x15mm2,ladder cut dimensions has 1x1mm2 Fig. 1.4 shows the detailed design of the antenna in
HFSS 2014. Fig. 1.5 shows the back side of the antenna having half ground.

Fig. 1.2 Front View of the proposed antenna

Fig. 1.3 Back side view of the proposed antenna
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Fig.1.4 Front view using notch

Fig. 1.5 Back view of UWB Antenna

SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 1.6 shows the return loss vs. frequency plot of the proposed antenna. It can be seen from the graph that the antenna resonates at
3.8GHz,4.4GHz, 9.55GHz and 11.45GHz having return loss of -10.24dB, -25.14dB, -34.83dB and -10.22dB respectively.

Fig. 1.6 Return Loss of the proposed antenna without notch

Fig. 1.7 shows the radiation pattern of the antenna Radiation patterns are obtained by varying theta (θ) and phi (θ) angles.
Here, only θ values are varied but θ remains constant to zero value.
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Fig. 1.7 Gain of antenna without notch
Fig. 1.8 shows the VSWR vs. frequency plot of the proposed antenna. It can be seen from the graph that the antenna resonates at
3.85GHz, 11.45GHz having VSWR of 1.78 and 1.9 respectively.

Fig. 1.8 VSWR of the proposed antenna without notch

Fig. 1.9 shows the return loss vs. frequency plot of the proposed antenna. It can be seen from the graph that the antenna resonates at
3.5GHz,4GHz, 4.45GHz, 9GHz and 13.45GHz having return loss of -10dB, -14.82dB, -10.16dB,-31.42dB and -10.20dB
respectively.

Fig. 1.9 Return Loss of the proposed antenna with notch
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Fig. 1.10 Gain of antenna with notch
Fig. 1.11 shows the VSWR vs. frequency plot of the proposed antenna. It can be seen from the graph that the antenna resonates at
3.5GHz, 13.45GHz having VSWR of 2 and 1.8 respectively.

Fig.1.11 VSWR of the proposed antenna with notch

CONCLUSION
The proposed antenna has resonated in multiple frequency bands between 3.55GHz to 13.45GHz and showed wide bandwidth in their
respective bands and notch. From above results, it is concluded that UWB antenna using single notch provide wide bandwidth and
eliminated unwanted band using notch. it gives better gain, radiation characteristics and VSWR and maintain the compactness of
proposed antenna. So, the proposed design has shown compactness and can be incorporated for short and long range communication
systems.
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ABSTRACT- Fixtures are the special production tools which make the standard machine tools, more versatile to work as specialized
machine tools. They are normally used in large scale production by when interchangeability is possible. Various areas related to
design of fixture are already been very well described by various renowned authors, but there is a need of couple and apply all these
research work to an individual application. This paper on ―Design and manufacturing fixture of Flange Lube oil pump filter‖ which
integrates all these aspects and the evolutionary function approach of designed fixture is proved from the fact that the real industrial
component is considered for fixture designing. In addition to this, fixture is made by wear in house material without consuming much
cost for production. The fixture shows great time saving for the production.

Key Words: Fixture design, Vertical Milling Machine, Flange Lube Oil Pump Filter, Drilling, milling, reaming, chamfering, Run
Chart.

I Introduction
A fixture is a mechanism used in manufacturing to hold a work piece, position it correctly with respect to a machine tool, and
support it during machining. Fixture is a device for locating, holding and supporting a work piece during a manufacturing operation.
Fixtures are essential elements of production processes as they are required in most of the automated manufacturing, inspection, and
assembly operations.
Fixtures must correctly locate a work piece in a given orientation with respect to a cutting tool or measuring device. They are
normally designed for a definite operation to process a specific work piece and are designed and manufactured individually. Widely
used in manufacturing, fixtures have a direct impact upon product quality, productivity and cost.
Traditionally, the design and manufacture of a fixture can take several days or even longer to complete when human experience in
fixture design is utilized. And a good fixture design is often based on the designer‘s experience, his understanding of the products, and
a try-and-error process. Therefore, with the increasingly intense global competition which pushes every manufacturer in industry to
make the best effort to sharpen its competitiveness by enhancing the product‘s quality, squeezing the production costs and reducing
the lead time.
There is a strong desire for the upgrading of fixture design with the hope of making sound fixture design more efficiently and at a
lower cost. Many academic and applications papers have been published in this area. In this paper, we will focus on a fixture design
research. The following sections will give a survey on the state of the art of these researches.
II Related Work
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Over the past ten years, the traditional machines have been used to produce the various features and shapes of the parts. Skilled
operator and cutting parameters are the key components of the operations to obtain high quality of the part and to minimize
reproduced part. For a complex shape, repositioning the part on the platform is required and it is very time consuming since setting up
and calibrating the machine and cutting tool are required for every operation .
R. Monroe Et. Al shows casting process for quick generation of the part through casting technique. In this process, the metal is melt
and then poured into the provided mould which should be perfectly dried and be able to withstand the heat of the metal. In fact, the
casting process provides less surface accuracy and it cannot control burr on the cast part. It spends very long time to get one product.
When the errors are found, all steps are repeated starting from the beginning. [1]
M. S. Lou Et.al proposed the surface roughness prediction technique for vertical milling centre end milling to easily cut and obtain
high surface accuracy. The extra component of the cutting machine called metal working lathe was invented for holding the work
piece during the operation. After the traditional period, the rapid-improvement machines have become as new solutions for supporting
the operation of several shapes of the work piece over the casting processes. [2]
Alpha Lehigh Et. al has shown the path for drilling, turning, milling, and grinding machines which has to be applied for easily
adjusting the cutting parameters and also providing sharp-edge shapes and these machining processes require low set-up cost and time
comparing to forming, molding, and casting processes. However, these machining processes are more expensive for high volumes
where skilled operator is required for reducing wastes and producing high tolerance on dimensions and surface finishes. [3]
K. Monkova Et. al proposed the method of numerical control program creation in order to reduce processing time, cost for the
waste material and human-labor required, vertical milling Centre machines have been introduced as the technology for producing the
product due to the commands obtained from the computer analysis. [4]
The two main objectives of applying Vertical milling Centre machine in cutting operation are to eliminate human errors, and
provide high surface accuracy of the part. The input of this vertical milling Centre machine operation is three dimensional computer
aided design model programming which is then used for analyzing, calculating, and generating the tool paths. After obtaining the
program, the vertical milling Centre machine works by reading the thousands of bits of information stored in the program computer
memory. To place this information in the memory, the programmer creates a series of instructions or commands where the machine
can understand.[11]

III Statement of Problem
―Design and manufacturing fixture of Flange Lube Oil Pump Filter‖. The operation to be performed is drilling, milling, reaming,
chamfering. Productivity is to be improved and loss due to inadequate square ness, blow holes is to be reduced by using wear in house
material for fixture manufacturing with reduction in non-production time.

IV Fixture Design
Fixture planning is to conceptualize basic fixture configuration through analyzing all the available information regarding the
material and geometry of the work piece, operations required, processing equipment for the operations, and the operator. The
following outputs are included in the fixture plan:
i.

Fixture type and complexity

ii.

Number of work pieces per fixture

iii.

Orientation of work piece within fixture

iv.

Clamping surfaces and Support surfaces, if any
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The following design criteria must be observed during the procedure of fixture design:


Design specifications



Factory standards



Ease of use and safety



Economy
The clamping system should be strong enough to withstand forces developed during operation. At the same time, the clamping

force should not dent or damage the work piece. Speed of operation, operator fatigue and strategic positioning are other important
considerations for contriving a clamping system.[8]

Figure No:4.1 Top view of previous fixture

Figure No: 4.2 Front View of previous fixture

The fixture shown in the fig no 4.1 represents the top view of single job fixture of flange lube oil pump filter, while fig no 4.2
represent the front view of the same. These fixture were used to manufacture the work piece which is represented below in fig no 4.3.

Figure No: 4.3 Flange Lube Oil Pump Filter
4.1 Design Procedure
In the design of a fixture, a definite sequence of design stages is involved. They can be grouped into three broad stages of design
development.


Stage one deals with information gathering and analysis, which includes study of the component which includes the shape of
the component, size of the component, geometrical shape required, locating faces and clamping faces. Determination of setup
work piece orientation and position.[10]
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Stage two involves product analysis such as the study of design specifications, process planning, examining the processing
equipment‘s and considering operators safety and ease of use. Determination of clamping and locating position. In this stage
all critical dimensions and feasible datum areas are examined in detail and layout of fixture is done.



Stage three involves design of fixture elements such as structure of the fixture body frame, locators, base plate, clamping and
tool guiding arrangement.[12]



Stage four deals with final design and verification, assembly of the fixture elements, evaluation of the design, incorporating
the design changes if any required and completion of design. [13]

Figure No: 4.4 New Fixture Design
4.2 Design of Fixture – location and clamping consideration
In machining, work holding is key aspect, and the fixtures are the element responsible to satisfy this general goal. Centering,
locating, orientation, clamping, and supporting can be considered the function requirement of fixture. In terms of constraints, there
are many factors to be considered, mainly dealing with shapes and dimensions of the part to be machined, tolerance, sequence of
operation, machining strategy, cutting force, numbers of set ups, set up time, volume of material to be removed, batch size, production
rate, machine morphology, machine capacity, cost, etc. At the end the solution can be characterized by its simplicity, rigidity,
accuracy, reliability, and economy. [5]
S. K. Hargrove [6] , recognized four requirements of fixture: (i) Accurate location of work piece, (ii) Total restraint of work piece
during machining, (iii) Limited deformation of work piece, (iv) No machining interference. In addition, as set forth by R. T. Meyer [7],
dynamic machining condition occur when a work piece is subjected to machining force that move through the work part or along its
surface. A viable designed for a work piece experiencing dynamic machining must ensure: the work piece is restrained for all time,
the clamping forces are not too large not small, deterministic positioning, accessibility, stability of the work piece in the fixture while
under no external force, and positive clamping sequence. [9]
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Figure No: 4.5 New Fixture implementation
The fig no 4.5 represents the new fixture designed for flange lube oil pump filter. As shown in above fig the fixture has capacity to
produce multiple work pieces in a single setup. After implementation of fixture run chart was prepared to test the actual production in
a prescribed time period.

Figure No: 4.6 Finished job obtained on newly fixture design
PART NAME: FLANGE LUB OIL PUMP FILTER

OPERATION: DRILLING

MACHINE NAME: VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE
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Figure No: 4.7 Run Chat
Fig no 4.6 shows finished job obtained on newly fixture design. Fig 4.7 represents the run chat with the reading obtained after
implementation of newly designed fixture. In this chat each bar represents the reading obtained during the inspection of the work piece
under the tolerance limit i.e. 0.01mm. Each bar limit is measured per hour.
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VI Conclusion
Paper proves utility in fixture design in three different ways:
(i)

Increases productivity with reduction in man power

(ii)

Reduction in cycle time

(iii)

Utilization of a single VMC instead of two.

(iv)

Reduction in manufacturing cost.

(i) Increases productivity with reduction in man power
Before designing the new fixture, there were two operators for production of work piece which use to take ample of time
period to complete the target. But as soon as the new fixture is implemented only one operator works to complete the target
within the half of the time as before. This leads to increased in the productivity.

(ii) Reduction in Cycle time
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Prior to complete a job it use to require 99 sec / job, which includes loading, unloading , clamping, unclamping of work
piece & machining time. But after the implementation of newly designed fixture it requires 52.6 sec / job. The result is clear
that after the automation & modification of fixture it saves almost 46.4 sec / job.

(iii) Utilization of single VMC instead of two
Previously to complete the allotted production there were two operators, which were unable to complete the work within
the time period, but after the furnishing of fixture, single operator puts the allotted production out of the machine less than the
intended period of time.

(iv) Reduction in manufacturing cost
As the material requires for producing new fixture is costless. All the raw material required for the production of fixture is
obtained from the ware house. The machines and the equipment required for machining the raw material was from the plant
itself.
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ABSTRACT: In the present work a new control algorithm based on Instantaneous power theory (p-q theory) for three phase four
wire is taken for a Shunt Active Power Filter (SAPF) to compensate harmonics and reactive power and power factor of a three
phase nonlinear load, uncontrolled bridge rectifier . Sensing load currents, dc bus voltage and source voltages compute reference
currents of the SAPF. Driving signals of SAPF are produced by feeding reference and actual output currents of APF, to hysteresis band
current controller. As proposed model contains three phase four wire system neutral current compensation also taken care by SAPF.
Here in this dissertation two cases are considered of different load situation at rectifier side, such as nonlinear load alone and unbalance
load with nonlinear load. It is found that under both the load cases the SAPF is very effective solution for current harmonics, reactive
power compensation and power factor correction. MATLAB / SIMULINK ® power system toolbox is used to simulate the proposed
system

INTRODUCTION
Recently, wide application of nonlinear and time-varying devices has led to distortion of voltage and current waveforms in ac
networks. Consequently, harmonics, sub-harmonics and inter-harmonics are often present in voltage and current spectra. Passive
filters are conventional solutions to mitigate harmonics but the limitation of passive filters for compensating has made active filters
attractive. The passive filters have been used as a conventional solution to solve harmonic currents problems, but they present some
disadvantages: they only filter the frequencies they were previously tuned for; its operation cannot be limited to a certain load or
group of loads; resonance can occur due to the interaction between the passive filters and others loads, with unexpected results. To
cope with these disadvantages, recent efforts have been concentrated on the development of active power filters. In this paper the
development of a shunt active filter is proposed, with a control system based on the p-q theory. With this filter it is possible to
effectively compensate the harmonic currents and the reactive power (correcting power factor to the unity), and also to balance the
power supply currents (distributing the loads for the three-phases in equal form, and compensating zero-sequence current).

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of shunt active filter
Active power filters are flexible and versatile solution to voltage quality problems. Improvement of technologies devoted to ac
induction machine drive and, in particular, realization of fast electronic switches has developed the use of active filters for harmonic
and power factor compensation. Several works on active filter controllers based on synchronous reference frame transformation are
implemented . Shunt active filters using traditional control methods have successfully been used to compensate for basic power
quality problems such as current harmonics, reactive power and load imbalance.
Shunt active power filters are normally implemented with pulse-width modulated voltage source inverters. In this type of
applications, the pwm-vsi operates as a current controlled voltage source and compensates current harmonics by injecting equal-but
opposite harmonic compensating current. A fundamental topic for shunt active filter design is the selection of a compensating
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strategy, thatis, the procedure for evaluating the reference compensating current. Various current control methods were proposed for
shunt active filter. Hysteresis current control method is the most popular one in terms of quick current controllability, versatility and
easy implementation.
1. Classification of Active Filters
A. Classification based on objective:
Who is Responsible for Installing Active filters? The objective of ―who is responsible for installing active filters‖ classifies them in to
the following two groups:
A) Active filters of installed by individual consumer on their own premises near one or more identified harmonic producing loads:
B) Active filters installed by electrical power utilities in substation and /or on distribution feeders.
The main purpose of the active filter installed by individual consumers is to compensation for current harmonics and/or current
imbalance of their own harmonic producing loads.On the other hand ,the primary purpose of active filter installed by utilities in the
near future is to compensate for voltage harmonics and voltage imbalance ,or to provide ―harmonic damping ―throughout power
distribution system. In addition active filters have the function of harmonic isolation at the utility –consumer point of common
coupling in power distribution system.
B. Classification by System Configuration
Shunt Active Filters and Series Active Filters:
fig 2 shows a system a system configuration of a shunt active filter used alone, presents the electrical scheme of a shunt active filter
for a three-phase power system with neutral wire, which is able to compensate for both current harmonics and power factor.
Furthermore, it allows load balancing, eliminating the current in the neutral wire. The power stage is, basically, a voltage-source
inverter with only a single capacitor in the DC side (the active filter does not require any internal power supply), controlled in a way
that it acts like a current-source. From the measured values of the phase voltages (va, vb, vc) and load currents (ia, ib, ic), the
controller calculates the reference currents (ica*, icb*, icc*, icn*) used by the inverter to produce the compensation currents (ica, icb,
icc, icn). This solution requires 6 current sensors and 4 voltage sensors, and the inverter has 4 legs (8 power semiconductor
switches).For balanced loads without 3rd order current harmonics (three-phase motors, three-phase adjustable speed drives, three-phase
controlled or non-controlled rectifiers, etc) there is no need to compensate for the current in neutral wire. These allow the use of a
simpler inverter (with only three legs) and only 4 current sensors.It also eases the controller calculations.

Fig. 2 - Shunt active filter in a three-phase power system.
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Fig. 3 shows the scheme of a series active filter for a three-phase power system. It is the dual of the shunt active filter, and is able to
compensate for distortion in the power line voltages, making the voltages applied to the load sinusoidal (compensating for voltage
harmonics). The filter consists of a voltage-source inverter (behaving as a controlled voltage source) and requires 3 single-phase
transformers to interface with the power system. The series active filter does not compensate for load current harmonics but it acts as
high-impedance to the current harmonics coming from the power source side. Therefore, it guarantees that passive filters eventually
placed at the load input will not drain harmonic currents from the rest of the power system.
Another solution to solve the load current harmonics is to use a shunt active filter together with the series active filter (Fig. 4), so that
both load voltages and the supplied currents are guaranteed to have sinusoidal waveforms.

Fig. 3- Series active filter in a three-phase power system.

Fig. 4– Series-shunt active filterin a three-phase power system.
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2.Instantaneous power theory
In three-phase circuits, instantaneous currents and voltages are converted to instantaneous space vectors. In instantaneous power
theory, the instantaneous three-phase currents and voltages are calculated as following equations.

These space vectors are easily converted into the α–β orthogonal coordinates

…………………………(1)

……………………………(2)
Considering only the three-phase three-wire system, the three-phase currents can be expressed in terms of harmonic positive, negative
and zero sequence currents. In Equations (1) and (2), α and β are orthogonal coordinates. Vα and iα are On α axis, vβ and iβ are on β
axis. In three-phase conventional instantaneous power is calculated as follows:

……..……….(3)
In fact, instantaneous real power (p) is equal to following equation:

…………(4)
Instantaneous real and imaginary powers are calculated as Equations(5):

………………(5)
In Equation(5),vα iα and vβ iβ are instantaneous real (p) and imaginary (q) powers. Since these equations are products of
instantaneous currents and voltages in the same axis. In three-phase circuits, instantaneous real power is p and its unit is watt. In
contrast vα iβ and vβ iα are not instantaneous powers. Since these are products of instantaneous current and voltages in two orthogonal
axes, q is not conventional electric unit like W or Var.qis instantaneous imaginary power and its unit is Imaginer Volt Ampere (IVA) .
These power quantities given above for an electrical system represented in a–b–c coordinates and have the following physical
meaning.
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¯ p, the mean value of the instantaneous real power corresponds to the energy per time unity which is transferred from the power
supply to the load, through a–b–c coordinates, in a balanced way.
˜ p, alternated value of the instantaneous real power—it is the energy per time unity that is exchanged between the power supply and
the load through a–b–c coordinates.
¯ q, instantaneous imaginary power—corresponds to the power that is exchanged between the phases of the load. This component
does not imply any exchange of energy between the power supply and the load, but is responsible for the existence of undesirable
currents, which circulate between the system phases.
˜q, the mean value of the instantaneous imaginary power that is equal to the conventional reactive power. The instantaneous active and
reactive power includes ac and dc values and can be expressed as follows:

…………………(6)
dc values of the p and q (¯ p,¯ q) are created from positive-sequence component of the load current. ac values of the p and q (˜p,˜ q)
are produced from harmonic components of the load current. Equation(5)can be written as Equation(7):

……………………………………(7)
From Equation(7), in order to compensate harmonics and reactive power instantaneous compensating currents (icα and icβ) on α and
β coordinates are calculated by using − ˜ p and −q as given below

………………………………………(8)
In order to obtain the reference compensation currents in the a–b–c coordinates the inverse of the transformation given in expression
(9) is applied:

……………(9)
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Method
3. Selected Method for Study
The p-q theory based shunt APF is implemented for Harmonic compensation and power factor correction.
3.1 Specification of the design:
Simulation is performed on 2 types of Three phase Balanced Non –Linear Load as follows:
System Parameters
Source Voltage

Vsa, Vsb, Vsc

220v

System Frequency

f

50 Hz

APF
Load 1 Thyristor Rectifier (of rating 4 KVA)supplying to DC motor equivalent of 2.5KW
AC side inductance

L Lac

1 mH

AC side resistance

R Lac

0.01 Ω

DC side Resistance

R Ldc

18 Ω

DC side Inductance

L Ldc

85mH

Load 2 Diode rectifier (of rating around 3KVA) supplying to purely resistive load
DC side Resistance
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3.3 Calculation of
According p-q theory real and imaginary power can be separated into two parts: Real power:

Imaginary Power :
Where

and

are average power due to component

components
And
compensate for

respectively

and

are oscillating power due to

respectively.
will produces a purely sinusoidal waveform. But in order to achieve unity power factor APF must
from component

Thus, i-

will produce purely sinusoidal waveform with unity power factor.

Thus, inverse transformation
out using low pass filter from p.

will produce reference current

Fig 3.5

for each phase.

can deduced from

which is filtered

from p using Low Pass filter

3.4 DC-Bus Voltage Control
Under a loss free situation, the shunt APF need not provide any active power to cancel the reactive and harmonic currents from the
load. These currents show up as reactive power. Thus, it is indeed possible to make the DC-bus capacitor delivers the reactive power
demanded by the proposed shunt APF. As the reactive power comes from the DC-bus capacitor and this reactive energy transfers
between the load and the DC-bus capacitor (charging anddischarging of the DC-bus capacitor), the average DC-bus voltage can be
maintained at a prescribed value.
However, due to switching loss, capacitor leakage current, etc., the distribution source must provide not only the active power required
by the load but also the additional power required by the VSI to maintain the DC-bus voltage constant. Unless these losses are
regulated, the DC-bus voltage will drop steadily.
A PI controller used to control the DC-bus voltage is shown in Figure6.6. Its transfer function can be represented as

Where Kp is the proportional constant that determines the dynamic response of the DC-bus voltage control, and KI is the integration
constant that determines its settling time.
It can be noted that if Kp and KI are large, the DC-bus voltage regulation is dominant, and the steady-state DC-bus voltage error is
low. On the hand, if Kp and KI are small, the real.
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Fig 3.6 PI controller for DC-bus voltage control.
Power unbalance give little effect to the transient performance. Therefore, the proper selection of Kp and KI is essentially important to
satisfy above mentioned two control performances.
3.5 Reference Current Calculation:
Reference Currents are calculated from inverse clark transformation.

Fig 3.7 Block diagram for calculation of Isα, Isβ

Fig 3.8 Reference Current calculation Ia*,Ib*and Ic*
3.6 Compensator:
Switching is done according to gating signals from Hysteresis Band Current Controller. Capacitor Voltage is continuously measured and
fed to PI controller as explained earlier.
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Fig 3.9 Compensator
3.7 Non-Linear Loads Case:1
Thyristor Converter Supplying to DC motor equivalent
Using PI controller DC motor current value is maintained at 20 Amps. PI controller varies alpha of thyristor until motor current match
reference current. Pulse width is takes as 15 ⁰.
Case2: Diode Rectifier supplying to pure resistive load
Fig 3.11 Block diagram for Diode rectifier supplying to pure Resistive Load
A pure resistive load is taken in order to APF performance. As in this load phase current varies in abrupt manner on the contrary to RL
load where load phase current is smooth varying curve.
4. Hysteresis band current controller
The actual active power filter line currents are monitored instantaneously, and then compared to the reference currents generated by
the control algorithm. In order to get precise instantaneous current control, the current control method must supply quick current
controllability, thus quick response. For this reason, hysteresis band current control for active power filter line currents can be
implemented to generate the switching pattern the inverter. There are various current control methods proposed for such active power
filter configurations, but in terms of quick current controllability and easy implementation hysteresis band current control method has
the highest rate among other current control methods such as sinusoidal PWM. Hysteresis band current control is the fastest control
with minimum hardware and software but even switching frequency is its main drawback. The hysteresis band current control scheme,
used for the control of active power filter line current, is shown inFig. 2, composed of a hysteresis around the reference line current.
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The reference line current of the active power filter is referred to as ic*and actual line current of the active power filter is referred to as
ic. The hysteresis band current controller decides the switching pattern of active power filter. The switching logic is formulated as
follows:
Ifica<(i ca−HB) upper switch is OFF and lower switch is ON for leg ―a‖ (SA = 1).
Ifica>(i ca+ HB) upper switch is ON and lower switch is OFF for leg ―a‖ (SA = 0).
The switching functions SB and SC for phases ―b‖ and ―c‖ are determined similarly, using corresponding reference and measured

currents and hysteresis bandwidth (HB).
Fig: 4.2 Hysteresis current control

Fig 4.3 Hysteresis Band Current Controller
5. Work Done
Here for two loads, that is resistive load connected through a three phase diode rectifier without connecting a shunt Active Filter. And
thyristor connected DC motor load. Their harmonic analysis is done and found out total harmonic distortion
Case:1 Thyristor Converter Supplying to DC motor equivalent
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Fig:5.2 Supply Voltage and load current

Fig:5.3 Harmonic Analysis of Load Current (Case 1)
Case:2 Resistive load through three phase diode rectifier.
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Fig 5.5 load Source Voltage & Load Current with APF

Fig :5.6 Harmonic Analysis of Load Current (case-2)
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Conclusion
In this method, a new APF control scheme has been proposed to improve the performance of APF under non-ideal mains voltage
conditions. The computer simulations in MATLAB has to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme. Active power
filters, based on the proposed theory, give satisfactory operation even when the system phase voltages are unsymmetrical and
distorted, because no distortion appears in the line currents.
In non-ideal mains voltage condition, the source currents by the instantaneous power (p–q) theory are distorted, but the source currents
by the proposed method have no distortion. The increased performance of the APF under different non-sinusoidal mains voltage
conditions is extensively demonstrated. The APF is found effective to meet IEEE 519 standard recommendations on harmonics levels
in all of the non-ideal voltage conditions. The performance of the proposed algorithm is therefore superior to that of conventional
three-phase APF control algorithm. Its control circuit is also simpler that those of published non-ideal mains voltage algorithms. The
unsymmetrical distorted voltage system is the most severe condition. However, good results can be obtained by the proposed theory.
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Abstract—The routing is one of the main components of solid waste management where the collection takes most of the total
system cost. The paper aims to find the best route for collecting solid waste in cities. Multi-Objective Ant Colony Optimization is a
new meta- heuristic technique inspired by the nature of the real ants and helps in finding the optimal solution of the problems. Our
technique is based on the various variants of ACO i.e. Basic ant system, elitist ant system, rank based system, min-max system bestworst system and ant colony system. Some of the main factors studied in each of the case are average number of iterations, average
best tour, and average best time. Finally, the optimal solution is estimated by each routing optimization algorithm, followed by a
comparison between these algorithmic approaches on the newly designed collection routes.

Keywords— Solid waste management, Meta-heuristic Technique, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Multi-Objective Ant colony
optimization (MOACO), Routing, Best Route, Waste collection, Variants of ACO.

INTRODUCTION

Introduction to solid waste management
Solid waste is the useless or unwanted solid materials generated from combined residential, commercial and industrial activities in a
specified area. It may be categorized according to its origin (domestic, industrial, commercial, construction or institutional); according
to its contents (organic material, plastic paper, glass, metal, etc); or according to hazard potential (toxic, non-toxic, radioactive,
flammable, infectious etc). Management of solid waste reduces adverse impacts on the human health and environment and supports
economic development and improved quality of life. A number of processes are involved in managing the waste effectively for a
municipality which includes monitoring, collection, transport, processing, recycling and disposal.
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Methods of waste reuse, recycling and waste reduction, are the preferred options when managing waste. Many environmental benefits
can be derived from the use of these methods. They reduce or prevent green house gases emission, reduce the release of pollutants,
conserve resources, save energy and reduce the demand for waste treatment technology and landfill area. Therefore, it is advisable to
adopt and incorporate these methods as part of the waste management plan
The management of solid waste typically involves its collection, transport, processing and recycling or disposal.
Collection includes the gathering of solid waste and recyclable materials, and the transport of these materials, after
collection, to the location where the collection vehicle is emptied. This location may be a material processing facility, a
transfer station or a landfill disposal site.
Waste disposal today is done primarily by land filling or closure of existing dump sites. Modern sanitary landfills are not
dumps; they are engineered facilities used for disposing of solid wastes on land without creating hazards to public health
or safety, such as the breeding of insects and the contamination of ground water.

Collection of MSW broadly involves following steps:
Stage I: Collection of Waste from a Non point Source
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This stage includes door-to-door collection of waste. Mostly collection is done by garbage collectors who are employees under
contract to the government. Garbage collectors employed under local governing bodies collect the waste manually generated at the
household level and dump that in the community bins at specified street corners. Municipality is not responsible for door to door
collection of waste from houses, small shops, offices, and small markets. Here people are required to deposit their wastes in
community bins (stationary or haul types), from where it is collected by municipal crew. The vehicle used in this stage for collection,
is simple and small & varies from place to place. It may be two-wheeler cart pulled by an individual or bell ringing vehicles.
Stage II: Collection from Point Source:
Waste collected from non point source is deposited to definite point sources i.e. communal bins. Communal bins are placed in
apartment complexes, near markets, and in other appropriate locations like hotels, shopping complex, public places like gardens,
religious places are other definite point sources. Vehicles collects waste from these point sources and then transport it to transfer
stations and disposal sites whichever is near. Manually or mechanically loaded compactors are often used in this stage. Placing
communal bins at appropriate locations for storage of waste is important to manage waste properly. For better MSW management
garbage should be lifted frequently from these point sources. Frequency in lifting garbage from these points really matters otherwise
garbage pile will create other problems. It is challenging task particularly in metros.
Stage III: Transportation to Disposal sites:
Transfer refers to the movement of waste or materials from collection points to disposal sites. Depending on the distance to be
covered, transportation of waste from collection point to disposal sites is carried out by using different types of vehicles. Larger
vehicles carry the waste from the collection points to the disposal sites whereas small vehicles discharge waste at transfer stations
from where the wastes are loaded into larger vehicles for transportation to the disposal sites. Transfer stations are located at different
places in metro cities to support intermediate transfer of waste from the surrounding areas to the dumping grounds. Transfer stations
are centralized facilities where waste is unloaded from smaller collection vehicles and re-loaded into larger vehicles so that it can be
transferred to a disposal or processing site. The transportation of garbage from the transfer stations is done generally using Bulk
Refuse Carriers and Trailers. In large cities, covered trucks, open flatbed trucks, and some compactors are in use, whereas in smaller
cities tricycles, tractor-trailers, and animal carts are common. Study shows that in metros like Mumbai, Delhi around 60 per cent of
waste is transported through mobile compactors and closed tempos; 10 per cent is through partially open dumpers whereas 20 per cent
is through tarpaulin covered vehicles, which includes debris and silts.
Health impacts of solid waste
Solid waste management is one of the major challenges faced by many countries around the globe. Inadequate collection, recycling or
treatment and uncontrolled disposal of waste in dumps can lead to severe hazards, such as health risks and environmental pollution.
Some of them are discussed below:
Organic domestic waste poses a serious threat, as they ferment, creating conditions favourable to the survival and growth of
microbial pathogens. Direct handling of solid waste can result in various types of chronic and infectious diseases with the waste
workers and the rag pickers being the most vulnerable.
Exposure to hazardous waste can affect human health, and children being more vulnerable to these pollutants. In fact, direct
exposure can lead to diseases through chemical exposure as the release of chemical waste into the environment leads to chemical
poisoning. To establish a connection between health and hazardous waste many studies have been carried out in various parts of the
world.
Waste from industries and agriculture can also cause serious health risks. Other than this, co-disposal of municipal waste with
industrial hazardous waste can expose people to chemical and radioactive hazards. Uncollected solid waste can also obstruct storm
water runoff, resulting in the formation of stagnant water bodies that become the breeding ground of disease. Waste dumped near a
water source also causes contamination of the water body or the ground water source. Direct Dumping of untreated waste in lakes,
rivers, and seas results in the accumulation of toxic substances in the food, through the plants and animals that feed on it directly or
indirectly.Disposal of hospital and other medical waste requires special attention since this can create major health hazards. This waste
generated from the health care centres, hospitals, research centres and medical laboratories such as discarded swabs, syringe needles,
bandages, plasters, and other types of infectious waste are often disposed with the regular non-infectious waste.
isposal sites and Waste treatment can also create health hazards for the neighborhood. Improperly managed and designed landfills
attract all types of insects and rodents that spread disease and improperly operated incineration plants cause air pollution. Ideally these
sites should be located at a safe distance from all human settlement. Landfill sites should be walled and well lined to ensure that there
is no leakage into the nearby ground water sources.
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Recycling too carries health risks if proper precautions are not taken. Workers working with waste containing metals and chemicals
may experience toxic exposure. Disposal of health-care wastes require special attention as it can create major health hazards, i.e.
Hepatitis B and C caused by discarded syringes. Rag pickers and others involved in scavenging the waste dumps for items that can be
recycled, may sustain injuries and come into direct contact with these highly infectious items.

RELATED WORK
―Er. LavinaMaheshwari, Er. Pankaj Kumar‖ This paper presents Rank based Ant colony optimization Algorithm to find the best
routing for collecting solid waste in cities. The system tries to implement the solid waste management routing problem using Ant
colony optimization. In this research the problem of routing in solid waste management is the main point of focus in thesis. Three
categories of ACO algorithms have been described and tested here i.e. ant system algorithm, min-max system and the rank based
system. Rank based Ant colony results compared with the Ant system algorithm, Min-Max system. The results were compared by
varying the number of trails, number of ants and number of tours. Three main factors were studied in each of the case i.e. average best
tour, average number of iterations and average best time. The average best tour and average best time was found worst in case of rank
based system and average number of iteration is less than theant system and min-max system. On the basis of average number of
iteration, it was found that the rank based system is found better in overall situation.
―Ansari Muqueet Husain, Shaikh Mohammad Sohail, V. S. Narwane‖proposed work utilizes Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
technique for the generation of optimal motion planning sequence. The present algorithm is based on ant's behaviour, pheromone
update & pheromone evaporation and is used to enhance the local search. This procedure is applied for proposing a method for path
planning of mobile robot motion in warehouses and for materials handling with starting from any location to reach a certain goal. This
technique is based on the well-known environment of the warehouse. To validate the proposed algorithm, the program has been
developed in Visual C++.This technique can generate feasible, stable and optimal robotic materials handling sequence and then path
sequence can satisfy the materials handling constraints with minimum travel time. The solution is either optimal or near optimal.
―NIKOLAOS V. KARADIMAS, MARIA KOLOKATHI,GERASIMOULA DEFTERAIOU, VASSILI LOUMOS‖ proposed
two individual algorithmic solutions, the Ant Colony System (ACS) algorithm and the ArcGIS Network Analyst, implemented and
discussed for the identification of optimal routes in the case of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) collection. Both proposed applications
are based on a geo-referenced spatial database supported by a Geographic Information System (GIS). The GIS takes into account all
the required parameters for the Municipal Solid Waste Collection i.e. positions of waste bins, truck capacities, road network and the
related traffic, etc and its desktop users are able to model realistic network scenarios. In this case, the simulation consists of scenarios
of visiting varied waste collection spots in the Municipality of Athens. The user is able to define or modify all the required dynamic
factors in both the applications, for the creation of an initial scenario, and alternative scenarios can be generated by modifying these
particular parameters. Finally, the optimal solution is estimated by each routing optimization algorithm, which is followed by a
comparison between these two algorithmic approaches on the newly designed collection routes.
―Marco Dorigo, and Luca Maria Gambardella‖presents the ant colony system (ACS), a distributed algorithm applied to the
traveling salesman problem. In the ACS, a set of cooperating agents called ants cooperate to find good solution to TSP. while building
solutions ants cooperate using an indirect form of communication mediated by a pheromone they deposit on the edges of the TSP
graph.ACS is studied by performing experiments to understand its operation. The results show that the ACS outperforms other natureinspired algorithms such as evolutionary computation and simulated annealing, and it is concluded by comparing ACS-3-opt,a version
of the ACS augmented with a local search procedure, to some of the best performing algorithms for symmetric and asymmetric TSP‘s.
―Teemu Nuortio,Harri Niska, Jari Kytojoki, Olli Braysy‖ presents the optimization of vehicle routes and schedules for collecting
municipal solid waste(MSW) in Eastern Finland. The solutions are generated by a recently developed guided variable neighborhood
thresholding metaheuristic, adapted to solve real-life waste collection problems. Several implementation approaches are discussed to
speed up the method and cut down the memory usage. A case study on the waste collection in two regions of Eastern Finland
demonstrates that significant cost reductions can be obtained as compared with the current practice.
―Mr. Ankit Verma and Prof. B.K Bhonde‖ proposed study aims at analyzing existing status of generation, collection, storage,
transportation, treatment and disposal activities of Municipal Solid Waste of Indore city. This paper portrays Geographical
Information System as a decision support tool for Municipal solid waste management and it will help to get rid of solid waste as per
the study area. Amendment in the system through Geographical Information System model would reduce the waste management
workload to some extent and provide remedies for some of the Solid waste management problem in the case study area.
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PROPOSED WORK
In the research we approach the problem of routing in solid waste management is the main point of focus in dissertation. There are
many ways to solve the problem of solid waste management. Ant colony optimization is a new technology to solve the optimization
problem. As routing in solid waste management is a challenge, so in this dissertation we are planning to tackle the routing in solid
waste management through the technique of ant colony optimization. The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm was inspired
through the observation of swarm colonies and specifically ants. Ants are social insects and their behavior is focused to the colony
survival rather the survival of the individual. Specifically, the way ants find their food is noteworthy. Although ants are almost blind,
they build chemical trails, using a chemical substance called pheromone. The trails are used by ants to find the way to the food or back
to their colony. Solid waste routing is being implemented here using multi-objective ant colony optimization. Different Variants will
be used for this purpose like basic Ant System, elitist Ant System, MAX-MIN Ant System, rank based Ant System best-worst ant
system. Here we will try to achieve the results by varying different parameters like the number of ants, number of trials, etc.

RESULT
1.
TABLE I

S. No.

Variants of ACO

1

Basic ant system

19.4

2

Elitist ant system

32.1

3

Rank Based ACO

28.3

4

Min-Max ACO

20.6

5

Best Worst ACO

37.6

6

Ant Colony System

34.5

Average No. of Iterations

Average No.of Iterations

No. of Iterations

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Basic ant Elitist ant Rank Min-Max Best
system system Based
ACO
Worst
ACO
ACO

Ant
Colony
System

GRAPH I
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2.
TABLE II

S. No

Variants of ACO

Average best

1

Basic ant system

391113.4

2

Elitist ant system

387338.5

3

Rank Based ACO

390061.1

4

Min-Max ACO

5

Best Worst ACO

385195.2

6

Ant Colony System

387980.8

388661

Number of Tours

Average best
392000
391000
390000
389000
388000
387000
386000
385000
384000
383000
382000
Basic ant Elitist ant Rank Min-Max Best
system system Based
ACO
Worst
ACO
ACO

GRAPH II

3.
TABLE III

S. No.

Variants of ACO

1

Basic ant system

6.06

2

Elitist ant system

8.09

3

Rank Based ACO

7.85

4

Min-Max ACO

5

Best Worst ACO

9.16

6

Ant Colony System

8.34
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Average Time Best
Average Time

10
8
6
4
2
0
Basic ant Elitist ant Rank Min-Max Best
system system Based
ACO
Worst
ACO
ACO

Ant
Colony
System

GRAPH III

CONCLUSION
The system tries to implement the solid waste management routing problem using Multi-Objective Ant colony optimization. In the
research, the problem of routing in solid waste management is the main point of focus in thesis. Our technique is based on the various
variants of ACO i.e. basic ant system, elitist ant system, rank based system, min-max system and best-worst system. Some of the main
factors studied in each of the case are average best tour, average number of iterations and average time best. The average best was
found worst in case of elicit ant system and average time best was found to be best in case of rank based system. We found average
number of iteration is minimum in case of Basic Ant System followed by the min-max system.
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Abstract - Non-linear dimensional complexity estimates and indicating complexity of neuronal computations during open eye and
closed eye using 62-channel EEG. When compared to open eye, the closed eye was accompanied by a focused decrease of complexity
estimates. Power in the theta-1 (4–6 Hz), theta-2 (6–8 Hz) and alpha-1 (8–10 Hz) frequency bands was increased over these regions.
This estimates negatively correlated with theta-2 and alpha-1 and Emotional experience correlated with theta whereas internalized
attention with both theta and alpha lower synchronization positively with beta-3 (22–30 Hz) band power.

Key words - EEG, Brainwaves, FFT
INTRODUCTION
In the working brain there may be not only one or two, but a much larger number of cell assemblies oscillating synchronously at
different frequencies. The number of cell assemblies activated can be considered as an indicator of complexity of neuronal
computations in the brain. The geometrical measure, EEG dimensional complexity, derived from non-linear system theory can
calculate the overall complexity of the brain dynamics. Considering the existence of inverse co-relational relationships between
complexities estimates an EEG power mainly in lower frequency bands which could predict that meditation would be accompanied by
less complex dynamics. Meditation is a state called ‗thoughtless awareness‘ or ‗mental silence‘ in which the mediator is alert and
aware but is free of any unnecessary mental activity and feeling benevolence towards oneself and others. Recent investigation says
theta and alpha oscillations defined in narrow frequency bands which are of multi-functional neuronal networks activity.

LITERATURE REVIEW
A wavelet transformation is applied to electroencephalograph (EEG) records from persons under basarika. Correlation dimension,
approximate entropy and coherence values are analysed. A model & software is used to keep track on the improvement of the persons
mind, aging, balance, flexibility, personnel values, mental values, social values, love, sex, knowledge, weight reduction and body
fitness[1]. EEG result shows alpha relative power were significantly higher during prostration in salat when compare with mimic
prostration. prostration during salat has remarkable effect to human brain as compared to mimic prostration. The alpha wave indicates
relaxing condition in human body though activating of parasympathetic nervous system [2]. . A standard procedure of Zen meditation
requiring sustained attention and breath control was employed as the task to provoke Fm theta, and simultaneous EEG recordings were
performed. Compared to the control conditions the mean value of the power showed a remarkable increase under the FM theta
conditions [3]. Subjective scores Sahaj Yoga of emotional experience significantly correlated with theta whereas scores of internalized
attention with both theta and alpha lower synchronization. And the result of this test shows LTM are less emotionalised and more
internalised compare with STMS and LTMS are rise to more emotionally positive blissful experience [4]. Dynamically changing
inner experience during meditation is better indexed by a combination of non-linear and linear EEG variables [5]. Successful BCI
operation requires the user to be possessed of good skill in EEG control. Zen practitioners, well trained in mind-attentiveness focus,
have quite different EEG patterns. And the mind-attentiveness focus in Zen meditation might provide a more feasible training scheme
for the BCI study [6]. Individual subject experiences of inner light during Zen meditation can be recorded and analysed by using
EEGS. The alpha suppressed EEGs similar with eye open pattern are observed which suggests a faster light transmission rate during
Zen meditation [7]. The time-frequency analysis of EEG signals for meditation practitioners showed an event-related DE
synchronization (ERD) of beta rhythm before imagination during resting state. In addition, a strong event-related synchronization
(ERS) of beta rhythm was induced in frequency around 25 Hz during hand motor imagery [8]. Chain meditation practitioners exhibit
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longer duration of frontal alpha event microstate, reflecting sustained stability of the brain generators [9]. Meditators have a slower
mean frequencies and greater theta alpha power as well as widespread increase in theta and early alpha power and enhanced theta
coherence at frontal-central region [10].

METHODOLOGY AND RESULT ANALYSIS
14 subjects were taken for the experiment of EEG test. Among the 14 subjects 8 were male and 6 were female members. Their age
was between 20-30 years and average age was 25.5 years. The health condition of each subject was very good.
The subjects were instructed as follows before the EEG was performed. They were told not to consume caffeine before the test. They
were told to avoid using hair styling products (hairspray or gel) on the day of the exam.
The subjects were asked to sit in a comfortable chair. To measure the electrical activity in various parts of their brain a 64 channel
EEG cap electrodes were attached to their scalps. The generated electrical impulses picked up by the electrodes. To improve the
conduction of those impulses to the electrodes, a gel was applied to them by which the electrodes were attached properly on their
scalp.
7 subjects were in open eye and rest 7 subjects were in closed eye during the EEG test. The data were recorded for both the groups and
then those data were loaded in MATLAB and the plots were found for open eye and closed eye which are shown in figure-1 and
figure-2. Then the data were processed for Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in MATLAB for frequency analysis of both the cases. The
FFT of both cases are given in figure-3 and figure-4. At last the EEG signal was decomposed by using MATLAB for both the cases to
analyse the waveform of brain to realise the frequency ranges like delta, theta, alpha and beta which are given in fig-5 and fig-6.
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Fig-3 (FFTs of Open eye EEG)
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After getting the FFT and decomposed signals of both closed eye and open eye from the EEG data the states of theta alpha and beta
for both the cases were compared. This showed more alpha suppressed and beta came in the case of subjects who were in closed eye,
when they are compared with the open eye subjects. That means if one will sit in closed eye then that person will feel more happiness
and those persons emotions will be more controlled by comparison with the open eye persons. For better understanding of the brain
waves, the decomposed signal of both the cases were followed which are given in figure-5 and figure-6. It makes clearly understand
that when someone is in closed eye ,then more theta and alpha suppressed signals are observed and the persons with closed eye are
mentally more controlled and they are in better happiness in that position by compare with the open eye persons.

CONCLUSIONS
The decomposed signals taken from opened eye and closed eye EEG shows , closed eye decomposed signals are having more theta
and alpha suppressed values and hence the persons under closed eye will be feel more peace and happiness and also their emotions
will be more controlled by comparison with the open eye persons.
This shows when one is in mentally frustrated mood or in any kind of tension, then he should follow some meditating process by
which he can recovered to its normal state soon.
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Abstract - The research was carried out with Pre aerated Sludge in Activated Sludge Process to observe the effect of Pre-aerated
Sludge on BOD, COD , Phosphate, Nitrate, MLVSS mainly in treatment of dairy wastewater. The experimental process involves the
conventional Activated Sludge Process (ASP) in which microorganisms are kept in suspension by mixing and aerating the wastewater.
The study is to be conducted by following two methods: 1) utilizing non-pre-aerated sludge and 2) utilizing pre-aerated sludge. In the
first method the dairy wastewater measuring five liters and 400 ml of non-pre-aerated sludge is filled in the aeration tank and was
aerated in the aeration tank where air (or oxygen) was supplied for regular intervals of 30, 60, 90, 120 minutes respectively and
samples were collected before aeration and at regular intervals. In the second method the dairy wastewater measuring five liters and
400 ml of pre aerated sludge (with 20, 40 and 60 minutes pre-aeration) are filled in aeration tank.

Keywords: Activated Sludge Process, BOD, COD, Phosphate, Nitrate, MLVSS
INTRODUCTION

The primary goal of this research was to investigate utilization of Pre-aerated sludge in Activated Sludge Process. Activated Sludge
Process is now used routinely for biological treatment of municipal and industrial wastewater. A number of activated-sludge processes
and design configurations have evolved since its early conception as a result of (1) engineering innovation in response to the need for
higher-quality effluents from wastewater treatment plants; (2) technological advances in equipment, electronics, and process control;
(3) increased understanding of microbial processes and fundamentals; and (4) continual need to reduce capital and operating costs for
municipalities and industries. [2] The role of microorganisms of mixed culture in wastewater treatment is very complex as their
metabolic activities, growth rate and substrate assimilation are interrelated and helping each other. Therefore, to maintain proper
balance of mixed culture in the biological treatment system, it is very essential to have basic knowledge about the significant
microorganisms normally present in wastewater, types of their metabolism and how major environmental factors like temperature, pH,
mixing, nutrient requirement, trace elements, oxygen etc. affect their growth and decay rates. Utilization of activated sludge in the
biological treatment of wastewater have received little research attention compared to utilization of different mediums such as PVC
spirals, low cost adsorbents, commercial lime ,granular activated carbon in the biological treatment of domestic and industrial
wastewater. In this study, specific effect of pre- aeration of sludge in activated sludge process for effective removal of pollutants from
dairy wastewater, comparison between removals of concentrations of pollutants by utilization of non-pre-aerated sludge and preaerated sludge, investigation of optimum pre-aeration duration as well as inter-relationship between different parameters by regression
analysis is done. The generalized equations for co-relation between different parameters are obtained.

DEVELOPMENT OF LAB-SCALE MODEL
A lab scale model of activated sludge reactor was prepared for the research. The aeration tank was simple locally manufactured from
glass. The dimensions of the aeration tank are 0.45 x 0.23 x 0.30 meters in length, width and height respectively where the total
volumetric capacity of the tank is 31.05 liters. The plastic strip of 0.30 m length is kept diagonally at the bottom of the aeration tank
having perforations closed at both ends. The aeration was done with fish tank aerator with constant and continuous supply of air. The
air flow rate was observed to be 1.5 liters per second. The sludge was not recycled for wastewater treatment.
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Fig No.1) Image showing Dairy Wastewater Sample mixed with Sludge after Aeration

METHODOLOGY
Sample Collection
Fresh dairy effluent sample was obtained from the Katraj Dairy located in Pune of Maharashtra. The sample was collected in
a 5 L plastic container. The container used for sample collection was pre-treated by washing with alcohol and later rinsed for
three times with distilled water. It was dried in an oven for 1 hour at 30 0C and allowed to cool to room temperature. At the
collection point, container was rinsed with the sample thrice and then filled, corked tightly and taken to the laboratory for
further analysis. It was stored at a temperature below 40C to avoid any physico-chemical changes in the effluent.

Preparation of sludge
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The fresh dairy /domestic waste water or sludge from similar ETP in aeration tank
(1-2% of tank volume) was taken.
Remaining tank was filled with fresh water
Aerator blade immersion in the tank in case of surface aeration was checked.
Aerator / Blower were started.
It was aerated for a week with aerator.
The development of micro-organisms was checked on microscope.
Formation of biological flocks can be observed on the microscope.
Various nutrients like Urea, Superphosphate , sugar are added if required to maintain BOD:N:P ratio as 100:5:1
The colour of bacteria produced should be golden brown & musty odour.
The settled sludge was used for the experimental work
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Experimental Procedure
.
Fresh dairy effluent sample was obtained from the Katraj Dairy located in Pune of Maharashtra. The study was conducted by
following two methods:
1) By utilization of non-pre-aerated sludge
In the first method the fresh dairy effluent measuring 5 liters was added in laboratory scale activated sludge reactor. The
activated sludge was cultured in the laboratory. 400 ml of activated sludge cultured in the laboratory was mixed with the
sample water in the reactor and run in continuous mode. The air or oxygen was supplied continuously and with constant rate
by aerator. The sample was aerated at regular intervals of 30 minutes, 60 minutes, and 90 minute and 120 minutes. The
samples were collected before aeration and after aeration at regular time intervals. These samples were characterized for
determination of pollutant concentration.
2) By utilization of pre-aerated sludge.
In the second method the fresh dairy effluent measuring 5 liters was added in laboratory scale activated sludge reactor. The
activated sludge was cultured in the laboratory. Activated sludge cultured in the laboratory was taken in the container; it was
pre-aerated for 20 minutes duration. This pre-aerated sludge for 20 minutes duration was mixed with the sample water in the
reactor and run in continuous mode. The air or oxygen was supplied continuously and with constant rate by aerator. The
sample was aerated at regular intervals of 30 minutes, 60 minutes, and 90 minute and 120 minutes. The samples were
collected before aeration and after aeration at regular time intervals. These samples were characterized for determination of
pollutant concentration.
Similarly, the fresh dairy effluent measuring 5 liters was added in laboratory scale activated sludge reactor. The activated
sludge was cultured in the laboratory. Activated sludge cultured in the laboratory was taken in the container; it was preaerated for 40 minutes duration. This pre-aerated sludge for 40 minutes duration was mixed with the sample water in the
reactor and run in continuous mode. The air or oxygen was supplied continuously and with constant rate by aerator. The
sample was aerated at regular intervals of 30 minutes, 60 minutes, and 90 minute and 120 minutes. The samples were
collected before aeration and after aeration at regular time intervals. These samples were characterized for determination of
pollutant concentration.
Similarly, the fresh dairy effluent measuring 5 liters was added in laboratory scale activated sludge reactor. The activated
sludge was cultured in the laboratory. Activated sludge cultured in the laboratory was taken in the container; it was preaerated for 60 minutes duration. This pre-aerated sludge for 60 minutes duration was mixed with the sample water in the
reactor and run in continuous mode. The air or oxygen was supplied continuously and with constant rate by aerator. The
sample was aerated at regular intervals of 30 minutes, 60 minutes, and 90 minute and 120 minutes. The samples were
collected before aeration and after aeration at regular time intervals. These samples were characterized for determination of
pollutant concentration.

Analytical Methods
Wastewater samples were characterized for determination of pollutant concentrations. Different parameters like Biological
oxygen demand (BOD), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Phosphate, Nitrate and Mixed liquor volatile suspended solids
(MLVSS) were analyzed in the laboratory.
Biological oxygen demand (BOD) was estimated by preparing required volume of dilution water with the addition of
nutrients and incubation period of 5 days at 20 0C.
Chemical oxygen demand (COD) determination was based on rapid dichromate oxidation method.
Nitrate determination was done by preparing required volume of dilution by adding 1 ml of Hydrochloric acid (1:1) to the
diluted sample. Then it was analyzed by ultraviolet spectrophotometer.
Phosphate determination was done by preparing required volume of dilution by adding 2 ml of Ammonium Molybate and 2
ml of Stannous Chloride in the diluted sample. Then it was analyzed by microprocessor spectrophotometer.
Mixed Liquor Volatile Suspended Solids (MLVSS) was determined filtration of the wastewater sample and by loss in weight
by ignition method. .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Concentration of Pollutants before and after aeration of 5 Liters of Dairy Effluent mixed with Non-pre –aerated
Sludge
Table No. 1) Concentration of Pollutants before and after aeration of Dairy Effluent mixed with Non-pre-aerated
Sludge

Sr.No.

BOD5

COD

Phosphate

Nitrate

MLVSS

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

Sample Name

1.

Tank 1 Inlet

1318

2130

0.648

0.288

3480

2

Tank 1/1( 30 min)

1290

2100

0.638

0.170

3600

3

Tank 1/2 (60 min)

1280

2080

0.639

0.169

3600

4

Tank 1/3 (90 min)

1279

2075

0.630

0.269

3610

5

Tank 1/4 (120 min)

1275

2070

0.630

0.258

3620

Concentration of Pollutants before and after aeration of 5 Liters of Dairy Effluent mixed with 20 minutes Preaerated Sludge
Table No. 2) Concentration of Pollutants before and after aeration of Dairy Effluent mixed with 20 minutes of Preaerated Sludge

Sr.No.

BOD5

COD

Phosphate

Nitrate

MLVSS

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

Sample Name

1.

Tank 2 Inlet

1300

2140

0.640

0.281

3500

2

Tank 2/1 ( 30 min )

1289

2100

0.642

0.242

3580

3

Tank 2/2 ( 60 min)

1278

2078

0.630

0.179

3600

4

Tank 2/3 (90 min )

1274

2069

0.628

0.178

3620

5

Tank 2/4 (120min)

1270

2065

0.628

0.172

3628

Concentration of Pollutants before and after aeration of 5 Liters of Dairy Effluent mixed with 40 minutes Preaerated Sludge
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Table No. 3) Concentration of Pollutants before and after aeration of Dairy Effluent mixed with 40 minutes of Preaerated Sludge

Sr.No.

BOD5

COD

Phosphate

Nitrate

MLVSS

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

Sample Name

1.

Tank 3 Inlet

1320

2180

0.681

0.182

3520

2

Tank 3/1 ( 30 min)

1280

2140

0.673

0.144

3525

3

Tank 3/2 ( 60 min)

1272

2130

0.670

0.142

3530

4

Tank 3/3 ( 90 min)

1265

2120

0.671

0.142

3532

5

Tank 3/4 (120min)

1260

2120

0.668

0.140

3534

Concentration of Pollutants before and after aeration of 5 Liters of Dairy Effluent mixed with 60 minutes Preaerated Sludge
Table No. 4) Concentration of Pollutants before and after aeration of Dairy Effluent mixed with 60 minutes of Preaerated sludge

Sr.No.

a
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BOD5

COD

Phosphate

Nitrate

MLVSS

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

(mg/lit)

Sample Name

1.

Tank 4 Inlet

1330

2190

0.672

0.190

3540

2

Tank 4/1 ( 30 min)

1310

2182

0.672

0.148

3542

3

Tank 4/2 (60 min )

1308

2179

0.671

0.144

3546

4

Tank 4/3 ( 90 min)

1300

2170

0.670

0.142

3548

5

Tank 4/4 (120 min)

1280

2162

0.662

0.142

3550
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1340
1330

BOD removal in mg/lit

1320
1310
1300

Non-Preareated Sludge

1290

Preareated Sludge (20 min)
Preareated Sludge ( 40 min)

1280

Preareated Sludge (60 min)

1270
1260
1250
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Areation time in minutes

Fig No.1) Graph between Aeration Time and BOD Removal
2200
2180

COD Removal in mg/lit

2160
2140
Non-Preareated Sludge

2120

Pre-areated Sludge ( 20 min)
Pre-areated Sludge ( 40 min)

2100

Pre-areated Sludge ( 60 min)

2080
2060
2040
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Areation time in minutes

Fig No.2) Graph between Aeration Time and COD Removal
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0.69

Phosphate removal in mg/lit

0.68
0.67
0.66

Non-preareated sludge
Pre-areated Sludge ( 20 min )

0.65

Pre-areated Sludge ( 40 min )
0.64

Pre-areated Sludge ( 60 min )

0.63
0.62
0

50

100

150

Areation time in minutes

Fig No.3) Graph between Aeration Time and Phosphate Removal
0.35

Nitrate Removal in mg/lit

0.3
0.25
0.2

Non-preareated Sludge
Pre-areated Sludge ( 20 min )

0.15

Pre-areated Sludge (40 min)
0.1

Pre-areated Sludge ( 60 min )

0.05
0
0

50

100

150

Areation time in minutes

Fig No.4) Graph between Aeration Time and Nitrate Removal
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3640
3620
3600

MLVSS in mg/lit

3580
3560

Non-preareated Sludge

3540

Pre-areated Sludge ( 20 min)
Pre-areated Sludge ( 40 min)

3520

Pre-areated Sludge ( 60 min)

3500
3480
3460
0

50

100

150

Areation Time in minutes

Fig No.24) Graph between Aeration Time and MLVSS
Comparison of removal of different pollutants
From the results tabulated in Table No.1, Table No.2 and Table No. 3, Table No. 4 , we can plot the graphs
between aeration time ( in minutes ) on X axis and Pollutant removal ( in mg/lit) on Y axis . From the Fig No 1, 2
.3 and 4, we can see that by utilization of non-pre-aerated sludge in activated sludge process, concentration of
pollutants such as BOD, COD, Phosphate, Nitrate and MLVSS, decreases with increase in the aeration time from
30 minutes to 120 minutes.
Further, removal of these pollutants can be enhanced by utilization of pre-aerated sludge in activated sludge in
activated sludge process and increasing the aeration time from 30 minutes to 120 minutes. But removal of these
pollutants is effective only up to optimum duration of pre -aeration.
Optimum Duration for Pre aeration for various samples.
Optimum duration for pre aeration is the duration up to which removal of pollutants such as BOD, COD,
Phosphate, Nitrate, MLVSS decreases with increase in the pre-aeration duration but beyond this duration if sludge
is pre-aerated and utilized in activated sludge process ; removal of concentration of different pollutants are not
effective . The graphs can be plotted by plotting pre-aeration duration on X axis and plotting pollutants removal
on Y axis for each cycle of aeration. `
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CONCLUSION
The research study presented is based on the literature review on removal of different pollutants from domestic and
industrial wastewater by using activated sludge process. The microorganisms present in wastewater play an important role
in removal of different pollutants from wastewater. From microbiological study it was investigated that carbon degrading
organisms- helps in fast degradation of BOD from waste water and decomposition of organic matter from waste. A lipolytic
organism helps in degradation of Wax, Fats, and Oil & Grease from waste water. Proteolytic, Nitrogen fixing, nitrifying and
ammonifying organisms helps in degradation of protein material from waste, fixing nitrogen and maintaining C/N ratio for
effective degradation. P-Solubilizing Organisms - helps in converting phosphates from waste in to available form and
utilizing it for better fast degradation. Actinomycetes help in degradation of more complex organic matter from effluent.
Other organism includes enzyme, amino acid and growth factor producing organisms, spores of protozoa, fungi and activated
sludge/ Anaerobic/ Facultative organisms. Many of these microorganisms are present in sludge.
In this research work, we are utilizing non-pre-aerated sludge in activated sludge process. We are also pre-aerating the
sludge and utilizing this pre-aerated sludge in activated sludge process. From results, we can conclude that due to preaeration of sludge and by mixing it in wastewater and again aerating it, the growth rate of microorganisms increases. It leads
to the increase in the consumption rate which consequently led to the decrease of content levels of pollutants present
in the wastewater respectively.
The concentration of pollutants such as BOD, COD, Phosphate, Nitrate, MLVSS decreases with increase in aeration time
from 30 minutes to 120 minutes by utilizing pre-aerated sludge. Further it can be enhanced by utilization of -pre-aerated
sludge, mixing it in dairy wastewater and aerating the wastewater from 30 minutes to 120 minutes.
It can be concluded that removal of different pollutants is effective only up to the optimum duration of pre-aeration. Beyond
this optimum pre-aeration duration, if sludge is pre-aerated used in activated sludge process, the removal of different
pollutants is not effective i.e. there is no reduction in concentration of pollutants such as BOD , COD, Phosphate, Nitrate,
MLVSS. This happens due to decrease in growth rate of microorganisms beyond optimum pre-aeration duration. For
effective removal of BOD, 40 minutes is the optimum pre-aeration duration. For effective removal of COD, 20 minutes is
the optimum pre-aeration duration. For effective removal of Nitrate, 40 minutes is the optimum pre-aeration duration.
For effective removal of phosphate, 20 minutes is the optimum pre-aeration duration. The mixed liquor volatile
suspended solids (MLVSS) i.e. for less sludge generation the optimum pre-aeration duration is 40 minutes. Therefore, if
we are utilizing the sludge with 20 minutes or 40 minutes of pre-aeration in activated sludge process, pollutants can be
removed effectively.
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Abstract- The modern power systems are inter connected grid systems to maintain the reliability and power quality The connecting
of renewable energy sources power systems are very difficult to connect the grid systems, the maintenance and controlling of
renewable energy sources. A 3- port dc-dc converter integrating pv and battery power for high step up application is proposed in this
project. This project apology reuses switching losses by using 2 coupled inductors and 2 active clamped circuits. The couple inductor
voltage stress of input side can be reduced by this new topology. 2 sets of active clamped circuits are used to recycle the energy stored
in the leakage inductance and improve the system efficiency. The mode of operation doesn‘t need to be changed when a transition b/w
changing and discharging occurs. Max power point of pv source and regulating the o/p voltage can be operated simultaneously during
charging and discharging transitions. The proposed converter with fuzzy controllers has a merits of high boosting level and no of
switching losses and increasing the system reliability and efficiency.

I`INTRODUCTION
INTEGRATED multiport converters for interfacing several power sources devices are widely used in recent years. Instead of
using individual power electronic converters for Each of the energy sources, multiport converters have the advantages including less
components , lower cost, more compact size and better dynamic performance. It is very important for the port connected to the energy
storage to allow bidirectional power flow.
Various kinds of topologies have been proposed due to the advantages of multiport converters. The combination strategies for the
multiport converter include sharing switches, capacitors , inductors, or magnetic core . One could select a proper topology by
considering many aspects such as cost , reliability , and flexibility depending on the applications. An application of hybrid energy
sources and storage device is shown in fig 1 .
If solar power is selected as the renewable energy source and battery as the storage device, , the battery can either supply the load
with the solar energy at the same time or store the excess power from the solar panels for back up use. Therefore, the bidirectional
power path must be provided for the battery port. It is studied that for the DC-DC converters connected to the solar panels , voltage
gain extension cells such as coupled inductors , transformers, and switched capacitors are often employed to achieve high voltage
conversion ratios. By utilizing the voltage gain extension cells ,the extreme duty cycles that exist in typical boost converters can be
avoided and the voltage stress on switches can be reduced. Thus , power switches with lower voltage rating and lower turn –on
resistance can be chosen for the converters to reduce conduction losses. A converter using coupled inducors is relatively better than
isolation transformers since the coupled inductors have simpler winding structure and lower conduction loss. However , the leakage
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inductors of the coupled inductors will consume significant energy for a large winding ratio. In such case , the voltage stress and the
loss of the switches will both be in increased. A boost converter with coupled inductor and active clamp circuit is proposed in This
boost converter can yield a high step –up voltage gain reduced the voltage stress on switches and recycle the energy in the leakage
inductor .
Many multiport converter topologies‘ have been presented in the literature and can be roughly divided into to categories on this nonisolated type. The non –isolated converters are usually derived from the typical buck, boost, or buck –boost topologies and are more
compact in size. The other is isolated type. The isolated converters using bridge topologies and multi winding transformers to match
wide input voltage ranges.
A topologies based on buck configuration was used in space-craft front –end system. The battery port in this converter is
unidirectional, so the battery cannot be charged from the photovoltaic (PV) port . The modeling of this converter is discussed but the
interacting control loops are not decoupled. A multi –input buck boost type converter is proposed to interface many renewable
energy sources but there is no bidirectional port to interface the battery. A two input converter for a hybrid fuel cell (FC)/ battery
power system is described in with zero voltage switching (ZVS) feature. Although the efficiency is improved, this converter could not
provide a fig voltage conversion ratio and bidirectional functionality. A multiple- input converter based on a boost topology is
presented in that has lower input current ripple and therefore is suitable for the large current applications such as hybrid vehicles.
Another three input boost converter that interfaces to unidirectional input ports and one bidirectional port is presented in. for a hybrid
PV/FC battery system .Two types of decoupling networks are introduced based on the utilization state of the battery. A multi-input
single- ended primary- inductor converter with a bidirectional input is proposed in this converter is suitable for the hybrid system that
in corporate energy storage elements such as ultra capacitors. However, lack of voltage gain extension cells makes the converters in
difficult to be used high step- up applications. Moreover, for the converters in and ,the operation mode has to be changed after a
transition between charging and discharging occurs. This would increase the complexity of the control scheme and might reduce the
reliability of the system.
A time – sharing multiple – input converter using active clamping technique is proposed in the converter provides two isolated ports,
which is overqualified for our application. Bidirectional port in can be added into this time-sharing converter to form an isolated threeport converter but the power stage and the control scheme will become complicated. Many isolated three-port converters with halfbridge or full bridge topologies are suitable for high step-up applications since a multi winding transformer is adopted. These isolated
three-port converters could achieve galvanic isolation and bidirectional capabilities but the amount of active switches results in
complicated driving circuits and large size. A converter based on the boost- dual- half bridge topology is pre compensated in. This
converter is composed of three half- bridges and a three winding transformer and is suitable for high step- up applications. However,
the amount of active switches, input inductors, and filter capacitors would increase the cost and size of the converter. Another three –
port triple –half-bridge converter using a combined phase –shift and PWM control to manage the bidirectional power flow is present
in .However, the same duty cycle is given to all three half –bridge and is only variable regulating the voltage level . Therefore, this
converter can only be used in the applications where single power source
Or storage element is connected unless additional voltage control loop that allows different duty cycle is introduced. A converter
utilizing flux additively in a multi winding transformer is presented in. Although this topology can simultaneously transfer power from
different ports, the reverse blocking diodes only allow unidirectional power flow; therefore, the converter is not suitable for in
applications that required energy storage elements. In a three-port bi-directional converter with three active full bridges, a three –
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winding transformer and two series resonant tank is reported. The transformer provides full isolation among all ports and wide input
voltage range. The switching losses are reduced due to soft switching operation. The full bridge topology is good for relative high
power application but requires more power switches and complicated circuit design. Integrated three port converters derived from a
half-bridge converter are presented in to interface PV and battery power. Small signal modeling and decoupling network is introduced
in to design the compensators separately for the cross coupled control loops. A family of three –port half bridge converters is
described in and the primary circuit can function as a synchronous rectification buck converter. Therefore, the converters in are
suitable for stand - alone step –down applications. Many other multi- input topologies are discussed.

In this paper ,a high step – up three port dc-dc converter for the hybrid PV/battery system is proposed with the following advantages
: 1) High voltage conversion ratio is achieved by using coupled inductors . 2) Simple converter topology which has reduce the number
of the switches and associate circuits. 3) Simple control energy which does not need to change the operation mode after a charging/
discharging transition occurs unless the charging voltage is too high. 4) Output voltage is always regulated at 380 V under all
operation modes. It is noted that for the MPP- tracking converters, operating range has to be limiting the operating range of the
converter in the voltages higher than MPP.

Studies show that a solar panel converts 30-40% of energy incident on it to electrical energy. A
Maximum Power Point Tracking algorithm is necessary to increase the efficiency of the solar
Panel.
There are different techniques for MPPT such as Perturb and Observe (hill climbing method),
Incremental conductance, Fractional Short Circuit Current, Fractional Open Circuit Voltage,
Fuzzy Control, Neural Network Control etc. Among all the methods Perturb and observe (P&O)
and Incremental conductance are most commonly used because of their simple implementation,
Lesser time to track the MPP and several other economic reasons.
Under abruptly changing weather conditions (irradiance level) as MPP changes continuously,
P&O takes it as a change in MPP due to perturbation rather than that of irradiance and
Sometimes ends up in calculating wrong MPP. However this problem gets avoided in
Incremental Conductance method as the algorithm takes two samples of voltage and current to
calculate MPP. However, instead of higher efficiency the complexity of the algorithm is very
High compared to the previous one and hence the cost of implementation increases. So we have
to mitigate with a tradeoff between complexity and efficiency. It is seen that the efficiency of the system also depends upon the
converter. Typically it is Maximum for a buck topology, then for buck-boost topology and minimum for a boost topology. When
multiple solar modules are connected in parallel, another analog technique TEODI is also Very effective which operates on the
principle of equalization of output operating points incorrespondence to force displacement of input operating points of the identical
operating system.
It is very simple to implement and has high efficiency both under stationary and time varying
atmospheric conditions .
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As shown in Fig 1, comparing to the typical multi converter configuration that requires individual microcontroller for each converter,
the integrated three- port converters are controlled by a single microcontroller. The communication interface utilized in the multi
converter configuration could be removed due to

Fig 1. Topology of the proposed converter
Centralized control of the proposed converter. Therefore, the system cost and volume can be reduced. The major contribution of this
paper is to propose an integrated three – port converter as a non isolated alternative other than typical isolated topologies for high step
–up three port applications. The proposed switching strategy allows the converter to be control by the same two duty cycles in
different operation modes. The detailed analysis is given in the following sections: The principle of operation is described in section
II. The PV source modeling, topological modes, and ZVS conditions are analyzed in section III. The modeling and control strategy is
explained in section IV. Finally, the experimental results are presented in section V.
II . PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
This section introduces the topology of proposed non isolated three-port dc–dc converter, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
converter is composed of two main switches S1 and S2 for the battery and PV port. Synchronous switch S3 is driven complementarily
to S1 such that bidirectional power flow for the battery port can be achieved. Two coupled inductors with winding ratios n1 and n2 are
used as voltage gain extension cells. Two sets of active-clamp circuits formed by S4, Lk1, Cc1 and S5, Lk2, Cc2 are used to recycle
the leakage energy. Lk1 and Lk2 are both composed of a small leakage inductor from the coupled inductor and an external leakage
inductor. Two independent control variables, duty cycles d1 and d2 , allow the control over two ports of the converter, while the third
port is for the power balance. The fixed-frequency driving signals of the auxiliary switches S3 and S4 are complementary to primary
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switch S1. Again, S3 provides a bidirectional path for the battery port. Similarly, S5 is driven in a complementary manner to S2. A
180◦ phase shift is applied between the driving signals of S1 and S2. There are four operation periods based on the available solar
power. First, the sun is in the eclipse stage and the solar irradiation is either unavailable or very low. This operation period is defined
as period 1, and the battery will serve as the main power source. As the sun starts to shine and the initial solar irradiation is enough for
supplying part of the load demand, the operation period is changed to period 2. The load is supplied by both solar and battery power in
this period. For period 3, the increasing isolation makes the solar power larger than the load demand. The battery will preserve extra
solar power for backup use. During period 4, the charging voltage of the battery reaches the preset level and should be limited to
prevent overcharging. According to the solar irradiation and the load demand, the proposed three-port converter can be operated under
two modes. In the battery balance mode (mode 1), maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is always operated for the PV port to draw
maximum power from the solar panels. The battery port will maintain the power balance by storing the unconsumed solar power
during light-load condition or providing the power deficit during heavy-load condition. The power sharing of the inputs can be
represented as
Pload = Ppv SVC + Pbat SVC (1)
where P load is the load demand power, Ppv SVC is the PV power under solar voltage control (SVC), and Pbat SVC is the battery
power under SVC. In mode 1, maximum power is drawn from the PV source. The battery may provide or absorb power depending on
the load demand. Therefore, Pbat SVC could be either positive or negative. When the battery charging voltage is higher than the
maximum setting, the converter will be switched into battery management mode (mode 2). In mode 2, MPPT will be disabled;
therefore, only part of the solar power is drawn.
However, the battery voltage could be controlled to protect the battery from overcharging. The power sharing of the inputs can be
represented as
Pload = Ppv BVC + Pbat BVC (2)
where Ppv BVC is the PV power under battery voltage control (BVC) and Pbat BVC is the battery charging power under SVC. If the
load is increased and the battery voltage is reduced, the converter will be switched to mode 1. The output voltage is always kept at 380
V in both modes.

III TOPOLOGICAL MODES AND ANALYSIS
A) PV Source Modeling
It is well explained in the literature that using a PV generator as input source has significant effect on the converter dynamics . The
non linear V –I charecteristics of a PV generator can be modeled using current source, diode , and resistors. The single – diode model
is used foe the PV source modeling . This model provides a tradeoff between accuracy and complexity. A solar cell is the building
block of a solar panel. A photovoltaic module is formed by connecting many solar cells in series and parallel. Considering only a
single solar cell; it can be modeled by utilizing a current source, a diode and two resistors. This model is known as a single diode
model of solar cell. Two diode models are also available but only single diode model is considered her

I = Np * Ilg – Np * IOS * [ exp { q *
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The I-V and P-V curves for a solar cell are given in the following figure. It can be seen that the cell operates as a constant
current source at low values of operating voltages and a constant voltage source at low values of operating current.

Fig: 2 PV Cell
B ) Operation of the Topological modes
Before performing the analysis, some assumptions should be made: 1) the switches are assumed to be ideal ; 2) the
magnetizing inductors are large enough so that the current flowing through the inductors is constant ; 3) the capacitors are large
enough so that the voltages across the capacitors are constant .
Mode 1: S1 is auxiliary switches S4 and S5 are turn OFF, while primary switch S2 turned ON. Although S1 is the off state, resonant
inductor Lk1 resonates with Cr1 and Cr4 . In this period , Cr1 is discharged to zero and Cr4 is charged to Vbat + VCc1 . For the PV port, S2
is turned ON and the current from the PV panels flow through V pv-th – L2 - Lk2 - S2 loop. In order to achieve the ZVS feature for S1 ,
the energy stored in resonant inductor Lk1 should satisfy the following inequality:

Lk1
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Mode 2 : S1 begins to conduct current at t2 and the battery port current follows the path Vbat – L1 – Lk1 – S1. S2 is also turn ON in this
interval. Therefore, both L1 and L2 are linearly charged and energy of both input ports is stored in these magnetizing inductors.
Auxiliary switches S3 , S4 , and S5 are all turned OFF. S2 starts to be turned OFF and the auxiliary switch S5 remains in the OFF state.
However, a resonant circuit formed by Lk2 ,Cr2 and Cr5 release the energy stored in Lk2

Lk2
Mode 3 : At t5 , the current of Lk2 is reversed in direction and energy stored in t5 is released through the Cc2 – S5 – Lk2 – L3loop. This
interval ends when S5 is turned OFF. Switches S2 and S5 are both in the off state at t6 .A resonate circuit is performed by Lk2 , Cr2, and
Cr5 .During this interval ,Cr2 is discharge to zero and Cr5 is charged to Vpv-th + VCc2. . the energy stored in Lk2 should be greater than the
energy stored in parasitic capacitors Cr2 and Cr5

Lk2
Mode 4 : At S1 is turned OFF while S3 and S4 remain in OFF state. During this interval , Lk1 will resonant with Cr1 and Cr4 to release
the energy trapped in it . Resonant capacitor Cr1 is charged to Vbat + VCc1, while Cr4 is discharge to zero ,The energy stored in leakage
inductor Lk2 should satisfy the following inequality . The current flow through L k1 , and energy stored in

Lk1
IV . Control Strategy
As mentioned in section II , the operation modes of the converter are determined by the conditions of available solar power and
battery charging . Controlling the converter in each mode requires different state variables to regulate voltages of the input and output
ports . There are three control loops for the proposed converter: Output voltage control (OVC), solar voltage control ( SVC ), battery
control ( BVC ). The OVC is a simple voltage regulation loop. SVC will be disabled immediately to avoid the noise issue caused by
the MPPT algorithm .Fuzzy controller is used in this paper. To determine the appropriate Amount of tip requires mapping inputs to the
appropriate outputs. Membership functions for creating fuzzy inference systems, support for AND, OR, and NOT logic in user- define
rules. Standard Mamdani and Sugeno-typefuzzy inference systems. The ruler viewer and the surface viewer are used for looking at, as
opposed to editing, the FIS. They are strictly read- only tools.
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TABLE I
Circuit Parameters

Parameter

Value

Vbat
Vpv-oc (800 ⁄𝑚 )

48V

Vo

52.8 V

Ppv-max

380V

Po-max

200W

fsw

200W

n1,n2

50KHz

L1, L2

4.44

Lk1, Lk2

52

Cc1, Cc2

1

Co

470
47
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Fig: 3 Peturb and Observe technique
V EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In fig a , the sun radiation is in period 1 . for the 40 s , there is very little sunlight, so the MPPT is performed. however ,once the level
is too low or not available ,MPPT is then disabled and the battery will become the only power source to supply the load . In fig . b, the
sun radiation is period 2 . The solar port is operated under MPPT and the battery port is discharged to supply part of the load. As the
irradiation increases, the PV port will generate more power than the battery port. The increasing sun radiation reaches period 3 in fig
c. The power generated from the PV port is now larger than the load demand, so the battery port should be charged to store additional
power. Although the batteries are charged, the charging voltage is not high enough the trigger the BVC loop. Thus, the solar panels
still work under MPPT. As shown fig d. the maximum power and the deficit is provided by the batteries is reached in period 4. The
BVC loop is then active to regulate the charging voltage and the MPPT is disabled.

Fig.3 Measured waveforms of mode operation in period 1 (R = 3030 , Ch 1 :V0 ,Ch 2 : Vb , Ch 3: Ib, Ch 4: Ipv)
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Fig.4 Measured waveforms of mode operation in period 2 (a) Lower Solar irradiation level (b) Higher Solar irradiation level ( R=
1204 Ω, Ch1:Vo , Ch2: Vb, Ch 3: Ib ,Ch4: Ipv)

Fig.5 Measured waveforms of mode operation in period 3 (R = 3030 Ω Ch1:V o , Ch2: Vb, Ch 3: Ib ,Ch4: Ipv)
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Fig.6 Measured waveforms of mode operation in period 4 (R = 3030 Ω Ch1:V o , Ch2: Vb, Ch 3: Ib ,Ch4: Ipv)

VI. CONCLUSION
A novel high step – up three port DC – DC converter for renewable energy source is proposed to integrate solar and battery
power. In this topology , two coupled inductors are used for high voltage output, and active – clamping circuits are used to recycle the
energy to store the leakage inductors. Fuzzy techniques was used for controlling in this paper. Two duty ratios in different operation
modes by using switching strategy. The experimenta results proposed converter under different solar radiation levels. The battery
couldbe achieved without changing the operation mode; so The MPPT technique will not be interrupted. In light – load condition,
once the charging voltage is higher than the preset level, the operation mode will be changed rapidly to protect the battery from
overcharging. The highest converter efficiency is measured as 90.5

at 110w.
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Abstract-The hub of this paper is to study the EM stored energy of piezoelectric MEMS material. This performance analysis of
piezoelectric material is done by using COMSOL multiphysics.An investigative relationship has been developed based on EM stored
energy caused by frequency variations in piezomaterials.however displacement measured corresponds to max stored EM energy.in
PZT materials energy is stored in form of vibrations which is produced during the actuation.By using the actuation principle of
different material,energy harvesting can be analysed.We have observed the graph between freq and total stored EM energy of various
materials.And the best material found from the analysis is lead zirconate titanate as it provides maximum displacement which
corresponds to maximum energy harvesting.this model investigates how the ambient vibrations harvest the energy and also enhances
the quality.

Keywords- MEMS, Energy harvesting, COMSOL,Piezoelectric materials, Rasonators, NEMS, Tumable actuator, EM energy.


INTRODUCTION

MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical System) technology is a best technology for low loss applications. Piezoelectrically transduced
resonator have become a very interesting topic in research field. Energy harvesting is the process by which energy is derived from
external sources, captured and stored for small, wireless autonomus devices like those used in wearable electronics and wireless
sensors networks. For example Piezoelectric crystals and fibers generates a small voltage whenever they are mechnacially deformed.
Thus; vibrations from engines can stimulate piezoelectric materials, as can be pushing of a button.
In general, electromechanical energy conversion devices can be divided into three categories:
(1) Transducers (for measurement and control)
These devices transform the signals of different forms. Examples are microphones, pickups, and speakers.
(2) Force producing devices (linear motion devices)
These type of devices produce forces mostly for linear motion drives, such as relays, solenoids (linear actuators), and electromagnets.
(3) Continuous energy conversion equipment
These devices operate in rotating mode. A device would be known as a generator if it convert mechanical energy into electrical
energy, or as a motor if it does the other way around (from electrical to mechanical).


TUNABLE PIEZOELECTRIC ACTUATOR

A piezoelectric device can trigger a cantilever beam simply by applying an AC voltage over the device. The cantilever beam itself has
resonant modes that causes peaks in the vibration when the frequency of the applied voltage passes the resonance frequency of each
mode. If another piezoelectric device is attached to the cantilever, it is possible to tune the resonance by connecting that device to a
passive external circuit as shown in Figure 6. This model analysis how the external circuit influence the resonance peaks of the
cantilever beam. The actuator consists of a thin bar of silicon with an active piezoelectric device below the bar, and a second passive
piezoelectric device on top. These devices are located at one end of the actuator. The piezoelectric material is lead zirconate titanate
(PZT), and each of the devices has two electrical connections to an external circuit, realized with the Floating potential boundary
condition of the Piezo Plane Strain application mode.
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Figure 1: Geometry of PZT(5-A)

A piezoelectric actuator with an active piezoelectric device below and a passive piezoelectric device above the silicon
bar.
MODELLING OF PIEZOELECTRIC ACTUATORS WITH VARIOUS MATERIALS
QUARTZ MATERIAL-The most important property of quartz crystal is piezoelectricity discovered by Jacques and Pierre curie in
1880. when piezoelectric materials are mechanically deformed ,their surfaces get electrically charged and the reverse is also true.

Figure 2 : Simulation of Quartz material.

Figure show that dispalacement of piezoelectric actuator. In this, we use cantilever beam of silicon and piezoelectric device is of
quartz material. It has a displacement of 4.205e-20 which is very low.
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Figure3 : EM stored Vs Frequency Curve.

This graph shows EM stored energy when we use quartz material in piezoelectric device which is varying with frequency. For lowest
frequency(2.5e5) it has a value of 2.26e-11 and for higher frequency (6.9e5)it shows (3.4e-11). Aluminium Nitride is a covalently
bonded ceramic. It is stable in inert atmospheres at temperatures .It exhibits high thermal conductivity property while remaining a
strong dielectric.

Figure 4 : Simulation of Aluminium Nitride

This Figure 4 shows the displacement of piezoelectric actuator. In this, we use cantilever beam of silicon and piezoelectric device of
aluminium nitride material. It has a displacement of (2.532e-9).
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Figure 5 : EM stores Vs Frequency Curve.

This Figure 5 shows EM stored energy when we use aluminium nitride material in piezoelectric device.which is varying with
frequency.For lowest frequency(2.5e5)it has a value of (8e-9) and for higher frequency it posses a value of (1.1e-9).
BARIUM TITANATE is common ferroelectric material with a high dielectric constant widely used to manufracture piezoelectric
transducers and a variety of electro optic devices. Pure barium titanate is an insulator whereas on doping it transforms into a
semiconductor and is used in actuators applications.

FIGURE 6 : Simulation of Barium Titanate.
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This Figure 6 shows the displacement of piezoelectric actuator.In this,we use cantilever beam of silicon and piezoelectric device of
barium titanate material.It has a displacement of (6.584e-8).

Figure 7: EM Stored Vs Frequency C urve.

This Figure 7 shows EM stored energy when we use barium titanate material in piezoelectric device which is varying with frequency.
For lowest frequency(2.5e5)it has a value of 2.3e-9 and for highest frequency it posses a value of (1.1e-9).

Figure 8 : Simulation of PZT-5A.

This Figure 8 shows the displacement of piezoelectric actuator.In this,we use cantilever beam of silicon and piezoelectric device of
PZT-5A material.It has a displacement of (3.633E-7).
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Figure 9 : EM Stored Vs Frequency Curve.

This Figure 9 shows EM stored energy when we use PZT-5A material in piezoelectric device which is varying with frequency. For
lowest frequency (2.5e5) it has a value of (0.01e-7)and for higher frequency (6.8) it posses a value of 8.9e-7.
ZnS prototypical sermiconductor material which can adopt the structures of many other semiconductors upon doping making it an
excellent transducer material for MEMS resonators and mechanical switches.

Figure10 : Simulation of Zinc Sulphide.

Figure10 shows the displacement of piezoelectric actuator.In this,we use cantilever beam of silicon and piezoelectric device of ZnS
material. It has a displacement of (2.056e-9).
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Figure 11 : EM Stored Vs Frequency Curve.

This Figure 11 shows EM stored energy when we use zinc sulphide material in piezoelectric device which is varying with frequency.
For lowest frequency(2.5e5) it has a value of (2.3e-9) and for higher frequency (6.9 )it posses a value of (1.119e-9)


CONCLUSION

We have concluded that all materials i.e (PZT-5A, QUARTZ, ZINC SULPHIDE, ALUMINIUM NITRATE and BARIUM
TITANATE) shows various changes in EM stored energy with frequency respectively . By using EM stored energy , Quality of
material has been analysed . PZT-5A has high energy stored in energy harvesting technique i.e-.8.9e-7 . This analysis is done by
using high end software COMSOL Multiphysics.

Figure 12 : Comparison of various material(EM stored Vs frequency).

This curve show that EM stored energy is maximum for lower and higher frequency of PZT material so this energy is further used for
the energy harvesting purpose .
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Abstract:A network is basically a connection between two or more devices such as computers, telephones, mobiles and laptops etc.
The connection can be either a wired connection or a wireless connection. Wireless network connection can be an infrastructureless
network with no central administrator. Such a wireless network connection is termed as Adhoc networks. When all the nodes in this
network are mobile, then the network is said as mobile adhoc networks (MANET). The nodes are mobile and can anytime freely enter
or exit the network. The network has a dynamic topology, self-organizing nodes and is multihop in nature. The paper is about the
general survey of the routing protocols and the black hole attack. This paper has two major sections, first is about the general MANET
and second is the study of network simulator, NS-2 which concludes with the proceeding implementation work showing the effect of
black hole attack on AODV and analyzing the TORA protocol over end to end Delay and Packet Drop Ratio as the parameters in the
third section.
Keywords
MANET, Routing Protocols, Black Hole Attack, Network Simulator

Introduction
MANET is an infrastructureless wireless network which consists of a number of nodes moving around in a network. There are various
issues that can be discussed in MANET like Routing, Security, Clustering and Load Balancing etc. Before these issues come the
routing protocols in MANET.
Routing Protocols
There are several routing protocols in MANET which are divided into three categories based on their tendency of finding routes.
These categories are Reactive Routing Protocols, Proactive Routing Protocols and Hybrid Routing Protocols.
Reactive Routing Protocols are named as an on demand routing protocol or demand driven reactive protocol which gets active only
when nodes want to transmit data packets to other nodes. They are AODV and DSR etc.
Proactive Routing Protocols are named as table driven routing protocol which maintain the table for the routes in the network. They
are OLSR and DSDV etc.
Hybrid Routing Protocols have the characteristics of both the above mentioned protocols namely the Reactive Routing Protocol and
Proactive Routing Protocol. These protocols not only maintain table for the already routed paths but also find routes when required.
They are ZRP and TORA etc.
The nodes in the network transfer data packets to other nodes and these data packets are sometimes attacked by intruders. There are
various Attacks in the network which can be classified as active and passive attacks. Black hole attack, Gray hole attack, Jelly fish
attack and Worm hole attack are some of the security attacks in MANET.
Black Hole Attack
One of the active security attacks, Black hole attack is where the data packets are either damaged or stolen before it reach the
destination node. The protocols like AODV, DSR, and DSDV etc are prone to such an attack. Black hole attack can be an internal or
an external attack. It can further be classified as:
 Single black hole attack and
 Cooperative black hole attack
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Single Black Hole Attack
A single black hole attack is when one malicious node in the network claims itself as the shortest path to reach the destination node.
The source node sends the data packet to this malicious node which is either dropped or delayed by the node. There is no interaction
among the source and destination nodes regarding the data packet. There can be several ways to detect this attack in the network. One
of them is neighborhood based detection method. In this scheme, the unconfirmed nodes are identified along with a new routing path
from source to destination. It uses lower detection time.
Cooperative Black Hole Attack
The scheme of cooperative black hole is considered when single black hole detection fails. A cooperative black hole is when some
malicious nodes collaborate together to behave as the normal route. These nodes hide from the single black hole detection schemes.
Several schemes of detecting the cooperative black hole are presented as, DRI table and Cross Checking Scheme, Distributed
Cooperative mechanism, Hashed based scheme and Backbone nodes and restricted IP scheme. In the scheme of DRI table and Cross
Checking every node maintains a DRI (Data Routing Information) table where bit 1 stands for ‗true‘ and bit 0 stands for ‗false‘. They
maintain table of ‗from‘ and ‗through‘ bits on the data packets. In the scheme of cross checking, the source node sends the request
message in order to find a secure route for transfer of data packets to the destination node. The intermediate node generates a reply
message to the source node which contains information regarding the next hop node with a DRI table entry. The source node checks
this entry with its own DRI table to identify it as a reliable node.
Network Simulator
While survey regarding the Black hole attack in MANET there come across various network simulators which help in simulating the
entire network in a system without the use of numerous routers and other infrastructure. The network simulators can be listed as NS-2,
NS-3, OPNET and QualNet 5.1 etc.
Network Simulator is a series of discrete event driven network simulators in computer networks. It is generally used in teaching and
research areas. NS-2 [ ]generates two files namely .tr and .nam files. ‗.nam‘ is abbreviated for Network Animator and ‗.tr‘ for trace
file.
NS-3 is freely available software publicly available under GNU, GPLv2 license for research, use and development. It is used to create
an open simulation environment.
OPNET and NetSim etc are proprietary Software available for network simulation.
Related Work
In this section we will discuss about the past work of the authors in some of the papers:
In the year 2014, Ms. Gayatri Wahane and Ashok Kanthe, [1] proposed an algorithm for detection of cooperative Black hole attack.
This introduced the concepts of maintenance of data routing information table (DRI) and cross checking of a node. It was concluded
that the proposed algorithm works well in case of detecting the cooperative black hole attack and ensuring a secure as well as a
reliable route from source to destination. The work was simulated using throughput, average end-to-end delay, dropped packets and
packet delivery fraction metrics on NS-2 simulator.
Antony Devassy and K. Jayanthi [13], proposed their work using NS-2 simulator. They has proposed a broadcast method to prevent
the black hole attacks imposed by both single and multiple black hole nodes.
Manju, Harpreet Kaur and Varsha Saini [6], proposed their work using Qualnet 5.1. They analysed the performance of Proactive,
Reactive and Hybrid Routing Protocols.
In July 2013, Jasvinder and Monika Sachdeva, [8] proposed effects of E2E delay, throughput, network load on AODV in the absence
and presence of the black hole attack. The work is simulated using 45 nodes moving at a constant speed of 10m/sec. It is observed that
larger number of nodes affect the performance of the network using OPNET simulator.
In August 2013, Ravi Kumar and Prabhat Singh, [10] proposed the effects of four parameters, End-to end delay, throughput, Packet
Delivery Ratio and control overhead with different number of nodes taken as 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50, different pause time taken as 0s,
30s, 90s, 120s and 150s, and different network size. It was simulated using NS-2 (2.34) simulator. It concluded that DSR is better in
terms of PDR when network size is less than 600*600 sq m. As the network size goes beyond this, OLSR is better in terms of
throughput and PDR.

Simulation Results
The results of AODV protocol are as:
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The result on the AODV after the Blackhole attack is:

When we compare the above results with TORA we see the result in TORA as:

we can see the results directly from the graphs.
Conclusion & Future Work
The paper is about the use of a network simulator for the deployment of the network. There are some simulators that are the open
source while others are proprietary software. The paper is about the use of the network simulator to implement the black hole attack in
AODV and TORA protocols, observe and compare the effects of the attack using various parameters. We record the working of its
Effects on the two protocols using NS-2.35 in RHEL6. Comparing the effects of security attacks using ZRP, OLSR and DSR etc can
be deployed as future work. The authors can also work on the field of black listing the black node in the network.
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Abstract

— Now a days VANET is becoming wide range application as its more abilities and less cost compare to wired network.
We should provide security as VANET is of inherent nature. Attack of flooding is belonging to DOS attacks. Attack of flooding
disturbs performance by generating the floods of request packets. It blocks the original data packet which supposed to travel to
destination. It weakens the VANET by consuming power batteries space and the bandwidth. Malicious node flooded the hello packets
continuously. So the next node cannot send packets to destination. In this case one of neighbor send the error packet to source and
source again start the rout discovery function. So the hello interval value updated and informs other node securely. This process will
avoid attack of flooding considerably. This process calculates packet delay, packet delivery ratio, throughput etc. Algorithm achieved
by the AODV and will get test in ad hoc network. It will decrees control overhead by 2%.

Keywords— VANET, Flooding, Challenge-response-protocol, Malicious _ Node _ Table, AODV, Detection of malicious node.

INTRODUCTION

VANET is consisting of nodes which are mobile in nature and the links between the mobile nodes. These are getting disturb due to the
various attacks occurred on VANET. Network is constructed by components mobile nodes and links. VANET defines their
characteristics according to such components. Nodes consisting of characters like mobility, constrained resources, poor physical
protection. Wireless link have unique properties like bandwidth and open transmission medium. It shows in fig.1. VANET is
influenced by different kind of attacks. DOS is one who makes the VANET harmed. This attack is consisting of attack of flooding,
wormhole and black hole. These kinds of attacks increase delay, packet loss, usage of bandwidth. It affects the throughput. In black
hole attack source received the fake rout reply from attacked node. In such case node do not forward the packet to destination. In
wormhole attack only one attacked node is getting involved.
In attack of flooding message from source is delivered to all nodes and it has relevance in ad hoc networks. For example, algorithms
like AODV and DSR depends on flooding to get routing data. Flooding is belonging to DOS attack, and it floods either the control
packets or data packet too. It damages the network. It affects resources power, and bandwidth. In the discovery of rout process it may
flood RREP or RREQ packets. In such scenario source becomes malicious node. When new node enters in VANET, it will send
RREQ to its neighboring nodes for validity in network.
Then neighboring node will send a data packet containing one secret question using a CRP (challenge-response protocol) and a hash
key to newly entered node. (CA will provide a common Hash key to all authenticated nodes in VANET)
If the newly entered node is authenticated node, then it will use same hash key to answer the question and reply to neighboring nodes.
If the newly entered node is not an authenticated node, then it will use its own hash key to answer the question and reply to
neighboring nodes. This elaborated in fig1.

Neighboring node will check a reply packet, if answer is same as expected then it will forward a RRES packet to newly entered node,
else it will declare newly entered node as malicious node and keep its information in Malicious Node Table. And will broadcast a data
packet containing information about malicious node.
Then neighboring node will discard all incoming messages from malicious node, which prevents flooding a routing table or other scars
resources in node.
When SENDER node wants to send a data packet to DESTINATION node, it will broadcast a RREQ for routing information to
forward a packet using AODV routing protocol.
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A sender node then checks the routing path with MNIT to check if any node in route is malicious node. If it found any
malicious node in route, it will discard that route and select next shortest route.
In this way with a secure path, data packet will be delivered to destination node.

Fig 1: System flow

a. Motivation:
To prevent VANET from flooding attack by detecting malicious node, we are using the node authentication framework. This
framework is based on a challenge – response protocol and a hash function. In this framework, a node gets authenticated by
its legitimate neighbor node present in the network. If the malicious node is detected during the authentication, its
information will be broadcasted by legitimate neighbor nodes. Other legitimate nodes keep this information in their
Malicious Node Table (MNT). Then other legitimate nodes will discard all incoming packets from malicious node by
checking its entry in MNT. In this way legitimate nodes will get prevention from flooding attack by the malicious node. For
data packet delivery from source node to a destination node, AODV routing protocol will be used.
LITERATURE SURVEY

Significant works have been done in securing the ad hoc network. Some researches defined the techniques for secure routing but
secure routing also can not able to handle the flooding attack. Nikos Komninos et al. used the zero knowledge protocol and
challenge response protocol for node authentication. The work is divided into two steps. In first step, the node authentication
procedure attempts to determine the true identity of the communicating nodes through a non-interactive zero knowledge protocol.
In second step the authentication procedure seeks again the identities of the communicating nodes through a challenge-response
protocol. They used challenge response protocol for node to node authentication. The main problem with this method was
increased network overhead due to multiple packets used for node authentication [1].
C. Perkins et al. presents concept of AODV routing protocol. AODV routing protocol uses RREQ, RRES, and RERR control
packets. RREQ is route request control packet send by node to find a route for packet forwarding; RRES is route response packet
send against RREQ. RERR is route error packet broadcast when node leaves the network. In this paper authors explained working
of AODV routing protocol [2].
Madhavi et al. have been proposed a methodology to detect and prevent the flooding attack using signal strength and client
puzzle method. To implement this author uses concept of Hello message. Hello message is RREP Route reply message. Two
variables Allowed _ Hello _ Loss and Hello _ Interval are used to determine lifetime of Hello message. This approach decreases
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the control overhead by 2%. The result obtained in this work is pertaining to the presence of only one kind attack that is flooding
attack. Presence of more than one kind of attacker may affect the performance of the network [3].
Ping Yi et al. have proposed the distributive approach to prevent the flooding attack, in which three threshold values are used;
Rate _ Limit and Blacklist _ Limit and Blacklist _ Timeout. This approach checks RREQ count of each node with Rate _ Limit
Threshold value and Blacklist _ Limit threshold value. This method can Handel the network with high mobility [4].
Jian-Hua Song et al. have analyzed the flooding attack in anonymous communication. In this approach, the threshold tuple is
used which consist of three components: Transmission _ Threshold, Blacklist _ Threshold and Whitelisting _ Threshold. If any
node generates RREQ packet more than transmission threshold then its neighbor discards the packet. If it crosses the transmission
threshold more than blacklist threshold then it black list the node. But to deal with accidental blacklisting they defined white
listing threshold. If any node performs good for number of intervals equal to white listing threshold then it again start treating as a
normal node. Problem with this approach is increased node overhead as every time node has to check status of other nodes [5].
Venkat Balakrishnan et al. used the extended DSR protocol based on the trust function to mitigate the effects of flooding
attack. In this technique, authors have categorized the nodes based on the trust value: Friends, acquaintance and stranger. Friends
are trusted nodes, Stranger are non-trusted nodes, and acquaintance has the trust values more than stranger and less than friends.
Based on relationship they defined the three threshold value. If any node receives the RREQ packets then checks the relationship
and based on that it checks for the threshold value if it is less than the threshold then forward the packet otherwise discard the
packet and blacklist the neighbor node. The main problem with this method was it does not work well with higher node mobility
[6].
Djamal DJENOURI et al. have presented different security requirements in VANET, VANET features and their impact on
security in VANET. Also authors have discussed different attacks at different layers in network. Also different routing attack and
their impact in network is discussed. Then different existing solutions to different attacks have been discussed. Some of them are,
Authentication during all phases by using trusted functions provided by certificate authority, Define new merits by providing trust
value, secure neighbor detection by using three round authenticated message exchange between two nodes [7].
Yiu-Chun hu et al. have presented rushing attack defense mechanism Using Secure neighbor detection, Secure route
delegation, and Randomize route request forwarding. Secure neighbor detection by using three round authenticated message
exchange between two nodes. Secure route delegation in which receiver of route request performs secure neighbor detection for
initiator of route request. In Randomize route request forwarding, it randomly select the by collecting maximum route request in
given timestamp. Problem with this mechanism is node overhead increases if multiple nodes sends route requests at same time or
with very little time span [8].
H Deng et al. Have used concept of Identity-based cryptography and threshold secret sharing for distributed key
management and authentication. Authors have used self-organizing way to provide key generation and key management service
instead of using traditional pre-fixed trust relationship between nodes. In this scheme authors avoid centralized certificate
authority to distribute public keys and certificates which saves network bandwidth and reduces network overhead [9].
B. Wu et al. have described attacks at different layers in MNET and their countermeasures. They have discussed security
mechanisms such as prevention mechanism, defense against physical layer, link layer, and key management attacks [10].
In our work, we are using concept of node authentication via challenge response protocol(CRP) and hash key same as [1], which
will prevent flooding of authenticated node from malicious node by identifying malicious node and discarding all incoming
messages from malicious node. In AODV routing protocol, node uses RREQ and RRES control messages to establish route for
message forwarding. Message authentication is based on RREQ control message generated by AODV routing protocol and secret
questions and answers generated by CRP. Also we are using MNT for storing information about malicious message detected by
CRP. For routing and message forwarding, we are using AODV routing protocol, security will be maintain by MNT.
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 2 System Architecture

Where,
X: Newly entered node
A, B, C, D, E, F: Authenticated nodes in VANET
RREQ: Route Request
RRES: Route Response
MN: Malicious node
SN: source node
DN: Destination node
MNT: Malicious Node Table
As shown on fig.2, this system is mainly divided into two parts,
1. New Node authentication
2. Packet forwarding
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In above figure, during node authentication phase, when X enters in VANET, it sends RREQ to A and E. Then node A and E perform
CRP to authenticate new node. During packet forwarding phase, suppose node A wants to forward a data packet to node F, it
broadcast RREQ to F through its neighboring nodes. Then node F sends RRES. Routes as shown in figure are A-X-E-F and A-B-CD-F. As A-X-E-F is shortest path, A will select this route and check all intermediate nodes, if any malicious node present in selected
path using MNT. In this case we are considering X as malicious node. Therefore first selected route contains malicious node, so A will
discard this route and select second shortest route.
The main goal of our approach is to provide resource aware node authentication framework to prevent flooding attack in VANET, i.e
which consumes less resources to perform node authentication and flooding attack prevention.

 Node authentication using CRP
Our Node authentication framework is based on RREQ control packet generated by the AODV routing protocol and secret questions
and answers generated by CRP.

To prevent flooding attack using MNT information
We are using the Malicious Node Information Table (MNT) for keeping information about a malicious node detected by CRP. A
Flooding attack can be tackle by checking RREQ requester node‘s entry in MNT and discarding further incoming packets from
requester node, if it is present in MNT.
Routing using AODV routing protocol
For the data packet forwarding from originator node to destination node, AODV routing protocol is used.



System components

Fig. 3 system components

Fig. 3 shows system components of our system. Our system includes; Node authentication Unit (NAU) to perform new node
authentication using CRP; Path Discovery Unit (PDU) to discover secure path for data packet forwarding using AODV routing
protocol; Broadcast Unit (BU) to broadcast RREQ control packet generated by PDU also to broadcast data packet containing
information about malicious node gathered from NAU; Malicious Node Table (MNT) is used to keep information about malicious
node broadcasted by NAU; Packet Forwarding Unit (PFU) to forward data packets from originator node to destination node.


Advantages:
Due to existence of large number of VANET applications in society today, the security of VANET plays a significant role. As
VANET is infrastructure-less multi-hop network, every node in VANET is responsible for secure packet delivery. Hence, we have
proposed the node authentication framework which prevents VANET from flooding attack in higher mobility. Also this framework
reduces nodes resource consumption. Our node authentication framework required less authentication time to authenticate nodes in
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VANET than existing system. Also Control overhead is decreases as minimum control packets are transmitted during node
authentication and path discovery.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A. Proposed system
The proposed system of our approach contains following modules:
1. Flooding prevention using CRP and AODV
2. Secure message forwarding using MNT and AODV
1. Flooding prevention using CRP and AODV:
Fig. 1 shows system flow of our approach. In our approach, whenever a new message enters in VANET, it will send control message
containing RREQ and token using AODV routing protocol to its s for validity in network. Then Neighboring message will respond to
newly entered message via a data message containing one secret question using a challenge response protocol and a hash key provided
by certificate authority.






If the newly entered message has authenticated hash key, then it will use same hash key to generate answer for the question asked
by Authenticated message s and respond to them. Neighboring Authenticated message s will check a reply message, if answer
generated by newly entered message is same as answer generated by Authenticated message s, then it will forward a RRES
control message using AODV routing protocol to newly entered message , and allow it to provide fresh route in VANET.
Else Authenticated message s will declare newly entered message as malicious message by broadcasting a data message
containing information about malicious message in VANET and keep its information in MNT.
If newly entered message is malicious message, then neighboring messages will discard all incoming messages from malicious
message, which prevents flooding a routing table or other scars resources in message.

2. Secure message forwarding using MNT and AODV:
To forward a data message to destination node, a sender node has to broadcast a RREQ for routing information using AODV routing
protocol. Then intermediate nodes will reply to SENDER using RRES control message as per the route availability from sender
message to destination message. After receiving a shortest route, a sender message checks the routing path with MNT to check
whether any message in a route is malicious message. If it found any malicious message in route, it will discard that route and select
next shortest route. In this way with a secure path, data message will be delivered to destination.
B. Algorithms
a. Challenge- response protocol for message authentication:
This protocol is based on exchanging secret questions and answers between Nodes. In our approach, we are using CRP for
authenticating new messages validity in Network using RREQ generated by AODV routing protocol.
Algorithm 1: Message authentication using CRP
1. X, A, HashK, ans, AN, MM, SQ;
Where X = new message, A= Authenticated message,
AN=Authenticated node, MM = malicious Message, ans=answer generated by messages, HashK = Hash key of messages, SQ =
secrete question
2. newMessage (X)

{ new message enters in VANET }

3. sendRREQ (X, (A,..)) { new message send RREQ to
Neighboring messages for their validity in VANET}
4. genSQ(HashF) {generate secrete question using CRP and Hash function}
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5. sendSQ((A,..),X) {Authenticated message send SQ to X}
6. genAns(HashF) {ans = SQ+HashK}
7.sendAns(X,(A,..)) {X send(ans) to neighboring nodes}
8. chkAns(ans){
9. If (ans(X) = ans(A,..), then {X = AN
10. sendRRES((A,..),X)}
11. Else X = MM

Insert into MNT (X);

12. If( X = MM), then {Sql query for inserting data about
Malicious message into MNT}
13. Broadcast( ) { sendData(X)}
14. Discard( )

{RREQ from X}

b. AODV routing protocol for message forwarding:
In AODV routing protocol, message uses RREQ and RRES control messages to establish route for message forwarding.
Algorithm 2: Message _ forwarding
1. Message A, B, C, D, E, F, X, route
Consider message A= sender message and message F =receiver message
2. sendRREQ(A,F) {A send RREQ to F via Neighboring messages}
3. rcvRREQ(message ) {message receives RREQ}
4. sendRRES(F,A) {via Neighboring messages }
5. routeSelect(){
6.rcvRoute(route)
7.if (route(message = X) scan route using MNT, then delete(route)
8. else frwdpckt(A, F) }

C. Mathematical Model
a.

Initialization and data packet forwarding in OTNA

Input: N2 = new node, N1 = legitimate node in VANET, RREQ= Route Request, MNT(NodeName) = Malicious node table,
N1(RTStatus) = Routing table‘s status field

1: N1 ← RREQ(X)

//‗N1‘ receives RREQ from N2

2: ‗N1‘ checks its routing table‘s status field for N2‘s validity in the network.
3: if N1(RTStatus(X)) = 1 then
4: Then proceed RREQ for route discovery
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5: else
6: Check entry of N2 in MNT
7: if MNT(NodeName) = N2 then
8: discard all incoming packets from N2
9: else
10: call algorithm 1 //perform Node authentication
11: end if
12: end if

b. CRP based Node Authentication in OTNA Protocol
Inputs: N2 is new node, N1 is legitimate node in VANET. M n = Messages

1: N1 : CRPK ← {0,1}ι // node ‗N1‘ takes ι - bit long dynamically generated CRP key.
2:(M1) = (CRPK) //‗N1‘ generates secret question CRPK on dynamically generated input and send it to ‗N2‘.
3: N1 → N2: <Challenge,M1>
4: (M2)H = SHA1(CRPK)

// ‗N1‘ computes answer for the same question using hash function.

5: (M3)H = SHA1(CRPK) // ‗N2‘ computes answer for the same question using hash function.
6: N1 ← N2: <Response,M3> //‗N1‘ receives answer from ‗N2‘
7: if (M2)H = (M3)H then
8: N1 → * : <LN> // declare N2 as is legitimate node and broadcast LN to all legitimate nodes in VANET.
9: else
10: N1 → * : <MN>

// ‗N1‘ declare ‗N2‘ as malicious node and broadcast MN to all legitimate nodes in VANET.

11: end if
12: All nodes store this information in their MNT
13: Set (RTStatus(N2) = 0)

RESULT ANALYSIS

Fig 4 shows control overhead v/s number of nodes. The term Control Overhead (CO) can be defined as the total number
of exchange of control packets from source to destination before transmission of packets divided by total number of
packets to be transmitted into the network.

CO = Number of control packets / Total number of packets data and control
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Fig 4: Control overhead

In our approach, we are performing the node authentication for each node only once; therefore control overhead

is

reduced because minimum control packets are transmitted during the node authentication and a path discovery. As shown
in Fig. 4, at number of nodes 7 and 9 control overhead increases as we are performing node authentication for new nodes.
Whereas at number of nodes 8 control overhead decreases as at this point RREQs are from the legitimate nodes. Fig 5
shows node authentication time v/s number of nodes. We have calculated time required to perform the node authentication
by using system timer. As shown in Fig 4, the authentication time required to authenticate multiple nodes simultaneously
is comparatively decreases when the number of nodes increases in the network.

Fig 5 Authentication time
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Due to existence of large number of VANET applications in society today, the security of VANET plays a significant role. As
VANET is infrastructure-less multi-hop network, every node in VANET is responsible for secure packet delivery. Hence, we have
proposed the node authentication framework which prevents VANET from flooding attack in higher mobility. Also this framework
reduces nodes resource consumption. Our node authentication framework required less authentication time to authenticate nodes in
VANET than existing system. Also Control overhead is decreases as minimum control packets are transmitted during node
authentication and path discovery. We have provided secure data packet delivery by using MNT and AODV. In future we can
implement same framework for other routing protocols in VANET.
In the future work, the proposed scheme will be simulated to measure the different performance metrics like packet delay Data Packet
Delivery Ratio, throughput, control overhead and Number of nodes.
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Abstract- Links or more we say relationships, among data instances are everywhere. These links are considered as the patterns or
relationships or similarity between users or objects. Most of the times, all the links of the social network are not present and we need
to observe the non existing links. Main goal of the link prediction problem is to identify or predict the links that can occur in future.
Link prediction problem has the major relevancy in social network. Traditional methods often gives less prediction accuracy as they
are mostly structure based and calculates the user similarity considering simple terms like common neighbors. Although some
methods use clustering techniques but there are some drawbacks and still much to improve. In our proposed method, we presented a
cluster based link prediction (CBLP) algorithm that are time efficient and predicts link in more accurate way. In this method, Firstly kmeans clustering technique is used to define the clusters but the no. of clusters are defined with the proposed formula; it leads to more
efficient clustering of data occurs. Secondly, calculation of user similarity for all non existing links are there with the consideration of
three proposed values such that a) ratio of number of common neighbours in the same cluster to that of total number of common
neighbours b) semantic similarity value between the two nodes c) ratio of product of individual degree of two nodes to that of max
degree of the network. With the proposed method, we are able to achieve more AUC value.

Keywords- Link Prediction, data mining, user similarity, social network.

1. Introduction
Most of datasets of interest today are best described as a linked collection of interrelated objects. The study of networks to predict the
future links are of main concern. There are various techniques available to calculate the user similarity but there is much need to
improve. Unlike, most of classical methods, proposed method works on cluster based link prediction in which the data is segmented
into groups with the condition that the objects in a group are similar to each other and are dissimilar to the objects of other
groups[1,3,14]. It is aimed that clustering is done in such a manner that intercluster similarity is minimum but the intracluster
similarity is maximum. When the clusters are divided in an efficient manner then the work is to predict the new links or we say
prediction of links that whether it will exist in future or not; and the prediction of the links are done with the consideration of the link
strength between different users. Strength of the link is also named as score value between two nodes that checks the value upto which
the two respective users are similar[2,8]. The learning paradigm of link prediction problem is to find out the most accurate similarity
between pair of nodes. In social networks, there are issues that can be considered to generate the efficient user similarities. Therefore,
the proposed method in this paper will put forward a new similarity calculation method which will consider the user similarity of the
improved clusters with also the semantic similarity of different users. It is suppose to achieve higher accuracy rate in link prediction.
Besides the own disadvantages, most of the cluster based methods lacks in some area[5,7]. As in case of k-means clustering,
prediction of number of clusters that is k value is very difficult. If we are able to predict the good k value it by default generates good
clustering of data. So in our proposed model we defined a formula to predict the number of clusters and clustering algorithm and also
taking account of semantic similarity in addition to different clustering based similarity values; generating CBLP algorithm[3].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review the related work or the background work related to link
prediction. In section 3, we describe problem statement. In section 4, we define the proposed model. In section 5, we present
experiment/performance evaluation. Finally In section 6, we provide the conclusion and future scope
2. Related Work
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In this section we describe the methods that are proposed by different authors as the background related to link prediction problem
Fenhua Li,et al.[10] presents that the classical methods of link prediction are based on topological structure of graph and features of
the path but very few of them consider clustering information. Actually, the clustering results contain the essential information for link
prediction, and in these vertices common neighbors may play different roles depending on if they belong to the same cluster. Based on
this assumption and characteristics of the common social networks, proposed a link prediction method based on clustering and global
information. To satisfy the need of link prediction for social networks(i.e. simplicity and efficiency) and improve the accuracy of link
prediction further, they proposed a new similarity measurement metric that combines the cluster information of nodes in networks and
the topology structure information. These two features are considered while calculating the similarity metric or we say while
providing score to the links. If first factor is multiplied by θ% then second is multiplied by 100-θ% and θ is a free parameter to select.
With these factors; there is a improvement in accuracy of link prediction to 70%.
Jorge carlos valverde-Rebaza,et al.[11] proposed a new measure called WIC for link prediction between a pair of vertices in a
network. In their model, three terms are considered that is common neighbors of intra cluster set or within cluster which is termed as
W and common neighbors of between clusters or inter cluster which is termed as IC and the clustering technique to define the clusters.
Clustering is a very useful concept for the predicting of future links so by using three different algorithm, WIC measure is proposed
and it improves the accuracy of link prediction over local similarity measures.
Jungeun Kim,et al.[12] proposed LPCSP (Link Prediction inferred from Cluster Similarity and cluster Power) a novel link prediction
method which exploits the generalized cluster information containing cluster relations and cluster evolution information that means
static and temporal cluster information. In the static LPCSP uses cluster similarity and static cluster power defined by cluster‘s
structure. LPCSP gives more weight when cluster similarity is higher and the structure of the cluster is more densely connected. In the
temporal perspective, LPCSP gives more weight when the structure of the cluster is more strongly evolving. Cluster information
consists of two major factors: (i) cluster similarity and (ii) cluster power. Two clusters are similar if there are many inter edges
between them and cluster power based on both the static and temporal perspectives. The performance of LPCSP is best in four out of
five datasets.
The above cluster based survey techniques and the classical methods without clustering have various disadvantages. Firstly, these
methods shows less accuracy or we say the prediction value is less efficient and need much to improve. Secondly, classical methods
that are only structure based have higher complexity and they do not consider clustering information. Our method not only improves
the accuracy value but also provides flexibility as it has parameters that can be adjusted according to the requirements. The proof of
achieving higher prediction accuracy will be stated in section 5 and section 6.

3. Problem Statement
In this section we will discuss about the problem statement that inspires us to work on the related model. As described in section 2,
clustering information have relevant importance in predicting the non existing links. But with clustering also there are lots of issue that
need to consider to improve the overall performance or the score of the user similarities. In the survey, it studied that there are lot of
improvements are done on achieving the similarity between different users in a cluster or between two clusters. No doubt, with
considering inter cluster factors and intra cluster factors it makes the technique rich but there are much need to make improvements
over the generation of clusters. While performing the clustering there are issues that are need to improve Firstly, selection of number
of clusters to be formed for a given dataset. Secondly, choosing the cluster to whom a user belongs perfectly. Thirdly, factors that need
to give focus while calculating the user similarity. So, in our model we are aiming at considering the above mentioned issues to solve
out. In section 4, we will describe the complete solution to the problem statement[10,3].

4. Proposed Work
In this section we describe the flow chart of the proposed model, then the complete description of the method with the various
algorithms study of complete model.
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Step1 Train/Test Splitter- It is used to split the dataset into training data and testing data. Training of the data must be done in such a
manner that atleast every type of cluster value are considered once. Splitting of Network Matrix (NetworkMatrix) is intended so that
we can supervise the model with the trainset matrix to predict the testset matrix. It is variable to adjust the amount of train data and
test data. It takes dataset as input and the parameter to divide data and then yields output as trainset and testset matrix that stores link
between the users. trainset_nodes, testset_nodes contains the respective nodes.
Input: NetworkMatrix
[trainset,testset]= create traintestset(NetworkMatrix);
Return trainset, testset
Output: trainset, testset

Step2 Calculation of Degree and Max Degree- In this step calculation of degree of every node of the trainset_node is calculated.
Degree is defined as the number of nodes that are linked or we say the number of neighbours. Max_Degree is the term that is assigned
with the maximum value of all degrees in the trainset_nodes.
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Step3 Proposed Step- In this step, complete working of the logic is described.
3.1 Calculation of number of cluster- It takes threshold value which is a value that can be calculated by taking the average of
minimum degree and maximum degree; and degree of every node from step2 as input.
Number of clusters(k) = count

/* count number of nodes

where {degree(node) > threshold value}
for each node € trainset_nodes

(equation1)

3.2 Perform clustering using CBLP-

Algorithm1: CBLP
Input: trainset_nodes, trainset, k

Output: Q[N,2], cluster[k,3]

1. N= size(trainset_nodes)
/* it computes the number of nodes in the trainset
2. k= Calculate the number of clusters using equation1
3. Random place k points on the space represented by the nodes of the trainset. These points are marked as initial cluster centres
centre_value
4. for each (node € trainset_nodes)
Assign node to the group that has closest centre.
5. Label groups as cluster i
where i=1 to k
6. for i=1 to k
a.) calculate mean_value = mean of distances between the node and the
€ cluster i

centre of the cluster i; for every node

b.) update the centre_value of cluster i = point at mean_value from all intracluster nodes

c.) cluster[i][1]= i
cluster[i][2] = centre _value[i][1]
cluster[i][3] = centre_value[i][2]
/* stores centre position of cluster
end for
7. Repeat step 4 to step 6 until the centres no longer move.
8. for j=1 to N
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a.) Q[j][1]= trainset_nodes[j][1]
b.) Q[j][2]= i where i= label of cluster to which Q[j][1] belongs
end for
9. Return Q, cluster
Algorithm 1 is the CBLP method in which k, trainset are taken as input which is already discussed to produce Q, cluster. Q is the
matrix that stores the indexes of all nodes that means the record of all nodes with their cluster value to whom the particular node
belongs. Cluster contains the centre position of all the final updated clusters.

3.3 Calculation of user similarity
This is the step used to calculate the user similarity for all the non existent links using algorithm 2. If the simple clustering information
of nodes in social network is used; it is insufficient to improve the performance of link prediction. To increase the accuracy and
performance we presented a new user similarity measurement metric S x,y that includes the cluster information, global information of
the network and the semantic similarity.
kx * ky
Sx,y = θ*f1 + (1-θ)*

(equation 2)

( Max_degree)2

cominx,y
f1= α*

+ (1-α)* semx,y

(equation3)

comx,y

here, θ,α are the flexible parameters that can be adjusted according to the value of factor that need to consider more. k x defines the
degree of the node x in the global network and ky defines the degree of node y in the global network. Whereas Max_degree is the term
that is assigned with the value of maximum degree of the network. com inx,y is the number of common neighbours belonging to the
same cluster with nodes x and y; this value become 0 when belongs to different clusters. com x,y is the number of common neighbours
between x and y in the global network. And semx,y is the score value calculated from the Semantic similarity matrix for node x and
node y using algorithm 3 and maintained in sem[m][m] matrix. S is the matrix in which the user similarity scores are maintained. For
nonexistent links; its value is predicted using algorithm 2 but for trainset data its value is 1. Whereas S1 is the matrix that stores the
score 1 for the trainset data and else score 0.
Algorithm 3: Generation of Semantic similarity matrix sem[m][m]
Input: data set output: sem[m][m]
1. Read the data set and calculate m= size(trainset_nodes+testset_nodes)
2. Apply preprocessing of the data
3. for i=1 to m
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for j=1 to m
a.) Apply wordnet similarity
b.) calculate score
c.) assign sem[i][j] = score
4. return sem[m][m]

Algorithm 2: Calculation of user similarity
Input: trainset, testset, trainset_nodes, testset_nodes, θ, α, cluster, Q, sem[m][m] Output:S[m][m], S1[m][m]
1. for Ɐ (x and y)
if (x and y) € trainset
S[x][y]=1
else
S[x][y]=0
2. for Ɐ (x and y)
If(x and y) € testset
S1[x][y]=1
else
S1[x][y]=0
3. Compute the degrees of all nodes in the trainset network
4. for Ɐ (x and y) € trainset_nodes
a.) Compute the user similarity Sx,y using equation 2 and equation 3
b.) S[x][y] = Sx,y
5. return S[m][m], S1[m][m]

Step 4. Evaluation of AUC- This is the step use to evaluate the accuracy of link prediction with AUC value. This is the pre-existing
algorithm to calculate the AUC[10].

Algorithm 4: Evaluation of AUC
Input: S, S1, testset

Output: AUC

1.Num=0 , Morenum=0, Equalnum=0;
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2. Diffset= S – trainset;
/* computes the different set between
3. for each link in testset
for each link in Diffset
if S1(i,j) in testset > S(i,j) in Diffset
Morenum = Morenum + 1; Num = Num + 1;
else if S1(i,j) in testset == S(i,j) in Diffset
Equalnum = Equalnum + 1; Num = Num + 1;
else
Num = Num + 1;
end
end
end
4. AUC = (Morenum + 0.5* Equalnum)/ Num;
5. return AUC;

Step 5 Link Prediction- This is the step to predict the non existing links using the user similarity calculated in Algorithm 2 in Step 5.
For a user x, from the user similarity; top users
are selected with whom user x has greater similarity value.
Step 6 Recommendation- For a user x, check the non- existing links and then considering its top similar users; it is recommended
with the user that are not linked. It is believed that higher a similarity exist between two users; higher is the probability to link in
future. With generating more accurate user similarity; it aims to recommend more accurate users.

5. Experiment/Performance Evaluation
In this section, we firstly perform experiments on the real world datasets and then validate the performance of our proposed method.

5.1 Datasets
There are two datasets that are considered in our experiment. Firstly, is the karate dataset1 which is a social network data of
interactions between members of a karate club by Wayne Zachary[ ]. This is the real world data set. Secondly, is the Custom built user
defined dataset2 of a social network that includes a.) the links between the users and b.) the text messages, text comments that are
shared by a particular user. In karate there are 34 users and 78 links. In custom built dataset there are 40 users and 114 links.
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In our experiments, we find AUC value for the best prediction performance on the above two mentioned datasets. Existing value is
the AUC value for the existing clustering technique in existing work[10]. For dataset1, we are not considering factor semantic as it is a
numeric data. And for dataset2 we considered semantic factor with the clustering technique. In existing work, AUC of dataset1 is 0.70
and AUC of dataset1 with proposed technique is 0.92 .

6. Conclusion and Future Work
This is concluded that we achieved our aim both the justifiability and high accuracy in link prediction. In order to achieve the goal we
presented a CBLP algorithm which is based on clustering; considering both intracluster and topological structure information. With
the efficient selection of number of cluster; we can improve the accuracy of link prediction in social networks. With clustering,
semantic factor also enhance the AUC factor in text based datasets.
In the future work, we can examine the work on the more complex datasets from various domains and work with map reduce
dimensionality and can improve the user similarity matrix by considering more unique factors.
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ABSTRACT- In today‘s library science, information and computer science, online text classification or text categorization is a huge
complication. [1]With the enormous growth of online information and data, text categorization has become one of the crucial
techniques for handling and standardizing text data. Various learning algorithms have been applied on text for categorization. On the
basis of accuracy and efficiency KNN (K Nearest Neighbour) algorithm prove itself to be very efficient algorithm as compared to
other learning algorithms. The framework of KNN with TF-IDF is studied and some changes need to be done for removing time
complexity and improve accuracy so, proposed work is based on using SVM classifier which helps in splitting of training and testing
data and take less time from the previous work with iKNN (improved KNN) algorithm which gives less time and more accuracy and
overall improve text categorization.
KEYWORDS: categorization, KNN, TF-IDF, SVM, documents.
1. INTRODUCTION
Very tremendous growth in the amount of text data leads to development of different automatic methods purpose to improve the speed
and efficiency of automated text classification with textual content. [1]The documents to be classified can contain text, images, music,
etc. Each content type requires significant classification methods. This article is based on the textual content documents with special
priority on text classification. Text classification is the technique from the main problems of text mining. Text categorization is
defined as the term which helps in assigning uncategorized data or text in to fixed or predefined categories. The main objective of text
categorization is to assign a category to a new document. [3]Category must be assigned according to their textual content Document or
text can reside in multiple. one or no category at all. It is based on supervised machine learning method where documents are framed
into VSM (vector space model) where words used as important features. First step is to train the data so that while testing the data
results should be effective and efficient. Various different types of classification methods have been applied such as SVM (support
vector machine), Naive Bayesian classifier, Decision trees, Entropy, Fuzzy logic, KNN (k- nearest-neighbour) and many more. KNN
performance is quite better than other algorithms but still some improvement is required in KNN for reducing its time complexity and
improving its accuracy. KNN is a type of lazy learning algorithm; it is based on finding the most similar objects from sample group
with the help of euclidean distance. In this paper a framework is established having SVM (support vector machine) as a train/test
splitter classifier which helps in training the documents in such a way while testing it requires minimum time. And further KNN is
changed to iKNN (improved K Nearest Neighbour) which plays a major role in reducing the time and improving the accuracy of text
categorization. This method determines the functionality of framework of SVM and iKNN performing together for effective
categorization.
2. RELATED WORK
B. Trstenjaka et al. (2013)[1] presented a framework of KNN with TF-IDF for text categorization. This framework was totally based
on the quality and speed of classification. It helps in finding similar objects based on the euclidean distance and TF-IDF calculates the
weight for each term in each document. Both KNN and TF-IDF embedded together prove good together gave good results and
confirmed initial expectations. Framework is performed on several categories of documents and testing is performed. During testing,
classification gives accurate results due to KNN algorithm. This combination gives better results but need to upgrade and need to
improve the framework for better and high accuracy results.
B. Liu et al. (2012)[4] proposed a rough set theory to solve the problem of effective categorization of text data in taxation system. The
proposed work based on rough set model, consist of training the data, two-part test, and then finally to classify the new text, by using
the training data. The purpose of testing is for comparing the effect of the text categorization system, if the test result is higher than a
set categorization accuracy (threshold), the output rules, or the end of operation, re-calculate the weight, take a new feature subset,
repeat the process until the results are satisfied. This paper is focused on the large part of text data and analyzes the information and
gives the process of text categorization systems.
A. K. Mandal and R. Sen (2014)[5] In this paper, four supervised machine learning algorithms revisited including DT (C4.5), NB,
SVM, and KNN and compared their classification performances on Bangla text documents. On this aspect, BD corpora was
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developed, and then implemented of a tool for feature extraction and selection. The key findings of experiments are summarized as
follows:
• On small and well-organized training sets, NB and KNN algorithms prove to be more capable than SVM and DT (C4.5) in
categorization of documents. But, for large documents SVM prove to be superior from other classifiers in text categorisation.
• DT (C4.5) takes more time from other three algorithms for training, whereas SVM is fast in learning.
• From the experiment, average F-measures prove that SVM produces the best result followed by KNN, DT (C4.5) and NB.
V. Bijalwan et al. (2014)[6] proposed to categorizing the documents with the help of KNN based machine learning approach and then
return the most appropriate and relevant documents. Results show that KNN shows the maximum accuracy as compared to the Naive
Bayes and Term-Graph. But the shortcoming for KNN is that time complexity is very high but provides a better accuracy than other
algorithms. Implementation of Term-Graph with other methods not with the traditional Term-Graph used with AFOPT. This kind of
hybrid approach shows a better result than the traditional combination.
[5] X. Zhoua (2014)[7] proposed a k-means clustering method to collect and choose features for categorization. K means is required to
collect several cluster centroids for each class and choose the highest frequency among centroid. K-means gives three steps as follows:
first select initial cluster centroid randomly then assign each sample to the nearest centroid and finally update centroid by means of
each cluster. Based on selected features compare the methods with original classifiers and finally the accuracy of text categorization,
macro-F score, and the running time are tested. Results of k-means are faster than all the original methods and objective is achieved
successfully.
3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section describes the problem statement as in introduction we discussed about text categorization and its various methods which
help in proper and efficient categorization. Categorization is better done by KNN (K Nearest Neighbour) algorithm. Working of KNN
is to find most similar objects from a sample group and assign it to a related document. KNN finds the euclidean distance and then
assign the closest category to a document. But in section survey we have conclude that KNN has greater time complexity which
affects its accuracy. So proposed work mainly focused to reduce its time complexity and improve its efficiency. In this paper a
methodology is proposed in which SVM and iKNN work together.
4. PROPOSED WORK
This section describes the whole flow chart of the proposed work. The proposed system can be summarized into three main steps that
are integrated to give accurate results: text document representation, classifier construction and performance evaluation.
DATA SET

DOCUMENTS

EXTRACTOR
READER

PREPROCESSOR
TRAIN/TEST
SPLITTER
TEST CLASS

train/test

VECTOR SPACE
MODEL
CLASSIFIER (improved
PRED CLASS
knn)

EVALUATION
PRECISION, RECALL, ACCURACY
FIGURE 1 THE PROPOSED TEXT CATEGORIZATION SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
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4.1 EXTRACTOR & READER
Extractor extracts the data set and read the number of documents, the number of topics and the documents which are related to the
specific topics. It is an agnostic content summarization technology that automatically parses news, information, documents into
relevant and contextually accurate keyword and key phrase summaries. Reader read input text document and divide the text document
into a list of features which are also called (tokens, words, terms or attributes).
4.2 PREPROCESSOR
Pre-processor processed the document words by removing
 Symbols removal
 Stop words removal
 Lower Case Conversion
 Stemming
All symbols are removed in pre processing step and a stop list is a list of commonly repeated features which appear in every text
document. [7]The common features such as it, he, she and conjunctions such as and, or, but etc. need to be removed because they do
not have effect on the categorization process. Stemming is the process of removing affixes (prefixes and suffixes) from features. It
improves the performance of the classifier when the different features are stemmed into single feature. For example: (convert,
converts, converted, and converting) stemming remove different suffixes (s, -ed, -ing) to get single feature.
4.3 VECTOR SAPCE MODEL
In vector space model each input text document is represented as a vector and each dimension of this space represents a single feature
of that vector and on the basis of frequency of occurrence, weight is assigned to each feature in text document. This representation is
called vector space model. In this step, each feature is assigned to an initial weight equal to 1.[8] This weight may increase based on
the frequency of each feature in the input text document. Vector space model use feature extraction method which detects and filter
only relevant features which are far smaller than actual number of attributes And this process enhances the speed of supervised
learning algorithms.
IF-TDF term is used in vector space model for assigning weight to each feature. It determines the relative frequency of words in a
specific document. For calculation, TF-IDF method uses two elements:
TF - term frequency of term in document (the number of times a term appears in the document)
IDF- inverse document frequency of term i (the number of documents where the term appears)
[1]Formula for tf and tdf are:0.5*f (t, d)
tf (t,d) = 0.5 +
max{f(w,d) : w € d}
N
idf(t,D) = log
|{d € D : t € d}|
tfidf(i , d , D) = tf(t , d) * idf(t, D)
For creating VSM(vector space model) :
for i = 1 to num docs
j = 1 to num of unique words
Vsm (i,j)= (tf(i,j) * log 2(num docs/df(j)));
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j=Number of all unique words
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Fig. 2 Weight matrix.

4.4 TRAIN/TEST SPLITTER
In this paper two train/test splitter are used one random splitter which only works randomly and second SVM which do binary
splitting of train and test data by making exclusive classes And the advantage of the training the data in this way is that during testing
the data it gives most accurate results from the previous work done. With the classified dataset from document classification, [9] SVM
will prepare the model and classifier. Some data is trained and some data is tested. Training data is used for supervised test data.
Results can be calculated with the help of test data.
4.6 DOCUMENT CLASSIFIR

4.7 CENTER PREDICTION
Before calculating centre prediction, a vocabulary is formed from the documents. Like, for one category a vocabulary of 30 frequent
words are chosen same for category two and same for category three. These 90 words are quite frequent from each category and centre
calculation is properly based on the frequent coming words and vocabulary. First 30 words are centre for one category next 30 words
are centre for second category and next 30 words are centre for third category.. Training of data is based on the centre prediction.
Centres are predicted from intelligent vocabulary which contains top rated terms which reduce dimension and complexity and testing
become easier.

VOCABULARY

Category one
n words

Category two
n words

Category three
n words

Where ‗n‘ belongs to number of words taken in respective categories according to dataset.
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4.8 NEAREST NEIGHBOUR
In this paper centre prediction and nearest neighbour play a major role in proposed work. Testing of data is based on the nearest
neighbour. Nearest neighbour is different from KNN (k-nearest-neighbour). KNN works on the principle of calculating centres again
and again for each test term but NN works on the principle that it only calculates centre for one time and never update it and it
calculates the minimum distance from with the help of euclidean distance. [1]
DEuclidean (x, y) = √(x1-y1)2 + (x2-y2)2
Where (x1, x2) are coordinates of x and (y1, y2) are coordinates of y

5. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
The experiments are carried out using mini- newsgroup dataset from UCI KDD Archive which is an online repository of large data
set which encompasses a wide variety of data types, analysis tasks and application areas. Mini newsgroup contains 20 groups of 100
documents each. Our experiment uses 3 newsgroups of 100 documents each.
6. RESULTS
In this section, we investigate the performance of our proposed algorithm iKNN (improved KNN) and compare it with KNN
algorithm.
Results
KNN
iKNN

Accuracy
0.84
0.89

Precision
0.76
0.81

Specificity
0.87
0.90

Sensitivity
0.77
0.83

F-score
0.76
0.81

TP+TN
[13]Accuracy =
TP+TN+FP+FN

TimeComplexity(sec)
accuracy
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0.9
TimeComplexity
(sec)
accuracy

0.85
0.8
0.75
KNN

iKNN
KNN

iKNN

Number of correct positive prediction (TP)
Precision =
Number of positive examples (TP+FP)
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specificityTNR
precision
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

0.9
precision

specificityTN
R

0.8
KNN

KNN

iKNN

iKNN

Number of correct positive predictions (TP)
SENSITIVITY [13] =
Number of correct predictions (TP+FN)

f_measure

recallSensitivityTPR
0.85

0.85

0.8

0.8
recallSensitivit
yTPR

0.75
0.7

0.75

f_measure

0.7
0.65

0.65
KNN

F-Measure =

iKNN

KNN iKNN

2*Precision*Recall
Precision + Recall

From above result we can conclude that iKNN perform better than KNN in terms of accuracy, time complexity, precision, recall and fmeasure. Accuracy becomes more efficient from previous algorithm. Time the main issue become resolved from iKNN and sensitivity
results are also better than KNN. Calculated results prove that our proposed work is more efficient than previous work.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we present a framework for text classification based on better categorization by using SVM as train/test splitter and
iKNN (improved) algorithm instead of KNN. The main motivation for this proposed work is to improve the existing algorithm.
Results produced are more efficient and more accurate than existing algorithm. The main factor of time complexity of KNN is reduced
with the help of improved algorithm or work. Future work can be proposed for highly accurate results with the help of topic
modelling and we can use hybrid models with more effective framework so that results can improve further.
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Abstract— This paper presents implementation of an image processing algorithm applicable for edge detection of an image in
Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA by using System Generator. Usually Sobel edge detection algorithm is preferred which is most trustworthy
and gives an efficient output. If VHDL code is written for this algorithm in Xilinx FPGA then it is too time consuming and bulky.
Here the system is designed by using Xilinx System Generator blocks. This tool has high level graphical interface under the
environment of MATLAB. Since FPGA has large embedded multipliers and internal memory, it offers parallelism. Hence, it provides
platform for real time processing with higher performance than microprocessor programmable and Digital Signal Processor (DSPs).

Keywords— Edge detection, FPGA, MATLAB, Real-Time image processing, Sobel operator, Xilinx system generator,
I INTRODUCTION
In lower level image processing edge detection plays very important role. Quality of detected edges has significant role in image
segmentation, scene analysis, focused area Selection, object recognition. For accurate edge extraction, both changes in the colour and
changes in the brightness between neighbouring pixels should be demoralized. Many forceful and complex edge detection techniques
have been presented in the previous literatures. These provide different outputs and particulars to the same input image. Here Sobel
operator based edge detection technique is used and is extended for real-time applications. Due to the property of counteracting the
noise sensitivity Sobel operator for edge detection over other gradient operators are chosen. The Sobel operator commonly known as
Sobel filter is used for image processing and computer vision, which creates an image which focuses edges and transitions. It is
discrete differentiation operator that calculates the gradient approximation of the image intensity function. The result of the Sobel
operator is the corresponding gradient vector at that particular point. The Sobel operator convolves the image with an integer valued
filter in vertical and horizontal direction so it is thus relatively cheaper in terms of computations. The gradient estimation that it
produces is relatively simple for high frequency variations in the image.
II

LITERATURE REVIEW

For real time image processing a vast work is done in the field of feature extraction. Edge detection is primary step for any image
processing process; it provokes great interest for the systematic community. Edge detection alters the image for human interpretation
and information extraction in various fields such as in biomedical processing, satellite communication, traffic monitoring, land
acquisition, etc. Image edge detection with Hardware co-simulation is implemented over Xilinx Virtex 5 board using XSG in [2]. For
optimized parameter Sobel edge detection algorithm is implemented over hardware platform in [3]. Real time FPGA based tracking
and counting system for people is proposed. Spartan 3E is used as hardware platform in [4]. Simplified approach is proposed in [5] for
vehicle edge detection for traffic analysis by hardware implementation using ‗Xilinx System Generator. In [6] high throughput rate is
achieved for FPGA based implementation of sobel edge detection algorithm by maximum utilization of FPGA resources. Comparative
analysis is proposed in [7] for hardware and software based video surveillance. Hardware implementation tends to yield faster results.
FPGA based object detection utilizing edge information proposed to offer high speed, energy efficient design in [8]. Machine
implementation and pattern analysis is projected using canny edge detection algorithm with satisfactory results in [9].
III

SOBEL EDGE DETECTION ALGORITHM

The Sobel operator is kind of first order edge detection operator. It calculates the gradient of image intensity function. The resultant
gradient at every point in the image is given by Sobel standard. There are only two convolutions that is 0 and 90 degree convolution
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kernel used by this Sobel operator. The gradient magnitude at each point is calculated by adding these individual kernels. The
magnitude of gradient is given by
GM(x,y)=√

Hx= [

- - - - - - - - - (1)

] and

Hy= [

]

Hx (Convolution kernel in x direction) and Hy (Convolution kernel in y direction)
The magnitude of gradient at each point given by
GM(x , y ) = | Hx | + | Hy
This helps in much faster computation. The advantage of sobel operator is its simplicity in computation. Since edges are detected with
aid of two convolution kernel so it has less accuracy.
IV PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model is as shown in figure 1. Here the input image is taken from MATLAB workspace. The processing is done on
input image which basically includes resizing and filtering. After this Sobel edge detection algorithm is designed in Xilinx system
generator using system generator blocksets. The output image is displayed using display controller unit in MATLAB which provides
edge detected result of input image.

Figure 1: Proposed Model

V DESIGN METHODOLOGY
The figure below describes design methodology for the Sobel edge detection algorithm. Firstly Sobel edge detection is implemented
using Xilinx blocksets in MATLAB environment. After that VHDL code is generated from the designed algorithm. Synthesis is done
by using Xilinx ISE 10.1 which provides dumping on FPGA for hardware implementation.
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Figure 2: Design Methodology

VI SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The system implementation involves horizontal and vertical gradients which require following Xilinx blocksets whose functions are
summarised as follows
System Generator- Each design must have at least one system generator token which is used for VHDL code and bit file generation.
Resource Estimator- It defines how many FPGA resources we are going to require for the entire implementation of an algorithm.
Gateway In and Gateway Out (Din and Dout)- They are used to define input and output boundary of the FPGA. Gateway In is used
to convert floating point data into fixed point data whereas Gateway Out is used to convert fixed point data into floating point data.
RGB to intensity- It is used to convert colour information between colour spaces.
Sub System- It is used for 2D to 1D conversion of an input image and vice-versa. It mainly includes frame converter and unbuffer.
Video Viewer- It is used to display image.
FIR filter- It performs filtering operations on image according to coefficients of each one of the filter.
Add Sub- performs the fast addition of Xilinx blocks
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Figure 3: Complete Sobel Edge Detection Algorithm

Figure 4: Complete Sobel Edge Detection Algorithm using JTAG hardware co-simulation block

VII HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
For hardware implementation of above design in FPGA board the whole design should be converted to format which is properly
synthesizable to the FPGA. For this reason main module of edge detection is transformed to JTAG hardware co-simulation. This can
be done by using System generator block; particularly its system generator token. According to the target platform this block is
configured. Hardware co-simulation target is selected after the generation of bit stream file and in this proposed work for hardware
implementation Spartan 3 FPGA kit is used. The entire architecture with the hardware and software co-simulation design is shown in
figure 5.

Figure 5: Generated JTAG hardware block via system Generator
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Figure 6: FPGA Hardware Implementation

The proposed algorithm is implemented on Xilinx Spartan Spartan 3 Part-XC3S200 FPGA Kit by generating VHDL code for Sobel
operator using ISE design Suite10.1. The ISE design Suite10.1 hold design entry and synthesis that supports Verilog or VHDL, place
and route which is used to configure the FPGA chip. Figure 7 shows the Spartan 3 FPGA Kit that is used in this work.

Figure 7: Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA kit

Figure 8: (a) Input Image; (b) Converted grayscale image; (c) Edge detected output image

Table 1 shows the device utilization summary generated for Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA kit
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Logic
utilization

Used

Available

Utilization

Number of
Slices

460

1920

23%

Number of
Slice Flip
Flops
Number of 4
input LUTs
Number used
as logic
Number used
as Shift
registers
Number of
bonded IOBs

769

3840

20%

611

3840

15%

581

2408

24%

30

2408

1%

0

97

0%

IX CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
This paper explains the concept of edge detection using Sobel Operator and focuses on detecting the edges of the normal and disease
affected images. The hardware is implemented using Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA Kit. The entire process is coded using VHDL. As Sobel
edge detection operator is insensible to noise this method reduces the system complexity. By comparing the device utilization
summary with other Xilinx Spartan 3 kits, it has been observed that the area is optimized using Spartan 3 Part-XC3S200. This design
is able to locate the edges of the input image properly. Pipelining can be used to improve the processing speed and efficiency of the
system. Also processing speed can be taken into consideration for FPGA kit.
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An Infallible Method to Hide Confidential Data in Video Using Delta
Steganography
Anooplal. K. S, Girish. S, Arunlal. K. S

Abstract— In this modern era computers and smart devices are the major mode of communication, which connects different parts of
the world within a fraction of seconds, As a result, people can easily exchange information, so that the distance is no longer a barrier
for communication but safety and security may get compromised. This creates brutal issues while storing or transferring confidential
data. By making use of Delta Steganography techniques, these security threats can be tackled to some extent and also eliminate
unnecessary data being transmitted over network. This work introduces a combined form of steganography and delta compression
algorithms. Steganography conveniently obscure confidential data inside a video file, delta compression analyze stego frames and
reference frames then produce a set of instructions named as delta file. Storing or transferring delta file rather than video file can offer
reduced space consumption as well as high security to the confidential data.

Keywords — Delta compression; encryption; embedding; extraction; Steganography, confidential data, stego file.
INTRODUCTION

The ancient Greek words ―Steganos‖ and ―Graphein‖ plays a major role in the evolution of the word Steganography, which is
presently used in the field of secret communication [1]. Steganography is the practice of hiding secret data inside other media in an
effort to keep third parties from knowing that the intended message is even there[3][4][8].
The primary objective of steganography is to avoid drawing attention to the transmission of hidden information. If suspicion is
raced, then objective that has been planned to achieve the security of the secret message because if the hackers noted any change in the
sent message then this intruder will try to know the hidden information inside the message[2][3].
In steganography, before the hiding process, the sender must select a suitable shipper message, like digital file. Then select the
secret message which should be in text format to embed and use an encryption key as pass phrase. A robust steganography algorithm
should be selected which can encrypt or retrieve the secret message more efficiently.
The user may save or transfer the stego message to the intended receiver by using any of the modern communication
technologies. The recipient after receiving the message, decrypt the hidden message using extraction algorithm with encryption key
[3][7].
In this work, a secure algorithm to embed confidential data inside a video file using a new method which combines steganography
technique with the support of delta compression algorithm, to get reduced space consumption as well as infallible security to the
confidential data. This combination provides advantages from both algorithms like reduced file size, less band width required for
transferring delta file and infallible security to the confidential data.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 and 3 describe about steganography and delta compression. Section 4 would be
presenting the proposed algorithm. The implementation section is discussed in section 5. Discussion of various results obtained from
the testing of the system with various sizes of data is explained in section 6 and finally the conclusion of the paper along with future
scope and references.

STEGANOGRAPHY
The steganography techniques used in ancient times are generally called physical steganography. Steganography can be worn to
hide confidential data intended for a specific people and also aimed to prevent the message being extracted by the intruder.
Steganography is also widely used in copyright marking, here the message to be inserted is used to assert copyright over a document.
In order to ensure data security Steganography and encryption are widely used. However the main difference is that, with encryption
anybody can see that both parties are communicating in secret. Steganography is used to hide the message as well as its existence,
thereby ensures complete secrecy. This makes steganography suitable for some tasks for which encryption aren‘t, such as copyright
marking. Adding encrypted copyright information to a file could be easy to remove but embedding it within the contents of the file
itself can prevent it being easily identified and removed [1].
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In this digital world, steganography methods are called digital steganography. The digital video is a moving visual images in the
form of encoded digital data. Digital videos was first introduced with Sony D1 format in 1986, it measures the rate at which frames
are displayed in frames per second (FPS). Since every frame is an orthogonal bitmap digital image it compares a raster of pixels. The
frame rate or pixel per frame (PPF) is calculated by multiplying width (W) pixel with height (H) pixels. The color of a pixel is
represented by a fixed number of bits, in RGB format contains 24 bits per pixel that is Red, Green and Blue each components contains
8 bits which means 1KB RGB image contains 341 pixels. Bits per frame (BPF) are calculated by multiplying PPF with color depth. In
interlaced videos each frame is composed of two halves of an image. The first half contains only odd numbered lines of a full frame.
The second half contain only even numbered lines, those halves are referred individually as fields so interlaced video has frame rate
15 FPS and field rate is 30 FPS. In compressed video each frame requires a small percentage of the original bits, that is compression
algorithm shrink the input data by a compression factor. A true color video with no compression may have bits per pixel (BPP) of 24
bits / pixel. Applying jpeg compression on every frame can reduce the BPP to 16 or 12 bits/pixel. This work combines both
Steganography and Delta compression methods are used to secure confidential information while storing or communicating. In order
to provide better security for the message, both these techniques can be combined. As a result it offers multiple layers of security as
well as reduced file size and eliminates unnecessary data being sent over the network.
General stenographic approach is shown in figure 1. The reference message is the shipper of the secret message that may be video
file. The secret message is the information which needed to be hidden in the suitable digital media and the stego video is the result of
video stenographic process. The encryption key is also used while embedding the confidential data gets infallible security. The
embedding algorithm is the way or idea that usually used to embed or hide the confidential information in the cover media [6] [10].
The modern steganography is also referred as digital steganography. In Digital steganography embed digital file inside other suitable
digital media. Digital steganography is compared with network steganography, network steganography mask the identity information,
E.g.:- in TCP/IP masking the identity information in the TCP/IP header to hide exact identity of one or more systems while secret
communication [11].
Stego?
Suppress
Message

Sender

Receiver

Embedding Algorithm

Secret
Key

Secret
Message

Cover
Message

Secret Key

Extraction Algorithm

Secret
Message

Figure. 1: General Steganography approach
DELTA COMPRESSION
In order to reduce the space consumption, to increase the efficiency of data transfers, delta compression techniques are widely used in
the computer networks and in the data storage systems. Also used to eliminate unnecessary data being transmitted over network. Thus,
there are many scenarios where the receiver in a data transfer already has an earlier version of the transmitted file or some other
similar files are transmitted together. E.g.;-the dissemination of software packages when the receiver already has an earlier version, the
transmission of relevant documents that share structure, content, or the remote synchronization of a database. In these cases, we
should be able to achieve better compression than that obtained by individually compressing each file. This is the primary goal of the
delta compression algorithm. Consider the case of a server distributing a software package, If the client already has an older version of
the software, then a decisive dissemination scheme would only send a patch to the client that describes the differences between the old
and the new version [12]. These delta compression techniques make use of compression which accepts reference source file and the
target files as its two inputs. The notations F‘ denotes stego frame, F is reference frame and ΔF is RGB difference file generally called
delta file. The delta creator locates and copies the difference between the target and source file, comparing only these differences as a
delta shown figure 2
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Figure. 2: Delta Compression. Size (ΔF-F‘) << Size (F‘)

PROPOSED ALGORITHM
This method resolves some of the limitations of earlier Delta Steganography technique, a more suitable approach is used for
hiding the confidential data in a video. The process of hiding is explained in this section.
Calculate number of bits in confidential data and then catch first frame from the reference video file, it will be an image format
then Convert frame into RGB image to get 24 bits per pixel, each color components contains 8 bits so it can hide three characters per
pixel. Check if the calculated number of bits is greater than triple times of pixel density of captured frame then capture 25 th frame.
Let the data to be hidden is word ―XYZ‖
ASCII code of X=88 and corresponding binary is 01011000.
ASCII code of Y=89 and corresponding binary is 01011001.
ASCII code of Z=90 and corresponding binary is 01011010.
Let the RGB component of the first pixel is:-
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Adding an encryption key to the confidential data is the first level of security. The resultant of embedding algorithm might be
distorted so it may get detect if it present in video and this is the second level of security, to enhance the security of the confidential
data, delta compression algorithm is used. Delta compression will compare the RGB value difference between first frame in the
reference video and first frame in the stego video, also check the 25th frame in the reference video and stego video if present any
changes, compare and store the instruction, all those differences into a text file named as delta file, this is the third level of security. By
looking at the resulting delta file, third party cannot predict the contents inside the delta file.
The proposed steganography algorithm is a combination of embedding techniques and data extraction technique shown in
figure 3. Data hiding technique as the name suggests is used to hide secret message in the video frame, while data extraction technique
is used to retrieve or extract the secret message from the video frame with delta file so the confidential data is secured from
unauthorized access.

THE PROPOSED EMBEDDING TECHNIQUE.
Inputs:-Confidential data, encryption key, video frames.
Output:-Delta file.
Begin
1. Select the confidential data, call ASCII code generation function.
2. Select video frames from reference video, Convert each frames into its RGB image.
3. Calculate number of bits in confidential data, Find number of pixels in frames.
4. If number of bits is greater than or equal to triple times of pixel density, then
Start iteration
Displace red component of first pixel with ASCII value of first character.
Displace green component of first pixel with second character.
Displace blue component of first pixel with third character and store RGB component values.
Select next pixel and reiterate until character get empty.
End iteration
5.
Accept encryption key and call encryption.
6.
Call delta creator and save delta file.
Else
Capture 25th frame from reference video, then go to step 2.
End
Proposed extraction technique.
Inputs:-Video frames, Encryption key, Delta file.
Output:-Confidential data.
Begin
1. Select delta file.
2. Provide encryption key and video frames, and then call extraction function.
3. Display confidential data.
End
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Figure. 3: The general Structure of proposed method

IMPLEMENTATION
Based on the proposed algorithms, a tool developed in Java to get object oriented features as well as security and portability to the
application. The java application are interpreted so it is secure and execution under control of java virtual machine and memory
allocation and reallocating done by dynamically. Figure 4 shows form which has two main browsing fields, one for the confidential
data to be embedded and second for the reference video in which to embedded the secret message. After filling the mandatory fields,
next footstep is enter an encryption key. End user need not worry about the procedure behind, which in turn is accordingly execute by
the system itself. The encryption key along with the confidential data is embedded inside the video frame. After entering the
confidential data and encryption key then click on process steganography to embed the message, shown in figure 4. After creating
stego video next step is delta creation show figure 5, which compares RGB difference in both reference frames and stego frames

Figure. 4: Embedding Process
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The user can send this delta file to intended recipient via any communication media. Here the user sending delta file only, the
reference video will be downloaded from youtube or any other communication method without revealing the secret data. The
extraction process shown in figure 6, if the intruder wants to extract the hidden data from the delta file, they need to get reference
video used as well as same encryption key to retrieve the confidential data

Figure. 6: Extraction Process.
RESULTS
The system tested various sized reference videos with duration 210 seconds, and confidential messages with various sizes, the stego
video don‘t have any noticeable changes, but the size of stego video is higher than reference video. The resultant delta files shown in
table 1. In addition, use any file compression utility to the delta file before transferring, it may offer one more level of security and
also reduce delta file size. Using this additional feature, the eavesdropper may get confused because of delta file. Delta file contains
only the RGB value differences.

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT FILE SIZES
Sl. No

Reference Video Size

Text File Size

Stego Video Size

Delta File Size

1
2
3
4
5

25767KB
112560KB
191940KB
121590KB
147630KB

60KB
20KB
28KB
64KB
28KB

32123KB
119206KB
199336KB
124832KB
156336KB

595KB
219KB
211KB
647KB
250KB
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CONCLUSION
This paper described a new approach to hide confidential data in video using Delta Steganography and it is achieved by developing an
algorithm in Java. Few videos are tested with different size of text files to be hidden and concluded that the resulting delta file contains only
the RGB value differences between stego video frame and the reference video frame. The intruding person could not able to extract the
confidential message from the delta file without reference video and encryption key. Hence this delta steganography approach is robust and
high security for storing or transferring confidential data.
During the past decade, data hiding technologies have advanced from limited use to omnipresent deployment. With the breakneck
advancement of smart devices, the need to protect valuable information has generated a plethora of new methods and technologies for both
good and evil. Most dangerous among these are those employ hiding methods along with cryptography, thus contribute a way to both cover
up the existence of hidden information while strongly protecting the information even if the channel is discovered.
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ABSTRACT
Human hair & kenaf have solid malleable property; thus it could be utilized as a fiber reinforcement material. It gives great
property at easier expense of generation. It additionally makes ecological issue for its deteriorations because of its non-degradable
properties. To this end, an attempt has been made to study the potential utilization of human hair & kenaf which is economically and
effortlessly found in India for making value added products. The objective of present work is to evaluate the mechanical properties of
human hair & reinforced epoxy composites. The impact of fiber loading on mechanical properties like tensile strength, flexural
strength, impact strength and hardness of composites is examined. Trials were directed on polymer composites with different contents
of Kenaf & human hair fiber with constant fiber length of 10 mm. By testing of composites it has been observed that there is
significant influence of Kenaf-human hair hybrid reinforcement on mechanical behavior of composites.
Keywords: kenaf, epoxy, flexural impact strength, hardness, malleable, reinforcement, tensile strength

1.INTRODUCTION
Kenaf, Hibiscus cannabinus L, belong to the family of hibiscus, a biodegradable and environmental friendly crop. Kenaf is mostly
suitable for cultivation in tropical and subtropical regions. Jeyanthi found twisted kenaf-glass fibre reinforced polypropylene
composites made by hot impregnation method possess better mechanical properties and can be used as passenger car bumper
beam. Jain identified the improvement of mechanical properties in cement concrete while adding human hair in it. The hair fibre
which is made of mainly keratin protein with primarily alpha-helix structure approximately 91%of the hair is protein made up of
long chain of amino acid the long chain linked by peptide bond .The average composition of normal hair is composed of 45.68%
carbon,27.9% oxygen, 6.6% hydrogen ,15.72% nitrogen and 5.03% sulphur .Amino acid present in hair contain cytosine, serine,
glutamine,threonine ,glycine ,leucine, valine, arginine.Natural fibres, as actual and potential reinforcement composites, offer many
advantages: good strength properties, low cost, high toughness, biodegradability, however, in the case of cellulose fiber some
disadvantages due to their intrinsic characteristic, incompatibility with hydrophobic polymer matrix, tendency to form aggregates
during processing and poor resistance to moisture, finite length and large diameter, pose an important challenge of their use in
advanced composite.

2.LITERATURE SURVEY
In this paper, human hair fibre is incorporated in to epoxy at a 5, 10, 15, 20wt%. The composite are mixed in a two roll mill.
Following mixing tensile bars are prepared by compression moulding at temperature 180C-190C over time period 0-10 min in each
case with epoxy resin prepared in the same manner. For this research, kenaf fiber is used instead of other natural fiber. This is
because kenaf requires less than 6months for attaining a size suitable for practical application been increasing interest in kenaf,
primarily for its potential use as a commercial fiber crop for the manufacture of newsprint and other pulp and paper products, leading
to collaborations between R&D, economist, and market research (H.P.S. Abdul Khalil 2010)[12]. The first and the most important
problem is the fiber-matrix adhesion. The role of the matrix in a fiber reinforced composite is to transfer the load to the stiff fibers
through shear stresses at the interface.
This process requires a good bond between the polymeric matrix and the fibers. Poor adhesion at the interface means that the
full capabilities of the composite cannot be exploited and leaves it vulnerable to environmental attacks that may weaken it, thus
reducing its life span. Insufficient adhesion between hydrophobic polymers and hydrophilic fibers result in poor mechanical
properties of the natural fiber reinforced polymer composites (P. Wambua 2003) [11]. Alkaline treatment was applied in order to
solve the problem of fiber–matrix adhesion when manufacturing biocomposites. Natural fibers are mainly composed of cellulose,
whose elementary unit, an hydro d-glucose, contains three hydroxyl (–OH) groups. These hydroxyl groups form intermolecular and
intermolecular bonds, causing all vegetable fibers to be hydrophilic. The alkaline solution regenerated the lost cellulose and dissolved
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unwanted microscopic pits or cracks on the fibers resulting in better fiber matrix adhesion (Feng D , 2001; Mutje P , 2006; Keener TJ
2004)[13]. The inherently polar and hydrophilic nature of lignocellulosic fibers and the nonpolar characteristics of most
thermoplastics result in compounding difficulties leading to nonuniform dispersion of fibers within the matrix, which impairs the
properties of the resultant composite. This is a major disadvantage of natural fiber reinforced composites
(MayaJacobJohnetal.,2007[10]). Kenaf long fibre plastic composite could be used for a wide variety of applications if the properties
were found to be comparable to existing synthesis composites. Since kenaf is always available in long fibre form, the mechanical
properties found could be of use in many industrial applications such as insulators seals. In addition, kenaf fibre offers the advantages
of being biodegradable, of low density, on-abrasive during processing and environmentally safe (Nishino T., 2003) [9].
3.OBJECTIVES OF THE WORK
Evaluation of mechanical properties ( tensile strength, flexural, hardness, impact strength etc.).Besides the above all the
objective is to develop new class of composites by incorporating Kenaf –Hair fiber reinforcing phases into a polymeric resin. Also
this work is expected to introduce a new class of polymer composite that might find many engineering applications.
4.MATERIAL COLLECTION
4.1 Kenaf fiber
Kenaf fiber is a natural fiber extracted from Hibiscus cannabinus plant closelyrelated to cotton and jute. Its widely used in the
form of ropes, sack cloth, handbags. Mostly kenaf is abundantly available in Asia. Our kenaf material is collected from
Thottapadi village, Kallakurichi taluk, Villupuram district,Tamilnadu. Epoxy LY556 (araldite) resin is used and hardener HY951
is added as 10:1 ratio.
4.2 Human hair
Human hair is natural fiber formed by Keratin. The physical properties of human hair are elasticity, smoothness and softness.
Cortex keratin is responsible for this property and which is besides being strong, is flexible. The thickness of hair vary from 9-14
microns. Human hair fiber is gathered from nearby saloon and then its treated with NaOH solution.
5. MATERIAL TREATMENT
5.1 Kenaf
It‘s chemically treated in 2% NaOH at room temperature [2]. Retting is a process by which bundles of cells in the outer layers of
stalk are separated from non-fibrous matter by removal of pectins and other gummy substances. The period of retting varies from 6
to 10 days depending upon the maturity of the crop at the time of harvesting, the temperature of water and the types of
microorganisms present [2]. Retted bundles are removed and the bark is peeled off from the root upwards. The strips are gently
beaten with a mallet or stick and rinsed in water to separate the fiber from adhering tissue. The clean fiber is washed and dried in the
sun and made into bundles.

Fig. 1 Kenaf fiber is treated with NaoH solution for 24hrs to remove impurities and increase the strength of the fiber
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stick and rinsed in water to separate the fiber from adhering tissue. The clean fiber is washed and dried in the sun and made into
bundles.

Fig.2 Treated fibre is dried in sunlight for 48 hrs
5.2 Human hair
Hair is collected, rinsed in hot water and dried at room temperature. At first, fibres were cut into lengths between
8-10mm prior to soaking in Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) solution for 1 hour and later rinse with pure water and dried under
the sun for 24 hours. [3] Sodium Hydroxide was used to improve fibre surface adhesive characteristics by removing
artificial impurities.

Fig 3 Human hair is treated with NaoH solution of 24hrs to remove the impurities

6. MATERIAL PREPARATION
Material preparation is done by any one of this two methods viz, Hand layup method and Spray layup method
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The specimen is prepared by hand-lay method which is very easy for small quantity production. It is a production method
suitable for model making such as prototype and low volume production of fiber composite material parts. The hand lay-up
process may be divided into four basic steps such as Mould preparation, Gel coating, Lay-up and Finishing.
Mould preparation is one of the critical and the most important steps in the lay-up process. Moulds can be made of wood,
plastics, composites or metal depending on the number of parts, cure temperature, pressure, etc. Gel coating is a process of applying a
coating on the surface of the mould so that the mould can be separated easily after curing. Lay-up is the method in which the chopped
strand mat, fabric in the form of reinforcement is brushed or applied to the gel coat surface. Five different samples are prepared with
different combinations of kenaf and human hair. The composite is completely cured under the ambient conditions and with the aid of
external load for minimum of 24 hours duration. Finishing is the desired machining work to be carried out to make the specimen
ready for the test.The composite is completely cured under the ambient conditions and with the aid of external load for minimum of
24 hours duration. Finishing is the desired machining work to be carried out to make the specimen ready for the test. The test samples
were cutted into the required sizes prescribed in the ASTM standards.
Table 1- Composition of different samples
Composite
Composition
Sample A

Epoxy (60wt %) +Kenaf Fiber (fiber length 10mm) (40wt %)

Sample B

Epoxy (60wt %) +Kenaf Fiber (fiber length 10mm) (35wt %) +Hair (fiber length 10mm) (5wt %)

Sample C

Epoxy (60wt %) +Kenaf Fiber (fiber length 10mm) (30wt %) +Hair (fiber length 10mm) (10wt %)

Sample D

Epoxy (60wt %) +Kenaf Fiber (fiber length 10mm) (25wt %) +Hair (fiber length 10mm) (15wt %)

Sample E

Epoxy (60wt %) +Kenaf Fiber (fiber length 10mm) (20wt %) +Hair (fiber length 10mm) (20wt %)

7.MECHANICAL TESTING
7.1 TENSILE TESTING
The tensile test is generally performed on flat specimens. The commonly used specimens for tensile test are the dog-bone
type and the straight side type with end tabs. During the test a uni-axial load is applied through both the ends of the specimen. The
ASTM standard test method for tensile properties of fiber resin composites has the designation D 3039-76. The length of the
test section should be 200 mm. The tensile test is performed in the universal testing machine (UTM) Instron 1195 and
results are analyzed to calculate the tensile strength of composite samples.

Fig 4 Test specimens of tensile testing (230 X30 X 3) mm.
7.2 FLEXURAL TESTING
The short beam shear (SBS) tests are performed on the composite samples at room temperature to evaluate the value of
flexural strength (FS). It is a 3-point bend test, which generally promotes failure by inter-laminar shear. The SBS test is
conducted as per ASTM standard (D2344-84) using the same UTM. Span length of 40 mm and the cross head speed of 1 mm/min
a r e m a i n t a i n e d . The f l e x u r a l str e n gt h ( F.S.) o f a n y c o m p o s i t e specimen is determined using the following equation.
Flexural strength =
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F =load
L = length of support span
t = thickness
b = width

Fig 5 Flexural test specimens after testing (230 X 30 X 3) mm

7.3 HARDNESS TESTING
We study Brinell hardness number (BHN) of our material, using Brinell hardness test. Specimen is prepared as per ASTM
STD E10.
BHN =

√

(

)

Where P = load
D = diameter of indenter
d = diameter of indentation.
7.4 IMPACT TESTING
We study izod impact testing using izod impact setup in our laboratory. Specimen material prepared as per ASTM STD D256
(75X10X3) mm.
I=
Where K= energy absorbed by the material during fracture.
A=cross sectional area.

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
8.1 The influence of fibre parameters on tensile strength of composites
The influence of fiber parameters on tensile strength of composites is shown in GRAPH 4.1. It is found that for composites
with 10 + 30% fibre loading (sample C), the tensile strength initially increases. And for 15 + 25% fibre loading (sample D),
the tensile strength increases when compared to previous samples. And for 20 + 20% fibre loading (sample E), the tensile
strength increases and attains the maximum value.
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Table 2 The influence of fibre parameters on tensile strength of composites
Samples

Tensile strength (mpa)

Force applied(103)N

Sample A

10.32

71.208

Sample B

11.92

82.248

Sample C

13.70

94.530

Sample D

16.44

113.436

Sample E

18.92

130.548

Tensile strength

Tensile strength vs samples
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
sample A

sample B

sample C

sample D

sample E

samples

Fig 6 Tensile strength vs samples
8.2 The influence of fibre parameters on flexural strength of composites

The influence of fibre parameters on flexural strength of composites is shown in GRAPH 4.2. It is found that for composites
with 10 + 30% fibre loading (sample C ), the flexural strength increases comparatively higher than sample D. And for 15 +
25% fibre loading (sample D), the flexural strength increased slightly. And for 20 + 20% fibre loading (sample E), the
flexural strength of the same gets maximum value compared to previous samples.
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Table 3 The influence of fibre parameters on flexural strength of composites.
Samples

Flexural strength(Mpa)

Sample A

200

Sample B

229

Sample C

247

Sample D

268

Sample E

280

Flexural strength vs samples
300

Flexural strength

250
200
150
100
50
0
sample A

sample A

sample C

sample D

sample E

samples
Fig 7 Flexural strength vs samples

8.3 The influence of fibre parameters on impact strength of composites
It is found that for composites with 5 + 35 % fibre loading (sample B), and 10 +30 % fibre loading (sample C), the impact
strength value is same. And for 15+ 25 % fibre loading, the impact strength of composites decrease with increase in fibre loading
of hair fibre percentage and after that starts gradually decreasing. And for 20 +20 % fibre loading there is irregular values obtained
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Table 4 The influence of fibre parameters on impact strength of composites.
Samples
Sample A

Impact strength
(10-3)J/mm2
4

Sample B

4.6

Sample C

4.6

Sample D

4.2

Sample E

4.4

Impact energy

Impact energy vs samples
4.7
4.6
4.5
4.4
4.3
4.2
4.1
4
3.9
3.8
3.7
sample A

sample B

sample C

sample D

sample E

samples
Fig 8 Impact strength vs samples

8.4 The influence of fibre parameters on Hardness of composites
The influence of fibre parameters on hardness of composites is shown in GRAPH 4.5. It is found that for composites
with 10 + 30% fibre loading (sample C), the hardness initially increases. And for 15 + 25% fibre loading (sample D) , the
hardness increases when compared to previous samples. And for 20 + 20% fibre loading (sample E), the hardness increases
and attains the maximum value. From the below graph it show that increase in loading of hair fibre cause increase in hardness
of the composites.
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Table 5 The influence of fibre parameters on hardness of composites.

Samples
Sample A
Sample B
Sample C
Sample D
Sample E

Hardness(BHN)
23.75
38.13
45.74
69.10
82.91

Hardness(BHN)

Hardness (BHN) VS samples
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
sample A

sample B

sample C

sample D

sample E

samples
Fig. 9 Hardness (BHN) of samples

9.CONCLUSION & FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The Mechanical analysis of Kenaf- human hair fibre based epoxy based composites shows the following conclusions:
 In this work the production Kenaf- hair fibre based epoxy composites with 10mm fibre lengths and diverse
fibre loading.
 It should be recognized that the fibre parameters such as fibre loading and length has critical impact on the
mechanical properties of the composites.
 The mechanical property like flexural strength, tensile strength and impact strength results are found best for
composites reinforced with 20 + 20wt% fibre loading(sample E) with 1cm fibre length.
The utilization of waste such as human hair and agricultural waste Kenaf as a fibre reinforcement in composites
enlarges the entryway for further research in the given field. The research can be further extended to study the influence of
Kenaf-hair fibre on other properties of composites such physical, thermal and triblogical properties.
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Trusted Server to minimize Sybil Attack
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Abstract— Sybil attack is one of the most challenging problems in Peer-to-Peer networks. The huge number of fake identities created
by malicious users may attempt to gain a large influence on the network Using identity management scheme the Sybil behavior of a
node can be identified, and those suspected as Sybil are limited from inviting others. Moreover nodes may contact one another for file
sharing and super nodes calculate rank matrix and uses these values also for assignment of new identities. Although false positives and
false negatives may occur in the labeling process, we have to minimize it as far possible. In future, the efficiency can be increased by
considering more parameters for labeling a node as Sybil or genuine.
Trusted Server can be used for backup .It acts like repository which contains information about each node. If any node is detected as
Sybil then we can remove that node and maintain the hierarchy using trusted server because trusted server knows which node will be
link to which node. We can check behavior of nodes to determine it is Sybil node or Genuine Node..

KEYWORDS- Trusted Server ,Final Rank ,Direct Rank ,Indirect Rank
I. INTRODUCTION
A Peer-to-Peer Network is a distributed network composed of a large number of distributed, heterogeneous, & independent peers.

Figure 1. Peer-to-Peer network
P2P networks provide an alternative to the traditional client-server communication model in which a node in a P2P network can act as
a server and a client at the same time. The P2P computing provides properties like no central point of failure and no service
bottlenecks by decentralizing the service among participating nodes. In recent years many research work have been done and are still
in progress to improve their robustness, security and scalability. P2P networks are less secure than a client-server network because of
their decentralized nature.
P2P specific security problems include targeted denial of
service attacks, forgery, pollution attack, Sybil attack, attacks on routing queries and attacks on data integrity.
For efficient routing and load balancing in P2P networks,
every node should have a unique identifier and there should be
an identity management scheme for handling identities in distributed environment. The term identity refers to information about an
entity that is sufficient to identify that entity in a specific context and any entity, either in the digital world or in real world, is
associated with an identity. Identity management plays a crucial role in operational efficiency, management control and cost savings.
Systems need to manage the growing number of users, their dynamicity, their access to information and applications scattered across
heterogeneous systems.
Identity management includes three major aspects:
acquisition of identities, authentication, and authorization.
Authentication is the process that verifies the association between an entity and the corresponding identity. Different authentication
mechanisms have been widely used like password checking, challenge and response and biometric verification. Authorization grants
the permission to an authenticated identity for accessing resources that it is eligible for (example, by using Access Control List).
In P2P networks, the issues related to identity
management may fall in the areas like secure assignment of
node identities, entity-identity association, distributed trust among and damage discovery. Distributed environment works on the usual
assumption that each participating entity controls exactly one identity. When this assumption is non-verifiable, the system is subject to
a condition in which an individual entity generates huge number of fake identities. This problem, named as Sybil attack refers to a
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situation in which individual malicious users may join the network multiple times under multiple fake identities and these fraudulent
ones may try to inflate their own reputation in the network to appear more trustworthy than they really are and the integrity or the
availability of the P2P network may be disrupted. This attack usually happens when obtaining a new identity is not expensive. Sybil
identities can easily overcome the genuine users in various collaborative tasks, recommendation systems, redundant/false routing and
data replication in DHTs.
Sybil defenses aim at limiting the number of Sybil identities,
but false positives and false negatives are acceptable to an
extent in this process. Complete elimination of false negatives
(assigning Sybil identity as genuine) are not necessary since the distributed system should be able to tolerate some fraction of
byzantine identities, otherwise, even without Sybil attack it is not robust. Thus, a sybil defense should be able to limit the total number
of false negatives below the tolerance threshold of the system. Most of the applications can easily tolerate with a small fraction of
false positives (labeling genuine nodes as sybil). For example, in a P2P backup system, if a node considers another one as sybil, then it
will not trust that node for storing its data. A false positive rate of 20% means that, the given node will still trust 80% of the genuine
nodes, and can use these. Also, if it is a recommendation system, then it can use votes from 80% of the genuine identities. From these
observations, we can conclude that defenses against sybil attack permits some bounded fraction of false positives and

false negatives also. In this paper, we propose a sybil defense based on invitations and systematic distribution of identities. Initially,
each peer assigns a set of identities to peers invited by them and later based on how they utilized the earlier ones. As the network
grows, the super nodes occasionally computes the rank matrix based on the transaction between peers and considers these referral
values also, for assignment of new set identities when nodes request more .

II. RELATED WORK
In the absence of a centralized authority concurrently certifying all identities, a possibility of sybil attack always exists and it was first
proposed by J. Douceur. Many papers suggest certification as a solution to the sybil attack, and it is the most common solution. But
trusted certification usually
depends upon a centralized entity which ensures that each entity is associated with exactly one identity.
Resource testing is another approach to defend sybil attack in which it tries to check whether a number of identities possess fewer
resources than would be expected if they were independent. These checks include tests for processing power,
memory capacity, network bandwidth etc. This can be considered as a minimal sybil defense, but for many applications it is not
sufficient if an attacker is able to obtain large number of identities for a successful attack, even if it is expensive. Another approach is
to impose a fees (one time cost) for obtaining an identity. However, here the issue is how to put a limit on fees such that it must be low
enough to allow everyone to join, but also be high enough to prevent malicious users from obtaining many identities. Recently, many
mechanisms leverage social networks for limiting sybil attack. A social network refers to an undirected graph where vertices of the
graph correspond to nodes/identities and edges correspond to human established trust relations between users. Social network based
schemes work on the assumption that,
even if a malicious user creates a large number of sybil identities, it can establish only very few edges with genuine nodes. So, the
network can be divided into sybil region and non-sybil region by computing the minimum cut along the graph. The main drawback is
that these techniques depend on the limited availability of real world friendship edges between nodes and P2P application in use may
have only little intersection with this. Similarly, these friendship relationships are difficult to construct as it requires out of band
communication.
There are many other sybil defenses which do not leverage social networks such as sybil defense mechanism based on network
coordinates , in which the scheme offers guarantee under certain assumptions on the network position of the attacker. Dsybil uses user
feedbacks to defend against sybil attacks in recommendation systems. Another approach is a referral system based on multiplicative
reputation chains in which it shows how a reputation system with chain referrals adds referrals from different referral paths/chains, is
sybil-proof. In an existing member has to invite another user for obtaining an identity in the network. This method is based on the
construction of a perfect tree representing social

relationship between users. The top of the tree consists of founding members which emulate root node by sharing private key of the
root through threshold cryptography. The invitations are delivered based on the value of a factor parameter which is calculated by
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each node based on their local policies. Here the of a node corresponds to number of to maximum attainable weight. The algorithm
tries to construct a perfect tree in which, for each child, weight is equal to the potential and for each parent their children have a
potential corresponding to the factor parameter. The performance depends on proper selection of value of the factor parameter.

III. PROPOSED TRUSTED SERVER MODEL

Figure 2. Peer-to-Peer network with Trusted Server
Trusted Server contains backup of each node of network.
In this paper we are proposing an approach to minimize Sybil attack using trusted server.
Step 1: Initially few prerequisite peers with sufficient CPU, Memory and Network
Bandwidth are assigned as Super Peer nodes
by the service provider. Every Super Peer is assumed to have a Set of Identities.
Step 2 : Now we introduced a Trusted Server who will maintain a details of each member s of network.
Step 3 : When any new node want to join the network then already exist member super node or normal peer invite them to
assign a Unique Identifier and set of identities(N) for inviting others. Limit the invitations count by giving only ( N/1+log2 N) th
fraction. It is around N/10.
Step 4 : When a node has no more invitations to deliver, the node requests to its parent . If parent has unused invitations

then the parent gives invitation from that to its child. If the parent does not have unused invitations, the node asks its parent, and it
continuous until it reaches to the Super Peer Node.
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Figure 3. Trusted Server with parent child node
Step 5 : Then Parent node compare following parameter of child node with its sibling :1. Level of the node in the hierarchical structure, considering super node at level 0.
2. Count of Invitations Assigned previously.
3. Number of times it has requested compared with its siblings.
4. Duration between requests (comparing Timestamp with current system time) compared with its siblings.
5. Frequency of usage of invitations compared to general behavior of network.
6. Reputation value in total rank matrix if ever super node has done the calculation.
7. Checking the node request is real or fake. i.e. may be possible that requested node already stored ids but demand more.
After the Node will be assigned ‗Genuine‘ or ‗Sybil‘.
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Trusted Server can be used to identify node is Sybil or not . After eliminating Sybil node from network , we can maintain hierarchy of
network using trusted Server .

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a model for minimizing sybil attack using Trusted Server in P2P networks. Using this scheme the sybil behavior
of a node can be identified, and those suspected as sybils are limited from inviting others. Moreover nodes may contact one another
for file sharing and super nodes calculate rank matrix and uses these values also for assignment of new identities.
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Numerical Investigation of Fluid Flows over a Rotor-Stator(Stage) in an Axial
Flow Compressor Stage
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Abstract:Although compressor blades have long been shrouded for aerodynamic and structural reasons, the importance of the
pressurization over the cascade in the axial compressor stage is being investigated. However, the effects of the leakage tangential
velocity variation on the blade passage flow are unknown. An experimental investigation of the loss and flow turning in the blade
passage in shrouded axial compressor cascades subject to the variation of the leakage tangential velocity. First, increasing the leakage
tangential velocity reduces overall loss. Second, increasing the leakage tangential velocity spreads loss core in the pitch-wise direction
so loss core becomes more two-dimensional. Third, increasing the leakage tangential velocity makes the near hub passage flow more
radially uniform. Our research predicts the streamline contour occurred at the Rotor Root-Stator Tip to predict the variation of flow.
Research over selected series of airfoil at angle of 22° at the Root, 4° at the Tip and vice versa is being predicted using Computational
Tools. The Aim is to identify the convergence criteria at lowest possible values of iterations. Based on the design data the approach is
being done using ANSYS CFX to perform computational results.

Keywords— Compressor, Blades, Pressurization, Velocity, Stream Lines, Losses, Rotor-Stator, Stage, Computational,
Converngence.

Introduction
The compressor is one of the three primary components of a gas turbine engine along with the combustor and turbine. Of these
components, the compressor has certain aerodynamic limits which usually set the range of operation of the engine. The compressor is
limited by choking at higher flow rates and by stall or surge at lower flow rates. Here in this thesis our main concentration is on single
stage axial flow compressor. An axial flow compressor is one in which the flow enters the compressor in an axial direction (parallel
with the axis of rotation), and exits from the gas turbine, also in an axial direction. The axial flow compressor compresses its working
fluid by first accelerating the fluid and then diffusing it to obtain a pressure increase. The fluid is accelerated by a row of rotating
airfoils (blades) called the rotor, and then diffused in a row of stationary blades (the stator). The diffusion in the stator converts the
velocity increase gained in the rotor to a pressure increase.
Typical Axial flow compressor characteristics are tabulated table
Type

of

Type

of

Inlet

relative

velocity

Pressure

Ratio

per

Efficiency

application

Flow

Mach number

Stage

per Stage

Industrial

Subsonic

0.4-0.8

1.05-1.2

88%-92%

Aerospace

Transonic

0.7-1.1

1.15-1.6

80%-85%

Research

Supersonic

1.05-2.5

1.8-2.2

75%-85%

So it is important to optimize the Stage pressure ratio, efficiency and operating range of the transonic axial flow compressor. The
design and analysis of axial flow compressor has become core area of interest to many researchers due to its wide applicability in
areas like aerospace, marine, power generation etc. Many analytical and experimental techniques are developed to design and analyze
the axial flow compressors. Numerous mathematical optimization techniques are developed to optimize the design parameters of axial
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flow compressor stage. Axial compressor can elaborate a higher flow than the radial, which has a higher pressure ratio per stage, this
means that for the same flow rate the firsts will have a smaller diameter, but it will need more stages to reaches the same pressure
ratio.
Another aspect to consider is the efficiency, which reaches better values in the axial one, because the flow withstand less
changes of direction along the stages, with minor perturbation through each blade row. For the same mass flow and pressure ratio
radial compressor are cheaper than the other, furthermore they are more resistant in case of damage caused by external object.
It possible to see the behaviour of both compressors in relation to velocity and pressure ratio, is it clear that radial compressors have
more margin to the surge, and axial compressor should be used only at high speed. The main character of this thesis is the axial
compressor, which is become the main choose for the most of the application from gas turbine for electric energy production, because
of the growth of turbogas plant, to engine for aircraft.

The increase of efficiency in gas turbine has been obtained from the increase in pressure ratio in the compressor and the increase in
firing temperature in the combustion chamber; in the axial compressor the total pressure ratio is due to the sum of the increase
obtained in each stage, which is limited to avoid high diffusion.

BLADE NOMENCLATURE:
Generally an axial compressor is compose by a variable number of stages where each follow one other, a single stage is made up by a
rotor and a stator; both of them present blades disposed in a row, called cascade.

A blade has a curved shape, convex on one side, called suction side, and concave on the other, called pressure side, the symmetric line
of the blade is the camber line, whereas the line which connect directly the leading and trailing edge is the chord line, the distance
between these two line is the camber of the blade.
The turning angle of the camber line is called camber angle, ϑ, and the angle between the chord line and the axial direction is the
stagger angle, γ.
Chord Length
Pitch-to-chord ratio (S/C)
Aspect ratio (H/C)
Outlet blade angle
Stagger angle
Number of blades
Operating Pressure
Temperature
Velocity
Fluid
Blade Height
Blade Tip Chord Length
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150mm
0.52
1.56
4 degree
22 degree
3+3
1 atm
300 K
20 m/s
Air
17.7
7.7
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ROTOR DIMENSIONS

STATOR DIMENSIONS

ROTOR HUB

STATOR HUB

Chord(mm)

150

Chord(mm)

150

Thickness (%)

100

Thickness (%)

100

Pitch(deg)

22

Pitch(deg)

ROTOR TIP

4
STATOR TIP

Chord(mm)

77

Chord (mm)

77

Thickness (%)

100

Thickness (%)

100

Pitch (deg)

22

Pitch(deg)

4

THEORY & MODELS:
A review of the modelling concerned turbomachinery, starting from Euler work equation until CFD model, passing throughout bidimensional and three-dimensional flow.
FUNDAMENTAL LAWS
It is possible to write the elementary rate of mass flow like

𝑑𝑚̇

𝑐𝑑

where dAn is the element of area perpendicular to the flow direction, c is the stream velocity and

the fluid‘s density.

In one dimensional steady flow, where we can suppose constant velocity and density, defining two consecutive station, 1 and 2,
without accumulation of fluid in the control volume, it is possible to write the equation of continuity:

𝑚̇

𝑐

𝑐

𝑐

The fundamental law used in turbo machinery field is the steady flow energy equation:

̇
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but, some observation can be do, first of all flow process in this field are adiabatic, so it is possible to consider ̇ equal to zero, than
the quote different
is very small and can be ignored, thus, considering that compressors absorbed energy we can write

̇

𝑚 



h0 is called stagnation enthalpy and is the combination of enthalpy and kinetic energy:





𝑐

For a compressor the work done by the rotor is

Ω

𝑚̇

𝑐

𝑐

Where η is the sum of the moments of the external forces acting on fluid, U is the blade speed and
the specific work is

̇

𝑐
̇

𝑐

is the tangential velocity. So

𝑐

also called Euler work equation.
Combining the above equations it is possible to obtain the relation between the two stations, which in our case are the inlet and the
outlet of the rotor and the stator:



𝑐

𝑐



𝑐

𝑐

those two terms are known as rothalpy I, which is constant along a single streamline through the turbomachine; it is also possible to
refer it at the relative tangential velocity becoming





having define the relative stagnation enthalpy as





In the turbomachinery field is not possible to consider the fluid incompressible anymore, due to the Mach number that is bigger than
0.3; using the local value of this parameter we can relate stagnation and static temperature, pressure and density

Combining these three equations and the continuity one, non dimensional mass flow rate is obtained:
√

̇
√

also known as flow capacity.

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF AXIAL FLOW COMPRESSOR STAGE:
METHODOLOGY
Axial flow compressor blades are generated by using the CATIA V5 R20 modeling software as shown in the figure. Then the CFD
simulations for the available axial flow compressor are carried out and the results of velocity streamlines and pressure at outlet are
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plotted. and analysis is done using ANSYS solver, the simulations are carried out for axial flow compressor blades at Velocity of
20m/s.
Analysis
CFD Analysis and study of results are carried out in 3 steps: Pre-processing, Solving and Post-processing.
Pre-Processing
Geometry of the CAD model is prepared in CATIA V5 R20 modeling software, and imported into the ANSYS Workbench by using
the STEP format. Meshing is carried out using the ANSYS MESHER TOOL by defining the element size for the fluid domain and
giving finer surface mesh on the regions of interest like inlet, outlet and wall.
Meshing
Mesh Information for Case CFX
Number of Nodes: 488410
Number of Elements: 2752198
Tetrahedral: 2752198
Maximum Face Angle for Case CFX
Min: 53.9666 [degree]
Max: 128.593 [degree]
Edge Length Ratio for Case CFX
Min: 1.07186
Max: 12.3327
Element Volume Ratio for Case CFX
Min: 1.10976
Max: 31.5171

Pressure on Plane 2
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Velocity on Plane 1

Velocity on Plane 2

Pressure Contours

Velocity Contours
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Stream Line Contours Plane 1

Stream Line Contours Plane 2
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CONCLUSION
The Performance of the selected blade profile is clearly examined. The results are validated with the results of various blade profiles.
It also observed that the Pressure over the Rotor Blades have transformed the Relative, Tangential and Normal Velocity. The reaction
forces on the next consequent Rotor is being extended of further Research. The velocity contour have clearly satisfied for the Low
Pressure region with a velocity of 20m/s. The Constant performance of the Pressure and Velocity contours display the exact
convergence obtained by the Design. The solutions are being inspected at velocity of 20m/s at two planes as different instances.
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Abstract— Impedance spectroscopy of raw or tap water sample derives from the measurement of the current into and the voltage
across the water sample as function of applied linear frequency modulated signal in 1 to 10 MHz frequency range. It is the method to
measure real impedance and imaginary impedance of water components. The impedance of the sample can be calculated by applying
linear FM wave to the water sample input in series with a known resistor and measuring voltage across the resistor. Performing this
measurement by changing the frequencies of the applied signal provides the impedance phase and magnitude. The complex impedance
is then calculated and data obtained from measurement are fitted into LEVM program with appropriate model. Then parameters are
extracted to describe the electrical properties of the water sample.
Keywords— Spectroscopy, Linear FM wave, LEVM, EIS
INTRODUCTION

Impedance spectroscopy is a method of characterizing the electrical properties of material and their interfaces with electronically
conducting electrodes. It is used to investigate the dynamics of bound or mobile charge in the bulk or interfacial regions of any kind of
solid or liquid material: ionic semiconducting, mixed electronic-ionic and even insulators (dielectrics). Electrical measurements to
evaluate the electrochemical behavior of electrode and electrolyte material are made with cell having two identical electrodes applied
to the faces of a sample in the form of circular cylinder or rectangular parallelepiped. The general approach is to apply and electrical
stimulus (a known voltage or current) to the electrodes and observe the response (the resulting current or voltage). The efficiency of
this method relies on the possibility to get information in three dimensions: the real and imaginary part of the impedance and the
frequency. The general approach in Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is to apply an electrical stimulus (a known voltage or
current) to the material and then to observe the resulting current or voltage as shown in figure 1.
The stimulus can be applied in many forms. Macdonald (1987) gives three possible forms:
I.

Step function: a step voltage v(t) is applied at t=0 to the material and a time varying current i(t) is measured. It is then
Fourier-transformed into the frequency domain in order to calculate the frequency-dependent impedance.
II.
Noise signal: a continuous voltage composed of random noise with energy over a known frequency range is applied to the
material and the resulting current is measured and then Fourier-transformed into the frequency domain.
III.
Sinusoidal signal: a multi-frequency voltage or current is applied to the material and the resulting frequency-dependent
current or voltage is measured. The response is measured in the frequency range of interest in terms of either phase shift or
amplitude or real and imaginary parts.
The research described in this is concerned with EIS using the sinusoidal stimulus approach with varying frequency in linear
mode called linear frequency modulation or chirp signal. A multi-frequency current is applied to the material and the resultant
voltage is measured. It has to be emphasized that the material is always assumed to have time-invariant properties. Also, it is
assumed that the material is electrically linear, which means that the reciprocity theorem can be applied. The points of current
injection and potential measurement can be interchanged without changing the ratio of voltage to current.
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Figure 1 Impedance spectroscopy [1]

Background of Electrolyte impedance
Water exhibits the properties of both conductors and dielectrics, i.e. they contain both free and bound (fixed) charges. As a result
water impedance contains both conducting and dielectric terms. The conductivity term (ζ) accounts for the movement of free charges
and the relative permittivity term (ε r) accounts for the movement of bound charges in the dielectric due to an applied electrical field.
Water in cell having two electrode of area A and distance d may have conductivity σ and relative permittivity εr as shown in figure 2a.
A model consisting of a resistance in parallel with a capacitance as shown the figure 2b can represent the electrical properties of water.
However, this model cannot explain the whole of water properties over a wide range of frequencies. Dielectrics consist of polar
molecules, or non-polar molecules, or very often both. Due to the asymmetric configuration of polar molecules, material consisting of
these molecules has built-in dipole moments. Under an external electric field, the polarized dipoles reorient in the electric field and
neutralize some of the charges on the electrodes. The most often used measure of material dielectric properties is the complex
dielectric permittivity. It is a measure of the ability of the dielectric material to reorient and neutralize charges on the electrodes.
Sometimes, relative complex dielectric permittivity is used to describe material dielectric properties. It is defined as the ratio between
the dielectric permittivity of the material and that of free space. The dielectric permittivity of free space is 8.85×10−12 F /m.

Figure 2 (a) Idealized bulk Electrolyte, where A is the area, d is the distance, ε r is the relative Permittivity and ζ is the
conductivity. (b) Equivalent circuit of the water represented by a resistance in parallel with a capacitance, where ε o is the
permittivity of free space (8.85x10-12 F/m).
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The dielectric permittivity of most dielectric materials is frequency-dependent. In the presence of an alternating electric
field, the dipole moments inside the material oscillate with the direction of the electric field. The higher the frequency the
harder it is for the dipole moments to catch up with the change of field direction. This results in a decreasing ability of the
material to neutralize charges on the electrodes at high frequencies. In general, the total complex dielectric permittivity
ε*(ω) is written as:
ε *(ω) =ε '(ω) − iε ''(ω) where ε ' and ε '' are, respectively, the real permittivity and the dielectric loss factor of the material.
ω is the angular frequency in radians.

Impedance measurement method

There are many measurement methods to choose from when measuring impedance, each of which has advantages and disadvantages.
There are six commonly used impedance measurement methods, from low frequencies up to the microwave region and its advantages
and disadvantages of each measurement method. The choice of the method is depended on the various factors like frequency
coverage, measurement range, measurement accuracy, and ease of operation. Considering only measurement accuracy and ease of
operation, the auto-balancing bridge method is the best choice for measurements up to 110 MHz. For measurements from 100 MHz to
3 GHz, the RF I-V method has the best measurement capability, and from 3 GHz and up the network analysis is the recommended
technique.
The auto-balancing bridge method is commonly used in modern LF impedance measurement instruments. Its operational frequency
range has been extended up to 110 MHz. Basically, in order to measure the complex impedance of the DUT (Device Under Test) ,it is
necessary to measure the voltage of the test signal applied to the DUT and the current that flows through it. Accordingly, the complex
impedance of the DUT can be measured with a measurement circuit consisting of a signal source, a voltmeter, and an ammeter as
shown in Figure 3. The voltmeter and ammeter measure the vectors (magnitude and phase angle) of the signal voltage and current,
respectively.

Figure 3 Simple model for impedance measurement [2]
There are different methods available for measurement of impedance. The data i.e. frequency and impedance (real and imaginary part)
can be determined by the output measurement from DPO. From this data the value of R and C of the equivalent circuit of water can be
find using complex nonlinear least square (CNLS) method in LEVM software.

Data analysis method:
The water sample (electrolyte) interfaced with electrode is considered as an equivalent circuit consisting of resistor and capacitor as an
element. Many different equivalent circuits have been proposed but no one circuit structure is appropriate for all situations. Figure 4
shows a circuit, however, that has been found useful for a variety of materials and experimental conditions. Cg, the geometrical
capacitance, and R, the high-frequency limiting resistance, represent bulk properties. CR, associated with an electrode reaction, is the
double-layer capacitance (possibly including both a compact inner-layer capacitance and a diffuse double-layer capacitance), and RR is
the reaction resistance. Finally, CA and RA are associated with adsorption at an electrode. The ZD elements, when present, are
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distribute circuit element (DCE)s. Bulk resistance and capacitance are extensive quantities, dependent on the effective separation
between electrodes.

Figure 4 an equivalent circuit of hierarchical structure useful in fitting much IS data. [3]
Figure 5 shows two RC circuits common in IS and typical Z complex plane responses for them. The response of Figure 4(a) is often
present (if not always measured) in IS results for solids and liquids. Any electrode–material system in a measuring cell has a
geometrical capacitance Cg= C = C1 and a bulk resistance Rb= R = R1 in parallel with it.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5 (a) and (c) show two common RC circuits. Parts (b) and (d) show their impedance plane plots. Arrows indicate the direction
of increasing frequency. [3]
When non-overlapping semicircular arcs appear in, say, the impedance plane, one can directly estimate the associated R and C values
from the left and right intercepts of the arc with the real axis and the value of w at the peak of the arc, ω = 1/(RC). This procedure is
quite adequate for initial estimates, but it yields no uncertainty measures for the parameters and does not check that the frequency
response along the arc is consonant with that for an R and C in parallel. Further, experimental arcs rarely approximate exact
semicircles well.

Complex Nonlinear Least Squares (CNLS):
Simple method does not use all the data simultaneously, and they are often restricted to the analysis of limited situations (e.g. two
possibly overlapping arcs). Nevertheless, when applicable, these methods are useful for initial exploration of the data and for initial
parameter estimates for use in CNLS fitting. Complex nonlinear least squares avoids most of the weaknesses of earlier methods since
it fits all the data simultaneously and thus yields parameter estimates associated with all, rather than half, the data. In addition, it
provides uncertainty estimates for all estimated parameters, showing which ones are important and which unimportant in the model or
equivalent circuit used for fitting; and finally, it allows one to fit a very complex model, one having 5, 10, or even more unknown
(free) parameters.

Overview of LEVM program:
The LEVM program includes four main functions. First, it may be used to fit frequency-response or transient-response data by
complex nonlinear least squares (CNLS) or nonlinear least squares (NLS). It may also be used for simulation of circuit and other
model response functions. All output results may be plotted in 2- or 3-D form at any immittance level. When data are input into
LEVM, the form of the data (i.e. impedance, admittance, etc.) as they appear in the input file can be altered by an input choice so that
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the actual fitting will be carried out at any of the four-immittance levels. Fitting can be carried out for data in either polar or
rectangular form. All data transformations and fitting types are possible. LEVM allows the direct nonlinear least squares (NLS) fitting
of real or imaginary parts of a data set separately as well as combined (CNLS). LEVM.EXE can accommodate up to 2002 data points
(1001 real and 1001 imaginary components) and up to 42 free parameters.

SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The simulation result in MATLAB of simple parallel RC circuit having different values of R and C is shown and the
complex plane plots for different values of R and C in 500 KHz to 10 MHz frequency range are shown in figure 6. The
water sample (electrolyte) interfaced with electrode is considered as an equivalent circuit consisting of resistor and
capacitor as an element. The electrodes were prepared from copper metal in cylindrical form having diameter of 1 mm.
The linear FM wave is applied to the water sample through coaxial cable. The frequency range of linear FM wave is 500
KHz to 10MHz with step frequency of 250 KHz. The input and output signal.

Figure 6 Simulation results in MATLAB
The water sample (electrolyte) interfaced with electrode is considered as an equivalent circuit consisting of resistor and
capacitor as an element. The electrodes were prepared from copper metal in cylindrical form having diameter of 1 mm.
The linear FM wave is applied to the water sample through coaxial cable. The frequency range of linear FM wave is 500
KHz to 10MHz with step frequency of 250 KHz. The input and output signal.
Figure 7 and 8 shows the real impedance and phase angle measurement of sample at various frequencies. The impedance
spectrum obtained for water system is shown in figure 9. Investigation of the response shows that the plot is semicircular
as the frequency increases.
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Figure 7 Real Impedance of water sample (Bode plot)
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The experimental data are fitted in LEVM –CNLS program and plotted in figure 8. The frequency dependence of the impedance of the
simple R C parallel circuit with series resistor as it is displayed on a Bode plot (figure 7 and 8) and on a Nyquist plot (figure 9). A
resistor‘s impedance does not change with frequency and that a capacitor‘s impedance is inversely proportional to the frequency. At
very low frequency, the impedance of a capacitor is nearly infinite. The capacitance acts as if it were not there; it acts like an open
circuit. Only the resistor remains present. It means that all of the current that passes through resistor. On the Bode plot the magnitude
should be the value of resistor and the line should be horizontal. The phase angle should also be 0°. We see this ―resistive‖ behavior at
the low frequency (right) side of the Bode plot. At high frequency, the impedance also shows resistive behavior, but for a different
reason.
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Figure 9 Complex Impedance response in Nyquist plot for water sample

As the frequency increases, the impedance of a capacitor becomes ever smaller. At some frequency, the impedance of the capacitor is
so much smaller than R that all the current flows through the capacitor and none flow through R. At the limit of high frequency, the
capacitor acts as if it were a short circuit, as a zero ohm impedance, or as a piece of wire. The impedance, then, is only the impedance
of zero. This leads to the resistive behavior at the high frequency (left) end of the Bode plot. At intermediate frequencies, the capacitor
cannot be ignored. It contributes strongly to the overall magnitude of the impedance.

CONCLUSION
The impedance spectroscopy measurement of water system was carried out in the 210 mv to 230 mv rms value and the frequency
range was 500KHz to 10 MHz Simulation of the experimental impedance plots (Bode and Nyquist) is done using Complex Non-linear
least square fitting program (LEVM)[5] and the best fit parameters (circuit elements) are obtained from analysis. The equivalent
circuit that represented water system is best with two constant phase element. One of these constant phase elements was found to be a
pure capacitor. This capacitor resulted from the parallel arrangement of electrode and having water in between the electrodes. The
second constant phase element resulted from the resistance of charge transfer at the interface.
In present work, impedance data is collected for the frequency range 0.5 MHz to 10 MHz The frequency range can be extended up to
100 MHz or may be up to 1 GHz. Different impedance measuring technique is used for frequency above 100 MHz The distance
between two electrodes and/or diameter of electrode can be changed. Different water sample like distilled water, pure water or sea
water can be used. The observation of the impedance of water can be taken at different temperature as the permittivity of water is
depended on the temperature. Similarly, the salinity is also important factor that can change the permittivity of the sample.
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Abstract-Waste polythene is one of the hazards which pollute environment extensively. Recycle of waste polythene would help in
two ways- first it will clean environment and secondly recycled material can be used as a raw material for other products. Now a days,
bricks or construction blocks are produced through conventional procedure. This procedure causes erosion and destruction of fertile
land surface all over the country and as a result reducing the crops production area. Other adverse effects of these brick production
procedure are that it causes deforestation and air pollution. To avoid these types of environment pollution, a new energy efficient and
pollution free process has been developed to produce construction blocks by using sands of different mesh sizes and other ingredients.
Use of sands, on the other hand helps to renovate the river bed. The strength of the produced construction blocks has been measured
and compared to that of the conventional product.

Keywords: Polythene, recycle, environment, construction block.

1.

Introduction:

In Bangladesh, now a day‘s polythene bags (or shopping bags) and other polythene products are used extensively. After using these
polythene products, users through it in the environment. These waste materials [1] are not bio-degradable and causes harm for
environment. We can easily use this waste material for producing construction block [2] or a product substitute of conventional fire
burn bricks. To use these waste material, at first we need to recycle it and then use the recycled material to produce construction
blocks. Other ingredients for producing construction blocks are sand of different mesh sizes, water, cement and binder. The production
procedure does not require any heating of the ingredients and as a result the procedure is not energy consumable.
The production process of these blocks is also pollution free. The traditional fixed chimney kiln brick production process causes
severe and long term replenish able environmental pollution and destruction. This type of environmental pollution sometimes causes
threat to human health and also animal health where brick kilns are near to their residence or habitat. Such as skin diseases, diseases of
respiratory organs, hearing organ etc of human. Animals also suffer from different diseases.
In present, there are about 1250 traditional brick fields in and around Dhaka city. Each brick field produces almost 6 to 10 million
bricks per year. Total production of bricks in Bangladesh is 15 billion bricks per year and this production increasing 5 to 6 % per year.
15 billion clay bricks per year consumes topsoil of 1,00,000 acres of land which can produce 5,00,000 metric ton of rice.
To produce this big number of bricks per year, total carbon emission is 8.75 million tones of CO 2 equivalent per year.
So, it is very essential to save our environment and substitute the traditional brick producing procedure by the present one.
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2.

Materials and equipments used:

Materials and equipments used to produce construction blocks in the present procedure are easily available and equipments or
machinery can be fabricated / produced (or erected) locally using local technology. Materials whose chemical properties are very close
to that of polythene, can also be recycled and used in the same procedure.
Among the raw materials, sand of different mesh sizes are used in large quantities, which is easily available and is the main
component to produce construction block in cold process.
According to the capacity of the plant, raw materials and equipments / machinery used for production of construction block in the
present energy efficient and environment friendly procedure are A.

Raw materials used:
The raw materials used in the project are
a) Waste polythene
b) Coarse sand, mesh size 40, commercial grade
c) Fine sand, mesh size 60, commercial grade
d) Cement, commercial grade
e) Water
f) Binder (Ad-mixture)
B. Machinery used:
a) Heat gun ( 3000W) (or any other available technique to melt polythene)
b) Grinding machine (220V, 300W, 2800 rpm)
c) Weighing balance
d) Sieve (different mesh sizes, such as 40, 60, 100 mesh sizes)
e) Hydraulic press machine with mold to produce construction block.

Fig 2(a): Hydraulic press machine for producing construction blocks.
3.

Production process:
The production process of the construction block followed through the following steps-
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a)

b)

c)

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
4.

At first waste polythene of different colour, thickness, size and shapes were collected. This waste polythene has some
foreign materials or dirt with them when collected. Wash this waste polythene with plenty of water to get clean material.
Dry this material in open air ( or in a dryer if possible) and form solid lump/ball/cube (approximately 3 x 3 x 3 ʺ to
4 4 4
3
1ʺx1ʺx1ʺ or with diameter
ʺ to 1ʺ) or any other size by heating the clean waste polythene with the heat gun. Grind
4
these solid lumps in a grinding machine up to 100 mesh sizes or near sizes.
Sand of 40 mesh size and 60 mesh size were collected and separated from pebbles or any other substances like straw etc.
if required. Take weight of coarse sand (40 mesh size) 40%, fine sand (60 mesh size) 40%, cement 10% and waste
polythene 10%.
In the next step, mix the above materials with water (add 4 cc binder /Ad-mixture with 1 liter water). The amount of
water depends on moisture content of the ingredients. If sand is comparatively moist, it needs to add less amount of
water in comparison to the sand which is not so moist.
Load the mixed materials in the mold of the machine.
Press the mixed raw materials up to 1700 to 2000 psi, hold this pressure for certain time and then release pressure.
Collect the wet product from the mold and keep it to dry at NTP.
After 6 to 12 hour (depending on proportion of ingredients used) dip the product in water for approximately 2(two)
weeks so that it can attain its strength after proper setting.
Collect the construction block from water and keep it at NTP. These blocks are ready for use.

Results and discussion:

Test of several parameters of the produced construction block have been performed. Based on these test results, we can take the
decision as bellow.
Compressive strength of the construction blocks is a major test parameter. Compressive strength is directly depends on amount of
cement used, pressure applied during production, quality of the sand used and also the amount of ad-mixture used.
Effect of ad-mixture and hydraulic pressure used during production, on compressive strength of the product is illustrated in figure 4(a)
and figure 4(b).
a) From figure 4(a) it is clear that compressive strength of the product increases with the increase of amount of ad-mixture in one liter
of water which is used for preparing the mixture to produce construction blocks. Addition of ad-mixture causes increase of
compressive strength of the product because it helps to make proper bonding between the ingredients used for producing construction
blocks. Ad-mixture also helps to attain strength of the product.
b) From figure 4(b) we can say that, compressive strength of the construction block also increases with increase of hydraulic pressure
which is given to the product during production. The cause of increasing compressive strength in this case is that this hydraulic
pressure makes to dense or come close of the ingredients. As a result compressive strength of the products increases.
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Fig. 4(a): Effect of ad-mixture on strength.

Fig. 4(b): Effect of hydraulic pressure on strength

c) Compressive strength of the construction blocks also depends on moisture content and water absorption.
At higher moisture content of the product compressive strength is comparatively lower.
On the other hand, as the compressive strength increases, water absorption tendency of the product reduces.
d) Thermal conductivity of a typical product is 0.2535 W/(moK) at 85oC.
e) Expansibility of the product is 4.80X10 -7/oC (0-100oC).
f) Weight comparison with traditional clay fired brick for same dimension of the brick/construction block.
Cold process or present process construction block: 3.175 kg
Traditional clay fired brick: 3.060 Kg

5.

Conclusion and recommendation:

Conclusion and recommendation of the work can be drawn as followConclusion:
a) Waste polythene is recycled and the material after recycle is used to produce construction blocks.
b) The production procedure does not follow conventional one and also energy efficient.
c) The machinery used for producing the product can be fabricated locally using local and simple technology and the fabrication
materials are available in the local market.
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d) The production procedure has not any adverse effect on environment and it is environment friendly.
e) Also production procedure is not threatening for the health of the worker who are associated with the production of construction
block or collection / transportation of the raw materials which are required to produce the construction blocks.
f) Compressive strength of the construction block depends on the quality of the ingredient used specially the quality of the sand and
cement used.
g) Compressive strength of the construction blocks can be achieved according to need by selecting raw materials proportion and
applied hydraulic pressure.
h) This production procedure eventually save agricultural top soil, help to protect environment from pollution and save greeneries
from deforestation.
Recommendations:
a) Further work can be done to produce different shape and size of the product, together with producing hollow shape inside the brick.
Test results can be achieved of these products.
b) These construction blocks can be used first experimentally and then commercially for construction of pavements, boundaries or
walls of a house or building.
b) One can repeat the procedure to produce construction blocks by using other ingredients such as rice husk ash, fly ash or any other
industrial or agricultural waste materials in certain percentage as a filler material.
c) Total production procedure can be atomized.
d) Commercial production can be started as SME which will save agricultural land and help to renovate river bed all over the country.
e) Saving of energy can be calculated.
f) Benefit regarding consumption of soil and environmental pollution can be measured.
g) An assessment regarding protection of agricultural land and trees can be made.
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ABSTRACT- Coconut is one of the major source of healthy food products. Coconut was grown in various countries in various parts
of the world, which contain nutrients and saturated fatty acids. The production of coconut is spread over the Karnataka, Kerala and
Tamilnadu. Compared to all other oil seeds, coconut has the highest percent of advantages as well as consistency in production less
susceptible to abnormal climatic condition.

In conventional extraction processing is carried over by continuous Pressing, Hydraulic presses these are used in the large
installations. But those machines are not flexible enough to produce virgin coconut oil and those machines not suitable for virgin oil
for their higher cost, larger machine size.

This project work aim on design and fabrication of portable coconut oil extraction machine which will eliminate all
drawbacks the machine is light in weight which makes it portable and can be used for industrial production. Machine can be handle by
unskilled labour and there is less need of power source as it is manually operated.

KEY WORDS: oil extraction, compact model, simple mechanism on oil extractions, Virgin coconut oil, Yield of VCO.

INTRODUCTION

Today the industrial sector in India is hit badly due to lack of power and improper management in small scale production.
This is the basic reason for the developing a virgin coconut oil extraction machine.
Extraction machine refers both to manual and economically as a mode of daily commuting aspects as well as the use of virgin
oil in a commercial activity, which is the natural oil obtained from fresh coconut by various extraction methods as well as being
efficient in operation and durable.
In this project fabrication of virgin oil extraction machine using simple designs and mechanism is carried out. It is
used in small scale and mass production for utilization of advance mechanism.
The machine is efficient in both biological and mechanical terms. The extraction machine is the advanced human-powered
means of manufacturing in terms of energy a person must expend to producing a given product from mechanical viewpoint, although
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the use of threading mechanisms may reduce this by 10–15%. In terms of the ratio of weight an extraction machine can carry a more
pressure.
The machine measured each operation power output in liters. In lab experiments an average "in-shape‖ can produce about a
liters /10 nuts for more than 10 minutes.

AGRICULTURE:
Agriculture was developed at least 10,000 years ago, and it has undergone significant developments since the time of the earliest
cultivation. Independent development of agriculture is also believed to have occurred in northern and southern China, Africa's Sahel,
New Guinea and several regions of the Americas. Agricultural practices such as irrigation, crop rotation, fertilizers, and pesticides
were developed long ago but have made great strides in the past century. The Haber-Bosch method for synthesizing ammonium nitrate
represented a major breakthrough and allowed crop yields to overcome previous constraints. In the past century, agriculture has been
characterized by enhanced productivity, the substitution of human labor for synthetic fertilizers and pesticides, selective breeding, and
mechanization.

OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT WORK
To overcome the limitations of existing system the proposed concept helpful in a way as mentioned below.


Unskilled people can also make the business



Illiterate people also make the business



Risk of high investment can be eliminated



Operation is simple and time conserved

LITERATRE REVIEW
Present technology

1. Hydraulic press type

Limitations
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The size of machine is large



Cost of machine is high



It needs more space



Need of regular maintenance
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Need of skilled labour

2. Conventional type

Limitations


Need of wood to heat the coconut meat



It is not portable



Hazardous to health



Require more time to get oil

PROPOSED 3D MODEL

Design of portable virgin coconut oil extraction machine

List of the Components
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Screw rod



Cylinder



Piston plate



Tray



Frame



Table stand



Hot air chamber
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Operation of working machine

Working
This extraction machine consists of an adjustable box, vertical presser and frame, table stand for production mechanism. The
manual pressure is applied on the coconut meat. The assembly can be mounted on table stand. A box containing the coconut meat
attached to the tray and frame. While the thread is rotated by manually, the piston moves vertically downwards inside the box with a
high pressure on the coconut meat, the extracted virgin coconut oil comes out through the container holes.
The collected oil is containing lauric acid it is very useful to the healthy and long life


Initially the main scraping of coconut flesh into fine particles. Drying to 8-10% moisture content by using hot air drier and
filtration to remove sediment. Coconut flesh is filled to box at required height, after the feeding of coconut flesh. Which will
compress the coconut meat, due to the compressing of the given coconut flesh virgin coconut oil is obtained.



Extraction for domestic use, extraction which can produce about 250 ml oil from 4 coconuts at a time.

Making virgin coconut oil is simple and doing the work yourself will save you money. This luscious oil can be slathered on
your skin as a moisturizer or you can even cook with it. The saturated fat found in coconut oil is actually good for your health.
Coconuts contain healthy fats that help to lubricate the joints, and reduce inflammation within the body. The oil also has a fresh
slightly sweet taste that works well with many dishes
This machine is efficient and easy to operate and maintain. As it is produce a virgin product with adjustable height and width
of vertically presser, there is greater durability in production. Since machine requires less space to move, it can be used in a more
versatile manner as compared to power machines that are mounted on heavy and bulky industries. A labor saving device, it can be
used to extract more than 8 litres in 1 to 2 hours thus covering more time compared to hydraulic jack machine. Easy to assemble and
dissemble, it serves the dual use of work.

ADVANTAGES
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Less initial cost



Compact



Durable



Less time consumption



Less power consumption
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APPLICATIONS
It can be used in places like hotels, bakeries and wherever coconut oil is extracted.
Made an impressing task in canteens, hotels and bakeries. It is very usefully for the workers.

CONCLUSION


The machine has a simple construction and is light in weight which makes it portable and can be used for both domestic and
commercial purposes.



This machine can also be operated by unskilled person.



This machine is widely used for extraction the contents like coconut,



This machine can also be used for high production in small scale industries.
Our intention is to overcome those above problems by applying engineering knowledge and to give the good machine to

produce virgin coconut oil by using these machine they can produce products in reliable way and to compete in the market.
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Abstract- In this paper, we investigate pre-, post-, symmetrical dispersion and power compensation in parallel for 96 channels ×10
Gbps non-return to zero DWDM system using pumped dispersion compensating fiber (PDCF) and pumped single mode fiber (PSMF).
The results of three compensation methods have been compared in the term of bit error rate, eye closure penalty and Quality factor
and it has been found that both post- and symmetrical compensation methods provide better results for short haul communication but
for long haul communication post-compensation method is the best alternative among other. The impact of bit error rate and eye
closure penalty is also observed for large transmission distances.
Keywords: DWDM, Pumped dispersion compensating fiber, Pumped single mode fiber, Channel spacing, BER, Q-value,
Compensation technique.
Introduction
The development of powerful optical amplifiers, which eliminate the expensive conversion of optical - to – electrical and vice versa
provide better result for long haul transmission. To compensate the power losses various optical amplifiers EDFA, SOA, Raman
amplifier and HOA are used. HOA is an open area of research because it enhanced the bandwidth and maximizes the span length. In
high capacity WDM system, with increase in the channel bit rate from 10 to 40 Gbps there is non-linear impairments changes [8]. The
signal will have a number of fiber non-linear effects, such as chromatic dispersion as transmission distance and number of channel
increases. Several methods have been proposed to overcome the impairments caused by chromatic dispersion including fiber bragg
grating, optical phase conjugation, dispersion compensating devices. Power & DCF is an important method to upgrade the already
installed links of SMF. The high value of negative dispersion is used to compensate positive dispersion over large lengths of fiber.
Nuyts et al. [6] investigated that as the launching power into DCF is increased, the DCF length which offers widest eye margin
decreases and this results in an increased SNR, therefore performance of the system is improved. Rothnie et al. [7] demonstrated that
the transmission performance is improved in each amplified section by placing the DCF before SMF. Kaler et al. [5] investigated the
three dispersion compensation methods for 10 Gbps NRZ links and EDFA is used as power compensator. The results show that
symmetrical compensation is superior to that of Pre- & Post- compensation and maximum transmission distance for Postcompensation is up to 288 km. Randhawa et al. [3] compared the three compensation techniques in presence of fiber nonlinearities in
10 Gbps & 40 Gbps CSRZ system & observed that Hybrid compensation provide better result for high speed optical system. Tiwari et
al. [9] achieved dispersion & power compensation in parallel by using pumped DCF means Raman amplification has been done by
using counter pumped DCF (PDCF). In this paper the work is extended with context of 10 Gbps x 96 channels DWDM system. To
amplify this broadband system i.e. 120.4 nm of gain band width, HOA (Raman-EDFA) is considered and achieved power &
dispersion compensation in parallel. Transmiiter consists of data source, electrical driver, laser source and amplitude modulator. The
data source is non – return to zero (NRZ) format at bit rate of 10 Gbps. CW laser generate 96 laser beams with 100 Ghz of interval
over 120.4nm bandwidth. The combiner C, combine all the modulated optical signals, boosted by EDFA booster then fed to optical
fiber through an optical splitter, S. Optical splitter is used to measurement of optical power and to analyze the optical spectrum for
transmission link. After that for the Pre-, Post- and Symmetrical compensation the PDCF-EDFA & PSMF-EDFA is used. At the
receiver side the optical signal detected by PIN detector, then passed through the electrical filter (Besssel) and output observed on
electroscope. Eye diagram, Q-factor and BER measured from electroscope.

RESULT & DISCUSSION
The parameters of PSMF and PDCF considered are given below:
Table 1
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Parameters
Length
Fiber – non linearity
Raman crosstalk
Fiber polarized mode dispersion
Fiber birefringence
Operating temperature
Pump type

PSMF
Shown in table 2
Considered
Not considered
Considered
Considered
300
Counter – propagate

PDCF
Shown in table 2
Considered
Not considered
Considered
Considered
300
Counter – propagate

Pump wavelength (nm)
Pump power (mW)
Pump attenuation (dB/km)

1453
1000
1.2

1453
200
1.2

Dispersion (ps/nm/km)

16

-96

The total length of communication link is changed according to ten cases which are considered for varying the length of DCF and
SMF.
Table 2
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DCF(km)
4
6
8
10
12
14
16

SMF(km)
24
36
48
60
72
84
96

8
9
10

18
20
22

108
120
132

For the first case the length of DCF is 4 km and SMF is 24 km and for second case the length of DCF is 6 km and SMF is 36 km. This
process is taken up to 10 cases for which the length of DCF is 22 km and SMF is 132 km. It has been found that case 4 shows the best
result. It means when the length of DCF is 10km and SMF is of 60 km the results are good. For this case, the Q-factor is 23.84db,
23.84db, 23.35db for the Pre-, Post- and Symmetrical compensations respectively and BER is 10 -40 for all compensation techniques.
And eye closure is 0.61db, 0.58db and 0.68db for the Pre-, Post- and Symmetrical compensations. Therefore length of the fiber is
considered according to case 4. The bit error rate for the different compensation methods is measured for various cases. And it is
observed that performance is better for Post-compensation method than Pre- and Symmetrical configuration. Both Post- and
Symmetrical compensation provides acceptable bit error rate i.e., 2.3 x 10ˉ10 for Post- and 1.9 x 10ˉ9 for Symmetrical compensation up
to 420 km and degraded after this distance. Further the eye closure penalty indicates that the Post-compensation method provide least
eye closure (<1.73 db for all transmission distances) as compared to other methods. The 6 spans of Post- compensation and 3 spans of
Symmetrical compensation cover 420 km distance but the Pre- compensation is used to cover up to 350 km distance only after that
there is degradation of the signal.
Conclusion
The paper illustrate the performance comparison of pre-, post-, symmetrical dispersion and power compensation in parallel for 96
channels × 10 Gbps non-return to zero DWDM system using pumped dispersion compensating fiber (PDCF) and pumped single mode
fiber (PSMF). It is found that both post- and symmetrical compensation methods are provide better results for short haul
communication compare to pre - compensation but for long haul communication post-compensation method is the best alternative
among other. Also, the influence of transmission distance on the three compensation methods has been discussed by keeping the fiber
length constant (10 km of PDCF and 60 km of PSMF). For acceptable bit error rate ≤ 10−9, maximum transmission distance for post
and symmetrical compensation is up to 420 km, i.e. 6 and 3 spans of post- and symmetrical compensation configuration for case (4),
where as it is approximately up to 350 km for the pre-compensation method.
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Abstract— Adsorption technique is widely used for removal of toxic organic contaminants from aqueous streams. Owing to the
hazardous or otherwise undesirable characteristics of phenolic compounds in particular, their presence in wastewater from municipal
and industrial discharge is one of the most important environmental issue. The discharge of poor quality effluents by the chemicalbased laboratories and refineries in India is posing a serious threat to water sources and wastewater treatment installations alike. Our
study was set up in the Indo-French Unit for Water & Wastewater Technologies (IFUWWT), IIT Delhi. The main objective of this
study was to assess the efficiency of a laboratory-scale activated sludge treatment process in producing a final effluent conforming to
regulatory standards of Central Pollution Control Board, India with regards to COD and metal ion loads. The study was conducted in
three principal stages: characterization of wastewater containing nanoparticles; treatability studies of laboratory generated discards and
investigations of heavy metal ions before and after treatment. The raw effluent parameters analyzed were COD, BOD, F/M ratio,
Sludge Value Index, Total Solids and concentrations of Cu, Ag and Zn.
MLSS of the aeration basin was calculated to be 7180±261.3 mg/L while the F/M ratio was kept down to 0.1560±.0149; besides, an
SVI of 107.24 mL/g complied with the state of bioreactor‘s sludge. These set of values suggested to set an extended aeration processes
for the reactors. The results showed over 98% influent COD reduction and nearly 100% removal of metal ions. The sample used was
operated on sludge collected from Vasant Kunj Wastewater Treatment plant. Based on the results from waste characterization and
treatability studies, it was decided that the mixed liquor discharged in the activation tank should have glucose solution and laboratory
discarded sample in 1:1 ratio. The reactor was operated on a glucose fed batch basis for 30 days. For metal analysis, the digested water
samples were analyzed for the presence of copper, silver and zinc using Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. The biosorption
capacities were found to be over 95% in all the cases. Such a high sludge yield is suggestive of the fact that heavy metals are in very
low concentrations in the considered carboy sample. Because of these insignificant values, the amount of metal ions introduced to the
system gets adsorbed almost completely, hence leaving behind no metal ion within the supernatant. Well-treated wastewater has
enormous potential as a source of water for crops, households and industry.
Keywords— Nanoparticles, Activated Sludge Process, Adsorption, Bioreactor, Sludge yield, BOD5 & COD, Metal Ion Analysis
1.

INTRODUCTION

In many arid and semi-arid countries water is becoming an increasingly scarce resource and planners are forced to consider any
sources of water which might be used economically and effectively to promote further development. The wastewater that is generated
by the laboratories is characteristically high in both organic and inorganic content. The ability to reclaim wastewater for discharge or
reuse would be a giant step toward over-all waste reduction.
The conventional methods for treatment of effluents contaminated with heavy metals involve physicochemical processes such as
flocculation, precipitation, electrolysis and crystallization. However, these processes are very expensive and generate new products,
merely resulting in a transfer of the metal from one medium to another, but not providing a definitive solution. The search for cheaper
and definitive solutions led to the development of new technologies based on the utilization of organic substrates for removal of heavy
metals by the process of sorption using bioreactors.
A bioreactor (BR) may refer to any engineered device or system that supports a biologically active environment. The aim of the study
was to set up a vessel in which a chemical process can be carried out, which involves organisms or biochemically substances derived
from such organisms. The sludge used was obtained from Vasant Kunj wastewater treatment plant. To keep the process aerobic, the
sludge was kept on aeration throughout. This process is functioned to treat waste water using bacteria which is helped by its food.
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2.

CHARACTERIZATION OF CARBOY NANOPARTICLES (NPs)

In order to design onsite wastewater treatment systems, we must consider the nature of the wastewater because the effluent quality
depends upon the influent characteristics. The treatment capacity and treatment efficiency of systems are calculated based upon the
influent concentrations and the effluent requirements.
The source of the wastewater influences the characteristics of the waste stream. In general, we can categorize the source as residential,
municipal, commercial, industrial or agricultural. The sample for the purpose of our study was a carboy whose constituents were the
discarded materials of our laboratory. The components of influent-characterization would be:
a.

TS (Total Solid)

Suspended Solid (SS) parameter/Non-Filterable Residue refers to the dry weight of particles trapped by the Whattman Filter Paper of
45 micron pore size while Dissolved Solid (DS) refers to the dry mass left behind on the filter paper. Their summation gives the net
Total Solid content of the waste-water.
b.

BOD5

According to CPCB, the maximum permissible limit of suspended solids for irrigational land is 200mg/L while that for inland surface
water is 100mg/L. CPCB guidelines state that those water bodies having BOD more than 6 mg/l are identified as polluted water
bodies.
Biological oxygen demand (BOD) is a measure of the amount of oxygen that is consumed by bacteria during the decomposition of
organic matter. Having a safe BOD level in wastewater is essential to producing quality effluent. If the BOD level is too high then the
water could be at risk for further contamination, interfering with the treatment process and affecting the end product. By comparing
the BOD of incoming sewage and the BOD of the effluent water leaving the plant, the efficiency and effectiveness of sewage
treatment can be judged.
c.

COD

The COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) test represents the amount of chemically digestible organics (food). COD measures all
organics that were biochemically digestible as well as all the organics that can be digested by heat and sulfuric acid.
For our purpose, COD was determined using Closed Reflux method ( (APHA, 1989); (González, 1986); (Jirka & Carter, 1975)). In
this case, a small volume of sample is heated with concentrated dichromate solution in presence of silver sulphate and mercuric
sulphate. The reaction takes place in culture tubes with PTTE-lined screw caps at 150° C. Heating proceeds for usually shorter times,
at higher temperatures than in the open reflux method; the COD is estimated by titrating the digested sample against ferrous
ammonium sulphate solution (FAS) in the presence of Ferroin indicator.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Mixed Liquor Volatile Suspended Solid (MLVSS)
pH
Calcium and Magnesium content (to check for hardness)
Metal Analysis

3.

DETERMINATION OF TRACE METAL IONS BY ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROMETER

This is done after pre-concentration and subsequent concentration reduction on adsorption by sludge
Fig. 1: Culture tubes with PTTE-lined screw caps
Samples Tested for presence of heavy metal ions: Our aim was to characterize
the carboy nanoparticle sample taking the concentration of three heavy metal
ions, namely Cu, Ag and Zn, into consideration. Furthermore, we needed to check
if the process of sludge-based-adsorption can prove to be an effective measure to
remove these hazardous heavy metals. Hence the metal analyses were done for (a)
carboy (b) sludge and supernatant for both reactors.
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Sample Digestion: To ensure the removal of organic impurities from the samples Fig. 2: Heating Plate Chamber
and thus prevent their interference in analysis, the samples were digested with
concentrated nitric acid. 10ml of nitric acid was added to 50ml of sample to be
analyzed in a 250ml conical flask. The mixture was evaporated to volume of 5mL
by keeping it over a heating plate chamber after which it was allowed to cool and
then filtered.

Standard Preparation
(a) Copper: Dissolve 3.7980g of Cu (NO3)2.3H2O in 250ml. of deionized water. Dilute to 1 lt. in a volumetric flask with the water.
(b) Silver: Dissolve 1.5750 of silver nitrate in 200ml. of deionized water. Dilute to 1 lt. in a volumetric flask with deionized water.
(c) Zinc: Dissolve 1.2450g of zinc oxide (ZnO) in 5ml of deionized water followed by 25ml. of 5M hydrochloric acid. Dilute to 1 lt.
in a volumetric flask with deionized water.
Sample Analysis: The digested water samples were analyzed for the presence
of copper, silver and zinc using the ElementAS AAS4141 Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometer (by Electronics Corporation of India Ltd). The calibration
plot method was used for the analysis. Air-acetylene was the flame used and
hollow cathode lamp of the corresponding elements was the resonance line
source, the wavelength for the determination of the elements were 217.9nm,
327.5nm and 212.6nm for copper, silver and zinc respectively. The digested
samples were analyzed in duplicates with the average concentration of the metal
present being displayed in mg/L by the instrument after extrapolation from the
standard curve.
4.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

a.

BIOLOGICAL REACTOR SETUP

Fig.3: Atomic Absorption Spectrometer

The sludge which provided biomass was obtained from Vasant Kunj Wastewater Treatment plant. To prepare the feed/food for
biomass-generation, 1 gram of D-Glucose was added to a liter of water kept on aeration for roughly an hour. This served the purpose
for influent COD. 1ml each of MgSO4.7H2O, CaCl2, FeCl3.6H2O and phosphate buffer was next added to the vessel. 1 gram of
glucose corresponds to a COD of 1066.67 mg/L of O2. This solution was added by an amount equal to the supernatant decanted from
each reactor. The reactors were kept on aeration overnight. Next day, the COD of the supernatant/effluent would be calculated using
the closed-reflux-method. The biomass used wasn‘t discarded throughout the duration of the study.
b.

RUNNING ADSORPTION EXPERIMENTS TO STABILIZE COD AND BOD 5

The overall goal of the activated sludge was to reduce or remove organic matter, solids, ions nutrients, and other pollutants from
wastewater. More specifically, the activated sludge process involved blending settled primary effluent wastewater with a culture of
microorganisms into fluid called ―mixed liquor‖. The mixed liquor was discharged in an activation tank, in which air was introduced
into the system to create an aerobic environment that kept the activated sludge properly mixed. The bacteria stabilized the substances
that had a demand for BOD, while oxidizable chemicals (reducing chemicals) were responsible for consuming COD before being
discharged in a clarifier where suspended solids and liquid were separated.
Oxidizable material + bacteria + nutrient + O2  CO2 + H2O + oxidized inorganics
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A number of treatment technologies are in use for the treatment of wastewater contaminated with organic substances. Among them,
adsorption process is considered as a promising method for removing COD, heavy metals, colour, odour and ions. This method has
aroused considerable interest during recent years for cleaning the wastewater specifically due to its cost-effectiveness.
Adsorption in Bioreactor B had been carried out in two stages. For an initial length of 20 days, only glucose-based organic feed was
added to the reactor. The aim was to acclimatize the microorganisms residing in the reactor to glucose, which served as food for the
microorganisms. After this initial set of 20 days, it was seen that the percentage reduction in COD didn‘t witness any changes. Hence,
it was concluded that the bacteria had become acclimatized. Carboy nanoparticles were now introduced alongside the glucose to the
bioreactor B. The ratio for carboy sample to glucose feed was kept at 1:1. This step was prompted due to small concentration of metal
ions and had the ratio been kept smaller, the difference between CODs of mixed liquor and Bioreactor A would have been too small.
The setup was studied for duration of one week.

5.

RESULTS

a.

CHARACTERIZATION DATA OF CARBOY NANOPARTICLES (NPs)
TABLE 1: TOTAL SOLID CONCENTRATION (in mg/L)

Date

16/5/2013

29/5/2013

26/6/2013

Average

DS (mg/L)

140

120

100

120

SS (mg/L)

400

460

560

473.33

TS (mg/L)

540

580

660

593.33

The BOD5 during our study came out to be 697.9949mg/L. The high content of microorganisms and other organic matter lead to
consumption of the available oxygen.
For the purpose of experiment, we had proceeded with COD monitoring instead of BOD 5 because of following reasons:
BOD5 /COD ratio for June 3, 2013 was 0.373; the result indicated that COD readings are significantly greater than those of BOD 5.
Secondly, for COD calculation, the sample needs to be kept in the digestor for only 2 hours. BOD calculation requires duration of 5
days, hence being inconvenient. By the time we have results from a 5-day test; the plant conditions would no longer be same. Hence,
real time monitor and control cannot be relied upon BOD.
TABLE 2: COD VALUES OF CARBOY NANOPARTICLE SAMPLE

Date
3/6/2013
4/6/2013
5/6/2013
6/6/2013
7/6/2013
11/6/2013
12/6/2013
13/6/2013
14/6/2013
17/6/2013
282

Blank

1st

2nd

1.453
1.437
1.437
1.447
1.467
1.473
1.447
1.500
1.460
1.470

1.42
1.4
1.42
1.42
1.46
1.42
1.41
1.44
1.43
1.43

1.36
1.4
1.41
1.44
1.45
1.42
1.39
1.47
1.44
1.44

3rd

Average

1.4
1.393
1.4
1.400
1.4
1.410
1.43
1.430
1.45
1.453
1.41
1.417
1.38
1.393
1.44
1.450
1.42
1.430
1.47
1.447
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BlankAverage

Molarity

COD

0.060
0.037
0.027
0.017
0.013
0.057
0.053
0.050
0.030
0.023

0.0975
0.0978
0.0975
0.0975
0.0971
0.0973
0.0975
0.0975
0.0975
0.0967

1871.3
1148.1
831.7
519.8
414.2
1763.9
1663.4
1559.5
935.7
722.1
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20/6/2013
21/6/2013
24/6/2013
25/6/2013
26/6/2013
27/6/2013

1.450
1.450
1.463
1.433
1.417
1.440

1.42
1.43
1.45
1.4
1.4
1.43

1.42
1.43
1.41
1.44
1.4
1.42

1.45
1.43
1.46
1.41
1.41
1.44

1.430
1.430
1.440
1.417
1.403
1.430

0.020
0.020
0.023
0.017
0.013
0.010

0.0977
0.0990
0.0971
0.0978
0.1000
0.0996

625.0
633.7
724.9
521.9
426.7
318.7

After June 6, a certain amount of laboratory discarded waste was again feeded to the aging carboy to regenerate it. This explains the
visible bump in COD readings. The constant decrement in the COD values can be attributed to decomposition of organic wastes and
oxidation of chemical waste.
In accordance with the (CPCB, 2007) guidelines, the maximum permissible Chemical Oxygen Demand of Inland Surface Water could
be 250mg/L and for drinking purposes, it comes down to 3 mg/L. With respect to these values, the given carboy sample can be
categorized to be highly contaminated as its initial COD value is over 1500 mg/L. This result was expected as the constituents of the
carboy are formed by laboratory-discards.
GRAPH 1: REDUCTION OF CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND (in mg/L) OF CARBOY

COD (in mg/L of O2)
2000.0
1500.0
1000.0
500.0
0.0
11/6/2013 12/6/2013 13/6/2013 14/6/2013 17/6/2013 20/6/2013 21/6/2013 24/6/2013 25/6/2013 26/6/2013 27/6/2013

COD values for the initial phase (June 3 to June 7) varied between 1871 mg/L to 414.2 mg/L.
Before examining metal-ion analysis, it is important to understand the primary role of activated sludge i.e. the reduction of chemical
oxygen demand (COD) from domestic wastewater.

b.

ATTRIBUTES OF NORMAL REACTOR (BIOREACTOR A)
TABLE 3: STRENGTH OF INFLUENT ADDED TO THE REACTORS (in mg/L)

Date
30/5/13
31/5/13
3/6/13
4/6/13
5/6/13
283

Blank
1.463
1.427
1.453
1.437
1.437

1st

2nd

3rd

Average
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BlankAverage

Molarity
0.0969
0.0990
0.0975
0.0978
0.0975

Influent
1066.667
1066.667
1066.667
1066.667
1066.667
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6/6/13
7/6/13
11/6/13
12/6/13
13/6/13
14/6/13
17/6/13
19/6/13
20/6/13
21/6/13
24/6/13
25/6/13
26/6/13
27/6/13

1.447
1.467
1.473
1.447
1.500
1.460
1.470
1.447
1.450
1.450
1.463
1.433
1.417
1.440

1.38
1.39
1.38
1.38
1.37
1.37
1.4
1.39
1.34
1.36
1.38
1.37
1.34
1.35

1.37
1.39
1.42
1.37
1.46
1.39
1.4
1.37
1.39
1.37
1.36
1.36
1.37
1.38

1.36
1.4
1.41
1.38
1.46
1.39
1.41
1.37
1.43
1.37
1.4
1.36
1.36
1.38

1.370
1.393
1.403
1.377
1.430
1.383
1.403
1.377
1.387
1.367
1.380
1.363
1.357
1.370

0.077
0.073
0.070
0.070
0.070
0.077
0.067
0.070
0.063
0.083
0.083
0.070
0.060
0.070

0.0975
0.0971
0.0973
0.0975
0.0975
0.0975
0.0967
0.0977
0.0990
0.0971
0.0978
0.1000
0.0996
0.1006

1195.582
1139.159
1089.494
1091.618
1091.618
1195.582
1031.593
1093.750
1003.300
1294.498
1304.631
1120.000
956.175
1126.761

GRAPH 2: STRENGTH OF INFLUENT ADDED TO THE REACTORS (in mg/L)

COD (in mg/L of O2)
1400.000
1200.000
1000.000
800.000
600.000
400.000
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0.000

COD removal and sludge yield
Simply due to the high number of microorganism in bioreactors, the pollutants uptake rate can be increased. This leads to better
degradation in a given time span; also the required reactor volumes are smaller. In comparison to the conventional activated sludge
process (ASP (Trussel, 2006)) which typically achieves 95 percent removal, average COD removal by Reactor-A over a course of 30
days came out to be 98.186%. Such a high sludge yield could be attributed to high MLSS concentration.

F/M ratio and dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration has a big influence to on microorganism growth in activated sludge process. A
rapid growth causes bulking sludge which is indicated by a High SVI value.
Calculating F/M ratio
The term Food to Microorganism Ratio i.e. F/M ratio, as per (DEP), is actually a measurement of the amount of incoming food (kg of
Influent CBOD) divided by the kg of microorganisms in your system. In our calculations, the volume of activated sludge in our
clarifiers has been taken as the total amount of microorganisms exposed to the incoming food.
Volume of supernatant removed everyday = 500ml/L
⇒ Volume of microbial-sludge exposed = 500ml/L
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Volume of feed added to each reactor = 500ml (net volume of feed prepared = 1L)

TABLE 4: TSS VALUES FOR REACTOR A

DATE

Suspended Solids
in mg/L

Dissolved Solids
in mg/L

Microorganism (M)
available in mg/L

May 28, 2013

6685

680

7365

May 29, 2013

6285

710

6995

Average

6485

695

7180

Aeration system volume = 500ml ⇒ M = (7180 mg/L)*(.5 L) = 3590 mg
F = Flow * Influent COD = (500 mL/day)*(1066.67 mg/L) = 533.335 mg/day
⇒ F/M = 533.335/3590 = 0.148
Normally, we prefer a low F/M ratio due to the following advantages: (i) High degree of elimination of BOD5 and COD (ii) Good
nitrification/de-nitrification (iii) Good settle-ability to sustain shock and toxic loading.
Extended aeration processes generally operate within the following ranges:




Detention time in aeration basin = 12-24 hrs.
MLSS in aeration basin = 2000-5000 mg/L
System F: M Ratio = 0.05 – 0.15: 1
Hence the setup is within the permissible limits.
TABLE 5: PERCENTAGE COD REMOVING CAPACITY OF REACTOR-A
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Date

Blank

1st

2nd

3rd

Average

BlankAverage

Molarity

COD left

5/29/2013

1.470

1.38

1.37

1.38

1.377

0.093

0.0975

29.110

5/30/2013

1.463

1.40

1.35

1.40

1.383

0.080

0.0969

24.806

5/31/2013

1.427

1.37

1.38

1.40

1.383

0.043

0.0990

13.729

98.713

6/3/2013

1.453

1.39

1.34

1.39

1.373

0.080

0.0975

24.951

97.661

6/4/2013

1.437

1.39

1.37

1.40

1.387

0.050

0.0978

15.656

98.532

6/5/2013

1.437

1.41

1.41

1.41

1.410

0.027

0.0975

8.317

99.220

6/6/2013

1.447

1.42

1.43

1.40

1.417

0.030

0.0975

9.357

99.123

6/7/2013

1.467

1.41

1.39

1.41

1.403

0.063

0.0971

19.676

98.354

6/11/2013

1.473

1.40

1.43

1.43

1.420

0.053

0.0973

16.602

98.543

6/12/2013

1.447

1.42

1.41

1.41

1.413

0.033

0.0975

10.396

99.046

6/13/2013

1.500

1.45

1.39

1.45

1.430

0.070

0.0975

21.832

98.000

6/14/2013

1.460

1.43

1.44

1.42

1.430

0.030

0.0975

9.357

99.143

6/17/2013

1.470

1.39

1.42

1.40

1.403

0.067

0.0967

20.632

98.274

6/19/2013

1.447

1.41

1.40

1.41

1.407

0.040

0.0977

12.500

98.788
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6/20/2013

1.450

1.42

1.39

1.41

1.407

0.043

0.0990

13.729

98.745

6/21/2013

1.450

1.38

1.42

1.42

1.407

0.043

0.0971

13.463

98.658

6/24/2013

1.463

1.36

1.34

1.38

1.360

0.103

0.0978

32.355

97.501

6/25/2013

1.433

1.33

1.32

1.36

1.337

0.097

0.1000

30.933

97.629

6/26/2013

1.417

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.340

0.077

0.0996

24.436

97.818

6/27/2013

1.440

1.26

1.24

1.25

1.250

0.190

0.1006

61.167

93.603

The abnormal reductions in removing capacity towards the end can a result of overburdening of the sludge biomass, indicating the
need to replace the sludge.
COMPARISON BETWEEN COD OF GLUCOSE FEED: BEFORE
AND AFTER BEING TREATED USING BIOREACTOR -A
INITIAL COD OF FEED

27/6/2013

956.2

61.2

26/6/2013

24.4

25/6/2013

30.9

24/6/2013

32.4

21/6/2013

13.5

20/6/2013

13.7

19/6/2013

12.5

17/6/2013

20.6

14/6/2013

1120.0
1304.6
1294.5
1003.3
1093.8
1031.6
1195.6
1091.6

9.4

13/6/2013

1091.6

21.8

12/6/2013

10.4

11/6/2013

16.6

7/6/2013

19.7

6/6/2013

9.4

5/6/2013

8.3

4/6/2013

15.7

3/6/2013

25.0

31/5/2013

1089.5
1139.2
1195.5
1066.7
1066.7
1066.7
1066.7
1066.7

13.7
0.0
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26/6/2013
24/6/2013
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13/6/2013
11/6/2013
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31/5/2013
90.000

91.000

92.000

93.000

94.000

95.000

96.000

97.000

98.000

99.000
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PERCENTAGE REMOVAL OF GLUCOSE FEED BY BIOREACTOR

GRAPH 3 & 4: BEHAVIOUR OF GLUCOSE FEED ON BEING TREATED BY BIOREACTOR-A
Calculating Sludge Volume Index (SVI) ratio
Sludge Volume Index as per (SacrementoState) is an extremely useful parameter to measure in a wastewater treatment process. In
simple terms, SVI is the result of a mathematical calculation. It takes into account the 30-minute settle-ability test result and the
activated sludge mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) test result to come up with a number (or index) that describes the ability of the
sludge to settle and compact. Value of Sludge Volume Index can then be calculated from the formula SVI = (SV/MLSS)*1000

TABLE 6: SLUDGE VOLUME INDEX CALCULATION

SV (Volume of settled solids in one-liter graduated transparent measuring cylinder
after 30 minutes settling period) in mL/L

770 mL/L

MLSS (Mixed liquor Suspended Solids) in ppm

7180 mg/L

SVI (Sludge Volume Index) in mL/g

107.24 mL/g

According to (IDEM, 1986) tpo (treatment plant operator) guidelines, cases wherein SVI is in the range of 100 to 200 mL/g, activated
sludge plants seem to produce a clear, good-quality effluent which supports the observation of 98.186% removal of COD feeded. Such
sludge typically settles more slowly and traps more particulate matter as it forms a uniform blanket before settling. It also supports the
growth of microbial culture.
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Fig. 4: Reactor when kept on aeration

c.

Fig. 5: Reactor with settled sludge

ATTRIBUTES OF MIXED LIQUOR REACTOR (BIOREACTOR B) & EFFECT OF NANOPARTICLE
WASTEWATER ON COD
TABLE 7: CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND OF EFFLUENT FROM BIOREACTOR B

Date

Blank

1st

2nd

3rd

Average

BlankAverage

Molarity

COD
(in mg/L of O2)

29/5/2013

1.470

1.38

1.37

1.38

1.377

0.093

0.0975

29.110

30/5/2013

1.463

1.39

1.39

1.38

1.387

0.077

0.0969

23.773

31/5/2013

1.427

1.39

1.37

1.37

1.377

0.050

0.0990

15.842

3/6/2013

1.453

1.42

1.39

1.45

1.420

0.033

0.0975

10.396

4/6/2013

1.437

1.39

1.37

1.40

1.387

0.050

0.0978

15.656

5/6/2013

1.437

1.40

1.39

1.40

1.397

0.040

0.0975

12.476

6/6/2013

1.447

1.31

1.28

1.40

1.330

0.117

0.0975

36.387

7/6/2013

1.467

1.41

1.39

1.39

1.397

0.070

0.0971

21.748

11/6/2013

1.473

1.43

1.44

1.45

1.440

0.033

0.0973

10.376

12/6/2013

1.447

1.40

1.39

1.41

1.400

0.047

0.0975

14.555

13/6/2013

1.500

1.47

1.47

1.47

1.470

0.030

0.0975

9.357

14/6/2013

1.460

1.42

1.43

1.45

1.433

0.027

0.0975

8.317

17/6/2013

1.470

1.41

1.45

1.43

1.430

0.040

0.0967

12.379

19/6/2013

1.447

1.40

1.40

1.40

1.400

0.047

0.0977

14.583

20/6/2013

1.450

1.41

1.41

1.35

1.390

0.060

0.0990

19.010

21/6/2013

1.450

1.42

1.44

1.36

1.407

0.043

0.0971

13.463

24/6/2013

1.463

1.45

1.41

1.43

1.430

0.033

0.0978

10.437

25/6/2013

1.433

1.39

1.39

1.38

1.387

0.047

0.1000

14.933

26/6/2013

1.417

1.38

1.40

1.39

1.390

0.027

0.0996

8.499

27/6/2013

1.440

1.37

1.42

1.39

1.393

0.047

0.1006

15.023

From June 21 onwards, the mixed liquor feeded to Bioreactor B consisted of 250 mL each of Glucose and Carboy sample, while
Bioreactor A was continued to be fed with 500 mL of glucose feed only. The COD of mixed liquor supplied to the bioreactor B for
June 25 is calculated by taking the mean of (a) carboy‘s COD for June 24 and (b) COD of glucose feed prepared on June 25. COD of
mixed liquor for other days was similarly calculated.
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TABLE 6: COD OF INFLUENT AND EFFLUENT ASSUMING BIOREACTOR AS TREATMENT
UNIT AND MIXED
20.000
1003.3
21/6/2013
13.463
LIQUOR AS DISPOSAL WHICH REQUIRES TREATMENT
1093.8
21/6/2013
20/6/2013
19.010
15.000
COD
of
COD
of
COD
of
mixed
liquor
Percentage
Removal
1031.6
20/6/2013
19/6/2013
14.583
DATE
carboy
glucose
Added to the Bioreactor
COD after treatment
Efficiency
1195.6
17/6/2013
19/6/2013
12.379
10.000
21/6/2013
633.7
1091.6
14/6/2013
8.317
17/6/2013
24/6/2013
724.9
1304.6
633.7/2 + 1304.6/2 =
969.2
10.4
98.927
1091.6
13/6/2013
9.357
5.000
14/6/2013
25/6/2013
521.9
1120
724.9/2 + 1304.6/2 =
1014.8
14.9
98.532
1089.5
12/6/2013
14.555
13/6/2013
26/6/2013
426.7
956.2
521.9/2 + 956.2/2 =
739.1
8.5
98.850
1139.2
0.000
11/6/2013
10.376
12/6/2013
27/6/2013
1126.8
426.7/2 + 1126.7/2 =
776.7
15
98.069
1195.5
7/6/2013
21.748
11/6/2013
1066.7
6/6/2013
36.387
7/6/2013
1066.7
5/6/2013
12.476
6/6/2013
GRAPH
B
4/6/2013
15.656 5: COD OF SUPERNATENT RECOVERED AFTER TREATMENT IN BIOREACTOR1066.7
5/6/2013
1066.7 of the graph
The 3/6/2013
fluctuation in10.396
values aren‘t of importance as the significantly less as compared
to the influent COD. The importance
is to31/5/2013
deduce that COD values in the range of 750mg/L to 1250 mg/L are brought4/6/2013
down to 40 mg/L. This indicates significant
sludge
1066.7
15.842
yield of the bioreactor as could be seen in the below graph.
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GRAPH 8 & 9: EFFLUENT COD IS NEARLY INSIGNIFICANT AS COMPARED TO INFLUENT COD.
THIS INDICATES HIGH ADSORPTION CAPACITY OF THE ACTIVATED SLUDGE.
It is evident that the domestic wastewater remains polluted with organic load plus the dissolved and suspended matter. Organic load is
reﬂected in terms of the COD and the BOD values. In the present investigations only reduction of the COD was discussed. The COD
concentrations, 739mg/L to 1014mg/L, in the wastewater were substantially higher than that of the permissible limit: 100–200 mg/l,
for irrigation and horticultural uses, according to the Central Pollution Control Board, India (CPCB norms).

d.

FATE OF METAL-ION NANOPARTICLES IN BIOLOGICAL REACTOR
TABLE 7: CONC. v/s ADSORBANCE VALUES FOR Ag (λ=327.5 nm)
Concentration (ppm or mg/L)
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1.00

0.104

1.50

0.186

2.00

0.201

2.50

0.260

GRAPH 10: CONC. v/s ADSORBANCE VALUES FOR Ag
0.3
y = 0.102x + 0.0077
R² = 0.9811

Absorbance

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Concentration (in mg/L)
Silver nanoparticles were found to be absent from carboy and glucose solution. Concentration of copper nanoparticles in the carboy
was found out to be 0.064 mg/L. This reading is very insignificant when compared to CPCB parameters.
TABLE 8: STUDYING EFFICIENCY OF BIOREACTOR A TO ABSORB Zn HEAVY METAL
Concentration
(ppm or mg/L)

Carboy

glucose

Sludge

Supernatant

Sludge + Supernatant

Biosorption Capacity of sludge
(in percentage)

21/6/2013

0.645

0

0.371

0.027

0.398

24/6/2013

0.612

0

0.589

0.030

0.619

95.35

25/6/2013

0.576

0

0.704

0.000

0.704

100.00

26/6/2013

0.561

0

0.934

0.000

0.934

100.00

27/7/2013

-

0

1.109

0.016

1.125

97.15

TABLE 9: CONC. v/s ADSORBANCE VALUES FOR Zn (λ=212.6 nm)

Concentration (ppm or mg/L)

Absorbance

0.00

0.005

0.40

0.151

0.60

0.222

0.80

0.272

1.00

0.339

GRAPH 11: CONC. v/s ADSORBANCE VALUES FOR Zn
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Caliberation Curve
0.400
y = 0.3317x + 0.0121
R² = 0.996

0.350

Absorbance Ratio

0.300
0.250
0.200
plot of
adsorbance v/s
conc.
Best Fit Linear
Model

0.150
0.100
0.050
0.000
0.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

1.00

1.20

Concentration (ppm or mg/l)

Another set of readings suggest that when on glucose-based feed was added to the Bioreactor-B, no notable changes were noticed in
metal ion‘s concentration of both supernatant and sludge.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Calibration curves were obtained using a series of varying concentrations of the standards for both the metals. The two calibration
curves were linear with correlation coefficients of 0.996 and 0.9811. The initial biosorption capacities were 95.35% and 100%. The
subsequent sludge yield continues to be very high owing to aging of sludge and the fact that we are dealing with heavy metals having
very low concentrations. Because of these insignificant values, the amount of metal ions introduced to the system gets adsorbed
almost completely, hence leaving behind no metal ion within the supernatant.
For the protection of human health, guidelines for the presence of heavy metals in water have been set by different International
Organizations such as (USEPA), (WHO) and European Union. Thus, heavy metals have maximum permissible level in water as
specified by these organizations. Maximum contaminant level (MCL, 2003) is an enforceable standard set at a numerical value with
an adequate margin of safety to ensure no adverse effect on human health. It is the highest level of a contaminant that is allowed in a
water system. The two elements that were studied in this research namely: Zinc and Silver have Maximum Contaminant Levels of
5mg/L and 0.10 mg/L for drinking purposes, according to National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (NPDWR, 2009).
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ABSTRACT- In today‘s world consisting of huge population due to this there is a need for large scale of production of agricultural
products. Agriculture is the backbone of India. In India there is scarcity of labours in agriculture. Day by day labour wages are
increasing and in the same way demand of agriculture products are also increasing and today‘s world need large scale of production of
agriculture products due to huge population.
In today‘s world there is a heavy demand for sugar and it‘s byproducts. The major states growing sugarcane are Maharashtra,
Uttar Pradesh and Karnataka. Now India is the leading producer of sugarcane in the world.
This project aims to design and fabricate small scale sugarcane harvesting machine for sugarcane harvesting to reduce
farmer‘s effort and to increase the output of agricultural products. When compared to manual harvesting, this machine can cut the
lower and upper portion of the suger cane containing leaves, simultaneously by setting the optimum movement of the rotary blades.
The advanced technology machines are very costlier and cannot be purchased by a middle class farmers. The maintenance
cost of these machines are very high and requires skilled labours to operate. Hence this project work overcomes these problems and
aims to develop a small scale sugar cane harvesting machine. And this machine is easy to operate, low cost with more efficiency and
having less maintenance. The machine is helpful for farmers and it is economical.
Keywords: agriculture, labors, sugarcane, products, manual harvesting, farmers, machines, low cost

INTRODUCTION:
In India agriculture is facing serious challenges like scarcity of agricultural labour, not only in peak working seasons but also
in normal time. This is mainly for increased nonfarm job opportunities having higher wage, migration of labour force to cities and low
status of agricultural labours in the society. Sugarcane is the world‘s largest crop 2010 Food Agricultural Organization (FAO)
estimates it was cultivated on about 23.8 million hectares in more than 90 countries, with a worldwide harvest of 1.69 billion tons.
India is the largest producer of sugarcane in the world and Brazil in second position. Harvesting is a process of cutting and
gathering of mature crop from the field. Harvester is a machine is used for harvesting. Different types of harvesting machines are
available in the market namely paddy harvester, Tea harvester, Potato harvester, Wheat harvester and sugarcane harvester as
mentioned above all are available in small scale except sugarcane harvesting machine. Sugarcane harvesting is an agricultural
machinery use to harvest and process sugarcane.
Sugar cane is a hardy crop that is cultivated in tropical and sub-tropical regions for its sucrose content and by-products such
as molasses and bagasse (the waste fibrous residue). The plant grows in clumps of cylindrical stalks measuring from 1.25 to 7.25 cm
in diameter and reaching 6 to 7 m in height. The cane stalks grow straight upward until the stalk becomes too heavy to hold itself up. It
then lies on its side and continues to grow upward. This results in a mature cane field lying on top of itself in a mesh pattern. The
sugar cane stalks contain a sap from which sugar is processed. Sugar cane is grown throughout the Caribbean, Central and South
America, India, the Pacific Islands, Australia, Central and South Africa, Mauritius and the southern United States.
Under favorable conditions and the appropriate use of pesticides and fertilizers, cane grows rapidly. To ensure the maximum
sugar content of 1 to 17% of total weight, the cane must be harvested immediately after it reaches its final growth period.
In world the usage of agriculture equipment is increasing. In the usage of agriculture equipment‘s, India contributes only 10%
as shown in Figure 1
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Fig1 : World Agriculture Equipment Market
In areas where hand harvesting prevails, many of the injuries are machete related. These injuries can range from minor cuts to
the severing of body parts. Also, the machete is the tool that is most commonly used by the less skilled workers on the farm or
plantation. Keeping the machete sharp aids in reducing injuries, since with a sharp machete the worker does not have to swing as hard
and can maintain better control over the machete. Working with cane also can very easily produce injuries and cuts to the eyes.
Since cane is grown in tropical and sub-tropical locations, workers also need to be concerned about heat-related health
problems. This can be exacerbated due to use of the necessary protective clothing. These regions are also areas of high levels of sun
exposure, which can result in various types of skin cancer conditions. Precautions need to be taken to limit or protect against sun
exposure.
Pesticides and other chemicals may involve toxic risks that can lead to poisoning through skin absorption or inhalation.
LITERATURE REVIEW

MANUAL METHOD:
In Manual Harvesting to cut one acre of sugarcane 15-16 labours are required they take 3 days to cut one acre and involves
harvesting of 60-70 tons per acre with labors being paid 500-550 Rupees per ton of harvest hence total cost of harvesting per acre
comes up to 30,000-35,000 Rupees.

Fig2 : Manual Harvesting
DISADVANTAGES OF MANUAL HARVESTING ARE:
 Harvesting time will be more


Efficient work is not done



The cost will be more



Shortage of labour

MECHANIZED TYPE OF HARVESTING:
In mechanization now by using large scale harvesting machine takes about 6-7 hours for harvesting one acre averaging about
60-70 tons with labour costing around 3,500-4,000 Rupees per hour hence the total cost of harvesting per acre comes up to 20,00025,000 Rupees. The cost of this machine is around 1.2 crore it is not possible to buy the small farmers.
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Fig 3: Mechanized harvesting machine
DISADVANTAGES OF MECHANIZED HARVESTING ARE:




The cost of the machine is high
The machine is meant for large scale farms
Requires skilled labour to operate

SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW
After reviewing various journal papers it was found that the existing machines was not economical, having less efficiency
and the mechanism involved is complex. To overcome these problems this project work aims to develop low cost sugarcane
harvesting machine which is more efficient and having simple mechanism for cutting the sugarcane at a faster rate.
OBJECTIVE OF PROPOSED CONCEPT
To design and fabricate small scale sugarcane harvesting machine which is economical, more efficient and cuts the sugarcane
at faster rate. And it will be helpful for small scale formers, unskilled labours can also operate without difficulty.

PROPOSED MODEL

Fig 4: 3D Model of Sugarcane Harvesting Machine

WORKING PRINCIPLE:
The Fuel from the tank is supplied to the Engine and the power is generated to the shaft inside the engine. The driver sprocket which is
attached to the engine shaft rotates the driven sprocket through chain drive mechanism. The driven sprocket that is connected to the
longer shaft will transmit the power to the either sides of the Bevel gears through the shaft. The longer shafts will be mounted between
the two plumber blocks which provide support to the shaft. The rotating Bevel gears are in turn connected to the cutters through
vertical rods which rotates the cutters. By this way the small scale sugarcane harvesting machine works. The operations involved are
simple and easy to operate.
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DESIGN AND CALCULATION
CALCULATIONS OF BEVEL GEARS:
Referred from Bevel Gears of data hand book Gear Design by k Lingaih(old) and Gltln M Maitra Second Edition.







Shaft angle(  )= 900
Pressure angle(  ) =200
Number of teeth on pinion(z1 )= 10
Number of teeth on Gear(z2 )= 16
m = module



i = Gear ratio



δ1 = Pitch angle of the driver gear



δ2 = Pitch angle of the driven gear



Re = Cone distance



d1 = Pitch diameter of driver gear



d2 = Pitch diameter of driven gear

Pitch diameter of pinion(d1)= z1m=10  4=40 mm
Pitch diameter of Gear(d2)= z2m=16  4=64 mm
1.Gear ratio= 1.6
2 .Pitch cone angle of pinion=320
3. Pitch cone angle of Gear=580
4. formative number of teeth in a bevel gear=30
5.Dedendum of pinion =4.912 mm
6. Dedendum of Gear =6.592 mm
7.Outside diameter of pinion = 38.32 mm

CHAIN AND SPROCKET
1.Length of the Chain, L = 800mm
2. Torque, T = 18.41 N-m
3. Power, P = Engine power x Service factor = 7.46 KW
SHAFT DESIGN
1. Torque = 9.73 N-m
2. F orce = 14 .8 N
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3. Momentum =8.8280 N-m
4. Twisting moment Te2 = 12 .77 N –m
5. Diameter of shaft= 13 mm
6. Force required to cut the sugarcane by lower cutter
F =78 N
7. Force required to cut the sugarcane leaves by upper
cutter
F

=39 N

FABRICATION DETAILS

Components required







Two stroke petrol engine : Selected 98 C.C Kinetic Honda engine with power of 5.741 KW,2000 rpm
Chain and sprocket : Overall Length 800 mm,driver sprocket 18 teeth and driven sprocket 24 teeth .Distance between two
sprocket is 290mm
Plummer block : 6 units
Bevel gears : Pinion 10 teeths diameter 40mm,gear 16 teeths diameter 60mm
Upper cutters: Diameter 500mm,4 blades
Lower cutters: Diameter 250mm,60 teeth.

RESULTS ANALYSIS
The machine has a capacity to cut 3 ton of sugarcane per hour. Comparing with manual harvesting 50% of harvesting time and 70%
of labours are reduced (in manual sugarcane harvesting 15-16 labors are required). The cost of harvesting is reduced by 18% when
compare to manual harvesting.When comparing with the large scale, though the harvesting time and fuel consumption is less in large
scale, but the cost machine is very high (1.85 crore) and the cost of the small scale machine is Rs. 16000. So it will be helpful to our
farmer.by comparing with manual harvesting, Rs. 10,000 acre can be saved by small scale harvesting machine

CONCLUSION
The cost of the machine is about Rupees 16,000 and if the farmer buys this machine, farmer can recover the invested money back. By
using this machine problem of the labour crises can be reduced. Comparing with manual harvesting only 18% of labours are required.
It makes the process faster hence reduces most of the harvesting time and labour required to operate the machine is also less. This
machine is helpful for both small and big farms.
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ABSTRACT
There is a heavy demand for tender coconut in today‘s market as it contains nutrients, it helps in dissolving kidney stones ,reduces
blood pressure, energy drink etc., and it‘s a natural gift. But making a punching and slicing a tender coconut have some difficulties it
cause injuries, aged people ,handicapped people feel difficulties to do this. Our project aims to develop automatic punching and slicing
a tender coconut. The machine consists of 7 main parts: 1. Air compressor,2. pneumatic cylinders,3.Direction control valve,4. Hose
pipe,5. Punching bit,6. Cutting blade and7. Supporting frame. The punch cum splitter for tender coconut is operated by Pneumatic
system. The tender coconut is placed on the holder ring, once actuated the air compressor supplies the compressed air to the pneumatic
cylinder the Pneumatic cylinder containing a punching bit makes a hole in a downward direction and move back. After consuming it‘s
water it is placed on other side of the frame for slicing operation. Similarly the slicing operation will be done. The force required to
make a punching a tender coconut and for slicing a tender coconut it measures to 251 N and 807 N. The time required for making
punching and slicing a tender coconut measures to be 10second and 15 second. The time required to make a punching and slicing a
tender coconut will be less, safer to operate and the maintenance cost is less as the operating fluid is air.
Keywords-Tender coconut, punching, slicing, force, time, difficulties, pneumatic system.

INTRODUCTION:
The coconut tree (Cocosnucifera) is a member of the family Arecaceae (palm family).It is the only accepted species in
the genus Cocos. The term coconut can refer to the entire coconut palm, the seed, or the fruit, which, botanically, is a drupe, not a nut.
Coconut palms are grown in more than 90 countries of the world, with a total production of 62 million tonnes per year
Coconut is the ―tree of heaven‖, provides many necessities of life including food and shelter. It is mainly cultivated for its nuts; it
yields oil, oil cake and fibre. Water from tender coconut is a common refreshing drink and has been used as an excellent isotonic in
several tropical countries. It is not only a thirst-quenching liquid, but also a mineral drink, which is beneficial to human health. It
contains traces of proteins, fats, and minerals like Na, K, Ca, Fe, Cu, P, S, Cl, vitamin C, vitamins of the B group like nicotinic acid,
pantothenic acid, riboflavin and biotin. Coconut water contains organic compounds possessing healthy growth promoting properties. It
carries nutrients and oxygen to cells, raise the human metabolism, boost human immune system, detoxify and fight viruses, control
diabetes and also aids the human body in fighting against viruses that causes flue, herpes and AIDS.

Fig 1: Tender coconuts
The other benefits of Tender coconut are,
There is some evidence that coconut water may help build up immunity, improve kidney function, prevent urinary tract
infections (UTI) and lower high blood pressure. Some mums find that drinking coconut water helps relieve morning sickness,
constipation and acidity that are common problems during pregnancy.
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In traditional medicine or Ayurveda, tender coconut water is used as a laxative, it is cooling believed to ward off vomiting
and bilious fever .The tender coconut water, the wholesome natural beverage is mostly sold on road sides and there is no
means to sell the same inside the offices and buildings as the process of cutting the tender coconut is a tedious,
hazardous and risky job and it needs special skill. Tender coconut water is an unadulterated, natural, medicinal, drink for
all peoples.
Tender coconut plays an important role in the economic, social and cultural activities of millions of people in our country. India is the
major producer of tender coconut in the world. Coconut provides nutritional water to drink and kernel to eat.[1]
The existing methods used to punch and slice the tender coconut are,

a.Conventional method of tender coconut opening

Fig2:Conventional method of tender coconut opening
From past years the tender coconut is being opened and cut by completely manual effort by using a hard knife. The tools used are
unsafe, messy and need skill and training. The risk of injury is also too high other drawbacks are as mentioned below.

Limitations:





Risk of injury
Handicapped people not able to do business
Not able to provide tender coconut as soon as customer orders for new workers
Aged people not able to do this.

b. Manual operated punch cum splitting the tender coconut

Fig 3 :Manual operated punch cum splitting the tender coconut machine
The force required for slicing a tender coconut is more and during punching a tender coconut the dust particle (impurities) present on
the top of tender coconut will enters into tender coconut water which is not feasible to drink. Other drawbacks are as mentioned
below.
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Limitations:
1. Manual effort is needed.
2. Requires maximum force to slice the tender coconut.
3. Aged people not able to do this.
4. Women‘s also not able to do this.
The existing methods are risky, unsafe, time consuming and not suitable for some class of people to operate the machine. Therefore
the present study aims to develop a punch cum splitter for tender coconut by Pneumatic system it is easy to operate, time saving, no
risk of injury.

1. MATERIAL AND METHODS
1.1 Design details
The punch cum splitter for tender is operated by Pneumatic system. The main components of this machine are Air compressor,
pneumatic cylinders, Direction control valve, Hose pipe, Punching bit, Cutting blade and Supporting frame.
A. Selection Of Pneumatic Cylinder
By reference paper [2] Titled Development of a Household Coconut Punch-cum-Splitter.[T.Roshni, J.Jippu, C.S. Rateesh, J.Sachin
and K.L. Sreevisakh]
Energy required for punching a tender coconut is 11.73 N-m and force required is 712N
Then,Diameter of the punching,
√

D=√

√

D= √
D= 1.93m

Considering factor of safety as N=1.5
Then, d=1.93*1.5=2.89m
ie,

D= 29 mm

W.K.T
Pressure,
𝑑 /4
*0.0292 4
𝑚2
Then,

0.00066
5

N/m2

P = 10 bar
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Motion pattern

Double acting cylinder

Full bore piston diameter

63mm

Piston rod diameter

20mm

Working pressure range

1 to 10 bar

Operating Temperature

-5 to 700 C

range
Operating Speed

50 to 800 mm/s

B. Punching bit
Designed based on the average Tender coconut dimensions
By measuring the length from top of Tender coconut to the water level it‘s measures to be average of 5cm.So by giving 2cm extra
length to the Punching bit a total length of 7cm(70mm) is made.
In the punching bit 20mm provision is provided to remove the dust particle during punching of a Tender coconut. The punching
material selected is Stainless Steel as it has corrosive resistant properties and has good strength.
C. Slicing Blade
Designed based on the average Tender coconut dimensions
By measuring the total length of Tender coconut it‘s measures to be average of 20cm.So by giving 10cm extra length to the Cutting
blade a total length of 30cm(300mm) is made.
The Cutting blade material selected is Stainless Steel as it has corrosive resistant properties and has good strength.

D. Hose pipe
This direction control valve has been selected because it can withstand up to the pressure of 10 bar and it can be used for controlling
the cylinder of bore diameter 0.063m.
Model

DS2

Type

5/2

Design

Spool type

Medium

Compressed air

MaX. Working Pressure

10 bar

Ambient / Medium temperature

5° - 60° C

Flow @

1200 lts/min

Materials of construction
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2.WORKING MODEL

Fig 4 : 3D view of punch cum splitter for tender coconut
(1-Base frame,2-Mesh,3-Holder ring,4-Pneumatic cylinder for punch,5- Pneumatic cylinder for slice,6-Punching bit,7-Slicing blade,8Hose pipe,9-Solenoid valve,10-Air compressor,11-Tender coconut.)

Fig 5 : Working model of punch cum splitter for tender coconut

Working principle
The tender coconut is placed on the holder ring, once actuated the air compressor supplies the compressed air to the pneumatic
cylinder then by operating a solenoid valve by pull button the Pneumatic cylinder containing a punching bit makes a hole in a
downward direction and move back by operating push button of valve. After consuming it‘s water it is placed on other side of the
frame for slicing operation.
The cutting blade is mounted to the another pneumatic cylinder by pressing a pull button of the solenoid valve the cutting blade slices
the tender coconut into two halves which is ready to eat the kernel and by pressing the push button of the solenoid valve the cutting
blade return to its original position.

3.CALCULATIONS
The Force required to Punch the tender coconut is ,
We know that
Pressure,
Then,

F=PXA

Where, P = The pressure from the Compressor (N/m2)
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A = Area of Punching (m2)
F = Force required to Punch (N)
F = 8X105 X A
A = π X(0.02 2) /4
A= 3.14X10-4 m2
F = 8X105X3.14X10-4
F = 251 N

The force required to slice the tender coconut is,
Pressure,
Then,

F=PXA

Where, A = Area of Slicing (m2)
A = LXS

where

L = Average Length of slicing and S= Thickness of slicing

A = 0.17 X 0.05
A = 8.5X10-4 m2
Hence,

F = 9.5X 105X8.5X10-4
F = 807 N

4.CONCLUSION:
Pneumatically operated punch cum splitter for tender coconut machine is developed with low cost .The force required to punch the
Tender coconut is 251 N and for slicing 807 N. By experimentation the time required for punching and slicing a Tender coconut is 10
seconds and 15 seconds respectively. So it is very useful to the sellers of Tender coconuts to install this machine as the maintenance
cost is also very less.
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Abstract ---This paper proposes a modified model for active power/ frequency support of multi-area power system analysis that takes
into account the effects of AC systems under deregulated environment of the power market. The AC part of studied system is
comprised of conventional generators and HVAC lines. Simulations performed by Matlab software demonstrate how renewable power
plants can serve as conventional generators in AGC control loops under constraints determined by the market rules. This scenery is
considered one of the most promising evolutions of the future electrical power systems.

Keywords -Automatic Generation Control, Deregulated power system, Load frequency control
INTRODUCTION
Frequency control is one of the most profitable ancillary services though the large scale power system analysis. Until now, a lot of
studies have been made in this concept [1-6] but new concepts related to high penetration of renewable resource. Conventional power
system has changed and experienced a rapid revolution through deregulation, power market, integration of high penetrate renewable
energies like PV and distributed generation with energy storage technologies. Modern future power system will be a mixed of hybrid
AC/DC grids or parallel AC/DC transmission lines and high penetration of renewable energy sources (RES) like wind and PV power
plants. These changes made our system more complex. Most of renewable resources have stochastic behaviours which eventually will
have various impacts on the grid. Those are dependent on weather conditions and geographic location and as results their stochastic
behaviour can significantly influence power systems performance. These effects will be more relevant in case of large-scale
penetration of RES. Therefore, modern power plants based on RES should both deliver power as conventional generators and
contribute to the support the grid services by providing ancillary services and in this way applications of advanced technology are
very important to reach this goal [7].
The models and control schemes currently used in conventional power systems have several difficulties and limitations to be
extended toward modern system, which makes necessary to look for modification. In order to smoothing the operation and increasing
the stability of the network, new installations and technologies are needed, e.g., advanced power electronics, FACTS equipment. For
example, in a large scale power system, interconnections between neighbouring areas will be important to improve the stability issue
of the large system and interconnection of asynchronous areas or in case of very large distance . Also in case of power market and
liberalization of power system, we need secure corridors to transfer power for a very long distance. So HVDC technology will be a
very good candidate to face up with these problems. HVDC and FACTS equipment considering advanced control methods can
essentially improve the reliability of complex interconnected systems [8-10]. Based on this brief introduction, a generalized model for
Automatic Generation Control (AGC) considering renewable generation and parallel AC/DC transmission links for frequency control
ancillary services is proposed. Due to the lack of research in this field, especially considering power market operations, a generalized
formulation for modified AGC with RES is presented adding market scenario signals. By means of proposed model, the manner of
interaction for different type of generations with AC/DC interconnections under power market scenario is presented. Difference
characteristics of these plants could be added considering this generalized formulation in AGC model. A two-area power system
model is used for validating the proposed model in Matlab simulations.
CONVENTIONAL MODEL OF AGC
In multi area interconnected system, each area will consists of a group of generators and loads and AGC system in an interconnected
power system should control the area frequency as well as the transmitted power between areas. A typical system for this type of
analysis is a normal two area interconnected system [1]. Two generation companies (GENCO) and two distribution companies
(DISCO) have been considered in each area. As shown in Fig. 1, areas are connected by parallel HVAC line

Figure 1: Two- area power system
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Conceptually, the relationships between power deviations and frequency deviation are as follows [1]:
𝑠
𝑠
𝑓 𝑠
𝑓 𝑠)
Where f is the frequency deviation of the system,
_ is generated power deviation,
_ is load change, _H is the inertia
constant of the system, and D_ is the load damping coefficient. For modelling the interconnections between N areas, the tie-line power
change between areas I and the rest of area could be presented as:
∑

Where
in area 1 (

𝑓

[∑

∑

𝑓

(2)

is the synchronizing coefficient between areas. For two area system with two generation units the frequency deviation
) and in area 2 (
) the s-domain could be like this:
(3)
(4)

Where
is the inertia coefficient of the system (
),
is the damping of the system,
is deviation of generated
power by each unit and
is any local load change as distrubance. Relationship between output power devation and frequency could
be as follows:
𝑠 =

𝑎𝑝𝑓

∫

𝑠

(5)

𝑠 =

𝑎𝑝𝑓

∫

𝑠

(6)

𝑠 =

𝑎𝑝𝑓

∫

𝑠

(7)

𝑠 =

𝑎𝑝𝑓

∫

𝑠

(8)

While ACE is the area control error which will present the imbalance of generated power and load demands within the control area
and
is the integrator gain constant for each ACE. By means of ACE, any power/frequency mismatched though the system will be
checked. ACE could be a linear combination of frequency deviation and net interchange [11]
=

+

(9)

Where
deviation of transmitted power between areas and
calculated as follows:

is the frequency bias of each area. Frequency bias could be

(10)

While
is the droop characteristic of generation units and
is the load-damping constant and as explained before, the
transmitted power deviation for two-area power system example will be like this:
𝑠

𝑠

𝑠

(11)

FAULTS IMPLEMENTED IN SYSTEM
A power system failure across the town that happened due to a storm breakout or an internal equipment fault that disrupted your
local power supply – these are all essentially the cases of faults in electrical systems. An electrical system fault can be defined as a
condition in the electrical system that causes failure of the electrical equipment in the circuit.
i.
Triple line to ground fault
A short circuit fault occurs when there is an insulation failure between phase conductors or between phase conductor(s) and earth
or both. An insulation failure results into formation of a short-circuit path that triggers a short-circuit conditions in the circuit.
ii.
Line to ground fault
In this, one of the three phases get short-circuited with ground, causing an unbalanced fault condition in the system
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Fig 2: Fault occurred in power system
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section to illustrate the performance of modified model with renewable source under power market scenario, a general
simulation for two-area power system shown in Fig. 1, based on bilateral contracts of market is performed. Simulations are done in
MATLAB platform and power system parameters are given in[11]

Fig 3: Power change in area 1(generators)

Fig 4: Power change in area 1(RES)

Fig 5: Power change in area 2(generators)

Fig 6: Power change in area 2(RES)
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Fig 7: Output power of PV power plant in area 1

Fig 8: Output power of wind pant in area 2

Fig 9: Frequency deviation in area 1

Fig 10: Frequency deviation in area 2

I.

Line to ground fault applied in area 2 system:

Fig 11: Power change in (generators) area 1

Fig 12: Power change in area 1(RES)
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Fig 13: Power change in area 2

Fig 14: power change in area 2(RES)

Fig 15: Frequency deviation in generators

Fig 16: Frequency deviation in RES

Fig 17: output power PV power plant in area 1

Fig 18: Output power of wind power plant in area 2

II.
310
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Fig 19: power change in area 1(generators)

Fig 20: Power change in area 1(RES)

Fig 21: Power change in area 2(generator)

Fig 22: power change in area 2(RES)

Fig 23: Frequency deviation in generator

Fig 25: Frequency deviation in RES
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Fig 26: Output power of PV power plant

Fig 27: Output power of wind power plan

CONCLUTION
A generalized model for the AGC analysis in deregulated power systems is proposed. In this paper, modelling of renewable type of
generation under bilateral contracts of power market are explained and illustrated. The proposed model is tested on two-area power
system considering possible market scenarios. The results of simulation are also comparing the situations with and without renewable
sources. There will be great possibility for future research considering HVDC lines for long distance, for fault reduction different
scenarios, bigger test system with mode details of modeling.
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Abstract— The main objective of this paper is to design a PC based data acquisition system with a high resolution of 16 bits which
can be currently used as an add on DAQ module to make measurements in the range of microvolts. This paper describes the design
considerations to be taken into account for selection of components such as ADC, Microcontroller etc. so that it can also be further
extended for measurement of time in sub microseconds.

Keywords- Resolution, ADC, Aperture Delay, Architecture, Microcontroller, Selection, Design, IsolatedRS-485, sub-microseconds.
INTRODUCTION

Data acquisition is the process by which physical phenomena from the real world are transformed into electrical signals that are
measured and converted into a digital format for processing, analysis, and storage by a computer. [1]
In a Data acquisition system the real-world signals physical phenomenon or physical property such as temperature, light intensity, gas
pressure, fluid flow, force etc. is measured. Regardless of the type of physical signal to be measured it is first transformed into an
electrical form such as voltage by sensors and transducers.
A data acquisition system can be functionally divided into two parts:
(1) The Analog Front End (AFE)
(2) Digital Signal Processing
The analog front end comprises of the signal conditioning hardware which makes the signal suitable to interface it to the Analog to
Digital Convertor (ADC). It consists of comparators, Operational amplifiers, filters, switches, electrical isolators, sensors and
actuators, etc. Some DAQ devices include built-in signal conditioning designed for measuring specific types of sensors.
The second section of the circuit i.e the digital signal processing comprises of ADC, microcontroller, memory, drivers etc. This
portion digitizes signals, processes the signal to meaningful units, scales acquired signal and calibrates overall system to minimize
errors and display the results. The DAQ hardware may communicate results to PC. The key to the effective application of PC-based
data acquisition is the careful matching of real world requirements with appropriate hardware and software. Monitoring data can be as
simple as connecting a few cables to a plug-in board and running a menu-driven software package.
The objective of this paper is to design a high resolution DAQ system which can be used as a general purpose add on module for
measurement of any physical parameter which is converted to voltage. The measured signal is further processed and data is sent to PC
via Isolated RS-485 communication protocol. Data acquisition with a PC enables one to display, log, further process and control
variables. This system has been designed keeping in mind that it can be extended further for measurement of time in sub microseconds
range.
SYSTEM DESIGN
The basic elements of a data acquisition system, as shown in Figure 1, are as follows:
1) Transducers/Sensors
2) Signal conditioning
3) ADC
4) Microcontroller
5) Memory
6) PC
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Fig.1. System Architecture
Each block of the total system is important for the accurate measurement and collection of data from the process or physical
phenomena being monitored [1]. We focus on each block in the following sections:
1.1 Transducers and sensors and signal conditioning
Transducers and sensors provide the actual interface between the real world and the data acquisition system by converting physical
phenomena into electrical signals that the signal conditioning and data acquisition hardware can accept. Transducers available can
perform almost any physical measurement and provide a corresponding electrical output. [1]
In electronics, signal conditioning means manipulating an analog signal in such a way that it meets the requirements of the next stage
for further processing. [2] Signal conditioning includes amplification, filtering, converting, range matching, isolation and any other
processes required to make sensor output suitable for processing after conditioning.
1.2 ADC
Selecting the proper ADC for a particular application appears to be a formidable task, considering the thousands of converters
currently on the market.[3] It is based on more than just the precision or bits.[4]
As this circuit is designed keeping in mind it would be further extended for sub microsecond measurement, ADC becomes the most
crucial part of the design for capturing the correct instant of the signal.
There are various factors to be considered for selecting ADC. These are listed as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Resolution
Aperture Delay
Aperture jitter
Acquisition time
Conversion time
ADC Architecture
Type of references

The importance of these parameters is elaborated as below:
1.2.1. Resolution:
Smallest change in the digital output that can be detected corresponding to a change in analog input. Higher the ADC resolution, better
the time resolution for sub microseconds measurement.
It is important to always design a system to allow for more bits than initially required [4]: if an application calls for 12 bits of
accuracy, choose a 16-bit converter. The achievable accuracy of a converter will generally be less than the total number of bits
available.
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1.2.2. Aperture Delay:
Aperture delay is the measure of the acquisition performance. It is the time between the rising edge of the Convert input and when the
input signal is held for a conversion.[5] (Sample to hold delay)
This is one of the most crucial parameter for ADC selection. Sub microseconds measurements require ADC with minimum aperture
delay in the rang e of nano seconds.
1.2.3. Aperture jitter:
The sample-to-sample variation in aperture delay is called aperture jitter. It results from the noise superimposed from the hold
command and causes corresponding voltage error. It is usually measured in rms.[6] A maximum of few picoseconds tolerance can be
permitted .for Sub microseconds measurements.
1.2.4. Acquisition Time:
Acquisition time is the time required to charge and discharge the holding capacitor on the front end of an ADC. [5]
It is the maximum time required to acquire a new input voltage once a sample command has been given. (Hold to sample time)
This parameter becomes crucial when the time difference between the inputs arriving at the same channel is extremely small.
1.2.5. Conversion Time:
The time required for the A/D converter to complete a single conversion once the convert command has been given to the ADC.
Again, this parameter becomes crucial when the time difference between the inputs arriving at the same channel is extremely small;
1.2.6. Differential non-linearity (DNL)
In an ideal A/D converter, the midpoints between code transitions should be 1 LSB apart. Differential non-linearity is defined as the
deviation in code width from the ideal value of 1 LSB. Therefore, an ideal A/D converter has a DNL of 0 LSB, while practically this
would be ± l/2 LSB. If DNL errors are large, the output code widths may represent excessively large or small ranges of input voltages.
Since codes do not have a code width less than 0 LSB, the DNL can never be less than –1 LSB. In the worst case, where the code
width is equal to or very near zero, then a missing code may result. This means that there is no voltage in the entire full-scale voltage
range that can cause the code to appear. In Figures 2 and 3, the code-width of code 0110 is 2 LSBs, resulting in a differential nonlinearity of +l LSB. As the code-width of the code 1001 is 1/2 LSB, this code has a DNL of –1/2 LSB. In addition, the code 0111 does
not exist for any input voltage. This means that code 0111 has –1 DNL and the A/D converter has at least one missing code.
Often, instead of a maximum DNL specification, there will be a simple specification of monotonicity or no missing codes. For a
device to be monodic, the output must either increase or remain constant as the analog input increases. Monotonic behavior requires
that the differential non-linearity be more positive than –l LSB. However, the differential nonlinearity error may still be more positive
than +1 LSB. Where this is the case, the resolution for that particular code is reduced.[1]

Fig.2. Integral non-linearity errors specified as low-side transition

Fig.3. Integral non-linearity errors specified as high-side transition

1.2.7. Integral non-linearity (INL)
This is the deviation of the actual transfer function from the ideal straight line. This ideal line may be drawn through the points where
the codes begin to change (low-side transition or LST), as shown in Figure2 , or through the center of the ideal code widths (center-of
code or CC), as shown in Figure 3. Most A/D converters are specified by low-side transition INL. Thus, the line is drawn from the
point 1/2 LSB on the vertical axis at zero input to the point 3/2 LSB beyond the last transition at full-scale input. The deviation of any
transition from its corresponding point on that straight line is the INL of the transition. In Figure 2, the transition to code 0100 is
shifted to the right by 1 LSB, meaning that the LST of code 0100 has an INL of +l LSB. In the same figure the transition to code 1101
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is shifted left by 1/2 LSB, meaning that the LST of code 1101 has an INL of –l/2 LSB. When the ideal transfer function is drawn for
center-of-code (CC) integral non-linearity specification, as shown in Figure 3, the INL of each transition may be different. Where the
digital code 1101 previously had –1/2 LSB of LST INL, it now has 0 LSB of CC INL. Similarly, the code 1011 has –1/8 LSB of CC
INL, where it previously had 0 LSB of LST INL. The INL is an important figure because the accurate translation from the binary code
to its equivalent voltage is then only a matter of scaling. [1]
1.2.8. ADC Architecture:
Selecting the right ADC architecture is important as it decides the performance and successful implementation of the system to a great
extent.
Following are a few most widely used ADC architectures with their peculiar characteristics and the reason behind not using a
particular architecture:
1.2.8.1. Continuous Sampling Sigma Delta – This architecture is generally used for signals which are of continuous type and slowly
varying in nature such as temperature.
1.2.8.2. Dual slope – This architecture is eliminates the power line noise of 50Hz / 60Hz and conversion time which is quite large.
1.2.8.3. Flash – Generally flash ADCs have a maximum resolution of 10 bits which is low. Our objective is to design a high resolution
ADC.
1.2.8.4. Successive Approximation (SAR) – They are instantaneous sampling type of ADCs, have Low conversion time, and good
resolution upto 20 bits as compared to other ADCs. Also SAR ADCs can be used for a wide range of the applications because of its
moderate characteristics for most type of signals.
1.2.9. Type of Reference:
All ADCs need to have the same full scale and hence the same reference. Individual internal references can have tolerance which
would directly affect the accuracy of readings and therefore an ADC with external refrence should be used.
Considering all the above factors we select high resolution 16 bit SAR ADC which has got aperture delay in nano seconds, jitter in
pico seconds and conversion time in micro seconds which would be good enough for most of the applications and also system can be
further extended for sub micro seconds measurement.
1.3 Microcontroller
The microcontroller is probably the most popular choice for stand-alone systems, as it provides the necessary peripheral functions on
chip. The advantages of microcontrollers include reduced cost, a reduction in chip count and hence reduction in printed circuit board
‗real estate‘.[1]Choosing a microcontroller from a number of different microcontrollers is a very important for the designers. Three are
the vital major criteria for selecting them. These are
(a) wide availability and reliable sources
(b) meeting the requirements efficiently and cost effectively
(c) availability of the software development tools like compilers, Assemblers and debuggers etc. [7]
The other important criteria for selecting microcontroller are:
1. Controllers Architecture
2. Memory type
3. No. of digital and analog I/O‘s
4. Power consumption
5. Speed of processing
6. Availability
7. Manufacturers support
8. Inbuilt communication interfaces available
9. No. of Interrupts available
10. Additional features such as RTC, capacitive inputs , PWM outputs, Timers etc.
In this particular application keeping in mind the system extension we would select a microcontroller has to carry out the following
major functions:
1. Communicate and synchronize with multiple ADCs to obtain digitized data on SPI/I2C port.
2. Store the obtained data in buffer memory.
3. Calibrate the system to minimize errors.
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4.
5.

Scale values in time domain.
Communicate the calibrated and scaled values for display on PC using Serial port.

The factors taken into consideration while selecting Microcontroller:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Inbuilt SPI/I2C communication modules on which the ADC communicates and UART module in order to communicate the
values to PC.
High clock rate for fast processing.
Enough Memory to store calibration factors, scaling factors and buffered data.
On chip real time debugging capability for easy troubleshooting.
Low power consumption so that system could be battery operated in future.
Small size to make system compact and portable.
On board programming.
Code protection for security purpose.
It should have an internal FRAM memory to store nonvolatile data such as calibration constants. In case it doesn‘t have provision
for the same, an external E2PROM can be interfaced.

The system is programmed for the following basic logic shown in Fig.4. Once all independent inputs are connected to channels,
the ADC conversion begins on rising edge of convert pulse. Once data is converted, it is sent to microcontroller for further processing.
This data transmission from ADC to microcontroller takes place one channel at a time. After all values are read, The stored offset
count is applied ,voltage value is calculated and displayed on PC.

Fig.4. The Program Flow

1.4 Communication interface with PC
The advent of smart instrumentation such as digital transmitters and their use in a distributed data acquisition and control system, the
requirements of interfacing multiple devices on a multi-drop network has led to the extensive use of the RS-485 communications
interface.[1]
The EIA RS-485 is the most versatile of the EIA standards, and is an expansion of the RS-422 standard. The RS-485 standard was
designed for two-wire, half duplex, balanced multi drop communications, and allows up to 32 line drivers and 32 line receivers on the
same line. It incorporates the advantages of balanced lines with the need for only two wires (plus signal common) cabling.[1]
RS-485 provides reliable serial communications for:
• Distances of up to 1200 m
• Data rates of up to 10 Mbps
• Up to 32 line drivers permitted on the same line
• Up to 32 line receivers permitted on the same line
The RS-485 interface standard is very useful for data acquisition and control systems where many digital transmitters or stand-alone
controllers may be connected together on the same line. Special care is taken in software to co-ordinate which devices on the network
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become active. Where there is more than one slave device on the network, the host computer acts as the master, controlling which
transmitter/receiver will be active at any given time.[1]
The use of RS-485 multi-drop networks greatly reduces the amount of cabling required because each signal conditioning module
shares the same cable pair. It does however require an RS-232 to RS-485 converter to allow communications between the computer
and the remote signal conditioning modules.[1]
Tha main advantage of using an isolated RS-485 interface is that the PC is protected in case there is problem in the DAQ card.

RESULTS
The designed circuit is implemented successfully for measurement of voltages in with resolution microvolts. Table 1. shows the set
voltage value, calculated ADC count, the obtained ADC count, the voltage obtained by scaling ADC count, Percentage error of
reading and Percentage error of the entire range of 5 V.
Table.1. Output for the designed system having low percentage error

Sr.No.

Set Value

Calc
count

Obatined Count

(V)

Obatined Voltage

% Err reading

(V)

%

%Err
range
%

1

0.00233

30

30

0.00228

2.020

0.001

2

0.50492

6616

6616

0.5049

0.004

0.000

3

1.00469

13165

13166

1.00477

-0.008

0.000

4

1.4999

19654

19655

1.49998

-0.005

-0.002

5

2.0001

26208

26211

2.0003

-0.010

-0.004

6

2.5

32759

32762

2.50025

-0.010

-0.005

7

3.0001

39312

39316

3.00042

-0.011

-0.006

8

3.5008

45873

45876

3.50113

-0.009

-0.007

9

4

52414

52416

4.00015

-0.004

-0.003

10

4.504

59018

59005

4.503

0.022

0.020

11

4.9949

65448

65452

4.99501

-0.022

-0.022

It can be seen from the results that after calibration percentage error is very low and 16 bit high resolution system can measure input
voltage with a very high accuracy.

Fig.5. The Entire testing set-up
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Fig.6. The set voltage on 6 and ½ digit multimeter and
obtained ADC counts and voltage on PC

Fig.7. The test boards

Fig.5. shows the entire testing setup which includes the boards, 6 and ½ digit multimeter, Power supplies, oscilloscope and function
generator. In Fig.6. we see that the voltage shown on the 6 and ½ digit multimeter which is the set voltage is same as the acquired
voltage from the board, shown on PC. The PC displays two columns; first columns the obtained ADC count and the second column is
the voltage calculated from that count. Fig.7. is the test board for this project.
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CONCLUSION
The results obtained from this high resolution system have very low Percentage error. This general board can incorporate variety of
measurements such as Thermocouple, thermistor, RTD, by incorporating some scaling/formulas/logic etc. as it is highly accurate. The
selected ADC is capable to capture instantaneous data with a high resolution of 16 bits. This system is designed keeping in mind it can
be extended for measurement of time in sub microseconds. The microcontroller with good memory, inbuilt modules and on chip
debugging capability proves to be vital. The isolated RS-485 helps to make the PC safe by separating ground in case of any damage
to the card and makes multi-dropping possible.
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Abstract- Nanoparticles of cadmium substituted nickel ferrite were synthesized with step increment x, NiFe2-xCdxO4 (x=0, 0.03, 0.06,
0.09, 0.12) by sol-gel technique. This work explored the antimicrobial properties of synthesized cadmium doped nickel ferrite
nanoparticles against microorganism Escherichia coli (E. coli) using solid agar plates and liquid broth medium. It is found that
antibacterial effect is maximum at x=0.03. The variation of antibacterial effect was studied as a function of cadmium concentration x.

Keywords: Rare earth ions, doping, mixed ferrites sol gel, micro organisms, anti bacterial effect
1. Introduction
Nanocrystalline ferrites have been the focus of intense research for more than a decade due to their unusual structural, magnetic and
electrical properties. Several physical and chemical methods are available for the synthesis of ferrite nanoparticles. The sol-gel
technique allows good control over stoichiometry and produce nanoparticles with small size and narrow size distribution . Hence this
method is selected for the synthesis of nickel ferrite nanoparticles. nickel ferrite is an important magnetic material and is characterized
by its high coercivity, moderate saturation magnetization and very high magneto-crystalline anisotropy. These properties along with
their physical and chemical stability make them suitable for several technological applications. The application of magnetic
nanoparticles as antimicrobial agents is gaining importance due to the fact that they can be easily manipulated by anexternal magnetic
field. The iron oxide nanoparticles have been synthesized and tested for various applications in medicine such as magnetic
hyperthermia, targeted drug delivery and bactericides. Among the different ferrites, nickel ferrite has special magnetic and physical
properties which lead to its wide applications in medicine. The biomedical and clinical applications of cadmium nanoparticles are well
established in the literature. Further, they have a broad spectrum of antibacterial activity against several pathogens. Hence they are
incorporated into various matrices to extend their utility in biomedical applications. The addition of cadmium to nickel ferrite will
provide a new composite material with good magnetic behaviour and enhanced antimicrobial activity. The confluence of magnetic and
antibacterial properties can make this material important for applications in biomedicine.
2 Experimental
2.1 Synthesis
Nanoparticles of cadmium substituted nickel ferrite were synthesized with step increment NiFe2-xCdxO4 (x=0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.12)
by sol-gel technique. Stoichiometric ratio of nickel nitrate,cadmium nitrate and ferric nitrate (AR grade MERCK) were dissolved in
minimum amount of ethylene glycol using a magnetic stirrer. The solution was heated at333K until a wet gel of the metal nitrate was
obtained. Further heating of thegel at 473K resulted in the self ignition and finally produces a highly voluminous and fluffy powder.
The obtained powder was ground well using an agate mortar. These synthesized powders were labelled with different x values
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2.2 Antibacterial Study

This work explored the antimicrobial properties of synthesized cadmium doped nickel ferrite nanoparticles against microorganism
Escherichia coli (E. coli) using solid agar plates and liquid broth medium, from the Pathology Laboratory of St. Albert's College,
Ernakulam. These cultures were then sub cultured into nutrient broth according to the standard protocols for sub culturing and allowed
to grow in an incubator at 313K for 24 hours and used for further experiments.

3. Results and discussions

In this work, the antibacterial efficacy of cadmium substituted nickel ferrite nanoparticles was analyzed against various microbes
using liquid broth and plate based growth studies. The minimum inhibitory concentration in the present study was observed to be
1mg/ml. The optical density and viable count measurements of the bacterial strains in the culture media were examined as a function
of cadmium content and these results are depicted in Figure 1.

Figure.1. E. coli treated with cadmium substituted nickel ferrite nano particle with cadmium concentration (a) x=0.03 (b)
x=0.06 (c) x=0.09 (d) x=0.12
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Fig.2.Growth rate of E.Coli graphically
From the OD measurements, it was observed that the antibacterial activity increased with increase in cadmium concentration of
x=0.03. However, when the cadmium content exceeds above x=0.03, a stimulatory effect in the bacterial growth was observed. The
small size allows the nanoparticles to cross the cell wall of the bacteria disrupting the cell membrane and leading to cell death. Also
the degree of dispersion of nanoparticles in water plays an important role in the antibacterial mechanism and it increases with decrease
in particle size. Therefore, the improved antibacterial properties of the samples with smaller cadmium content can be attributed to the
large surface to volume ratio which provides them better contact with the bacterial cell. Three different stages of growth are observed
in all cases and these are called lag phase, log phase and stationary phase.

4. Conclusions
Cadmium substituted nickel ferrite nanoparticles, NiFe2-xCdxO4 have been successfully synthesized by sol-gel technique. The
antibacterial efficacy was tested against gram negative andgram positive bacterial strains and the results show an enhancement in the
activity with the addition of cadmium into nickel ferrite. However for higher concentrations of cadmium ion, a decline in the
antibacterial behaviour isobserved. The improvement in the biocidal activity is attributed to the increase in the surface to volume ratio
of the nanoparticles which enhances the contact area with the microbes. Thus the silver substituted cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with
good magnetic and antibacterial properties can offer great promises in biomedical and pharmaceutical applications.
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Abstract : Cloud Computing is a highly emerging technology which host and deliver internet Services. The power of Cloud
Computing is driven by many data centre installed in hundreds to thousands of servers. Due to the increase in clients for cloud
services and increasing demand for computing resources, the size and complexity of today‘s data centre are growing rapidly. This
paper evaluates data center processing time of different service broker policies in single data centre .The simulated results provided in
this paper are based on the round robin scheduling algorithm when applied on different service broker policies to estimate response
time and data center processing time.
Keywords : Cloud computing, Round robin, Cloud, Closest data center, Optimized Response time, Reconfigure dynamically, Load
Balancing, Data Center Processing Time,
I.
1.

a.

b.

Introduction :
Cloud Computing : The term means using the hardware and software resources of computer that are being imparted as a
service over the network. It refers to applications delievered as services on the Internet and data centres hardware/systems
software which provide such services. Datacenter hardware /software is a Cloud. Cloud computing provides their offers
according to several models:
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Services (PaaS),
Software as a Services (SaaS)
Infrastructure as a services (IaaS) In IaaS grids clusters, virtualized server, its computational resources- CPU‘s, memory,
network, storage and system software are delivered as a services. Perhaps the best known example is Amazon‘s Elastic
Computer Cloud (EC2) and Simple Storage Service‘s (S3) which provides (managed and scalable) resources as services to
the user.
Platform as a Services (PaaS) typically makes use of dedicated API‘s to control the behaviour of a server hosting engine
which executes and replicates the execution according to user request eg. force.com, Google App Engine.

c.

Software as a Services (SaaS) standard application software functionality is offered within a cloud. Eg. Google Docs, SAP
Bossiness by design Load Balancing is one of prerequisites to utilize the full resource of parallel and distributed systems [1].
The importance of this service is highlighted in a recent report from the University of Berkeley as: ―Cloud computing has
been the long-held dream of computing as a utility that has the potential to transform a large part of the IT industry and making
software more attractive as a service‖ [2].
A Cloud Computing System has three main components :
1.

2.
3.

Client : These are the end users which interact with cloud to manage information.These are of further three types :Mobile
:Windows mobile smart phone,Blackberry,I Phone.Thin :These don‘t do any computational work ,merely display
information. Thick : These are the devices or computers which use different browsers like Google Chrome,Internet Explorer
to connect to different cloud environment.
Datacenter : It is nothing but collection of different servers hosting different applications.It may exist at a large distance
from the clients.
Distributed Server :It is server which actively monitors the services of their hosts.It is that part of cloud available
throughout the internet hosting different applications.[8]

2.

Virtual Machine Scheduling Policy : Virtual Machine Scheduling Policy determines the sharing of available resources among
cloudlets. CloudSim models scheduling of CPU resources at two levels: Host and VM.
At Host level, the host shares fractions of each processor element (PE) to each VM running on it. As resources are shared among
many VMs, so this scheduler is known as VmScheduler.
In the VM level, each virtual machine divides the resources received from the host among Cloudlets running on it. As , this level
provides sharing of resources among Cloudlets, it is called Cloudlet Scheduler. The VmScheduler models the behavior of
scheduling at virtual machine level like VMMs such as Xen and VMware. Therefore, if you want to get behavior of this kind of
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software regarding distribution of resources among VMs running at the host which is same, this is the environment where your new
policy should be implemented [3].
In both levels, there are two default policies available:
1) Space Shared: In form of either VmScheduler SpaceShared or CloudletScheduler Space Shared. This means that if there are many
running VM‘s or Cloudlets than available PEs, the elements which arrive at last have to wait on a queue until enough resources are
free.
2) Time Shared: Either VmScheduler TimeShared or CloudletScheduler TimeShared fractions of available PEs are shared among
running elements, and all the elements run simultaneously [3].

Fig 1 : View of Cloud Computing Environment [8]
3. Types of Cloud
There are different types of clouds that you can subscribe depending upon your needs.
1. Public Cloud: A public cloud can be accessed by any subscriber with an internet connection and access to the cloud space. Being a
home user or small business owner, preferably you will use public cloud services.
2. Private Cloud: A private cloud is established for a specific group or organization and limits access to just that group.
3. Community Cloud: A community cloud is shared among two or more organizations that have similar cloud requirements.
4. Hybrid Cloud : A hybrid cloud is essentially a combination of at least two clouds, where the clouds included are a combination of
public, private, or community. [4]
II.

Service broker policies :

1) Closest data center - The shortest path to the data center from the user base, depending on the network latency is selected and in
accordance to that, the service broker routes the traffic to the closest data center with the consideration of transmission latency.
2) Optimized response time - In this routing policy, service broker actively monitors the performance of all data centers and based on
that directs traffic to the data center with best response time.
3) Reconfigure dynamically -This router has one more responsibility of scaling the application deployment dependeding on the
current load it gets. This policy usually increases and decreases the no. of virtual machines allocated in the data centers. This is done
by taking into consideration the current processing times and best processing time ever achieved [6].
III.

VM load balancing policy:

VM allocation is the process of creating VM instances on hosts that match the characteristics like storage, memory, conﬁgurations
such as software environment, and requirements like Availability zone of the SaaS provide [5].In the infrastructure-level services
(IaaS) related to the clouds are or can be simulated by extending the data center entity of CloudSim[8].It is the responsibility of data
center entity to manage a number of host entities. Using VM allocation policy that must be defined by the Cloud service provider the
hosts are assigned to one or more VMs. The VM policy stands for the operations control policies related to VM life cycle such as:
provisioning of a host to a VM,Creation of VM , Destruction of VM , and Migration of VM .Similarly, one or more application
services can be provisioned within a single VM instance, called as application provisioning in the context of Cloud computing.
1) Round-robin Load Balancer- This uses a simple round-robin algorithm to allocate VMs.
2) Active Monitoring Load Balancer- It balances the load tasks among available VM's.
3) Throttled Load Balancer- This ensures only a pre-defined number of Internet Cloudlets and are allocated to a single VM at any
given time. If there are more request groups present than the number of available VM‘s at a data center, some of the requests have to
be queued up until the next VM becomes available , described in AWS Cloud Computing Whitepapers [7].
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In this paper evaluation of data center processing time of three service broker policies has been done by using Round Robin
approach.
IV.

Research Methodology :

1. Creating Virtual Environment for simulating Cloud:
On a computer system with Java 1.6 installed and using a Java IDE such as Eclipse or Netbeans project. Cloud simulator based on
JDK and Eclipse toolkit is imported in workspace to run a simulator for analyzing cloud traffic based on user defined parameters.
2 Configuring the cloud environment on simulator :
To set up a Simulation Parameters with the objective of performance analysis between above mentioned three service broker
policies.This work for evaluation is done by taking two comaparing two parameters i.e Overall response Time and Data Centre
Processing Time of all the three Service Broker Policies.
V.

Tool Used - Cloud Analyst :

Firstly selection of good tool is critically important for simulating large scale applications, so apparently users or researchers choose a
tool that has easy to use environment .So this tool provides graphical user interface which comes with a Tool Kit by setting up various
cloud environment parameters.The output provided by this tool is also in graphical representation which can be easily examined by
researchers.[9]Some of the features of this tool are :
1. Easy set up.
2. Flexibility in Configuring the Cloud environment.
3. Output in graphical form
Response Time and data center processing time function as performance evaluation parameter.The results after simulation helps a
lot in improving quality of service [11].
Main Components of Cloud Analyst [12]:
1. Region 2.User base 3.Internet 4.Internet Cloudlet 5.Data Center Controller 6.VM Load Balancer 7.Cloud Application Service
Broker
VI.
Results :
Simulated are conducted to analyze the response time and data center processing time of propose work.
1. Closest Data Center :
Overall Response Time Summary

Overall response time:

Avg (ms)
300.22

Min (ms)
210.23

Max (ms)
400.69

Data Center processing time:

0.40

0.01

1.05

Cost
Total Virtual Machine Cost ($):

12.00

Total Data Transfer Cost ($):

49.04

Grand Total: ($)

61.04

2. Reconfigure Dynamically:
Overall Response Time Summary
Overall response time:

Avg (ms)
359.00

Min (ms)
211.41

Max (ms)
5076.01

Data Center processing time:

59.21

0.02

4761.50

Cost
Total Virtual Machine Cost ($):
Total Data Transfer Cost ($):
Grand Total: ($)

233.84
49.04
282.88

3. Optimise Response Time :
Overall Response Time Summary
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Avg (ms)

Min (ms)

Max (ms)

Overall response time:

300.19

201.27

402.12

Data Center processing time:

0.40

0.01

1.10

Cost
Total Virtual Machine Cost ($):
12.00
Total Data Transfer Cost ($):
49.04
Grand Total: ($)
61.04
Below figure shows the graphical representation of the overall response time and data center processing time of three
service broker policies .

6000
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Minimum
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Fig 2- Graphical Representation of Overall Response Time of 3 Policies
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Fig 3 : Grpahical Representation of Data Processing Time of 3 Policies

VII.
Conclusions :
After the analysis of the all the three cases of simulation, it has been analysed that total cost i.e cost of virtual machines and data
transfer cost is almost same but overall response time and data center processing varies. Out of all three service broker policies,
the parameters measured i.e response time and data center processing time is lowest of Closest Data Center Policy. As these
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parameters are challenge of every cloud engineer to build the network so that performance can be increased. So this paper tries to
give a view on evaluation of all the three service broker policies using round robin approach and concludes closest data center
policy best for in a single data center.
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Abstract: Industrial developments of recent centuries and entry of industry system in Iran has created instability,chaos and anarchy in
urban contexts and this phenomenon has influenced quality in various economic, social and culture parts. In this research, criteria
evaluation is assessed in new urban development by explaining influential criteria on residence quality in different parts. This is a
qualitative research with the case study method and its purpose is application in order to improve residence quality. Research tools are
questionnaire and open interview with experts. The questionnaires are completed in statistical society of 50 individuals and their
results are analyzed by SPSS 19 software. Weight calculation of influential factors on residence quality is performed by AHP software
according to opinion of experts and analyzed by Likert method and finally is evaluated by use of spearman test of correlation between
variables. The results of analysis indicate a high correlation between influential variables on residence quality and satisfaction degree
of districts, residents was average to reasonable high. The gathered data shows proportional satisfaction of citizens of this district from
residence condition which is influenced by social, cultural and economic homogeneity clearly. This point is not irrelevant to the
history of formation of this district and its allocation to special military kinds.
Key words: Evaluation,Urban context, Residence,Quality of environment,Quality of life, Kerman,Iran

Introduction
The issue of quality and its evaluation has been one of the main concerns of urban and environmental planners over the recent decade
[3]. Evaluation is the assessment of the conducted task and activity and comparison of the obtained results of it with the standard or
scale through which the considered quantity and quality can be evaluated with accuracy and without personal judgments[16].
Selection of standards, in order to obtain a proper evaluation of the system, is an important step the in appropriateness of evaluation.
Evaluation is a very great means for increasing increasing awareness regarding the appropriateness of cities for living. [5]
There are different effective factors in evaluating the quality of the environment such as physical, social, cultural and economic ones.
Over the recent years several studies have been conducted regarding the indicators of improvement in the quality of the environment.
One of the aspects of these studies is attention to the human-environment interaction; Therefore, assessing of people's satisfaction rate
with their living
environment gets more significance. [17]
As the quality of dwelling is found to be the principal determinant of subject's preferences with environmental considerations
relatively unimportant except for proximity to industry and dereliction. [21]
As Housing is known as a place for humans' residence and serenity, from the beginning of the residence of human, different plans,
theories and ideas have been presented for improvement of the quality of the residence condition and humans have always been
seeking for solutions for provision of welfare and comfort in their own lives. The industrial world today and the resulted disturbances
highlight the significance of the need for humans
for peace andsecurity more than before, and as house is one of the main spaces for human relaxing, therefore the importance of
investigating the quality of residential environments is more determined. Studying the quality of residence can act as a factor effective
in monitoring the public policies of formation of urban fabrics and as a tool effective in urban planning and designing and according to
the irregular development and hasty growth of urbanization in Iran, this can be fruitful in presenting solutions in this regard. With due
attention to fulfill the need of human society, evaluating the influential factors in the promotion of residence play an important role, so
doing this research is necessary.
In this paper humans'needs, their life and residence and their environmental impact are investigated firstly based on theoretical notions
and previous studies.
Subsequently, residence and factors effective in its quality are enumerated and the district has been introduced as a residential
environment in need of specific values for utility of the quality of residence and these standards are investigated within the study area
(Firouzeh district in the city of Kerman).

Human-Quality of Life
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humans change the space as well To satisfy his/her needs in a context of (symbolic) economic, political and social semantic
transformations[8]. Human incentives are the source of his/her needs; needs that create a framework for human values and attitudes
[13]. Humans aren't driven forward by all needs at the same time; rather, at each time only one need is dominant. Determining which
need this is depends on the fact which one or which group of other needs has been previously met. The theory of human needs defines
need as the gap between the current situation and thedesired situation. Need forces humans toward action and movement, and
movement causes special behaviors and these behaviors cause humans to act which can lead to achieve or not achieving to goals [14].

needs

Action and
movements

Non access to
goal

Special
behaviors

Access to goal

Lack of
satisfaction

satisfaction

Humans seek for ways that facilitate access to their needs for survival, and when these needs are met, their satisfaction is
provided and the concept of quality of life makes sense. Quality of life has been investigated by different researchers in different fields
since 1930s up to now. The point on which all researchers have agreed has been the multi-dimensional nature of the concept of quality
of life. Quality of life is a complex concept affected by various factors such as social, cultural, economic, physical and spatial factors
and has two objective and subjective dimensions. The findings of this study suggests the following conclusions. First, although it was
obvious that most of the variation in property values was explained by the attributes of individual properties, the neighborhood‘s
socio-demographic factors and regional location factors [22]. Scientific studies have shown that the relationship between the economic
situation and the quality of life is not a linear relationship and these two moves in a consistent and aligned point and that is a
pointwhere the least desirable financial conditions for human's life has been provided but after that provision of economic needs can't
be expected to help to the improvement of the quality of life since humans are multi-dimensional and complex creatures and the
economic logic can't explain many of their behaviors ([23]. Will effect Homogeneous clusters of economic and social characteristics
of each location [4]. A sizable amount of scholar works has proven that an individual‘s socio-economic characteristics such as income,
education, age, and family size have a direct correlation with residential satisfaction. In 1960s when sociologists started to react
against the domination of economic indexes, the concept of quality of life in social studies gained importance but since then all
indexes of quality of life have been objective and in 1970s subjective indexes were also added to the standards of section of quality of
life and in fact it can be said that the quality of life is an interdisciplinary concept in social sciences. The feature of the concept of
quality of life is that it can cover all social concepts [10]. By revealing the role and importance of local communities in sustainable
development and recommendation to the use of local indicators and preservation of local features in planning, this important issue also
entered the studies of the quality of life. In the social dimension of the quality of life usually functional evaluation of the citizens is
discussed; in other words, the duty or function that a citizen can take on in the community leaves an important impact on the quality of
his/her life. When the role and function of citizens in social affairs is more their quality of life increases and hence the meaning and
concept of citizenship is objectified and the dimensions of its existence are determined [14].
Culture has always been regarded as the most important element of human communities , we can easily observe cultural changes [11].
In his definition of culture , rapoport (1990) holds that culture can be considered by any
individual as continous choices which represent his her ideal perfection in life and living environment [15]. Therefore in evaluation of
residential environment it should be noticed.
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Quality of life

Satisfaction with environmental
conditions (subjective quality of life)

Preparation of necessary environmental
conditions (objective quality of life)

Physical environment

Economic environment

Social environment

The conceptual framework of the quality of life by dos 2008[2]
Main component of
definition

Source

Evaluation of
satisfaction drawn from
external realities and
objective factors and the
person's internal
perception of these
factors

Vankamp& Others 2003

The personal perception
drawn from the situation
of life and value systems

Nejat et al., 2006: 2

Satisfaction with life and
environmental quality

Westway, 2006

Degree of subjective
coordination of residents
with urban environment

Pacion, 2003

Personal-social values
with the objective and
subjective dimension
affected by time and
place

Uzell, 2004

Definition
The quality of life refers to the rate of
satisfaction with life; the existence state of the
person in welfare and satisfaction with life are
on the one hand determined by external
realities or objective factors of life and on the
other hand by the person's internal perception
or evaluation of the factors and realities of
life.
The personal perception of the situation of life
in an area of culture and value systems in
which the person lives and is formed in
relation with his/her goals, expectations,
standards and attachments.
The quality of life has been comprised of two
world concepts with clear basic domains: the
first concept is perception of the quality of life
which results in satisfaction with life and the
second concept is the quality of life in the
social environment and environmental quality.
In a special area of the constructed
environment, the quality of life is interpreted
as a degree of congruence or inconsistency
between the residents of the city and the
adjacent surrounding urban environment.
Quality of life is a multi-dimensional, relative
concept affected by time and personal and
social values which on the one hand has
scientific dimensions and on the other hand
internal dimensions.

Year

Researcher

1980

Sezali

1993

World health
organization of the
quality of life

1995

Ja'far& Dobbs

2003

Pacion

2004

Uzell

Table 1:comparative matrix of some definitions of the quality of life

Quality of Environment
Quality of life doesn't make sense without the quality of the environment in which we live, and today many behavioral abnormalities
in urban communities such as violence, arrogance and transgression of others' rights and non-compliance with the law are hidden in
the quality of residential and work spaces in addition to having historical, cultural and economic roots [12]. Kevin A.Lynch also
confirms the effect of quality of urban environment on the quality of life and with them, when states if urban design is supposed to be
useful it must help to the improvement of human's quality of life through the improvement of the quality of physical environment [9].
In literature of environmental psychology human is a complex creature whose incentive is the guiding force and organization of
perception, recognition and purposeful behavior of human in the environment [13].
When the space addresses humans more and more easily interacts it is more coordinated with their habits of behavioral patterns and
meets their memories, expectations and dreams more, this space brings about a much more sense of longing in the humans. Quality of
environment can also be investigated in both objective and subjective sections. So far so much emphasis on the objective attitude in
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assessments of environmental quality has led to negligence of the subjective attitude which is very important and is used at the
personal level while objective indexes explain life and work environment and subjective indexes explain the ways through which
people perceive and evaluate their surrounding environments [1]. Subjective indexes are established based on the way people perceive
and describe their status (Cambell, 1976) and are used for people's evaluation of the objective situation of life [14] Selection of
indexes and standards required for assessment of quality of life environment differs depending on the scale of research and the place
of evaluation and priorities of the residents of study area. In fact it can be said that there is no specific standard method for selection of
indexes in order to combine them and define the index of the quality of life and usually researchers elect the indexes intuitively.
Selection of the indexes is usually based on the theories, experimental and scientific analyses, field evidence or a combination of these
methods [24]
Quality of environment indexes
Considering proper activities prior to paying attention to the visual order, using street
applications, permeability of the context which is in the sense of the suggestion to use
smaller urban blocks, socialization and compatibility of spaces
Security, beauty, noise, neighbors, mobility and access, harassment
High level of health based on accessible health indexes and capability of access for all
residents, high mould of the environment, existence of active and significant districts, the
ability to resolve the primary needs of every citizen, existence of social relations at a
reasonable level, existence of the self-sufficient economy, diversity of cultural activities,
appropriate model of urbanization
Visual compatibility, diversity, permeability, legibility, flexibility, the ability to customize;
also in 1990 the three factors of: efficiency in terms of energy consumption, cleanliness
and protecting the wildlife were added to it so as to hide its defects.
Vitality, identity, control of access to opportunities, imagination and happiness, originality
and meaning, social and public life, urban self-reliance, an environment for everyone
Structure, legibility, form, sense of location, identity; views and landscapes, human or
pedestrian scale
Rubbish, water pollution, sound, crowd and traffic
Personal features-security, scale of life-culture of natural resources-society, natural
environment-health, artificial environment-economy, availability of services
Physical factors, functional factors, social factors, life standards, economic conditions,
happiness and freedom, environment and access to goods
Urban services, satisfaction with life, features of the society, environmental evaluation of
the neighborhood unit, local attachment

Researcher
Jane Jacobs (1961)
Carp et al. (1976)

Professor Dohel (1984)

Bentli et al. (1985)
Allen Jacobs & Donald Epliard (1987)
Michael South Worth (1989)
Romana et al. (2003)
Van Camp et al. (2003)
Fesli et al. (2007)
Lee (2008)

Table 2: quality of environment indexes from the perspective of scholars
Residence and Quality
The relationship of humans with locations and through locations with spaces is a nature of residence (settlement); Hidegger belived
that the relationship of the humans with the space is nothing but residence (settlement) in its natural sense[18] Christian Norberg
Sholtz considers the basic prerequisite for humans' settling to be their success in defining inside and outside and maintains that the
base and foundation of each life lies in the action or reaction with the environment [18]. When humans start residence in fact they at
the same time settle in the space and are exposed to the environmental character, and more than anything else residence requires
identification of environment [19]. Many residents of modern societies develop a sense of belonging to a place when they have lived
there for many decades [18]. Heidegger says: only when we are capable of settlement, can we build and construct; residence is the
main property of existence and being [18]. In other words, residence is a token of the overall relationship of the human with the
location. As residence and its required spaces are one of the most important needs of the life of the human society, investigation and
evaluation of the quality of residence is considered. housing provides many other services, such as security, a neighborhood and social
relations, community facilities and services, access to jobs and control over the environment [20]. Housing is therefore an important
aspect of individual well-being and quality of life. Insight into the determinants that influence the subjective experience with housing
may thus yield policy instruments that could be used for enhancing quality of life [6]. In this regard, over the recent years studies have
been conducted inside and outside the country and a summary of some of them are presented in the table below.

conclusion
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Existence of the public green space with 0/785, type of people that are
daily encountered with 0/755, quality of the environmental green space
with 0/734 have had the highest correlation with the rate of satisfaction
with the residential environment in order.

Social environment, access to
services, green space and social
relations

Density of buildings with 0/654 in the area of density, deviations of
teenagers with 0/753 in the area of social safety and lack of intra-district
attraction with 0/551 in the area of social facilities had the most correlation
with lack of satisfaction with the environment

Spatial-social density, social
safety, social facilities

Age is the most important predictor of satisfaction with the residential unit
and the district and older are more satisfied compared with younger
residents and the effect of the socioeconomic condition and gender is very
weak

Age, gender, socioeconomic
condition

The index of the residential unit ownership has been the strongest predictor
of satisfaction with the residential unit and age and income have a weaker
predictability power.

Ownership of the residential
unit, income, age, location and
geographical situation of the
residential unit

In the section of the quality of the urban environment the highest effect is
related to the sub-index of the third level of spatial and physical features
and the lowest effect is related to the sub-index of the third level of content
features. In the section of the quality of the residential environment the
highest effect is related to the sub-index of the third level of external
facilities of the residential unit and the lowest effect is related to the subindex of the third level of the internal variables of the residential unit

Urban environment, residential
environment, quality of the
urban environment

Except the index of possibilities-facilities of the residential unit, other
environmental indexes under study have a significant relationship with the
selection of residential units by the residents

Environmental health,
possibilities-facilities of the
residential unit, possibilitiesfacilities of the district, security
and safety, access, rate of
sociability of the district, price

Rate of satisfaction with the quality of the residential environment depends
on middle, internal and external sections

Access to diverse activities and
applications, access to healthtreatment centers, access to
educational centers, facility of
access to major urban centers

Distance to the work place,
monthly income, number of
working days per week, type of
job contract

The effect of ground application policies on the public transformation
model, the effect of these two methods on the residential environment
Quality of urban life is a concept that tries to solve the problems of the
urban regions in order to control and prevent destruction of the
environment
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Investigation
of the factors
effective in
the rate of
satisfaction
with the
residential
environment
Investigation
of factors
effective in
the effect of
negative
satisfaction by
the
environment
The
effectiveness
of personal
features in
evaluating
satisfaction
with the
residential
unit
The effect of
population
variables of
the residential
units in
European
countries
Assessment of
the quality of
the urban
environment
in the new
cities (case
study:
Hashtgerd
city)
Assessment of
the rate of the
quality of
environment
in the
reconstructed
worn-out
contexts (the
city under
study:
ProyehNavab)
An analysis of
the residential
satisfaction in
the city of
Yazd
Investigation
of the
behavior of
people in
selecting the
place of
residence
(case study:
Idahoan, the
Netherlands)

FlouriBahi et al. (2008)

Bones et al. (1991)

Poles et al. (1990)

Davis et al. (1982)

MojtabaRafe'ian, JamshidMoloudi

MojtabaRafe'ian, Zahra Asgarizadeh

MojtabaAraste et al. (2011)

Yatmozmens et al. (1992)

Selection of population density,
access to public transformation,
ground application

Residential
selection

Couper et al. (2001)

Urban life, mobility, economic,
social, political

The principles
of the quality
of the urban
life for a

-HamamSeagelDin
-Ahmed Shalaby
-HendElsayedFurouh
-Sarah A.E. Lariane
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district

Crossvalidation of
abbreviated
perceived
residential
environment
quality
(PREQ) and
neighborhoo
d attachment
(NA)
indicators
Compact
development
and preference
heterogeneity
in residential
location
choice
behaviour: A
latent class
analysis

Results showed good fit indexes for factorial structures including overall
19 PREQIs and 1 NA indicators, each one composed of three or four
items (N = 66). Despite the high reduction of items, the shortened
PREQIs and NA yield good or at least acceptable internal consistency,
and fulfill convergent and discriminant construct validity criteria. Hence,
they are well suited for use in research designs focusing on multiple
measures of environmental quality of residential places.

Results derived from a latent class analysis reveal significant
heterogeneity in residential location preferences

-ferdinando fornara
-marino bonaiuto
Mirilia bonnes

-felix haifeny liao
-steven farber
-reid ewing

Table 3:the studies carriedout regarding evaluation of the quality of residence

By summarizing the theoretical foundations of research and considering the objective and subjective dimensions of the quality of
residence, 5 main components effective in the quality of residence have been introduced each of which has been classified into some
standards; eventually, the standards are investigated by more precise indexes

Comfort and convenience
beauty -security-identity

Mental-subjective component

-accesses and
communication
-proximities
-District services

Performance
component

Social
component

Quality of

Economic component

Culture component

-education
-awareness and
interest in
cultural issues
-social grouping

-income
-properties
-job
grouping

The conceptual model of the quality of residence (Source: the authors)
Objectives
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City of Kerman and its New Developments
Having a high historical record and several periods of the urban development, the urban context of Kerman can be divided into
different sections. In this city as well as other cities of Iran, after changes of the industrial period the urban context has been affected
by the entry of the manifestations of the world of industry specifically cars. This city has been home to different districts and fabric in
different periods of formation. Due to its desert conditions and being home to people who have always yearned for rain and water by
looking up at the sky, the city of Kerman has doubled the characteristic of hospitality among its citizens and this has been manifested
in the city of Kerman's tolerance for different religions and doctrines. The present study has been carried out in one of the districts
situated in new urban developments. This district has offered district services such as educational units, mosque and trade units and a
small green space, and has a population of approximately 2000 individuals. The formation period of this district dates back to 1976
and the bulk of the division of its parts and constructions has been formed in that period. Over the recent years many villa units of the
district have been destroyed and have been replaced with 5-6 floor apartments. The boundaries of this district are formed by secondrate urban passages which have mostly marginalized urban services. In the beginning of transfer of some residential parts of this
district, a great number of the parts has been transferred to the military personnel and the civilians some of which have been sold to
other segments of people over different years.
Materials and methods
To assess the quality of residence in this district the population (based on Cronbach's alpha sampling method) has been defined as 50
individuals and the sampling method is of the irregular random type. The factors effective in the quality of residence have been
obtained from the conceptual model of assessment of the quality of residence of this study according to the conditions of the city of
Kerman and the behavioral features of its citizens, and these indexes have been investigated by means of the questionnaire whose
questions have been codified in the form of Likert's method. In order to assess the importance of the indexes the AHP

Studied variable

Satisfaction

Satisfaction

Satisfaction

General

method had been used and by gathering the views of the experts the coefficient of importance (W) has been calculated in different
sections and analyzed by SPSS19 software. The results obtained from the study show a relatively high satisfaction rate (3/98%) of the
residents with the quality of residence in this district. In conducting this study at first generally the dimensions, standards and indexes
effective in the quality of residence which have been obtained from theoretical foundations, have been assessed based on the
determined weights according to the experts and have allocated the 1-47 scores based on the existence of 48 indictors. It should be
noted that the existence of green spaces and gathering rubish (neighborhood facilities) have attained the first score. The results of this
assessment are presented as below.
Results
According to AHP technique, the weight of the effect of social, economic, and cultural continuity on the quality of residence has been
considered respectively 52%, 21%, and 27%; finally, satisfaction level was obtained 3.31 (which is in the range of medium to quite
high based on Likert measurement method.
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with cultural
continuity
Percentage

3.54
medium to
quite high

Satisfaction level

The effect of
social
continuity on
residence
quality

Determination of the
weights by using AHP
and experts‘ views

52

with
economic
continuity
3.24
medium to
quite high
The effect
of
economic
continuity
on
residence
quality
21

with social
continuity

satisfaction with
continuities

3.22
medium to
quite high

3.31
medium to quite
high

The effect
of cultural
continuity
on
residence
quality

Total

27

100

Table 4 Satisfaction of
continuity (social, economic,

and cultural)
To evaluate functional dimensions, as an independent variable affecting on the quality of residence, the weight considered for the
criteria of this dimension including communication network, presence of public services and appropriate proximity of land uses, are
respectively 20%, 50%, and 30%. The results show the satisfaction with communication network 4.2%, presence of public services
3.44%, and satisfaction with proximity of land uses 3.76%. Accordingly, by combining Likert method, general satisfaction from
functional aspect is 3.69 which is in medium to quite
high range
communication
presence of
proximity
network
public services
of land uses
3.76
medium to quite high
Determination of the
weights by using
AHP and experts‘
views

3.44
medium to quite
high
communication
network
20

4.20
medium to
quite high
presence of
public
services
50

medium to
quite high
proximity
of land uses
30

Table 5 Satisfaction from functional aspect

To evaluate mental aspect, the weight considered for beauty is 15%, security 40%, identity 15%, and convenience 30%.
Accordingly, the satisfaction level in each part is respectively 3.36%, 3.64%, 3.88%, and 3.86%. Finally, by combining Likert method,
general satisfaction from mental aspect is
3.7 which is in medium to quite high range.
Satisfaction from mental aspect
Beauty
3.36
medium to quite high
Determination of the
weights by using AHP and
experts‘ views

Security
3.64
medium to
quite high

Identity
3.88
medium to
quite high

Convenience
3.86

Beauty

Security

Identity

convenienc
e

15

40

15

30

medium to quite high

Table 6 Satisfaction from mental aspect
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Very high
Quite high
Medium
Quite low
Very low

General
satisfaction with
residence quality
14
21
15
0
0
50

Percentage

Satisfaction
Quite high

70
84
45
0
0
199
3.98

Table 7 The status of quality of residence in Firoozeh neighborhood in Kerman

3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3
continuity

mental aspect functional aspect

Discussion
Finally , summation of above analyses indicate general satisfaction of residence in this district about 3/98 which is in average to
reasonably high interval and it is indicative of reasonably favourable situation of residence quality in the following , correlation
analysis between variables is evaluated on spearman test , is how much , the independent variable influence the dependent variable (
satisfaction ) .
Two hypotheses of spearman test :
H0 lack of correlation between variables
H1 lack of correlation between variables
Rh . ( statistic ) a value which is calculated on
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0.81

The effect of
economical
homogeneity on
satisfaction of
residence
0.78

0.33

0.33

0.33

High correlation
between variables

High correlation
between variables

High correlation
between variables

The effect of cultural
homogeneity on
satisfaction of
residence

The effect of social
homogeneity on satis
fiction of residence

Correction between
variables
Spearman


𝑝

0.79

Result of spearman test

Table 8 degree of homogeneity effect on satisfaction of residence

6
4
Series1
Linear (Series1)

2
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Diagram 1 degree of social homogeneity effect on satisfaction of residence

6
Series1
Linear (Series1)

4
2
0
0

1

2

3

4

Diagram 2 degree of economical homogeneity effect on satisfaction of residence
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6
y = 0.8153x + 1.0939
R² = 0.606

5
4

Series1

3

Linear (Series1)

2
1
0
6

4

2

0

Diagram 3 degree of cultural homogeneity effect on satisfaction of residence

Degree of
satisfaction of
communication
network effect (
accesses ) on
satisfaction of
residence quality
0.82
0.33
High correlation
between variables

Degree of
satisfaction of
public services
situation effect on
residence quality

Degree of
satisfaction of
neighboring
services effect on
residence quality

0.85
0.33

0.81
0.33

High correlation
between variables

High correlation
between variables

Correction between
variables
Spearman


𝑝
Result of spearman
test

Table 9 degree of performance aspect on satiscition of residence quality

6
4
Series1
Linear (Series1)

2
0
0

1

2

3

Diagram 4 degree of satisfaction of neighboring services effect on residence quality
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6
4
Series1
2

Linear (Series1)

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Diagram 5 degree of satisfaction of public services situation effect on residence quality

Satisfaction
of comfort
effect on
residence
quality

Satisfaction of
identity effect
on residence
quality

Satisfaction
of security
effect on
residence
quality

Satisfaction
of elegance
effect on
residence
quality

0.96
0.33

0.97
0.33

0.85
0.33

0.89
0.33

High
correlation
between
variables

High
correlation
between
variables

High
correlation
between
variables

High
correlation
between
variables

Correction
between
variables
Spearman


𝑝
Result of
spearman test

Table 10 degree of psychic – mental aspect effect on satisfaction of residence

6
y = 0.9636x - 0.0673
R² = 0.7049

5
4

Series1

3

Linear (Series1)

2
1
0
6

4

2

0

Diagram 6 degree of satisfaction of communication network effect ( accesses ) on satisfaction of residence quality

6
y = 0.9636x - 0.0673
R² = 0.7049

5
4

Series1

3

Linear (Series1)

2
1
0

6
4
2
Diagram 7 satisfaction of elegance effect on residence qual
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6

y = 0.6811x + 1.5009
R² = 0.6966

5
4

Series1

3

Linear (Series1)

2

1
0
6

4

2

0

Diagram 8 satisfaction of security effect on residence quality

6
4
Series1
Linear (Series1)

2
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Diagram 9 satisfaction of identity effect on residence quality

6
4
Series1
Linear (Series1)

2
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Diagram 10 satisfaction of comfort effect on residence quality

According to the result of spearman test , a high dependence between influential dependent variables on residence quality is seen
which includes social , economyical , and cultural homogeneity , satisfaction of performance aspect and psychic and mental aspect
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Coefficient of
importance (W)

dimension

standard

Coefficient of
importance (W)

Comfort and
convenience

30%

beauty
25%
security

identity

motorist
Accesses
and
commun
ications

35%

20%

Functional
dimension

social

proximit
ies

20%
pedestrian

proximitie
s

District
services

District
services

50%

trust

trust

15%

Relationsh
ip with the
neighbor

20%

other

7%

participati
on

10%

Social
interacti
ons
participa
tion

Rate of income
10%

10%

100%

30%

10%

economic
properties

11%

education

20%

Interest in cultural
issues

7%

cultural

index

score

rank

coziness
legibility
Vitality and liveliness
Presence of natural elements
Diversity of materials and color
Appropriate height of buildings
lighting
Presence of strangers
Crowd and congestion
Social delinquency
Existence of district services
Sense of belonging to the place of residence
Sense of pride in the place of residence
Rate of interest in the tools of the place of residence
Situation of the communicational network of the
district
Access to general services of the district
Quality of the communicational network
Quality of proper access of the pedestrian to district
services
Proper time of walking to district services
Proper proximity of general services and width of
passages
Proximity with other service applications
Unadjusted proximity of meta-district service
applications with residential context
Primary school
mosque

8%
7%
10%
10%
10%
5%
5%
5%
5%
7%
8%
5%
5%
10%

3.9%
3.6%
4.3%
3.1%
3.1%
2.2%
3.5%
3.5%
3.5%
4.2%
4.5%
2.2%
2.2%
3.1%

31
32
27
37
37
44
34
34
34
28
26
44
44
37

8%

8.0%

8

4%
2%

6.4%
5.0%

13
21

3%

4.0%

29

8%

5.6%

19

5%

4.8%

23

3%

7.3%

9

7%

9.7%

7

3%
5%

7.3%
10.2%

9
6

Daily trade

6%

10.9%

3

Parking lot
Green space
Sport field
Foundations and equipments (collection of garbage)
Local council
neighbors
Participation in funeral ceremonies
Participation in the ceremony
Awareness of the issues of the neighbor
Sense of responsibility toward the ne neighbor
Vitality and liveliness of the society
hospitality
Achieving common goals
Participation in the sessions of the local council
To what extent the family purchase bag includes
unnecessary items
Covering the costs of life by the income obtained
housing
vehicle
Educational certificate
Caring about the education of others
Cultural general information

6%
7%
6%
7%
10%
15%
15%
10%
5%
5%
5%
20%
10%
5%

10.9%
1.4%
10.9%
11.4%
6.2%
7.1%
6.6%
5.8%
4.6%
4.6%
4.0%
6.3%
6.2%
4.9%

3
1
3
1
15
11
12
17
24
24
30
14
15
22

20%

2.8%

41

20%
45%
15%
50%
20%
10%

2.8%
5.2%
3.0%
5.7%
3.6%
1.9%

41
20
40
18
33
47

Participation in cultural assemblies

20%

2.6%

43

sum

Table 11 weighting of standards and indexes effective in the quality of residence in the city of Kerman

Conclusion
present research is about evaluation of residence quality in one of districts of new urban development of Kerman. Considered criterien
is analyzed by connected indicators and, at last total satisfaction of residence in this neighborhood obtained 3.98 by adding up above
analyses in which there was in medium to quite high ranges, and showed relatively demanded residence quality.
Results of this research which is obtained shows full correlation between effective independent variable on residence quality(
dependent variable ). Also, we can conclude that society with the same cultural, social and economic level have meaningful
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relationship with each other, and totally these homogeneities are accomplished to increasing level of satisfaction in psychologicalmental dimension.
Existence of neighboring services affects on increasing level of satisfaction in psychological-mental dimension and increasing social
cooperation in neighborhoods. At the end we should refer to meaningful relationship between satisfaction in psychological-mental
dimension and social, economic and cultural homogeneities and also refer to existence of operational-structural elements of
neighboring services.
Kerman has a relatively high social, cultural and economic hemogenaty between its citizens ,and because of it, social interaction
among them is in a comparatively good condition. This issue influences on promotion of residence quality in urban contexts.
Existence of neighborhood services and access to them are another factors that influence on increasing the promotion of residential
districts in the city.
Relatively suitable populational and structural density of the city makes people satisfied with the part of construction
regulation, and generally it produces a relatively good residence quality.
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Abstract— There is a presumption that money can compensate for damage. However in truth the any nature damages cannot be
compensated and results in long term and permanent damages on the environment.
This paper briefly summarizes the impact of ocean pollution on the marine life and environment as well as the measures adopted to
restore the damages.
Today one of the dangerous problems faced by human beings is marine pollution. In the last many years the effect of ocean pollution
is the matter of concerns, because this has caused multitude of problems for aquatic life, human life and environment. The major
question is why such bad conditions exist.
In understanding the sources of marine pollution, one better is able to plan and implement the necessary regime for the prevention,
reduction and control of it.
The oceans have been a dump site for humans for thousands of years. Every day, hundreds of thousands of pounds of trash are
discharged into the ocean and much of the trash discarded into the ocean is very harmful to marine life and ocean aesthetics. Millions
of marine animals, including birds which rely heavily on marine life, are killed as a direct consequence of pollution. Other types of
oceanic pollution such as oil spills and radioactive and industrial waste are just as costly and can contaminate the oceans for thousands
of years to come. Dead zones, enormous areas of oxygen deficient water were life ceases to exist, high levels of CO2 in the
environment as well as spent CO2 being stored and pumped into the oceans are some of the alarming effects. The damage we humans
have brought to the oceans show how irresponsible our actions have been and act as a wakeup call on a global level. If we the humans
do not curtail our ways towards life style as token to begin the respect the oceans and its importance for environment they will be
changed irreparably and thus change the overall environment as they contribute major role in various natural cycles.

Keywords — Marine Pollution, Environment, Damage, Humans, Oil Spills, Heavy Metals, Festivals.
INTRODUCTION

[1]

:

Oceans form the largest water body on planet earth. Ocean pollution is pollution in the sea. It is also known as marine pollution
which occurs when harmful, or potentially harmful, effects result from the entry into the ocean of chemicals, particles, industrial,
agricultural and residential waste, noise, or the spread of invasive organisms, due to festivals like Ganesh Chaturthi, Narali Pournima
etc… Ocean pollution was ignored for years, but in recent decades the effects have become more visible. On an individual level,
pollutants can cause detrimental effects to the activities, health, and survival of marine organisms and humans. On a larger scale, it
threatens biodiversity, climate, and the preservation of some of the most treasured locations on the planet. Notwithstanding, pollution
costs us billions in terms of tourism revenue, coastal economic activities, and lost resources.
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At one time, people thought that the vastness of the ocean could dilute pollutants enough to eliminate their impacts. It is now known,
however, that some pollutants can significantly alter marine ecosystems and cause harm—sometimes deadly—to species from the top
to the bottom of the food web.
Pollutants often originate far inland and are transported to the ocean via rivers or through the air. Pollutants of particular concern
include petroleum, excess nutrients from fertilizers, debris, and industrial contaminants. Even noise, from such activities as shipping,
seismic exploration, and sonar, can affect ocean life.
Since oceans provide home to wide variety of marine animals and plants, it is responsibility of every citizen to play his or her part in
making these oceans clean so that marine species can thrive for long period of time.
MAJOR FACTORS CONTRIBUTING OCEAN POLLUTION [2][6][7][8][14]:
1) Dumping of Debris or Garbage[10]: Marine debris provides a stark visual reminder of people‘s impact on the ocean. A portion of
the billions if not trillions of tons of trash produced each year finds its way into ocean waters. This comes as no surprise to anyone
who has seen plastic bottles and other waste floating onto the beaches. Trash is often dumped from ships and offshore drilling rigs
directly into the sea or when objects that are far inland are blown by the wind over long distances and end up in the ocean. These
objects can be anything from natural things like dust and sand, to man-made objects such as debris and trash. Most debris,
especially plastic debris, cannot decompose and remains suspended in the oceans current for years.
Also industrial waste is one of the major issues when it comes to ocean dumping. These toxic chemicals, including radioactive
chemicals, are very hazardous for ocean life forms. While some marine debris comes from ocean-based sources such as cargo or
fishing boats, a large amount is estimated to come from land-based sources. Much of this trash is plastic and other man-made
substances that people have left behind as litter. When it rains, litter is washed into storm drains, directly into rivers and coastal
waters. Thus, much of the litter intentionally or unintentionally discarded into watershed drainage areas travels out to sea or ends up
on beaches.
Effects of Dumping: Marine debris is both an aesthetic issue and a direct hazard to marine life. With undesirable changes in beach
areas, the economies of coastal communities may be significantly affected by a loss in tourism revenue.
Debris with sharp edges also poses a danger to beachgoers, swimmers, divers, and boaters.
In addition to aesthetic problems, engulping of marine debris and entanglement in debris can harm sea birds, marine mammals, and
other sea life. Entrapment and ingestion may lead to death if the animal is not able to move, consume food, and avoid predators. Many
marine species are already threatened or endangered, and the effects of debris only make matters worse.
Marine animals like Sea turtles mistake plastic bags for jellyfish and die from internal blockages.
There are huge areas of garbage that are sometimes referred to as islands of garbage. The garbage is not only confined to the surface.
The material that is too heavy to float ends up on the bottom. This foreign matter present in the environment disrupts aquatic flora as
well as fauna.
Birds, fish and large sea creatures mistake plastics and other garbage for food. Plastics get into the animals' digestive systems. Plastics
tend to absorb chemicals causing a concentration of toxins which goes up the animal chain. Larger creatures eat smaller ones and
ultimately, some are consumed by humans. By this means, these toxins can end up in our bodies. Animals who are most often the
victims of plastic debris include turtles, dolphins, fish, sharks, crabs, sea birds, and crocodiles.
2) Oil Spills [13]: Oil is one of the most visible and commonly discussed types of ocean pollution. Oil in the ocean includes crude oil,
refined petroleum products such as gasoline or oily refuse. The main natural source of oil in the ocean is seepage, where crude oil
oozes into the water from geologic formations beneath the sea floor. Man – made causes include petroleum use, including tanker
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spills, occasionally, offshore drilling rigs experience accidental leaks. Ships carrying oil have also been known to cause devastating oil
spills, but these are large-scale disasters. One of the greatest sources of oil pollution is people who pour various cooking oils and
grease down the sink drains in their homes.
Effects of Oil Spills: Oil pollution affects ocean ecosystems most significantly by endangering aquatic life. Floating on top of the
water‘s surface, oil coats the wings and feathers of marine animals.
Oil-soaked plumage makes birds less buoyant, reduces their insulation, and increases their vulnerability to temperature fluctuations. It
also impairs flight ability such that they cannot forage for food or escape from predators. When birds attempt to clean off their
feathers, they often ingest the oil, causing kidney damage, altered liver function, and digestive tract irritation. This may lead to death
through organ failure, impaired digestion, or dehydration
Marine mammals like otters and seals are left unable to regulate body temperature when their insulating fur is coated in oil, leading to
hypothermia.
Chronic exposure to small amounts of crude oil or other petroleum products can produce toxic effects in many marine organisms.
In addition, oil floating on top of seawater reduces light penetration, limiting the photosynthetic activities of the marine plants and
phytoplankton that form the base of the ecosystem. This in turn affects sources of nutrition for other organisms higher on the food
chain. Spilled oil also spreads onto beaches, marring the landscape and inhibiting recreational uses like bathing and kayaking.
Substances evaporating from oil can irritate the skin, eyes, and respiratory systems of humans.
3) Sewage/ Fecal Waste: Animal waste and human wastewater from toilets and other household activities such as bathing and
laundering as well as food preparation are often washed directly into the ocean from coastal communities. Raw sewage collected from
toilets and other household wastewater contains everything from infectious bacteria and viruses to toxic chemicals and nutrients.
Effects of Sewage: Direct exposure to sewage can cause rashes, earaches, stomach-aches, pink eye, diarrhoea, vomiting, respiratory
infections, hepatitis, encephalitis, and typhoid.
Sewage contains chemicals that alter the marine environment, causing some marine life to die and other marine life to flourish. This
throws off the natural balance of marine ecosystems.
Sewage can also deprive marine environments of oxygen, killing off entire populations in affected areas.
4) Heavy Metals: Heavy metals are natural components of the Earth‘s crust. Trace amount of some metals like cobalt, copper and
zinc are necessary for maintaining metabolic functions. Excess of this can have detrimental effects. Metals like Mercury, Lead and
Cadmium have severe adverse impacts. Heavy metals possess toxic substances, since they are non-degradable, they bio accumulate
and they produce acute or chronic toxic effects. These metals find their way into the marine environment either through river influx or
atmospheric deposition; direct discharges from industrial sources.
Effects of Heavy Metals

[3]

: Toxicity and adverse health effects vary widely depending on the type of metal: for instance, while some

forms of mercury, even if absorbed in small doses, cause severe damage to the brain and the central nervous system, short-term
exposure to nickel does not produce any effect while long-term exposure may cause skin irritation or liver damage
Copper is dangerous to marine organisms and has been used in marine anti-fouling paints.
5) Toxic Chemicals: Industrial and agricultural waste are another most common form of wastes that are directly discharged into the
oceans, resulting in ocean pollution. The dumping of toxic liquids in the ocean directly affects the marine life as they are considered
hazardous. Rain water often picks up small amounts of toxic chemicals from agricultural fields, lawns, roads, and parking lots and
carries them directly to the ocean through storm drains. Pharmaceutical, industrial, agricultural, personal care, household cleaning,
gardening, and automotive products and wastes still down onto lakes, rivers, and the ocean. Once deposited in ocean sediments,
mercury ends up in sediments, fish, and other animals, or volatilizes back into the atmosphere.
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Effects of Toxic chemicals: They raise the temperature of the ocean, known as thermal pollution, as the temperature of these liquids
is quite high. Animals and plants that cannot survive at higher temperatures eventually perish.
The decimation of brown pelican populations due to release of DDT in the environment, its bioaccumulation, and the resultant
eggshell thinning is a good example of the harmful potential of toxic pollutants.
One type of emerging contaminant is endocrine disruptors. Endocrine disruptors are substances that act like hormones in the bodies of
human and animals, thus interfering with normal activity in the endocrine system. Many detergents, pesticides, plastics, and varnishes,
for example, are derived from or contain endocrine disrupting chemicals. Exposure to sufficient quantities of these chemicals could
theoretically cause unnatural developmental and reproductive changes. In some controlled experiments, they were shown to alter sex
determination and dynamics of fish populations.
6) Nutrients: Owing to nutrients released on land, for instance from livestock waste, household detergents, lawn care products, and
crop fertilizers, oceans are over-fertilized in many coastal regions around the globe. Nutrients from these and other sources tend to get
concentrated in storm runoff, rivers, and water treatment plant effluent. Much of this water flows downhill and eventually releases into
lakes or oceans, leading to a localized area at the discharge point where nutrient concentrations are elevated. This imbalance may then
instigate a string of negative effects in a process called ―eutrophication‖.
Effects of Nutrients: i) Eutrophication is an increase in the production of organic matter through algal blooms or aquatic plants. If too
much nitrogen and phosphorus find their way into the ocean, these nutrients fertilize an explosive growth of algae.
ii) When the masses of algae die and sink to the bottom, their decomposition consumes most of the oxygen in the water. The resulting
lack of oxygen can wipe out marine life across the entire affected area.
iii) Algal blooms contribute to loss of endangered sea grass beds and coral reefs by clouding water, cutting off sunlight, and essentially smothering coral.
iv) Oxygen levels drop so low in the spring and summer that most fish and shellfish cannot survive, creating what is known as a ―dead
zone.‖
v) Fish, shrimp, and crabs flee the area while less mobile bottom-dwellers such as snails, clams, and starfish may die. This
phenomenon occurs yearly and is attributed to excess nutrients, mostly from fertilizer-rich runoff.
vi) Additionally the temperature of the ocean is highly affected by carbon dioxide and climate changes, which impacts primarily the
ecosystems and fish communities that live in the ocean. In particular, the rising levels of CO2 acidify the ocean in the form of acid
rain. Even though the ocean can absorb carbon dioxide that originates from the atmosphere, the carbon dioxide levels are steadily
increasing and the ocean‘s absorbing mechanisms, due to the rising of the ocean‘s temperatures, are unable to keep up with the pace.
7) Ocean Mining: Ocean mining in the deep sea is yet another source of ocean pollution. Ocean mining sites drilling for silver, gold,
copper, cobalt and zinc create sulfide deposits up to three and a half thousand meters down in to the ocean.
Effects of Ocean Mining: Deep sea mining causes damage to the lowest levels of the ocean and increase the toxicity of the region.
This permanent damage dealt also causes leaking, corrosion and oil spills that only drastically further hinder the ecosystem of the
region.
8) Sunscreen: Sunscreen is a lesser known source of pollution, but can have grave effects. The chemicals in sunscreen worn by
swimmers and divers wash off into the ocean water and coats plant-life on coral reefs and suffocate them. Vast swaths of reefs have
been destroyed, but there are eco-friendly sunscreen products on the market that help to prevent this terrible side-effect, while still
protecting skin from cancerous sunrays
9) Land Runoff: Land runoff is another source of pollution in the ocean. This occurs when water infiltrates the soil to its maximum
extent and the excess water from rain, flooding or melting flows over the land and into the ocean. Often times, this water picks up
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man-made, harmful contaminants that pollute the ocean, including fertilizers, petroleum, pesticides and other forms of soil
contaminants. Fertilizers and waste from land animals and humans can be a huge detriment to the ocean by creating dead zones.
10) Pollution due to festivals in India [9]: Festivals like Ganesh Chaturthi, Durga Puja, Diwali, and Holi are occasions for great joy
and celebrations across our country. With we celebrating these festivals, also call for a disaster. Pollution of various types is generated
in large amounts all across the country, thereby adding an even greater load pollutants and contaminants to our already over polluted
environment, overburdened rivers, lakes, and seas.
Festivals like Ganesh Chaturthi and Durga Puja involve immersion of idols into water bodies. The practice of immersion has become a
growing cause for concern on account of its adverse environmental impacts, particularly on the water bodies. Toxic exposure of the
larger community through deadly chemicals and heavy metals used for making idols is a matter of concern.
The festivities surrounding Ganesh Chaturthi and Durga Puja culminate with idols being immersed in various ponds and lakes,
painting a picture of ecological disaster. Thus the problem is spread countrywide. Immersion of idols in these natural aquatic
ecosystems destroys the whole ecological balance.
After examining the water before and after immersion it was found that the concentration of substances like calcium, magnesium,
molybdenum and silicon concentrations increased significantly. Also, it was found that concentrations of heavy metals like arsenic,
lead and mercury had increased. Metals like lead and mercury are particularly hazardous as they are dangerous to health and can
damage the heart, kidneys, liver, circulatory system and central nervous system. The other pollutant besides metals which is added is
POP ( Plaster of Paris). Immersion of POP idol into the water increases its hardness which deteriorates the quality of water. The major
exposure route is through inhalation, ingestion, skin and eye contact and common symptoms are watering of eyes, skin irritation, and
trouble in breathing incessant coughing affecting organs like eyes, skin, and respiratory system.
Effects on Water Quality:
The water bodies are in a very poor state every year after Ganesh and Durga puja is over. Along with idols flowers, banana leaves,
coconuts etc are immersed in various water bodies, resulting in alarming increase in pollution levels. It is mainly caused by dissolution
of wastes coming from silting of clay, Plaster of Paris and the cheap toxic coloured paints (chemical dyes), painted on the idols which
comes in contact with water. Once these idols are immersed, the clay along with Plaster of Paris (Calcinated Gypsum) slowly dissolve
and accumulate at the bottom of the water body, whereas the toxic paints form a thin film on the surface of water. This cuts down the
oxygen supply for aquatic animals and fish as decomposition of organic wastes uses oxygen in water making it impossible for aquatic
animals to survive.
TABLE NO.1. Impact of various items on aquatic environment during idol immersion [9]
S. No.
1

349

Material Contributed during
Immersion
Plaster of Paris

2.

Decoration material viz. clothes, polish,
paint, ornaments, cosmetic items.

3.

Flowers, garlands, oily substances

4.

Bamboo sticks, beauty articles

5.

Polythene bags / plastic items

6.

Eatables, food items, etc.

Impact on the Aquatic Body
Increases dissolved solids, contribute metals and sludge.
Contributes Suspended Particulate Matters (SPM), trace
metals (Zinc, Lead, Iron, Chromium, Arsenic, Mercury,
etc.), metalloids and various organic and inorganic matter,
oil and grease, etc.
Increase floating suspended matter, organic contamination,
oil and grease and various organic and inorganic matter.
Pieces float in water or settle at the river bottom inhabiting
river flow.
Contribute suspended matter, settled matter and hazardous
material to water and choke the aquatic life.
Contribute oil and grease, organics to water bodies.
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11) Radioactive Materials: The most significant inputs of radioactive materials into the marine environment originate from nuclear
industry activities and the dumping of radioactive waste. Present day levels of radioactive substances found in coastal waters are the
result of natural (radioactivity, cosmic rays, earth's crust), and possibly released radioactivity due to human activities such as oil
exploration and combustion, phosphate production and use, land-based mining, managed discharges from nuclear power and
reprocessing facilities, fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapons testing and accidents, medical diagnosis and therapy, and food
conservation.
Radioactive waste enters the ocean from nuclear weapon testing and the resulting atmospheric fallout, the releasing or dumping of
wastes from nuclear fuel cycle systems, and nuclear accidents.
12) Noise: Many species of marine mammals, as well as some other aquatic species, sound is a primary sensory means of
communicating, navigating, and foraging. The ocean environment has always included an abundance of natural noises, such as the
sounds generated by rain, waves, earthquakes, and other animals. However, a growing number of ships, oil exploration activities, and
military and civilian sonar use add to the ambient noise in the oceanic environment.
Human-generated sound in the ocean comes from a variety of sources, including commercial ship traffic, oil exploration and
production, construction, acoustic research, and sonar use. Noise is also an unintentional by-product of coastal and marine
construction, ship propellers, mineral extraction, and aircraft flights. Mine-hunting sonars, fish finders, some oceanographic systems
(such as acoustic Doppler current profilers), and high-resolution seafloor mapping devices can create noise at a higher frequency.
Effects of Noise: Noise can have a detrimental effect on animals by causing stress, interfering with the ability to detect prey and avoid
predators, and impairing communication needed for reproduction and navigation. Noise may also force animals into smaller areas of
habitat. Exposure to high levels of noise could even lead to permanent hearing loss.
CONTROL OF MARINE POLLUTION [1][4]:
Control of pollution is of paramount importance because of its alarming consequences. Oceans are very important for maintaining the
overall balance of eco-system. Following are some of the steps to control marine pollution:
1) General Aspects: Preventing marine pollution is very important for the well-being of the sea, the marine life it supports and
humans! Cleaner oceans means prevention of aesthetics, beaches for swimming, fishing and recreation. There are a lot of things we
can each do to make a difference, either on your own or in a group, to make a huge difference:
1.

Organizing a beach clean-up.

2.

Reducing rubbish and using recyclable materials as far as possible.

3.

Take care of a local stream.

Large Scale Solutions for Ocean Pollution:
It's very difficult to clean up pollution once it has occurred, so the best way is prevention:


Stricter government regulations or standards on industry and manufacturing



Avoiding off-shore drilling as far as possible.



Limit agricultural pesticides



Proper sewage treatment



Cut down on waste and contain landfills



Carry a reusable shopping bag instead of plastic bags



Store food in reusable containers instead of those you throw away



Avoid products that come with excess packaging



Don't litter
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Organizations that protect the Oceans:
There are a plenty of organizations dedicated to preventing pollution and cleaning up the pollution that has already occurred.


Blue Ocean Society



Greenpeace



Marine Bio Conservation Organization



National Coalition for Marine Conservation



Ocean Conservancy



Ocean Research and Conservation Association (ORCA)

The best way to start fighting ocean pollution is to educate yourself on what causes it and start making small changes at home.
2) Technical Aspects:
a) Waste treatment: The waste treatment include treating of the waste coming from industries and factories before it is left off itno
the sea or any other water bodies. This can be done by various treatment processes, methods of pollution control, ultimate disposal and
recycling of waste.
b) Sewage and industrial waste: Many industrial wastes differ markedly in chemical composition and toxicity from domestic
sewage. They often contain persistent or refractory organics which resist secondary treatment procedures that are normally applied to
domestic sewage.
There is a need for improved methods of treatment for industrial wastes.
-Reducing overboard discharge of waste
-Establishing safe standards on waste effluent
-Providing safety standards for offshore activities
c) Oil waste: There should be facilities for the receiving and treatment of oily waste mixtures seperately.
d) Thermal waste: The present treatments are cooling ponds, cooling tower (not economical) and direct discharge into receiving
water. The needs for new methods of cooling and the development of beneficial use are urgent
e) Radioactive wastes: These cannot be treated biologically or by oxidative treatment. The present disposal approaches are:
concentration and containment: The procedures are treatment, storage, container (steel and concrete) transportation and handling
equipment for dumping.
The major concerns in nuclear waste disposal are:
* Possibility of the return of radioactivity to man
* Possibility of severely altering the biological balance of the ocean
* Interference with other uses of the sea.
The dumping practice: Dumping in deep trenches is not recommended. The present design for waste containers is, for ten years life
expectancy. They are exposed to the danger of being burst out due to the terrific pressure and the buffeting by currents.
f) Improvement in ship design and navigation system: The needs for improved ship design are:
-consideration of pollution prevention measures in ship design
-Adequately trained crews feasibility of shore-based guidance system.
g) Surveillance: Water quality monitoring system: developing methods of detection and surveillance of pollution.
-developing methods of tagging pollutants
-developing in site monitoring devices
-Establishing information on hazardous cargoes such as their movement, cargo properties and emergency control methods.
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-survey of coast area
-improvement of handling and storage of the dangerous cargoes
h) Safety on the continental shelf: review design practices of offshore ports to accommodation of super tankers.
-Study of transfer facilities, such as pipelines, artificial islands, isolated shore locations, ship to barge transfer, ocean barge systems,
and submarine tankers.
-Minimizing conflicts among the various activities including shipping transfer of liquid or gases in pipelines, fishing, recreation, and
drilling, pumping and storing materials underwater or at the surface.
-Elimination of wrecks, debris and litter.
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES IN CONRTOL OF OCEAN POLLUTION [1]:
Our country India is far more capable of preventing the above mentioned Ocean pollution problems. But still there are many problems
related to ocean pollution that are on an alarming rate and following are the weaknesses:
a)

Funds: Conservation or Prevention of anything requires the most important thing Money. This is the main problem
with Ocean protection. There are many organizations working for the protection of Oceans, but they are struggling
with funds. Government and we people should be responsible and such organizations should be supported for the
funds so that such organizations can work effectively for the conservation of Oceans.

b) Unfamiliarity about Ocean pollution: This is one of the main weaknesses that many people are not aware about this
harmful ocean pollution. It was assumed that the vastness of ocean can dilute all the waste. Awareness should be
created among the people regarding the consequences of ocean pollution and also the ways to curtail it.
CONCLUSION
Discussing Ocean pollution does bring in picture a lot of complex problems that are faced by humans, environment and which are
created by humans themselves. We humans should understand the importance of oceans as they are the main part of ecological cycle
and do support a large part of living organisms. Since the networks of oceans are interconnected the pollution issue will only truly be
solved by consistent improvement in areas across the globe. Knowing the harmful effects of ocean pollution and also that we humans
are the main factor responsible for it, it is clear that each one of us should get involved to find a solution. Efforts at all of these levels
become more effective with elevated public awareness about pollution sources and impacts. Since oceans provide home to wide
variety of marine animals and plants, it is responsibility of every citizen to play his or her part in making these oceans clean so that
marine species can thrive for long period of time. In short, in order to preserve & protect the coastal environment legal and
responsible application of scientific knowledge on all aspects of pollution is essential.
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Abstract— Fingerprint recognition is verifying the match between two fingerprints. Fingerprint recognition is mostly based on
minutiae. In this paper the review on minutiae extraction is done after various fingerprint enhancement methods. Minutiae extraction
common method cross-numbering is reviewed and how to remove false minutiae with segmented mask technique .

Keywords— Minutiae feature, fingerprint enhancement, Image segmentation, Enhanced thinning, Minutiae extraction, false
minutiae.

INTRODUCTION

Biometric features used for identification of a person identity. Basic biometric features involved voice recognition, handprints, iris
recognition, fingerprint recognition etc. In this fingerprint recognition is most widely used and well known technique for identification
of a person because it is unique and unchangeable. Fingerprint recognition is used for criminal investigation, for medical purpose, for
security purpose etc. A fingerprint is formed from an impression of the pattern of ridges on a finger. A ridge is defined as a single
curved segment, and a valley is the region between two adjacent ridges. [1] Fingerprint recognition is based on minutiae matching and
minutiae are the major features of fingerprint using which comparisons of one print with another can be made. Fingerprint has mainly
three types of pattern i.e. whorl pattern, loop and arch pattern as given below

Fig.1
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MINUTIAE FEATURE
Ridges and valleys are the structural characteristics of fingerprint images. The ridges are the single curved segment and valleys are the
region between two ridges. The most commonly used fingerprint features are minutiae. Minutiae are the discontinuities in local ridge
structure[2]. Minutiae features are used for matching two fingerprints. There are about seven main features of minutiae. They are
basically ridge ending, bifurcation, enclosure, ridge dot, delta and hock. From these seven minutiae points two points are the main
minutiae feature which are used for minutiae extraction i.e. ridge ending and bifurcation. A ridge ending is defined as the ridge point
where a ridge ends abruptly. A ridge bifurcation is defined as the ridge point where a ridge forks or diverges into branch ridges

Fig. 2

IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

Before minutiae extraction image enhancement is required in some low quality fingerprint images. Low quality of image occurs
because of any skin problem or bad impression which causes degradation. To extract true minutiae points it is important to enhance
the poor quality of the image. Ridge structure in fingerprint images is not always well defined and therefore an enhancement algorithm
is needed to improve the clarity of ridges and valley structure. Image enhancement basic techniques are image segmentation, image
binearization and gabor filter.
Image segmentation: A fingerprint image contains valid and invalid information both. Image segmentation is the process which
decomposes an image into its two components which are called background and foreground component [10]. Foreground area is
belonging to area of interest i.e. useful information and background component belongs to noisy or invalid information. To perform
segmentation variance thresholding can be used. In this image is divided into two blocks and gray-scale variance is calculated for each
block. If variance less than global thresholding than block is assign to be background and which is greater assign to foreground [2].
Image Binarization: Binarization method involves mainly four steps to carry out image enhancement i.e. local histogram equalization
(LHE), wiener filtering, Binarization and thinning and morphological and filtering. In LHE contrast stretching is performed by making
histogram uniform for each pixel. In wiener filtering noise reduction is performed by filtering on local neighborhood of each pixel. In
Binarization and thinning grey level image is converted into binary image using global threshold. The Binarization process involves
examining the grey-level value of each pixel in the enhanced image, and, if the value is greater than the global threshold, then the
pixel value is set to a binary value one; otherwise, it is set to zero. The outcome is a binary image containing two levels of
information, the foreground ridges and the background valleys [2]. In morphological and filtering false ridge lines are removed and fill
the gaps with true ridge lines.
Gabor filtering: Gabor-based enhancement algorithm is focused on the characteristic of local ridge orientation and frequency
simultaneity in spatial domain for improving the quality of fingerprint image [3]. Gabor filter are band pass–filter that have both
frequency selective and orientation selective property. Hence these filters can be effectively tuned to specific frequency and
orientation value [4]. The main steps of Gabor filtering are [5]:
Step 1: Normalization which increases the dynamic range between foreground and background.
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Step 2: Estimation of local orientation which is a matrix of direction vectors representing the ridge orientation at each location in the
image. It is estimated from the segmented image by employing the gradient information.
Step 3: Estimation of local frequency which is the inverse of the average distance between two consecutive peaks of the x-signature. It
is computed from the segmented image and the estimated orientation.
Step 4: Gabor filtering which enhances the segmented image. It is based on the local orientation and frequencies around each pixel.

MINUTIAE EXTRACTION
Minutiae extraction techniques are the next step after enhancing image. In this minutiae are extracted from the enhanced image [6].
Two fingerprint match if their minutiae matches. The main minutiae points are ridge ending and bifurcation points. Minutiae
extraction technique basically contains three main steps:
Binarization: this process is useful for converting gray-scale images into binary images. After Binarization the image is transformed
onto Skelton images. Minutiae extraction technique is performed on Skelton images.
Thinning: The objective of thinning is to find the ridges of one pixel width. The process consists in performing successive erosions
until a set of connected lines of unit-width is reached. These lines are also called skeletons. An important property of thinning is the
preservation of the connectivity and topology which however can lead to generation of small bifurcation artifacts and consequently to
detection of false minutiae. Therefore some procedure aiming the elimination of there artifacts must be performed after thinning.
Enhanced Thinning [10]: Ridge Thinning is to eliminate the redundant pixels of ridges till the ridges are just one pixel wide. Ideally,
the width of the skeleton should be strictly one pixel. However, this is not always true. There are still some locations, where the
skeleton has a two-pixel width at some erroneous pixel locations. An erroneous pixel is defined as the one with more than two 4connected neighbours. These erroneous pixels exist in the fork regions where bifurcations should be detected, but they have CN= 2
instead of CN>2. The existence of erroneous pixels may
a) Destroy the integrity of spurious bridges and spurs,
b) Exchange the type of minutiae points, and
c) Miss detect true bifurcations,
Therefore, before minutiae extraction, there is a need to develop a validation algorithm to eliminate the erroneous pixels while
preserving the skeleton connectivity at the fork regions. For this purpose an enhanced thinning algorithm is bid out.
Enhanced thinning algorithm
Step 1: Scanning the skeleton of fingerprint image row by row from top-left to bottom-right. Check if the pixel is 1.
Step 2: Count its four connected neighbours.
Step 3: If the sum is greater that two, mark it as an erroneous pixel.
Step 4: Remove the erroneous pixel.
Step 5: Repeat steps 1 – 4 until whole of the image is scanned and the erroneous pixels are removed.
Minutiae detection: Cross-numbering concept is most common method to detect minutiae. This method involves the use of the
skeleton image where the ridge flow pattern is eight-connected. The minutiae are extracted by scanning the local neighborhood of
each ridge pixel in the image using a 3X3 window as in figure below [7].
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CN value is computed as half the sum of the difference between pairs of adjacent pixels in the eight-neighborhood as given below

∑|𝑝

𝑝

|

Where Pi is the pixel value in the neighborhood of P. For a pixel P, its eight neighboring pixels are scanned in an anti-clockwise
direction as above in fig.
After the CN for a ridge pixel has been computed, the pixel can then be classified according to the property of its CN value. As shown
in Figure below, a ridge pixel with a CN of one corresponds to a ridge ending, and a CN of three corresponds to a bifurcation[8].

Fig. 4

CN=1 is ridge ending point and CN=3 is bifurcation point .

REMOVING OF FALSE MINUTIAE

The minutiae points obtained in the above step may contain many false minutiae. This may occur due to the presence of ridge breaks
in the given figure itself which could not be improved even after enhancement. This results in false minutiae points which need to be
removed. These unwanted minutiae points are removed in the post-processing stage. False minutiae points will be obtained at the
borders as the image ends abruptly. These are deleted using the segmented mask. As a first step, a segmented mask is created. This is
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created during segmentation carried out in the stage of pre-processing and contains ones in the blocks which have higher variance than
the threshold and zeros for the blocks having lower variance. This segmented mask contains all ones in the regions where the image is
located and all zeros at the other places.
To know if a minutiae point is valid or not, a local window of size 11×11 is taken in the segmented mask at the location of the
minutiae point and the total sum of the window is computed. If the sum is lesser than 121, then the point is invalid as it would be on
the borders. If the sum is 121, it means that the point is not on the border and hence it has to be preserved. Thus, minutiae at the
borders are removed preserving only those inside the figure. For the deletion of minutiae inside the figure which would occur due to
ridge breaks, a window of size 11×11 is taken around each minutiae point keeping it at the centre of the window and then is checked
for any other minutiae that lie in the block. If other minutiae exist in that block, all the minutiae in the block are deleted. Thus, the
minutiae points resulting from ridge breaks are eliminated. Though this process helps in removing false minutiae, it also poses a risk
of eliminating closely placed minutiae points even though they are real[9].

Conclusion
This paper reviewed on various enhancement and minutiae extraction technique. Crossing number method is able to accurately detect
all valid bifurcations and ridge endings from the thinned image However, there are cases where the extracted minutiae do not
correspond to true minutia points. Hence, false minutiae removal method is implemented to validate the minutiae. Future work can be
done on the statistical theory of fingerprint minutiae.
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Abstract— There is a need of strong biometric system that resolve the issues related to those who use illegal way to break the
system, those with change in psychological and behavioural characteristics and specially to those disable people (people with no
limbs, bad retina, facial changes, etc.). The Cephalometric analysis is a strong tool based on image processing of human skull that can
be used mathematically for strong biometrics.

Keywords— Biometrics, Cephalometric, Cephalometric analysis, Skull analysis, X-ray, Unique biometrics, Craniofacial scan.

INTRODUCTION

Now days, it is getting very important to establish an identity to an individual. Biometric analysis refers to the use of distinctive
physiological (e.g., iris, fingerprints, palm print, face, retina) and behavioral (e.g., signature, gait) characteristics, called biometric
identifiers (Or simply biometrics) for automatically recognition of individuals.
Biometrics system is superior to any other authentication system like traditional password based systems. But such systems are weak
and disposed to numbers of attacks like stored template attack which is the most common attack among them. Applications of
biometrics are identification of criminals, access control to facilities and security, access to banks & power plants, identity
authentication in police investigation, airport security, and passports or licenses, forensic department and medical databases. Also
biometric finds its applications in several high security areas providing security to biometric template is of utmost importance.
From years there has been a lot of improvement performed on development of systems based on fingerprint, face, iris, voice etc. But
some of the issues related to its use by the disabled persons are also exist [1].
So, the Cephalometric analysis is performed on human skull. Its Parameters measurement is based on a set of feature point‘s
landmarks. The tracing identifies specific skeletal and dental landmarks. Our system is able to make linear and angular measurements
of the skull. It helps in recognition of any individual.
From many years human skull has been used by forensic to identify the individual face. Researchers have tried to map the relation
between the skeletal landmarks of human face and the different components of biometrics.
These experiments serve advantage for analyzing and predicting the features from different orthodontics treatments. The radiographical Cephalometric analysis is based on study of human skull using image processing used mathematically for orthodontics
treatment planning.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
The Cephalometric based biometric system composed of two parts the enrolment and the identification block. The cephalometric
system capable of capturing the data in the form of x-ray image, using the electronic/digital Cephalometric machine, then processing
the x-ray image, its features extraction, and storing those features in the form of templates. Later collecting the data on real time then
extraction of features and matching it with the templates.
The system takes few key features from the facial x-ray image and compare it with the real time x-ray, if the 80% of the features
matched with the templates, the identity is accepted because there can be changes in the facial bones and structure as per age of person
and due to accidents, else the comparison is rejected.
The main function is performed by the feature extractor and the comparison block. The comparator makes use for the past tends to
automatically identify the individual using the x-ray. The proposed system is shown in figure 1. The biometric sensor is a cephelogram
machine used by the orthodontics that takes the X-ray of human skull mostly for the dental studies and it stores the extracted features
in the form of cephelograms.
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Fig 1: Block diagram of Cephalometric System

Enrolment Block
Block diagram of an enrolment block is shown in Fig.2. The physical characteristic of human skull is sensed and then converted into
digital form by biometric sensors. It is then processed by the Cephalogramic software, to check if the characteristics are fed properly
or not. The Feature extractor block reduces the size and save the storage by extracting the main features of the x-ray image. And
finally it gets stored in the form of template in the Data Base of system

Person

Biometric sensor

Cephalogram processing

Features extraction

Template storage

Data Base

Fig 2: Block diagram of Enrolment block

Identification Block
The block diagram of Identification/Verification Module is shown in Fig.3. It is responsible to identify/verify the claim of an
individual. The physical characteristics are converted into a digital form. Then digital form of characteristics is entered into the feature
extractor unit to produce the same form as that of template.
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Fig 3: Block diagram of Identification block

The resulting representation is entered into a comparator. The comparison state compares the template with template already in the
data base. It calculates the match score that whether the match scores is within the given threshold or not. It determines the acceptance
or rejection of the identity of the person. X-ray image is used to define the Landmarks, head structure that had to be identified.
The main function is performed by the feature extractor and the comparison block. The comparator makes use for the past tends to
automatically identify the individual using the x-ray.

RESULTS
In this section, experimental analysis and results for the proposed cephalometric based Biometrics system are presented. Three
different images are considered. In fig. 4, the x-ray of same person is compared, one is fetched from the database and the second one is
taken real-time. More than 80% of features matched, and showed success.

Fig 4: Matched result, using cephalometric scheme

In fig.5, the comparison is done between the database based Cephalogram and the real-time based features, the results failed as the
features matched are less than 80%. The system first acquire the claimed identity‘s features from the templates stored in the database
and the extract the feature of person on real-time using the identity block and then compare the features.
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Fig 5: Result unmatched, for different skull
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new strong and reliable biometric system is proposed. Its main feature is that the system takes human skull‘s x-ray as
input, extract its features and then compare it with the real time x-ray image. If the image matches by 80%, the system accept it else it
shows the wrong identity.
In the future, the problem of the growth of bones at different ages can be solved and may be further studied.
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Abstract— Low back pain is an important clinical, social, economic and public health problem affecting the population
indiscriminately. It is a disorder with many possible etiologies, occurring in many groups of the population, and with many
definitions. Many industry based investigations have found that low back pain (LBP) is associated with exposure to whole body
vibration (WBV). Tractor drivers, in particular, seem to have more LBP as they reported regular backache more often than non-tractor
driving farmers. In the present study, the experiments where vibration measurements were conducted at the farms terrains in the
village on tractor the data acquisition will be carried out by attaching the accelerometer to lower side of seat as per conforming ISO
standards and measurement of Vibration amplitudes using OR34-2,4 Channel FFT Analyzer. Then the analysis has done in terms of
root mean square (rms) accelerations in one-third-octave band & International Standard Organization (ISO) weighted overall rms.
Both predicted and measured values exceeded the health norms of ISO standards. Then we have made changes in the tractor
operator‘s seat system with an anti-vibration suspension system by using springs, which reduces the vibration energy and frequencies
into a range suitable for the operator. 32 tests have been conducted, on 3 different accessories, 3 different tracks, 2 different speeds
and repeating each test for 2 times. Finally, the experimental result indicates, the modified tractor operator‘s seat meets the
requirements of ‗health guidance zone‘ of ISO 2631-1 in all farms terrains. Measurements of vibrations were conducted on tractors of
different sizes, analysis has been done in terms of root mean square (rms) accelerations & International Standard Organization (ISO)
weighted overall rms.

Keywords— Health norms, ISO Standards, LBP, FFT analyzer, rms accelerations, vibration energy, WBV
INTRODUCTION

The literature shows that farmers have not received significant attention in developing countries. It is true for tractor drivers
who operate the tractor in so many operating conditions of roads & field of agricultural land without any provision of vibration
damping design for tractor seats. Tractors in developed countries have become very sophisticated and almost all have enclosed
environment controlled suspended cabins and well-designed instrumentation and controls such tractors are difficult to become
common in countries like India. Conventional agricultural tractors have no
enough suspension systems. So, the vibration levels are high compared to other
vehicles. The problem of tractor ride becomes more critical as the dominant
natural frequencies of the tractor lie within the critical frequency range of human
body (e.g. human trunk and lumbar vertebra have a natural frequency of 4-8 and
4-5 Hz, resp.) Vibrations experienced by the driver at the tractor seat lie
especially in this vulnerable range.
The usage of suspension systems in tractors can improves the ride
comfort. Existing studies on tractor drivers either deal with vibration
measurements and comparison of these with International Standard
Organizations health standards (ISO 2631-1985, 1997) or concentrate on the
effect of vibrations on health. Measured vibrations and simulated vibrations with
the model were compared with ISO standards. These results were used to
determine if the mathematical model of the tractor could be used to predict the
severity of tractor vibrations in the absence of experimental data.
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LITERATURE SURVEY
The previous study shows that in men the problem of low back pain (LBP) is more as compare to the women & also in that
research we found that the percentage of men having LBP are farmers compare to blue & white collar employees. The following
papers give some brief introduction about the topic.
A. A.J. Scarlett et al, (2009) was conducted a study to quantify whole-body vibration (WBV) emission and estimated exposure levels
found upon a range of modern, agricultural tractors, when operated in controlled conditions performing selected agricultural
operations and while performing identical tasks during ‗on-farm‘ use. The potential consequences of operator WBV exposure
limitations, as prescribed by the European Physical Agents (Vibration) Directive: 2002 (PA(V)D), upon tractor usage patterns were
considered. Tractor WBV emission levels were found to be very dependent upon the nature of field operation performed, but largely
independent of vehicle suspension system capability (due to the dominance of horizontal vibration). However, this trend was reversed
during on-road transport. Few examples (9%) of tractor field operations approached or exceeded the PA(V)D Exposure Limit Value
(ELV) during 8 h operation, but this figure increased (to 27%) during longer working days. However virtually all (95%) ‗on-farm‘
vehicles exceeded the Exposure Action Value (EAV) during an 8-h day. The PA(V)D is not likely to restrict the operation of tractors
during an 8-h day, but will become a limitation if the working day lengthens significantly.
B. Ch. Sreedhar, et al, (2008) have been developed and optimized with an anti-vibration suspension system (Tempered Springs) for
agricultural tractor. These seats were examined and determined their static and dynamic physical characteristics. These seats are
designed on the basis of ISO standards and an artificial track was used to simulate a farm field based on BIS to examine vibration the
transmissibility of the seats when installed in tractor. The results indicated that the transmissibility from under the seat to on the seat in
the vertical direction was approximately 0.22, and little reduction of vibration was observed in the fore-aft direction. The results of
these experiments indicate that significant differences exist between the characteristics of tempered springs and non- tempered springs
of seat. This suggests that the oblique seats with tempered springs are applicable to the agricultural field. Considerable effort has been
made to establish the optimum design parameters for tractor seats. Further reductions in the level of ride vibrations experienced by
tractor seats appear to be necessary and some possible methods of achieving significant improvements have been outlined.
Standardized (ISO) methods of agricultural vehicle WBV measurement require further development to permit quantified effectiveness
of tractor WBV-design during in-field operation.
C. E.H. Shiguemori et al., (2005) Inverse problems in vibration is a process of determining parameters based on numerical analysis
from a comparison between measured vibration data and its predicted values provided by a mathematical model. In this work the
displacement data have been chosen in order to identify the stiffness matrix which will cause a changing in the time-history of the
system displacement. This is an inverse problem, since the stiffness matrix evaluation is obtained through the determination of the
modified stiffness coefficients. In this work, the artificial neural network technique is applied to the inverse vibration problem where
the goal is to estimate the unknown time-dependent stiffness coefficients simultaneously in a two degree-of-freedom structure, using a
Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network model. Numerical experiments have been carried out with synthetic experimental data
considering a noise level of 1%. Good recoveries have been achieved with this methodology.
D. M.J. Griffin et al (2005) has been investigated the transmission of roll, pitch and yaw vibration from the floor of a small car to the
seat backrest. There are complex multi-axis motions on the floors of cars, with combined translational and rotational components. The
vibration is transmitted through car seats and contributes to the vibration discomfort of drivers and passengers. Most previous studies
of the transmission of vibration through car seats have assumed a single-input model in which vertical vibration at the seat base
contributes to vertical vibration at the surface supporting the seat occupant. A small number of studies have investigated the
transmission of horizontal vibration from the seat base to the seat surface but there have been a few investigations of the transmission
of fore-and-aft, lateral or vertical vibration to the backrest. Using multi-input models of seat transmission, two recent studies have
investigated the extent to which the fore-and-aft, lateral and vertical vibration at a car floor contributed to fore-and-aft, lateral and
vertical vibration at a seat backrest. It was found in these studies that the vibration on a car floor differed between the four corners of
the seat base, implying that there were rotational (i.e. roll, pitch and yaw) inputs to the seat. The transmission of rotational vibration
from the non-rigid seat base to fore-and-aft, lateral and vertical vibration at the seat backrest was investigated using single- and multiinput models. It was found that, pitch and roll vibration together with translational vibration at the seat base, made significant
contributions to seat backrest vibration.
E. T.P. Gunston et al., (2004) Many off-road machines are equipped with a suspension seat intended to minimize the vibration
exposure of the operator to vertical vibration. The optimization of the isolation characteristics of a suspension seat involves
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consideration of the dynamic responses of the various components of the seat. Ideally, the seat components would be optimized using
a numerical model of the seat. However, seat suspensions are complex with non-linear characteristics that are difficult to model; the
development of seat suspensions is therefore currently more empirical than analytical. This paper presents and compares two
alternative methods of modeling the non-linear dynamic behavior of two suspension seats whose dynamic characteristics were
measured in the laboratory. A ‗lumped parameter model‘, which represented the dynamic responses of individual seat components,
was compared with a global ‗Bouc–Wen model‘ having a non-linear degree-of-freedom. Predictions of the vibration dose value for a
load placed on the seats were compared with laboratory measurements. The normalized r.m.s. errors between the predictions and the
measurements were also determined. The median absolute difference between the measured and predicted seat surface vibration dose
values over all test conditions for both models was less than 6% of the measured value (with an inter-quartile range less than 20%).
Both models were limited by deficiencies in the simulation of top end-stop impacts after the load lifted from the seat surface. The
lumped parameter model appears best suited to the development of the overall design of a suspension seat.
F. Adarsh Kumar et al., (2001) were measured the vibrations conducted on different sizes of tractors under varying terrain conditions.
Analysis has been done in terms of root mean square (rms) accelerations in one-third-octave band and International Standard
Organization (ISO) weighted overall rms. The values were compared with ISO 2631-1, 1985 and 1997 standards. The comparisons
reveal that measured vibrations exceed the ‗8 h exposure limit' in one-third-octave frequency band procedure of ISO 2631-1 (1985) on
both farm and non-farm terrains. In the overall ISO-weighted rms acceleration procedure of ISO 2631-1 (1997) in all farm and nonfarm terrains working time of 3 h exceeded the upper limit of & health guidance caution zone'. A tractor-operator model was adapted
for prediction of the rms accelerations on the ISO 5008 track. This model gave results for vibration exposure similar to measured
values. Effect of whole-body vibrations on degenerative changes in the spine of 50 tractor-driving farmers was evaluated by
comparing them with a control group of 50 non-tractor-driving farmers matched for age, sex, ethnic group, land holding and work
routine. All participants were interviewed in detail for occurrence of low back pain, examined clinically and a magnetic resonance
image (MRI) of the lumbar spine region was obtained. Evaluation of data revealed that the tractor-driving farmers complain of
backache more often than non-tractor-driving farmers but there was no significant objective difference in clinical or magnetic
resonance imaging between the two groups.

OBJECTIVE
The designs of tractors used in high-income countries (HICs) as discussed above are not likely to become common in countries such
as India in the near future because of economic reasons. Tractors do not have suspension systems so; the vibration levels are high
compared to other road vehicles.
The primary aim of this project is to bring the rms acceleration value to minimum health and safety requirement‘s ‗‗exposure action
values‘‘ and ‗‗exposure limit values‘‘ for improving the ride comfort of conventional tractor. In order to achieve this goal, following
specific objectives are determined:
 Data Acquisition
 Analyse the data in order to improve the ride comfort of tractor drivers.
 Modifying the existing design of the suspension system
 Validate the result

METHODOLOGY
Primary conventional tractors have only the tires as the elastic component between road and tractor driver seat, where tires are unable
to provide proper suspension characteristics. Seat and cabin suspensions are able to improve the ride comfort, where as chassis
suspension can increase road stability besides the ride comfort of tractors. So to work on ride comfort we have to work on seat
suspension of conventional tractors because there is very little scope of chassis suspension. Also in field work maximum vibration are
pitching & vertical types. So here we are going to focus on vibrations of seat (pitching & vertical translation) considering the rigid
structure of chassis or housing & finding solution to minimize the vibrations.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Vibration at the seat base (i.e. Tractor floor) will be measured during field work tests on Swaraj (735 35HP). Swaraj tractor has a mass
of 1895 kg and a wheelbase of 1950 mm. Tests will be made in three different field conditions during plough in an around the Loni
area of Rahata Taluka, Ahmednagar: a grains field (wheat
or
jawar), a Sugarcane wavy field (4x2 feet sugarcane crests
valleys), and a smooth field (non aggregated i.e. on road).
Driving/plough speed will be 05 Kmph with the tractor in
3rd low gear.
In next step we will attach the accelerometer to lower side
of
seat as per conforming ISO standards and measure the
Vibration amplitudes using OR34-2,4 Channel FFT
Analyser. Test reading will be recorded as per ISO
standards.

Fig.2. Schematic of Experimental setup of Agriculture Tractor Seat

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
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The notations a, b, c, d.... are given for the graph before modifying tractor seat and the notations a1, b1, c1, d1... are given for the
graph after modifying tractor seat.
From all above graphs you can see that in all terrain conditions RMS acceleration of existing seat is much higher than required value
of RMS acceleration prescribed in ‗health guidance zone‘ of ISO 2631-1[7], while the acceleration has been controlled in Modified
tractor seat and their values are desirable as per ISO 2631-1.
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CONCLUSION
An efficient tractor seat suspension model of anti-vibration system has been developed and investigated. The practical results show
that the modified seat has overcome the previous drawbacks of the suspension system & it also confirms the requirements of ‗health
guidance zone‘ of ISO 2631-1 in all farms terrains conditions.
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Abstract: This thesis presents a methodology for implementation of a rule based fuzzy logic controller applied to a closed loop
vector speed control induction motor. The induction motor is modeled using a dq axis theory. The designed Fuzzy Logic controller‘s
performance is weighed against with that of PI controller. The proc of Fuzzy Logic controllers (FLCs) over the conventional
controllers are: (i) they are economically advantageous to develop (ii) a wide range of operating conditions can be covered using
FLCs, and (iii) they are easier to adopt in terms of natural language .Another advantage is that, an initial approximate set of fuzzy
rules can be impulsively refined by self-organizing fuzzy controller. For Vector speed control of the induction motor, the reference
speed has been used and the control architecture includes some rules. These rules portray a nonchalant relationship between two inputs
and an output. The errors are evaluated according to the rules in accordance to the defined membership functions. The membership
functions and the rules have been defined using the FIS editor given in MATLAB. Based on the rules the surface view of the control
has been recorded. The results obtained by using conventional PI controller and the designed fuzzy logic controller has been studied
and compared.

KEY WORDS:
Mathematical model, Induction motor Drive, vector control, fuzzy logic controller,membership function, PI controller, selforganizang.

1.INTRODUCTION:
Induction motor (IM) can be considered as the workhorse of the industry because of its special features such as low cost, high
reliability ,low inertia, simplicity and ruggedness. Even today IMs especially the squirrel cage type ,are widely used for single speed
applications rather than variable speed applications due to the complexity of controlling algorithm of IM variable speed drives.
However, there is a great interest on variable speed operation of IM within the research community mainly because IMs can be
considered as a major industrial load of a power system. It is well known fact that electric energy consumption of the appliances can
be reduced by controlling the speed of the motor [1].
However the highly nonlinear nature of induction motor control dynamics demands strenuous control algorithms for control of speed.
The conventional controller types that are used for controlling the torque and speed are may be numeric or neural or fuzzy. The
controller types that are regularly used are Proportional Integral (PI), Proportional Derivative (PD), Proportional Integral Derivative
(PID), and Fuzzy logic controller or blend between them. The PID controller offers very efficient solution to numerous control
problems in the real world. If the PID controllers are tuned properly they can provide robust and reliable control. This very feature has
made PID controller exceedingly popular in industrial applications. The only problem associated with the use of conventional PI, PD
and PID controllers in speed control of induction motors is the complexity in design arising due to the non-linearity of induction motor
371
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dynamics. Variable speed drives for induction motors require wide operating speed range along with fast torque response irrespective
of the variation in load, there by leading us towards more advanced methods of control so as to meet real demand.
Advanced control based on artificial intelligence technique is called intelligent control[2]. The fuzzy logic controller is the most
efficient controller because of

its

non-linearity handling features and it is independent of plant model. The technique to embody

human-like thinking into a control system is fuzzy control. A fuzzy controller can be designed to emulate human deductive thinking
that is the process people use to infer conclusions from their knowledge .Fuzzy control has been primarily applied to the control of
process through linguistic descriptions.
Fuzzy vector control is usually realized with PWM controller in rotating (d-q) reference. In fuzzy vector control stator current is
controlled instantaneously which reduces the torque ripples and improves overall performance of machine. In this paper fuzzy vector
control of IM is implemented and verified in MATLAB SIMULINK environment.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the modeling of IM. Section 3 develops the implementation of vector control.
Section 4 describes the fuzzy logic controller. Section 5 provides the simulation results and analysis of fuzzy vector controlled IM
drive. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Mathematical modeling is required for simulation and analysis of Drive system.IM equations are represented in d-q reference
frame[3].

2.1 Axes Transformation
Consider a symmetrical three –phase induction machine with stationary as-bs-cs axis at 2π/3 angle apart. Our goal is transform the
s

three-phase stationary reference frame (as-bs-cs) variables into two-phase stationary reference frame ( d s

3].Assume that d - q

qs )

s

Axes are oriented at θ angle as shown in fig .1.

Fig.1. 3-Φ to 2-Φ transformation
The voltages vas, vbs, vcs

can be resolved into

v dss

and

vqss

cos
sin 
1 vqss 
vas  
v   cos(  120  ) sin(  120  ) 1 v s 
 bs  
  ds 


s
vcs  cos(  120 ) sin(  120 ) 1 v0 s 
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The corresponding inverse relation is as follows

vqss 
cos
 s  2
vds   3  sin 
voss 
 0.5
 
Here

cos(  120) cos(  120) vas 
sin(  120) sin(  120)  vbs 
 vcs 
0.5
0.5

(2)

voss is the zero sequence component, convenient to set θ=0, so that q s -axis is aligned with as-axis. Therefore ignoring zero

sequence components[2],it can be simplified as

vqss 

2
1
1
vas - vbs - vcs
3
3
3

v dss =

1
1
vcs
vbs +
3
3

(3)

(4)

Equations 3 and 4 consecutively called as Clark transformation
e

e

Fig.2. shows the synchronously rotating d - q axes, which rotate at synchronous speed
s

we with respect to the d s - q s axes and the

s

e

e

angle θ= we t .The two phase d - q windings are transformed into hypothetical windings mounted on the d - q axes. The
s

s

e

e

voltages on the d - q axes can be transformed into the d - q frame as follows.

Fig.2.stationary frame to rotating reference frame transformation

vqse = vqss cos  e - v dss sin  e

(5)

v dse = v dss cos  e + vqss sin  e

(6)

Equation 5 and 6 consecutively called as park equation
Again resolving the rotating reference frame parameters into stationary frame, the relation are

vqss = vqse cos  e + v dse sin  e

(7)

v dss =- vqse sin  e + v dse cos  e (8)
Equations 7 and 8 are known as inverse park equations.

2.2 Induction motor Dynamic model
The following assumptions are made to derive the dynamic model
1. Uniform air gap
2. Balanced rotor and stator windings, with sinusoidally distributed mmf.
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3. Inductance vs. rotor position is sinusoidal.
4. Saturation and parameter changes are neglected.
Fig.4. shows the d-q equivalent circuits for a three symmetrical squirrel cage motor in synchronously rotating frame with zero
sequence component neglected [2, 4, 5, 7]. From the dynamic equivalent circuit, the induction motor parameters can expressed in
matrix equation (9),assuming that the rotor bars in squirrel cage induction motor are shorted out and the rotor voltages equal to zero.

vqs   RS  PLS
v    w L
e s
 ds   
vqr  
Lm P
  
vdr   ( we  wr ) Lm

we Ls
Rs  Ls P
( we  wr ) Lm
PLm

Lm P
 we Ls
Rr  PLr
 (we  wr ) Lr

we Lm  iqs 
Lm P  ids 
( we  wr ) iqr 
 
Rr  PLr  idr 

(9)

Where Rs and Rr are the stator and rotor resistance per phase respectively, Ls and Lr are the stator and rotor inductances per phase
respectively p=d/dt operator, we and wr are the synchronous and rotor speed respectively.

Fig.3. Dynamic de-qe equivalent circuit of machine (a) qe-axis circuit (b) de-axis circuit

3. VECTOR CONTROL
3.1.Principle of vector control
The fundamentals of vector control implementation can be explained with the help of Fig.4
Where the machine model is represented in synchronously rotating reference frame. The inverter has unity gain, that is ,it generates
the currents ia,ib,ic as dictated by corresponding command currents
currents ia,ib and ic are converted into

ia* , ib* , ic* from the controller. The machine terminal phase

i dss and iqss components by 3-phase to 2-phase transformation. These are then converted to

synchronously rotating reference frame by unit vector control components cosθ e and sinθe before applying them to the de-qe machine
model as shown. The controller makes two stages of inverse transformation, as shown so that the control currents

*
i*
i ds
and qs

correspond to the machine currentsids and iqs respectively. In addition the unit vector assures correct alignment of ids currents with flux
vector ѱr and iqs perpendicular to it as shown in Fig.4.
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Fig.4.vector control implementation principle with d e-qe reference model

3.2. Direct or Feedback vector control
The basic block diagram of the direct vector control method for PWM voltage inverter is shown in Fig.5.we developed strategy for
rotor flux oriented direct vector control by manipulating equations derived from d e-qe equivalent circuit.

Fig.5.Blockdiagram of direct or feedback vector control
The key estimation equations can be summarized as follows
^

dr s   r cos  e

(10)

^

qr s   r sin e
cos e 
sin e 

 dr s
r

s2

s

is represented by magnitude

(12)

 qr s
r

(13)

r  dr  dr
Where vector

(11)

s ,

s2

(14)

signals cosθe and sinθe

have been plotted in correct phase position in

Fig.6(b).These unit vector signals when used for vector rotation in Fig.5.give a ride of current ids on the de-axis (direction of ) s and
iqs on the qe-axis as shown .
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At this condition ѱqs =0, and ѱds=ѱs as indicated in the figure. when the iqs polarity is reversed by the speed loop the iqs position in the
Fig.6(a).is also reverse giving negative torque. The generation of unit vector signals from feedback flux vectors gives the name direct
vector control [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10].

Fig.6 (a).

Fig.6 (b).
s

s

e

e

Fig. 6(a).d -q and d -q phasors showing correct rotor flux orientation.(b) plot of unit vector signals in correct phase position

4. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER
D.D.Neema, R.N.Patel, A.S.Thoke represented the fuzzy set theory and applications of FLC in IM[3].Fuzzy logic controller has found
robust and is suitable for controlling the system. The fuzzy theory has the better performance than that a PID
controller.[11,12,13,14,15].Fig.7 shows the structure of fuzzy logic controller.

Fig.7.structure of fuzzy logic controller

4.1.Structure of fuzzy logic controller
The structure of fuzzy logic controller in general contains four main parts which are:
1. Fuzzification
2. Knowledge Base
3. Inference Engine
4. Defuzzification
The input variables go through the fuzzification interface that inform to linguistic variables. The rule base holding the decisionmaking logic used to infer the fuzzy output, a defuzzification converts fuzzy output into signal output.
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4.1.1.Fuzzification
A fuzzification interface ,the fuzzy control initially converts the crisp error and its rate of change in error into fuzzy variables ,then
they are mapped into linguistic labels Membership functions are defined within the normalized range and associated with each
label.NB(Negative Big),NS(Negative Small),ZE(Zero),PB(Positive Big),PS(Positive small).Five MFs are chosen for e(pu) and ce(pu)
and five for output. Thus maximum 5x5=25 rules can be formed as tabulated below in Table.1.

Fig.8.Connection diagram of fuzzy logic controller

4.1.2.Knowledge Base
A knowledge base (a set of IF and THEN rules ) which contains the definition of fuzzy subsets, their membership functions, universe
of discourse and the whole of the rules of inference to achieve good control.

4.1.3.Inference Engine
An inference mechanism (also called inference engine or fuzzy inference module),which is heart of fuzzy control, poses the capacity
to feign the human decisions and emulates the expert‘s decision making in interpreting and applying knowledge about how best to
control the plant.

4.1.4.Defuzzification
A defuzzification interface, which converts the conclusions of interface mechanism into actual inputs for the process. In this work;
Centre Of Area (COA) is used as a defuzzification method, which can be presented as:
n

X

crisp



x 
i 1
n

i


i 1

A

A

( xi )

( xi )

Where
n= no. of discrete variables
xi=The value of discrete element
A(xi)=The

corresponding MF value at the point xi

4.2 Design of fuzzy speed controller
The error e(pu) and change in error ce(pu) and output u are represented as linguistic values as follows.

4.2.1 Fuzzy Number
1.PB(Positive Big)2.PS(Positive Small)3.ZE(Zero)4.NB(Negative Big)5.NS(Negative Small)
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4.2.2 Membership Function
In this paper triangular shaped functions were selected. The number and membership function is shown in Fig.9.

9(a)

9(b)

9(c)
Fig.9 (a).Membership function of error (b) Membership function of change in error
(c)Membership function of output

4.2.3Quantization levels
Fuzzy sets of FLC shows the corresponding rule table for speed control. There are 5x5=25 rules are possible as follows.
∆e
NB

NS

ZE

PS

PB

NB

NB

NB

NS

NS

ZE

NS

NB

NS

NS

ZE

PS

ZE

NS

NS

ZE

PS

PS

PS

NS

ZE

PS

PB

PB

PB

ZE

PS

PS

PB

PB

E

O/P

Table.1.Rules for fuzzy logic controller
The fuzzy inference process to calculated fuzzy output. The Mamdani‘s method that found suitable for DC machine or Induction
machine. The Mamdani‘s method converts fuzzy output value into the crisp value of the output variable. The centre Of Area (COA)
defuzzification method is generally used.

5.SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Simulation is performed in MATLAB-SIMULINK to investigate the performance of fuzzy vector controlled induction motor drive.
In this section electromagnetic torque, speed and stator currents of proposed motor drive has been studied and compared with PI
vector controlled induction motor drive
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.
Fig10.Block diagram of fuzzy vector controlled induction motor drive
Fig.11. shows the electromagnetic torque response of both fuzzy and PI controlled Induction motor drive. We can say that the torque
response of fuzzy vector controlled IM drive has less transient ripples or less overshoot and it is smoothly following the load torque
and it reaches the desired torque. The torque response of PI vector controlled IM drive has spikes or transient ripples when the motor
is starting and suddenly loaded condition.
60
fuzzy contoller
PI controller

electromagnetic torque

50

40

30

20

10

0

-10

0

0.5

1

1.5
time(sec)

2

2.5

3

Fig.11. Torque response of both fuzzy and PI vector controlled IM drive.
The bad effect of that spiky transient torque is that the motor is forced to draw a higher current especially, when we have load torque
which has to be applied for certain time and then switched off and so on and if the motor is over load even for short time, the drive
will effect dangerously.
Fig.12.shows the NO load speed response of both fuzzy and PI vector controlled induction motor drive. We noticed that while using
fuzzy vector control the overshoots obtained in speed response are very less as compared to the case when PI controller is used. We
can also noticed that fuzzy vector controlled IM drive reaches desired speed in 0.5 sec where as PI controlled drive takes 1 sec to
reach the desired speed.
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Fig.12.Speed response of both fuzzy and PI vector controlled IM drive.
Fig.13. shows the speed response of IM drive at loaded condition. The IM drive speed set as 100 rad/sec and the load of 15Nm is
applied at 1.5 seconds.The PI vector controlled drive speed is decreased during loaded condition. The fuzzy vector controller has very
less effected as compared to the PI controlled drive .And also we noticed that fuzzy vector controlled drive gives slight decrease in
steady state speed response.
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Fig.13.speed response of both fuzzy and PI vector controlled IM drive on load.
Fig.14. shows three phase currents of fuzzy vector controlled IM drive fed space vector pulse width modulated inverter at step change
in 0-15Nm
Three phase currents :
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Fig.14.Three phase currents of fuzzy vector controlled IM drive at step change in 0-15 Nm
Fig.15.shows the simulation results for the IM drive speed 100 rad/sec and 6 rad/sec under constant load torque 15 Nm ,like DC
machine speed control is possible in four quadrants.
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Fig.15 (a). speed response of fuzzy vector controlled IM drive.
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Fig.15 (b).torque response of fuzzy vector controlled IM drive.
As mentioned before, and from the simulation results the fuzzy vector controlled IM drive having good dynamic response, speed and
torque of fuzzy vector controlled drive are separately controlled like DC machine which is not possible with scalar control.

6.CONCLISION
Fuzzy logic controller shows fast response with vector controlled IM drive. This controller give maximum torque over the entire speed
range. Linguistic rules control the speed .This speed controller shows fast response smooth performance and high dynamic response
with changing and transient condition. The fuzzy vector controller proves robustness against rotor resistance variation and
insensitivity to load torque disturbance as well as faster dynamics with negligible steady state error at all dynamic operating
conditions. Simulation results have shown correct stator flux oriented control behavior and speed tracking performance.
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Abstract— Soil is a base of structure, which actually supports the structure from beneath and distributes the load effectively. If the
stability of the soil is not adequate then failure of structure occurs in form of settlement, cracks etc. Expansive Soils like Black cotton
soils are more responsible for such situations and this is due to presence of montmorillonite mineral, which has ability to undergo large
swelling and shrinkage. To overcome this problem, the properties of soil must be improved. Soil Stabilization is effective technique that
addresses this problem by altering the properties of soil. The present study deals with the stabilization of Black Cotton Soil using waste
Iron Powder. The admixture i.e., Iron powder is blended with unmodified soil in varying percentages to obtain the optimum percentage
of admixture required for soil stabilization. The results show that Maximum Dry Density and CBR values were improved after the
addition of Waste Iron Powder to the soil. In this comparative study laboratory tests such as Atterberg‘s limits, Compaction tests and
CBR tests were carried out for both modified and unmodified expansive soil.

Keywords— Expansive Soils, Soil Stabilization, Iron Powder, Optimum Moisture Content, Maximum Dry Density, CBR tests,
Atterberg‘s limits.

INTRODUCTION

You can put the page in this format as it is and do not change any of this properties. You can copy and past here and format Expansive
soils are considered problematic in construction since they undergo large volumetric changes due to seasonal variations in moisture.
These soils are found in many regions of the world, especially in arid and semi-arid regions. Vast areas in Africa, Asia, and America
are covered with expansive soils [1]. Due to their vast availability & easy accessibility, these soils proved to be economical and so they
are widely being used in construction of road embankments, airports, pavements, and other engineering structures. On the other hand,
seasonal variations in moisture have surfaced the swelling and shrinkage ability of these soils

[2]

. Soil stabilization is proved as an

effective technique to address this problem.
Stabilization of expansive soil has been done by addition of different types of materials like Cement

[3]

, Lime

[4]

, and Bitumen

[5]

.

Nowadays, the usage of waste materials for soil stabilization has become popular by considering environment and economy. Waste
materials like Wood Ash [6], Steel Slag [7]-[8], rice husk ash [9]-[11], Silica Fume [12], Quarry Dust [13]-[14], Fly Ash [15]-[16] have been used to
improve the properties of expansive soils.
Iron is the second most metallic element in the earth‘s crust and accounts for 5.6% of the lithosphere

[17]

. The level of per capita

consumption of Iron is treated as an important index of the level of socioeconomic development and living standards of the people in
any country. The usage of large quantities of iron in the present days is resulting in the generation of large amount of Iron waste. Few
attempts were made in the past to stabilize the expansive soils using Iron powder. Barazesh et al., (2012) made an attempt to improve
of properties of soil using Iron powder. However, the study was carried out only on the Atterberg limits

[18]

.

In the present study, the expansive soil is replaced with different proportions of Waste Iron Powder and various tests are carried out to
find the Atterberg limits, maximum dry density and California bearing ratio Values.
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MATERIALS & METHODOLOGY
The Soil is collected from Vempalli Mandal located in Kadapa District, Andhra Pradesh. The Properties of the soil sample are given in
Table 1.
Table 1: Properties of Soil Sample
Liquid Limit (%)

48

Plastic Limit (%)

22

Plasticity Index (%)

26

MDD (gm/cc)

1.545

Optimum Moisture Content (%)

23.08

California Bearing Ratio (%) Soaked

0.69

Specific Gravity

2.6

Soil as per IS 1498

CI

Iron Waste Powder is collected and sieved through BS sieve 75µm. Laboratory investigations are carried out on pure soil and soil
mixed with Iron Powder in accordance with the BIS specifications and their results were analyzed and compared. Atterberg‘s limit
tests were carried out on the material passing 425 microns for clayey soil samples with and without Iron Powder in accordance to IS:
2720 – Part 5 [19]. Maximum dry density, optimum moisture content and California bearing Ratio values were ascertained in
accordance with IS: 2720 - Part 7 and Part 16 respectively [20]-[21]. The soil is tested under different proportions of Soil & Iron
powder and the properties of soil (i.e., Atterberg limits, Maximum Dry Density, Optimum Moisture Content and California Bearing
Ratio values) were found and these properties are compared with the original properties of soil.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The results of liquid and plasticity limits of the soil which is stabilized with different percentages of Iron powder are tabulated in
Table 2 & are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. From the results, it can be observed that liquid limit values are decreasing with the
percentage increase of Iron powder in soil. The Plastic limit remained constant at different soil & iron powder proportions. The
Plasticity Index (P.I) decreased with increase in percentage of Iron powder.
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Table 2: Atterberg limits with Replacement of Iron Powder
Replacement of Iron
Powder in Soil (%)

Plastic Limit
(%)

Plasticity Index (%)

0

48

22

26

2

47

22

25

4

45

22

23

6

42

22

20

8

41

22

19

Liquid Limit (%)

Liquid Limit
(%)

Replacement of Iron Powder (%)

Plascticity Index (%)

Figure 1: Variation of Liquid Limit with Iron Powder

Replacement of Iron Powder (%)
Figure 2: Variation of Plasticity Index with Iron Powder
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The density of soil is an important parameter as it controls the strength, compressibility, permeability of a soil. In the present
investigation a series of compaction tests were also carried out by varying soil and Iron Powder proportions. For each sample,
corresponding Maximum Dry Density (MDD) and Optimum Moisture Content (OMC) values are found. The results are presented in
the Table 3. It was observed from the results that the Maximum dry density increased till 6% replacement of Iron Powder and
decreased further. It can also be figured that Optimum Moisture Content is decreasing with the percentage replacement of Iron
Powder.
Table 3: OMC and MDD with replacement of Iron Powder in Soil
Replacement of Iron
Powder in Soil (%)

Maximum Dry Density
(gm/cc)

0

23.08

1.545

2

21.04

1.579

4

20

1.61

6

22

1.74

8

15.4

1.637

Optimum Moisture
Content (%)

OMC (%)

Replacement of Iron Powder (%)
Figure 3: Variation of Optimum Moisture Content with replacement of Iron Powder
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Replacement of Iron Powder (%)
Figure 4: Variation of Maximum Dry Density with replacement of Iron Powder
California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test is a penetration test for the evaluation of strength of soils & flexible pavements. In the present, the
test was conducted by varying the percentages of Iron powder in Soil as shown in Table 4 & Figure 5. From the table, it can be
observed that the C.B.R values are increasing with increase in percentage of Iron Powder indicating the strength of soil is improved
with the addition of Iron Powder.
Table 3: California Bearing Ratio (%) with replacement of Iron Powder in Soil
C.B.R Value (%)

0

0.69

2

1.99

4

2.832

6

3.93

8

4.87

California Bearing Ratio (%)

Replacement of Iron Powder in Soil (%)

Replacement of Iron Powder (%)

Figure 5: Variation of CBR with Iron Powder
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CONCLUSIONS
An experimental investigation was carried out to study the improvement in geotechnical properties of an expansive soil stabilized with
waste Iron Powder. The following conclusions are drawn from this study.
The liquid limit values are decreasing with the percentage increase of Iron Powder in the soil, while the Plastic limit remained
constant. The Plasticity Index (P.I) decreased with increase in percentage of Iron Powder in Soil. The Maximum dry density increased
upto 6% replacement of Iron Powder and decreased further. It was also observed that increase in the percentage of Iron powder in soil
is resulting in higher CBR values. By the comparison of the tests conducted (Atterberg‘s Tests, Compaction Tests and CBR Tests), it
is recommended to replace 6% of Iron Powder in Soil to get maximum dry density, higher CBR Values which are the indicators of
Strength of a Soil.
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Abstract: This work deals with the use of chemically activated Neem (Azadirachta indica) and rice husk (Oryza Sativa) Sawdust
(RH) as an adsorbent for the retention of chromium (VI) Ions from synthesized contaminated water. A batch wise experiment was
performed in order to investigate the various parameters such as contact time, effect of temperature and initial concentration of the
metallic ion. The adsorbent showing highest chromium (VI) removal was found to be Neem sawdust with highest loading capacity of
11.86 mg/g at 305 K and 100 mg/L of initial chromium concentration. Isothermal models like Langmuir and Freundlich Isotherm
(R2=0.987).

Key Words- Chromium, Hexavalent Chromium, Chromium removal, Adsorption, Low cost adsorbent, Kinetics, Wastewater
Introduction - The growth of society & industrialization has established many harmful changes in environmental problems, [1]
consequently the water containing heavy metals have some harmful problems all over the world. Chromium is listed among top
pollutants and is ranked 16th harmful pollutant due to its carcinogenic and teratogenic characteristics on the community [2]. In the
environment Chromium exists in two stable states, viz. Cr (VI) & Cr (III) [1]. Chromium (VI) discharge into the environment can be
due to various large numbers of industrial functions like metal finishing industry, iron & steel industry & inorganic chemical
productions [3]. Soils and sediments are polluted with Chromium owing to the dumping of sewage sludge or discarding chromium
wastes from industries [4]. Hexavalent Chromium is 100 times more toxic [5] than trivalent chromium and 1000 times more
mutagenic as per studies. Non- occupational exposure to the metal occurs via ingestion of chromium containing food & water,
whereas occupational exposure occurs via inhalation [6]. Major diseases caused by toxic hexavalent chromium ions are bronchial
asthma and lungs cancer. Unlike the organic pollutants, the metals are very harmful because they are not bio-degradable & accumulate
in the human body.
They are very harmful for human beings, animals & other living organisms [1]. The maximum levels of chromium allowed in
wastewater for trivalent chromium and hexavalent chromium are 5 mg/L and 0.05 mg/L respectively [7]. A number of methods are
applied to reduce chromium concentration from industrial wastewater. There are various methods that used to remove heavy metal
from waste water like chemical precipitation [8], ion exchange [9], reduction [10], electrochemical precipitation [11], solvent
extraction [12], membrane separation [13] and evaporation [14]. Above mentioned conventional methods for Cr (VI) elimination are
costly or unproductive at small concentrations. On the other hand some agricultural wastes like sawdust, rice husk, coconut shell etc.
are preferred because of their low cost, availability at ease and good adsorption capability towards Cr (VI) metal ions removal [15].

Materials and methods
Chemical regents- Chemicals used for preparing chromium solution and analyzing chromium metal content in the solution were of
analytical grade and purchased from Merck and Rankem, India.

Preparation of Adsorbent: Biowaste adsorbents used for chromium metal ion removal were taken as Neem and Rice Husk saw
dust, taken from local market. Adsorbents were washed properly with hot distilled water to remove adhering dirt and dried in oven at
80°C. Then adsorbents were chemically activated with sulfuric acid at 150°C and then soaked in Sodium bicarbonate solution

adsorbent thus obtained for kept in air tight containers for further use.
Determination of Chromium Content: Residual chromium in the aqueous solution was determined with the help of UV Visible
overnight to remove extra acid. Activated

Spectrophotometer by colorimetric method at 540nm.

Experimental: Stock solution of chromium (VI) was prepared by adding 2.826 g of K2Cr2O7 in 1 liter of deionized water and
subsequent solution of desired concentrations were prepared by diluting the stock solution. In the present work adsorption experiment
was performed batch wise by taking known amount of chromium concentration (mg/L) in 250 ml conical glass mixed with fixed
amount of adsorbent (g/L). Solution mixture was stirrer in shaking incubator at 150 rpm and 38°C. At definite time intervals, 5 ml of
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sample from solution mixture was taken, filtered and tested for residual concentration of chromium by colorimetric method in UV
Visible Spectrophotometer.
Adsorption of Chromium Ion (mg) per unit gram of adsorbent and adsorption efficiency in percent can be calculated as per the
following equations [16]:
o −Ce ) /*V M

(C
q=

(C

−C

e ) *100
e
where,unit of adsorbent loading, q is mg of chromium adsorbed per gram of adsorbent. Co and Ce are Initial and Equilibrium
chromium concentrations in mg/L. V is the volume of solution in liter. M is mass of adsorbent in gram and E is Sorption Efficiency.
E=

o

C

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Performance Evaluation of Adsorbents for Cr (VI) Removal: To evaluate the comparative performance i.e. Cr (VI) percent
removal and loading capacity, two different adsorbents viz., Neem Sawdust and rice husk Sawdust were used. Experiments were
performed by keeping constant values of parameters like initial Cr (VI) metal ions of 50 mg/L, adsorbent dose of 5 g/L and shaking
speed of 120 rpm. Results shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are percent removal of Chromium Ions and uptake capacity for two
adsorbents for 50 mg/L initial chromium ions in the solution. At 311K Chromium percent removal for Neem and rice husk sawdust
are 66 and 46 % respectively. Analysis of results shows high uptake capacity of Neem sawdust (6.84 mg/g) at 311K temperature as
compared to rice husk (4.63 mg/g) when compared at 50 mg/L of initial Cr concentration.
These results indicate that Neem Sawdust has better capability of Chromium removal at 311K compared to rice husk Sawdust
adsorbents.

Effect of Contact Time on Adsorption: Percent removal of Cr (VI) at Equilibrium versus initial chromium (VI) concentration
for 380 min contact time is shown in Figure 3. It was observed from figure that the percentage removal of chromium for 50 mg/L and
100 mg/L first increases up to 175 min and then become almost constant as the time proceeds further. The initial faster rate for
chromium ions removal was because of the availability of more number of active sites, which were progressively occupied by the
chromium ions as time progressed [17].

Effect of Initial Chromium metal ion Concentration:
Percent removal of Cr (VI) with respect to Initial concentration of Chromium ions (mg/L) is shown in Figure 4. It is observed from the
figure that percent removal of chromium increases as initial chromium concentration increases from 68.42 to 78.53 % as concentration
of chromium in the solution increases from 50 mg/L to 100 mg/L respectively. According to Figure 3 Chromium metal uptake q e at 50
mg/L and 100 mg/L initial Cr (VI) concentration are found to be 6.84 and 11.86 mg/g respectively. This phenomenon can be
explained by considering the fact that higher initial adsorbate concentration provides higher driving force to overcome mass transfer
resistance of the metal ions from the aqueous to the solid phase.
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Figure1:Percent Removal of Chromium Ions on Neem and Rice Husk Sawdust at 50mg/L of initial Concentration
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Figure2: Comparison of uptake capacity q (mg/g) between Neem and Rice Husk Sawdust
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Figure3: Effect of contact time on Chromium (VI) metal ion removal.

Biosorption Isotherms:- The equilibrium of adsorption of heavy metal chromium ion Cr(VI) on Neem Sawdust is modelled using
two isothermal adsorption models viz.
Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms.
The Freundlich adsorption model is the most extensively used mathematical model in aqueous system. Equation written below is a
nonlinear sorption model.
qe = K f Ce1/ n
where Kf is adsorption capacity (mg/g), n is adsorption intensity, Ce is equilibrium chromium concentration and q e chromium uptake
on dry adsorbent (mg/g).
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Figure4: Effect of Initial chromium metal ion Concentration
Table1-Neem: Linear regression data for Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms for chromium (VI) biosorption.

Freundlich
Parameters

Kf

1/n

Langmuir
R2

(L/mg)

Values

1.350789

0.58619

0.983

qmax

b

(mg/g)

(L/mg)

18.491002

0.0439449

R2

0.987

Freundlich model offers a monolayer sorption with a heterogeneous energetic distribution of active sites, accompanied by interactions
between adsorbed molecules.
The logarithmic form is:
ln qe = ln K f + 1n Ce
The Langmuir model predicts the maximum chromium uptake q max and represents one of the first theoretical treatments of nonlinear
sorption and suggests that chromium uptake occurs on a homogeneous surface by monolayer sorption, where no interaction between
adsorbed molecules takes place. In addition, the model assumes uniform energies of adsorption onto the surface and no transmigration
of the adsorbate. The Langmuir isotherm is written according to following equation:
qe = qmax b Ce / 1+ b Ce
Where qmax (mg/g) and b are Langmuir constants related to adsorption capacity and the energy of Biosorption, respectively.
The adsorption data obtained for chromium metal ions adsorption onto the Neem sawdust used as Biosorbents in the present analysis
were modeled. Values of the Freundlich constants (Kf, 1/n) and Langmuir constants (q max b) are listed in Table 1. In the present work
Neem sawdust was found to have the maximum metal uptake capacity of 11.86 mg/g at 100 mg/L of initial chromium concentration
when compared to Rice Husk sawdust. Model prediction shows that the R2 value is more in Freundlich isotherm compared to
Langmuir isotherm. In the Langmuir model, the linear plot of 1/q e vs. 1/ce give a straight line for Neem sawdust (R2 = 0.987) with
slope 1/qmb and intercept 1/qm. For Freundlich model, the linear plot of log q e vs log ce give a straight line (R2 = 0.983) with slope
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(1/n) and intercept log Kf. The present study of model fitting concludes that Freundlich isotherm model fits best to the sorption data of
chromium (VI).
Acknowledgments- I am thankful to the head of Department, Chemical Engineering, SOET ITM University Gwalior, for providing
all necessary facilities for this work. One of I acknowledges to Mr. Hemant Kumar Chauhan for this research work.
Conclusion:- The aim of this work was to find out the adsorption characteristics of bio-waste materials for the removal of Cr (VI)
ions. Effect of contact time on loading capability shows that most of the adsorption takes place in first 175 minutes, chromium uptake
capacity increased with increase in initial chromium concentration in the aqueous mixture [18-21]. The Freundlich and Langmuir
Biosorption models were used for the mathematical description of the biosorption equilibrium of Cr (VI) ions to biosorbents. The
biosorption equilibrium data fitted well to the Langmuir isotherm (0.987). The sorption capacities obtained as 3.18, 6.84, 9.92 and
11.86 mg/L at 25, 50, 75 and 100 mg/L of initial Cr (VI) Concentration respectively. Neem sawdust (NS) presented the low cost and
higher adsorption capacities for the chromium ions as compared to rice husk.
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Abstract - For the growing heavy industrial sectors the demand for compactors is increasing day by day. Therefore, the company must meet the
demand through the available facilities so that the company has to sophisticate the manufacturing processes in the existing plant. Despite existing
models in other company‘s being manufactured in the plant there is a need and demand for different higher capacity models In this paper, an
attempt has been made to Develop, Modify and Generate concepts to mount the sub-assemblies from the compactor components onto a Fixture to
perform Tack Welding on the sub-assemblies. Techniques suggested in this paper help in saving Cycle time per Job and also help in reducing the Man
hours, which might otherwise have been spent on manual Welding of all the Sub-Assemblies, by making the process Automatic. Analysis has been
done to calculate the stress, strain & deformation and also theoretical calculations has been done. Comparison is done between the ansys results &
theoretical results. The fixture design is carried out by using CATIA V5 R20 Modeling software and the components are analyzed by finite element
method (FEM) using Ansys software.
Keywords - Compactor, fixture, Tack Welding, FEM.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A compactor (also called as road roller) is an engineering vehicle used to compact soil, gravel, concrete or asphalt in the construction
of roads and foundations, similar rollers are used also at landfills or in agriculture. Normally powered by hydraulics, compactors take
many shapes and sizes. In construction, there are three main types of compactor: the plate, the jumping jack and the road roller. The
roller type compactors are used for compacting crushed rock as the base layer underneath concrete or stone foundations or slabs. Road
rollers may also have vibrating rollers.

Fig1 Asphalt Compactor-990

A few notable manufacturers of compactors are:





L & T Construction Equipment
Caterpillar Inc.
JCB
Volvo Construction Equipment

A fixture is a device for locating, holding and supporting a work piece during a manufacturing operation. Fixtures are essential
elements of production processes as they are required in most of the automated manufacturing, inspection, and assembly operations.
Fixtures must correctly locate a work piece in a given orientation with respect to a cutting tool or measuring device, or with respect to
another component, as for instance in assembly or welding. Such location must be invariant in the sense that the devices must clamp
and secure the work piece in that location for the particular processing operation. Fixtures are normally designed for a definite
operation to process a specific work piece and are designed and manufactured individually. [1].
Generally, all fixtures consist of the following elements [2]:
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Locators: A locator is usually a fixed component of a fixture. It is used to establish and maintain the position of a part in the
fixture by constraining the movement of the part.
Clamps: A clamp is a force actuating mechanism of a fixture. The forces exerted by the clamps hold a part securely in the
fixture against all other external forces.
Fixture Body: Fixture body, or tool body, is the major structural element of a Fixture. It maintains the relationship between
the fixturing elements namely, Locator, clamps, supports, and the machine tool on which the part is to be processed.
Supports: A support is a fixed or adjustable element of a fixture. When severe part displacement is expected under the action
of imposed clamping and processing.

―Tack Welding‖ refers to a temporary weld used to create the initial joint between two pieces of metal being welded together.
Tack Welding is an integral part of the welding process and very important to the ultimate success of any welding projects.
Even though these two Tack Welds are just the initial part of the process, the welds should be fundamentally sound, considering they
provide the foundation for the entire joint.
Benefits of Tack Welding include:
 Ease of removal in order to correct improper alignment with components you're welding together.
 Stabilizes the overall alignment of components you‘re welding together.
 Reduces movement and distortion during the welding process.
 Offers temporary joint strength if an object needs to be moved or repositioned during the welding process.

II.PROBLEM DEFINITION
Presently there are no fixtures for the compactor parts, this is otherwise being welded by using hoist hook carriers and rotated to
desired positions every time by cranes also measuring dimensions every time so which leads to high 3m‘s (money, men, machine) and
increases manufacturing lead time and extremely unsafe. So, it is necessary to develop a fixture to reduce the cycle time of a
compactor.

III. OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this paper is to design a Tack Welding Fixtures, locating fixtures & templates for manufacturing of subassemblies & main assembly of front chassis of compactor.
Benefits of fixture are as follows:






Productivity: Jigs and fixtures eliminate individual marking positioning and frequent checking. This reduces operation time
and increases productivity.
Skill reduction: Jigs and fixtures simplify locating and clamping of the work pieces. Tool guiding elements ensure quick and
correct positing of the tool with respect to the work piece. There is no need of skillful setting of the work piece or tool. Any
average person can be trained to use jigs and fixtures. The replacement of a skilled labor with unskilled labor can effect
substantial saving in labor cost.
Interchangeability: Jigs and fixtures facilitate uniform quality in manufacturing. There is no need for selective assembly.
Any parts of the machine would fit properly in assembly and similar components are interchangeable.
Cost reduction: Higher production, reduction in scrap, easy assembly and saving in labor cost result in substantial reduction
in the cost of work piece produced with jigs and fixtures.

IV. METHODOLOGY
The following flow chart shows the methodology in designing the fixtures:-
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Study the Process

Data Collection

Fixture Design

Analysis

Fabrication

Inspection and Proving

Result & Conclusion
Fig 2 Methodology flow chart

V.FIXTURE DESIGN
5.1 Fixture Design
Fixture planning is to conceptualize a basic fixture configuration through analysing all the available information regarding the material
and geometry of the work piece, operations required, processing equipment for the operations and the operator. Fixture element design
is either to detail the design drawings committed on paper or to create the solid models in a CAD system of the practical embodiment
of the conceptual locators, clamps and supports. It is possible to use standard designs or proprietary components. The following
outputs are included in the fixture plan:
 Fixture type and complexity.
 Number of work pieces per fixture.
 Orientation of work piece within fixture.
 Locating datum faces.
 Clamping surfaces.
 Support surfaces.

5.2 3-2-1 Principle of locationThe 3-2-1 principle is also known as six point principle which is used to constrain or prevent the body from moving in any direction
along x-x, y-y and z-z axis.

5.3 Fixture design criteria
The following design criteria must be observed during the procedure of fixture design:
 Design specifications.
 Factory standards.
 Ease of use and safety.
 Minimum changeover / set up
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Economy

5.4 Materials used in this fixture are as follows



Mild steel - St - 42.
Carbon steel - En353/354.

Mild steel (St-42) is a low carbon steel with no precise control over the composition or mechanical properties. The cost is low in
comparison with other steels and this is used for covers, sheet metal work, tanks, fabricated items, etc.
Fixture components made out of mild steel are Main plate, Locator holder, Locating pin holder, Mounting block, Base plate, Spacer
plate, Side plate, Locator plate and Base plate.
Carbon steels are medium carbon steels with a carbon percentage varying between 0.35% and 0.6%. Carbon steel is the preferred
steel of this category and is suitable for applications such as shafts, gears, keys footed clutch, threaded fasteners requiring high
strength, pins, etc. Carbon steel can be induction hardened for wear resistance.

VI.COMPONENT DETAILS
The three main components of compactor are as follows:1) Steering mount beam
2) Side bracket
3) Vibrating shaft

Fig.3 - 3-main parts shown in Asphalt Compactor-990

In this paper an attempt has been made to design & develop a tack welding fixtures for the parts of compactor shown in the above fig.
Fixture design is generated by using CATIA V5 R20 modeling software .
1. Steering Mount BeamSteering mount beam is the member which is used to operate the steering mechanism in order to control the directional movement
of the compactor.

Fig.4 3D View of Steering Mount Beam

It consists of four lugs which have to be tack welded over the bracket plate. Hence, fixture has been designed to tack weld.
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2. Side bracketSide Bracket is the structural member which is used to connect the front chassis or rear chassis with the roller drum with the help of
suspended frame.
Generally there are four side brackets are used in compactor. Two side brackets are used for the front chassis and remaining two side
brackets are used for rear chassis.

Fig.5 3D View of Side Bracket

Side bracket consists of the three main components which include:1) Main plate
2) Bent plates
3) Stiffener
These 3 parts have to tack welded over the bracket plate. Hence, the fixture has been developed .
3. Vibrating ShaftIt is the heart of compactor. The main purpose of using the vibrating shaft is to create the vibrations inside the roller drum.

Fig 6 3D View of the vibrating shaft

Vibrating shaft consists of stopper. This stopper has to be properly placed over the shaft to create vibrations inside the roller drum.
Hence, a fixture has been developed.
VII.FIXTURE MODEL
A.FIXTURE ASSEMBLY FOR STEERING MOUNT

BEAM-

Fig 7 Fixture assembly for Steering Mount Beam

The steering mount beam consists of a one main bracket that is shown in above fig, and it has four lugs, that should be welded on top
of main bracket. There are three locators placed as shown in above fig. A plate is placed over a main bracket in which four slots are
produced in the plate with the help of laser cutting technique, with the help of locating pins the plate is placed over the main bracket,
the plate guides the lugs to required location where it has to be welded. A small slot is provided to tack weld the lugs in plate. After
tack weld the top plate is removed manually. Same procedure is carried out to perform the number of operations.
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B.FIXTURE ASSEMBLY FOR SIDE BRACKET-

Fig 8 3D View of Fixture assembly for side bracket

Side bracket is a structural member which consists of two bending plates, one bracket (Irregular plate), and one stiffener, so the side
bracket is made up of three members as mentioned above which are fabricated together to get a single structure. In order to fabricate
these members welding technique is used.
The side bracket is of two different kinds which are one is left hand, right hand side brackets. Instead of designing the fixtures for the
LH and RH separately, we are designing common fixture for the both LH and RH bracket.
Fixture assembly of side bracket mainly consists of base plate (on which remaining components are mounted), four swing locators,
four rest pads, four locating pins & three screw clamps.

Fig 9 Swing Locator

Fig 10 Stiffener locating pin
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Fig 11 Rest Pad

Fig 12 2D front view of fixture assembly

Fig 13- 2D Top View of fixture assembly

C. FIXTURE ASSEMBLY FOR VIBRATING SHAFT-

Fig 14- 3D View of fixture assembly for vibrating shaft

It is the heart of Compactor, In order to get the proper amplitude of vibrations; the stopper has to be placed in correct position. If the
stopper is not positioned, it will not create the required frequency of vibrations. It consists of V-Block, Swing plate, tube, stopper,
clamping bracket and rest pads as shown in the fig.
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Fig 15- 2D Top view of fixture assembly for vibrating shaft

Fig 16- Front View of Fixture assembly for vibrating shaft

VIII. ANALYSIS
Analysis has been carried out by using finite analysis method with help of ansys software. The analysis has been carried out in two
stages. In the first stage the solid model of the component is selected and geometric conditions are selected, direction of the force is
selected and results are evaluated using the software. In the second stage the boundary conditions are selected and then results are
evaluated using the software.

8.1 Analysis procedures
A typical analysis has three distinct steps:


Build the model.



Apply loads and obtain the solution.



Review the results.

The procedure for a static analysis consists of these tasks:

Build the model: The software permits the construction of the model from basic shapes. Alternatively a model from any
compatible CAD software such as CATIA may be imported into ansys workbench and analyzed. For the better understanding
and visualization of the design 3D modeling has been done.



Set solution controls: The different inputs regarding the preprocessor stage have to be input into the software. Some of the
inputs are units, types of analysis, element type, meshing of the component etc.



Set additional solution options: This includes adding the material properties and selecting the results desired from the
analysis. Material property includes Material type, Poisson's ratio, Mass density, Yield strength and Elastic modulus.



Apply the loads: The different types and the magnitude of loads are applied. Constraining the points over the component,
where the component is clamped and then the load is applied considering all the necessary forces.



Solve the analysis: Gives appropriate results as selected.



Review the results: The results are reviewed and the analysis is repeated by changing the variables if necessary.
www.ijergs.org
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8.2 Analysis on rest pads:
Component description:

Figure.1 Rest Pad

The above fig shows the rest pad which is located inside the base plate. The main purpose of these pad pins is to rest or mount the side
bracket assembly on it. It is also known as the pad pins.
Material – Structural Steel
Young‘s Modulus-

N/

Force applied-144.20N
Height of the component -50mm
Diameter of the component- 36mm

ResultsThe analysis can be done by applying an axial load of 144.20N.
Stress induced in the rest pad-

Fig 2 Stress Distribution in the rest pad

Strain induced in the rest pad404
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Fig 3 Strain Distribution in the rest pad

Deformation in the rest pad-

Fig 4 Deformation in the rest pad

8.5 Analysis on locating pins:
Component description:

Figure 5 Locating Pin

The above figure 5 shows the pin which is located inside the base plate. The main purpose of this pin is to restrict the movement of the
side bracket assembly and also to maintain a proper alignment of bracket over the pads.
Height of the component -75mm
Diameter of the component- 24mm
Results
The analysis can be done by applying a bending load of 374.94N.
405
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Stress-

Fig 6 Stress Distribution in the locating pin

Strain

Fig 7 Strain Distribution

Deformation-

Fig 8 Deformation in the locating pin

IX.THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
A. Theoretical Calculations on Rest Pad1) Stress in the rest pad
By hook‘s law
σ
Force
406

= 144.20N
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Area

A=
A=
A=1017.87
Stress will be ζ

ζ
σ

0.1466 N/

2) Strain in the rest pad

3) Deformation in the rest pad

mm
4) Factor of safety
FOS=
4=
Allowable stress=62.5MPA
Serial
no

Properties

Actual (
Ansys )

1

Stress N/

0.1778

2

Strain
mm/mm

3.015

3

Deformation
mm

3.537

Theoretical
0.1466

Table.1.Comparison between actual and theoretical values

B. Theoretical Calculations on locating pinFrom bending equation
=
D= Diameter of pin=24mm
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Length of pin=L=75mm
where I= moment of inertia= =

=16286.01

F=force+frictional force=374.93N.

Mb=force*length
=374.937*75
Mb = 28120.27N-mm
1) Bending stress
b=
=(

.

)/(

.

) 12

b = 20.71 N/
2) Maximum deflection
Deflection= pl^3/3EI
=
Deflection =0.0168mm
Serial
no

Properties

Actual
( Ansys )

Theoretical

1

Bending
Stress N/

9.46

20.71

2

Deformation
mm

6.522

16.18
Table.2. Comparison between actual and theoretical values

X. CONCLUSION


This project work deals with ―Design and analysis of tack welding fixtures for the parts of compactor‖. The project has been
successfully carried out and also the AUTO CAD drawings of the Front view, Top View and Side View are shown.



3D model is generated using Catia V5 modelling software.



Modifications are done on model to improve the design and quality.



Analysis is done on modified model to find stress, deflection and strain.



Comparison is done between ansys results and theoretical results.



As per analysis results, this project work concludes that fixture models are safe design.

XI. FUTURE SCOPE
The use of fixtures has twofold benefits. It eliminates individual marking, positioning and frequent checking before machining
operation starts, thereby resulting in considerable saving in set-up time. In addition, the usage of work holding devices saves
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operator labor through simplifying locating and clamping tasks and makes possible the replacement of skilled workforce with
semi-skilled labor, hence effecting substantial saving in labor cost which also translates into enhanced production rate.
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Abstract— Signature is one of the accepted biometric traits for the identification. Like any other biometric features, the signature is
unique to everyone. Many of the fields that need authentication use the signature as an identity. So many technologies have been
emerging in this field. Handwritten signatures made by each person can have various features. These characteristics cannot be
reproduced by any other person as such, even though there may be some structural similarities visible. Depending on the type of
characteristics that we are considering, the signatures are of online and offline. Most of the studies show that the online systems are
working more effectively than offline systems since the former use an input device to acquire some additional features, commonly
refer dynamic features. This paper goes through various research works implemented in the online signature verification so far.

Keywords— Online signature, Dynamic Time Warping, Hidden Markov Model, Feature extraction, Preprocessing
INTRODUCTION

Handwritten signature is invasively used for person‘s identity verification. It is a behavioral biometric trait of users. It cannot be
similar for everyone. The people even having identical names will have different signatures. This uniqueness of the signature is taken
as an advantage for many fields to recognize the person. The signature verification has applications in fields such as banking,
insurance, healthcare, ID security, document management, e-commerce, and retail point-of-sale.
The signature verification systems can be mainly classified into offline and online systems. The offline systems use image of
the signature and require the static features of the signature for verification. So there will be a chance of misusing such signatures by
the forger who get the images of genuine one. On the other hand, the online signatures are those which have dynamic features for
verification and are more reliable than offline. It can provide more accurate results than offline.
Online signature verification system comprises of two stages: (i) Enrollment stage and (ii) Verification stage. In the former
stage, the user is enrolled in the system by drawing multiple online signatures from which a user template will be constructed for
verification and in the latter stage, the user claims its identity by inputting a signature using devices such as tablets, mobile devices
etc. and the system accepts the signature only if the distance between the enrolled template and the newly input one is less than a
predefined threshold.
The researches in the online signature verification so far followed two basic approaches, function-based and feature-based or
parametric. In the function-based approach, the time series data points describing the local properties of the signature are used for the
signature verification, e.g.: position trajectory, velocity, acceleration, force or pressure. These approaches can produce better results.
But many recent works have been focused on the feature-based approach, where the descriptive features of the signature are used for
verification. The function-based is again classified into local and regional approaches. The technique of Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) and the Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are belonging to the local and regional approaches respectively. Most of the works
used the MCYT-100 and SUSIG databases for the verification.
The online signature verification system passes through the following phases: (i) Data acquisition and preprocessing (ii)
feature extraction and (iii) verification. The rest of this paper explains these phases.

PHASES OF SIGNATURE VERIFICATION
A. DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING
The data collection is done either using a digitizing tablet or a touch interfaced based technologies provided on PDA, Tablet PCs and
smart phones. The most traditional online data acquisition devices are the digitizing tablets. It is not quite easy to being natural.
Inputting online signatures through digitizers is done under a controlled environment. This restriction may lead to so many
inconveniences for users. Electronic pens with touch-sensitive screens and digital-ink technologies that avoid signer disorientation by
providing immediate feedback to the writer are good examples of such efforts. Using electronic pens is another technology that are
capable of detecting position, velocity, acceleration, pressure, pen inclination, and writing forces, with the use of strain gauges,
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magneto elastic sensors, shift of resonance frequency, and laser diodes. Some input devices use ink pen, which is exactly like using a
conventional pen on standard paper positioned on the tablet. In this case, the pen produces conventional handwriting using ink, while
producing an exact electronic replica of the actual handwriting. Recently, a stylus-based device that captures a series of snapshots of
writing by using a small charge-coupled device camera has been proposed. This stylus has a stress sensor for detecting the pressure
applied on the ball point and can determine pen-up/pen-down information. Most recently touch screen smart phones [9] have been
used as the signature acquisition device since it is easily available and its nature of providing uncontrolled environment. The users can
input their signatures bringing the phone at any convenient position.

Fig.1: A traditional signature and an online signature
Preprocessing of online signatures is commonly done to remove variations that are thought to be irrelevant to the verification
performance. Resampling, size, and rotation normalization are among the common preprocessing steps. In the preprocessing phase,
the signature is undergone some enhancement process for extracting features. For offline signatures, typical preprocessing algorithms
are concerned about signature extraction, noise removal by using filters, signature size normalization, binarization, thinning and
smearing. Using offline signatures in fields such as banking is an open challenge to do the verification since some other properties
have to be considered. For online signatures, some important preprocessing algorithms are filtering, noise reduction, and smoothing.
Berrin yanikoglu et al [1] proposed an online signature verification using Fourier descriptors. In this work, they have done
the preprocessing in two steps that are pen-up durations, and drift and mean removal. Napa Sae-Bae et al[9] has been done
preprocessing by time normalization and stroke concatenation before feature extraction.

B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The features extracted from an online signature can be categorized into two: function features and parameter features. The function
features are represented in terms of a time function and parameter features are represented as a vector of elements. The parameter
features are again divided into two: local features and global features. The local features are those extracted from each sample point of
the input signature. These features can be classified into component-oriented features, which are extracted at the level of each
component, for example, height-to-width ratio of the stroke, relative positions of the stroke, stroke orientation, etc. and pixel-oriented
features, which are extracted at the pixel level, for example, grid-based information, pixel density, gray-level intensity, texture, etc.
The global features are concerned about the whole signature. These features are derived from the signature trajectories. Typical global
features are the total time taken to write a signature, number of pen-ups, the orientation of the signature, the number of components of
the signature, etc. The global features are extracted in the feature-based approach and local features are extracted in the function-based
approach of the online signature verification.
Loris Nanni et al [2] extracted the global information with a feature-based representation and recognized by using an
ensemble of classifiers in their work featuring multi-matcher method of online signature verification. They show that this new method
outperforms the existing methods which are highly dependent on hashing threshold. The use of ensemble of classifiers makes them
independent. D.S. Guru and H.N. Prakash [3] proposed an online signature verification and recognition system based on the symbolic
representation of the signature, which is a feature-based approach where the global features are expressed in the form of intervalvalued data. Also they have provided the concept of write-dependent threshold and feature-dependent threshold leading to outperform
other global feature-based systems. Alisher Kholmatov et al [4], on their studies, uses three local features such as x–y coordinates
relative to the first point of signature trajectory, the x and y coordinate differences between two consecutive points, and the curvature
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differences between two consecutive points. They didn‘t use the pressure information as a local feature because, according to them
this feature is not useful for discriminating the genuine and the forgery signatures. Napa Sae-Bae et al[9] used histogram based feature
sets to represent the online signatures.

C. VERIFICATION
There are mainly two techniques for verification in the function-based approach, DTW and HMM. DTW is a method that calculates an
optimal match between two given sequences with certain restrictions. This method takes a signature sample as input and aligns it nonlinearly with respect to the stored reference signature. However it gives better performance and accuracy, it has some drawbacks such
as heavy computational load and warping of forgeries. With the presence of forgeries, forged signals also undergo DTW to be
trimmed, so as to be more authentic. So many works has been implemented the verification techniques either by an extended form of
DTW or the combination of DTW and some other techniques. Some works have been implemented in the DWT (Discrete Wavelet
Transform) domain. This method shows high rate of verification.
Hao Feng et al [5] proposed a new warping technique known as extreme points warping (EPW) to overcome the drawbacks
found in DTW. They proved that this new method is more adaptive in the field of signature verification than DTW, given the presence
of forgeries. DTW does the warping of the whole signal, but EPW warps a set of selected points. The new method usually selects peak
and valley points and computes a rise-distance and drop-distance. Then check whether both the distances are greater than or equal to a
threshold, which is a pixel value. This follows a matching process and a segment warping process and thus achieves the warping of the
whole signal.
Hidden Markov model (HMM) is another widely used pattern recognition approach. It is a popular statistical tool for
modeling a wide range of time series data. HMMs are extended finite state machines. It consists of two states: hidden and observable
states. The sequence of hidden states produces an observed state. This concept of HMM can be applied in the online signature
verification also as a functional approach. Julian Fierrez et al [6] have proposed HMM-based online signature verification where they
got the best configuration when two HMM states are used.
Loris Nanni et al [7] have done another study to protect the signature template where they used both DTW and HMM for the
matching purposes and also used a linear programming descriptor classifier which is trained by using global features. Maged M.M.
Fahmy [10] used DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) to find out the difference between genuine signature and its forgery, along with
which neural network classification was implemented.

SIGNATURE TEMPLATE SECURITY
The biometric template protection is a major concern among the researchers since the attacks against the biometric traits are
challenging for the users to prevent them from disclosing their identity. Other authorization mechanisms such as using passwords
cannot reveal a person‘s identity, but biometric traits can do it and the misuse of which lead to the privacy loss of a person.
Many research works have been blooming to solve the problem of privacy and/or security of biometric templates. Emanuele
Maiorana et al [8] have introduced a novel non-invertible transformation-based approach known BioConvolving which can provide
both security and renewability of any kind of biometric including signature. A combination of two template protection techniques
known as BioHashing and BioConvolving has been discussed in [7] in which they claimed that both the techniques can provide the
security favourably in some extend.
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CONCLUSION
This paper has made a review work based on the technologies developed in online signature verification. While going through these
technological advancements, it is realized about the widespread recognition of the signature and its applications over various fields.
Being significant, it has many challenges over its security. So recent works have mainly focused on the signature template protection.
Also varying input devices for enrolling signatures is another developing area in this field. The sample signatures to experiment the
research works are now obtained from various signature databases such as MCYT-100, SUSIG, etc. So the novice research scholars
will not have any difficulty of getting sample training sets. Thus signature-based authentication has now become a demanding research
area.
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Abstract: In the present experimental investigation an attempt is made to study the rheological, mechanical properties and
relationship between compressive strength, Split tensile Strength, Flexural Strength and modulus of elasticity of Self Compacting
Concrete made with replacement of cement by fly ash and silica fumes. Using Fly ash by 15%, 20% and 25% in combination with
Silica fumes by 6%, 9% and 12% as partial replacement of cement and keeping water powder ratio 0.36 and superplasticizer 0.6% by
weight of cement for all the mixes.

Keywords: Self Compacting Concrete, Fly Ash, Silica Fume, Workability, compressive strength, split tensile strength, Modulus of
elasticity .
I.

INTRODUCTION

The modern concrete consists of various filler materials such as fly ash, micro silica, GGBS etc. The development of SelfConsolidating Concrete (SCC) has recently been one of the most important developments in the building industry. The purpose of this
concrete concept is to decrease the risk due to the human factor, to enable the economic efficiency, more freedom to designers and
constructors and more human work. There is no standard method for SCC mix design and many academic institutions, ready-mixed,
precast and contracting companies have developed their own mix proportioning methods. Mix designs often use volume as a key
parameter because of the importance of the need to over fill the voids between the aggregate particles [1].
Self-compacting concrete (SCC) is considered as a concrete which can be placed and compacted under its self weight with little or no
vibration effort, and which is at the same time cohesive enough to be handled without segregation or bleeding of fresh concrete. SCC
mixes usually contain superplasticizer, high content of fines and or viscosity modifying additive (VMA). Whilst the use of
superplasticizer maintains the fluidity, the fine content provides stability of the mix resulting in resistance against bleeding and
segregation. The use of fly ash and blast furnace slag in SCC reduces the dosage of superplasticizer needed to obtain similar slump
flow compared to concrete mixes made with only Portland cement [2].
To achieve satisfactory combinations of high fluidity and stability, SCC requires high powder
volumes at relatively low water/powder ratios with significant quantities of superplasticizers. The powder generally consists of a
combination of Portland cement with one or more additions such as fly ash, silica fumes, GGBS or metakaolin can be used . In the
present investigation we have used fly ash and silica fumes as additives [3].

II.

RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE

For a newly developed material like Self Compacting Concrete studies on workability and mechanical properties such as
Compressive, Split Tensile and Flexural strength are of paramount important for instilling confidence amongst the engineers and
builders. The literature indicates that while some studies are available on the Compressive Strength, Split Tensile Strength and
Flexural Strength of Self Compacting Concrete. Comprehension studies which involve relationship between the parameters
Compressive Strength, Split Tensile Strength, Flexural Strength are not available Self Compacting Concrete Mixes. Hence,
considering the gap in the existing literature, an attempt has been made to obtain a relationship between the splitting tensile strength,
Flexural Strength , Compressive strength and Young‘s modulus of concrete .

III.

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

Cement: Ordinary Portland cement of 53 grade is used and its physical properties are shown in table 1:
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Table 1-Physical properties of Cement
Sl No

Properties

Results

IS:12269-1987

1

Standard Consistency

31%

---

2

Fineness %
(retained on 90µ
Soundness
(By Le Chatelier)

3%

≤10%

4mm

≤10mm

48

≥30

5

Initial setting time
(mm)
Final setting time (min)

364

≤600

6

Specific Gravity

3.15

---

7

Compressive
Strength (N/mm2)

55

≥53

3

4

sieve)

28 days

Fine Aggregate (Sand): In this work manufactured sand 4.75 mm down having specific gravity 2.59 and fineness modulus 3.43
confirming zone II as per IS: 383-1997 is used.
Coarse Aggregate (CA): Crushed granite aggregates are used and maximum size of aggregate used is 20mm.Specific gravity is2.70
and moisture content 0.2%.
Chemical Admixture: Chemical admixtures are mainly used to produce high strength mix (> 50Mpa ) and to get workable mix at low
water cement ratio. PH ≥ 6 and chloride content is nil.
Fly Ash (FA): Class F fly ash confirming to IS: 3812 – 1981as replacement of cement. Physical and chemical properties of Fly ash are
shown in table 2:
Table 2-Physical and Chemical properties of Fly Ash
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Sl No

Parameter

Quantity (% wt)

1

Silicon Dioxide (SiO2)

62.63

2

Alumina (Al2O3)

23.35

3

Iron oxide(Fe2O3)

3.93

4

Calcium oxide (CaO)

2.04

5

Magnesium oxide (MgO)

0.46

6

Sulfur tri oxide (SO3)

1.34

7

Sodium oxide (Na2O)

0.032

8

Potassium oxide (K2O)

0.030

9

Loss on ignition % by mass

0.39

10

Bulk density

1.11gm/cc
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Figure 1: Scanning Electron Microscopic Images (SEM) of Fly Ash
Silica Fumes: It is a very fine and spherical shaped mineral admixture. The physical and chemical properties of silica fumes are
shown in table 3:

Figure 2: Scanning Electron Microscopic Images (SEM) of Silica fume.
Table 3- Physical and chemical properties of Silica fumes
Sl No

Parameter

Value

ASTM-C-1240

1

SiO2

91.9%

Min 85%

2

Loss On Ignition

2.8%

Max 6%

3

Moisture

0.3 %

Max 3%

4

Pozz. Activity Index

133%

Min 105%

5

Specific Surface Area

22 m2/gm

Min 15 m2/gm

6

Bulk Density

601

550-700

7

+ 45 Microns

0.2%

Max 10%

Mix proportion for 1Cum of concrete: Table 4 gives the quantities of materials required for self compacting concrete mix, replacing
fly ash 15%, 20% and 25% and silica fumes by 6%, 9% and 12%.
Table 4: Mix proportion of SCC
Mix
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OPC

FA

SF

Sand

CA

Water

SP

W/P

Density

Kg/m3

Kg/m3

Kg/m3

Kg/m3

Kg/m3

Kg/m3

Kg/m3

Ratio

Kg/m3

Mix 1

441.21

59.07

24.42

879.73

714.42

189.32

3.148

0.36

2380

Mix 2

424.46

59.07

36.63

879.73

714.42

189.32

3.120

0.36

2386
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Mix 3

407.70

59.07

48.84

879.73

714.42

189.32

3.093

0.36

2415

Mix 4

413.29

78.76

24.42

879.73

714.42

189.32

3.098

0.36

2434

Mix 5

396.53

78.76

36.63

879.73

714.42

189.32

3.071

0.36

2450

Mix 6

379.78

78.76

48.84

879.73

714.42

189.32

3.044

0.36

2468

Mix7

385.36

98.45

24.42

879.73

714.42

189.32

3.049

0.36

2386

Mix 8

368.61

98.45

36.63

879.73

714.42

189.32

3.022

0.36

2430

Mix 9

351.85

98.45

48.84

879.73

714.42

189.32

2.994

0.36

2435

IV.

RHEOLOGY AND HARDENED PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE

Tests and results for Fresh Properties of SCC:
The following are the results obtained for different mix proportions which satisfies the EFNARC guidelines and are shown in Table 5
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Table 5- Fresh Properties of SCC
Mix

Slump
Flow

VFunnel

JRing

LBox

(mm)

(Sec)

(mm)

H2/H1

Mix 1

700

6

4

0.88

Mix 2

683

8

6

0.86

Mix 3

679

9

8

0.85

Mix 4

702

6

4

0.89

Mix 5

690

7

6

0.87

Mix 6

685

9

9

0.84

Mix 7

720

7

6

0.85

Mix 8

704

8

7

0.88

Mix 9

700

10

10

0.89

12

740
720
Slump
(mm)

V Funnel flow
(mm)

8

700
680

4

660

0

640

1

2

3

4

5

6

Mix Proportions

7

8

9

1

Graph 1: Slump Flow v/s Mix Proportions

2

3

4

5

6

Mix Proportions

7

8

9

Graph 2: V-Funnel Flow Time v/s Mix Proportions
0.9

12

0.88
8

Ratio H₂H₁(mm)

Ratio H₂H₁(mm)

0.86
0.84

4

0.82
0.8

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

9
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Mix Proportions

Mix Proportions

Graph 3: J-Ring Flow v/s Mix Proportions

2

Graph 4: L-Box Ratio v/s Mix Proportions
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Tests and results for mechanical properties of SCC
Concrete specimens are cured for 28 days to determine the hardened properties. Cubes are subjected to strength under
compression, cylinders to tensile strength test and beam for flexural test.
Table 6- Test results of Mechanical Properties
Mix

Compressive

Split
Tensile

Strength

Flexural

Young‘s

Strength

Modulus

(N/mm2)

(KN/mm2)

28days

28days

Strength
(N/mm2)
28days

(N/mm2)
28 days

Mix 1

43.93

4.09

4.95

34.79

Mix 2

45.55

4.16

5.29

35.43

Mix 3

51.63

4.19

5.51

37.72

Mix 4

55.45

4.31

5.71

39.09

Mix 5

57.55

4.51

5.86

39.82

Mix 6

61.32

4.66

6.25

41.11

Mix 7

55.61

4.75

5.85

39.13

Mix 8

53.5

4.65

5.59

38.40

Mix 9

52.12

4.59

5.46

37.90

Fig 3: Compression Test

Fig 4: Split Tensile Strength Test

Fig 5: Flexural Strength Test Fig 6:Modulus of Elasticity (E) Tes
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Relationship between Mechanical properties:
4.8
Tensile Strength
N/mm2

y = 0.8972x0.4027
R² = 0.5799

4.6
4.4
4.2

4

0

20
40
60
80
Compressive Strength N/mm2
Graph 5-Compressive Strength vs Split Tensile Strength
8

Flexural Strength
(N/mm2)

y = 0.5072x0.6056
R² = 0.9364

6
4
2
0

0
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40
60
Compressive Strength (N/mm2)
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Graph 6-Compressive Strength vs Flexural Strength
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y = 5.2504x0.4999
R² = 1
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)
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38
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0
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Graph 7- Compressive Strength vs Modulus of Elasticity

V.

80

Discussion and Conclusion

The tests were performed to determine the fresh properties and to evaluate the relationship between mechanical properties of Self
Compacting Concrete mixtures and the results of the tests are as follows:
 Workability of the mix increases as the percentage of silica fume decreases. The mix with 6% silica fume as replacement of
cement gives better workability when compared to mixes with 9% and 12 % silica fume as replacement of cement.
 Scanning Electron Microscope images of mineral admixtures fly ash and silica fumes clearly shows how the shape of
particles plays an important role in workability of the mix.
 The Relationship between Compressive, Split Tensile, Flexural Strength and modulus of elasticity of Self Compacting
Concrete are in accordance with power‘s law.
 The Relationship between Compressive Strength – Split Tensile Strength is given by
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ft= 0.897fck0.402 with coefficient of variation R² = 0.579.
The Relationship between Compressive Strength –Flexural Strength is given by
fcr= 0.507fck0.605 with coefficient of variation R² = 0.936.
The Relationship between Compressive Strength –Modulus of elasticity is given by
E= 5.250fck0.499 with coefficient of variation R² = 1.
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Abstract— Images having different PSNR values. Through PSNR value we estimate the quality of image. In this paper image
processing is done by using hybrid filter. The hybrid filter is a combination of two types of filter such as median filter and Weiner
filter. Both filters are used for denoising image. The PSNR is evaluated and different.

Keywords— - Image processing, PSNR, Gaussian Noise, Salt and Pepper noise, Impluse noise detector, median filter, hybrid filter.
INTRODUCTION

Image processing is in form of signal processing. Image is taking as input in image processing.The images such as photograph and
video frame. The output of image processing in the form of image or a set of characteristics or parameters related to the image. Most
of the image-processing techniques mostly used for the two dimensional processing and applying standard signal-processing
techniques to it. Image processing not only applicable for digital signal processing but also for optical and analogimage processing.
The input image producing at first place is referred to as acquisition of image.
Image processing are correlated with computer graphics and computer vision. In computer graphics, real world objects are used such
as environments, and lighting. They are being acquired from natural scenes, and mostly used in animated movies. Computer vision is
considered as a high level image processing .A machine or computer software are used for decipher the content of physical objects.

The image restoration are basically used for undo the effect of a degraded image. Degradation of an image is done due to the motion
blur, noise, and camera misfocus. In cases like motion blur, it is possible the actual blurring function come up with the very good
estimate and they remove blur to restore the original image. In cases where the image is corrupted by noise, the degradation of an
image is done. In this we used filters for denoising an image. Different types of filters are used for making image noise free.
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Degradation Model
The block diagram for our general degradation model is

Where g represent corrupted image which is obtained by passing the original image f through a low pass filter (blurring
function) b and adding noise to it.

Median filter
The median filter is used for removing noise from image. It is a nonlinear filtering technique such noise reduction is a typical preprocessing step which is to improve the results of later processing such as an edge detection of an image. Median filtering is used for
digital image processing because it preserves edges while removing noise. It is generally used for removing ‗salt and pepper‘ type
noise. The median filter done at image through pixel by pixel, it replace the value of each pixel with the median of neighboring pixels.
The pattern of image with.
1. Salt and pepper noise: It is a form of noise which is found on image. It generally represent white and black pixels. A ―spike‖ or
impulse noise give the result in the form of intensity values of random pixels to either their maximum or minimum values. The result
obtained in form of black and white flecks in the image resemble salt and pepper. Due to error in data transmission this type of error
caused. Salt and Pepper noise is consider as the impulse noise .This type of noise is generally created by the malfunctioning of the
pixel elements in the camera sensors, faulty memory locations, or timing errors in the digitization process. The images corrupted by
the impulse noise the noisy pixels can take only the maximum and the minimum values in the dynamic range.Salt and pepper noise
will have the dark pixel value in dark region and the dark region will have the dark pixel
2. Gaussian noise: It is a type of statistical noise which have a probability density function .The value in noise known Gaussiandistributed. Gaussian noise is defined as the noise with a Gaussian amplitude distribution. Noise is taking as additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN), where all the image pixels derive from the Gaussian curve. The quantum fluctuations is generally caused by the
lighter part of the image through the dominant noise. There are the variation in number of photons; this type of noise is called
photon shot noise. Gaussian noise has a root-mean-square value proportional to the square root of the image intensity. The noises
having different pixels are independent of each other.
neighbor pixel is called the window. It slides a pixel by pixel value of an entire image.
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HYBRID FILTER
Hybrid Filter:The hybrid filter is improved version of adaptive wiener filter and adaptive median filter. This generally reduce white
Gaussian noise and impulse noise respectively. The main purpose of hybrid filter is to remove Gaussian and impulse noise from
digital images. While preserving thin lines and edges in the original image.
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blurredness simultaneously from the images. The hybrid filter is a combination of wiener filter and median filter
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Image Processing is the vast area in the field of research. There are various techniques used to remove Present noise. This paper
represents obstacles related with image during transmission. The salt & pepper noise, Gaussian noise, impulse noise, Rayleigh noise
are the type of noise that are produced during transmission. Noise arises due to various factors like bit error rate, speed, dead pixels.
The images become blurred due to camera movements, object movement or displacement of pixels. This paper deals with removal of
combination of Gaussian noise, Rayleigh noise, impulse noise and blurredness, salt and pepper noise simultaneously from the image.
The hybrid filter is such a tool that makes it successful to remove these noise form images and provide clarity to picture while
preserving its details.

Proposed Work / Research Methodology
Median filter

Noisy image

enhanced image
Integrated output

Impulse Noise
Detector

Other effected pixels

fig : Block diagram of noise filter

Decision filter

Impulse noise detector- Impulse noise detector detect the impulse noises in an image. These can be come through atmospheric
disturbance.

Median filter-Median filter is a simple rank selection filter that output the median of the pixels contained in its filtering window.
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Decision filter- Decision filter overcome the remaining limitation of median filter.
Integrated output- this show integration output of both filters and we got the MSE and PSNR value. Based on these result we got
enhanced image.

RESULT

Original image with Peppers
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After applying Iterations the image is noise free

ITERATIONS
1
2
3
4
5
6
426

PSNR VALUES
32.2444882
32.169347
31.681132
31.22171
30.936884
30.723934
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PSNR VALUES
32.5
32.2444882
32

32.169347
31.681132

31.5

31.22171
31

30.936884
30.723934

30.5
30
29.5
1

2

3

4

5

6

.

CONCLUSION
Through this we conclude that the PSNR of noisy images are evaluated. With the help of Mat lab we calculate the PSNR of noisy
images by applying iterations. It improves the quality of image through the use of hybrid filter. It makeIT improve the quality of image
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ABSTRACT : Lean manufacturing provides a new management approach for many small and medium size manufactures.
Improvement results can be dramatic in terms of quality, cycle times, and customer responsiveness. It is more than a set of tools and
techniques and has been widely adopted by many production companies. It is a culture in which all employees continuously look for
ways to improve processes. Simply lean, is a systematic method for the elimination of waste within a manufacturing process. Lean
also takes into account waste created through overburden and unevenness in workloads. The core idea is to maximize customer value
while minimizing waste. Simply, lean means creating more value for customers with fewer resources. The advantage of this concept
is, it strives to eliminate non-value-added or wasteful resources, including material, space, tooling, and labour. It applies such
principles as waste minimization, flexibility, and responsiveness to change; these are supported by efforts to optimize the flow of
material and information and to achieve superior quality in order to eliminate scrap and rework. Though lean manufacturing was
originally developed for the automotive industry, aerospace manufacturing companies have found that these principles can also be
applied in this high-precision industry to create dramatic improvements in the efficiency of production.Our aim is to identify the
bottlenecks in the production line of a reputed manufacturing industry. The main objective is to provide a background on lean
manufacturing, present on overview of manufacturing wastes and introduce the tools and techniques that are used to transform a
company into a high performing lean enterprise.
Keywords : Lean manufacturing, Aerospace Industry, Lean Production Cycle, Lean leadership, Quality maintainence, Kaizen,
Implementation model etc.
I.

INTRODUCTION :

In times of decreasing orders, increasing overhead costs and fewer customers, lean manufacturing techniques may allow the aerospace
defense industry to remain healthy and profitable while offering the United States an avenue to maintain a more viable national
industrial base. In the first section of this paper I will present and contrast the principles of mass production, originated and employed
extensively in the United States during this century, and the principles of lean manufacturing developed and implemented in the
Japanese automotive industry after World War Two.' Mass production principles were initially used to produce automobiles, although
ultimately the methods extended the world over, and affected the processes used to manufacture millions of different items. The
methodology of lean manufacturing differs significantly from that of mass production, and in the closing decades of the twentieth
century lean manufacturing has produced dramatic successes in terms of volume, quality and customer satisfaction. The lessons of the
automobile industry have not been lost on aerospace defense companies that, because of massive cuts in the United States defense
budget, arc struggling in an intensely competitive market. The automobile industry has shown lean manufacturing techniques can
substancially reduce costs, cut development time, and produce a better product that more precisely mects customer needs. Those
companies that have successfully implemented lean production, primarily owned or managed by the Japanese, have done well in a
very competitive market, while those that have retained traditional mass production methods have had a difficult time competing.
Increased quality, flexibility, and affordability arc potential benefits of lean manufacturing techniques that could have a vital impact
on the aerospace defense industry. Yet, the aerospace defense industry is only now beginning to fully implement these new
techniques. In the second section of this paper I will compare the automotive and aerospace defence industries, and analyze the
app!icability of lean manufacturing to aircraft production. The benefits of Iean manufacturing were first quantified in a study
accomplished under the auspices of the International Motor Vehicle Program (IMVP),2 as described in The Machine that Changed the
World.' In an effort to use those lessons. the Aeronautical Systems Center (ASC) in Air Force Material Command is exploring ways to
implement lean manufacturing in the aerospace defense industry as a way to obtain better weapon systems at lower costs. The first
step is a study similar to IMVP called the Lean Aircraft Initiative (LAI). I will briefly describe the LAI, which will serve as an
introduction to a leading-edge example of lean manufacturing in the aerospace defense industry today. The F-22 Engineering and
Manufacturing Development (EMD) Program will probably be the largest and most costly aircraft acquisition program of the decade.
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As a way to hold down program costs, government and contractor managers have structured the entire program around lean
manufacturing principles. I will describe the F-22 lean manufacturing plan, explain how program managers will measure progress
toward achieving true lean manufacturing, describe the success already achieved early in EMD and sonic of the problems encountered,
and finally I will project some of the difficulties the F-22 program may encounter in coming years. The potential benefits of lean
manufacturing have also been recognized by European defense companies who .i.. now wrestling with many of the same problems,
often to a much greater degree, faced by their American counterparts. In the final section of this paper I will describe European efforts
to implement lean manufacturing.
II.

LEAN CONCEPT

Lean principles are the mechanism for process improvement developed by Womack and Jones based on the original work done
by Ohno of the Toyota Motor Corporation to optimize production by eliminating waste. Toyota settled on an effective strategy
based on: Kanban-based pull production, eliminate waste, faith in the value and importance of quality, continuous improvement,
belief in the value and utilization of human resources, reducing setup time for machines, integration of suppliers and material
acquisition and efficient, cellular layouts with balanced material flow. It has four defining characteristics: waste awareness,
continuous quality assurance, just in time and level production. During the 1980s, the Institute of the Automobile at MIT did a
comprehensive study of manufacturing processes in the automobile industry. This project and the concepts developed within the
context of this initiative were documented in the book ―The Machine that Changed the World. One of the major ideas was
developed as part of this work was called Lean Production. Koskela discussed the concepts of Lean Production in a report
generated at Stanford University in which he coined the term ―Lean Construction.‖ In the early 1990s, the aerospace company
which is the focus of this study initiated a lean approach to production using Kawasaki Production System. Boeing introduced
Lean Manufacturing in 1997. It succeeded to construct moving assembly line in 1999 at Long Beach Plant by building 100-seat
717 aircraft. Boeing 747 final assembly line introduced moving line technology in 2001. The results presented highly optimized
production flows and processes, reducing cost and flow time from the traditionally 24 days to the targeted possible 18 days [8].
Lockheed Martin applied lean techniques to the F-16, F-22 and C-130J in 1999. Lean implementation is therefore focused on
getting the right things to the right place at the right time in the right quantity to achieve perfect work flow, while minimizing
waste and being flexible and able to change. Apply the Lean Production can eliminate the waste of production operations and
business processes. Remove the redundant operations and processes to reduce the cost and increase profit . The lean concept not
only can apply in the production process of aerospace industry, but also in the business process. Especially for aerospace
manufacturing suppliers, they have to reduce their cost to increase their competitiveness.
III.

LEAN CYCLE

The concept of lean production is continuous improvement. It is a long-tern journey and efforts. The lean cycle combine and link
the Plan-Do-Check-Action (PDCA) cycle, show as Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Lean production cycle.
A. Plan Aspect
1)
Mindset change
The company awareness and mindset change are the most important for the lean implement. There are many different
functional groups in aerospace manufacturing suppliers, including design engineering, production engineering, production
control, parts fabrication and component assembly…etc. Those functional groups should change their mindset and stereotype
to remove interface barrier within the organization. All departments align the same goal and target to achieve the overall
benefit of enterprise.
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The key issues of mindset change describe as follow:






Top management commitment is the key successful factor for improvement activities. All improvement ideas need
the support from management to become activities and obtain benefits.
Leader Lead Lean (3L) is the current concept for lean improvement. Due to the management level has more
resources, authorization, information, and judgment ability, the management level lead the lean improve can get
quick and more results.
7 wastes include defects, overproduction, transportation, waiting, inventory, motion, and processing.
7 ways are the methodologies to inspire and encourage creativity to generate multiple solutions to meet a customer
needs.

2) 5S/TPM
Manpower and machine/facility are the key elements for the shop floor of aerospace manufacturing suppliers. The 5S can
ensure the employee disciplines and accountability. The TPM can secure the machine availability and utility. Those two
factors can support the steady and smooth production in the shop floor.

The key issues of 5S/TPM describe as follow:












Visual management: include supermarket, Kanban system, and color code control. These tools help the first line
supervisor and manager to find the bottleneck and critical area for improvement.
Machine availability and utility/Overall equipment efficient (OEE).
Tracking and evaluation mechanism
Autonomous Maintenance
Focused Improvement
Education and Training
Planned Maintenance
Quality Maintenance
Early Management and Initial Flow Control
Safety and Pollution Control
Administrative and Office TPM

The example of TPM for machine maintenance concept shows in Fig. 2. The original concept was starting repair after machine
breakdown. The current concept is operators do the fundamental maintenance of their own machines; observe the vibration and the
noise of the spindle in daily operation. Also measure the dimension/key characteristics from the production parts. Once they found any
error or abnormal message, then response to maintenance department for repairing. Also the maintenance engineer monitors the
spindle life, machine accuracy. And prepare the key spare parts of machines. Thus, it help to reduce the machine down time, and
increase the machine availability and utility.
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Fig. 2. The TPM for machine maintenance concept.
B. Do aspect
1)

Stream flow line/ takted assembly line

The main products of aerospace manufacturing suppliers are detail parts and component assembly. The machine/facility of parts
fabrication line should follow the process sequence to construct the stream flow line. The rhythm and assembly progress should base
on the requirement of production rate and takt time to arrange the number of manpower and assembly jig.The concept of paced
production line shows as Figure 3. The warehouse setup the supermarket to release the raw material (plate, metal sheet, tube and
composites preprag) to part fabrication, include machine, sheet metal, tubing and composite shop uniformly and sequentially. These
flow line of parts fabrication shop pull and produce the raw material into required dimension, contour and function, and then flow to
surface treatment for coating and painting. These parts go to kitting center and ready to supply the kitting board to assembly line
follow the production rate and takt time. The assembly activities include drill, rivet, and seal. Design a moving line to combine and
link those operations together.

Fig. 3. The concept of paced production line.










2)
432

The key issues of stream flow line/ takted assembly line describe as follow:
Work load leveling helps to construct a steady and stable production line.
One piece flow in part fabrication line.
One kit flow in assembly line.
Facility/equipment layout should follow the work and process sequence.
Synchronize production flow
The multi-skill employee keeps the flow line flexible to overcome production fluctuation.
Abnormal warning: Utilize the equipment, such as Andon, to warn the abnormal or line stop issues. Quick identify and
fix the trouble of production.
Automation
Error detection and proofing
Operation standardization
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It is important to standardize the process/operation after improvement/lean activities. Thus, the improve result can be kept
and embedded into the system. The aerospace manufacturing suppliers have to consider those improvement ideas how to apply to
another/wider fields to enlarge the improve benefit.
The key issues of operation standardization describe as follow:





4M (man, machine, material, and method) determine the quality of processes and products. If we can find the better/right
process or production parameters of 4M and firm fix those combinations, then we can obtain the reliable products.
Process capacity
Standard work combination table
Visual aid and work instruction can help the operator manufacturing complicated parts in an efficient way.

C. Check Aspect
1) Aligning the IT system
The production cost control is critical to evaluation the gain or loose of different program. The working-hour collection of each shipset aircraft number will be monitored and compared with the value come from learning curve.Once the working-hour of process or
machine was improved by lean activities, the improve results (standard working-hour, lead time, transportation, space,
downtime…etc.) should revise in IT system.Also the lean implement office will monitor the long-tern implement trends to ensure the
lean activities have been follow-up and flow down.
The key issues of Aligning the IT System describe as follow:






Production control information system
Key performance indicators (KPIs)
Update the schedule parameters: include lead time, working hour.
Shop floor control information
Visibility

The concept of production scheduling system shows as Fig. 4. The system will compare the demand and supply and come out the
feasible detail schedule of each detail parts and end item. schedule parameters (include lead time, working hour…etc.) will input into
the production scheduling system after verification. So the IT system can reflect and keep the current and latest competence.

Fig. 4. The Concept of Production Scheduling System.
D. Action Aspect
1)

Strategic / system transformation

After the team work of lean activities, the work definition, process, interface of each functional group will be changed. The process
flow/layout may change after value stream mapping and shop floor simulation. The management philosophy may change after the
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team brain storming and several times simulation. So after the lean cycle, management should consider the Strategic / System
Transformation:
The key issues of Strategic / System Transformation describe as follow:



Organization and functional group integration to reduce the interface and barrier.
Personnel training: include on-job-training and multiple skill training.

The example of lean improvement for machined part assembly shows in Fig. 5. The production control prepares the work-in-process
in the kitting cart base on the demand of next process/customer. The multiple-skill operator picks the part up, seal, press, and put into
the oven for curing through 7 ways analysis and simulation. The transportation distance, working space, manpower and the production
lead time can be reduced.

Fig. 5. The Improve of machined part assembly.

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION MODEL

The Lean Implement Model includes four categories (human resources, machine, method, and process). Through the continuous lean
cycle, the scope/level of lean topics and environment will become wider/higher than before. The Lean Implement Model shows as Fig.
6.

Fig. 6. The Lean implement model.
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A. Human Resources
The domain of human resource is the fundamental and initial for lean concept implement. The 5S and personnel training are two major
factors.
1) 5S
5S is an internalize process during Lean Production implement. The goal of 5S implement is to strength the employee discipline and
enterprise culture through organizational awareness and involvement.
The detail items include:



Mindset change
Habitual behavior change.

2) Personnel training
Personnel training is an internalize process during Lean Production implement. The goal of Personnel training is to strength the
employee productivity and accountability through training.
The detail items include:




Multiple skills
On-Job Training
Self-Inspection/ Self-Maintenance

B. Machine
The domain of machine plays the main role of production shop floor. The TPM is the major responsibility for the daily operation of
machine operator and first line supervisor.
1) TPM
TPM is an improvement process during Lean Production implement. The goal of TPM implement is to strength the machine utility
and availability.
The detail items include:



Production Maintenance
Preventive Maintenance

C. Method
The domain of method is critical for the quality and cost for the end product. The TQC and automation are two major approaches.
1) TQC
TQC is an improvement process during Lean Production implement. The goal of TQC implement is to strength the products quality
and reliability.
The detail items include:
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Technology innovation.
Process planning.
Lay out planning.
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If the concept of ‖Design for Manufacturing‖ was apply in design and planning stage, it will get more benefit from downstream
improvement.
2) Automation
Automation is an improvement process during Lean Production implement. The goal of Automation is to strength the failure
prevention.
The detail items include:




Abnormal Management
Continuous Production
Error Detection and Proofing

D. Process
The domain of process influences the results and performance of management. The Just-in-time concept should apply in production
line.
1) JIT
JIT is an internalize process during Lean Production implement. The goal of JIT implement is to strength the production efficiency
and performance.
The detail items include:
Standardized Operation




Load Leveling
Takted Production
Process Synchronization

E. Environment
The development of lean implement will request by prime aircraft manufacturing company. They will coach and evaluate the lean
implement about their component and want to reduce the purchase price after cost down.
1) Lean activities
The Lean activity is a step-by-step and spiral upgrade process during Lean Production implement. The goal of Lean activity
implement is to strength the management performance of enterprise.






The detail improvement scopes include:
AIW (Accelerate Improvement Workshop)
Model line
Systematic improvement
Learning organization

The lean production implement is a long-tern journey and efforts. Through the top management commitment and companywide
involvement, the resources can be aligned and focused. The ultimate goal of Lean Production Implement is try to construct the
learning organization and achieve the continuous improvement. Thus, the aerospace manufacturing suppliers can increase their
competence in the competitive market.
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V.

LEAN LEADERSHIP

The role of the leaders within the organization is the fundamental element of sustaining the progress of lean thinking. Experienced
kaizen members at Toyota, for example, often bring up the concepts of Senpai, Kohai, and Sensei, because they strongly feel that
transferring of Toyota culture down and across Toyota can only happen when more experienced Toyota Sensei continuously
coach and guide the less experienced lean champions.One of the dislocative effects of lean is in the area of key performance
indicators (KPI). The KPIs by which a plant/facility are judged will often be driving behaviour, because the KPIs themselves
assume a particular approach to the work being done. This can be an issue where, for example a truly lean, Fixed Repeating
Schedule (FRS) and JIT approach is adopted, because these KPIs will no longer reflect performance, as the assumptions on which
they are based become invalid. It is a key leadership challenge to manage the impact of this KPI chaos within the
organization.Similarly, commonly used accounting systems developed to support mass production are no longer appropriate for
companies pursuing lean. Lean accounting provides truly lean approaches to business management and financial reporting.After
formulating the guiding principles of its lean manufacturing approach in the Toyota Production System (TPS), Toyota formalized
in 2001 the basis of its lean management: the key managerial values and attitudes needed to sustain continuous improvement in
the long run. These core management principles are articulated around the twin pillars of Continuous Improvement (relentless
elimination of waste) and Respect for People (engagement in long term relationships based on continuous improvement and
mutual trust).This formalization stems from problem solving. As Toyota expanded beyond its home base for the past 20 years, it
hit the same problems in getting TPS properly applied that other western companies have had in copying TPS. Like any other
problem, it has been working on trying a series of countermeasures to solve this particular concern. These countermeasures have
focused on culture: how people behave, which is the most difficult challenge of all. Without the proper behavioral principles and
values, TPS can be totally misapplied and fail to deliver results. As with TPS, the values had originally been passed down in a
master-disciple manner, from boss to subordinate, without any written statement on the way. Just as with TPS, it was internally
argued that formalizing the values would stifle them and lead to further misunderstanding. However, as Toyota veterans
eventually wrote down the basic principles of TPS, Toyota set to put the Toyota Way into writing to educate new joiners.
Continuous Improvement breaks down into three basic principles:






Challenge : Having a long term vision of the challenges one needs to face to realize one's ambition (what we need to
learn rather than what we want to do and then having the spirit to face that challenge). To do so, we have to challenge
ourselves every day to see if we are achieving our goals.
Kaizen: Good enough never is, no process can ever be thought perfect, so operations must be improved continuously,
striving for innovation and evolution.
Genchi Genbutsu: Going to the source to see the facts for oneself and make the right decisions, create consensus, and
make sure goals are attained at the best possible speed.

Respect For People is less known outside of Toyota, and essentially involves two defining principles:
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Respect: Taking every stakeholders' problems seriously, and making every effort to build mutual trust. Taking
responsibility for other people reaching their objectives.
Teamwork: This is about developing individuals through team problem-solving. The idea is to develop and engage
people through their contribution to team performance. Shop floor teams, the whole site as team, and team Toyota at
the outset.
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VI.

LEAN GOALS AND STRATEGY

The espoused goals of lean manufacturing systems differ between various authors. While some maintain an internal focus, e.g. to
increase profit for the organization, others claim that improvements should be done for the sake of the customer.
Some commonly mentioned goals are:





Improve quality: To stay competitive in today's marketplace, a company must understand its customers' wants and
needs and design processes to meet their expectations and requirements.
Eliminate waste: Waste is any activity that consumes time, resources, or space but does not add any value to the product
or service. See Types of waste, above.
Reduce time: Reducing the time it takes to finish an activity from start to finish is one of the most effective ways to
eliminate waste and lower costs.
Reduce total costs: To minimize cost, a company must produce only to customer demand. Overproduction increases a
company‘s inventory costs because of storage needs.

The strategic elements of lean can be quite complex, and comprise multiple elements. Four different notions of lean have been
identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
VII.

Lean as a fixed state or goal (being lean)
Lean as a continuous change process (becoming lean)
Lean as a set of tools or methods (doing lean/toolbox lean)
Lean as a philosophy (lean thinking)

CONCLUSION

This study integrates the lean concepts and summaries the Lean Cycle for lean implement and practice, and also develops the
Lean Production Implement Model to strengthen the competitiveness of the manufacturing suppliers in the aerospace market. The
conclusion describe as follows:
The lean concept not only can apply in the production process of aerospace industry, but also in the business process. Especially
for aerospace manufacturing suppliers, they have to reduce their cost to increase their competitiveness.
The concept of lean production is continuous improvement. It is a long-tern journey and efforts. The lean cycle combine and link
the Plan-Do-Check-Action cycle.
The Lean Implement Model includes four categories (human resources, machine, method, and process). Through the continuous
lean cycle, the scope/level of lean topics and environment will become wider/higher than before.
The Lean activity is a step-by-step and spiral upgrade process. The goal of Lean activity implement is to strength the management
performance of enterprise.
Through the top management commitment and companywide involvement, the resources can be aligned and focused. The
ultimate goal of lean production implement is construct the learning organization and achieve the continuous improvement. Thus,
the aerospace manufacturing suppliers can increase their competence in the competitive market.
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ABSTRACT-The possibility of using chalcopyrites of the type Cu(In,Ge)Se2 in a quantum well solar cells are explored. In view of
the goal to decrease manufacturing cost Cu (In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) type semiconductors attract much attention in recent era. Management
of light in thin-film solar cells, where the thickness of the absorber layer is below one micrometer, is of great importance. Keeping this
fact in mind, in this paper we are going to investigate the effect of thickness on conversion and quantum efficiency of CIGS thin film
solar cell using Silvaco Atlas software to explore the possibility of efficiency enhancement of QWSC‘s with CIGS material as well
material.
KEY WORDS: QWSC, III-V semiconductors, Chalcopyrite, CIGS material, CIGS Thickness, SILVACO ATLAS, Conversion
efficiency, quantum efficiency
INTRODUCTION
The concept of quantum well solar cell [1] was proposed with the goal to provide the possibility to absorb sub-band gap photons.
Thereby leading to increase power conversion efficiency. In the quantum well solar cell concept of quantum well with lower band gap
is implemented into the intrinsic region of p-i-n structures. Therefore also the photons with lower energy then the band gap of host
material can be absorbed which increases the current of the device.
In general GaAs, GaAsP are widely used material for quantum well solar cells, recently nitride material, hybrid (inorganic-organic)
materials are also used for quantum well solar cells[2-4].
On the other hand with the goal to decrease manufacturing cost polycrystalline thin-film solar cells such as CuInSe2 (CIS), Cu
(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) and CdTe[5-6] type semiconductors are important for terrestrial applications because of their high efficiency, longterm stable performance and potential for low-cost production. Because of the high absorption coefficient (0.105cm–1) a thin layer of
0.2 mm is sufficient to absorb the useful part of the spectrum. Highest record efficiencies of 19.2% for CIGS and 16.5% for CdTe
have been achieved. Currently, these polycrystalline compound semiconductors solar cells are attracting considerable interest for
space applications, because proton and electron irradiation tests of CIGS and CdTe solar cells have proven that their stability against
particle irradiation is superior to Si or III-V solar cells. Moreover, lightweight and flexible solar cells can yield a high specific power
(W/kg) and open numerous possibilities for a variety of applications.
Due to the superior light absorption properties of CIGS with an absorption coefficient α of the order of ~10 5cm-1 in principle also very
thin layers effectively absorb the incident radiation[7]. The absorption coefficient of Cu-Chalcopyrites is upto one order of magnitude
larger than that of the typically used III-V semiconductors (~104cm-1), making them potentially viable materials for QWCS
application.
Afshar et.al[8] explored the possibility of chalcopyrite semiconductor of the type CIGS in a quantum well solar cell structure and
provide a basis for the future development of chalcopyrite type QWSC‘s. Welser et.al[9]suggested that CIS or CIGS material with high
Indium composition may be employed for the narrow band gap well and CGS or CIGS with high Gallium composition may be used
elsewhere in the QWSC‘s.
Management of light in thin-film solar cells, where the thickness of the absorber layer are below one micrometer, is of great
importance. Sufficient light trapping has to be established in the absorber (active) layer of the cell and low optical losses in other
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layers. Optical modeling combined with numerical simulation has been found as a very useful tool for analysis and optimization of
optical properties of thin-film solar cells[10]. These are special optical systems where layer thicknesses are in the range of light
wavelength and the interfaces between the layers are usually textured (rough) in order to scatter the light in the structure and prolong
its optical path. First issue requires the use of the models where interference effects, occurring between forward and backward going
light waves, are taken into account. The second issue requires the light scattering process to be included in the modeling. Since the
morphology of rough interfaces is usually random and the lateral sizes of texture features are in the range of light wavelength, light
scattering process appears to be complicated and, thus, difficult to model. Empirical approaches are needed to support the modeling
and simulations of such kind of optical systems.
Keeping this view in mind, we are going to investigate the effect of thickness on conversion and quantum efficiency of CIGS thin film
solar cell using Silvaco Atlas software to explore the possibility of efficiency enhancement of QWSC‘s with CIGS material as well
material.
Solar Cell modeling tool: SILVACO ATLAS
Current solar cell simulation tools typically use discrete components to model one aspect of solar cell operation. These can be very
accurate predictors of specific characteristics, but lack the breadth of a complete model and are thereby limited in their usefulness as
design tools. The ATLAS software tool was developed by Silvaco to be used for the design of solid state microelectronic devices.
ATLAS predicts the electrical characteristics of physical structures by simulating the transport of carriers through a two-dimensional
grid. To enter the structure and composition of a solar cell into ATLAS, several parameters must be defined. These include the
definition of a fine, two-dimensional grid, called a mesh , a coarser division of the mesh into regions, assignment of materials to each
region, identification of electrode locations, assignments of doping levels to each material, and specification of a light spectrum for
simulation[11].
Once the physical structure of a solar cell is built in ATLAS, the properties of the materials used in the cell must be defined. A
minimum set of material properties data includes: bandgap, dielectric constant, electron affinity, densities of conduction and valence
states, electron and hole mobilities, optical recombination coefficient, and an optical file containing the wavelength dependent
refractive Index n and extinction coefficient k for a material. The optical file is vital to the simulation of multifunction solar cells as it
determines the transmission and attenuation of light passing through the semiconductor.
ATLAS includes a wide selection of models that can be employed in device simulations. These models can be enacted for the entire
device or for a specific region. Relevant models include SRH recombination, Auger recombination, optical recombination and
concentration-dependent mobility for silicon and gallium arsenide[12-15].
SIMULATION WORK
(i)

(ii)

In this paper simulation work on thin-film Cu(In, Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells has been reported with the aim for
determining the variation in conversion efficiency and quantum efficiency of this solar cells with different CIGS
thickness. The base materials used for this simulation work are ZnO, CdS, Molybdinum.
Region statement for material deposition parameter used fig.1:
material = ZnO

bottom thick = 0.44 nm

material = CdS

bottom thick = 0.04 nm

material = CIGS

bottom thick = 0.36 nm

material = Molybdinum

bottom thick = 0.3 nm

(iii) Interface use of defining interface property. Beam statement is used for defining beam normal incidence is used. SOLAR
statement is used to perform a wavelength sweep from 0.3 microns to 1.2 microns in 0.01 micron steps. Photo generation rate pattern
is shown in fig.2
(iv) Conversion efficiency curve and quantum efficiency curve for CIGS thickness of 0.5 micron with wavelength variation are
found in fig. 3 and fig. 4 respectively
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(v) Carrier generation pattern across the device (per unit volume per unit time) is shown in fig. 5

FIG. 1. DEVICE STRUCTURE USED FOR SOLAR CELL SIMULATION USING SILVACO ATLAS SIMULATION SOFTWARE.

Fig. 2. Photogeneration rates used Silvaco ATLAS simulation software
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Fig. 3. Conversion efficiency

Fig. 4. Quantum efficiency

Fig. 5. Carrier generation pattern across the device (per unit volume per unit time)
The results obtained For CIGS solar structure with different CIGS thickness are given in table 1:
Table 1
Thickness (micron)
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0

Conversion efficiency
0.21
0.245
0.26
0.26

Voc (V)
0.46205
0.47367
0.43774
0.48215

Isc (Amp)
16.8092
9.82356
1.53777
6.11232
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ASPECT
The simulation results for a thin CIGS solar cell deposited with different inorganic material were presented. The average absorption of
the devices is ~ 85% for all thicknesses considered for investigations and quantum efficiency is in the same range over entire
wavelength. Yet strong dependence may be seen for Voc and Isc, as explained in the table. We found that uniform thin layer is
suitable for such applications with high saturation current with respect of open circuit voltage which in less sensitive to the layer
thickness. Thus for optimum power, smaller thickness of CIGS - 0.5 micron may be better for light to energy conversion. The
reduction in open circuit voltage is found as the main limitation in efficiency enhancement GaAs/GaAsP QWSC‘s. Our simulation
results shown that the open circuit voltage is not very much affected by thickness of CIGS material. Therefore, if CIGS material is
used in QWSC‘s the open circuit voltage may not lower down We may also found the optimal thickness of CIGS layer for achieving
enhancement in conversion and quantum efficiency.
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Abstract— In this paper the proposed solution is an interface of SCADA with GIS system. The SCADA system will continuously
get the real time readings of all electrical parameters at monitored points on feeders and HT Networks. The system shall get the status
of various switching devices like circuit breakers, switches and isolators. It will also get the transformer parameters like tap position,
etc. Electronic meters will be installed at HT consumers. These meters will be equipped with the interface for communications with
the SCADA and GIS system. This system will be communicating with the meters using an industry standard protocol. Meter readings
shall be used to monitor the load and for detection of attempts to tamper with the meter. As soon as a tamper is detected the
meter/consumer shall be tagged on the GIS system.

Keywords— GIS, Electrical System, SCADA, DISCOMs, HT Network, Electronic Meter, AMR, GPS based Sensors, AL&C Loss
INTRODUCTION

Power is the most critical infrastructure for the progress of any country. The facilitating policy framework, the regulatory
mechanism for investment in generation, transmission, distribution and other associated activities have already been put in place by
the government. The need of the hour is for efficient management and optimum utilization of installed capacity to meet the demand
Sub- Transmission and Distribution systems constitute the link between electricity utilities and consumers [11], for extending supply
and revenue realization segment. Therefore for consumers, these systems represent the face of the utility. Efficient functioning of this
segment of the utility is essential to sustain the growth of power sector and the economy.
Technological advancements particularly in IT are taking place much faster in generation and transmission sectors [4]. With
the radical changes that the electric utility industry is facing, customer choice has become the buzzword for the entire country. Nearly
every state is implementing limited choice programs, choice pilots or at least debating choice. Sadly several power utilities are
continuing with old conventional manual systems in distribution sector. The network maps are not updated, the customer data is
inaccurate and the details of assets and facilities are unavailable.
Energy accounting are done manually assessment of reading in the input side and output side at different times leading to
inaccurate. The planning and the design [9] of the electrical supply system are everyday tasks for engineers in the DISCOMs. The goal
of power distribution system planning is to satisfy the growing and changing system load demand during the planning period within
operational constraints and with minimal costs. The planning process comprises several phases, and one of the most important is the
optimization of the electric distribution network. The network optimization is considered a hard combinatorial optimization problem
due to a number of limitations (network voltage level, network structure, quantum and locations of loads, routes and types of feeders,
voltage drops, etc.). An additional complexity is imposed by the geographically referenced data. In this process it is important to have
on time accurate relevant (related) data and information on the electric distribution system and its assets, and possibly to have data
from other utilities. Computerization and development of various geographic information systems [5] have opened new horizons for
all decision-making processes as well as for manipulation and dissemination of information.
Identifying the individual subscribers and locations where thefts take place:
It is also possible to detect theft of energy by an individual consumer, from his bills. Whenever there is a drastic reduction in
the number of units he/she consumed, from the previous bill to present bill, he/she can be tagged in the network as suspected. The tag
can be removed or retained after a physical check at the consumer premises.
Role of SCADA interfaced GIS system in identifying potential thefts in H.T. distributions:
The SCADA system will continuously get the real time readings of all electrical parameters at monitored points on feeders.
These parameters include Voltage, Angle, Power Factor, Active Power, Reactive Power and Energy. The system shall also get the
status of various switching devices like circuit breakers, switches and isolators. It will also get the transformer parameters like tap
position, etc.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of SCADA interfacing with GIS system
Use of GIS will facilitate easily updatable and accessible database to cater to the needs of monitoring and maintaining
reliable quality power supply, efficient MBC (metering, billing and collections), comprehensive energy audit, theft detection and
reduction of T&D losses. All these measures will ultimately improve the overall internal efficiency of the DISCOMs and help
accelerate achieving commercial viability.
A new period of higher significance has arrived for the GPS/GIS function at electric utilities. To a degree never equaled
before, utility managers are looking to their GIS programs, filled with increasingly accurate data collected by GPS technology, before
making decisions. With this capability comes an expectation for GIS/GPS professionals to provide levels of planning and
management of their data collection process. The technology has to be imported to the working staff to understand the concept and
method of capturing the data using GIS. This being the first step , the further implementation of the GIS system requires a dedicated
team of skilled people , to effectively leverage the GIS data for Energy accounting / auditing , Network analysis , planning , outdate
management , Asset management etc., The third step is to generate reports and assess the improvement reaped by the GIS based
system and further enrich the same to make the power distribution industry more efficient and viable.

NETWORK PLANNING
GIS which is an important tool in this area is used as follows: Geographic Information Systems is a system of mapping [9] of
complete electrical network including low voltage system and customer supply points with latitude and longitudes overload on
satellite imaging and/or survey of India maps. Layers of information are contained in these map representations. The first layer
corresponds to the distribution network coverage. The second layer corresponds to the land background containing roads, landmarks,
buildings, rivers, railway crossings etc. The next layer could contain information on the equipment viz poles, conductors transformers
etc. Most of the electrical network/equipment has a geographical location and the full benefit of any network improvement can be had
only if the work is carried out in the geographical context. Business processes such as network planning, repair operations and
maintenance connection and reconnection has also to be based around the network model. Even while doing something as relatively
simple as adding a new service connection; it is vital to know that users of the system are not affected by this addition. GIS in
conjunction with system analysis tools helps to do just this [6]. For efficient and reliable operation of a distribution system, a reliable
and well-knit communication network is required to facilitate project coordination of the maintenance and fault activities of the
distribution system. GIS when integrated with real time SCADA can help in sending the right signals to the communication network.
Outages can be isolated faster than even before and maintenance crews dispatched with critical information including location of the
fault.
GIS can be used in distribution systems management for:
• Handling customer inquiries
• Fault Management
• Routine maintenance can be planned.
• Network extensions and optimization
• Network reconfiguration
• Improved revenue management
• SCADA can be integrated with GIS
• Rights of way and compensation
GIS environment hosts a wealth of presentation techniques that enable fast and accurate interpretation of results from power
flow results to short circuit analysis.
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Fig. 2: Interfaced GIS System
NETWORK ANALYSIS FOR TECHNICAL LOSS REDUCTIONS
Once the Electrical database of the network is imported from the GIS/AM/FM into an Electrical Engineering Analysis platform, the
resulting network model can be subjected to various analysis runs for carrying out studies that will be of interest to a distribution
engineer. These will include the following but not limited to,

• Modeling Load for different consumer categories.
• Modeling unbalanced Load.
• Voltage drop/ Load flow Analysis.
• Fault current & Fault flow analysis.
• Automatic capacitor Placement.
• Load Balancing
• Contingency analysis etc.,

Fig. 3: Typical capacitor placement in representative network
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Real time and historical demand and energy data at source and also at consumer end are enabled in GIS based data to
simulate the network loading conditions. The source for the historical data will usually be the log registers maintained at the
distribution sub-stations. Some data augmentation are be done by installing logging type DLMS meters at strategic points in the
network and transmitting the data to Data Centre [8].
In the short term, the results of the analysis would be used for estimation of base level technical losses, and for segregating
the total unaccounted losses of the system, available from the energy balance into technical losses and the non-technical i.e.
commercial losses (occurring mainly due to faulty /tampered metered supplies, due to the illegal connections, due to power delivery at
flat rate to the subsidized category of consumers). Besides, extrapolation of the results of the analysis of a sample low voltage (0.4 kV)
network for the complete low voltage network will also be done. The technical power loss reduction will be accomplished by the
following measures:
• Network reconfiguration including installation of new Primary and secondary sub-stations/up-gradation of existing sub-stations
• New distribution transformer sub-stations/up-gradation of distribution sub-stations.
• Re-conductoring
• Capacitor placement
• Load balancing in the three-phase system
• Refurbishment/replacement of old and obsolete equipment.
The measures will follow certain system design philosophy that would be decided in consultation with the customer e.g.,
priority levels of consumer in terms of service availability, requirement of short-circuit levels, level of redundancy required etc. The
system improvement measures will be applied to meet the specified common requirements, which would generally be followed viz.,
loading limits of conductors and transformers, supply voltage variations within the limits specified by the Indian Electricity rules,
targets for economic loss levels as per CEA norms etc.
In the long-term, due to the need to identify and predict the customer demands that will decide the system loading conditions
prevailing in future, use of other techniques like the trend analysis of load growth and load forecasting will be required. The process of
load forecasting based on the trend analysis of past load growth, though complex, is invaluable in optimizing the planning approach
[9] for the network expansion on a long-term basis. As stated above, having a geographical reference for the network will provide
necessary information on land use pattern for planning optimum expansion of network and for setting up of new facilities. The spatial
load forecast method, which divides the total area into number of small areas, with the specific growth rates and the load
characteristics applied to each small area, is the ideal method for optimal planning of the distribution system of the area [7]. For
optimal location of new sub-stations and augmentation of the existing facilities, several alternatives, subject to their meeting the
agreed planning criteria, will be evaluated on basis of the capital cost of equipment and work and net worth present worth of the
energy losses over the total horizon period. The plan objective will be the minimization of losses while maximizing the net benefit i.e.,
the present worth of loss reduction less the annual cost of capital investment. The cost estimates will be based on the prevailing market
[1] [11] rates for each item of equipment and work.
The load flow analysis study would provide a graphical display of the results of the network strengthening measures
described above in meeting the specified requirements, as well as the losses for the various alternatives. The user can take decision,
looking at the graphical display provided by the analysis software, for utilizing the different network strengthening measures at his
disposal, available as ‗edit‘, ‗network sketching‘ and specific ‗network optimization‘ features in the software.

ANALYTICAL FUNCTIONS AND OPTIMIZATIONS
The load flow (power flow) is the most basic of all analytical calculations performed on an electric distribution network. The
load flow provides a snapshot of a network operating state. Given a set of loads, the load flow calculation determines voltage at all
points of a network and current, power and loss for each branch in the network. In GIS based analysis instances of high or low voltage
and/or equipment overloading can be readily determined from load flow results, as can losses in the network [10].
A state-of-the-art load flow algorithm must accommodate a variety of load types including constant power, constant current
and constant impedance loads in addition to induction and synchronous machines. The ability to handle looped, or even meshed,
networks is important since sub transmission (looped) and/or urban secondary systems (meshed) are often modeled [1]. While
distribution networks are typically operated in a radial configuration with a single source of power at the substation, the ability to
include multiple sources is important as distributed generation plays an ever-increasing role in the distribution system. Finally, the
load flow algorithm must faithfully handle unbalanced systems, that is, unbalanced loads, unbalanced topology, and unbalanced
devices such as open-delta auto regulators [13].
An additional set of analysis functions with geographical data deals with various optimizations of the network [12]. Most of
the optimization functions in turn make use of the load flow algorithm. Optimizations include:
• How best to operate transformers, regulators and capacitors
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• Where best to install new capacitors
• Where best to install new regulators
• How best to configure or reconfigure the network
Voltage: Its must be maintained within limits, usually within five percent of nominal. Regardless of how uniform the voltage at the
source (substation) may be throughout the day, the voltage at any point in the feeder will change as load on the feeder increases and
decreases from hour to hour. Voltage drop from the substation usually increases as feeder loading increases. Usually there is little
information about the loads on a feeder. The magnitude of demand under high and low load scenarios must be estimated from
measurement made at the substation. Once loads are determined, voltage regulators, and sometimes capacitors, are applied to correct
voltage that has drifted too far from nominal.
Capacitor Placement: The capacitor placement engine is used to find the best sites in a network to place capacitors. Here "best"
refers to the locations with the highest financial return considering the initial cost of the capacitor, annual maintenance cost of the
capacitor, and cost of real and reactive power losses. Several load levels can be considered at the same time. Result of the optimization
is the set of locations where capacitors should be placed; which capacitor(s) should be placed at each site; and whether or not a
switched capacitor is needed at the site because of voltage constraints. Where switched capacitors are required, a switching schedule is
produced. Loss, cost of loss, and information that quantifies financial return is also calculated.
Regulator Placement: The regulator placement engine is used to find the best sites in a radial network to place voltage regulators.
Regulators are sometimes used to maintain voltage within acceptable limits. In addition to finding sites for new regulators, the
regulator placement engine can find better sites for existing regulators. Several load levels can be considered at the same time. Result
of the optimization is the set of locations where regulators should be placed; regulator size; and whether or not automatic tap control is
needed.
Outage management:
 In a GIS based network the failed Transformer and the area of outage are instantaneously indicated in the computer screen with a
popup message.
 The geo data base gives a visualized representation of outage area and number of consumers affected.
 When a particular feeder breaks down, the geo base system prompts, recoloring of the feeder alerting the operator as well as sending
SMS to the filled engineers in charge of the feeder.
 The data is simultaneously transferred to the outage staffs from the data centre.
 The possible back feeding arrangements, alternate feedings are notified.
 Normalization of outage area, rectification of fault etc., are updated in the GIS based module and report generated.
 Individual FOC from the customers are received at customer care centre. At the same moment the call is landed in the staff
concerned of the area. The staffs are expected to attend the call and report to the centre within a stipulated time to close the call.
Such automated system reduces the outage system and enhances consumers satisfaction.
GIS Based Consumer Indexing -- Database for Electric Network:
i. The database of the Network should be made in suitable software so that the changes in the network can be updated and queries
may be used to find out the Network details, like the details of the equipment at the substations, the length of lines, number of
transformers and breakers etc. in any part of the Network.
ii. The same should be possible to update and maintain on periodic basis
iii. The following data in respect of 33/11 kV SS equipment installed on the substations, 33kV Lines, 11kV Feeders, 11/0.4 kV
Distribution Transformers and consumers of all categories is to be collected and documented in the Database.
Data of 33 kV Feeder
• Name of the feeder
• Code No. of the feeder
• Name of the feeding EHT SS
• Length of the line
• Details of meter installed at EHT SS: Type /Make /S. No /Multiplying factor
Data of 33kV/11 KV SS
• Name of the Division
• Name of the Sub Division
• Name of the Section
• Name of the Substation
• Code No. of the Substation
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• Capacity of the substation with particulars of Power transformers (No. Of Power transformers installed, capacity and voltage ratio
wise)
• Name of the feeding primary EHT substation
• Name and length of 33kV Line feeding the substation from the primary substation
Date of commissioning of substation
• Total No. Of 33 KV or 11 KV Circuit Breakers installed
• Incoming (33 KV) -- Nos.
• LV control (11 KV) -- Nos.
• Feeders (11 KV) -- Nos.
• Total No. of feeders connected
Data of each Power Transformer in the Substation
• Maker‘s Sl. No of the transformer
• Make of the transformer
• Capacity
• Date of commissioning
• Voltage ratio
• Current rating
• No. of Taps on the transformer
• % Impedance
• Date of last overhaul
Data of 33 KV and 11 KV Circuit Breakers in the substation
• Details of each Circuit Breaker
• Make of the Circuit Breaker
• Maker‘s Sl. No
• Name of the connected 33 KV or 11 kV feeder
• Code of the feeder
• Date of commissioning
• Current rating
• Rupturing capacity
• Maximum load recorded with date and year
Data of 33 KV and 11 KV Circuit Breakers in the substation
• Type of protection provided
• Details of relay installed
• Details of C.T installed: Make /C.T Ratio Available /Connected CT. Ratio /Class of Accuracy /V.A. Burden
Data of 33 KV and 11 KV Circuit Breakers in the substation
• Details of P.T installed
• Make of P.T.
• Voltage Ratio
• V.A. Burden
• Details of meter installed: Type / Make /Sl. No. /Multiplying factor
• Availability of data logging facility
Data of each consumer connected at 33 KV or 11kV
• Sl. No.
• Name of 11kV feeder and code
• Pole No
• Name and Address of the consumer
• S.C. No
• Contracted Load
REPLACEMENT OF ASSET
• Replacement of an asset [8] may become necessary when the asset become sick or taken out for any purpose like refurbishment,
repairs, enhancement etc.
• GIS should facilitate history of replacements at a given location.
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• Replaced assets should be traced in its new position.
• History of repairs and replacement with expenditure so far incurred in an individual asset with its life cycle should be available.
GIS based Asset management should provide a systematic process of cost-effectively, operating, maintaining and upgrading of
electrical assets by combining engineering practices and economic analysis. GIS based Asset management should build a timely
response mechanism on the visual platform providing for an uninterrupted and reliable supply. Using the attributes of the asset, the
cost factor, and discounting for age using depreciation factor, financial reports should be produced for validation.

ENERGY ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING
The GIS based energy accounting system mandated AMR (Automated Meter Reading) meter with DLMS (Device Language
Massage Specification) protocol to install in every feeders [11], Distribution Transformers, and consumer services. The meter data
from the feeder (Input energy), Distribution meters (Intermediate point between HT feeder and LT feeders) and consumer services
(output energy) are digitally transmitted to the data centre through Modem / Antenna / GPRS network.
The data centre located at Head Quarters of the power utility received the data transmitted from the feeder, Distribution
Transformers and consumer services, through a MDAS software (Meter Data Acquisition System) installed in the Main server. The
MDAS server which received the above real time input and output data of a feeder calculate the AT&C loss of the feeder and
generates report automatically [10]. The MDAS server also generates AT&C loss report Distribution Transformer wise by comparing
the input energy to the particular transformer and the total energy consumed by the all consumers fed by the said transformer. The GIS
software and MDAS software are integrated to enable the MDAS software to identify the feeder wise DTs and DT wise services
connections. As the whole process are system automated without human intervention and the data recorded , transmitted and collected
are on real time basis , all kinds of in accuracies , lapses , malfunctions that are inherent in the conventional manual method is
completely eliminated.
From the above GIS based , technically assisted , energy accounting system , we can perform energy audit by analyzing the
losses feeder wise and DT wise , service wise and pin pointedly identify the loss pockets that may be due to either system constraints
on power pilferage [10].
• Estimate the total energy losses from the above. Segregate the technical and commercial losses by computing the technical losses
from the results of the network analysis. Once feeder-wise energy losses are established, feeders having high-energy losses should
be further investigated for localizing pockets of high-energy losses by installing energy meters after distribution transformers.
• After performing spatial analysis of the commercial losses to identify high loss areas or consumer category responsible for the loss,
implement appropriate energy metering and billing in these areas. In some cases, use of certain technological measures like aerial
bunched cables LT lines in theft prone areas and conversion of LT into HT lines i.e. less LT are suggested for reduction of the
commercial losses.
• Computerized billing of energy sales in a pilot area could be taken up to investigate the scope of loss reduction.
 Simultaneously to the above, prepare a plan for liquidation of revenue arrears from the data/information collected during
the energy audit and study of the Billed-energy data and the accounting information. The existing billing and revenue
realization system should be also evaluated for improvement of revenue collection efficiency. Implementation of on-line
payment system in a pilot area in the short term could pave the way for offering the system to a larger number of
consumers.
The medium and long-term plan would introduce higher levels of automation and remote-monitoring systems, as by then the
utility could have started benefiting from the short-term plans in controlling the energy losses and increasing revenues. Gradual
introduction of electronic energy meters to replace the outdated electro-mechanical energy meters will be inevitable as then it would
permit monitoring. Installation of Computerized customer billing, payment collection, customer complaint registering system and
continuous loss monitoring are the key to efficient and financially strong utility.
The above approach is by no means sufficient to eliminate the commercial losses totally [11]. As long as the energy
consumed is not being charged to the consumer in accordance with the actual cost of energy being delivered the losses will remain.
Issues of tariff cross-subsidization and rationalization of the tariff, legislative and legal issues and issues relating to the surveillance
and vigilance for revenue protection still remain inadequately addressed. The distribution system accounts for highest technical and
non-technical losses in the power sector. The endeavour of a power distribution utility should be to reduce revenue leakages by
eliminating causes of non-technical losses and by minimizing Aggregate Technical and Commercial (AT&C) Losses.
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Hardware—GIS Infrastructure
Hardware is really a simplistic term used to describe the technology infrastructure needed to support your GIS
implementation. The infrastructure developed depends on the system requirements determined as needed during that phase of
implementation planning. Using Web services for GIS needs minimal investment for infrastructure, while an enterprise GIS
implementation requires careful planning and a fairly significant investment for computerization, networking, database connectivity
etc.,
Equipment Status, Outage information

Equipment Status,
Topology

Consumer location
details and address,
nearest poles and
DT with capacity

SCADA
GIS
Location data of
consumer

Customer
Care

Consumer
connection
number

Existing Consumer
connection number,
Trigger new consumer
addition

Billing
System

Fig. 4: Block diagram of GIS in DISCOM
Every DISCOM has to aim at the application of GIS for load research, where the GIS can assist in determining the sample
Selection and in refining load shapes by associating customers with other demographic characteristics that would include assessed
value of homes, building footprint, heating type and weather patterns. In the Boston area, for example, during a typical summer day,
temperatures can vary 15 degrees depending on the distance from the ocean. Wind speeds in the downtown area are different than
those in the suburbs. Because GIS can plot temperature and wind speed gradients geographically for each hour, it is possible to
enhance load shapes by analyzing the data spatially. Even with load profiling, it would seem likely that automated meter reading
(AMR) systems will continue to penetrate the market, encouraging the industry to adopt GIS to build out and manage the AMR and
associated communications infrastructure
The most common problem about having multiple systems in any organization is duplication of data and the updation
philosophy necessary to keep the data updated. It is the primary requirement of the utility that all systems work in an integrated
manner. For this purpose it is required that GIS system be integrated with SCADA system. SCADA system would export required data
like the equipment status, the topology of data to all other system like GIS and customer care system. Similarly billing system would
act as the main database for consumer addition. GIS system would automatically update the consumer data based on some triggers in
the billing database.
The customer care system would analyze the feasibility of the new connection based on location data and availability of poles
and DTs from the GIS and then analyze the present capacity before determining the feasibility of the same. Besides it would also get
the latest status data from the SCADA system thus helping in customer resolution for outage management Integration of GIS with
SCADA, Trouble Call Management, MBC (Metering, Billing & Collections) etc., to serve as an effective tool towards improving
internal efficiency of DISCOMs and to earn total consumer satisfaction sample figure on the electrical utility network formed in
Quantum- GIS is provided below
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Fig. 5: GIS Mapped HT Network

IDENTIFICATION OF HIGH LOSSES AND PERCENTAGE OF POWER THEFT
Audit Date: From 01st Jan 2015 To 31st Jan 2015
FEEDER NAME

UNITS SENT
(LU)

UNITS BILLED
(LU)

TOTAL AT&C
LOSS (LU)

POWER THEFT
(%)

BAZAAR

7.07

5.59

1.48

20.933

FOUR ROADS

8.110

6.05

2.06

25.40

PILLIKADAI

6.680

4.32

2.36

21.40

GUGAI

6.312

5.1

1.212

19.20

TOWN R S

3.052

2.50

0.55

18.20

Table.1: Feeder Wise Energy Audit in Kitchipalayam 110/22KV SS

Identifiction of Power Theft in 110/22KV SS Feeder
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POWER THEFT
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Chart. 1: Feeder Wise Energy Audit in Kitchipalayam 110/22KV SS
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CONCLUSION
The challenge of implementing the GIS technology in various spheres of power distribution system lies in lack of attitude of people
involved to learn, inadequate training on capacity building of the people involved ,inadequate staff strength in the power utilities, reluctance
of managements to deploy a dedicated team due to financial constraints etc., With the technology has already proved its worth in all places of
its implementation especially in the area of energy accounting and auditing, it is high time, we focus on learning, implementing and
improving the GIS based technology to pin pointedly find out the loss pockets in the power distribution network and take remedial measures
to reduce the AT&C loss. The main objective of the Electricity Act 2003 is to undergo power reforms to reduce the loss and bail out the
financially sick power utilities from the clutch of inefficiency. GIS based technology plays a vital role in the power reforms and its
penetration in the IT based modern trend in the power business is an option but necessity.
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Abstract— The present work is to investigate the effect of the different stacking arrangements on the performance of the cold storage.
To analyze performance of the cold storage, an experiment is carried out in which the temperature distribution within the cold storage
and power consumption in the different stacking arrangement are kept under observation. The temperature inside the chamber is a
crucial parameter on which whole performance of cold storage depends. Various arrangement of stacking is accomplished by the
changing the gap between the columns of stack. The experiment is carried out for the three arrangements with gap between the
columns of stack of 10cm, 20cm and 30cm. For better temperature distribution within the cold storage, good air circulation inside the
cold storage is desirable. And it is also done by the changing arrangement of stacking. Therefore, the optimization of temperature
within the cold storage is carried out in different stacking arrangement and resulting in improving the performance of cold storage.

Keywords— Stacking Arrangements; Performance of Cold Storage; Temperature Distribution; Power Consumption; Optimization;
Cold Storage
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to reduce deterioration, products are kept on the low temperature. Low temperature to the product is done by cooling in the
cold storage, the storage temperature and other desired parameters like relative humidity are maintained. For the preservation of
products, control of temperature and relative humidity are the critical parameters because the unexpected amount of these can
contribute in the breakdown of the products. Temperature rise to the product increases the rate of deterioration. The most of chemical
reaction including the deterioration will be double on each rise in temperature of 10 OC. On the other side, higher relative humidity
contribute the moisture enough to support detrimental chemical reaction in the product and, in addition with high temperature, the
mold growth as well as insect activity will be raised.
There are three different methods of keeping the products in storage namely bulk storage, storage in crates and storage in gunny bags
(Ooster, 1999) [1]. Here, storage in crates is employed in which the product is kept into the plastic crates and arranged in stack on the
wooden pallets having regular gaps for air circulation. The existing arrangement of the stacks within the cold store is one of the
reasons behind heavy storage losses (Chourasia & Goswami, 2001) [2]. To reduce the storage loss, refrigeration system is applied to
cold chamber where cold air from evaporator flows through crates thereby removing the heat of product. The crates should be so
stacked that air flow can approach each individual crates for adequate and rapid cooling. It is necessary that the crates should so
arranged that air channels can be made for direct air movement. There should be some gap between the crates and walls to enable
refrigerated air to absorb the heat of conduct through the walls. To regulate uniform air flow within the cold storage, VFD and fan are
installed to get higher efficiency.
The research objective of this paper is to experimentally analysis of performance of cold storage for the different stacking
arrangements. The temperature is only parameter on which whole performance of cold storage depends. In this paper we studied
experimental analysis of the temperature distribution with respect to running hour of cold storage for the different arrangements of
stacks to reduce the storage loss within permissible limits.
Some studies on various parameters of cold storage are found that made contribution in analysis of performance of cold storage.
Burton et al. (1955) [3] made study for the effect of stack dimensions over the temperature of the potatoes in unventilated stacks.
Stewart and Dona (1988) [4] simulated natural convection heat transfer inside a grain bin and developed streamlines and isotherm
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patterns for different cylinder height to radius ratios. Chourasia et al. (1999) [5] modelled the effect of aspect ratio and volume of the
bag on temperature profile in a single bag of potato during the cold storage. M.K Choursia and T.K. Goswami(2007) [6] studied and s
investaged the air flow, heat transfer and moisture loss in commercial potato cold store through steady state CFD modeling.M.K.
Chourasiya, T.K. Goswami(2007) [7] Studied the effect of stack dimensions and stock volume as well as gaps between and within
bagged potato in the stack on cold down time of the product using CFD. Van Gerwen and Van Oort [8] utilized the Phoenics CFD
package to determine air velocities and product temperature based on cooler airflow rate, product properties and the geometry of cold
store and stowage pattern. In this model, the authors gave design recommendations in order to better homogenize airflow circulation
and temperature levels in the load. Talbot, Oliver, and Gaffney [9] studied that the variations of the porosity inside the carton affect
the predicted temperature of the product. Son H. Ho, Luis Rosario, Muhammad M. Rahman(2010) [10] studied the numerical
solutions of steady state airflow and heat transfer for three-dimensional and two-dimensional model of refrigerated space in which a
set of cooling coil unit is installed in front of the arrays of stack of palletized product packages.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The performance of cold storage only depends on the temperature. Lower the temperature inside the cold chamber, greater will be the
performance. To achieve the low temperature to storage, a refrigeration system is employed. This refrigeration system works on vapor
compression. The refrigerant R-22 is used as working fluid for vapor compression refrigeration.
2.1 Components of Cold Storage
The experiment setup of cold storage consists of following components:
 Compressor
 Condenser
 Receiver
 Filter-Drier
 Solenoid valve
 Evaporator
 Fans
Compressor: Reciprocating or screw type compressors are generally used in the cold storage. The reciprocating and screw
compressors are best suited for use with refrigerants which require a relatively small displacement and condense at relatively high
pressure, such as R-12, R-22, Ammonia, etc.. Compressor in experimental setup is of Emerson Climate Model CR36K6 reciprocating
type. Its rated refrigeration capacity is 8.739KW. Evaporator/condenser temperature is 43.3/54.4 . The rated electric consumption is
2.86KW.
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Condenser: It is an essential part of the cold storage plant. It is applied to work at higher side at the constant pressure. Three types of
condenser are frequently used in the cold storage – atmospheric or air type, water cooled and evaporative condenser. In the experiment
set up, forced air cooled condenser of 4.5TR is used. It consists of 48 Al tubes of length 60cm and 1.5cm in diameter. The fan used to
force air has specification of 920 RPM, 187 W power rating. For more heat transfer, Al fins are employed in condenser with a regular
gap of 2mm.
Receiver: It is basically storage vessel designed to hold excessive amount of refrigerant not in circulation. Refrigeration systems used
to varying heat loads, or systems using a condenser flooding valve to maintain a minimum head pressure during low ambient
temperatures, will require a receiver to store excess refrigerant. Liquid receivers are employed at liquid line as near as to the outlet of
condenser. The piping between condenser and receiver should be so arranged that it can enable for free drainage. A receiver‘s storage
capacity is based on 80 percent of its internal volume at a refrigerant temperature of 90°F as per ARI Standard 495. Generally, a
receiver is selected to receive 90 percent of the total system charge to provide adequate reservoir during high loads and to allow the
refrigerant to be isolated between the condenser and the receiver during repairs.
Filter-Drier: A filter drier in refrigeration system has two essential functions: first, to absorb contaminations present in the system,
such as water, which can create acid and second function, to provide filtration. The functions of filter dried are accomplished by use of
desiccants within filter drier. The three most frequently used desiccants are molecular sieve, silica gel and activated alumina.
Solenoid valve: A solenoid valve is an electromechanical valve often used to control the flow of liquid or gas. Solenoid valves are
widely used in many applications and are commonly used in refrigeration and air conditioning systems. Its function is simply to turn
refrigerant flow on and off. Solenoid valves provide fast and safe switching, reliability and compact design. A solenoid valve of
CASTEL ITALY type HM2 is used in experiment. The voltage range and rated power capacity are 220-230V and 8W, respectively.
Evaporators: It is also called cooling coil of the cold storage units. It plays a vital role in cooling the cold chamber and applied at low
pressure side and pressure should be uniform throughout the cooling process in the refrigeration units. The refrigerant of liquid type
from solenoid valve is passed down to a low pressure liquid and passed on to an evaporator mounted on cold store wall from solenoid
valve is admitted to the evaporator as shown in figure 2 and then there, the liquid refrigerant starts absorbing the heat from ambient
medium thereafter it boils and then converted into the vapor phase.

Figure 2 Ceiling Mounted Cooling Coil inside Cold Chamber
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The temperature of boiling refrigerant in evaporator must always be less than that of ambient medium so that heat absorption can be
there by the refrigerant. The dry expansion type of evaporator is being used to cooling the chamber of the cold storage unit and mount
to wall of cold store. The evaporator used in cold storage has specification of 32 Al tubes length of 66cm and 2cm in diameter. The
rated capacity of evaporator is 3 TON. The fan used in evaporator to forced air has 920 RPM and 187W rated power capacity.
Fan: In order to save power in the part load operation periods, fan works on cycled operations. Variable frequency drives are used on
the fans to save power consumptions. The RPM and rated power capacity are 920 and 187W, respectively.
2.2 Working Operation of a Cold Storage
For analysis of performance of cold storage for different stacking arrangement, vapor compression refrigeration plant using as
working fluid R-22 is employed. The schematic diagram of the arrangement is shown in figure 3. The low temperature and low
pressure vapor at state B is compressed by a compressor to high temperature and pressure vapor at state C. This vapor is then
condensed into high pressure vapor at state D in the condenser and then goes to receiver where excess refrigerants not in circulation
get stored.

Figure 3 Line Diagram of Cold Storage
The refrigerant in circulation after receiver passes through filter where contaminants from refrigerant are absorbed by desiccants.
Thereafter, the vapor goes to solenoid where vapor is throttled down to a low pressure liquid and passed on to an evaporator mounted
on cold store wall, where it absorbs heat from the cold store by the circulating fluid (being refrigerated) and vaporizes into low
pressure vapor at state B.
2.3 Cold Storage Description
The dimension of cold storage to be analyzed is 2.82m in length, 2.58m in width and 2.66m in height. In this cold storage, the product
is kept in 45 crates and these crates with product are arranged in layer to make a rectangular stack within the chamber. The dimension
of crate used to storing the product is 54cm in length, 36cm in width and 29cm in height. The crates are kept on the wooden platform,
called pallet with dimension 1.2m in length, 1m in width and 0.0154m in height, having regular gaps of 3inch for a better air
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circulation in cold chamber. The crates are stacked one above the other. In this manner, total 5 crates exist in the vertical direction
within cold chamber. The height of stacks is 1.45 m and there will be 9 stack columns.
3. STACKING ARRANGEMENTS
For uniform and rapid cooling within cold store, the crates of product should be so stacked that cold air from evaporator can be
enabled to move throughout each individual crates. It is essential that crates are so arranged that air channel can be made in cold store
for direct air movement and also there should be some gap between the crates and walls to enable refrigerated air to absorb the heat of
conduct through the walls.
In this paper, we are carried out the performance analysis of cold storage for three different arrangements of stacks. The arrangements
of stack are accomplished by providing the certain gap among the columns of stack. The different stacking arrangements are:
A. First Arrangement: In this arrangement, the columns of stack are separated with gap of 10 cm.

Figure 4 First Arrangement, Top View
B. Second Arrangement: In this arrangement, the columns of stack are separated with gap of 20 cm.

Figure 5 Second Arrangement, Top View
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C. Third Arrangement: In this arrangement, the columns of stack are separated with gap of 30 cm.

.
Figure 6 Third Arrangement, Top View
For uniform and rapid cooling within the cold store, the proper circulation of cold air is desirable. In order to have better circulation of
cold air, stacking arrangement should be proper that it enables the cold air to circulate through each individual crates within the cold
chamber.
4. OBSERVATIONS
The basic object of present work is to see the effect of stacking arrangements on the performance of cold storage. In this section, the
average product temperature distribution for various stacking arrangements has been presented. The graphs of average product
temperature distribution of 14 hours running of a cold storage for three different stacking arrangements with the gap of 10cm, 20cm
and 30cm are plotted. For every arrangement, we are considering three planes at the different distance along length, width and height
of the cold storage and each plane has 9 points of T-type thermocouple. The temperature distributions with time at different plane of
different arrangements are recorded by digital temperature indicator and average valve of recorded product temperatures of each plane
is depicted between coordinate axes. In all graph of temperature distribution, running time, in hours, of cold storage and average
product temperature in of crates of same plane are presented along X- axis and Y-axis, respectively.

Figure 7 Different Locations of T-type Thermocouple on a Plane from Top View
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A. First Arrangement
The average temperature distributions of different planes along length, width and height of cold storage are plotted as following:

Average Temperature, in °C

Figure 8 Average Temperature Distributions with Time, of Planes at Different Distance along Length from Front to Back in First
Arrangement with Gap of 10cm

65cm
129cm
193cm

Running Time, in hours

Figure 9 Average Temperature Distributions with Time, of Planes at Different Distance along Width from Left to Right in First
Arrangement with Gap of 10cm
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145.5cm
87.5cm
29.5cm

Running Time, in hours

Figure 10 Average Temperature Distributions with Time, of Planes at Different Distance along Height from Top to Bottom in First
Arrangement with Gap of 10cm
B. Second Arrangement

Average Temperature, in°C

The average temperature distributions of different planes along length, width and height of cold storage are plotted as following:

124cm
180cm
236cm

Running Time, in hours

Figure 11 Average Temperature Distributions with Time, of Planes at Different Distance along Length from Front to Back in Second
Arrangement with Gap of 20cm
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55cm
129cm
203cm

Running Time, in hours

Average Temperature, in °C

Figure 12 Average Temperature Distributions with Time, of Planes at Different Distance along Width from Left to Right in Second
Arrangement with Gap of 20cm

145.5cm
87.5cm
29.5cm

Running Time, in hour

Figure 13 Average Temperature Distributions with Time, of Planes at Different Distance along Height from Top to Bottom in Second
Arrangement with Gap of 20cm
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C. Third Arrangement

Average Temperature, in °C

The average temperature distributions of different planes along length, width and height of cold storage are plotted as following:

114cm
180cm
246cm

Running Time, in hours

Average Temperature, in °C

Figure 14 Average Temperature Distributions with Time, of Planes at Different Distance along Length from Front to Back in Third
Arrangement with Gap of 30cm

45cm
129cm
213cm

Running Time, in hours

Figure 15 Average Temperature Distributions with Time, of Planes at Different Distance along Width from Left to Right in Third
Arrangement with Gap of 30cm
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145.5cm
87.5cm
29.5cm

Running Time, in hours

Figure 16 Average Temperature Distributions with Time, of Planes at Different Distance along Height from Top to Bottom in Third
Arrangement with Gap of 30cm
5. RESULTS
The overall average temperature distributions of three different arrangements- first, second and third are shown in figure 17. From
figure 17, it is observed that after 14 hours of running of cold storage, the third arrangement has achieved a lower temperature than
others.
30

Average Temperature, °C

25
20
15

First
Second

10

Third
5
0

0

5

10

15

Running Time, in hours

Figure 17 Overall Average Temperature Distributions in Cold Storage for Different Arrangements
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Table 1: Results of Differernt Stacking Arrangements
Arrangement

Gap between
columns of stack

Overall Initial
average
temperature (°C)

Overall Final
average
temperature ( °C)

Surface Area (m2)

First

10cm

25.5

10.66

2.33

Second

20cm

24.41

9.02

2.99

Third

30cm

24.97

8.23

3.73

Power Consumptions
45

Power Consumption, in units

44
43
42
41
40

39
38
37
36

10cm

20cm

30cm

Gap between columns of stack

Figure 18 Power consumption of cold storage in three different stacking arrangements
From above figure 18, it is seen that the arrangement with gap of 30cm has consumed less unit of electricity.
6. CONCLUSION
The experiment is done for performance analysis of cold storage for different arrangements and their results are shown in table 1.
Here, it can be concluded that
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From average temperature distribution of different arrangement, it has been observed that on increasing the gap between the
columns of stack, the tendency of achieving low temperature within the cold store is more. This is happened due to on increasing
the gap between the columns of stack, the width of air channels in different arrangements increases accordingly. The increase in
width of air channels give the way to air to be circulated to each individual crates within the cold storage.
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In this experiment, we have been emphasized over the three different arrangements with gap of 10cm, 20, and 30cm. Out of three
arrangements, the third arrangement with gap of 30cm is most preferable. Because the average temperature of cold storage in this
arrangement is low, i.e. 8.23 °C, as relative to rest of other two arrangements.



The average temperature difference between second and third arrangement is not much more. It means that the temperature
distribution becomes better on increasing the gaps between the columns of stack up to a certain limit after which it is not that
much good.



On increasing gap between the columns of stack, stacking arrangements require more space of cold storage.



On increasing the gap between the columns of stack, power consumptions decrease.



The increase in gap is also influenced the running time of cold storage. Lager gap provides more air circulation, resulting to
achieve the optimal temperature of product rapidly.

From above conclusions, the third arrangement of stacks gives a better performance to cold storage and requires more space.
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Abstract--Hybrid Power System (HPS)s are considered as a reliable and viable option for the electrification of rural villages which
are beyond the reach of grid electricity. This project proposes a Novel method for an efficient power management, power quality
enhancement and regulation in Off-Grid Hybrid Power System(OG-HPS)s.The proposed method uses an Intelligent Module
Distribution Generation (IMDG) units, which internally uses the Phasor Measurement Units(PMUs) and Power Quality Regulation
Unit(PQRU) as its processing core ,with an aid of which they will detect the line faults and fluctuations in the power quality of the
OG-HPS and corrects them to their rated level. As the core internal components of the IMDG units, the PMU detects the spurious
fluctuations in the quality of power flowing through the associated bus line branch and measures the fluctuations with respect to its
rated counter-parts. It issues an alert including the power fluctuations calculated so far to the PQRU which consists of variable
winding transformers to step-up or to step-down the line voltage based on the calculated fluctuations. The PQRU not only intended to
maintain the rated power quality on the Power Distribution Bus(PDB) of the Off-Grid system, but also protects it from the frequent
physical faults due to natural disasters, birds and animals.The IMDG unit internally comprises a dedicated circuitry with bi-directional
breakers to detect, locate and isolate the line faults of the OG-HPS.The fault detection circuit of IMDG compares the instantaneous
parameter values of input and output breaker lines to detect the fault and isolate the faulted line. The IMDG regulates the power
quality with protected fault free operation of OG-HPS. The proposed algorithm is designed,implemented and simulated in MATLAB
environment

Key words--HPS,OG-HPS,IMDG,PDB,PMU,PQRU,Fault Isolation,Power Quality Regulation.
INTRODUCTION
Electrical energy is the most efficient and popular form of energy and the modern society is heavily dependent on the electric power
supply. The life cannot be imagined without the supply of electricity. A major part of world population lives in villages where the
extension of grid electricity is difficult and uneconomical. Off-grid power system which uses a hybrid combination of different
renewable energy sources are found to be an alternative for the electrification of these areas. In India, hundreds of off-grid biomass
power plants are set up under village energy security programme (V ESP) implemented by Ministry of new and renewable energy
(MNRE), India. The aim of this program is to deploy various renewable resources based systems to meet total energy requirements of
villages, in an efficient, reliable and cost effective manner. The improved quality and reliability in the supply definitely results in an
increase in the power demand and hence the reduction in cost of electricity from these off-grid power systems. At the same time the
quality and continuity of the electric power supplied is also very important for the efficient functioning of the end user equipment.
Most of the commercial and industrial loads[21] demand high quality uninterrupted power. Thus maintaining the qualitative power is
of utmost important. The quality of the power[23] is affected if there is any deviation in the voltage and frequency values at which the
power is being supplied. This affects the performance and life time of the end user equipment. Whereas, the continuity of the power
supply is affected by the faults which occur in the power system. So to maintain the continuity of the power being supplied, the faults
should be cleared at a faster rate and for this the power system switchgear should be designed to operate without any time lag. The
power quality is affected by many problems which occur in transmission system and distribution system. Some of them are likeharmonics, transients, sudden switching operations, voltage fluctuations, frequency variations etc. These problems are also responsible
in deteriorating the consumer appliances. In order to enhance the behavior of the power system, these all problems should be
eliminated.
Distributed Generation (DG) is an electrical power generation unit that is directly connected to a distribution network[8]
or placed as nearly as possible to its consumer. The technologies adopted in distributed generation vary in methods of generation
including small-scaled gas turbines, wind-farms, fuel cells, solar energy and hydro power plants, etc [1]. DG is both beneficial to the
consumers and utilities[6], much so in places where centralized generations are unfeasible or where deficiencies can be found in
transmission systems[11]. One of the challenging and vital issues for the customer is the reliability of the provided electrical energy.
At the same time electrical utilities wish to decrease the revenue loss caused by outage. For this reason, the DPS has to be more
reliable and efficient under not only routine conditions but also under emergency conditions. Under the situation that DPS consisting
of a number of radial feeders[7] are normally subjected to the various types of faults caused by storm, lightening, snow, freezing, rain,
insulation breakdown, and short circuit faults caused by birds and other exterior objects, desired reliability cannot be achieved easily.
In order to improve the reliability of the DPS, utility should be able to detect and recognize the fault location[2] and type immediately
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after the fault is occurred. The faster the fault location is identified or at least estimated with reasonable accuracy, the more accelerated
the maintenance time to restore normal power supply.
Benefit-wise, DG unit may offer solutions to the majority of power systems crave. However, installation of a DG unit at a nonoptimal place may have the reverse effect instead to the system; such as increases in system losses followed by an increase in cost [58]. With that in mind, selecting the most appropriate place for installation paired with the ideal size of a DG unit is of utmost
importance in a large power system. Nevertheless, the optimum choice and allocation of DG is a complex integrative optimization
method for which common or older optimization method falls short in implementing such a concept in the system [9].
Since Micro-Grid[10] Networks (MGN) are considered as the giant class Distributed Power Systems (DPS) which will cover
a large area, a fault occurred at one corner part of such network shows a serious impact on the entire network by causing a severe
deviation in its operation and remarkable variations in the power quality of the network there by leading to shut-down of the entire
network until or unless the fault was detected and isolated. All the times these huge complex MGNs[21] cannot spread their roots to
the remote areas due to the geographical conditions and discontinuities of these areas. Under these conditions the Off-Grid -Hybrid
Power Systems (OG-HPS) are considered as a reliable and viable option for the electrification of remote rural villages which are
beyond the reach of grid electricity. Many such renewable based off-grid power systems working mostly in India are generating power
which is not at par with grid power[22]. The control of power among different renewable sources while maintaining the power quality
of supply is important for the reliable and sustainable operation of these OG-HPS.For this purpose many algorithms are proposed in
the literature but their performance was not up to the satisfactory level, that is demanded by the real time applications. Hence as an
attempt to provide an eternal solution to this ever teasing limitations of OG-HPS we developed this project to enable the robust fault
free and power quality enhanced operation of OG-HPS.In this project We proposed a novel method for an efficient power
management, power quality improvement and regulation in Off-Grid Hybrid Power Systems (OG-HPS) using Intelligent Module
Distribution Generation (IMDG) unit as the DG unit.

II.PROPOSED METHOD
In this project we proposed and developed a novel method for an efficient power management ,power quality improvement
and regulation in the distributed generation based Off-Grid Hybrid Power Systems (OG-HPS) using an Intelligent Module Distributed
Generation(IMDG).IMDG unit internally implements a very efficient and widely accepted technique called the Phasor Measurement
Unit(PMU) and Power Quality Regulation Unit(PQRU) for fault monitoring and power quality enhancement of the OG-HPS.An
IMDG unit with PMU and PQRU as its core internal components is designed to act as a Distribution Generation (DG) Unit which can
reduce the power loss and improve the voltage profile. With an aid of these core processing units it maintains the power quality of
supply with perfectly isolated line faults. Generally the Distributed Power Systems (DPS) are a small scale power generation and
distribution units in located in the remote geographic regions to where the grid electricity cannot reach. DG[5] is a renewable energy
in small scale located near to the load in the DPS[20].Generally a Micro –Grid system is a large scale power distribution system
which is employed to cover a relatively a large geographic area with its power. In this project we intended centrally to develop a novel
method to design and implement an efficient IMDG units to use with OG-HPS for effective Observability [3], detection and isolation
of line faults that occur frequently and also for an efficient power management, power quality improvement, power quality regulation,
to improve the voltage profile and to reduce the power loss. Generally HPS are considered as a reliable and viable option for
electrification of rural villages and geographically remote areas, where there is a huge scarce for Grid Power. In such remote areas the
renewable energy resources such as solar energy, water resources and wind energy are the most dependable means. These renewable
energy resources[14] are employed as raw inputs to generate the power using the power generation units such as Photo-Voltaic
Cells[13], Hydro-Power Plants and Wind mills. Thus the generated power is distributed to the rural village and geographic remote
areas using the power distribution network employing power distribution units. The Generated Power of the renewable energy driven
power generation units is called a hybrid power which is not coming from conventional grid system. The generated hybrid power[19]
is routed efficiently from generation units[15] to the distribution units using a highly efficient loss less power coupling circuit which
will maintain the perfect impedance matching between the power generation and distribution units called the IMDG unit as DG Unit.
Normally these IMDG units will act as an interconnection unit between the power generation and distribution units. The IMDG units
will perform the function of the distributed generation along with the power generation and distribution units. The overall arrangement
including the power generation units, DG units and power distribution units are collectively named as HPS which is aimed at
generation and distribution of the hybrid power in remote areas using the renewable hybrid energy resources based on the principle of
DG[5]. Hence the name DG-HPS. .These DG-HPS are also called as Off-Grid Hybrid Power System (OG-HPS)s. Many such off-grid
power systems working mostly in India are generating power which is not at par with grid power. Due to high penetration of
Distributed Generation(DG) in the OG-HPS ,the transmission networks are no longer responsible for security issues in OG-HPS.All
the control of power among different renewable sources while maintaining the power quality oriented supply is very important for the
reliable and sustainable operation of OG-HPS[12].IMDG units may also participate in security as well as power generation and
distribution activities depending on their locations .Installation of IMDG units in the OG-HPS can reduce the power loss and improve
the voltage profile.
In order to improve the reliability, utility should be able to detect and recognize the fault location and type immediately after
fault occurs. The faster the fault location[4] is identified or at least estimated with reasonable accuracy, the more accelerated the
maintenance time to restore normal energy supply. Since the DG based OG-HPSs are the only possible means to electrify the remote
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villages and regions of irregular geometric structures and unfair atmospheric conditions. The reliable and sustainable operation of
these OG-HPS systems is of great importance to ensure an uninterrupted renewable power generation and distribution to the remote
geographic areas for which the grid electricity[16] cannot fulfill the need of their electrification. The most sophisticated and effective
algorithms are required for practical realization of the aforementioned task. Real time fault protection without operational disturbance
of the OG-HPS is a challengeous and almost impossible task for which we developed a new Distribution Generation (DG)unit[5]
called the IMDG unit using the novel most efficient and widely accepted techniques called the Phasor Measurement Units[17]. The
technique exploits the close relationships between the voltage and current phasors of power lines using the mesh voltage and node
current analysis and uses these universally accepted relationships to detect the deviations in the line parameter values such as line
amplitude, impedance and admittance levels. Using this analysis as the core processing unit, an IMDG unit performs the real time
fault detection and isolation with regulated power quality enhancement[18] without causing any disturbance to the normal operation of
the OG-HPS.A detailed implementation procedure and operational structure of the IMDG unit based OG-HPS is provided in section
III.

III.PROPOSED WORK
In this project we designed ,developed and implemented an Intelligent Module Distribution Generation(IMDG) unit with a novel
procedure which uses the most efficient and widely accepted technique called the Phasor Measurement Units and employed as a DG
unit in the emerging OG-HPS systems to ensure the real time fault protection with the regulated power quality enhanced operation of
OG-HPS.We constructed IMDG unit to act as an efficient DG units for fault free operation and power quality regulation of OGHPS.The schematic block overview of the proposed OG-HPS system is shown in figure(1)

Fig(1): Schematic block diagram of the proposed DG-HPS System.
The proposed system consists of a Off-Grid Hybrid Power System(OG-HPS) which is implemented using a ring bus architecture as
shown in figure(1).The ring bus architecture enables the OG –HPS to serve the regions surrounding it with its power. The OG-HPS
supplies the power to all regions or zones around it .One identical bus branch is drawn to each and every region or zone. Each power
distribution bus branch is put under the control of an unique IMDG unit as shown in the figure(1).Each IMDG unit will control and
monitors the assigned bus branch for faults and acts accordingly to detect and isolate the faults without showing any impact on the
distributed power quality and operational effectiveness of the OG-HPS.The OG-HPS maintains the data base of the rated values of
line parameters of individual lines of Power Distribution Bus(PDB) of the OG-HPS.The rated line parameter values are used as basis
for fault detection, isolation and power quality regulation in a OG-HPS.OG-HPS also consists of a Distributed Power Generation
Control System(DPGCS),which will control and regulates all operational activities of OG-HPS.DPGCS simply serves as a control
system for OG-HPS.All the IMDG units are put under the control and direction of DPGCS.The DPGCS controls all the IMDG units
through three control signals such as IMDGCN to control the enable/disable status of the IMDG unit,IMDGS to check the operational
activeness of the internal components of the IMDG unit and IMDGES to check the IMDG operational fault(error) status. The internal
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architecture of the IMDG unit is shown in figure (2), which consists of two major operational core processing blocks such as a Phasor
Measurement Unit(PMU) which is identically meant for fault protection and a Power Quality Regulation Unit(PQRU) which is meant
for power quality improvement and regulated power quality management. The IMDG unit based DG unit will consist of an IMDG unit
and its associated breakers. Among these two internal functional blocks of the IMDG unit, the PMU block is intended for an adaptive
fault security of OG-HPS with an intelligent detection of spurious power quality fluctuations caused by various PDB line faults and to
isolate the line faults. Whereas the PQRU is dedicated to regulate the deviated power quality with power fluctuations caused by
several natural and atmospheric conditions which are detected perfectly in quantity and supplied as feedback input to the PQRU block
by the PMU block. The internal architecture of the PMU block is shown in fig(2),which consists of a ROM unit, a RAM unit, a mini
processor (Line Parameter Calculation Circuits(LPCC)),and a Time Switched Comparator and Decision Making Device(TSC-DMD)
units.

Fig(2):Schematic block diagram of the proposed DG unit
A devoted mini-processor (Line Parameter Calculation Circuit) is used to calculate the instantaneous line parameter values of
PDB.The objective of ROM unit is to store the rated parameter values from data base unit of OG-HPS.The TSC-DMD unit accepts the
instantaneous line parameter values and rated line parameter values along with the control, status and trip signals of the individual
breakers as input and processes them accordingly to issue the necessary control signals to all breakers to ensure the fault free and
power quality regulated operation of the proposed OG-HPS.A single PMU block inside the IMDG unit controls all the breakers of
PDB lines. Each IMDG unit is put under the control of the DPGCS unit which will control them with a specialized set of three control
signals they are: IMDGCN (IMDG Control), IMDGS (IMDG Status) and IMDG Error Status(IMDGES). The Control signal logical
definitions are given as
IMDGCNIMDG control signal; If IMDGCN=1;IMDG unit is enabled, otherwise
disabled.IMDGS IMDG unit Operational
Status. If IMDGS=1; all the internal components of the IMDG unit are working perfectly and the IMDG unit is active at this instance
of operation, otherwise there is an error in the operational condition of internal components of the IMDG unit.IMDGESIMDG unit
Error Status. If IMDGES=1; there is a fault in the lines of the bus branch being monitored by this IMDG unit. Otherwise there is no
fault in the lines of the bus branch being monitored by this IMDG unit.
At every instant of its operation, the instantaneous operational status of the IMDG unit is informed in terms of a detailed text
message format to the DPGCS unit. The DPGCS unit receives the operational status messages from all the IMDG units to examine
their operation condition and to act accordingly. If the DPGCS unit receives a message stating an error in the operational condition of
a particular IMDG unit, the DPGCS unit passes the messages received from the corresponding IMDG unit which is monitoring the
faulted bus branch for faults to the technical department. Since this message from the DG unit consists of a detailed information about
the operational conditions of the region to which it is assigned as an independent region monitoring device, if any line fault is occurred
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in a region, then that fault condition is precisely identified by its type, location and number of the line suffering from the fault and the
same information is informed to the technical department so as enable faster recovery of faults with negligible amount of delay and
man power. Thus the PMU block will detects the line faults of the power distribution bus, which are the root causes for the power
quality fluctuations. These PMU blocks will sense the line fault conditions and isolates them immediately and calculates the power
quality differences between the instantaneous and rated power levels and informs the same to the PQRU for instantaneous power
quality correction. The second core processing block of the IMDG unit is the PQRU which is shown in fig(2),which internally consists
of a Line Amplitude Deviation Detector(LADD),which will detects and calculates the power quality fluctuations in quantitative terms
and a Cascaded Reconfigurable Transformer Unit(CRTU)s,which is meant to restore the fluctuated power levels on the PDB lines
with a suitable step up/step down action of the transformer units. The CRTU unit consists of a cascade connected Reconfigurable
Transformer Unit(RTU)s,one for each PDB line. The computed power quality fluctuations of each PDB line by the LADD unit are
supplied as the feedback input to the corresponding RTU in the CRTU,so as to regulate the power quality fluctuations and to ensure
the power quality enhanced operation of the OG-HPS .If there is no fluctuation in the power quality of a particular PDB line, no step
up /step down process is carried by an associated Reconfigurable Transformer Unit(RTU) of the line, but it will just acts as an auto
transformer without any step up/step down process, there by maintaining the same power quality on the line without any change. The
PQRU block is internally put under the control of the PMU block with an aid of two control signals such as LADDC and
LADDS.LADDC stands for Line Amplitude Deviation Detector Control(LADDC),where as LADDS stands for Line Amplitude
Deviation Detector Status(LADDS).If LADDC=1;then the LADD is enabled, otherwise disabled. If LADDS=1; then all the internal
components of the LADD are active, otherwise inactive. The internal architecture of the breaker circuit is shown in below figure (3),
which consists of three relay circuits to control three lines one for each line and the associated control circuitry. Each relay will control
and monitor the close or open status of one particular line. Each breaker has three control pins such as BC,BS and BTC with access of
which the associated IMDG unit controls its operation. Thus the PQRU will acts as the Power Fluctuation Regulator (PRF).If a fault is
occurred in a particular breaker lines, then it will get tripped by making its BTC=1 and based on the logic levels on Line Status
(LS)pins such as LS1,LS2 and LS3,the relay of the particular faulted line will be discharged. When LS1=1;then the first line of the
breaker will be faulty and hence isolated from the network. Similarly, if LS2=1, second line of the breaker will be isolated and if
LS3=1 then the third line of the breaker will be isolated.

Fig(3):Internal architecture of the breaker circuit

IV.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To test the operational efficiency of the proposed OG-HPS, the computer simulations have been performed using MATLAB.The
algorithm is designed, programmed with six operational zones for simplicity, which can be extended further to any number of regions
or zones with relatively less operational overhead costs and simulated using Matlab.As a first task after starting its operation the OGHPS initializes all its IMDG Units for rated fault free operation of the OG-HPS. This initialization includes loading the rated
parameter values of line voltage, line currents and associated phase deviations by individual IMDG Units from the OG-HPS as given
in table(1),table(2) and table(3).The initialization data of the OG-HPS is given as follows.
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Table(1): Network Rated Line Voltages

Table (2): Network Rated Line Currents.

Fig (3): Network Rated Phase Voltages.

Fig (4): Network Rated Power Levels

The control signal definitions of the IMDG unit for its fault free and faulty operational conditions are given in the table 5 and 6
respectively.

Table(5): Control signal definitions of the IMDG unit for fault free operational conditions

Table(6): Control signal definitions of the IMDG unit for faulty operational conditions.
The operational results of the proposed algorithm under fault free conditions of the OG-HPS are
The operational results of the proposed algorithm under fault free conditions of the OG-HPS are presented primarily as follows. Under
fault free condition the operational and performance summary of the proposed IMDG unit are given in table (7) and table (8)
respectively. These definitions are common for all IMDG units.
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Table(7):The operational summary of the IMDG unit for fault free operation.

Table(8): The performance summary of the IMDG unit for fault free operation.
The status and variational characteristics of breaker currents of the IMDG unit breakers with respect to the operational conditions are
illustrated in fig(4)

Fig (4): Breaker currents of the IMDG Unit breakers under fault free condition.

Fig(5):The Rated Power levels of the OG-HPS under fault free operation.
The operational results of the proposed algorithm under faulty conditions of the OG-HPS are presented primarily as follows. Under
faulty conditions the operational and performance summary of the proposed IMDG unit are given in table (9) and table (10)
respectively.
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Table(9): The operational summary of the IMDG unit for faulty operation.

Table (10): Performance Summary of the IMDG unit for faulty operation.
The status and variational characteristics of breaker currents of the IMDG unit breakers under faulty operational conditions are
illustrated in figure(6).

Fig (6): Breaker currents of the IMDG Unit breakers under faulty condition.
The power quality checking of the OG-HPS is done as follows.
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Fig (8): Instantaneous power levels of PDB lines before the needed enhancement.

Fig (9): Instantaneous amplitude levels of PDB lines before the needed enhancement.
The power quality regulation and enhancement of the OG-HPS is done as follows.

Fig (10): Instantaneous power levels of PDB lines after the needed enhancement.

Fig (11): Instantaneous amplitude levels of PDB lines after the needed enhancement.

V.CONCLUSION
The Robust and regulated operation of an Off-Grid Hybrid Power System (OG-HPS) can benefit the power distribution
company, network and also the consumers. Generally the spurious fluctuations in the quality of the power being supplied by the OGHPS not only causes a disturbance to the normal operation of the electrical utilities or consumer industries, but also these power
fluctuations may sometimes destroy the internal circuitry of the electrical machines. This leads to a huge production loss to the
consumer industries. These power fluctuations may be resulted due to normal input and load variations, which can be tolerated with
relatively less effort. But sometimes the power quality may get dropped due to line faults, which occurs because of natural disasters
such as storms, thunders, snow, rain, birds and animals. Power fluctuations due to line faults cannot be tolerated easily, until or unless
the fault is detected and isolated. Some years of research was dedicated to find an appropriate means for an efficient power
management and power quality improved operation of the OG-HPS. As a result, many algorithms were proposed in the literature with
fair performance characteristics which cannot meet the present application demands.In this effort in order to counteract to the
challenges in the adaptive fault security and power quality regulation of the OG-HPS, we designed and implemented a Novel method
for an efficient power management, power quality enhancement ,regulation and fault analysis in an Off-Grid Hybrid Power
System(OG-HPS) which works on Distributed Generation(DG) principle with Intelligent Module Distributed Generation(IMDG)unit
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being employed as a core DG unit.The IMDG concept is new and practically very efficient. Each IMDG unit encapsulates two major
processing units which are PMU and PQRU.These two units will work in coordination with each other to accomplish the task of
sensing the power quality deviation ,quality regulation, fault detection, location and isolation activities in the OG-HPS.The proposed
method is practically implemented and simulated in MATLAB software. The results of testing adjudge that the proposed algorithm is
best in all aspects and outperforms all the existing methods and techniques for fault free and power quality enhanced operation of OGHPS.

VI.FUTURE WORK
This algorithm is proven to be the best in performance in all aspects by its performance. In this project in order to reduce the
complexity, the proposed algorithm is practically implemented with 9-line ring bus architecture. But there are no constraints on the
size of the network and hence it can be extended to any large size OG-HPS with increased number of operational zones and any higher
order bus. Increase in the physical size of the OG-HPS network doesn‘t cause any performance dissimilarities and extra limitations.
As a consequence the physical size and processing capability of the internal components has to justified with the proper selection of
internal components of matched capacity and efficiency.
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Abstract— Data mining is a technique of automatically searching data for patterns, predictions, descriptions, rules,
summary, and classification. It is hidden knowledge used for making decisions and comparison of many different
attributes. While gathering helpful data some negative impacts on data use can be happen. Treating people unfairly in
some situations is called discrimination. But this is not always against the law. As price discrimination is not a crime but
selection of employees may be a crime. In this paper, Post-processing approach which is used to prevent discrimination
and to avoid loss of data is applied to adult dataset and evaluated.
Keywords— Data mining, Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), Direct and Indirect Discrimination, Antidiscrimination, Sensitive attributes, Rules, Classification,
INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the process of discovering knowledge which will help to make rules and take decisions on data
classification. The automatic decision support system in medical, educational system and industries deals with large
amount of data to make fast and correct decisions using data mining which handle such datasets, having very sensitive
information with sensitive attributes which may cause direct or indirect discrimination or both at the same time.
In processing discrimination, identification and checking of presence of discrimination is one part and another
part is discrimination prevention. In social life, discrimination affects people. So to prevent discrimination rules are made
and are called as anti-discrimination laws. For ex. in Europe, The European Union Legislation where anti-discrimination
rules for avoiding discrimination against color, race, age are used [5]. In US, UK, laws exist about Fair Housing Act, US
Equal Pay Act [9, 2].
Discrimination is of two types, direct and indirect. The prevention techniques named as Pre-processing method,
In-processing method and Post-processing method can be applied to avoid discrimination.
Direct discrimination: Direct discrimination consists of rules or procedures that explicitly mention minority or negative
groups based on sensitive discriminatory attributes related to group membership as given below:
{Foreign Worker= Yes, Gender=Female}→Hire= No
{Foreign Worker=Yes, Gender= Male} → Hire= Yes
Here, priority given to female so direct discrimination takes place [6].
Indirect discrimination: Indirect discrimination occurs when decisions are made based on non-sensitive attributes which
are strongly correlated with biased sensitive ones. The rules are like below:
{Zip =413513}→Hire = no
{Zip =104523}→ Hire = Yes
From zip code of city we get information about area from which we decide conditions of people or behavior of
people. Again partiality can be recognized indirectly [6, 9].
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Finding discrimination is critical task. The dataset is consisting of some potential discriminated and potentially
non-discriminated attributes, then a presence of discrimination is checked and prevention is applied to it.
RELEATED WORK
Discrimination Aware Data Mining (DADM) deals with finding methods to discover or prevent discrimination
using data mining techniques. The research in this area has been started from 2008 by D. Pedreschi. The approach is based
on classification rules and reasoning on them by measuring discrimination. Then Pedreschi, Ruggieri explained about
discovery of in/ direct discrimination and methods to prevent discrimination in [13].
S. Haijan, J. Domingo explained in [4], gave 3 major methods to prevent discrimination which are Preprocessing, In-processing, Post-processing. Where Pre-processing method is used to remove discriminated data due to this
data loss can take place. In-processing method the standard data mining algorithms are changed to avoid discrimination.
The Post-processing method helps to remove discrimination by changing results of data mining tasks but no loss of data
here.
Discrimination can cause due to decisions so modification deals with decision trees like Navie Bays decision tree
used for making decisions. S. Hajian, J. D Ferrer, A. Balleste, represented that this uses the In-processing and the Postprocessing to avert discrimination [3].
The possibilities of discrimination can take place in credit card application [4], adult dataset [4], crime and
intrusions detection [2], project funding [14].
Here, increase in research is done by keeping step on automation tools. The tools are designed such as
discrimination discovery and prevention can be done automatically. Pedreschi, Ruggieri, and Turini designed a tool
named LP2DD, helps to detect discrimination in automatic decision support system [10].
The related work helps to understand different discrimination methods of discovery and prevention with its
advantages and limitations from paper [15].
PROPOSED SYSTEM
A] System overview:

Fig 1: System Overview
Data preprocessing: In data preprocessing dataset is uploaded and records with missing values are removed. The
frequent item sets are created with Apriori algorithm . The Apriori is significant algorithm for mining regular item set for
Boolean association rules.
Pre Processing Method: In this module the user avoids discrimination by using preprocessing method. In this method
user gives alpha value and PD and PND rules are created. Four algorithms are designed for avoiding discrimination are
named as Direct Rule Protection-1,2, Rule generation and Indirect Rule protection for direct and indirect discrimination
respectively.
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Post Preprocessing Method: In this module, Post-preprocessing method with CMAR algorithm is used to prevent data
from discrimination.
B] Algorithms used
Input: a dataset.
Output: discrimination free rules
First phase: Rule Generation
Step1: Scan of database for finding item sets.
Step2: Sort in descending applied on attributes to construct frequent pattern tree
Step3: Generate a subset of CARs based on F-list without overlapping
Step4: Prune the FP-tree by distributing class label
Step5: CR-tree is constructed to index the rules and potential sharing of rules and saving space since the rules that have
common frequent items share the part of path
Step6: Prune the rules with high and low confidence to select subset of rules based on database coverage
Second phase: classification based on multiple rules (CMAR).
Step1: Divide the rules into groups according to class labels
Step2: Measure the combined effect of each group to compare the strength of the groups, is very tough, CMAR adopted
weighted X2 measure.
In this way we get the strong rules free from discrimination.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A] Dataset
Here, adult dataset is used which contains nine attributes and 200 records. The dataset contains general
information about the individual: sex, training, marital status, race, nation, education, salary. Rules are generated from the
dataset by using the CMAR algorithm are discrimination free.
B] Results
The Fig. 2 is line graph comparision for the output of Alpha Table in the Table. 1 where ,





DRPM I – Direct Rule Protection Method 1
DRPM II – Direct Rule Protection Method 2
RG- Rule Generalisation
IRP- Indirect Rule Protection
α- values

DRPM- RG IRP
II
0.2
181
81
84
83
0.3
184
79
85
86
0.6
80
80
83
86
0.7
81
81
85
86
0.9
78
80
86
84
Table 1.: No. of Records Changed with α in the Pre-processing Method
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Fig. 2.: No. of Records Changed with α in the Pre-processing Method
The Fig. 3 is line graph comparision for the output of the Table. 2 where , no. of rules are constant or less which makes
discrimination free classification.
K value
No. of
rules
1
6
4
4
5
3
6
3
7
3
Table 2.: No. of Rules Generated with K values in the Post-processing Method

Fig. 3.: No. of Rules Generated with K values in the Post-processing Method
CONCLUSION
Mining rules which are used for taking decisions can cause discrimination. Discrimination is the research subject
in financial aspects, laws and sociologies. Here, in this paper distinct approaches to find and avoid discrimination
algorithms are discussed.
The system for Post-processing discrimination preventing technique is implemented to overcome the
disadvantages of data loss and one-class rules of the Pre-processing. The post processing method produces stronger rules
with adult dataset which can be further used in applications like employment selection, validation for issue of credit card.
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Abstract— Many cryptographic algorithms are vulnerable against various attacks including side channel attacks. A side channel
attack causes a continues leakage of information through the physical structure of a cryptosystem. For example, a large delay in
information retrieval, heavy power consumption, which can generate damage to the system. This paper introduces a compiler to
protect cryptographic algorithms against various attacks by executing certain suits of tasks automatically. Firstly the compiler detects
the most sensitive instructions which leak the most information during side channels attack. This process is accomplished either by
static or dynamic analysis. In dynamic analysis, metric in terms of information theory is acquired over the power traces during the
completion of the input program, while in static analysis, as information leakage starts implying in a loss of security, the compiler
produces a batch of instructions with a software countermeasure such as random precharging or Boolean masking. This software
protection will results in significant overhead in terms of time and space complexity of cryptographic algorithm. The proposed
compiler is crosschecked against two block ciphers algorithms, AES and Clefia; and experimentally it is clear that the compiler offers
best productivity for cryptosystem developers to protect their implementations from side channel attacks.
Keywords- SIDE-CHANNEL ATTACKS, POWER ANALYSIS ATTACKS, SOFTWARE COUNTERMEASURES, COMPILER

1 INTRODUCTION
SECURITY is a fundamental criteria in most of today‘s computing domains That means hardware and software systems must be
designed with extreme security to restrict attackers to access the confidential data. Presently, hardware and software tools do not
emphasis on security, despite of its major importance. For instance, side channel attacks are a major area of consideration. As
enumerated in abstract, side channel attacks harm the physical layer of a cryptographic algorithm, keeping the internal mathematical
structure of the system intact. Some of publicly known side channels attacks are a large delay in information retrieval, heavy power
consumption [5] etc. these attacks are performed by an adverse accessing the device, and encrypting finite sample of plaintexts,
without the exact secret key used in the device. Lots of suits of tasks (we call it as countermeasures) are suggested against these side
channel attacks; typically these countermeasures are manually designed by experts to demolish the effect of side channel attack. So to
free from the dependency of the expert, we propose a compiler which automatically produces some software countermeasures for
cryptographic system to prevent it from side channel attacks.
These countermeasures may produce effect on the performance and code size of input program; also it is not practical to protect every
instruction in a cryptographic algorithm. Therefore, to address the above problems, proposed compiler recognizes a subset of the
instructions for protection, subject to meeting a desired level of security.
The flow of compilation process to protect against side channel attack constitutes following three steps:
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Information Leakage Analysis predicts the instructions which are vulnerable to side channel attacks. The compiler can find
out measurements regarding side channel attack via power traces during static analysis.



Transformation Target Identification finds data dependencies within the sensitive instructions and thereby larger groups of
instructions that deserves the security.



Code Transformation executes mechanism on sensitive instruction. (See Fig 1)
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Fig:1 Three Stages of Compiler[1]

That means priory, compiler predicts the sensitive instructions that looses the most information.
In next step, the compiler groups the deserved instructions to stop information leakage. Finally, some countermeasure are executed on
instructions to generate the transformed program which is the secure enough against any kind of attack.The proposed compiler can be
evaluated on block cipher algorithms like, AES and Clefia, using software countermeasures like random precharging and Boolean
masking. Random precharging requires local analysis and code transformations; while Boolean masking requires global form of
treatment. The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Sections 3 to5 respectively describe the
three key steps of proposed compiler. Section 6 outlines experimental setup regarding this project . Finally section 7 concludes the
paper.

2 RELATED WORK
Traditionally, cryptanalytic attacks were damaging mathematical structure of cryptographic algorithms keeping physical level of
implementation intact. Contrast to it, side channel attacks work with different way: instead of mapping binary inputs with binary
outputs, side channel attackers destroys the relations between this information with consuming excess power to uncover the secret
key. These attackers need not require specific knowledge regarding the internal details of the device. The attacker must aware of only
the algorithm being executed during the attack. The proposed compiler enhances the functioning of algorithm against power based
side-channel attacks.
In network security, power analysis attack is a form of side channel attack in which the attacker records the power consumption of a
cryptographic hardware devices like smart card, integrated circuit etc. and thereby retrieve secret keys and other confidential
information from the device. Simple power analysis (SPA) is a side channel attack which visually examines power graph of a device
over time. And records variations in power consumption as device performs various operations.
Most of the mechanization existing for side channel protection concentrate on hardware countermeasures. For example, Tiwari et al.
[9] introduced secure power-analysis-attack-resistant ICs which adopt a digital very large scale integrated (VLSI) design flow.
While performing the review on this work, Moss et al. [7] proposed Boolean masking technique. But this method didn‘t take care
about the sequence of instruction execution in the output that‘s why it leads to susceptible codes in most of today‘s devices. So
ultimately, this technique fails if unique mask is used in two consecutive instructions. On the other hand, our compiler transforms
assembly language instructions and avoids susceptible orderings. Secondly, there are lots of formatting concerns on high-level source
code in the work proposed by Moss et al. This is also not the issue in working of our compiler.

3 PROPOSED WORK
The proposed compiler framework totally based on three important steps. In this section, the first step of compilation process is clearly
examined
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3.1 ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION LEAKAGE
This is the first step which determines instructions leaking the most sensible information causing side-channel attack. The
cryptographic algorithm in terms of assembly language instructions is fed as an input to this step for the protection, and the output is
produced in terms of comments describing the sensitivity of each instruction.
The reason that we choose to operate on assembly The reason behind feeding assembly instructions as an input is to preserve the
output behavior of the program by applying the countermeasures including detection of redundant code, and eliminate them so as to
improve performance and reduce code size. That means if higher level, instructions are added in the form of countermeasure, it would
not harm the output of the program. Random precharging is the good example of this process.
There are two ways to perform information leakage including static analysis , dynamic analysis. In static analysis, assembly code is
decompiled into a traditional intermediate representation by using program slicing techniques[9] and thereby sensitive instructions
along with their dependencies, are also identified.
While in Dynamic Analysis, power traces are provided by the user and dynamically sensitive instructions are identified with it.

3.1.1 Program Slicing techniques
A Program Slicing techniques emphasis on obtaining parts of a program (i.e program slice) from the given program based on slicing
criterion. It is actually an algorithm by which a Program P is reduced to slice S by applying certain criteria C. In other words it can be
termed in terms of function S=f(P,C) where f is algorithm, that uses P as the input program and obtains slice S from it by applying
slicing criteria C.

Figure 1 (a) shows a sample program that takes a number n, and calculates the sum and the product of first n positive numbers. While
figure 1 (b) is the reducible slice of this program based on criterion (10, product) which includes the code regarding the product of first
ten positive integer only. Returning to the discussion, details regarding Static and Dynamic Analysis are as follows.

3.1.2 Static Analysis
In this type of analysis, given cryptographic software is automatically analyzed and sensitive instructions are correctly highlighted. At
very first, the source program is decompiled into a Control Flow Graph (CFG), along with a Data Flow Graph (DFG) to symbolize
dependencies. Various decompilation methods are summarized in the Ph.D. thesis of Cifuentes [9], which is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig 2: Decompiler[9]

A Decompiler is a program that reads the source code in machine languages and translate it into high level language i.e. it works
exactly in reverse manner to that of compiler which translates high level program into object files . The process of decompiling is also
having some finite number of steps which are represented in diagram next(see fig 3).

Fig 3: Steps of Decompiler [9]
Returning to the discussion, during static analysis, generated intermediate code composed of CFG and DFG instead high-level
language representation of the application there by avoids high level code optimizations and code generation phases. The decompiler
can be implemented in C++ using Lex and Yacc [2].

An idiom is a set of instructions executing a single operation. For example, a set of instructions used by 8-bit processor to complete a
16-bit operation, which can be termed [9]. The compiler builds a basic blocks containing a single idiom. Thus maintains the control
structure of the application satisfying control flow paradigm, and the DFG propagates the relevant information regarding the
sensitivity level and protection requirements etc. through an idioms. So next, the compiler starts the construction of the DFG as a
graph G=(V,E) where V is the node of G and E represents the flow of information through these nodes. If V uses the undesired data,
then V is distinguished as sensitive idioms. Moreover its descendents ( if any) are also fixed as sensitive.
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The user passes critical variables through command-line to the compiler. However, if user hasn‘t provided any specific critical
variables then compiler by default assumes that all variables from the program are critical.
To motivate above concept, if load operation is taken into the consideration, it copies a byte of the secret key from memory to a
register and thereby accesses critical data and is termed as sensitive.
Fig. 4 provides a complete process of static analysis. At first, the compiler examines the idioms and builds the CFG and DFG;
afterwards, the DFG is examined to determine the sensitive instructions.

Fig 4: Static Analysis applied to first two operations of AES[1].

Figure 4 (a) is the source code of first two rounds of AES algorithms. This involves Ex-Or operations of key and state. While figure 4
(b) is the control flow representation of previous source code. The instructions highlighted in red fonts are sensitive instructions. For
such sensitive instructions Figure 4 (c) will plot Data Flow graph DFG by interleaving their dependencies.

3.1.3 Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic analysis decides the sensitivity of every instruction based on empirical measurements. The users are expected to provide an
assembly language implementation of the cryptographic algorithm along with power traces requirement to execute different (plaintext,
key) pairs. The user specifies a filename as command line parameter to perform dynamic analysis on it. Based on power requirements,
sensitive instructions are found out.
Prior to compiler, power requirement of each instruction is obtained via an oscilloscope; more explanation regarding it is summarized
in section 6.1. All these measurements are taken at a high frequency (e.g., 4 GHz in the setup), and then compressed to single power
trace for each clock cycle.
During dynamic analysis, compiler performs the following steps automatically:
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The power trace of each instruction is examined, and based on the information theoretic metric, sensitivity of each clock
cycle is determined. Information Theory also estimates the amount of information leakage through the system. Clock cycles
with power trace exceeding certain threshold set by user, are diagnosed as sensitive instruction. The user can pass the
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threshold through the command line to the compiler (Ex threshold = val), where val is in the range [0,1] where 0 implies full
protection and 1 argues for no protection
Next the compiler maps each clock cycle from the traces with an assembly instruction. Therefore most sensitive clock cycle
are automatically mapped with sensitive instruction.

However, it should be noted that, the sensitivity of the entire system is dictated by its most sensitive clock cycle. Fig. 5 denotes some
sample power traces.

Fig 5: Histogram to devise the sensitive clock cycles [1]

As shown in figure, a sensitivity value is recorded for each cycle, and instructions whose sensitivity exceeds the threshold (0.4 in this
example) are diagnosed as sensitive.
Sensitivity Evaluation Estimates:
A metric to evaluate sensitivity is totally based on an information theory expressed by Standaert et al. [3], which measures the
resistance of a crypto instructions against the strongest possible power analysis attack. This metric forms a relationship between the
secret key by which encryption is done and the power traces per clock cycle.
Let K , X, and L are random variables denoting the secret key, plaintext, and information leakage respectively, and k, x and l be their
absolute realizations in the execution of the algorithm. Let μ and ζ be the mean and standard deviation of information leakage L when
it is uniformly distributed. From above errata, we can state the probability density function for L.

Fig 6: Probability Density Function for Information Leakage [1].
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Where μ is average noiseless mean when (k, x) pair is executed and ζ represents standard deviation. The sensitivity of instruction
could also be represented in terms of entropy as

Fig 7: Entropy of K given L [1]
As shown in figure 7, Entropy to measure the impurity in Secret Key K due to leakage L is calculated. It first considers the probability
of proper functioning of key as well as plaintext. Then it considers the probability of leakage l occurs in encryption of plaintext with
secret key k.
Which can be rewritten as

Fig 8: Entropy of K given L in terms of probability density

function [1]

The actual sensitivity of instruction with respect to the Leakage in the key is determined as :
I [K; L] =H [K]-H [K/L]

(1)

In above equation, I [K; L] denotes the sensitivity of instruction I with respect to the leakage in secret key K where as H [K] denotes
entropy to calculate the purity of secret key K, and
H [K/L] defines the impurity in secret key K due to leakage L.

4 TRANSFORMATION TARGET IDENTIFICATION
Once sensitive instructions are dug out, the compiler automatically chooses instructions for protection. To do this work, some fairly
simple countermeasures, including random precharging and random delay insertion, a peephole optimization suffices are available.
With the help of any of above countermeasure, it is possible to protect each sensitive instruction easily, without effecting other
instructions in the program. This phase totally emphasis on finding out the sensitive instructions in the cryptographic algorithm. Other
types of countermeasure like masking and instruction shuffling protect idioms relying on critical data.
The transformations which we apply to an every idiom heavily rely on data and control dependencies among the instructions. For an
instance, in case of masking countermeasure, masks are traversed through sensitive idioms having dependency. In other words, the
output mask from one idiom is an input mask to another idiom. The compiler forms group of the sensitive idioms having common
dependencies using a simplistic program slicing [39] technique. A forward slice can be constructed by traversing forward through the
Program dependence Graph (PDG) [9].
A PDG is a directed graph: G=<V, E>. Where
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V is set of vertices containing statements, control predicates.
E is the set of edges representing flow of data and control through the statements of program.
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As a result, this phase of automation reveals the dependencies between idioms and in turn, constructs forward slices for all of the
critical data in the program.

5 CODE TRANSFORMATION
This is the last phase of proposed compiler. In this phase, compiler applies proper convolution on transformed idioms targeted during
the previous step. The output of this phase is secure assembly language program. As usual, the user orders for the protection
mechanism via command line arguments
(Ex. method=countermeasure), Where countermeasure is provided in the form of random Precharging or Boolean Masking.

5.1 Local Code Transformations
Some convolutions can be applied locally to each sensitive instruction using a peephole optimization [8]. A peephole optimization is
one kind of replacement strategy, in which, a block of contiguous instructions is replaced by a more efficient semantically equivalent
sequence.

5.1.1 Common Techniques applied in Peephole Optimization [9]:


Constant folding - Assess constant sub expressions in advance.
Ex: r1:=3*2 becomes r1:=6



Strength reduction - Faster Operations will be replaced with slower one.
Ex: r1=r2*2 becomes r1=r2+r2



Null sequences – Operations that are ineffective will be removed.
e.g.: r1=r1+0 and r1=r1*1 are not having any effect, therefore liable to remove.



Combine Operations - Replacement of the few operations with similar effective single operation.
e. g.: r2:=r1*2
Becomes

r3:=r1+r1.

r3:=r2*1


Algebraic Laws - Simplification and reordering of the instructions using algebraic laws.
r1:=r2
Becomes r3:=r2
r3:=r1.

Returning to our discussion, Cryptography widely used extended instruction set [10] to monitor a small set of custom instructions in a
general-purpose processor to accelerate the processing of cryptographic workloads. Figure next (see fig 9) shows the data path
required for extended instruction set. Figure 9 graphically represents the functional unit for the AES instruction set extensions (ISE
FU) proposed in [10]. Op1 and op2 denotes the two 32-bit operands input to the functional unit . The opcode of the instruction
initiates the operation in the functional unit, producing the 32 bit value as result. This functional unit performs the AES
transformations including SubBytes, ShiftRows, and MixColumns, as well as their respective inverses . Using this datapath, one can
execute a 128-bit AES encryption in 196 clock cycles as comparison, 1,637 cycles required to perform same work without the
extended set instruction data path. But this data path is vulnerable to simple channel attack. So the random precharging methodology
can be used as a solution to this problem. It increases the resistance against power analysis by randomly charging the data path before
(precharge) and after (postcharge) a critical data is processed. This solution involves careful modification of the cryptographic
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software, and delivers a moderate amount of increment in security thus offers the protection. Moreover the operations required to
perform random precharging differ for each device, depending on its power consumption estimates. For example, random precharging
would not offer protection for devices that employ precharged busses.
To proceed with this methodology, the target device applicable is 8-bit AVR microcontroller. Initially some sample experiments are
performed to accomplish random precharging. The objective behind this is to find an appropriate idiom that really needs the
protection. Then compiler would replace these sensitive idiom.

Fig 9: Instruction set extensions for AES as proposed in [10]

Random precharging [10] can also used locally to transform code. example: the data path is randomly charged before and after a
critical instruction using randomly generated operands. This approach is effective on devices that have high dynamic power
consumption proportional to the Hamming distance between two consecutive cycles‘ data flowing through a wire, gate, or functional
unit; most modern embedded devices exhibit this behavior, since switching activity determines dynamic power consumption. The key
idea is to randomize the bits on the critical components, such as a register or data bus; this randomizes the power consumption, since
the Hamming distance between a uniformly distributed random variable and a fixed value is also uniformly random.

5.2 Global Transformation
Some solutions include information transfer between dependent pair of idioms. In order to do that, the compiler applies global code
transformations on the program slices constructed previously. Boolean masking [7] is one of the widely used countermeasures against
power analysis attacks.
It requires global code transformation mechanism and provides tight protection during various attacks. The most common form of
Boolean masking is x‘=x x or r. where:
 x is masked input.
 r is Random Variable.
 x‘ is masked output
That means, at certain level, Boolean masking performs xor operation on the piece of program with some uniform random values (
we call it as mask). This resultant mask is propagated further as a mask for next level and so on. That means, none of the intermediate
values are disclosed during this operation.

5.2.1 Actual realization of Boolean Masking [7]:
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To accomplish a Boolean masking, the data is masked as
x‘=x ^ r where r is random variable. To describe it in detail, consider one level computes x3 = x1 ^ x2. Where masked values x1‘ and
x2‘ could be obtained as x1‘=x1 ^ r1 and x2‘ = x2 ^ r2 respectively in its earlier computation level. Moreover x3‘ could be realized as
x3‘= x1‘ ^ x2‘ and r3= r1 ^ r2. Based on these, x3 finally obtained as x3=x3‘ ^ r3.
Returning to the discussion, global transformation includes identification of slice for protection consisting idioms accessing the critical
data (we call it as sources). Then compiler operates the Masks on the sources; then traverses the convoluted slice forward along with
the masks to intermediate nodes. Finally the masks are removed from the sinks to conclude this process (see fig 10)

Fig 10: The process of Boolean masking [1]

As shown in figure 10, the convolution is done on sensitive operations with uniformly random values. Further all the intermediate
results are also masked without disclosing their behavior. In above hierarchical representation, masks are represented on edges. At
last, we require performing unmasking to remove the mask from the sink. As it can be seen, there are two types of operations
including linear as well as non linear, implementation of Boolean Masking varies according to their type.

5.2.1.1 Masking linear operations:
Consider node <y= x1 ^ x2 > in the tree shown in Fig. 10.a. The compiler starts the process by masking at the source slice; when it
travels further, the masked outputs of earlier step as well as the actual mask values are propagated at next level. According to it, Fig
10.b shows the convoluted slice with powerful protection. Following Algorithm (see fig 11) shows the whole process

Objective: To protects node < y= x1 ^ x2 >
Output:
Vc‘: masked node.
Inputs:
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m1 : mask propagated from first ancestor of Vc‘.
x1‘: output of first ancestor of Vc‘ (i.e. x1‘= x1 ^ m )
m2: mask propagated from first ancestor of Vc‘.
x2‘:output of second ancestor of Vc‘(i.e. x2‘= x2 ^ m )
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m3: masks propagated from Vc‘.

Return <y‘=x1‘^x2‘^m1^m2^m3>
The confined vertex Vc‘ contains four operations along with optional load/store operations according to data availability in the
registers. The sequence of execution these operations are very important as far as protected output code is considered. To provide
maximum amount of security, proposed compiler never discloses the intermediate values ( in example x1,x2 , or y ).
In the protected output, intense care is to be taken in the ordering of two operands for execution.
For ex: < y‘=(((x1‘^x2‘)^(m1^m2))^m3)> forms the worst form of ordering.
This form of masking requires availability of registers for the storage of the mask values. Liveness property of register provides this
information. If there is a problem of insufficient registers, then some values in the registers are swapped out to the memory and
swapped in when there is a no longer need of masks.

5.2.1.2 Masking non-linear operations:
According to Shannon‘s property of confusion, cryptographic algorithms perform non-linear operations to clearly visualize the
relationship between plaintext and ciphertext via a substitution box, (S-box).
Non-linear operations in software can be implemented through lookup tables, where the input in the form of plaintext and key, serves
as the index for that table. For Ex, the instruction r24=sbox[r24] is implemented as lookup table as the index of sbox is input
dependent. Therefore, such types of instructions could be classified as non linear operation.
It is an challenging task to mask a non-linear operations is and it requires to replicate the tables, every time for each mask value.
A load operation is masked as a table lookup by compiler, iff the accessed address is input dependent. The compiler decides whether
an address is input dependent by constant propagation, in which certain static analysis is done to verify the queried address is constant
or not, if yes, it is not treated as a table lookup otherwise it is supposed to be a table lookup.
Consider the vertex in the tree, representing a sensitive table lookup operation < y=S[x]> and its parent node is producing the value
for x. Upon application of mask, x is replaced by x‘=x^m.
Now the actual problem starts in computation of y‘=y^m3 as we can‘t use S[x‘] in the place of S[x] as it is non-linear operation. So
the option is to find out new lookup table Sm‘ for each new mask value of m. So to create masked output y‘=y^m3 using the input
x‘=x^m1, the applicable formula is, y‘=S[x]^m3=S[x‘^m1]^m3=S‘[m3][x‘^m3^m1]. The compiler uses this transformation to protect
the output. This transformation is summarized in the following algorithm.
Objective: To Protect the node <y=S[x] >
Output:
Vc‘ : masked node.
Inputs:




m1: mask propagated from the only ancestor of
x1‘: output of the only ancestor of (i.e., x‘=x^m1)
m3: mask to be propagated from Vc‘

Return <y‘=S‘[m3]^[x‘^m3^m1] >
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Basically, any operation which is implemented as a table lookup is a non-linear operation and most of cryptographic algorithms are
built on top of linear operations or table lookups to simplify the protection.

5.3 Optimization of number of masks:
As stated above, a separate mask is required to mask each new non linear operation and obviously produces excess amount of
overhead in code-size. To limit these overhead, proposed compiler works on very few number of masks, without compromising in
protection.
The compiler follows edge-coloring algorithm to optimize the number of masks. According to Vizing Theory, edge-coloring or graph
coloring is an application of colors to the edges of graph such that no two adjacent edges of that graph having the same color. The
minimum number of colors required to color the graph is called as chromatic index of that graph G, denoted as x‘(G).
Based on this theory, the discussion regarding optimum number of masks is expanded.

5.4 Unmasking:
Similar to the linear operation, non-linear operations are also require unmasking to remove the mask from the sink finally.

5.5 Output code generation:
This is the final step which obtains assembly code from the transformed program representation. This phase is so simple as each node
belonging to an instruction or an idiom, can be easily reverted. A code segment generated by standard library calls, is later on inserted
by the compiler. Lastly, the intermediate representation is traversed to generate the protected program.

6 EXPECTED OUTCOME
In this experiment, two block ciphers are used as benchmarks: AES(Advanced Encryption Standard) and Clefia algorithm.
Benchmarks are the suits of tasks required to enhance the performance of application. To simulate AES, AVR controller is used while
for Clefia, novel C implementation is used. That‘s Why, no any hand free assembly language is available. It could be demonstrated
from the experimental results, that the compiler can successfully insert the protection mechanisms into an unprotected code. Our target
platform is an 8-bit Atmel AVR ATmega microcontroller.

6.1 Experimental Setup
Figure 11 shows the experimental setup requirements for the project. An oscilloscope measures power consumption through the
differential probe used for digital sampling. A PC examines the power traces and initiates the board to load software and verify correct
encryption. The board reduces electronic noise as much as possible as it is designed internally with caliber equipments. . Each
experiment will be repeated 25 times and averaged results will be reported further to eliminate random effects caused by
measurement.
Power trace are obtained with a 10 ohm resistor associated with microcontroller using the circuit containing digital sampling
oscilloscope with differential probe connected to it. The communication between microcontroller and oscilloscope can start and stop
measurements. The power traces obtained by the oscilloscope are forwarded to the PC to fight with attacks. The PC runs the
cryptographic software on the microcontroller board, and traces the results produced by the microcontroller.
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Fig: 11 Experimental arrangement for the project.[1]

6.2 Results and Discussion
Proposed compiler will be able to insert software countermeasures such as Random Precharging and Boolean masking
during the presence of attack.
6.2.1 Random Precharging Experiments
In our experiments, command-line parameters including dynamic_analysis_traces.txt which are passed to the compiler:
along with threshold=0 and method= randomPrecharging parameter. In order to prepare for that, a file containing power
traces, ―traces.txt‖, is required which is randomly-generated by microcontroller using pair of (plaintext, key) pairs, and
collecting real-time power measurements. The compiler automatically determined sensitive instructions.
6.2.1.1 Sensitivity Evaluation:
In this subtitle, we have elaborated how the protection mechanism improves security. At first, the compiler applies dynamic analysis
to determine the sensitive instructions from cryptographic algorithm. Fig. 12 reports power traces and thereby sensitivity of each clock
cycle while the first round of the unprotected AES implementation proceeds. The structure of the AES algorithm yields regular
patterns with this kind of analysis. This AES operations is consisting of four main operations :
 AddRound Key (ARK),
 SubBytes (SB),
 Shift Rows (SR)
 MixColumns.(MC).
Internally, AES algorithm is represented as (4 by 4) array, and each operation acts on individual bytes of the state, leading to further
regularity.
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Fig 12 Sensitivity prediction for each round of AES algorithm [1].

Fig 13: Sensitivity prediction for each round of AES algorithm with random recharging [1].
As shown in fig 13 , Power trace of each clock cycle is traced by random recharging the functional unit of data path before and after
the operation.

6.2.2 Boolean Masking Experiments
Next, we used our compiler to automatically apply Boolean masking to AES and Clefia. We executed the compiler using commandline parameters static_analysis_critical=Key-Plaintext-method= masking. The parameters inform the compiler to use static analysis
(Section3.1) to estimate the sensitivity, to treat the key and plaintext as critical data, and to use Boolean masking as the protection
mechanism. The compiler automatically generated protected outputs.

7 CONCLUSION
Through this work, advanced proposal for a compiler is published in which its principle requirement is to automatically apply software
countermeasures to protect against power analysis attacks .The discussion regarding power analysis attack, side channel attack also
enlisted in this work. Software engineers, who do not have any background in cryptography can easily use this compiler. Through an
experimental demonstration , it can be elaborated that , the proposed compiler is able to provide security to two principle block
ciphers, AES and Clefia. Moreover, this compiler is so intelligent to automatically determine the most sensitive instructions from
cryptographic software, and so elegant to protect them with less amount of overhead while obtaining comparable. Therefore such
countermeasures are exist in most of today‘s compiler.
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Abstract- Filtering is widely used in image and video processing for various applications among which Edge- Preserving is the most
popular one. Edge-preserving image smoothing has recently emerged as a valuable tool for a variety of applications such as denoising,
tone mapping, non-photorealistic rendering in computer graphics and image processing. This can be achieved by a local filtering
method such as bilateral filter [1]. However, this method has to face the problem of trade-off between edge-preservation abilities and
smoothing abilities [2] and tends to result in staircase effect which is not acceptable for some applications. Hence, in this paper the
guided filter is proposed which filters the output depending upon the information provided by the guidance image.

Keywords- Edge-preserving filtering, bilateral filter, median filter, guided filter, guidance image.
I.INTRODUCTION
Filtering is an image processing technique widely adopted in computer graphics, computer vision, computational photography, etc. It
transforms the pixel intensity value to reveal certain image characteristics. More specifically, filtering can be applied in many
applications such as noise reduction, colorization, edge preservation, detail enhancement, texture editing, haze/rain removal, etc. The
most popular of this is the edge-preserving smoothening. Edge preserving smoothening refers to the image processing technique that
results in smoothing of textures, while retaining the sharp edges. Since many natural images are described as a collection of gray value
and oriented texture domains, a scale and orientation adaptive smoothing scheme provides a powerful noise reduction method. Edges
between domains are the important features for the interpretation of images. However, smoothing operators tends to blur the edges or
borders between the domains. Hence, such a filter is required to be used that not only reduce the noise but also does not degrade the
edges, i.e. an edge preserving filter.
Linear translation invariant (LTI) filters such filters, all with explicit kernels have been widely used in image restoration,
blurring/sharpening, edge detection, feature extraction, etc. LTI filtering also includes the method of solving Poisson's equation such
as in HDR compression, image matting and image stitching, wherein the filtering kernels are implicitly defined by the inverse of a
homogenous Laplacian matrix. The kernels included in LTI filters are spatially invariant and does not depend on the image content.
But generally, it is desirable to incorporate additional information from a given guidance image while filtering.
One way to achieve this purpose is to optimize a quadratic function which enforces some constraints on the unknown output with
the help of guidance image, where the guidance image may be the filter's input itself or another image. Thus, a large sparse matrix
encoded with the information involved in the guidance image is solved. Although this approach yields the state of art quality, it results
in a long computational time. Another method is to explicitly build the guidance image into the filter kernels. Bilateral filter is the
most popular one of such filters.
In this paper we have introduced a novel explicit image filter called Guided filter that overcome the gradient reversal artifacts
introduced while using bilateral filter.

II. LITERATURE OF RELATED WORK
Edge-preserving filtering techniques can be categorized as explicit/implicit weighted average filters and non-average filters.

2.1 Explicit Weighted- Average Filters
The bilateral filter is perhaps the simplest and most intuitive one among explicit weighted-average filters. In [1], the concept of
bilateral filtering for edge preserving smoothening was introduced. It was mentioned that a common technique for preserving edges
during smoothing is to compute the median in the filter‘s support rather than computing the mean. Although this filter is effective in
many cases such as noise removal and extraction of detail at a fine spatial scale, it has also been noticed that it may have artifacts in
detail decomposition [2] and high dynamic range (HDR) compression [3]. Artifacts results from the pixels around the edge that have
an unstable Gaussian Weighted Sum. Hence, the results may exhibit unwanted profiles around the edges. Fast implementation of
bilateral filter also has been a challenging problem. The bilateral filter later generalized to joint bilateral filter [4], wherein the weights
are computed from another guidance image rather than the filter input, is favored specifically when the image that is to be filtered is
not reliable to provide the information about the edges. The reason behind it is that when a pixel on an edge has few similar pixels
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around it, the Gaussian weighted average becomes stable. For real time implementation [5], a bilateral filter involves histogram based
approximation due to its computation efficiency and memory concern.

2.2 Implicit Weighted Average Filters
A series of approaches optimize a quadratic cost function and solve a linear system, which is equivalent to implicitly filtering an
image by an inverse matrix. In image segmentation [6] and colorization [7], the affinities of this matrix are Gaussian functions of the
color similarities. The weighted least squares filter in [2] adjusts the matrix affinities according to the image gradients and produces
halo-free edge-preserving smoothing.
Although this optimization based approaches often generate high quality results, solving the linear system is time consuming.
Direct solvers like Gaussian Elimination are not practical due to the memory-demanding ―filled in‖ problem. The implicit weightedaverage filters take at least a few seconds to process a one megapixel image either by preconditioning or by multi-grid [2].

2.3 Non-average Filters
Edge-preserving filtering can also be achieved by non-average filters. The median filter is an edge-aware operator and also a
special case of local histogram filters [8], wherein histogram filters have O(N) time implementations in a way as the bilateral grid. The
Total-Variation (TV) filters [9] optimize an L1-regularized cost function, and are shown equivalent to iterative median filtering [10].
The L1 cost function can also be optimized via half-quadratic split [11], alternating between a quadratic model and soft shrinkage. But
it has been noticed that non-average filters are computationally expensive and complex.

III. GUIDED FILTER
In order to overcome the artifacts[2][3] introduced by bilateral filter, a new edge preserving performance known as Guided image
filter is proposed that performs edge-preserving smoothing on an image, using the content of the second image i.e. the guidance
image, in order to influence the filtering. The guidance image can be the image itself, a different version of the image or a completely
different image. If the guidance image is same as the input image to be filtered, the structures are the same i.e. an edge in original
image is the same as in the guidance image.
Guided image filtering is one of the spatial domain enhancement technique in which the filtering output is locally a linear
transform of the guidance image. It takes into account the statistics of a region in the corresponding spatial neighborhood in the
guidance image while calculating the value of the output pixel. Guided filter has good edge-preserving smoothing properties and does
not suffer from the gradient reversal artifacts that are seen when using bilateral filter. It can perform better at the pixels near the edge
when compared to bilateral filter. The guided filter is also a more generic concept beyond smoothing. By using the guidance image, it
makes the filtering output more structured and less smoothed than the input. It can transfer the structures of the guidance image to the
filtering output, enabling new filtering applications such as dehazing and guided feathering. Also, guided filter adopts the fast and
non-approximation characteristics of linear time algorithm and provides an ideal option for real time applications in case of HD
filtering. Hence, it is considered to be one of the fastest edge preserving filters.
Guided filter generally has an O(N) time (in the number of pixels N) exact algorithm for both gray scale and color images,
regardless of the kernel size and the range of intensity. O(N) time represents that the time complexity is independent of the window
radius(r) and hence arbitrary kernel sizes can be used in the applications.

3.1 Definition:
Here, the main idea and equations of a guided filter is reviewed. The key assumption of the guided filter defines a local linear model
between the guidance image I and the filtered output image q, taking p as an input image as shown in fig.1 which represents an
illustration of the guided filtering process.

Fig. 1 Illustration of guided filtering process
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It is assumed that q is a linear transform of I in a window
𝑞

, that is centered at pixel k.

𝑎

𝑏

𝑖

(1)

where, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are considered to be linear coefficients that are constant in . A square window of radius r is used. The relation is
shown in fig.1. This local linear model ensures that q has edge only if I have edge.
In order to determine the linear coefficients (𝑎 ,𝑏 ), we need constraints from the filtering input p. We model the output q as the
input p subtracting some unwanted components n like noise/textures:
𝑞

𝑏
is the mean whereas
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and | | is the number of pixels in window

is the variance of I in window
is the mean of p in window

(4)

After obtaining the linear coefficients (𝑎 ,𝑏 ), we can compute the

filtering output 𝑞 from equation 4. Since a pixel i is involved in all the overlapping windows
that will cover I and hence the value
of 𝑞 in (4) does not remain same when computed in different windows. A solution is to average all the possible values of 𝑞 .
Therefore, after computing the linear coefficients for all the windows
in the image, we can compute the filtering output by:
𝑞

| |

∑

|

𝑎

𝑏

(5)

Considering the symmetry of the box window, we rewrite (5) by
𝑞
where, 𝑎 =|

|

∑

𝑎 and 𝑏 = |

|

∑

𝑎

𝑏

(6)

𝑏 are the average coefficients of all the windows overlapping i. As (𝑎 ,𝑏 ) are the

output of a mean filter, the gradients obtained from them can be expected to be very much smaller than that of the guidance image I
near strong edges. This situation concludes that abrupt intensity changes in I can be preserved in q mostly. Hence, (3), (4), (6)
represents the definition of the guided filter.

3.2 Algorithm of Guided Filter:
Input: Input image p, guidance image I, radius r, regularization parameter ϵ.
Output: Filtering output image q.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Read the image I which acts as the guidance image.
Make input image p equal to the guidance image I.
Enter the assumed values of r and ϵ.
Compute the mean
mean I = f mean (I)
mean p = f mean (p)
corr I = f mean (I.* I)
corr Ip = f mean (I.* p)
5. Compute the covariance and variance
var I = corr I - mean I. * mean I
cov Ip = corr Ip - mean I. * mean p
6. Compute the value of linear coefficients.
a = cov Ip / (var I + )
b = mean p - a. * mean I
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7.

8.

Compute the mean of a and b
mean a = f mean (a)
mean b = f mean (a)
Obtain the filtered output image using mean of a and b
q = mean a . * I + mean b

3.3 Simulation of Guided Filter:
Guided filter involves the operation of mean filter fmean within a window
of radius r. The input image p that is in the form of either
jpeg or bmp is required to be converted into gray level. Further, Gaussian noise is added to the image. Filtering is performed using
guided filter so that there will be no loss of information at the edges of the image. Then retrieving back the filtered input image from
2D to 1D, the filtered output image gets displayed.

Input

Input

ϵ= 0.12

ϵ= 0.22

ϵ= 0.12

ϵ= 0.22

ϵ= 0.42

ϵ= 0.42

Fig. 2 Results from MATLAB simulation

From the above results it is concluded that the patches with variance
much smaller than ϵ are smoothed and those with
variance much larger than ϵ are preserved. The impact of ϵ in the guided filter algorithm is to determine what an edge is or to obtain a
high variance patch (when the guidance image I changes a lot within ), that should be preserved.

IV. CONCLUSION
Guided filter performs very well in terms of both quality and efficiency in a great variety of applications such as noise reduction, haze
removal, image fusion, detail smoothing/enhancement, HDR compression and joint up-sampling. This filter has great potential in
computer vision and computer graphics in order to suppress and extract information from images.
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Abstract— Breast cancer affects several people at present time. Diagnosis which determines whether the cancer is benign or
malignant requires a lot of effort from doctors and physician. Early diagnosis may save many lives. Accurate classification plays an
important role in medical diagnosis. Genetic programming is a machine learning algorithm which now days excelling in classification
field. But Genetic programming generally face the problem of code bloating in which an increase in average tree size is found without
a corresponding increase in fitness. In this paper we are proposing a new technique for solving the problem of bloat and for increasing
classification accuracy. The technique is known as intelligent crossover and mutation technique. This technique is a combination of
hill climbing and conventional method which will be applied on both crossover and mutation operator. To demonstrate this, we had
taken WBC dataset from UCI repository which has 2 classes and 9 features and we have compared classification accuracy of our
method with standard crossover and FEDS crossover. Our classification accuracy was 96.5% for 50-50 training and testing
methodology and 97.6% for 10 fold cross validation technique. This shows our method can be used for medical diagnosis as it
provides good results.

Keywords— Bloat, Genetic Programming, Crossover, Fitness, Point Mutation, Breast Cancer Diagnosis, Wincosin Breast Cancer
dataset, Intelligent Crossover and Mutation Technique.
INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most common invasive cancer in females worldwide[2]. Breast cancer is a kind of a cancer that develops from
breast cells. It accounts for 16% of all female cancers and 22.9% of invasive cancers in women. 18.2% of all cancer deaths worldwide,
including both males and females are from breast cancer[1]. Because of social and cultural considerations, breast cancer ranks highest
among women‘s health concerns. It is the most frequent diagnosed cancer in women. After thyroid cancer, melanoma, and lymphoma,
breast cancer ranks fourth in cancer incidences in women between 20 to 29 years. The factors that cause this disease are many and
cannot be easily determined. Breast cancer begins with the uncontrolled division of one cell inside the breast and results in a visible
mass, called as tumor. The tumor can be either benign or malignant. The diagnosis process which determines whether the cancer is
benign or malignant also requires a great deal of effort from doctors and physician. Several tests are involved in the diagnosis of breast
cancer, such as lump thickness, uniformity of cell size, uniformity of cell shape…etc; the ultimate result may be difficult to obtain,
even for medical experts. The accurate diagnosis for determining whether the tumor is benign or malignant can result in saving lives.
Early diagnosis helps to save thousands of disease victims. Therefore, precise classification is needed in clinic as classification plays
an important role in breast cancer.
Genetic programming approaches in medical domains is increasing rapidly due to the improvement effectiveness of these approaches
to classification and prediction systems, especially in helping medical practitioners in their decision making[3]. In addition to its
importance in finding ways to improve patient outcomes, reduce the cost of medicine, and help in enhancing clinical studies. Genetic
programming is one of the machine learning algorithm performs classification [5][6]which is the most essential and important task.
Many experiments are performed on medical datasets for example WBC for breast cancer using multiple classifiers which shows good
classification accuracy. This importance of GP has been motivated for the last 25 years, when scientists began to realize the
complexity of taking certain decisions to treat particular diseases. The use of machine learning and genetic programming as tools in
medical diagnosis becomes very effective and one of the critical diseases in medicine where the classification task plays a vital role is
the diagnosis of breast cancer. Therefore machine learning techniques such as genetic programming can help doctors to an accurate
diagnosis for breast cancer and make the correct classification of being benign or malignant tumor. There is no doubt that the
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decisions of doctors and specialists are the most important in the diagnosis but machine learning tools for classification also help
doctors and specialists in a great deal.
Genetic Programming (GP) is an evolutionary learning technique that offers a great potential for classification. Genetic Programming
is essentially considered to be a variant of Genetic Algorithms (GA) that uses a complex representation language to codify
individuals[7]. The most commonly used representation schema is based on trees, although other options exist. The original goal of
GP, as its name implies, was the evolution of computer programs. However, nowadays GP is used to evolve other abstractions of
knowledge, like mathematical expressions or rule-based systems, for example. GP individuals are usually seen as parse trees, where
leaves correspond to terminal symbols (variables and constants) and internal nodes correspond to non terminals (operators and
functions). The set of all the non terminal symbols allowed is called the function set, whereas the terminal symbols allowed constitute
the terminal set. Two conditions must be satisfied to ensure that GP can be successfully applied to a specific problem: sufficiency and
closure. Sufficiency states that the terminals and non terminals (in combination) must be capable of representing a solution to the
problem. Closure requires that each function of the non terminal set should be able to handle all values it might receive as input. In
practice, we often need to evolve programs that handle values of different types, and this makes it difficult to meet the closure
requirement.
Crossover (sexual recombination) is recognized as the primary genetic operator for improving program structures in tree based
Genetic Programming (GP). It plays a critical role in deriving optimal solutions as shown by the large number of studies related to
crossover operators since the 1990s. The standard crossover operator picks a random crossover point in each of two parent program
trees, and swaps the two sub trees rooted at the chosen crossover points to generate two new programs[8]. This has been seen as
problematic: most crossover events in the standard crossover produce offspring with less than half of the fitness of their parents.
Further, crossover points in the standard crossover are implicitly biased towards the leaves of a program tree because there are
generally more nodes in that part of the tree, giving them a higher cumulative probability of being selected . Although an alternative
crossover point selection with a preference towards function nodes was introduced in it may still be biased towards leaf node. The bias
issue aggravates the destructiveness of the standard crossover operator and causes the code bloat problem in GP. In particular, it was
noted that very often the average size (number of nodes) of the programs in a population, after a certain number of generations in
which it was largely static, at some point would start growing at a rapid pace. Typically the increase in program size was not
accompanied by any corresponding increase in fitness. The origin of this phenomenon, which is known as bloat[4]. Bloat is not only
surprising, it also has significant practical effects: large programs are computationally expensive to evolve and later use can be hard to
interpret, and may exhibit poor generalization. For these reasons bloat has been a subject of intense study in GP.
To solve this problem of bloat a new technique is going to proposed by us known as intelligent crossover and mutation technique. In
this method, we are making our crossover and mutation operators intelligent and name given to them are intelligent crossover operator
and intelligent mutation operator. In intelligent crossover operator, we will divide our individuals into two parts. On half of the
individuals we will apply hill climbing and on rest of the individuals we will apply standard crossover. By doing this, we will get
better and different variety of solutions as well as get our result earlier. In intelligent mutation operator, we will again divide our
individuals into two parts. On half of the individuals we will apply hill climbing and on rest of the individuals we will apply standard
point mutation. Because of which we will reach final stage faster and earlier and we will get much better and diverse solutions.

RELATED WORK
During the evolution of solutions using genetic programming (GP) there is generally an increase in average tree size without a
corresponding increase in fitness—a phenomenon commonly referred to as bloat. Bloat is basically a problem that occurs during
crossover and mutation in which after a certain limit only the depth of tree will increase but not its fitness. Bloat represents the
destructive nature of conventional genetic operations. Code bloat is basically of two types- structural bloat and functional bloat.
Structural bloat is one of the type of code bloat which takes place when no optimal solution can be found by set of programs with
bounded length. Whereas functional bloat takes place even when optimal solution lies in search space and due to which program
length keeps increasing.
Over the years a range of methods have been introduced to manage bloat: treating fitness and size as a multiobjective optimization
[9]; using disassortative mating [10] based on two species (one selected on fitness, the other on fitness and size); explicitly reducing
the fitness of above average-sized individuals (referred to as the Tarpeian method) [11]; eliminating programs where the parent and
child fitness are similar (a property termed resilience) [12], using a modified tournament selection operator that uses either fitness,
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depth or an ordered combination of both for selection; placing a form of resource constraint on the population so that larger
individuals are discourage[13]; using a waiting room for individual entry into a population, with time proportional to size [15]; biasing
selection for removal from a population based on size [13];

Whigham[4] has presented an implicit model of bloat control based on a spatially-structured population with local elitism; referred to
as SS+E. Regular spatial structures(such as a ring or torus) maintain diversity and slow bloat by effectively reducing the population
size. In addition, elitism reduces the growth of introns, especially once the population has largely converged and cannot easily find
fitness improvements. Langdon and Poli[14] has explained the way to control bloat Using a fix size or depth limit (LGP) in which the
bloat is controlled by applying the limit to the allowed individual size or depth. Individuals that exceed the limits are removed from
the population. Because individual size or depth is calculated easily during evaluation, this approach requires only little additional
computation. Stringer[16] has controlled bloat by explicitly setting an upper bound on the depth of evolved trees or by incorporating a
parsimony pressure that adjusts the fitness of individuals by a tradeoff between performance and size. Bleuler et al.[17] proposed a
nonparametric method, Double Tournament, this method is similar to a multi objective approach to bloat, however the objectives of
fitness and size are treated separately. Hence, there are two tournaments: one based on parsimony, which produces an initial set of
winners, and a subsequent tournament that selects a subset of those winners based on fitness.
Fernandez et al. , [18][19]specifically focused on bloat behavior using an island based model to introduce spatial structure to the
population. This paper demonstrated that with an increasing number of islands (and therefore a reduced number of individuals in each
island) bloat was effectively reduced. They also presented a theoretical argument for this property based on the assumption that if
bloat is proportional to the square of the population size [i.e., for n individuals bloat(n) ∝ n2] then splitting n into smaller islands will
reduce bloat. Rochat et al. also used an island-based approach with the additional complexity of varying population size. Individuals
were added or deleted from an island based on measures of fitness change over a period of generations. Given the number of
individuals to delete Ndel, the worst fitness of 2 *Ndel were sorted based on size and the first Ndel removed. Adding individuals was
based on taking a proportion of the best from other islands, thus performing the role of migration. The results showed both an increase
in the quality of solutions and a reduction in overall population size. However this approach involved tuning a number of parameters,
such as the size of each island and migration rate.
Finally, implicit approaches to bloat control have been examined through various forms of elitism. Soule and Foster[21]introduced the
concept of removal bias, arguing that neutral branches of code (i.e., introns) are likely to be small, however their replacement with
crossover does not have this restriction. Hence, the children produced from neutral crossover events are likely on average to increase
in size. To examine this property two forms of nondestructive crossover (NDC) were studied: a child would replace a parent if it was
at least as fit as the parent, or in the strict version the child had to exceed the parent‘s fitness. These methods were tested with a maze
navigation problem and a parity problem, with both examples showing a reduction in bloat and an improvement in convergence to fit
solutions. However, since crossover is often destructive, strict elitism can reduce the effectiveness of crossover as a search
mechanism, especially once the population has begun to converge. A second form of elitism, recombinative hill-climbing (RHC) was
described by Hooper et al. With RHC the original population, termed the resident population, is copied to produce a second
population, named the visitor population. Each member of the resident population is randomly paired with a member of the visitor
population and genetic operators are applied to produced a child. If the child is at least as fit as the resident parent then the resident
parent is replaced by the child.
Purohit et al.[20] has proposed FEDS crossover in which individuals are randomly selected from the population for the double
tournament. In double tournament method there are two tournaments one based on fitness which produces an initial set of winners and
a subsequent tournament that selects a subset of those winners based on depth and size limit. Then the best two parent individuals of
the tournament are chosen for the crossover operation. From first parent, a sub tree is selected and placed at two different positions in
the second parent to generate two children. Similarly, from second parent a sub tree is selected and placed in the first parent. In this
way four individuals are generated from two parents. Then we calculate the fitness, elitism, depth limit and size of the 4 generated
children and the two children which have the best result are transferred to the next generation and if the children does not have the
better fitness than the parent/child will be retained to the next generation with a 0.5 probability.
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PROPOSED WORK
In this paper, we are proposing a new approach to solve the problem of bloat. The approach focuses on making two important genetic
operators intelligent and name given to this is Intelligent crossover and mutation technique.

1.

Intelligent crossover operator- After applying reproduction operator on Pr individuals in which top fitness individuals
transfers to
next generation we will apply crossover operator on Pc individuals. We will divide Pc individuals into two
parts Phc and Psc. On half of the Pc individuals we will apply hill climbing and it will known as Phc in which two parent
programs will be selected and their fitness will be evaluated. Crossover operator will then select a crossover point for
swapping after which swapping of two sub trees will be done to generate new offspring. After new offspring generation,
their fitness will be evaluated. Offspring are allowed to enter the next generation only if their fitness value is greater than
their parents otherwise discarded. This process will be continued until we get better individuals or termination criteria
satisfied. Since by applying this method we will get better offspring.
On rest of individuals we will apply standard crossover and it will known as Psc which picks a random crossover point in
each of two parent program trees and swaps the two sub trees to generate new offspring. By doing this, diversity will be
achieved and we will get different variety of solutions. and by applying standard crossover on half of the individuals we will
get diverse and variety of solutions and our probability of entering into local minima will become very less. By using this
technique, we will reach to our solution very faster as well as we will get better results because offspring which are better
than their parents are transferring to next generation this will result into elimination of problem of bloat.

2.

Intelligent mutation operator- After applying intelligent crossover operator on Pc individuals we will apply point mutation
operator on Pm individuals. In mutation, single offspring is generated from single parent. Here also we will divide Pm
individuals into two parts Phm and Psm. On half of the Pm individuals we will apply hill climbing technique(Phm) where
individual is selected and its fitness value is evaluated then function node of selected individual is randomly selected and
replaced by a new randomly generated node which results into new offspring then fitness value of offspring is evaluated.
Offspring is allowed to enter the next generation only if its fitness value is greater than its parent otherwise discarded.
On rest of the Pm individuals we will apply standard point mutation(Psm) where a function node of selected individual is
randomly selected and replaced by a new randomly generated function node which will results into new offspring. By this
we will get several offspring mutated by several selected individuals. This will be done for achieving diversity. By applying
both standard mutation and hill climbing mutation we will get better offspring because their fitness value is greater than its
parents as well as we will achieve diversity so this will cause elimination of destructive nature of genetic operations.

ALGORITHM
1:Input WBC training data and GP parameters as shown in the table.
2:Output A Classifier for diagnosing breast cancer.
3:Begin
4:Initial Population Generate initial population of size k with input data.
5:while Number of fitness evaluations < Maximum number of fitness evaluation. do
6:Fitness Evaluation Calculate the fitness value of all individuals .
7:Reproduction Select top Pr individuals to be transferred to the next generation.
8:Crossover Apply intelligent crossover on Pc individuals which further will be divided into two parts Phc and Psc. In Phc , hill
climbing will be applied on half of individuals. In Psc, standard crossover will be applied on rest of the individuals.
9:for all crossover pairs do
10:Repeat till we get better offspring than the parents.
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11:Sort and Store Place the top offspring pairs into a table and then sorted according to fitness value.
12:end for
13:Selection Select the better Pc offspring and transfer them to the next generation.
14:Mutation Apply intelligent mutation operator on Pm individuals which like crossover will be divided into two parts Phm and Psm. In
Phm, hill climbing mutation will be applied on half of the individuals. In Psm, standard point mutation will be applied on rest of the
individuals.
15:for all mutation parents do
16:Repeat till we get offspring better than the parents.
17:end for
18:Selection Select top Pm offspring and transfer them to the next generation.
19:end while
20:return Best individuals with greater fitness value will be received which further will use for classification of breast cancer.

21:End
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have designed a Classifier to demonstrate our results and We have used wincosin breast cancer data set for training and validating
our methodology.

A) Data Sets:Wincosin Breast Cancer:- we have considered wincosin breast cancer dataset for classification of breast cancer taken from UCI
machine learning repository. WBC is basically used to distinguish malignant(cancerous) from benign(non cancerous). WBC consist of
2 classes and 9 features as shown in the table below

Name of

No of

No of

Dataset

Classes

Features

WBC

2

9

WBC consist of 699 instances taken from fine needle aspirates(FNA) of human breast tissue. Out of 699 instances, 16 have missing
attribute value so we generally prefer to discard them and consider the remaining 683 samples. Out of these 683 instances, 444 belong
to benign class and rest of 239 belong to malignant class. Dataset is represented by ten attributes but out of these ten one attribute
represents serial number so only 9 attributes will be considered and its class either benign or malignant correspond to each record.
Each attribute is an integer value from 1 to 10. Value 10 indicate the most abnormal size.
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Attribute number

Attribute

Values

Mean

Standard Deviation

1.

Clump thickness

1-10

4.44

2.83

2.

Uniformity of cell
size

1-10

3.15

3.07

3.

Uniformity of cell
shape

1-10

3.22

2.99

4.

Marginal adhesion

1-10

2.83

2.86

5.

Single epithelial cell
size

1-10

2.23

2.22

6.

Bare nuclei

1-10

3.54

3.64

7.

Bland chromatin

1-10

3.45

2.45

8.

Normal nucleoli

1-10

2.87

3.05

9.

Mitoses

1-10

1.60

1.73

In the Clump thickness benign cells grouped in monolayer, while malignant cells grouped in multilayer. In Uniformity of cell
size/shape cancer cells varies in size and shape. That is why these parameters are important for determining whether the cells are
cancerous or not. In Marginal adhesion normal cells will stick together whereas cancer cells will lose its ability so loss of adhesion is a
sign of malignancy. In Single epithelial cell size, size relates to uniformity which is mentioned above. Epithelial cells which are large
in size or which enlarge may refer malignant cells. The Bare nuclei are the nuclei which are not surrounded by cytoplasm and that is
generally seen in benign tumors. The Bland chromatin represents a uniform texture of nucleus seen in benign cells. In cancer cells
chromatin cells are usually coarser. The Normal nucleoli are small structures in the nucleus. In normal cells the nucleoli is very small
but in cancer cells the nucleoli appears little larger than usual. Mitoses is basically a nuclear division plus cytokines and produce two
identical daughter cells during prophase. In this process cell both divides and replicates. Cancer can be detected by counting number
of mitoses.
B)

Parameters

Intelligent crossover and mutation technique was applied to Wincosin breast cancer(WBC) dataset. Experimentation is carried out on
the dataset with the parameters as shown in the table below-
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Value

Probability of crossover(Pc)

50%

Probability of reproduction (Pr)

25%

Probability of mutation(Pm)

25%

Population size(k)

100
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Initialization method

Ramped half and half

Initial max depth of tree

6

Initial min depth of tree

3

Function set

+,-,*,/,^, sin, cos, sine and cosine

Terminal set

Feature variables
constants(0.0,10.0)

Termination criteria

40,000 fitness evaluation

from

datasets,

floating

point

In machine learning algorithm like genetic programming, dataset is divided into two separate sets- a training set and a testing set.
To evaluate the generalizability of our method and to compare our method with existing methods we will divide the training and
testing data into two different partitions.
1.
2.

A standard 50-50 partition methodology where half of the samples are used for training and rest are for testing the
classifier.
A 10-fold cross validation technique also used to calculate classification accuracy of our approach or method. In this
method, dataset is divided into ten blocks of equal size approximately. We will use 90% of data to train our model and rest
10% for testing. This process will be repeated for 10 times with a different data block left out for testing every time so total
100 GP runs are evaluated.

Trainingtesting
partition

Total
training
records

Benign
records

Malignant
records

Total
testing
records

Benign
records

Malignant
record

50-50

341

222

119

342

222

120

10 fold

615

400

215

68

44

24

Cross
validation
C) Results
To evaluate performance of our classifier we calculate classification accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, confusion matrix, and ROC
curves. Formulation are as follows:
Accuracy:- It can be defined as measure of the ability of classifier to produce accurate diagnosis.

Accuracy =

TP+TN

* 100

TP+TN+FP+FN
―Classification accuracy of our method for 50-50 partition methodology and 10 fold cross validation is 96% and 97% respectively‖.
Specificity:- It can be defined as measure of the ability of classifier to separate the target class.
Specificity =

TN

* 100

TN+FP
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―Specificity of our method for 50-50 partition methodology and 10 fold cross validation is 94.1% and 95.8% respectively‖.
Sensitivity:- It can be defined as measure of ability of classifier to identify the presence of target class precisely.

Sensitivity =

TP

* 100

TN+FN
―Sensitivity of our method for 50-50 partition methodology and 10 fold cross validation is 96.8% and 97.7% respectively‖.
where TP, TN, FP, and FN denote true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively.
True positive (TP): An input is detected as a patient with breast cancer, as diagnosed by the expert clinicians.
True negative (TN): An input is detected as normal and also labeled as a healthy person by the expert clinicians.
False positive (FP): An input is detected as a patient with breast cancer, although labeled as a healthy person by the expert clinicians.
_ False negative (FN): An input is detected as normal, although diagnosed by the expert clinicians as having breast cancer.
(c)Confusion Matrix:- It contain information about actual and predicted classifications performed by classifier. To evaluate
performance of classifier confusion matrix is used. Following table represents a confusion matrix-

Predicted positive

Predicted negative

Actual positive

True positive

False negative

Actual negative

False positive

True negative

Following table will show confusion matrix of our method for 50-50 partition methodology-

Predicted positive

Predicted negative

Actual positive

215

7

Actual negative

7

113

Following table will show confusion matrix of our method for 10 fold cross validation –

Predicted positive

Predicted negative

Actual positive

43

1

Actual negative

1

23
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Table 3. Comparison of Conventional Crossover and FEDS crossover method with Intelligent Crossover and Mutation technique

Partition methodology

Conventional crossover

FEDS crossover

ICMT

50-50

83.64%

85.56%

95.9%

10-fold cross validation

85%

86.3%

97.03%

CONCLUSION
One in every eight women is susceptible to breast cancer, at some point of time in her life. Early detection and effective treatment
is the only rescue to reduce breast cancer mortality. Genetic programming approaches in medical domains is increasing rapidly due to
the improvement effectiveness. Genetic programming is one of the machine learning algorithm performs classification which is the
most essential and important task. Many experiments are performed on medical datasets for example WBC for breast cancer using
multiple classifiers which shows good classification accuracy. Genetic programming provides good results but it also faces some
problems and the most famous is problem of bloat in which only the depth of tree will increase but not its corresponding fitness. In
this paper, we are proposing a new approach to solve the problem of bloat namely intelligent crossover and mutation technique. In this
method we are making genetic operations such as crossover and mutation intelligent and name given to them is Intelligent crossover
technique and Intelligent mutation technique. In Intelligent crossover technique, we will divide our individuals into two parts. On
half of the individuals we will apply standard crossover and On rest of the individuals we will apply hill climbing. Similarly in
Intelligent mutation technique , we will divide the individuals into two parts and on half we will apply standard point mutation and on
the rest we will apply hill climbing. To demonstrate our approach we have designed a Classifier and presented the results on WBC
dataset which has 2 classes and 9 features. After doing experimentations we got results in the form of classification accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity and confusion matrix for both 50-50 partition methodology and 10 fold cross validation. And then we had
compared our classification accuracy with conventional crossover and FEDS crossover‘s accuracy. Results provided by ICMT were
much better than conventional and FEDS crossover.
From the above results, we conclude that our proposed ICMT model obtains very high accuracy in classifying the WBC breast cancer
data. We believe that the ICMT approach can be a very helpful tool to assist the physicians to diagnose the patient or it can be used as
a second opinion for their final diagnosis. This research has some limitations as we are working only on numeric data but in future we
can work on images and signals as well as we have tested this technique only for medical dataset but we can apply this technique on
different classification dataset and can obtain different classification results in various fields.
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Abstract—

This paper is support for content based user preferences. It is possible to the use of a Machine Learning (ML) text

categorization procedure able to automatically assign with each message a set of categories based on its content. The proposed
approach is a key service for social networks where users have little control on the messages displayed on their walls. For Instance,
Facebook allows users to state who is allowed to insert messages in their walls (i.e., friends, friends of friends, or defined groups of
friends). However, no content-based preferences are supported. For instance, it is not possible to prevent political or vulgar messages.
In contrast, by means of the proposed mechanism, a user can specify what contents should not be displayed on his/her wall, by
specifying a set of filtering rules. Filtering rules are very flexible in terms of the filtering requirements they can support, in that they
allow to specify filtering conditions based on user profiles, user relationships as well as the output of the ML categorization process.
In addition, the system provides the support for user-defined blacklist management, that is, list of users that are temporarily prevented
to post messages on a user wall.

Keywords— Online social networks, content based filtering, short text classification, Space Vector Model (SVM)
INTRODUCTION

On-line Social Networks (OSNs) have become a popular interactive medium to communicate, share and disseminate a
considerable amount of human life information. Daily and continuous communication implies the exchange of several types of
content, including free text, image, audio and video data. The huge and dynamic character of these data creates the premise for the
employment of web content mining strategies aimed to automatically discover useful information dormant within the data and then
provide an active support in complex and sophisticated tasks involved in social networking analysis and management. The main part
of social network content is constituted by short text, a notable example are the messages permanently written by OSN users on
particular public/private areas, called in general walls.

In this paper an automated filtering system is implemented for Content based filtering that allows OSN users to have a direct control
on the messages posted on their walls. This proposed approach can automatically filter unwanted messages from OSN user walls on
the basis of content of message. It also proposes a flexible rule-based system that allows users to customize the filtering criteria to be
applied to their walls and a Machine Learning-based soft classifier automatically labeling messages in support of content-based
filtering. The core components of the proposed system are the Content-Based Messages Filtering (CBMF) and the Short Text
Classifier modules. The short text classifier component aims to classify messages according to a set of categories. STC is performed as
a hierarchical two level classification process. The first-level classifier performs a binary hard categorization that labels messages as
Neutral and Non-neutral. The second-level classifier performs a soft-partition of Non-neutral messages assigning a gradual
membership to each of the non-neutral classes. Therefore, ML-based short text classifier extracts metadata from the content of the
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message In contrast, the Content-Based Messages Filtering component exploits the message categorization provided by the STC
module to enforce the FRs specified by the user. BLs can also be used to enhance the filtering process.

Modules
Module 1: Vector Presentation
Module 2: Binary Classification
Module 3: Multi Label Classification
Module 4: Filtering Rules Specification
Module 5: Blocking Management
Module 1: Vector Representation
In this project, training set are prepared

from the data

set, WmSnSec

which is available online at

http://www.dicom.uninsubria.it/~marco.vanetti/wmsnsec. Training set is divided into neutral and non neutral training dataset to train
the SVM classifier. SVM is trained by extracting the content of messages in the dataset (wwsnsec). This approach follows Vector
Space model, according to which a text message dj is represented as a vector of binary or real weights d j = {w1j, w2j, w3j …… w|T|j} where
T is the set of terms that occur at least once in at atleast one document of the collection T r and wkj  [0;1] represents that how much
the term k contributes to the semantics of the document. Training (T rSD) set are transformed into a form of vector representation

Test set (TeSD) are transformed into a vector representation as &.

The term frequency-inverse document frequency is used to calculate the weight of term tk in document dj as follows
Tf-idf weighting = # (tk, dj) * log N/ # (tk, N)
# (tk, dj) is the term frequency where the number of occurrences of term tk in the document dj.
log N/ # (tk, N) is the inverse document frequency i.e., document frequency the number of documents have the term tk
among all the documents N
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Neutral Training set

TF-IDF

Feature Vectors

Weighting
Wmnsec

Dataset
Non-Neutral Training
set

TF-IDF

Feature Vectors

Weighting
Module 2: First level Binary classification
In this project, SVM perform two level of classification to filter the unwanted short text based on its content. Let m1 be the
first level classifier used to classify the messages into two types such as Neutral and Non neutral messages.

Binary Training
set

SVM
First level
User

Non Neutral Messages

Classifier (M1)
(Post Message)

(Enter next level classification)

Neutral messages
(Allow to post in a user wall)
Module 3: Multi Label Classification
In this module, the messages which are labeled as non neutral messages are given as an input to the second classifier M2 that
performs multi-label classification. In order to perform classification, the classifier M 2 is trained using multi-class training set as
follows . The performance of the model M2 is then evaluated using the test set TeS2.
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Multi-class
Training set

Violence

SVM
Non-Neutral messages

Second level

Hate Racism

Classifier (M2)
Offensive

Module 4: Filtering Rule Specification
Besides classification facilities, this project provides a powerful rule layer exploiting a flexible language to specify Filtering
Rules (FRs), by which users can state what content should not be displayed on their walls. FRs supports the specification of contentbased filtering using variety of different filtering criteria in order to combine and customize the user needs. More precisely, FRs
exploit user profiles, user relationships as well as the output of the ML categorization process to state the filtering criteria to be
enforced. FRs should allow users to state constraints on message creators. This implies to state conditions on type, depth, and trust
values of the relationship(s) creators should be involved in order to apply them the specified rules. A Filtering Rule FR is represented
as a tuple as follows
FR = (author, creatorSpec, contentSpec, action)
 author is the user who specifies the rule;
 creatorSpec is a creator specification,

 contentSpec is a Boolean expression that expresses constraints in the form (c, ml) where C is a class of the first or second
level and ml is the minimum membership level threshold required for class C to make the constraint satisfied.
 action  {block; notify} denotes the action to be performed by the system on the messages matching contentSpec and
created by users identified by creatorSpec.
Module 5: Block List Management
Block List management is used to avoid messages from undesired creators, independent from their contents. To achieve this,
user specifies the information through a set of rules called as BL rules. These rules are directly managed by the system, which
determine who are the users will be inserted into the Block List and decide when user retention in the BL is finished. A BL rule is a
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tuple {author, creatorSpec, creatorBehavior, T} , where creatorBehavior consists of two components RFBlocked and minBanned.
RFBlocked (RF, mode, window) is defined such that
Relative Frequency =

#bMessages
#tMessages ,

 #tMessages is the total number of messages that each OSN user identified by creatorSpec has tried to publish in the author
wall (mode = myWall) or in all the OSN walls (mode = SN); whereas #bMessages is the number of messages among those in
#tMessages that have been blocked;
 window is the time interval of creation of those messages that have to be considered for RF computation;
 minBanned ¼ (min, mode, window), where min is the minimum number of times in the time interval specified in window
that OSN users identified by creatorSpec have to be inserted into the BL due to BL rules specified by author wall (mode = myWall) or
all OSN users (mode = SN) in order to satisfy the constraint.
 T denotes the time period the users identified by creatorSpec and creatorBehavior have to be banned from author wall.

CONCLUSION
In OSN environment, the privacy preservation for data analysis, share and mining is a challenging research issue due to the difficulties
in traditional classification approaches, thereby requiring intensive investigation. This project presented a system to filter undesired
messages from OSN walls. This project improved the quality of classification using short text classifier. It provides high privacy and
flexibility to manage OSN walls. In this project, we have investigated the privacy problem of user by flexible filtering rule
specification and designed a group of hierarchical level classification to assign the metadata for each of the message posted by the
user. This project creatively specified flexible rule specification to directly control the messages posted on their walls. It concretely
accomplishes the automated filtering in a highly flexible way.
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Abstract-Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been popular in the industrial field
and both have undergone dramatic development. RFID and WSNs are well-known for their abilities in identity identification and data
transmission, respectively, and hence widely used in applications for health monitoring. Though the integration of a sensor and an
RFID tag was proposed together both RFID tag and sensed information to enhance the performance of the applications. The concept
has been implied Hybrid RFID and WSN system (HRW) that synergistically integrates the traditional RFID system and WSN system
for efficient data collection. HRW has hybrid smart nodes that combine the function of RFID tags, the reduced function of RFID
readers and wireless sensors. The proposed method improves data transmission efficiency and protects data privacy and avoids
malicious data selective forwarding in data transmission. The effectiveness of the proposed method improves the performance of
HRW in terms of the cost of deployment, transmission delay capability, and tag capacity requirement.

Keywords— Radio Frequency Identification, Wireless Sensor Networks, Hybrid RFID and WSN

INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network consists of spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such
as temperature, sound, pressure, and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to main location. The more modern networks
are bi-directional, also enabling control of sensor activity

Figure 1 Wireless sensor network
The system consists of smart node, which combines the function of RFID and Wireless sensor network. By implementing this smart
node the process time is reduced. This model includes various mechanisms such as Hybrid RFID and WSN, Data privacy and
Manipulation, Cryptographic key, Hash function, Cipher text & Trace driven

LITERATURE SURVEY
Exploiting Reactive Mobility for Collaborative Target Detection in Wireless Sensor Networks [12] exploits reactive mobility to
improve the target detection performance of wireless sensor networks. In this approach, mobile Sensors collaborate with static sensors
and move reactively to achieve the required detection performance. Specifically, mobile sensors initially remain stationary and are
directed to move toward a possible target only when a detection consensus is reached by a group of sensors. The accuracy of final
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detection result is then improved as the measurements of mobile sensors have higher Signal-to-Noise Ratios after the movement. They
develop a sensor movement scheduling algorithm that achieves near-optimal system detection performance under a given detection
delay bound. Energy-Efficient Transmission for Wireless Energy Harvesting Nodes [10] implies, the best data transmission strategy is
found for a finite battery capacity WHEN that has to fulfill some Quality of Service (QoS) constraints, as well as the energy and data
causality constraints. As a result, it can state that losing energy due to overflows of the battery is inefficient unless there is no more
data to transmit and that the problem may not have a feasible solution. Secure and Efficient Data Transmission for Cluster-based
Wireless Sensor Networks[3] implies the two Secure and Efficient data Transmission (SET) protocols for CWSNs, called SET-IBS
and SET-IBOOS, by using the Identity-Based digital Signature (IBS) scheme and the Identity-Based Online/Offline digital Signature
(IBOOS) scheme, respectively. In SET-IBS, security relies on the hardness of the Diffie-Hellman problem in the pairing domain.
SET-IBOOS further reduces the computational overhead for protocol security, which is crucial for WSNs, while its security relies on
the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem. It shows the feasibility of the SET-IBS and SET-IBOOS protocols with respect to the
security requirements and security analysis against various attacks. The calculations and simulations are provided to illustrate the
efficiency of the proposed protocols.
ALBA-R: Load-Balancing Geographic Routing around Connectivity Holes in Wireless Sensor Networks [2] implies
ALBA-R, a protocol for converge casting wireless sensor networks. ALBA-R features the cross-layer integration of geographic
routing with contention-based MAC for relay selection and load balancing (ALBA) as well as a mechanism to detect and route around
connectivity holes (Rainbow). ALBA and Rainbow (ALBA-R) together solve the problem of routing around a dead end without
overhead-intensive techniques such as graph planarization and face routing. The protocol is localized and distributed, and adapts
efficiently to varying traffic and node deployment.EMBA: An Efficient Multihop Broadcast Protocol for Asynchronous Duty-Cycled
Wireless Sensor Networks [6] proposed an efficient Multihop broadcast protocol for asynchronous duty-cycled wireless sensor
networks (EMBA) where each node independently wakes up according to its own schedule. EMBA adopts two techniques of the
forwarder‘s guidance and the overhearing of broadcast messages and ACKs. A node transmits broadcast messages with Guidance to
neighbor nodes. The guidance presents how the node forwards the broadcast message to neighbor nodes by using unicast
transmissions. This technique significantly reduces redundant transmissions and collisions. The overhearing of broadcast messages
and ACKs helps to reduce the number of transmissions, thus it minimizes the active time of nodes. Transmission Efficient Clustering
Method for Wireless Sensor Networks using Compressive Sensing [11] implies a clustering method that uses hybrid CS for sensor
networks. The sensor nodes are organized into clusters. Within a cluster, nodes transmit data to cluster head (CH) without using CS.
CHs use CS to transmit data to sink. At first propose an analytical model that studies the relationship between the size of clusters and
number of transmissions in the hybrid CS method, aiming at finding the optimal size of clusters that can lead to minimum number of
transmission.
Mobility based Energy Efficient and Multi-Sink Algorithms for Consumer Home Networks [9] implies fast
development of the Internet, wireless Communications and semiconductor devices, home networking has received significant
attention. Consumer products can collect and transmit various types of data in the home environment. Typical consumer sensors are
often equipped with tiny, irreplaceable batteries and it therefore of the utmost importance to design energy efficient algorithms to
prolong the home network lifetime and reduce devices going to landfill. Sink mobility is an important technique to improve home
network performance including energy consumption, lifetime and end-to-end delay. Also, it can largely mitigate the hot spots near the
sink node. The selection of optimal moving trajectory for sink node(s) is an NP-hard problem jointly optimizing routing algorithms
with the mobile sink moving strategy is a significant and challenging research issue. The influence of multiple static sinks nodes on
Energy consumption under different scale networks is first studied and an Energy-efficient Multi-sink Clustering Algorithm (EMCA)
is proposed and tested.QOF: Towards Comprehensive Path Quality Measurement in Wireless Sensor Networks [8] explains the
Quality of Forwarding, a new metric which explores the performance in the gray zone inside a node left unattended in previous
studies. By combining the QOF measurements within a node and over a link, it is able to comprehensively measure the intact path
quality in designing efficient multi-hop routing protocols. By implementing QoF and build a modified Collection Tree Protocol
(CTP).
Hop-by-Hop Message Authentication and Source Privacy in Wireless Sensor Networks [7] implies a scalable
authentication scheme based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). While enabling intermediate nodes authentication, our proposed
scheme allows any node to transmit an unlimited number of messages without suffering the threshold problem. In addition, our
scheme can also provide message source privacy. Exact and Heuristic Algorithms for Data-Gathering Cluster-Based Wireless Sensor
Network Design Problem [5] implies an integrated topology control and routing problem in cluster-based WSNs. To prolong network
Lifetime via efficient use of the limited energy at the sensors, adopt a hierarchical network structure with multiple sinks at which the
data collected by the sensors are gathered through the cluster heads (CHs). This method considers a mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) model to optimally determine the sink and CH locations as Well as the data flow in the network. Our model effectively
utilizes both the position and the energy-level aspects of the sensors while selecting the CHs and avoids the highest-energy sensors or
the sensors that are well-positioned sensors with respect to sinks being selected as CHs repeatedly in successive periods. For the
solution of the MILP model, it develops an effective Benders decomposition (BD) approach that incorporates an upper bound heuristic
algorithm, strengthened cuts, and an -optimal framework for accelerated convergence.
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MECHANISM
After smart node A collects the sensed data, it appends the sensed data with a timestamp and stores the data in its tag through RFRR.
Figure 3 shows an example of data collection process of two smart nodes. After the sensor unit in a smart node collects the
information about its tag host (Step 1), it asks RFRR to store the information into its tag (Step 2). Once two nodes move into the
transmission range of each other, the RFRR in a node reads the information stored in another node’s tag (Step 3). Based on the host ID
and time-stamp, the node checks if it has stored the information previously. If not, the RFRR then stores the acquired information into
the local tag (Step 4).

Figure 2 The replication process of two smart nodes

REDUCING REPLICATE DATA
When a node enters the reading range of an RFID reader, the RFID reader reads the information in the node’s tag. If several nodes
enter the range of RFID reader at the same time, the RFID reader gives the first meeting tag the highest priority to access the channel,
reducing channel Contention and long distance transmission interference. The RFID reader can erase the information in the tag after
obtaining it. With this data transmission, after an RFID reader receives the information of a node, many nodes still hold the replicas of
the information. Exchanging such delivered and redundant information incurs high transmission overhead but does not contribute to
information collection. In order to reduce the unnecessary message transmission, we use a tag clean-up algorithm to delete the
delivered messages in the system. Specifically, after an RFID reader reads the information from a node, the reader sends the node a
directory containing the tag IDs and timestamps of recently received data items. This directory has a TTL (Time to live) with it. It is
then broadcasted among nodes and will be deleted when TTL expires. After receiving the directory, the nodes delete the delivered
information in their own tags. Considering that the timestamp and ID of each information item have much less size than a complete
data item, the overhead of the directory broadcasting is small.

CLUSTER BASED DATA TRANSMISSION
Replicating data between any two encountered smart nodes generates a high cost. Concurrent data transmission from many nodes to
an RFID reader causes channel access congestion. Also, it is not easy to erase Duplicate data that is already reported to the RFID
readers from replica nodes. We propose enhanced data transmission algorithms to mitigate these problems. A simple algorithm to
reduce the cost is to enable a source node to replicate its data to a limited number of nodes. Here, we describe two enhanced
algorithms called cluster-member based and cluster-head algorithms, in which smart nodes are clustered to different virtual clusters
and each cluster has a cluster head. In the cluster-member based algorithm, cluster members replicate their tag data between each
other. When a cluster member of a virtual cluster enters the reading range of an RFID reader, by reading the aggregated tag
information from the cluster member, the RFID reader receives all information of nodes in this virtual cluster. In the cluster-head
based algorithm, cluster members replicate their tag data to the cluster head. When a cluster head of a virtual cluster reaches an RFID
reader, the RFID reader receives all information of nodes in this virtual cluster. This enhanced method greatly reduces channel access
congestion, reduces the information exchanges between nodes and makes it easy to erase duplicate information in a cluster. To form
the clusters in the cluster-member based algorithm, nodes report their encountering frequency to the server through the RFID readers.
The server forms nodes with high encountering frequency into a cluster and notifies the cluster nodes through the RFID readers. The
cluster head for a cluster can be selected in a number of ways depending on the application requirement. For example, in a health
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monitoring application where real-time data collection is required, the nodes with the most contact frequency with cluster members
and RFID readers should be the cluster heads. In the supply chain where nodes are always close to each other, the nodes with the
highest energy should be the cluster heads. The former example to show how to choose cluster heads. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo
code of cluster head determination and data transmission conducted by each smart node in the second algorithm. RFID readers record
the meeting frequency with each node and report the data to the back-end server. The server calculates the sum of the frequencies
from different readers for each node j, denoted by frj and selects N nodes with the highest frj as the cluster heads. The information of
the selected cluster heads along with their fr is transmitted back to the RFID readers, which will forward the information to the nodes.
We use fnij to denote the meeting frequency between nodes i and a cluster head j. A node measures its fnij* frj for each cluster head
candidate, and selects the one with the highest metric as its cluster head. The metric of fnij* frj indicates how fast cluster head j can
forward node i’s data to an RFID reader. Through RFID readers, each node reports its selected cluster head to the server and the server
then notifies all heads about their cluster members. The head determination can also be solely conducted at the server to reduce the
communication. As a result, each cluster head is associated with a group of nodes, and it can most quickly forward the data to RFID
readers for its cluster members.
In the HRW system, since the data is stored in tags, active nodes can retrieve the information at any time from a
sleeping node. In traditional WSNs, however, nodes in sleeping mode cannot conduct data transmission. Therefore, the HRW system
can greatly improve packet transmission efficiency with the RFID technology.

COMMUNICATION SECURITY MECHANISMS
The multi-hop message transmission mode in HRW improves the communication efficiency. However, such method introduces
privacy and security risks. Low-cost RFID nodes are not tamper-resistant and deployed in open environment, thus the attackers can
easily physically access and take control of these nodes. The attacker can obtain all the information in the compromised nodes and use
the compromised nodes to obtain sensitive information and disrupt system functions. Thus, in this section, we consider two security
threats arising from node compromise attacks: data manipulation and data selective forwarding.

DATA PRIVACY AND MANIPULATING
In the system, each smart node replicates its information to other nodes. Once a node is compromised, all the information of other
nodes is exposed to the adversaries, which is dangerous especially in privacy sensitive applications such as health monitoring. A
malicious node can also manipulate the gathered information and provide false information to the readers. Therefore, it is important to
protect the confidentiality and authenticity of tag information in data transmission. Public key operations are too expensive for the
smart nodes due to their limited computing, storage and bandwidth resources. Then it develops a symmetric key based security
scheme in our system. In this model, it focuses on the threats due to the compromised smart nodes and assumes the readers are secure.
In our security Scheme, each smart node N is initially assigned with an individual key KN. The pairs (N, KN) of all smart nodes are
stored in a central server, which can be securely accessed by the readers. To achieve data confidentiality, each smart node N generates
a temporary key K_ N = H (Nonce |KN), where Nonce is a nonce number which can be the timestamp of RFID data, H (*) is a systemwide secure hash function known by every node, and” |” represents the concatenation of two strings. Node N uses this symmetric key
to encrypt its data DN and sends the encrypted data, denoted by En (K_N, DN), to other nodes. The use of temporary keys for every
data transmission further enhances the security against the cipher text-only attacks by interpreting historical transmissions. To protect
data authenticity, node N also computes the message authentication code with the temporary key K_ N, denoted by MAC (K_ N,
N|DN). The message from a smart node is in the format of (N, Nonce, En (K_ N, DN), MAC (K _ N, N|DN)). The procedure of data
reading with encryption and authentication. When a reader receives the data, it first sends to the central server the tag ID N and Nonce.
The server finds KN and computes the temporary key K_ N, and then securely sends K_N to the reader. After receiving K_N, the
reader is able to decrypt the data DN from En (K_N, DN) and then verifies whether MAC is correct. If the recomputed MAC is
consistent with the MAC received from the smart node, the reader considers the MAC is correct and the data set is authentic.
Otherwise, the En (K_ N, DN) is changed by an adversary node. To avoid being detected for changing data, an adversary may launch
old message replay attack by replacing a new message from a node with an old message from the node. When a reader forwards the N
and Nonce to the central server, the central server can easily detect outdated nonce values which were reported previously. As a result,
the old message replay attack can be detected. Once a smart node N is compromised, its individual Key KN is exposed and the
adversary can derive all previous temporary keys to decrypt data in the old messages. Thus, it is important to achieve the backward
security by updating the individual key periodically. However, periodically distributing new keys from a central server to all smart
nodes incurs expensive communication cost. Therefore, the model uses a key hash chain method to avoid the key distribution cost.
In a large-scale system with a large amount of nodes, it could be an expensive and time-consuming operation to find the
individual key of a specific smart node among all nodes’ keys. The searching time is linear to the total number of nodes. The model
consists of two methods to resolve this problem. First, method is to compute individual keys in run time rather than storing all keys in
advance and searching keys on-demand. To this end, the central server maintains a secret key Kc. For each node with the tag ID N, its
individual key KN is computed by the cryptographically secure hash function.H with Kc, i.e., KN = H (N|Kc). In this way, the server
does not need to store any individual keys. When receiving the tag ID N, the server directly recomputes H (N|Kc) and obtains the
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individual key KN, which avoids the searching. Since the computation time of the hash function is independent of the number of
nodes, the time for finding individual keys can be significantly reduced in large-scale systems compared to linear searching.

DATA SELECTIVE FORWARDING
In the cluster-head based transmission algorithm, the cluster head in each cluster is responsible for forwarding the tag data of all
cluster members to the reader. A malicious cluster head can drop part of the data and selectively forward the gathered information to
the reader. Since an RFID reader may not know all the smart nodes in a head’s cluster in advance, it cannot detect such attacks. To
prevent the selective forwarding attack, it can exploit the cluster-member based data transmission algorithm, in which all cluster
members hold the data of all other nodes in the cluster. A reader can compare cluster members’ reported data with the cluster head’s
reported data to verify the correctness of the latter. The model use Dall to denote the set of all encrypted tag data
(N,Nonce,En(K_N,DN),MAC(K_N,N|DN)) in a cluster .After node N collects encrypted data from all other nodes in its cluster, it
creates its MAC on DallN and sends its (N,Nounce,MAC(K_ N,N|DallN )) to the reader. After receiving Dallc from a cluster head and
the MACs of Dall from cluster members, the reader can verify the authenticity of Dallc. Based on a cluster member’s N and K_ N, the
reader creates MAC (K_ N, N|Dallc) and compares it with the received MAC (K_ N, N|DallN) from node N. If two MAC values are
different, it means that the data from the cluster head or from node N is not valid. After conducting many comparisons for many
cluster nodes, if the majority comparisons are valid, then the data from the cluster head should be valid, otherwise, it is not valid.
Obviously, it causes excessive communication cost if the reader needs every cluster member to send its MAC for Dall. A simple
solution is to let the reader only collect MACs from T (T 1) number of cluster members. Once T numbers of MACs are collected, the
reader verifies the authenticity of the data set and considers it valid if all the MACs are correct. However, this method cannot prevent
the collusion attack of multiple compromised nodes. Suppose that a node sent a pruned data set to the reader, other T compromised
nodes can compute valid MACs for the pruned data set and send them to the reader. To prevent the collusion attack, it proposes a
secure randomized solution, in which each smart node randomly decides whether to send its MAC to the reader. Suppose F is a
cryptographically secure pseudo-random function which uniformly maps the input values into the range of [0, 1]. Each node N checks
the inequality F (N|K_N) < (0 < < 1), where is a threshold which decides the expected number of MACs the reader will receive. If the
inequality holds, the node sends its MAC to the reader. Otherwise, it does not. As a result, each smart node in the cluster has a
probability of ρ to send its MAC to the reader. When the reader receives the MAC from a smart node N, it recomputes F and accepts
the MAC only when the inequality holds. Once the reader finds that all received MACs are correct, it considers the data set valid and
complete. In this way, the collusion attack is prevented through verifying the legitimacy of nodes for providing their MACs, while the
communication cost between the nodes and the reader is reduced. The threshold ρ is a system parameter loaded into the tag nodes and
servers when the system is initialized. Larger threshold means stronger security strength at the expense of higher communication cost.
The threshold ρ is initially decided by the users according to their security strength demand.

SOFTWARE ANALYSIS
The method has been implemented using the NS2 SIMULATOR tool, which is very easy to implement rather than implementing in
hardware systems. Simulation quickly evaluate design alternative. It also evaluates complex functions for which closed form formula
or numerical techniques not available.NS-2 is a discrete event driven simulation Physical activities are translated to events. Events are
queued and processed in the order of their scheduled occurrences Time progresses as the events are processed.NS2 covers a very large
number of applications, of protocols, of network types, of network elements and of traffic models. It is called as simulator objects. The
goal of our notes is twofold: on one hand how to use an NS2 simulator, and on other hand to become acquainted with to understand
the operations of some operations of some of simulated objects using NS2 simulations. Simulations may differ from each other in
many aspects: the applications, topologies, parameters of network objects and protocols used. An alternative simple way to know
about other possibilities for choosing network elements, network protocols or their properties is to directly at the library files that
define them.NS2 is based on two languages: an object oriented simulator, written in C++ and an OTCL interpreter, used to execute
user command scripts. NS has a rich library of network and protocol objects. There are two classes hierarchy: the compiled C++
hierarchy and the interpreted OTCL one, with one to one correspondence between them.

SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance between the RFID model and the Hybrid model can be explained using different parameters in order to improve the
efficiency of the data. The parameters taken are Throughput, Packet delivery ratio. The figure 3 shows the transmission of data with
the figure 4 shows the cluster head determination later the screen shots i.e. figures represent the parameters considered for
Throughput, Packet delivery ratio.
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Figure 3 Transmission of Data

Figure 4 Cluster Head Determination

VARIATION OF THROUGHPUT BASED ON TIME
Throughput can be defined as the ratio of number of packets received to the time in seconds. The variation of throughput based on
time is illustrated in the figure 5. The proposed hybrid model which increases the packets of 4023.2 which is more compare to RFID
model which produces 3471.8 packets as shown in table 1. Thus the performance of proposed hybrid method has been proved to be
efficient from the simulation result.

Table 1 Variation of Time with Throughput

Figure 5 Variation of Time with Throughput

VARIATION OF PACKET DELIVERY RATIO BASED ON TIME
Packet delivery ratio (PDR) can be defined as the ratio of number of packets send to the packets received. The variation of packet
delivery ratio based on time is shown in the figure 6. The proposed hybrid model which increases the PDR of 93.6% which is more
compare to RFID model which produces 89.8% as shown in table 2, which increases the PDR up to 4.06 % in the Hybrid model. Thus
the performance of proposed hybrid method has been proved to be efficient from the simulation result.

Table 2 Variation of Time with Packet Delivery Ratio
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Figure 7 Throughput Figure

8 Packet Delivery Ratio

Figure 7 shows the Variation of time with throughput with the figure 8 of Variation of time with packet delivery ratio.

CONCLUSION
The concept has been implied Hybrid RFID and WSN system (HRW) that synergistically integrates the traditional RFID system and
WSN system for efficient data collection. HRW has hybrid smart nodes that combine the function of RFID tags, the reduced function
of RFID readers and wireless sensors. Therefore, data can be quickly transmitted to an RFID reader through the node that firstly
reaches it. Instead of waiting for RFID readers to read data, smart nodes replicate packets with neighbor nodes using special reduced
functional RFID readers. The collected packets are sent to a RFID reader when one of the replica nodes moves into the range of the
RFID reader. Thus the proposed method enhances data transmission algorithms and security mechanisms to improve the data
transmission efficiency, protects data privacy and avoids malicious data selective forwarding in data transmission. The simulation
result improves the performance of HRW in terms of the cost of deployment, transmission delay capability, and tag capacity
requirement.
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Abstract—Mobile communication towers are used in many in personal and industrial purposes. It provides a continuous connectivity
to a Mobile Nodes (MN) and permits them to change their connection point from current access point to new base station while
needed. Handover has become an essential part of mobile communication system because of the limited coverage area of cells. In this
paper, investigate the various handover management technologies for providing pure mobility between different access techniques
such as GPRS, UMTS, and WI-FI, WiMaX. Vertical handoff refers to a network node changing the type of connectivity it uses to
access a supporting infrastructure, usually to support node mobility. Vertical handover can be triggered by various parameters like
RSS, bandwidth, packet receiving rate, etc. So in this paper Minimizing delay in vertical handoff to reduced call drop rate in 4G
network.
Keywords— 4G, Vertical Handoff algorithm, Mobile terminal, access point, base station.

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of 4G networks will increase the growth in development of a diverse range of high-speed multimedia services, such as
at location-based services, mobile entertainment services, e-commerce, and digital multimedia broadcasting. 4G wireless networks
will allows the seamless intersystem roaming across heterogeneous wireless access networks and packet-switched wireless
communications [6].
1.1 Literature survey:
In literature survey we explain the evolution of cellular communication system as 1stgeneration, 2nd generation and 3rd generation are
described. Then GSM architecture explaining briefly then go to the handoff basics and their technique vertical handoff and horizontal
handoff. So we show Following of cellular mobile communication:
Evolution of Cellular Communication:
1G-The first-generation mobile systems were the analogue (or semi-analogue) systems, which came in the early 1980s - they were
also called NMT (Nordic Mobile Telephone). They offered mainly speech and related services and were highly incompatible with
each other. 1G refers to analog cellular technologies; it became available in the 1980s [3].
2G-The 2G mobile communication system is a digital system; this system is still mostly used in different parts of the world. This
generation mainly used for voice communication also offered additional services such as SMS and e-mail. In this generation two
digital modulation schemes are used; Like time division multiple access (TDMA) and the code division multiple access (CDMA) .
3G-Third generation (3G) services combine high speed mobile access with Internet Protocol (IP)-based services. The main features of
3G technology include wireless web base access, multimedia services, email, and video conferencing. 3G systems offer high data rates
up to 2 Mbps, over 5 MHz channel carrier width, depending on mobility/velocity, and high spectrum efficiency.
In heterogeneous wireless networks, the mobile devices or mobile terminal will have multiple network interfaces in order to access
different wireless networks. Such mobile devices not only support network access and great connection flexibility, but also support
mobility between other networks. The ability to achieve wireless access anytime, anywhere and any place has become common
expectation as it provides freedom and considerable flexibility in mobility. Vertical handover or vertical handoff refers to a network
node changing the type of connectivity it uses to access a supporting infrastructure, usually to support node mobility. Mobile users to
be connected to the 4G system using the best available access network that suits their needs. For example, given the complementary
characteristics of WLAN (faster data rate and short-distance access) and UMTS (slower data rate and long-range access).Following
figure 1.1 shows the example of Heterogeneous Wireless Networks.
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Figure 8.1 An example of Heterogonous wireless network
1.2Handover:
Handoff is the process of changing the channel (frequency, time slot, spreading code, or combination of them) associated with the
current connection while a call is in progress. When a MS moves away from its current AP, it must be reconnected to a new one to
continue its operation. The search for a new AP or base station (BS) and following registration without any loss is known as handover
[5]. Following figure 1.2 shows the handoff conversation from base station to other base station.

Fig 1.2 Handoff conversation

When a MS moves away from its current AP, it must be reconnected to a new one to continue its operation. The search for a new AP
or base station (BS) and following registration without any loss is known as handover and the time required to complete a handover
process is known as handover latency. Figure 1.2.1 shows the scenario of horizontal and vertical handover.



Horizontal Handover: A mobile node moves with the single network from one AP or BS to the other one is called as
„Horizontal handover‟. For Example, mobile node is moving from AP of Wi-Fi network to AP of same network.
Vertical Handover: A mobile node moves with the different network that is from one BS to the other AP or BS of another
network is called as „Vertical handover‟. Example is AP of Wi-Fi network to BS of Cellular network and vice versa.

Fig 1.2.1 Horizontal and Vertical handover
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Now we will show fourth generation of wireless network is expected to include heterogeneous wireless network that coexist and use a
common IP core to offer a diverse range of high data rate multimedia service to end users since the network characteristics that
component each other. In that case vertical handoff will remains an essential component for 4G wireless network due to switching of
mobile users amongst heterogeneous network. The aim is to provide high data rate services to the users which are in low data rate
areas then ad hoc routes are used as high data rate channels. Such a system is called unified cellular and ad hoc network. Another way
of using characteristics of cellular and ad hoc network in order to enhance the performance of the cellular system known as
converged ad hoc and cellular network system.
4G- The 4G network will consist of internet protocols such as to facilitate the subscribers by enabling the selection of every
application and any environment. In 4G cellular networks high bandwidth with high data rate is required, also in 4G a quicker and
optimized strategy of handover is required to make the clear and reliable communication. The 4Gnetwork system will run with the
cooperation of 2G and 3G and also will impart IP based wireless communication. The main target in 4G will be video streaming on IP
based protocol, such as IP TV [3].
4G is one of the upcoming technologies which will support heterogeneous network, many network will be integrated to provide
seamless service for wide area to end users. Future 4G technology aims to provide seamless service across all the networks around the
world, support high-speed multimedia services and access to high volume of information including data, pictures, and videos. Some of
challenges in 4G networks we will face that is All-in-one: All-in-one solution means 4G should support any combination of radio
access networks. In heterogeneous wireless networks, the mobile devices or mobile terminal will have multiple network interfaces in
order to access different wireless networks. Such mobile devices not only support network access and great connection flexibility, but
also support mobility between other networks. The ability to achieve wireless access anytime, anywhere and any place has become
common expectation as it provides freedom and considerable flexibility in mobility.
Vertical handoff can be triggered by various parameters like RSS, bandwidth, data rate, cost etc. Call drop rate is a big problem in the
4th generation networks. A vertical handoff based on congestion parameters in the cell is used in a converged ad hoc and cellular
network system. This results in less call drop rate.
2. Related work:
Fourth generation mobile communication system tend to mean different things to different people, for some it is merely a high
capacity new radio interface while for others it is internetworking of cellular. Hand off takes place when a cellular phone user move
from the range of one cell to another cell's range and the signal is passed from first base station to the next one. Handover is the
process of maintaining user‘s active sessions when a mobile terminal changes its connection point to the access network (called point
of attachment) for example, a base station or an access point. Depending on the access network that each point of attachment belongs
to, the handover can be either horizontal or vertical [4].The vertical handoff process can be divided into three main steps namely
handoff initiation, handoff decision, and handoff execution.
i)Handoff Initiation Phase:
In order to trigger the handoff event, information to be collected about the network from different layers likes Link Layer, Transport
Layer and Application Layer. These layers provide the information such as RSS, bandwidth, link speed, throughput, jitter, cost, power,
user preferences and network subscription etc. Based on this information handoff will be initiated in an appropriate time.
ii)Handoff Decision Phase:
The mobile device decides whether the connection to be continued with current network or to be switched over to another one. The
decision may depend on various parameters which have been collected during handoff initiation phase.
iii)Handoff Execution Phase:
Existing connections need to be re-routed to the new network in a seamless manner. This phase also includes the authentication and
authorization, and the transfer of user‘s context information.
So, fourth generation of wireless network is expected to include heterogeneous wireless network that coexist and use a common IP
core to offer a diverse range of high data rate multimedia service to end users since the network characteristics that component each
other. In that case vertical handoff will remains an essential component for 4G wireless network due to switching of mobile users
amongst heterogeneous network.
Handoff can be classified into two types i.e., Horizontal Handoff (Symmetric), which means the handoff within the same wireless
access network technology. Vertical Handoff (Asymmetric) means handoff among heterogeneous wireless access network technology.
Since VHO is an asymmetric process, the MT (Mobile Terminal) moves between two different networks with different characteristics.
So, it is necessary to select the best network which provides high performance. The VHO operation should provide a minimum
overhead, authentication of the mobile users and the connection should be maintained to minimize the packet loss and transfer delay.
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3. Existing System:
In the vertical handoffs makes two things clear• A vertical handoff brings more delay to the system
• It also causes some calls dropped during the handoff process.
These issues can make interruption to the data services in the converged ad hoc and cellular network system (CACN), so efficient
vertical handoff is required [2].
A. Call block probability in cell:
A fixed spectrum is allotted to a particular cell to a cellular network. So there are limited numbers of channels available to the users. If
all channels are occupied at a particular time then the new user is blocked to make a call. There is a probability that call is blocked in
such a situation. This
Probability is called call blocking probability. Call blocking probability B in a single cell is given by Formula[2]:

…. (I)
Where, T is the traffic density of the cell and M is the number of cellular band channels.
If an MH is taking a handoff to BSi , the call blocking probability of BSi can be calculated as:

….. (II)
In order to avoid congesting BSi , an MH takes a handoff to BSi only when.Bmax is the threshold of call blocking probability and
shows the saturated situation of a BS.
B.Transmission drop rate:
Traffic diversion stations employed in the cells have been limited bandwidth. So a limited traffic can be diverted by these Traffic
diversion station (TDS). Due to this limitation, some of the traffic can be dropped during its diversion process. The rate at which the
traffic is dropped during
diversion process is known as transmission drop rate of a TDS. It is given by formula:

...(III)
TT defines the traffic density in a TDS and MT shows the number of TDS band channels.
If an MH is taking a handoff to TDSi , the transmission drop rate of TDSi can be calculated as Di.

..(IV)

An MH takes a handoff to TDSi only if .
Di ≤ D max. D max is the threshold value of transmission drop rate,
3. Proposed method:
Algorithm-1: Call blocking probability
if (xk is a voice handoff call) then
if (Ri(t) + bv _ ci) then
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accept call;
else
reject call;
end if
else /* new voice or new/handoff data call */
if (Ri(t) + bk _ ci) & (rand(0, 1) <aki ) then
accept call;
else
reject or block call;
end if
end if

firstly receive voice call as XK then accept condition as Current transmission rate and current voice call rate as same proportion then
accept call otherwise reject the call. When new call receive then Current transmission rate and current voice call rate as same if
random probability less than all received call then The call will be accept Otherwise Block call;
Algorithm-2 Transmission Drop Rate.
Paper are based on the handoff failure probability pf, which can be related to the call dropping probability pd[1], as follows
Step 1: Discover the available networks based on RSS.
Step 2: Calculate quality of network i, Qi=W1*Bi + W2*(1/Di) + W3*(1/Ci) + W4*Ti Where Bi -> Bandwidth, Di -> Delay, Ci ->
Cost, Ti-> Throughput
Step 3: Select the network with highest Qi
Step 4: Trigger the handover start the transmit data.
Step 5: Calculate the success rate of all packets.

Its depends on how much call should be drop Firstly initialize network In this algorithm I is here current quality of network. Then
check the parameters all voice calls delay greater than theoretical delay. If All call cost greater than theoretical cost and all call
throughput greater than theoretical throughput then this conditions current QOS is very better, but meanwhile the network condition
are different than above conditions, then transmission drop rate may be increase.
It means that for a given pd, the equivalent pf can be easily computed based on given equations[1]. Therefore, it is assumed that a
target handoff failure probability pQoS must be guaranteed for voice calls. Notice that, exponential assumption is a necessary
condition in deriving. For the handoff probability under general calls duration and cell residency distributions.

4. Simulation result:
The given research work reflect the node creation placed particular distance. Wireless node placed intermediate area. Each node
knows its location relative to the sink. The access point has to receive transmit packets then send acknowledge to transmitter.

Parameter
Packet delivery
ratio
Throughput
Drop packet
Packet
error
rate
End to end
delay
Bit error rate
531

Existing 3G
95%

Proposed 4G
99%

150bps
5%
5%

190bps
1%
0.56%

3.1ms

2.4ms

3b(per kb)

1b(per kb)
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Energy
consumption

33 joules

28 joules

Table1: Simulation Comparison with Existing Approach

Figure 4.1 Packet delivery ratio
Figure 4.1 shows the call dropping rate for existing as well as proposed research work. In the given simulation highlight the different
tests with multiple node scenarios. The overall call dropping rate is very low than existing

Figure 4.2 Packet loss rate.
Figure 4.2 reflect the overall packet loss rate of system it shows its very less than existing. System calculates the overall packet loss
rate base on the total packets sent by sender node. If more additional traffic is introduce by handoffs, the content of together vertical
handoff algorithms, is affected and overall call drop rate increase. The vertical handoff considering saturation can redirect more extra
traffic introduced by handoffs to neighbor cells so that it shows superior recital.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Simulation results shows the call drop rate and the delay introduced by the vertical handoff should be minimum so research should be
oriented towards this topic. The success of 4G mobile communication will depend upon the new services and contents made available
to users. 4G mobile phone technology promises faster communication Speeds (100 Mbps to 1 Gbps), capacity and diverse usage
formats..These new applications must meet user expectations, and give added value over existing offers. After completion of proposed
research work we test the whole system. System achieves the maximum packet delivery ratio with minimum call dropping rate. The
call drop rate and the delay introduced by the vertical handoff should be minimum so research should be slanting towards this work.
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Abstract — A centralized hierarchical cloud-based multimedia system (CMS) consist of a resource manager, server clusters and
according to the task characteristics cluster heads in which for multimedia service tasks the resource manager assigns clients‘ requests
to server clusters, and then to the servers within its server cluster and then each cluster head distributes the assigned task. For such a
complicated CMS, however, to design an effective load balancing algorithm, it is a research challenge that spreads the multimedia
service task load on servers with the minimal cost, for transmitting multimedia data between server clusters and clients, while the
maximal load limit of each server cluster is not violated. So, in this paper, each server cluster only handles a specific type of
multimedia task in a more practical dynamic multiservice scenario, and each client requests a different type of multimedia service at a
different time. By such scenario an integer linear programming problem can be modelled, in general which is computationally
intractable. Also an efficient genetic algorithm also solved by this system with an immigrant scheme, for dynamic problems which has
been shown to be suitable. In CMS, with dynamic multiservice load balancing the proposed genetic algorithm can efficiently cope
which is demonstrate by simulation results.

Keywords — Cloud computing, genetic algorithm, load balancing, multimedia system.

INTRODUCTION

For various multimedia computing and storage services there a huge number of users‘ demands through the Internet at the
same time because of that cloud-based multimedia system (CMS) [3] emerge. In a distributed system, through the Internet there are
storing and processing their multimedia application data and meet different multimedia QoS requirements, a huge number of clients
simultaneously which is supported by infrastructure, platforms, and software. For most multimedia applications Considerable
Computation are required, which are often performed on mobile devices with constrained power. So that there strongly required the
assistance of cloud computing. In general, the utilities based on cloud facilities offer the cloud service providers to client. So that to
request multimedia services and process clients does not need to take much cost. By doing so, for the utilized resources by the time,
the clients only need to pay, and on powerful cloud servers multimedia applications are processed.
A number of server clusters and a resource manager composed by a centralized hierarchical CMS (as shown in Fig. 1) and
each of which is coordinated by a cluster head, and we assume the servers in different server clusters to provide different services.
Such a CMS is operated as follows. Each time for different server clusters the CMS receives clients‘ requests for multimedia service
tasks; the resource manager of the CMS assigns those task requests according to the characteristics of the requested tasks.
Subsequently, for some server within the server cluster the cluster head of each server cluster distributes the assigned task. The
performance of the whole CMS is affected by the load of each server cluster significantly which is not hard to observe. In general, the
resource manager of the CMS is distributing the task load across server clusters, and so that, it can be able to cope with load balancing
in the CMS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the literature survey that describes existing load
balancing techniques with their pros and cons. Section 3 gives our problem description. Section 4 describes the proposed system.
Section 5 discusses the mathematical model for proposed system. Section 6 describes about the results. Conclusion is drawn in Section
7.
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RELEATED WORK
Following are some existing systems which are previously stated by researchers:
A. Round Robin Algorithm:
In round robin framework [4], no of methods are divided in the middle of all processors. Allotment of courses of action is
carried out in round robin manner. Here remote processor is in charge of designation and keeping up the request of courses of action in
round robin manner. Here dispersion of burden between courses of action is equivalent however execution time require for each one
employment is diverse. Because of that a few techniques burden might intensely stacked and others may stay perfect. Here all http
appeal having comparative nature and are utilized as a part of web servers and disseminated just as.
B. Connection Mechanism:
In connection mechanism [5], load balancing algorithm is depend on part of dynamic scheduling algorithm known as least
connection mechanism. Initially it counts number of active connection and depending upon that it distributes load among them. Each
connection is assign by index and that index is maintained at load balancer. Index number increases when a new connection is added
and decreases if any connection finishes.
C. Throttled Load Balancing Algorithm:
Throttled algorithm [6], uses virtual machine technique. Here load balancer checks the client request load and perform that
operation on particular server which can able to handle load. Here selection of load server is done by load balancer depending upon
client request.
D. Equally Spread Current Execution Algorithm:
This algorithm [7], utilizes need of methods to be executed in processor. It ascertain the heap of each one procedure and
exchange it to virtual machine which conveys load among light weight processors disseminate the heap arbitrarily by checking the
size and take less time, so give amplify throughput. Here burden balancer disseminates the heap into numerous virtual machines so
this strategy is known as burden spreading system.
E. Task Scheduling Algorithm:
Y. Fang et al. [7], proposed a system of two-level undertaking planning which is focused around burden adjusting. It used to
meet necessities of element clients which will help to get use of high asset. It firstly maps burden adjusting errands to virtual machines
and host assets which enhance reaction time of specific assignment alongside asset use and execution of the cloud.
F. Biased Random Sampling:
M. Rundles et al. [8], gives new strategy for adaptable and dispersed burden adjusting methodology for framework area
irregular inspecting which adjusts the heap in the middle of hubs of the framework. This produces a virtual chart of every hub which
speaks to server load. Hub is meant as an image in chart and steered as level of assets. It uses decentralize burden adjusting plan which
ready to handle huge system framework load.
G. Min-Min Algorithm:
In Min-Min algorithm [9], user request are considered as unassigned tasks. Among them minimum completion time task is
figure out. Again from that minimum task minimum time is separated which require less time to complete. Depending upon time
requirement of tasks then it is assigned to respective machine. When task is completed then it is removed from list of task assigned to
machine and its execution time is assigned to newer upcoming task. This procedure is repeated until the user requests are being
assigned to server. But it can lead to starvation its maindrawback of this system.
H. Max-Min Algorithm:
Min-min algorithm and max-min algorithm [9], both are same but they differ only after finding out minimum assigned times.
Among all tasks it selects the maximum task which requires maximum time to execute. Depending upon that time task is scheduled on
particular machine. After that maximum time of tasks registered on server machine and the completed task time is removed from that
machine.
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I. Token Routing Algorithm:
In this paper [10], the task is divided into token and this token is distributed among all available machines. Main problem
arises when bottleneck problem come in picture. Also load distribution criteria are not fixed here. Heuristic approach is use to remove
the drawback of token ring algorithm based on load balancing. Decision taken by this algorithm is fast and effective. Here agent does
not need to have knowledge about their own load and neighbors load. They build their own base of knowledge to pass the token and to
make decision. And it is actually derived from previously generated tokens. So it avoids creation of communication overhead.
In some previous works on other issues of cloud computing or distributed computing have also existed, Also note that GA
has been applied to dynamic load balancing in, but their GA was designed for distributed systems, not specific to the CMS. In
addition, they did not have any multiservice concern.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
A. System Overview:
Centralized and decentralized are two categories of CMS. This paper considers a centralized CMS as illustrated in Figure 1,
which consists of a number of server clusters as well as a resource manager each of which is coordinated by a cluster head. Different
from the decentralized CMS, for multimedia service tasks each time it receives clients‘ requests, the global service task load
information collected from server clusters adored by the resource manager of the centralized CMS, and decides the amount of client‘s
requests assigned to each server cluster so that in terms of the cost of transmitting multimedia data among client and server clusters,
the load of each server cluster is distributed as balanced as possible. The decision of assignment is based upon the characteristics of
different service requests and the information collected from server clusters. As fewer overheads are imposed on the system the
centralized framework is scalable in comparison to a decentralized framework, and hence, there are a lot of applications have
implemented centralized framework.

Fig. 1: System Architecture [1]
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Here we are going to achieve load balancing based on the type of user request. That means if user request for video data
upload and download then it will be handled only by video server clusters. Here we are going to use four main modules:
1. Service Module:
When a client requests for multimedia upload and download, then the request of client is being handle by central server.
Depending upon the request, data is categorized to cluster head. Initially clients request is send to that server which is nearest for
distance to client machine. At that server, client requests will be handling. If nearest server is busy or overloaded at that instance then
request is transfer to next nearby server.
2. Proximity Module:
In this module, server capacity is maintained and not to be exceeded. This module checks consistency of data provided by
server to client by limiting client request load. It also calculates network proximity using Genetic algorithm (GA) for values of client
request and server load.
3. Weight Calculation Module:
This module measures CPU usage of server in each category. Then it compute landmark order and server utilization ratio. It
is also responsible for minimization and calculation of weight and link assessment.
4. Load Balancing Module:
Initially this module consider weighted bipartite graph of client requested cluster head. Then it removes links which do not
provide reliable data. After that it calculates network proximity. Then it balances load by computing latency order produced by weight
calculation module.
B. Algorithm Used:
Step 1: Initially server status will be 0 as all the servers are available. Resource Manager maintains a data structure comprising of the
Job ID, Server ID and Server Status.
Step 2: When there is a queue of requests, the cloud manager parses the data structure for allocation to identify the least utilized
server. If availability of servers is more then, the server with least hop time is considered.
Step 3: The Resource Manager updates the data structure automatically after allocation.
Step 4: The Resource Manager periodically monitors the status of the servers for the distribution of the load, if an overloaded server is
found, and then the c\Resource Manager migrates the load of the overloaded server to the underutilized server.
Step 5: The decision of selecting the underutilized server will be based on the hop time. The server with least hop time is considered.
Step 6: The Resource Manager updates the data structure by modifying the entries accordingly on a time to time basis
Step 7: The cycle repeats from Step2.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
To process the different jobs, cloud resource manager redirects the job to specific server. Cloud resource manager identifies
the request, and then selects the Cluster specific to multimedia type & request the best available server to process the job. Servers are
configured & are responsible to process the job effectively and minimize the response time. The following table shows the Jobs &
available servers to handle the request. Proximity & Weight calculation module identifies the best available node to process the
request.
Table 1: Comparison
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The comparison of methods is shown here for existing approach & dynamic approach for load balancing:

Fig. 2: Graph of Job Processing Comparison

CONCLUSION
The load balancing is implemented in the cloud computing environment to provide on demand resources with high
availability. But the existing load balancing approaches suffers from various overhead. The enhanced load balancing approach using
the efficient cloud management system is proposed to overcome the aforementioned limitations.
Henceforth, propose technique can produce better and efficient mechanism for load balancing than existing systems. It also
refers servers by distance that means request will be redirected to nearest server first for achieving efficient balancing. The evaluation
of the proposed approach will be done in terms response time and also by considering the hop time.
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Abstract— Nowadays wireless network became a trend than wired networks. Wireless networks provides various applications due
to its mobility and scalability. Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) is one of the most important application. MANET does not require
a fixed network infrastructure. But, MANET is vulnerable to malicious attackers. Thus, an efficient intrusion detection system is
needed to protect from attacks. A new IDS named Enhanced Adaptive ACKnowledgment is proposed for MANETs which performs
higher malicious behavior detection rates. It prevents attackers from initiating false misbehavior report and forge acknowledgment
attacks.

Keywords— Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV), Digital signature, Enhanced Adaptive ACKnowledgment (EAACK),
False misbehavior report, Forge acknowledgment packets, Misbehavior Report Authentication (MRA), Mobile Ad hoc NETwork
(MANET), Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR), Rivest Shamir Adleman(RSA) Algorithm, Routing Overhead(RO).
INTRODUCTION

MANET (Mobile Ad hoc network) is an IEEE 802.11 framework which is a collection of mobile nodes equipped with both a wireless
transmitter and receiver communicating via each other using bidirectional wireless links. This type of peer to peer system infers that
each node or user in the network can act as a data endpoint or intermediate repeater. Thus, all users work together to improve the
reliability of network communications. MANETs are self-forming, self-maintained and self-healing allowing for extreme network
flexibility, which is often used in critical mission applications like military conflict or emergency recovery. Minimal configuration and
quick deployment make MANET ready to be used in emergency circumstances.
The open medium and wide distribution of nodes make MANET vulnerable to malicious attackers. In this case, it is crucial to develop
efficient intrusion-detection mechanisms to protect MANET from attacks. A new intrusion detection system named Enhanced
Adaptive ACKnowledgment (EAACK) and Digital Signature is designed for MANETs to detect malicious nodes and to prevent
advanced attacks. Many IDS are existing for MANET‘s and the three existing approaches are WATCHDOG, TWOACK and Adaptive
ACKnowledgment (AACK). They suffer from the problem that they fail to detect malicious nodes with the presence of false
misbehavior report. Existing schemes are largely depend on the acknowledgment packets. Hence, the acknowledgment packets should
be valid and authentic. Another drawback is the significant amount of unwanted network overhead. Due to the limited battery power
nature of MANETs, such overhead can easily degrade the life span of the entire network.
A new and efficient intrusion detection system named EAACK is proposed and implemented for MANETs. EAACK is designed to
tackle three of the six weaknesses of Watchdog scheme, namely, false misbehavior report, limited transmission power and receiver
collision. Compared to contemporary approaches, EAACK demonstrates higher malicious-behavior-detection rates in certain
circumstances while does not greatly affect the network performances. To ensure the integrity of the IDS, EAACK requires all
acknowledgment packets to be digitally signed before they are sent out and verified until they are accepted. EAACK is consisted of
three major parts, namely, ACK, secure ACK (S-ACK) and misbehavior report authentication (MRA).
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ARCHITECTURE

Figure.1 System Architecture
Following steps describes the functions of the system architecture:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Start sending packets in ACK mode.
If the reply from the destination is received to the source within a threshold time, then the packets are continued to be send in
ACK mode.
Else, switch to S-ACK mode by sending out an S-ACK data packet.
In S-ACK mode, if there is misbehavior report then switch to MRA mode by sending an MRA packet. Otherwise, the ACK
mode is continued.
In MRA mode, an alternative route to the destination is found and checks whether the destination node has received the
reported packet or not.
If the destination node has the packet, then mark the reporter as malicious and avoid that node from further transmission.
Then, switch back to ACK mode.
Else, the misbehavior report is trusted and accepted. Then switch back to ACK mode.

IMPLEMENTATION METHOD
Tools used
Our simulation is implemented in NS 2.34 environment with Ubuntu 10.04 platform. The system is running on a laptop with
Intel processors with 4GB RAM and 500GB hard disk.
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Languages used
1. TCL
2. C++
Algorithms used
Three different algorithms are used in this system. They are as follows:


EAACK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.



Finding a route from the source node to the destination node using a routing protocol (AODV).
Start sending packets in ACK mode.
If the reply from the destination is received to the source within a threshold time, then the packets are continued to be
send in ACK mode.
Else, switch to S-ACK mode by sending out an S-ACK data packet.
In S-ACK mode, if there is misbehavior report then switch to MRA mode by sending an MRA packet. Otherwise, the
ACK mode is continued.
In MRA mode, an alternative route to the destination is found and checks whether the destination node has received
the reported packet or not.
If the destination node has the packet, then mark the reporter as malicious and avoid that node from further
transmission. Then, switch back to ACK mode.
Else, the misbehavior report is trusted and accepted. Then switch back to ACK mode.
Digital signature is implemented in order to tackle the forge acknowledgment packets.

AODV Routing Protocol
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) Routing is a routing protocol for MANETs which is a reactive routing
protocol that uses some characteristics of proactive routing protocols. AODV routing protocol has two process, namely,
Route Discovery and Route Maintenance. If a route to a destination is needed, it is established at the route discovery phase
and is maintained at the route maintenance phase.
a) Route Discovery:
1. When a source node needs a route to a destination node, then source node broadcasts a route request packet (RREQ)
to the destination node.
2. After receiving the route packet at each node, it creates or updates a reverse route to the source node in the routing
table and it is not valid then resend RREQ.
3. If its valid each node send RREQ to its neighbor nodes.
4. When the RREQ from the source node arrives at the destination node, the destination node creates or updates the
reverse route and it send a route reply packet (RREP) to the source.
5. When each node receives the RREP, it creates or updates a forward route to the destination node and it forwards the
RREP to the reverse route.
6. When each node receives the RREQ that it has already processed, it discards the RREQ.
7. When the RREP arrives at the source node along with the reverse route, it creates or updates the forward route, and
starts communications.
b) Route Maintenance:
Route maintenance protocol is used to provide feedback about the links of the route and to allow the route to be modified
in case of any disruption due to movement of one or more nodes along the route.
1.
2.
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Each node broadcasts a Hello packet periodically for local connectivity. It broadcasts the RREP with TTL=1 as the
Hello packet.
When the node does not receive any packets from a neighbor during a few seconds, it assumes a link break to the
neighbor.
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3.
4.
5.
6.



When the node has the link break to the neighbor based on an acknowledgment of MAC layer, it detects a route
break to the destination node that the next hop of the route is the neighbor.
When the node that detects the link break is close to the destination node, it requires a new route to the destination
node, which is known as Local Repair.
During the local repair, arrival data packets received are buffered.
When the RREP is received and the local repair is successful, the node starts sending data packets in the buffer.

RSA Algorithm
RSA is one of the first practicable public key cryptosystem and is widely used for secure data transmission. It consists of two
key, one for encryption and other for decryption. The RSA algorithm involves three steps, Key generation, Encryption and
Decryption.
a) Key Generation
RSA involves a public key and private key. The keys for the RSA algorithm are generated the following ways:
1. Choose two different large random prime numbers p and q.
2. Calculate n as product of p and q, i.e., n = pq, where n is the modulus for the public key and the private keys.
3. Calculate m as the product of (p-1) and (q-1) i.e., m = (p-1)(q-1).
4. Select any integer e<m such that it is co-prime to m, i.e., gcd(e,m) = 1.
5. Calculate d such that d mod m = 1, i.e, d =e^{-1}mod m.
6. The public key is (e,n).
7. The private key is (d,n).

b) Encryption
First converts the given plaintext p into a number smaller than n by using an agreed-upon reversible protocol known as a
padding scheme. Then computes the cipher text c, corresponding to:
c = p^e mod n.
c)

Decryption

We can convert the cipher text c into plaintext p, corresponding to:
p = c^d mod n.

ANALYSIS

In order to measure and compare the proposed EAACK scheme analysis is done on the basis of the following three metrics:
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1.

Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR):
Packet Delivery Ratio defines the ratio of the number of packets received by the destination node to the number of packets
sent by the source node.

2.

Routing Overhead(RO):
Routing Overhead defines the ratio of the amount of routing-related transmissions [Route REQuest(RREQ), Route REPly
(RREP), Route ERRor (RERR), ACK, S-ACK, and MRA].

3.

Average End to End Delay:
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Average End-to-End Delay defines the time taken for a packet to be transmitted across a network from source node to
destination node.
Analysis of the EAACK scheme is described in the following three comparison graphs:

Figure.2 Packet Delivery Ratio graph

Figure.3 Routing Overhead graph
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Figure.4 Average End to End Delay graph
All the above three xgraphs, analysis the comparison among the following seven conditions:
• Basic AODV routing condition.
• Basic AODV routing condition with malicious node in the network.
• TWOACK mode of transmission of packets, that is, two hops transmission of
packets with in the network
• ACK mode of transmission of packets with malicious node in the network.
• ACK mode of transmission of packets with malicious node in the network and also this malicious node sends a forge
acknowledgment packets to the source node.
• EAACK mode of transmission of packets with malicious node in the network.
• EAACK mode of transmission of packets with malicious node in the network and also this malicious node sends a forge
acknowledgment packets to the source node.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To better investigate the performance of EAACK under different types of attacks, two scenario settings to simulate different types of
misbehavior or attacks are described.
Scenario 1:
Malicious node are set up to send out false misbehavior report to the source node whenever it is possible. This scenario is designed to
test IDSs‘ performances against false misbehavior report.
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Figure.5 Scenario 1 : Packet Delivery Ratio

The above figure shows the simulation results based on PDR. When malicious nodes are 10 percent, EAACK performs 2 percent
better than AACK and TWOACK. When the malicious nodes are at 20 percent and 30 percent, EAACK outperforms all the other
schemes and maintains the PDR to over 90 percent. The introduction of MRA scheme mainly contributes to this performance.
EAACK is the only scheme that is capable of detecting false misbehavior report.

Figure.6 Scenario 1 : Routing Overhead
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In terms of RO, EAACK maintains a lower network overhead compared to TWOACK in most cases, RO rises rapidly with the
increase of malicious nodes. It is due to the fact that more malicious nodes require a lot more acknowledgment packets and digital
signatures.
Scenario 2:
This scenario is used to test the IDSs‘ performances when the attackers are smart enough to forge acknowledgment packets. Malicious
nodes simply drop all the packets that they receive and send back forged positive acknowledgment packets to its previous node
whenever necessary.

Figure.7 Scenario 2 : Packet Delivery Ratio

The PDR performance comparison in scenario 2 is shown in the above figure. It was observed that the proposed scheme EAACK
outperforms TWOACK and AACK in all test scenarios. It is believed that this is because EAACK is the only scheme which is capable
of detecting forged acknowledgment packets.
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Figure.8 Scenario 2 : Routing Overhead

The above figure shows the achieved RO performance results for each IDS in scenario 2. Regardless of digital signature scheme
adopted in EAACK, it produces more network overhead than AACK and TWOACK when malicious nodes are more than 10 percent.
Digital signature scheme brings in more overhead than the other two schemes.

CONCLUSION
A new IDS named EAACK protocol is designed for MANETs and is compared against other popular mechanisms in different
scenarios through simulations. The results demonstrated positive performances against TWOACK, and AACK in the cases of
receiver collision, limited transmission power, and false misbehavior report. Also, to prevent the attackers from initiating forged
acknowledgment attacks, it is extended to incorporate digital signature also. For this purpose, RSA scheme is introduced in the
simulation.
The future works includes the adaption of hybrid cryptography techniques to further reduce the network overhead caused by digital
signature. The performance of EAACK can be tested in real network environment instead of software simulation.
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Abstract— A large proportion of India‘s villages has been connected with all weather roads and has low volume of traffic. The main
composition of such roads is granular layer with or without thin bituminous surfacing. The common problem to rural roads is that their
maintenance is neglected because of paucity of funds and poor institutional set up, and the road asset created at a great cost is lost.
Cement concrete pavement offer an alternate to the flexible pavements especially when the soil strength is poor, the aggregates are
costly and drainage conditions are bad. Concrete pavements have now been constructed for low volume of traffic because of their
durability even under poor drainage conditions.

Rural roads connecting major roads are sometimes required to carry diverted traffic which may damage the concrete pavement slabs.
Such factors may be considered while arriving at thickness of concrete pavements. It is well established that the concrete pavements
demand a high degree of professional expertise at the design stage as the defective design may lead to concrete failure even if the
construction is done with great care. Indian Roads Congress has issued the first revision of IRC: SP: 62 in 2014 for design and
construction of concrete pavement for low volume of roads. In this paper, efforts have been made to elaborate the different design
aspects of concrete pavement for rural roads which will be helpful for the young engineers and research scholars.

Keywords— Concrete pavement; design; commercial vehicles; C.B.R.; load stresses; temperature stresses; fatigue fracture; joints.

INTRODUCTION

India is an agriculture based country and more than 70 percent of the population is residing in the rural areas. The rural traffic
consisting mostly agricultural tractors/trailers, goods vehicles, buses, animal driven vehicles, auto-rickshaws, motor cycles, bi-cycles,
light or medium trucks carrying sugarcane, quarry material etc. The road passing through a village/built-up area usually found
damaged due to poor drainage of water. Therefore, flexible pavement in the built-up area is to be substituted with the concrete
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pavement to make it durable and to avoid wastage of nation money on repeated treatments. The different aspects of design of concrete
pavement should be taken care prior to construction for making the same durable and cost effective [1, 2].

DESIGN ASPECTS OF CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT
The guidelines contained in IRC: SP: 62-2014 are applicable for low volume roads with average daily traffic less than 450
Commercial Vehicles per Day (CVPD). The code mainly deals with three design aspects of cement concrete pavement as shown in
fig. 1 [3].
DESIGN ASPECTS OF
CEMENT CONCRETE
PAVEMENT
FACTORS
GOVERNING DESIGN

DESIGN OF SLAB
THICKNESS

CONCRETE
PAVEMENT JOINTS

Figure 1 Design Aspects of Cement Concrete Pavement

FACTORS GOVERNING DESIGN OF CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENT
The factors governing design of cement concrete pavement have been discussed below:
i)

Wheel Load
Heavy vehicles are not expected on rural roads. The maximum legal load limit on single axle with dual wheels in India being 100

KN, the recommended design load on dual wheels is 50 KN having a spacing of the wheels as 310 mm centre to centre.
ii) Tyre Pressure
For a truck carrying a dual wheel load of 50 KN the tyre pressure may be taken as 0.80 MPa and for a wheel of tractor trailer, the
tyre pressure may be taken as 0.50 MPa.
iii) Design Period
The design period is generally taken 20 years for cement concrete pavement.
iv) Design Traffic for Thickness Evaluation
The design traffic for estimation of concrete pavement thickness has been given in table 1.
Table 1 Design Traffic for Estimation of Concrete Pavement Thickness
Sr. No.

Traffic (CVPD)

Stresses Considered for Thickness Estimation

1.

Up to 50

Only wheel load stresses for a load of 50 KN on dual wheel need to be
considered

2.

50 to 150

Total stresses results from wheel load of 50 KN & temperature
differential need to be considered

3.
550

>150 and up to 450

Fatigue can be the real problem and thickness could be evaluated on the
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basis of fatigue fracture

For the fatigue analysis of a concrete pavement the cumulative number of commercial traffic at the end of design period can
be estimated from the following equation:
*

+

(eq. 1)

Where, A = Initial CVPD after the completion of the road =
r = Rate of traffic increase in decimal (for 5% rate of increase in traffic, r = 0.05)
PI = Initial/ Present CVPD as per traffic census
x = Construction period
n = Design period in years (recommended as 20 years)
N = Total number of cumulative commercial vehicles at the end of the design period
v) Characteristics of the Sub-grade
The strength of sub-grade is expressed in terms of modulus of sub-grade reaction (k). Since, the sub-grade strength is affected by
the moisture content, it is desirable to determine it soon after the monsoons. The approximate k value corresponding to
California Bearing Ratio (CBR) value is given in table 2.
Table 2 Value of Modulus of Sub-grade Reaction (k)
Soaked Sub-grade CBR (%)a

2

3

4

5

7

10

15

20

50

K value (MPa/m)

21

28

35

42

48

50

62

69

140

a

The minimum CBR of the soil sub-grade shall be 4 %

vi) Sub-base
A good quality compacted foundation layer provided below a concrete pavement is commonly termed as sub-base. It provides
the concrete pavement a uniform & firm support and acts as a leveling course below the pavement. Sub-base can be provided
below the concrete pavement in three ways depending upon volume of traffic as shown in table 3.
Table 3 Different Ways of Providing Sub-base
Traffic up to 50 CVPD
75

mm

thick WBM

(G-III)

/WMM over 100 mm thick GSB

Traffic from 50 to 150 CVPD

Traffic from 150 to 450 CVPD

75 mm thick WBM (G-III)

150

/WMM over 100 mm thick GSB

/WMM over 100 mm thick GSB

or

mm

or

150 mm thick cement/ lime/ lime-

100

mm

fly ash treated with marginal

granular

aggregates/ soil layer

concrete)

WBM

(G-III)

or

thick
layer

thick

cementitious
(

Dry

lean

100

mm

thick

cementitious

granular layer ( Dry lean concrete)
over 100mm cementitious layer
with naturally occurring material
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The effective modulus of sub-grade reaction (k) over granular and cement treated sub-base is shown in table 4. The effective
k value for the Granular Sub-Base (GSB) may be taken 1.2 times the k value of the sub-grade. Similarly, for cementitious sub-base,
the effective k value may be taken 2 times the k value of soil sub-grade.
Table 4 Effective k value over Granular and Cementitious Sub-bases
Soaked Sub-grade CBR (%)

2

3

4

5

7

10

15

20

50

K value over GSB (150 to 250 mm), MPa/m

25

34

42

50

58

60

74

83

170

K value over Cementitious sub-base (150 to 200 mm), MPa/m

42

56

70

84

96

100

124

138

280

Reduction in stresses in the concrete pavement slab due to higher sub-grade CBR is marginal, since only fourth root of ‗k‘
matters in stress computation, but the loss of support due to erosion of the poor quality foundation below the pavement slab under wet
condition may damage it seriously.
vii) Concrete Strength
Since, concrete pavement fails due to bending stresses, it is necessary that their design is based on the flexural strength of
concrete (eq. 2).
√

(eq. 2)

Where, ff = Flexural strength, MPa
fck = Characteristics compressive cube strength, MPa
For low low volume roads, it is suggested that the 90 days strength may be used for design since concrete keeps on gaining
strength with time. The 90 days flexural strength may be taken as 1.10 times the 28 days flexural strength. For concrete pavement
construction for rural roads, it is recommended that the characteristic 28 days compressive strength should be at least 30 MPa and
corresponding flexural strength shall not be less than 3.8 MPa.
viii) Modulus of Elasticity (E) and Poisson‘s Ratio (µ)
The Modulus of Elasticity of concrete and Poisson‘s ratio may be taken as 30,000 MPa and 0.15 respectively.
ix) Co-efficient of Thermal expansion (α)
The co-efficient of thermal expansion of concrete may be taken as 10x10 -6 per oC.
x) Fatigue behavior of Concrete Pavement
Fatigue means weakening or breakdown of concrete material subject to repeated series of stresses. For rural roads with traffic
exceeding 150 CVPD, fatigue behavior of pavement slab may be calculated from the fatigue equation (eq. 3).
(eq. 3)
Where, Nf = Fatigue life of concrete pavement = Allowable load repetitions
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Stress Ratio (SR) =
The ratio of expected load repetitions (Ne) and allowable load repetitions (Nf) is termed as cumulative fatigue damage and its
value should be less than 1.
Cumulative fatigue damage =

(eq. 4)

Assuming that only 10% of the total traffic has axle loads equal to 100 KN, the number of repetitions of 100 KN axle loads
expected in 20 years can be calculated from eq. 1.
Ne = Expected load repetitions = 10% of N = 0.1 x N

(eq. 5)

DESIGN OF SLAB THICKNESS
1) Critical Stress Condition
Two different regions in a concrete pavement slab i.e. edge and corner are considered critical for pavement design. Effect of
temperature gradient is very less at the corner, while it is much higher at the edge. Concrete pavement undergo a daily cyclic change
of temperature differentials, the top being hotter than the bottom during the day and opposite is the case during the night. The
consequent tendency of pavement slab to curl upwards (top convex) during the day and downwards (top concave) during the night,
and restraint offered to the curling by self weight of the pavement induces stresses in the pavement, referred to commonly as curling
stresses. These stresses are flexural in nature, being tensile, at bottom during the day (fig. 2a) and at top during the night (fig. 2b).

Figure 2 (a) Tensile Stresses at the bottom during day

(b) Tensile Stresses at the top during night

As the restraint offered to curling would be a function of weight of the slab, it is obvious that corners have little of such restraint.
Consequently the temperature stresses induced in the pavement are negligible in the corner region. The maximum tensile stresses in
the edge region of slab will be caused by simultaneous occurrence of wheel loads and temperature differentials. This would occur
during the day at the bottom in case of interior and edge regions [4, 5].
2) Calculation of Stresses
i)

Load stresses at edge
Westergaard‘s equation for edge loading is recommended for computation of edge stresses caused by single or dual wheel at the

edge of concrete pavement slab (eq. 6) [6, 7].
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*

( )

( )

(eq. 6)

+

Where, σe = Load stress in the edge region, MPa
h = Pavement slab thickness, mm
E = Modulus of elasticity for concrete, MPa
ℓ = Radius of relative stiffness, mm = √

(

)

µ = Poisson‘s ratio for concrete
k = Modulus of sub-grade reaction of the pavement foundation, MPa/m
a = Radius of the equivalent circular area in mm = √

=√

, for single wheel at edge

√(

)

, for dual wheel at edge

P = Single wheel load, N
Pd = Load on one wheel of dual wheel set, N
Sd = Spacing between the centers of dual wheel, mm
p = Tyre pressure, MPa
ii) Temperature stresses at edge
The stress for the linear temperature gradient across depth of slab can be calculated by using Bradbury‘s equation (eq. 7) [7, 8].
(

(eq. 7)

)

Where, σte = Temperature stresses in the edge region, MPa
α = Coefficient of thermal expansion
t = Temperature difference (oC) between the top & the bottom of the slab
C = Bradbury‘s coefficient and depends on
L = Joint spacing

The values of temperature differentials in different zones in India as recommended by Central Road Research Institute
(CRRI) are given in table 5 [9].
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Table 5 Recommended Temperature Differentials for Concrete Slabs
Zone

States

Temperature

Differentials

o

C in Slabs of Thickness

i)

Panjab, Harayana, U.P., Uttranchal, Manipur, Meghalaya,

150 mm

200 mm

250 mm

12.5

13.1

14.3

15.6

16.4

16.6

17.3

19.0

20.3

15.0

16.4

17.6

Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Tripura,
Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujrat and North M.P., excluding
hilly regions
ii)

Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal, Assam and Eastern Orissa
excluding hilly regions and coastal areas

iii)

Maharashtra, Karnataka, South M.P., Chattisgarh, Andhra
Pradesh, Western Orissa and North Tamil Nadu excluding hilly
regions and coastal areas

iv)

Kerala and South Tamil Nadu excluding hilly regions and coastal
areas

v)

Coastal areas bounded by hills

14.6

15.8

16.2

vi)

Coastal areas unbounded by hills

15.5

17.0

19.0

9

10

The values of Co-efficient ‗C‘ can be calculated from table 6.
Table 6 Recommended Values of Co-efficient ‗C‘
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

11

12

&

above
C

0.000

0.040

0.175

0.440

0.720

0.920

1.030

1.077

1.080

1.075

1.050

1.000

CONCRETE PAVEMENT JOINTS
Low volume roads have generally a single-lane carriageway with a lane width of 3.75 m which is concreted in one operation. For rural
roads, no longitudinal joint need to be provided except when the pavement width exceeds 4.5 m [10]. There are mainly four types of
joints provided in cement concrete pavement as discussed under:
i)

Contraction Joints
These are transverse joints whose spacing may be kept 2.5 to 4 m. These can be formed by sawing the pavement slabs within
24 hrs of casting of concrete (fig. 3).
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Figure 3 Contraction Joint
The dowel bars are not satisfactory for slabs of small thickness and shall not be provided for slabs of thickness less than 200
mm. However, for slab thickness 200 mm and above, the dowel bars must be provided at contraction joints. The
recommended diameters and length of dowel bars with respect to slab thickness has been given in table 7 [11].
Table 7 Recommended Diameters and Length of Dowel Bars

ii)

Slab Thickness
(mm)
200
230
250
280
300
350
Construction Joints

Diameter (mm)
25
30
32
36
38
38

Dowel Bars
Length (mm)
360
400
450
450
500
500

Spacing (mm)
300
300
300
300
300
300

Transverse construction joints shall be provided wherever concreting is completed after a day‘s work or is suspended for
more than 90 minutes.
iii)

Longitudinal Joints
Where the width of concrete slab exceeds 4.5 m, it is necessary to provide a longitudinal joint in mid width of slab as per
detail shown in fig. 4. The detail of tie bars provided in the longitudinal joints of concrete pavement is given in table 8 [11].

Figure 4 Longitudinal Joint
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Table 8 Detail of Tie Bars for Longitudinal Joints
Slab Thickness

Diameter

(mm)

(mm)

Plain Bars

Deformed Bars

Plain Bars

Deformed Bars

150

8

330

530

440

480

10

520

830

510

560

10

390

620

510

560

12

560

900

580

640

250

12

450

720

580

640

300

12

370

600

580

640

16

660

1060

720

800

12

320

510

580

640

16

570

910

720

800

200

350

iv)

Maximum Spacing (mm)

Minimum Length (mm)

Expansion Joints
There are full depth joints provided transversely into which pavement can expand, thus relieving compressive stresses due to
expansion of concrete slabs, and preventing any tendency towards distortion, buckling, blow up and spalling. The current
practice is to provide expansion joints only when concrete slab abuts with bridge or culvert (fig. 5) [12].

Figure 5 Expansion Joint

CASE STUDY
The cement concrete pavement with 5.5 m carriageway has been designed for road from Nathusari Kalan to Rupana Bishnoian in
Sirsa (Haryana) in year 2014 [13]. The detailed design has been discussed as under:
PI = 169 CVPD
r = 5% rate of increase in traffic = 0.05
x = 1 year
n = 20 years
Using eq. 1
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A = 169

= 177

Since, the present CVPD are greater than 150 CVPD, fatigue can be a real problem and the thickness could be evaluated on the basis
of fatigue fracture.
Design Data
Grade of concrete = M-30
CBR = 5%
Pd = 50 KN = 50x103 N
p = 0.80 MPa
Sd = 310 mm
µ = 0.15
E = 30,000 MPa
α = 10x10-6 per oC
k = 50 MPa/m or 50x10-3 MPa/mm, for granular sub-base (as per table 4)
Sub-base
150 mm WMM over 100 mm GSB (as per table 3)
Concrete Strength
28 day compressive strength for M-30 grade of concrete = 30 MPa
Using eq. 2

√

28 day flexural strength =

= 3.834 MPa

90 day flexural strength =ff = 1.10x3.834 = 4.22 MPa
Trial-I
Assuming,
Pavement thickness (h) = 170 mm
Joint spacing (L) = 2.75 m = 2750 mm
ℓ= √

, for granular sub-base

a= √

√(

Using eq. 6
Using eq. 7
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[C = 0.409, for

=

]

Total stress = ζe + ζte = 3.00 + 0.767 = 3.767 MPa < 4.22 MPa

Therefore, safe.

Using eq. 3

[SR =

]

Nf = 287.08
Using eq. 5

Ne = 10% of N = 213623

Using eq. 4 Cumulative fatigue damage =

=

Therefore, unsafe

Trial-II
Assuming, h = 200 mm and L = 2750 mm
ℓ= √
ζ
ζ

*

(

)

(

(

)

+

)

[C = 0.291, for

=

]

Total stress = 2.358 + 0.572 = 2.93 MPa < 4.22 MPa

Therefore, safe.
[SR =

]

Nf = 20195
Cumulative fatigue damage =

=

Therefore, unsafe

Trial-III
Assuming, h = 215 mm and L = 2750 mm
ℓ= √
ζ
ζ

*

(

[C = 0.243, for

(

)

(

)

+

)

=

]

Total stress = 2.114 + 0.52 = 2.634 MPa < 4.22 MPa

Therefore, safe.
[SR =

Nf = 283792
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Cumulative fatigue damage =

=

Therefore, safe

It is therefore, recommended to provide 215 mm thick cement concrete pavement (M-30) over 100 mm GSB and 150 mm
WBM/WMM. Since, the thickness of concrete pavement is greater than 200 mm it is desirable to provide 25 mm dia dowel bars, 360
mm long @ 300 mm c/c at contraction joints.

CONCLUSION
The concrete pavement for rural roads perform well under poor drainage conditions and thus avoid wastage of resources on repeated
treatment of flexible pavement. The proper design of concrete pavement will definitely help to make it durable and cost effective. The
technical institutions should enforce the design aspects of concrete pavement for the optimum benefit of young engineers and research
scholars.
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Abstract—Short Message Service (SMS) is one of the most important mobile services. SMS enables the sending and receiving of
messages between mobile phones, and is being used in many applications like healthcare monitoring, mobile banking, etc. Nowadays
security is the most challenging aspects in the internet and network application. The main important drawback of the traditional SMS
is lack of security. This is because sometimes SMS information may be credential like passwords, account numbers, etc. Traditional
SMS service does not provide encryption of the information before its transmission. Cryptography is a main category of computer
security that converts information from its normal form into an unreadable form. Various authors have proposed different techniques
to provide security to transmit messages. This paper provides a comparative study of different protocols for end to end secure
transmission of SMS.

Keywords— AES, Cryptography, Encryption, Protocols, Security, SMS, Transmission.
INTRODUCTION

SMS has become one of the most important, fastest and strong communication channels to transmit the information. On December 3,
2013, SMS service has completed its 21 years as on December 3, 1992 [1]. The world‘s first SMS was sent by Neil Papworth from
the UK through the Vodafone network [1]. Cryptographic system is ―a set of cryptographic algorithms together with the key
management processes that support use of the algorithms in some application context [2].‖ The main characteristics of encryption
algorithm are the ability to secure the protected data against attacks.
Jawahar Thaku et al. [2] provide a detailed comparison between three common symmetric key cryptographic algorithms that is
DES, AES and Blowfish. This paper showed that Blowfish algorithm is better than other encryption algorithms like DES and AES. So
Blowfish algorithm is considered as a standard encryption algorithm. In [1] some existing symmetric key algorithms like DES, triple
DES with 3 keys and AES have been implemented. Out of these algorithms AES takes minimum time to encrypt and decrypt the SMS
with various sizes where one SMS size is 160 characters. DES and Triple DES are not considered as secure algorithms, since some
attacks have been found on both algorithms. AES with 128 bit key has proved to be a secure and efficient algorithm to encrypt SMS
but, its security cannot maintain in subsequent years. Various researchers have found several attacks on AES with 128bit key. So a
variant of AES is introduced in [1] that is Modified AES (MAES). MAES with 256 bit key is more secure than original AES.

SECURE TRANSMISSION PROTOCOLS
There are so many protocols introduced by different authors for end to end transmission of SMS. These are distinguished with its
efficiency. This paper provides a comparative study of different protocols for end to end secure transmission of SMS.
Gary Belvin [4] proposed two separate protocols for secure text messaging. First establishes a secure session on top of the Short
Message Service utilizing a shared secret. The second protocol is used to establish that shared secret. The Secure SMS (SSMS)
initiates a secure session over SMS like Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) establishes a secure session over RTP. SSMS
encrypts and authenticates each text message with a sequence number to prevent replay attacks. SSMS also has forward secrecy
characteristics that safeguard previously transmitted text messages in the case of an endpoint compromise. SSMS gives integrity,
confidentiality, and replay attack protection for SMS messages like SRTP does for RTP media streams. The security of SSMS is built
on a single, externally provided, master key that is analogous to the SRTP master key. The key Agreement Protocol for SMS (KAPS)
establishes a secular shared secret using a minimal set of messages. KAPS uses the Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman primitive for share
secret computation, with key continuity and one-time verbal authentication for man-in-the-middle detection. KAPS has the advantage
of being completely peer-to-peer and time related.
J. L. C. Lo et al. [5] proposed a protocol called SMSSsec that can be used to secure a SMS communication. SMSSec has a
two-phase protocol with the first handshake using asymmetric cryptography which occurs only once, and a more efficient symmetric
nth handshake which is used more dominantly. SMSSec is presented to ensure an end-to-end secure SMS communication. Throughout
this paper, SMSSec is found to be secure, reliable and efficient.
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Deepthi Sucheendran et al. [7], proposed SMSSec protocol, which make use of the symmetric key shared between the end
users thus providing secure and safe communication between two users. It also provides a way for remote destruction and remote
locking in the case of the phone is lost or stolen.
A. De Santis et al. [6] proposed another protocol. That is (Secure Extensible and Efficient SMS) SEESMS. A Secure
Extensible and Efficient SMS (SEESMS) mainly to transmit secure SMS it main goal is to support several cryptosystems through a
modular architecture. SEESMS operates at the application level and can be used for changing secure SMS in the peer to peer. SMS
based communication channel as bearer service to exchange non-reputable, encrypted, and tamper proof messages. SEESMS protocol
fulfils a secure SMS messages exchange by using binary SMS messages instead of using a traditional message. Each binary SMS
message can carry 140 bytes. SEESMS allows two peers to exchange encrypted communication between peers by using public key
cryptography. In public key Cryptography, both sender and receiver use different keys. SEESMS assists the encryption of a
communication channel through the ECIES and the RSA algorithms. This efficiency is obtained in two steps. First, all the
cryptosystems available in the structure are implemented using mature and fully optimized cryptographic libraries. Second, an
experimental analysis was organized to determine which combination of cryptosystems and security parameters were able to provide a
better trade-off in terms of speed/security and energy consumption.
EasySMS [1] is a secure end to end transmission protocol. It is an efficient and secure protocol. Analysis of this protocol
shows that this protocol is able to protect from various attacks, including message disclosure, over the air modification, replay attack,
man-in-the middle attack, and impersonation attack. In this paper, this protocol compared with several existing SMSsec and PK-SIM
protocols. These protocols having two phases similar to EasySMS protocol and are based on symmetric as well as asymmetric key
cryptography while the proposed protocol is completely based on symmetric key cryptography. Authors claim that EasySMS is the
first protocol completely based on the symmetric key cryptography and retain original architecture of cellular network. This paper
shows that the EasySMS sends lesser number of transmitted bits, generates less computation overhead, and reduces bandwidth
consumption and message exchanged as compared to SMSSec and PK-SIM protocols.
EasySMS is completely based on symmetric key cryptography. The efficiency of a block cipher algorithm depends upon the
key size and block size. Since, with a larger block size we can encrypt large chunk of data in one cycle of the algorithm, thus, it speeds
up the execution of algorithm. However, a larger key results in a slower algorithm, because in general, all bits of key are involved in
an execution cycle of the algorithm. A large number of rounds make the algorithm slower but, are supposed to provide good security.

SMS OPERATION
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) [3] is one of the popular mobile phone systems in the today environment. GSM
classified into three types, mobile station (MS), base station (BS), network subsystem. The mobile station (MS) is a combination of
mobile equipment and a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card. The mobile equipment personally identifies the International Mobile
Equipment Identity (IMEI). The SIM card stores the high sensitive information such as the International Mobile Subscriber Identity
(IMSI), Key (a secret key for authentication), and other user information. All this information may be protected by personal identity
number (PIN). The Base Station Subsystem contains two major parts are Base Transceiver Station (BTS) and the Base Station
Controller (BSC). The Base Transceiver Station manages the radio transceivers that define a cell and handles the Radio-link protocols
with the Mobile Station. The Base Station Controller managing the radio resources for one or more BTS. The major component of the
Network Subsystem is the Mobile services Switching Center (MSC).
SMS messages can send and receive in both directions, thus when a message is sent from a mobile device to another mobile
device, it goes through several procedures before it is delivered. There are two types of pathways [3] for the SMS transmission
between different mobile subscribers. They are internal exchange and external exchange. In Internal exchange, both mobile
subscribers belong to one Mobile company. External exchange means both subscribers belong to different mobile company. In this
case the SMS should go through two SMS Centers (SMSC). The reference [3] focuses on the detailed study of this two path ways.
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Fig1. Internal SMS Transmission

Fig2. External SMS Transmission

CONCLUSION
SMS is the most important service used in different daily life application. The most challenging factor of this SMS is the secure end to
end transmission. Here several secure protocols are discussed. They are SSMS and KAPS, SMSSsec, SEESMS, SecuredSMS,
EasySMS etc. Here EasySMS is the one and only one protocol completely based on the Symmetric Key Cryptography. It prevents
various attacks like SMS disclosure, OTA, man in the middle attack etc. It also reduces the bandwidth consumption. Here AES
algorithm is used for encrypting the messages. AES with 128 bit key is more secure than other cryptographic algorithms. So this
EasySMS protocol provides greater security.
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Abstract— In this paper work we propose a position update method that uses geographical coordinate to update the location of node
and unknown node problem for the effective data transmission and communication in Wireless Network. In this approach, adaptive
location update approach for topographical routing which dynamically sets the occurrence of location update information based on the
mobility dynamics and the furthering outlines of the nodes in the network.
In this the relevancy of the proposed approach; the results are compared with the results of one of the better existing approach.
Adaptive position update based on On-demand learning (ODL) and mobility prediction (MP) to reduce the power consumption.The
proposed approach is implemented using MATLAB R2009b. The results are explained by finding out all the retrieved relevant
information by estimating the stability and usability.
Keywords— Adaptive Position Update, Periodic beaconing, Mobility Prediction, On-Demand Learning, Mobile Ad-Hoc Network
(MANET), Wireless Ad-Hoc Network (WAN), Graphical User Interface (GUI).

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the progress on the semiconductor technology, wireless sensors‘ capabilities of computation, storage may not be limitations in
future. However, how to consume energy efficiently is still one of the most challenging problems in wireless ad-hoc networks (WAN)
researches.
The main goals of the research presented in this paper are to:

Prolong the network lifetime of WAN to deliver more packets;

Balance the energy consumption of nodes and achieve energy conservation;
In geographic routing, nodes need to maintain up-to-date positions of their immediate neighbors for making effective forwarding
decisions. Periodic broadcasting of beacon packets that contain the geographic location coordinates of the nodes is a popular method
used by most geographic routing protocols to maintain neighbor positions. We contend that periodic beaconing regardless of network
mobility and traffic pattern does not make optimal utilization of the wireless medium and node energy. For example, if the beacon
interval is too small compared to the rate at which a node changes its current position, periodic beaconing will create many redundant
position updates. Similarly, when only a few nodes in a large network are involved in data forwarding, resources spent by all other
nodes in maintaining their neighbor positions are greatly wasted.
1.1 Objective
The main objective of this work is to introduce an Adaptive Location Update in Wireless Sensor communication; it provides the
meaningful information or geographical location about the node in network as well as with the information about the unknown node
for better transmission of data. In this approach, the Adaptive Location Update strategy for geographic routing, which dynamically
adjusts the frequency of position updates, based on the mobility dynamics of the nodes and the forwarding patterns in the network
with the Unknown node problem resolution when it exist to increase the efficiency of this method. When an unknown node problem
exist, in our approach we select the best node for the route discovery or data transmission and three dimensional criteria in the given
network to increase the efficiency of existing approach based on adaptive position in wireless network.
1.2 Contributions
Adaptive Location Update in mobile Ad-hoc network provides the current position of nodes in network for better and effective
transmission of data and information. Some methods are based on On-demand learning about the position and some are based on
frequently learning. In this proposed work, an approach for the Adaptive Location Update strategy for geographic routing, which
dynamically adjusts the frequency of position updates based on the mobility dynamics of the nodes and the forwarding patterns in the
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network with the Unknown node problem resolution when it exist to increase the efficiency of this method by introducing the
phenomenon of selecting node from exist ones or unknown node and expand the existing approach with three dimensional.
2.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

2.1 Problem Formulation
The motivation behind Q. Chen [11] concept was that the Adaptive Position Update strategy to address location problems. The APU
scheme employs two mutually exclusive rules. The MP rule usage mobility estimate for evaluating the accuracy of the position
estimation and adapts the beacon updating intermission consequently, in its place of usage periodic beaconing. The ODL rule permits
nodes beside the data sending paths to preserve a correct observation of the local topology using replacing beacons in answered to data
packets that are overheard from new neighbors. This method‘s result specified that the APU approach produces few same quantity of
beacon above as further beaconing patterns then completes improved packet sending ratio, average end-to-end delay and energy
consumption.
In this approach author did not focus on the unknown node problem, if it exist then there is no criteria defined to select which node
take part in the transmission route, existing node or unknown node.
So, we propose an approach that updates the location of node and unknown node problem for the effective data transmission and
communication in wireless network. In this approach, adaptive location update approach for topographical routing which dynamically
sets the occurrence of location update information based on the mobility dynamics and the furthering outlines of the nodes in the
network. Here the unknown node is the node previously which is not in the active network but now it is ready to take part in the
transmitted network.
Suppose U is the unknown node and E is the existing node and U p and Ep are the initial power of node respectively. In mobile ad-hoc
network (MANET) we consider a node as a dead node if it has less than 20% of its initial power. So, to increase the effectiveness of
the network we consider the best node. To identify the best node we assume three scenarios.
1st Scenario:
The node which has more than 20% power of its initial power is considered best node.
If Upc> 20% of Up (here Upc and Up is the current power and initial power of unknown node) is consider a best node.
2nd Scenario:
If both nodes have the less than 20% of its initial power; in this case we focus the stability issues (the node which has more stable
comparative to other node) i.e. in this case existing node E is the best node for transmission.
3rd Scenario:
If both nodes have the more power of its initial power then we consider the maximum power node.
If Upc> 27 % of Up and Epc> 25 % of Ep then we consider the U node for further transmission.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Performance Measures:
For calculating stability of the proposed approach, existence of node is estimated in certain circumstances and is used for the
evaluation of results. We estimate the stability of node when both existing node and unknown node have the power less than 20% of
their initial power.
If Ucp < 20% Up and Ecp < 20% Ep
Here, Ucp and Ecp are the current power of unknown and existing node respectively
And Up and Ep are the initial power of unknown node and existing node respectively
Then we estimate the stability of node, which has the maximum stability in the network, is consider for further transmission.
Obviously, existing node has the maximum time duration in the network so we consider the existing node in this case.
The usability is essential as it helps in determining how probable an unknown node is used for further transmission in the network.
And usability helps in increasing the overall life of the network.
3.2 Quantitative Result Analysis:
For quantitative result, the proposed approach is tested on four scenarios and two parameters are used for this: usability and stability.
For performance comparison, the result of proposed work is compared with existing work based on APU. The results explain that the
proposed work helps in increasing the overall life of the network. Therefore the proposed work has higher usability and stability than
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the existing work. The comparison of the Adaptive Position Update routing based on ODL and prediction rule and proposed work on
the basis of usability and stability is depicted in table 3.1
Table 3.1 Performance Comparison of Adaptive Position Update and proposed work on the basis of usability.

Scenarios

APU

Proposed

Up>20% and Ep<20%

Existing node used

Unknown node used

Up<20% and Ep>20%

Existing node used

Existing node used

Up>20% and Ep>20%

Existing node used

Depend which node has
the maximum power

Up<20% and Ep<20%

Existing node used

Existing node used

It can be clearly seen from the table 3.1 that proposed work increases the usability of node. The value of usability is greater than the
existing approach. It may be possible that the value of usability is equal to the existing approach when unknown node has the less
power
3.3 Snapshots of Results in GUI Implementation:
In this section the snapshots of GUI are presented which gives the result of whole process as well as summarizes the implementation
aspect of the proposed approach.
The snapshots of GUI in step-wise manner are shown below:
Initial window at start of execution
Figure 3.1 depicts the initial window at the start of execution

Figure 3.1: A snapshot of initial window
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Figure 3.2: A snapshot of neighbors‘ location matrix
The location of the neighbor nodes with their ID and velocity is shown in figure 3.2
Scenario 1st
If Existing node has higher power of its initial power and Unknown node do not have then existing node is consider for the forwarding
transmission.

Figure 3.3: A snapshot of forwarding routing Path with Existing node J
Scenario 2nd
If Unknown node has higher power of its initial power and existing node does not have then unknown node is consider for the
forwarding transmission.
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Figure 3.4: A snapshot of Routing path with the selection of unknown node X
Scenario 3rd
If Existing node and unknown node have the lesser power to their 20% of initial power then existing node will take part in the
transmission due to stability issue.

Figure 3.5: A snapshot of forwarding routing Path with Existing node J
Scenario 4th
If Unknown node has higher power of its initial power and existing node also has but unknown node has higher power comparative to
existing node then unknown node is consider for the forwarding transmission.
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Figure 3.7 A snapshot of Routing path with the selection of unknown node X

4.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

4.1 Conclusion
In this paper, geographical location update has been described to provide better transmission.The Ad-hoc networks come to be very
widespread everybody is using these networks because the distributed nature of wireless ad-hoc networks makes them appropriate for
a variability of requests and uses where central nodes couldn‘t depend and may increase the scalability of systems compared to
wireless managed systems, though theoretic and real confines to the total dimensions of such systems or networks have been
acknowledged. In geographic routing, nodes required to manage current locations of their instant neighbors, for creating operative
furthering conclusions. Episodic broadcasting of beacon messages that contain the geographic position coordinates of the nodes is a
common technique used by most topographical routing protocols to sustain neighbor locations. We resist and reveal that episodic
beaconing regardless of the node mobility and traffic outlines in the network is not striking from both update price and routing concert
points of view.
In this paper an Adaptive Location Update in Wireless network communication; it provides the meaningful information or
geographical location about the node in three dimensional formats in network as well as with the information about the unknown node
for better transmission of data. In this approach, the Adaptive Location Update approach for topographical routing, which dynamically
sets the occurrence of location update information based on the mobility dynamics and the furthering outlines of the nodes in the
network with the Unknown node problem resolution when it exist to increase the efficiency of this method . When an unknown node
problem exist, in our approach we select the best node for the route discovery or data transmission in the given network to increase the
efficiency of existing approach based on adaptive position in Ad-hoc network.
4.2 Future scope
The proposed model can be further extended to develop a location update, which is cohesive with the unknown as well as false node
problem. Thus, the concerned areas make effective through the some other parameter such as distance as well as power consumption
parameters.
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Abstract - The paper presents common mode voltage analysis of single phase grid connected photovoltaic inverter. Many
researchers proposed different grid tie inverters for applications like domestic powering, street lighting, water pumping, cooling and
heating applications. Traditional grid tie PV inverter uses either a line frequency or a high frequency transformer between the
inverter and grid. The transformer provides galvanic isolation between the grid and the PV system but it also offers large inductive
reactance to the grid which intern results in increased impedance of line. In order to increase the efficiency, to reduce the size and
cost of the system, the effective solution is to remove the isolation transformer but it leads to appearance of common mode (CM)
ground leakage current due to parasitic capacitance between the PV panels and the ground. The common mode current reduces the
efficiency of power conversion stage, affects the quality of grid current, deteriorate the electric magnetic compatibility and give rise
to the safety threats. In order to eliminate the common mode leakage current in Transformerless PV system, the proposed converter
utilizes two split ac-coupled inductors that operate separately for positive and negative half grid cycles. This eliminates the shootthrough issue that is encountered by traditional voltage source inverters, leading to enhanced system reliability. SPWM technique
and Phase disposition (PD )PWMs are implemented for common mode voltage and THD comparisons, it is observed that PD is
efficient in eliminating common mode voltage and reduced THD output. The proposed system is analyzed using
MATLAB/SIMULINK software.
Keywords: Common Mode Leakage Current, Transformerless grid connected PV Inverter, unipolar SPWM.
1. Introduction
Grid tie photovoltaic (PV) systems, particularly low-power single-phase systems up to 5 kW, are becoming more important
worldwide. They are usually private systems where the owner tries to get the maximum system profitability. Issues such as
reliability, high efficiency, small size and weight, and low price are of great importance to the conversion stage of the PV system
[1]–[3]. Quite often, these grid-connected PV systems include a line transformer in the power-conversion stage, which guarantees
galvanic isolation between the grid and the PV system, thus providing personal protection. Furthermore, it strongly reduces the
leakage currents between the PV system and the ground, ensures that no continuous current is injected into the grid, and can be used
to increase the inverter output voltage level [1], [2], [4]. The line transformer makes possible the use of a full-bridge inverter with
unipolar pulse width modulation (PWM). The inverter is simple. It requires only four insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) and
has a good trade-off between efficiency, complexity and price [5].
Due to its low frequency, the line transformer is large, heavy and expensive. Technological evolution has made possible the
implementation, within the inverters, of both ground-fault detection systems and solutions to avoid injecting dc current into the grid.
The transformer can then be eliminated without impacting system characteristics related to personal safety and grid integration [1],
[4], [6]–[8]. In addition, the use of a string of PV modules allows maximum power point (MPP) voltages large enough to avoid
boosting voltages in the conversion stage. This conversion stage can then consist of a simple buck inverter, with no need of a
transformer or boost dc–dc converter, and it is simpler and more efficient. But if no boost dc–dc converter is used, the power
fluctuation causes a voltage ripple in the PV side at double the line frequency. This in turn causes a small reduction in the average
power generated by the PV arrays due to the variations around the MPP. In order to limit the reduction, a larger input capacitor must
be used. Typical values of 2 mF for this capacitor limit the reduction in the MPPT efficiency to 1% in a 5-KW PV system [8].
However, when no transformer is used, a galvanic connection between the grid and the PV array exists. Dangerous leakage currents
(common-mode currents) can flow through the large stray capacitance between the PV array and the ground if the inverter generates
a varying common-mode voltage [1], [4]
Recently, several transformerless inverter topologies have been presented that use super junction MOSFETs devices as main
switches to avoid the fixed voltage-drop and the tail-current induced turn-off losses of IGBTs to achieve ultra high efficiency (over
98% weighted efficiency One commercialized unipolar inverter topology, H5, as shown in Fig.1, solves the ground leakage current
issue and uses hybrid MOSFET and IGBT devices to achieve high efficiency. The reported system peak and CEC efficiencies with
an 8- kW converter system from the product datasheet is 98.3% and 98%, respectively, with 345-V dc input voltage and a 16-kHz
switching frequency.[9-11]
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fig 1. Single-phase transformerless PV inverters using super junction MOSFETs H5 circuit
However, this topology has high conduction losses due to the fact that the current must conduct through three switches in series
during the active phase. Another disadvantage of the H5 is that the line-frequency switches S1 and S2 cannot utilize MOSFET
devices because of the MOSFET body diode‘s slow reverse recovery. The slow reverse recovery of the MOSFET body diode can
induce large turn-on losses, has a higher possibility of damage to the devices and leads to EMI problems. Shoot-through issues
associated with traditional full bridge PWM inverters remain in the H5 topology due to the fact that the three active switches are
series-connected to the dc bus Replacing the switch S5 of the H5 inverter with two split switches S5 and S6 into two phase legs and
adding two freewheeling diodes D5 and D6 for freewheeling current flows, the H6 topology was proposed is shown in fig.2[11-12]

fig.2 Single-phase transformerless PV H6 inverters
The H6 inverter can be implemented using MOSFETs for the line frequency switching devices, eliminating the use of less efficient
IGBTs. The reported peak efficiency and EU efficiency of a 300 W prototype circuit were 98.3% and 98.1%, respectively, with 180
V dc input voltage and 30 kHz switching frequency. The fixed voltage conduction losses of the IGBTs used in the H5 inverter are
avoided in the H6 inverter topology improving efficiency; however, there are higher conduction losses due to the three seriesconnected switches in the current path during active phases. The shoot-through issues due to three active switches series connected
to the dc-bus still remain in the H6 topology. Another disadvantage to the H6 inverter is that when the inverter output voltage and
current has a phase shift the MOSFET body diodes may be activated. This can cause body diode reverse-recovery issues and
decrease the reliability of the system.
Another high efficiency transformerless inverter topology is the dual paralleled-buck converter, as shown in Fig. 3. The dualparallel-buck converter was inversely derived from the dual-boost bridgeless power-factor correction (PFC) circuit.[14-17]

fig.3 Single phase transformerless PV dual-paralleled buck inverters.
The dual-paralleled buck inverter eliminates the problem of high conduction losses in the H5 and H6 inverter topologies because
there are only two active switches in series with the current path during active phases. The main issue of this topology is that the
grid is directly connected by two active switches S3 and S4, which may cause a grid short-circuit problem, reducing the reliability
of the topology. A dead time of 500 μs between the line-frequency switches S3 and S4 at the zero-crossing instants needed to be
added to avoid grid shoot-through. This adjustment to improve the system reliability comes at the cost of high zero-crossing
distortion for the output grid current one key issue for a high efficiency and reliability transformerless PV inverter is that in order to
achieve high efficiency over a wide load range it is necessary to utilize MOSFETs for all switching devices. Another key issue is
that the inverter should not have any shoot-through issues for higher reliability. [18-22]
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Fig.4Common-mode currents in a transformerless conversion stage
In order to address these two key issues, a new inverter topology is proposed for single-phase transformerless PV grid-connected
systems in this paper. The proposed converter utilizes two split ac-coupled inductors that operate separately for positive and
negative half grid cycles. This eliminates the shoot-through issue that is encountered by traditional voltage source inverters, leading
to enhanced system reliability. Dead time is not required at both the high-frequency pulse width modulation switching commutation
and the grid zero crossing instants, improving the quality of the output ac-current and increasing the converter efficiency.
This paper is organized as section I is about the literature survey on transformerless PV inverter, sections II is presented about
proposed topology with Sine PWM its principle of operation, section III is about common voltage analysis of proposed system,
section IV matlab implementation of the proposed system with sine PWM and Phase Disposition technique. Comparison of two
techniques for THD of output voltages with reduced leakage current is shown.

2. The Proposed Topology and Operational Analysis.
The proposed topology is shown in fig.5. Circuit diagram of the proposed transformerless PV inverter, which is composed of six
MOSFETs switches (S1–S6), six diodes (D1–D6), and two split ac-coupled inductors L1 and L2. The diodesD1–D4 performs
voltage clamping functions for active switches S1–S4. The ac-side switch pairs are composed of S5, D5 and S6, D6, respectively,
which provide unidirectional current flow branches during the freewheeling phases decoupling the grid from the PV array and
minimizing the CM leakage current.

Fig.5 proposed high efficiency and reliability PV transform less inverter topology.
Compared to the HERIC topology the proposed inverter topology divides the ac side into two independent units for positive and
negative half cycle. In addition to the high efficiency and low leakage current features, the proposed transformerless inverter avoids
shoot-through enhancing the reliability of the inverter. The inherent structure of the proposed inverter does not lead itself to the
reverse recovery issues for the main power switches and as such super junction MOSFETs can be utilized without any reliability or
efficiency Penalties.
Fig.6 illustrates the PWM scheme for the proposed inverter. When the reference signal Vcontrol is higher than zero, MOSFETs S1
and S3 are switched simultaneously in the PWM mode and S5 is kept on as a polarity selection switch in the half grid cycle; the
gating signals G2, G4, and G6 are low and S2, S4, and S6 are inactive. Similarly, if the reference signal –Vcontrol is higher than
zero, MOSFETs S2 and S4 are switched simultaneously in the PWM mode and S6 is on as a polarity selection switch in the grid
cycle; the gating signals G1, G3, and G5 are low and S1, S3, and S5 are inactive.
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fig. 6 Phase disposition PWM signal used to control the system
Table 1 switching states and respective common mode voltages
S1
S2
S3
S4
pwm
off
off
pwm
off
off
off
off
off
pwm
pwm
off
off
off
off
off

S5
on
off
of
off

S6
off
off
on
off

Vcm
Udc/2
Udc/2
Udc/2
Udc/2

Sequence
positive
negative

Fig.7 shows the four operation stages of the proposed inverter within one grid cycle. In the positive half-line grid cycle, the highfrequency switches S1 and S3 are modulated by the sinusoidal reference signal Vcontrol while S5 remains turned ON.

fig. 7 active stage of positive half-line cycle
When S1 and S3 are ON, diode D5 is reverse-biased, the inductor currents of iLo1 and iLo3 are equally charged, and energy is
transferred from the dc source to the grid.

fig. 8 freewheeling stage of positive half-line cycle
When S1 and S3 are deactivated, the switch S5 and diode D5 provide the inductor current iL1 and iL3 a freewheeling path
decoupling the PV panel from the grid to avoid the CM leakage current. Coupled-inductor L2 is inactive in the positive half-line
grid cycle.
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fig. 9 Active stage of negative half-line cycle
Similarly, in the negative half cycle, S2 and S4 are switched at high frequency and S6 remains ON. Freewheeling occurs through S6
and D6. When S2 and S4 are ON, diode D6 is reverse-biased, the inductor currents of iLo2 and iLo4 are equally charged, and
energy is transferred from the dc source to the grid; when S2 and S4 are deactivated, the switch S6 and diode D6 provide the
inductor current iL2 and iL4 a freewheeling path decoupling the PV panel from the grid to avoid the CM leakage current.

fig. 10 freewheeling stage of negative half-line cycle.

3. Ground Loop Leakage Current Analysis for the Proposed Transformerless Inverter
A galvanic connection between the ground of the grid and the PV array exists in transformerless grid-connected PV systems. Large
ground leakage currents may appear due to the high stray capacitance between the PV array and the ground. In order to analyze the
ground loop leakage current, Fig. 11 shows a model with the phase output points 1, 2, 3, and 4 modeled as controlled voltage
sources connected to the negative terminal of the dc bus (N point).

fig. 11 Simplified CM leakage current analysis model for positive half-line cycle
The value of the stray capacitances Cg1, Cg2, Cg3, and Cg4 of MOSFETs is very low compared with that of CPVg , therefore the
influence of these capacitors on the leakage current can be neglected. It is also noticed that the DM capacitor Cx does not affect the
CM leakage current. Moreover, during the positive half-line cycle, switches S2, S4 , and S6 are kept deactivated; hence the controlled
voltage sources V2N and V4N are equal to zero and can be removed. Consequently, a simplified CM leakage current model for the
positive half-line cycle is derived as shown in Fig. 11
4. Matlab Verification of The Proposed Circuit
The figure 12 is the Matlab design of proposed system with unipolar pwm with the switching frequency of 20KHz. Sine PWM is
used to generate the control signals to convert DC of supply into AC supply. The subsystem of Solar PV system is shown in figure
13.
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fig. 12 proposed circuit in Matlab

fig. 13 solar pv system design in Matlab

fig. 14 grid voltage and current
The inverter output voltage and current waveform is shown in figure 14 with output voltage of 230V , 50Hz and 4 amps of current
is obtained as AC grid tie output. The green waveform is shown in figure represents the leakage currents due to common mode
voltages.
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fig. 15 grid voltage, inductor currents of iLo1 and iLo2
As shown in the proposed circuit the output of inverter is not directly connected to grid, two inductive filters are employed for
positive half and negative half cycle of the output independently. The waveforms in figure 15 represent the currents through the
inductors for positive and negative half of full cycle.
Figure 16 shows the closer image of the leakage current due to the common mode voltage. The figure 17 shows the individual
currents that flow through the filter inductor during both half cycles.

fig. 16 Common mode leakage current

Fig. 17 inductor currents of iLo1, iLo2, iLo3 and iLo4
The figure 18 shows the total Harmonic distortion of output voltage tied to grid while using sine PWM as the pulse generator, it is
found that the THD is about 14.60%.
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Fig. 18 THD of output voltage using SPWM technique
Phase opposition is the one of the efficient technique among the PD, POD, APOD, figure 19 shows the PD technique implemented by
using Matlab for generating gate signals it is evident from figure 20 that the leakage current due to common mode voltage is became
nearly to zero and the total harmonic distortion is reduced to 9.86%

Fig .19 Phase Disposition modulation applied to proposed system

fig.20 Reduced Leakage currents when applying PD technique
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fig. 21 FFT analysis using PD technique
The figure 6 is the gate pulse generation for the proposed converter for 20KHZ operating frequency of converter. The figure 14 is
the grid voltages and current at pcc. The Figure 17 gives grid voltage, inductor currents of iLo1 and iLo2. The main of this project is
reducing common mode currents is presented in figure 20. The figure 21 shows the THD of output voltage is about 9% shows that
power quality is up to the mark. According to IEEE standard 5% of THD is acceptable limit.

5. Conclusion
A high reliability and efficiency inverter for transformerless solar PV grid-connected systems is presented in this paper using
Matlab/Simulink model design. It is found that the leakage current present due to the effect of common mode voltage while using
SPWM is reduced by using Phase Disposition technique. The main characteristics of the proposed transformerless inverter are
observed are reduced shoot-through issue leads to greatly enhanced reliability, low ac output current distortion is achieved because
dead time is not needed at PWM switching commutation instants in PD techniques and grid-cycle zero-crossing instants, lowground loop CM leakage current are minimized to the standard, as a result of two additional unidirectional-current switches
decoupling the PV array from the grid during the zero stages and higher switching frequency operation is allowed to reduce the
output current ripple and the size of passive components while the inverter still maintains high efficiency. It is shown that the
proposed transformerless PV grid tie inverter is efficient when using PD as PWM for controlling the switching operation with
overall improved efficiency.

6. Future Scope
The asymmetry of the switch arrangements in less usage of the number of high frequency switches in order to reduce the losses and
increase the efficiency of proposed system will be a good option.
Appendix
Parameters
Input voltage
Grid voltage/ Frequency
Rated Power
Switching Frequency
Dc bus capacitor
Filter capacitor
Filter Inductors
Parasitic capacitors

Specifications
440V DC
230V/50Hz
1000W
20KHz
470µF
4.7µF
2mH
750nF
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APPLICATIONS OF QUAD TREE: A REVIEW
Deepak kumar sharma, M.Tech.,Bahra University solan H.P.; Sonia Vatta, HOD(Guide), Bahra University ,H.P.

Abstract- As we know the computers are widely used in every field either it is of geography, medical, pharmacy, astrology.
Astronomy and so on. The ongoing advancements in all these fields require a big database and the place from where this data is
retrieved easily to use. The data is some time is in hierarchal format. But the array of memory that we use to save information is in
only in 2-D, we have trees for such information in data structure. Q- Tree or Quad tree one of the ways of representing data in the
memory. The problem is of representing data in this tree so that one can do searching, insertion and deletion in a fastest manner.
With the increase in traversing and searching the performance of the computer too increases
Keywords
Quad Tree, LEVEL,SW,NW,SE,NE
Introduction
A quad tree is a tree data structure in which each internal node has exactly four children. Quad trees are most often used to
partition a two-dimensional space by recursively subdividing it into four quadrants or regions. The regions may be square or
rectangular, or may have arbitrary shapes.
History
This data structure was named a quad tree by Raphael Finkel and J.L. Bentley in 1974.A similar partitioning is also known as a Q-tree.
All forms of quad trees share some common features:They decompose space into adaptable cells.Each cell (or bucket) has a maximum
capacity. When maximum capacity is reached, the bucket splits.The tree directory follows the spatial decomposition of the quad tree.
Types of Quad Tree
Quad trees may be classified according to the type of data they represent, including areas, points, lines and curves. Quad trees may
also be classified by whether the shape of the tree is independent of the order data is processed. Some common types of quad trees are:
The Region Quad Tree
The region quad tree represents a partition of space in two dimensions by decomposing the region into four equal quadrants, sub
quadrants, and so on with each leaf node containing data corresponding to a specific sub region. Each node in the tree either has
exactly four children, or has no children (a leaf node). The region quad tree is a type of tree.A region quad tree with a depth of n may
be used to represent an image consisting of 2 n × 2n pixels, where each pixel value is 0 or 1. The root node represents the entire image
region. If the pixels in any region are not entirely 0s or 1s, it is subdivided. In this application, each leaf node represents a block of
pixels that are all 0s or all 1s.A region quad tree may also be used as a variable resolution representation of a data field. For example,
the temperatures in an area may be stored as a quad tree, with each leaf node storing the average temperature over the sub region it
represents.If a region quad tree is used to represent a set of point data (such as the latitude and longitude of a set of cities), regions are
subdivided until each leaf contains at most a single point.
Point Quad Tree
The point quad tree is an adaptation of a binary tree used to represent two-dimensional point data. It shares the features of all quad
trees but is a true tree as the center of a subdivision is always on a point. The tree shape depends on the order in which data is
processed. It is often very efficient in comparing two-dimensional, ordered data points, usually operating in O(log n) time.
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Node Structure For A Point Quad Tree
A node of a point quad tree is similar to a node of a binary tree, with the major difference being that it has four pointers (one for each
quadrant) instead of two ("left" and "right") as in an ordinary binary tree. Also a key is usually decomposed into two parts, referring to
x and y coordinates. Therefore a node contains the following information:



four pointers: quad[‗NW‘], quad[‗NE‘], quad[‗SW‘], and quad[‗SE‘]
point; which in turn contains:
o key; usually expressed as x, y coordinates
o value; for example a name

Edge Quad Tree
Edge quad trees are specifically used to store lines rather than points. Curves are approximated by subdividing cells to a very fine
resolution. This can result in extremely unbalanced trees which may defeat the purpose of indexing.
Polygonal Map Quad Tree
The polygonal map quad tree (or PM Quad tree) is a variation of quad tree which is used to store collections of polygons that may be
degenerate (meaning that they have isolated vertices or edges).There are three main classes of PMQuadtrees, which vary depending on
what information they store within each black node. PM3 quad trees can store any amount of non-intersecting edges and at most one
point. PM2 quad trees are the same as PM3 quad trees except that all edges must share the same end point. Finally PM1 quad trees are
similar to PM2, but black nodes can contain a point and its edges or just a set of edges that share a point, but you cannot have a point
and a set of edges that do not contain the point.
Simple Traversing Technique Of Quad Tree
Steps to traverse a quad tree:
1.
2.
3.

begin by moving down the left most branch to the first leaf
after processing each leaf in this branch, move back up to the previous branching point, and turn right
this will either lead down to another leaf, or back to a previous branching point

LEVEL WISE TRAVERSING
Level wise representation:
There are basically two functions in this method. One is to print all nodes at a given level (printGivenLevel), and other is to print level
order traversal of the tree (printLevelorder). printLevelorder makes use of printGivenLevel to print nodes at all levels one by one
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starting from root.
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Neighbor Finding Techniques
One of the ways to traverse quad tree is neighbor finding. We can locate the neighbors in a quad tree either in a vertical direction or in
a horizontal direction. Here, again the basic idea is to asset a tree until or unless the desired elements are found in this we can traverse
a tree by step by step comparison of elements either by comparing vertical elements with each other or by comparing horizontal
elements. The problem is to find out the next node element in a tree. It is done by back tracking back to the previous node and the
further previous node and then comparing them and so on.
The data structure was named a quad tree by Raphael Finkel and J.L. Bentley in 1974. After that lot of work has been done on the
quad tree on different-different fields.
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Haman Samet [1], describe the use of quad tree by using it in image processing. He describes the quad tree traversing
technique in the top down manner. instead of only traversing its each nodes either positively on horizontal direction or toward
vertical direction it differs in work as it computes diagonal adjacent neighbors rather than computing horizontal and vertical nodes.
Disadvantage:- each node is traversed individually until required node is searched.
Our Focus:- If each node is traversed one by one in horizontally and vertically the number of comparison is more and the time
requires searching an item is also large. My aspect is to reduce that time of searching.
Sarah F. Frisken Ronald N. Perry [2], provided methods for point location, region location, and neighbor searching in quad
trees that are simple, efficient, inherently non-recursive, and reduces the number of comparisons with poor predictive behavior. The
methods are table-free, thereby reducing memory accesses, and generalize easily to higher dimensions.
Disadvantage: In this paper, the search is more focused from point to point and neighbor to neighbor in a region in an image.
Our Focus: - we focus to reduce the time for accessing memory during searching point on an image.

CHI-YEN HUANG AND YU-WEI CHEN [3] , he presents a novel method for building the linear quad tree from a given
image. From the theoretical point of view, the time 2N) if the size of the
complexity for encoding an image is at least of O (2N 2N,
since each pixel in the image should be checked regardless of
image is 2N its color. Both the proposed method and that of belong
to this type. Moreover, an algorithm with good empirical performance is required. The proposed method has been indicated to be
simple, easy and efficient. Moreover, the image can be encoded in real time. The proposed method does not require a large disk space
either to save the input pixels or to maintain a complex data structure.

Patrick R. Brown [4], he introduces a paging in a pointer based quad tree. In his work he creates bags of a quad tree to save it
in a memory and then traversing it on the basis of B- tree format to retrieve a page from a memory. This algorithm increases the
efficiency and performance of searching in a hierarchal data base.
Disadvantage:-One of the disadvantages of his work that the memory overflow will occurs sometimes without getting an appropriate
result.
Our Focus: - In this research, the chances of having an appropriate result is less. This is reduced by this new technique.
Francesco Buccafurri Filippo Fur faro Domenico Sac's [5] A Quad-Tree Based Multiresolution Approach for Twodimensional data In this paper we restrict our attention to two-dimensional data, which are relevant for a number of applications, and
propose a hierarchical summarization technique which is combined with the use of indices, i.e. compact structures providing an
approximate description of portions of the original data. Experimental results show that the technique gives approximation errors
much smaller than other ―general purpose‖ techniques, such as wavelets and various types of multi-dimensional histogram.
David M. Mark Department of Geography University at Buffalo Buffalo, New York 14260 U.S.A [6]THE USE OF
QUADTREES IN GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS , Quad trees are very well-suited to many Geographic Information
Systems (CIS) applications, chiefly because they represent 2-dimensional (spatial) data in a way which takes advantage of spatial
coherence in the phenomenon being represented. This paper has emphasized the handling of diverse types of spatial data in a quad tree
environment, strategies for covering very large areas, and the use of quad trees and quad tree-related structures in computational
Geometry, spatial search, and spatial modeling.
Our focus:- This research paper is mainly belongs to geographical information system research field. The technique of building
quadrants is used from this paper.
Kasturi Varadarajan May 2, 2013 [7] Given a set of n points in k-dimensional space, and an L q -metric (Minkowski
metric), the all-nearest-neighbors problem is defined as follows: for each point p in V, find all those points in V−{p} that are closest
top under the distance metric L q . We give an O (n log n) algorithm for the all-nearest-neighbors problem, for fixed dimension k and
fixed metric L q . Since there is an Θ(n log n) lower bound, in the algebraic decision-tree model of computation, on the time
complexity of any algorithm that solves the all-nearest-neighbors problem (fork=1), the running time of our algorithm is optimal up to
a constant factor.
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H.Samet, C A Shaffer, R C Neison , Y. G huang , K . Fujimura and A hosenfeld [8] The status of an ongoing research
effort to develop a geographic information system based on a variant of the linear quad tree is presented. This system uses quad tree
encodings for storing area, point and line features. Recent enhancements to the system are presented in detail. This includes a new
hierarchical data structure for storing linear features that represents straight lines exactly and permits updates to be performed in a
consistent manner. The memory management system was modified to enable the representation of an image as large as 16 384 x 16
384 pixels. Improvements were also made to some basic area map algorithms which yield significant efficiency speedups by reducing
node accesses. These include windowing, set operations with unaligned images, a polygon expansion function, and an optimal quad
tree building algorithm which has an execution time that is proportional to the number of blocks in the image instead of the number of
pixels.

Disadvantage:-The quad tree memory management is describe in the phase II of the project. In which the leaf node make up in the
quad tree are store in the form of list. Each list entry of leaf node contains a word of 32 bit. The first portion consists key which is used
to sort nodes in a list and other contains a information.
Our focus:- In this paper the list is created to store quad tree. We use this list technique to save information.
Ivan ·Sime·cek[9] Computations with sparse matrices are used in the wide range of science projects. But suitable formats for
storing sparse matrices are still under development, because the computation using widely-used formats (like XY or CSR) are slow
and specialized and enceinte formats (like CARB) have a large transformation overhead. In this paper, we represent some
improvements to the quad tree storage format. We also compare the performance during the execution of some basic routines from the
linear algebra using widely-used formats and the
quad tree storage format.
P. Barrett [10] Quad trees have a wide range of applications, from graphics to image processing to spatial information
systems. The use of linear quad trees to represent spatial information has been widely used in geography, but rarely in astronomy.
With the advent of the Guide Star Catalog and other large astronomical source lists, an efficient method of storing and accessing such
spatial data is necessary. We show that encoding astronomical coordinates as a linear quad tree, instead of right ascension and
declination as is typically done, can provide significant improvements in efficiency when accessing sources near a given spatial
direction. We also discuss how the linear quad tree can aid in the correlation of source positions from different astronomical catalogs
and how it can be applied to relational databases.
Research objective
The tree is term used to describe a class of hierarchal data structure whose common property is that they are based on the
principle of regular decomposition such data structure are becoming increasingly important as representation in the fields of image
processing , computer graphics, climatic study , geographical area study , study of mutation rate with a change of environment. It
means that the tree is very help full for data which is extracted from a parameters and then there sub parameters and so on.
EXAMPLE 1
One of the example of such kind of data is a classification system in a biology (refer Fig )
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In the diagram kingdoms which may be of either like animalia ,plantae, fungi, Protista, monera, and bacteria are either depends on
various phylum and this process continue till species.
Root

node 1

node 2

node 3

node 4

node 5

Figure 1
Here, root node has a five child nodes as node 1, node 2, node 3 node 4, and node 5. Each node further has a 5 more sub nodes and so
on.
There are many cases where more than 5 nodes are required. In these kinds of data structures to traversing is difficult and time
consuming. As in such cases we cannot do in-order, pre-order and post order traversing. So, we require traversing each node.
Accordingly there are many trees like ternary tree having 3 nodes, quad tree having 4 nodes, and so on.
Example 2:
The dictionary is also a one example in which we have a big data and the data should present in a well scheduled and when we
required to find an element we straightly open dictionary and go to the word initial letter that we want to search and then next letter
and so on . this step helps us to find a word in a dictionary. But this process is only useful if we have data in a dictionary in arranged
manner. Else it requires a lot of time to search a single word.
A non linear data structure that is required to represent the data structure is called tree. This data structure is manly contains a
hierarchal relationship between elements e.g. records, files, family tree and tables.
Following tree shows a dictionary and the data that is saved in a dictionary in tree format.
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Future Scope
The quad tree is too can be used for the memory management in a big and hierarichal data base. It is the one of the best technique in
which we can use the quad tree and can acess the multiple different data and make the searching efficient and fast.
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Abstract—The broad exploitation of smart phones has started to make them practical employment environments for actual-world atscale MANETs (i.e., to give peer-to-peer based non-cellular services). Services like this, will surely subject to cyber-attacks, simplest
of which one is radio frequency (RF) jamming. The accomplishment of these MANETs will require both: i) fast as well as exact ways
of identifying the presence of jammers and ii ways of justifying jammer impacts. While observing through standard MANET
operational measures such as: packet delivery ratio, delay, routing overhead, and hops travelled , this task finds out the effects of
jamming strategies over the MANET. Hence, the delectability of active jammers heavily depends both on which compute is employed
and the exact environment of the jamming approach employed. Besides, even if fundamental approaches such as constant jamming are
detectable without any troubles, it is revealed that little work is requisite to construct for less detectable jamming strategies. In this
paper we have proposed to design a new technique to detect and isolate the jamming attack in MANET(mobile adhoc network) using
AODV protocol. Our aim is to understand the existing techniques of detection and isolation of jamming attack by the malicious node
and develop a new algorithm to detect and isolate the same in more efficient way on the basis of the throughput of the network.

Keywords:- Jamming attack, wireless networking, jamming, MANET jamming attack, MANET, Isolate
jamming node, adhoc network issues, AODV in jamming
I. INTRODUCTION
A network can be defined as the combination of different devices e.g. computers to establish a communication with each other. In a
network there is a successful movement of information from one system to another in the network. We can also define it as a grouping
of different connecting devices in a particular manner. When number of computer systems are connected to distribute the information
over different devices they composite the network. In networking there is a sharing of the sources over a network. These shareable
resources can be hardware based or software based. The netwok is organized in different measures of traffic, size and structure of the
network with the help of networking protocols.
A network can be of two types:- wired network and wireless network. A network in which we employ wires to maintain a link across
different devices are called wired networks and in which we use radio signals are called wireless networks [5]. In wireless networks
there is no need of any kind of connecting wires for communication instead of which we use radio waves for communication purpose.
It is also known as Wi-Fi or WLAN. The information can be shared easily with such networks through radio frequency. 802.11 is the
IEEE standard for the same. The two modes of Wireless Operating are:1. Infrastructure Mode 2. Adhoc Mode or Infrastructure less
Mode. Adhoc modes are meant to be used in emergency conditions. So these set a different standard for wirelss communication. This
mode is for mobile nodes. There is no fixed infrastructure is required in ad hoc network like base stations. Nodes within each other
radio range communicate wireless links directly [12]. There different types of Adhoc network available. These are as following: 1.
MANET 2. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) 3. Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN). MANET stands for Mobile Ad hoc Network. It is
a robust an adhoc network. In this network nodes are connected randomly forming any type of topology with the help of mobile nodes
or both mobile and fixed nodes. At times they can be routers and hosts. Primary objective of routing protocol is to discover the route.
In the routing protocol for MANET undertakes to setup and maintain routes between nodes. For example, AODV (Adhoc on Demand
Distance vector) routing protocol.
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A jammer is an entity whose main aim is to inhibit the acceptance of wireless communications by trying to enter the way of the
physical transmission A jammer constantly produce RF signals to fill a wireless path so that legal traffic will be completely blocked.
The common characteristics for all the jamming attacks are that their interactions are not amenable with MAC protocols[2]. The ratio
of packets that are effectively sent out by a justifiable traffic cause as compared to the number of packets it suppose to send out at the
MAC layer. In this attack number of source are formed instead of single source which sends rough packets to the transmission
channels and jammed the channel. Due to this jamming, packet loss starts. This decrease the efficiency and reliability of the system.
Due to this attack many problems are arise like channel becomes busy, delay in transmission, new packet drops begin due to buffer
space full etc. Physical or Radio jamming in a wireless network is a trouble-free but disturbing form of DoS(denial of service) attack.
A major advantage of MAC layer jamming is that the challenger node needs less power in targeting these attacks as compared to the
physical or radio jamming. In this, we concentrate on DoS attacks at the MAC layer resulting in clash of RTS/CTS control frames or
the DATA frames.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Ali Hamieh, Jalel Ben-Othman,2009 they have wished-for a new model based on the measure of relationship amongst the error and
the correct reception times in order to detect the presence of jamming attack in ad hoc networks. Main purpose is to detect speciﬁc
type of jamming, in which the when any official radio activity is signaled from its radio hardware only the jammer transmits the
signal, that shows the major cause of such attacks. Our goal in the future is to use our method to find other DoS attacks, and to search
an efficient reaction process to deal with jamming.
Loukas Lazos,2009 they proposed that in node compromise there is a trouble of control-channel jamming in multi-channel ad hoc
networks. We proposed a randomized distributed channel establishment scheme which pemits nodes to select a new control channel
using frequency hopping. Our method differs from classical frequency hopping in that the communicating nodes are not matching to
the hoping sequence in the same manner. Or else, each node follows a unique hopping sequence. They showed that their scheme can
uniquely identify compromised nodes with the help of their exclusive sequence and depart them from the network. We calculated the
concert of our scheme based on the recently projected metrics of avoidance entropy, avoidance delay, and avoidance ratio. The
proposed scheme can by utilize as a provisional way out for the control channel re- establishment until the jammer and the
compromised nodes are removed from the network.
Priyanka Goyal,2011 they talk about the Mobile ad-hoc network which shows that this is a field which shows great potential for
explore and progress of wireless network. As the activeness of mobile device and wireless network appreciably increased over the
precedent years, wireless ad-hoc networks has now become one of the most electrifying and dynamic field of communication and
networks. Due to cruel challenges, the distinct attributes of MANET get this technology immense opportunistic together. This paper
explains the necessary problems of ad hoc network by including the idea, features, category, and exposers of MANET. This paper
shows an summary and the lessons of the routing protocols. In addition, it includes different demanding issues, promising function and
the future trends of MANET.
Caimu Tang, 2011 author discussed about future competent validation mechanisms for low-power devices. Here for mutual
validation the mobile nodes need only one packet. For validation group pass code can be generated with the help of elliptic-curvecrypto system based trust delegation Mechanism. With the help of this validation process many active as well as passive attacks can be
controlled including DoS attack. This is simple way of validating the mobile node with the main station as it requires few calculations
and only one packet exchange rather than other validation schemes.
Pradeep kyasanur, 2005 author proposed, an addition to 802.11 DCF protocol to find the self-centered nature of the nodes in both
infrastructure and ad hoc network topologies. The nodes which make all other nodes keep on waiting for the network by taking
contentional window(CW) time and this reduces the overall throughput of the network. This proposed scheme has three components:1) Receiver will check it out whether sender is following the protocol or not. 2) Sender has to send the data over the particular time
period fixed by the receiver as contentional time.
Karim El Defraweny and Gene Tsudik,2011 in this paper the author describes that the mobile nodes can move freely in their own
environment . there will not be any issue of attacks if the the environment is safe. But if the environment is not exactly safe there will
alwys be a possibility of the inside as well as outside attacks over the nodes. To make the environment safe we need to make the
surety of mutual validation. For establishing a connection with the other node the mobile node has to show its current location.
3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Following are the various objectives of this research work
 To study the previously proposed plans suggested for analysis and counter measurement of jamming attack.
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Analyzing the effects of jamming attack in the light of Packet loss, throughput and end-to-end delay in MANET.



To find new way of detecting malicious nodes in the network which causes jamming attack in the network.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
All possible attacks(i.e. inside and outside attacks) in MANET deteriorate the performance of a network. An attack in which the
network‘s own node become malicious node and attacked the network is called an inside attack. On the other hand, when the node of
some other network acts as a malicious node on our network, that type of attack is termed as an outside attack[3]. A passive outsider
eavesdrops on all communication and aims to compromise privacy. Selective packet drop attack is the most common active type of
attack amongst all the attacks discussed earlier. Jamming attack triggered by the malicious node or multiple malicious nodes in the
network which results in partial DoS(denial of service). Many techniques have been planned to isolate jamming attack in the network
in the earlier times. Throughput of the network reduces and the delay increases as the jamming attack triggered over the network. In
our task, we focus on to detect and isolate jamming attack in AODV Protocol [10].
First of all we‘ll arrange the mobile adhoc network with the infinite number of nodes. All these nodes will be mobile nodes and are
arranged randomly in a particular area. For defining a route we have to select source and the destination first. To establish a route
source node will spread the route request packets and the adjacent nodes. These adjacent nodes further transmits the route requests to
their respective adjacent nodes. As these adjacent nodes are ending requests to the adjacent nodes at the end it reaches the destination
node. From destination node reverse process will start by acknowledging the route reply packets to their adjacent node till it reaches
the sender. Then all the possible routes will be clear and one appropriate route will be selected on the basis of hop count and sequence
number. The route having appropriate hop count and sequence number is established between the source and destination. The
malicious node exists in the route which is act as source or multiple sources. This is the only node that will be responsible for
triggering the jamming attack. The proposed methodology will detect the malicious node and isolate, it from the network. The
methodology is based on the throughput of the network. When the throughput of the network, will degrades to certain threshold
value, nodes in the network will go to monitor mode and detect the malicious node. The proposed methodology will be implemented
in network simulator version 2. Thus by detecting and isolating jamming we will discuss about the performance of the network with
different measuring factors such as throughput of the network, energy loss, packet delay etc.
Below the flow chart gives the overview of the entire work that is to be done on the detection and isolation of jamming in MANETs
using AODV protocol.

MANET with
infinite
Fix source and
destination
Route request
from S to D
Reply request
from D to S
Route establishment
(hop count/ seq num)
Jamming by
malicious node
Detect/Isolate
malicious node
Figure 1 - Flow Diagram of the Proposed Approach
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5. CONCLUSION
Jamming in the wireless networks is a great issue to be quite popular and necessary also. The new proposal will provide an efficient
way to detect and isolate the jamming caused due to different nodes in the network. Jamming should be detected and isolate on
different measures, such as throughput, energy loss, delay time other than the earlier measures.
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Abstract— Image compression is now very important for applications such as transmission and storing data bases. In this paper we
review and discuss about the image compression, need of compression, its principles, and various algorithm of image compression.
This paper attempts to give a recipe for selecting one of the popular image compression algorithms based on Wavelet, JPEG/DCT,
fourier, and huffman approaches. We review and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these algorithms for compressing true
color images, given an experimental comparison on commonly used image of wpeppers.jpg.

Keywords — Image, Compression, Discrete Cosine Transform, Fourier Transform, wavelet Transform and Huffman Algorithm.
INTRODUCTION

Image compression is the application of data compression on digital images. In effect, the objective is to reduce redundancy of the
image data in order to be able to store or transmit data in an efficient form. The development of higher quality and less expensive
image acquisition devices has produced steady increases in both image size and resolution, and a greater consequent for the design of
efficient compression systems. Although storage capacity and transfer bandwidth has grown accordingly in recent years, many
applications still require compression. The basic rule of compression is to reduce the numbers of bits needed to represent an image. In
a computer an image is represented as an array of numbers, integers to be more specific, that is called a ― digital image. The image
array is usually two dimensional (2D), If it is black and white (BW) and three dimensional (3D) if it is color image [1]. Digital image
compression algorithms exploit the redundancy in an image so that it can be represented using a smaller number of bits while still
maintaining acceptable visual quality. Factors related to the need for image compression include:
 The large storage requirements for multimedia data
 Low power devices such as handheld phones have small storage capacity
 Network bandwidths currently available for transmission
 The effect of computational complexity on practical implementation.
In the array each number represents an intensity value at a particular location in the image and is called as a picture element or pixel.
Pixel values are usually positive integers and can range between 0 to 255. In other words, we say that the image has a grayscale
resolution of 8 bits per pixel (bpp). On the other hand, a color image has a triplet of values for each pixel one each for the red, green
and blue primary colors. Hence, it will need 3 bytes of storage space for each pixel. The captured images are rectangular in shape [2].
The ratio of width to height of an image is called the aspect ratio.

Data Compression Model
Compression is also known as encoding process and decompression is known as decoding process. A data compression system mainly
consists of three major steps and that are removal or reduction in data redundancy, reduction in entropy, and entropy encoding. A
typical data compression system can be labeled using the block diagram shown in Figure 1.2 It is performed in steps such as image
transformation, quantization and entropy coding. JPEG is one of the most used image compression standard which uses discrete cosine
transform (DCT) to transform the image from spatial to frequency domain [3]. An image contains low visual information in its high
frequencies for which heavy quantization can be done in order to reduce the size in the transformed representation. Entropy coding
follows to further reduce the redundancy in the transformed and quantized image data.
Digital data compression algorithms can be classified into two categories1. Lossless compression
2. Lossy compression
Lossless compression
In lossless image compression algorithm, the original data can be recovered exactly from the compressed data. It is used generally for
discrete data such as text, computer generated data, and certain kinds of image and video information. Lossless compression can
achieve only a modest amount of compression of the data and hence it is not useful for sufficiently high compression ratios. GIF, Zip
file format, and Tiff image format are popular examples of a lossless compression [4]
Lossy compression techniques refer to the loss of information when data is compressed. As a result of this distortion, must higher
compression ratios are possible as compared to the lossless compression in reconstruction of the image. 'Lossy' compression sacrifices
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exact reproduction of data for better compression. It both removes redundancy and creates an approximation of the original. The JPEG
standard is currently the most popular method of lossy compression.

Elucidation of Each Algorithm Used
Transform refers to changing the coordinate basis of the original signal, such that a new signal has the whole information in few
transformed coefficients. The processing of the signals in the transform domain is more efficient as the transformed coefficients are
not correlated [7].
The first step in the encoder is to apply a linear transform to remove redundancy in the data, followed by quantizing the transform
coefficients, and finally entropy coding then we get the quantized outputs [8]. After the encoded input image is transmitted over the
channel, the decoder reverse all the operations that are applied in the encoder side and tries to reconstruct a decoded image as close as
to the original image [9].

Discrete Cosine Transform
The JPEG/DCT still image compression has become a standard recently. JPEG is designed for compressing full-color or grayscale
images of natural, real-world scenes. To exploit this method, an image is first partitioned into non overlapped 8×8 blocks. A discrete
Cosine transform (DCT) [1] is applied to each block to convert the gray levels of pixels in the spatial domain into coefficients in the
frequency domain. The coefficients are normalized by different scales according to the quantization table provided by the JPEG
standard conducted by some psycho visual evidence. The quantized coefficients are rearranged in a zigzag scan order to be further
compressed by an efficient lossless coding strategy such as run length coding, arithmetic coding, or Huffman coding. The decoding is
simply the inverse process of encoding. So, the JPEG compression takes about the same time for both encoding and decoding. The
encoding/ decoding algorithms provided by an independent JPEG group [7] are available for testing real world images. The
information loss occurs only in the process of coefficient quantization. The JPEG standard defines a standard 8×8 quantization table
[8] for all images which may not be appropriate. To achieve a better decoding quality of various images with the same compression by
using the DCT approach, an adaptive quantization table may be used instead of using the standard quantization table.
3.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform
Wavelets are functions defined over a finite interval and having an average value of zero. The basic idea of the wavelet transform is to
represent any arbitrary function (t) as a superposition of a set of such wavelets or basis functions. These basis functions or baby
wavelets are obtained from a single prototype wavelet called the mother wavelet, by dilations or contractions (scaling) and translations
(shifts). The Discrete Wavelet Transform of a finite length signal x(n) having N components, for example, is expressed by an N x N
matrix. Wavelet-based schemes (also referred as sub band coding) outperform other coding schemes like the one based on DCT. Since
there is no need to block the input image and its basis functions have variable length, wavelet coding schemes at higher compression
avoid blocking artifacts. Wavelet-based coding [2] is more robust under transmission and decoding errors, and also facilitates
progressive transmission of images. In addition, they are better matched to the HVS characteristics [9].
3.3 Fast Fourier Transform
The Fourier transform is a representation of an image as a sum of complex exponentials of varying magnitudes, frequencies, and
phases [10]. If f(m,n) is a function of two discrete spatial variables m and n, then the two-dimensional Fourier transform of f(m,n) is
defined by the relationship
∑
F( ω1, ω2) = ∑
𝑓 𝑚𝑛 𝑒
The variables ω1 and ω2 are frequency variables; their units are radians per sample. F(ω1,ω2) is often called the frequency-domain
representation of f(m,n). F(ω1,ω2) is a complex-valued function that is periodic both in ω1 and ω2, with period 2π. Because of the
periodicity, usually only the range is displayed. Note that F(0,0) is the sum of all the values of f(m,n). For this reason, F(0,0) is often
called the constant component or DC component of the Fourier transform. (DC stands for direct current; it is an electrical engineering
term that refers to a constant-voltage power source, as opposed to a power source whose voltage varies sinusoidally.
The inverse of a transform is an operation that when performed on a transformed image produces the original image. The inverse twodimensional Fourier transform is given by
f(m,n)= ∫
𝑒
𝑑 𝑑
∫
Roughly speaking, this equation means that f(m,n) can be represented as a sum of an infinite number of complex exponentials
(sinusoids) with different frequencies. The magnitude and phase of the contribution at the frequencies (ω1,ω2) are given by F(ω1,ω2).
3.4 Huffman Algorithm
The basic idea in Huffman coding is to assign short codeword to those input blocks with high probabilities and long code words to
those with low probability. A code tree is thus generated and the Huffman code is obtained from the labeling of the code tree [ 11]. An
example of how this is done is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Huffman Source Reductions

At the far left, a hypothetical set of the source symbols and their probabilities are ordered from top to bottom in terms of decreasing
probability values. To form the first source reductions, the bottom two probabilities, 0.06 and 0.04 are combined to form a "compound
symbol" with probability 0.1. This compound symbol and its associated probability are placed in the first source reduction column so
that the probabilities of the reduced source are also ordered from the most to the least probable. This process is than repeated until a
reduced source with two symbols (at the far right) is reached. The second step if Huffman‘s procedure is to code each reduced source,
starting with the smallest source and working back to its original source. The minimal length binary code for a two-symbol source, of
course, is the symbols 0 and 1. As shown in table 2, these symbols are assigned to the two symbols on the right (the assignment is
arbitrary; reversing the order of the 0 and would work just and well). As the reduced source symbol with probabilities 0.6 was
generated by combining two symbols in the reduced source to its left, the 0 used to code it is now assigned to both of these symbols,
and a 0 and 1 are arbitrary appended to each to distinguish them from each other. This operation is then repeated for each reduced
source until the original course is reached. The final code appears at the far-left in table 2. The average length of the code is given by
the average of the product of probability of the symbol and number of bits used to encode it. This is calculated below: Lavg = (0.4)(1)
+ (0.3)(2) + (0.1)(3) + (0.1)(4) + (0.06)(5) + (0.04)(5) = 2.2 bits/ symbol and the entropy of the source is 2.14 bits/symbol, the
resulting Huffman code efficiency is 2.14/2.2 = 0.973.
Table 2: Huffman Code Assignment Procedure

For the binary code of Table 2, a left-to-right scan of the encoded string 010100111100 reveals that the first valid code word is 01010,
which is the code for symbol a3. The next valid code is 011, which corresponds to symbol a1. Continuing in this manner reveals the
completely decoded
message to be a3a1a2a2a6.

Results:
The program to compare all four techniques was designed in MATLAB 7.12. The results obtained are as follows:
1. For Discrete Cosine Transform
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80% compression FFT

50% compression FFT

20% compression FFT

2% compression FFT

entropy_80_per = 6.9404
entropy_50_per = 7.1618
entropy_20_per = 7.4307
entropy_2_per = 7.4468
Time required = 1.244284e+000
3. For Discrete Wavelet Transform

entropy = 7.3865
Time Required = 3.892191e+000
4. For Huffman Algorithm

entropy = 7.2860
Time required = 1.141801e+002
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CONCLUSION
For practical applications, we conclude that (1) Wavelet based compression algorithms are strongly recommended, (2) DCT based
approach, (3) Huffman algorithm approach is not appropriate for a low bit rate compression although it is simple, (4) Fourier
Transform approach should be utilize for a low bit rate compression.
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Abstract- Today, the energy consumption is increased very sharply. This paper is just one step, towards our destination of achieving
energy efficiency and we would like to emphasis that an energy audit is a continuous process .In this paper, we discuss about possible
actions firstly i.e. How to conserve and efficiently utilize our scarce resources and identified their savings potential; second thing is
important to implement on it. In this thesis, an energy audit is a study of a plant or facility to determine how and where energy is used
and to identify methods for energy savings. The opportunities lie in the use of existing renewable energy technologies, greater efforts
at energy efficiency and the dissemination of these technologies and options. Energy Saving can be done by improved techniques,
better instrumentation and more efficient machinery.
Keywords:- Energy Audit, Energy Consumption, Energy efficiency, Bill, Saving, Payback Period, Measure

I. INTRODUCTION
An energy audit is a study of a plant or facility to determine how and where energy is used and to identify methods for energy savings.
There is now a universal recognition of the fact that new technologies and much greater use of some that already exist provide the
most hopeful prospects for the future. The opportunities lie in the use of existing renewable energy technologies, greater efforts at
energy efficiency and the dissemination of these technologies and options. This energy audit of the academic area has been carried out
and reported in this thesis.
II. ENERGY AUDIT AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT
1) Energy Audit Objectives
An energy audit is an inspection, survey and analysis of energy flow for energy conservation in an industry, process to reduce the
amount of energy input into the system without negatively affecting the output. Energy audit is a testing and analysis of how the
enterprises and other organizations use energy. According to national energy conservation laws and regulations for energy
consumption, investigation and energy audit management. [4]
2) Energy Management
The Energy Management is the stragegy of adjusting and optimizing energy using systems and procedures so as to reducing energy
requirements per unit of output. The main objective of energy management is:
to achieve and maintain the load requirement.
To minimize the cost of energy
To minimize environmental effects
As per the Energy Conservation Act, 2001, passed by the government of India, energy audit is defined as ― The verification,
monitoring and analysis of use of energy including submission of technical reports containing recommendations for improving energy
efficiency with cost benefit analysis and an action plan to reduce energy consumption.‖[3].
3) Energy Conservation
Principle of Energy Conservation :- Energy Conservation means reduction of consumption but without reduction in the quality and
quantity production.[1],[2]
Energy Conservation Required Due To :To reduce energy/fuel shortage
To reduce peak demand shortage
To save fuel, natural resources and money
To reduce environmental pollution
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Only 1 % of natural resources available in India, while
population is 16% of the world
Provides Energy security

4) Energy Consumption Methodology
The methodology adopted for this audit was a three step process comprising of:4.1. Data Collection – In preliminary data collection phase, exhaustive data collection was performed using different tools such as
observation, interviewing key persons, and measurements.
4.2. Data Analysis - Detailed analysis of data collected was done using Elektra. The database generated by Elektra was used for
producing graphical representations.
4.3. Recommendation – On the basis of results of data analysis and observations, some steps for reducing power consumption without
affecting the comfort and satisfaction were recommended along with their cost analysis.

5) Stages In Energy Programme
The energy audit may range from a simple walk-through survey at one extreme to one that may span several phases :1) The first stage is to reduce energy use in areas where energy is wasted and reductions will not cause disruptions to the various
functions.
2) The second stage is to improve efficiency of energy conversion equipment and to reduce energy use by proper operations and
maintenance. . For this reason, it is necessary to reduce the number of operating machines and operating hours according to the
demands of the load, and fully optimize equipment operations. Hence the ECOs would include the following:• Building equipment operation,
• Building envelope,
• Air-conditioning and mechanical ventilation equipment and systems,
• Lighting systems,
• Power systems and
• Miscellaneous services.
The first two stages can be can be implemented without remodeling buildings and existing facilities.
3) The third stage would require changes to the underlying functions of buildings by remodeling, rebuilding, or introducing further
control upgrades to the building. This requires some investment.
4) The last stage is to carry out large-scale energy reducing measures when existing facilities have past their useful life, or require
extensive repairs or replacement because of obsolescence. In this case higher energy savings may be achieved.
For these last two stages, the audit may be more extensive in order to identify more ECOs for evaluation, but at an increased
need for heavier capital expenditure to realize these opportunities.
III. SURVEYING THE ACADEMIC CAMPUS
Survey is the primary stage of energy auditing. Survey means knowledge about the academic area, their building structure, their
equipment used in it, how much energy consumed etc. The survey could be divided into three parts:1) Preliminary Survey:Prior to the walk-through survey, the auditor may need to know the building and the way it is used. The information can be obtained
from:
• Architectural blueprints,
• air-conditioning blueprints,
• Electrical lighting and power blueprints,
• utility bills and operation logs for the year preceding the audit,
• air-conditioning manuals and system data, and
• building and plant operation schedules extensive in order to identify more
ECOs for evaluation, but at an increased need for heavier capital expenditure to realize these opportunities.
2) Walk-Through:When we familiarized with the building, the walk-through process could be carrid out, if the blueprints and other preliminary
information available describes the building and its operation accurately. The process could begin with a walk around the building to
study the building envelope. If a model analysis is included in the study, the building must be divided into zones of analysis. The
survey inside the building would include confirmation that the air-conditioning system is as indicated on plans. Additions and
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alterations would be noted. The type and condition of the windows, effectiveness of window seals, typical lighting and power
requirements, occupancy and space usage are noted. This information could be compared against the recommendations in the
relevant Codes of Practices. System and plant data could be obtained by a visit to the mechanical rooms and plant room. Name plate
data could be compared against those in the building's documents, and spot readings of the current indicating panels for pumps and
chillers recorded for estimating the load on the system.
3) Operator's Input
The auditor may discuss with the building maintenance staff further on the operating schedules and seek clarification on any unusual
pattern in the trend of the utility bills. Unusual patterns such as sudden increase or decrease in utility bills could be caused by
changes in occupancy in the building, or change in use by existing tenants. It is not uncommon for tenants to expand their computing
operations that may increase the energy use significantly.

IV. ENERGY CONSUMPTION

LOADS

Light
Fan
Air Conditioner
Personal Computer
Gyser
Misllaneous
Total

ENERGY
CONSUMPTIO
N
(in Watt)
698040
300690
40000
863750
8000
15000
1,925,480

CONSUMPTIO
N
( in %)
36
15.61
2.077
44.85
0.41
0.77

Fig 1.CONNECTED LOAD PIE CHART
V. ENERGY SAVING CALCULATION
(A ) Cost Analysis Of Replacing Conventional Ballast[Choke] FTL With Electronic Ballast[Choke] FTL
Total No. of conventional Ballast[Choke] FTLs in Campus = 12465
Average Power of conventional Ballast[Choke] FTL = 56W
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Average Power of electronic Ballast[Choke] FTL = 44W
Power saved per FTL = (56-44)W =12W
Total Power saving = 12465*12W = 149580W = 149.580kW
Average Use of FTL per year = 260*8h=2080h
Total Energy saved per year = 149.580*2080 kWh = 311126.4kWh
Saving in Rs. Per year = 311126.4*8.5= Rs. 2,644,574.4
Average Cost of Replacing each FTL = Rs. 150
Total Cost of Replacing all Conventional Ballast[Choke] FTLs = 12465*150 = Rs.1869750
Capital Cost Recovery time = (1869750)/( 2644574.4) = 0.7 yr
Hence, the capital cost recovery time for replacing all conventional Ballast[Choke] FTLs of the campus is around 0.7 year.
(B) Replacing The CRT Monitors With LCD Monitors
Computers with CRT and LCD monitors are nearly equal in number. In total, there are 1160 computers with CRT monitor and 965
computers with LCD monitors. On an average, CRT monitors consume 520W while LCD monitors consume only 270W. This saving
of 250W per monitor is very large. But, the LCD monitor is also costlier by Rs. 4000 to 8000.Cost Analysis of Replacing CRT
monitors with LCD monitors
Total No. of computers with CRT monitors in Campus = 1160
Power saved per monitor = 250W
Total Power saving = 1160*250W = 290000W = 290 kW
Average Use of computers per year = 5*260h = 1300h
Total Energy saved per year = 290*1300 = 377000 kWh
Saving in Rs. Per year = 377000*8.5 = Rs. 3204500
Average Cost of Replacing each Monitor = Rs. 6000
Total Cost of Replacing all monitors = 1160*6000 = Rs. 6960000
Capital Cost Recovery time = (6960000)/(3204500) = 2.171 yrs
Hence, the capital cost recovery time for replacing CRT monitors by LCD monitors is 2.171 years. Since the product life is much
more than that, the move is economically beneficial.
(C) Replacing Geysers By Solar Water Heating System:
Geyser is the device with highest consumption in academic area . It is the appliance where maximum power is wasted. Heating water
by electricity is the most inefficient way to heat water. Alternatively, heating water for bathing can be accomplished by solar water
heating system.
Cost Analysis of Replacing Geysers by SWHS:Cost of a domestic SWHS = Rs. 17000
Capacity of the SWHS = 100LPD
Average Capacity of Geyser = 50L
No of geysers one SWHS can be used to replace = 2
Average power of Geysers = 2kW
Average use per year = 5*180h = 900h
Energy saved per year by replacing Geysers by SWHS = 2*2*900kWh = 3600kWh
Saving in Rs. Per year = 3600*8.5 = Rs. 30600
Capital Cost Recovery time = (17000)/(30600) = 0.55 yr
Hence, the capital cost recovery time for replacing geysers by SWHS is 0.55 years. So, the step of replacing geysers by SWHS will
not only help in increasing energy efficiency, but also will reduce the cost of bathing water.
(D) Use Of Motion Sensors In Corridors And Toilets:
Corridors and toilets have large potential of saving energy by use of automation tools. Motion sensors can be used there to
automatically switch on the light when there is any movement and switch off the light when there is no movement. This can greatly
reduce the total load in corridors and toilets.Cost analysis of Installing Motion Sensors in a Typical Corridor:Average number of tube lights in a corridor = 4
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Average power of the tube lights = 50W
Average number of motion sensors required = 3
Average reduction in usage per day by motion sensor = 4h
Total energy saved in corridor per year = (4*50*4*365)/1000 = 292kWh
Saving in Rs. Per year = 292*8.5 = Rs. 2482
Cost of installation per motion sensor = Rs. 250
Total cost of installing motion sensors in a corridor = 3*250 = Rs. 750
Capital Cost Recovery Time = (750/2482) = 0.30 yr
Hence, the capital cost recovery time for installing motion sensors in corridors is 0.30 year. Hence, this is a highly recommended step
to largely reduce the consumption in corridors and toilets.

VI. CONCLUSION
The Energy audit and Energy conservation measures described in the research paper does not only provide a very different perspective
to the wastage and energy crisis and energy security but also an implementation platform that addresses all aspects of managing
several energy sources. It can lead to lower energy expenses, identification of possible usage of renewable sources of energy,
increased comfort of building occupants, increased flexibilities of future expansions and reduced environmental impacts.
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Abstract --- Todays growing technologies and services have gave the profound platform to new technique called cloud computing.
Cloud computing is gaining immense importance in todays‘ business and organizational platforms due to availability of required
resources to the user anytime-anywhere. Sharing data among multiple users is perhaps one of the most engaging features that
motivates cloud storage. Therefore, it is also necessary to ensure the integrity of shared data in the cloud is correct. The data stored on
cloud is subject to skepticism due to existence of hardware and software failure and human errors. Moreover Cloud Service Provider
(CSP) may not inform data owner about its data loss to safeguard its reputation and business. So, there is a need for a mechanism to
allow data owner and public verifier to efficiently audit cloud data integrity without retrieving the entire data from the cloud. In
addition it must not reveal the identity of the signer on each block of data to the public verifier. Ring signatures are used to compute
the verification metadata needed to audit the correctness of shared data. The introduced mechanism is able to perform multiple
auditing tasks simultaneously instead of verifying them one by one.

Keywords--- cloud computing, public auditing, privacy preserving, public verifier, ring signatures, homomorphic authenticable ring
signatures (HARS).

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is one if the hottest buzzwords in technologies. It is the use of technology that provides access to its users to various
services that it provides. The emergence of this new technology allows users to access their files, software and computing power over
the web. Many small scale businesses and organization can establish its infrastructure without the need for implementing actual
hardware and software that are needed to build entire structure as it can entirely rely on the cloud services and use its resources on pay
per use basis. But as coin has two sides so do the technology, with this advent of technology where data is easily stored and available
on cloud; there are various threats challenging the data security and integrity.
The data stored on cloud is in shared form which invites the threats like loss or corruption of data due to software, hardware or human
errors [3]. Moreover, the cloud service providers (CSP) may be reluctant to inform the data owner about the data theft or corruption
due to fear of losing their reputation and business profit. So, to address this issues, Public Verifiers are used. A public verifier could be
data user who would like to utilize the owner‘s data via cloud or third party auditor (TPA) who can provide expert integrity checking
services.
There are many approaches [9] [10] to check the correctness of the data stored on the cloud, like the traditional approach is to retrieve
the entire data from the cloud to check its correctness. But, this approach wastes users‘ amount of computation and communication
resources and of course the time and cost.
Thus the technique called Public Auditing [8] is being used to allow data owners and public verifiers to check the integrity of the data
without the need to download the entire data from cloud. This mechanism divides data into many small blocks, where each block is
independently signed by the owner; and a random combination of all the blocks instead of the whole data is retrieved during integrity
checking. However this approach leads to an issue where the identity of the signer is revealed to public verifier leading to situation of
leaked identity privacy. The public verifier will learn the identity of the signer on each block due to the unique binding between an
identity and a public key via digital certificates under public key infrastructure (PKI). As a result, public auditing may put various
confidential data at risk. In order to protect the confidential information, it is essential and critical to preserve identity privacy from
public verifiers during public auditing.
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The proposed paper will address above issue on shared data via novel mechanism that preserves privacy of data in public auditing.
Ring signatures are utilized to construct homomorphic authenticators so that public verifier can check the integrity of shared data
without disclosing the identity of the singer to public verifier. The batch auditing mechanism allows to perform multiple auditing tasks
simultaneously.

SYSTEM FLOW
As shown in figure 2.1, the system consists of three parties which are: cloud server, public verifier and group of users. The user can be
the original user or group users. The original user is responsible for creating shared data in the cloud, and shares it with group users.
Both the original user and group users are members of the group. Every member of the group is allowed to access and modify shared
data. Both shared data and its verification metadata (i.e., signatures) are stored on the cloud server. A public verifier, such as a TPA
who provides expert data auditing services or a data user outside the group intending to utilize shared data, is able to publicly verify
the integrity of shared data stored in the cloud server. When a public verifier wishes to check the integrity of shared data, it first sends
an auditing challenge to the cloud server. After receiving the auditing challenge, the cloud server responds to the public verifier with
an auditing proof of the possession of shared data. Then, this public verifier checks the correctness of the entire data by verifying the
correctness of the auditing proof.

Fig 2.1 System model
Integrity Threats: There are two kinds of threats related to the integrity of shared data. In first threat, an adversary may try to corrupt
the integrity of shared data. In second threat, the cloud service provider may inadvertently corrupt (or even remove) data in its storage
due to hardware failures and human errors. In worse case the cloud service provider is economically motivated, which means it may
be reluctant to inform users about such corruption of data in order to save its reputation and avoid losing profits of its services.
Privacy Threats: The identity of the signer on each block in shared data is private and confidential to the group. In the process of
auditing, a public verifier, who is only allowed to verify the correctness of shared data integrity, may try to reveal the identity of the
signer on each block in shared data based on verification metadata. Once the public verifier reveals the identity of the signer on each
block, it can easily distinguish a high-value target from others.
Design goals: The main design objective is to design a system that will allow the public verifier to verify the integrity of shared data
without retrieving the entire data from the cloud and without revealing the identity of the signer of each block. It must allow only a
group users to generate valid metadata on shared data.
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In order to preserve the identity of signer, we are creating the global private key which will be formed on behalf of all users in the
group. This key can be used by all users of the group to sign the block. However, if any user leaves the group, it leads to regeneration
of the global key which will be securely shared among the rest of the group. This however involves huge overhead of key
management and key distribution.
Possible alternatives: Another possible approach to achieve identity privacy, is to add a trusted proxy between a group of users and
the cloud in the system model. More concretely, each member‘s data is collected, signed, and uploaded to the cloud by this trusted
proxy, then a public verifier can only verify and learn that it is the proxy signs the data, but cannot learn the identities of group
members. Yet, the security of this method is threatened by the single point failure of the proxy. Besides, sometimes, not all the group
members would like to trust the same proxy for generating signatures and uploading data on their behalf. Utilizing group signatures is
also an alternative option to preserve identity privacy.
Trusted Computing offers another possible alternative approach to achieve the design objectives of our mechanism. Specifically, by
utilizing direct anonymous attestation which is adopted by the Trusted Computing Group as the anonymous method for remote
authentication in trusted platform module, users are able to preserve their identity privacy on shared data from a public verifier. The
main problem with this approach is that it requires all the users to use designed hardware, and needs the cloud provider to move all the
existing cloud services to the trusted computing environment, which would be costly and impractical.

PRELIMINARIES
Ring signatures: With the concept of ring signatures, the verifier understands that the signature is computed using one of the group
members‘ private key but is not able to know which one. More concretely, given a ring signature and a group of users, say d, a verifier
cannot distinguish the signer‘s identity with a probability more than 1/d. This property can be used to preserve the identity of the
signer from a verifier.
Homomorphic Authenticators: Homomorphic authenticators (also called homomorphic verifiable tags) are basic tools to construct
public auditing mechanisms. Besides unforgeability a homomorphic authenticable signature scheme, which denotes a homomorphic
authenticator based on signatures, should also satisfy the following properties.
1. Block less verifiability: It allows a verifier to audit the correctness of data stored in the cloud server with a special block, which is a
linear combination of all the blocks in data. If the integrity of the combined block is correct, then the verifier believes that the integrity
of the entire data is correct. In this way, the verifier does not need to download all the blocks to check the integrity of data.
2. Non-malleability: It indicates that an adversary cannot generate valid signatures on arbitrary blocks by linearly combining existing
signatures.

MODERN RING SIGNATURE SCHEME
Overview: The main motto of ring signatures [12] [13] is to hide the identity of the signer on each block in order to keep private and
sensitive information un-disclosed to public verifier. However, the traditional ring signatures does not support block less verifiability
and so the verifier needs to download the entire data from the cloud to check the correctness of the shared data which in turn consumes
more bandwidth and more time.
Therefore, it designs a new homomorphic authenticable ring signature (HARS) scheme, which is extended from classic ring signature
scheme. HARS generated ring signatures are not only able to preserve identity privacy but are also able to support block less
verifiability.
Construction of HARS: The HARS contains three algorithms: KeyGen, RingSign and RingVerify. In KeyGen algorithm each user in
the group generates his/her public key and private key. In RingSign algorithm a user in the group is able to generate a signature on a
block and its block identifier with his/her private key and all the group members‘ public keys. A block identifier is a string; it
distinguishes the corresponding block from others. A verifier can check whether a given block is signed by a group member in
RingVerify.
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PUBLIC AUDITING MECHANISM
Overview: Using HARS and its properties, a privacy-preserving public auditing mechanism for shared data on cloud is constructed. In
this scheme, the public verifier can verify the integrity of shared data without retrieving the entire data. The identity of the signer on
each block in shared data is kept private from the public verifier during the auditing.
Reduce Signature Storage: Another important issue need to consider in the construction of this scheme is the size of storage used for
ring signatures. By the taxonomy of the ring signatures in HARS, a block m is an element of Zp and its ring signature contains d
elements of G1, where G1 is a cyclic group with order p. It means a |p|-bit block requires a d * |p| -bit ring signature, which forces
users to spend a huge amount of space on storing ring signatures. It will be very frustrating for users, because cloud service providers,
such as Amazon, will charge users based on the storage space they use.
To reduce the storage of ring signatures on shared data and still allow the public verifier to audit shared data efficiently, we exploit an
aggregated approach to expand the size of each block in shared data into k *|p| bits. With the aggregation of a block, the length of a
ring signature is only d/k of the length of a block. Generally, to obtain a smaller size of a ring signature than the size of a block, it
choose k > d. As a trade-off, the communication cost of an auditing task will be increasing with an increase of k.
Support Dynamic Operations: To enable each user in the group to easily modify data in the cloud, there is a need to support
dynamic operations on shared data. Dynamic operation such as insert, delete or update operation are performed on a single block.
Since the computation of a ring signature includes an identifier of a block, traditional methods which only use the index of a block as
its identifier are not suitable for supporting dynamic operations on shared data efficiently.
When a user modifies a single block in shared data by performing an insert or delete operation, the indices of blocks are changed after
the block modification and the changes of these indices require users, who are sharing the data, to re-compute the signatures of these
blocks, even though the content of these blocks are not modified. This mechanism can allow a user to efficiently perform a dynamic
operation on a single block, and avoid the re-computation of indices on other blocks.
Batch Auditing: Sometimes, a public verifier may need to verify the correctness of multiple auditing tasks in a very short time.
Directly verifying these multiple auditing tasks separately would be inefficient. By leveraging the properties of bilinear maps, the
concept of batch auditing can be supported, which can verify the correctness of multiple auditing tasks simultaneously and improve
the efficiency of public auditing.

LITERATURE SURVEY
A verifier is allowed to check the correctness of a client‘s data stored at an untrusted server. The verifier is able to publicly audit the
integrity of data without retrieving the entire data by utilizing RSA-based homomorphic authenticators and sampling strategies, which
is referred as a public auditing. But this mechanism is only suitable for auditing the integrity of personal data. Verifier challenges the
untrusted server by specifying the positions of a collection of sentinels and asking the untrusted server to return the associated sentinel
values [1].
Shacham and Waters [11] designed two improved schemes. The first scheme is built from BLS signatures and the second one is based
on pseudo-random functions. To support dynamic data symmetric keys verifies the integrity of data, it is not public verifiable and only
provides a user with a limited number of verification requests.
Jia Xu , Anjia Yang introduced Lightweight and Privacy-Preserving Delegatable Proofs of Storage [15], this proof allows to audit the
integrity of the data stored on cloud without keeping the local copy back of the data. The slowness of all existing proof of storage
(POS) has made the systems to bottleneck. They proposed a new variant formulation that is able to construct a POS scheme, which on
one side is as efficient as private key POS schemes, and on the other side can support third party auditor and can switch auditors at any
time, close to the functionalities of publicly verifiable POS schemes.
Zhu et al. [5] proposed the fragment structure to reduce the storage of signatures in their public auditing mechanism. To provide
dynamic operations on data they also used index hash tables.
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The public mechanism proposed by Wang et al. [1] is able to preserve users‘ confidential data from a public verifier by using random
masking.
They extended their mechanism to enable batch auditing by using aggregate signatures to operate multiple auditing tasks from
different users efficiently, [13].
Wang et al. [1] used homomorphic tokens to ensure the correctness of erasure codes-based data distributed on multiple servers. This
mechanism is able to support dynamic data as well as to identify misbehaved servers.
To reduce the communication overhead in the phase of data repair the Chen et al. [6] introduced a mechanism for auditing the
correctness of data under the multi-server scenario. Where these data are encoded by network coding instead of using erasure codes.
Cao et al. [4] constructed an LT codes-based secure and reliable cloud storage mechanism. Compare to previous work [12], [4], this
mechanism can avoid high decoding computation cost for data users and save computation resource for online data owners during data
repair.

CONCLUSION
This paper efficiently utilizes ring signatures for construction of homomorphic authenticators to hide the identity of the signer on each
block. The proposed work allows the public verifier to audit the integrity of the shared data without retrieving the entire data hiding
the identity of the signer. Thus, this paper effectively discusses the privacy preserving public auditing mechanism for shared data in
the cloud.
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Abstract— Thinking about the statement ‗Everything Is Just A Touch Away‘, becomes real when we talk about the shimmering
OLED Technology. OLED is one of the most recent, upcoming and promising next-generation lighting technologies. It has taken over
the world of LCDs and LEDs. OLED is an Organic Light Emitting Diode. OLED lighting panels are a thin device that emits uniformly
distributed light over their surface. They can be made ﬂexible and transparent. This paper focuses on a general discussion about the
history of OLED and its evolution. The working is explained in a simpliﬁed manner without going into the deep details. This paper
also focuses on the present as well as future aspects of OLEDs. Some advantages and disadvantages of OLEDs are also mentioned. In
the end, the advancement ideas and development aspects are discussed in brief.

Keywords— OLED, LED, Display, Electrons, Panel, Diode, Applications
INTRODUCTION
OLED is a new promising technology that is gathering pace in the market because of its brilliant features. OLED‘s full form is
Organic Light Emitting Diode. OLED displays have entered the market in the form of electronic equipments such as digital cameras,
mobile phones, console games and radio displays. OLED displays have high switching speed that leads to high refresh rate and helps
full motion videos to work properly. Due to the simple construction and polymer material, the cost of production reduces in OLED
manufacture. Examples of thin displays start from Sony‘s ﬁrst production XEL-1 with 3 mm thick screen that now has gone to 0.3 mm
thick. In theory, these displays can be rolled up like real paper and can be hung on a wall using some adhesive [1]. The self
luminescence property of OLED helps to bring bright real colours. OLED displays are being used in the mobile handsets as well. Day
by day, the production cost of OLED screens is increasing. In June 2008, Samsung was one of the first companies to announce a $55
million investment for 2 inch OLED screen. OLED is a thin ﬁlm solid state device [2]. It is basically an LED (Light Emitting Diode),
in which the organic compound is used as emissive electroluminescent layer. When electric current passes through this compound,
light is generated. There are two types of OLEDs:
a) OLED with small molecules
b) OLED with polymers
The OLED displays can be either active or passive.
AMOLED (Active Matrix Organic Light Emitting Diode) is a display technology which is being used in Television and display
phones. The AMOLED display contains active matrix of OLED pixels. When electric current is passed, these pixels generate light.
The TFT (Thin Film Transistor) works as switches that controls the ﬂow of current to individual pixel. At each pixel level, at least two
TFTs control the ﬂow of current. One of the TFTs is used for the process of starting and stopping of the capacitor charger and other to
give constant current. Super AMOLED is the term given by the Samsung that means that touch is integrated in the screen itself.
Minimum sunlight is reﬂected by these screens. The future perspective of AMOLED is the transparent Super AMOLED Plus which
will be ﬂexible, 3D and unbreakable. In this, the substrate used is a polymer, so there is no need of glass cover or metal backing.
PMOLED (Passive-Matrix OLED), controls each row of display turn by turn. It does not contain storage capacitor, so they are not
aligned most of the time. So, more voltage is required for brighter look. They are not eﬃcient, have a short lifetime and suﬀer from
less resolution and size [3]. OLED display does not require a backlight. So, it displays crisp images and deep black levels. OLEDs are
thinner and lighter as compared to LCDs. Multi pixel colour display OLED have many remarkable applications. Single pixel form is
being used by many lighting manufacturers in Europe like OSRAM and Philips.
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HISTORY
The electroluminescence in organic compound was ﬁrst observed by Andre Bernanose and his co-workers in France. In the
experiment, they applied AC voltage to acridine orange. This lead to direct excitation of electrons those emitted light. Later in 1960,
Martin Pope used DC voltage and vacuumed area on pure single crystal of anthracene for the production of electroluminescence. They
described the need for holes and electron injecting electrode contacts. This was taken as a base for charge injection in all modern
OLEDs. In 1965, pope proposed that electroluminescence in antracene crystal was due to reunion of electron and hole and the
conductivity of antrascene was high in absence of external electric ﬁeld. In 1965, W Helfrich and WG Schneider generated double
injection recombination electroluminescence in anthracene using hole and electron injecting electrode. Polymer was ﬁrst used for
electroluminescence by Roger Partridge. Ching W Tang and Steven Van Slyke discovered the ﬁrst diode device. The structure of this
device consisted of two layers: one layer consisted of hole transporting and the other layer had electron transporting. In this paper, the
emission of light and reunion took place in the middle of organic layer. As a consequence, it leads to improved eﬃciency and less use
of voltage [4]. This is the current scenario of OLED working. OSRAM was the ﬁrst company to introduce the ﬁrst lighting device in
2008. It was a desk lamp that was created by Ingo Maurer who used 10 OLED panels.

WORKING
OLED is a semiconductor device in a solid state. It is approximately 100-500 nm thick in structure. Two or three layers of organic
materials are used to make an OLED. In this structure, third layer is used to carry the electrons from cathode to emissive layer. OLED
contains anode and substrate. In an OLED, the organic matter is sandwiched between a cathode and an anode, which are the two
electrodes and this arrangement is then put on a substrate. The organic molecules of the organic matter are electrically conductive in
nature which is due to the delocalisation of Pi electrons. The conducting nature of organic materials can be as conductive as insulators
and can also be as conductive as conductors [5]. This is the reason why they are considered as organic semiconductors. HOMO
(Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) and LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) are the two parts of the semiconductor. In
the beginning, the most simple polymer OLED that was made consisted of only one organic layer. But to improve eﬃciency,
multilayer OLEDs were made with the help of two or more layers. The most prevalent OLEDs these days are made up of two layers,
out of which one is conductive layer and the second one is an emissive layer. In the working of an OLED, the voltage is given to the
OLED such that when compared to cathode, anode stays positive [6]. A good anode should have properties like good optical
transparency, electrical conductivity and chemical stability. The current in the OLED flows from cathode to anode as the electrons are
injected in the cathode of the LUMO layer and are withdrawn at anode from the HOMO layer. The anode gets rid of the electrons
from the conductive layer. Electrons try to find the electron holes, which are present at the edges of conductive and emissive layer.
Whenever an electron ﬁnds any electron hole, it ﬁts by filling the hole and it leads to the release of energy by the electrons in the form
of light (photon). In this way, the light is emitted by OLED. The colour intensity depends on the factors such as amount of electric
current applied and the kind of organic matter present in the emissive layer. OLEDs produce full colour display using RGB matrix. It
contains three basic colours i.e. green and blue, which have different aging rate. So to maintain the balance, a compensation algorithm
is used [7].

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
1. Advantages
a) The display of organic light emitting diode is brighter than LEDs.
b) The backlight is not required in organic light emitting diode. LCD blocks the backlight to form images on the screen, while
OLED produces their own light.
c) Power consumption is less in organic light emitting diodes.
d) It‘s easy to produce light emitting diodes.
e) Organic light emitting diodes have around 170 degree of ﬁeld view.
f) The plastic displays of organic light emitting diodes are lighter, ﬂexible and thinner.
g) As compared to LCD, OLED screen achieves greater contrast ratio in low light conditions.
h) Organic light emitting diode doesn‘t contain harmful material like mercury.
i) It is possible to make transparent panels with OLED that can be used in laptops, keyboards and phone.
j) OLED displays are resistant to physical damage.
k) OLED provides high colour quality and turns on immediately when the current is applied. OLED does not emit UV or IR
radiations as it has got 3D capability.
2.
a)
b)
c)

d)
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Disadvantages
OLED can be damaged by water.
It is an expensive technology.
The working of organic light emitting diode is interrupted in sunlight.
Organic light emitting diode has relatively shorter life span, like the blue light. As OLED is made up of organic material, so
the degradation of this material takes place which reduces its lifespan [8] [9].
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USAGE
1.
a)

Present Use:
Curved TV- OLED technology is used in LG‘s Curved OLED TV as shown Figure 1. In this, electric current passes through
an organic substance that glows in excited state. It shows crisp colours. It is 4.3mm in thickness and 17 kg in weight. OLED
screen has minimum glare on the screen. It is a bit expensive and costs around $17000 [10].

Figure 1. OLED Curved TV
b) OLED displays are used in latest mobile phones like Samsung, Nokia, etc.
c) OLED displays are used in display screens of digital cameras like Kodak.
d) Military uses the unbreakable property of OLED displays. Due to ruggedness nature, military people need something really
strong. The wide ﬁeld of view property of OLED is also used. OLED consumes less power, so it is being used in thermal
imaging, simulation and training in military. There are two types of applications of OLED in military: - The near eye micro
display and flexible OLED which were developed by Universal Display Corporation (UDC). The devices that are used in
military include display sleeves, windshield displays and visor mounted displays [11].
e) In 2008, the world‘s first flexible OLED was introduced for military operations which can be used for both daytime and night
due to its property of emitting visible green emission during daytime and infrared (IR) emission during night.
2.
a)

Future Use:
Future OLED TV- The future TV would be 80 inch wide and 0.25 inch thick. They could be rolled up when not in use. They
will be very light in weight [12].
b) Philips and BASF are making a car with transparent roof. The roof will be solar powered, when these will be switched oﬀ the
roof will become transparent [16].
c) OLED panels will be used in windows. When they will be switched on, it will make the window opaque and emit lights of
desired colours. When they will be switched oﬀ it will make the window see through.
d) OLED panels will be used in the washrooms in the place of mirrors. A person can use it as a mirror or a warm reﬂecting
planer. The tiles can be replaced by OLED to make warm surroundings.
e) Large OLED ceilings as shown in Figure 2, will be used as an artiﬁcial sky in a building [13].

Figure 2. OLED Ceilings
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f)

OLED will work in an interactive mode. The roof of bus top will be made of OLED. It will light up only when there will be
people underneath it.
g) Audi, Phillips, Merck are working on Audi TT that will be worlds ﬁrst OLED car with real lighting panel as shown in Figure
3 [19].

Figure 3. OLED Lighting Panel

h) Use in Laptops as shown in Figure 4, OLED panel will be used to make laptop screen. The screen will be 40 % translucent.
All the data will appear in luminescence form [14].

Figure 4. OLED Laptop Screen

i) Used in Keyboards- OLED will be used in keyboards as shown in Figure 5. It will be a large panel that would be touch
sensitive. It is called Optimus Tactus [18]. OLED will also be used in individual keys. According to the application, the
context will change on the keys like in the case of diﬀerent languages.

Figure 5. OLED Keyboard
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j)

Use in mobile phones-OLED will be used in future mobile phones that will be ﬂexible, roll able, and bendable as shown in
Figure 6 [17].

Figure 6. OLED Mobile Phones

k) Use in Light Car open source- OLED will be used in these future cars as shown in Figure 7. The outline of the rare lights will
be of OLED. The complete back panel of the car will be motion display panel that will display the warnings related to the
features of the car like speed over limit, brakes failure and many more [15].

Figure 7. OLED Back Panels

l)

OLED will be used in military operations in the form of shades, camouﬂage systems and smart light emitting windows.

CONCLUSION
OLED Technology is evolving very fast. It has become the new glitter of all the gadgets. It is taking the electronic aspect to a new dimension.
All the electronic companies are trying to implement and use this technology in one way or the other. Till now it is not widespread because of
its cost, lack of knowledge among masses and developments. With the help of OLED technology:
a) The battery life of gadgets will be longer.
b) The display of devices will consume relatively less energy.
c) The viewing angles of the displays will be larger.
d) The displays will have sharper colours and deeper blacks.
e) The display panels will be thin as paper.
f) The cars will be able to communicate with each other through displays.
The human race is using OLED technology in advancements and improvements. The resources are being carefully used as OLED is much
more eﬃcient as compared to existing ongoing gadgets. OLED technology is not harmful, it is eﬃcient in terms of power consumption and it
has thinner displays and is more ﬂexible. Unbreakable devices can be made using this technology as the refreshing rate of OLED is very fast,
so in near future we could expect a newspaper made of OLED panel that would refresh with the latest breaking news every second. In terms
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of advancements, care should be taken that this technology will be used for the human mankind and not against it. Still OLED framework has
a long way to go, this is just the beginning. In near future, we can think about everything being controlled with the OLED panels, starting
with laptops to the kitchen slabs. This is how technology evolves and advances.
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Abstract- In the modern era the uses of advanced technology is increasing very much. The computing power increases very much yet
the changing of a bridge deck slab into grillage has not changed the same extant. The assumption for changing the bridge deck into
grillage is very important .Therefore in this present study, a bridge deck slab is converted into grillage modeled for different skew
angles. The width of carriageway and length is considered constant for different skew angles such as 30 0,350,400,450,500,550,600
.These models are made by STAAD PRO. The spacing between transverse grid lines and longitudinal grid lines are assumed in a ratio.
The spacing ratio of grid lines is very important because for finding the most correct values of reactions, shear force, bending
moments, torsion and deflections. The spans are used 7.5m for carriageway and length is 10m for the entire grillage model.
Keywords: Bridge Deck slab, Skew angle, span length, Grillage, Carriageway, Grid Lines ,Bending Moment, Shear Force, Torsion
and deflection
1.

INTRODUCTION

Grillage Analogy is a probably one of the most popular computer added methods for analyzing bridge deck. This method consists of
representing the actual decking system of bridge by an equivalent grillage of beam.
This method can be applied to the deck slab when there developed complex feature such as heavy skew, deep hunching supports etc.
This method is very versatile because in this the contribution of kerb beams. Footpath and the effect of differential sinking of girder
ends over yielding supports can be considered.
Lightfoot and Swako, West made recommendation backed by carefully conducted experiments on the use of grillage analogy. He
made suggestions towards geometrical.
2.

Transformation of bridge deck into grillage

In this method we convert the deck slab into a number of such a network which works as rigidly connected beams at discrete node.
Because there of a lot of variety of deck slabs shapes and support conditions therefore it is very difficult to adopt any hard and fast
rules for making a grillage layout of a original structure, yet there are certain guidelines for considering the location, direction ,spacing
etc. along the longitudinal and transverse direction.
The guidelines are ………………….
1) Grid line should adopted along line of strength.
2) For longitudinal direction it may be along the longitudinal webs, centre line of girders or edge beams etc.
Where isolated bearings are present, the grid line may be along the line joining center of bearing.
3) For transverse direction, it should be considered as one of each end connecting the center of bearing and
along the center line of transverse beam.
4) If possible, there should be an odd number of grid line should adopted in both longitudinal and transverse
direction. Means the minimum number of longitudinal grid lines may be nine and minimum number of grid
lines in transverse direction may be five.
5) The ratio of spacing of transverse grid line to those of longitudinal grids may be between 1 to 2.
6) The deck slab can be modeled either parallelogram mesh or by orthogonal mesh.
7) The parallelogram mesh can be only up to 20 degree because it has no member close to the direction of
dominating structural action.
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8) The orthogonal mesh modal is adopted for greater than 20 degree angle.
9) In general, transverse grillage member should be at right angle to the longitudinal members.
10) If the deck is at high skew or bearings are closed together, the compressibility of the bearings has
considerable effect on the local shear forces.
11) The direction of longitudinal grid lines is originally parallels the free edge of deck.
12) On the basis of depth of slab, the minimum distance between longitudinal grid lines is limited to two to
three times of the slab depth and the maximum separation of longitudinal members should not be more than
one fourth of the effective span.
13) It is important that the idealized grillage is supported at the same position as the actual deck.
There are bridge deck slab on the basis of above assumptions having carriageway width and length is constant for different
skew
angle
such
as
300,350,400,450,500,550
and
600

Fig1. 300 skew angle grillage model
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Fig2. 350 skew angle grillage model

Fig3. 400 skew angle grillage model
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Fig4. 450 skew angle grillage model

Fig5. 500 skew angle grillage model
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Fig6. 550 skew angle grillage model

Fig7. 600 skew angle grillage model

3.

Sectional properties of grillage members

Bending inertias: The bending inertias of the transverse and longitudinal grillage members are calculated by considering each
member as representing the deck width to midway to the adjacent parallel members as shown in figure.

Fig8.Subdivision of deck cross –section for longitudinal grillage members
for an isotropic slab, the moment of inertia is calculated about the neutral axis of the deck so621
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moment of inertia ( I) =bd3/12
Where b=width of slab
D=depth of slab.
If the deck slab has thin cantilever or intermediate slab strips as shown in figure

Fig9.Alternative position for longitudinal grillage members for deck with thin cantilever and connecting slabs
Then the longitudinal member can be placed as in figure.
The inertia of all the members is calculated about neutral axis. If there are thin slab, the moment of inertia is calculated about
centroid of thin slab.
For voided slab as shown in figure-

Fig10.Position of longitudinal grillage members for voided slab deck

The inertia of longitudinal members is calculated for shaded section about the neutral axis and for transverse members, the inertia
is calculated as the center line of voids. However for void depth less than 60% of the overall depth, the transverse inertia can be
assumed to equal to the longitudinal inertia per unit width, neither calculation is precise, but both are sufficient for design
purposes.
Torsion: If width of section is b and depth is d ……………
Torsion=bd3/6. So torsion is twice the magnitude of the moment of inertia and in general it is possible to assume
TORSION=2I for grillage member representing slabs. There is no simple rigorous rule for calculating torsion for voided slab and
the assumption T=2I is as convenient and accurate as any method. If the slab is orthotropic the torque in longitudinal and
transverse direction are equal (T xy=T yx) and the sometime both twist are identical equal to d2w/dxdy, consequently the transverse
and longitudinal grillage members should have identical torsion constant per unit width of deck. There are following
approximation given by Huber…………………
T=2√IxIy
Where T= Torsion constant per unit width of slab
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Ix=Longitudinal member inertia per unit width of slab
Iy=Transverse member inertia per unit width of slab
4.





Conclusion
It is important that the modal of skew bridge deck slab is converted into grillage have the support as same place as in actual
skew deck slab.
For converting the deck slab into grillage the Grid line should adopted along line of strength.
For calculating the torsion in voided slab the assumption ―Torsion=2*Moment of inertia‖ will be convenient.
For obtaining good result of analysis the ratio of spacing of transverse grid line to those of longitudinal grids may between 1
to 2.
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Al/CZTS/ZnS solar cells.
M.A. Jafarov, E.F. Nasirov, S.A.Jahangirova, R.Jafarli
Baku State University, Baku, Azerbaijan, maarif.jafarov@mail.ru
Abstract – In this work, we report some preliminary results concerning the fabrication of quaternary semiconductor
Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) thin films on a flexible substrate through the simultaneous electrodeposition of elements having
different standard electrochemical potentials. CZTS thin films were obtained by deposition from aqueous baths at room temperature
and varying bath composition. Chemical composition and structure of the electrodeposited films were evaluated by SEM and XRD.
Preliminary results on the photoelectrochemical behaviour of the films will be also presented. We obtain ZnS thin films with good
physical properties, these samples can be used as window material in ZnS/CZTS solar cells to improve the photovoltaic efficiency.
Keywords – Cu2ZnSnS4, CZTS, ZnS, Thin Films, Solar Cells.
Introduction
Energy is a great issue for the development of society. Since the amount of fossil fuel is limited, a sustainable development of
society requires the development of novel sustainable energy resources. In such a context, solar energy meets the requirement.
Recently, Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based thin film solar cells have achieved efficiencies as high as 20.4 % in the lab scale [1-4]. However, due to
the scarcity and high cost of indium constituent, this material cannot meet the long term goal of the solar energy development. To
solve this issue, it is necessary to develop alternative light absorbing materials which are composed of relatively earth abundant
elements. In recent years, kesterite CuZnSnS4 (CZTS) has emerged as one of the promising candidates for thin film solar cells due to
its direct optical band gap of 1.0 to 1.5 eV, high absorption coefficient (over 10 4 cm-1) above the optical band gap and abundant
elements on Earth [5, 6]. The CuZnSnS4-based thin film solar cells have achieved an efficiency as high as 11.1 % using a hydrazinebased processing CZTS absorbers [7]. This device performance points to the significant promise of CZTS as emerging and interesting
materials for solar cell applications. However, hydrazine is toxic and explosive, and therefore not favorable for further up-scaling
development. Therefore, an alternative deposition approach for the CZTS thin film absorber is preferable [8]. In this thesis, a solution
processed approach for the deposition of CZTS thin film absorbers is presented using binary and ternary chalcognide nanoparticles as
precursors. The aim of this work is firstly to develop a solution deposition process for CZTS thin film absorbers, which does not rely
on hydrazine solvent and secondly to study the influence of the processing conditions such as ink precursors and annealing conditions
on the structural, optical and electrical properties of CZTS thin film absorbers [9].
In the following, a brief description of the structure of this thesis and the main contents is given. starts with a brief
introduction of the material properties of CZTS and the evolution of Cu2ZnSn(SxSe1-x)4-based thin film solar cell efficiency.
Furthermore, a literature review on the advance of various deposition techniques for CZTS thin films and the best/
Preparation, morphology and structure of Cu2ZnSnS4 thin films
As it is known that the optoelectronic properties of semiconductor materials are closely related to materials properties such as
crystal quality, chemical composition and phase purity, it is essential to understand the detailed morphological and structural
properties before their further application in devices. Will investigate the preparation conditions on the morphological and structural
properties of CZTS thin films. The experimental details on the deposition of CZTS thin films by spin coating of the mixed precursor
inks consisting of ZnS, SnS and Cu3SnS4 nanoparticles dispersed in hexanethiol. Two series of thin films deposited by both nonligand-exchange and ligand-exchange processes have been prepared. The influence of the annealing temperature on the morphological
and structural properties of CZTS thin films was examined by XRD and SEM. In the following we examined the effect of ligandexchange processes on the morphological properties of the resulting thin films.
Alluminium and indium tin oxide (ITO) glass slides were used as the substrate during the deposition process polycrystalline
CZTS thin films. The substrates were first cleaned in ethanol then ultrasonically washed with distilled water. Finally, substrates were
dried in an oven at 90°C. In the typical synthesis, CuCl (1mmol), ZnCl 2 (0.75 mmol), and SnCl2 (0.6mmol) were added into pyridine
as a metal source and the Cu/Zn/Sn molar ratio was determined to be 2/1.5/1.2. Then, 25 mL of sodium selenite (0.15 M) was added
and the pH of the solution was adjusted to 3 by addition of hydrochloric acid using pH meter. The composition can be controlled by
changing the ratio of the nanoparticle precursors. The second step is to deposit Cu-Zn-Sn-S precursor films by spin coating
nanoparticle precursor inks at a certain rotating speed. After that, Cu-Zn-Sn-S precursor films were subjected to a heat treatment step
at 170-200 and 350 °C for 2 min respectively. The aim of this step is to remove the organic solvent as well as part of the surfactants
surrounded the nanoparticle precursors. In addition, the heat treatment process also helps to dense the film on the substrates otherwise
the deposited layers may be dissolved back into the solvent again when the second spin coating processes. To obtain desired thickness
(less than 5 μm), the steps II and III should be repeated before going to the final annealing step.
Zinc acetate dehydrate [Zn(CH3COO)2,2H2O] and thioacetamide (CH3CSNH2), of analytical reagent grade were purchased
from Merck Chemical company. All the reagents were used as received. Aqueous solutions of 1M zinc acetate dehydrate, 0.5M
thioacetamide (TAA) and 2MHCl were used for ZnS thin films deposition. First, 5 ml zinc acetate and 10 ml Ethylenediamine were
mixed in a beaker and stirred for several minutes to get a clear and homogeneous solution. The pH value of the obtained solution was
measured to be 8.4, and then some small amount of HCl was added to the solution in order to reduce the pH to 6.5. Thereafter, 40 ml
TAA was added under stirring condition. Finally, a few drops of HCl were added to fix the solution pH at the value of 6.0. The glass
or CZTS substrates were then immersed vertically in the solution. The beaker was sealed with a teflon tape and was placed in a
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thermostat bath set at a desired temperature (70 ± 5 0C)). The depositions were carried out in the time intervals of 4 hours. The
deposition process was then repeated in order to obtain the filmswith different thicknesses.After each deposition stage, the samples
were taken out from the beaker and cleanedwith deionized water.The powdery and less-adherent ZnS particleswere removed
bywashing the samplewith distilledwater.The films, as they were grown appeared to be in a gray-blue color -exhibit a good uniformity
and adherence and they can be used as new substrates to deposit thicker films.
To examine the effect of ligand-exchange with ammonium sulphide ((NH4)2S) of the precursor thin films on the morphology
of the resulting CZTS thin films, the precursor thin films were treated with 0.04 M (NH4)2S methanol solution for 30 s after heat
treatment at 170 °C for 2 min to allow the ligand exchange between organic surfactants and ammonium sulphide. Finally, the
resulting precursor films were subjected to annealing process at 400 to 580 °C under different sulphur and/or selenium containing
atmosphere, which allows the formation of CZTS absorbers by reaction of the nanoparticle precursors.
The CZTS thin films were analyzed by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) using a PANalytical XpertPro MPD
system (CuKa1,2 radiation) and an incident angle of 0.58. Scanning electron microscopy on cross-sections was used to analyze the
film morphology and thickness. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mappings and linescans were also performed on crosssections using an acceleration voltage of 7 kV. For both analyses a LEO1530
(Gemini) with a field emission cathode was used. The overall chemical composition was determined by EDX from top in a LEO440
SEM with hairpin cathode using an acceleration voltage of 12–20 kV. The characteristic L-lines of zinc and tin and the K-lines of
copper and sulfur were used for the quantitative composition determination. The J–V characteristics of CZTS-ZnS solar cells under
illumination were measured with a solar simulator under standard test conditions without light soaking. External quantum efficiencies
were analyzed using monochromatic illumination under short-circuit conditions.
Results and discussions
Results and discussions of the influence of annealing temperature and atmosphere on the mophoological and structural properties of
the resulting Cu2ZnSnS4 thin films will be presented in this section. In addition, the effect of ligand-exchange processes of the
precursor layers on the morphology of CZTS thin films will also be discussed.
The influence of the annealing temperature and atmosphere on the morphological and the structural properties will be
investigated. The aim of this study is to determine the suitable temperature and atmosphere for preparation of the CZTS thin film
absorbers. The morphology was studied by scanning electron microscopy while the structural properties were characterized by XRD

Figure 1. XRD patterns of CZTS film.
Figure 2 shows the surface and cross section SEM images of the as-deposited sample and after heat treatment process. When
taking a close look at the surface of the sample, one can find that there are some nanoplates on top or embedded in the nanoparticle
layers as marked by circles. The size of the ZnS and CTS nanoparticles is rather small (less than 50 nm) and the shape of these two
kinds of nanoparticles are spherical; but the shape the SnS nanoparticles are composed of sphere and nanoplates. Therefore, it is clear
that the nanoplates observed from the surface view of SEM image should be SnS precursor. In addition, pinholes can also be observed
in the sample, however, it is not clear whether these pinholes last until the substrates or not. The films were prepared using layer by
layer deposition process. This process allows the further coverage of the pinholes or cracks existed in the pre-deposited layers. Hence,
the pinholes are more probably present only on the surface layers. Figure 2 (b) illustrates that the film is densely packed. The thickness
of the sample is around 0.9 μm.
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Figure 2. SEM images of CZTS film of the as-deposited sample(a) and after heat treatment process (b).
This solar cell device configuration has been developed and used for solar cells and modules and has not been specifically
optimized for the CZTS absorber layers. Figure 3 depicts the J–V characteristics of the best device measured at standard test
conditions. To our knowledge this is the highest efficiency obtained for a coevaporated CZTS-device up to date.

Figure 3. J–V characteristics of solar cell with deposited CZTS absorber.
To gain further insights in the device performance and loss mechanisms the external quantum efficiency (EQE) was
measured on the same solar cell as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. External quantum efficiency (EQE) of solar cell with CZTS absorber.
The EQE shows a steep increase around 350 nm related to the absorption edge of the ZnS window layer, a maximum value of
about 60% at wavelengths between 400 and 500 nm and a subsequent broad decline for wavelengths above 520 nm. The optical gap of
the CZTS absorber layer can be estimated from this EQE measurement, if the absorption coefficient for the material is modeled
assuming a direct band gap semiconductor with parabolic bands close to the band edge. A band gap of 1.51±0.01 eV is obtained from
the linear extrapolation of (h ln(1-EQE))2 vs. h. This value is in very good agreement with two recent theoretical calculations
putting the value of the band gap in CZTS at 1.5 eV [10,11]. For wavelengths larger than the estimated optical gap (820 nm)
significant photocurrent collection is observed in the EQE. This is likely due to substantial band tailing due to large amount of lattice
disorder in the CZTS film. The collection length can be estimated by analyzing the electrical characteristics of the Al/CZTS/ZnS solar
cells.
CONCLUSION
We report some preliminary results concerning the fabrication of quaternary semiconductor Cu 2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) thin films on
a flexible substrate through the simultaneous electrodeposition of elements having different standard electrochemical potentials. CZTS
thin films were obtained by deposition from aqueous baths at room temperature and varying bath composition. Chemical composition
and structure of the electrodeposited films were evaluated by SEM and XRD. Preliminary results on the photoelectrochemical
behaviour of the films will be also presented. We obtain ZnS thin films with good physical properties, these samples can be used as
window material in ZnS/CZTS solar cells to improve the photovoltaic efficiency.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the Deflection control of beam and frame like structures with distributed piezoelectric (PVDF) actuator layers
bonded on top and bottom surfaces of the beam. The patches are located at the different positions on the frame to determine the better
control effect. The study is demonstrated through simulation in MATLAB for various voltage controllers. The entire structure is
modeled using the concept of piezoelectric theory, Finite Element Method (FEM) using lumped mass approach. The numerical
simulation shows that the sufficient deflection control can be achieved by the proposed method.

Keywords: smart structure, piezoelectric material, PVDF patch, FEM, deflection control, bimorph beam, portal frame

1. INTRODUCTION
Smart structures is a rapidly advancing field with the range of support and enabling technologies having significant advances, notable
optics and electronics. The definition of smart structure was a topic of controversy from the late 1970 to 1980.
In this workshop Smart structure is defined as ―A system or material which has built in intrinsic Sensor, actuator and control
mechanism whereby it is capable of sensing a stimulus, responding to it in a predetermined manner and extent, in a short time and
reverting to its original state as soon as the stimulus is removed.‖
Smart structure contains a host structure, a sensor to gauge its internal state, an actuator to affect its internal state and, a controller
whose purpose is to process the sensors and appropriately send signals to actuators.

2. DIFFERENT TYPES OF SMART MATERIALS
Smart materials and structures are load carrying components that contain arrays of sensors and actuators embedded in such a way that
overall mechanical properties are not adversely affected. The host material is usually a polymer, although in principle a flexible
structure built from metals and ceramics are also possible. The incorporation of actuators in the material enables a structure to
optimally respond to the environment in which it performs. These actuators must therefore enable changes of shape, modifications of
elastic modulus. The common types of materials used are:
 Piezoelectric materials
 Shape memory alloys
 Electrorheological fluids
 Magnetostrictors
 Electrostrictors
These materials are being configured in novel ways to accomplish adaptive changes of smart structure. In this report, the control of
deflection using piezoelectric actuator is presented.
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Use of Piezoelectric material
Piezoelectric are the materials that convert electrical energy to mechanical motion. Actuator devices made from these materials deliver
small but accurate displacements with fast response time. Compared with electromagnetic actuators, they are more compact, consume
less power, and are less prone to overheating. For these reasons these actuators have many commercial applications such as optical
tracking devices, sonar transducers, and impact dot matrix printers. Piezoelectric materials are basically divided into two group PiezoCeramics and Piezo-Polymers. In case of a piezo-ceramic, the most common commercial piezo-polymer is Barium Titanate (BaTiO3),
Lead Titanate (PbTiO3), Lead Zirconate ((PbZrO3) Lead metaniobate (PbNb2O6) and Lead (plumbum) Zirconate Titanate (PZT) [Pb
(ZrTi) O3]. Among these materials last Lead (plumbum) Zirconate Titanate (PZT) becomes the dominant piezoelectric ceramic
material for transducer due to its high coupling coefficient (0.65).
In case of a piezo-polymer, the most common commercial piezo-polymer is polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF). It is made up of long
chains of the repeating monomer (- Ch2 – Cf2 -) each of which has an inherent dipole moment. Both PZT and PVDF are usually
produced in the thin sheets with film of metal deposited on the opposite surface to form electrodes.

1.

ANALYSIS OF A CANTILEVER BEAM

In this paper, a simple smart system with PVDF actuator is tested for deflection analysis. A bimorph cantilever beam consisting of two
identical PVDF beams laminated together with opposite polarities is
The opposite forces developed at the free end due to piezoelectric material form a couple of moment M as shown in figure. Hence, by
using the actuation law of a piezoelectric material the deflection variation for a bimorph cantilever beam with end moment M formed
due to embedded PVDF material is calculated as
( )

w(x)elec =

(1)

w(l)elec=
( ) at x=l
In addition to this electric field if a mechanical load ‗P‘ is applied on the beam as shown in fig 2 below,

Fig 2
Then the deflection formed due to this applied mechanical load P at the end is
)

W(x) mech = P(

(2)

The tip deflection in this case when x=L is
W (L)mech = - (

)

Fig1
considered as shown in figure 1. The PVDF patches are poled in such a way that it produces strain perpendicular to poling direction.
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Total deflection corresponding to Applied Mechanical and Electrical load
Now when both mechanical and electrical loads are applied, the total deflection will be sum of the deflections due to mechanical load
and electrical load, which given by

W(x) total = w(x) mech + w(x)elec
W(x) total = P(
)+
( )
(3)
Maximum deflection occurs when x=l .Substituting in above equation we get
w(l) total = w(l)mech + w(l)elec
w(l)total = - (

)+

()

(4)

The deflection variations along the length of the beam with respect to the applied voltages is shown using commercial FE software
(MATLAB). The graph corresponding to eq.(3) is plotted using MATLAB and the deflection variations due to applied voltages on the
beam are shown in figure 3 below
deflection along the length of the beam
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Fig 3
From the above graph which is from eq(3) we see that as the voltage is increased , it reduces the net downward deflection due to the
mechanical load .Hence, It is clear that the presence of electrical load helps to eliminate the deflection of the cantilever beam due to
mechanical load.
The voltage necessary to force the total deflection equal to zero is given by the eq(4) as V =

.
2. ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM
As discussed earlier, in the same way if two identical PVDF patches are laminated together with opposite polarities on a simply
supported bimorph beam as shown in fig (4). the total deflection along the length of the beam due to applied mechanical load and the
electrical load is determined as follows
Using the actuation law,The transverse displacement w (x) of a simply supported beam with a moment M formed at both ends due to
PVDF material as shown in fig(4) for the section AC is given by
w(x)elec=
w(l)elec=
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Fig 4

Similarly, the transverse displacement w (x) of a simply supported beam with a moment M formed
material as shown in fig (b) for the section CB is given by
(

w(x)elec =

at both ends due to PVDF

)
eq(6)

w(l)elec =

()

at x=l/2

In addition to the electric field if mechanical load (p) is applied

Fig 5
Deflection of a simply supported beam subjected to concentrated load P at the centre for the section AC is
w(x)mech = (

)

eq(7)

The deflection of the section AC when x=l/2 is

w (l)mech = (

)

Similarly, the deflection of a simply supported beam subjected to concentrated load P at the Centre for the section CB is
w(x)mech = (

)
eq(8)

The deflection of the section AC when x=l/2 is

w(l)mech = (

)

Total deflection corresponding to Applied Mechanical and Electrical load
w(x)total = w(x)mech + w(x)elec
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The total deflection of the section AC is
w(x)total = (

)

(

)

eq(9)

The total deflection of the section CB is
w(x)total = (

)–

(–

)

eq(10)

Maximum deflection occurs at x=l/2. Substituting x=l/2 in eq (9&10) the total
as

deflection along the length of the beam AB is given

w(l)total = (
)
( ) eq(10a)
Basically the electrical deflection opposes the mechanical deflection, so when we increase the voltage V it will decrease the total
deflection to a such a level that we can actually choose the voltage which reduces the total deflection to maximum extent.
The graph corresponding to eq. (9&10) is plotted using MATLAB and the deflection variations due to applied voltages on the beam
are shown in figure below From the above graph which is from eq (9 & 10) we see that as the voltage is increased, it reduces the net
downward deflection due to the mechanical load. Hence, it is clear that the presence of electrical load helps to totally eliminate the
deflection of the simply supported beam due to mechanical load.
The voltage necessary to force the total deflection equal to zero is given by the eq (10a) as V =
.
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Fig 6
3. Analysis of a Piezoelectric Bimorph Portal frame
In this chapter a determinate portal frame is considered and in the same way two identical PVDF patches are laminated together
with opposite polarities are placed on all the legs of a portal frame individually then the deflection at a point C is determined and
the deflection variations are plotted using MATLAB.

3.1 Analysis of a portal frame with piezoelectric smart material on AB
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Fig 7
A portal frame ABCD is considered frame which consists of two identical PVDF beams laminated together with opposite polarities on
AB as shown in fig(7). The PVDF patches are poled in such a way that it produces strain perpendicular to poling direction.
Using actuation law, The displacement variation in a bi-morph piezoelectric portal frame w (x) with a moment M at both ends of AB
formed due to PVDF patch as shown in fig (b) for the section CD is
w(x)elec=

(

w(l)elec=

()

)

eq(11)

at x=l/2

In addition to the electric field if mechanical load(p) is applied on a frame shown in fig 8

Fig 8
Deflection of a portal frame subjected to concentrated load P at the centre of BC and sway force P at B for the section CD is
w(x)mech = (

)

The deflection of the section CD when x=l/2 is

eq(12)
w(l)mech = (

)

Now when both mechanical and electrical loads are applied, the total deflection will be sum of the deflections due to mechanical load
and electrical load, which given by
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w(x)total = w(x)mech + w(x)elec
The total deflection of the section CD when the piezoelectric smart material is on AB is
w(x)total = (

)

(

)

eq(13)
Maximum deflection on CD occurs at x=l/2. Substituting x=l/2 in eq (13) the total
given as
w(l)total = (

)

()

deflection along the length of the section CD is

eq(14)

the deflection variations with respect to applied voltages are plotted using MATLAB.The graph corresponding to eq.(13) plotted
using MATLAB and the deflection variations due to applied voltages when a piezoelectric material is embedded on AB is
are
shown in figure below
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Fig 9
From the above graph which is from eq(13) we see that as the voltage is increased, it reduces the net downward deflection due to the
mechanical load. Hence, it is clear that the presence of electrical load helps to totally eliminate the deflection of the portal frame CD
due to mechanical load.
The voltage necessary to force the total deflection equal to zero is given by the eq (14) as
V=
.

5.2. Analysis of a portal frame with piezoelectric smart material on BC
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Fig10
when a PVDF patch is placed on BC shown in the figure the total deflection at the point C due to applied mechanical load and the
electrical load is determined as follows
Using actuation law,The the displacement variation in a bi-morph piezoelectric portal frame w (x) with a moment M at both ends of
BC formed due to PVDF patch as shown in fig (10) for the section CD is
w(x)elec=

eq(15)
()

w(l)elec=

at x=l/2

In addition to the electric field if mechanical load(p) is applied on a frame shown in fig8 earlier
Deflection of a portal frame subjected to concentrated load P at the centre of BC and sway force P at B for the section CD is
w(x)mech = (

)

eq(17)

The total deflection of the section CD when the piezoelectric smart material is on BC is

w(x)total = (

)

eq(18)
Maximum deflection on CD occurs at x=l/2 . Substituting x=l/2 in eq (16) the total
given as
w(l)total = (

)

()

deflection along the length of the section CD is

eq(19)

The graph corresponding to eq.(16) plotted using MATLAB and the deflection variations
piezoelectric material is embedded on BC is are shown in figure 11 below
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The voltage necessary to force the total deflection equal to zero is given by the eq (17) as
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V=

.

5.3 Analysis of a portal frame with piezoelectric smart material on CD

Fig12
When a PVDF patch is placed on CD shown in the figure the total deflection at the point C due to applied mechanical load and the
electrical load is determined as follows Using actuation law, The displacement variation in a bi-morph piezoelectric portal frame w (x)
with a moment M at both ends of CD formed due to PVDF patch as shown in fig (12) for the section CD is
(

w(x)elec=
w(l)elec=

()

)

eq(18)

at x=l/2

as discussed earlier if the same mechanical load is applied shown in figure 8 then the deflection due to the applied mechanical load is
given in the eq(17).
Hence the total deflection due to the applied mechanical and electrical loads is as follows
w(x)total = (
)–
(–
)
Maximum deflection on CD occurs at x=l/2. Substituting x=l/2 in eq (19) the total
given as

eq(19)
deflection along the length of the section CD is

w(l)total = (
)–
()
eq(20)
The graph corresponding to eq.(16) plotted using MATLAB and the deflection variations
piezoelectric material is embedded on CD is are shown in figure below
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The voltage necessary to force the total deflection equal to zero is given by the eq(20) as
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V=

.

CONCLUSION:
Present work deals with the mathematical formulation and the computational analysis for the deflection control of a structure with
piezoelectric smart material. By this thesis it is acceptable that using a piezoelectric material in beams and also in a frame, deflection
can be controlled at different voltages.
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Abstract— In the recent years there are vital changes in the construction process. In old days building are constructed with Concept
of load bearing and then RCC frame construction invented. Now RC Structural wall construction in metropolitan cities is widely used.
The latest technique is invented for the modern construction is called as Aluform technique or Mivan technique .In this technique
whole building is design with RC structural wall i.e. shear wall .It is specially design to allow rapid construction on all types of
architecture layout. This research work having scope of analysis and design of G+15 storey building with RC Structural wall and its
advantages as a structural point of view. For this thesis design software ETABS is used for design and analysis. Analysis is carried out
considering the various seismic and wind load condition for both system of framing. Column beam conventional system and RC
structural wall compared on the basis of various structural parameters. From analysis result new structural parameter is represented
which having the best performance in the worst loading. For validation of work we will go for part manual calculation to check
correctness of analysis. Then design for the both system is carried out. For both the system design comparison is done on the basis of
% steel and concrete quantity with cost consideration too. Concluding remark will be given with respective high structural
performance.

Keywords— Aluform Technique, RC Structural wall system, Beam Column System, Analysis and Design, ETABS v9.6.0,Wind and
Seismic loading, Comparison, Structural Performance.
INTRODUCTION

Construction of high rise building is highly complex and required advanced construction technology and equipment. Mivan
technologies, climbing formwork, Aluform technologies are the new development in the formwork and latest one. Therefore counties
are conceived to design and built more and higher building. Due to large population and small per capita area the need of ultra-high
rise building becomes much more urgent You can put the page in this format as it is and do not change any of this properties.
Population of India is growing fastly in urban area or in metro cities. This is the basic reason for increasing land cost in cities.
With increasing land cost, it is not surprising that the number of stories in building in urban areas across the country is increasing
rapidly. Therefore the construction of tall structures such as high rise building, sky scrapers or sky towers is an important indicator of
country or cities economic and technological strength with the continued development and progress of the economy, technology and
material in recent years.
In Beam Column System of buildings reinforced concrete frames are provided in both principal directions to resist vertical loads
and the vertical loads are transmitted to vertical framing system i.e. columns and foundations. This type of system is effective in
resisting both vertical & horizontal loads. The brick walls are to be regarded as non-load bearing filler walls only. This system is
suitable for multi-storied building which is also effective in resisting horizontal loads due to earthquake.
In RC Structural wall system the lateral and gravity load-resisting system consists of reinforced concrete walls and reinforced
concrete slabs. RC structural walls are the main vertical structural elements with a dual role of resisting both the gravity and lateral
loads. Wall thickness varies from 140 mm to 500 mm, depending on the number of stories, building age, and thermal insulation
requirements. In general, these walls are continuous throughout the building height; however, some walls are discontinued at the street
front or basement level to allow for commercial or parking spaces. Usually the wall layout is symmetrical with respect to at least one
axis of symmetry in the plan.
Therefore counties are conceived to design and built more and higher building. Due to large population and small per capita area
the need of ultra-high rise building becomes much more urgent. Now a day, many R.C. building of 12-60 stories are being planned and
executed. The lateral load resisting provided in most multi storey building is moment resisting frame, with beams being eliminate in
years in majority of the building to simplify and accommodate the use of more economical formwork. In recent years R.C. tube
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structure and R.C. structural wall have been introduced to provide the required stiffness.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Ramesh kannan M.et.al.[1] explore the various factors influencing the section and operation of the different types of the climbing
formwork system adopted in the constructability survey This research paper conclude by bringing down the potential advantages of
the climbing formwork system over the conventional formwork system on the basis of cost, time, quality, safety and sustainability
factor using qualitative and quantitative indices by a technique called Constructability.
Patil D.S.et.al.[2] has discussed comparisons of conventional formwork and aluminum formwork on the basis of cost, time, and
quality and quantity parameter. This technical paper covers advantages of Mivan formwork. Also covers advantages of Mivan
formwork over the conventional formwork and limitation of the same.
O.Esmaili et.al.[3] have done study of the 56-storeyed tower constructed by using RC shear wall system. In this researchers had
studied 56 storey building for various structural aspects which is located in the high seismic zone. In this tower shear wall system with
irregular opening has utilized under both lateral and gravity loads and also study of structural behavior of shear walls. Also nonlinear
structural analysis was performed to analysis of RC structural walls. The optimality of shear wall in tall storied building had studied.
Kaustubh Dasgupta[4] is explained the role of structural wall in tall structures and also the wall region is decided according end
condition or joint i.e. D-region (disturbed region) and B- region (Bernoulli region).Due to the RC wall plastic hinges formation had
been explained.
M.A.Hube et.al.[5] have done analysis of seismic behavior of RC slender structural wall. Researcher had mentioned effect of Chile
Earthquake on RC structural walls and its damage analysis in year 2010.The objective of this research is to understand observed
damaged in slender walls i.e. crushing of concrete, buckling and fracture of reinforcement. Recommendations had provided to avoid
the lateral displacement and effective stiffness to slender walls.
David Spires et.al.[6] focused on Optimal Design of Tall RC framed Tube building. In this researcher had made analysis and design
of concrete framed tube building using a general modern design optimization algorithms and software outcome. A tall building G+5
and G+40 design consideration and framed tube behavior had presented. Cost comparison had carried out on the basis of concrete
quality, steel quantity and formwork cost for various conditions.
Ali Soltani et.al.[7] represents the investigation for numerical modeling of RC shear walls. The simulation of nonlinear behavior of
reinforced concrete shear walls under the lateral loads had been studied and this is important problem for community. They had carried
out analysis of RC shear walls at three level of refinement. Researcher had evaluated three different modeling techniques of RC shear
walls in to the OpenSEES software (Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation). Comparison of simulated responses with
experimental data on one rectangular shear wall had been carried out.
Chaitanya kumar[8] have carried out analysis of multi storey building with precast load bearing walls. Researcher had studied
G+11 storey precast load bearing wall structure for analysis. For modeling and analysis researcher had used ETABS software.
P.P. Chndurkar[9] had presented study of G+9 building having three meters height for each storey. The whole building design had
carried out according to IS code for seismic resistant design and the building had considered fixed at base. Structural element for
design had assumed as square or rectangular in section. They had done modeling of building using ETAB software in that four
different models were studied with different positioning of shear walls.
M.G.Rajendran.[10] presents the study and comparison of the difference between the wind behavior of building with and without
shear wall using STAAD Pro. In this paper the STAAD model of 15 storey building considered to carry out study with and without
shear wall and also 20 storey building will model same as it. Displacement of 15 storey building and 20 storey building with shear
wall is 20.18% and 14.60% less than the building without shear wall. They concluded that building with shear wall will resist wind
load effectively.
Francesca Ceroni et.al. [11] had demonstrated that building constructed with large lightly reinforced wall characterized by adequate
area respect to the floor extension could suffer lower damage as compared to RC frame structure due to real earthquake. Researcher
had focused that new construction technology of RC wall construction with new type of integrated formwork is helpful for insulation
gives higher energetic efficiency and continuous construction speed. Researcher had pinpointed there is lack of research work carried
out in this area and experimental information is less. Review of the Euro code regarding RC shear wall construction had carried out in
this research paper. Static and Dynamic nonlinear analysis had been carried out for a whole RC building designed with both large
lightly reinforced walls along the perimeter. Finite element model had being developed by SAP2000 and DIANA software. The total
analysis had carried out to check seismic performance of building according to stiffness performance of building according to
stiffness.
In this present study, G+15 storey typical building floor plan is selected for analysis and design of building. Modeling, analysis
and design are planned to done by using ETABS. Analysis and design is done for both conventional and RC structural Wall system.
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Comparison of both the system is done on the basis of analysis and design. ETABS database is used for comparison according to
analysis and design. This paper covers the comparison of both structural systems on the structural performance.

METHODOLOGY
A typical residential building plan is selected having G+ 15 storey. For that typical plan both conventional beam column system
and RC structural wall system framing is decided. Conventional beam column system is constructed by regular construction process
with conventional formwork. RC structural wall system is constructed by using Aluform Technique. Modeling of both systems is
carried in ETABS with certain assumptions. Analysis and design of both systems are carried in ETABS for various loading. Typical
residential building plan have total floor area 3877.71 square feet. Figure 1.1 will show typical floor plan. Following assumptions are
made during design and analysis.
1. The material is homogeneous, isotropic.
2. All columns supports are considered as fixed at the foundation.
3. All RC structural wall supports are considered as fixed at the foundation.

Figure 1.1 Typical Floor Plan
Details of sizes and geometry of various structural components for both framing are shown in Table No: 1.1. Basic wind and
seismic loading condition for the both systems are shown in Table No: 1.2.
Table 1.1 Structural Data and Material Properties
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Sr.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Sr.No.
1

2

3

4

Structural Data
Concrete Grade
Type of material
Mass Per Unit Volume
Modulus of Elasticity
Poisson‘s Ratio
Concrete Strength
Wall Size above door in RC structural wall system
Wall Thickness
Slab Thickness
Sunk Slab Thickness
Waist Slab Thickness
Tensile Reinforcement
Shear Reinforcement

Property
M25
Isotropic
2.5 KN/M3
25 KN//mm2
0.2
25 MPa
160mm x 600mm
160mm
100mm
100mm
100mm
Fe 500
Fe 415

Number of Stories
Depth of Foundation
Storey Height
Beam size in conventional beam column system
Column sizes- C1 on Ground Floor
Column size: C2 to C64 Ground floor
Column size: C1 to C64 1st to 2nd Floor
Column size: C1 to C64 3rd to 4th Floor
Column size: C1 to C64 5th to 15th Floor

G +15
2m
3m
230mm x 600mm
230mm x 1400mm
230mm x 1200mm
230mm x 1200mm
230mm x 1000mm
230mm x 750mm

Table 1.2 Seismic, Wind, Dead, Live Loading Parameters
Parameter
Value
Seismic coefficient as per IS:1893-2000
Seismic zone
Seismic Zone Factor
Soil Type
Importance Factor(I)
Response Reduction Factor(R)
Wind Coefficient as per IS:875
Risk Coefficient(K1)
Terrain Category , Height, structure Size Factor (K2)
Topography Factor (K3)
Location
Basic Wind Speed
Dead load
Sunk Slab
Floor finished load
Water proofing load
Live Load
For Floors
For Staircase

III
0.16
II(Medium)
1
4.5
1
1.02
1
Ahmednagar
39 m/s
4 KN/m2
1 KN/m2
2 KN/m2
2.75 KN/m2
3.75 KN/m2

BUILDING MODELING
Modeling means nothing but formation of structural body in ETABS and assigning the loads to the members as per loading
consideration. There is quite difference in modeling steps of conventional beam column system and RC structural wall system. After
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accurate modeling we can able to perform analysis of any structural member in ETABS. Modeling procedure for both the systems are
summarized in this context. Before analysis we have to assign loads to each structural element and various loading combinations are
considered for completion of analysis procedure. Afterword‘s from analysis data we will able to compete the design.
The modeling for Beam Column system is done in ETABS Nonlinear v9.6.0 as follows.
1. Centerline plan is drawn in auto cad and imported to ETABS.
2. The structure is divided in to distinct membrane element.
3. Gridlines are made for the x, y and z coordinates and the beam, column, slab, wall are drawn from scratch. Grid is shown
in figure 1.2

643

4.

Figure 1.2 Typical floor plan showing Beam Column System
Boundary conditions are assigned to the nodes wherever it is required. Boundary conditions are assigned to the bottom of
the column i.e. at the ground level where restraints should be against all movement to imitate the behavior of column.

5.

Define materials to be used, here we will define concrete, steel material using define section properties menu.

6.

The geometric properties of the framed sections are dimensions for the beam and column are defined first and then
assigned in the grid. Also slab and wall sections are defined first then assigned in the grid.

7.

Wind loading and seismic parameters are defined for structure as per the preliminary data.

8.

Response spectrum functions are defined as per the seismic consideration and also diaphragms.

9.

Static load cases and load combinations are defined and loads are assigning to the joint as they will be applied in the real
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structure.
10. The model is ready to analyzed forces, stresses and displacement shown in figure 1.3

Figure 1.3 3D Model of G+15 Storied Conventional Beam Column System Building
The modeling for RC structural wall system is done in ETABS nonlinear v9.6.0 as follows.

644

1.

Centerline plan is drawn in auto cad and imported to ETABS.

2.

The structure is divided in to distinct membrane element.

3.

Gridlines are made for the x, y and z coordinates and the wall is drawn from scratch. Grid is shown in figure 1.4.

4.

Boundary conditions are assigned to the nodes wherever it is required. Boundary conditions are assigned to the bottom of
the wall i.e. at the ground level where restraints should be against all movement to imitate the behavior of structural wall.

5.

Define materials to be used, here we will define concrete, steel material using define section properties menu.

6.

The geometric properties of the elements are dimensions for the wall is defined first and then assigned in the grid. Wall is
considered as pier and spandrel.
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7.

Wind loading and seismic parameters are defined for structure as per the preliminary data.

8.

Response spectrum functions are defined as per the seismic consideration and also diaphragms.

9.

Static load cases and load combinations are defined and loads are assigning to the joint as they will be applied in the real
structure.

10. The model is ready to analyzed forces, stresses and displacement shown in figure 1.5

Figure 1.4 Typical floor plan showing RC Structural Wall System
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Figure 1.5 3D Model of G+15 Storied RC Structural Wall System Building

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this context G+ 15 storey RC Structural wall system and Beam Column system analysis and design output is considered. In this
section results obtained by analysis and design are represented in comparative forms. The effect of mode, time period, storey
displacement, storey drift, storey shear are observed for different stories. The analysis is carried out using ETABS and database is
prepared for different storey levels are as follows. Both system analysis results are represented in table
1. Time period.
Table 1.3 shows the various mode & natural period for both the systems. Figure 1.6 shows variation of the same.
Table 1.3 Modes and Natural Period
Mode
Beam Column System
RC Structural Wall System
Natural period (Sec)
Natural period (Sec)
1
2.544124
0.689776
2
2.419788
0.616437
3
2.209361
0.502675
4
0.833029
0.422948
5
0.793966
0.16706
6
0.699386
0.162694
7
0.515711
0.138444
8
0.469032
0.115834
9
0.435964
0.079475
10
0.379516
0.074676
11
0.319348
0.067856
12
0.293051
0.054437
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Figure 1.6 Mode shape and Natural Period

2.

647

Time required to complete one oscillation is called as natural period in the case of SDOF system. Time required to
complete one cycle of motion is called natural period in MDOF system. Mode of structure is nothing but in which all
points of structure moves harmonically at the same frequency to reach their individual maximum response .The number of
modes to be used in analysis should be such that the sum total of modal masses of all modes considered is at least 90% of
total seismic mass and missing mass correction beyond 33 %. According to this requirement of IS 1893:2002 (part 1) we
had considered 12 mode. Generally first three modes are considered for consideration and corresponding natural period.
Natural Frequency:
Table 1.4 shows various mode and natural frequency. Figure 1.7 shows variation of natural frequency for different
modes.
Table 1.4 Modes and Natural Frequency
Mode Beam Column System
RC Structural Wall System
Natural Frequency (Hz)
Natural Frequency (Hz)
1
0.393063
1.449746
2
0.413259
1.622226
3
0.45262
1.989357
4
1.200438
2.364357
5
1.2595
5.985873
6
1.429826
6.146508
7
1.939071
7.223137
8
2.132051
8.633044
9
2.293767
12.58257
10
2.634935
13.39118
11
3.13138
14.73709
12
3.412375
18.36986
The frequencies at which normal mode vibrations are possible for a structure are called as natural frequencies
of structure. The structure is said to be vibrating in kth normal mode when frequency is equal to kth natural
frequency. The kth natural period is the reciprocal of the kth natural frequency expressed in Hz. Table 1.4 shows that
maximum frequency will be there for minimum natural time period. Generally first three frequencies are considered
as per the practice. Figure 1.7 will shows variation of natural frequencies according to the mode. Natural frequency
is maximum for mode 12 and minimum for mode1.
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Figure 1.7 Mode shape and Natural Frequency.
3.
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Maximum Storey Displacement:
Table 1.5 shows the maximum storey displacement for various storey level and height.
Table 1.5 Storey Heights and Maximum Storey Displacement
Storey Storey Height
Maximum Storey Displacement (m)
(m)
Beam Column System
RC Structural Wall System
T
48
0.08
0.01
15

45

0.08

0.01

14

42

0.07

0.01

13

39

0.07

0.01

12

36

0.06

0.01

11

33

0.06

0

10

30

0.05

0

9

27

0.05

0

8

24

0.04

0

7

21

0.04

0

6

18

0.03

0

5

15

0.02

0

4

12

0.02

0
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3

9

0.01

0

2

6

0.01

0

1

3

0

0

Storey displacement means the displacement which occurred at each storey level because of various loading pattern.
Generally storey displacement maximum limit is nothing but maximum storey displacement. In multistoried building
maximum storey displacement will observed at top stories. As the height is increasing the storey displacement will have
maximum value. From output of both the system it is observed that maximum storey displacement is occur for beam
column system. Figure 1.8 shows maximum at top storey then goes on reduction up to first storey for both systems.
0.09
for Beam Colunm

Max. Storey Displacement (m)

0.08

For Structural
wall

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Storey No
Figure 1.8 Storey No. and Maximum Storey Displacement.
4.

Storey Drift:
Table 1.6 shows the storey drift for different storey. Figure1.9 shows variation according to the storey level.
Table 1.6 Storey No. and Storey Drift
Storey
T
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
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Beam Column System
1.172
1.381
1.643
1.906
2.135
2.33
2.485
2.596

Storey Drift (mm)
RC Structural Wall System
0.337
0.344
0.353
0.364
0.373
0.38
0.383
0.383
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2.662
0.377
8
2.666
0.364
7
2.613
0.343
6
2.345
0.314
5
2.179
0.274
4
1.856
0.222
3
1.543
0.161
2
1.726
0.088
1
Storey drift is relative displacement between any two levels of storey between the floor above and below the under
consideration. For beam column system storey drift is greater than the RC structural wall system. As per the IS1893-2002
storey drift is 0.004 times the storey height. Therefore maximum storey drift is 12mm. All storey drift are within
permissible limit.

3
for Beam Colunm
For Structural wall

Storey Drift (mm)

2.5

2
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1
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0
0
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16

Storey No
Figure 1.9 Storey No. and Storey Drift.
5.

Storey Shear:
Table 1.7 shows variation of storey shear for both the type of system.
Table 1.7 Storey No. and Storey shear
Storey
T
15
14
13
12
11

650

Storey Shear (KN)
Beam Column System
RC Structural Wall System
-906.92
-520.78
-1749.02
-1127.76
-2482.59
-1656.51
-3115.1
-2112.42
-3654.04
-2500.88
-4106.9
-2827.3
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-4481.17
-3097.07
10
-4784.33
-3315.59
9
-5023.86
-3488.28
8
-5207.25
-3620.43
7
-5341.98
-3717.54
6
-5436.5
-3784.98
5
-5497.93
-3828.15
4
-5532.75
-3852.43
3
-5548.42
-3863.22
2
-5552.34
-3805.12
1
In the case of any seismic analysis of any building response is majorly represented by using this storey shear
parameter. Storey shear is sum total of all design lateral forces above the storey level under consideration. Storey shear is
one of the very important parameter which represents total storey shear load carrying capacity. From that it is observed
that storey shear at the base is maximum i.e. nothing but the base shear.

6000
for Beam Colunm
5000

Storey Shear (-KN)

For Structural wall
4000

3000

2000

1000

0
0

5

10
Storey No

15

20

Figure 1.10 Storey No. and Storey shear
From the analysis values then complete design of both systems were carried out in ETABS. Basic difference between both
the systems is load transfer mechanism. In the case of beam column system column will transfer the load and in the case of RC
structural wall system RC wall will transfer the load.
1.

Steel and Concrete quantity:
Table 1.8 and table 1.9 shows steel quantity and concrete quantity required for both the systems according to each
floor levels.
In this section for both beam column system and RC structural wall system quantity of steel and concrete required per
floor is calculated. From this steel quantity it is observed that beam column system will require more steel than RC
structural wall system. Concrete quantity required for beam column system is less than the RC structural wall. Figure
1.11 the variation of steel quantity and concrete quantity according storey.
Table 1.8 Storey No. and Steel quantity
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Storey
T
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Steel Quantity (Kg)
Beam Column system
RC Structural Wall System
3194.36
2345.50
3194.36
2345.50
3194.36
2345.50
3194.36
2345.50
3194.36
2345.50
3194.36
2345.50
3194.36
2345.50
4234.32
2345.50
6160.27
2345.50
7771.81
2345.50
7771.81
2345.50
7183.98
2345.50
7183.98
2345.50
11669.42
2345.50
11705.89
2345.50
11908.58
2345.50
Table 1.9 Storey No. and Concrete quantity

Storey

2.
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Concrete Quantity (Cu.m.)
Beam column system
RC Structural Wall system
89.90
119.52
T
89.90
119.52
15
89.90
119.52
14
89.90
119.52
13
89.90
119.52
12
89.90
119.52
11
89.90
119.52
10
89.90
119.52
9
89.90
119.52
8
89.90
119.52
7
89.90
119.52
6
100.95
119.52
5
100.95
119.52
4
109.92
119.52
3
109.92
119.52
2
109.92
119.52
1
Cost of steel and concrete:
Table 1.9 shows the cost required for construction for both beam column system and RC structural wall system.
In the general consideration major cost of any construction project is mainly consist of the cost of reinforced concrete
framework i.e. cost of concrete and cost of steel. From quantity of steel and concrete we can able to calculate
framework costing. In this contexts cost of steel is greater in case of Beam column system and lesser in RC structural
wall system. Cost of concrete in case of RC structural wall is greater than Beam column system. Total cost of framing
system is greater for beam column system is greater than RC structural wall system
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Figure 1.11 Storey No. and Steel quantity, Concrete Quantity.
Table 1.9 Cost of steel and concrete.
Sr.No
Total Steel Quantity(MT)
Rate Per MT
Steel Cost
Total concrete quantity (Cu.m)
Rate per Cum
Concrete cost
Total Cost (Rs)
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Total Cost (Rs)
Beam Column System
97.52
58908
5744750.57
1509.67
16881
25484739.27
3,12,29,489.84
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RC Structural Wall System
37.52
58908
2210228.16
1912.24
13869
26520856.56
2,87,31,084.72
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CONCLUSION








From storey data it is observed that time period for beam column system is greater than RC structural wall system. Difference in the
both system time period for different modes is in between 72.88 to 81.42 percent. Mode 1 gives maximum time period.
It is seen that natural frequency for RC structural wall system is greater than the beam column system. Natural frequency for RC
structural wall system for different mode is in the range 72.88 to 81.44 percent.
At top storey maximum storey displacement in the case of beam column system is 87.5 percent greater than RC structural wall
system.
At top storey Beam column system is having 71.25 percent greater storey drift than RC structural wall system All storey drift are
within limit i.e. 12mm as per the requirement of IS 1893: 2002(Part 1).
Base Storey shear in RC structural wall system is 31.47 percent lesser than the Beam column system.
RC structural wall System has high structural performance to worst loading than conventional beam column system
Structural framing cost of RC structural wall system is 8 percent cheaper than the Beam column system
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Abstract— Waste management is been a crucial environmental issue since the starting of 20th century. It has been seen that the
generation increases with increasing population, industrialization& urbanization etc. The cities like Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, &
Kolkata are facing problems in managing their waste, these examples tell us the need of solid waste in growing cities, therefore by
keeping approach of prevention from future threats this work is executed. The growth ratio of city is very high; the present work
evaluates all aspects of waste management & elaborates the situation & also highlights the deficiencies in the system. This paper
contains some useful suggestions & recommendations for Gadhinglaj city which improves the waste management system in the city.
The current waste management system is studied & some difficulties & problems are observed, such problems can be overcome if the
suggestions are implemented well. As scope of work is very wide & available resources are less, there may be some limitations of
work the depth of investigation can be increased in upcoming studies; there is good scope for betterment in the waste management
system of the city.

Keywords— Waste Management, Gadhinglaj city, Recommendations, Segregation at source, SWM, Solid waste, Waste separation.
INTRODUCTION

Waste management is worldwide phenomenon, rising population, industrialization & urbanization are responsible to produce
tremendous amount of waste. Today, the urban areas of Asia generate about 760,000 tons of municipal solid waste per day, which is
equal to about 2.7 million m3 per day. In 2025, this amount will raise to 1.8 million tons of waste per day, which becomes 5.2 million
M.cu per day. These estimates are conservative; the real values are probably double of this amount. [2]
Local governments in Asia at present spend about US $25 billion per year on waste management of urban area. This amount is used to
collect more than 90 percent of the waste in high income countries & it is about 50 to 80 % in middle income countries, and only 30 to
60 percent for low income countries in 2025, Asian governments should look forward to spend at least double this amount on solid
waste management activities. [2]
Calculated value of solid waste generation by 300 million people from urban India is 38 million tons per year. The collection &
disposal of municipal solid waste is one of the vital problems of urban life, which has assumed great significance in the recent past.
With the rising urbanization as a result of intended economic growth and industrialization, problems are becoming delicate and there
is need for immediate and rigorous action. The proper disposal of urban waste is not only totally necessary for the preservation and
development of public health but it has a huge potential for resource recovery. It has estimated that around 1, 00,000 MT of Municipal
Solid Waste is generated daily in the nation. The Per capita generation of waste from major cities is ranges from 0.20 Kg to 0.6 Kg.
usually the efficiency of collection ranges between 70 to90% in metropolitan cities while in several smaller cities it is below 50%. It is
too estimated that the ULB‘s spend around Rs.500 to Rs.1500 per ton on solid management activities like storage, collection, disposal
etc. About 60-70% of this amount is utilize for street sweeping of waste, 20 to 30% for transportation of waste and nearly less than 5%
on final disposal of waste, which clearly shows us that there is very less attention is given to systematic and safe disposal of waste.
The Landfill sites are not yet been recognized by many municipalities and in several municipalities, the landfill sites have been worn
out and the respective local bodies don‘t have resources to acquire new land for land filling. Due to less availability of disposal sites,
the collection efficiency also gets affected. [8]
Though national data is not available, many urban areas have been studied by CPCB. If we consider some of major cities like
Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore, and Kolkata that producing 5320, 3036, 1669, 2653 Tonnes per day respectively.
Gadhinglaj is a city in the Kolhapur district in the south-west corner of Maharashtra, India. City is located on the banks of the river
Hiranyakeshi. It is the Taluka (Tehsil) headquarters of Gadhinglaj Taluka and a subdivision headquarters of the Gadhinglaj
Subdivision of the Kolhapur District. Gadhinglaj is governed by a municipal council. The main languages spoken
are Marathi& Kannada, and a majority of its people in this area are Hindu. The rapidly growing city is the third largest in the Kolhapur
District.
As Gadhinglaj is growing city from Kolhapur district, the waste generated from the city has specific character; the waste from the city
is moreover organic one but it has contained some amount of recyclable inorganic part. The city generates about 5 MT of waste per
day, which is significant amount. Presently the waste is dumped in to an open dump yard; the processes over there are not up to the
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mark. So there is scope for betterment of waste management system. This paper provides some useful recommendations about the
SWM system through the investigations. Hopefully this will be the guideline for the improvisation of waste management system in
the city.

STUDY AREA
Gadhinglaj lies at (16° 10' N, 74° 20' E; p. 8,546) southwest corner of Maharashtra. It is is well known taluka place from Kolhapur
district which is governed by municipal council over there. The total area is about 17.97 km2. Because of availability of good
education & medical facilities, the population of the city is constantly increasing; In addition to this Gadhinglaj serves as good market
place for surrounding villages in three taluka places i.e. Ajara, chandgad, & Gadhinglaj

Fig No 01:Image showing location of study area in India.

MATERIAL & METHODS:
Methodology adopted for to get acquainted the existing scenario of waste generation and its management includes the following
points;
(1) Primary Data collection is done by field survey & lab testing‘s & secondary data is to be collected from appropriate sources like
Municipal council & Web resources of government websites.
(2) Identification of major sources of waste generation, based on the field survey and discussion with various stake holders.
(3) Define characteristics of waste generated in the prime identified source as well as at the final disposal site.
(4) Analysis of findings of the quantification and characterization of waste
(5) Study of handling and management of waste from the generation point to the disposal.
(6) Providing appropriate recommendations & technological solutions to the system.
After studying all aspect of waste management some simplified & easily applicable recommendations are provided in the paper to
achieve betterment in the system.

RESULT & DISCUSSIONS:

Present S.W.M. Scenario in the city:
As Gadhinglaj is growing city from Kolhapur district, the waste generated from the city has specific character; the waste from the city
is moreover organic one but it has contained some amount of recyclable inorganic part. The city generates about 5 MT of waste per
day which is significant amount. All the waste management work carry out in city is done as per solid waste management and
handling rules 2000. For the purpose of waste management the city has been divided in five zones and work is also divided
accordingly.
Workers can do daily 3000sq, m cleaning of roads gutters. But as considering growth of the city this manpower is not enough.
Therefore private contractors invited by bidding and nearly 268000 sq. m of area are cleaned by private contractors. House to house
collection system is adopted for collection of waste. Presently there are few refuse vehicles & push carts are utilize for collection.
Presently all the waste is stored at Gadhinglaj compost yard, Neharu nagar, the total area for storage is 2 acres, For Pedestrians 72 No
of cement Dustbins are provided at certain places and 40 small dustbins are also placed at some places. The waste from these bins is
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collected frequently. For disposal of solid waste the facility of land filling is provided at 1km distance from the city. Also the
composting plant is situated at the same place, there is need to inspect working and efficiency of the plant.

Measures To Improve the System :
1. Segregation at source:
Enhancement measures should include effective strategies so as to organize the community and citizens towards synchronizing
their system of waste storage at source with the primary collection of the wastes by the corporation and cooperate with the
authority to preserve clean streets and neighborhood in particular and city in general. The local population shall be advised to
keep two separate bins for the purposes of segregation of wastes at source and adopt appropriate mode of disposal of such wastes
from the source.
Gadhinglaj council shall direct all the waste producers (households, institutions commercial establishments and floating
population) not to throw any solid waste in their neighborhood, on the street, open spaces, or into drains by organizing public
awareness program and addressing through leading local news papers. There shall be adequate provision made in public heath
rules to punish the violation at least to some extent like imposing fines in order to decrease the violations. Presently the process of
segregation and storage of waste at source is generally absent. As a result of this, the main collection system has become adhoc
and unsystematic. It is essential to promote the practice of segregation and storage of waste at source so as to facilitate an
organized and hierarchical system of waste collection and disposal that will not let waste to reach the ground in the primary and
secondary collection stages. The measures for such a system are:
 All premises should keep two separate bins/containers for biodegradable waste (green color) and Non-biodegradable waste
(red color).
 Storage bins should be HDPE/FRP/metallic, with lid for the biodegradable waste. The size should be enough to hold the
waste of a day with spare capacity to meet contingencies.
 Segregation has to be done at source to ensure recyclable fraction, to get better price.
A guideline for source storage requirements is presented in following Table. It is imperative to mention that bins for households to
store waste in a segregated manner shall be provided only during the first year. Subsequent replacements/renewals shall be
performed by the local body at the cost of the public

Table: 01 Recommended source storage requirements:
Sr.
No.

Generation Source.

1

Household

2
3
4

Market stalls
Shop/offices/institutions
Hotels & restaurants

5

Wedding / community halls

6

Health care institutions

7

Garden waste

Storage Facility.
Biodegradable
Non Biodegradable
(Green color dustbin with lid)
(Red color dustbin)
Plastic / Fiber bins 10 liter
Plastic / Fiber bins 10 liter
capacity.
capacity.
30 liter bin of HDPE
30 liter bin of HDPE
30 liter bin of HDPE
30 liter bin of HDPE
50 liter bin of HDPE
50 liter bin of HDPE
25 to 50 liter container of
25 to 50 liter container of
HDPE/LDPE- (depending
HDPE/LDPE- (depending
upon volume of waste
upon volume of waste
generated)
generated)
10 liter bin for domestic
10 liter bin for domestic
waste.
waste.
Store within premises &
Store within premises. &
utilized for composting
handover to Municipal crew.
process

2. Individual Households:


To keep the food waste/ biodegradable as and when generated, in any type of domestic waste container, preferably with a
cover.
 To keep dry/recyclable wastes preferably in bags or sacks for the collection by the trained rag pickers.
 To keep domestic hazardous waste separately, for disposal as arranged by the council.
 Following are the suggestive specifications for storage of wet wastes (food and biodegradable) at household level.
 Preferably, a metal or plastic container with lid,
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A container of 10-litre capacity (0.010 cu. M, which can accommodate 7-8 kg) for a family of 5 members would be
adequate,
Household may keep larger containers or more than one container to store the waste produced in 24 hours having a spare
capacity of 100% to meet unforeseen delay in clearance or unforeseen extra loads and
Plastic carry bags may be supplied regularly to all households and commercial establishments to hold the bio degradable
waste within the container to prevent unhygienic conditions during the door-to-door collection

3. Community / Group Households:




Provision of community bin facility for apartment residents for storage of domestic wastes and encourage residents to
deposit their domestic waste into the community bins.
To provide separate community bin optionally for the recyclable wastes to be collected by the trained rag pickers.
The Gadhinglaj council to issue notices to the existing private society/, flats/multistoried buildings, etc. and provision of such
facility to be made mandatory for sanctioning building construction permits and completion certificates.

4. Slums and Old Areas of the City



To place community bins of suitable size ranging from 30 to 50 litre capacity with adequate numbers (to accommodate 3050 kg) at suitable locations to enable the public to deposit the waste.
The location to be fixed in discussion with the slum dwellers to facilitate their cooperation and the Local Body shall identify
such locations, which may be suitable to the slum dwellers and suitable for the local body to collect such waste.

5. Shops / Offices / Institutions:





To keep hazardous waste separately, for disposal to be arranged by the council.
Following are the suggestive specifications for storage of wastes:
 Preferably, a metal or plastic container with lid,
 A container of 30-litre capacity (0.03 cu. m to accommodate 15 kg) would be adequate,
 The shops, offices and institutions may keep larger containers or more than one container to store the waste produced
in 24 hours having a spare capacity to meet unforeseen delay in clearance or unforeseen extra loads and
 Preferably wet wastes should not be disposed of in plastic carry bags.
To keep the dry/recyclable wastes preferably in bags or sacks for the doorstep collection by the trained rag pickers.
Alternatively, their association may make their own arrangements for collecting these wastes on ‗no payment on either side
basis.

6. Vegetable / Fruit / Meat / Fish Markets



To provide 50 liters PVC containers for each market /stall on full cost recovery basis, leaving open shops & road side shops.
The container should have appropriate handle on the top or side and rim at the bottom for ease of emptying.

7. Marriage Halls / Community Halls:



50 liters capacity PVC bins with lid and handles of adequate number in dining halls and kitchen.
Dumper bins of adequate numbers shall be hired from Gadhinglaj council.

8. Hospitals / Nursing Homes / Health Care Centers / Laboratories






Strictly avoid from throwing any bio-medical waste on the streets or open spaces, as well as into the municipal bins or
domestic waste collection sites.
To keep color-coded bins or bags as per the directions of the Government of India, Ministry of Environment, dated 20th July
1998 Biomedical Waste (Management & Handling) Rules, 1998, and follow the directions of CPCB and HPCB from time to
time for the storage of biomedical waste including amputated limbs, tissues, solid bandages, used injections, syringes, etc.
The storage of biomedical waste shall be done strictly in conformity with directions contained in the Government of India‘s
aforesaid notification.
To provide 10 litres capacity bins of green and red in each ward canteen
50 liters capacity green container with lid and handles in canteen and kitchen. Construction and Demolition Wastes

9. Directions to house hold
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They shall not throw any solid waste in their neighborhood, on the street, open spaces, and vacant plots or into drains.
They shall
(a) Keep the food waste / bio-degradable as and when generated, in any type of domestic waste container, preferably with a
cover, and
(b) Keep dry / recyclables wastes preferably in bags or sacks as shown in Fig.
Use of a non-corrosive container with lid is advised for the storage of food/biodegradable/wet waste. A container of 15 liter
(0.015 cu.mtr) capacity for a family of 5 members would ordinarily be adequate. However, a household may keep larger
containers or more than one container to store the waste produced in 24 hours having a spare capacity of 100% to meet
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unforeseen delay in clearance or unforeseen extra loads. Wet wastes should preferably not be disposed of in plastic carry
bags.
 A private society, association of flats/multistoried buildings etc. shall provide a community bin i.e. a bin large enough to hold
the waste generated by the members of their society/association for storage of wet domestic wastes and instruct all residents
to deposit their domestic waste in this community bin to facilitate collection of such waste by the local body from the
designated spot.
 In case of Multi Storied buildings where it may be difficult for the waste collector to collect recyclable waste from the
doorstep, the association of such buildings may optionally keep one more community bin for storage of recyclable material.
In slums, where because of lack of access or due to narrow lanes, it is not found convenient to introduce house-to-house collection
system, community bins of suitable sizes ranging from 40 to 100 litre (0.04 to 0.1 cu.mtr.) capacity may be placed at suitable locations
by the local body to facilitate the storage of waste generated by them. They may be directed to put their waste into community bins
before the hour of clearance each day.

10. Directions for shops and establishments







They shall refrain from throwing their solid waste/ sweepings etc. on the footpaths, streets, and open spaces.
They shall keep their waste on-site as and when generated in suitable containers until the time of doorstep collection.
The size of the container should be adequate to hold the waste, they normally generate in 24 hours with 100% spare
capacity to meet unforeseen delay in clearance or unanticipated extra loads.
They shall keep hazardous waste listed under Para 9.3.3 separately as and when produced and disposed of as per
directions given by the local ULB.
The association of private commercial complexes/multi-storey buildings shall provide suitable liftable community bins
which match with the waste collection and transportation system of the local body for the storage of waste by their
members and direct them to transfer their waste into the community bin before the prescribed time on a day-to-day basis.
The association should consult the local body in this matter in advance and finalize the type of bin and the location
where such community bins shall be placed to facilitate easy collection of such waste

11. Directions to hotels and restaurants






They shall refrain from throwing their dry and wet solid waste/sweepings on the footpath, streets, open spaces or drains.
They shall also refrain from disposal of their waste into municipal street bins or containers.
They shall store their waste on-site in sturdy containers of not more than 100 Liter (0.1 cu.m) capacity. The container should
have appropriate handle or handles on the top or side and rim at the bottom for ease of emptying.
In case of large hotels and restaurants where it may not be convenient to store waste in 100 liter or smaller size containers,
they may keep larger containers which match with the primary collection and transportation system that may be introduced in
the city by the urban local body, to avoid double handling of waste.
They may be directed to keep hazardous waste separately as and when produced and dispose it off as per the directions of the
urban local body.

12. Directions for Storing Vegetable/Fruit Markets Waste
These markets produce large volumes of solid waste and local bodies may
 direct the association of the market to provide large size containers which match with the transportation system of the local
body or,
 Depending on the size of the market, local body itself may provide large size containers with lid or skips as illustrated below
for storage of market waste at suitable locations within markets on full cost/partial cost recovery as deemed appropriate.
Shopkeepers may be directed that they shall not dispose of waste in front of their shops/establishments or anywhere on the streets or in
open spaces and instead shall deposit their waste as and when generated into the large size container that may be provided for storage
of waste in the market
Meat and Fish Markets
 The shopkeepers shall not throw any waste in front of their shops or on the streets or open spaces.
 They shall keep within their premises sturdy containers (of size not exceeding 100 liters i.e. 0.1 cu.m) having lid, handle on
the top or on the sides and rim at the bottom of the container with adequate spare capacity to handle expected loads.
However, slaughter house wastes should be handled as per the guidelines given in the chapter 5 on slaughterhouse waste.

13. Marriage Halls & Community Halls
A lot of waste is generated when marriage or social functions are performed at these places and unhygienic conditions are created.
Suitable containers with lids which may match with the primary collection or transportation system of local bodies should be provided
by these establishments at their cost and the sites of their placement should be finalized in consultation with urban local bodies to
facilitate easy collection of waste. On-site bio-digesters for food waste should be encouraged.
Hospitals/Nursing Homes/Pathological Laboratories/Health Care Centers etc.
These may be directed that,
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They shall desist from throwing any bio-medical waste on the streets or open spaces, as well as into municipal dust bins.
They shall also prevent from throwing any ordinary solid waste on footpaths, streets or open spaces.
They are obligatory to store waste in color-coded bins or bags as per the directions of the Govt. of India, Ministry of
Environment Bio-medical
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CONCLUSION
Currently waste management is burning environmental issue over a world The urban centers producing huge amount of waste daily
which ultimately dumped on open dumping yards if this is been continued & if proper measures are not taken with this then it will
raise even more dangerous issues in upcoming days. With context to the case in Gadhinglaj, the city is at its growing stage &
population is rising fast. So from the point of view of waste management we should provide firm & solid implementation for
improvement. In this paper the attempt was made to provide some feasible recommendations which are quite suitable & applicable to
the municipal council.
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Abstract: Fracture analysis is widely used to predict component failure caused by preexisting small cracks, allowing one to take
precautions to prevent further crack growth or to determine the remaining life of the structure or component. To obtain the fracture
damage, stress intensity factors (SIFs) must be evaluated accurately by Displacement Extrapolation Method. In this work
Computation Fracture Mechanics (CFM) approach is used to analyze failure of fifth-stage aero engine compressor disc. Later,
calculation of the stress concentration factor is done. Then analysis of the compressor disc with a crack has been performed. It is
observed that for the crack length of 15-19 mm in the compressor disc, the crack becomes unstable and propagates rapidly and hence
leads to the catastrophic failure of the 5th stage compressor disc of an aircraft engine.
Keywords: Aircraft engine, Compressor disc, Fracture analysis.

I. NTRODUCTION
Cracks and flaws occur in many structures and components, sometimes leading to disastrous results. The predictions of crack
propagation and failure are made by calculating fracture parameters such as Stress Intensity Factors(SIF) in the crack region, which
could be used to estimate crack growth rate. During design or after a structure is placed into service, fracture mechanics can be used
to perform what is called a damage tolerance analysis. Damage tolerance analysis is actually an integral part of any good fracture
control plan. This requires an understanding of how the structure will respond in the event of a sudden brittle fracture (member
loss) and/or the likelihood of crack growth due to fatigue and the time required for growing cracks to reach a critical size (i.e., the
size at which brittle fracture would occur).
The interaction of both creep and fatigue mechanisms is the other main cause of failure in compressors and turbines of aero engines.
Creep damage is a thermally activated and time dependent mechanism which results from structural changes leading to continuous
reduction in the strength of the material [5,6]
Compressor blades are within the most affected components for two main different reasons: either by the ingestion of debris, such
as birds or sand, causing ―Foreign Object Damages‖ (FOD) or by typical degrading mechanisms resulting from cyclic loading and
high temperature environments (creep-fatigue interaction). In the former case, the impact of small debris induces nicking of the
blades which, in turn, will act as stress raisers prone to crack initiation [1,4]. Parallel to this, the damage caused by FOD tends to
compromise the mechanical balance of the rotating components and also alters the aerodynamic flow over the blade airfoil leading
to significant vibration or flutter which can promote crack propagation due to fatigue which, in turn, is a common cause of
component breakage [2,3].
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II. GEOMETRIC DETAILS

Figure 2.1(a): Compressor disc and micrograph
19mm long crack

showing

Figure 2.1(b): Geometric model for
structural and crack analysis

Figure 2.1(a) shows the photograph of the fifth stage compressor disc. The disc contains 40 equally spaced tie bolt holes. Regions
containing these bolt holes are known to be fracture-critical location. In some discs, cracks as long as 19mm were found.

In this present work, we consider a generic problem as an annular disc with inner radius, Ri = 87.5mm, outer radius Ro = 162.5mm,
and thickness h = 10mm, bolt hole diameter, d = 12.5mm and crack length a is variable. The pitch circle diameter of the tie bolt
holes is Dp = 145mm the maximum speed is10,000 rpm.

III. REFERENCE MODEL FOR MODE I SIF EVALUATION FOR ROTOR

A rotor of radius 30cm is rotating as 10,000 rpm. A suspected radial crack of length 38mm became unstable and damaged the rotor.
Calculate the fracture toughness of the rotor material.

Figure 3.1: Geometric model along with graph
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3.1 Material model and load applied

Material used

:

Precipitation-hardened AM355 martensitic stainless steel

Young's Modulus

:

2 e11 N/m2

Density

:

7900 kg/m3

Poisson's ratio

:

0.3

Element used

:

PLANE82

Load applied

:

10,000 rpm (angular velocity, 1046 rad/s)

Figure 3.2: Reference FEA Model
Figure 3.3: Stress distribution around crack tip

From the Fringe plot it can be seen that the crack tip zone stress value I= 3.48E+9N/m2 is very high compared to the stress away from the
tip and hence the crack propagates from the crack tip until it became stable by losing the potential energy which is induced either due to
internal stress or from the external loading.
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Comparision of Theoretical & Ansys (a/R) ratio
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Figure 3.4: Plot of 1st principal stress along radial
distance from crack tip towards center

Figure 3.5: Comparison of the theoretical and Ansys data for
different crack length

The stress intensity factor defines the amplitude of the crack tip singularity. That is, stresses near the crack tip increases in proportion
to ‗K‘. Moreover, the stress intensity factor completely defines the crack tip conditions. From the plot it can be concluded that the
stresses at the crack tip is asymptotically high and it keeps on decreasing as one moves from the crack tip towards the centre of the
disc.
Comparison of the theoretical and Ansys data for different crack length. For crack length of a = 60mm it is observed that the Ansys and
Theoretical value are matching as verified by Ansys calculation and can be viewed from the graph.

Parameter

Target Solution

Ansys Solution

a
Y 
 R  ratio

0.66

0.65

IV. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF A COMPRESSOR DISC

Critical components like compressor discs are subjected to cyclic stresses during flight maneuvers. The cyclic stresses can exceed the
yield strength of the material at stress-concentration sites, such as bolt holes and bores and thus lead to low-cycle fatigue cracking.

Structural analysis of the compressor disc operating at 10,000 rpm is analyzed for the stress-concentration factor at the bolt holes and
bore and their implications are ascertained.
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4.1 FE meshed model

Figure 4.1: FE model for structural analysis

Boundary condition is applied by giving Cyclic Sector, which utilizes the advantage of the cyclic symmetry of the problem on hand.

4. 2 Principal Stress distribution plots

1st Principal stress

2nd Principal stress

Figure 4.2(a): Principal stress plot
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The principal stress plot which indicates the stress at the crack tip is very high and the slope decreases drastically in the immediate
vicinity of the crack tip due to reinforcement (presence of material) and then the slope has the steady rise towards the bore of the
disc. The hoop stress distribution about the circumference of the bolt hole. It can be observed that the hoop stress at the crack tip is
very high and further proceeding around the circumference it fluctuates and never reaches the highest value of stress.
4.3 Calculation of Stress Concentration Factor (SFC)
The discontinuity in geometry causes high stresses in very small regions of the disc and these high stresses are called as the Stress
Concentration Factor (SFC). By Saint-venant‘s principle, Stress Concentration Factor,

As the stress intensity factor is more than one, it implies that the structure will undergo crack at this region, which will propagate with
time and will lead to the failure of the compressor disc.
V. CRACK ANALYSIS OF A COMPRESSOR DISC

Crack tip Model

Figure 5.1: Geometric model and FE model along with the crack tip
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5.1 Stress distribution

A-A is the fringe plot of the crack
Figure 5.2: Stress distribution

From the Fringe plot it can be seen that the crack tip zone stress value I= 4.45E+9N/m2 is very high compared to the stress away from the
tip and hence the crack propagates from the crack tip until it became stable by losing the potential energy which is induced either due to
internal stress or from the external loading.
Stress intensity Factor for varying (a/d) ratio (crack length) is obtained and graph is as obtained below,

Variation of Crack tip Stress Intensity factor 'KIC' .vs.
(a/d)ratio
35

a=19

30
SIF 'KI'

25

a=5

a=15

a=10

20

a = crack length

15
10
5
0

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6
0.8
(a/d) ratio

1

1.2

1.4

Figure 5.3: Stress Intensity factor plot for varying (a/d) ratio
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It is observed from the graph that for the crack length of up to 5mm, Stress Intensity Factor at the crack tip is rapid but within the
limit of component design strength and hence no failure of component occurs, but as the crack length increases from 5mm to 15mm,
the Stress Intensity Factor propagates slowly but above 15mm crack length, the crack propagates rapidly and becomes unstable and
hence fracture occurs.
VI. CONCLUSION
The compressor disc of an aero engine under investigation has analyzed using the theory of Computational Fracture Mechanics
(CFM) and ANSYS software as a tool. The study reveals that for the crack length of 15mm up to 19mm (as observed from figure.)
the crack becomes unstable and hence propagates very rapidly and leads to the catastrophic failure of the disc.
Thus it can be recommended that the inspection interval should be decided from the results obtained in order to avoid the
propagation of crack to critical value.
‗Damage-tolerance‘ based maintenance methodology can be effectively used to retire the cracked discs with little danger of
catastrophic failures.
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Abstract— The crisis triggered by the rapidly growing population and industrialization with the resultant degradation of the
environment causes a grave threat to the quality of life. In this paper a review has been taken over various aspects of sewage problems
& its treatment. The Evaluating Treatment Facility Options are discussed & Possible Treatment options are illustrated. Options for
low- and middle-income communities, Aerobic versus anaerobic treatment, aquatic Treatment Technologies options are discussed in
the paper.

Keywords—Technological Options, Sewage Treatment, sewage Pollution, Sewage Treatment Plant, Sustainable Treatment, Reuse
of water. Aerobic & anaerobic treatment, mechanical technologies.
INTRODUCTION

Pollution in its broadest sense includes all changes that curtail natural utility and exert deleterious effect on life. The crisis triggered by
the rapidly growing population and industrialization with the resultant degradation of the environment causes a grave threat to the
quality of life. Degradation of water quality is the unfavorable alteration of the physical, chemical and biological properties of water
that prevents domestic, commercial, industrial, agricultural, recreational and other beneficial uses of water. Sewage and sewage
effluents are the major sources of water pollution. Sewages mainly composed of human fecal material, domestic wastes including
wash-water and industrial wastes. The growing environmental pollution needs for decontaminating wastewater result in the study of
characterization of waste water, especially domestic sewage. In the past, domestic waste water treatment was mainly confined to
organic carbon removal. Recently, increasing pollution in the waste water leads to developing and implementing new treatment
techniques to control nitrogen and other priority pollutants. Sewage Treatment Plant is a facility designed to receive the waste from
domestic, commercial and industrial sources and to remove materials that damage water quality and compromise public health and
safety when discharged into water receiving systems. It includes physical, chemical, and biological processes to remove various
contaminants depending on its constituents. Using advanced technology it is now possible to re-use sewage effluent for drinking
water.

SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE SEWAGE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY
One of the most challenging aspects of a sustainable sewage treatment system (either centralized or decentralized) design is the
analysis and selection of the treatment processes and technologies capable of meeting the requirements. The process is to be selected
based on required quality of treated water. While treatment costs are important, other factors should also be given due consideration.
For instance, effluent quality, process complexity, process reliability, environmental issues and land requirements should be evaluated
and weighted against cost considerations. Important considerations for selection of sewage treatment processes are Quality of Treated
Sewage, Power requirement, Land required, Capital Cost of Plant, Operation & Maintenance costs, Maintenance requirement,
Operator attention, Resource Recovery etc. [1]

EVALUATING TREATMENT FACILITY OPTIONS:
Many times the treatment facilities are adopted from general recommendations which are not based on specific conditions of the
selected case. No one recommends treatment technology that meets the specific conditions and treatment objectives of every
community. To choose the right treatment technology, a community must evaluate many factors.
• Regulatory requirements: Local, state and national treatment standards; county or local land use plans and ordinances.
• Community characteristics: location and distribution of customers, Population trends, desired character of the community such as
rural, urban, open space, etc.
Physical conditions: soil conditions, spaces available, Topography, surface & groundwater conditions, wastewater generation, climatic
condition, esthetics and appearance.
• Financial factors: Capital costs, operation & maintenance costs, income levels, financial reserves and capacity
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SUSTAINABLE TREATMENT AND REUSE OF WASTEWATER
The uncontrolled disposal to the environment of municipal, industrial and agricultural liquid, solid, and gaseous wastes constitutes one
of the most serious threats to the sustainability of human civilization by contaminating the water, land, and air and by contributing to
global warming. [2]
With increasing population and economic growth, treatment and safe disposal of wastewater is essential to preserve public health and
reduce intolerable levels of environmental degradation. In addition, adequate wastewater management is also required for preventing
contamination of water bodies for the purpose of preserving the sources of clean water. [2]

SUITABLE TREATMENT OPTIONS:
A key component in any strategy aimed at increasing the coverage of wastewater treatment should be the application of appropriate
wastewater treatment technologies that are effective, simple to operate, and low cost (in investment and especially in operation and
maintenance). Appropriate technology processes are also more environment-friendly since they consume less energy and thereby have
a positive impact on efforts to mitigate the effects of climate change. Also, with modern design, appropriate technology processes
cause less environmental nuisance than conventional processes—for example they produce lower amounts of excess sludge and their
odor problems can be more effectively controlled.
Appropriate technology unit processes include the following:[2]











Preliminary Treatment by Rotating Micro Screens;
Vortex Grit Chambers;
Lagoons Treatment (Anaerobic, Facultative and Polishing), including recent developments in improving lagoons
performance;
Anaerobic Treatment processes of various types, mainly, Anaerobic Lagoons, Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket (UASB)
Reactors, Anaerobic Filters and Anerobic Piston Reactor (PAR);
Physicochemical processes of various types such as Chemically Enhanced Primary Treatment (CEPT); (vi) Constructed
Wetlands;
Stabilization Reservoirs for wastewater reuse and other purposes;
Overland Flow;
Infiltration-Percolation;
Septic Tanks; and
Submarine and Large Rivers Outfalls.

OPTIONS FOR LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME COMMUNITIES:
Most wastewater treatment processes have been developed in temperate, Northern climates. Applying them in most developing
countries will have three main disadvantages:
■ High energy requirements;
■ High operation and maintenance requirements, including production of large volumes of sludge (solid waste material);
■ They are geared towards environmental protection rather than human health protection. for example, most conventional wastewater
treatment works do not significantly reduce the content of pathogenic material in the wastewater.

AEROBIC VERSUS ANAEROBIC TREATMENT:
Most conventional wastewater treatment processes are ‗aerobic‘ in this the bacteria used to break down the waste products take in
oxygen to perform their function. This result in the high energy requirement, it needs supply of oxygen and a large volume of sludge is
produced. This makes the processes complex to control, and costly. The bacteria in ‗anaerobic‘ processes do not use oxygen.
Excluding oxygen is easy, and the energy requirements and sludge production is much less than for aerobic processes — making the
processes cheaper and simpler. Also, the temperature in which the bacteria like to work is easy to maintain in hot climates [3]
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MECHANICAL TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES
Mechanical systems utilize a combination of physical, biological, and chemical processes to achieve the treatment objectives. Using
essentially natural processes within an artificial environment, mechanical treatment technologies use a series of tanks, along with
pumps, blowers, screens, grinders, and other mechanical components, to treat wastewaters. Flow of wastewater in the system is
controlled by various types of instrumentation. Sequencing batch reactors (SBR), oxidation ditches, and extended aeration systems are
all variations of the activated-sludge process, which is a suspended-growth system. The trickling filter solids contact process (TFSCP), in contrast, is an attached-growth system. These treatment systems are effective where land is at a premium.[4]

AQUATIC TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES
Facultative lagoons are the most common form of aquatic treatment-lagoon technology currently in use. The water layer near the
surface is aerobic while the bottom layer, which includes sludge deposits, is anaerobic. The intermediate layer is aerobic near the top
and anaerobic near the bottom, and constitutes the facultative zone. Aerated lagoons are smaller and deeper than facultative lagoons.
These systems evolved from stabilization ponds when aeration devices were added to counteract odors arising from septic conditions.
The aeration devices can be mechanical or diffused air systems. The chief disadvantage of lagoons is high effluent solids content,
which can exceed 100 mg/l. To counteract this, hydrograph controlled release (HCR) lagoons are a recent innovation. In this system,
wastewater is discharged only during periods when the stream flow is adequate to prevent water quality degradation. When stream
conditions prohibit discharge, wastewater is accumulated in a storage lagoon. [4]
Constructed wetlands, aquacultural operations, and sand filters are generally the most successful methods of polishing the treated
wastewater effluent from the lagoons. These systems have also been used with more traditional, engineered primary treatment
technologies such as Imhoff tanks, septic tanks, and primary clarifiers. Their main advantage is to provide additional treatment beyond
secondary treatment where required. In recent years, constructed wetlands have been utilized in two designs: systems using surface
water flows and systems using subsurface flows. Both systems utilize the roots of plants to provide substrate for the growth of
attached bacteria which utilize the nutrients present in the effluents and for the transfer of oxygen. Bacteria do the bulk of the work in
these systems, although there is some nitrogen uptake by the plants. The surface water system most closely approximates a natural
wetland. Typically, these systems are long, narrow basins, with depths of less than 2 feet, that are planted with aquatic vegetation such
as bulrush or cattails. The shallow groundwater systems use a gravel or sand medium, approximately eighteen inches deep, which
provides a rooting medium for the aquatic plants and through which the wastewater flows. [4]
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CONCLUSION
The growing environmental pollution needs for decontaminating wastewater result in the study of characterization of waste water. The
Important considerations for selection of sewage treatment processes are Quality of Treated Sewage, Power requirement, Land
required, Capital Cost of Plant, Operation & Maintenance costs, Maintenance requirement, Operator attention, Resource Recovery etc.
The appropriate technology processes cause less environmental nuisance than conventional processes—for example they produce
lower amounts of excess sludge and their odor problems can be more effectively controlled. Most conventional wastewater treatment
processes are ‗aerobic‘ in this the bacteria used to break down the waste products take in oxygen to perform their function. This result
in the high energy requirement, it needs supply of oxygen and a large volume of sludge is produced. Mechanical treatment
technologies use a series of tanks, along with pumps, blowers, screens, grinders, and other mechanical components, to treat
wastewaters. Flow of wastewater in the system is controlled by various types of instrumentation.
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Abstract— In this paper the space-time block codes orthogonal frequency division multiplexing system is presented. The
performances of the proposed design have been demonstrated through the simulation of an STBC-OFDM system with two transmits
antennas and one receive antenna. It provides an accurate but hardware affordable channel estimator to overcome the challenge of
multipath fading channels. The system uses Alamouti code with transmit and receive diversity. The implementation of system is done
by using MATLAB simulation. The performance of BER for 64 QAM modulation scheme is simulated.

Keywords— Space-time block code, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, channel estimator.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication is the fastest growing segment of the communication industry. It has captured the attention of the media and
the imagination of the public. Many technical challenges remain in designing robust wireless networks that deliver the performance
necessary to support emerging applications. In recent years, researchers have realized that many benefits as well as a substantial
amount of performance gain of receive diversity can be reproduced by using multiple antennas at transmitter to achieve transmit
diversity. In the early 1990‘s, development of transmit diversity techniques has started. Since then the interest in the topic has grown
in a rapid fashion. In fact, we can expect MIMO technology [1] to be a cornerstone of many wireless communication systems due to
the potential increase in data rate and performance of wireless links offered by transmit diversity and MIMO technology.
Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) has become more popular during the last decades, because it provides a
substantial reduction in equalization complexity compared to classical modulation techniques. The concept of OFDM is very simple
but the practicality of implementing it has many complexities. OFDM depends on Orthogonality principle. Orthogonality means, it
allows the sub carriers, which are orthogonal to each other, meaning that cross talk between co-channels is eliminated and inter-carrier
guard bands are not required. The new standards rely on coherent quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), and thus require channel
estimation. Hence, the complexity of channel estimation is of crucial importance, especially for time-varying channels, where it has to
be performed periodically or even continuously. For the coherent modulation schemes in the OFDM systems, the channel state
information (CSI) is required to compensate channel distortion. It is based on an orthogonal frequency division multiple accesses
(OFDMA) technique to support multiple access schemes are used to allow many users to share simultaneously a finite amount of
spectrum. STBC-OFDM systems with multiple antennas can provide diversity gains to improve transmission efficiency and quality of
mobile wireless systems [2], [3], but accurate CSI is required for diversity combining, coherent detection, and decoding. Moreover,
the system performance is also sensitive to the synchronization error.
Various channel estimation methods have been proposed for OFDM systems. Among these methods, discrete Fourier transform
(DFT)-based channel estimation methods using either minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion or maximum likelihood (ML)
criterion have been studied for OFDM systems with preamble symbols [4]. Since no information on channel statistics or operating
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is required in the ML scheme, the ML scheme is simpler to implement than the MMSE scheme [4].
Furthermore, when the number of pilots is sufficient, the two schemes have comparable performances [5].

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. OFDM TRANCEIVER:
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a multicarrier modulation technique. Multicarrier transmission is a method
devised to deal with frequency selective channels. In frequency selective channels different frequencies experience disparate degrees
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of fading. The problem of variation in fading levels among different frequency components is especially aggravated for high data rate
systems due to the fact that in a typical single carrier transmission the occupied bandwidth is inversely proportional to the symbol
period. The basic principle of multicarrier transmission is to translate high rate serial data stream into several slower parallel streams
such that the channel on each of slow parallel streams can be considered flat. Parallel streams are modulated on subcarriers.
In addition to that, by making symbol period longer on parallel streams the effect of the delay spread of the multipath channel, namely
inter-symbol interference (ISI), is greatly reduced. In multipath channels multiple copies of the transmitted signal with different
delays, which depend on characteristics of the material from which the transmitted signal has been reflected, are received at the
receiver. The delay spread of a channel is a measure of degree of multipath effect. It is equal to the difference between arrival times of
the first and the last multipath components. Due to the fact the length of the symbol period of each parallel stream scales
proportionally to the number of subcarriers used the percentage of overlap between two adjacent symbols due to delay spread and
resulting from it inter-symbol interference (ISI) also decreases proportionally to the number of subcarriers.
The signal generated is a base band, thus the signal is filtered, then stepped up in frequency before transmitting the signal. OFDM time
domain waveforms are chosen such that mutual orthogonality is ensured even though sub-carrier spectra may overlap. Typically QAM
or differential quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) modulation schemes are applied to the individual sub carriers. To prevent ISI,
the individual blocks are separated by guard intervals where in the blocks are periodically extended.
B. SPACE-TIME BLOCK CODING:
Space-time block codes (STBC) are a generalized version of Alamouti scheme [2], but have the same key features. These codes are
orthogonal and can achieve full transmit diversity specified by the number of transmit antennas. In other words, space-time block
codes are a complex version of Alamouti‘s space-time code, where the encoding and decoding schemes are the same as there in the
Alamouti space-time code on both the transmitter and receiver sides. The data are constructed as a matrix which has its columns equal
to the number of the transmit antennas and its rows equal to the number of the time slots required to transmit the data. At the receiver
side, the signals received are first combined and then sent to the maximum likelihood detector.
The different replicas sent for exploiting diversity are generated by a space-time encoder which encodes a single stream through space
using all the transmit antennas and through time by sending each symbol at different times. This form of coding is called Space-Time
Coding (STC). Due to their decoding simplicity, the most dominant form of STCs are STBC.
In a wireless communication system the mobile transceiver has a limited power and also the device is so small in size that placing
multiple antennas on it would lead to correlation at the antennas due to small separation between them. To avoid this, the better thing
to do is to use multiple transmit antennas on the base station and the mobile will have only one. This scenario is known as Multiple
Input Single Output (MISO) transmit-diversity. A system with two transmit and one receive antenna is a special case and is known as
Alamouti STBC. The Alamouti scheme is well known since it provides full transmit diversity. For coherent detection it is assumed
that perfect channel state information is available at the receiver. Transmit diversity (TD) is an important technique to achieve high
data rate communications in wireless fading environments. The most popular transmit-diversity scheme is the (2x1) Alamouti scheme
where channel state information and the code used is known to the receiver.
Space-time block codes were designed to achieve the maximum diversity order for the given number of transmit and receive antennas
subject to the constraint of having a simple linear decoding algorithm [6]. This has made space-time block codes a very popular and
most widely used scheme.
C. ALAMOUTI CODE:
Alamouti system is one of the first space time coding schemes developed for the MIMO systems which take advantage out of the
added diversity of the space direction. Therefore we need less bandwidth or less time. We can use this diversity to get a better bit error
rate. At the transmitter side, a block of two symbols is taken from the source data and sent to the modulator [6]. Afterwards, the
Alamouti space-time encoder takes the two modulated symbols, in this case x1 and x2 and creates an encoding matrix x where the
symbol x1 and x2 are planned to be transmitted over two transmit antennas in two consecutive transmit time slots. The Alamouti
encoding matrix is as follows:

(1.1)
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In the decoder, the received signal is fed to the channel estimator. The estimated coefficients of the channel together with the
combiner are given as the input to the maximum likelihood detector. The detected signal is then fed to the demodulator. The
demodulator gives the original information which is transmitted [6].

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Figure.no.2: Proposed STBC-OFDM System

The receiver architecture consists mainly of a channel estimator along with other blocks. The channel is assumed to be quasi-static
state within any two successive OFDM symbol durations. Therefore, without any loss, the signal processing of the received data is
focused on each time slot, and the symbol time index is omitted hereafter except otherwise stated. The channel frequency response
between the first transmit antenna and the receive antenna is denoted as H (1) [k], and the other one is denoted as H(2) [k] [3]. Within a
time slot, after the received signals have passed through the guard interval removal and the N-point fast Fourier transform (FFT), the
two successive received OFDM symbols R[1-k], and R[2-k], are given by

R[1,k]=H(1) [k]XF [k]+H(2) [k]XS [k]+Z[1,k]

(1.2)

R[2,k]=-H(1) [k](XS [k])* +H(2) [k](XF [k])* +Z[2,k]

(1.3)

The channel estimator is work on two stages. An initialization stage uses a multipath interference cancellation (MPIC)-based
decorrelation method to identify the significant paths of CIR in the beginning of each frame. However, the CIR estimated by the
preamble cannot be directly applied in the following data bursts since the receiver is mobile. Thus, a tracking stage is then used to
track the path gains with known CIR positions. In the initialization stage, the significant paths are identified during the preamble
symbol time. In the tracking stage, the path gain variations in the identified path positions will be tracked.
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SIMULATION & RESULTS
In this system we use the Alamouti code for OFDM transmitter and receiver. The implementation of proposed system is in the
MATLAB software. Performance of BER for 64 QAM is shown with different schemes like SISO, SIMO, MISO, MIMO schemes in
STBC-OFDM receiver. There are three iterations where the value of bit error rate of system is evaluated. If the value of SNR is
increases then less bit error rate is obtained.

Figure.no.3 BER VS SNR SISO

Figure.no.4 BER VS SNR SIMO

Figure.no.5 BER VS SNR FOR MISO

Figure.no.6 BER VS SNR MIMO

CONCLUSION
This paper gives a basic overview of the Space-Time Coding has been provided by presenting Alamouti‘s scheme. The system consist
of two transmits antennas and one receive antenna. It provides an accurate but hardware affordable channel estimator to overcome the
challenge of multipath fading channels. We can increase the number of antennas at both transmitter and receiver without introducing
any interference in between the antennas. The better BER curve produced by system which uses more number of antennas at both
sides of the communication link. A particular application decides which modulation can be used. However, in mobile technology, the
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bit error rate is very important. In this case, accuracy is essential. Therefore, lower order modulation methods are usually employed.
The STBC which includes the Alamouti Scheme as well as an orthogonal STBC for 2 transmit antenna and 1 receive antenna case has
been simulated and studied. Performances of BER for 64 QAM schemes are plotted.
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Abstract—This paper presents the study and implementation of district cooling system. In a district cooling approach cooling is
served for group of buildings. This study is aimed to show the DCS conversion suitability of the existing buildings in India by the case
study. In existing infrastructure there is no requirement for load calculation, and also we know the actual load profile for each
building. It is observed that sometimes buildings are designed with excess tonnage of refrigeration that could not be fully utilized. To
take advantages of above known factors, existing HVAC system is modified with sharing of loads.
Different organizations have different load profile during a day. The two different buildings are chosen for the study. This analysis is
completed to model a DCS for these two organizations. Most of the time both buildings run at their part load. It allows to design a
centralized chiller plant for lesser load than the cumulative load by opting a lesser value of diversity factor.

Keywords— Centralized chiller plant, District Cooling, Diversity Factor, HVAC, Load profile, Part Load, Ton of refrigeration .
1. INTRODUCTION
Chilled water plant serves to meet the large cooling demand of an organization. Industrialization and modernization led to the drastic
increase in the use of air conditioning system for cooling the buildings as well as such large consumers of HVAC Come Closer To
Each Other. All around the World. The Last Two Decade Has Witnessed A Severe Energy Crisis In Developing Countries Especially
During Summer Season Primarily Due To Cooling Load Requirements Of Buildings. An Organization Has To Pay A Big Amount For
The Installation And Further Maintenance Of Central Air Conditioning System. It Is Also Responsible For The Increasing
Consumption Of Energy Which Led To Environmental Pollution Resulting In Global Warming And Ozone Layer Depletion.
District Cooling System Eliminates The Need To Establish The Individual Chiller Plant. The Idea Of Centralized Cooling Is Similar
To District Heating In European Countries Except To Supply Chilled Water Than Heated. Ahmadabad In India Is Also Planning To
Use The District Cooling System For Its GIFT city in Gujarat.
In centralized cooling system chilled water is distributed in pipes from a central cooling plant to buildings for space cooling and
process cooling. It contains three major elements, the cooling source, a distribution system, and customer installations, also referred to
as energy transfer stations (ETS) or consumer substation.
Chilled water is typically generated at the central cooling plant by compressor driven chillers. District cooling systems typically vary
the chilled water supply temperature based on the outside ambient temperature. Chilled water is distributed from the cooling source to
the customers through supply pipes and is returned after extracting heat from the building‘s secondary chilled water systems. Pumps
distribute the chilled water by creating a pressure differential (DP) between the supply and return line.

2. DCS CONVERSION MODELING
To make centralized cooling system by combining individual chiller plants, first prerequisite is to collect data regarding
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Diversity factor in their designing



Load profile



Design value of δ T



Different arrangements of components and their size.

After getting all these details about the organizations under consideration, centralized chiller plant is modeled in successive way by
designing of its components.
2.1

Designing of Chillers

Depending upon the use different chillers are used. But in chilled water system most commonly used is water cooled chiller. The main
focus in designing of chillers is to discretize the net load for DCS in such a way so that load variation requirements can be meet for
each building. Another important parameter is operating δt for chilled water. With varying δt, flow rate 𝑝𝑒𝑟
it changes the quantity of chilled water supply. So to avoid low δt syndrome, for

also varied and hence

high δt more than or equal to 14

is used.

Not only follow the variation in load even efficiency of the plant can be increased by VFD and dual compressor chillers; those are
more efficient on part load than full load.
It may be necessary to lower the supply water temperature to balance the chiller LMTD with the coil LMTD.
CHW ΔT

10

12

14

16

18

Suggested CHW

44

44

42

42

40

T( )
Table:1
2.2

Designing of Distribution Lines:

Unlike to any chilled water plant on site, in dcs distributing lines offer a great head to overcome. For district cooling distributing lines
are either open to atmosphere or buried ground. But in hot climate zones it is necessary to use underground buried pipe lines. Another
designing parameter for distributing lines is velocity of flow. The main obstacle is to decide the velocity of pipe flow to balance
between the pipe size and pipe head loss. As the distributing lines are so long, so in addition to cost and ease of installation, toughness
strength, availability with preinsulation, thermal expansion/contraction and corrosion resistance are also important characteristics.
Welded steel, ductile iron and high density polythene (HDPE) materials are commonly used in distribution system in district cooling.
But all the material poses different property, so the selection of the material is done on the basis of available environmental conditions
and parameters.

2.3

Designing of Pumps

Chilled water from central plant to consumer buildings is circulated with chilled water pumps, primary and secondary while the
continuous flow of condenser water through the chillers is made with the help of condenser pumps. All these pumps are designed for
different head with the help of performance curve at their rated speed. Rated speed is different for 60 htz and 50 htz power supply.
Generally for 60 htz , speed is 3500rpm & 1750rpm while for power supply at 50 htz rated speed is 2900rpm & 1450 rpm. To design
the pump system we need two parameters, flow rate and head available
Primary pumps are designed to provide head so that flow can take place from chiller to secondary pumps. Generally it varies from 1415 m for primary –secondary variable flow.
The most important in pumping system is to design the secondary pumps. These are provided as per the no. Of consumer buildings.
Secondary pumps serve the chilled water to the remotely placed buildings. So the head depends upon the head loss occurred in
distributing pipe lines.
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Another pump to design in case of chilled water system with water cooled chiller is condenser pump. It involves the head required for
the flow of condenser water from chiller to cooling tower. Generally in case of simple chilled water plant on site, cooling tower is
placed on the roof while the chiller plant is at the basement, but in case of DCS cooling tower is located at the same level, so the head
required is less than is individual chiller system.
2.4

Design of ETS (Energy Transfer Station)

It forms the interface connection between the chilled water plant and the individual buildings. It is also called as customer. There are
two ways to connect chilled water plant to building system, indirect and direct connection.

3. CASE STUDY AND IMPLEMENTATION
To model the concept of district cooling for existing buildings in India, two buildings named Ansal plaza and Ansal IT park located in
Greater Noida city of Uttar Pradesh state in India are taken for further study and analysis. Specifications of the buildings are given in
Table 2.
Ansal plaza is a three storey building with two basements. Ansal plaza provides the space for different shopping centers, restaurants,
shops and a cinema hall. It is situated in a crowded place. It is observed that space is occupied by the persons during the whole period
of working, but at the evening load rises more.
Ansal ITpark is basically a office purpose space that runs its own HVAC from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. So in case of Ansal ITpark, load
is zero after 5:00 pm in a day, while for Ansal plaza it is the time for raised load. So the requirement can be met by increasing the
supply of chilled water to the Ansal plaza.

Building specifications

Building

Cooling

Diversity

𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

( )

Pumps

load TR

factor

Chilled

Cooling

Primary

Secondary

Condenser

water

water

pumps

pumps hp

pumps hp

40(5)

60(5)

Building

Working

height

hours(in
summer)

hp
Ansal

2400TR

plaza

(600

80%

10

7

25(5)

37.5 m

11-12
hrs/day

)
Ansal

IT

park

400 TR

80%

10

7

15(2)

15(2)

(

20(2)

15 m

7-

8

hrs

/day

)
Table: 2
3.1

Modeling of chillers

By allowing a lower diversity ratio selection as 75 % we determine the district cooling system with the required cooling capacity of
2625 TR on the base of design capacity of 3500TR. It is surveyed that most of the time single chiller with 600 TR is run while for may
to august it is required to run two chillers i.e. 1200 TR. While in Ansal IT Park generally single chiller is made to run with 200 TR but
for very hot days both chillers are needed to run. To accommodate the load variation, whole load is divided into three chillers with
unequal sizing.
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With

and 1.33 gpm/TR, (nominal
speed of 1450 rpm at 50 htz.)

CH1

1600 TR with dual compressor

CH2

800 TR with VFD

CH3

225 TR

Table: 3
3.2

Modeling of Distribution Lines

To supply chilled water from central plant to consumer buildings distribution lines plays a vital role. Parameter to be considered in
designing of distribution system are pipe material and equivalent length apart of these, reynold`s no. For pipe flow, frictional head loss
are also important terms to specify the system. For both the building distribution line is different with different parameters. Both
buildings are at 4 kms apart, DCS is supposed to establish at the mid distance. But by considering 5% increment in length of
distributing pipe on account of bends, the equivalent length for each consumer becomes 2.1 kms. For each pipe line considering the
material ductile iron with HDPE encasing to avoid leakage and heat loss.

Building

Maximum

Velocity

Diameter

Design flow

of flow

of pipe

Reynold`s no.

Friction

Head loss

factor
(

rate

𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑
)
𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒

(1.33gpm/TR)
Ansal plaza

3192 gpm

13 inches

0..014

1.285

88.56
feet(27 m)

8 fps
Ansal

532 gpm

5.5 inches

0.016

3.47

ITpark

239.24
feet(73 m)

Table: 4
One important parameter in distributing pipe line designing is velocity for pipe flow. A balanced value of 8 fps is selected to decide
the pipe size and head loss. Different parameters under consideration for each distributing line are summarized in Table 4.

3.3

Modeling of Pumping System
Primary pumps with head of 14 m(46 feet)

Secondary pumps
Pump

Model

Head

Dia.

Hp

Η

87 hp

82%

Mm
S1

S2

250

125

27m

73m

336

454

58 hp

Pump

Dia.

Hp

Η

40

61%

Mm
P1

200

302

Hp
P2

150

243

15 hp

81%

P3

100

220

5 hp

77%

55%

Table 5(b)
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Condenser pumps with 3 gpm /TR with 24 m head
Selection of pump depends upon the flow rate required and the head
against which pump has to do work. Here we consider the dedicated

Pump

Model

Dia. Mm

Hp

Η

C1

250

360

93

73%

pumping system i.e. For each chiller there will be one primary and one
condenser pump but secondary pump will be two for whole system to
supply water to each connected building.

Hp

Designing of any pump

system require determining the pump horse power, impeller diameter
and required efficiency at the rated speed. All the chiller compressor

C2

250

308

59 hp

77%

C3

125

302

18 hp

75%

and pumps run at same nominal speed of 1450 rpm at 50 htz. Sizing of
pump is done with the help of manufacturer`s catalogue of 50 htz
performance curves. Data determined by using selection chart and
performance curves of each pump is listed above in Table 5(a), (b) and
(c).

Table 5(c)
3.4

Modeling of Cooling Tower

For water cooled chillers cooling towers are provided. Required specifications regarding the DCS modeled are approach and range. As
in India, atmosphere is hot & humid so the ambient air wet bulb temperature selected is 78

with approach of 7

and range of 10 .

Design condenser water temperature / cooling tower set point = ambient wet bulb temperature + design approach temperature = 78
+7

3.5

= 85

For district cooling, cooling tower size varies with the range and approach specified for it.

Modeling of Energy Transfer Station:

As DCS under consideration is limited to serve for two buildings and both buildings are supposed to agree with sharing of load, direct
connection of ETS is suggested to minimize the cost.

Figure 1

4. RESULTS & COMPARISONS
On the basis of design data, energy saving and other conclusions derived by the conversion into DCS, are discussed in this
section.
4.1
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It is concluded that in comparison to individual cooling system (ICS) DCS offers a great saving in pumping energy. Saving in
energy by the comparative study of DCS and ICS system is plotted on bar graph.

400
300
200

DCS

100

ICS

0
primary pump

secondary pump

condenser pump

Figure 2
4.2

Cost Saving

Despite of establishing individual chiller system on site, serving district cooling, consumer organization can achieve cost
savings along with energy saving. In any chiller plant the most money consuming part is chiller, but DCS limits the over
sizing of chillers so cost. Cost saving in chillers is directly relate to the change in diversity adopted in conversion from ICS to
DCS. Another cost saving is in terms of land consumption.

5. CONCLUSION
An assessment method and approach is proposed to model different parts of district cooling system. The detailed analysis and study
concluded that


DCS shows high energy saving potential all the year.



DCS works effectively for partial loading, as VFD and dual compressor Chillers can work with high efficiency at part load.



Chillers are the main subsystem that consumes a great part of overall initial cost. DCS also offers a great saving in cost in
comparison to ICS.
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Abstract— The core of all the digital signal processors (DSPs) are multipliers. Basically, the operational speed of any digital signal
processor is strictly dependent upon the speed of the multipliers used [7]. Complex numbers have various applications in the area of
digital signal processors [2]. Here, in this paper, various methodologies that are used for the complex number multiplications are
discussed and their results on the basis of their performance are compared. Here, we have used Urdhva Tiryakbhyam method of
ancient Vedic mathematics which is derived from the ancient Vedic sutras and booth algorithm method, which is another method for
complex number multiplication are used. The meaning of ―Urdhva Tiryakbhyam‖ is vertically and crosswise. Vertically means
straight above multiplication and crosswise means diagonal multiplication and taking their sum [1]. The exceptional feature of this
Urdhva Tiryakbhyam method is that it reduces any multi bit multiplication into single bit multiplication and addition. Therefore, all
the partial product terms gets generate in one step which further reduces carry propagation that occurs from least significant bit to the
most significant bit during the process of addition. The comparison between the two methods is done on the basis of performance
parameters such as time delay and hardware complexity in terms of gate count. The results show that complex number multiplication
using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam method of Vedic mathematics gives better results as compared to booth algorithm method. Hence, Urdhva
Tiryakbhyam method of ancient Vedic mathematics with less number of bits can be used to implement multiplier efficiently in signal
processing algorithms.
Keywords— Multipliers, Partial Product terms, Booths Algorithm, Ancient Vedic Mathematics, Nikhilam Sutra, Urdhva Tiryakbhyam

Sutra, Complex Number Multiplication, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION
In many high performance systems, multipliers are the key components. The operational performance of any system is totally depends
upon the operating speed of the multipliers. In other words, higher the operational speed of the multipliers, higher is the performance
of that system [6]. High performance systems such as digital signal processors have wide area of application especially in multimedia
applications such as 3D graphics which depends on large number of multiplications [3]. The complex number multiplication of any
two complex numbers can be obtained separately as real part and an imaginary part. While obtaining the real part of the output, during
binary multiplication, the carry needs to propagate from least significant bit (LSB) to the most significant bit (MSB). Hence, addition
and subtraction after the binary number multiplication causes decrease in the overall speed of the process [5].
In 19th century, Jagadguru Shri Bharti Krishna Tirthaji maharaj has invented Vedic mathematics from the ancient Indian Vedas. In that,
he discovered 16 sutras and their 16 sub sutras. The complex number multiplication can be done by using three sutras of Vedic
mathematics. Those three sutras are Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra, Ekadhikena Purvena, and Nikhilam Navatascaraman Dasatah or
simply Nikhilam [1]. The Nikhilam sutra of Vedic mathematics can only be applied to large number multiplication. While the Urdhva
Tiryakbhyam method of Vedic mathematics can be efficiently applied to all cases of multiplication. Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra is very
simple and it is very easy to implement. Another commonly used methodology is the booth algorithm method of multiplication [11].
This paper gives brief description of an effective method for the complex number multiplication. This method is based on the Urdhva
Tiryakbhyam sutra of ancient Vedic mathematics.
This paper is organized as; section 1 gives the introduction. In section 2, multiplication of complex numbers is discussed. Section 3
gives different methods used for complex number multiplication and their performance using different parameters. Section 4 gives
architectures for complex number multiplication using the urdhva tiryakbhyam sutra of vedic maths. Results and comparison are
covered in section 5 followed by conclusion in section 6.

2. MULTIPLICATION OF COMPLEX NUMBERS
Let us consider two complex numbers ( P + j Q) and ( X + j Y). The output of the multiplication of these two complex numbers can be
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obtained separately as real part and an imaginary part. For example,
R + j I = ( P + j Q) ( X + j Y)

----------- (I)

From above, multiplication of two complex numbers gives us two separate results. Here R represents the real part of the result and I
represents an imaginary part of the result. The real part of the result of complex number multiplication can be obtained from (PX-QY)
while the imaginary part of the result of complex number multiplication can be obtained from (PY+QX). Therefore, the result of the
two complex number multiplication can be obtained by performing four separate multiplications, one addition and one subtraction [4].

3. DIFFERENT METHODS AND THEIR PERFORMANCES
For complex number multiplication different methods are used. Here, we have discussed booth algorithm method and the ancient
Vedic methods for complex number multiplication. Ancient Vedic method includes Nikhilam sutra and Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra.
The performance of these two methods can be observed by parameters such as operational time delay and hardware complexity in
terms of gate count. The detailed description of these two methods is given below and the parameters are calculated using Urdhva
Tiryakbhyam sutra and are compared with booths algorithm results
A) Booths Algorithm:
This is one of the good methods used for multiplication. Andrew Donald Booth the booths algorithm. Figure below shows the flow
chart for booths algorithm and example explaining the implementation of booths algorithm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Flow chart of the Booths Algorithm. (b) Multiplication of two numbers using booths algorithm.
Here, as shown in above figure, two registers A and Q1 should be considered and we have to initialise them to 0. Also, multiplicand
value should be assigned to register B and multiplier value should be assigned to register Q. After the least significant bit of register Q,
the Q1 register of one bit should be placed [9].
Now, the LSB of register Q i.e. Q(0) and the value of register Q1are checked for the three cases given below.
1) If value in Q(0) and Q1 are ‗0‘ and ‗0‘ or ‗1‘ and ‗1‘ then, we have to shift bits of register A, Q and Q1 to right by 1 bit position.
2) If value in Q(0) and Q1 are ‗0‘ and ‗1‘ then, add multiplicand with the bits in register A and then we have to shift bits of register A,
Q and Q1 to right by 1 bit position.
3) If value in Q(0) and Q1 are ‗1‘ and ‗0‘ then, subtract multiplicand from the bits in register A and then we have to shift bits of
register A, Q and Q1 to right by 1 bit position.
The final result will be the combination of bits in register A and Q respectively [11].
Although booths algorithm gives us proper results but it comes with certain drawbacks. Vedic mathematics method for multiplication
can be used to overcome these drawbacks. This method is explained below.
B) Ancient Vedic Methods:
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From all the 16 sutras in the ancient vedic mathematics, Nikhilam Navatascaraman Dasatah sutra and Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra can
be used from complex number multiplication. These sutras are explained below.
i) Nikhilam Navatascaraman Dasatah or simply Nikhilam- The meaning of this Nikhilam Navatascaraman Dasatah is ―all from 9
and last from 10‖. This Nikhilam sutra can also be applied to all cases but this method gives more effective results when it is applied
to large numbers. Here, in this method, we have to select base, which has to be nearer and it must be greater than the numbers selected
for multiplication [12]. The Nikhilam method takes the complement of the selected numbers for multiplication from its nearest base
and performs multiplication over those two complement numbers. The necessary criteria to choose numbers for multiplication is that
they should be greater than 10n/2. In other words, if we have to choose two numbers m and n, then the criteria to choose these
numbers will be m > 10n/2 and n > 10n/2. The Nikhilam sutra gives more effective results when the numbers involved are large [10].
Therefore, larger the number more is the efficiency of the result. The illustration of Nikhilam sutra by taking example of two decimal
numbers is given below.

Figure 2: Multiplication of the two decimal numbers using Nikhilam sutra.
Here, as shown in above figure, we have considered two decimal numbers 981 and 988. The nearest base which has to be greater than
these two numbers is 1000. As shown in above figure, the multiplicand and the multiplier should be written in column no.1. We have
to write their respective complements in column no. 2. In this example, the complement of 981 can be obtained as 1000 - 981 = 19 and
similarly, the complement of 988 can be obtained as 1000 – 988 = 12. The result of the multiplication of these two choosen numbers
can be obtained in two different parts which are separated by a vertical line as shown in the above figure. We can obtain the left hand
side part of the result by taking the common difference, that is, either we can have 981 – 12 = 969 or we can have 988 – 19 = 969.
Also the right hand side part of the result can be obtained by simply multiplying the complements which are written in column no. 2.
Hence, the total multiplication result can be obtained by combining the left hand side and the right hand side part of the result, that is,
981 x 988 = 969228.
There is a special case while applying Nikhilam sutra for multiplication. It is very important to note that, the result on the right hand
side part must have n digits [8]. But, sometimes, the digits on the right hand side part of the result are less than n. This is called the
special case in Nikhilam sutra. For that, let us consider an example of two decimal numbers 994 and 997 as shown in figure below.
The nearest base which has to be greater than these two numbers is 1000. In this example, the complement of 994 can be obtained as
1000 - 994 = 6 and similarly, the complement of 997 can be obtained as 1000 – 997 = 3. The result of the multiplication of these two
choosen numbers can be obtained in two different parts which are separated by a vertical line as shown in the above figure. We can
obtain the left hand side part of the result by taking the common difference, that is, either we can have 994 – 3 = 991 or we can have
997 – 6 = 991. The right hand side part of the result can be obtained by simply multiplying the complements which are written in
column no. 2, that is, 6 x 3 = 18. Here, we can observe that, the digits in the right hand side part of the results are less than n. So, for
getting an appropriate result, we have to append a leading zero before all the digits in the right hand side part of the result. Thus, the
right hand side part of the result becomes 018. Hence, the total multiplication result can be obtained by combining the left hand side
and the right hand side part of the result, that is, 997 – 994 = 991018. On the other hand, if the digits on the right hand side part of the
result are four, then the MSB will be taken as carry digit for left hand side part of the result.
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Figure 3: Multiplication of the two decimal numbers using Nikhilam sutra. (Special case).
ii) Urdhva Tiryakbhyam method- It is another method used for multiplication of complex number. Urdhva Tiryakbhyam method

means ―vertically and crosswise‖. Vertically means straight above multiplication and crosswise means diagonal multiplication and
taking their sum. It has advantage that it reduces the multi bit multiplication into single bit multiplication and addition. This results in
generation of all the partial products in one step which further reduces carry propagation that occurs from LSB to MSB during the
process of addition. We can either implement this sutra starting from right hand side or from left hand side [13].
The straight above multiplication and diagonal multiplication and taking their addition in Urdhva Tiryakbhyam method in case of two
four bit numbers a and b can be better understand from step 1 to step 7 as shown in figure below.

Figure 4: Line diagram of Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra (method) for 4 x 4 binary number multiplication.
Let us take an example of two four bit binary numbers a and b by applying vertically and crosswise method to it, as shown in figure.
p0 = a0b0
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-------------- (I)

s1p1 = a1b0 + a0b1

-------------- (II)

s2p2 = s1 + a2b0 + a1b1 + a0b2

------------- (III)

s3p3 = s2 + a3b0 + a2b1 + a1b2 + a0b3

------------- (IV)
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s4p4 = s3 + a3b1 + a2b2 + a1b3

------------- (V)

s5p5 = s4 + a3b2 + a2b3

------------- (VI)

s6p6 = s5 + a3b3

------------- (VII)

From equation no. (I) to (VII), the final result can be obtained as s6p6p5p4p3p2p1p0.

4. ARCHITECTURES OF DIFFERENT MULTIPLIERS USING THE URDHVA TIRYAKBHYAM
SUTRA
By using the Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra we can also implement N x N multiplier. The architectures for 2 x 2, 4 x 4, and 8 x 8 bit vedic
multipliers using the Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra are explained below.
i) 2 x 2 bit Vedic multiplier architecture:

Figure 5. Architecture of 2 x 2 bit vedic multiplier.
The 2 x 2 bit Vedic multiplier using the Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra includes two half adders [8]. Here, we have two 2-bit numbers a
and b as input. In this, we will require four AND gates. The overall multiplication process will be as shown in above fig. and the final
output of multiplication obtained will be of 4-bit.
ii) 4 x 4 bit Vedic multiplier architecture:

Figure 6. Architecture of 4 x 4 bit vedic multiplier
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The 4 x 4 bit Vedic multiplier architecture includes four 2 x 2 bit Vedic multiplier module and three 4-bit ripple carry adders [13].
Each 4-bit ripple carry adder block contains four 1-bit full adders. It is called ripple carry adder because each time the carry ripples.
Cin to the next block of full adder is Cout from the previous block of the full adder. Thus, the final result will be of 8-bit for 4 x 4 bit
Vedic multiplier using the Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra.
iii) 8 x 8 bit Vedic multiplier architecture:

Figure 7. Architecture of 8 x 8 bit vedic multiplier
The 8 x 8 bit Vedic multiplier architecture uses four 4 x 4 bit Vedic multiplier module and three 8-bit ripple carry adders. Each 8-bit
ripple carry adder block contains eight 1-bit full adders where Cout of the previous full adder is given as Cin to the next full adder
block. So, we get output result of 16-bit in case of 8 x 8 bit Vedic multiplier using the Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra.
The proposed methodology using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra of Vedic mathematics for complex number multiplication is as shown in
figure below.

Figure 8: Proposed Methodology using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra for complex number multiplication.
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5.

RESULTS AND COMPARISON

In this paper, we have seen two methods of complex number multiplication. The booth algorithm method is less effective as compared
to Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra of Vedic mathematics. As all the partial products gets generate in one step which reduces carry
propagation from LSB to MSB. Therefore Urdhva Tiryakbhyam method has the highest operational speed as compared to booth
algorithm method. Also the hardware complexity in terms of gate count is less in case of Vedic mathematics method. Therefore,
comparative result shows that it is an effective method for the complex number multiplication. Here, we have used Xilinx ISE 8.1i
software and family used is SPARTAN 3. The device used is XC3S200 amd selected package is ft256 with the speed grade of -5.

Figure 9. Device utilization summary using the booths algorithm for 4 bit complex number multiplication

Figure 10. Device utilization summary using vedic algorithm for 4 bit complex number multiplication

Figure 11. Device utilization summary using the booths algorithm for 8 bit complex number multiplication

Figure 12. Device utilization summary using Vedic algorithm for 8 bit complex number multiplication
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Fig. 9, and Fig. 10 shows the device utilization summary for both booth algorithm and Vedic algorithm using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam
sutra. Also, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 shows the device utilization summary for booth algorithm and Vedic algorithm using Urdhva
Tiryakbhyam sutra. The comparison results in terms of time delay and hardware complexity are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1: Comparison of total time delay for 4 bit and 8 bit complex number multiplication

From table 1, it is clear that the total time delay for 4 bit complex number multiplication using booths algorithm is more as compared
to Vedic method using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra. In case of 4 bit multiplication using booths algorithm, the total time delay is
18.264 ns and that for Vedic method is 18.034 ns. In case of 8 bit complex number multiplication, the total time delay using booths
algorithm is 30.979 ns and that of Vedic method is 30.886 ns.
Table 2: Comparison of hardware complexity for 4 bit and 8 bit complex number multiplication

From table 2, the number of slices used in 4 bit complex number multiplication are 79 (4% of the 1920 available) using the booths
algorithm and that in case of Vedic method are 72 (4% of the 1920 available). The number of 4 input LUTs used in 4 bit complex
number multiplication are 149 (3% of the 3840 available) using the booths algorithm and that in case of Vedic method are 128 (3% of
the 3840 available). The number of bonded IOBs used in 4 bit complex number multiplication are 32 (18% of the 173 available) using
the booths algorithm and that in case of Vedic method are 32 (18% of the 173 available). Also, the number of slices used in 8 bit
complex number multiplication are 387 (20% of the 1920 available) using the booths algorithm and that in case of Vedic method are
385 (20% of the 1920 available). The number of 4 input LUTs used in 8 bit complex number multiplication are 678 (17% of the 3840
available) using the booths algorithm and that in case of Vedic method are 674 (17% of the 3840 available). The number of bonded
IOBs used in 8 bit complex number multiplication are 64 (36% of the 173 available) using the booths algorithm and that in case of
Vedic method are 64 (36% of the 173 available).
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Figure 13. Result for 4 bit complex number multiplication using booths algorithm

Figure 14. Result for 4 bit complex number multiplication using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra of vedic method

Figure 15. Result for 8 bit complex number multiplication using booths algorithm

Figure 16. Result for 8 bit complex number multiplication using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam sutra of vedic method
The results for 4 bit and 8 bit complex number multiplication using booths algorithm and vedic method using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam
sutra are shown in fig. 13, fig. 14, fig. 15, and fig. 16 above.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, for the multiplication of two complex numbers, we have seen two methods. Our main target is to reduce the partial
product terms which generate during the multiplication process and hence to reduce the carry propagation which occurs from LSB to
MSB during the process of addition. Our targeted method of Vedic mathematics fulfills both the above conditions by generating the
partial product terms in one step only, thus reducing the propagation of carry from LSB to MSB. Therefore, the overall time required
for the operation gets reduce. In addition to that, the hardware complexity in terms of gate count also reduces. Thus, the Urdhva
Tiryakbhyam sutra of Vedic mathematics can be used to implement high speed multipliers in digital signal processing algorithms.
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Abstract--Faults and device failures in wind farm electrical power generation systems can interrupt their performance causing a huge
loss of power and network destruction. Generally the electrical power distribution and generation systems are extremely large and
very complex. Due to their inherent complex architecture a small fault in a corner part of the wind farm power generation and
distribution system can disturb the entire wind farm system, there by destructing its structure and normal operation. As a result the
system should be shut-down until or unless the faulted line or faulted section is located and isolated efficiently. In a Solution to this
ever teasing problem a new control approach is proposed for enhancing the fault Ride through capability of wind farms connected to
the grid through a Voltage-Source-Converter-based High-Voltage DC(VSC-HVDC) transmission line using an Intelligent Fault
Sensing and Isolation Circuit(IFSIC) which will detect and locates the faults and faulted sections in Wind Farm System(WFS) by
sensing the spurious fluctuations in line voltage and currents .IFSIC controls the voltage drop in the wind farm connected grid upon
occurrence of the fault in the high voltage grid to achieve faster power reduction to decrease the resulting power wastage due to the
occurrence of fault. IFSIC has its associated circuitry which will monitors each section of the WFS to detect operational deviation and
to counteract accordingly .IFSIC not only acts as a unit which provides the Fault Ride through Capability but also performs the job as
a DG unit to integrate the WFS with High Voltage Grid System(HVGS). This project is practically implemented and tested in
MATLAB environment and the simulation results proved that the proposed method is the best in all aspects and outperforms all the
existing methods and techniques.

Key words-- Wind Farm System, VSC-HVDC, Fault Ridethrough, DG, HVGS and HPS

INTRODUCTION
The growth of any power system grid in the world is and always has been on an accelerating pace, feeding the almost
insatiable demand for electrical power for the past century or so [1, 2]. This in turn forces a certain level of intricacy on the power
system and that intricacy compounds with time; to the point where the power systems face the inability to progress with ease due to
introductions of new transmission systems and construction of generating plants near load centers. As the system grows more complex
and burdened with increasing load; various issues regarding cost, pollution, power quality and voltage stability takes centre stage [2].
Distributed Generation (DG) is an electrical power generation unit that is directly connected to a distribution network or
placed as nearly as possible to its consumer. The technologies adopted in distributed generation vary in methods of generation
including small-scaled gas turbines, wind, fuel cells, solar energy and hydro, etc [1].But in this project we focused on the methods and
techniques used to generate the power using the reliable and fault free operation of the Wind Farm System(WFS)s which will
consumes the natural renewable energy resource as the raw input and generate the power proportional to the WFS generator rotation
speed. Generally all the WFS systems are Hybrid Power System(HPS)s which will generates the hybrid power from the natural
renewable energy resources. These HPS will find their extensive use in forest,hilly,terrain and geographically remote areas to where
the power from the conventional grid systems cannot reach due to geographical irregularities and discontinuities. The Domestic grids
are constructed in such remote areas to distribute the power to all power consumption units and utilities. Such domestic grids are
called Off-Grids or Hybrid Grids. From these Off-Grid systems an identical dedicated branch is drawn to several regions surrounding
it. To control and monitor the power supply and faults on each line of the Power Distribution Bus (PDB) branch, an identical fault
isolation and controlling module is assigned to each bus branch drawn from the Off-Grid System. Wind Farm based High Voltage
Grid System (WF-HVGS)is a best example for widely used Off-Grid Hybrid Power System (OG-HPS) in hilly, terrain and
geographically irregular and discontinuous remote areas. Generally the electrical power distribution and generation systems are
extremely large and very complex. Due to their inherent complex architecture a small fault in a corner part of the wind farm power
generation and distribution system can disturb the entire wind farm system, there by destructing it structure and normal operation. As a
result the system should be shut-down until or unless the faulted line or faulted section is located and isolated efficiently. Wind Farm
Systems are hybrid power generation systems which will generate the power using natural resources. Hence these Hybrid WFS
systems can generate and transmit the power grid uninterruptedly until or unless there is no fault occurred. Faults which are very
frequent to occur in the WFS are classified into two categories; they are (i) Power generation faults and (ii) Power distribution faults.
Power generation faults include the faults which are caused due to the imperfections and ageing of wind farm generator and its
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associated circuit components such as stator, rotor, slip-rings and commutators. Power distribution faults are the faults which will
occur in the VSC-HVDC transmission lines which are used to route the power from WFS to the power grid. The Line-to-Line and
Line-to-Ground faults are the two major categories of faults that may occur in the VSC-HVDC transmission lines. Employing an
efficient algorithm for real time detection and isolation of above faults is appreciated and this will improves the operational
effectiveness of the WFS. Faults and device failures in wind farm electrical power generation systems can interrupt their performance
causing a huge loss of power and network destruction. As a result the system should be shut-down until or unless the faulted line or
faulted section is located and isolated efficiently. Generally the detection and location of faults in Wind Farm System (WFS)s is a
very complex and time consuming task which requires a huge man power. In a Solution to this ever teasing problem and to ensure the
fault security of WFS,a new control approach is proposed for enhancing the fault Ride through capability of wind farms connected to
the grid through a Voltage-Source-Converter-based High-Voltage DC(VSC-HVDC) transmission line using an Intelligent Fault
Sensing and Isolation Circuit(IFSIC) which will detect and locates the faults and faulted sections in Wind Farm System(WFS) by
sensing the spurious fluctuations in line voltage and currents.IFSIC which is being used as a DG unit controls the voltage drop in the
wind farm connected grid upon occurrence of the fault in the high voltage grid to achieve faster power reduction to decrease the
resulting power wastage due to the occurrence of fault. IFSIC has its associated circuitry which will monitors each section of the WFS
to detect operational deviation and to counteract accordingly.
Distribution Generation (DG) plays an important role in delivering the power into the distribution system. However, power
losses and voltage magnitude must be taken into consideration in order to produce reliable power to consumer. Non-optimal location
and sizing of DG units may lead to losses increase together with bad effect on power losses and voltage magnitude. Many
optimization techniques that are used to minimize the losses and improve voltage magnitude by considering the optimal sizing and
location of DG.In this project a new control approach is proposed for enhancing the fault Ride through capability of wind farms
connected to the grid through a Voltage-Source-Converter-based High-Voltage DC(VSC-HVDC) transmission line using an
Intelligent Fault Sensing and Isolation Circuit(IFSIC) which will detect and locates the faults and faulted sections in Wind Farm
System(WFS) by sensing the spurious fluctuations in line voltage and currents.IFSIC which is being used as a DG unit controls the
voltage drop in the wind farm connected grid upon occurrence of the fault in the high voltage grid to achieve faster power reduction to
decrease the resulting power wastage due to the occurrence of fault. IFSIC has its associated circuitry which will monitors each
section of the WFS to detect operational deviation and to counteract accordingly.

PROPOSED METHOD
In this project we proposed and developed a novel approach for improving fault ride through capability of the Wind-Farm
based High Voltage Grid System using the Voltage Source Converter based High Voltage Direct Current(VSC-HVDC) transmission
line network and an Intelligent Fault Sensing and Isolation Circuit(IFSIC) .Generally Wind-Farm based power generation systems are
the subset of a Distribution Generation (DG) based power generation and distribution systems which can reduce the power loss and
improve the voltage profile. Generally the Wind-Farm Systems (WFS) are a small scale power generation and distribution units in
located in the remote geographic regions to where the conventional grid electricity cannot reach. Distributed Generation is a
renewable energy in small scale located near to the load in the DPS.Generally a Micro –Grid system is a large scale power
distribution system which is employed to cover a relatively a large geographic area with its power. In this project we intended
centrally to develop a novel method to design and implement an efficient fault protection algorithm for fault security of the WindFarm based High Voltage Grid System(WF-HVGS) using an IFSIC and VSC-HVDC transmission line network for effective
Observability[3], detection and isolation of faults that occur frequently in the WF-HVDS and to improve the voltage profile and to
reduce the power loss. As a matter of fact the Wind Farm Systems (WFS) are the Hybrid Power System (HPS)s which will generates
the power from the natural renewable energy resources. These HPS are generally used for Distribution Generation (DG) in Hybrid
Power Grid Systems (HPGS) which are especially meant to electrify the geographically remote villages and areas to where the
conventional grid electricity cannot reach. At remote areas the HPS are considered as a reliable and viable option for electrification of
rural villages and geographically remote areas, where there is a huge scarce for Grid Power. In such remote areas the renewable
energy resources such as solar energy, water resources and wind energy are the most dependable means. These renewable energy
resources are employed as raw inputs to generate the power using the power generation units such as Photo-Voltaic Cells, HydroPower Plants and Wind Farms which are of prime concern in this project. Thus the generated power is distributed to the rural village
and geographic remote areas using the power distribution network such as a High Voltage Grid System (HVGS) employing power
distribution units. The Generated Power of the renewable energy driven power generation units is called a hybrid power which is not
coming from conventional grid system. The Generated Hybrid Power is routed efficiently from generation units to the distribution
units using a highly efficient loss less IFSIC along with VSC-HVDC power coupling circuit. The IFSIC will act as a DG unit to
maintain the perfect impedance matching between the power generation and distribution units which are being connected to the IFSIC
using an efficient VSC-HVDC transmission network. The WFS generates the hybrid power using the power generation units and
couples it to the power distribution units using IFSIC module which matches the load impedance of generation unit with the source
impedance of distribution unit. Normally these DG units will act as an interconnection circuit between the power generation and
distribution units. The DG units will perform the function of the distributed generation along with the power generation and
distribution units. The overall arrangement including the power generation units, DG units and power distribution units are
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collectively named as a Hybrid Power System (HPS) which is aimed at generation and distribution of the hybrid power in remote
areas using the renewable energy resources based on the principle of Distributed Generation. Hence the WF-HVGS can also be called
as WF-HVGS.The WF-HVGS is also called as Off-Grid Hybrid Power System (OG-HPS). Many of such OG-HPS working mostly in
India are generating power which is not at par with grid power. Due to high penetration of Distributed Generation (DG) in the WFHVGS, the transmission networks are no longer responsible for security issues in WF-HVGS.All the control of power among different
renewable sources while maintaining the power quality oriented supply is very important for the reliable and sustainable Operation of
WF-HVGS.DG units may also participate in security as well as power generation and distribution activities depending on their
locations . Installation of DG in power system can reduce the power loss and improve the voltage profile. Generally Power Grids are
large scale distribution power networks of very complex architecture, construction and structure. These huge complex Power Grid
Networks will be employed to serve a relatively large area with its power. Hence these are considered as the giant class distributed
power systems which will cover a large area. All the times these huge complex networks cannot spread their branches to the remote
areas due to the geographical conditions and discontinuities of these areas. The unfair geographic conditions oppose the extension of
the conventional grid branches to remote areas. Generally a distributed power system is a huge network which distributes the power
over a large areas surrounding it .It becomes a gigantic power distribution source for all the major regions surrounding the network.
The most practical example of the distributed power system is the Power Grid which supplies the power over the large extent in the
regions surrounding it. Some grids will supply the power to several districts surrounding it by treating them as their operational zones.
Some big distributed power systems can have several states around it as their zones of operation. Under the situation that distribution
system consisting of a number of radial feeders are always subject to the various types of fault caused by storms, lightning, snow,
freezing, rain, insulation breakdown, and short circuits caused by birds and other external objects, desired reliability cannot be
achieved very easily.
In traditional methods, customers‘ calls are the base of outage troubleshooting. That is, usually the utility starts to identify
faults when they are informed by consumers about a fallen electric pole, broken cable, or when they receive complaints about the cut
in power supply [3]. In order to specify the exact location of the fault there has to be a precise overlap between the geographic location
of the caller and the connectivity of the distribution network. In addition, if the fault occurs during the night-time, the utility might not
receive any calls, which poses a problem for the operator in locating the fault. Also, barriers such as practical difficulties to install the
measurement devices at each distribution system bus or problems such as communication failures limit the possibility of measuring
currents in the lines and voltages at the distribution transformers.
Also, since the WF-HVGS is a huge and very complex network, which carries the power transmission operation over
large areas surrounding it. The quality and uninterrupted HVGS is achieved with the robust and fault free operation of it. Reliability of
the WF-HVGS can be improved with its fault free operation. But in general in any HVGS the faults and device failures are very
frequent to occur. These faults can affect the power quality in HVGS and cause losses to both electric utilities and customers by
causing an undesirable deviation in their operational condition there by leading to their malfunction. Any unexpected deviation in the
normal operational condition of the device is treated as a fault. The possible types of faults that have the probability to occur in the
HVGS are discussed earlier in this thesis. Naturally in any distributed network, safety and secure operation of the system highly rely
on the level of power system operating condition monitoring.
Due to its huge and complex networking structure of the HVGS, a small fault occurred at one remote corner of the network,
will cause a large deviation in the operational conditions of the network. For instance, let us consider that the WF-HVGS is being
operated with a ring bus like architecture. The power from the generation stations will reach to the power distribution source from
where it is given to excite the power distribution bus(ring bus).From this bus the branches are derived in all directions to supply the
power to all the regions surrounding it. For each region in one particular direction an unique branch will be derived. All the bus
branches are supplied with power by the power distribution bus (which is of loop structure). A small fault in the corner part of the
network due to environmental changes like snow, rain fall, storms,thunders,birds and animals not only the associated remote branch of
the network but also entire power distribution network will get disturbed and creates an essence to primarily shut-down the entire
network until the fault and the faulted line is traced and isolated. It takes a huge time to test each and every line to detect the fault and
the faulted line. During this time the network will be in an idle (shut-down) state. This will cause a remarkable loss to both production
industries, business organizations and other consumers of electricity.
In order to improve the reliability, utility should be able to detect and recognize the fault location and type immediately after
fault occurs. The faster the fault location is identified or at least estimated with reasonable accuracy, the more accelerated the
maintenance time to restore normal energy supply. Since the Distributed Generation –Hybrid Power Systems(WF-HVGS)are the only
possible means to electrify the remote villages and regions of irregular geometric structures and unfair atmospheric conditions, the
reliable and sustainable operation of these WF-HVGS systems are of great importance to ensure uninterrupted renewable power
generation and distribution to the remote geographic areas to where the grid electricity cannot fulfill the need of their electrification.
The most sophisticated and effective algorithms are required for practical realization of the aforementioned task. Real time fault
protection without operational disturbance of the WF-HVGS is challengeous and almost impossible task we developed a new
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Distribution Generation (DG)unit using the novel most efficient and widely accepted techniques called the IFSIC and VSCHVDC.The IFSIC module senses the faults and fault conditions with the knowledge of the power level deviations on the individual
power distribution lines from their rated counterparts and isolates them accordingly to avoid their effect on and to protect the rest of
the power distribution network from being destroyed by the resultant faults. The technique exploits the close relationships between the
voltage and current phasors of power lines using the mesh voltage and node current analysis and uses these universally accepted
relationships to detect the deviations in the line parameter values such as line amplitude, impedance and admittance levels. Using this
analysis as the core processing unit an IFSIC module performs the real time fault detection and isolation without causing any
disturbance to the normal operation of the WF-HVGS.A detailed implementation procedure and operational structure of IFSIC based
WF-HVGS is provided in the proposed work.

PROPOSED WORK
In this project we designed, developed and implemented a most efficient and functionally effective IFSIC unit to employ as a DG unit
in the emerging VSC-HVDC based WF-HVGS system to ensure the real time fault protected and power quality enhanced operation of
the WF-HVGS.We constructed a IFSIC Control Network to act as an efficient DG units for fault free operation of WF-HVGS.The
schematic block overview of the proposed WF- HVGS system is shown in figure (1).

Fig (1): Schematic block diagram of the proposed WF-HVGS System.
The proposed system consists of a Distributed Generation(DG) based WF-HVGS which is implemented using a ring bus like
architecture as shown in figure(1).The ring bus architecture enables the WF-HVGS to serve the regions surrounding it with its power.
WF-HVGS supplies the power to all regions or zones around it .One identical bus branch is drawn to each and every region or zone.
Each power distribution bus branch is put under the control of an unique IFSIC Control Network as shown in the figure(1).Each IFSIC
Control Network will control and monitors the assigned bus branch for faults and acts accordingly to detect, isolate the faults without
showing any impact on the operational power quality and effectiveness of the WF-HVGS.The WF-HVGS maintains the data base of
rated values of line parameters of individual lines of Power Distribution Bus(PDB) and Power Generation Bus(PGB) of the WFHVGS.The rated line parameter values are used as the basis for fault detection, isolation and power quality correction in a WFHVGS.WF-HVGS also consists of a Power Grid Control System(PGCS),which will control and regulates all operational activities of
WF-HVGS.PGCS simply serves as a control system for WF-HVGS.All the IFSIC Control Networks are put under the control and
direction of DPGCS.The PGCS controls all the IFSIC Control Networks through three control signals. The internal architecture of the
IFSIC Control Network based DG unit is shown in figure (2).The IFSIC Control Network based DG unit will consists of an IFSIC
Module and its associated bi-directional breakers. An identical set of breakers are used on both distribution and generation sides. The
breakers on distribution side are identified with a prefix ‗D‘ in their terminology to indicate the distribution side, where as the breakers
on the power generation side are added with a prefix ‗G‘ in their terminology to indicate the power generation side. The internal
architecture of the IFSIC Module consists of a ROM unit, two dedicated RAM units one for each side(i.e., one for generation side and
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one for distribution side) ,two mini processes(Line Amplitude Sensors(LAS),each for both PDB and PGB) and a Fault Sensing and
Decision Making Device(FS-DMD) units. The time switched checking and comparing operations are adopted by the FS-DMD, so as
to check the line faults in both PDB and PGB.A fixed time slot is set to switch the operational status check between the power
generation and distribution buses. Required time duration is provided by the Astable multi-vibrator circuit as shown in below
figure(2).

Fig (2): Schematic block diagram of the proposed IFSIC Control Network
A devoted mini-processor (Line Parameter Calculation Circuit) is assigned for both Power Generation and Distribution Bus
units to calculate the instantaneous line parameter values of PDB and PGB.The objective of RAM unit is to store the rated parameter
values from data base unit of WF-HVGS.The Time Switched Comparator and Decision Making Device accepts the instantaneous line
parameter values and rated line parameter values along with the control, status and trip signals of the individual breakers as input and
processes them accordingly to issue the necessary control signals to all breakers to ensure the fault free and regulated operation of the
proposed WF-HVGS.A single IFSIC Module inside the DG unit controls all the breakers on both power generation and distribution
sides. Each DG unit is put under the control of the PGCS unit which will control them with a specialized set of three control signals
they are: IFSICCN (IFSIC Control ),IFSICS(IFSIC Status) and IFSIC Error Status(IFSICES).Whose direct implementation. The
Control signal logical definitions are given as
IFSICCNIFSIC based DG unit control signal; If IFSICCN=1;DG unit is enabled, otherwise
disabled.IFSICS IFSIC
based DG unit Operational Status. If IFSICS=1; All the internal components of DG unit are working perfectly and the DG unit is
active at this instance of operation, otherwise there is an error in the operational condition of internal components of the DG
unit.IFSICESIFSIC based DG unit Error Status. If IFSICES=1; there is a fault in the lines of the bus branch being monitored by this
DG unit. Otherwise there is no fault in the lines of the bus branch being monitored by this IFSIC based DG unit.
At every instant of its operation, the instantaneous operational status of the DG unit is informed in terms of a detailed text
message format to the PGCS unit. The PGCS unit receives the operational status messages from all the DG units to examine their
operational condition and to act accordingly. If the PGCS unit receives a message stating an error in the operational condition of a
particular DG unit, the PGCS unit passes the messages received from the corresponding DG unit which is monitoring the faulted bus
branch for faults to the technical department. Since this message from the DG unit consists of a detailed information about the
operational conditions of the region to which it is assigned as an independent region monitoring device, if any line fault is occurred in
a region, then that fault condition is precisely identified by its type, location and number of the line suffering from the fault and the
same information is informed to the technical department so as enable faster recovery of faults with negligible amount of delay and
man power. The internal architecture of the breaker circuit is shown in below figure (3), which consists of three relay circuits to
control three lines one for each line and the associated control circuitry. Each relay will control and monitor the close or open status of
one particular line. Each breaker has three control pins such as BC,BS and BTC with access of which the associated IFSIC controls its
operation..If a fault is occurred in a particular breaker lines, then it will get tripped by making its BTC=1 and based on the logic levels
on Line Status(LS)pins such as LS1,LS2 and LS3,the relay of the particular faulted line will get discharged there by isolating the
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corresponding faulted line. When LS1=0, then first line of the breaker will faulty and hence isolated from the network. Similarly, if
LS2=0, second line of the breaker will be isolated and if LS3=0 then the third line of the breaker will be isolated.

Fig(3):Internal architecture of the breaker circuit.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To verify the operational effectiveness of the proposed WF-HVGS, the computer simulations have been performed using
MATLAB.The algorithm is designed, programmed with six operational zones and simulated using Matlab.As a first task after starting
its operation the WF-HVGS initializes all its IFSIC based DG Units for rated fault free operation. This initialization includes loading
the rated parameter values of line voltage, line currents and associated phase deviations by individual IFSIC Units from the WFHVGS as given in table (1), table (2) and table (3).The initialization data of the WF-HVGS is given as follows.

Table (1): Line Current Initialization.

Table (2): Line Voltage Initialization.

Table (3): Line Phase Initialization.

Table (4): Network Rated Phase Voltages.

The operational results of the proposed algorithm under fault free conditions of the WF-HVGS are presented primarily as
follows. Under fault free condition the operational status of the IFSIC unit on both Generation and Distribution sides are given in
table(5) and table(6).
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Table (5): IFSIC Unit Operational Summary on Generation Side.

Table (6): IFSIC Unit Operational Summary on Distribution Side.
If there is no error in the IFSIC Unit of a particular branch, then its control, status and error status are in enabled, active and no
error conditions. Ultimately all the breakers will work perfectly and doesn‘t cause any line trip problem. The IFSIC Unit‘s operational
performance summary on both Generation and Distribution sides are given in table (7) and table (8).

Table (7): IFSIC Unit‘s performance summary on Generation side under fault free conditions.

Table (8): IFSIC Unit‘s performance summary on Distribution side under fault free conditions.
The status and variational characteristics of breaker currents of the IFSIC Unit breakers with respect to the operational
conditions for fault free operation on both Generation and Distribution sides are illustrated in fig(4) and fig(5) respectively. When a
particular breaker of the IFSIC Unit is working according to the normal fault free operational condition, then its current variation is
also normal and is logic high, otherwise the current variation is abnormal and logic low.
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Fig (4): Breaker currents of the IFSIC Unit breakers on Generation unit under fault free condition.

Fig (5): Breaker currents of the IFSIC Unit breakers on Distribution side under fault free condition.
The power quality enhancement results of the proposed IFSIC under fault free operational conditions are presented in fig(6)-fig(9).

The line amplitude levels of the discrete HVDC lines on both generation and distribution sides of IFSIC unit under fault free operation
of WF-HVGS are shown in fig (10) and fig (11) respectively.

Fig (10): Line Amplitude Levels of Discrete HVDC Lines on Generation Side of IFSIC.
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Fig (11): Line Amplitude Levels of Discrete HVDC Lines on Distribution Side of IFSIC.
If any fault is occurred in the IFSIC based WF-HVGS.The the operational conditions and results may get deviated from the rated fault
free operational conditions and results. The simulation results of the proposed algorithm under faulty operational conditions of the
WF-HVGS are presented as follows. Under faulty condition the operational status of the IFSIC unit on both Generation and
Distribution sides are given in table (9) and table (10).

Table (9): Operational Summary of an IFSIC Generation Unit under faulty condition.

Table (10): Operational Summary of an IFSIC Distribution Unit under faulty condition.
If there is an error in the IFSIC Unit of a particular branch, then its control, status and error status are in disabled,
inactive and error conditions. Ultimately all the faulty breakers will get tripped. The IFSIC Unit‘s operational performance summary
on both Generation and Distribution sides are given in table (11) and table (12).

Table (11): Performance Summary of an IFSIC Generation Unit under faulty condition.
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Table (12): Performance Summary of an IFSIC Distribution Unit under faulty condition.
The status and variational characteristics of breaker currents of the IFSIC Unit breakers with respect to the operational
conditions for faulty operation on both Generation and Distribution sides are illustrated in fig (12) and fig (13) respectively.

Fig (12): Breaker Currents of an IFSIC Generation Unit under faulty operation.

Fig (13): Breaker Currents of an IFSIC Distribution Unit under faulty operation.
The power quality regulation results of the proposed IFSIC unit under fault free operational conditions are presented in fig (14)-fig
(17).
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The line amplitude levels of the discrete HVDC lines on both generation and distribution sides of the IFSIC unit under faulty
operation of the WF-HVGS are shown in fig (18) and fig (19) respectively.

Fig (18): Line Amplitude Levels of Discrete HVDC Lines on Generation Side of IFSIC.

Fig(19):Line Amplitude Levels of Discrete HVDC Lines on Distribution Side of IFSIC.

CONCLUSION
The importance to maintain the reliable WF-HVGS operation demands an efficient fault detection and location algorithms on both
power generation and distribution sides which reduces the time and cost of fault identification and isolation. Robust and fault free operation
of a Wind-Farm based High Voltage Grid Systems(WF-HVGS) can benefit the power distribution company, network and also the consumers.
Some years of research was dedicated to find an appropriate means to improve the fault ride through capability of Wind Farm System(WFS)s
for. As a result, several algorithms were proposed in the literature at an incremental stage of research, but still a rapid improvement in the
algorithm and techniques used for adaptive security of WF-HVGS is demanded by the today‘s huge, deeply routed and very complex
distributed power systems.
In this project in order to counteract to the challenges in the adaptive security of the WF-HVGS, we proposed ,designed and
implemented a new fault monitoring and isolation algorithm for enhancing the fault Ride through capability of wind farms connected to the
grid through a Voltage-Source-Converter-based High-Voltage DC(VSC-HVDC) transmission line using a robust Intelligent Fault Sensing
and Isolation Circuit(IFSIC) which will detect and locates the faults and faulted sections in Wind Farm System(WFS) by sensing the spurious
fluctuations in line voltage and currents. The proposed algorithm employs an IFSIC units as the key security monitoring devices on both
Power Generation and Distribution Sides. The proposed algorithm is implemented and tested in MATLAB 2012b environment. The
simulation results of the proposed algorithm have proven that the proposed IFSIC Control Network is very efficient in providing the robust
fault security of the WF-HVGS systems. The testing results adjudged that the proposed algorithm is working well and outperforms all the
existing algorithms.

FUTURE WORK
This algorithm is proven to be the best in performance in all aspects by its performance. In this project in order to reduce the
complexity of implementation, the proposed algorithm is practically implemented with 9-line ring bus architecture. But there are no
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practical constraints on the size of the network and hence it can be extended to any large size WF-HVGS with increased number of
operational zones and any higher order bus. Increase in the physical size of the WF-HVGS network doesn‘t cause any performance
dissimilarities and extra limitations. As a consequence the physical size and processing capability of the internal components has to be
justified with the proper selection of the internal components of matched capacity and efficiency.
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Abstract— In the present global and competitive Environment manufacturing industry face many problems. Just-In-Time
manufacturing philosophy helps to reduce the problem. Just In Time is a Japanese management philosophy applied in manufacturing
which involves having the right items of the right quality and quantity in the right place and the right time. JIT has been widely
reported that the proper use of JIT manufacturing has resulted in increases in quality, productivity and efficiency, improved
communication and decreases in costs and wastes. Just in time is very useful for increasing the productivity of companies, reduce
delivery time, improve the quality of product and improve customer satisfaction and raising firm‘s efficiency. This study is aimed to
review the research work made by several researchers on just in time philosophy.Past research have shown that Just in Time
manufacturing system is considered as the best manufacturing system for attaining manufacturing excellence in the present scenario of
globalization.
Keywords— Just In Time, JIT implementation, Economic Order Quantity, Inventory, Kanban Systems, Quality.
INTRODUCTION

JIT is a Japanese management philosophy which has been applied in practice since the early 1970s in many Japanese
manufacturing organizations. It was first developed and perfected within the Toyota manufacturing plants by Taiichi Ohno as a
means of meeting consumer demands with minimum delays (Goddadrd, 1986). For this reason, Taiichi Ohno is frequently referred to
as the father of JIT. The Toyota production plants were the first to introduction JIT. It gained extended support during the 1973 oil
embargo and was later adopted by many other organizations. The oil embargo and the increasing shortage of other.
Natural resources were seen as a major impetus for the widespread adoption of JIT. Toyota was able to meet the increasing challenges
for survival through an approach to management different from what was characteristic of the time. This approach focused on
people, plants and system. Toyota realized that JIT would only be successful if every individual within the organization was
involved and committed to it, if the plant and processes were arranged for maximum output and efficiency, and if quality and
production programmers were scheduled to meet demands exactly.
JIT had its beginnings as a method of reducing inventory levels within Japanese shipyards. Today, JIT has evolved into a management
philosophy containing a body of knowledge and encompassing a comprehensive set of manufacturing principles and techniques. JIT
manufacturing has the capacity, when properly adapted to the organization, to strengthen the organization‘s competitiveness in the
marketplace substantially the organization‘s competitiveness in the marketplace substantially by reducing wastes and improving
product quality and efficiency of production. The evolution of JIT as observed in the literature is discussed in some detail. Despite the
plethora of literature, Zipkin (1991) asserts that a great deal of confusion exists about the subject. This, it is suggested, has led to a
fundamentally different approach to JIT programmers in the west, which has the potential to be more damaging than beneficial. There
is strong culture aspects associated with the emergence of JIT in Japan. The development of JIT within the Toyota production plants
did not occur independently of these strong cultural influences. The Japanese work ethic is one of these factors. The work ethic
emerged shortly after World War II and was seen as an integral part of the Japanese economic success. It is the prime motivating
factor behind the development of superior management techniques that are becoming the best in the world. [1]
JIT IMPLEMENTATION BENEFITS
A successful JIT implementation may provide significant benefits for the operation of the whole company. There have now been a
sufficient number of JIT implementations to demonstrate that JIT, when successfully implemented, will:
1. Reduce inventory levels, probably by about 50 per cent.
2. Improve quality levels.
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3. Reduce scrap and rework rates
4. Reduce manufacturing lead times probably by 50-75 per cent
5. Improve customer service levels
6. Improve employee morale [2]
PRINCIPLES OF THE JIT PHILOSOPHY
(i)Attack fundamental problems: JIT maintains there is little point in making major problems such as capacity bottlenecks or poor
quality vendors. It is far better to solve these fundamental problems and avoid a fire fighting‘ style of management.
(ii)Eliminate waste: Waste is any activity that does not add value. Samples of such activities are inspection, transport and inventory.
JIT stresses that these activities need to be eliminated to improve the overall operation of the company.
(iii) Strive for Simplicity : Any approach that is adopted should be simple if it is to be effective. Previous approaches to manufacturing
management have been based on complex management of a complex manufacturing system. By contrast, JIT implementation simplify
the flow of materials and then superimposes simple control.
(iv)Devise systems to identify problems: In order to solve fundamental problems, they need to be identified. A JIT implementation
will include mechanisms that will bring problems tom the fore. Examples of these mechanisms are statistical quality control (SQC),
which monitors the manufacturing process and draws attention to any defect-producing trend, and pull kanban systems, which identify
bottleneck production areas.
These four principles for the basis of any implementation but the way in which they are implemented may vary. [2]
LITERATURE REVIEW
Rajesh R. Pai etal [3] have use the modelling and simulation in the manufacturing industry where assemblies are made as per the
production forecast. In this study observe how the Finished Goods Inventory of the assembly process using System Dynamics
methodology and how it can be improved by considering the lead time and the manufacturing cycle time. The Authors have conduct
Vensim software to study the process productivity through Just in Time On successful implementation of the suggestions, there will be
continuous and accurate flow of materials at the right time and in the right quantity.
Zaidahmed Z. Khan etal [4] have to implementation of basic JIT tools such as 5S, Layout, Cause and effect diagram, visual controls,
rewards and incentives schemes, point of use storage, and quality at the source in manufacturing industry. The authors have use 5S
technique of JIT was applied and accordingly plant layout was changed, there was reduction in manufacturing timing of the product.
Technique was used in painting, filter and hydrotesting department. There was reduction in approximate 275 minutes of operation
time of double window sight flow indicator. JIT helps in reduction of waste and gradually production time will increase and hence
overall efficiency will increase. One of the biggest problem, the company was facing by the top management, was unpredictable
overtime. Overtime not only consumes workers enthusiasm positive energy efforts but also the companies additional expenditures
including the wages from bottom line workers to supervisors and Quality Control engineers. Implementing the rewards and incentives
schemes the overtime tradition can be eliminated and also increases the motivation of the employees.
John F. Kros etal[5] have designed to examine ﬁve ﬁnancial measures of inventory management performance over the years 19942004.The Authors have to apply actual practical implications – The processes that inﬂuence the reduction in inventory levels may be
in fact more complex and strategic in nature than an OEM adopting a JIT inventory policy. In general, strategic changes within the
supplier organization would have to drive process improvements that lead to inventory reductions.
Dr. Kavita A. Dave[6] have to focus the purchasing aspect of Just-In-Time (JIT) considering varying setup costs. Author has
developed a model which shows the determination of economic order quantity for perishable product. The perishable product cannot
be held for a long time and hence JIT is the best suitable which reduces the amount of inventory and its cost significantly.
Adam S. Maiga etal [7] have to uses a sample of 131 just-in-time (JIT) ﬁrms and their matched non-JIT ﬁrms to examine whether
adoption of JIT improves ﬁrm performance. Tobin's Q and return on assets (ROA) are used to measure ﬁrm performance.
Bo Hou, Hing Kai Chan, and Xiaojun Wang[8] have to reveals some key findings in implementing JIT systems under five themes. In
particular, the whole logistics system and the relationship with suppliers are of vital importance. I addition, this study also supports the
benefits of applying JIT systems.
Ignatio Madanhire etal [9] have investigate the use of Just in time (JIT) concept for the aluminium foundry industry and explores the
adaptation of the manufacturing approach to metal foundry, where raw materials are imported in a highly unstable economy. The
Authors were observed that JIT was applied to improve cost effectiveness of operations, quality and to achieve world class
benchmarks on all facets of the engineering entity as competitiveness in product delivery is getting to be mandatory for business
survival.
Low Sui Pheng and Gao Shang [10] have found that JIT application was address the low productivity, low profitability and low
quality issues in China‘s construction industry.
Ayman Bahjat Abdallah etal [11] have studied that the constructs multi-item scales to measure key components of JIT production and
manufacturing strategy and examines the relationship between them, and the impact of manufacturing strategy on JIT performance for
machinery, electrical & electronics and automobile industries in Japan, USA, and Italy. The authors were observed from regression
analysis show that after controlling for the industry and country effects, manufacturing strategy scales have positive and significant
impact on JIT production and also show that manufacturing strategy scales have positive and significant impact on JIT performance.
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Jayanta K. Bandyopadhyay[12] studied that the selecting JIT, as a mode to adapt to the changing business environment, there is a lot
of confusion as to how to organize an effective JIT system. The author was identify the key strategies for successful implementation of
JIT production and procurement and emphasize the need for top management commitment with a dynamic organization structure in
order to incorporate the necessary changes that need to take place in an organization so that JIT implementation can take place in an
effective manner.
S. L. Adeyemi[13]studied that the extent of JITPS in a typical third world country-Nigeria, with a view to identifying the extent of
adoption as well as the hindrances on the part of adopting the technique. Structured questionnaires were administered to companies to
indicate whether or not they were adopting the technique. The author have found that fairly larger companies adopt JIT method more
while the relatively smaller ones are still not aware of the existence of the technique.
A. Gunasekaran etal [14]studied that the implementation of JIT in a small company in Taiwan that produces different kinds of
automobile lamps such as rear combination lamps and front turn signal lamps.Authors have observed that JIT systems have
tremendous effects on all operations of a firm, including design, accounting, finance, marketing, distribution, etc., and thus are of
interest to all levels of a firm's management.
CONCLUSION
Just-in-Time philosophy is easy to implement but it can wary according to the size of the organization , variety of industries, level of
automation , number of product and implementation of the new technology. JIT implementation mostly successful by positive coordination of top management to all level of employee. Sometimes, these concepts are differ from our traditional ways of thinking
therefore its implementation creates many difficulty because human nature to resist change. Many researchers implements‘ JIT in
small, medium and large organization and they were observed that enterprises are not familiars with the Just in Time manufacturing
system because of lack of knowledge of JIT concept, Not given proper training of JIT and lack of Top management involvement. JIT
concept was address the low productivity, low profitability and low quality issues in manufacturing industry. JIT concept improve cost
effectiveness of operations, quality and to achieve world class benchmarks on all facets of the engineering entity as competitiveness in
product delivery is getting to be mandatory for business survival. JIT helps in reduction of waste and gradually production time will
increase and hence overall efficiency will increase.
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Abstract—For the enhancement of rate of heat transfer of flowing air in the duct of a solar air heater, by applying an artificial
roughness on its surface is one of the very effective technique of solar air heater absorber plate, till now numbers of geometries of
roughness element has been investigated and their effect on enhancement of heat transfer has been carried out. This paper is an
attempt has been made to classify and review various study of roughness geometries used for creating artificial roughness. On the
basis of correlation obtained by different investigation for heat transfer coefficient and friction factor, enhancement of heat transfer
coefficient is compared with standard data and experimental data. It is also an attempt to compare the thermo-hydraulic performance
of different geometry of solar air heater duct have been reviewed and presented
Keywords- Solar air heater, Heat transfer enhancement ratio, V-shaped ribs, Reynolds number, Absorber plate
1. Introduction
Energy in different forms has played an important role in world wide for economic progress and industrialization. Since it is age of
energy crises and conventional energy resources are limited, so more attention is paid to enhance and utilize the non-conventional
energy resources. Sun is ultimate source of energy. The energy obtain by sun in form of sunlight that has heat energy solar can be use
in various form such as solar drier, solar space heating etc. it is abundantly available and pollution free. So solar energy stands out a
brightest long range resource for meeting continuously increasing demand of present and future generation.
The simplest and most efficient way to utilize solar energy is to convert it into thermal energy, for heating application by using solar
air collector. Available solar air heaters, due to its inherent simplicity, cheap and most widely used for many applications at low and
moderate range of temperature. When air flow over absorber plate, it creates laminar as well as turbulent layer over the surface, within
turbulent layer near to plate surface, due to presence of laminar sub-layer is formed which decrease heat transfer rate. To overcome
this problem and to enhance heat transfer coefficient, artificial roughened absorber plate is best suitable.
Regarding artificial roughened absorber plate, many experimental investigated have been reported in literature by various authors.
Heat transfer coefficient and friction factor correlation developed by various investigator for roughened duct of solar air heater have
been reviewed in this paper.
2. Concept of artificial roughness
Due to low value of convective heat transfer coefficient, efficiency of flat plate solar air heater is low. Low value of convective heat
transfer coefficient is due to presence of laminar sub layer that has to broken by applying artificial roughness of different geometry
and to create turbulence which results in increase in heat transfer rate. However artificial rough nesses result in high friction losses to
more power require to flow the fluid. So turbulence has to create in a region very close to heat transferring surface. This is achieving
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by keeping height of roughness element small in comparison to duct dimension [2]. The important parameters that characterize
roughness element are roughness element height (e) and pitch (p). These are expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters such as
relative roughness pitch (p/e), relative roughness (e/D h).

3. DEVELOPMENT OF ARTIFICIAL ROUGHNESS IN SOLAR AIR HEATER
3.1 TRANSVERSE RIBS
3.1.1 TRANSVERSE CONTINUOUS RIBS
In history of development of artificial roughness, PRASAD and MULLICK [3] were the first investigator to apply small diameter wire
as roughness in solar air heater. The parameter used for study were relative roughness pitch as 12.7 and relative height as 0.019. The
outcome of their result reported that application of protruding wires led to improvement of plate efficiency from 0.63 to 0.72.
PRASAD and SAINI [4] also used small diameter wire as roughness, parameter used for study were relative roughness pitch 10-20
and relative height 0.020-0.033. Maximum value of friction factor and Nusselt number were 4.25 and 2.38 respectively for relative
roughness pitch of 10. The roughness used , shown in fig,1

Gupta et al [5] used transverse wires in solar air heater for transitional rough flow regime. Range of the parameter used were aspect
ratio (W/H) as 6.8-11.5, relative height as 0.018-0.052, relative roughness pitch as 10 and Reynolds number range 3000-18000. They
found that transitional rough flow regime Stanton number increases with increase in Reynolds number and Stanton number achieved
maximum value for Reynolds number of 12,000.
VERMA and PRASAD[6] did outdoor experiment using transverse wire roughness, parameter used were relative roughness pitch 1040, relative height 0.01-0.03, roughness Reynolds number as 8-42 and Reynolds number varied from 5000-20,000. They found
optimal efficiency of 71% corresponding to roughness Reynolds number of 24.
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3.1.2 TRANSVERSE BROKEN RIBS
Sahu and Bhagoria [7] investigated transverse broken ribs as shown in fig.2. They found Reynolds number varied from 3000-12000,
rib height as 1.5mm, roughness pitch as 10-30mm with aspect ratio 8. Maximum Nusselt number attained for pitch 20 mm. By these
arrangement heat transfer coefficient increased by 1.25-1.4 times as compared to smooth duct operating under similar condition.

3.2 INCLINED RIBS
3.2.1 CONTINUOS INCLINED RIBS
Gupta et al [8] did experiment over transverse ribs with inclined rib. They used inclined circular ribs as artificial roughness for
Reynolds number as 3000-18000, relative roughness height as 0.018-0.052 for relative roughness pitch of 10. They reported
enhancement in thermal efficiency by 1.16-1.25 as compared to smooth plate in range of parameter investigated. Roughness used
shown in fig.3

3.2.2 BROKEN INCLINED RIBS
AHARWAL et al [9] investigated inclined rib with a gap provision so as to allow release of secondary flow and main flow through the
gap by creating local turbulence. Roughness used shown in fig.4, investigation found Reynolds number as 3000-18000, aspect ratio as
5.84, relative roughness pitch as 10, relative roughness height as 0.0377 and angle of attack as 60 . Gap position (d/w) and gap width
(g/e) were in range of 0.1667-0.667 and 0.5-2. Maximum enhancement in Nusselt number and friction factor was reported as 2.59 and
2.87 times that of smooth plate respectively. The thermo hydraulic performance was reported to be maximum for relative gap width of
1.0 and relative gap position of 0.25.
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3.3 WIRE MESH
3.3.1 EXPENDED METAL MESH
Expended metal mesh as roughness geometry used by SAINI et al [10]. They investigated effect of mesh (s/e) on heat transfer long
way length and friction factor. They found enhancement in heat transfer coefficient and friction factor of order 4 and 5 times over
smooth duct corresponding to angle of attack of 61.9 and 72 respectively. Roughness used is shown in fig.5

3.3.2 Discredited metal mesh
KARMARE and TIKEKAR [11] further discredited metal mesh, grit ribs as shown in fig .6, Range of parameter were Reynolds
number as 4000-17000, (e/d) as 0.035-0.044, (p/e) as 12.5-36 and (l/s) as 1.72-01. They showed that plate with Roughness parameter
(l/s) as 1.72, (p/e) as 17.5 had optimum performance.

3.4 chamfered ribs
KARWA et al [12] investigated effect of chamfered ribs as artificial roughness. These investigation covered rib chamber angle ( )
as-15 to 80 , Reynolds number as 3000-20,000, relative roughness pitch of 4.5-8.5, roughness height as 0.0141-0.0328. They reported
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two and three times increase in Stanton number and friction factor respectively. Highest value of both obtained at angle 15 .fig.7
shows chamfered ribs

3.5 Wedge rib
Bhagoria et al [13] attempt to check possibility over chamfered integral rib. They proposed wedge shaped transverse integral ribs as
shown in fig. 8. They reported enhancement Nusselt number as 2.4 times while of friction factor as 5.3 times as compared to smooth
duct in range of parameter investigated. Heat transfer was the maximum for relative roughness pitch of 7.57. maximum enhancement
in heat transfer was obtain at wedge angle of 10
3.6 W-shape ribs
3.6.1. Continuous W-ribs
LANJEWAR et al [19] investigated by utilizing concept of increasing number of secondary cell of w-shaped rib. Range of the
parameter was relative roughness height as 0.018-0.03375, relative roughness pitch 10, angle of attack 30-75 . They found W-down
arrangement with angle of attack 60 gives optimum thermohydroulic performance. Maximum enhancement of Nusselt number and
friction factor was 2.36 and 2.01 times that of smooth plate for a angle of attack 60 . Roughness geometry shown in fig.9

Fig.9 W – shaped rib roughness
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3.6.2Discrete W-ribs
KUMAR et al [20] investigated discrete W-shaped rib. The investigation revealed Reynolds number from 3000-15,000, relative
roughness height as 0.0168-0.0338, relative roughness pitch 10, angle of attack 30-75 degree. Maximum enhancement of Nusselt
number and friction factor was 2.16 and 2.75 times that of smooth plate for a angle of attack 60 , relative roughness height 0.0338.
Roughness geometry shown in fig.10

Fig.10 Discrete W-shaped rib
3.7 Roughness element combination
3.7.1 Transverse and inclined ribs combination
VARUNA et al [23] investigated by using concept combination roughness of transverse and inclined ribs. The found Reynolds
number from 2000-14,000, relative roughness height as 0.030, relative roughness pitch 3-8, they also reported that roughened collector
having roughness pitch of 8 gave best performance. Roughness geometry shown in fig.11

Fig.11 Transverse and inclined ribs
3.7.2 Transverse rib groove combination
JAURKER et al [24] investigated experiment for enhancement efficiency by performance of transverse rib roughness. Maximum heat
transfer was achieved for relative roughness pitch of 6. Optimum heat transfer was reported for groove position to pitch ratio of 0.4.
Roughness geometry shown in fig.12

Fig.12 Rib groove roughness
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3.7.3 Chamfered rib groove combination
LAYEK et al [25] perform on chamfered rib roughness. The study was carried for Reynolds number from 2000-21,000, relative
roughness height as 0.019-0.043, relative roughness pitch 4.5-10, chamfer angle as 5-30 , relative groove position as 0.3-0.6 and
relative roughness height as 0.022-0.04. They reported Nusselt number and friction factor increased by 3.24-.78 times respectively as
compared to smooth duct. Maximum enhancement of Nusselt number and friction factor were achieved for relative groove position of
0.4. Roughness geometry shown in fig.13

Fig.13 Integral transverse chamfered rib groove roughness
3.8 Arc shaped ribs
SAINI et al [26] utilize first Arc shaped ribs. Investigation encompassed duct aspect ratio 12, Reynolds number from 2000-17,000,
relative roughness height as 0.0213-0.0422, relative, angle of attack 33-66 . They reported maximum enhancement in Nusselt number
as 3.80 times corresponding relative arc angle ( /90) of 0.33 at relative roughness height of 0.0422. Corresponding increase in friction
factor for this parameter was 1.75 times only. Roughness geometry shown in fig.14

Fig.14 Arc shaped wire roughness
3.9 Dimpled surface
3.10.1 Transverse dimple roughness
SAINI et al [27] introduced new concept of dimple shaped artificial roughness. Investigation covered range of Reynolds number from
2000-12,000, relative roughness height as 0.018-0.037, relative roughness pitch 8-12. They found maximum value of relative
roughness height of 0.0379 and relative roughness pitch of 10. Minimum value of friction factor corresponding to relative roughness
height as 0.0289, relative roughness pitch of 10. Roughness geometry shown in fig.15
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Fig.15 Dimple shaped artificial roughness
3.10.2 Staggered dimple roughness
BHUSHAN et al [28] investigated staggered dimple roughness in place of transverse dimple roughness. Range of parameter
investigated were relative short way length (S/e) as 18.75-37.50, relative long way length (L/e) as 25.00-37.50, relative print diameter
(d/D) as 0.147-0.367 , relative roughness height as 0.03, aspect ratio as 10 and Reynolds number from 4000-20,000. Under given
condition maximum enhancement of Nusselt number and friction factor was 3.8 and 2.2 times respectively in comparison to smooth
duct. Maximum enhancement in heat transfer coefficient was reported for relative short way length (S/e) of 31.25, relative long way
length (L/e) of 31.25 and relative print diameter (d/D) of 0.294. Roughness geometry shown in fig.16

Fig.16 Staggered dimple roughness

3.10.3 Arc shaped dimple roughness 1
YADAV et al [28] employed Arc shaped dimple roughness. Experiment parameter were Reynolds number range from 3600-18,000,
(p/e) as 12 to 24. (e/D) as 0.015-0.03 and arc angle of protrusion arrangement as 45-75 . Maximum enhancement of Nusselt number
and friction factor was found to be 2.89 and 2.93 times respectively of smooth duct for range of parameter investigated. Maximum
enhancement of heat transfer and friction factor occurred for relative roughness height of 0.03, relative roughness pitch of 12 and for
arc angle value of 60 . Roughness geometry shown in fig.17
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Fig.17 Dimple roughness in arc manner
3.10.4 Arc shaped dimple roughness 2
SETHI et al [30] investigated dimple shaped roughness but with different set of parameters. Investigation covered duct aspect ratio 11,
Reynolds number from 3600-18,000, relative roughness height as 0.021-0.036, relative, angle of attack 47-75 . They reported
maximum value of Nusselt number corresponding to relative roughness height of 0.036, relative roughness pitch of 10 and arc angle
60 .

Fig.18 Double arc rib roughness with up and down orientation

3.11 V-shaped ribs
3.11.1 Continuous V-shape ribs
MOMIN et al [14] investigated inclined rib resulted in better performance than transverse ribs due to increase of secondary vortices.
The number of secondary vortices was increased. They investigated V-shape rib roughness as shown in fig.19 and studied thermo
hydraulic performance of solar air heater for Reynolds number as 2500-18,000, relative roughness height as 0.02-0.034, angle of
attack as 30-90 for fixed relative roughness pitch of 10. Nussselt number and friction factor was reported as 2.30 and 2.83 times of
smooth duct plate for angle of attack 60 for maximum enhancement.
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3.11.2 Discrete V-ribs
MULUWORK et al [15] discredited V-shaped ribs, they compared thermal performance of staggered discrete V-apex up and V-down
ribs with corresponding staggered discrete ribs. The roughness geometry shown in fig.20. They found Stanton number for V-down
discrete ribs higher than corresponding V-up and transverse discrete ribs. Stanton number reported enhancement as 1.32-2.47 in range
of parameters investigation.

Fig.20 Discredited V-ribs
KARWA et al [16] perform experimental study using v-discrete and v discontinuous ribs. Parameter range was relative roughness
pitch as 10.62, relative roughness length (B/S) as 3 and 6, angle of attack as 45 and 60 and Reynolds number as 2850-15,500. They
found that discrete ribs perform better then discontinuous ribs and 60 rib perform better than 45 ribs. Roughness geometry shown in
fig.21

Fig.21 V-shape rib of different configuration

KARWA et al [17] investigated comparison of transverse inclined, v-down continuous, v-up continuous, V-down discrete and V-up
discrete. He reported that based on equal pumping criteria discrete V-down arrangement gives best heat transfer performance.
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SINGH et al [18] perform on discrete V-down ribs. Experiment was carried for Reynolds number 3000-15,000 with relative gap width
(g/e) and relative gap position (d/w) in range of 0.5-2.0 and 0.20-0.80 respectively, relative roughness height as 0.015-0.045, relative
roughness pitch as 4-12, angle of attack 30-75 . Roughness geometry shown in fig.22. , maximum increase in Nusselt number and
friction factor over smooth duct was 3.04 and 3.11 times respectively. Rib parameter corresponding to increase in Nusselt number and
friction factor were d/w=0.65, g/e=1.0, p/e=10, angle of attack 60 and e/D=0.043

Fig.22 Discrete V-down ribs
3.12Multiple V-ribs
3.12.1 Multiple continuous V-ribs
HANS et al [21] investigated multiple continuous V- ribs by using concept of increasing number of secondary flow cells. The
experiment encompassed Reynolds number from 2000-20,000, relative roughness height as 0.019-0.043, relative roughness pitch 612, angle of attack 30-75 and relative roughness width (W/w) range as 1-10. Maximum heat transfer occurred for relative roughness
width (W/w) of 6 while friction factor attained maximum value for relative roughness width (W/w) of 10. Both Nusselt number and
friction factor 6 and 5 times respectively in comparison to smooth duct of parameter investigated. Roughness geometry shown in
fig.23

Fig.23 Multiple V-ribs
3.12.2 Multiple V-ribs with gap
KUMAR et al [22] utilized concept of turbulence and acceleration of flow by providing gap.Range of parameter encompasses,
Reynolds number from 2000-20,000, relative width ratio as 6, relative gap distance ratio as 0.24-0.8, relative gap width as 0.5-1.5,
relative roughness height as 0.043, relative, angle of attack 60 . They reported maximum enhancement in Nusselt number and friction
factor as 6.32 and 6.12 times of smooth plate respectively. Roughness geometry shown in fig.24
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Fig.24 Multi V-shaped ribs with gap
4. Conclusion
The present review paper concluded that lots of work for heat transfer enhancement of solar air heater by using artificial of different
shapes and size is carried out with compromising with slightly more consumption of blower power.
So far various correlations for heat transfer and friction factor for solar air heater duct having artificial roughness of different geometry
has been investigated. This derived correlation can be used to predict the thermo-hydraulic as well as thermal performance of solar air
heater having roughened duct.
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Abstract— A major challenge in laser percussion drilling of steel is to enhance the material removal rate by optimizing the process
parameter. In this paper, an experimental and numerical study on laser percussion drilling was carried out. A two-dimension (2D)
axisymmetric finite element (FE) model for simulation of temperature field and proceeding of hole formation during percussion
drilling was developed. The FE model was validated by the corresponding experiment. Furthermore, a theoretical model for evaluation
of temperature fields at melt front was presented. The effects of laser peak power, pulse frequency, pulse width on MRR were
investigated by the developed models and experiments, in which the simulated results were in good agreement with the experiments.
Based on the experimental and numerical study, the process parameters were optimized and a drilled-hole with low taper and low
spatter deposition was obtained using a 2.5kW CO2 laser.

Keywords— FEM, Simulation, Laser percussion drilling, MRR, Temperature Profile,
INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, laser drilling is an industrial process used for cutting all types of materials. Laser drilling has wide application in the field
of automotive industry [1], aeronautic sectors, steam turbine power plants, nuclear reactors etc. Continuous-wave CW CO2 laser is
most often used for this application. The assist gas type and pressure have strong influence on the quality of produced cuts. The assist
gas is responsible for removing the molten metal from the cut kerfs, and it protects laser optics from beginning damaged by the
resulting ejected spatters [2]. The aim of article is numerical simulation laser cutting process specifically to find appropriate
methodology of computer modeling. The numerical simulation of laser cutting process was carried out using the solution of an inverse
heat transfer problem [3]. 2D simulation models have been created with emphasis on the comparison of calculated and measured
temperatures. For numerical simulation of laser cutting process was used finite element method (FEM). FEM for discrete areas can be
characterized as continuous computer-oriented method for solving differential equations [4]. For numerical simulation, the software
used is ANSYS. ANSYS was used for creation of 2 D model of laser drilling process with SHELL elements. Shell and Solid
simulation models are supported with obtained data from real experiment implemented in IIT,Guwahati. The main aim is to help
elucidate simulation model creation of laser drilling process.
METHODOLOGY FOR SIMULATION MODEL CREATION

2D SHELL model
Used element type for 2D SHELL model was SHELL 131 with added material thickness. The base of methodology for input of heat
load to the cutting area is the theory of heat transfer and boundary condition definition. Heat load for SHELL model was implemented
as an input surface temperature into gap nodes. This is first-type (Dirichlet´s boundary condition of first kind) [°C]. The surface
temperature of drilled material may appear as a constant or may depend on the coordinates (distributions function), from time. It is an
indirect method. Simulation model was created as plane symmetrical. Half dimensions of the sample were used. Dimensions of
sample were 0.025×0.025×0.005m3. The plane of symmetry is central plane of the cut also. The distance of thermocouples from
central plane of the cut was 0.002 and 0.0054 m. Distance between them was 0.02 m. Direction of movement laser beam was
simulated along central plane of the drilled hole point. The temperature measured with thermocouples was recorded [5].

FULL MODEL
Laser drilling was simulated by the model which was full of metal. After moving of heat source along symmetrical plane of the cut,
liquid metal remained in laser gap. Heat source movement was simulated sequentially. First, were selected elements with laser gap
dimensions. Subsequently selected elements were heat loaded. Heat load was temperature which varies depending on the time of laser
beam movement. Gradually were selected and loaded all elements along central plane of the cut.
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AIR MODEL
AIR model gradually change metal elements onto air behind laser beam movement. All elements along symmetrical plane of the cut
were selected and loaded by defined load steps. Function for gradually changing material into air after the movement laser beam was
added. Changing was realized with change material properties. Material properties for steel and air were used [6].

KILLING MODEL
Model was created for deactivated (killing) elements [7] after the heat source movement elements were consequence killed. Elements
were gradually removed from laser gap. All elements along symmetrical plane were gradually selected, loaded and killed.
Model for Laser
Cutting Process

Laser Drilling
Experiments

Ansys

2 D Shell

Full

Air

Killing

Fig. 1 Process of creation computer modeling

FEM-BASED THERMAL MODELLING
In LBPD, absorption of laser energy from a high intensity laser beam takes place and it is converted into thermal energy to raise the
temperature within the laser-irradiated zone. The hole profile as well as the temperature distribution inside the workpiece change
continuously with respect to co-ordinate axes fixed at the laser beam; therefore, LBPD is considered as a non-steady process. The
nature of thermo–optic interactions between the laser beam and the work-piece play a crucial role in determining the efficiency of
LBPD. Therefore, several aspects, like (i) temperature dependent thermal properties (ii) temperature dependent optical properties
(absorptive) and (iii) phase change phenomena have been incorporated in the thermal model to evaluate the temperature distribution
during LBPD.
Due to the complex nature of the LBPD process, a number of assumptions have been made in deriving the thermal model.
1. The zone of influence of pulsed laser beam in the sheet form of the work piece is considered to be axisymmetric, i.e.,
.
2. The sheet material is homogeneous and isotropic in nature.
3. On-time of pulsed laser is considered to be much shorter than the pulse-off time, and therefore plasma generation does not take
place in the laser-drilled hole.
4. The evaporated material is transparent and does not interfere with the incoming laser beam.
5. The metal vapor is optically thin so that its absorption of the high-energy beam is negligible.
6. Gaussian spatial distribution of the laser heat flux is assumed due to the smooth drop of irradiance from the beam center towards the
radial direction.
7. Since in the LBPD process, it is very difficult to track the solid– liquid and liquid–vapor interfaces, it is assumed that all the molten
material has been removed from the hole once the melting takes place.
8. Multiple reflections of the laser irradiation within the hole are neglected.
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GOVERNING EQUATION
Considering the axisymmetric model the differential equation in conduction mode of heat transfer neglecting internal heat generation
for cylindrical co-ordinate system can be given by Eq. (1) [8].

 T   1   T    T 

K

K

 t   r r  r  Z  Z 

C p 

(1)

Where ρ is density, Cp is specific heat, K is thermal conductivity of the work piece, T is temperature, t is the time and r & Z are
coordinates of the work piece.

HEAT DISTRUBUTION
The heat generated by the laser beam creates a plasma channel, which resulting the temperature rise on the work piece surface. For
LASER process the plasma distribution on the work piece surface can be assumed either as uniform disk source or Gaussian heat
distribution [6-9,14,15]. For the present analysis Gaussian distribution of heat flux is assumed on the work piece surface since it is
more realistic and accurate than the uniform disc heat source [14]. A schematic diagram of thermal model with the boundary
conditions is shown in the Fig. 2.
R

1

4

2

3

Fig.2 Axisymmetric boundary conditions
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Since the model is axisymmetric in nature therefore one half of the work piece is considered for analysis. The work piece domain
along with applied boundary conditions is shown in Fig. 2. A Gaussian distribution of heat flux was applied on the work piece surface
and the flux was applied on boundary 1 up to radius R same as of the laser beam diameter. The effect of heat transfer is considered to
be negligible on the surfaces 2 & 3 since they are far from the heat source location. For boundary 4, heat transfer is zero since an axis
of symmetry model is assumed. Applied boundary conditions in mathematical term are given below:
When 0< t < η
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When η< t < ηp

K

T
 h f T  T0  for boundary 1
Z

When t > 0

K

T
 0 , at boundary 2, 3 & 4
n

(4)

Where η is the pulse width, tp is the total pulse duration (i.e., on and off time), Q is the amount of heat flux entering the sheet, R is the
laser beam radius, hf is heat transfer coefficient, T0 is the ambient room temperature, and direction n is outward normal to the
boundary surface. Moreover, the absorption coefficient is the inverse of penetration depth (also known as absorption depth). The value
of this absorption depth relative to the thickness of irradiated sheet is negligible (for metals) therefore the energy supplied by the laser
source can be modelled as a boundary condition whereas in case of non-metals like ceramics this value is not negligible, and hence the
laser beam must be modeled as volumetric heat source.

HEAT INPUT
The laser beam is radially symmetric with a Gaussian heat flux profile. Heat flux at a distance ‗r‘ from the center of the laser beam on
the surface of the sheet is given by Eq. (5) [9]. The change of laser beam radius with the depth can be evaluated using Eq. (6).

  2r 2 
2PP
Qr   AS
exp 2 
R 2
 R 
where As is the absorptivity, PP is the laser peak power, R is the effective beam radius, which varies with the depth of the hole due to
defocusing, d is the beam diameter (500 mm), fc is the focal length of lens (50mm), Z m is the melt depth, and l is the wavelength of
the laser beam. The value of PP can be obtained using Eq. (7).
Pp =

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The experiments have been performed on ORION - 3015 CO2 laser cutting machine using nitrogen as an assistant gas for cleaning the
extra material after machining (flushing) (Figure 2). ORION-3015 is carbon dioxide (CO2) laser cutting machine setup having 2.5kW
power, wave length of 10.6 µm is latest design to provide an intelligent and cost effective solution for laser processing needs. It is
controlled by Fanuc CNC control features with 9.5" color screen. CADMAN-L 3D software is used for controlling laser processing set
up. The laser cutting machine is available at Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati. The laser machine is supplied by LVD
Company (Belgium). Expermints were perfomed on 316-stainless steel specimen having dimensions of 0.2×0.1×0.005 m3. . The main
aim of experiments was to find out the transverse temperature distribution and MRR. Process parameters were used: pressure of assist
-1

gas - 13 bar, cutting speed - 0.7 m.min , nozzle to material distance - 0.8 mm and laser power 2.5 kW. The material property of the
specimen is given in table-1. And Figure 3 shows the work piece and machine setup.
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF 316-STAINLESS STEEL
Table-1
Density, ρ (kg/m3)
Melting temperature, Tm(K)
Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Heat capacity(J/kgK)
Latent heat of vaporization,Lv(J/kg)
Latent heat of fusion,Lf(J/kg)

7500
1400
29
630
7.6x106
2x105

Fig.3 Experimental Setup
FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION OF THERMAL MODEL
For the solution of the model of the LASER process commercial ANSYS 11.0 software was used. An axisymmetric model was
created. A non-uniformly quadrilateral distributed finite element mesh with elements mapped towards the heat-affected regions was
meshed, with a total number of 2640 elements and 2734 nodes with the size of the smallest element is of the order of 0.0015 × 0.0015
cm2. The approximate temperature-dependent material properties of stainless steel, which are given to ANSYS modeller, are taken
from [8]. The governing equation with boundary conditions mentioned above is solved by finite element method to predict the
temperature distribution and thermal stress with the heat flux at the laser tip location and the discharge duration as the total time step.
First, the whole domain is considered to obtain the temperature profile during the heating cycle. The temperature profile just after the
heating period is shown in Fig.3, which depicts four distinct regions signifying the state of the workpiece. Fig.4 and 5 shows typical
temperature contour of stainless steel under machining conditions.
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Fig.4 Temperature Profile

Fig.5 Profile after Melting of Material

SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR MRR FROM SIMULATION RESULT
The dome shaped crater formed on the workpiece after material removal is assumed to be spherical shape. The volume of dome is
presented below by Eq. (6).



1
Cv  h 3r 2  h 2
6



(6)

Where r is the radius of spherical dome and h is depth of dome.
From geometry:
h = 0.004 m
r = 0.00325 m
The volume of material removal is calculated by calculating the volume of the dome (Cv).





1
Cv  h 3r 2  h 2 = 98 mm3
6
For multi discharge machining process the number of Pulse (NOP) during machining is calculated by dividing the total time of
machining of the workpiece to pulse duration time.

NOP =

Tmach
Ton  Toff

=

20
=20
1000  10 3

Where Tmach is the machining time, Ton is pulse-on time and Toff is pulse-off time.
For multi-discharge machining the MRR is calculated as:

MRR=
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TABLE 2
EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF MRR
Τ (ms)

F (Hz)

Pp (KW)

Th (mm)

1
1
1
3
3
3
5
5
5

10
20
15
15
10
20
10
20
15

5
15
10
15
10
5
15
10
5

0.7
1.3
1
0.7
1.3
1
1
0.7
1.3

MRR in
(mm3/sec)
Expt.
93
141
123
154
102
125
143
178
113

MRR in
(mm3/sec)
FEM
98
151
120
160
105
130
145
190
120

MRR mm3/sec

Comparision between Experimental MRR and FEM
Calculated MRR
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Experimental
MRR Expt.
FEM MRR FEM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Fig.6 Comparisons between Experimental MRR to the FEM Calculated MRR
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Taking stainless steel as work piece the results have been obtained. According to Gaussian distribution of heat flux, the heat flux is
maximum at the center line, on the top surface of the work piece. Temperature distribution in the work piece has been shown in Fig. 4.
From the simulation result it is clear evident that at the center line, on the top surface of the work piece highest temperature generates.
The high temperature rises due to laser beam can easily melt the material and formed a dome in the work piece. This is evident from
the temperature distribution after material removal in FEA model as shown in Fig. 5. The volume of metal remove depends on amount
of heat energy induced in the material. Therefore the MRR increases with increase in pulse width pulse frequency and peak power.
Fig.6 shows the graphical representation of MRR obtained in FEM model and experimentally. Out of nine no of experiment eight
experimental result are almost equal to the predicted MRR obtained by FEM model.
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CONCLUSION:
In this paper, CO2 laser percussion drilling of thick-section (5-mm-thickness) 316 stainless steel was studied. The effects of process
parameters (i.e. laser peak power, pulse frequency and pulse width) on MRR were investigated by experiments and numerical
simulations. It was found that the MRR increases with increase in pulse width, pulse frequency and peak power at a given thickness.
Then the experimental results were compared with FEM model by using ANSYS 11 software which shows a good agreement with
experimental result.
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Abstract— Cuk converter-fed brushless dc motor (BLDC) drive as a cost-effective solution for low-power applications is presented.
The speed of the BLDC motor is controlled by varying the dc-bus voltage of a voltage source inverter (VSI) which uses a low
frequency switching of VSI (electronic commutation of the BLDC motor) for low switching losses. A diode bridge rectiﬁer followed
by a Cuk converter working in a discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) and continuous conduction mode (CCM) is used for control
of dc-link voltage with unity power factor at ac mains. Performance of the PFC Cuk converter is evaluated under four different
operating conditions of discontinuous and continuous conduction modes and a comparison is made to select a best suited mode of
operation. The performance of the proposed system is simulated in a MATLAB/Simulink environment. The simulation of sensorless
operation of permanent magnet brushless direct current (BLDC) motor. The position sensorless BLDC drive simulated and is based on
detection of zero crossing from the terminal voltages differences. This method relies on a difference of line voltages measured at the
terminals of the motor. This difference of line voltages provides an amplified version of an appropriate back EMF at its zero crossings.
The commutation signals are obtained without the motor neutral voltage. The effectiveness of this method is demonstrated through
simulation.

Keywords— Brushless dc (BLDC) motor, continuous conduction mode (CCM), Cuk converter, discontinuous conduction mode
(DCM), sensorless operation, zero crossing.
INTRODUCTION

Brushless dc (BLDC) motors are recommended for many low and medium power drive applications because of their high efficiency,
high flux density per unit volume, low maintenance requirement, low electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems, high ruggedness,
and a wide range of speed control [1], [2]. Due to these advantages, they has applications in numerous areas such as household
application [3], transportation (hybrid vehicle), aerospace, heating, ventilation and air conditioning [4], motion control and robotics,
renew- able energy applications etc. The BLDC motor is a three-phase synchronous motor consisting of a stator having a three-phase
concentrated windings and a rotor having permanent magnets. It does not have mechanical brushes and commutator assembly; hence,
wear and tear of the brushes and sparking issues as in case of conventional dc machines are eliminated in BLDC motor and thus it has
low EMI problems. This motor is also referred as an electronically commutated motor since an electronic commutation based on the
Hall-eﬀect rotor position signals is used rather than a mechanical commutation.
The conventional scheme of a BLDC motor fed by a diode bridge rectifier (DBR) and a high value of dc-link capacitor draws a nonsinusoidal current, from ac mains which is rich in harmonics such that the THD of supply current is as high as 0 .65, which results in
PF as low as 0.8 [5]. These types of PQ indices cannot comply with the international PQ standards such as IEC 61000-3-2 [6]. Hence,
single-phase power factor correction (PFC) converters are used to attain a unity PF at ac mains [7], [8]. These converters have gained
attention due to single-stage requirement for dc-link voltage control with unity PF at ac mains. It also has low component count as
compared to a multistage converter and therefore oﬀers reduced losses.
Selection of operating mode of the front-end converter is a trade oﬀ between the allowed stresses on PFC switch and cost of the
overall system. Continuous conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) are the two diﬀerent modes of
Depending on design parameters, either approach may force the converter to operate in the DCM or CCM. In this study, a BLDC
motor drive fed by a PFC Cuk converter operates in four modes.
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An electronic commutation [11] of the BLDC motor includes the proper switching of VSI in such a way that a symmetrical dc current
is drawn from the dc link capacitor for 120 degree and placed symmetrically at the center of each phase. A Hall-eﬀect position sensor
is used to sense the rotor position on a span of 60 degree, which is required for the electronic commutation of the BLDC motor.

Fig. 1 Cuk converter fed BLDC motor

CUK CONVERTER

Fig. 2 Cuk converter

The operation of the Cuk converter is studied in four diﬀerent modes of CCM and DCM [9], [10]. In CCM, the current in inductors
(Li and Lo) and voltage across intermediate capacitor C1 remain continuous in a switching period. Moreover, the DCM operation is
further classified into two broad categories of a discontinuous inductor current mode (DICM) and a discontinuous capacitor voltage
mode (DCVM). In the DICM, the current owing in inductor Li or Lo becomes discontinuous in their respective modes of operation.
While in DCVM operation, the voltage appearing across the intermediate capacitor C1 becomes discontinuous in a switching period.
Diﬀerent modes for operation of the CCM and DCM are discussed as follows.
a) CCM Operation
The operation of the Cuk converter in the CCM is described as follows. Fig. 3 shows the operation of the Cuk converter in two
diﬀerent intervals.
1) Interval 1: When switch in turned ON, inductor Li stores energy while capacitor C 1 discharges and transfers its energy to dc-link
capacitor Cd. Input inductor current iLi increases while the voltage across the intermediate capacitor VC1 decreases.
2) Interval 2: When switch is turned OFF, the energy stored in inductor Lo is transferred to dc-link capacitor Cd, and inductor Li
transfers its stored energy to the intermediate capacitor C1. The designed values of Li, Lo, and C1 are large enough such that a
finite amount of energy is always stored in these components in a switching period.
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Fig. 3 Interval 1 and interval 2 operation

b) DICM(Li) Operation
The operation of the Cuk converter in the DICM (Li) is described as follows. Fig. 4 shows the operation of the Cuk converter in three
diﬀerent intervals.
1) Interval 1: When switch in turned ON, inductor Li stores energy while capacitor C1 discharges through Switch to transfer its
energy to the dc-link capacitor Cd. Input inductor current i Li increases while the voltage across the capacitor C1 decreases.
2) Interval 2: When switch is turned OFF, the energy stored in inductor Li is transferred to intermediate capacitor C1 via diode D, till
it is completely discharged to enter DCM operation.
3) Interval 3: During this interval, no energy is left in input inductor Li; hence, current i Li becomes zero. Moreover, inductor Lo
operates in continuous conduction to transfer its energy to dc-link capacitor Cd.

Fig. 4 Interval 1 , interval 2 and interval 3 operation

C) DICM(Lo) Operation
The operation of the Cuk converter in the DICM (Lo) is described as follows. Fig. 5 shows the operation of the Cuk converter in three
diﬀerent intervals.
1) Interval 1: When switch is turned ON, inductor Li stores energy while capacitor C 1 discharges through switch to transfer its
energy to the dc-link capacitor Cd.
2) Interval 2: When switch is turned OFF, the energy stored in inductor Li and Lo is transferred to intermediate capacitor C 1 and dclink capacitor Cd, respectively.
3) Interval 3: In this mode of operation, the output inductor Lo is completely discharged; hence, its current iLo becomes zero. An
inductor Li operates in continuous conduction to transfer its energy to the intermediate capacitor C 1 via diode D.

Fig. 5 Interval 1 , interval 2 and interval 3 operation
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c) DCVM(C1) Operation
The operation of the Cuk converter in the DCVM (C1) is described as follows. Fig. 6 shows the operation of the Cuk converter in
three diﬀerent intervals of a switching period.
1) Interval 1: When switch in turned ON as shown, inductor Li stores energy while capacitor C 1 discharges through switch to
transfer its energy to the dc-link capacitor Cd as shown.
2) Interval 2: The switch is in conduction state but intermediate capacitor C1 is completely discharged. Hence ,the voltage across it
becomes zero. Output inductor Lo continues to supply energy to the dc-link capacitor.
3) Interval 3: As the switch is turned OFF, input inductor Li starts charging the intermediate capacitor, while the output inductor Lo
continues to operate in continuous conduction and supplies energy to the dc-link capacitor.

Fig. 6 Interval 1 , interval 2 and interval 3 operation

DESIGN OF COMPONENTS
The Cuk converter [9] is designed to operate from a minimum dc voltage of 40 V (V dcmin) to a maximum dc-link voltage of 200 V
(Vdcmax). The PFC converter of maximum power rating of 350 W (P max) and the switching frequency is taken as 20 kHz. For a
minimum value of dc-link voltage as 40 V, the minimum power is calculated as 70 W.
a) CCM.
The value of input inductor to operate in the CCM is decided by the amount of permitted ripple current, where the permitted amount
of ripple current (η) is selected as 25% of the input current. The maximum inductor ripple current is obtained under the rated
condition, i.e., Vdc = 200 V for a minimum supply voltage (Vsmin = 85 V). Hence, the input side inductor is designed at the peak value
of minimum supply voltage and got the value as 2.57mH.
Liccm=

(

)

(1)

The value of output inductor to operate in the CCM is decided by the amount of permitted ripple current, where the permitted amount
of ripple current (λ) is selected as 25% of the input current. The maximum current occurs at maximum dc-link voltage (i.e., Pmax) and
the minimum supply voltage of 85 V (i.e., Vsmin). Got the value as 4.29mH.
Loccm =

(2)

The value of intermediate capacitance to operate in the CCM with a permitted ripple voltage, selected as 10% of the maximum voltage
appearing across the intermediate capacitor. The value of intermediate capacitor is calculated at maximum ripple voltage in C1 which
occurs at maximum value of supply voltage (i.e., V smax = 270 V) and maximum dc-link voltage and got the value as 0.6µF.
C1ccm =

735

(3)
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b) DCM
The worst case design of Li occurs for the minimum value of supply voltage (i.e., V smin = 85 V). Now, the critical value of input
inductor at the maximum dc-link voltages of 200 V at the peak value of supply voltage and the critical value of the input inductor at
the minimum value of dc-link voltages of 40 V at the peak value of supply voltage is calculated.
Lic =

(

)

(4)

We got the values as Lic200= 322.3µH and Lic40= 644.25µH. Hence, the value of critical input inductance is obtained lower at
maximum dc-link voltage. Therefore, the critical value of input inductor is selected lower than Lic 200.
The maximum current ripple in an inductor occurs at the maximum power and for minimum value of supply voltage (i.e., V smin = 85
V). Hence, the output inductor is calculated at the peak of supply voltage. The critical value of the inductor corresponding to
maximum dc-link voltage of 200V. Moreover, the critical value of output side inductor at peak of Vsmin and minimum dc-link voltage
of 40 V is calculated.
Loc =

(5)

We got the values as Loc200= 536µH and Loc40= 214.25µH. Hence, the value of critical input inductance is obtained lower at
maximum dc-link voltage. Therefore, the critical value of input inductor is selected lower than Loc 40.
The maximum ripple in the intermediate capacitor occurs at the maximum value of supply voltage (i.e. 270 V). Hence, the critical
value of the intermediate capacitance is calculated at maximum dc-link voltage 200V and minimum dc link voltage of 40V.
C1c =

(6)

We got the values as C1c200= 25nF and C1c40= 9.8nF. Hence, the value of critical capacitor is obtained lower at minimum dc link
voltage. Therefore, the critical value of input inductor is selected lower than C1c40.

MATLAB SIMULINK MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
a) MATLAB Simulink model(with sensor)
The Simulink model of cuk converter fed BLDC motor is given in Fig.7. Single phase input voltage is given. Switching frequency of
20 kHz is selected. First the input is rectiﬁed, then ﬁltered and converted to DC using cuk converter. The DC link voltage is given as
input to VSI and then to motor. Rated dc link voltage is 200V. For CCM operation, the values of Li, C 1 and Lo are 2.5mH, 0.66µ H
and 4.3mH. For DICM(Li) operation the values are 300µ H, 0.66µH and 4.3mH. For DICM(Lo) the values are 2.5mH, 0.66µH and
214µH. For DCVM(C1) the values are 2.5mH, 9.1nF and 4.3mH.

Fig. 7 MATLAB Simulink model of cuk converter fed BLDC motor
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b) Simulation results
Simulation results of cuk converter fed BLDC motor is given below for CCM and diﬀerent DCM. For every operations the dc link
voltage is 200V. The speed is around 1500rpm. Input voltage given is 220V. Pulses given to VSI is same for each modes.
In CCM the switch current is around 9A and the voltage across switch is 520V. Here got a PF of 0.93 and THD of 5%.

Fig. 8 Input current and input voltage waveform

Fig. 9 Switch current and switch voltage waveform

Fig. 10 Inductor Li current and voltage across capacitor C1

Fig. 11 Inductor Lo current and speed of motor

Fig. 12 Stator back enf and stator current

In DICM (Li),the switch current is around 11A and the voltage across switch is 510V. Here got a pf of 0.92 and THD of 8%.
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Fig. 13 Switch current and switch voltage waveform

Fig. 14 Inductor Li current and voltage across capacitor C1

In DICM (Lo),the switch current is around 10.5A and the voltage across switch is 400V. Here got a PF of 0.93 and THD of 6%.

Fig. 15 Switch current and switch voltage waveform

Fig. 16 Voltage across capacitor C1 and inductor Lo current

In DCVM (C1),the switch current is around 11A and the voltage across switch is 2000V. Here got a PF of 0.92 and THD of 14%.

Fig. 17 Switch current and switch voltage waveform

Fig. 18 Inductor Li current and voltage across capacitor C1

CUK CONVERTER FED BLDC MOTOR WITH SENSORLESS CIRCUIT
Consider a BLDC motor having three stator phase windings connected in star [14]. Permanent magnets are mounted on the rotor. The
BLDC motor is driven by a three phase inverter in which the devices are triggered with respect to the rotor position.
Consider the interval when phases A and C are conducting and phase B is open . In this interval, phase A winding is connected to the
positive terminal of the dc supply, phase C to the negative terminal of the dc supply and phase B is open. Therefore, 𝑖 𝑎 = −𝑖 𝑐 and 𝑖 𝑏
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= 0. The back EMF in phases A and C are equal and opposite. Therefore, in that interval
𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑐 =

𝑎𝑏 −

𝑎 𝑏 𝑏 𝑐 may be simplified as

𝑏 𝑐 = 𝑒 𝑎 𝑛 − 2𝑒 𝑏 𝑛 +𝑒 𝑐 𝑛 = −2𝑒 𝑏 𝑛

The difference of line voltages waveform is, thus, an inverted representation of the back EMF waveform. The EMF values would be
those in a resistance, inductance, [15] EMF (RLE) representation of the phase (not referred to ground). It may also be noted that the
subtraction operation provides a gain of two to the EMF waveform thus amplifying it. It is again evident that during this interval the
back EMF 𝑒 𝑏 𝑛 transits from one polarity to another crossing zero. Therefore, the operation 𝑎 𝑏 − 𝑏 𝑐 ( 𝑎 ) enables detection
of the zero crossing of the phase B EMF. Similarly, the difference of line voltages 𝑏 𝑐 𝑐 𝑎 enables the detection of zero crossing of
phase C back EMF when phase B and C back EMFs are equal and opposite. The difference of line voltages 𝑐 𝑎 𝑎 𝑏 waveform gives
the zero crossing of phase A back EMF where phases C and B have equal and opposite back EMFs. Therefore, the zero- crossing
instants of the back EMF waveforms may be estimated indirectly from measurements of only the three terminal voltages of the motor.
The simulated sensorless method uses this approach to estimate the zero-crossing instants of the back EMF from the terminal voltages
of the motor from which the correct commutation instants are estimated. This sensorless method is simulated in
MATLAB/SIMULINK software.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results of cuk converter fed BLDC motor without sensors is given below for CCM. For every operations the dc link
voltage is 200V. The speed is around 1500rpm. Input voltage given is 220V. Pulses given to VSI is same as that of sensor method.

Fig. 19 Bach enf waveforms emf_a, emf_b

Fig. 20 Emf_c waveform and speed of motor

CONCLUSION
A Cuk converter for VSI-fed BLDC motor drive has been designed for achieving a unity PF at ac mains for the development of the
low-cost PFC motor for numerous low-power equipments such fans, blowers, water pumps, etc. The speed of the BLDC motor drive
has been controlled by varying the dc-link voltage of VSI, which allows the VSI to operate in the fundamental frequency switching
mode for reduced switching losses. Four diﬀerent modes of the Cuk converter operating in the CCM and DCM have been explored for
the development of the BLDC motor drive with PF near to unity at ac mains. A detailed comparison of all modes of operation has
been presented on the basis of feasibility in design and the cost constraint in the development of such drive for low-power
applications. Finally, a best suited mode of the Cuk converter with output inductor current operating in the CCM has been selected for
experimental verifications. A simple technique to detect back EMF zero crossings for a BLDC motor using the line voltages is
simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK. It is shown that the method provides an amplified version of the back EMF. Only three motor
terminal voltages need to be measured thus eliminating the need for motor neutral voltage. Running the machine in sensorless mode is
then simulated. Sensor control responds faster and smoother to reference speed changes. But if low cost is the primary concern and
motor speed is not an issue, then sensorless control will be the better choice.
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Factors Influences the Soil Water Characteristic Curve and its
Parameters
Pa.Suriya, R.Jayalakshmi, EswarSudharsan.C
Aarupadai Veedu Institute of Technology,pasurya1@gmail.com,+91-8056710954
Abstract: Soils are used as a construction material for different type of geotechnical engineering structures. The techniques of
prediction of the behaviour of unsaturated soils are constantly under review. Fredlund (1979): Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) and
others have helped to establish a theoretical frame work for unsaturated soil. The soil water characteristic curve is constitutive
relationship for interpreting the response of unsaturated soils. Pressure plate extractor is one of the devices used to determine the
relationship between suction and water content. To understand the influence of type of soil, grain size distribution, consistency limits,
initial water content and initial degree of saturation, the soil water characteristic curves of different soils are obtained using 15 bar soil
pressure plate extractor by following standard test procedure. The soil water characteristic curve parameters such as air entry value,
residual suction, residual water content and residual degree of saturation of the different soils were determined for the different type of
soil and are compared. The compressions indices/volume change indices are also determined and compared.
keywords: soil suction, unsaturated soil, characteristic curve, degree of saturation, water content, plasticity index, soil density

INTRODUCTION:
The use of compacted soil is inexorable in the geotechnical engineering. Soils of different types are being used for different types of
earthen construction. Frequently, clays are used for containment facilities as barriers. Other type of soil is preferred for land
reclamination, pavement, earthen embankment and earthen dam construction. Almost all these soils are placed at dry of optimum in
the field, where the degree of saturation is always lesser than 100%. The engineering properties of these soils get altered due to wetting
and drying process depending upon their environment condition. The determination of the soil water characteristics curve (SWCC) of
these insitu placed soils are important, because this curve is the primary constitutive relationship for the prediction of the engineering
behaviour of these unsaturated soil. Several methods are available to predict the SWCC for a given soil. They are broadly grouped into
direct and indirect method. Direct method includes Pressure plate, Bunchner funnel, Tensiometer and Pressure membranes. These
methods measure the pore water pressure in the soil or imposed air pressure into the soil. Among these methods conventional pressure
plate extractor is widely used. Indirect methods use measurement or indicator of water content or a physical property that is sensitive
to change in water content. Inadequacy in the requirement of laboratory facility made the researchers to develop empirical equation to
predict SWCC. Most of these equations are derived predominantly from the grain size distribution curve and volumetric water content.
It is understood that the general shape of soil water characteristics this curve (SWCC) is influenced by material properties such as the
grain size distribution, clay content mineralogy and density of soil and the pore fluid characteristics. These papers discuss the
influence of material properties of soil such as plasticity index, predominant minerals and density in the soil water characteristics curve
parameters and its volume change indices.

MATERIALS
Natural clay soils were collected from various parts of Chennai city, Tamilnadu, India. Commercially available bentonite and kaolinite
soils were also collected. The index properties of these collected soils were determined in the laboratory as per relevant BIS. The
predominant minerals present in these soils were also identified by X-ray diffraction analysis. The above determined properties are
summarised in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 1 Grain Size Distribution Results
Location of Sample
/ Type of Soil
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Gravel
(%)

Sand
(%)
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Clay
(%)
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Anna Nagar
K.K.Nagar
Thiruneermalai
Korattur
Thiruvanmiur
Taramani
Thirumullaivoyal
Marine Clay
Red Soil
Silty Soil
Bentonite

6
1
0

4
7
4
9
10
10
21
40
21
29
0

42
37
25
39
37
32
18
35
61
70
0

56
49
71
52
53
58
55
24
18
1
10

Table 2 Atterberg limits and classification
Location of
Sample / Type of
Soil
Anna Nagar
K.K.Nagar
Thiruneermalai
Korattur
Thiruvanmiur
Taramani
Thirumullaivoyal
Marine Clay
Red Soil
Bentonite

WL
(%)

WP
(%)

WS
(%)

I.S.
Classification

70
57
78.3
60
64
61
60
52.5
34
325

31
26
34.3
25
27
22
25.3
15
22
90

9
12
11.7
11
10
10
10
11.5
18
-

CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
ML
-

Table 3 Minerals Present in the Soil
Location of Sample / Type
of Soil
Anna Nagar
K.K.Nagar
Thiruneermalai
Korattur
Thiruvanmiur
Taramani
Thirumullaivoyal
Bentonite
Silty Soil

Minerals Present
Illite
Montmorillinite
Vermiculite
Kaolinite
Quartz
Mica
Carbonate
Montmorillinte
Feldspar

DETERMINATION OF SOIL WATER CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
Using pressure plate extractor, the drying soil water characteristics curve was obtained in the laboratory for all the soil samples. This
apparatus works in the principle of axis translation technique.

Function of the Ceramic Pressure Plate Cell
Fig.1 illustrates a cross section view of a ceramic pressure plate cell mounted in a pressure vessel with outflow tube running through
the vessel wall to the atmosphere and with a soil sample held in place on the porous ceramic surface of the cell. Each ceramic pressure
plate cell consists of a porous ceramic plate, covered on one side by a thin neoprene diaphragm, sealed to the edges of the ceramic
plate. An internal screen between the plate and diaphragm provides a passage for flow of water, an outlet stem running through the
plate connects this passage to an outflow tube fitting.
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Fig.1 Cross Sectional View of Ceramic Pressure Plate Cell for Drying Curve

Test Procedure
Soil samples were placed in the appropriate rings, levelled properly with care and covered with waxed papers. The soil samples were
allowed to stand for saturation for at least 24 hours. They were removed after 24 hours, excess water from the ceramic plate was
removed with pipette. The ceramic plate with the sample rings were mounted in the extractor and the outflow tube was connected with
‗O‘ rings, the lid was mounted properly and the clamps were screwed down. The outflow tube was connected to the tip of the burette,
fixed on a stand below the extractor cell.
The pressure in the extractor was turned on with a pressure unit and maintained at 1 bar. After one hour, water from the pressure plate
cell started flowing into the burette. Once every hour, the water level in the burette or collector and the pressure cell were noted. The
pressure is adjusted to maintain a constant value of 1 bar. After 24 hours the water level in the burette stops rising. The same pressure
was then maintained for 6 more hours and it is ensured that there was no further rise of burette water level. This shows that
equilibrium had been attained.
After covering the outflow tube with a tight polythene cover, the pressure in the pressure plate cell was released fully. The soil
samples were taken out and weighed immediately. The soil samples were replaced again in the cell for continuation of the experiment
at different suction values 3, 5, 8, 10, 12 and 14 bars. After the last run (14 bars) the samples were taken out for oven drying. The dry
weight of the samples and moisture content and different pressure stages were computed. The levels of pressure maintained at
equilibrium states were the suction values at the corresponding levels of water content.
For the purpose of comparison, suction tests were carried out in other natural soils such as red earth, marine soft clay and a slit,
bentonite and kaolinite. Finally to find out the influence of density and the initial degree of saturation, the tests were also carried out at
two different densities and on partially saturated conditions.
The relation between the suction and water content were obtained for all collected samples as listed in table 1. All these curves are
shown in Figure 2 to 11. Some of the above curves are in semi logarithmic graph and others are in conventional graph. The degree of
saturation and normalised water content and their respective relation with suction are shown in the Figures 12 to 17.
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Water Content (%)

Anna nagar
Korattur
Thiruvanmiyur
Tharamani
Thirumullaivoyal
K.K. Nagar

Suction (kN/m²)

Fig 2. Suction Versus Water Content RelationShip of Natural Soils

Fig 3. Suction Versus Water Content (Anna Nagar Clay)

Fig 4. Suction Versus Water Content (K.K Nagar Clay)
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Fig 5. Suction Versus Water Content (Korattur Clay)

Fig 6.Suction Versus Water Content (Thiruvanmiyur Clay)

Fig 7. Suction Versus Water Content (Thiruvanmiyur Clay)
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Fig 8. Suction Versus Water Content (Thirumullaivoil Clay)

Fig 9. Suction Versus Water Content of Natural Soils
…

Fig 12. SuctionVersus Normalised Water Content of Natural Soil

Fig 13. SuctionVersus Normalised Water Content of Bentonite, .
Kaolinite and Thirneermalai Clay

Fig 10. Suction Versus Water Content of Partially Saturated Clay
(Thiruneermalai Clay)

Fig 11. Suction Versus Water Content of Bentonite, Kaolinite
and Thirneermalai Clay
745

Fig 14. Suction Versus Degree of Saturation of Bentonite,
Kaolinite and Thirneermalai Clay

Fig 15. Suction Versus Degree of Saturation of Natural Soil
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Fig 16. SuctionVersus Normalised Water Content of Natural
Expansive Clay

Fig 17. Suction Versus Degree of Saturation of Natural Expansive
Clay

DISCUSSION
Soil Water Characteristics Curve Parameters
The SWCC parameters such as initial water content (wi), residual water content (wr), air entry value (Ψi) and residual suction (Ψr)
values for different soils are read from the above graphs and are listed in Table 4.
Table 4 SWCC parameters

Location
Anna Nagar
K.K.Nagar
Korattur
Thirumullaivoyal
Thiruvanmiur
Taramani
Red Soil
Marine Clay
Silt
Kaolinite
Bentonite

ΨrkN/

ΨikN/

950
690
560
540
800
763
220
390
200
585
1400

106
100
76
80
116
70
75
82
68
70
110

m2

m2

Wi
(%)
68
56
58
54.8
61
58.5
38.8
49.5
39
25.3
168.3

Wr
(%)
35
27
32
24
28
29
16.3
23.5
9
16.7
115

The saturated (initial) water content obtained for each sample is found to be lower than the liquid limit value which indicates that the
soil is in the solid state but in a swollen condition. The residual water content is around the plastic limit value. This indicates that the
prominence of swelling and shrinkage phenomena of the soil is between the plastic limit and the liquid limit. Also it is observed that
as plasticity decreases, the residual water content is also reduced.
The air entry value (Ψi) of all the natural soils tested (Chennai clays) is within a range of 68 – 116 kN/m2. For the Chennai clays the Ψi
(air entry value) is found to be in the range of 70 kN/m2 – 116 kN/m2 and the residual suction values are in the range of 540 kN/m2 950 kN/m2. For relatively coarse grained soil i.e. for silt these values are 68 kN/m2 and 200 kN/m2 respectively. For silty soil the
residual water content is 9%, very low, for clayey soil it is comparatively high and is 39%. The residual suction of silty soil is 200
kN/m2. The air entry value is less for coarse grained and low plastic clay, where as it increases as a plasticity and percent fines
increases. The gradation also plays a role in deciding the air entry value. From figure 9 it may be noted that the density of the soil
sample and the initial degree of saturation of the soil sample also influence the shape of the soil water characteristics curve. The
saturated water content and residual water content is less for higher density samples.
To find the influence of clay mineral, the SWCC of kaolinite and bentonite are also obtained. For a bentonite sample, the residual
suction value is beyond the capacity of the testing apparatus and for kaolinite it was 585 kN/m2. From this it is understood that the
presence of mineral also decides the characteristics of SWCC.
The residual degree of saturation is also found to be the function of plasticity and gradation and density. Almost all the natural
samples reached the residual state within 1500 kN/m2 as mentioned by Fredlund and Rahardjo (1999).
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Volume Change Indices
Volume change indices such as Dm(Δw/ Log (Ψr/Ψi)), bm(Δw/ ΔΨ) and Cη(Johnson,1977) are calculated from SWCC and are listed in
the Table 5. The Dm values are in the range of 0.3 to 0.4 for the expansive clays. For red soil and bentonite it is 0.48. but for kaolinite
it is 0.093 only and is very minimal. For non plasticsilty soil 0.64. For all clay it is in the narrow range of 0.3 to 0.4. The bmvalues are
in the range of 3×10-4 to 7×10-4 for expansive clays. For red and silty soil it is comparatively higher than other soils (15.5×10 -4 m2 /kN
and 22.7×10-4 m2 /kN). For kaolinite it is as low as 1.7×10-4 m2 /kN and for bentonite it is 4.132×10-4 m2 /kN.
Table 5 Volume Change Indices
Location

(Dm)

(bm)
10-4

Cη

Anna Nagar
K.K.Nagar
Korattur
Thirumullaivoyal
Thiruvanmiur
Taramani
Red Soil+
Marine Clay+
Silt+
Kaolinite+
Bentonite+

0.346
0.340
0.300
0.371
0.393
0.384
0.481
0.384
0.640
0.093
0.482

3.909
4.915
5.372
6.695
4.824
4.230
15.517
8.441
22.747
1.669
4.132

0.078
0.073
0.076
0.079
0.061
0.095
0.011
0.065
0.077

+ on remoulded soil
The values of volume change indices also indicate their dependency on gradation, its distribution, plasticity index, density and
mineralogy of the given soil. Hence the use of the volume change indices in the prediction of heave shrinkage settlement in expansive
clay and settlement due to ground water lowering in silty soil are valid.

CONCLUSIONS
The SWCC of expansive clay and other soils such as red soil, marine clay, silt, kaolinite and montmorillonite has obtained. The air
entry values of all the soils are found to be in the range of 70 to 116 kN/m 2. The residual suction values are less than 1400 kN/m2. For
bentonite the residual suction value is greater than 1400 kN/m2. For fine grained plastic soil the residual water content is around the
plastic limit. It is also observed that for a silty soil, the soil SWCC parameters are less than those for all the other soils studied. From
these data it is inferred that the SWCC is defined by grain size, its distribution, plasticity index, density, mineralogy and degree of
saturation.
The various volume change indices such as D m, bm and Cη are evaluated. Values of Dm are confined to a fairly close range of 0.3 to 0.4
except bentonite for which it is around 0.48. The values of C η are seen to vary over a wide range, 0.07 to 2.08 for all clays and 0.011
for silt. The bm value is in a smaller range for all fine grained soils studied. For coarse grained soils the values are comparatively high.
Hence from this study it is concluded that SWCC is a function of grain size, its distribution, density, plasticity index and mineralogy
of the given soil and the use of SWCC in the determination of volume change characteristics of fine grained soil is very much valid.
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Abstract— Privacy preserving of the data is major concern when a user or data owner outsources the data to another party on cloud.
Here the main task is to find the cloud computing structure so as to make it secure for the watermark detection. To deal with such
requirements in compressive sensing (CS) based layout secure multiparty computation (MPC) protocol is used. While in CS
conversion the secrecy is maintained by MPC of CS matrix. Data holder, Watermark owner and the cloud for storage are major part.
Homomorphism based pallier public key and secrete sharing based techniques can be used for the conversion of the data. The secrecy
is maintained by the semi-honest model as all the MPC follows unique protocol. The framework provides protection for multimedia
data which is stored on cloud and condensed and republished legally. RIP (Restricted Isometric Property) plays a significant role for
renovation of the image. In CS, it includes the aimed image, watermark reorganization and size of CS matrix. Some methods such as
Normal Distribution with District Cosine Transformation (DCT) can be used for detection of watermark. The accuracy of the
extracted functionality is approved through experiments. The hypothetical analysis and the results of experiments give realistic
solution by means of watermark reorganization. The outline can also be extensive to other mutual protected signal processing and
data-mining applications in the cloud.

Keywords— Compressive sensing, secure watermark detection, Discrete Cosine Transform, Multipart Computation Protocol, AES
algorithm

INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is growing technology for storing the large amount of data on the cloud and also provide security for that data.
When the one party wants to outsource the data to another party on the cloud then maintaining privacy of that particular data is the
main issue. For achieving privacy of the data there are many algorithms are available such as anonymous ID assignment, Zero
knowledge proof .In this paper we are providing the privacy for the image by using watermark technique. The image that is to be
transferred is attached with watermark then with the help of Discrete Cosine Transform technique with forward DCT algorithm the
image is divided and with reverse DCT the image is reconstructed. The correctness of the image is depending upon the CS matrix rate.
With the help of Multiparty Computation multiple parties at the sender side and the multiple parties at the receiver side can
send the data and receive the data at the same time. The framework can be secure under different types of attack such as Bruit force
attack, Password crack attack etc. In this framework the target image is contained by data holder/image holder or cloud user directly.
If the image is possessed by the cloud user then image is directly encrypted and save it on cloud and if the image is possessed by the
image holder then the image can be added with the desired watermark and then it is uploaded on the cloud.
The existing cryptographic techniques are based on the asymmetric as well as symmetric type in which same or different
public and private keys are used at the sender side and the receiver side for the privacy preserving purpose. Here in this paper
watermark technique is used for the ownership purpose.
RIP (Restricted Isometric Property is used at the time of image reconstruction).With the help of RIP the correctness of the
image can be increases. There are many techniques for the secure scalar protocols such as Commodity server based, Secret sharing
based, Homomorphism based. Homomorphism based techniques only require two parties to be involved in the computation process
and let the third party have the final results, which is the best fit for scenario. In this paper we used the protocol based on Paillier
public key system and its homomorphism properties.
Homomorphic Encryption:
Homomorphic encryption is a form of encryption which allows specific types of computations to be carried out on cipher text and
generate an encrypted result which, when decrypted, matches the result of operations performed on the plain text.
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Paillier cryptosystem:
The Paillier cryptosystem is a probabilistic asymmetric algorithm for public key cryptography. The scheme is an additive
homomorphic cryptosystem; this means that, given only the public-key and the encryption of m1 and m2, one can compute the
encryption of m1+m2.
EXISTING SYSTEM
Existing system is based on the security of the multimedia data on the cloud. The watermark method is used for the security purpose.
In the following system the target image is enclosed with the image holder only. A CS matrix key is issued by the certificate authority
to the image holder. The image holder transforms the DCT coefficient of the image data to the CS domain. The system is secure under
the semi honest assumption that is two can be compute their function together without disturbing the third party.

FIG.EXIST ING SYSTEM
PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system involves the privacy of the image data on the cloud when the image data is transformed from one
party to another party. The system involves data/image holder, watermark owner and the cloud.

FIG.PROPOSED SYSTEM
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Data Holder: Data holder/image holder can possess the image which is to be transformed. The image can be in any
format such as
png, jpg, jpeg etc.
Watermark Owner: Watermark owner is responsible for providing the watermark for the image which is stored on
cloud. The watermark in this scenario is responsible as encryption key. Watermark is added to maintain the ownership of
the particular data.
Cloud: Cloud is used for storing the images and other data such as audio. The major use of the cloud storage is that the
data can be used publically of only private user can used the authenticate data. In this framework cloud user can also store
the image which is stored on cloud in the encrypted form and transform. In this framework certification authority is
responsible for the providing the public key to the data holder as well as watermark owner.
This framework is secure under semi honest assumption, Due to multiparty computation two and more parties can
compute their data without disturbing their inputs. Because of the large length watermark (key value) the attack
minimization can be done. In this paper multiparty computation can be done at the sender side as well as receiver side.
When the data owner collects amount of data from different resources then the data must be unique or it can be edited data
Many time not only data owner and watermark owner concern about duplication of the data, cloud also provide the
storage services for the original data only. Many times cloud not offers the storage services to the copyright data.

DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
The discrete cosine transform helps to divide the image into different parts with respect to visual quality of image. The DCT is similar
to the Discrete Fourier Transform. It transforms different images and the signals from the spatial domain to frequency domain.
The basic steps involved in DCT are as follows:
 The input image is A by B;
 f( i, j)represents pixels in row and columns.
 F(u,v) is the DCT coefficient for row k1 and column k2 of the DCT matrix.
 For several images, a large amount of the signal energy kept at low frequencies; these come into view in the upper left corner
of the DCT.
 Input for the DCT is an 8 by 8 array of integers. This array contains every pixel's gray scale level;
 8 bit pixels have levels from 0 to 255.

FIG. DCT TRAN SFORMATION

Encryption is the process of converting individual form of data into another form called as plaintext to cipher text
conversion that is cannot be understood by anyone except authorized parties.
The main purpose of encryption is to protect the confidentiality of the digital data stored on the computer system or to
protect the confidentiality of the data that is transmitted over the network. There are some key elements of the security:
a. Authentication: The origin of the message can be verified.
b. Integrity: The message that is send from the sender should be as it is received by receiver. The originality of the
message should not be change.
c. Non-repudiation: The sender of a message cannot reject sending the message.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Steps involved:
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Attach watermark to the desired image
Divide the image into 9*9 parts that is shuffled the image.
Apply signal processing.
Encrypt the image with the help of encryption technique.
Stored the image on the cloud.
At the side of reconstruction first decrypt the image,
Reshuffled the image with the help of particular cryptographic key.
Reconstructed image as a output.

FIG. FLOW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
AES Algorithm:
Advance encryption standard can be used for encrypt and decrypt text, images. We can take 128,192 or 256 bit long key
size for encryption and decryption.AES algorithm compare three block ciphers,AES-128,AES-192 and AES-256,Each
cipher encrypt and decrypt data in blocks of 128 bit using above cryptographic keys. Symmetric or secrete key ciphers
uses the same key for encryption and decryption, so both sender and receiver uses the same secret key. All key length are
sufficient to protect classified information up to secrete level.

RESULT ANALYSIS
The system is tested with the standard image of size 512*512.For the watermark detection there are several methods are available but
we can use the method in which watermark pattern is used for the watermark detection is directly generated from normal distribution.
There will be registered user who can login into system then choose the image for the transformation attach required watermark to
image and then by using Discrete cosine transformation algorithm divide that image into 8*8 block and with the help of CS matrix key
encrypt that image and then reconstruct at the receiver side. The login user can be data holder/data owner. If the new user wants to
send the data then he/she can register into system and then accordingly login into system.DCT does not provide the proper
reconstructed image with wrong CS matrix key rate. Each new user provided with the facility of usage of different encryption key that
is watermark or with the same key.
DCT Result Analysis:
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Fig. Watermark attachment

Fig.DCT algorithm applied

Proposed Algorithm Result Analysis:
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Graphical Comparison for the noise ratio and the reconstruction rate for both algorithms :

Series 1: DCT Algorithm
Series 2: Proposed Algorithm
Fig. Image noise comparison

Series 1: DCT Algorithm
Series 2: Proposed Algorithm
Fig. Image reconstruction rate
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CONCLUSION
Secure watermark detection is mainly used for privacy of the data on the cloud and security of the data, when the data is transferred
between two different parties. Multi party computation protocol is used in this framework. Due to multiparty communication protocol
two parties can be perform operation at the same time without disrupting each other and provide output. Restricted Isometric Property
is used for the clearer image at the output side. Signal processing technique is used for analyzing the signals. Data holder, Watermark
owner and cloud are the main concern. Certification Authority is used for providing the public key and CS matrix key. These
frameworks perform better efficiency and flexibility for the storage of multimedia data. The project development part include the
security of the system under different type of attack such as Brute force attack, Password cracking attack etc.
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Abstract— This paper gives us a brief idea about the removal of the DC imperfections in operational amplifiers which occurs due to
the mismatches of current or voltage at inverting and non-inverting terminal of Op-Amp. These DC imperfections are considered to be
errors in Op-Amps as DC errors. We need to take care of these errors so that, using Op-Amp in signal conditioning system should
work properly in order to obtain the desired output.

Keywords— Operational Amplifier, DC imperfections, Input Offset Voltage, Input Offset Current, Input Bias Current, Signal
Conditioning, DC Restoration.
INTRODUCTION

Operational Amplifiers, or Op-Amps as they are more commonly called, are one of the basic building blocks of Analog Electronic
Circuits. Operational amplifiers are linear devices that have all the properties required for nearly ideal DC amplification and are
therefore used extensively in signal conditioning, filtering or to perform mathematical operations such as add, subtract, integration and
differentiation.
An Operational Amplifier, or op-amp for short, is fundamentally a voltage amplifying device designed to be used with external
feedback components such as resistors and capacitors between its output and input terminals. These feedback components determine
the resulting function or ―operation‖ of the amplifier and by virtue of the different feedback configurations whether resistive,
capacitive or both, the amplifier can perform a variety of different operations, giving rise to its name of ―Operational Amplifier‖. [2]
Operation of Op-Amp
The amplifier's differential inputs consist of a non-inverting input (+) with voltage V+ and an inverting input (–) with voltage V−;
ideally the Op-Amp amplifies only the difference in voltage between the two, which is called the differential input voltage. The output
voltage of the Op-Amp Vout is given by the equation:

Vout  AOL (V  V )
Where AOL is the open-loop gain of the amplifier (the term "open-loop" refers to the absence of a feedback loop from the output
to the input). [3]
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Schematic symbol of Op-Amp:-

Fig. 1 Schematic symbol of Op-Amp
Ideal characteristic of Op-Amp:
1.

Infinite voltage gain.

2.

Infinite input resistance.

3.

Zero output resistance.

4.

Zero offset voltage.

5.

Infinite bandwidth.

6.

Infinite common mode rejection ratio (CMMR)

7.

Infinite slew rate.

8.

Zero power supply rejection ratio.[6]

Practical characteristic of Op-Amp:
1. Input offset voltage (VOS ) :
It is the voltage that must be applied between the two input terminals of Op-Amp to nullify the Output.
2. Input offset current ( I OS ) :
The algebraic difference between the current entering into inverting and non-inverting input terminals of Op-Amp is called
input offset current.
I OS | I B   I B  |

Where I B & I B  are currents at input terminals of Op-Amp.
3. Input bias current ( I B ) :
The average of currents into inverting and non-inverting input terminals of Op-Amp is called input bias current.

IB 
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4. Input resistance ( Ri ) :
This is the differential input resistance as seen at either of the input terminals with other terminal connected to ground.
5. Input Capacitance:
It is the equivalent capacitance that can be measured at either of the input terminal with other terminal connected to ground.
6. Output resistance:
It is the resistance measured between the output terminal of Op-Amp and ground.
7. Supply current:
It is the current drawn by Op-Amp from power supply.
8. Power consumption:
It is the amount of quiescent power that must be consumed by Op-Amp so as to operate properly.
9. Voltage gain:
It is the ratio of output voltage to differential input voltage.
10. CMRR (common mode rejection ratio) :
It is the ratio of differential mode voltage gain to common mode voltage gain, It is measured in decibels (dB).

CMMR  20 log 10 |

Ad
|
Ac

11. SVRR (supply voltage rejection ratio):
It is the change in the Op-Amp‘s input offset voltage due to variation in supply voltage.
12. Output voltage swing:
It indicates the value of positive or negative saturation voltages of an Op-Amp.
13. Output short circuit current:
This is the current that may flow if an Op-Amp may get shorted accidentally.
14. Slew rate:
It is defined as maximum rate of change of output voltage per unit time.
15. Gain bandwidth product:
It is bandwidth of Op-Amp when voltage gain is unity. [6]

From all of the above characteristics the input offset voltage, input offset current and input bias current are the DC imperfections
which causes DC errors in the any signal conditioning system which are described as follows.
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Input offset voltage VOS :
In the circuit of Fig.2, with v(+) = v(−) = 0, the output voltage is ideally zero, V0 = 0. Due to unavoidable mismatches in the
characteristics of the devices in the input differential stage of the Op-Amp, the output voltage is not zero. Instead, a small DC
voltage would have to be applied between the Op-Amp input terminals to set the output voltage to zero. The input offset voltage
VOS is defined as the voltage that results in zero output V0 = 0 when applied between the (+) and (−) input terminals. The
input offset voltage, which is ideally zero, is considered a random quantity that can take positive or negative values in a
certain worst-case range around zero. Figure 2 shows a model of an op-amp with the input offset voltage VOS .

Figure 2: Model of an op-amp with the input offset voltage VOS .
The model simply consists of an ideal, zero-offset Op-Amp model, and a dc voltage source VOS in series with one of the input
terminals. Since the sign of VOS is not known in advance, the reference polarity of the offset voltage source in series with one
of the inputs is arbitrary. [4]
As an example, let us consider the effects of the input offset voltage on the operation of the analog integrator.
Using the model of Fig. 2, the circuit model of the integrator is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Model of the analog integrator circuit using an op-amp with input offset voltage VOS .
Suppose that V I = 0, and that the circuit is powered up at time t = 0. Let the initial value of the capacitor voltage VC be zero,
VC (0)  0 . Assuming the op-amp has very large open- loop voltage gain, v(−) = VOS , and the current VOS / R charges the
capacitor up (or down, depending on the sign of VOS), until the output voltage reaches one of the saturation limits, VO max if
VOS > 0, or VO min if VOS < 0. Therefore, the DC operating point of the analog integrator is at one of the saturation limits
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1 t VOS
dt

C0 R
1 VOS

t
C R

V0 (t )  VOS 
V0 (t )  VOS
Input bias current IB:

The input bias current IB is the dc bias current flowing into (or out of) the op-amp input terminals. The input bias current is
required for proper operation of the op-amp input transistor stage. The sign and the nominal value of IB are known, and are
usually given in op-amp data sheets. For op-amps with bipolar junction transistors, the input bias current is typically in the order
of µA. For CMOS op-amps the input bias current, which is much smaller (in the order of pA), can usually be neglected. Figure 4
shows an op-amp model with non-zero input bias currents. [4]

Figure 4: Model of an op-amp with the input bias currents IB.
As an example, applying the model of Fig. 4 in the analog integrator, we get the circuit model in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Model of the analog integrator circuit using an op-amp with input bias currents IB.

Suppose that V I = 0, and that the circuit is powered up at time t = 0. Let the initial value of the capacitor voltage VC be zero,
VC (0)  0 . Assuming the op-amp has very large open- loop voltage gain, v(−) = 0, and the current IB- charges the capacitor up
(or down, depending on the sign of IB-), until the output voltage reaches one of the saturation limits, VO max if IB- > 0, or VO min
if IB- < 0. Therefore, because of the input bias currents, the DC operating point of the analog integrator is again at one of the
saturation limits, even if the input offset voltage were equal to zero.
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V0 (t ) 

IB
t
C

Input offset current

So far, we have assumed that the input bias currents for the (+) and (−) terminals are the same, I+ = I- = IB. In practice, because of
mismatches in the op-amp input transistor stage, this is not the case, and we define the input offset current I OS and the input bias
current as
I OS | I B  I B |

IB 

I B  I B
2

The input offset current IOS is typically at least an order of magnitude smaller than I B. The offset current, just like the offset voltage,
is considered a random quantity specified in a worst-case ± range around zero. [8]

Figure 6: Model of an op-amp with the input offset voltage VOS, the bias currents IB,
and the input offset current I OS .

V0 (t )  VOS 

I
1 VOS
t  B t
C R
C

DC RESTORATION TECHNIQUE
To eliminate the effect of input offset voltage, input bias current and input bias voltage on Operational Amplifiers we need a DC
restoration circuit which will compensate these DC errors and make the circuit error free.
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Fig.7 Block diagram of signal conditioning system with DC restorer Circuit
The AC input signal is applied to the operational amplifier which will get amplified with a certain gain depending upon external
feedback components such as resistors and capacitors between its output and input terminals. This output signal obtained from the OpAmp may not be the desired one because of DC imperfections which also get amplified by Op-Amp and appears at the output with
given input signal. These DC imperfections are considered as an error which affects the operation of Op-Amp and leads to saturation
state.
In order to remove these errors in Op-Amp the DC restoration Technique is used here. In this technique DC voltage along with the AC
which appears as the output of the Op-Amp is integrated by Integrator, with the proper selection of feedback components R and C the
AC signal at the input of the Integrator is attenuated with certain gain 1/jωRC and DC signal will get amplified with a very large gain
in this way only amplified DC appear at the end at the output of the Integrator this signal is fed back to the input of the Op-Amp in
such a way that it subtracts the DC imperfections which appears at the output. This process continues till all the DC at the output gets
eliminated.

OBSERVATION AND RESULTS:
Following results shows us that the AC signal is amplified with a constant gain and DC imperfections are eliminated.

Fig.8 input and output waveform at 50Hz frequency

As we can see in the following Fig.9 and Fig.10 even though an external positive or negative offset is added to the input,
there is no change in the output.
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Fig.9 input and output waveform at with positive offset

Fig.10 input and output waveform at with negative offset

at 50Hz frequency

at 50Hz frequency

Following table shows us that at various frequencies starting from 50 Hz and downwards, The gain of the circuit remains constant.
AC frequency in Hertz
with
Constant 100mV (peakpeak)input Vin
50
40
30
20
15
14
13
12
11
10
9.5
9
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
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Fig. 11 The Entire testing Set-up
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CONCLUSION
The results of a typical DC restoration circuit which was designed to restore DC voltage have been reported in this paper using an
experiment conducted by addition of external DC to the signal and removing this DC component from the output using a DC
restoration circuit. Low-frequency signals are also processed successfully without any distortion.
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Abstract- This work proposes an improved optimal sizing method for wind-solar-battery hybrid power system (WSB-HPS),
considering the system working in stand-alone and grid-connected modes. The proposed method is based on following principles: a)
high power supply reliability; b) full utilization of the complementary characteristics of wind and solar; c) small fluctuation of power
injected into grid; d) optimization of the battery‘s charge and discharge state; e) minimization of the total cost of system

Keywords- Optimization, Solar panel, Photovoltaic cell, Kinetic Battery Model, Wind Turbine, Loads, Grid
INTRODUCTION
The rapid economic growth of any country requires the injection of large amounts of energy and since energy cannot be created, it
is necessary for every country to diversify its sources of energy. Energy is the ability to do work and therefore it is the basic
requirement for achieving all tasks. There are many forms of energy which include; mechanical (potential and kinetic)
energy, chemical energy, electrical energy, etc. The desirability and usefulness of electrical energy to the world cannot be
overemphasized. Electrical energy is useful in industrial, commercial and residential establishments. Electrical energy is useful in
all manufacturing, telecommunications, residential (lighting, heating, cooling, entertainment) and commercial activities[1].
Electrical energy can be derived from various sources which include hydro (Electrical energy from water sources) nuclear, wind,
solar (Energy from the sun) and thermal sources. The sources of electrical energy can be grouped into two main categoriesrenewable and non-renewable sources. Renewable sources are sources of energy which can be recovered within one‘s life time
(taken to be 70 years)[9]. Wind is the result of the sun's uneven heating of the atmosphere. Warm air expands and rises, and cool air
contracts and sinks. This movement of the air is called wind. Wind has been used as an energy source for millennia. It has been used
to pump water, to power ships, and to mill grains. Areas with constant and strong winds can be used by wind turbines to generate
electricity.
In the United States, the state of California has about 20,000 wind turbines, and produces the most wind-generated electricity. Wind
energy does not produce air pollution, can be virtually limitless, and is relatively inexpensive to produce. There is an initial cost of
manufacturing the wind turbine and the costs associated with upkeep and repairs, but the wind itself is free.
Solar energy is the ultimate energy source driving the earth. Though only one billionth of the energy that leaves the sun actually
reaches the earth's surface, this is more than enough to meet the world's energy requirements. In fact, all other sources of energy,
renewable and non-renewable, are actually stored forms of solar energy. The process of directly converting solar energy to heat or
electricity is considered a renewable energy source. Solar energy represents an essentially unlimited supply of energy as the sun will
long outlast human civilization on earth. The difficulties lie in harnessing the energy. Solar energy has been used for centuries to heat
homes and water, and modern technology (photovoltaic cells)has provided a way to produce electricity from sunlight.

LITERATURE AND PREVIOUS WORK
In 1876 William Grylls Adams and his student, Richard Evans Day, discovered that an electrical current could be started in selenium
solely by exposing it to light, they felt confident that they had discovered something completely new[4]. Werner von Siemens, a
contemporary whose reputation in the field of electricity ranked him alongside Thomas Edison, called the discovery "scientifically of
the most far-reaching importance." This pioneering work portended quantum mechanics long before most chemists and physicist had
accepted the reality of atoms[2]. Although selenium solar cells failed to convert enough sunlight to power electrical equipment, they
proved that a solid material could change light into electricity without heat or without moving parts[14]. The New York Times praised
it as "the beginning of a new era, leading eventually to the realization of harnessing the almost limitless energy of the sun for the uses
of civilization. Although technical progress of silicon solar cells continued at breakneck speed - doubling their efficiency in eighteen
months - commercial success eluded the Bell solar cell. A one-watt cell cost almost $300 per watt in 1956 while a commercial power
plant cost 50 cents a watt to build at that time[6]. The only demand for silicon solar cells came from radio and toy manufacturers to
power miniature ships in wading pools, propellers of model DC-4's, and beach radios. With solar cells running only playthings, Daryl
Chapin could not help but wondered[10].
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During 1950‘s, While efforts to commercialize the silicon solar cell faltered, the Army and Air Force saw the device as the ideal
power source for a top-secret project - earth-orbiting satellites[11]. But when the Navy was awarded the task of launching America's
first satellite, it rejected solar cells as an untried technology and decided to use chemical batteries as the power source for its Vanguard
satellite[19]. The late Dr. Hans Ziegler, probably the world's foremost expert in satellite instrumentation in the late 1950s, strongly
differed with the Navy. He argued that conventional batteries would run out of power in days, silencing millions of dollar worth of
electronic equipment. In contrast, solar cells could power a satellite for years[1-11]. Through an unrelenting crusade led by Dr. Ziegler
to get the Navy to change its mind, the Navy finally relented and as a compromise, put a dual power system of chemical batteries and
silicon solar cells on the Vanguard[20]. Just as Ziegler predicted, the batteries failed after a week or so, but the silicon solar cells kept
the Vanguard communicating with Earth for years[14].

ENERGY MODELS
Photovoltaic Energy Model
Solar energy maintains life on the earth and it is an infinite source of clean energy. There is an increasing trend for the use of solar
cells in industry and domestic appliances because solar energy is expected to play significant role in future smart grids as a distributed
renewable source. Optimal and large-scale integration of renewable sources into smart grid is possible by the aid of computer
simulations and hence there is a growing demand for computer modeling and simulation of renewable sources. This study presents a
generalized photovoltaic (PV) system simulation model for Matlab/Simulink simulation environment. The proposed model is based on
a behavioral cell model for modeling solar radiance to electricity conversion and an electrical driver interface for implementing
electrical characteristic of power limited systems in power simulations.

Fig 1. PV Cell Architechture.
As the operation and the performance of PV generator is interested to its maximum power, the models describing the PV module‗s
maximum power output behaviours are more practical for PV system assessment. For estimating the power output of PV modules a
mathematical model is used. The estimation is carried out using a computer program which uses a subroutine for determining the
power output of a PV module.
Ppv can be calculated according to the following equations

Ppv  ng NAmGt
Where,

g

is the instantaneous PV generator efficiency,
2

Am is the area of a single module used in a system ( m ),

Gt is the global irradiance incident on the titled plane ( W / m 2 ) and N is the number of modules. All the energy losses in a PV
generator, including connection losses, wiring losses and other losses, are assumed to be zero.

Kinetic Battery Models
An electrochemical battery cell consists of an anode, a cathode and the electrolyte that separates the two electrodes[12-22]. The
electric current derives from the electrochemical reactions occurring at the electrode-electrolyte interface. The two important effects
[22] that make battery performance nonlinear (unlike an ideal linear battery model) and sensitive to the discharge profile are:
(i)
767
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(ii)

The Recovery effect.

The battery lifetime relies on the availability and reachability of active reaction sites in the cathode. When the load current goes high,
the deviation of the concentration of active reaction sites from the average increases, thus resulting in a lower state of charge as well as
less cell voltage, compared with the battery under allow load current. This phenomenon is called Rate Capacity Effect. On the other
hand, the diffusion process could compensate for the depletion of the active materials taking place during the current drain, which
results in voltage recovery after resting. This nonlinearity in the battery is termed the Recovery Effect.
The Kinetic Battery Model was developed at the Renewable Energy Research Lab specifically for use in quasi-steady time series
simulation of power producing systems that incorporate battery storage. It is a kinetic type battery storage model that combines both
phenomenological and physical effects. This model is implemented in the hybrid power system simulation software.

Fig 2 Concept of the Kinetic Battery Model
The energy present in the battery is calculated with the formulas:

with:

ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND OPTIMIZATION PRINCIPLES
Electric energy plays an important role for the development of nation. It is the factor responsible for industrial and agricultural
development for the development of agricultural sector rural electrification plays main role According to IEA (2009) worldwide 1.456
billion people do not have access to electricity, of which 83% live in rural areas. The technologies are developed to produce energy
and satisfy the needs of the nation. The scarcity of fossil fuel resources on a world-wide basis has necessitated an urgent search for
alternative sources. The problem can be overcome by the use of renewable energy to meet the energy demand. Using solar and wind
energy is one of the best options to generate electricity since these energies are inexhaustible and pollution free. For remote areas i.e.,
The areas which are far away from the grid hybrid systems have been considered as attractive and preferred alternative sources.
Then optimize the parameters that could achieve the best control configuration. Implement the results using a control algorithm. This
model should be connected to a forecast data. This helps in prediction for the best control strategy within the next days. The system
simulation models that belong to this category are expected to predict system performance accurately.
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Fig 3 Simulation assisted control process
The reliability and efficiency of a photovoltaic system depends mainly on its energy management system which is done by the proper
management and distribution of PV voltage to the battery and to the load to avoid the shortage of power.
In accordance with analysis above, the object optimal sizing method is based on the principles:
(a) To obtain high power supply reliability
(b) Making full use of wind and solar complementary characteristics
(c) To ensure a small fluctuation of power injected into the grid
(d) Optimization of battery charge and discharge state
(e) Minimizing the total cost of WSB-HPS
(A) The proposed method is evaluated indices:-Four evaluation indices are proposed to characterize the optimization
performance of WSB-HSP.
(1) Loss of power supply probability:-It is chosen to evaluate the power supply reliability of the hybrid power system.
Defined as
N

LPSP 

[ p (t )  ( P
i 1

L

i

wt

(ti )  Ppv (ti )  Pbs dch (ti )]
N

[ p (t )
i 1

L

i

The dependent fluctuation rate, DL
Defined as

DL 
Dgs

1
PL

1 N
 (Pwt (ti )  Ppv (ti )  PL (ti ))2
N i 1

are used here to characterize the fluctuation of power injected into the grid, which are defined as)

STD 

1 N
 (Pgs (ti )  pgs )2
1  N i 1

RESULTS
The Simulation is performed on DOS based 1GHz processor. The computing environment used here is MATLAB 2013. The daily
temperature, daily load etc parameter are considered here in this work. Our Simulation file takes an input of these data file, and apply
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optimization according to suggested algorithm to result out optimized number of photovoltaic cells. The plots of solar and load data
gathered for the period of investigation are depicted by fig. 4 and 5 respectively.

Fig.4 Solar Data

Fig. 5 Load Data

For the whole execution period the profile of power supplied by grid and battery discharging is illustrated by fig. 6 and 7.

Fig. 6 Power supplied by the grid
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Fig.7 Power supplied due to battery discharging.

Fig. 8 Cost values for the all possible photo voltaic and battery combinations .

The cost profile accounting all the positive and negative cost function can be represented by fig.8. The optimal no. of batteries and
phtovoltaic panel resulted out using the proposed simulation model (subjected to minimal cost) are:
Optimal No. of Batteries:-3345
Optimal No. of Photovoltaic Panel:-4642

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this work we optimized the combined performance of photovoltaic cells and grid system. The suggested solution depends on the
dataset, more data is available the better optimized will be our results. The retrieved results too confirm us the hypothesis made about
model to duplicate the real time WSB HPS model. The inferences can be made from results that as during the summer session the
adopted is insufficient to satisty the load demand so some addition emergency land should be aquisited for supporting substation. As a
future aspect of this work, we will carry on this work using different optimization techniques like Ant Colony, Flocking Bird, Genetic
Algorithms and will compare their inter-performance as well as with the suggested method.
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Abstract— Groundwater is the foremost source of water for domestic, agricultural and industrial purposes in several countries. Due to
industrial, municipal and agricultural waste containing pesticides, insecticides, fertilizer residues and heavy metals with water
groundwater has been polluted by leaching process. The effects of groundwater pollution are wide. Human infectious disease is one of
the more serious effects of water pollution, in this paper the overview of ground water pollution & its consequences over health &
environment is taken. Also the possible remedies are discussed in the paper.

Keywords— GWQ, ground water, pollution, soil pollution, health effects, water pollution.
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the increasing threat to groundwater quality due to human activities has become a matter of great concern. A vast
majority of groundwater quality problems present today are caused by contamination and by overexploitation, or by combination of
both (et al. Ground Water quality Series 2006-2007)
The crucial role groundwater plays as a decentralized source of drinking water for millions rural and urban families cannot be
overstated. According to some estimates, it accounts for nearly 80 per cent of the rural domestic water needs, and 50 per cent of the
urban water needs in India. (et. al M. Dinesh Kumar)
Groundwater is the foremost source of water for domestic, agricultural and industrial purposes in several countries. India accounts for
2.2% of the global land and 4% of the world water resources and 16% of the world population. It is estimated that one third of the
world's population use groundwater for drinking. Therefore, water quality issues and its management options need to be given greater
attention in the developing countries. Rigorous agricultural activities have increased the demand on groundwater resources in India.
Water quality is influenced by natural and anthropogenic effects including local climate, geology and irrigation practices (et. al.
Keshav K. Deshmukh)
the rapid growth industrialization and urbanization has created negative impact on the environment. Due to industrial, municipal and
agricultural waste containing pesticides, insecticides, fertilizer residues and heavy metals with water groundwater has been polluted by
leaching process. These pollutants are being added to the groundwater and soil system through various human activities and rapid
growth of industrialization which affect the human health directly or indirectly. (et. al. Keshav K. Deshmukh)

LITERATURE REVIEW
Ground water contamination is nearly always the result of human activity. In areas where population density is high and human use of
the land is intensive, ground water is especially vulnerable (et. al. Getting Up to Speed)
Pollutants are being added to the groundwater system through human activities and natural processes. Solid waste from industrial units
is being dumped near the factories, and is subjected to reaction with percolating rainwater and reaches the groundwater level. The
percolating water picks up a large amount of dissolved constituents and reaches the aquifer system and contaminates the groundwater
(et al. Ground Water quality Series 2006-2007)
Depending on its physical, chemical, and biological properties, a contaminant that has been released into the environment may move
within an aquifer in the same manner that ground water moves. (Some contaminants, because of their physical or chemical properties,
do not always follow ground water flow.) (et. al. Getting Up to Speed)
The quality of groundwater depends on a large number of individual hydrological, physical, chemical and biological factors. Generally
higher proportions of dissolved constituents are found in groundwater than in surface water because of greater interaction of ground
water with various materials in geologic strata. (et al. Ground Water quality Series 2006-2007)
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The results available for the 8 metro-cities and 22 Problem Areas indicate that groundwater problems are of diverse nature. The major
problem is urban areas are related to increasing salinity, nitrate, coliform (indicators of pathogen), fluoride and in some cases micropollutants. (et al. Ground Water quality Series 2006-2007)
Human activities commonly affect the distribution, quantity, and chemical quality of water resources. The range in human activities
that affect the interaction of ground water and surface water is broad.
In Chennai, India, over-extraction of groundwater has resulted in saline groundwater nearly 10 km inland of the sea and similar
problems can be found in populated coastal areas around the world. (UNEP 1996)
There are no estimates of the public health consequences of groundwater pollution as it involves methodological complexities and
logistical problems. Nevertheless, levels of toxicity depend on the type of pollutant. Mercury is reported to cause impairment of brain
functions, neurological disorders, retardation of growth in children, abortion and disruption of the endocrine system, whereas
pesticides are toxic or carcinogenic. Generally, pesticides damage the liver and nervous system. Tumour formation in liver has also
been reported. (et. al S.M.Deshapnde)
Waste is one of the most important resources of contamination of soils. The wastes can infiltrate inside the earth and contaminate
water resources as well. Almost all advanced countries call waste as "Dirty Gold" which creates value added to the waste with
recycling and producing compost. Hospital waste is one of the most important and dangerous urban wastes. Some part of body tissue
of a patient, needles contaminated to the dangerous diseases, surgical blades containing AIDS disease, etc. are of the wastes which are
collected from hospital along with hundreds of thousand tons of ordinary waste. Disposal of hospital wastes contaminates
underground waters as well. (et. al. Nasr Khakbazl, 2012 )

EFFECTS OF GROUND WATER CONTAMINATION
The effects of groundwater pollution are wide. Human infectious disease is one of the more serious effects of water pollution
especially in rural countries that are still developing and where sanitation is rarely present. This alone could cause hundreds of
thousands of sicknesses in the area contaminated. An average 7 million people are sickened in the US from drinking polluted
water yearly. Not only is drinking water a problem but so is swimming water. Every year beaches close all arund the US
because of contaminated water that causes the side effects of vomiting, rash, hepatitus, diarrhea and much more.
Contamination of ground water can result in poor drinking water quality, loss of water supply, degraded surface water systems,
high cleanup costs, and high costs for alternative water supplies, and/or potential health problems (et. al. Getting Up to Speed)
The incidence of fluoride above permissible levels of 1.5ppm occur in 14 Indian states, namely, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat,
Haryana, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and West
Bengal affecting a total of 69 districts, according to some estimates. Some other estimates find that 65 per cent of India’s villages
are exposed to fluoride risk. (et. al M. Dinesh Kumar)
Pollution of groundwater due to industrial effluents and municipal waste in water bodies is another major concern in many
cities and industrial clusters in India. A 1995 survey undertaken by Central Pollution Control Board identified 22 sites in 16
states of India as critical for groundwater pollution, the primary cause being industrial effluents. A recent survey undertaken by
Centre for Science and Environment from eight places in Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and Haryana reported traces of heavy metals
such
as
lead,
cadmium,
zinc
and
mercury.
Shallow
aquifer in Ludhiana city, the only source of its drinking water, is polluted by a stream which receives effluents from 1300
industries. Excessive withdrawal of groundwater from coastal aquifers has led to induced pollution in the form of seawater
intrusion in Kachchh and Saurashtra in Gujarat, Chennai in Tamil Nadu and Calicut in Kerala. (et. al M. Dinesh Kumar)

POTENTIAL HEALTH PROBLEMS
A number of microorganisms and thousands of synthetic chemicals have the potential to contaminate ground water.
Drinking water containing bacteria and viruses can result in illnesses such as hepatitis, cholera, or giardiasis.
Methemoglobinemia or ―blue baby syndrome,‖ an illness affecting infants, can be caused by drinking water that is high in
nitrates. Benzene, a component of gasoline, is a known human carcinogen. The serious health effects of lead are well known—
learning disabilities in children; nerve, kidney, and liver problems; and pregnancy risks. (et. al. Getting Up to Speed)
Worldwide, infectious diseases such as waterborne diseases are the number one killer of children under five years old and
more people die from unsafe water annually than from all forms of violence, including war. (WHO 2002) Unsafe or inadequate
water, sanitation, and hygiene cause approximately 3.1 percent of all deaths worldwide, and 3.7 percent of DALYs (disability
adjusted
life
years)
worldwide.(WHO2002)
Unsafe water causes 4 billion cases of diarrhea each year, and results in 2.2 million deaths, mostly of children under five. This
means that 15% of child deaths each year are attributable to diarrhea – a child dying every 15 seconds. In India alone, the single
largest cause of ill health and death among children is diarrhea, which kills nearly half a million children each year. (WHO and
UNICEF 2000)
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HOW TO REDUCE:
In Indian context, it is not economically viable to clean aquifers. In the case of arsenic, methods for in situ treatment have
already been in use in developed countries. In the United States, zerovalent, iron permeable reactive barriers (PRBs) are used in
situ to remove chromium and several chlorinated solvents in groundwater and are tested successful for removing arsenic. India
is too poor to afford some of the technologies that are successfully tried out in the West, especially United States because they
are prohibitively expensive. The cost of cleaning the aquifer in the Rajasthan case was estimated to be Rs. 40 crores. (et. al M.
Dinesh Kumar)
On-site sanitation systems can be designed in such a way that groundwater pollution from these sanitation systems is
prevented from occurring.(et. al. Wolf, L., Nick, 2015)
Groundwater pollution is much more difficult to abate than surface pollution because groundwater can move great distances
through unseen aquifers. Non-porous aquifers such as clays partially purify water of bacteria by simple filtration (adsorption
and absorption), dilution, and, in some cases, chemical reactions and biological activity; however, in some cases, the pollutants
merely transform to soil contaminants. Groundwater that moves through open fractures and caverns is not filtered and can be
transported as easily as surface water. In fact, this can be aggravated by the human tendency to use natural sinkholes as dumps
in areas of karst topography. ( Source: https: //en.wikipedia.org / wiki /Groundwater_pollution # Prevention)
Using water to remove pollutants from the soil, using chemical and aerial solvents, eliminating pollutants with incineration,
helping natural organisms for breaking down atoms of pollutants, adding materials to the soil for protecting it and preventing
spread of pollution to the other regions
To control soil pollution caused by the waste, the following techniques are recommended:
1. Application of effective technology for dumping waste like compressing and covering of openings and holes,
2. Dumping waste higher than the highest underground water levels,
3. Creating impenetrable layers in building of land fields
4. Creating drainage system for the collection of leachates
5. Using the gases produced in land fields.

CONCLUSION
Soil pollution is becoming a greater threat to the environment, especially as populations and industrial economies expand. Groundwater
quality is being increasing threatened by agricultural, urban & industrial wastes, which leach or are injected into under lying aquifers. In
many cases, the abstraction of excessive quantities of groundwater has resulted in the drying up of wells, salt-water intrusion & drying up of
rivers that receives their flows in dry seasons from groundwater.
Selection of the appropriate remedial technology is based on site-specific factors and often takes into account cleanup goals based on
potential risk that are protective of human health and the environment.
There are, however, challenges that water utilities would face such as building technical and managerial skills to design, install, operate and
manage water treatment systems, making people pay for treated water and building knowledge and awareness among communities about
groundwater quality issues and treatment measures.
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ABSTRACT- ―Neurology Diagnosis System‖ is a web-based expert system for diagnosis of neurologic disorders or the disorders of
our nervous system. It is built by using Web based decision support system (WBDSS) by encoding rules of the neurology domain and
by developing a framework to learn from the cases of the patients. This knowledge encoding is essentially the implementation of two
artificial reasoning techniques called case-based reasoning and rule-based reasoning and is ultimately used to assist the diagnosis of
neurological disorders based on the principles and practices of medical diagnosis. Concerning the methodology, the basic principle is
to encode the knowledge of the neurology domain in the form of rules and representative cases and use this knowledge to solve new
cases of patients. To perform the reasoning, input to be provided is the clinical examination data along with medical history. The result
of performing rule-base reasoning is a list of probable diseases and the output of case-based reasoning is a list of cases similar to the
one being diagnosed. The proposed system will assist medical personnel especially in rural areas where there are shortage of doctors
in providing quality health care services. The proposed system can be useful for new practitioners for neurological diagnostics.

INTRODUCTION
Neurology is the division of medicine that covenants by the nervous system and its disorders. The field of artificial
intelligence (AI) attempts to understand these capacities better known as intelligent entities. AI being a broad topic combines
computer science, physiology and philosophy. Computer programs provide assistance to store, retrieve and organize relevant medical
information which is required by practitioners to handle intricate cases and to recommend suitable prognosis, diagnosis and curative
decisions. One of the large scale applications of the field of AI is the development of expert systems. An expert system contains
knowledge of human experts of particular realm.
Among the various types of expert systems, this project reports the development of a hybrid expert system which is an
assimilation of two reasoning techniques i.e. case-based reasoning and rule-based reasoning techniques. Rule-based system is used
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when problem area is narrow and the domain has well-understood theory [1]. To overcome these limitations, case-based reasoning
technique is also integrated. This unravels new dilemmas based on the elucidation of akin past problems rather than merely using
rules. Expert System (ES) is a smart integrative computer-based decision means that utilizes information and rules to decipher tricky
real life problems based on the knowledge attained from one or more human expert(s) in a picky domain. ESs has user gracious edges
that formulate them extremely interactive in nature and endow with precise and suitable solutions to thorny real life problems. To
tackle the scantiness of the usual methods of diagnosis, ES were suggested. ES emerged during early 1970s, has become one of the
most important innovations of AI [2, 3].
Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) create a noteworthy contribution to medical knowledge management technologies,
through sustaining the clinical progression and the use of knowledge, from diagnosis to enduring care. The demand of CDSS and its
recognition in clinical practice is escalating. Various studies have exposed that CDSS can progress physicians‘ performance and
precision, but that the eminence may rely on the technical advancement used to model medical information [4].
Reasoning mechanisms had been designed by researchers to proficiently operate the knowledge stored in the knowledge
based system. Reasoning mechanisms can be classified into two categories: deductive and inductive reasoning approach [5]. They are
already executed to facilitate the diagnosis process related to, heart problems, blood infections and kidney disorders. This project
concerns the implementation of a system for the neurology domain. Neurology deals with disorders of the nervous system with all
types of ailment including the peripheral, central, and autonomic nervous systems, their covering blood vessels, and muscle. This
research proposes a WBDSS built by encoding rules of neurology domain and by developing a framework to learn from the patient`s
record. A hybrid system is developed by integrating of both techniques to facilitate the prognosis of neurological disorders [6].
The system was extended to provide a decision support platform for medical researchers, practitioners, and health care
contributors. In rural areas, particularly, practitioners will be benefited more by this system where severe shortage of healthcare is
faced [2, 7].

OBJECTIVE


To build a WBDSS (Web based decision support system) by encoding rules of the neurology domain and by developing
a framework to learn from the cases of the patients.



To build a hybrid system by the integration of both techniques, will help for the prognosis of neurological disorders.



The anticipated system will support medical workforce chiefly in rural areas where severe shortage of healthcare is faced
[4].
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This system can be valuable for fresh practitioners for neurological diagnostics.



V. Kurbalijaand M. Ivanovic, (2012) proposed another area of artificial intelligence known as CBR (Case-Based
Reasoning). In this system, new problems are worked out by acclimatizing the solutions done successfully in previous
problems [6].



To apply CBR, the field of medicine is best suited because medical experts have knowledge of both textbook and
experience, which contains all cases. Major objective of anticipated system is to facilitate medical expert in taking stiff
pronouncements. Another very important benefit of this system is to bridge the gap between beginner physicians and
experienced experts. Additionally, by creating a rule based system for the diagnosis of MS disease will help to simulate
the textbook knowledge of physicians. Afterwards, both case-based and rule-based system will entirely simulate the
decision making process of physician [8].



Mobyen U.A and Jerker Westin, (2012) introduced FIS (fuzzy inference system) which make available the support in
dose modification of duodopa infusion in Parkinson`s patients, by utilizing the data from motor state considerations. The
DSS has a web based graphical edge that gives vigilant alerts

demonstrating non optimal dosage and states, by

recommending (typical advice with typical dose) resulting statistical summary. One data set was based on tuning and
designing of FIS while other was used to appraise performance compared with actual provided dose [9].


The users of this system will be physicians and nurses (clinical staff) at neurology clinics. Typically the system will be
used shortly before or at patient-visits. Pattern of user necessities was ended by interrogating a little skilled users and
leasing them to assess user interface prototypes [10, 11].

E-BASED AND CASE-BASEDDECISION SUPP
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COMPARISION TABLE
Table 1: Comparison Of Merits And Demerits Of Existing Techniques
S.No
1

2

TITLE
An Approach of a Decision
Support and Home
Monitoring System for
Patients
with Neurological Disorders
using Internet of Things
Concepts
INKBLOT: A neurological
diagnostic decision support
system integrating causal
and anatomical knowledge

3

Elicitation of neurological
knowledge with argumentbased machine learning

4

Rule-Based Expert System for
the Diagnosis of Memory
Loss Diseases
Dynamic Case Based
Reasoning in Fault Diagnosis
and Prognosis

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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Intelligent Decision Support
System for Depression
Diagnosis Based on Neurofuzzy-CBR Hybrid
A Case-Based Decision
Support System For
Individual Stress Diagnosis
Using Fuzzy Similarity
Matching
Integration of Rule Based
Expert Systems and Case
Based Reasoning in an Acute
Bacterial Meningitis Clinical
Decision Support System
Multiple Sclerosis Diagnoses
Case-Base Reasoning
Approach
A Fuzzy rule-based decision
support system for Duodopa
treatment in AN IParkinson
Attitude of Iranian physicians
and nurses toward a clinical
decision support system for
pulmonary embolism and
deep vein thrombosis
A pilot study of distributed
knowledge management and
clinical decision support in

METHODOLGY
The Decision Support and Home
Monitoring System gives assistance to the
physicians in diagnosis, home
monitoring, medical treatment, medical
prescriptions, rehabilitation mainly for
Parkinson‘s disease.

MERITS
Geographically
independent
environment

DEMERITS
Only supports
spreadsheet

Uses anatomical localization in much the
same way as human neurologists.,
INKBLOT-l generates a set of
hypothetical localizations relative to a
coordinate system of nested cubes and
then uses these localizations as input data.
An efficient technique called argumentbased machine learning (ABML) is
created by using Expert‘s knowledge in
practice.
CBR is used as method of reasoning
paradigm to solve memory loss diagnosis
problems.
A neuro-fuzzy-Case Base Reasoning
(CBR) driven decision support system
basically used for depression disorder
diagnosis.
The methodology involves Case-based
reasoning to facilitate experience reuse of
retrieving previous similar temperature
profiles.
Involves in the mapping of Adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system consisting
of fuzzy rules outcome and local
similarities of each category of symptoms
for global similarity measurement.
Allows reutilizing change experiences,
combined with a classic rule-based
inference engine for Higher level of RBC.

Complexity is reduced

-Time-taking
-Less user
satisfaction

Conceptual simplicity
and easy utilization.
.

Lack of
informative data

Faster processing

Complexity in
deriving the
variables
Improper result
prediction

The Domain application uses simple CBR
methodology.
A web enabled GUI that gives alerts
indicating non optimal dosage and states,
recommendations provided and statistical
summary measures.
Weight and the impact of each one of
these factors were determined and
extracted.

Accuracy, sensitivity
and
Specificity
System is flexible and
easy to be maintained.

Incomplete
implementation

A free to use assistance
, stand-alone diagnosis.

Daily updation is
required

Convenient to use, user
interface easily aligned

Attributes has to
be recorded
outside the XML

Easy and time saving,
Useful and user
friendly.
KB is needed to be
updated regularly.

More detailing is
required.

Reduce the morbidity
and mortality.

Requires more
accurate
qualitative interviews.

Feasible and reasonable
support for clinical
decision-making.

Issues regarding
semantic
interoperability,

KB is needed to
be updated
regularly.

.
The Clinical
Decision Support Consortium is used to
make the study.
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13

14

the cloud.
Decision support from local
data: Creating adaptive order
menus from
past clinician behavior.

Makes use of Bayesian Network (BN)
methodology.

Application of probabilistic
and fuzzy cognitive
approaches in semantic web
framework for medical
decision support.
Developing a disability
determination model
using a decision support
system in Taiwan:
A pilot study
An intelligent mobile based
decision support system for
retinal Disease diagnosis.

Graphical influence graphs are used such
as BBNS and FCMS

17

Expert system for determining
the level of stress before
pediatric
dental treatment

To undergo this study, we used the
following methods:
-Psychometric methods
-Statistical methods

18

An approach for solving
multi-level diagnosis in high
sensitivity medical diagnosis
systems through the
application of semantic
technologies

Presents a semantic based technology.

19

A sustainable and affordable
support system for rural
healthcare delivery

20

15

16

21

22
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It produces humanreadable treatmentdiagnosis networks
human expert to reduce
workload .
-Accuracy
-High performance

and usability
Poor performance

Missing data and
incomplete
knowledge

The Scale of Body Functions and
Structures Disability Evaluation System

-Severity
-category of the
disability determined.

Concerns of
accuracy and
correctness.

A low cost Smartphone based intelligent
integrated system.

-Efficient algorithm
-Very easy to be
operated
-Efficient low cost
mobile solution
Expert system greatly
eases clinical work by
helping the dentist to
take the best medical
decision at the
Beginning of the young
patient‘s treatment
-Flexibility
-higher truthfulness if
these rules are coded
correctly.

Complex and very
expensive.

DSS for medical staff to decide on the
each course of diagnosis.

Efficient system for
caregivers to monitor.

Patients take less
regard in visiting
hospital due to the
monitoring
system.

Safety and usability
evaluation of a web-based
insulin self-titration system
for patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus.
Ovarian cancer diagnosis
using a hybrid intelligent
system with simple yet
convincing rules.

Think-aloud sessions with four patients
and three DNs are used for evaluations.

No prior experience is
needed to use this
system.

Incorrect
diagnosis, if not
used accurately

Neural fuzzy inference system is used

More time is
required.

Ontology driven decision
support for the diagnosis of
mild cognitive impairment

Specialized MRI knowledge is encoded
into ontology.

Provides Correct
diagnoses when
benchmarked against
other computational
intelligence based
models.
knowledge-based
decision support for the
identification of MCI to
enable automation of
decision-support
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Complex system.

Lower sensitivity.
More information
the accuracy

The sensitivity
enough to be used
to diagnose MCI
alone.
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23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33
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A data mining system for
providing analytical
information
on brain tumors to public
health decision makers.
Artificial intelligence
framework for simulating
clinical decision-making:
A Markov decision process
approach
A decision methodology for
managing operational
efficiency and
information disclosure risk in
healthcare processes.
Informing the design of
clinical decision support
services for evaluation
of children with minor blunt
head trauma in the emergency
department: A socio technical
analysis.
‗Rapid Learning health care in
oncology‘ – An approach
towards decision
support systems enabling
customized radiotherapy.
Pilot study to validate a
computer-based clinical
decision support
system for dyslipidemia
treatment (HTE-DLP)
Bridging challenges of
clinical decision support
systems with a semantic
approach. A case study on
breast cancer

Data mining, data warehousing and
ontology methodologies are used.

Data mining system
that allows public
health decision makers
to access analytical
data.
The cost is lesser based
on the unit change.

Algorithms are
not given open
access.

DSS for operational functioning and
management.

Helps in problematic
security issues pertinent
to the organization

Security conflicts

Clinical decision support services
(CDSS) are integrated into electronic
health records (EHRs).

CDSS interventions
developed for use with
an EHR must minimize
clinical workflow
disruption in the ED.

Results may not
be generalizable
to health systems
and settings

Methodology involves semantic
interoperability to enable distributed
learning and data sharing.

Improves the
predictability of
outcome.

Reports low levels
of involvement

Provides specific reminders for lipid
treatment and diagnosis.

Use of a CDSS in
resulted in a significant
reduction in LDLC
levels of certain
patients.
Provides reutilization of
decision support
systems along

The limited
number of short
follow-up period.

Markov decision processes and dynamic
decision networks are integrated.

clinical workflow integration method is
used which is followed by a federated
approach

Complex
treatment .

Not possible
classical
validation,
Lengthy data
gathering process.

A web-based system for
clinical decision support and
knowledge maintenance for
deterioration monitoring
of hemato oncological
patients
Decision support system for
Warfarin therapy management
using
Bayesian networks

We introduce a clinical decision support
system (CDSS) based on rules and a set
covering method.

-High accuracy

Only few patients
can be diagnosed
over a period of
time.

decision support system (DSS) using
Bayesian
Networks.

Provides assistance for
making doseadjustment and followup interval decisions.

The probability
elicitation process
is lows.

An experimental comparison
of fuzzy logic and analytic
hierarchy process for medical
decision support systems.
Feasibility of Using
Algorithm-Based Clinical
Decision Support for
Symptom
Assessment and Management

The case comparative study of the fuzzy
and AHP methods

Enhanced
understanding of
decision variables is
induced.
Promotes evidence
based care systems.

Inappropriate to
assign crisp value
.

SAM-L created for symptom
management.
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in Lung Cancer
34

A bi-level belief rule based
decision support system for
diagnosis
of lymph node metastasis in
gastric cancer

Belief Rule Base (BRB) is used to model
clinical domain knowledge and reasoning
is implemented by Evidential Reasoning
(ER).

BBRB is more suitable
in evaluating LNM than
BRB.

Has the best
performance
compared to other
methods.

35

Smart Anesthesia
Manager(SAM)—A Realtime
Decision Support System for
Anesthesia Care
during Surgery.
A hybrid decision support
system based on rough set and
extreme
learning machine for
diagnosis of hepatitis disease.
Clinical Decision Support
System (CDSS) for the
Classification of Atypical
Cells in Pleural Effusions

Smart Anesthesia
Manager (SAM) that works in
conjunction with an AIMS to provide
clinical and billing decision support.

Improves quality of
care, patient safety
reduce consumption of
anesthetic agents.

SAM will not
work with
different AIMS
system without
modification

A new hybrid medical decision support
system based on rough set (RS) and
extreme learning machine.

Used for diagnosing the
disease in clinical
practices.

Some missing
indicators.

The objective of this research is to
develop a prototype Clinical Decision
Support System (CDSS) to aid
pathologists
in correctly discriminating between
reactive mesothelial cells and malignant
epithelial cells

The purpose of this
initial research effort is
to develop a prototype
CDSS to aid
pathologists in correctly
discriminating reactive
benign mesothelial
from malignant
epithelial cells.

Diagnosis Support System
based on clinical guidelines:
comparison between CaseBased Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
and Bayesian Networks
Privacy preserving clinical
decision support system using
Gaussian kernel based
classification

A new approach to case based fuzzy
cognitive diagnosis & evaluation is done
by BBN(Bayesian belief networks)

Provides better results
approximate reasoning
and incomplete
information

More data
accompanied by
patient outcomes
and other
experimental
information
will be critical to
validating and
developing the
CDSS.
It makes use of
clinical practice
guidelines (CPG).

A novel privacy presenting protocol for
CDSS where the patients data always
remain in an encrypted from during
diagnosis process.

Accuracy
Patients data will not be
revealed to the remote
server

Research on clinical decision
support system development
for atrophic gastritis screening

Makes use of base classifier algorithms
C4.5,CART

Quality enhancement
Simplicity

36

37

38

39

40

Used only for
distributed
scenario not in
client server
model
Did not bring
significant
increase in
classifier
efficiency

E-BASED AND CASE-BASEDDECISION SUPP
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The architecture of the proposed Web-Based Decision Support System (WBDSS) for the diagnosis is presented in (Fig. 1).
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Fig 1 Basic System Architecture

The system comprises to two major components: Case-based reasoning component and the Rule-based reasoning component. These
two components operate separately to give the expert system solution. Hybrid expert systems which involve rule-based systems handle
problems with well-defined knowledge bases, which limit the flexibility of such systems. To overcome this inherent weakness of rulebased systems, case-based reasoning is adopted to improve the performance of the expert system by incorporating previous cases in the
generation of new cases.

PERFORMANCE METRICS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
PERFORMANCE METRICS
The performance of the system is evaluated by using three different methodologies to determine the difference in the retrieval
of their similarity measure using nearest neighbor [1, 12].
SIMILARITY FUNCTIONS
MANHATTAN DISTANCE
This similarity function is also known as Absolute distance or Manhattan distance. It is computed by taking the weighted sum
of the absolute value of the difference in independent variables between the current case and a past case (from the case library) [13,
784
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14]. The weight associated with each independent variable is provided by the user or the analyst. This distance function is primarily
used for numeric attributes, and is given by:

𝑑

∑

|

Where m is the number of independent variables, and

𝑐 |

is the weight of the kth independent variable. In our study,

=1for the City Block distance and the Euclidean distance similarity measures.
EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE
This similarity function views the independent variables as dimensions within an m dimensional space, with m being the
number of independent variables. A current case is represented as a point within this space [15, 16]. The distance is calculated by
taking the weighted distance between the current case and a past case within this space. This distance function is also commonly used
when the data set contains quantitative attributes, and is given by:

𝑑

√∑ (

(

𝑐 ))

MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE
This distance measure is an alternative to the Euclidean distance. It is used when the independent variables are highly correlated [3, 9].

𝑑

(

𝑐)

(

𝑐

and the independent variables do not need to be standardized.1 it is given, S is the variance-covariance matrix of the independent
variables over the entire case library, and S−1 is its inverse.

MEAN ERROR RATE
It is identified by the error induced during calculation of similarity measure
ME= (100-SFM)
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Lower the ME higher is the accuracy of the methodology used in the system.
We take into consideration of 4 cases available in the database to study the similarity matching functions for the retrieved new case
and mean error is identified for the cases.
MAXIMUM SIMILARITY FUNCTION
A new patient case is taken whose variables have the most matches with the already existing past case and the similarity function is
determined in Table 2 [17].

Table 2: Calculation of Maximum Similarity Function
Euclidean Distance
S.NO.

Case ID

Manhattan Distance
SFM

Case ID

Mahalanobis distance
SFM

Case ID

SFM

1

3

98.23

3

92.22

3

95.32

2

2

87.31

2

86.67

2

83.32

3

1

70.52

1

65.48

1

68.88

4

4

50.01

4

30.21

4

66.71

MEDIAN SIMILARITY FUNCTION
A new patient case is taken whose variables have the median matches with the already existing past case and the similarity function is
determined in Table 3.
Table 3: Calculation of Median Similarity Function
Euclidean Distance
S.NO.

Case ID

Manhattan Distance
SFM

Case ID

Mahalanobis distance
SFM

Case ID

SFM

1

2

52.23

2

51.21

2

48.32

2

3

42.33

3

40.44

3

40.22

3

1

40.12

1

39.10

1

38.10

4

4

20.00

4

19.52

4

24.34

A new case which has 50 percent of match is taken and matched with the available cases in the database and the similarity
function is determined.
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MINIMUM SIMILARITY FUNCTION
A new patient case is taken whose variables have the least matches with the already existing past case and the similarity function is
determined in Table 4.
Table 4: Calculation of Minimum Similarity Function
Euclidean Distance
S.NO.

Case ID

Manhattan Distance
SFM

Case ID

Mahalanobis distance
SFM

Case ID

SFM

1

1

10.11

1

13.56

1

20.03

2

3

5.23

3

11.34

3

15.88

3

4

3.22

4

8.00

4

10.28

4

2

1.01

2

4.56

2

8.02

The Minimum similarity function can be determined by taking the new case which has almost no match with existing cases in the
database and the similarity function is calculated.
MEAN ERROR RATE
The mean value of all the cases identified in Max. SFM, Median SFM and Min. SFM is taken and the Mean Error Rate is calculated in
Table 6.
Table 6: Calculation of Mean Error Rate
Euclidean Distance
Max. SFM
Median SFM
Min. SFM
ME

11.33
4.89
13.23

Manhattan Distance
31.355
12.432
9.365
17.717

Mahalanobis distance
21.44
12.25
13.552
15.747

ACCURACY
The accuracy of the system is calculated by (100-ME) x100.Thus Accuracy and Mean Error Rate are inversely proportional.
Lower the MER higher is the accuracy of the given Similarity Function is shown in Table 7.
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Table 7: Calculation of Accuracy

Euclidean Distance

Manhattan Distance

Mahalanobis distance

ME

13.23

17.717

15.747

Accuracy(100ME)*100

87%

82%

84%

Comparision of SMF with Mean Error Rate
35

Mean Error Rate

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Max. SFM

Median SFM

Min. SFM

ME

Similarity Functions
Euclidean

Manhattan

Mahalanobis

Fig 2 Shows the Comparison of SMF with Mean Error Rate
Fig 3 indicates that the Euclidean distance provides good results for Higher SFM compared to the other Similarity Functions.
It also provides less value for Minimum SFM which indicates less is the Error Rate.

Accuracy(%)

Comparison of Accuracy with Similarity
Functions
100
50
0
Mean Error

Accuracy

Similarity Functions
Euclidean

Manhattan

Mahalanobis

Fig 3 Shows the Comparison of SFM with Accuracy
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The proposed system was tested by 50 neurologic patients whose status was input into the system to get probable diseases and these
cases where trained for testing data. 40 cases were properly solved by the system. Of all the cases, 3 cases could produce accurate
results because of the cases being complex (involved not only neurology but other domains as well)

Using a Consultant Pathologist‘s interpretation as a ―gold standard‖ (reference test), the system‘s parameters were calculated.

A.True positive (TP):
The diagnostic system yields positive test result for the sample and thus the sample actually has the disease.

B False positive (FP):
The diagnostic system yields positive test result for the sample but the sample does not actually have the disease.
C True negative (TN):
The diagnostic system yields negative test result for the sample and the sample does not actually have the disease.

D False negative (FN):
The diagnostic system yields negative test result for the sample but the sample actually has the disease.
There by the following parameters are calculated,

Sensitivity = [TP/(TP+FN)] x 100% (1)
Specificity = [TN/TN+FP] x 100%

(2)

Using equations (1), (2), respectively are the Sensitivity, Specificity of the system :

Sensitivity = 93%;
Specificity = 86.6%;

The output of the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm was tested against the results obtained from WEKA, a data mining tool. A set of 50
different cases was prepared. These cases were represented in the format required by WEKA and Simple K- Means algorithm was
applied with K as 17. Then cluster analysis was performed after adding one more case as a new case. The result of cluster analysis was
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noticed to identify 2 cases that were nearest to the new case. Same cases were inserted into the case base of the system as learnt cases.
Then the same new case was provided as the input. The similar cases displayed by the system, were found to be exactly same as those
shown by WEKA (Table 7 & 8).

Table 7: variation between nearest neighbor and Simple K means algorithm
Attributes
Classified
instances
Unclassified
instances
TP Rate
FP Rate
Precision
Recall
F-measure

Nearest Neighbor
Search
91.667

Simple K means
algorithm
89.71

8.333

10.29

0.99
0.25
0.889
1
0.941

0.951
0.51
0.833
0.81
0.956

Table 8.Variation between Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance
Attributes
Correlation
Coefficient
Mean Absolute Error
Root Mean Square
Error
Relative absolute
Error
Root Relative
squared error

Euclidean
Distance
98.45

Manhattan
distance
83.58

16.81
25.58

8.46
9.30

13.55

68.23

17.70

64.39

CONCLUSION
This paper discussed the development of a knowledge-based hybrid expert system for diagnosis of neurologic disorders. The
constructed system exploited computer as an intelligent and deductive instrument. Thus, the system attempts to improve the
effectiveness of diagnosis (in relation to accuracy, timeliness and quality). Therefore, the diagnoses made by the system are at least as
good as those made by a human expert.
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From the development and analysis of Clinical Support System, it is evident that CBR technique of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
appropriate methodology for all medical domains and tasks for the following reasons: cognitive adequateness, explicit experience and
subjective knowledge, automatic acquisition of subjective knowledge, and system integration. CBR technique presents an essential
technology of building intelligent Clinical Support System for medical diagnoses that can aid significantly in improving. The proposed
method gives a Sensitivity = 93% which is better than the existing methods. Future research should involve more intensive testing
using a larger neurologic patient disease database to get more accurate results.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The present version of the expert system was developed with knowledge engineering performed by engineers as system analysts and a
few neurology experts. The process of encoding knowledge is incomplete unless extensive number of domain experts involve in the
knowledge engineering process. An expert system depends totally upon the knowledge base that it holds so to improve the quality and
quantity on knowledge, cooperative participation of multiple neurologists will make the system a real expert.
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Abstract— Feature selection algorithm can be used for removing irrelevant, redundant information from the data. Feature selection is
divided into different categories, amongst them filter method is used because of its generality and is typically good choice when
numbers of features are large. In cluster analysis, features are divided by using graph-theoretic clustering method. A Fast clustering
bAsed feature Selection algoriThm (FAST) is based on minimum spanning tree which is constructed from weight complete graph.
Then features are divided into forest where each tree represents a cluster and most representative feature is selected from each cluster.
The clustering-based FAST algorithm produces a subset which contains independent features. Linear correlation based measure is
used to identify highly correlated features amongst the final got subset of features from FAST algorithm.
Keywords—Graph-theoretic clustering; Minimum spanning tree; Feature selection; feature subset selection algorithm (FAST); High
dimensional data; Filter method; Wrapper method; Embedded method.
INTRODUCTION
In data mining, data is analysed and summarized into useful information. The high-throughput technologies grow increasingly which
result in exponential growth in the data with respect to dimensionality, storing and processing such a data becomes more challenging
task. Feature selection is used as a pre-processing stage in machine learning. It is a procedure of choosing a subset of original features
by removing irrelevant and redundant features so that the feature space is get reduced according to some criterion. For choosing a
subset of good features with respect to the target concepts, feature subset selection is a useful way for reduction in dimensionality,
removal of irrelevant data, increase in learning accuracy, and improvement in result comprehensibility. Feature selection is generally
categorized into four models, namely: filter model, wrapper model, embedded model and hybrid model. Filter model methods do not
make use of any clustering algorithm to test the quality of the features. They evaluate the value of each feature according to certain
criteria. Then, it selects the features with the highest value. It is called the filter because it filters out the irrelevant features using given
criteria. The wrapper model uses a clustering algorithm to evaluate the goodness of selected features by (1) finding a subset of features
and then, (2) it evaluates the clustering quality using the selected subset. Finally, it repeats (1) and (2) until the desired quality of
features is found. It is impossible to evaluate all possible subsets of features in high-dimensional datasets. Therefore, experience based
search strategy is adopted to reduce the search space. The wrapper model is computationally expensive compared to filter model.
However, it produces better clustering because it aims to select features that maximize the quality. The embedded methods integrate
feature selection as a part of the training process and are usually specific to given learning algorithms, and thus may be more efficient
than the other three categories. Drawbacks in filter and wrapper models are overcome in a hybrid model, which take benefit from the
efficient filtering criteria and better clustering quality from the wrapper model. A hybrid process having following steps: it uses
filtering criteria to select candidate subsets. Then, the quality of clustering of each candidate subsets is evaluated and the subset with
highest clustering quality will be selected. Hybrid model usually produce better clustering quality than those of filter model and
wrapper model.
Feature selection selects subset of highly differentiated features. In other words, it selects features that are capable of selecting
samples that belong to different classes. Thus, if we have labelled samples as training samples in order to select these features, then
this kind of learning is called supervised learning, which means that the dataset is labelled. In supervised learning, it is easy to
differentiate the features in different classes. If sample data is unlabeled then selecting feature poses a challenge in feature selection
task. In such cases, defining relevancy becomes unclear. However, we still consider that selecting subset(s) of features may help
improving unsupervised learning in a same way to improving the supervised learning.
Feature selection algorithm used to select the subset of feature by removing irrelevant and redundant features. FAST algorithm, it
involves 1) the construction of the minimum spanning tree from a weighted complete graph; 2) the partitioning of the minimum
spanning tree into a forest such that each tree representing a cluster; and 3) and then the selection of representative features from the
clusters[3].
In general, a good features are those which relevant to target class but not redundant to any of the other relevant features. Correlation
is considered as goodness measure between two variables, then the above definition becomes that a good features are highly correlated
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to the target class but not highly correlated to any of the other features. In other words, if the correlation between a feature and the
class is high enough to make it relevant to (or predictive of) the class and the correlation between it and any other relevant features
does not reach a level so that it can be predicted by any of the other relevant features, it will be regarded as a good feature for the
classification task [2].
RELATED WORK
Feature subset selection can be the process of identifying and removing irrelevant that do not contribute to predictive accuracy and
redundant features that they provide mostly information which is already present in other features as much as possible.
Many feature selection algorithms are present; some of them can be able to remove irrelevant features but not effective to handle
redundant features. Yet some of the other can eliminate irrelevant feature while taking care of redundant features [1]. FAST algorithm
falls in to second group. One of the feature selection algorithms is Relief [6], which weighs each feature according to its ability to
discriminate instances under different targets based on distance-based criteria function. However, Relief is useless at removing
redundant features as two predictive but highly correlated features are likely both to be highly weighted [7]. Relief-F [8] extends
Relief, enabling this method to work with noisy and incomplete data sets and to deal with multiclass problems, but still cannot identify
redundant features. Redundant features also affect the accuracy and speed of learning algorithm; hence it is necessary to remove it.
CFS [9], FCBF [10], and CMIM [12] are examples that take into consideration the redundant features. CFS [9] is achieved by the
hypothesis that a good feature subset is one that contains features highly correlated with the target, yet uncorrelated with each other.
FCBF ([10], 11]) is a fast filter method which can identify relevant features as well as redundancy among relevant features without
pair wise correlation analysis. CMIM [12] iteratively picks features which maximize their mutual information with the class to predict,
conditionally to the response of any feature already picked. Different from above algorithms, FAST algorithm uses minimum
spanning tree-based method to cluster features.
FEATURE SUBSET SELECTION ALGORITHM
Feature subset selection framework consists of two important component irrelevant feature removal and redundant feature removal.
Accuracy of learning machines severely affected by irrelevant features, along with redundant features. Thus, irrelevant and redundant
features should be identify and remove as much as possible. Moreover, ―good feature subsets contain features highly correlated with
(predictive of) the class, yet uncorrelated with (not predictive of) each other.‖ [5] A new algorithm is developed to efficiently and
effectively deal with both irrelevant and redundant features, to obtain a good feature subset. A new feature selection framework
(shown in Fig.1).
Dataset

Computation of
T-Relevance

Minimum Spanning Tree
construction
Tree partition &
representative feature
selection

Selected feature
subset
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Computation of linear
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Fig. 1. Framework of feature subset selection

The former obtains features by eliminating irrelevant ones and relevant to the target concept , and the latter choosing representative
feature from different clusters by removing redundant features from relevant ones , and thus produces the final feature subset. In
FAST algorithm, it involves (i) the construction of the minimum spanning tree (MST) from a weighted complete graph; (ii) the
partitioning of the MST into a forest with each tree representing a cluster; and (iii) the selection of representative features from the
clusters [1].
Symmetric Uncertainty
The mutual information (MI) measures the amount of information that feature variable has about target class. This is a nonlinear
evaluation of correlation between feature values or feature values and target classes. The symmetric uncertainty ( ) [20] is derived
from the mutual information by normalizing it to the entropies of feature values or feature values and target classes, and has been used
to assess the goodness of features for classification by a number of researchers.

The symmetric uncertainty is defined as follows

𝑎𝑖𝑛

Where,

𝑎𝑖𝑛

|

|
|
∑𝑝

|

∑𝑝

∑𝑝 |

𝑝

𝑝 |

Where, p(x) is the probability density function and p (x|y) is the conditional probability density function.
T-Relevance
Relevance between the feature Fi F and the target concept C is referred to as the T-Relevance of Fi and C, and denoted by SU
(Fi,C). Fi is a strong T-Relevance feature only when SU (Fi,C) is greater than a predetermined threshold,. After finding the relevance
value, the redundant features will be removed with respect to the threshold value.
F-Correlation
The correlation between any pair of features Fi and Fj (Fi, Fj F^ i ≠ j) is called the F-Correlation of Fi and Fj, and denoted by
SU(Fi, Fj). The same equation of symmetric uncertainty which is used for finding the relevance between the feature and the target
class is again applied to find the similarity between two attributes with respect to each label.
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Minimum spanning tree
The complete graph shows the correlations among all the target-relevant features and it has v vertices and v(v−1)/2 edges. In
case of high dimensional data, it is heavily dense and the edges are strongly interweaved with different weights. Thus for graph ,
minimum spanning tree is constructed, which connects all vertices such that the sum of the weights of the edges is the minimum, using
Prim algorithm. The weight of edge ( ′𝑖 , ′𝑗 ) is F-Correlation ( ′𝑖 , ′𝑗 ). After building the MST, we first remove the edges ,
whose weights are smaller than both of the T-Relevance ( 𝑖 , ) and ( 𝑗 , ), from the MST. Each deletion of edge results in two
disconnected trees 1 and 2.
This can be illustrated by an example. Suppose fig.2 shows MST which is generated from complete graph. We first travel all the
edges then decide to remove the edge (F0, F4) because its weight SU (F0, F4) = 0.2 is smaller than both SU (F0, C) = 0.3 and SU(F4,
C)= 0.4. This makes the MST is clustered into two clusters. Each cluster contains relatively independent features. Then representative
features from each cluster selected to form a subset of features. FAST algorithm is shown in algorithm1.

SU (F0, C) =0.6

0.2

F0

0.5

SU (F4, C) =0.4
SU (F1, C) =0.3

F4

F1

0.8

0.6

F2
SU (F2,C)=0.9

0.9

F3
SU (F3, C) =0.5

0.7
F5

SU (F5, C) =0.3

F6
SU (F6, C) =0.8

Fig. 2. Example of clustering

ALGORITHM 1: FAST
Inputs: S (F1, F2, …, Fn, C) - the given data set
θ- The T-Relevance threshold.
Output: X- selected feature subset.
//------ Irrelevant Feature Removal -----1
2
3
4

for i=1 to n do
T-Relevance= SU (Fi, C)
if T-Relevance >θ then
S= S U {Fi};

//------ Minimum spanning tree construction----5
6
7
8
9

G= NULL; // G is a complete graph
for each pair of features {Fˈi, Fˈj} ⊂ X do
F-Correlation = SU (Fˈi, Fˈj)
Add Fˈi and/ or Fˈj to G with F-Correlation as the weight of the corresponding edge;
minSpanTree = Prim(G); //Using Prim Algorithm to generate the minimum spanning tree

//-------Tree Partition and Representation Feature Selection---10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
796

Forest= minSpanTree
for each edge Eij ϵ Forest do
if SU(Fˈi, Fˈj) < SU(Fˈi, C) ˄ SU(Fˈi, Fˈj) < SU(Fˈj, C) then
Forest= Forest- Eij
X= ɸ
for each tree Ti ϵ Forest do
Fʲᵣ = argmax Fˈ k ϵ Ti SU(Fˈk, C)
X= X U { Fʲᵣ};
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return X
CORRELATION BASED MEASURE

Generally, good feature is relevant to the class concept, but not redundant to other features. We use correlation between any two
features to measure the goodness, hence above statement becomes that a feature is good if it is highly correlated to the class but not
highly correlated to any of the other features. Classical linear correlation is one of the approach exist. Linear correlation coefficient
can be calculated for selected feature subset to obtain highly correlated features. For a pair of variables (P, Q), the linear correlation
coefficient r is given by the formula
Where pi is the mean of P, and qi is the mean of Q. The value of r lies between -1 and 1, inclusive. If P and Q are completely
correlated, r takes the value of 1 or -1; if X and Y are totally independent, r is zero. It is a symmetrical measure for two variables.
There are some benefits of linear correlation as a feature goodness measure for classification. Linear correlation helps to remove
features with near zero linear correlation to the class concept. It helps to reduce redundancy among selected features. It is known that
if data is linearly separable in the original representation, it is still linearly separable if all but one of a group of linearly dependent
features are removed (Das, 1971).
DATA SOURCE
With the aim of evaluating the performance and efficiency of FAST algorithm, verifying whether or not the method is potentially
useful in practice, some publicly available data sets were used. These data sets cover application domain such as text data
classification.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To evaluate the performance of FAST algorithm, set up for performance of the feature subset selection algorithms, three metrics, (i)
the proportion of selected features (ii) the time to obtain the feature subset, (iii) the classification accuracy, and (iv) the
Win/Draw/Loss record [20], are used. The proportion of selected features is the ratio of the number of features selected by a feature
selection algorithm to the original number of features of a data set [1]. The Win/Draw/Loss record shows three values on a given
measure, i.e. the numbers of data sets for which FAST algorithm obtains better, equal, and worse performance. The measure can be
the proportion of selected features, the runtime to obtain a feature subset, and the classification accuracy, respectively.
RESULT
A FAST feature selection algorithm requires a parameter 𝜃 that is the threshold of feature relevance. Different 𝜃 values might obtain
different classification results. When determining the value of 𝜃, classification accuracy, the proportion of the selected features also
considered. Because unacceptable proportion of the selected features results in a large number of features are taken, and further affects
the classification efficiency.

Fig. 4. Irrelevant Feature Removal

Fig. 3. Input Dataset
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Fig. 6. Final Feature Subset
Fig. 5. Minimum Spanning Tree

Fig. 7.Correlation Based Measure

Fig. 8. Non Linear Vs Linear Measure

CONCLUSION
FAST subset selection algorithm based on clustering contains three important steps: Removal of irrelevant features that do not
contribute to predictive accuracy; Elimination of Redundant features using minimum spanning tree; partitioning the MST into clusters
and collect the selected features. Each cluster consists of redundant features and which is treated as single feature, which result in
significant reduction in dimensionality. The FAST algorithm can efficiently and effectively deal with both irrelevant and redundant
features, and obtain a good feature subset. To obtain highly correlated features linear correlation coefficient is used, which identify
highly correlated features with corresponding class. Performance of FAST algorithm is compared on different datasets for text data
with three different aspects of proportion of selected features, runtime and classification accuracy. For future work, linked data can be
use as input and algorithm can be deal with unsupervised leaning.
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Abstract— Record linkage merges all the records relating to the same entity from multiple datasets, at the entity level. It is the initial
data preparation phase for most of the database projects. Traditionally one to one data linkage is performed among the entities of same
type with common unique identifier. The proposed one to many and/or many to many record linkage method is able to link the entities
of same or different types with or without availability of common unique identifier. Here a probabilistic record linkage which is based
on clustering tree construction that classifies the matching entities by linkage. The tree construction is based on the one of the splitting
criterion for the best attribute selection that partitions dataset at each node of the tree. Record Linkage is used in recommender system
domain to produce list of recommendations at each leaf of the tree. It is used for matching new user with their product expectations in
order to produce list of recommendations. In propose method a decision tree based record linkage is applied to generate book
recommendations. This technique is also useful in solving cold start and new user problems.

Keywords— Decision tree, Classification, Clustering, Splitting Criterion, Record Linkage, Model Based, Recommendation System.
I. INTRODUCTION
A record linkage merges all records relating to the same or different entity. The linkage is required for data analysis or mining the
information from multiple data sources. A record linkage is either deterministic or probabilistic. Deterministic or rule based linkage
generates links based on the common unique identifier among the data sets. Probabilistic linkage is based on the probability for the
two given records referring to the same entity. A record linkage is of two types: one-to-one (entity from one data set associates with a
single matching entity in another data set) and one-to-many (entity from one data set associate with a group of matching entity in
another data set). Different machine learning techniques like classification, clustering are useful to perform record linkage.
A decision tree is a classification algorithm that classifies the labeled data set into predefined classes. It produces a tree structure
where internal node represents test on an attribute, each branch represents outcome of the test and each leaf node represents the class
label. A path from root to leaf represents classification rules. While in clustering trees each node represents a cluster or concept.
Clustering Tree is a decision tree that partitions instances into homogeneous clusters at each node. Decision tree algorithm is
applicable in recommendation system to produce recommendations.
Recommender system analyses customer needs and predict items by generating list of recommendations. Recommendation
systems rely on ratings for item provided by user. It reduces searching cost. It uses data mining technique to discover useful patterns
or recommendations. Recommender system provides proposals to the user if user does not know about existence of item [21].
Recommender system methods can be broadly classified into three types: Content Based, Collaborative Filtering and Hybrid
approach. A Content Based approach provides recommendations similar to users past preferred items based on users past preferences.
A Collaborative Filtering approach provides recommendations that the user or its peer with similar attributes preferred previously. A
Hybrid approach combines collaborative and content based approach to overcome their limitations. Recommender system has to face
cold start and new user problem.
New user or user cold start problem where the user has to rate sufficient number of items to gets the accurate recommendations.
Item cold start problem is arise if the purchase frequency of particular item is low, then the system can not recommend other items to
users who have purchase it.
The proposed Recommendation Using Record Linkage (RURL) method performs data linkage with or without sharing common
unique identifier and produces a clustering tree, where each of the leaf contains a cluster of matching or nonmatching instances instead
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of a single classification. Clusters are created by selecting the attributes from user table using one of the splitting criteria, while the
clustered data is from the item table that is linked to it. It is based on C4.5 decision tree algorithm. It is one class approach as only
positive or matching instances are considered to build a recommender system after linkage [1]. This technique handles cold start and
new user problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is survey of related works on record linkage, one class decision tree
construction and recommender systems. Section III summarizes system design and algorithm and section IV describes the
experimental setup, datasets used, evaluation and results. Finally, the last section V concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Record Linkage
The Record linkage finds the matching records among different datasets which may or may not share common identifier i.e. key.
Previously, one to one data linkage was implemented using an SVM classifier algorithm which separate outs matching and
nonmatching record pairs relating to the same entity. Probabilistic approaches used to determine the probability of a record pair being
match or nonmatch using expectation maximization or maximum-likelihood estimation for complete data [6]. A FS (Fellegi–Sunter)
record linkage proposed in [8], is also probabilistic approach, which uses log likelihood ratio for finding similarities between records.
An approximate comparator extends the FS method to improve linkage process. A one to many record linkage stated in [9], is based
on expectation maximization algorithm also performs the probabilistic linkage by calculating the probability for record being match.
The selection measure i.e. splitting criterion, plays an important role in construction of decision tree as it determines the best split
of instances at a given node. Each decision tree induction algorithm uses distinct splitting criteria like Information gain, gain ratio, gini
index for finding the best splitting attribute [12].
An automated record linkage method [11] is used to find the matching records. It is based on C4.5 decision tree classificatio n
algorithm where tree is constructed using different string comparison methods. Clerical review is required for possible links. C5.0
decision tree algorithm is used to link Genealogical records and performs one to many data linkage [10]. Here decision tree was
constructed using Information gain as splitting criteria to classify the records into match or mismatch classes.
Top-Down Induction of Clustering tree (TIC) system stated in [13], is based on construction of first order logical decision tree and
clusters. Here, tree node is generated using first order logic and it represents a cluster or a concept. It integrates instance based
learning and inductive logic programming to obtain a clustering system. A proposed CLTree (Clustering based on decision Tree) [14]
is based on decision tree induction that partitioned data space into clusters and empty region. A simplified tree and meaningful clusters
are obtained by cluster tree pruning. A lookahead gain criterion (relative density) is used by this algorithm for better partitioning of
clusters and to avoid loss of data points.
With the help of clustering, a complex distribution is divided into simpler one in [15]. Here, for each simplified cluster a model is
built using data from a single class to perform one class classification. OcVFDT (One class Very Fast Decision Tree) algorithm
proposed in [17] is applied on fully labeled data stream and it is based on VFDT (Very Fast Decision Tree). It requires less memory
space as it scans the input only once. OcVFDT is extended to PUVFDT (Positive and Unlabeled Vey Fast Decision Tree) [18] that
deals with numeric and discrete attributes of positive and unlabeled data streams using PosLevel parameter.
C4.5 decision tree based OCCT (One Class Clutering tree) [1] algorithm represents a cluster at each leaf of the tree. It performs
one-to-many linkage that matches entities of different types. It also explains coarse and fine grained jaccard coefficient, least probable
intersections, and maximum likelihood estimation as four different splitting criteria for decision tree induction for only matching pairs.
B. Recommender System
The recommendation system analyzes data from a particular domain like movie, book, music or insurance plan to find the items
that user is looking for and to produce a predicted likeliness score or a list of recommended items for a given user. Different data
mining algorithms can be used based on each use case.
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Decision tree based Movie Recommender System proposed in [19], builds a tree using least probable intersections as a splitting
criterion. Here, decision tree construction is based on ID3 algorithms as well as Rating matrix <UserID, ItemID, Rating>. A
constructed tree produces list of recommended items at its leaf node with its weighted average by only single traversal of the tree.
A Movie Recommender System proposed in [4], where decision tree is constructed that represent user preference and attempts to
solve sparsity, scalability (partially) and transparency problem. It considers both credit as well as candidate preferences.
Collaborative Recommender System [5] is based on RFM (Recency, Frequency, and Monetry) model and decision tree induction.
The RFM score improves the accuracy of recommendation and NRS (Normalized Relative Spending) value finds customer‘s
preferences.
A SemTree [3] is an ontology-based decision tree that uses domain ontology to improve the effectiveness of the decision tree. It
also uses a reasoner to split instances with more generalized features for better performance. Feature with higher information gain is
used to build decision tree node. Recommendations are generated on the basis of user model and rank of an item.
A multi-relational model used in [26] is analyzing multiple Social network information. It is based on random walk with restart
algorithm and generic algorithm is used to achieve better recommendation. Five matrices Contact, Rating, Common contact, Book tag,
Readers tag are factorized and integrated to solve cold start problem by this model.
A proposed Adaptive Bootstrapping of Recommender System [27] is based on decision tree construction where root mean square
error is used as a splitting criterion. It deals with new user and cold start problem. Here, a new user follows the path starting at the root
of the tree by asking the questions associated with the nodes along the path and traversing the labeled edges as per answers to get the
recommendations at the leaf of the tree.
TABLE I: COMPARISONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT SPLITTING CRITERIA
Sr. Method Used
Splitting
Improvements
No.
Criteria
Binary Decision Tree using
Least
Requires only single traversal
1.
Rating matrix (Hybrid
probable
of DT for producing
Recommendation system)
intersection recommendation list.
size.
Ontology based Reasoning
Information Uses a reasoner and ontology
2.
Gain
concept.
C4.5 Decision Tree Algorithm
Information Solve sparsity, scalability
3.
(Content based Recommendation Gain
(partially) and transparency
system)
problem.
C4.5 Decision Tree using NRS
Transaction It is based on RFM model and
4.
value and Clustering using RFM Matrix
decision tree induction.
score (Hybrid Recommendation
system)
Adaptive Bootstrapping
Root
It deals with cold start
5.
(Collaborative
mean Square problem and based on
Recommendation system)
Error
dynamic interview questions.

Limitations

Dataset

Ref.
No.
[2]

Need to Construct rating
matrix separately.

MovieLens

Model is based on overall
ratings of item.
For item evaluation
recommendation list need
to examine each time.
Classification is based on
customer transaction
matrix.

Netflix Prize [3]
Movie
MovieLens [4]

Retail
Business

[5]

Large computations
are required for unknown
users.

Netflix

[6]

III. RECOMMENDATIONS USING RECORD LINKAGE MODEL INDUCTION
A. System Design
This section gives outline of the Recommendations Using Record Linkage (RURL) technique. Linkage based recommendation
system consists of three modules: one class decision tree induction module, clustering at the leaf model and recommendation list
generation module as shown in Fig.1.
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One class decision tree construction is based on the splitting criteria to select best splitting attribute at each level of the tree.
Splitting criteria is heuristic for attribute selection to choose the best split of the dataset at each internal node and measures the
similarity between two record sets. The attribute with highest/lowest score is used as the next split of the tree [12].
Decision tree induction for record linkage and recommendation generation is based on C4.5 decision tree algorithm. It uses coarse
grained jaccard coefficient, average gain or normalized gain as a splitting criterion to choose the best splitting attribute at each level of
the tree. Coarse Grained Jaccard is the ratio of records belonging to the both subsets to the total number of records. Average Gain is
the ratio of the information gain to the number of attribute values. Normalized Gain is the ratio of the information gain to the log of
number of partitions created due to split [20]. Let S be a set of instances with p number of instances of class P and n number of
instances of class N, A be the set of attributes, Av be the attribute values, TAv be the subset of instances having attribute value Av, m
be the number of partitions created due to split. Coarse Grained Jaccard coefficient (CGJ), Average Gain Ratio (AGR) and
Normalized gain Ratio (NGR) measure is defined as,

|

|

|

|

|

(1)
(2)

|

(3)
where,

∑

| |
| |

Fig. 1: Block Diagram
A decision tree is constructed in an incremental way where the inner nodes of the tree consist of attributes from user table and a
leaf node consists of a set or a group of matching records from another table. Each leaf is represented by MLE of the records from the
item table. It takes records from two datasets (Cartesian product) as input. A record linkage tests for each possible pair of new or test
records against the linkage model to determine that a pair is a match or not. Tree Based Record Linkage for Recommendation System
considers only positive or matching instances for recursive decision tree induction and recommendation generations.
This technique requires only single tree traversal to obtain the list of recommended items at leaf nodes of the tree. It is a model
based hybrid recommendation approach as only single tree is constructed by choosing one of the best attribute from user table and leaf
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nodes represent matching instances from the item table that is the content of an item. It also handles cold start and new user problems
as the new user is provided with the list of recommendations without rating for sufficient items.
B. Algorithm:
Algorithm for Recommendations Using Record Linkage is as follows,
Input: TAB , set of records (ri) from user and item table,
ai , Set of attributes from user table.
bi , Set of attributes from item table.
ra , Set of records from user table.
rb , Set of records from item table.
Output: T, Clustering Tree with recommendations.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Method:
Tree, T= { };
If ai = Ø
Find matching models by performing record linkage between table A and B;
else
For all ai ϵ A, calculate information split criteria value on each ai;
a‘= a best splitting attribute by using step 5;
For all vi ϵ a‘
Build decision tree Tvi, by applying splitting criteria at each node, sub node of the tree.
For each leaf of the tree, create models M using MLE for r b that provides clusters of records from table B.
ai = accept the input from user.
Traversing the Tree from root to leaf to provide the list of recommendations at the leaf of the decision tree.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
A Tree Based Record Linkage for Recommendation System is implemented by using machine learning open source weka
libraries in java. An implementation is carried out with the help of java Eclipse IDE, apache tomcat and mysql database.
This system generates list of recommendations of books to the new user that are expected to be liked. The experiment is carried
out using Book-Crossing dataset which is collected by Cai-Nicolas Ziegler. It contains ratings provided by users about the books. A
user rated for a fixed number of books and a book rated by fixed number of users is filtered out as a dataset. Book-Crossing dataset
provides a rating for each book on the scale of 0 to 10 (dislike to like) which is converted to binary scale by calculating the average
rating for each book and also age is categories into ten intervals A to J .
The training phase trained the labeled examples by performing data linkage using decision tree induction and cluster model
formations at each leaf of the tree. Only positive or matching instances are considered further to construct a decision tree for
recommendation system. The testing phase evaluates the model by applying it on the untrained or new records.
The system is evaluated by calculating precision, recall and tree. Tree size is based on number of nodes of the tree. The different
splitting criteria such as average gain ratio (AGR), normalized gain ratio (NGR) and coarse grained jaccard coefficient (CGJ) are
compared using precision, recall and tree size with respect different data folds or database sizes. Fig. 2 shows that AGR and NGR
produces tree with same number of nodes. Size of tree for AGR is smaller and for J48 greater.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows that precision and recall curve for AGR is greater while precision and recall for CGJ and NGR is smaller
as well as same.
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Fig. 2 Curve for Total Number of Tree Nodes

Fig. 3 Precision Curve for k-Folds

Fig. 4 Recall Curve for k-Folds

V. CONCLUSION
One class decision tree based record linkage model links the records and classifies them into matching and non matching group of
instances, by adding class attribute if it is not available. It is guided by one of the splitting criteria from average gain, normalized gain
or course gain jaccard correlation coefficient for attribute selection at each internal tree node. Average gain ratio criteria gives better
results for precision, recall and tree size as compared to normalized gain or course gain jaccard correlation coefficient.
Instead of computing similarities between users and items, linkage based recommender system constructs a tree model. A decision
tree algorithm is used construct a tree model so that new user follows a path starting at root node and traversing the edges labeled by
user attributes values to generate recommendations. A list of recommended items is obtained at tree‘s leaf node by only single tree
traversal. The relationship between user features and recommended items is transparent as tree model itself represents them. It reduces
amount of search required by the user to search the expected book.
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Abstract- Ever since man is walking on this earth and before he actually learned to communicate with each other an art of agricultural
is being practiced by him. Agriculture is always been backbone to human economical development, impacted throughout its
revolutionized India‘s stand on agriculture. Technology always has its role on these kinds of development. But as budding engineers
our question always lied whether this technology has reached to all sectors of people. So in this paper we showcase our indigenous
idea a concept of an agricultural machine, it‘s a multi-tasking machine mainly performs seven operation in farming, at a very
economical cost. This proposed concept is designed and fabricated to a working scale, further to which this model analyzed. Analysis
has been done to calculate the stress, strain & deformation and also theoretical calculations has been done. Comparison is done
between the Ansys results & theoretical results. The design is performed by using CATIA V5 R20 Modeling software and the
components are analyzed by finite element method (FEM) using Ansys software.
Keywords – Agriculture , design, technical features,FEM.

I. INTRODUCTION
Emphasizing on the design part, this paper comes in reference with ―Research & Development‖ stream. Thus defining the significance
of this machine in a simple way would profound and be difficult. But, to brief about the project can be defined as,
―A multipurpose machine, which can be used for different purposes in agriculture such as cultivation, seeding, planting or sowing,
fertilizing‖.
Main purposes
 Tilling and ploughing
 Leveling
 Seed guiding
 Seed sowing
 Bund formation
 Fertilizing
 Carriage transportation
1.1 Tilling & Ploughing(cultivation & leveling):
This machine uses the help of a battery and an electric motor (electrical attachments which is provided depending on the requirement
and field of usage) for its power, just like a tiller it can be used to remove the soil and immediately sow a seed or plantation purpose.
The driving power produced will be used to move the machine to &fro and also to rotate and alter in the direction required. Further the
tiller or the plougher can be adjusted to required level considering the depth needed and can be ploughed following which can leveled
using a leveler attached to the same.
1.2 Seed drilling (guiding & sowing):
After a specific time period when sowing of seed has to be done, the same machine can be used to create a lane using a seed guider
which impacts on the soil a pattern at a depth previously estimated. And following a seed is sown at alternate uniform distances
accordingly in the lane produced. This plantation or sowing can be done in an order with the help of a seed funnel which is attached to
a gear system. For every revolution of the main wheel, the gear wheel makes one revolution and thus for every revolution of the main
wheel two seeds are sown or planting can be done. Thus for a particular interval, sowing or planting can be done.
1.3 Bund formation and fertilization(includes sprinkling of various fertilizers):
Later, the mud which is taken out is replaced into the soil by means of a mud tray. Further a bund can be formed either to replace the
soil or to provide enough space for cultivation of the next following lane. And an attachment is provided to initiate fertilizing liquids
precipitants and also for irrigation of more lanes, predominantly saving time and money.
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II. SCOPE OF PRESENT WORK
This project emphasizes on combining the major requirements needed to achieve organized farming in an efficient way. This project
deals with the operation of major necessities of farming such as tilling, leveling, cultivation, seed guiding, seed sowing, bund
formation, and liquid fertilization. All the processes mentioned above can be used at once or can be used independently depending on
the requirements. The main process and the scope of usage of each process will be interpreted and explained in the further stages. This
indigenous idea helps farmers to become independent and self-reliant. Instead of spending on labor and other peripherals required for
farming, a single machine would be enough to repeat the process and help to optimize small scale farming.
Further the process of working of each stages and application of each module would be discussed in the same format. This machine
mainly emphasizes on optimizing the tasks such as tillage, leveling, cultivation, seed guiding, seed sowing and bund formation. All the
mentioned tasks would be a major concern to all the farmers and agriculturists. Generally all the major tasks required would
necessitate a single machine for each and hence would be a huge burden to a general farmer. This would make farmers to eliminate
mechanized improvisation and further would may make them too loose interest in the art farming. Hence, keeping such aspects in our
mind, we as a team of four have tried in coming up with a new design which would ease farming techniques and further improve
efficient methods in agriculture.
This emphasizes a farmer owning a small acre of land to optimize his methods of farming and to invest more interest on farming
techniques in the modern competitive world. A.G.N.I as a complex idea would particulate modern farming methods and would hence
ease agricultural work. The main aspects required for farming would be covered in on complex idea i.e., A.G.N.I.

III. OBJECTIVES







To mainly concentrate on low scale farming, which can be easily affordable for agriculturalist and farmers, owning less
agricultural land.
Concept of recycling and use natural power source (solar). Hence, the utilization of the machine in agriculture field is burdened.
As A.G.N.I. is totally an automated work process the manual methods of agriculture can be partially eliminated which saves time
and cost preferences.
It is beneficial equipment for implementing in various agricultural fields with less working capital.
A.G.N.I basically a multitasking machine saves ―Time and Money‖.
This is an automated machine to enhance cultivation and agricultural methods.

IV. METHODOLOGY
The general structure of working process plan was estimated and will be elaborated in the following steps. This process plan consists
of the major working steps under taken during the development of A.G.N.I.
4.1 Process Planning
 Survey on machines available in the present day.
 Planning and designing the major requirements of the project.
 Developing a 2D design and 3D model of A.G.N.I.
 Chassis development to a working scale.
 Development of various working stages in A.G.N.I.
o Tiller and motor attachments.
o Cultivator and motor attachments.
o Funnel system and wheel attachments.
o Fertilizing attachments.
o Mud tray and leveler attachments.
 Electrical connections.
 Assembly.
 Testing of work process.
 Analysis and future development.
4.2 Plan of Work and Methodology:
The following are the step process adapted in design, development and creation of A.G.N.I
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a) Defining Requirements:
Development of A.G.N.I. requires materials that available in the market. The utilization of these materials would result in an effective
output.
Many of these parts have to be designed independently and created separately to accomplish the benefits as mentioned earlier.
The main design ideas have already been developed and according to our conclusion the designs may be further put to work and
developed.
b) Gathering & Analyzing information:
We as a team have worked together to gather right and efficient information relevant to the betterment of A.G.N.I, as per our
knowledge we have the optimized information to deal with the design and developing the project in an efficient manner.
We have consulted many industries in this field and have visited in person and have commenced on the working of several agriculture
compatible machines that are in market in the present day. And hence forth from our guidelines and knowledge, several industries
have come to our aid in implementing the design and establishing the output in the efficient manner.
c)

Work and methodology involved:

Designing of A.G.N.I.: According to our references and information portrayed from various sources we have accomplished the design
features of the assembly and all the individual parts that are to be involved in the making of A.G.N.I.
d) Development and work process:
On consultation of many small scale industries and other work experienced faculties in this field the fabrication and developing the
whole machine is completed according the requirement of specifications during the process.

V. DEVELOPMENT OF AGNI
A systematic and sequential step were followed to foresee a complete A.G.N.I by strictly following the process planning prepared at
the very beginning in order to avoid or scatter our track to reach the destiny. Initially the idea was brought into 2D sketch & 3D
model. From this a actual development of A.G.N.I was brought to a working scale and started for fabrication

Fig-1. 2D view of A.G.N.I
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Fig-2. 3D View of A.G.N.I

5.1 FABRICATION OF AGNI
5.1.1 Chassis development
Subsequent units were developed separately and finally assembled together into one body

Tillage and attachments



Cultivation and attachments



Funnel attachments



Fertilization attachments

1) Tillage and attachments
The initial working stage in farming is to convert hard soil into refined soil which contains necessary minerals for the better yield of
the crops. This process of converting hard soil into refined soil is done by ploughing or in the modern age tilling is more suitable. This
makes the use of a tractor with tiller attachments at its back. The tractor is generally driven by a man and tilling is carried in the
necessary farming areas. Normally the work is carried out several times (2 or more) depending on the type of crop and type of soil
used.
The process of traction is expensive and time consuming. Hence, farmers owning less acres of land (from 2 to 4 acres) go for further
simplified method generally used in the present day known as the tiller. It‘s a machine normally used to till the soil. This process can
be done independently by a farmer and consumes time depending on the land tropology and measurements.
For this purposes of tilling we worked on a sequential design which would perform the same task (i.e. converting hard soil into refined
soil). This entity would consist of several blades arranged alternatively in a zig-zag manner. Similar blade attachments were arranged
with equal distances from each. This attachment as a whole was further fitted to a hollow rod of 40 mm diameter. This hollow rod was
further fixed with a pulley system consisting of a trapezoidal belt attached to another pulley with a motor driven on the other side. This
tillage and motor attachment would be fitted to the chassis in the front end so as to perform the task of tilling. This task of tilling
would be done with the help of the motor which drives the tillage attachments at necessary speed which is set as predetermined. For
this purpose we have used a D.C motor of 12v which can run at a speed of 400-500 rpm. This motor would be powered with a 12v 40
amps battery which is fitted to the chassis at the rear end.
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Fig-3. Tiller attachments with pulley system

Fig-4. Tiller drawing

Technical specifications of tiller and attachments:


Length of Tiller: 2 feet (60cm).



Length of each Tiller blades: ½ feet (15cm).



Depth covered at each stroke of Tiller: ¾ feet (22.5cm).



Blade material: stain less steel.



Pulley system with belt drive attached by motor on the other side.

2) Cultivator and attachmentsA Cultivator is any of several types of farm implement used for secondary tillage. One sense of the name refers to frames
with teeth that pierce the soil as they are dragged through it linearly.
The main purpose of cultivating is to refine the soil after tilling process is undertaken. After several days or after week of tilling is
accomplished, the soil is made to settle under the influence of sun. This makes to soil to gain more minerals and hence become more
fertile. To enhance the soils fertility, cultivation is practiced. This process regains the soil and fertilizes the soil to the adequate level.
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This consists of cultivator blades made of steel which are 1mm thick. Each blade consists of 6 teeth. These teeth
generally enhance the fertility by bounding the soil from a much deeper layer to the upper most layers. This
bounding is done by the influence of rotating such blades which are arranged in a systematic manner. Cultivator
consists of 4 blades which are arranged in a square shape with the help of a square plate. Each corner of this
plate is welded to a blade. Hence four corners have four blades. And further these are fixed to a pulley with a
trapezoidal belt system attached to a motor drive. These cultivator blades are of 1 feet length each and can till
up to ½ feet or 15 cm depth at each rotation. This bounds the upper layer with a much deeper layer which has
more fertility. This gains the upper layer to achieve more minerals and enrich crop cultivation.

Fig-5. Cultivator assembly with pulley system

Fig-6. Cultivator drawing
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Technical specifications of cultivator and attachments:


Guider length: 1 foot (30 cm).



Width of guider: 3/4 feet (22.5 cm).



Blade thickness: 1 mm.



Depth produced at each stroke: ½ feet (15cm).



Blade material: Steel.



Pulley system with belt drive attached to motor on the other side.

3) Funnel and attachments
After the lanes have been created, seeds should be sown at uniform adjacent distances accordingly. For the purpose of sowing, funnel
and a sowing system was designed. This consisted of a funnel and a path at the lower frame for seeds to flow. As the seeds flow
through this funnel, there should be a method to maintain the adjacent distances between each. This method can accomplished by a
shaft carrying hollow cubes where each seed would drop at alternative time intervals and hence would be finally dropped to the soil by
means of a pipe and a seed guider assembly. The hollow shaft is rotated inside a container which is followed after the funnel system.
The rotation for the hollow shaft is provided through a chain mechanism whose one side of the link is attached to the rear wheels and
the other to the hollow shaft which is provided with a free wheel.

Fig-7. Funnel attachment with lanes of seed flow

Technical specifications of funnel system:
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Funnel length: 2 1/2 feet (75cm).



Funnel width: 1 ½ feet (45cm).



Feed system: Manual feed.
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Material used: steel sheet(0.5mm thickness).

This mechanisms works with the chain drive attached to the rear-wheel. The hollow shaft consists of two spherical cavity placed on
either sides(180°). For each rotation of the rear wheel the hollow shaft makes one full rotation and for each rotation of the hollow shaft
the cavities containing seeds are dropped twice, which was collected previously from the funnel arrangement. Hence, for one complete
rotation of the shaft, seeds are dropped twice from alternative cavities. As the shaft consists of 8 cavities (4+4 on either side of shaft) 4
lanes can be drawn and seeds will be sown in all the four lanes respectively.

Fig-8. Spherical cavity for seed carrying

Funnel Seed feed system:





No. of feed units: 4 nos.
Feed unit material: PVC pipe.
System technique: gear system connected through chain drive to main wheel.
For single rotation 2 feeds.

Fig-9. Funnel drawing
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4) Fertilizer sprinkler
As the seeds are sown into soil at uniform intervals and bund formation has been completed, the next step is to irrigate the soil at right
intervals. But for better yield of crops and to optimize the yield fertilization is widely practiced. This includes solid and liquid
fertilization techniques. As the seeds are sown solid fertilizers are also scattered generally through the land area. This ensures more
yields, and also to protect the growth of crops from insects and other harmful environment crops are often sprayed or sprinkled
throughout the farming area. This purpose can be undertaken in A.G.N.I by placing a container which is supported by a pump. This
pump contains the essential fertilizers; pesticides which are necessary can be sprayed with the help of a pump. This is placed after the
funnel system, which can be operated by means of a switch. By operating the switch the pump can be turned ON/OFF whenever
necessary. The function by turning on the pump is for spraying at required pressure which is supplied by the pump. The pump is
connected to pipes on either side on the implementer; hence during the operation the liquid fertilizers are pumped through the pipes so
as to spray to a distance as
depending on the pressure.

Fig-10. Fertilizer tank with pump

5.2 ASSEMBLY OF A.G.N.I
The process undertaken at each module and their working were explained and justified in the above content. These modules are
assembled to the main frame i.e. the chassis.

The assembly would be processed in the following manner:
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Tiller assembly at the front end.



Seed guider assembly in the middle.



Funnel assembly before the handle.



Fertilizer sprinkler after the funnel system.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)
Fig-11. Projectile views of the final assembly(i) & (ii) Front, Rear views and (iii)Top view
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Fig-12. Assembly Drawing

Fig-13. Complete final assembly of A.G.N.I
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VI. RESULT AND DISSCUSIONS

The main process involved in development of A.G.N.I was portrayed in the above content. After the assembly was finished several
trail runs were undertaken and necessary changes were completed.
A completely assembled A.G.N.I involved the following features:
Tillage: This would initiate the process of converting hard soil into refined soil.
Leveler: As the tilling process was completed, the soil would be leveled to a certain medium as necessary by the usage of leveler.
Cultivator: This process involves secondary tilling.
Seed guiding: As cultivation is accomplished, lanes would be created with the usage of a seed guider.
Funnel assembly: The seeds are sown into the lanes created by the seed guider at uniform intervals by using the funnel assembly.
Bund formation: As the seeds are sown, bunds are created on the seeds to cover it with fertile refined soil.
Fertilization: The growth of the crops can be improved by efficiently utilizing liquid fertilizers.
In the above process, all the major objectives can be accomplished by the used a single complex idea i.e. Agricultural Growth
Nourishing Implementer (A.G.N.I). Tillage and cultivator would be powered by a motor by using a battery. A.G.N.I should be
handled manually by using a steering provided and operated by using the switch board provided to the handle to operate tiller,
cultivator and fertilizer.

VII. CALCULATION AND ANALYSIS
Calculations are carried on the specific components of defined dimensions and material property with numerous working conditions.
With the help specifically obtained mathematical models and basic Mechanics Of Machine formulae.
Analysis has been carried out by using finite analysis method with help of Ansys software. The analysis has been carried out in two
stages. In the first stage the solid model of the component is selected and geometric conditions are selected, direction of the force is
selected and results are evaluated using the software. In the second stage the boundary conditions are selected, then results are
evaluated using the software
Analysis procedures
A typical analysis has three distinct steps:


Build the model.



Apply loads and obtain the solution.



Review the results.

The procedure for a static analysis consists of these tasks:
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Build the model: The software permits the construction of the model from basic shapes. Alternatively a model from any
compatible CAD software such as CATIA may be imported into Ansys workbench and analyzed. For the better
understanding and visualization of the design 3D modeling has been done.



Set solution controls: The different inputs regarding the preprocessor stage have to be input into the software. Some of the
inputs are units, types of analysis, element type, meshing of the component etc.



Set additional solution options: This includes adding the material properties and selecting the results desired from the
analysis. Material property includes Material type, Poisson's ratio, Mass density, Yield strength and Elastic modulus.



Apply the loads: The different types and the magnitude of loads are applied. Constraining the points over the component,
where the component is clamped and then the load is applied considering all the necessary forces.



Solve the analysis: Gives appropriate results as selected.

Review the results: The results are reviewed and the analysis is repeated by changing the variables if necessary.

7.1.1 CALCULATION OF TILLER BLADES
Material required: Hard steel
Motor power, Nc=0.5 hp
Blade span, w=75 mm
Blade thickness, t=6 mm
Blade angle, θ=900
Blade cutting width, Lh=50 mm
Effective blade length, Lv=48 mm

Fig-14 Tiller blade
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Table 1. Material properties

Theoretical calculations
For each blade,
Soil force (Kc)
Kc = Ks*Cp/ i*Ze*Ne
Where,
Ks=Maximum Tangential force(kg)
Cp= Co-efficient of tangential force
I = number of Flanges (16)
Ze=Number of Blades=4
Ie : Ne= 4/16 =1/4 = 0.25
Cp=1.5
Cs=1.5
Ks= Cs*75*Nc*µc*n2/ Umin
Umin = πdn/60 = π*96*350/60000 = 1.76 m/s
Ks = (1.5*75*0.373*0.5*0.5) / 1.75
Ks =5.96 kg =58.5 N
Ie: Kc = (5.96*1.5) / (16*4*0.25) = 0.58 kg =5.48 N.

7.1.2 ANALYSIS OF TILLER BLADE
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Fig-15. Equivalent stress on the blade

Fig-16.Equivalent elastic strain
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Fig-17. Total deformation

Result: The theoretical calculations are done are found conditionally matching with the results as obtained from Ansys workbench
tool as shown above. The stress is found to b acting more at the corners

7.2.2 CULTIVATOR CALCULATIONS
Material required: steel plate
Motor power, Nc=0.35 hp
Blade span, w=50 mm
Blade Thickness, t=4 mm
Effective Blade length, Lv=20 mm

Fig-18. Cultivator Blade

Table 2. Material properties
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Theoretical Calculations
Average Area:
Average area = (A1+A2)/2
Where A1, A2 are in mm2
A1 = b1 * t in mm2
A1 = 50*2
A1 = 100mm2
A2 = b2*t in mm2
A2 = 4*2
A2 = 8mm2
Avg = (A1+A2)/2;
Avg = (100+8)/2;
Avg = 54mm2
Bending Moment
Mb = F*L N-mm
Where
F = static load in N
L = length of the blade in mm
L = 20mm
Static load
Power = 0.35HP
Power

= 0.35*.746

Power = 0.2611KW
P = 2πNT/60,000
But T=F*R
P = 2πNFR/60,000
0.2611=2*π*275*F*96/60,000
F = 0.0944N
N = Speed in rpm
R = Radius from the shaft to blade tip
i.e., R=96mm
Bending Moment
Mb = F*L
Mb =0.0944*20
Mb =1.88 N-mm
Bending Stress
Mb/I = σb/y
I = Moment of inertia in mm4
I = bd3/12=bt3/12
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b = (b1+b2)/2 = (50+4)/2
b = 27mm
t = 2mm
I = (bt3)/12
= (27*23)/12
I = 9mm4
σ = Binding Stress N/mm2
y = 4/2
y/2 = (b1+b2)/2
y/2 = (50+4)/2
y/2 = 27 mm
y = 54mm
Mb/I = ζb/y
1.88/9 = ζb/54
σb = 11.28 N/mm2

Fig-19. Equivalent Stress
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Fig-20. Maximum shear stress

Fig-21. Total deformation

Fig-22 Equivalent elastic strain

Results: The theoretical calculations are done are found conditionally matching with the results as obtained from Ansys workbench
tool as shown above. The stress is found to be acting more at the corners
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VIII. BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS
8.1 Benefits


Due to advancement and implementation in the present working machines. A.G.N.I overcomes with more benefits and low
initial investment.



A.G.N.I compacted with numerous working benefits adapting multitasking technology and Indexing low maintenance cost.



No need of maintenance of labor for work.



A single machine can cultivate, sow, plant, seed, fertilizer, and harvest.



No need of knowledge about the working of the machine.



Easy working techniques.



Serves for multipurpose at the same time.



Increases growth of more crops and yield at less time.



70-80% more reliable than the present generation machines.



Less seed consumption per acre compared normal machines.



30-40% of more yields.



Less labor consumption. 5 people can do the work of 30 people hence saving Labor and time.



Due to more reliability on water and fertilizer, decreases the cost on fertilizing and irrigation.

8.2 Limitations of A.G.N.I
As a working model is established and only a basic working principle is portrayed, the limitations as in general can be further
estimated:


Set up time consumption is moderate.



Working knowledge is necessary.



Time consumption for handling the equipment is moderate.



Further automation would be beneficial.

Capital investment and maintenance cost is necessary and would be from moderate to high depending on the usage environment.

IX. SCOPE OF FUTURE WORK


Completely automated machine which would optimize the working principles would ease operational methods.



Solar powered A.G.N.I would be more beneficial as power fluctuations in rural areas is a general problem.



Automating the working of tillage and cultivator by provided an rack and pinion or an hydraulic system would ease operational
methods and would lessen time consumption.



A fully featured A.G.N.I which can be controlled by a remote and operated in the same manner would invest a complete smart
technology in farming.
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As A.G.N.I to the present, is practically a working model and the exact scaled model would be more efficient to work to an
expected level of farming.
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XI. CONCLUSION
The conventional method of farming is moderate and has several benefits. But, when pertaining to a small scale agricultural aspect,
generally most of the methods followed in the modern world do not portray much usefulness. And modernized agricultural methods
make use of several working principles which would be investing more capital and less working benefits. As most of the machines of
a particular purpose, much of the farming population cannot invest interest on technical methods of farming. Hence, in review of these
aspects a multi-purpose machine which can be moderate and comfortable for low scale farming has been design and developed by us.
This machine would be able to carry out most of the required aspects of farming at an individual to multiple working processes
depending on the necessity.
A.G.N.I is a conceptual idea which is developed to a working scale and hence a general prototype has been designed and developed by
our team. Further, by investing more interest A.G.N.I can be developed to a complete working scale and also can be sequentially
optimized by automating the working concepts of the same.
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Abstract – The Active Superconducting Current Controller (ASCC) is a new type of Fault Current Limiters which can limit the fault
current in different modes and also has the particular abilities of compensating active and reactive power for AC main circuit in the
normal state. The use of the ASCC disturbs the operation of Over Current Relays (OCR) used in the distribution system. In
consideration that applying superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL) may be a feasible solution, in this paper, the effects of a
voltage compensation type active SFCL on them are studied through theoretical derivation and simulation. The active SFCL is
composed of an air-core superconducting transformer and a PWM converter. The magnetic field in the air-core can be controlled by
adjusting the converters output current, and then the active SFCLs equivalent impedance can be regulated for current limitation and
possible overvoltage suppression. Due to the difficulty in power network reinforcement and the interconnection of more distributed
generations, fault current level has become a serious problem in transmission and distribution system operations [10]. The utilization
of fault current limiters (FCLs) in power system provides an effective way to suppress fault currents and result in considerable saving
in the investment of high capacity circuit breakers. In this work a resistive superconducting fault current limiter designed.

Index Terms—Distributed generation (DG), distribution system, overvoltage, short-circuit current, voltage compensation
type active superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL)
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the great development of interconnected power grid, the power network structure becomes increasingly
complicated, and the system short circuit capacity and short circuit current have reached a new level which could exceed the allowable
currents of the circuit breakers. The increase of the fault current has imposed a severe burden on the related machinery in the grid, and
the stability of the power system is also damaged. The fault current limiters (FCL) are regarded as the suitable solution to solve
excessive fault current problems. [1] Active superconducting fault current limiter (ASFCL) voltage compensation type is a novel
topology of FCL. This type SFCL not only preserves the merits of bridge type SFCL such as the automatic switch to the current
limiting mode and without the quench of the superconductor, but also has the particular abilities of controlling the steady fault current
and compensating active and reactive power for AC main circuit in the normal state. Fig. 1 shows the circuit structure of the three
phase active SFCL, which is consisting of three air-core superconducting transformers and a three-phase voltage source converter.
As a result, faults in power networks incur large short-circuit currents flowing in the network and in some cases may exceed the
ratings of existing circuit breakers (CB) and damage system equipment The problems of inadequate CB short-circuit ratings have
become more serious than before since in many locations, the highest rating of the CB available in the market has been used. To deal
with the problem, fault current limiters (FCLs) are often used in the situations where insufficient fault current interrupting capability
exists [1]. Less expensive solutions such as current limiting reactors may have unwanted side effects, Such as increasing system
losses, voltage regulation problems or possibly could compromise system stability. Smart grid is a modern electricity system. It uses
sensors, monitoring, communications, automation and computers to improve the edibility, security, reliability, efficiency, and safety of
the electricity system. Renewable energy technologies such as photovoltaic, solar thermal electricity, and wind turbine power are
environmentally beneficial sources of electric power generation [3]. The integration of renewable energy sources into electric power
distribution systems can provide additional economic benefits because of a reduction in the losses associated with transmission and
distribution lines.
In this work a SFCL model is designed. SFCL is an innovative fault current limiter. It works on the principle of Superconducting
Property. It is inactive e under normal condition. It is in active under fault condition; it inserts some resistance into the line to limit the
fault current. It suppresses the fault current within first half cycle only. It operates better than Circuit breakers, Relays, because the
Circuit breakers take minimum 2-3 cycles before they getting activated. The effect of SFCL on micro grid fault current observed. The
optimal place to SFCL is determined [10].
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We have proposed voltage compensation type active SFCL in previous work [7], and analyzed the active SFCL‘s control strategy and
its influence on relay protection [8, 9]. In addition, an 800 V/30 a laboratory prototype was made, and its working performances were
confirmed well [10]. In this paper, taking the active SFCL as an evaluation object, its effects on the fault current and overvoltage in a
distribution network with multiple DG units are studied.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
2.1. Structure and Principle of the Active SFCL
As shown in Fig. 1(a), it denotes the circuit structure of the single-phase voltage compensation type active SFCL, which is composed
of an air-core superconducting transformer and a voltage-type PWM converter.Ls1, Ls2 are the self-inductance of two
superconducting windings, and Ms is the mutual inductance.Z1is the circuit impedance andZ2is the load impedance. Ld and Cd are
used for filtering high order harmonics caused by the converter. Since the voltage-type converter‘s capability of controlling power
exchange is implemented by regulating the voltage of AC side, the converter can be thought as a controlled voltage source Up. By
neglecting the losses of the transformer, the active SFCL‘s equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 1. Single-phase voltage compensation type active SFCL. (a) Circuit structure and (b) equivalent circuit.
In normal (no fault) state, the injected current (I2) in the secondary winding of the transformer will be controlled to keep a certain
value, where the magnetic field in the air-core can be compensated to zero, so the active SFCL will have no influence on the main
circuit. When the fault is detected, the injected current will be timely adjusted in amplitude or phase angle, so as to control the
superconducting transformer‘s primary voltage which is in series with the main circuit, and further the fault current can be suppressed
to some extent. Below, the suggested SFCL‘s specific regulating mode is explained. In normal state, the two equations can be
achieved.

(1)
(2)
Controlling I2 to make jωLs1 1̇ −jωMs ̇ 2=0 and the primary voltage U1 will be regulated to zero. Thereby, the equivalent limiting
impedance ZSFCL is zero (ZSFCL=U1/I1), and I2 can be set as ̇ 2 = ̇ 2√
/(Z1+Z2)k, where k is the coupling coefficient and
it can be shown as k=Ms/√
.Under fault condition (Z2is shorted), the main current will rise from I1to I1f, and the primary
voltage will increase to U1f.
(3)

(4)
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The current-limiting impedance ZSFCL can be controlled in:

(5)

Fig. 2. Application of the active SFCL in a distribution system with DG units.
According to the difference in the regulating objectives of I2, there are three operation modes:
1) MakingI2 remain the original state, and the limiting impedanceZSFCL−1=Z2 (jωLs1)/(Z1+Z2+jωLs1).
2) ControllingI2to zero, andZSFCL−2=jωLs1.
3) Regulating the phase angle of I2 to make the angle difference between˙ Us and jωMs˙I2 be 180◦.Bysetting jωMs I2=−c˙Us, and
ZSFCL−3=cZ1/(1−c)+jωLs1/(1−c).
The air-core superconducting transformer has many merits, such as absence of iron losses and magnetic saturation, and it has more
possibility of reduction in size, weight and harmonic than the conventional iron-core superconducting transformer [9], [8]. Compared
to the iron-core, the air-core can be more suitable for functioning as a shunt reactor because of the large magnetizing current [5], and it
can also be applied in an inductive pulsed power supply to decrease energy loss for larger pulsed current and higher energy transfer
efficiency [6], [7]. There is no existence of transformer saturation in the air-core, and using it can ensure the linearity of ZSFCL well.
2.2. Applying the SFCL into a Distribution Network with DG
As shown in Fig. 2, it indicates the application of the active SFCL in a distribution network with multiple DG units, and the buses B-E
are the DG units‘ probable installation locations. When a single-phase grounded fault occurs in the feeder line 1 (phase A, k1 point),
the SFCL‘s mode 1 can be automatically triggered, and the fault current‘s rising rate can be timely controlled. Along with the mode
switching, its amplitude can be limited further. In consideration of the SFCL‘s effects on the induced overvoltage, the qualitative
analysis is presented. In order to calculate the over voltages induced in the other two phases (phase B and phase C), the symmetrical
component method and complex sequence networks can be used, and the coefficient of grounding G under this condition can be
expressed as G=−1.5m/(2 +m)±j√3/2, where m=X0/X1, and X0 is the distribution network‘s zero-sequencereactance,X1is the
positive-sequence reactance [6]. Further, the amplitudes of the B-phase and C-phase over voltages can be described as:

(6)
Where UAN is the phase-to-ground voltage‘s root mean square (RMS) under normal condition.

3. SUPERCONDUCTING FAULT CURRENT LIMITER
Superconducting Fault Current Limiter (SFCL) is innovative electric equipment which has the capability to reduce the fault current
level within the first cycle of fault current [1]. The first-cycle suppression of fault current by a SFCL results in an increased transient
stability of the power system carrying higher power with greater stability. The concept of using the superconductors to carry electric
power and to limit peak currents has been around since the discovery of superconductors and the realization that they possess highly
non-linear properties. More specifically, the current limiting behavior depends on their nonlinear response to temperature, current and
magnetic field variations. Increasing any of these three parameters can cause a transition between the superconducting and the normal
conducting regime. The current increase can cause a section of superconductor to become so resistive that the heat generated cannot
be removed locally. This excess heat is transferred along the conductor, causing the temperature of adjacent sections to increase. The
combined current and temperature can cause these regions to become normal and also generate heat. The term ―quench‖ is commonly
used to describe the propagation of the normal zone through a superconductor. Once initiated, the quench process is often rapid and
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uncontrolled. Though once initiated the quench process is uncontrolled, the extent of the normal region and the temperature rise in the
materials can be predicted.

4. MATLAB/SIMULINK RESULTS
For purpose of quantitatively evaluating the current-limiting and overvoltage-suppressing characteristics of the active SFCL, the
distribution system with DG units and the SFCL for the other DG, it can be installed in an arbitrary position among the Buses C–E
(named as DG2). To reduce the converter‘s design capacity, making the SFCL switch to the mode 2 after the fault is detected, and the
detection method is based on measuring the main current‘s different components by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and harmonic
analysis.
Case: 1 Without SFCL and with the active SFCL

Fig. 3. Matlab/Simulink model of three pahse the short-circuit occurs a k3 point. Without SFCL and with the active SFCL

Figure3 Shows Matlab/Simulink Model of Three Pahse the Short-Circuit Occurs A K3 Point. Without SFCL and With the Active
SFCL
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Fig. 4. Voltage waveforms when the three-phase short-circuit occurs a k3 point. Without SFCL and with the active SFCL
Figure4 shows the Voltage waveforms when the three-phase short-circuit occurs a k3 point. Without SFCL and with the active SFCL

Fig. 5. Line current waveforms when the three-phase short-circuit occurs a k3 point.
Figure5 shows the Line current waveforms when the three-phase short-circuit occurs a k3 point
Case: 2 Without SFCL and with the active SFCL with pv
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Fig. 6. Matlab/Simulink model of three pahse the short-circuit occurs a k3 point. Without SFCL and with the active SFCL with PV.
Figure6 Shows Matlab/Simulink Model of Three Pahse the Short-Circuit Occurs A K3 Point. Without SFCL and With the Active
SFCL with PV

Fig. 7. Voltage waveforms when the three-phase short-circuit occurs a k3 point. Without SFCL and with the active SFCL with PV.
Figure7 shows the Voltage waveforms when the three-phase short-circuit occurs a k3 point. Without SFCL and with the active SFCL
with PV.
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Fig. 8. Photovoltaic voltage
Figure8 shows Without SFCL and with the active SFCL with photovoltaic voltage.

Fig. 9. Line current waveforms when the three-phase short-circuit occurs a k3 point with PV
Figure9 shows the Line current waveforms when the three-phase short-circuit occurs a k3 point with PV

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the application of the active SFCL into in a power distribution network with DG units is investigated. For the power
frequency overvoltage caused by a single-phase grounded fault, the active SFCL can help to reduce the overvoltage‘s amplitude and
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avoid damaging the relevant distribution equipment. The active SFCL can as well suppress the short-circuit current induced by a
three-phase grounded fault effectively, and the power system‘s safety and reliability can be improved. The study of a coordinated
control method for the renewable energy sources and the SFCL becomes very meaningful, and it will be performed in future.
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Abstract— Hadoop is an open source Map-Reduce platform, which has been widely used for big data processing in large scale
distributed system. The original task scheduling algorithm of Hadoop cannot cater to the performance requirements of heterogeneous
clusters. According to the dynamic change of load of each slave node and the difference of node performance of different tasks in the
heterogeneous Hadoop cluster, a dynamic workload adjustment algorithm (DWAA) is presented. With DWAA, tasktracker can adapt
to the change of load at runtime and obtain task in accordance with its computing ability. The DWAA is a highly efficient and reliable
algorithm, which can make heterogeneous Hadoop cluster stable and load balancing.

Keywords— dynamic workload, clustering method, computing ability.
INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a new business computing model for distributed computing tasks to a large-scale computing and storage resources
pool that enable application systems to access a computing ability, storage space, and software service on demand [1], [2]. Cloud
computing has the advantages of high scalability and high availability [3], many of the companies have released their own cloud
computing platform to provide services to the public.
Hadoop [4] is an open source distributed architecture system sponsored by Apache software Foundation, which applies to
structured and unstructured data search, and data mining. Hadoop is a highly efficient and reliable cloud computing platform, which
can be deployed in a cloud computing data center [3]. Most of the famous Internet service providers, including Yahoo, Twitter,
Facebook, and Baidu, have already chosen Hadoop as one of the core components to build their own cloud systems to provide more
efficient services.
In order to complete the request submitted by user efficiently, Hadoop needs the right job scheduling algorithm and also a proper
task scheduling algorithm. Job and task are two different concepts in Hadoop [3]. When a user submits a request, Hadoop will create
a job and put it in the queue of jobs that are waiting to be executed by the job scheduler. After that, job will be divided into a sequence
of tasks, which can be executed in parallel [5] [6]. With the help of task scheduling algorithm, the task scheduler dispatches the tasks
on various nodes in the cluster. Several job scheduling algorithms have been developed in Hadoop, including first-in-first-out
scheduling, fair scheduling, and capacity scheduling. The different types of tasks have different system resources, which lead to a
huge difference of system load [3]. The original task scheduling strategies for Hadoop do not consider the difference of tasks and
nodes. Most strategies cannot meet the performance requirements including stability, scalability, efficiency, and load balance etc. [7]
[8]. Once Hadoop starts, the maximum number of tasks deployed on task-tracker at one time cannot be changed. Task-trackers are
unable to dynamically adjust according to their own real-time load. This is a disadvantage of Hadoop, making it particularly
unsuitable for heterogeneous cluster.
In this paper, we studied the traditional Hadoop cluster architecture and focused on task scheduling algorithm for dealing with
heterogeneous cluster. The main contribution of this paper is to present a dynamic workload adjustment algorithm (DWAA). With
DWAA, task-tracker can adapt to change load at run time and accepts the load in accordance with the computing ability of each node.
The whole idea of DWAA is as follows: 1) First, to calculate the current load of each task-tracker and identify the amount of load
created on the whole cluster. 2) Second, Examine if the load get increases than threshold value. 3) Change the load at run time and
obtain the task based on the computing ability of each node.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section II, the related work, system architecture of Hadoop and its task scheduling
process are described. Section III explains DWAA in detail. Experimental and performance analysis are presented in Section IV.
Section V concludes this paper by summarizing the main contribution of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Some of task scheduling strategies that have been proposed in recent years:
In 2009, M. Yong et al. [7] introduced task-tracker resource aware scheduler (TRAS). In this algorithm, each task-tracker collects its
own resource information and then reports the same to the job-tracker for the next resource scheduling.
Reference [9] proposed a speculative task execution strategy (STES) in 2005. Even If the cluster has already finished most of the
tasks, few of the tasks may be left due to insufficient hardware performance and become trailing task. In order to reduce the influence
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of trailing tasks on the whole job execution time, job-tracker will restart copies of trailing tasks running in parallel; once any one of
the task is executed, the whole job is completed.
In 2013, Z. Tang et al. [10] showed an extensional MapReduce task scheduling algorithm for deadline constraints (MTSD), which
allows user to specify a jobs deadline and makes it finished before the deadline.
In 2014, Xiao long Xu et al. [3] proposed adaptive task scheduling strategy based on dynamic workload adjustment algorithm for
heterogeneous Hadoop clusters. In this algorithm, task-trackers can modify the change of load at run time and obtain tasks in
accordance with the computing ability of each node.

A. Hadoop Architecture
Hadoop system contains two parts: Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [11] and MapReduce [11]. An HDFS-based cluster has
two types of nodes operating in the master-slave pattern i.e. name node called as master and data node called as slave node [3].
MapReduce is a programming model for data processing, which operates on both nodes i.e. job-tracker (master) and number of tasktrackers (slaves). The job-tracker locates task-tracker nodes with available slots at or near the data and submits the work to the chosen
task-tracker nodes. Task-trackers execute tasks and sends back progress report to the job-tracker, which keeps a record of the overall
progress of each job. Hadoop divides the inputs of a MapReduce job into fixed-size pieces called input splits [3]. Hadoop creates one
map task for each split. Then task-tracker runs the map tasks, whose output is processed by reducing task to produce the final output
[5].

B. Task Scheduling Process of Hadoop System
The Hadoop system executes multiple tasks at the same time, so there is no surety with respect to effective task scheduling of the
system within the entire cluster and execution is the premise to make full use of cluster resources.
1) Running Task: task-tracker counts current executing tasks that are assigned.
2) FixedTaskCapacity: Task-tracker determines whether the number of current executing tasks is less than the fixed number of slots
for task or not. The fixed no of slots limit the number of tasks, which simultaneously run on a tasktracker.
3) AskForNewTask: It is a flag to indicate whether to obtain a new task or not. If running task is less than FixedTaskCapacity, then
tasktracker could accept new tasks. The tasktracker will set flag to true, otherwise, to false.
The tasktracker periodically sends message of heartbeat via Remote Procedure Call (RPC) to the jobtracker. The default value of a
period is 3 sec [12]. Tasktracker sends heartbeat menace it indicates whether it is ready to run a new task or not. The jobtracker does
following work after receiving the heartbeat from tasktracker:1) The jobtracker first checks whether the last heartbeat response is
completed or not; in case it is completed, it checks whether the flag AskForNewTask of heartbeat sent from the tasktracker is true or
not. 2) If the flag is true, the jobtracker will use the task scheduler to assign the task to task list. If the flag is false, the jobtracker will
not allocate a task to the tasktracker. 3) When jobtracker gets the task list, it will send it to tasktracker for execution.

C. Problem during the Task Execution
In heartbeat cycle, if a tasktracker wants to obtain task, then firstly it will determine whether the number of current executing task is
less than the fixed number of slots or not.
The empty task slots = fixed number of slots - number of current executing tasks.
The load of each node dynamically changes in heterogeneous clusters and different nodes perform differently, which may give
following problem:
1. Consider the tasktracker is a high-performance computing node and the number of current running task is equal to fixed number of
slots, then the task tracker will not acquire the new tasks. At same time, if the tasktracker is still under loaded and it can run more tasks,
then it is waste of ideal resources (hunger problem).
2. In second case, if the tasktracker is a low-performance computing node and number of current executing task is less than fixed
number of slots, and then tasktracker can acquire new tasks. At the same time, if the tasktracker is heavily loaded, it cannot run more
tasks, thus entering into saturation thereby leading to overloading.

III. DWAA
A. Main Idea
According to preceding analysis, the existed scheduling strategy of Hadoop cannot meet better performance. This paper proposes a
novel load balancing algorithm, i.e. DWAA, for the heterogeneous Hadoop. The whole algorithm is working on running clusters.
According to the tasktrackers own resources parameter, they can make corresponding adjustment to achieve the optimal state.
Each tasktracker periodically checks its load, which is based on collected parameters and dynamically adjusts the maximum
number of slots for tasks. (MaxTaskCapacity), which replaces the approach of allocating the fixed number of slots for tasks
(FixedTaskCapacity). Our strategy changes, each tasktracker measures its own workload in the next heartbeat, and then makes a
decision about whether to allocate more tasks on same or not.
Submitting the request
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Fig. 1: Working environment of DWAA.
As Fig. 1 shows, the jobtracker deploying the tasks on tasktracker with the help of task scheduler. When jobtracker recives the
heartbeat from tasktrackers, then it will assign the sutable load to the tasktracker. To efficiently access the load of tasktracker, DWAA
needs to choose the appropriate load parameters for the evaluation.
The high CPU utilization rate indicates that CPU is unable to handle new task or is overloaded. Ideally, task scheduling moule
will constantly get tasks executed in the task queue according to the sizes of the CPU time slice they obtain. If the task queue is too
long, too many tasks will compete for resources, which makes CPU unable to process valuable tasks or response over a long period of
time, resulting in the overloading state of CPU [13], [14]. Furthermore, the memory requirements are high for some applications,
whereas their CPU requirements are minimum. DWAA is based on the average CPU utilization, average memory utilization, and the
average number of task in queue.

B. Algorithm Description
Definition 1: In order to get the real-time information of perCpu, we can use related parameter from file /proc/stat of linux system to
calculate perCpu. There are seven items that can be extracted from file /proc/stat as given: user-mode time (user), low-priority usermode time (nice), system-mode time (sys), idle task-mode time (idle), hard disk I/O preparing time (iowait), servicing interrupts (irq),
and servicing softirq (softirq).
perCpu = user+nice+sys × 100
(1a)
total
total = user+nice+sys+idle+iowait+irq+softirq

(1b)

The numerator is the execution time of non-system idle process and denominator is the total execution time of CPU. According to
(1a)-(1b), we can get the current CPU utilization in real time.
Definition 2: The memory utilization is defined as perMem. In order to get the real-time information of perMem, we can use related
parameter from file /proc/meminfo of linux system. There are four items that can be extracted from file /proc/meminfo as given: total
memory size (MemTotal), free memory (MemFree), block-device buffers (Buffers), and file cache (Cached).
perMem = MemTotal-(Memfree+Buffer+Cache) × 100
MemTotal

The following is the pseudocode of the algorithm DWWA.
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DWWA
Input: Current tasktracker load information
AvgClusterLoad: Calculate the average clusters CPU and Memory load information.
K: be the total number of node in cluster.
Cth, Lth: threshold parameter.
MaxTaskCapacity: total capacity of cluster to run task in parallel.
Output: AskForNewLoad, MaxTaskA, MaxTaskB

1. for (i=0; i<n; i++){
/* Every cluster contains the n number of nodes, and collect the set of information, deposit them in a corresponding load array. */
2. perCpu[i] = getCpuPercentageUsage
/* Get CPU percentage utilization of each node */
3. perMem[i] = getMemPercentageUsage
/*Get Memory percentage utilization of each node*/
4. }
5. for (j=0; j<n j++){
6. AvgperCpu = perCpu[j]
7. AvgperMem = perMem[j]
8. }
9. CpuInfo = AvgperCpu/K
/*K is the number of node in cluster*/
10. MemInfo = AvgperMem/K
11. if (CpuInfo < Cth && MemInfo < Mth){ then
12. if (CpuInfoA > CpuInfoB ){
/*Compare the CPU load between the clusters */
13. MaxTaskB = MaxTaskB + no_of_task
/*Assign the next tasks (no_of_task) on cluster B*/ }
14. elsif (CpuInfoA < CpuInfoB ){ then
15. MaxTaskA = MaxTaskA + no_of_task }
16. else{
17. if (MemInfoA > MemInfoB){
/*Compare the Memory load between the clusters */
18. MaxTaskB = MaxTaskB + no_of_task }
19. elsif (MemInfoA < MemInfoB){
20. MaxTaskA = MaxTaskA + no_of_task }
21. else{
22. if (MaxTaskCapacityA > MaxTaskCapacityB){
/*Compare the Maximum task running capacity of clusters */
23. MaxTaskA = MaxTaskA + no_of_task }
24. else { MaxTaskB = MaxTaskB + no_of_task }
25. else {
26. MaxTaskA = MaxTaskA - 1
27. MaxTaskA = MaxTaskA - 1 }
28. fi
29. fi
30. fi
31. fi

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Performance Indicator
1. The appropriate Resource utilization rate indicates the scheduling algorithm has well adaptable. It can increase the utilization of
resource without losing efficiency and quality of service offered by the Hadoop system. However, increase the resource utilization rate
does not improve the efficiency of system every time. Hence, the resource utilization rate is given to evaluate the systems adaptability.
2. The Speedup ratio indicates the performance improvement rate of the parallel computing ability with the scale up of system when
processing the task. Consider the system‘s scale increases from S1 to S2 and time completing the same task decrease from T 1 to T2.
Then speedup ratio as given below:
SR = | T1 - T2|/| S1 - S2|
(6)
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B. Experimental Environment

Node
No.
1.
2.
3.

TABLE I
Configuration Parameter of Nodes
CPU

Memory

Intel®CoreTMi5-2310 CPU@2.90GHZ×4
Intel®CoreTMi3-2100 CPU@3.10GHZ×2
Intel®CoreTMi3-2100 CPU@3.10GHZ×4

7.8GiB
3.8GiB
3.8GiB

TABLE II
Configuration Parameter of Hadoop
Parameter
Default value
dfs.replication
2
dfs.block.size
64MB
dfs. Heartbeat.interval
3s

C. Experimental Results
We compile the source code based on Hadoop-1.2.1 with Eclipse and create the jar (job) using maven. The all jar
deployed on all nodes in both cluster.

Algorithm
Original
DWAA
Original
DWAA
Original
DWAA

Files
(MB)
1160.2
1160.2
2165.71
2165.71
3016.53
3016.53

TABLE III
Comparison Results
1 st run
2nd run
(s)
(s)
372
350
222
312
484
444.5
318
350
513
792
331
570

3rd run
(s)
302
211
515
478
645
463

Average Time
(s)
341.33
248.33
481.16
382
650
454.66

Fig 2: Experimental result
V. CONCLUSION
Scheduling is a major factor for task execution in cloud environment for better performance. In this paper, we identify the problem of
load balancing of Hadoop system, and proposed new DWAA algorithm. DWAA is highly efficient algorithm and reliable for
heterogeneous cluster. With the help of this algorithm, the performance of node can become more stable and failure rate of task
execution can be decreases on tasktracker side. The hunger and saturation problem of task execution can be avoided at the same time.
On the jobtracker side, the failure and bottleneck due to overloading can be avoided.
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Abstract— This paper aims at automation of a Paper machine for industrial purpose which will replace the existing linear shaft
paper machine system into Sectional Drive paper machine to overcome all the drawbacks of old system. The current linear Drive
paper machine used in paper making cannot easily maintain coordination for all operating condition. Hence linear Shaft Drive paper
machine is replaced by a Sectional drive paper machine using individual drives and motors for each section and Automating the
machine using PLC and HMI .Coordination for all operating conditions are obtained irrespective of the gear ratio.

Keywords— Forming Section, Human Machine Interface (HMI ) , Linear Drive , Meter Per Minute(MPM),Pop Reel, Press Section, Dryer
Section, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) , Sectional Drive.

1.INTRODUCTION
The objective of choosing this work is, in paper industry Linear Shaft Drive motion control method is used. This method is not
sufficient to get the synchronized speed of the entire rolling cylinders. Due to Linear drive paper machine, lot of problem like paper
breaking, different paper thickness arises. To overcome this issue the linear Shaft Drive paper machine is replaced with the sectional
Drive paper machine and automated using PLC and HMI.

1.1 PAPER MAKING PROCESS
Fig.1 shows the schematic diagram of paper making process, the paper making process is basically a large dewatering operation
where a diluted solution of pulp suspension with less than 0.5% fiber solid is used. The paper machine consist following major
sections such as forming section, press section and drying section. In the forming section, the fibers present in the diluted pulp and
water slurry form paper web through drainage by gravity and applied suction below the forming fabric. In the press section additional
water in removed by mechanical pressure applied through the nips of a series of presses or rotating rolls and the wet web is
consolidated in this section. Most of the remaining water is evaporated and inter-fiber binding developed as the paper contacts a series
of steam heated cylinder in the dryer section. Water removal from the wet web to the final moisture level between 6% and 7% is a
critical step of papermaking. Majority of the functional properties of paper are developed in this section. In the final stage the paper is
rolled to the pop reel.[4]
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Figure 1: schematic diagram of paper making process

1.2 LINEAR SHAFT DRIVE SYSTEM
Early paper machine drives were constructed with mechanical interconnection components that produced motion with respect to a
common line-shaft input. The mechanical power was produced by a single motor driving a line shaft to which all of the in-shafts were
attached.
Fig.2 shows a simplified arrangement of a linear-shaft drive. It consists of a speed-controlled motor driving a long shaft all the way
along the different mechanical sections. Each section is coupled to the line shaft through a gear box, conical pulleys, and the section
connecting shaft. Conical pulleys allow draws to be set in the different mechanical sections. Assuming no belt slip in the conical
pulleys, this mechanical arrangement assures that all the system shafts will remain rigidly locked to each other through the common
line shaft, even in the presence of disturbances on individual sections. The only steady-state relative motion is due to torsional windup
of shafts transmitting the driving torque. [3]

Figure 2: Linear Shaft Drive System

1.3 SECTIONAL DRIVE SYSTEM
As advances in power electronics and high-performance drives became available, the line-shaft structure evolved into modern,
individual ac sectional drives, which allow an increase in the operating speed and sectional power of paper machines. Fig.3 shows a
simplified arrangement of a sectional drive. Each mechanical section is driven by a fully controlled drive . All the sectional drives are
electronically synchronized‖ through the master reference command and the draws are set adding an auxiliary signal to the master
reference. During a load disturbance in such a system, the speed in the disturbed section will decrease momentarily until the drive
control is able to restore it to the reference speed. [3]
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Figure 3: Sectional Drive System

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Fig. 4 Shows the block diagram of proposed system .This control structure aims at Automation of sectional drive paper machine
using PLC and HMI. The Drive is interfaced with the PLC and the HMI . The input commands are all given using HMI and the output
are also displayed in the same HMI Screen.

Figure 4:Block Diagram of Sectional Drive paper Machine
The slurry is prepared by mixing pulp and additives in water .This slurry consists less than 1% of dry substance . There are three basic
steps in the paper manufacturing process (i) forming (ii) pressing and (iii) drying. In the forming stage, the slurry is distributed evenly
across a moving wire mess. The de watering in this part of the paper machine, known as the forming section, occurs mainly under
gravitational forces. A continuous web, with a dry solids content between 15% and 25%, is formed at the end of the wire section. The
web enters the press section. Where Mechanical compression in the press section removes water to solid level between 33% and 55%,
depending on the paper grade and press section design. The third section of the paper machine is the drying or dryer section. The
paper web passes over rotating, heated steam rollers and the most of the remaining water is removed by evaporation. The solid
content of the paper is increased to about 90-95% when the paper leaves the dryer section. Thermal energy is used for the dewatering
in the dryer section.
The Sectional Drive paper machine has for Sections i)Size press Top ii) size press bottom iii) Dryer Section iv) Pop reel. Four
Sections of paper machine flow diagram is shown in Figure 5
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Figure. 5 : Sections of paper machine flow diagram

2.1SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
In this paper programming of PLC is done by the WPL Soft 2.33 version software . This software integrates all the modules connected
to the PLC and the devices connected to its HMI, VFD, Induction motor .Also the monitor and control are through HMI and thus HMI
screen is developed using DOP Soft 1.01.04 version Software[6][7]

2.1.1DEVELOPED HMI SCREEN
Fig 6: Shows the developed HMI screen.The Master value and the set speed is set and the respective set frequency , run speed ,
output current is displayed .

Figure.6:Developed HMI Screen
Formula used to calculate the Synchronized set frequency
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Formula to calculate MPM

Diameter(dia of pop reel)= 38mm
Using the above formulae, Synchronize set frequency, MPM, interlocks are all written in the background macro to develop a HMI
operating screens. The Induction motor used to run the rollers of the sectional drive paper machine is given input from the Drive via
Field wiring . Drive control panel is given three phase supply and Drives are turned ON .Drive is communicated with the HMI and
PLC using RS 485 communication. By giving input command the rollers of the Dryer Section starts to operate.

The frequency and RPM is calculated and tabulated and few trials are done and verified .The Synchronized set frequency and RPM
table is shown in table 1
Table 1: Synchronized set frequency and RPM table
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4.CONCLUSION
In the automated sectional drive paper machine control of Dryer Section and the pop reel is controlled using PLC which is time saving
process and HMI enables the operation of the machine easier for non-skilled labors too. Also the machine operation requires less labor
power, no production loss with good quality of product. This will fulfill the requirements of the industry with good levels of accuracy
and repeatability thereby yielding a more robust industrial process. In case of fault, tracing of circuit is not required as all the
commands are given through HMI .Hence reliability is more
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Abstract— Geopolymer concrete technology has the potential to reduce globally the carbon emission and lead to sustainable development and
growth of the concrete industry.This paper represents ―Effects‘s off alkaline solution on geopolymer concrete‖. The main objective of this project is
to study the various properties of the Geopolymer Concrete and compare it with the OPC concrete. The geopolymer concrete is the mixture of course
aggregate, sand, fly ash and alkaline solution of Sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) without water. The compressive, flexural,
split tensile strength of Geopolymer concrete were carried out during the project work and it was found that, the above mentioned strength basically
depend on the variation of different parameters such as the ratio of (Na2SiO3/ NaOH), molarity of the alkaline solution by keeping curing temperature
constant of 800C. The variation of the ratio of (Na2SiO3/ NaOH) are 2.5, 3.0 and . Along with this by varying the molarity ofNaOHfor each ratio of
(Na2SiO3/ NaOH) such as 12, and 14 Molar. Results obtained from the above variation, compressive strength of G.C. increases with increase in
molarity of alkaline solution and the ratio of (Na2SiO3/ NaOH). For determination of details of the material to be bonded in complex form after 14
days.

Keywords— Fly ash, Sodium hydroxide, Sodium silicate, Geopolymer concrete, molarity,coarse aggregates, fine aggregates
1. Introduction
Geopolymer concrete is the greener concrete which has the potential technology to reduce the carbon emission and lead to
sustainable developments and growth of the concrete industry. During the manufacturing of ordinary Portland cement, large amount of
carbon dioxide is released in the atmosphere causing not only air pollution but also highly responsible factor of global warming. The
compressive strength, flexural strength, split tensile strength of geopolymer concrete were carried out during the project work. The
above mentioned strength basically depend on the variation of different parameter such as ratio of Na2SiO3/NaOH, molarity of
thealkaline solution etc. The. Two other studies, conducted in parallel, dealt with long-term properties and structural applications of
reinforced low-calcium flyash-based geopolymer concrete. The results of those studies will be described infuture exports.
The aims of this study are:
1. To develop a mixture proportioning process to manufacture low-calcium fly ashBased geo-polymer concrete.
2. To identify and study the effect of salient parameters that affects the properties oflow-calcium fly ash-based geo-polymer concrete.
3. To study the short-term engineering properties of fresh and hardened low calciumfly ash-based geo-polymer concrete.
2. MATERIALS USED
A. Fly-ash:
According to the American Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee 116R, fly ash isdefined as ‗the finely divided residue that results
from the combustion of ground orpowdered coal and that is transported by flue gasses from the combustion zone to theparticle
removal system‘ (ACI Committee 232 2004).The colour of fly ash ranges from almost cream to dark grey essentially depending upon
the proportion of unburnt carbon present and the iron content. Fly ashparticles are typically spherical, finer than Portland cement and
lime, ranging India meter from less than 1 μm to no more than 150 μm.The types and relative amounts of incombustible matter in the
coal determine the chemical composition of fly ash. The major influences on the fly ash chemical composition come from the type of
coal.
In the present experimental work, low calcium, Class F (American Society for Testing and Materials 2001) dry fly ash obtained
from the silos of Thermal Power Station, was used as the base material. Fly ash (Pozzocrete 63) is a high efficiency class F pozzolanic
material confirming to BS 3892, obtained by selection and processing of power station fly ashes resulting from the combustion of
pulverised coal. Pozzocrete 63 is subjected to strict quality control.
B. Alkaline Liquids:
A combination of sodium silicate solution and sodium hydroxide solution/potassium hydroxide solution was choosen as the
alkaline liquid. The sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and potassium Hydroxide (KOH) solids were a commercial grade in form of flakes
with 97% purity.
The sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution was prepared by dissolving either the flakesor the pellets in water. The mass of NaOH
solids in a solution varied depending onthe concentration of the solution expressed in terms of molar, M. For instance,NaOH solution
with a concentration of 12M consisted of 12x40 = 480 grams of NaOHsolids (in flake or pellet form) per litre of the solution, where
40 is the molecularweight of NaOH. The mass of NaOH solids was measured as 262 grams per kg ofNaOH solution of 8M
concentration. Similarly, the mass of NaOH solids per kg ofthe solution for other concentrations were measured as 10M: 314 grams,
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12M: 361grams, 14M: 404 grams, and 16M: 444 grams. Note that the mass of NaOH solidswas only a fraction of the mass of the
NaOH solution, and water is the major component.
The chemical composition of the sodium silicate solution was Na2O=14.7%, SiO2=29.4%, and water 55.9% by mass. The other
characteristics of the sodium silicate solution were specific gravity=1.53 g/cc and viscosity at 20°C=400 cp.
C.AGGREGATES:


Coarse Aggregates:
For concrete, the coarse aggregate particles themselves must be strong. From both strength and rheological considerations,
the aggregate particles should have roughly equal dimension; either crushed rock or natural gravels, particularly if they are of glacial
origin, are suitable. In addition, it is important to ensure that the aggregate is clean, since a layer of silt or clay wii reduced cement
aggregate bond strength.


Fine Aggregate:
The fine aggregate should consist of smooth rounded particles, to reduce water demand. It is recommended that the grading
should lie on the coarser side of the limits, a fineness modulus of 3.0 or greater recommended, both to decrease the water requirements
and to improve the workability of theses paste-rich mixes. Of course, the sand too must be free of silt or clay particles.
Properties

TABLE I. Aggregates specifications:
Coarse Aggregate
Fine Aggregate

Type

Crushed angular

Spherical (River
sand)

Maximum Size

20mm

4.75 mm

Specific Gravity

2.784

2.64

Nil

1.25 %

1.095 %

1.460 %

Silt Content (%)

0.4

1.1

Bulk density (g/cm³)

1.53

1.90

Organic matter

Nil

Nil

Material finer than 75
micron
Water Absorption

3. METHODOLOGY:
General
This presents the details of development of the process of making low calcium (ASTM Class F) fly ash-based geopolymer
concrete. Also, it includes the preparation of alkaline solution such as sodium hydroxide of different molarity as per requirement. The
materials that are required for the geopolymerisation process such as low calcium fly ash, coarse aggregates, sand and the alkaline
solution as per design of mix proportion M40 are clearly mentioned in a tabular format as per IS 1026-2008.


Low-calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete :
In this work, low-calcium (ASTM Class F) fly ash-based geopolymer is used as the binder, instead of Portland or other
hydraulic cement paste, to produce concrete. The fly ash-based geopolymer paste binds the loose coarse aggregates, fine aggregate
sand other un-reacted materials together to form the geopolymer concrete, with or without the presence of admixtures. The
manufacture of geopolymer concrete is carried out using the usual concrete technology methods.
As in the case of OPC concrete, the aggregates occupy about 75-80 % by mass, in geopolymer concrete. The silicon and the
aluminium in the low-calcium (ASTM lass F) fly ash react with an alkaline liquid that is a combination of sodium silicate and sodium
hydroxide solutions to form the geopolymer paste that binds the aggregates and other un-reacted materials.
In order to develop the fly ash-based geopolymer concrete technology, therefore, a rigorous trail-and-error process was used. The
focus of the study was to identify the salient parameters that influence the mixture proportions and the properties of low calcium fly
ash-based geopolymer concrete.
As far as possible, the current practice used in the manufacture and testing of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) concrete was
followed. The aim of this action was to ease the promotion of this ‗new‘ material to the concrete construction industry. In order to
simplify the development process, the compressive strength was selected as thebenchmark parameter. This is not unusual because
compressive strength has an intrinsic importance in the structural design of concrete structures.
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Preparation, Casting and Curing of Geopolymer Concrete
The alkaline activator solution used in GPC mixes was a combination of sodium hydroxide solution, sodium silicate solution
and distilled water. The role of AAS is to dissolve the reactive portion of source materials Si and Al present in fly ash and provide a
high alkaline liquid medium for condensation polymerization reaction. To prepare sodium hydroxide solution of 12 molarity (12M),
480 gm of sodium hydroxide flakes was dissolved in water. The mass of NaOH solids in a solution will vary depending on the
concentration of the solution expressed in terms of molar, M. The solution of NaOH are dissolved in one liter of water for the required
concentration. When sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solutions mixed together polymerization will take place liberating large
amount of heat, which indicates that the alkaline liquid must be used after 24 hours as binding agent.
GPC can be manufactured by adopting the conventional techniques used in the manufacture of Portland cement concrete. In the
laboratory, the fly ash and the aggregates were first mixed together dry on pan for about three minutes. The liquid component of the
mixture is then added to the dry materials and the mixing continued usually for another four minutes. The addition of sodium silicate
is to enhance the process of geopolymerization . For the present study, concentration of NaOH solution is taken as 12M with varying
ratio of Na2SiO3 / NaOH as 2.5, and3 for all the grades of GPC mixes. The fly ash and alkaline activator were mixed together in the
mixer until homogeneous paste was obtained. This mixing process can be handled within 5 minutes for each mixture with different
ratios of alkaline solution. Heat curing of GPC is generally recommended, both curing time and curing temperature influence the
compressive strength of GPC. After casting the specimens, they were kept in rest period for two days and then they were demoulded.
The demoulded specimens were kept at 80°C for 24 hours in an oven.



Geopolymer Concrete.
The following test which can be conducted for this experimental work
1. Compressive Strength Test
2. Flexural Strength Test
3. Split Tensile Strength Test

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sr.No.

Number Of Day‘s

1

3

Strength Of
Concrete
(N/mm²)
18.103

2

7

35.4766

3

28

42.8420

Table .1. Compressive strength of conventional concrete

Sr.No.

Number
Of Day‘s

Strength
of
concrete
for 12M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 14M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 16M
(N/mm²)

1

7

31.0166

31.840

33.0930

2

28

38.2230

40.1568

42.4814

Table. 2. Comparison of compressive strength of G.C. of ratio Na2SiO3/NaOH= 2.5 and between the molarity of 12M, 14M, 16M.
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Sr.No

Number
Of Day‘s

Strength
of
concrete
for 12M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 14M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 16M
(N/mm²)

1

7

32.8870

33.3093

33.470
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2

28

38.4150

41.8755

46.4149

Table. 3. Comparison of compressive strength of G.C. of ratio Na2SiO3/NaOH= 3.0 and between the molarity of 12M, 14M, 16M.

Sr.No

Number
Of Day‘s

Strength
of
concrete
for 12M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 14M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 16M
(N/mm²)

1

7

32.7777

33.0667

34.6841

2

28

39.9085

44.6568

47.7480

Table. 4. Comparison of compressive strength of G.C. of ratio Na2SiO3/NaOH= 3.5 and between the molarity of 12M, 14M, 16M.

Sr.No

Number
Of Day‘s

Strength
of
concrete
for 12M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 14M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 16M
(N/mm)

1

28

5.5920

5.9856

6.8136

Table. 5. Comparison of Flexural Strength test of G.C. of ratio Na2SiO3/NaOH= 2.5 and between the molarity of 12M, 14M, 16M

Sr.No

Number
Of Day‘s

Strength
of
concrete
for 12M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 14M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 16M
(N/mm)

1

28

5.7516

6.7458

7.0026

Table. 6. Comparison of Flexural Strength test of G.C. of ratio Na2SiO3/NaOH= 3.0 and between the molarity of 12M, 14M, 16M

Sr.No

Number
Of Day‘s

Strength
of
concrete
for 12M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 14M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 16M
(N/mm)

1

28

5.6760

6.5058

7.1256

Table. 7. Comparison of Flexural Strength test of G.C. of ratio Na2SiO3/NaOH= 3.5 and between the molarity of 12M, 14M, 16M

Sr.No

Number
Of
Day‘s

Strength
of
concrete
for 12M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 14M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 16M
(N/mm²)

1

28

2.4566

3.4482

3.916

Table. 8. Comparison of Split Tensile Strength of G.C. of ratio
Na2SiO3/NaOH= 2.5 and between the molarity of 12M, 14M, 16M
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Sr.No

Number
Of
Day‘s

Strength
of
concrete
for 12M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 14M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 16M
(N/mm²)

1

28

2.7031

3.2795

4.4595
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Table. 9. Comparison of Split Tensile Strength of G.C. of ratio
Na2SiO3/NaOH= 3.0 and between the molarity of 12M, 14M,16M

Sr.No

Number
Of
Day‘s

Strength
of
concrete
for 12M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 14M
(N/mm²)

Strength
of
concrete
for 16M
(N/mm²)

1

28

2.8407

3.3710

4.5033

Table. 10. Comparison of Split Tensile Strength of G.C. of ratio
Na2SiO3/NaOH= 3.5 and between the molarity of 12M, 14M,16M

CONCLUSION
On the basis of results obtained during the experimental investigations, following conclusions were drawn:
 As the GPC do not have Portland cement, they can be considered as less energy intensive, since Portland cement is highly
intensive energy material next only to Steel and Aluminium.
 GPC utilises the industrial waste for producing the binding material in concrete, hence it can be considered as eco-friendly
material.
 Economic benefit of G.P.C-Heat-cured low-calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete offers several economic benefits over
Portland cement concrete. The price of one ton of fly ash is only a small fraction of the price of one ton of Portland cement.
Therefore, after allowing for the price of alkaline liquids needed to the make the geopolymer concrete, the price of fly ash-based
geopolymer concrete is estimated to be about 10 to 30 percent cheaper than that of Portland cement concrete. In addition, the
appropriate usage of one ton of fly ash earns approximately one carbon-credit that has a significant redemption value.
 One ton low-calcium fly ash can be utilized to manufacture approximately three cubic meters of high quality fly ash-based
geopolymer concrete, and hence earn monetary benefits through carbon-credit trade.
 Furthermore, the very little drying shrinkage, the low creep, the excellent resistance to sulphate attack, and good acid resistance
offered by the heat-cured low-calcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete may yield additional economic benefits when it is
utilized in infrastructure applications.
 We also conclude that when the ratio of Na2SiO3/NaOH increased (e.g.2.5,3.0,3.5) then the strength of concrete also increase.
 We also conclude that the molarity (e.g. 12M, 14M, 16M) increased the strength of concrete also increased.
 In case of geopolymer concrete, much higher compressive strength can be gain in initial 24 hours, hence this short of concrete can
accelerate the speed of construction.
 Geopolymer concrete with properties such as abundant raw resource, little CO2 emission, less energy consumption, low production
cost, high early strength, fast setting, resistant to corrosive environment. These properties make geopolymer concrete to find great
application in civil engineering.
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Abstract— Anonymous Communication is a critical issue in case of mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). It is very tough to learn
the source and destination of the communication link and the other intermediate nodes that are involved in the communication. Many
techniques are proposed to improve the anonymous communication in case of MANETs. However, MANETs are vulnerable under
certain situations like passive attacks and traffic analysis attacks. Here the traffic analysis problem, expose some of the methods and
attacks that could conclude that MANETs are weak under the passive attacks. To clearly show how to find the hidden traffic patterns
without decrypting the caught packets, Secure and Efficient Traffic Pattern Discovery (SETPD) in MANETs is proposed. In order to
discover the communication patterns SETPD works passively and carries out the traffic analysis depending upon the statistical
features of the caught raw traffic. SETPD has the ability to find the source node, destination node and the end-to-end communication
path in case of mobile ad-hoc networks.

Keywords— Anonymous Communication, Mobile ad-hoc network, Passive attack, Statistical traffic analysis, Traffic patterns,
Statistical features, End-to-end communication path.
INTRODUCTION

MANET is one sort of ad-hoc network which is capable of changing its locations and composing itself. It‘s a group of mobile nodes
communicating with one another through the wireless channels. Because of their mobile nature, wireless connections are used by them
to conjoin to diverse networks. MANETs do not have fixed infrastructure and is a wireless and self-configuring network of mobile
devices, where every node behaves like both host and relay. MANETs were originally designed for military tactic environments.
Anonymous Communication is a critical issue in case of MANETs. It‘s very tough to find out the sender or receiver of the
communication link and the other intermediate nodes that are involved in it. In order to achieve anonymous communication in
MANETs numerous anonymous routing protocols has been proposed like ANODR [2], MASK [3], OLAR [4] etc. In addition to these
protocols many techniques are used to improve the communication anonymity in MANETs like onion routing [5] which includes
multiple layers of data encryption and hides the routing information and identity of nodes from the unauthorized nodes. However the
routing information can be still detected via the passive attacks.
Since 1990s, traffic analysis models have been widely used for the wired networks to track the data. For example brute force
method which is an simplest approach to track a message in case of wired networks by enumerating all possible links that a message
could travel has gained more importance. Now a day, statistical traffic analysis attacks have become popular because of its passive
nature, i.e., the opponents just have to gather the information and quietly carry out the analysis without causing changes to the network
behaviour like injecting or modifying the packets.
The predecessor attacks [6] and disclosure attacks [7] are the examples of traffic analysis attacks but they cannot efficiently
analyze the traffic in MANETs due to the three characteristics of the MANETs. They are:
i)

Broadcasting nature - The packets are transmitted and received by many nodes. Hence it is difficult to determine the exact
destination.

ii) Ad-hoc nature - MANETs are infrastructure less and each mobile node can serve as both the sender and receiver. Hence it is
tough to identify the function of a mobile node like whether it is a source or destination or simply a relay.
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iii) Mobile nature - The mobility of the communication peers is not taken into consideration by many existing traffic analysis
models which make the communication among the mobile nodes very complex to analyze.
Due to these unique characteristics of MANETs, very limited investigation has been carried out on traffic analysis in context
to MANETs. D.Huang [8] proposed an Evidence-based Statistical Traffic Analysis (ESTA) model especially for MANETs. Here, each
packet that is captured is considered as evidence that supports the point-to-point (one-hop) transmission between the source and
destination. This approach creates a series of traffic matrices consisting of point-to-point transmissions and then by using them it
derives the end-to-end (multi-hop) relations. It provides a best practical attacking strategy against MANETs but still leaves some
important information about the communication patterns undetermined. This approach does not give a proper method to learn the
actual source and destination nodes in the communication path. It only uses a naı¨ve accumulative traffic ratio to deduce the end-toend communication relations which incurs a lot of inaccuracy in the derived probability distributions.
In order to exhibit that the MANETs are weak under passive statistical traffic analysis attacks and to clearly show how to find
the hidden communication patterns without decrypting the caught traffic ―Secure and Efficient Traffic Pattern Discovery in MANETs‖
is proposed. SETPD operates passively to carry out traffic analysis depending upon statistical features of caught raw traffic. It is an
attacking system that is capable of finding the actual source node, destination node and end-to-end communication path between them.
SETPD is the first statistical traffic analysis approach that considers the prominent characteristics of MANETs: the broadcasting, adhoc and mobile nature. Most of the previous works use only partial attacks, where they cannot find both the source and destination
nodes at the same time for any given network. But SETPD is a complete attacking system which identifies the actual source node,
destination node and the end-to-end communication path between them. It gives an idea of attacking MANETs because of
communication anonymity in MANETs. MANET systems can achieve very restricted anonymous communication under the attack of
SETPD.

LITERATURE SURVEY
J. Raymond [9] presented ―Traffic Analysis: Protocols, Attacks, Design Issues and Open problems‖. Security is a discriminating
issue on the Internet. Absence of security prompts two things, either the web's fame lessens or it turns into the most pervasive
reconnaissance framework ever. The issue contemplated here is not simply a theoretic one, truth be told there are a few contentions
that it is a critical one to illuminate if the online world keeps on growing and progress. From both hypothetical and down to earth
view, it without a doubt should get significantly more consideration than it has gotten as such. The traffic analysis problem is
exhibited and most imperative protocols, attacks and design issues are exposed. As they are for the most part concerned in proficient
and viable web based protocols, a large portion of the accentuation is put on blend based developments. The bestowment is casual and
there are no confounded characterizations and verifications exhibited, the objective is to offer an exhaustive acquaintance than with
current profound novel experiences. The objective is to safeguard clients against traffic analysis. A related issue is that of system
inconspicuousness which tries to conceal all communication patterns. System inconspicuousness shows the incapability of traffic
analysis. Though message security can be picked up by utilizing encryption, it is hard to secure sender or recipient protection,
particularly in vast systems. The quantity of diverse suppositions and settings is enormous which makes it hard to characterize and
give a justification regarding the issue in a thorough way.

S.Seys et al., [10] proposed ―Anonymous Routing Protocol (ARM)‖ which is an on-demand routing protocol for MANETs that
succeeds the anonymity objectives while attempting to be as efficient as possible. Anonymity is a critical portion of the general
security architecture as it permits clients to shroud their actions. This empowers private interchanges among clients while making it
troublesome for the opponents to concentrate on their attacks. Comparable routing protocols for example: DSR and AODV are
introduced that are distinctive. The fundamental thought is that the source sends a Route Request (RREQ) message going for the
destination keeping in mind the end goal to find out routes to this destination. Just the destination can perceive that this RREQ was
gone for it, however every other node can just check that it was not focused at them and no other data is discharged to them. Here two
distinct adversaries are assumed.
1) External global passive adversary: Where an opponent can pay attention to all conceivable conversations among all the nodes in
the system at any time. The objective of ARM towards this opponent is:
a) Preventing the opponent from finding the destination of the messages.
b) Preventing the opponent from finding which nodes are divisions of the way between source and destination.
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2) Corrupted node inside the network: Here it is assumed that each node which is a division of the system is a potential enemy. The
objective of ARM towards this opponent is:
a)

A node should not have the capacity to find out whether another node in the system is the sender or the receiver of a specific
message.
b) A node should not have the capacity to find out whether another node is a division of a way between the two nodes.
X.Wang et al., [11] proposed ―Network Flow Watermarking Attack on Low-Latency Anonymous Communication Systems‖ to
dissect the essential impediments of flow transformations in anonymizing the packet flows by taking the part of a dynamic opponent.
The key system utilized as a part of this analysis is to straightforwardly watermark the flow of the packet by somewhat altering the
timing of the chosen packets. The regular issue with network information flow is the means by which to discover those network flows
that have a place with any specific network information flows. This issue is characterized as network flow identification and is
intrinsically associated with anonymous communication whose objective is to shroud the genuine identities and connections between
the entities under conversation. Trial results demonstrate that the interim centroid based watermarking plan is exceedingly powerful in
uncovering adequately long flows even after noteworthy changes have happened. In this system an anonymized packet flow can be
successfully connected with the original packet flow. The central restricting component of strength of flow watermarking plan against
different flow transformations is the quantity of packets in the packet flow. This attack is dependent on packet timing correlation
among the first and anonymized packet flows. Since none of the viable low-latency anonymizing frameworks had the capacity to
expel all the shared data from the packet timing area, this is appropriate to all viable low-latency anonymous communication
frameworks.

G.Danezis et al., [12] proposed ―Two-sided Statistical Disclosure Attack (TS-SDA)‖ aiming at anonymous communication
frameworks that permit obscure and indistinct answers. It contemplates the presence of answers and the timing of messages to
ascertain the reporters of an objective client and to follow the messages that they send. It is quick, as it works in time linear in the
quantity of messages (O(Ks)) and just needs straightforward working on vectors and it is additionally conceivable to productively
carry out in parallel or in specialized equipment. A linear approximation is proposed depicting the suitable collectors of the sent
messages. Utilizing simulations the new attack is assessed given distinctive attributes and it is demonstrated that it is better than past
attacks when answers are directed in the framework. TS-SDA executes well when the size of answers is great, and the time taken by
the clients to answer is less. For this situation, it utilizes the timing connections among the got messages and sent answers to deanonymize them. It is seen that the timing of the answers is crucial to the safetyness of the anonymity framework. At the point when
the clients take long time to send the answers subsequent to accepting a message, it is hard to partner them with the beginning
message. Thusly, key conclusion is that the safe anonymity frameworks ought to make answers cryptographically vague from ordinary
messages, as well as hard to partner in time with the messages that are being answered.

Y.Liu et al., [13] proposed a novel ―Traffic Inference Algorithm (TIA)‖ which allows a latent worldwide opponent to precisely
conclude the traffic pattern in a mysterious MANET without bargaining any node. TIA chips away at existing on-demand unknown
MANET routing conventions. The outcomes highlight the requirement for cross-layer plans to secure MANET against traffic analysis.
The presentation of the traffic pattern and its progressions is habitually wrecking for a mission-basic MANET. For instance, a node as
the source or destination of numerous end-to-end streams may be a VIP node which regularly issues strategic orders or gathers
strategic data for settling on pivotal choices. Also, high-rate streams may show the connections of the two end nodes as far as rank (a
node may be permitted to correspond with different nodes with rank simply above or underneath itself). Unknown routing conventions
have been proposed as a cure against vindictive traffic analysis in MANETs. They all expect to block inducing the traffic pattern by
concealing the genuine sources, genuine destinations and source-destination sets of caught packets. These plans can with stand a
nearby rival who is unequipped for catching each radio transmission to different degrees. It stays vague whether they can beat a
worldwide rival who has the capacity to eavesdrop on each radio transmission. TIA is an interarrival-based calculation whereby a
latent worldwide adversary can derive the traffic pattern in spite of the utilization of some no doubt understood mysterious on-demand
MANET routing conventions. TIA is assessed by broad reenactments including CBR and VBR streams taking after different rate
appropriations.
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SECURE AND EFFICIENT TRAFFIC PATTERN DISCOVERY
MANETs are vulnerable under certain situations like passive attacks and traffic analysis attacks. The traffic analysis problem, expose
some methods and attacks that could conclude that MANETs are still weak under the passive attacks. In order to exhibit that the
MANETs are weak under passive statistical traffic analysis attacks and to clearly show how to find the hidden communication patterns
without decrypting the caught traffic ―Secure and Efficient Traffic Pattern Discovery (SETPD) in MANETs‖ is proposed. SETPD
operates passively to carry out traffic analysis depending upon statistical features of caught raw traffic (traffic volume). It is an
attacking system that is capable of finding the actual source node, destination node and end-to-end communication path between them.
It finds the neighbor node details and hidden traffic patterns in MANETs with good accuracy.

Figure 1: Architecture Diagram of SETPD
Figure 1 depicts the architecture of SETPD. Initially in network formation a number of mobile nodes are deployed in a
network creating the topography for the network. And then each and every node is configured according to the required
specifications.The raw traffic is captured from PHY/MAC layer of the network without looking into its contents. The captured traffic
is used to build series of traffic matrices consisting of point-to-point transmissions by detecting the traffic between each point-to-point
transmissions using time slicing technique. From these traffic matrices an end-to-end traffic matrix is deduced by detecting the traffic
between the end-to-end transmissions utilizing a set of traffic filtering rules. Traffic pattern discovery process uses the traffic matrix
and computes the possibility for a node to be the source or destination and finds the source-destination pair using the probability
distribution algorithm. In the neighbor node selection process all neighbors of source and destination who are in their transmission
range are found with respect to distance and link stability. Neighbor node with least distance and high link stability is selected as best
neighbor for both source and destination. An optimal path between source and destination nodes is discovered through these best
neighbors. The functionality of the proposed system is judged by packet delivery ratio, throughput and average packet loss.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The network environment is simulated using the NS2 simulator. The results are analyzed with the help of Xgraph which is a plotting
project that can be utilized to make a graphical representation of the simulation results. The nodes are placed in a 500 x 500 m2 field
area. Total simulation time is 80 seconds. The simulation parameters that are set are described in Table 1.

Simulation Parameters
Values
Simulator
NS 2.34
Geographical area (m2)
500 x 500
Number of nodes
34
Channel type
Wireless Channel
Radio-propagation Model
Two Ray Ground
MAC type
802.11
Queue type
CMUPriQueue
Link layer type
LL
Antenna type
Omni Antenna
Simulation time (s)
80
Table 1: Simulation Parameters
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Figure 2: Network Formation

Figure 3: Simulation in progress

Figure 4: Intended source and destination nodes
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Figure 5: Optimal route between source and destination
Figure 2 depicts network formation which involves deployment of mobile nodes and configuring them. Figure 3 depicts
traffic analysis where traffic is detected between point-to-point and end-to-end transmissions. Once the attacker nodes obtain the
traffic information from the attacked node they discover the possible source node and destination node of the network as depicted in
Figure 4. Figure 5 depicts that an optimal route between the source and destination is discovered through their best neighbors.
Performance of SETPD is analyzed based on three parameters: Packet Delivery Ratio, Throughput and Average Packet Loss.
1. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is characterized as the ratio of information got by the destinations to those created by the sources. It
is characterized as:
PDR = (S1/S2) * 100
Where, S1 is the total number of packets got by each destination and S2 is the total number of packets produced by each
source. Figure 6 depicts the relative performance of existing method (ESTA) with the implemented method (SETPD) and
enhancement for Packet Delivery Ratio with varying time and pdr. As the time increases Packet Delivery Ratio also increases. It is
observed that the enhancement made to the implemented method has higher Packet Delivery Ratio compared to the existing method.

Figure 6: Packet Delivery Ratio analysis
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2. Throughput is characterized as number of packets that can be transmitted over the system in a certain time. It is characterized as:
Throughput = N/1000
Where, N is the number of bits successfully got by the destination. It is measured in bits per second (bps). Figure 7 depicts
the relative performance of existing method (ESTA) with the implemented method (SETPD) and enhancement for throughput with
varying time and Kb/s. As the time increases throughput also increases. It is observed that the enhancement made to the implemented
method has high throughput compared to the existing method.

Figure 7: Throughput analysis
3. Average Packet Loss is the aggregate number of packets lost/dropped while transferring the packets over the network by the total
number of packets. Figure 8 depicts the relative performance of existing method (ESTA) with the implemented method (SETPD) and
enhancement for average packet loss with varying time and packets dropped. It is observed that the enhancement made to the
implemented method has less packet loss compared to the existing method.

Figure 8: Average Packet Loss analysis
CONCLUSION

Secure and Efficient Traffic Pattern Discovery (SETPD) gives an idea of attacking MANETs because of communication anonymity in
MANETs. It is an attacking system which works passively to carry out the traffic analysis depending upon statistical features of
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caught raw traffic. The raw traffic is captured from the PHY/MAC layer of the network without looking into its contents. Traffic is
detected between point-to-point and end-to-end transmissions. The hidden traffic patterns i.e., actual source node, destination node
and end-to-end communication path is revealed.Any network is prone to external attacker outside the network who can disrupt the
network behaviour by injecting erroneous packets or modifying the packets. This attacker may not support efficient traffic pattern
discovery, so it is eliminated from the network. SETPD is compared with ESTA and comparison is based on the factors such as packet
delivery ratio, throughput, and average packet loss. Results indicate that the SETPD has higher packet delivery ratio, throughput and
less packet drop in comparison with the ESTA.
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ABSTRACT- Now a days Create, edit, and generate images in a very regular system for transmission is main priority. Original
image data generated by the camera sensor is a very large store, and therefore is not efficient. It has become particularly troublesome
to move or bandwidth-limited systems wherein the object is to be conservative bandwidth cost, such as the World Wide Web. This
scenario requires the use of efficient image compression techniques, such as the JPEG algorithm technology, the quality of the
compressed image height to which the perceived image with almost no loss. Today JPEG algorithms have become the de facto
standard for image compression. The amount of hardware MATLAB code can be output to a quantized DCT version of the input
image and techniques used to achieve expeditious manner JPEG algorithm were investigated procedures
I. INTRODUCTION
JPEG THEORY-JPEG is an image compression standard to store image in compressed format. It represents the Joint Photographic
Experts Group. Excellent quality of JPEG is that it achieves high compression ratio and quality is with almost no loss.
JPEG format is very popular, and is used in a large-sized image switching a plurality of devices such as digital cameras, and is
selected in the bandwidth-limited environments, such as the format of the Internet.
JPEG algorithm is best suited for photos and realistic scenes with smooth changes in tone and color painting. JPEG is not suitable for
use with many edges and sharp changes, since this may result in many image artifacts in the resulting image. In these cases, it is best
to use a lossless format such as PNG, TIFF or GIF.
For this reason, JPEG is not in use for medical and scientific applications, where the image needs to be exact and slight error results
into no reproduction of captured data.
JPEG image may accept further losses, if it is frequently edited, and then save it. The operation of decompression and recompression
can further reduce image quality. To solve this problem, the image should be edited and saved in a lossless format, only converted to
JPEG format, just before the final transport to the required media. This ensures minimal loss due to frequent savings. Saved as JPEG
image files usually have extensions such as .jpg, jpeg, or .jpe
input
image
raw
image
data

Transformer

coder

Quantizer

binary
bit
stream

b
image representation that is
more amenable to compression

symbuls

Fig.1:Typical Image Compression System
Types of Compression System: There are two types of compression system
1.Lossy compression system

2.Lossless compression system

1.Lossy compression system
Lossy compression techniques can be used in image where some of the finer details in the image can be sacrificed for the sake of
saving a little more bandwidth or storage space.
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2.Lossless compression system
Lossless compression system which aim at minimizing the bit rate of the compressed output without any distortion of the image. The
decompressed bit-stream is identical to original bit-stream

1.1 Introduction to Transformation:
Transform coding constitutes an integral component of contemporary image/video processing application. Transform coding
relies on the premise that pixels in an image exhibit a certain level of correlation with their neighboring pixels. Similarly in a
video transmission system, these correlations can be exploited to predict the value of a pixel from its respective neighbors. A
transformation is, therefore, defined to map this spatial (correlated) data into transformed (uncorrelated) coefficients. Clearly, the
transformation should utilize the fact that the information content of an individual pixel is relatively small i.e, to a large extent
visual contribution of a pixel can be predicted using its neighbors. A typical image/video transmission system is outlined in figure
1. The objective of the source encoder is to exploit the redundancies in image. On the contrary , the channel encoder in order to
enhance the reliability of the transformation . in the source encoder exploits some redundancy in the image data in order to
achieve better
compression. The transformation sub-block de correlates the image data thereby reduacing inter pixel redundancy. The
transformation is a lossless operation, therefore , the inverse transformation renders a perfect reconstruction of the original image.
The quantize sub-block utilizes the fact that the human eye is unable perceive some visual information in an image. Such
information is deemed redundant and can be discarded without introducing noticeable visual artifact .

Transformatio
nSource

Quantizer

Entropy encoder

Channel encoder

Encoder
Transmission
channel

Inverse
transformation

Inverse Quantizer

Entropy decoder

Channel decoder

Source decoder
Fig.2 Components of Typical Image/Video Transmission
Such redundancy is referred to as psycho visual redundancy. This idea can be extended to low bit-rate receivers which, due to their
stringent bandwidth requirements, might sacrifice visual quality in order to achieve bandwidth efficiency. This concept is the basis for
rate distortion theory, that is, receivers might tolerate some visual distortion in exchange for bandwidth conservation. The entropy
encoder employs its knowledge of the transformation and quantization processes to reduce the output number of bits required to
represent each symbol at the quantize. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) has emerged as the de-facto image transformation in most
visual system s. DCT has been widely deployed by modern video coding standards, for example, MPEG,JVT etc.
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2.Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT):
Input

8x8 block
extractor
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Image

DCT

Symbol
decoder

denormalizer

Normalizer
quantizer

Symbol
encoder

Inverse DCT

8X8 block
merger

compressed
image

reconstructed
image

Fig.3 image compression using DCT
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a technique for converting a signal into elementary
frequency components. Like other
transforms, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) attempts to de correlate the image data. After de correlate each transform coefficient
can be encoded independently without losing compression efficiency.
2.1 Proposed DCT Algorithm:







3.

The following is a general overview of the JPEG process
The image is broken into 8×8 blocks of pixels.
Working from left to right, top to bottom, the DCT is applied to each block.
Each block is compressed through quantization.
The array of compressed blocks that constitute the image is stored in a drastically reduced amount of space.
When desired, the image is reconstructed through decompression, a process that uses the inverse Discrete Cosine
Transform (IDCT).

Introduction to Wavelet Transform

The Wavelet Transform ( WT) is a way to represent a signal in time-frequency from Wavelet transform are based on small waves,
called wavelets, of varying frequency and limited duration Wavelet Transform uses multiple resolutions where different frequencies
are analyzed with different resolutions. This provides a more detailed picture of the signal being analyzed.
A transform can be through of as a remapping of a signal that provides more information than the original. The wavelet transform
can be used as yet another way to describes the properties of a waveform that changes over time, but in this case the waveform is
divided not into sections of time, but segments of scale. We may modify the wavelet coefficients before performing the reconstruction
step. We perform wavelet analysis because the coefficients thus obtained have many known uses, de-noising and compression being
foremost among them. But wavelet analysis is still a new emerging field. No doubt, many uncharted uses of the wavelet coefficients
lie in wait. The toolbox can be a means of exploring possible uses and hitherto unknown applications of wavelet analysis.
These tiles then wavelet transform to an arbitrary depth, contrast, JPEG 1992 uses a discrete cosine transform an 8 × 8 block size.
JPEG 2000 uses two different wavelet transform:

1. Irreversible: CDF 9/7 wavelet transform. It is considered "irreversible" because it relies on the introduction of the precision of
quantization noise decoder.
2. Reversible: Biorthogonal CDF 5/3 wavelet transform rounded form. It uses only integer coefficients, so the output does not require
rounding (quantization), and So it does not introduce any quantization noise. It is used in lossless coding.
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The wavelet transform is realized by lifting scheme or convolution.
Input
Image

Compressed
Image

Wavelet
transform

symbol
decoder

Normalize
quantizer

Symbol
encoderimage

denormalizer

Inverse wavelet
image
transform

Fig.4:image compression using wavelets
4.

Results
IMAGE1: ORIGINAL INPUT IMAGE( ISHA):

Image 1: original input image(isha)

Image 2:Isha DCT
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Image3:Recovered Isha Image

Image4: Isha Error Image
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5. Conclusion
As jpeg is a image compression standard this paper study the main process of jpeg based encoding. Compression can be achieved
by using DCT technique which splits the image into different frequency components. Then the unnecessary information can be
removed from the image by quantization. It means DCT plays an vital role in JPEG image compression. Because of compression ratio
increases more and more information can be loosed. Therefore high efficiency DCT algorithms are needed to be introduced for better
image compression.
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ABSTRACT:
This paper describes the concept of Wireless sensor network .Firstly, We describe the architecture or working modules of the sensor
network and then tried to focus on the flaws of the sensor network such as scalability, energy efficiency etc. As sensor network consist
various tiny and low cost sensor nodes with low battery life which will cause entire network die.

Keywords: Wireless sensor Network, Sensor nodes, Power unit, Transceiver, Controller ,fault tolerance, scalability.
INTRODUCTION

A wireless sense network (WSN) are spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such
as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a main location. The more modern
networks are bi-directional, also enabling control of sensor activity. The development of wireless sensor networks was motivated by
military applications such as battlefield surveillance; today such networks are used in many industrial and consumer applications, such
as industrial process monitoring and control, machine health monitoring, and so on. The WSN is built of "nodes" – from a few to
several hundreds or even thousands, where each node is connected to one (or sometimes several) sensors. These nodes are varying in
size and totally depend on the size because different sizes of sensor nodes work efficiently in different fields. Wireless sensor
networking have such sensor nodes which are specially designed in such a typical way that they have a micro controller which
controls the monitoring, a radio transceiver for generating radio waves, different type of wireless communicating devices and also
equipped with an energy source such as battery.

NEW PERSPECTIVE


In contrast to traditional wireless networks, wireless sensor networks:
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Are deployed for a specific sensing application not for only communication purposes
Energy consumption a primary issue to prolong network‘s lifetime
 Nodes deployed in harsh environments
 Large number of nodes
Nodes collaborate to accomplish a common task
Generally low bandwidth data transmission
Dense deployment, redundancy in acquired data
Nodes prone to failure, topology may change frequently
Limited in power, computing and memory resources
Nodes collaborate (not compete) on resource allocation.
Nodes may not have global ID .
Need some sort of geographical/functional labeling
Optimization emphasis on energy efficiency (instead of QoS and other BW, throughput constraints).
Data flow mostly uni-directional (source to sink), often broadcasting.
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OTHER WIRELESS NETWORKS

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

Network's role: data transport

Network's role: information collection and
dissemination

Network nodes compete for
resources

Nodes collaborate on resource allocation

High data rates (e.g. full images
transmitted)

Low data rates (e.g. image attributes
transmitted)

Metric: maximize network
throughput

Metric: Maximize network lifetime

SENSOR ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
Senor nodes are usually distributed in a sensor field as shown in fig. Each of these distributed nodes has the capabilities to collect data
and route data back to the sink and the end users . Data are routed back to the end user by a multi-hop infrastructure less architecture
through the sink.

Components of a sensor Nodes
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Controller(Processor and Storage):
The controller performs tasks, processes data and controls the functionality of other components in the sensor node. While the
most common controller is a microcontroller, other alternatives that can be used as a controller are: a general
purpose desktop microprocessor, digital signal processors, FPGAs and ASICs. A microcontroller is often used in manyembedded
systems such as sensor nodes because of its low cost, flexibility to connect to other devices, ease of programming, and low
power consumption.

Sensors (Sensor and ADC ):
Sensors are hardware devices that produce a measurable response to a change in a physical condition like temperature or
pressure. Sensors measure physical data of the parameter to be monitored. The continual analog signal produced by the sensors
is digitized by an analog-to-digital converter and sent to controllers for further processing. A sensor node should be small in size,
consume extremely low energy, operate in high volumetric densities, be autonomous and operate unattended, and be adaptive to
the environment.

Power Unit
A wireless sensor node is a popular solution when it is difficult or impossible to run a mains supply to the sensor node. However,
since the wireless sensor node is often placed in a hard-to-reach location, changing the battery regularly can be costly and
inconvenient. An important aspect in the development of a wireless sensor node is ensuring that there is always adequate energy
available to power the system. The sensor node consumes power for sensing, communicating and data processing. More energy
is required for data communication than any other process.

Transceiver
The functionality of both transmitter and receiver are combined into a single device known as a transceiver. Transceivers often
lack unique identifiers. The operational states are transmit, receive, idle, and sleep. Current generation transceivers have builtin state machines that perform some operations automatically.

The working of sensor network can be categorized in four modules[2]:

A. Computing Module: This module contains Micro controller unit (MCU), which is responsible for the control of the sensors
and execution of communication protocols.

B. Communication Module: This module is responsible for radio communication between neighboring nodes and the outside
world. In this functioning it is better to completely shut down the radio rather than put it in the idle mode when it is not transmitting or
receiving because of the high power consumed in this mode.

C. Sensing Module: It consists of a group of sensors and actuators and links the node to the outside world. Energy consumption can
be reduced by using low power components and saving power at the cost of performance which is not required.

D. Power Supply Module: It consists of a battery which supplies power to the node. It should be seen that the amount of power
drawn from a battery is checked because if high current is drawn from a battery for a long time, the battery will die even though it
could have gone on for a longer time.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK [1]
The fundamental characteristics of a Wireless sensor network include:

1. Energy consumption constraints for nodes using batteries:
The nodes of wireless sensor networks are battery powered and in many cases no replacement of batteries can be done once deployed
to the user .So, energy consumption has to be efficiently managed to increase the life time of the sensor networks .

2. Mobility of nodes:
In Wireless sensor networks nodes can change their location with time. Mobility of nodes help us from the problems regarding the
constraints of network connectivity.

3. Communication failures:
Communication is done by either flooding or routing. Communication devices mainly used in wireless sensor networks are the radio
transceivers. Radio transceivers are the devices comprising of both transmitter and receiver to work within the radio frequency range .
Communication failures occur due to battery depletion.

4. Heterogeneity of nodes:
Wireless sensor networks are provided with heterogeneity of nodes .For example three primary types of hardware heterogeneities are
Computational heterogeneity in which some nodes are provided with extra computational abilities. Link heterogeneity, where some
nodes are provided with long-distance highly reliable communication links . Energy heterogeneity where nodes have unlimited energy
resources.

5. Scalability to large scale of deployment :
Wireless sensor networks are scalable on a large scale. If sensor nodes are being deployed then battery cannot be changed and even
providing maintenance cannot be possible.

DESIGN ISSUES
Since the performance of a routing protocol is closely related to the architectural model, in this section we strive to capture
architectural issues and highlight there implications
1) Network dynamics: There are three main components in a sensor network. These are the sensor nodes , sink and monitored
events . Aside from the very few setups that utilize mobile sensor , most of the network architecture assumes that sensor nodes are
stationary. On the other hand supporting the mobility of sink or cluster heads (gateways ) is sometimes deemed necessary.

2) Node Deployment: Another consideration is the topological deployment of the nodes which is Application dependent and affects
the performance of the routing protocol. The deployment is either deterministic or self organizing. In deterministic situations, the
sensors are manually placed and data is routed through pre determined paths. However in s elf organizing system the sensor nodes are
scattered randomly creates an infrastructure in an ad -hoc manner.

3) Energy Consideration: During the creation of an infrastructure, the processes of setting up the routes are greatly influenced by
energy considerations . Since the trans miss ion power of a wireless radio is proportional to the distance squared or even higher order
in the presence of obstacles , multi hop routing will consume less energy than direct communication. However, multi hop routing
introduces significant overhead topology management and medium access control. Direct routing would perform well inform if all the
nodes are very close to the s ink. Most of the time sensors are scattered randomly over an area of interest and multi hop routing
becomes unavoidable.
4) Data Delivery Models: Depending on the application of the sensor network, the data delivery model to the sink can be
continuous, event- driven, query-driven and hybrid. In continuous delivery model, each sensor sends data periodically. In event driven
and query driven models , the transmission of data is triggered when an event occurs or a query is generated by the s ink. So me
network applies a hybrid network using a combination of continuous , event driven and query driven data delivery. The routing
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protocol is highly influenced by data delivery model, especially with regard to the minimization of energy consumption and route
stability.

REQUIREMENTS FOR WSNS
Fault tolerance
The network functionality must be maintained even though the built-in dynamic nature and failures of nodes due to harsh
environment, depletion of batteries, or external interference make networks prone to errors

.

Lifetime
The nodes are battery powered or the energy is scavenged from the environment and their maintenance is difficult. Thus,
energy saving and load balancing must be taken into account in the design and implementation of WSN platforms,
protocols, and applications.

Scalability
The number of nodes in WSN is typically high. Thus, the WSN protocols must deal with high densities and numbers of
nodes.

Realtime
WSNs are tightly related to the real world. Therefore, strict timing constraints for sensing, processing, and
communication are present in WSNs.

Security
The need for security in WSNs is evident, especially in health care, security, and military applications. Most of
the applications relay data that contain private or confidential information.
Production cost
The number of nodes in WSNs is high, and once nodes run out of batteries they are replaced by new ones. Further, WSNs
are envisioned to be everywhere. Therefore, to make the deployments possible, the nodes should be extremely low cost.

Conclusion:

As sensor network consist various tiny and low cost sensor nodes with low battery life So to increase network lifetime , a efficient
Protocol needs to use for better routing algorithm, better resource utilization and long life span of a network with minimum energy
loss .We encourage more insight into the problems and intend to motivate a research for solutions .
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Abstract— The voltage gain of traditional boost converter is limited due to the high current ripple, high voltage stress across active
switch and diode, and low efficiency associated with large duty ratio operation. High voltage gain is required in applications, such as
the renewable energy power systems with low input voltage. A high step up voltage gain DC-DC converter consists of three active Znetworks with switched capacitor technique is proposed in this paper. A distinct advantage of this proposal is that it can reach a high
voltage gain without extremely high duty ratio. In addition, the voltage stress of the active switches and output diodes is low.
Therefore, low voltage components can be adopted to reduce the conduction loss and cost. The new converter well fulfill the stringent
requirements from industry, particularly renewable power systems, to boost low voltage from clean sources such as photovoltaic
arrays and fuel cells to high voltages for grid-connected converters. The operating principle and steady-state analysis are discussed in
detail. The simulations are conducted to verify the effectiveness of proposed converter in MATLAB/Simulink environment.

Keywords— Boost Converter, Active Z-network, Switched Capacitor, Continuous Conduction Mode . Multilevel, High gain
voltage, Reduced voltage stress.
INTRODUCTION

With the advance of industrial applications, new industries such as the one based on renewable energy have ever higher demands on
the power electronics technology. The renewable power systems require dc–dc boost converters to boost low voltages from clean
sources such as photovoltaic (PV) arrays and fuel cells to high voltages for the grid-connected inverters. The demand for such a
converter can be also found in the back-up energy conversion for uninterruptible power systems, high-intensity discharge lamps for
automobile headlamps, the front-end stage for the communication power system[1] , to name just a few. In those applications, highly
efficient and high step-up dc–dc converters are necessary to handle large input current and sustain high output voltage. Theoretically
speaking, the conventional boost converters can realize infinite voltage gain with an extreme duty cycle when ignoring parasitic
parameters. Moreover, the conventional boost converters are restricted by the parasitic parameters of their components and suffer
serious power loss. Furthermore, the modern semiconductor technology can still not provide efficient and economic high-voltage
stress diodes and switches for the boost converters. In practical applications, the voltage gain of the conventional boost converters can
maximally reach five to six times of the input voltage, which is far away from the practical requests[2]. To obtain the desired voltage,
boost converters can be connected in series, which is, however, very complicated due to the additional switches and control units.
Furthermore, the additional switches and control units degrade the reliability of the system. A high-frequency isolation dc–dc
converter with a high transformer turn ratio is applied to solve those problems [3], but the efficiency is thus reduced due to the
transformer, and the volume and weight of the whole system increase. Some converters can reach high voltage gain by only one or
two switches, e.g., a dc–dc multilevel boost converter [4] and a switched-capacitor-based active-network converter[5] , but the
voltage gain is still not large enough for industrial applications.
A novel, simple, but efficient design was initiated by Peng via applying just an LC network, named as a Z-network, to couple the
dc source with the converters, and thus, he proposed a novel source, which is different from the conventional voltage source and
current source, and is named as a Z-source[6] .Since then, the Z-source technology has greatly advanced and has distinct advantages,
e.g., it can realize a high voltage gain and, meanwhile, can be immune to shoot-through problems. Straight forwardly, to realize a high
voltage gain in dc–dc converters, Z-source technologies are also applied to boost the voltage, because Z-source converters can work
in the shoot-through mode, and its output voltage can reach a broader range than that of the conventional ones. Peng has proposed
some novel Z-source circuits[7],[8] and corresponding control methods[9],[10]. Following Peng‘s proposals, new Z-source circuits
with high voltage gain have also been proposed, such as the algorithms for controlling the converters to reach high voltage gain[11] ,
generalized multicell switched-inductor and switched capacitor Z-source converters for high voltage gain[12], trans-Z-source inverters
with the boost function[13] , and quasi-Z-source-based isolated dc–dc converters for distributed power generation[14]. However, the
voltage gains of these Z-source converters may be still not enough for many industrial applications, which puts forward a challenge
for designing converters with even higher voltage gains.
A novel boost converter with three active Z networks is proposed by Zhang et al. [15], which not only have the advantages
of the Z-network converters but also can reach much higher voltage gains. Moreover, this 3-Z-network converters operate not only in
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continuous current modes (CCMs) but also in discontinuous-current modes(DCMs).However, the voltage stress of the active switches
and output diode is very high.
Based on the concept of switched-inductor and switched capacitor[16],[5], this paper proposes a novel switched-capacitorbased active Z-network converter (SC-AZNC) for high step-up conversion, which has the following advantages: high voltage
conversion ratio, low voltage stress across switches and diodes, and self-voltage balancing across the output capacitors. The operating
principle and steady-state analysis are discussed in detail, and the simulation results are given to verify the analysis.

SWITCHED CAPACITOR BASED ACTIVE Z-NETWORK
The diagram of the proposed converter is shown in Fig -1,which consists of three active Z-networks and switched capacitor unit. It
is different from the traditional Z-source networks, which normally consists of passive elements. In this converter, Z-network1
functions as the first boost part, consisting of inductors L1 and L2 and diodes D1, D2, and D3; Z-network 2 is the switch part, consisting
of switch Q, capacitor C1, and diodes D4 and D5; and Z-network 3 is the second boost part, consisting of L3 and L4 and diodes D6, D7,
and D8. Multiple capacitors and diodes on the output-stacking form a switched-capacitor unit, with the series or parallel connections
between the capacitors, high voltage gain can be achieved. Diodes D9, D10, D11 and capacitors C2,C3, C4 are adopted in the switchedcapacitor unit.

Fig -1: Switched capacitor based active Z-network boost converter

Continuous Conduction Mode
Assume that 1) all the components are ideal, 2) the free-wheeling diode of the switch is ignored, and 3) L1=L2 and L3=L4.
In the periodic states (on and off) of switch Q, the inductor stores and releases energy alternately. Correspondingly, their currents
increase and decrease alternately. Then, there correspond some cases to the current states of the inductors as the current decreases to
be zero and lasts for an interval, which is called the discontinuous-current case of inductors. Working of the proposed converter is
analysed in CCM which then correspond to three modes, i.e., three linear equivalent circuits, as shown in Fig -2(a)–(c), respectively.
Therein, vL1, vL2, vL3, and vL4 are voltages of L1, L2, L3, and L4, respectively. Assume the clockwise direction as positive directions of
the reference currents, and the arrows shown in Fig -2(a) refer to the positive directions of the inductor reference voltages.

Fig -2(a): Mode 1 operation circuit
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Fig -2(b): Mode 2 operation circuit

Fig -2(c): Mode 3 operation circuit
Case 1
Case 1: Mode 1
Mode 2. Two modes in this case, namely, Modes 1 and 2, whose equivalent circuits are shown in Fig -2(a)
and (b).
Let iL1, iL2, iL3, iL4, iD1, iD2, iD3, iD5, iD6, iD7, iD8, , iC1, the currents of L1, L2, L3, L4, D1, D2,D3,D5, D6, D7, D8, ,C1, and respectively. vL1,
vL2, vL3, vL4, vC1, vC2, vC3, vC4 vD9, vD10, vD11 are the voltages across L1, L2, L3, L4, C1, C2, C3, C4, D9 , D10, D11 respectively. Key
waveforms for case 1 operation is shown in Fig -3.

Fig -3:Key waveforms of case 1 operation
Mode 1: As shown in Fig -2(a), there are three loops in the circuit, and the arrows in the circuit refer to the current direction in each
loop. As Q turns on, diodes D1, D3, and D4 undertake positive voltages and turn on synchronously; meanwhile, D 2 bears negative
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voltage and turns off. Thereafter, L1 and L2 are connected in parallel and then cascaded with D4,Q, and VS to form loop 1.The source
VS discharges the energy to L1 and L2, then iL1 and iL2 increase, and L1 and L2 store the energy. We have,
iD1 =iD3 =iL1 =iL2
iD2=0
iD4=iD1+iD3=2iL1
vL1 =Vs
vL2 =Vs

(1)

Meantime,D5 and D7 undertake negative voltages and turn off, yet D6 and D8 endure positive voltages and turn on. Accordingly L3 and
L4 are connected in parallel and then cascaded with Q and C1 to form loop 2.C1 discharges the energy to L3 and L4, and iL3 and iL4
increase. Thus L3 and L4 store energy. We have,
iD6=iD8=iL3=iL4
iD5=0
iC1= -2 iL3
vL3= vL4= vC1

(2)

During this time the capacitor C3 is being charged from the capacitor C2, and the energy stored in the capacitors C2, C4 is released to
the load.
VC2= VC4= Vo/2
(3)
Mode 2: At Q turns off, and the mode changes from Mode 1 to Mode 2, as shown in Fig.2.As Q is off, D 1, D3, D4, D6, and D8
undertake negative voltage and turn off, yet D2, D5, D7, and D9 turn on and then form three loops in this mode. Therein, loop 1 is
consists of,Vs–L1–D2–L2–D5–C1, where VS, L1 and L2 discharge energy to C1, namely, VS=vL1+vL2+vC1.Moreover, iL1and iL2 decrease
as shown in Fig -3, and the currents of D2 and D5 are equal to iL1 for the cascaded connection, and iC1 increases as shown in Fig -3.We
have,
iD2= iD5= iL1= iL2
iD1= iD3= iD4=0
vL1+ vL2= vS_- vC1
(4)
VS, L1, D2, L2, D5, L3, D7, L4, D9, and C2 form a loop, where VS, L1, L2, L3, and L4 discharge the energy to C2. iL3 and iL4
decrease .The energy stored in the capacitor C3 is released and the capacitor C2 and C4 are being charged. We have,
vS=vL1+vL2+vL3+vL4+vC2.
iD7 =iL3 =iL4
iD6 =iD8=0
vL3+vL4 =vS−(vL1+vL2+vC2)
vC2=vC4= vo/2
vC2= vC3

(5)

Case 2
Case 2:Mode 1
Mode2
Mode3. There are three modes in case 2.due to the direction of iC1. i.e., Modes 1, 2 and 3,
whose equivalent circuits are shown in Fig -2(a)–(c). To describe the operation process of the converter, the key waveforms of the
proposed converter in Case 2 are shown in Fig -4. The operation process of the proposed converter in a switch period is analyzed in
the following section according to the waveforms in Fig -4
.
Mode 1: The process is just like the descriptions of Mode 1 in Case 1.
Mode 2: The process is similar to the descriptions of Mode 2 in Case 1 except iC1.Therein, iC1 decreases as shown in Fig -4, which is
different from the increase of iC1 in Fig -3, because the energy stored in the inductors are not enough to charge the load in this case
.
Mode 3— iC1 decreases from 0 to negative, which means that not only Vs, L1, and L2 but alsoC1 charge the energy to the following
circuit, and they fulfill the same equations as in Case 1.
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Fig -4:Key waveforms of case 2 operation

PARAMETER DESIGN
The parameters of the proposed converter will be discussed according to the analyses above on the operation of the proposed
converter in CCM. Normally, the parameters design of a converter is to determine the rated voltages and rated currents of the
components in the circuit.
 Output Voltage: According to the analyses of Cases 1 and 2, the output voltage vo is as follows.



Output current:



Parameters of Inductors: The inductors in the converter can be designed based on the differential equation of inductance. On
this basis ,



Parameters of Capacitors: The capacitors in the converter can be designed based on the differential equation of capacitance.
On this basis,

For obtaining self balancing at the output stage assume C4 = C3 = C2.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To verify the feasibility and validity of the proposed converter, MATLAB/Simulink software is applied for simulation. Assume the
parameters of the converter for case 1 operation as follows:C1= 220μF, C2=C3=C4= 470μF, L1=L2= 100μH, L3=L4= 200μH.Time
period for the operation is 10μs. The simulation results are shown in Fig -5.
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Fig -5:Simulation Results for case 1 operation

Fig -6:Simulation Results for case 2 operation

Fig -5(a) show the switching signal given to the switch. Duty ratio of the signal is 50%. Fig -5(b) show the current through the
inductor L1 and L2. Fig -5(c) show the current through the inductor L3 and L4. Fig -5(d) show the current through the capacitor C1.Fig 5(e) show the voltage across the switch. Fig -5(f) show the output voltage.
Assume the parameters of the converter for case 2 operation as follows:C1= 220μF,C2=C3=C4= 470μF, L1=L2= 55μH, L3=L4=
155μH. The simulation results are shown in Fig -6.
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Fig -6(a) show the switching signal given to the switching device. Duty ratio of the signal is 20%.Fig -6(b) show the current
through the inductor L1 and L2. Fig -6(c) show the current through the inductor L3 and L4. Fig -6(d) show the current through the
capacitor C1.Fig -6(e) show the voltage across the switch. Fig -6(f) show the output voltage. The simulation results shows that voltage
stress across the switch is half of the output voltage. If we increasing the level of switched capacitor, we can again increase the output
voltage and voltage stress across the switch and output diodes is again reduced to a low value .Another main advantage of this circuit
is self-voltage balancing across the output capacitor.

CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a switched capacitor-based active Z-network converter with high step-up voltage gain, in which only one
switch is used. The operating principles of the proposed converter in CCM with two cases according to the state of the capacitor
have been discussed in detail. The voltage stress on active switches and diodes is low, which is beneficial to the system efficiency and
cost. Since the circuit can reach a high gain voltage , it well fulfill the stringent requirement from industry, particularly renewable
power systems, to boost low voltage from clean sources such as PV arrays and fuel cells to high voltages for grid-connected
converters. Moreover, the parameters design of the proposed converter has been discussed. Simulations have been conducted to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed converter. By using multileval switched capacitor we can again increase the output voltage and
educe the voltage stress across the components. It provides a very potential solution for renewable power systems, such as PV
converters.
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Abstract— A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) consists of a group of mobile nodes (MNs) that communicate with each other
without the presence of infrastructure. MANET has a changing topology due to the movement of mobile nodes in the network. These
mobile nodes are battery operated and require battery resources for communication purpose, also these resources are limited. So, some
energy efficient routing protocols are used in MANET to provide battery resources to mobile nodes. This protocols help to reduce the
power consumption of nodes and also lengthen the battery life to improve the life time of the network thus, improve network
performance of the network. In this paper, an attempt has been made to implement the energy efficient routing protocol i.e. LEACH
(Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) and again modify this protocol using optimal selective path forwarding algorithm,
named as OLEACH. Using this protocol, we can improve the network performance by reducing the power consumption of mobile
nodes in the network.

KEYWORDS— MANET, AODV, LEACH, OLEACH, ENERGY EFFICIENT ROUTING PROTOCOL, MOBILE NODES (MNS), ETC
INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a continuously self-configuring, infrastructure-less network of mobile devices connected
without wires. This network consists of a group of mobile nodes for communication purpose in the network. It is an infrastructure less
networks means mobile nodes are connected dynamically in arbitrary manner and communicates in a point-to-point approach without
linking central access points. Mobile ad-hoc network contains mobile nodes based on battery operated and have very limited battery
resources. Also topology of the mobile Ad-hoc network is dynamic and depends upon the movement of the nodes so accordingly it
can change rapidly and unexpectedly. This changing topology affects the routing of packets which causes routing overhead, packet
loss, and delay. For routing of packets and enhancing the network performance, conventional routing protocols do not work efficiently
in MANET as expected therefore energy efficient routing protocols are used. These routing protocols are used to find out suitable
routes between the communicating nodes.
Classification of routing protocols:
The routing protocols can be divided as flat- routing, hierarchical routing and geographic position assisted routing
depending on the network structure.
Flat routing protocols:

Proactive, Reactive, and Hybrid are the flat routing protocols. Proactive routing protocols are also called Table-Driven
routing protocols. In this group of protocols routes to all the nodes are predefined. And routing information is maintained in the
routing table at each node in the network, accordingly packets are transferred from source to the destination. Some examples of these
routing protocols are: DSDV (Distance Sequence Distance Vector Routing) Protocol, OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing), and
WRP (Wireless Routing Protocol).
Reactive routing protocols are also called On-Demand routing protocols. In this group of protocols, routes are established
between the source and destination when required. When source node has a data packet to send then route discovery mechanism is
perform to find out the routes to the destination nodes. Some examples of these routing protocols are: DSR (Dynamic Source Routing)
Protocol, AODV (Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing) Protocol, and TORA (Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm).
A hybrid protocol means the combinations of reactive and proactive protocols and takes advantages of these two protocols
and as a result, routes are found quickly in the routing zone. Example of this protocol is: ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol).

Hierarchical routing protocols:

A Hierarchical-network is used when the size of network inside a MANET increases tremendously. Some examples of this
protocol are: Hierarchical State Routing (HSR), Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing Protocol (CGSR), and Land-Mark Ad-Hoc
Routing Protocol (LANMAR).
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Geographical Routing Protocols:

Two approaches to geographic mobile ad- hoc networks are i.e. Actual geographic coordinates (as obtained through GPS
– the Global Positioning System) and Reference points in some fixed coordinate system. For the effective location-based
routing, the routing updates must be done faster in compare of the network mobility rate as the node positions changes quickly in
the network. Some of its examples are: Geo-Cast (Geographic Addressing and Routing), DREAM (Distance Routing Effect
Algorithm for Mobility), GPSR (Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing).

DESCRIPTION OF ROUTING PROTOCOLS: AODV, LEACH AND OLEACH
A. Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) Protocol:
The Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) is a reactive routing protocol for MANET. It uses on-demand
approach for finding the routes. It is reactive routing protocol therefore route discovery is source initiated and each nodes maintains
the next hop routing information corresponding to each flow for data packet transmission. In a route discovery process, the source
node broadcasts a route request packet (RREQ). A route request carries the source identifier (SrcID), the destination identifier
(DestID), the source sequence number (SrcSeqNum), the destination sequence number (DestSeqNum), the broadcast identifier
(BcastID), and the Time-To-Live (TTL) field. RREQ packet contains destination sequence number which indicates the freshness of
the route that is accepted by the source. When the destination or node that has a route to the destination receives the RREQ, it checks
the destination sequence numbers it currently knows ant one particular in the RREQ. to assurance the freshness of the routing
information, a route reply (RREP) packet is created and forwarded back to the source node only if the destination sequence number is
equal to or greater than the one specified in RREQ. It uses only symmetric links and RREP follows the reverse path of the respective
RREQ. Upon receiving the route reply (RREP) packet, each intermediate node along the route information updates its next hop table
entries with respect to the destination node. AODV protocol also find out link breakage in the network by sending the route error
(RERR) message back to the source nod following the reverse path on the link in the network.
B. Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) Protocol:

LEACH is based on a hierarchical clustering structure model and energy efficient cluster-based routing protocols for sensor
networks. In this routing protocol, nodes self organize themselves into several local clusters, each of which has one node
serving as the cluster-head. In this protocol, nodes elects cluster head nodes for each clusters as randomly choosen maximum energy
node in the current cluster becomes cluster head node and other nodes in that cluster are called as non-cluster head node. Cluster head
node collects data from non- cluster head nodes and passed it on to the base station. Source node to destination or sink node
communication occurs through this maximum energy cluster head node. If the energy of the cluster head node goes below down then
second highest energy node in that cluster becomes the cluster head node. In order to prolong the overall lifetime of the sensor
networks, LEACH changes cluster heads periodically.
C. Optimized LEACH (OLEACH)
Optimized LEACH is modified LEACH Protocol containing optimal path forwarding algorithm. Optimal path forwarding
algorithm finds the optimal route from source node to the CH node through the different clusters and cluster heads. This mechanism
shows the node changes dynamically mean routed node from source node and send the energy level with packet to the neighbor node
in case any node failure, then the packet transmitted to neighboring path node and check with proper energy for communication from
source to destination or sink node. Some advantages of optimal selective path forwarded method such as Intelligent decision making,
less overhead signaling, Maximizing packet distribution.

RELATED WORK
This paper has compared the performance analysis of the energy efficient proactive and reactive routing protocols i.e.
EAODV, AODV, DSDV, DSR, TORA in MANET considering parameters load, node mobility, delay, packet sending rate and energy
consumption for enhancing the network performance of different routing protocols, when frequent link failure occurs in network due
to mobility of the nodes in the network. Where routing protocol DSDV uses proactive ―table driven‖ routing strategy, while EAODV,
AODV, TORA and DSR use ―on-demand‖ routing strategy. From the results obtained from this paper it is conclude that in low
mobility and low load scenarios, all the protocols react in a similar way, while with mobility or load increasing DSR outperforms
EAODV, AODV, TORA and DSDV routing protocols. TORA and DSR routing protocol gives poor performance when mobility or
load are increased. [1]
This paper has presented comparison of different protocols in MANETs like AODV, LEACH and TORA protocols on NS2
simulator using three metrics- packet delivery fraction (PDF), average end-to-end delay, and packet loss. The PDF has shown that
AODV and TORA gives better performance but LEACH is not better for PDF. The average end-to-end delay has shown that delay has
increased in case of AODV, TORA but less in LEACH as compared to AODV and TORA. Packet losses in AODV, TORA will be
more and in LEACH is less. [2]
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This paper presents comparison of three protocols AODV, DSDV, and LEACH using a variety of workloads such as packet
delivery ratio, routing overhead, throughput and average delay. Results indicated that AODV and LEACH both perform better but
AODV is less reliable than LEACH. [3]
This paper has presented EEDBC-Mobile an enhancement of the LEACH-Mobile protocol. The proposed protocol uses a
technique that provides an optimal clustering technique with a use of DBSCAN algorithm to better organized and well formed
clusters. This protocol is judge against with energy efficient protocols like LEACH-Mobile and LEACH-Mobile Enhanced. The
simulation results shows that EEDBC-Mobile is much better when compared to LEACH-Mobile in terms of different metrics
like Energy consumption, Network life time, Throughput, delay and data delivery ratio. [4]
This Paper has proposed an Energy Efficient Location Aided Routing Protocol (EELAR) that is an optimization to the
Location Aided Routing (LAR). EELAR makes significant reduction in the energy consumption of the mobile nodes batteries through
limiting the area of discovering a new route to a smaller zone. Thus, EELAR protocol makes an improvement in the control packet
overhead and delivery ratio compared to AODV, LAR, and DSR protocols using NS2 simulation and thus the mobile nodes life time
is increased. [5]
This paper has proposed an efficient power aware routing (PAR) scheme in MANETs and analyses the derived algorithm
with the help of NS2. Simulation results shows that the proposed scheme PAR is delivering more packets in different network
scenarios as well as network life time of the PAR is better even in high mobility scenarios. This scheme enhance the latency of the
data transfer but it results in a significant power saving and long lasting routes. Metrics used here for evaluation are path optimality,
link layer overhead, total energy consumed etc. [6]

PROBLEM DEFINATION:
MANET consists of many mobile nodes, communicating with each other in the network. These mobile nodes are powered by
battery. The resource constrained nature of MANET suffer from many challenges in its design and operation, which degrades its
performance and also the major fact that mobile nodes run out of energy quickly, has been an issue.
Many energy efficient routing, power management and power dissemination protocols have been specially designed for MANET,
where energy consumption is an essential design issue for preserving the longevity of the network. Energy efficiency is the major
concern in the mobile ad-hoc network.

OBJECTIVE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM:
From the above discussion, this paper analyzed that in MANET problems arises due to the power consumption factor which
degrades the network performance. To overcome the above review problem, the hierarchical routing protocol i.e. LEACH is
implemented in this paper. Using this protocol we can reduce problem of energy consumption to some extent but here further
modification of LEACH is done that modified LEACH called as optimized LEACH i.e. OLEACH. This protocol gives best result than
LEACH protocol and also helps to improve network performance. And finally evaluating the result and comparing the performance
analysis of AODV, LEACH and OLEACH protocol using NS-2 tool for several choosen scenario.

SIMULATION PLATFORM
In this section a comparative study between the behaviors of three routing protocols AODV, LEACH, and OLEACH will be
given by simulation. The well known NS2 [7] simulation tool is used. It is a discrete event network simulator for networking research.
It provides supports for simulation of group of protocols like TCP, UDP, DSR, and AODV.
The purpose of the study was to investigate the behaviors of AODV, LEACH and OLEACH for energy consumption, packet delivery
ratio (PDR), Delay, Throughput, and jitter are the parameters.

SIMULATION SET UP
A simulation set up was performed by taking 20 mobile nodes in the network of 300 m*300 m area. Simulation time will be
22 sec for this scenario and the size of each packet was set to 1000 bytes.

Table1. Simulation Parameters and their value
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Sr. No.

Parameters

Value

1.

Channel Type

Wireless Channel

2.

Radio-Propagation Model

Two-Ray Ground

3.

Network Interface Type

Wireless Physical

4.

MAC Type

MAC/802.11

5.

Interface Queue Type

Queue/ DropTail/ PriQueue

6.

Link Layer Type

LL

7.

Antenna Model

Omni directional Antenna

8.

Queue Length

50

9.

Number of Mobile Nodes

20

10.

Routing Protocol

AODV,LEACH, OLEACH

11.

Network Size

300m*300m

12.

Packet Size

1000 bytes

13.

Packet Interval

0.07 ms

14.

Simulation Time

22 ms

SELECTED PERFORMANCE METRIC FOR EVALUATION:
In order to compare the AODV, LEACH and OLEACH protocol the quantitative metrics are used to measure and evaluate
the performance of the simulation. A set of performance metrics are used for comparing the protocol of this work is shown in fig1.

FIG1. A SET OF PERFORMANCE METRICS

Each of these metrics parameters can be described briefly as follows:
Average Energy Consumption: Average Energy Consumption is calculated as the average difference between the initial level of
energy and the final level of energy that is left in each node.
The lower the energy consumption the longer is the networks lifespan.
Delay: It is the average delay between the sending of the data packet by the sender and its receipt at the receiver including some
delays due to buffering, processing at intermediate nodes etc.
If Average end-to-end delay is high means the protocol performance is not good due to the network congestion.
Packet Delivery Ratio: It is the ratio between the number of data packet that are sent by the source and the number of data packets
that are received by the receiver.
Throughput: The ratio of total data received by a receiver from a sender for a time the last packet received by receiver measures in
bit/sec and byte/sec.
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Jitter: It is the variation in the time between arriving packets.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In This section presents the performance of the AODV, LEACH and OLEACH protocol obtained by simulation using NS2.
Performance evaluation and comparison between these three protocols is shown in fig 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

ENERGY

TIME
Fig2. Energy Graph
In the figure2, time for simulation is used as X axis and energy consumption as Y axis. From this graph, it can be observed that the
energy consumption of OLEACH protocol is less than LEACH and AODV. This provides confirmation that the OLEACH improves
the lifetime of network as compared to LEACH and AODV.

DELAY

TIME
Fig3. Delay Graph
Figure 3, presents the delay taken by the routing protocols. It is clear from the figure that OLEACH gains less delay with the variation
of time but AODV and LEACH gives the highest delay as compared to OLEACH.
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PDR

TIME
Fig4. PDR Graph
In Figure 4, PDR graph is plotted as time for simulation versus PDR. PDR is shown in percentage. Graph results show that packet
delivery ratio of OLEACH achieved more when compared to AODV and LEACH protocol. This means OLEACH provides good
degree of reliability

THROUGHPUT

TIME
Fig5. Throughput Graph
Figure 5, shows the comparison of throughput obtained using OLEACH, LEACH and AODV. Throughput is shown in percentage.
Graph Results show that OLEACH provides more throughputs as compared to other two protocols.
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JITTER

TIME
Fig6. Jitter Graph

Figure 6, shows that comparison of jitter obtained using OLEACH, LEACH and AODV. Results show that OLEACH has high jitter
than AODV and LEACH protocol.

CONCLUSION
In Mobile ad-hoc network the main purpose of designing energy efficient routing protocol is to efficiently use the energy of
the network so that the network lifetime get increased. In mobile ad-hoc network many energy efficient routing protocols are available
now-a-days. One of the most efficient routing algorithms everyone uses is the LEACH routing protocol. The ultimate objective behind
the routing protocol design is to keep the sensors operating for as long as possible, thus extending the network lifetime. The energy
consumption of the sensors is dominated by data transmission and reception. Therefore, routing protocols designed for MANET
should be as energy efficient as possible to prolong the lifetime of individual sensors, and hence the network lifetime. Because of this
reason LEACH protocol selected. It gives better performance in energy efficiency and network life time. We can say the advantage of
LEACH overcomes the problem of MANET. But further modified LEACH named as OLEACH (Optimized LEACH) using optimal
selective path forwarding algorithm is implemented. This modified or improved LEACH gives better result than normal LEACH. In
this paper simulation results of three protocols i.e. AODV, LEACH and OLEACH has shown using metrics Energy consumption,
Delay, PDR, Throughput and Jitter.
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ABSTRACT- Every processor processes on the basis of arithmetic operations. Out of the basic arithmetic operations, it is
multiplication which is complex. In other words, time consuming. So to speed up the processor we need a fast multiplier. The speed
of the multiplier depends upon the generated partial products. The number of adders that are used in the process of multiplication
makes it complex as well. The main focus of this work is partial product reduction using radix 4 Booth algorithm and also reduce the
number of adders by using Dadda multiplier. Since two methods are clubbed together for different operations, this multiplier is called
Advanced Booth Dadda multiplier.

Keywords: Adders, Booth multiplier, Dadda multiplier, Partial Products, Radix 4 multiplication.
1. Introduction
[1] Arithmetic circuits for example adders and multipliers are time consuming depending upon the bits and hardware complexity. [2]
In signal processing, major operation of various filters like FIR, IIR filter is convolution, which can be implemented by using delay
element and arithmetic operators. So multiplier must be fast. One such algorithm is Booth algorithm. [3] In 1950, A.D. Booth
invented the Booth Algorithm during the study on crystallography. [4] By using this method, multiplication gets faster as the count of
partial products (P.P.) gets reduced.
[5] Mac-Sorley proposed modified Booth algorithm, where three bits instead of two bits are scanned. So the number of partial
products generated are less than that in Booth algorithm. [6] Luigi Dadda designed a hardware multiplier in 1965 which is known as
Dadda multiplier. [7] Here the number of full adders used is (N2-4N+3) and half adders used is (N-1) where N is the number of bits of
the multiplier. So by combining Advanced booth algorithm and Dadda multiplier, number of partial products as well as number of
adders can be reduced.

2. Booth Multiplier
[8] Iteration steps are reduced by using Booth multiplier when compared with other conventional methods.
2.1. Radix 2 Multiplication
In this method, the multiplier is appended by ‗0‘ in the LSB and then it is grouped in overlapping groups of two. Then based on the
operations mentioned in the recording table drawn below, multiplicand is altered to finally get the product. Here, we get n partial
products for n bit multiplier. Now that the count of P.P. is equal to the number of multiplier bits, hence process is slow.
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TABLE 1. Recording table of radix 2 multiplication
M (i+1)

M (i)

[3] OPERATIONS

0

0

No arithmetic operation is performed only shifting is done.

0

1

Add multiplicand to left half part of product and then shifting is done.

1

0

Subtract multiplicand from left half part of product and then shifting is done

1

1

No arithmetic operation is performed only shifting is done.

2.2. Radix-4 Multiplication
[9] It is possible to reduce the number of partial products by half, by using the technique of radix-4 Booth recoding. In this method,
the multiplier is appended by ‗0‘ in the LSB and then it is grouped in overlapping groups of three. Then based on the operations
mentioned in the recording table drawn below, multiplicand is altered to finally get the product. Here we get (n/2) partial products for
n bit multiplier where n is even. When n is odd, we get ((n/2)+1) partial products.

So as we increase the number of overlapping bits in the multiplier (radix), partial products can be decreased. In this paper, partial
products are formed using radix 4 multiplication process. When compared [10] Radix-4 Booth Multiplier gives higher speed when
compared with Radix-2 Booth Multiplier. [11]The main disadvantage of the modified booth multiplier is its complexity to
produce partial product.
TABLE 2. Recording table of radix 4 multiplication
M (i+1)

M (i)

M (i-1)

OPERATION

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1 X Multiplicand

0

1

0

1 X Multiplicand

0

1

1

2 X Multiplicand

1

0

0

-2 X Multiplicand

1

0

1

-1 X Multiplicand

1

1

0

-1 X Multiplicand

1

1

1

0

3. Dadda Multiplier
It is a column compression multiplier. [13]Column compression multiplier continued to be studied due to their high speed
performance.
In this method, partial products are arranged in a definite pattern shown below by shifting all the columns upwards. Then using (2,2)
and (3,2) counters the height of the pattern is reduced to two. Then using carry select adder these two rows are added to get the final
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product. [14] In order to realize the minimum number of reduction stages, the height of each intermediate matrix is limited to the least
integer that is no more than 1.5 times the height of its successor.

Fig. 1. [15] Pattern of Dadda Multiplier

4. Proposed Multiplier
In this paper, Booth Dadda multiplier is described where Radix 4 Booth Multiplier is used for partial product formation and Dadda
Multiplier is used to add those partial products. When we simply use these two techniques, result may come incorrect. So we use sign
template along with partial products formed after using Radix 4 multiplication and then arrange them into Dadda pattern.

4.1 Sign Template
In this, the first partial product that is formed is appended with S, S and S in the MSB where S is the sign bit and S is the complement
of sign bit. Rest in all partial products except in last and last but one partial product, 1 and S is appended at MSB. In last but one
partial product, S is appended in the MSB and in the last partial product, nothing is appended, instead MSB is ignored.
4.2 Example
Consider two numbers where multiplicand is 15 10 i.e. (00001111)2 and multiplier is 3010 i.e. (00011110)2.
Stage 1: Radix 4 multiplication:
Firstly multiplier is subdivided into overlapping groups of three after appending a zero (shown in bold) at LSB which is shown below:
0
890
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Then we find all possible partial products that can be formed by multiplicand.

1 * multiplicand = 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 (multiplicand as it is)
-1 * multiplicand = 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 (2‟s complement of (1*multiplicand))
2 * multiplicand = 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 (ignore MSB and append a zero to the LSB of (1* multiplicand))
-2 * multiplicand = 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 (2‟s complement of (2*multiplicand))
0=00000000

Then based on the sign template we determine the operations to be performed. We start forming partial products from the LSB. So we
get four partial products.

First partial product will be 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 as pair (100) has the operation (-2*multiplicand).
Second partial product will be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 as pair (111) has the operation ‗0‘.
Third partial product will be 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 as pair (011) has the operation (2*multiplicand).
Fourth partial product will be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 as pair (000) has the operation ‗0‘.
Stage 2: Sign template:
In this stage, sign bits are appended towards the MSB of each partial product. For pairs (000), (001), (010) and (011) S is ‗0‘ and S is
‗1‘ and for pairs (100), (101), (110) and (111) S is ‗1‘ and S is ‗0‘.
In this example, the first partial product becomes 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0. Appended sign bits are shown in bold. The second partial
product becomes 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. The third partial product becomes 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0. The fourth partial product becomes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0. After every partial product, two bits are left vacant from LSB.
The proper structure of the partial product format is shown below:

1
0

1
0 0
0 0

0 1
1 0 0
0 1 1
0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0
0

0

Stage 3: Dadda Multiplier
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Now all the bits are shifted upwards column wise like the way shown below:
0 1
1 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

1
0

1 1
0 0
1 1
0 0

1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0
0

0

So the structure becomes like the way shown below:
1 1 0
0 0 1
0 0
0

1 1
0 0
0 1
0 0

1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0
0 0

0

Now reducing the number of rows to 3 by using (2,2) or (3,2) adders as shown below:
1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1 0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1 0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

Sum of the encircled bits are placed first in that column followed by left over bits and carry of the previous encircled columns. The
result is shown below:
1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1 0

1

0

Again counters are used to reduce the column height to two. The result is shown below:
1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0 0

0

0

1

0

Now add the two rows using carry select adder to get the final product as shown below:
(0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0) 2 which is equivalent to (450)10.

5. Comparison
Proposed multiplier is compared with Radix-4 Booth multiplier and Radix-2 Booth multiplier and the result is shown below:
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TABLE 3. Performance of proposed multiplier
PARAMETERS

PROPOSED

RADIX-4 BOOTH

RADIX-2 BOOTH

MULTIPLIER

MULTIPLIER

MULTIPLIER

[12]

[12]

No. of slices

78

119

166

No. of LUTs

78

213

300

Path Delay

8.003 ns

29.198 ns

37.881 ns

6. Result
Result after multiplying two eight bit numbers in VHDL is shown below:

Fig. 2. Implementation of Advanced Booth Dadda in VHDL

7. Conclusion
It can be concluded that the Advance Booth Dadda multiplier uses less number of slice LUTs. Also it is a faster multiplier when
compared to radix 4 Booth multiplier and radix 2 Booth multiplier. [16] It is known that, systems based on microprocessor have fastgrowing demand of embedded microprocessors with high speed and low power features. Since, multiplier is an important unit of
microprocessor, if this is made to work faster, entire embedded system will work in high speed. [9] A multiplier is an essential
element of the digital signal processing such as filtering, convolution, and inner products. [17] Low-power multiplier design holds a
significant part in low- power VLSI system design. So, some out of the many applications prove the importance of proposed
multiplier. By using higher radix multiplication method (in the future), number of partial products gets further reduced thereby making
the multiplier much faster than the proposed multiplier..
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Abstract—In 1989, K. Matsumoto [3] introduced the notion of manifolds with Lorentzian paracontact metric structure similar to the
almost paracontact metric structure [8], [9]. Also in 1988, K. Matsumoto and I. Mihai [4] discussed on a certain transformation in a
Lorentzian Para-Sasakian manifold and in 2011, R. Nivas and A. Bajpai [7] studied on generalized Lorentzian Para-Sasakian
manifolds. T. Suguri and S. Nakayama [11] studied D-conformal deformations on almost contact metric structure. T.Imai [2]
discussed on hypersurfaces of a Riemannian manifold with semi-symmetric metric connection. In 1975, Golab [1] studied quartersymmetric connection in a differentiable manifold. In 1980, R. S. Mishra and S. N. Pandey [5] discussed on quarter-symmetric metric
F-connection and in 1982, K. Yano [12] studied on semi symmetric metric connections and their curvature tensors. Symmetric metric
connections are also studied by K. Yano and T. Imai [13], Nirmala S. Agashe and Mangala R. Chafle [6], R. N. Singh and S. K.
Pandey [10] and many others. The purpose of this paper is to study generalised D-conformal transformation and genaralised induced
connection in a generalised Lorentzian contact manifold.

Keywords—Generalised Lorentzian contact manifold, generalised D-conformal transformation, generalised induced connection.
1. INTRODUCTION
An n 2m+1) dimensional differentiable manifold
, on which there are defined a tensor field of type (1, 1), two contravariant
vector fields and
two covariant vector fields
and
and a Lorentzian metric 𝑔 , satisfying for arbitrary vector fields

(1.1)
rank = n - 2
𝑔(

(1.2)

,

(

)=𝑔(

𝑔

𝑔(

)

𝑔(

(

𝑔

),
𝑔) will be known as Lorentzian

Then
will be called a generalised Lorentzian contact manifold and the structure (
contact structure.
It can be easily proved that on a generalised Lorentzian contact manifold, we have
(1.3) (a)

(b)

(

(1.4) (a)

( )

(b)

(

)

)
( )

(1.5) (a)
(

)

(
(

(b)

)
)

(1.6) (a)
(
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(

(b)

)

(

)

Where D is the Riemannian connection on

.

2. GENERALIZED D- CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATION
Let the corresponding Jacobian map

𝑔 to the structure

of the transformation b transforms the structure (

 such that

(
(2.1)

(a)

(b) 

=
𝑒

(c)
Where

𝑜𝑏

𝑒

𝑒

(

)

𝑒

𝑜𝑏

(d)

is a differentiable function on

𝑒
𝑒

𝑜𝑏

𝑒

then the transformation is said to be generalised D-conformal transformation. If

is a

constant, the transformation is known as D-homothetic.
 is generalised Lorentzian contact.

Theorem 2.1 The structure (

Proof. Inconsequence of (1.1), (1.2), (2.1) (b) and (2.1) (d), we have


𝑜𝑏 =𝑒

(

)



𝑜𝑏


𝑒

𝑒

𝑜𝑏

𝑜𝑏

𝑜𝑏

𝑜𝑏

𝑜𝑏

This implies


(2.2)



Making the use of (1.1), (2.1) (a), (2.1) (c) and (2.1) (d), we get
𝑜𝑏

(2.3)

𝑜𝑏

Also
𝑒

(2.4)

𝑒

,

Equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) prove the statement.
Theorem 2.2 Let

and

be the Riemannian connections with respect to h and g such that

(2.5) (a)

𝑔

(b)

Then
(2.6)
𝑒 {(Xζ)
(X)

(Y)}

𝑒

(Y)

+(

)

(Y)

(

{

)

(X)

(

G∇ζ)
)}

𝑒

(X)

{

(

𝑒

∇
∇

G∇ζ)
)}

∇

∇

Proof. Inconsequence of (2.1) (b), we have
(

)𝑜𝑏

{𝑒

(

)

𝑒

𝑒

}

From (2.1) (b) and (2.5), we have
(2.7)

(
𝑒

)𝑜𝑏
(

(
)

𝑒

)𝑜𝑏
𝑒
(

𝑒

(

(

)
)
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𝑒
(
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𝑒
)

𝑒

𝑒
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Also
(

(2.8)

)𝑜𝑏
𝑒

(

(

)

)𝑜𝑏

𝑒

(

)

𝑒

𝑒

𝑒

𝑒

𝑒

(

)

𝑒

𝑒

𝑒

𝑒
𝑒

𝑒

Equations (1.5) (a), (2.7) and (2.8) imply
(2.9)
(

)

𝑒

𝑒

𝑒

(

𝑒

)

(

)

Writing two other equations by cyclic permutation of
equations and using symmetry of

(

)

(

)

and subtracting the third equation from the sum of the first two

in the first two slots, we get

(2.10)
𝑒
𝑒
(

[

{

(

)}

{

)}
]

This gives
(2.11)

𝑒
𝑒

∇
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(

)}

∇

{

(
∇

)

)}

∇

∇

∇
Substitution of (2.11) into (2.5) (a) gives (2.6).

3. GENERALIZED INDUCED CONNECTION
Let

and let 𝑐

be submanifold of
𝑑

be the inclusion map such that
𝑐𝑑

,

Where 𝑐 induces a linear transformation (Jacobian map)
at point 𝑑 and

is a tangent space to
̂ in

at 𝑑

Let 𝑔̃ be the induced tensor field in
(3.1)

𝑔̃( ̂ ̂ )

A linear connection
connection, if
897

𝑔

̂ ̂

.
is a tangent space to

̂ in

at point 𝑐𝑑 such that

at 𝑐𝑑

. Then we have
𝑏

in a generalised Lorentzian contact manifold is said to be a generalised Ricci quarter symmetric metric
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𝑔

(3.2) (a)

and

(b)
Where

is a torsion tensor of
𝑔

(3.3)

and

is the (1, 1) Ricci tensor defined by

𝑖𝑐

Then generalised Ricci quarter symmetric metric connection

is given by

𝑖𝑐

(3.4)
Where

and

are arbitrary vector fields of
ρ

𝑡

(3.5) (a)

. If

and

ρ

𝑡

(b)

𝑖𝑐

Where 𝑡 and 𝑡 are

vector fields in

and

and

are unit normal vectors to

.

Denoting by ̀ the connection induced on the submanifold from , we have Gauss equation
̂

(3.6)

(̀ ̂)

( ̂ ̂ )

𝑘( ̂ ̂ )

Where  and 𝑘 are symmetric bilinear functions in
̂

(3.7)

(̀ ̂)

𝑚( ̂ ̂ )

. Similarly we have

𝑛( ̂ ̂ )

,

Where ̀ is the connection induced on the submanifold from

and 𝑚 and 𝑛 are symmetric bilinear functions in

Inconsequence of (3.4), we have
̂

(3.8)

̂

( ̂)

̂

( ̂)

̂

𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )

𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )

Using (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), we get
(3.9) ( ̀ ̂ )

𝑚( ̂ ̂ )

𝑛( ̂ ̂ )

(̀ ̂)

( ̂ ̂ )

𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )

𝑘( ̂ ̂ )

( ̂)

̂

( ̂)

̂

𝑎 ( ̂)

̂

𝑎 ( ̂)

̂

𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )

Using (3.5) (a) and (3.5) (b), we obtain
(3.10) 2 ( ̀ ̂ )

𝑚( ̂ ̂ )

𝑛( ̂ ̂ )

(̀ ̂)
( 𝑡

𝑔̃( ̂ 𝑡 )

Where

𝑎 ( ̂ ) and 𝑔̃( ̂ 𝑡 )

ρ

( ̂ ̂ )

𝑘( ̂ ̂ )

) ̃ 𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )

( 𝑡

𝑎 ( ̂)

This gives
̀ ̂

(3.11)

̀ ̂

𝑎 ( ̂) ̂

𝑎 ( ̂) ̂

̃ 𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )𝑡

̃ 𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )𝑡

Iff
(3.12) (a)

𝑚( ̂ ̂ )

( ̂ ̂ )

ρ ̃ 𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )

ρ ̃ 𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )

(b)

𝑛( ̂ ̂ )

𝑘( ̂ ̂ )

̃ 𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )

̃ 𝑖𝑐( ̂ ̂ )

Thus we have
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Theorem 3.1 The connection induced on a submanifold of a generalised Lorentzian contact manifold with a generalised Ricci
quarter symmetric metric connection with respect to unit normal vectors and is also Ricci quarter symmetric iff (3.12) holds.
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Abstract-The ever fast growing information technology is enabling a re-definition of the early stages of aircraft design which has
been restricted to mostly statistical and empirical approaches because of lengthy and costly simulation times .The paper basically deals
with designing a radio controlled aircraft by considering various parameters such as aspect ratio, taper ratio, power loading etc
according to the requirements. It also deals with the type of wing and airfoil to choose from a vast variety of airfoils. During design,
electronic components are to be considered and number of channels to be used is taken into account. Based on the above parameters a
3-D cad model of our aircraft is designed, using Solid Edge V19 Software. After designing the aircraft fabrication is one of the
important factors to be considered. Fabrication mainly depends on the type of material employed in manufacturing the aircraft by
considering the availability, cost, durability, strength and how easily it can be mould into required shape. Fabrication process also
involves the various techniques that were adopted in order to manufacture the aircraft. In basic analysis, the main focus is on how
various parameters such as lift, drag, co-efficient of lift v/s angle of attack etc behave on the wing. Using 3-D cad model of the
aircraft simulation is done and corrected for errors if any. Finally our own prototype manufactured is displayed & tested practically.

Keywords-Radio controlled aircraft, Aspect ratio, Airfoil, Lift, Drag, Angle of attack, Taper ratio, Power loading, Wing, Tail,
Fuselage etc

INTRODUCTION
A radio-controlled (model) aircraft (often called RC aircraft or RC plane) is a small flying machine that is controlled remotely by an
operator on the ground using a hand-held radio transmitter. The transmitter communicates with a receiver within the craft that sends
signals to servo mechanisms (servos) which move the control surfaces based on the position of joysticks on the transmitter. The
control surfaces, in turn, affect the orientation of the plane.
Flying RC aircraft as a hobby has been growing worldwide with the advent of more efficient motors (either electric and
miniature internal combustion or jet engines), lighter and more powerful batteries and less expensive radio systems. A wide variety of
models and styles are available.
Scientific, government and military organizations are also utilizing RC aircraft for experiments, gathering weather
readings, aerodynamic modeling and testing, and even using them as drones or spy planes.

AIM
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Building a stable aircraft.
It must have good maneuverability
Most likely to be a monoplane
It should have 4channels
The aircraft must have a classic look and it should have good strength
A streamlined body with landing gears

BASIC DESIGN CONCEPT
Utilizing the idea of a classic airplane along with the above requirements, referring to many classic monoplanes such as cessna
skylane, piper cub, Fokker trimoter airliner etc an emperical formula in calculating various dimensions for our own aircraft was
derived and computed.
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DESIGN METHODOLOGY
The design methodology basically has 3 phases:

Preliminary design:
Aircraft design can be broken into 3 major phases, as depicted in the figure 1- It is in conceptual design that the basic question of
configuration arrangement, size and weight, and performance are answered.
The first question is, ―can an affordable aircraft be built that meets the requirements?‖ if not some amount of tradeoff must be
made to the requirements.
Design is a very fluent process. New design and problems emerge as a design is investigated in ever increasing detail. Each time
the latest design is analyzed and sized, it must be redrawn to reflect the new gross weight, wing size, engine size, wing configuration
and other changes. Early wind tunnel tests often reveal problems requiring some changes in the configuration. So the basic questions
that have to be answered are:
1) Will it work?
2) What does it look like?
3) What requirements drive the design?
4) What tradeoffs should be considered?
5) What should it weigh and cost?

Project design:
Project design can be set to begin, when the major changes are over. The big questions such as whether to use a canard or an
aft tail have been resolved. The configuration arrangement can be expected to remain about as shown on current drawings, although
minor revisions may occur at some point late in project design, even minor changes are stopped when a decision is made to freeze the
configuration. During preliminary design the area such as structures, landing gears and control systems are to be designed and
analyzed at various portions of the aircrafts. Shown in figure 1.
The ultimate objective during project design is to start up the detailed design stage also called ―full scale development‖. So
the things that need to be done in this process are:
1) Freeze the configuration
2) Develop the actual cost estimate
3) Design major items

Detailed design:
Assuming a favourable decision for entering full scale development, the detailed design phase begins in which the actual pieces to
be fabricated are designed. The design process adopted is as shown in fig 1.For example during project design; the wing box will be
designed and analyzed as a whole. During detail design, that whole part will be broken down into individual parameters such as chord,
aspect ratio, taper ratio etc.
Another important part of detailed design is called ―production design‖. In detail design each and every part of the aircraft is
designed separately in detail. The thing that has to be considered in this process are:
1) Design the actual piece to be built.
2) Design the tooling and fabrication process.
3) Test the major items such as structure, landing gears.
4) Finalize the weight and performance estimates.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN

PROJECT DESIGN

DETAILED DESIGN

MANUFACTURING

TESTING
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Fig 1: Design flow process chart.
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PARAMETERS TO BE CONSIDERED WHILE DESIGNING AN AIRCRAFT
In order to consider different parameters the aircraft must be split into various categories of components, such as:
1) Wing design:
Eighteen parameters must be determined in wing design, they are as follows:
1) Number of wings: It is basically the number of wings to be used in the aircraft. Ex: monoplane, biplane, tri-plane.
2) Vertical position relative to the fuselage (high, mid, or low wing): One of the wing parameters that could be determined at the
early stages of wing design process is the wing vertical location relative to the fuselage centerline. This wing parameter will
directly influence the design of other aircraft components including aircraft tail design, landing gear design, and center of gravity.
3) Wing configuration (straight, tapered, delta etc): It is basically how the wing is shaped i.e. whether it is a tapered wing, a straight
wing or a delta wing. It basically portrays the top view of the wing.
4) Span (b): wing span or just span is the length of the wing. The wingspan of an aircraft is always measured in a straight line, from
wingtip to wingtip, independently of wing shape or sweep.
5) Wing area (SW or Sref or S): the projected area of the planform and is bounded by the leading and trailing edges and the wing
tips.
6) Aspect ratio (AR): Aspect ratio (AR) is defined as the ratio between the wing span b and the wing Mean Aerodynamic Chord
(MAC). The Aspect Ratio of a wing is defined to be the square of the span divided by the wing area and is given the symbol AR.
For a rectangular wing, this reduces to the ratio of the span to the chord length as shown at the upper right of the figure.
AR = s^2 / A = s^2 / (s * c) = s / c
7) Taper ratio (TP): Taper ratio (TP) is defined as the ratio between the tip chord (Ct) and the root chord (Cr). This definitio n is
applied to the wing, as well as the horizontal tail, and the vertical tail. TP= Ct/ Cr
8) Tip chord (Ct): The chord length of the wing near the tip of the wing is called tip chord.
9) Root chord (Cr): The chord length of the wing near the fuselage is called root chord.
10) Mean Aerodynamic Chord (MAC or C): It is the straight line connecting from the leading edge and the trailing edge.
11) Airfoil: The cross-sectional shape obtained by the intersection of the wing with the perpendicular plane is called aerofoil
12) Twist angle (or washout) (TA): If the wing tip is at a lower incidence than the wing root, the wing is said to have negative twist or
simply twist t) or washout. On the other hand, if the wing tip is at a higher incidence than the wing root, the wing is said to
have positive twist or wash-in. The twist is usually negative which means the wing tip angle of attack is lower than root angle of
attack.
13) Incidence (IW) (or setting angle): The wing incidence (IW) is the angle between fuselage center line and the wing chord line at
root. It is sometimes referred to as the wing setting angle (Wset). The fuselage center line lies in the plane of symmetry.
14) Aileron: Ailerons are roll-control control surfaces of the RC Airplanes. Ailerons provide roll by moving in opposite direction to
each other. When one aileron moves down the other moves up thus providing more lift on one side as oppose to the other causing
the RC Airplane to roll. Ailerons are at the trailing edge of RC Airplane wing and towards the wing tips.
15) Wing loading: wing loading is the loaded weight of the aircraft divided by the area of the wing. The faster an aircraft flies, the
more lift is produced by each unit area of wing, so a smaller wing can carry the same weight in level flight, operating at a higher
wing loading. Correspondingly, the landing and take-off speeds will be higher. The high wing loading also decreases
maneuverability.
2) Tail design:
Tail configuration: It is basically the position of the tail in an aircraft. Ex:
Aft tail and one aft vertical tail, aft tail and twin aft vertical tail etc.
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1.

Horizontal tail
1) Planform area (Sh)
2) Tail arm (T)
3) Airfoil section
4) Aspect ratio (ARh)
5) Taper ratio (TR)
6) Tip chord (Ch_tip)
7) Root chord (Ch_root)
8) Mean Aerodynamic Chord (MACh or Ch)
9) Span (bh)
10) Sweep angle (SA)
11) Dihedral angle (DA)

2.

Vertical tail
1) Planform area (Sv)
2) Tail arm (T)
3) Airfoil section
4) Aspect ratio (ARv)
5) Taper ratio (TR)
6) Tip chord (Ct_v)
7) Root chord (Cr_v)
8) Mean Aerodynamic Chord (MACv or Cv)
9) Span (bv)
10) Sweep angle (SA)
11) Dihedral angle (DA)

DESIGN CALCULATIONS
1) Design of wing:
In designing a wing, shown in figure 2, there is a systematic approach in order to determine various parameters step by step. To start
the calculation the minimum data required is the gross weight of the aircraft and the wing span.
So, weight of the aircraft is 840gm, wing span is 914.4mm (36‘‘) and aspect ratio is 5.5

SL
NO.

AIRCRAFT TYPE

ASPECT
RATIO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hang glider
Glider (sailplane)
Homebuilt
General Aviation
Jet Trainer
Low subsonic transport
High subsonic transport
Supersonic fighter
Tactical missile
Hypersonic aircraft

4-8
20-40
4-7
5-9
4-8
6-9
8-12
2-4
0.3-1
1-3

Table 1: Aspect Ratios for Various Aircrafts.
The aspect ratio selected is 5.5 because ours is a homebuilt aircraft so according to the given table 1, we have chosen it to be in the
correct range.
Step1: To determine the plan form area (Swing)
AR: b2/swing
Swing=b2/AR
Swing =914.42/5.5 =1520.23 cm2
Step 2: wing loading selection: keeping in mind the structural constraints the wing loading must not exceed 0.6 gm/cm2
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Wing loading= Mass of the aircraft/Swing
Wing loading=840/1520.23 =.55254gm/cm2
Step 3: Taper ratio (TR) = 1 (because we are using a straight wing).
Step 4: Croot=2*Swing/ (b*(1+TR))
= 2*1520.23/ (91.44*2)
=16.625cm
Step 5: Ctip: (TR * Croot) = (1*16.625) =16.625cm
Step 6: To find the value of Croot‘.
Croot‘ is the chord length at the random position of the wing.
Since the wing we are using is a straight wing the value of Croot=Ctip
Wkt (Croot-Ctip)/ (b/2) = (Croot‘-Ctip)/ ((b/2)-4))
Therefore Croot‘=Ctip=16.625cm
Step 7: Determination of mean aerodynamic chord (C‘).
Mean aerodynamic chord is the width of the wing along the span where the entire lift is assumed to be acting.
C‘=2*Croot (1+TR+TR2)/ (3*(1+TR))
C‘=2*16.625(1+1+1)/ (3*(1+1))
Therefore C‘=16.625cm
Step 8: Determination of aerodynamic center(X)
Aerodynamic center is defined as the point along the width of the wing where the entire lift force is assumed to act.
X= (Croot‘-C‘) +C‘/4 = (16.625-16.625)+16.625/4
X=0+4.15625
Therefore X=4.15625cm

166,37

914,4

166,37

13,45

29,77

63,5

914,4
Fig 2: Front, top & side view of the wing.
Step 9: Airfoil Design: the co-efficient of lift is to be obtained and this is determined by equating the lift obtained from the wing to the
aircraft weight.
L=W.
0.5*ϼ*V2*CL*Swing=M*g
Where ϼ is the density of air = 1.225kg/m3=1.225*10-3g/cm3
g is acceleration due to gravity = 9.81m/s2 = 9.81*102cm/s2.
V is the cruise speed = 15m/s = 15*102cm/s
CL obtained in this calculation is the 3D value.
Swing = 1520.23cm2
M= 840g
Therefore CL3D=0.3933
The aircraft is generally trimmed at 3 to 5 degrees angle of attack (α). This range of values keeps the aircraft away from stall angle
providing a safer flight.
Angle of attack, α=3 (assumed)
So, finally the airfoil used is of a symmetrical airfoil.
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Symmetrical airfoil used is ―NACA 0018‖
2) Horizontal stabilizer Design:

Fig 3: Top view of the tail (horizontal stabilizer).
Step 1: Choose the tail area (St) to be around 14-15% of the wing area. (For better stability of the aircraft)
St=220 cm2 (percentage *Swing/100)
Step 2: The aspect ratio of tail is chosen to be less than that of the wing so that the stall in tail is delayed with respect to that of the
wing
Aspect ratio of tail (ARt) should be between 3-5
Therefore we have chosen aspect ratio of the tail as 3.
Step 3: Tail span ( bt)= (ARt*St)1/2
Therefore bt=(3*220)1/2 [ARt=3 assumed]
Hence BT=25.6904cm
Step 4: Taper ratio of the tail (TRt) =0.66 [assumed]
Step 5: Tail root chord Croot t=2*St/ (bt (1+TRt))
Croot t=2*220/ (25.6904(1+0.66))
Croot t=10.3174cm
Step 6: tail tip chord (Ctip) = (TRt*Croot t) = (0.66*10.3174)
Hence Ctip=6.8094cm
Step 7: Choose the tail setting angle (it) to be 1degree-1.5 degree less than α(angle of attack).
it=4-1 =3.
Step 8: elevator area is 2.54*25.4 cm2
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3) Vertical stabilizer design (rudder):
30

142,69

142,69

36

165

Fig 4: Right side view of the tail (vertical stabilizer).

Step 1: Fin area is the static part of the rudder.
Fin area= 30-35% of stab area
Fin area=32.5*220/100 =70.9cm2
Step 2: to calculate elevator area
Elevator area =15-20% of stab area
= .16*220 =35.45cm2
Using this area we can find the geometry.
4) Design of fuselage:

53,5

254,01

99,54 158,83

363,93

53,5

622,3

161,63

Fig 5: Three sectional views of the fuselage.
The fuselage is mainly designed based on empirical formulae that were developed by comparing various designs of many classic
aircrafts like as cessna skylane, piper cub, fokkertrimoter airliner etc. to give an aerodynamic design i.e. a streamlined body.
The length of the fuselage was empirically taken as 75% of wing span
Therefore Lfuselage= 0.75* wing span= 0.75*91.44= 68.58cm
The front cross sectional area is 6.35cm*.35cm and the end cross section is 1.27cm*1.27cm.
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The maximum width is 10.16cm.
A stepped slot is made as shown in the above figure 4 in order to accommodate the various electronic components.

3-D CAD MODEL OF THE AIRCRAFT

Fig 6: Wire Frame view of the fuselage.

Fig 7: Right side wire frame view of the fuselage.
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Fig 8: Front wire frame view of the fuselage.
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Fig 9: Isometric wire frame view of the fuselage.

Fig 10: 3-Dimensional Solid view of the Aircrafts wing.

Fig 11: 3-D model of the wing with slots.
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Fig 12: Right side solid view of the aircraft along with vertical tail.

Fig 13: Isometric solid view of the aircraft along with vertical tail.

Fig 14: Isometric view of the aircraft along with Conventional Tail Configuration.
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Fig 15: Final Completed view of our High Winger, Conventional tail aircraft in Solid Edge.

Fig 16: Completed view of our aircraft in Solid Edge.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS USED
Various electronic components are used in the working of the aircraft. There is a step by step procedure to select each and every
electronic component. We select motor and propeller by considering the weight of the aircraft. The first component that we have to
consider is
1) Brushless motor: The most popular type of motor being used for model airplanes today is the Brushless Out runner Motor. They
provide a greater power-to-weight ratio, but cost a little bit more than the traditional brushed motors. Out runner motors produce a
lower rpm, but produce more torque and can drive their propellers directly. This eliminates the weight and complexity of a gear
box. The size of the motor is determined by the weight of your model airplane, which determines the size of the propeller. In
essence, you need to choose a motor that will be able to generate the required rpm for the propeller. We have used 1100kv
brushless electric motor. Brushless motor is as shown in figure 17.

Fig 17: Brushless DC Motor.
2) Propeller: Propellers for RC airplanes are nothing more than vertically mounted rotating wings. Their job is to convert the engine
power in to thrust, to pull/push the plane through the air. Thrust is generated in exactly the same way as lift is generated by the
wing, and that's why props have a profile airfoil section. Shown in figure 18.
We have used a 10x7E prop.
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Fig 18: Propeller-10X7E.
3) Esc: The ESC is a device that regulates the amount of power that goes to the electric motor. The device may be separate from
(but plugged into) or a part of the receiver. ESC stands for electronic speed controller. The ESC interprets signals from the
receiver and works to provide variation in motor speed and direction and may act as a braking mechanism. There are electronic
speed controls for brushed and brushless motors. We have used a (30amp esc) shown in figure 19.

Fig 19: Electronic Speed Controller.
4) Servo: A servo is a device for moving a part of the model. Shown in figure 20. Usually servos operate the rudder and elevator on a
three channel model and the aileron as well on a four channel model. The throttle may be operated by a servo or on electric
models it may be operated by a speed controller called an 'electronic speed controller' that plugs into the receiver and it connects
the control rods.
We have used a 9g servo.

Fig 20: Servo.
5) Receiver: The receiver is one component which you really cannot choose. It comes along with the radio, and works only with that
particular radio on a certain pre-defined frequency. It is connected directly to the ―servos‖, and has a thin single wire antenna that
extends outside the airplane. The receiver gets signals from the transmitter when you move a stick/control. These signals are then
passed through to the servos, or ESC, which respond appropriately. We are using a 7ch receiver and transmitter. Receiver is
shown in figure 21.

Fig 21: Receiver.
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6) Batteries: We used 3 cells, 11.1v Lipo battery of 1800mah.
All the above consideration of the electronic components is done on the basics of the weight of the aircraft and the components are
selected by selecting how much thrust is required and which configuration gives that much capacity. Shown in figure 22.

Fig 22: LIPO Battery.

7) 2.4 Ghz Radio Transmitter:
A transmitter or radio transmitter is an electronic device which, with the aid of an antenna, produces radio waves. The transmitter itself
generates a radio frequency alternating current, which is applied to the antenna. Transmitter is shown in fig 23. When excited by this
alternating current, the antenna radiates radio waves.

Fig 23: Transmitter.
8) Control Rods:
Control rods are used to transmit power from the servo to the control surfaces of the aircraft such as the ailerons and rudders. The
control rod is shown in the Fig 24.

Fig 24: Control Rods.
9) Hinges and Clevis:
Hinges and clevis are the components that are used to fasten the control rod and control surface. The hinges and Clevis are shown
in the Fig 25.
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Fig 25: Hinges & Clevis.

SPECIFICATIONS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
PROP – 10x7E
To get 1600gms Thrust
Lipo – 3cell 11.1V
Operating Voltage – 10.8V
Amp draws at load – 32.7 amps
ESC - 30 amps
Power – 327W

SIMULATION OF THE CAD MODEL
After the completion of the design, 3D CAD model is generated using solid edge, as shown in the above figures 6-16 above, this
model can be simulated using software called X-PLANE. The X-Plane software also has a 3D modeling software in which you can
build your 3-D CAD model of your plane and fly it in a graphical user interface. This software will fly the plane in real time and it can
be found out if any errors in the design and re-modify using some tools and redo simulation.

FABRICATION OF THE AIRCRAFT
The material used in fabricating was Styrofoam. Styrofoam shown in figure 26 is extruded polystyrene an insulating material. The
purpose of using styro foam from a wide variety of materials such as balsa wood, thermocole, depron etc was because
1) It has a very fine grain size when compared to other materials such as high compressed thermocole
2) It can be mould into any desired shape.
3) It is very light weight.
4) It is very stiff
5) It is very cheap when compared to other materials available.

Fig 26: Styrofoam.
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Because of all the above advantages styro foam was chosen.
During fabrication of fuselage, print out of the 2D draft of front view and top view of the fuselage was taken, stuck it on to the styro
foam and the desired shape was cut using a ―foam cutter‖.
A device called foam cutter is built, where the guitar sting is connected between 2 parallel pipes. This string is connected to an
external adapter which has an output capacity of 3.5amps. This high current causes the wire to get heated up. Now this heat is used to
melt the foam. When tension is being applied in both the ends in opposite direction and moving it along a desired path the required
shape of the fuselage and other parts can be obtained.
The same principle is adopted in manufacturing wing and tail of the aircraft. After cutting using the foam cuter the parts are sanded
according to the required aerodynamic shape.
Then the tail is stuck onto the fuselage of the aircraft using hot glue. In order to give it good strength the fuselage and the wing is stuck
by tissue paper and diluted Fevicol. Then the Fevicol is left to dry for 1 day. As a result the body and the wing would have become
stiffer and had high strength.
Fabrication stages of our Aircraft:

Fig 27: Sticking the 2D draft of the fuselage on to the Styrofoam material.

Fig 28: Foam Cutter device manufactured in order to cut the Styrofoam material into desired shape.

Fig 29: Styrofoam material cut in layers so as to form the fuselage.
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Fig 30: Top View of the Material after cutting.

Fig 31: Side view of the fuselage along with wing.

Fig 32: Slot provided on the top to accommodate electronic components.

Fig 33: View after cutting & sanding of the Styrofoam material.
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Fig 34: Coating of the fuselage with dilute Fevicol along with Tissue paper.

Fig 35: Assembly of the Wing & Landing gears to the fuselage.

Fig 36: Assembly of motor and electronic components.
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Fig 37: Final completed aircraft.

Fig 38: Completed Aircraft.

Fig 39: Completed High Winger Conventional tail Radio controlled Airplane.

BASIC ANALYSIS OF THE WING
Here in this section lift, drag, co-efficient of lift v/s angle of attack etc are found out using software called design foil.
Virtual wind tunnel analysis is done on the airfoil which has been selected in the design process. This option allows you to vary the
angle of attack and observe the varying nature of coefficient of lift (CL), coefficient of drag (CD), etc as shown in figures 40-45. Thus
this analysis is basically conducted to mount the wing at the optimum angle of attack so that required amount of lift is generated.
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Fig 40: Wing Analysis of the aircraft for NACA 0018

Fig 41: Wing Analysis of the aircraft for NACA 0018
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Fig 42: Wing Analysis –Different value of Lift vs. Drag (NACA airfoil 0018) for a particular angle of attack

Fig 43: Wing Analysis –Different value of Lift vs. Drag (NACA airfoil 0018) for a particular angle of attack

Fig 44: Wing Analysis –Different value of Lift vs. Drag (NACA airfoil 0018) for a particular angle of attack
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Fig 45: Wing Analysis –Different value of Lift vs. Drag (NACA airfoil 0018) for a particular angle of attack
Different value of lift and drag are calculated using ―design foil‖ software. Thus at an angle of attack α= 3 degree the lift obtained
from design foil is closely equal to the lift obtained from the calculation.
Thus the aircraft was fabricated in these methods and was successfully flown.
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FUTURE SCOPE
In spite of the budget cuts that loom over the industry, the future of Radio controlled airplanes (RCA) is still looking bright.
Future RCAs may be capable of reaching heights that are over double or triple what the A160 can reach and stay in the air for months
at a time. These RCAs would resemble gliders with solar panels to maintain power and sensor arrays. Rather than rely on satellite
imagery these RCAs would give war fighters persistent situational awareness.
Tiny RCAs that can be flown through open windows are in the works. These minuscule aircraft will stay airborne in times
measured in seconds or minutes while giving valuable information to soldiers on the ground without giving away their position like a
thrown ground vehicle might.
In addition to new technical capabilities, the future of RCAs is trending towards automated systems. Rather than having several
personnel monitoring a RCA, in the future it is expected that one person can monitor many different RCAs at once. In the field of
Defence, Automation frees up soldiers to perform other tasks and ultimately is a cost-saving measure, as fewer personnel are needed
for RCA flights.
The future scope of our project related to RCA, lies in the field of CFD Analysis of the complete prototype, Mat lab
programming, implementation of the innovative design to full scale, improvement of aircrafts weight, empennage configuration,
fabrication methods and also wind tunnel testing. The RCAs aren't just the product of wishful thinking; they are the main source of
technology in the near future especially in the field of defense.
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CONCLUSION









This project work deals with ―Design, Fabrication & Analysis of a High Winger Conventional tail Radio controlled airplane‖. The
project has been successfully carried out and also the 2D & 3D drawings of the Front view, Top View and Side View are shown.
3D model is generated using SOLID EDGE V19 modelling software.
Modifications can further be done on model to improve the design and quality.
Analysis is done on Aircrafts wing using Design Foil software & the airfoil chosen is NACA-0018.
Comparison is done between Theoretical calculations & values obtained in design foil software.
As per analysis results, the value of lift obtained from the software is nearly equal to that of the calculated value.
The Aircraft designed was flown successfully.
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Abstract— In this paper, we are introducing a digitally controlled biased amplifier for nuclear timing spectroscopy. Time to
Amplitude Converter (TAC) is a device that gives an output signal with amplitude proportional to the time interval between the
generated input "start" and "stop" pulses.The amplitude information from the TAC is often applied to a Multichannel Analyzer (MCA)
for time intervals, commonly called a timing spectrum. The time coincidence spectrum obtained shows that the spectrum is away from
the origin. Also, when the signals within a particular range are amplified; they seem to get into the saturation mode thus making it
unavailable with the actual signals required for processing. In order to avoid the amplified signals to go into the saturation mode
conventional analog biasing techniques are used. The conventional analog biasing techniques have been studied, and it is observed
that the resolution obtained is comparatively poor. Also, the MCA‘s are computerized and if direct computerized data is obtained, it
would be more beneficial to control MCA operations. In order to obtain good resolution and digitized control of the time coincidence
spectrum, a new digitally controlled biased amplifier circuit has been introduced, where the current output of the biasing Digital to
Analog converter (DAC) and gain DAC is obtained.

Keywords— TAC, time coincidence spectrum, DAC, Biasing DAC, gain DAC, Multiplying DAC, analog biasing techniques,
Arduino.

1. INTRODUCTION
Time spectroscopy involves the measurement of the time relationship between two events [1]. A particularly difficult problem in
timing is to obtain a signal that is precisely related in time to the event. A time pick-off circuit is employed in order to produce a logic
pulse at its output which is precisely related in time to the occurrence of the event [2]. Ideally, the time of occurrence of the logic
pulse from the time pick-off element is insensitive to the shape and amplitude of the input signals. The TAC produces an output signal
with amplitude proportional to the time interval between the start and stop pulses. The further study of this output called time
coincidence spectrum shows that the spectrum obtained is away from the origin and hence there is a need of biased amplifier for
improving resolution. Conventional analog techniques used by far are controlled manually and have poor resolution. Hence, a new
circuit is designed wherein a biased amplifier with digital offset and gain control is used in order to obtain higher resolution in timing
spectroscopy. A hardware circuit is implemented and tested in laboratory, the results show that improved resolution can be obtained
by digitally controlling the current output of the biasing DAC and gain DAC.

2. TIME COINCIDENCE SPECTRUM
TAC is a device that gives an output signal with amplitude proportional to the time interval between the generated input "start" and
"stop" pulses. The amplitude distribution of the output pulses is then usually by a MCA. It is thus a measure of the distribution of time
intervals between start and stop pulses and is often referred to as "time spectrum".[3]
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The amplitude information from the TAC is often applied to an MCA for time intervals, commonly called a timing spectrum. Fig 2.1
indicates an accumulation of the data and type of timing spectrum that might be produced by coincident gamma rays. The shape of the
timing spectrum is critically important in time spectroscopy. The timing resolution must be high (the timing peak must be narrow) so
that the time relationship between two closely spaced events can be measured accurately. It is important that the narrow width of the
spectral peak be maintained down to a small fraction of its maximum height to ensure that all truly coincident events are recorded.

Fig 2.1: Timing coincidence spectrum
The timing coincidence spectrum obtained as seen in Fig.2.1, shows that the spectrum is away from the origin. Also, when the signals
within a particular range are amplified; they seem to get into the saturation mode thus making it unavailable with the actual signals
required for processing. These types of results are obtained in the conventional biasing techniques available till now. Hence, in order
to obtain good resolution of the number of events against the time coincidence spectrum there is a need to introduce a new technique
in which a bias amplifier can be controlled digitally. Depending on the DAC used the resolution obtained can vary within a wide range
of signals thus making it useful in many applications. Before the new technique is introduced, details about the bias and the
conventional biasing techniques are discussed.

2.2 Role of biased amplifier in timing spectroscopy
The timing coincidence spectrum obtained shows that the peak of the spectrum obtained is far away from the origin and the resolution
obtained is comparatively very poor. Also, the Multichannel Analyzers are computerized and it would be more beneficial if we obtain
direct computerized data to control operations in the Multichannel Analyzer for further processing. The results obtained in the
conventional biasing techniques available till now are analog. Hence, in order to obtain good resolution of the number of events
against the time coincidence spectrum there is a need to introduce a new technique in which a biased amplifier is controlled digitally.
Depending on the Digital to Analog Convertor (DAC) used the bias voltage and spectrum resolution obtained can be varied within a
wide range of signals thus making it useful in many applications.

2.3 Conventional Biasing Techniques
The conventional biasing techniques means the basic technique where the output obtained varies as per the varying reference voltage.
The voltage here is varied with the help of a potentiometer, thus this being the analog technique.[4] This particular section deals with
the two basic techniques, with negative reference voltage and with positive reference voltage.
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2.3.1 Biasing Technique with Positive Reference Voltage
The circuit diagram shown in Fig.2.2 shows a positive varying reference voltage given as reference voltage at the inverting terminal of
the operational amplifier.

Rf

R3

2

8

3

D1

Vout

1

+

R1

-

-Vin

4

+Vr

DIODE

Fig.2.2 Biasing technique with positive reference voltage
A negative unipolar pulse is fed at the input. The operational amplifier inverts it. As the voltage biasing voltage varies, the output
varies. And when the reference voltage exceeds the input voltage, the diode acts in the reverse bias and clips off the negative pulses,
giving the desired output.Fig2.3 shows the output waveforms for the circuit shown in Fig.2.2.

Fig2.3 output for biasing technique with positive reference voltage

2.3.2 Biasing Technique with Negative Reference Voltage.
The circuit diagram shown in Fig2.4 shows that, a negative varying reference voltage is given at the inverting terminal of the
operational amplifier. A positive pulse is fed at the input. The operational amplifier inverts it. As the voltage biasing voltage varies,
the output varies. And when the reference voltage exceeds the input voltage, the diode acts in the forward bias and clips off the
positive pulses, giving the desired output.
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Fig2.4 Biasing technique with negative reference voltage
Fig2.5 shows the output waveforms for the circuit diagram shown in Fig.2.4.

Fig2.5 output for biasing technique with negative reference voltage

3. DIGITALLY CONTROLLED BIASED AMPLIFIER FOR NUCLEAR TIMING SPECTROSCOPY
The conventional way of controlling bias is to control the bias manually using a potentiometer. Since all the Multichannel
Analyzers are computerized, the automated control becomes beneficial. Thus the basic need for digital control is to obtain
automated results.
The block diagram of the digitally controlled biased amplifier for nuclear timing spectroscopy is shown in Fig.3.1

BIASING
DAC

GAIN DAC

MCA

ARDUINO

Fig.3.1 The dotted box shows the block diagram of digitally controlled biased amplifier.
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Fig.3.1 shows the block diagram that is implemented, which helps to obtain a biased amplifier with digital gain and offset control in
order to obtain a very high resolution in nuclear timing spectroscopy. The block diagram consists of four major blocks, namely:


BIASING DAC: The basic function of the biasing DAC is to remove the offset and to bring the time coincidence spectrum
towards origin. The digital code of the DAC is varied by the Arduino board. Working of Arduino board is described in detail
later.



GAIN DAC: The gain DAC deals with the amplification of the required part of the spectrum, where both biasing DAC and
gain DAC give the current output, so as to get the full scale voltage division of the spectrum.



ARDUINO: The Arduino circuit board is known as a physical or embedded computing platform which means it is an
interactive system, which through the use of hardware and software can interact with its environment.[5]



MCA: Multichannel Analyzer classifies the pulses as per their height giving their amplitude spectrum.

3.1 Digitally Controlled Biased Amplifier Circuit
The schematic of the newly implemented circuit of a digitally controlled biased amplifier for nuclear timing spectroscopy is shown in
Fig 3.2:

Fig 3.2 Digitally Controlled Biased Amplifier Circuit

As seen in the circuit diagram, the circuit can be studied in two parts, wherein the first part or the first Multiplying Digital to Analog
Convertor (MDAC) and the operational amplifier deal with the removal of the offset and helps in bringing the spectrum towards
origin. And the second MDAC deals with the variation of the gain. The digital code of both the DACs is varied by the use of an
Arduino circuit board.

3.2 Multiplying Digital to Analog Convertor
All digital-to-analog converters provide an output proportional to the product of the digitally set gain and an applied reference
voltage.[6] A multiplying DAC differs from a fixed-reference DAC in that it can apply a high-resolution digitally set gain to a varying
wideband analog signal. MDACs are ideally suited for varying reference applications, where the user wants to digitally condition an
ac or arbitrary reference voltage.7541A multiplying DAC has been used in this particular circuit.. The Burr-Brown DAC7541A is a
low cost 12-bit, four-quadrant multiplying digital-to-analog converter.[7] Laser-trimmed thin-film resistors on a monolithic CMOS
circuit provide true 12-bit integral and differential linearity with current output over the full specified temperature range.DAC7541A is
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a direct, improved pin-for-pin replacement for 7521, 7541, and 7541A industry standard parts. In addition to a standard 18-pin plastic
package, the DAC7541A is also available in a surface-mount plastic 18-pin SOIC.

3.3 Arduino
The Arduino is a Physical or Embedded Computing platform, which means that it is an interactive system that through the use of
hardware and software can interact with its environment. The Arduino can be used to develop stand-alone interactive objects or it can
be connected to a computer to retrieve or send data to the Arduino and then act on that data (e.g. send sensor data out to the internet)
[8]. To program the Arduino, use the Arduino IDE (Integrated Development Environment), which is a piece of free software that
enables to program in the language that the Arduino understands. In the case of the Arduino the language is C. The IDE enables the
user to write a computer program, which is a set of step-by step instructions that can then be uploaded to the Arduino.

4. HARDWARE TESTING
4.1 Circuit Design
The following figure shows the entire circuit diagram of the circuit built for digitally controlled biased amplifier for nuclear timing
spectroscopy. The figure is built with the help of software OrCAD Capture CIS Lite. OrCAD® Capture is one of the most widely used
schematic design solutions for the creation and documentation of electrical circuits [9].
The major components of the circuit are:


Arduino Uno board.



74HC595, 8-bit serial in, serial or parallel out shift register with output latches.



DAC 7541A, 12 bit Multiplying Digital to Analog converter.



OPA606, wide bandwidth Operational Amplifier.

The detailed description for the used components is described below:


Arduino Uno:
The most basic task of the Arduino board in the circuit design is for changing the DAC code digitally, wherein the Arduino

board acts as an interface between the circuit and the computing system. Here, Arduino Uno board has been used, whereas one can use
any other type of Arduino boards available in the market. With a slight changes in the program built in the C language, the code works
easily, thus serving as an extremely user friendly and easily accessible at lower costs interfacing software.
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Fig.4.1 Circuit Diagram for Digitally Controlled Biased Amplifier for Nuclear Timing Spectroscopy


74HC595 Shift register:

The 74HC595 is a high-speed Si-gate CMOS device and pin compatible with Low-power Schottky TTL (LSTTL). [10] It is
specified in compliance with JEDEC standard No. 7A. The 74HC595 is a 8-stage serial shift register with a storage register and 3-state
outputs. The register has separate clocks. Data is shifted on the positive-going transitions of the shift register clock input (SHCP). The
data in each register is transferred to the storage register on a positive-going transition of the storage register clock input (STCP). If
both clocks are connected together, the shift register will always be one clock pulse ahead of the storage register.
The shift register has a serial input (DS) and a serial standard output (Q7S) for cascading. It is also provided with
asynchronous reset (active LOW) for all 8 shift register stages. The storage register has 8 parallel 3-state bus driver outputs. Data in
the storage register appears at the output whenever the output enable input (OE) is LOW.
The DAC7541A is 12 bit parallel input, whereas the Arduino gives serial output. The serial to parallel shifting out is done
with the use of 74HC595 shift register [11]. In the circuit four shift registers have been used, which means the same setup can be used
further while using a 16bit DAC.


DAC7541A

By offering both flexibility and simplicity, multiplying DACs can be used in a broad range of applications.[12] The benefit of a
discrete DAC and op amp solution is that the op amp selection can be custom tailored to suit the application requirements. Multiplying
DACs are ideal building blocks for fixed reference applications, where the user wants to generate a waveform from a fixed dc voltage.
They are also ideally suited for varying reference applications, where the user wants to digitally condition an ac or arbitrary reference
voltage.
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OPA606

The OPA606 is a wide-bandwidth monolithic dielectrically-isolated FET operational amplifier featuring a wider bandwidth and
lower bias current than BIFET® LF156A amplifiers.[13] Bias current is specified under warmed-up and operating conditions, as
opposed to a junction temperature of +25°C. Laser-trimmed thin-film resistors offer improved offset voltage and noise performance.
The OPA606 is internally compensated for unity-gain stability.
Hardware is tested after studying the circuit components and design in detail. The results obtained are tabulated along with
the output waveforms for the particular input.

4.2 Hardware testing
The input to the circuit is given from the pulse generator circuit. In the laboratory to test the hardware, sinusoidal input of
frequency 1 KHz is applied to Vin. The reference voltage for the DAC is given as 8V, since it can be varied from -10V to +10V. The
output is observed on an oscilloscope.
Initially, the offset is kept constant for one particular code of DAC, and gain is varied for various different codes. For better
understanding and clearer view, the first three MSBs are varied. The biasing DAC code is kept fixed as 512 which is equivalent to 1V,
the code in binary form depicted as 0010 0000 0000. For this fixed bias voltage, the code is varied for different values and the
readings recorded are as shown in Table4.1:
Table 4.1. Set of readings with fixed bias and varying gain with
Biasing DAC code = 512
Gain DAC code

Gain voltage (volts)

0000 0000 0000

0

0

0010 0000 0000

512

0.2

0100 0000 0000

1024

0.4

0110 0000 0000

1536

0.6

1000 0000 0000

2048

0.8

1010 0000 0000

2560

1

1100 0000 0000

3072

1.2

1110 0000 0000

3584

1.4

Fig.4.2 shows the output for fixed bias, for DAC code 512, and varying gain, for gain DAC code at 512. Fig4.3 shows the output for
fixed bias, for DAC code 512, and varying gain DAC code 3584, it is observed that as the gain varies the amplitude varies
proportionally
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Fig 4.2 Output for fixed bias DAC code 512 and varying gain DAC code 512

Fig 4.3 Output for fixed bias DAC code 512 and varying gain DAC code 3584
Graph of output voltage Vs DAC code is plotted as shown in Fig.4.4, where the digital code of the bias DAC is kept fixed and the
digital code of gain DAC is varied. It is observed that as the digital code increases, the voltage increases proportionally

voltage

1.5
1

0.5
0
0

500

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
DAC code

Fig.4.4 Graph showing output for set of readings with fixed bias and varying gain with bias DAC code = 512
The biasing DAC code is kept fixed as 1536, the code in binary form depicted as 0110 0000 0000. For this fixed bias voltage, the code
is varied for different values and the readings recorded are as follows:
Table 4.2. Set of readings with fixed bias and varying gain with
Biasing DAC code = 1536.
Gain DAC code

930

Gain Voltage (Volts)

0000 0000 0000

0

0

0010 0000 0000

512

0.6

0100 0000 0000

1024

1.2
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0110 0000 0000

1536

2

1000 0000 0000

2048

2.8

1010 0000 0000

2560

3.2

1100 0000 0000

3072

4

1110 0000 0000

3584

4.8

Graph of output voltage Vs DAC code is plotted as shown in Fig.4.5, where the digital code of the bias DAC is kept fixed and the
digital code of gain DAC is varied. It is observed that as the digital code increases, the voltage increases proportionally.

Fig.4.5 Graph showing output for set of readings with fixed bias and varying gain with bias DAC code = 1536.
Table4.3 shows readings for fixed gain DAC code at 512 that is, 0010 0000 0000 and varying bias voltage by varying the digital code
of biasing DAC. For clearer results and easy understanding, the first three MSBs of the DAC are varied.
Table 4.3. Set of readings with fixed gain and varying bias with
Gain DAC code = 512
Biasing

Bias

DAC code

Voltage (Volts)

0000 0000 0000

0

0

0010 0000 0000

512

0.1

0100 0000 0000

1024

0.2

0110 0000 0000

1536

0.3

1000 0000 0000

2048

0.4

1010 0000 0000

2560

0.5

1100 0000 0000

3072

0.6

1110 0000 0000

3584

0.7

The output for fixed gain DAC code as 512 and biasing DAC code as 0 is shown in Fig.4.6. The offset is 0V.
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Fig 4.6 Output for fixed gain DAC code 0 and varying bias DAC code 512
Graph of voltage Vs DAC code is plotted as shown in Fig.4.7, where the digital code of the gain DAC is kept fixed and the digital
code of the biasing DAC is varied. It is observed that as the digital code varies, the voltage varies proportionally.

Fig.4.7 Graph showing output for set of readings with fixed gain and varying bias with gain DAC code =512.
Table.4.4 shows readings recorded for fixed gain DAC code and varying Biasing DAC codes. The gain DAC code is kept constant at
1536 that is in binary code it is written as 0110 0000 0000, and the biasing DAC code is varied for the first three MSBs. As the biasing
DAC code varies the offset varies proportionally. From the output obtained it is observed that the baseline shifts from the origin, thus
bringing the time to amplitude spectrum towards origin from the time to amplitude spectrum.
Table 4.4. Set of readings with fixed gain and varying bias with
Gain DAC code = 1536.
Biasing DAC code

932

Bias Voltage (Volts)

0000 0000 0000

0

0

0010 0000 0000

512

0.2

0100 0000 0000

1024

0.4

0110 0000 0000

1536

0.8

1000 0000 0000

2048

1.2

1010 0000 0000

2560

1.6

1100 0000 0000

3072

1.8
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1110 0000 0000

3584

2.2

The input code to the gain DAC is given as 1536 and the input code to the biasing DAC is given as 1024. The corresponding output is
observed as shown in Fig.4.8.

Fig 4.8 Output for fixed gain DAC code 1536 and varying bias DAC code 1024
It is observed that the baseline shifts from 0V to 0.4V, as the biasing code varies with respect to fixed gain. And also the amplitude
varies as the gain varies with respect to the fixed biasing voltage. Graph of voltage Vs DAC code is plotted as shown in Fig.4.9, where
the digital code of the gain DAC is kept fixed and the digital code of the biasing DAC is varied. As the digital code varies, the voltage
varies proportionally.

Fig.4.9 Graph showing output for set of readings with fixed gain and varying bias with gain DAC code = 1536.

RESULTS: It is seen that keeping the bias fixed, the gain can be varied, and keeping the gain fixed, the bias can be varied. The gain
varies proportionally as the digital code varies; similar results are obtained for bias.
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CONCLUSION
The new design introduced, ―Digitally Controlled Biased Amplifier for Nuclear Timing Spectroscopy‖, thus can be widely used to
obtain higher resolution in the timing spectroscopy in applications requiring very high resolutions. This digitally controlled biased
amplifier should be useable for multiparameter system by dividing the range of multichannel analyzer into small zones with different
biases using biased amplifier.
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Abstract- In this paper, we present the software implementation of a modified version of canny edge detection algorithm, which
result in significantly increased edge detection performance. The results of various gradient based filters: Roberts, Sobel and Prewitt
are also observed. The edge tracking step in the canny edge detection algorithm is replaced by considering the horizontal and vertical
components of the image, resulting in improved performance of the detection algorithm. The implementation of the detection
algorithm is done by using MATLAB tool. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Keywords – Canny edge detection, Roberts, Prewitt, and Sobel
INTRODUCTION
In present scenario, edge detection is widely used in various applications. Edge detection is most common approach for detecting
meaningful discontinuities in gray level of an image. The basic purpose of edge detection is to minimize the amount of data to be
processed by simplifying the image data.
Different types of edge detection operators are1.

Roberts

2.

Prewitt

3.

Sobel

The principle of edge detection is by determining the presence of an edge or line in an image and outlining them in a proper way.

EDGE DETECTION OPERATORS
A. Roberts Operator
It is a 2x2 gradient operator consisting of two kernels in x-direction (X) and in y-direction (Y).
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The kernels can be applied to the input image separately, to produce separate components in each direction. These can be combined
together to calculate the magnitude of the gradient and the orientation of that gradient at each point.
The disadvantage of this operator is that it has no fix center, as it consists of 2x2 mask and it is more prone to noise.
B. Prewitt Operator
It is a 3x3 gradient operator. Prewitt operator provides us two masks one for detecting edges in horizontal direction and another for
detecting edges in the vertical direction.

[

]

[

]

Where, V and H are the vertical and horizontal masks respectively.
When we apply vertical mask (V), the output image will contain vertical edges and if horizontal mask (H) is applied, the resultant
image will contain horizontal edges.
Although it has good noise reduction capacity as compared to Roberts but it does not have any special effect around the center pixel.
C. Sobel Operator
The Sobel operator consists of 3x3 convolution kernels. It only considers two orientations which are 0 and 90. One kernel is simply
the other rotated by 900.

[

[

]

]

It is used to find the approximate absolute gradient magnitude at each point in an input gray scale image.
Its advantage is that it is the differential of two rows or two columns, so the edge on both sides can be enhanced and the edges will be
thick and bright.
CANNY EDGE DETECTION ALGORITHM
Canny edge detection algorithm is most widely used and its purpose in general is to significantly reduce the amount of data in an
image, while preserving the structural properties to be used for further image processing. The algorithm runs in several steps.
A. Smoothing
936
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Every image contains some amount of noise that is inevitable and this noise must be reduced so that it is not mistaken for edges.
Hence smoothing is done in which Gaussian filter is applied. The performance of this algorithm depends largely on adjustable
parameter ζ. The kernel of a Gaussian filter has a standard deviation is equal to 1.4 (ζ = 1.4).
The bigger the value for ζ, the larger the size of the Gaussian filter becomes. This implies more blurring, necessary for noisy images,
as well as detecting larger edges.
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B. Finding Gradients
The Canny algorithm finds edges where the grayscale intensity of the image changes the most. These areas are determined by finding
the gradients of the image. Gradients at each pixel are determined by applying Sobel operator.
The edge strengths also known as gradient magnitudes are determined by Euclidean distance measured by applying Pythagoras
theorem.
| |

√

Where, Gx and Gy are the gradients in x- and y- directions respectively.
The direction of edges are determined by|

ϴ = arctan (|

|
|

)

C. Non-maximum suppression
Blurred edges are converted into sharp edges in non-maximum suppression. It is done by preserving all local maxima in the gradient
image. The algorithm is for each pixel in the gradient image.
1. Round the direction of gradient ϴ to nearest 450, corresponding to an 8-connected neighbourhood.
2. Comparing the gradient magnitudes with the values in positive and negative gradient direction.
3. If the gradient magnitude of the current pixel is largest, preserve the value, otherwise remove the value
D. Double thresholding
937
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Thresholding is used so that only the edges stronger than a certain value would be preserved and rest would be discarded. Canny edge
detection algorithm uses double thresholding. The edge pixels stronger than the high threshold are marked as strong; edge pixels
weaker than the low threshold are suppressed and edge pixels between the two thresholds are marked as weak. Here we have
considered the upper threshold and lower threshold as 100 and 20 respectively.

EDGE TRACKING
Edges are located by Canny edge detector. A direction on edge pixels is determined based on horizontal and vertical derivatives.
For edge pixel P(i,j), computing horizontal and vertical components H(i,j) and V(i,j) as
H(i,j) = [P(i-1,j-1)-P(i-1,j+1)]/4 + [P(i,j-1)-P(i,j+1)]/2 + [P(i+1,j-1)-P(i+1,j+1)]/4
And
V(i,j) = [P(i-1,j-1)-P(i+1,j-1)]/4 + [P(i-1,j)-P(i+1,j)]/2 + [P(i-1,j+1)-P(i+1,j+1)]/4
If H(i,j) ≥ V(i,j), the edge direction is horizontal and the neighbourhood pixels are modified as
P(i,j-1) = [P(i,j-1)+P(i,j-2)]/2
P(i,j+1) = [P(i,j+1)+P(i,j+2)]/2
And if H(i,j) ≤ V(i,j), the edge direction is vertical and the neighborhood pixels are modified as
P(i-1,j) = [P(i-1,j)+P(i-2,j)]/2
P(i+1,j) = [P(i+1,j)+P(i+2,j)]/2

SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Operator Results

Figure 1. Input image
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Figure 2. Output of Roberts operator

Figure 3. Output of Prewitt operator

Figure 4. Output of Sobel operator

B. Canny Results
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Figure 5. Input image

Figure 6. Gaussian image

Figure 7. Magnitude of gradient
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Figure 8. Non-maximum suppression

Figure 9. Double thresholding

C. Edge tracking Results

Figure 10. Edge tracking output

CONCLUSION
Edge detection algorithms are used in image processing in order to reduce the data to be processed. These algorithms are widely used
in various fields such as military, medical, etc. And they require more research in the coming years for improvements in various
941
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technologies. The developed algorithm takes advantages from the use of neighborhood structure as well as the simple formulation of
the edge detection operations.
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ABSTRACT- The study of granular sub base stabilized at 25% fly ash showed better results in CBR and strength aspects. As the
percentage of fly ash increases from 0% to 25%, the CBR values are decreasing for both the unsoaked and soaked conditions. For tJhe
fly ash content beyond 15% addition to soil is causing about 50% to 65% reduction in the CBR values for both the unsoaked and
soaked conditions. The percentage of fly ash increases from 0% to 25%, the angle of internal friction of gravel soil is decreasing. This
decrease in angle of internal friction is marginal up to about 10% of fly ash and. From 15% to 25% of fly ash, the angle of internal
friction observed is almost constant and its value is in the range of 36 0 to 380. Up to 25% of fly ash can effectively be utilized along
with the granular subbase in the pavement construction
KEY WORDS: CBR, fly ash granular soil mixtures, direct shear, angle of internal friction, Water Content, % FA, Cohesion

1. INTRODUCTION
India has about 70 thermal power plants and coal currently accounts for 70 per cent of power production in the country. The process
of coal combustion results in fly ash. The problem with fly ash lies in the fact that not only does its generated annually in India, with
65 000 acres of land being occupied by ash ponds. Such a huge quantity does pose challenging problems, in the form of land usage,
health hazards, and environmental dangers. Both in disposal, as well as in utilization, utmost care has to be taken, to safeguard the
interest of human life, wild life, and environment. Various Indian collieries supply the coal, which is known to have a very high ash
content of almost 40 to 45 per cent.
India's thermal power plants produce an estimated 100 million tonnes of fly ash per annum. This ash needs to be disposed of every
day. Primarily, the fly ash is disposed of using either dry or wet disposal scheme. In dry disposal, the fly ash is transported by truck,
chute or conveyor at the site and disposed of by constructing a dry embankment (dyke). In wet disposal, the fly ash is transported as
slurry through pipe and disposed of in impoundment called "ash pond". Most of the power plants in India use wet disposal system, and
when the lagoons are full, four basic options are available: (i). constructing new lagoons using conventional construction material, (ii).
hauling of fly ash from the existing lagoons to another disposal site, (iii). raising the existing dyke using conventional constructional
material, and (iv). raising the dyke using fly ash excavated from the lagoon (‘ash dyke‘). The Planning, design and construction of ash
disposal facility require the integration of geotechnical, environmental, hydrological engineering and other governing factors. Though
the works of numerous researchers in the past have helped in improving understanding of the beneficial use of fly ash in cement
concrete, brick manufacturing and other applications, but a comprehensive idea about geotechnical aspects of fly ash–gravelly sand
mixtures for various engineering applications especially for pavement construction have not yet understood.
Due to its self-cementing properties, fly ash can be an effective stabilizer for granular and fine grained materials. Fly ash by itself has
little cementitious value but in the presence of moisture it reacts chemically and forms cementitious compounds and attributes to the
improvement of strength and compressibility characteristics of soils. It has a long history of use as an engineering material and has
been successfully employed in geotechnical applications. Fly ash consists of often hollow spheres of silicon, aluminium and iron
oxides and unoxidized carbon. Expansive soils can be potentially stabilized effectively by cation exchange using fly ash. Utilization of
fly ash towards engineering applications can solve two major issues: (i). environmental pollution problem and (ii). wastage of land due
to its dump on the agricultural land. Nicholson presented a number of patents (1977, 1982) for a series of investigations on cement
kiln dust (CKD) and fly ash mixtures for producing subbase materials with different aggregates. CKD was used up to 16% by weight
of the mixture, producing a durable mass by reacting with water at ambient temperatures. The most widely used application for selfcementing fly ash is in increasing the strength of unsuitable or unstable subgrade materials. Generally, clay soils have soaked CBR
values from 1.5% to 5% (Rollings and Rollings 1996), which provides very little support to the pavement structure. Addition of 16%
self-cementing fly ash increases the soaked CBR values of heavy clay soils into the mid 30s, which is comparable to gravelly sands
(Rollings and Rollings 1996). Prasanna Kumar (2011) studied the cementitious compounds formation using pozzolans and their
effects on stabilization of soils such as black cotton soils and red earth soils for varied proportions of fly ash. The findings reveals that
the maximum dry density of the BC soil increased from 13.6 to 15.2 kN/m3 for addition of 40% fly ash obtained from Nyveli (NFA).
For Red earth MDD changed from 14.6 to 17.8 kN/m3 for NFA addition. Pozzolanic fly ash has shown considerable improvement in
compressive strength from 310kPa to 1393kPa for BC soil and from 590kPa to 2342kPa for Red Earth, for addition of 30% of Fly ash,
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NFA. But a comprehensive idea about geotechnical aspects of fly ash – gravelly sand mixtures for various engineering applications
especially for pavement construction have not yet understood clearly.

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
2.1 Materials used
2.1.1 Soil
The gravelly sand used in the present study was collected from the outer ring road area near Gandi Misamma in Hyderabad, Telangana
state, India. The soil collected was kept in controlled conditions in the laboratory and was used for testing as per the Indian Standard
specifications given in the respective test codes. For this soil, the basic tests were conducted in the laboratory for its characterization.
As per the basic properties of soils are concerned, it indicates that the soil is greyish to brown in colour and has soil proportions of
gravel, sand and little fine fraction. The soil has 7% slit and clay, 70% sand and 23% gravel fractions. The grain size distribution curve
of the soil is presented in Fig.1. The various basic properties of soil are presented in the Table.1

2.1.2 Fly Ash
The fly ash used in this investigation was collected from Vijayawada Thermal Power Station (VTPS) Vijayawada. The fly ash sample
collected was stored in the air tight containers. The grain size distribution curve [IS: 2720 (Part 4)-1985] for fly ash is presented in the
Fig.1 The various properties of the fly ash obtained from the Vijayawada Thermal Power Station (VTPS), Vijayawada, AP state, India
are presented in the Table.2. The fly ash proportions adopted in the study by dry weight of soil are 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%.

2.2 Tests Conducted
The fly ash proportions adopted in the study along with the gravelly sand are 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25% by weight of dry soil.
The tests such as Modified Compaction test [IS: 2720 (Part 7)-1980], California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test [IS: 2720 (Part l6)-1979],
and Direct shear tests [IS: 2720 (Part 13)-1986] are conducted. The tests such as CBR and Direct shear are conducted on the
specimens compacted at OMC as per the modified compaction. The modified compaction tests are adopted because; the majority
highway pavements are designed for high volume traffic loading.

100
Soil
Flyash

% Passing

80

60

40

20

0
0.01

0.1

1

10

Particle Size (mm)

Fig.1 Grain size distribution curve for soil and fly ash

Table.1 Basic properties of soil
Property
Specific gravity
944
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Cohesion, c (kPa) at OMC
Angle of Internal Friction, (deg) at OMC

17
450

Optimum Moisture Content, OMC (%)

7.5

3

Maximum Dry Density, MDD (kN/m )
Unsoaked CBR (%)
% Gravel
% Coarse Sand
% Medium Sand
% Fine Sand
% Silt & Clay
Soil Classification

20.90
75
23
14
38
18
7
SW

Table.2 Properties of fly ash
Property
Specific Gravity
Cohesion ,c (Kpa) at OMC
Angle of Internal friction, θ(Deg.)
Optimum Moisture Content OMC ( %)
Maximum Dry Density, MDD (KN/m3)
Un soaked CBR (%)
% Gravel
% Sand
% Silt and Clay

Value
1.97
10
28
18
13.80
34
0
97.5
2.5

2.2.1 CBR Test
In the construction of pavements for low volume and heavy volume traffic conditions, the CBR is the major design parameter of
subgrade in the estimation of thickness of pavement. To understand CBR variations of fly ash gravelly sand mixtures, a laboratory
testing was carried out for the conditions of modified compaction.

2.2.2 Direct Shear Test
To understand the strength aspects of fly ash gravelly sand mixtures, the direct shear test was conducted in sample mixtures
compacted at modified compaction at respective optimum moisture content.

3.0 Results and Discussions
3.1Compaction Results
The water content- dry density curves of fly ash soil mixtures corresponding to modified compaction are presented in Fig.2. From the
figure, it can be seen that as the water content increases, there is a gradual increase the in dry density up to certain level of water
content and thereafter further increase in water content causing decrease in dry density for all the fly ash – soil mixtures. For a fly ash
proportion of 5%, the dry density is shooting up compared to other proportions of fly ash. The compaction curve corresponding to
25% fly ash is lying below compared to curves of other fly ash proportions. It can be attributed that the increased fly ash content is
replacing the soil volume and resulting lower dry densities of fly ash – soil mixtures. And it is further noticed that the maximum dry
density of fly ash – soil mixtures even at higher proportions of fly ash is just above 20 kN/m 3. It indicates that replacement of soil
with 25% fly ash is not compromising with dry density values and it is technically feasible to use fly ash as pavement material along
with gravelly sand soil.
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Water Content (%)

10
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14

Fig. 2 Compaction curves of fly ash soil mixtures corresponding to Modified Compaction

3.2 CBR Results
The load – penetration curves obtained from modified CBR test are presented in Fig.3. From this figure, it can be noticed that some of
the load penetration curves showing initial concave nature and thereafter for all the fly ash soil mixtures tested, the load or resistance
is linearly increasing as the plunger penetration increases in soil. It can be clearly noticed that for the 0% and 5% fly ash proportions
added to the soil, the resistance offered by the fly ash - soil mixtures is higher as compared to the other proportions of fly ash.
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Fig.3 Load-penetration curves of fly ash soil mixtures corresponding to unsoaked Modified CBR test

The variation of soaked and unsoaked CBR with the % of fly ash is presented in Fig.4. The CBR values corresponding to unsoaked
condition are showing higher values. At 0% fly ash i.e., for untreated soil, the unsoaked CBR is 75%, whereas for the same soil the
soaked CBR noticed is 66%. Similarly, for 100% fly ash tested under modified compaction, the unsokaed and soaked CBR values
noticed are 34% and 16% respectively. It can be clearly noticed that there is a marginal influence of soaking on the CBR values in the
modified CBR test results. Because, modified compaction could have caused less void spaces and more dry density in the mixture,
hence it would result further less permeability of the mixture. As the percentage of fly ash increases the CBR values are decreasing.
Up to 5% of fly ash addition to soil has not shown any large decrease in CBR values. For the fly ash content beyond 15% addition to
soil is causing about 50% to 60% reduction in the CBR values. As the percentage fly ash increases the granular soil behaving as sandy
silty soil and hence causing reduced values of CBR. From this CBR behaviour with the percentage of fly ash, it can be appropriate to
say that 10% fly ash can be effectively utilized along with the granular material for road payment constructions. In majority times,
though the CBR value of a subgrade soil is high, its value may be limited to 20%. From the results, it can be seen that at 25% fly ash,
the CBR of gravelly sand soil is 43%. Hence, even addition of 25% fly ash to gravelly sand can perform better in the pavement
construction.
Further, the OMC, MDD and unsoaked CBR values of fly ash soil mixtures are presented in Table 3. From the table, it can be seen
that as the % fly ash increases from 0 to 25%, the OMC is varying between 7.5% to 8.5% and this variation is negligible. Whereas the
maximum dry density (MDD) is decreasing, but this decrease is not much up to 10% of fly ash, but then onwards there can be noticed
decreased MDD. The unsoaked CBR values noticed at 15% fly ash are showing lower values and it is about 33% of untreated soil
CBR values.
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Table 3. OMC, MDD and Unsoaked CBR values of soil with % fly ash (%FA)

%FA

% OMC

MDD (kN/m3)

Unsoaked CBR
(%)

0

7.5

20.9

75

5

7.5

21.2

72

10

8

20.9

34

15

8.5

20.82

24

20

7.5

20.3

46

25

8

20.05

43

3.3 Direct Test Results
The strength envelopes obtained as per the samples tested at respective OMCs from modified compaction by using direct shear test
are presented in Fig.5. From this figure, it can be seen that up to about 10% of fly ash addition to gravelly sand causing no drastic
reduction in the angle of internal friction of fly ash – soil mixtures. Whereas the strength envelopes corresponding to 15%, 20% and
25 % of fly ash are moving parallel. From this behaviour, it can be understand that up to about 10% of fly ash addition to gravelly
sand, imparting more inter locking and bonding due to the modified compaction. For some of the fly ash – soil mixtures, pseudo
cohesion is noticed.
At 20% fly ash proportion the soil is showing higher cohesion compared to other proportions of fly ash. Almost negligible cohesion
can be seen for 0%, 5% and 10% fly ash proportions added to soil.

80
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CBR (%)
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40
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20
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0
0
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Fig 4. Variation of CBR with the % fly ash tested at OMC and subjected to modified compaction and for unsoaked and soaked
conditions
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0% FA
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0
0

30

60
90
Normal Stress (kPa)

120

150

180

Fig.5 Shear stress vs. normal stress plots of fly ash soil mixtures from direct shear test

The variation in angle of internal friction with the % of fly ash under modified compaction is shown in Fig.6. From the figure, it can
be seen that as the % of fly ash increases, the angle of internal friction is reducing. This reduction in angle of internal friction is very
minimal for fly ash content up to about 10% and then onwards further addition of fly ash to the gravelly sand causing marked
reduction in the angle of internal friction. The angle of internal friction values obtained for different fly ash gravelly sand mixtures
under modified compaction are showing higher values.
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50
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Fig. 6 Variation of angle of internal friction with the % of fly ash for soil tested at OMC of modified compaction

Variation of cohesion with the % of fly ash for soil tested at OMC by employing modified compaction is presented in Fig. 7. From
this it is noticed that as the % fly ash increases from 0 to 10%, there is marginal increase in cohesion and it is hardly 1 kPa. From
10% fly ash on wards there is gradual increase in cohesion up to 20% of fly ash proportion. The cohesion of 20% fly ash and soil
mixture is noticed as 4 kPa. Pure soil without admixture showed zero cohesion, whereas addition of fly ash to the soil causing
development of pseudo cohesion and that to it is in the order of 5 kPa in most of the fly ash – soil mixtures tested in the present work.
This development of pseudo cohesion in small scale is added advantage to cause bondage or cohesive behavior in the mixture as
road material.
Further, the variation in angle of internal friction,  and cohesion, c for different proportions of fly ash – soil mixtures for the
conditions of modified compaction are presented in Table 4. The variation of CBR/ with the % of fly ash for fly ash-soil mixtures
are presented in Fig.8. From this figure, a relation obtained is presented in Eqn.1. This equation can be made use to obtain CBR value
for the known values of  and % fly ash (%FA). Where CBR is in %.
(CBR/) = -0.034(%FA) + 1.859

--------------Eqn.1

Regression coefficient, R² = 0.890.
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Fig. 7 Variation of cohesion with the % of flyash for soil tested at OMC of Modified compaction

Table 4. Shear parameters c and  of soil with the % fly ash (%FA)
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%FA

 (Deg)

Cohesion (kN/m2)

0

45

0

5

43.8

0

10

43.7

1

15

38.3

3.5

20

37.5

17

25

37.5

4
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2.0
y = -0.0341x + 1.859
R² = 0.8901
1.6

(CBR/)

1.2

0.8

0.4

0.0
0

5

10

15

20

25

% Flyash
Fig. 8 Relation between CBR/ vs. % fly ash

4. Summary and Conclusions
When the percentage of fly ash increases from 0% to 25%, the angle of internal friction of gravel soil is decreasing. This decrease in
angle of internal friction is marginal up to about 10% of fly ash and from 10% to 15% fly ash; there is a sudden drop in friction angle.
From 15% to 25% of fly ash, the angle of internal friction observed is almost constant and its value is in the range of 36 0 to 380. As the
percentage of fly ash increases from 0% to 25%, the CBR values are decreasing for both the unsoaked and soaked conditions. Up to
5% of fly ash addition to gravel soil has not shown any large decrease in CBR values. For the fly ash content beyond 15% addition to soil
is causing about 50% to 65% reduction in the CBR values for both the unsoaked and soaked conditions. As the percentage fly ash
increases, the granular soil behaving as sandy silty soil and hence causing reduced values of CBR. Even 25% addition of fly ash to the
gravelly sand, the CBR value is more than 20%. In general in majority flexible pavement design, though the CBR value is more than
20%, its value is limited to 20%. Hence, from this it can be proposed that even up to 25% addition of fly ash can make the economic
construction of pavement without compromising any strength aspects. The relation developed between % fly ash (%FA), CBR and 
can be used for obtaining the CBR values of fly ash mixed granular soils of fly ash range 0 to 25%.
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Abstract— Immense quantity of sediment of various sizes shapes and density get carried away by different modes of movement like
bed load, suspended load and wash load depending upon the flow and channel characteristics. Yang (1972) defines unit stream power
as the velocity-slope product. Sediment transport analysis through the stream power concept was introduced by Bagnold in 1966,
Yang C. T has worked on this concept elaborately. The rate of work being done by a unit weight of water in transporting sediment
must be directly related to the rate of work available to a unit weight of water. Thus, total sediment concentration or total bed material
load must be directly related to unit stream power. Yang (1973) developed dimensionless unit stream power equation for sand
transport which was found to be good predictor by many researchers. Yang (1979) gave another dimensionless equation without
considering incipient motion which he considered in 1973 for sediment concentration higher than 100 ppm. Yang (1984) extended his
earlier stream power equations for gravel transport as well as sand transport. Due to the uncertainties involved in determining the flow
conditions precisely at incipient motion, the present paper will examine the applicability of Yang‘s (1984) unit stream power equation
for total load in the sand size and gravel size range using incipient motion criteria.

Keywords— Fall velocity, incipient motion, sediment transport, shear velocity, total sediment load, unit stream power, Yang C. T .
Introduction
In alluvial river System River banks will erode sediment will be deposited and flood plains and side channel will undergo modification
with time. Effects of Sedimentation River reduce carrying capacity which may lead to flood water damage to surrounding area. Most
of the rivers have water flowing in monsoon season only for the remaining time of year the flow is either very low or absent. The
significant factor that affected the natural sediment transport behavior in an open channel is construction of hydraulic structure like
check dams, weir, hydroelectric plants etc. The knowledge and correct prediction of total sediment load carried by the channel is
necessary to tackle hydraulic problems like aggradation, degradation, river training etc. contributors to the development of total load
sediment transport theories refers names of Laursen(1958), Ackers and White(1973), Garde and Albertson(1961), Garde and
Dattatri(1963), Graf and Acaroglu(1968), Toffleti(1968), Graf(1971), Yang C T (1973, 1979, 1984), Shu-Qing Yang (2005) and
Jennifer Duan (2013) etc.. The relationship between rate of sediment transport and rate of potential energy expenditure has been
studied in detail. The concept of the rate of work done should be related to the rate of energy expenditure was used by Bagnold (1966).
It was demonstrated by Yang (1972) that the rate of sediment transport depends on the unit stream power more than any other
hydraulic parameter. Unit stream power, defined as the time rate of potential energy expenditure per unit weight of water is shown to
be the dominant factor in the determination of total sediment concentration. Yang‘s (1973) unit stream power equation for the
computation of total sediment concentration includes the incipient motion criteria while Yang‘s (1979) unit stream power equation for
the computation of total sediment concentration is obtained without using any criteria for incipient motion.

Data collection
The selected flume data set have been used for testing Yang (1984) approach as described below in Table No. 1.
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Table 1. Summary of Data set used in the study

Data Sets

Discharge, L/s

Flow depth, m

Flow width, m

Energy Slope,
m/m

Mean grain size,
mm (D50)

US WWES - A
(1936)

6.68 to 62.55

0.03 to 0.2

0.7

1 to 2

0.95

Chyn S. D (1935)

12.29 to 35.96

0.05 to 1

0.61

1.1 to 3

0.59 to 0.84

Methodology
The required hydraulic parameters collected in the flume and field data sets for computing the total load transport rate of the Yang‘s
unit stream power approach are processed through computer programs developed in the MS Excel spread sheet. Statistical parameters
like root mean square error (rmse), inequality coefficient (U), discrepancy ratio (r) is calculated for the predictability of total sediment
load transport formula

Chih Ted Yang (1984):
Yang (1984) define unit stream power as the time rate of expenditure of flow potential energy per unit weight of the flow, which can
be expressed by the product of average flow velocity and energy slope. Earlier function of Yang‘s used for the sand transport while
Yang (1984) is used for gravel transport. Below equation represents the gravel load transport rate.

(1)
Yang (1984) using the same multiple regression method which was used by Yang (1973), a dimensionless unit stream power equation
for gravel transport can be obtained and the new correlations of I and J factors were found as

(2)

(3)
Eq. 1, 2 and 3 were proposed by Yang (1984) for the prediction of total sediment concentration Ct in parts per million by weight for
the particles in the gravel size range with ds = d50 = median sieve diameter of bed material.
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Result Analysis
Yang (1984) sediment transport function is tested against large data sets for flume data of US WWES (1936) and of Chyn S.D (1935).
The discrepancy ratio of calculated value to measured value for each sets of data is consider for comparison of performance. The
percentage of data coverage between accepted lower and upper limit of the discrepancy ratio and their statistical properties is taken as
the criteria of the goodness of fit. The predicted values are plotted against the observed values for same data set, so that the scatter
about the perfect agreement line also be consider.

Application of Yang‘S 1984 Approach:
Graphical comparison is made between observed and predicted values as shown in Fig.1 for the data set of 1936 US WWES-A with an
error range of -20% to -60% with most of data lying between an error ranging from -20% to -60%. In fig.2 for the data set of Chyn
S.D (1935) with an error range of -30 % to – 85% .

Fig : 1 Observed vs Predicted values for 1936
US WWES data set

Fig : 2 Observed vs Predicted values for
Chyn S.D (1935) data set

Statistical Parameters to check the predictability of Yang‘s Approach
Various statistical parameters such as Root mean square error (RMSE), Discrepancy ratio (r) and Inequality coefficient (U) are
calculated to analyse the predicted results of the Yang‘s Approach.

Table 2. Summary of Statistical Parameters used to analyze Yang‘s total load function using Flume and
River Data sets.
Statistical Parameters
Sr. No
1
2
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DATA SET
1936 US
WWES -A
Chyn S. D
(1935)

D50

RMSE

DR

INEQUALITY COEFFCIENT

AVG %

0.95

0.0083

0.3859

0.5666

-61.4

0.59 to
0.89

0.0063

0.3935

0.41544

-60.6
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Conclusion





Yang (1984) approach provide good results for 1936 US WWES -A as well as Chyn S. D (1935) data set with minimum
discrepancy.
For both the selected data set, Yang (1984) approach under predicts giving an avg. error of -61.4% and -60.6 %.
Value of Inequality coefficient (U) for both the data sets are 0.56 and 0.41 which is far below 1 so, Yang‘s (1984) approach
predicts well for 1936 US WWES -A as well as Chyn S. D (1935) data sets.
Consistency of predicted value is observed in Yang (1984) approaches.
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Abstract - Numerous cloud simulator tools and frameworks have been developed to aid the simulation of cloud environments in order
to test any newly proposed algorithm, model or concept without having to incur the cost of deploying the same on an actual cloud
infrastructure. These cloud simulation frameworks are documented and well-illustrated with examples by their respective authors and
there exists several such survey papers which delineate and differentiate the features of these frameworks. In this paper, however, we
cite some of the recent researches taken place in the world of Cloud Computing where some of these cloud simulators were made use
of. It can be observed that although most of the cloud simulators and frameworks have similar architectures and functions, they
considerably differ when comes to capability and extensibility. It is also observed that few Cloud Computing concepts cannot be
satisfactorily simulated by any of these simulators.
Keywords - Cloud Computing, Simulators, CloudSim, iCanCloud, GreenCloud, VM Migration, Federated Date Center
INTRODUCTION
In recent times, cloud computing has moved from its nascent stages and into the main spotlight, with several products today
delivered solely via cloud. Be it Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), or Platform as a service (PaaS), cloud
computing has exceeded expectations in delivering reliable, fault-tolerant, secure, scalable, and sustainable computational services.
These services are offered commercially as public clouds, although personal use clouds called private clouds are also available, and a
mixture hybrid cloud is also possible.
As cloud technologies keep evolving to more dynamic and energy efficient solutions, we face the problem of finding an
adequate testing environment (called a testbed). Testing cloud applications directly in a datacenter would be a very expensive process
that is fraught with risk, and also time consuming in the resource acquisition process. Live testing is also prone to non reproducible
errors. However, testing is a vital process for any large scale application, and especially so with cloud applications.
A Cloud simulation environment is a framework against which applications that are deployed with a cloud backing can be
tested and debugged. Cloud simulation tools provide an excellent way to test cloud applications. Testing the application in a
simulation environment would be an inexpensive way to test all the facets of the application including server load, responsiveness, and
failure response Cloud computing has the issue of being a service as opposed to a product, so continuous testing on a live testbed
would incur severe costs, and also may not be repeatable. Simulation tools provide a research environment with repeatable results,
without any physical server at hand. It also allows for testing different QoS (Quality of Service) bottlenecks within the cloud. These
experiments will greatly increase the productivity of any cloud based service. Without these tools, patrons would have to either
acquire a live testbed to run experiments, which is an incredibly expensive and non-experimental environment, or use imprecise
approximations, which would hurt their bottom line. Some of the popularly known cloud simulators are CloudSim, Cloud Analyst,
GreenCloud and ICanCloud.
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LITERATURE SURVEY
1. Resource Management
Olivier Beaumont et al [16] deal with assigning a set of clients with demands to a set of servers with capacities and degree
constraints. Their goal is to maximize the overall throughput achieved using any cloud based platform, also denoted by the number of
tasks that can be processed within one time unit. In this scenario, the degree constraint is related to the maximum number of TCP
connections that a server can handle using quality of service, while its capacity is defined as its overall outgoing bandwidth. They
delve into the Maximize-Throughput-Bounded-Degree problem, which is defined as maximizing the capacity of the server allocated
by the server to the client, under three conditions: where the sum of all server space allocated is less than the total capacity, degree of
the server, and server space itself. They finally prove that MTBD is NP-Complete, that no fully online MTBD can achieve a constant
ratio, and that it is possible to maintain an optimal solution at the cost of 4 changes per server each time a new node joins or leaves.
While standard cloud simulators such as CloudSim have no heterogeneous resource allocation protocols, specialized cloud simulators
such as DynamicCloudSim have out-of-box support for these protocols. However, they do not handle this specific instance of the
MTBD problem, as described in the paper.
Cloud Platforms deal with myriad resources, in very large scales; whether it is power, for cooling and running the datacenter,
or actual physical servers, used to deploy cloud applications, managing these resources is generally a difficult and expensive task.
Most approaches to resource management of large cloud platforms are centralized, with one main controller managing all the
resources of the cloud. Bernadetta Addis et al [17] propose a distributed hierarchical approach, based on a mixed-integer nonlinear
optimization of resource management across multiple timescales. They first present the working environment of a PaaS, and then
proceed to formulate optimization problems of resource management at multiple timescales. They give a solution to the three cases
presented in the optimization problem, and compares its algorithms effectiveness via rigorous mathematical treatment. Thus, the
efficacy of a distributed hierarchical approach to resource management, over a standard centralized approach, is shown. Currently,
most cloud simulators use a centralized resource manager. While a centralized resource manager can be effective for small to medium
size clouds, we see the need for a distributed resource manager, such as the one proposed above, in large clouds. Simulators such as
CloudSim, ICanCloud, etc, are extensible enough to implement this type of provisioning.
Resource selection in a cloud environment is a very important task that deals mainly with quality of service agreements. QoS
may be defined through task deadlines, where there is no direct relation to the time period a task uses a resource and the cost of using
the resource; through a tasks start time, duration, and dependencies on other tasks, which is generally infeasible to compute
dynamically, or through their requested start and finish times. In the latter, we face a problem of a time interval between the task
starting, and its requested start time, due mainly to tasks competing with each other for resources. Nikolas D. Doulamis [18] proposes
a methodology to deal with the aforementioned problem. He uses a resource assignment algorithm that does not eliminate overlap of
task schedules; rather, it minimizes it, so there are no hard constraints upon tasks. They call this a "Soft Interval Scheduling Problem".
They move on to presentation of the problem statement, and the algorithm developed (SCS). Finally, they analyse and contrast SCS to
several existing algorithms, such as ECT and Maxima IS.
No cloud simulator offers out of box support for this style of resource selection. Most simulators, however, can be extended
to implement this type of resource selection. Currently, most resource selection algorithms only seek to eliminate the overlap of task
schedules ("Hard Interval Scheduling Problem"). The SCS algorithm can be adopted by cloud simulators to optimize resource
selection for tasks.
Virtual Machines are allocated to applications, but sometimes it is difficult to predict the resources required by a certain
application. It could be random or dynamically changing due to various reasons. Allocating more than a needed amount of resources
or ―over-provisioning‖ is also detrimental to the system since the resources will only be properly used during peak requests and then
will stay under-utilized. Various solutions to this problem, such as Live migration algorithm, Gray Box/Black Box, VectorDot and
offline bin-packing algorithms, and their shortcomings have been discussed, and as a result, Weijia Song et. al. [27] introduce a new
idea, Variable Item Sized Bin Packing algorithm. Each server is a bin and each VM is an item to be packed. While other bin packing
algorithms focus on fully packing the bins, VISBP recognizes the fact that running the servers at full utilization is damaging to the
system. VISBP also comes out stronger in terms of green computing, scalability of resources and load balancing.
Dynamic resource allocation, green computing and VM migration are all supported by GreenCloud, CloudSim and
DynamicCloudSim. They can be extended to include functionality of VISBP algorithm as this algorithm is a new idea and none of
these simulators provide out of box support for it at the moment.
Shikharesh Majumdar et al [34] start off by introducing distributed system infrastructures such as Grids and the more recent
Clouds that have increasing popularity among users and researchers. Both these infrastructures can lead to significant savings for the
system users as they provide the ability to obtain resources on demand to provide flexibility in resource usage and pay-as-you-go
opportunities. For utilizing the power of the underlying distributed resource infrastructure, the middleware provides an efficient
management of resources used by service providers. Currently, the problems faced are security during resource access, resource
heterogeneity, efficient and effective resource allocation and scheduling. The authors describe the solutions to challenges faced with
resource management, especially resource allocation and scheduling. Methods for increasing speed of responses for improving user
satisfaction and service provider benefits are discussed.
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The cloud has numerous components from different vendors which makes the infrastructure complex. The applications in
cloud interact amongst themselves or other deployed applications. Application dependencies and complex infrastructure creates an
environment that has to tackle careful management with security and privacy issues. A cloud scheduler manages allocation of virtual
resources for the physical resources in the infrastructure. However, the current cloud scheduler implementations do not consider the
overall user and infrastructure properties resulting in security and privacy concerns. Thus, Imad M Abbadi et al [37] introduce a cloud
scheduler with an advantage which provides user requirements and infrastructure properties that have not been considered in
commercial schedulers. The prototype is built on OpenStack, which targets on promising the users that their virtual resources are
hosted without them understanding details of the complexity of the cloud infrastructure. Finally, an implementation is provided of
previous work on cloud trust management in which the scheduler is provided with trust status of the cloud infrastructure as input. The
proposed solution can be implemented in CloudSim.
Resource Management is a major problem across cloud networks; it entails several problems such as minimizing cost of
operation, equitable access through load balancing, and diverse resource requirements of VMs by different clients. As the
infrastructure of a cloud is managed wholly by one operator, who relies on a single resource management substrate, further
requirements include the substrate being general, expressive, and fair. Finally, the algorithm managed to allocate resources must also
be efficient. Hong Xu [11] proposes "Anchor", which is a resource management framework. This framework decouples policies from
mechanisms, which is not found in current commercially available resource management tools; this enables ISPs to freely create any
policy they wish, with the assurance that the mechanism will accommodate them. Anchor consists of three parts: a policy manager, a
resource monitor, and a matching engine. The paper then uses Anchor to design a fair and expressive mechanism, based on the stable
matching framework from general economics. Finally, a rigorous performance evaluation of the framework is performed, using a
prototype implementation on a 20 node server cluster, and large scale simulations. Currently, no simulator exists that provides
decoupling between mechanisms and protocols. The author proposes Anchor as the first framework to do so. Cloud simulators can
possibly implement Anchor in their own frameworks to allow for decoupled mechanisms and protocols.
As an increasingly large number of organisations are moving to the cloud, the reliability of the cloud infrastructure becomes
extremely crucial. The complete execution of tasks submitted to the data centre despite server crashes is of utmost importance. A.
Zhou et al [2] propose that this can be achieved by the mechanisms of replication and checkpointing. Replication is a mechanism
where the same task is allocated to several VMs simultaneously and ensures that at least one replica of the task is executed on time.
Since replication obviously incurs redundancy, the mechanism of Checkpointing is employed. The Checkpointing mechanism
periodically saves the state of the task as a checkpoint image file. If the server crashes, then another server takes up the same task and
resumes execution based on the task‘s checkpoint image file. The extensibility feature of CloudSim is largely employed to implement
this functionality. Modules such as the fat-tree data center network construction modules, failure and repair event trigger modules,
checkpoint-based service recovery modules are added onto CloudSim to create a new cloud simulator FTCloudSim.
2. Resource Provisioning
Currently, the cost of hosting a high scale data center is incredibly high. More than half the power and cooling infrastructure
cost is committed to the server hardware alone. Current solutions to this problem include virtualization-based consolidation, to combat
server sprawl and to provision elastic resources, and statistical multiplexing, which allows the sum of the peak resource demands of
each user exceeding the capacity of a datacenter. By leveraging differences of heterogeneous workloads (workloads of different
natures, such as web browsing, streaming etc) and performance goals, a co-operative resource provisioning solution is proposed to
decrease the peak resource consumption of workloads on data centers. It involves the four main heterogeneous workloads: Parallel
Batch jobs, MapReduce jobs, Web Servers, and Search Engines. Jianfeng Zhan et al [13] present a system called "PhoenixCloud", to
enable cooperative resource provisioning for heterogeneous workloads. The authors perform a rigorous analysis of PhoenixCloud for
this problem.
DynamicCloudSim already has support for heterogeneous resource allocation; however, heterogeneous workloads are
currently not directly supported in cloud simulators. Simulators have to be extended with custom logic to include algorithms such as
the one described in the paper. DynamicCloudSim is the closest proponent of this.
There is a huge amount of energy consumption by data centers for cooling and power distribution. One solution for this
problem is Dynamic capacity provisioning. However, this method does not look at the problem of heterogeneity of workloads and
physical machines. Data centers usually consist of heterogeneous machines with varying capacities and energy consumption. Qi
Zhang et al [35] first analyze workload traces from Google's production compute clusters. Due to previous drawback, Harmony is
designed as a dynamic capacity provisioning (DCP) framework, which considers workload and machines and has a balance between
energy savings and scheduling delay. Directly solving DCP is not possible. Therefore, two technical solutions are provided. Finally,
Google workload is evaluated with the proposed systems to conclude that it results in energy savings and also significantly improves
task scheduling delay. Open source platforms such as Eucalyptus can adopt this mechanism by changing the scheduling policy to
weight round-robin first fit and weight round-robin best fit. Most simulators can be extended to include support for a distributed
resource manager.
3. Resource Allocation
Business and science has led to large scale computing, storage, and network capabilities in the grid/cloud networks.
Grid/cloud enables users to execute tasks on centralized computing and storage facilities instead their local systems, which requires
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efficient resource scheduling methods for resource allocation in grids/clouds, to improve resource utilization and reduce cost of
scheduling. Pan Yi et al [40] emphasize on combined resource allocation in the grid/cloud environment. Also, optical network
architecture is used for reserving network bandwidth. A mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model and heuristics are developed
with different job scheduling methods to solve the bandwidth guaranteed optimal joint resource scheduling problem. Experiments are
carried out with several network topologies to prove that MILP and heuristics work to solve the problem, but MILP is time consuming.
Tabu search also provides most optimal resource allocation unlike best-fit method.
No simulator offers out of box support, but simulators such as CloudSim can be extended to include this functionality. All the
standard rule based algorithms like FCFS, Round-Robin, Early start time job first (ESTF) and Shortest Job First Scheduling algorithm
along with the newly proposed two heuristics- best-fit method and tabu search have been successfully implemented.
In order to enable users to access stored data and applications on an as-needed basis, cloud computing develops a fluid pool
of virtual resources across computers, server stacks as well as whole data centers. The target end users are provided with upgraded
communication and computation services by shifting from traditional data-center oriented models to distributed clouds extend over a
loosely coupled combined substrate of resources. For efficient realization of networked computing environments, networking and
computing resources need to be coupled and optimized. Chrysa Papagianni at al [32] initially devise the optimal networked cloud
mapping problem as a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem, indicating goals related to cost efficiency of the resource mapping
procedure, while conformed to by user requests for QoS-aware virtual resources to provide an integrated resource allocation
framework for networked clouds. A method is proposed for the effective mapping of resource requests onto a shared substrate
interconnecting various computing resources. The flexible, structured, and comparative performance evaluation is represented in a
simulation/emulation environment. The authors conclude their observations by showing a proof-of- concept understanding of their
proposed schema which is set up over a resource virtualization platform with networking and computing facilities, the European future
Internet test-bed FEDERICA. The paper utilizes CV I - Sim, a simulator that allows for an organised and flexible performance
evaluation of the performance and efficiency of the proposed approach.
Virtual Machines are a mechanism used to multiplex virtual resources onto physical hardware, where the machine is mapped
onto physical hardware so that several tasks can be run concurrently on a single physical machine. However, deciding the mapping
dynamically so that physical machines are minimized and resource demands are met correctly is a policy issue. Zhen Xiao et al [14]
propose an automated resource management system that balances overload avoidance (where the demands of the virtual machine
should not exceed the capacity of the physical machine) and green computing (where we use a minimal amount of physical machines
to satisfy the demands of all virtual machines). They also introduce "skewness", which is a measure of how unevenly a server is
utilized. The algorithm works by calculating the skewness of a physical machine, and maximizing hot spot mitigation. When a server
is running very hot, VMs are migrated away from the server unto another server. This achieves the green computing aspect of the
algorithm. In conclusion, this algorithm proved to be very effective in achieving dynamic resource allocation in accordance to energy
saving and resource saving constraints.
VM migration and Energy conscious Datacenter models are implemented in CloudSim. CloudSim, and other simulators such
as GreenCloud, can be extended to include the aforementioned automated resource management system; as it were, CloudSim already
implements Dynamic Frequency and Voltage Scaling.
4. Resource Procurement
Cloud infrastructure (IaaS) providers are facing a growing problem where a substantial portion of their cloud resources are
being left over after the initial direct-sell process. In order to prevent this loss, these left over or spare resources can be auctioned off to
the highest bidder. Since users require a bunch of resources rather than a single type of resource, this resource allocation process can
prove to be NP-Hard. Paolo Bonacquisto et al [3] propose a combinatorial algorithm to facilitate the allocation of spare resources to
the highest bidder in a virtual procurement auction market.
CloudSim is used to simulate this functionality. A new component called Auctioneer has been introduced with interacts
closely with the Broker to allocate spare resources. The DataCenter class is extended to include additional functionality such as
reserving resources, estimating bids and implementing the overbooking mechanism.
Currently, most cloud vendors use a "pay as you go" model as a fixed pricing strategy for their resources, without allowing
their users to pick a resource procurement model that caters to their own needs. Abhinandan S. Prasad et al [9] propose 3 mechanisms
for a QoS bottleneck in resource procurement; specifically, it allows for dynamic pricing by the cloud vendors, according to the needs
of the user, instead of a fixed pricing model. The first mechanism is C-DSIC (Cloud-Dominant Strategy Incentive Compatible), where
the user pays the price as per the next lowest bid in the Vickrey Auction. C-DSIC may be preferred when all cloud vendors distribute
their price and QoS with the same probability. The second mechanism is C-BIC (Cloud-Bayesian Incentive Compatible), where each
cloud vendor contributes a participation fee, which is used to pay other cloud vendors. C-BIC is preferred for government
organizations. The last mechanism discussed is C-OPT (Cloud-Optimal), where the virtual cost of each cloud vendor is used to
determine the winner, contrasting with the use of the ratio of cost and QoS, as in C-DSIC and C-BIC.
These mechanisms may be implemented by use of a cloud brokerage service. Parameters such as price and Quality of Service
constraints are not present in simulators like Eucalyptus. In CloudSim, while both price and quality of service are supported via
utilization models, there exists no support for auction protocols. This paper was tested on a custom framework built by the authors.
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5. Resource Sharing
Tian Wenhong et al [24] start off by listing out the various advantages of cloud computing in our fast paced world, such as
reduced costs, sharing, hiding complexity etc. But most cloud computing platforms‘ infrastructure is hidden to anyone who would like
to research it. The strong need for platforms that support experimentation for research or learning purpose is met with the help of a
Platform-as-a-Service. They go on to propose an architecture for the CRESS platform and the various modules and functions within it.
The operating environment is described as having one super scheduling centre (a high performance server) and multiple other data
centres (Physical clusters with virtual software). This platform is evaluated and the various applications with respect to networking,
cloud storage, elastic web service and simulation as well as benefits with respect to time, cost and customization are laid out.
These authors have chosen CloudSim as their simulation tool. Doing so has encouraged understanding of how cloud
computing works, and has provided a way to evaluate the effects and performance of the various scheduling and allocation algorithms
present in CloudSim infrastructure.
Currently, many clouds provide services such as storage and computing. Demand for scalable resources has been increasing
rapidly as cloud customers are charged only for the services they use. However, a single cloud may not have sufficient resources or
idle resources are not fully utilized. Therefore, with increasing demand, collaborative cloud computing (CCC) has been introduced, in
which scattered resources belonging to different entities are collectively used to provide services. The issues of resource/reputation
management are addressed to guarantee successful deployment of CCC. Procedures used before for resource and reputation
management were not efficient. Haiying Shen et al [38] propose an integrated platform called Harmony. Considering the
interdependencies between resource/reputation management and for efficient and trustworthy resource sharing, Harmony combines
three components-Integrated Multi-Faced Res/Rep Management, Multi-QoS-Oriented Resource selection, Price-Assisted
Resource/Reputation Control. These three components enhance the reliability of globally scattered distributed resources in CCC.
Verification of the different components show that Harmony performs better than existing resource/reputation management systems in
terms of high scalability, balanced load distribution, loyalty awareness, QoS, effectiveness. Federated data center provides basic
implementation of cloud computing. The authors have proposed an integrated platform called Harmony. Harmony combines three
components that enhance the reliability of globally scattered distributed resources in CCC. For the validation of the proposed
approach, a numerical simulation is conducted for critical situations.
In a cloud environment, a cloud provider faces a major problem in provisioning the VMs on demand to clients; as workload
spikes are erratic and unpredictable, neither over-provisioning nor guaranteeing a limited number of clients access can solve the issue
of rejection of a client due to unavailability of a VM. This paper proposes "Federated Clouds", which allows cloud providers to share
their resources when they are not needed and request and obtain extra resources during high-demand periods, which allows them to
successfully provide continuous service to all clients, with several proposed schemes for capacity sharing in the federation. Nancy
Samaan [10] approaches the problem of sharing unused VMs between cloud providers from a game theoretic standpoint; where each
cloud provider is assumed to be a rational agent intent on maximizing its payoff. She then proceeds to show the existence of a Nash
Equilibrium in the system, and thus derives schemes using "self-enforceable cloud providers" for sharing based on this environment.
Thus, by reducing the problem statement to a dynamic programming problem, she finally uses a recursive formulation to effectively
reach the solution. CloudSim already provides an implementation similar to what the author proposes. A class
FederatedDataCenter.java exists, which provides a Federated Data Center model for use in simulations. Other simulators can also be
extended to include this functionality.
6. Cloud Brokerage
Foued Jrad et al [26] start off by introducing the concept of scientific workflows: the process of breaking up a certain
compute-intensive task into multiple portions each being solved by a computing unit. While the workflow technology has been
explored deeply on infrastructures such as the Grid Model, the growth in the field of cloud computing has opened up doors for
workflows as an answer to issues such as scalable computational resources and storage. Currently, however, workflows have only
been migrated to a single cloud. There are quite a few applications which have much larger requirements than what can be
accommodated by a single cloud, but there isn‘t any protocol put in place that will enable these applications to run in a multi cloud
environment as of yet. Thus, the authors have taken it upon themselves to build this framework along with a Cloud service broker that
chooses the appropriate cloud based on the users requirements and the cloud‘s capacity. Apart from the framework, they have also
developed their own cloud simulation environment to test the workflows on the framework and evaluate its performance. The authors
evaluate its workﬂow execution features by implementing a simulation environment based on the CloudSim toolkit. The simulation
environment has CloudSim Intercloud Gateway that provides for a common interface to reach the datacenters or Clouds. Management
of large scale workflows is done with the help of WorkflowSim. WorkflowSim is responsible for mapping ―abstract workflows to
concrete workflows‖ using a Workflow Mapper. It deals with the organization of tasks and data flow dependencies using Workflow
Engine, and also minimizes the quantity of tasks by merging them using the Clustering Engine.
Cloud applications are an amalgamation of services that need to be sifted through carefully to obtain the required services.
Many small scale businesses do not have the expertise required to perform these ―knowledge-intensive‖ decisions and thus are not
able to obtain all of the benefits that the cloud has to offer, such as reduced expenditure and scalability. An application these days is
never made to be permanent and unchangeable, because there are always new services cropping up with cheaper performance costs
and higher functionality, which can easily replace the older ones. A ―man-in-the-middle‖ would prove valuable to a company which
needs to properly evaluate various offerings of the cloud based on its particular needs. This so called ―broker‖ could also be in charge
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of application execution. A broker needs to also be able to handle service failures (adaptation) and continuously evolve the
applications (optimization). While these are both very important aspects of cloud applications, they are also quite costly to handle by
the broker. So, Gein Horn [22] introduces a few platforms and tools that the broker could use to help with the quality assurance of
these applications.
Horn‘s definition of Cloud Brokerage is a brand new idea in the field of cloud computing, and as such, there exist no
simulators at present which can handle the broker function proposed here. While Eucalyptus cannot handle QoS and price, CloudSim
could be extended to include this functionality into its Broker function.
In the traditional Cloud Computing Architecture, Brokers are responsible for the allocation of cloudlets to designated
datacenters and for providing applications to the end user from Clouds. In order to manage Broker Cloud Communication and to
reduce the response time of application services, an efficient management infrastructure is required. A system, which works in Broker
Cloud Communication Paradigm (BCCP), an Efficient Broker Cloud Management (BCM), has been introduced by Gaurav Raj [31] to
find a communication link with the least cost of link uses between broker and cloud. In order to find an optimum route between broker
and cloud, an algorithm namely, Optimum Route Cost Finder (ORCF) has been proposed. In order to help in executing Cloudlets over
Virtual Machines to select best policy for BCM System, several VM Allocation and VM scheduling policies are examined. In addition,
the processing cost and total execution cost on the bases of Hops Count, Bandwidth, Network Delay or Combined Approach are
analyzed. The author also provides the analysis of the link capacity by using Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP). ORCF helps in
identifying the total execution task for broker. CloudSim toolkit is used with some modification to analyze the cost optimization in
broker cloud communication.
7. Resource Scheduling
Numerous rule-based scheduling algorithms are available to schedule tasks to available computer resources such as FCFS,
Round-Robin, Min-Min, Min-Max and Shortest Job First Scheduling. However, these algorithms are seldom used in large-scaled
cloud infrastructures due to their intrinsic simplicity. Instead, heuristic algorithms such as the ant colony optimization algorithm are
used for better optimization. Recent studies indicate that these heuristic algorithms, when used on their own, fall short too. Chun-Wei
Tsai et al [1] propose a revolutionary new Hyper-Heuristic Scheduling algorithm which selects the best heuristic scheduling algorithm
from a pool of available algorithms at every invocation. The goal is to combine standard heuristic algorithms to perform Transition,
Evaluation and Determination of every job pool.
All the standard rule based algorithms like FCFS, Round-Robin, and Shortest Job First Scheduling algorithm along with the
newly proposed Hyper Heuristic algorithm have been successfully implemented using a combination of CloudSim and Hadoop.
Dynamic VM Allocation in Cloud Computing is currently achieved using several contemporary VM load balancing
algorithms, including Round Robin Load Balancer, where each VM gets allocated in a circular manner for a fixed quanta of time,
Throttled Load Balancer, where each VM is either in a busy state or an ideal state, and the TLB sends the ID of the ideal virtual
machine to the data center controller for allocation, or Active Monitoring Load Balancer, where the least loaded VM is identified and
selected whenever a new resource request arrives. Bhupendra Panchal et al [15] introduce clustering as another mechanism to dynamic
VM allocation. Clustering is the method of grouping similar types of objects into clusters, to minimize dissimilarity. In this algorithm,
the VM list is divided into K clusters, which are then allocated to the cluster with the closest centroid. The paper then presents a
sample implementation of said algorithm in CloudSim, with the results tabulated and contrasted against regular VM allocation
methods. Their paper was implemented in CloudSim.
Cloud computing provides opportunities to form large scale scientific problems. Workflows are often used to model these
scientific problems. Scientific workflow has a large amount of data and high requirements which demands a computing environment
of high performance to execute in a given amount of time. There has been study on workflow scheduling, but only a few are designed
to for cloud environments. However, the existing work fails in terms of QoS requirements, elasticity, heterogeneity of computing
resources. Therefore, Alejandra Rodriguez et al [39] present a joint resource provisioning and scheduling strategy for executing
scientific workflows on IaaS clouds. Implementing the meta-heuristic optimization algorithm, it is modelled to minimize the total
execution cost and meet certain user-defined deadlines. The approach includes IaaS characteristics such as pay-as-you-go model,
elasticity, heterogeneity and dynamicity of the resources, performance variation and VM boot time. CloudSim framework and
different workflows from scientific areas are used in order to evaluate the performance of experiments conducted. Results prove that
their approach is better than previous algorithms. The paper proposes a solution that can be supported by CloudSim. Workflow
management is handled by workflowsim.
8. Distributed Computing
With the advent of the internet and various web applications, large sets of data can be constantly collected to improve user
satisfaction during application usage. For example various searches that go into a search engine are processed to improve the search
results‘ relevance. The analysis of such large sets of data has been made possible by a processing model known as MapReduce. Since
running a private Hadoop cluster is too inaccessible, the other option is running Hadoop/MapReduce on top of a public cloud. One
challenge is that it is up to the user to determine the correct amount of virtual nodes for the cluster. With respect to the monetary and
time costs involved in the resource allocation optimization for MapReduce, there is a tradeoff between the amount of resources
provisioned (cost) and the amount of time taken to process. Cloud RESource Provisioning (CRESP), an idea by Keke Chen et al [23]
introduces two new concepts of reducing the monetary cost within limited time and reducing time costs within monetary constraints.
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Once the authors set up the cost model of the algorithm they explore the resource allocation with respect to time constraints, cost
constraints, and optimal tradeoff with no constraints. They demonstrate with the help of experiments and lay the foundation for future
work.
There are two main issues when it comes to optimization resource allocation for MapReduce programs: the monetary cost
related to VM allocation and the time cost involved to get the job done. Thus the decision problem discussed above has two parts, and
the Resource Time Cost Model proposed here deals with the tradeoff of these two factors: iCan cloud - which supports trade-offs
between cost and performance - can be extended to include CRESP provisioning.
Cloud Computing also provides Platform as a service (PaaS) which enables users to run MapReduce applications on virtual
machines in the cloud. Due to the large amount of data handled by these applications, most of the recent research involves optimizing
disk I/O operations in virtual machines to run these MapReduce applications. Eunji Hwang et al [4], however, propose a cost-effective
provisioning policy of virtual machines for MapReduce applications. The proposed VM provisioning algorithms is simulated using the
CloudSim Toolkit. Four Data Centres with Ten Hosts each were virtually deployed to aid the simulation.
With the exponential growth of Grid and Distributed Computing, a large number of unreliable hosts have become
exceedingly common. All the more, a large number of these hosts are heterogeneous in nature. Bahman Javadi et al [5] introduce a
novel way of discovering subsets of hosts with similar statistical properties and which can be modelled with similar probability
distributions. This algorithm is simulated using the host availability traces obtained from a real Internet-Distributed System, namely
SETI@home. The functionality is implemented using a discrete event-driven simulator. This simulator was developed using the
Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++) simulation environment, which is an open source, component-based and
modular simulation framework
Giacomo McEvoy et al [28] explore the results of a parallel application that has been deployed in a local Cloud, which is still
under development, in contrast to deployment in a public cloud. It concentrates less on the mathematical specifics of the application,
and more on the architecture and computation-intensive tasks that are being executed in a Grid-based Master-Worker model.
Performance results of experiments using Xen paravirtualization on Eucalyptus Cloud Infrastructure have been documented and
deemed satisfactory. It then goes on to describe the on-premises cloud, a private cloud that is free of charge for users on the LNCC
network, and its advantage over public clouds. They then delve into the Nimbus Context Broker software which quickly deploys
virtual clusters in a suitably compatible cloud. After listing out the various issues that this software will have to face, the authors of the
paper put forward their proposal. They suggest two solutions for security issues with the Global Containers, and describe an ideal
Globus based platform which ―deploys Grid services on-demand in the cloud‖. Here, the parallel application deploys in an onpremises Cloud based on Eucalyptus software infrastructure which is used to provide IaaS. In this Master/Worker model, the Master
sets up the Workers over Eucalyptus using the Nimbus Context Broker. Nimbus Context Broker is compatible with Eucalyptus cloud
due to its Amazon back end.
The introduction of parallel data processing in the Cloud has insinuated an outburst in the number of Companies offering
parallel data processing capabilities in cloud infrastructures (IaaS). However, traditional parallel data processing frameworks like
Hadoop have been designed for static, homogenous cluster setups and disregard the heterogeneity of the typical cloud infrastructure.
Hence, a new data processing framework called Nephele in introduced as a viable alternative by Daniel Warneke [6]. The author has
designed his very own data processing framework for cloud environments called Nephele. Nephele consists of a Job Manager, Cloud
Controller, VMs known as instances, and Task Managers. The Job Manager is analogous to that of Broker in CloudSim, and is
responsible to schedule the tasks and allocate VMs with the help of the Cloud Controller. The Task Manager runs on VMs (also known
as instances) and derives I/O from a persistent storage such as those offered by Amazon S3.
9. Social Networks in Cloud Computing
The number of wireless handheld devices has been growing at an increasing rate as there is rapid development of
communication technologies. The world has moved to global wireless access from fixed Internet access, providing users with the
option of watching multi-media live streaming or sharing personal media via their mobiles, laptops, and tablets. However, a challenge
of Quality of service (QoS) is faced in multimedia sharing environments. Guofang Nan et al [41] introduce cloud based Wireless
Multimedia Social Network (WMSN) architecture to tackle multimedia sharing and distribution, which is a heterogeneous network
that consists of a multimedia cloud and other subnetworks. In the proposed WMSN, desktop users receive multimedia services from a
multimedia cloud. The architecture has advantages such as network services cost savings and satisfying demands for bandwidth
requirements. Game theoretical approach has been used to solve the problem of sharing bandwidth efficiently between desktop users
and mobile users. Also, a cheat proof mechanism is proposed to share bandwidth on noticing the greedy behavior of mobile user.
Results show best responses for the above mentioned schemes.
This paper was tested on a custom framework built by the authors. Game theoretical approach and a cheat proof mechanism have been
implemented. A simulation scenario is set up for the evaluation of the performance of the proposed algorithm. The same custom
framework can be implemented in CloudSim or GreenCloud.
Communication between people has changed with the rapid growth of social networking platforms. The social cloud enables
users to share their services, data and resources. Simon Caton et al [36] present a concept of social compute cloud, the difficulties
faced with its construction, and the architecture. Seattle is an open source peer-to-peer platform for the implementation of a social
compute cloud. Different allocation algorithms are studied with respect to allocation time and economic performance in order to
evaluate solutions for various social compute cloud. Applying these algorithms such that resource supply and demand do not match to
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a batch application model are examined. Finally, the authors show how social networks can be strengthened in cloud computing
infrastructure construction and allocation of resources in the presence of user sharing preferences.
No out of box support, but simulators such as GreenCloud or CloudSim can be extended to include this functionality. Seattle
is implemented in Python and the clearing house is built on the Django framework.
10. Mobile Cloud Computing
Mobile Cloud Computing has gained a lot of press for its amazing applications with resource-lacking mobile devices, but is
still in its nascent stages. The resource constrained nature of mobile devices along with the demand for computation-intensive services
and applications is clearly affecting the end users‘ satisfaction. Mobile Cloud Computing seeks to rectify these problems by applying
the premise of cloud computing onto mobile devices: delegate a part of the mobile device‘s load to the cloud and make use of its
resources and processing capabilities, instead of completely running the applications on the device itself. Fangming Liu et al [25]
introduce various architectures such as cloudlets, Ad Hoc mobile clouds and an attempt at building a better architecture is made. Some
challenges faced are the unpredictable nature of wireless networks, VM migration overhead, privacy and security. The authors delve
into computational offloading and capability extending which are the two main uses of MCC and highlight its practical applications in
the world of remote healthcare, web applications and Augmented Reality.
The authors research deals with several new resources and devices not commonly found in a cloud environment. As such,
DynamicCloudSim supports heterogeneous workloads, while CloudSim and GreenCloud support live VM migration. This new style
of client server offloading of tasks for mobiles can possibly be implemented in a new extension framework for the mentioned
simulators.
While Mobile Cloud Computing has been a booming industry in today‘s era, there is the issue of the mobile devices being
resource-poor. Rakpong Kaewpuang et al [29] introduce the idea of many mobile devices sharing remote and computing resources
amongst themselves to support various kinds of compute-intensive mobile applications. This ―pooling‖ of resources can be better
appreciated by implementing a suitable framework for resource provisioning and allocation, which has laid out in detail by the
authors. It makes uses of the cooperation or ―coalition‖ of various mobile service providers to produce a robust optimization model
(RO model) for resource management. In addition, they describe a means to facilitate revenue sharing between these providers after
the revenue has been generated from supporting the application instances. Its performance has been evaluated and the results have
been tabulated and explained in detail with help of various revenue graphs.
CloudSim, GreenCloud and other simulators can be extended to include RO model for resource management and revenue
sharing. CloudSim already supports the FederatedDataCenter.java class, which uses a similar pooling algorithm to share resources and
divide revenues effectively. The proposed algorithm can be implemented in the same simulators.
11. Special Topics
Virtual Machine Migrations
The main benefit of a cloud system lies in its flexibility and scalability; resources can be dynamically provisioned to clients at
very short notice. However, optimizing the resource allocation so that each user only has the exact resources they require is a difficult
procedure; this is where virtual machines come in.
They allow multiplexing the physical resources into several virtual views, so that several virtual machines can act on a
physical machine simultaneously. Mayank Mishra et al [19] explore migrating virtual machines from one physical machine to the
other, as a means of dynamic provisioning of resources. They delve into various migration strategies, such as "Suspend and Copy",
"Pre-Copy", and "Post-Copy". Their paper then presents the nuts and bolts of VM migration, including criteria for migration, why
migration is beneficial, when it is beneficial, and where to migrate a VM. It also discusses heuristics used in the migration process.
Finally, it explores Wide-Area Virtual Machine Migration for HotSpot mitigation.
Live VM migration has been a field of study for some time now. Currently, several simulators offer implementations of
GreenCloud and CloudSim both support live VM migration. However, several new heuristics and optimizations for VM migration are
still in their infancy, and can be implemented by extending a simulator such as CloudSim.
Cloud Computing in Healthcare Applications
Yong Woon Ahn et al [20] highlight the issues faced with real-time healthcare applications with respect to the delay incurred
while transmitting huge amounts of data from the sensor based medical systems (client side) to the server. Crucial real-time data is
dynamic and its size fluctuates over time, which makes virtual machine allocation difficult. This Auto Scaling Algorithm does the
resizing of the VMs on an ―on-demand basis‖. This is done by detecting the ―warning signals‖ on the sensor that might come before a
large, abnormal event, and using them as a way of forecasting the amount of VMs to be allocated for the data resulting from the
coming abnormal event. This algorithm has been tested out on Amazon EC2 and the results clearly show its success in allocating the
correct amount of resources based on the previously mentioned ―prediction algorithm‖ and effectively rectifying the problems faced
while using other traditional scaling algorithms used for processing real-time data.
The auto scaling mechanism proposed here can be implemented in CloudSim by extending its original functionality. Also, the
size of the data being processed is continually changing (dynamic), and thus the prediction algorithm used for forecasting VM
allocation can be implemented in DynamicCloudSim.
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Cloud-Based Vehicular Networks
Rong Yu et al [21] propose a cloud based architecture for the interconnection of vehicles. One challenge that vehicular
networks face is the constraint on the amount of resources available to each one of them locally. The solution put forward is that all of
the computational and storage capabilities be shared by all the vehicles in the vicinity. Hierarchical cloud architecture is introduced,
with a central cloud, a roadside cloud and a vehicular cloud. The advantage of this system is that the vehicular and roadside clouds are
small, which helps in the quick deployment of services. Some of the applications of vehicular networks such as, real-time navigation
and shared storage for video surveillance, are highlighted. Game theoretical approach to resource provisioning, and different virtual
machine migration scenarios are explored.
Several vehicle-specific scenarios relating to VM allocation have been described, and these scenarios have been dealt with by
using an optimal Resource Reservation Scheme which involves VM live migration. Resource allocation through VM live migration is
easily handled by simulators like GreenCloud and CloudSim. iCan cloud can be used for simulation of this newly proposed
hierarchical cloud architecture, as any freshly defined components of a new cloud architecture can be added to the iCanCloud
repository if and when required.
Agent-Based Cloud Computing
The cloud infrastructure, as we know, consists of several interconnected and virtualized computers dynamically provisioned
to users on the basis of a Service Level Agreement (SLA) between consumers and providers. Data intensive applications need an
enormous amount of resources and more often than not, these resources come from multiple providers. It therefore behoves the cloud
providers to pool their resources together. However, mapping, scheduling and coordination of these shared resources prove to be an
arduous task. Kwang Mong Sim [8] proposes a self-learning agent based cloud service engine to help with the initial phase, which is,
appropriate resource discovery.
The author develops an agent-based cloud service search engine named Cloudle for discovering cloud services. The Cloudle
accepts as its inputs functional as well as budgetary requirements from consumers and the underlying algorithm determines different
levels of matching between the respective schedules and prices of cloud service providers and consumers. Cloudle‘s extensive
database is aggregated by multiple cloud crawlers which extract relevant webpages from the World Wide Web.
Software-Defined Radio Clouds
Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a type of radio communication where components are typically implemented in software
that executes on general purpose hardware such as amplifiers, mixers, filters, modulators/demodulators. SDR combined with cloud
computing offers a revolutionary new technology for designing and managing future base stations. This provides a scalable solution
for the evolution of wireless communications. Ismael Gomez Miguele et al [7] consider the resource management implications and
propose a hierarchical approach for managing the real-time computing constraints of wireless communications systems which run on
the Software-Defined Radio cloud.
As per our knowledge, there exists no simulation tool for the SDR Clouds. However, SDR concepts can be successfully
simulated using Simulink tool. Simulink, developed in Matlab, is a graphical language tool for modelling, simulation and analysing
multi domain systems. It is widely used in control theory and digital signal processing. The authors from Vellore Institute of
Technology [42] have successfully developed a model of a SDR using SIMULINK tool to implement the IEEE 802.11 standard and
the Bluetooth standard.
vGASA: Adaptive Scheduling Algorithm of Virtualized GPU Resource in Cloud Gaming
While various virtualization strategies have revolutionized the way cloud computing manages resources, technology still has
a long way to go in terms of GPU (graphics processing unit) virtualization. The most recent VMware player is quite successful and is
able to achieve more than 95 percent native performance, but there still isn‘t enough research done in the area of GPU resource
scheduling in cloud gaming. The default resource scheduling algorithm performs very poorly which is why GPU virtualization is not
used expansively. Consequently, Chao Zhang et al [30] introduce vGASA, ―an adaptive scheduling algorithm for virtualized GPU
resources in cloud gaming.‖ It is a scheduler and implements three scheduling algorithms: SLA-Aware (SA) scheduling is responsible
for meeting the SLA requirements for the particular VM, Fair-SLA-Aware(FSA) scheduling maximizes the usage of GPU resources to
provide a better experience for the end user, Enhanced-SLA-Aware (ESA) takes care of the balance between performance and the
number of users on a machine. The architecture is laid out along with the scheduling model, and the performance is evaluated based
on experiments with real games.
Resource management and scheduling are basic tasks that are supported by most simulators like CloudSim and GreenCloud.
However, the default scheduling algorithms are not optimal in case of virtualization of GPU resources, which is why CloudSim can be
extended to include vGASA algorithm.
CloudSim Estimation of a Simple Particle Swarm Algorithm
Kavita Bhatt et al [12] introduce a simple Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for cloud networks. This algorithm is
implemented using the CloudSim cloud simulation framework. They then seek to use the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm to
search for a specific cloudlet within the environment. Particle Swarm Optimization is effective in this respect due to its features such
as good convergence rate, its cheapness, its easy applicability, and simple implementation. The authors use CloudSim itself to
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implement a PSO algorithm. An inbuilt function to enable PSO for searching for cloudlets can be included in most major cloud
simulators easily.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we observe that CloudSim is the most commonly used simulator by most of the researchers. However, this
framework requires a working knowledge of Java and is thus not the most optimal and easy to use solution that could be deployed.
The need for an all-inclusive cloud simulator which seeks to reduce human effort to a minimum with a simple Graphical User
Interface (GUI) thus becomes evident.
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Abstract— The main contribution of this work is to apply Tabu search based algorithms for solution of scheduling of jobs in CMS
environment. An attempt has been made in this work to vary the job sequencing so that optimal sequencing of jobs can be achieved.
The idea behind this work is to perturb sequences in the search of better results. More the number of sequences higher will be the
degree of the optimization of objective (COF). This algorithm is suitable to explore number of job sequences from a fixed job
sequence and its ability to come out from local optima. The main objective, which is the combination of maximizing the machine
utilization by keeping penalty cost nil is achieved by this method. A scheduling procedure is developed for a specific FMS to maintain
its flexibility and thereby the intended performance measures. The mechanism operates based on Tabu search and optimizes two
contradicting objectives simultaneously. The problem in this research is considered as each processing step of job has a processing
time with specific operation. Set up times of machines and intercellular movement times can be considered while solving the
scheduling problem in future.

Keywords— CMS, Tabu search method, lower penalty cost, combined objective function.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cellular manufacturing is an application of Group Technology in which machines or processes have been aggregated into cells, each
of which is dedicated to production of a part or product family or limited group of families. Parts with similar processing requirements
are identified; these are then placed into logical groups called part families and the equipment requirements for each part family are
subsequently determined. A part family is a collection of parts which are similar either because of geometric shape and size or similar
processing steps required in their manufacture. A manufacturing cell consists of several functionally dissimilar machines which are
placed in close proximity to one another and dedicated to the manufacture of a part family. It utilizes the concept of divide and
conquers i.e. to break up a complex manufacturing facility into several groups of machines (cells), each being dedicated to the
processing of a part family. Therefore, each part type is ideally produced in a single cell. Thus, material flow is simplified and
scheduling task is made much easier.
CM is a hybrid system (incorporates the flexibility of job shops and the high production rate of flow lines) in which machines are
located in close proximity to one another (machine cell) and dedicated to a part family. This, cellular manufacturing is limited to two
dimensions being part and machine.
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The use of general-purpose machines and equipment in CM allows machines to be changed in order to handle new product designs
and product demand with little efforts in terms of cost and time. So it provides great flexibility in producing a variety of products. In
conclusion, CM is a manufacturing system that can produce medium volume/medium variety part types more economically than other
types of manufacturing systems. In the last several decades, CM has become increasing popular among manufacturers.
1.1. Role of CMS
On one hand we want to be more competitive, we want to excel in terms of quality and value of the goods and services that we offer
and we want to be flexible enough to respond quickly to the market needs, and on the other hand are reluctant to adopt new
technological innovations. This is more significant when it involves risky investments in labor and capital. There may be many
technical details that may constrain the use of CMSs & FMSs. For example, the specifications of the machine tools, the rpm of the
machine spindle, the type of material that could be cut and the versatility and power of the control system demanded may all pose
problems which may hamper the pace of diffusion of the CMS technology. However, there are other problems which are nontechnical in nature and which require a managerial perspective to analyze the problem. Hence, apart from the technical details of the
system, a clear understanding of the organizational as well human aspects concerning the acquisition and implementation of FMSs is a
crucial input for the decision makers. These issues serves to bring out the various problems that the Indian managers face while
implementing the newer manufacturing. These include financial, organizational and personnel issues. Financial issues are those that
may generally relate to the economic well being and performance of an organization. Organizational issues relate to the organizational
culture, value systems and strategies and the impact of new system on these. Personnel issues address the problems arising out of the
human system in an organization consequent to choosing to use newer system.
The advantages derived from cellular manufacturing in comparison with traditional manufacturing system in terms of system
performance can be summarized as follows:
1. Setup time is reduced. A manufacturing cell is designed to handle parts having similar shapes and relatively similar sizes. For this
reason, many of the parts can employ the same or similar holding devices (fixtures). Generic fixtures for the part family can be
developed so that time required for changing fixtures and tools is decreased.
2. Lot sizes are reduced. Once setup times are greatly reduced in CM, small lots are possible and economical. Small lots also smooth
production flow.
3.Material handling costs and time are reduced. In CM, each part is processed completely within a single
cell (where possible). Thus, part travel time and distance between cells is minimal.
4. A reduction in flow time is obtained. Reduced material handling time and reduced setup time greatly reduce flow time.
5. Tool requirements are reduced. Parts produced in a cell are of similar shape, size, and composition. Thus, they often have similar
tooling requirements.
6. A reduction in space required. Reductions in WIP, finished goods inventories, and lot sizes lead to less space required.
7. Throughout times are reduced. In a job shop, parts are transferred between machines in batches. However, in CM each part is
transferred immediately to the next machine after it has been processed. Thus, the waiting time is reduced substantially.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA
Presently, research pertaining to cell formation problem in CMS is in maturity phase of life cycle and the need of hour is that
researchers realign their research objectives to the emerging business reality. CMS design research has not been able to adequately
satisfy user requirements. There are many areas in which research in CMS can be done. These include developing solution method lies
that guarantees product focused cells and the use of more production information in solving the restructuring problems.
Adopting a Focused Factory is a powerful approach for today's manufacturing enterprise as a focused factory can provide many
benefits including; reduced inventories and cycle times, improved quality and operational efficiencies, better cash flow, greater
customer satisfaction / loyalty and a happier more productive work force. The investigation of Stanley D. Stone [1998] introduces the
basic concepts of Focused Factories including: Cellular Manufacturing, visual factory techniques in a case study format. It examined a
small manufacturer of value added plastic components consisting primarily of control knobs for the aerospace, industrial and
consumer markets and suggests one dozen ways to focus the factory to implement CM. This topic can also be extended as a research
topic. One of the important research area is Scheduling of Cellular Manufacturing Systems. Initial investment in facilities grouped into
CMS is very high so these systems must be scheduled in a manner to realize more utilization of all the facilities while meeting
customer delivery schedule. Because of complexity of scheduling there are different views of it Problem Solving Perspective views
the scheduling as an optimization problem. It is the formulation of scheduling as a combinatorial optimization problem isolated form
the manufacturing planning and control system place. Decision making Perspective is the view that scheduling is a decision that a
human must make. Schedulers perform a variety of tasks and use both formal and informal information to accomplish these.
Schedulers must address uncertainty, manage bottlenecks, and anticipate the problems that people cause Organizational Perspective. It
is a systems-level view that scheduling is part of the complex flow of information and decision-making that forms the manufacturing
planning and control system.

3. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
3.1. Formulation of problem
The combined objective function constitutes of two functions. These functions are related addresses the problem of scheduling jobs in
a flexible job shop with the objective of minimizing total idleness of machine and maximizing the machine utilization. To achieve the
objective of maximizing the machine utilization we use the minimization of total machine idle time. So the combined objective
function (COF) becomes to minimize the machine idle time by keeping penalty cost zero. To attain our objective of keeping total
penalty cost nil and maximizing the machine utilization, we have to minimize our Combined Objective Function (COF).
After every solution move in the TS procedure every solution in the neighborhood of the current solution will be evaluated for a
Combined Objective Function (COF) of minimizing machine idle time and keeping penalty cost zero
Our primary objective is to maximize the utilization of the capital-intensive system. Also with the emerging trends towards customer
orientation in the world of global market, the system can not afford to ignore objectives that have direct relation to customer
satisfactions. So, both of the above objectives (maximizing the system utilization and keeping penalty cost nil) are considered for
optimization.
COMBINED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION (COF)
Minimize
COF = (W1) * [(Xp * C) ÷ MPP] + (W2)*( Xq ÷TE)
Where
W1 = Weight age factor for Customer satisfaction.
TE = Total Elapsed (make span) Time.
Xp= Penalty cost incurred
W2= Weight age factor for machine utilization
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C = Function of penalty cost if completion time CTi increases DDi due date for job, C becomes unity which means there will be some
penalty cost which is not an acceptable condition. In such condition Tabu search moves will search the neighborhood network to get
the required result that is value of Idleness and COF by keeping penalty cost zero.
1)
X p= Total Penalty Cost incurred

Xp = ∑ ( CTi - DDi)*UPCi*BSi
i= Job number
CTi=Completion Time of job i
DDi =Due Date for job i
UPCi = Unit Penalty Cost for job i
BSi = Batch size of job i
a) Ti = Processing time = (1/60*8) *Batch size = time in days
b) TE= Total elapsed or Actual time= Processing time + Idle time
c)

Assuming MPP= 1000

2)
W2 =Weight age factor for Machine Utilization
Xq =Total Machine idle Time of jth machine = ∑ MIjJ
J=machine number
MIj = Machine idle time of Jth machine = TE - ∑ PTji
Processing time of ith job with jth machine
The values of WI and W2 are weight age factors applied as per demand of the business situations such that W1+ W2 =1
In present situation in our problem we want penalty cost to be Nil so we have given weight age factor W1=0.1 and we want machine
idle time to be minimized so have given weight age W2=0.9.
3.2. Methodology
Step I.
An initial Job sequence (x_now) is selected at random among the flexible set of job sequence (X). The combined objective function
value for the solution (x_now) is computed and defined as best cost. The history record H is initialized with empty record.
Step 2.
A set of neighborhood solutions of x-now is generated: N(x-now) and all the solutions stored in H are identified in N( x_now) and
removed to form the set of movable solutions: Candidate-N( x_now).
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Step 3.
The COF values of all the solutions in the Candidate (x_now) are calculated and the one (x-next) with the minimum value c (H,
x_next) is chosen.
Step 4.
If c (H, x_next )<= best-cost then a move performed, best cost is replaced with c(H, x_next )and the history record H is appended with
the swapped pairs of sequence number. Otherwise the history record H is browsed and solution satisfying the aspiration criteria is
chosen as( x_next) . The H is also updated.
Step 5.
If the term initiation criteria are not met, step 2 to step 5 is repeated otherwise the procedure is stopped.
3.3. Results
The performance of the algorithm is measured according to an objective function, which is the maximizing the machine utilization by
keeping penalty cost nil. The previous work did not explore more number of sequences by perturbing fixed sequences. The strength of
Tabu search lies in the generation of random sequences and in large numbers. A large number of sequences are required to get rid of
the local minima. In this work we have generated a large number of sequences, so that we can get a global optimal solution. Some of
the notable features proposed algorithm on scheduling:
1. Several combinations of job sequencing are to be evaluated by perturbing sequencing obtained from fixed job sequence.
2. Corresponding to each job sequence, the operation-machine-allocation are carried out to achieve the combined objective function
of minimizing total tardiness and maximizing the machine utilization by satisfying the system constraints (Available machining time
at different machine for each job and penalty after due date).

Method

Seq.

Penalty

Idleness

COF

Tabu Search
23; 38; 35; 36; 31; 26; 42; 40; 16;
3; 11; 1; 7; 34; 25; 24; 15; 41;
0.0000
19; 28; 37; 12; 18;32; 39; 5; 14;
17; 29; 9; 2; 43;33 21; 30; 4; 20;
13; 22; 27; 6; 10; 8
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3.4. Comparison of results
The results show in Tabu search methods the value of penalty is lowest for maximizing machine utilization. Our Combined objective
function is also minimum in case of Tabu search method. Hence it can be said that minimizing penalty and maximizing the machine
utilization of job sequences are observed here. This corroborates the performance of this algorithm is better as compared to other
algorithms.

Graphs for results when w1=0.1,w2=0.9
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Results when w1=w2=0.5

Initial sequence
selected

Schedule

Penalty

Idleness

COF

2

1

0.0205

0.4075

0.2140

8

2

0.0145

0.4113

0.2129

12

3

0.0180

0.4108

0.2144

1

4

0.0176

0.4050

0.2111

3

5

0.0202

0.4161

0.2181

4

6

0.0187

0.4078

0.2133

5

7

0.0231

0.4095

0.2155

6

8

0.0197

0.4069

0.2133

20

9

0.0184

0.4043

0.2113

7

10

0.0212

0.4164

0.2188

9

11

0.0208

0.4003

0.2106

10

12

0.0152

0.4164

0.2121

23

13

0.0209

0.4003

0.2174

16

14

0.0144

0.4090

0.2110

11

15

0.0185

0.4139

0.2162

13

16

0.0212

0.4077

0.2160

14

17

0.0167

0.4135

0.2119

15

18

0.0170

0.4112

0.2146

17

19

0.0181

0.4070

0.2178
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18

20

0.0177

0.4149

0.2163

19

21

0.0191

0.4062

0.2026

21

22

0.0000

0.4010

0.2105

22

23

0.0223

0.4141

0.2182

24

24

0.0217

0.4086

0.2152

25

25

0.0185

0.4079

0.2132

26

26

0.0175

0.4062

0.2119

27

27

0.0175

0.4078

0.2127

28

28

0.0193

0.4181

0.2187

29

29

0.0210

0.4138

0.2174

30

30

0.0495

0.4175

0.2185

Graphs for results when w1=w2=0.5
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me during my work. I owe my sincere thanks to all the staff members of Green Hills Engineering College Kumarhatti, Solan for their
support and encouragement. I would also like to thank my all marvelous friends for extending their whole hearted support. At Last I
would like to thank my parents and my brother for their moral support that kept my spirit up during the endeavor.

5. CONCLUSION
The main contribution of this work is to apply Tabu search based algorithms for solution of scheduling of jobs in CMS environment.
An attempt has been made in this work to vary the job sequencing so that optimal sequencing of jobs can be achieved. The idea behind
this work is to perturb sequences in the search of better results. More the number of sequences higher will be the degree of the
optimization of objective (COF). This algorithm is suitable to explore number of job sequences from a fixed job sequence and its
ability to come out from local optima. The main objective, which is the combination of maximizing the machine utilization by keeping
penalty cost nil is achieved by this method.A scheduling procedure is developed for a specific FMS to maintain its flexibility and
thereby the intended performance measures. The mechanism operates based on Tabu search and optimizes two contradicting
objectives simultaneously. The schedule obtained by Tabu search is compared with the solutions obtained by different scheduling
rules i.e. SPT, HPT, EDD etc. After comparing the results it can be concluded that Tabu search method is by far superior to other
scheduling rules, as it gives optimal value for penalty. idleness and combined objective function (COF). Thus the optimization of
scheduling problem can be achieved up to greater degree by utilizing Tabu search method.
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Abstract:The increasing popularity of tablets and smartphones has created a huge traffic load demand for radio access networks and
has resulted in massive energy consumption and large emission of greenhouse gases. As the demand for energy in the information and
communication technology is increasing abruptly, there is pressure in the cellular network operators to reduce the power consumption
in the networks. In a typical cellular system, the base stations (BSs) contribute 60%-80% of the energy consumption of the whole
network [1]. Recent studies shows the possibility of dynamically turning on/off some of the base stations can improve the energy
consumption significantly. Therefore, to reduce the cost and the amount of energy conserved in cellular network, the reinforcement
method is used. This project is mainly proposed for improving the energy conservation of base stations in cellular radio access
networks by Markov decision process along with reinforcement learning approach. Here the traffic is calculated through the online
processing by Markov decision process [2]. To speed up the ongoing learning process, a transfer actor-critic algorithm is used. We
evaluate the proposed scheme and improve the energy consumption in micro cell regions as a further improvement to this project.

Keywords: Base stations, micro stations, macro stations, markov process, energy saving, transfer learning, reinforcement learning,
actor critic learning, green communications.
INTRODUCTION

In information and communication technology (ICT) 80% of the power consumption takes place in the radio access networks (RANs),
especially the base stations (BSs). The reason behind this is largely due to that the present BS deployment is on the basis of peak
traffic loads and generally stays active irrespective of the heavily dynamic traffic load variations [3]. Recently, there has been a
substantial body of works towards traffic load-aware BS adaptation and the authors have validated the possibility of improving energy
efficiency from different perspectives. The possibility of energy saving achieved by actively adjust the working status of BS,
contingent on the predicted traffic loads. Prediction is not sufficient for turn off/on base stations. Turning on/off some of the BSs will
immediately affect the associated BS of a mobile terminal. At that time the base station consumes high power. On the other hand
dynamic BS switching algorithms with the traffic loads a prior and preliminarily proved the effectiveness of energy saving. A Radio
access network is part of a mobile communication system. It implements a radio access technology. It resides between a devices such
as a mobile phone, a computer. Depending on the mobile phones and other wireless connected devices are known as user equipment
(UE), terminal equipment (TE), mobile station.
In this paper, we try to solve this problem from a different perspective. Instead of predicting the volume of traffic loads, we apply a
Markov decision process (MDP) to model the traffic load variations. Afterwards, the solution to the formulated MDP problem can
be attained by making use of actor-critic algorithm,a reinforcement learning (RL) approach, one advantage of which is that there is no
necessity to possess a prior knowledge about the traffic loads within the BSs. On the other hand, given the centralized structure of
cellular networks, energy saving will significantly benefit from a literally existing centralized BS switching operation controller such
as the base station controller (BSC) in second generation (2G) cellular networks or the radio network controller (RNC) in third
generation (3G) cellular networks rather than a distributed one[4].

RELATED WORK
Existing works are based on a greedy algorithm, with the help of it we try to predict the total traffic under a region and based on it
switching is made possible.The controller would firstly estimate the traffic load variations based on the on-line experience.
Afterwards, it can select one of the possible BS switching operations under the estimated circumstance and then decreases or increases
the probability of the same action to be later selected on the basis of the required cost. Here, the cost primarily focuses on the energy
consumption due to such a BS switching operation and also takes the performance metric into account to ensure the user experience.
After repeating the actions and knowing the corresponding costs, the controller would know how to switch the BSs for one specific
traffic load profile. Moreover, with the MDP model, the resulting BS switching strategy is foresighted, which would improve energy
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efficiency in the long run [5].However, it usually take some time for the RL approaches to be convergent to the optimal solution in
terms of the whole cost. Hence, the direct application of the RL algorithms may sometimes get into trouble, especially for a scenario
where a BS switching operation controller usually takes charge of tens or even hundreds of BSs [6]. Fortunately, the periodicity and
mobility of human behaviour patterns make the traffic loads exhibit some temporal and spatial relevancies, thus making the traffic
load-aware BS switching strategies at different moments or neighbouring regions relevant.

SYSTEM MODEL OF TACT
We presented a new scheme named as TACT (Transfer Actor Critic Algorithm) in Radio Access Network. Variation of Traffic Load
and Reinforcement Learning in TACT easily we can take a decision while Turn off/on base stations in Radio access networks. Markov
Decision Process in Traffic Load variations helps to forecasting the traffic load in future. Based on this techniques clearly we can take
a decision while turn off/on base stations in radio access network. In this we have created mobile nodes based on macro and micro cell
concepts. Macro cells are those which emit high energy signals, which cover a large geographical area, resulting in a large amount of
greenhouse gas emission. Micro cells cover small geographical area and emits less greenhouse gases resulting in less pollution [7]. A
switching between these two methods is made possible in this paper based on the ongoing traffic.

Fig 1: Base station switching operation
The figure shows how the switching operation takes place in the cellular system. Based on the cost and the time the controller decides
whether its busy hour or not and based on these results the switching is made possible. The problem with the existing system is that
we cannot accurately predict the number of customers associated with a base station accurately. In order to overcome these problems
we introduced the concept of transfer actor critic learning framework to make the switching more accurately [8].
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BS switching process needs reinforcement learning, especially for energy saving in RAN’S (Radio Access Networks). MDP can solve
current Traffic Loads. Reinforcement learning approaches to solve the MDP problem without requiring the knowledge of traffic loads
a prior and specifically adopt the actor-critic algorithm.BS Switching control, this is the system to take the decisions such as which
base stations are necessary and which base stations are unnecessary based on MDP process and transfer actor critic algorithm[9].
Operation of base station switching control is shown in fig.2. From this controller we can improve the energy awareness and reduce
the radiations [10]. In the TACT algorithm, the overall policy to select an action and it is divided as a native one and an exotic one.
Without loss let’s assume that the traffic load state is chosen action. Exotic policy is obtained from learned knowledge transfer [11].

Transfer Learning Framework for Energy Saving
The following steps are done to choose whether switching is needed or not[12]. Based on the results the switching is done between the
micro and macro stations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Base station controller checks the traffic level in eachbase station.
If the traffic level is lower than the particular threshold it will turn off the base stationotherwise it turns on the base station.
It makes use of markov decision process to discoverthe traffic level in every base station.
In markov decision process the dynamic programmingproblem can be occurs. So that the reinforcementlearning and transfer
actor critic algorithm is used t overcome the problem.
Transfer actor critic algorithm is used to maximize theenergy saving in current active base station by transferactor critic
algorithm is used to overcome the problem.

Simulation Results
Energy saving in cellular radio access network is achieved by network simulator 2. Here the tool command language (TCL) is used.
Number of nodes - 35
Mac type - 802.11
Antenna type - Omni directional antenna
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Routing protocol - AODV protocol
Energy saving - 70%

In Busy Hours

Fig 3: Base stations working under busy hours

Other Than Busy Hours

Fig 4: Macro station working during less traffic hours
In this scenario (Fig 3. Energy consumption in peak hours) shows all the base stations are in active mode due to the heavy traffic
loads.
In low traffic load variations, the minimum number of users in each base station. Due to the low traffic load thebase stations are in
sleep mode only the centralized base station in active mode. It controls all of the base station by using transfer learned frame work
approach. Hence, the base station energy consumption is minimized.
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Fig 5: Energy usage graph

Conclusion
In this paper base station energy is limited by reinforcement learning framework. Here markov decision process is used to find the
traffic load level of each base station and also transfer actor critic method is used to reduce the overall energy consumption of base
station. Efficiency of TACT algorithm is improved by reinforcement learning algorithm. Saving energy consumption of the base
stations in cellular radio access networks elaborately explained in this paper. We planned to improve the tact based switching scheme
by a traffic aware sensitive system which covers the traffic details associated with the each cell, and thus implementing macro and
micro systems in a single coverage area if necessary as our future work.
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Abstract— A study was made of the effect of heat treatment of high carbon steel so as to determine the mechanical and
metallurgical properties before annealing as well as after annealing. Total four samples of the high carbon steel were subjected to heat
treatments i.e. annealing in a bell furnace heated to a temperature of 700˚C. One from each heat treated types was prepared for micro
structural and hardness studies. The hardness of the four different heat treated samples was measured by Rockwell hardness testing
machine. Optical microscopy to study the microstructure and Ultimate tensile stress using respective machine. This experiment was
taken to help the company that was facing a problem of decarburization of HC 71/75.
In this experiment we have seen that wire rod that was used for annealing got decarbonizes to a some extend and that was not
acceptable for further wire drawing also for the manufacturing of spring washers. This high carbon steel wire rod after decarburization
hook crack in wire drawing process as well as further manufacturing for spring washers. So in this experiment we have changed the
cycle of operation in annealing for bell furnace along with check the results regarding mechanical and metallurgical parameters of HC
71/75.In this experiment we have found that during pickling of wire rod some water content remains in the coils and that results in
decarburization of wire rod. Therefore, we changed the cycle of operation that helps to prevent decarburization. During annealing the
wire rod release stress that was induced during casting as well as re-crystallization takes place. In this process Hardness also decreases
as compared to Raw-material also decreases Ultimate tensile strength of the wire rod that helps in drafting during wire drawing. This
is done so that during further manufacturing like for spring washer at some point in heat treatment washers should not shrink as well
as remain in required dimension.

Keywords: Annealing, Bell furnace,Hardness,UTS,OM,GDS

1. INTRODUCTION
During the production of steel, a significant amount of work hardening takes place when the steel is rolled up into coils, for storing
purpose. These steel coils are batch annealed in order to reduce the hardness and restore formability, before further production takes
place as we are presuming for spring washer manufacturing. In a typical batch annealing process, several coils are annealed in a
bell-shaped furnace and a reducing gas, i.e. nitrogen mixture, is passed through the coils, in a circular fashion, to remove rolling oils
along with prevent oxidation. The heat is supplied from outside the inner cover by means of a heater that covers the system. Bell
annealing furnace in k.d.k steel plant is used to reduce the internal strain of steel wire rod. The efficiency of bell annealing furnace
applied at k.d.k steel plant the purpose to reduce the internal strain of steel wire rod was achieved by changing the cycle of
operation which helps in preventing the decarburization in high carbon steel wire rod. Decarburization of high carbon steel wire rod
is major problem for them because they are manufacturing spring washer with that wire rod. After decarburization Wire rod breaks
during its drafting on the wire drawing machine.During the batch annealing process, heating occurs in the form of a temperature ramp,
which increases to a maximum temperature of about 670°C before decreasing it to room temperature. According to experimental
findings, decarbnization usually takes place at the critical time interval shown on the temperature ramp in figure 1.2
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Fig. typical temperature ramp with an indicated critical time interval. The coil spirals surface oxidizes at temperatures above 600ºC in the heating
phase and reduction takes place on the surface below 600ºC, in the cooling phase.

1.1 AIM OF STUDY
The purpose of this study is to show the influence of oxygen pressure on the complex segregation behaviour during the annealing
of the industrial HC steel. This is done by changing the cycle of operation of bell furnace to prevent the decarburization by finding the
reason of the problem as well as by comparing the result of mechanical and metallurgical parameters of HCS 71\75. To resolve the
problem of decarburization in HCS 71\75 firstly we checked raw material samples before annealing and then after annealing in K.D.K
Steel Plant (Unbrako).

1.2 SCOPE OF THESIS
Chapter 2:
A Literature review and quick overview of the theory behind heat treatment of steel is needed to understand annealing better in bell
furnace. The main part of this chapter contain role of annealing in softening of HCS.
Chapter 3:
Methodology and Problem formulation, theory of decarburization along with Ferrous materials, plain carbon steels discussed in this
chapter.
Chapter 4:
This chapter is an overview of the phenomena of material selection as well as the detail about the various tests involved
Chapter 5:
The experimental setup is discussed in more detail, with a look into Cycles of annealing in bell furnace electrically operated and the
procedure used during this study.Additional information on special added equipment to the system is examined and a short discussion
on the process to quantify the data is given.
Chapter 6:
A discussion of the three basic parts of the experimental results
obtained during the study, namely:· mechanical as well as metallurgical parameters for the study of HC 71\75
Chapter 7:
A conclusion is given on with future scope.
Chapter 8:
References that was taken at the time of study of all thesis
Chapter 9:
Attachments of all test certificate that was given for reference purpose.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW.
In this study we want to evaluate the mechanical as well as metallurgical parameters of HC 71\75 steel after annealing in a bell
furnace. In all below mentioned literatures we have checked the previous researches moreover found on a conclusion that there is
certain gap in those researches that does not cover a study of High carbon steel on bell furnace .In this study we are also resolving
industrial based problem regarding decarburization and hence their respective results .
Clayton Vernon Deutsch [1992] holds that ―Annealing techniques applied to reservoir Modeling and the integration of
Geological and engineering (well test) data‖. Stochastic reservoir models must honor as much input data as possible to be reliable
numerical models of the reservoir under study. Traditional simulation algorithms are unable to honor either complex
geological/morphological patterns or engineering data from well tests. The technique developed in this case study may be used to
incorporate such information into stochastic reservoir models.

NAOMI CHESTER 1997:
Naomi Chester [1997] reviewed that ―Mathematical Modeling of Micro structural Development in continuously annealed Highstrength steels‖. The addition of an appropriate concentration of silicon to a low-alloy steel enables it to be transformed into a carbide
free microstructure which is a mixture of bainitic ferrite and carbon enriched austenite. Such steels can have outstanding mechanical
properties, particularly formability and strength. The work presented in this case study deals with alloys destined for the automobile
industry where attempts are being made to reduce the weight of vehicles, while at the same time improve safety during crashes

JOHNSON GO 2001:
Johnson Go [2001] reviewed that Recovery and Recrystallization of AA5754 and IF-Boron steel during annealing. A
microstructure model to predict the mechanical properties during annealing has been developed for two important classification of
industrial processed automotive alloys: aluminum-magnesium AA5754 alloy and boron containing interstitial free steel.
Experimentally, tensile and hardness tests are carried out in conjunction with quantitative metallography to quantify the kinetics of
recovery and recrystallization. The model accurately predicts the micro structural and yield stress evolution in AA5754 under
isothermal and non isothermal annealing conditions.
For IF-boron steel, however, the current modeling approach is too simple to capture the complexity involved in the recrystallization
process. Consequently, the model for IF-boron steel is considered as purely empirical in nature.

ETIENNE WURTH 2006:
Etienne Wurth [2006] holds that ―Oxygen induced segregation during batch annealing of industrial steel coils‖. The
development of diffusion welds between spirals of steel coils, during batch annealing, is of particular interest because it preve nts the
coils from being unwound for further use. The physical metallurgy of iron and steel is exceedingly complicated and many of the
complications arise from the behaviour of solutes, which segregate to surfaces and interfaces, which alter the mechanical
behaviour. These simply elaborate causes of the presence of oxygen during the cycle.

NABEEL ALSHABATAT ,ET AL 2006:
They holds that ―Effect of Annealing Temperature on the Microstructure, Micro hardness, Mechanical Behavior and
Impact Toughness of Low Carbon Steel Grade 45‖. Due to the high usage of low carbon steel in multiplications, previous work was
focused toward its mechanical characteristics, this work rely on studying the effect of multi-régimes of annealing temperatures
namely; 820,860, 900, and 940 ˚C on the impact toughness, microstructure, micro hardness and mechanical characteristics. A set of
test specimens for impact, compression test, and microstructure test were prepared using CNC machine. It was found that the impact
energy is increased as the annealing temperature increase; the maximum is 22.5 % that achieved at 820˚C. it was found that the
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microhardness decrease as the annealing temperature increase except at 940 ˚C it return back to increase, the maximum decrease was
31.6 % that achieved at 900 ˚C.

RADHAKRISHNAN PURUSHOTHAMAN 2008:
Radhakrishnan Purushothaman [2008] holds that ―Evaluation and Improvement of
Heat Treat Furnace Model‖. Heat treating is the controlled heating and cooling of a material to achieve certain mechanical properties,
such as hardness, strength and the reduction of residual stresses. Many heat treating processes require the precise control of
temperature over the heating cycle. Typically, the energy used for process heating accounts for 2% to 15% of the total production cost.
The objective of this work is to develop a comprehensive furnace model by improving the current Computerized Heat Treatment
Planning System (CHT) based furnace model to accurately simulate the thermal profile of load inside the furnace. The research
methodology was based on both experimental work and theoretical developments including modeling different
types of heat treat furnaces.

ZONGSHU LI 2010:
Zongshu Li [2010] reviewed that ―Microstructure evolution and mechanical properties of electroformed nano-grained
nickel upon annealing‖. Nano-grained nickel produced by electroforming technique was investigated for its microstructure evolution
and mechanical properties upon annealing. The thermal behavior was studied using DSC, and a major exothermic reaction and a
minor endothermic reaction were detected at 320 ºC and 528 ºC, respectively. It was found that during low temperature annealing
(<250 ºC), electroformed nano-grained nickel showed scattered and isolated abnormal grain growth. A major abnormal grain growth
was observed after reaching the major heat release peak at 320 ºC.

NURUDEEN ADEKUNLE RAJI,ET AL 2012:
Nurudeen Adekunle Raji, et al [2012] holds that ―Effect of Soaking Time on the Mechanical Properties of Annealed
Cold-Drawn Low Carbon Steel‖. The case study presents the results of investigation on the effect of soaking time on the yield
strength, ductility and hardness properties of annealed cold-drawn low carbon steel. The low carbon steel cold-drawn at 40%
deformation was annealed at 900 deg Celsius for soaking times of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 minutes. Tensile, charpy and Brinnel
hardness tests were conducted to determine the yield strengths, tensile strengths, impact strengths, ductility and hardness of the
annealed steel with increasing soaking time. The yield strength, tensile strength, hardness and impact strength of the steel showed a
continuous drop in value with increasing soaking time up to 60 minutes with a steep drop between 30 and 40 minutes. Ductility values
followed the same decreasing trend up to 40 minutes soaking time after which the values started increasing again till 60 minutes
soaking time. There was a linear relationship between the tensile strength and hardness of the material for different soaking times.
This linear relationship was also observed for yield strength and hardness of the material.

NICHOLAS ROY WIGLEY 2012:
Nicholas roy wigley [2012] evaluates that ―Property Prediction of Continuous Annealed Steels‖.
To compete in the current economic climate steel companies are striving to reduce costs and tighten process windows. It was with this
in mind that a property prediction model for continuous annealed steels produced at Tata Steel‘s plants in South Wales was developed.
As Continuous annealing is one of the final processes that strip steel undergoes Before being dispatched to the customer the final
properties of the strip are dependent on many factors. These include the annealing conditions, previous thermo--‐mechanical
processing and the steel chemistry. Currently these properties, proof stress, ultimate
tensile strength, elongation, strain ratio and strain hardening exponent, are found using
a tensile test at the tail end of the coil. This case study describes the development of a
model to predict the final properties of continuous annealed steel.
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HONGJUAN LI, ET AL 2014:
They reviewed that ―Effects of annealing process on microstructure and electrical properties of colddrawn thin layer copper cladding steel wire‖. The microstructure, mechanical and electrical properties of cold-drawn thin layer copper
cladding steel (CCS) wires annealed after different processes were studied by optical microscopy, electron omnipotent material
experiment machine, micro hardness machine, SEM and electrical resistivity measurement system. The results
indicated that the recovery and recrystallization of steel core happened in the temperature range 550–750 ºC for the holding period of
120 min. When the annealing temperature was higher than 750 ºC, grains begun to grow and grain sizes increased gradually with
increasing the annealing temperature. The tensile strength and micro
hardness were declined with increasing annealing temperature and holding time.

3 ANNEALING:Annealing is a softening process for metal that reduces internal strain caused by work hardening and facilitates
recrystallization and grain growth. When metals are formed or processed, strain hardening occurs, decreasing ductility and
increasing hardness. This hardening leaves metals brittle, often causing cracking or breaking during successive operations. For many
applications, these residual stresses within the structural makeup of the molecules must be alleviated. Annealing returns the ductility to
the metal allowing for future operations and processing.
Both ferrous (iron-based alloys such as steel and stainless steel) and non-ferrous metals (such as bronze, copper and
aluminium) use this process. This raw material is cleaned to eliminate rust, scaling, dirt, and other impurities. Cleaning can be
performed using acid pickling or mechanical methods, depending on the application. The metal is then placed in a furnace where it is
heated to meet metallurgical requirements. Variations exist within the process depending on the type of metal being annealed and the
desired outcome. It is frequently advantageous to heat the metal within a controlled atmosphere, such as nitrogen or hydrogen, to
prevent chemical reactions from occurring between the metal and elements in the air. The furnace heats the metal, usually through
convection and radiation, to a desired level where it is either held constant or cycled. After the heating, a controlled cooling brings the
metal back to room temperature.

3.1 BELL ANNEALING:Bell Annealing is a type of annealing that derives its name from the shape of the furnace used during the
process. Bell Annealing heats batches of metal which are placed on a base assembly, enclosed by an inner cover, and covered by the
furnace. An overhead crane is used to load the base and move the equipment—when the furnace is suspended from the crane, it looks
like a ―bell‖. The base assembly is the source of convection and the main method of heat transfer to the charge. The inner cover seals
in the desired atmosphere and protects the charge from the burners‘ direct heat. Keeping contaminants out of the annealing
atmosphere prevents chemical changes as well as eliminating the formation of oxides and soot on the metal. The furnace brings the
charge to the desired temperature to allow for the metallurgical changes to occur. Direct fired, tangentially fired, radiant tube, and
electrical resistance are furnace types related to the method used to heat the charge. After heat treatment, cooling is performed by
removing the furnace—leaving the inner cover in place to maintain the protective atmosphere. If a bright finish is desired, the metal
must be cooled to near ambient temperature before exposing the metal to air. In this case, another piece of equipments utilized: a
forced-cooler. The forced-cooler replaces the furnace at the end of the heating cycle and uses air and sometimes spray water to
accelerate the cooling of the outside of the inner cover.
2.2 Advantages of a bell-type annealing:The main advantages of a Bell-Type annealing furnace are:
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Excellent temperature uniformity



Consistent product quality



Good production rates



Low operating costs
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Efficient use of furnace asset by cooling with inner cover



Savings in shop floor space requiring less capital investment and reducing material handling

Bell furnaces are used to anneal both strip and wire coils. Furnaces designed for strip are generally of a ―single-stack‖
configuration. The base diameter accommodates on coil centered over the base fan. The strip coils are stacked on top of one another,
separated by convector plates. The circulated atmosphere flows up the sides and back down to the fan through the centre of the coil.

4 METHODOLOGY
Before the annealing of the wire rod there is a process that‘s taken is given below:
1. Pickling:
Pickling is a metal surface treatment used to remove impurities, such as stains, inorganic contaminants, rust or scale
from ferrous metals, copper, precious metals and aluminum alloys. A solution called pickle liquor, which contains strong
acids, is used to remove the surface impurities. It is commonly used to descale or clean steel in various steelmaking
processes.In picking process there are some operations that are taken are as follows:1. Acid Dip
2. Jet wash
3. Rinsing dip
4. Activator
5. Air pressure wash
In 1 step the wire rod is dipped in acid tank (HCl) for removing scales and rust from the wire rod for some time then in 2
step wire rod is cleaned with jet wash for removing acid from the wire rod coil. In 3 step the coil is dipped in a tank that contains
water in it for removing deposited acid then after again dipped in activator tank which is used to remove the single trace of acid from
the surface of the wire rod. In 5 step the wire rod is cleaned with pressured air so that the coil of steel gets dry quickly.
Now we came on the problem that was occurred in the annealing. There is the presence of water in the wire rod at
the time of heating in the bell furnace. Company does not hold wire rod coils in open atmosphere for a long time hence, leads to
presence of water as that generate oxygen as this oxygen makes the wire rod decarburized

4.1 PROBLEM ASPECTS:In this problem main concern is with oxygen that is responsible for decarburization of wire rod.
During the heating of the wire cod in bell furnace the water that was left in coil get heated as steam generation takes place.
In old cycle (CYCLE 1) vacuum is given at 100ºC (Boiling Point of water)
In New cycle (CYCLE 2) vacuum is given at 200ºC (where nearly water gets converted into steam) as recycling with Nitrogen.
As the Temperature increases we know that 372ºC is the THERMODYNAMIC CRITICAL POINT OF WATER. So, there is again
recycling of Nitrogen takes place at 375ºC where almost all steam goes out.
Again before recrystalization and recovery of grains we all over again recycled the internal gases with fresh Nitrogen stock due to the
reason that recrystalization occurs at 550ºC where molecules gets a stable zone.
Then we goes to Soaking at 700ºC in the absence of oxygen where a material decarburization chances are more.
Almost similar phase for both cycles then after CYCLE 1 and CYCLE 2 depending upon the required hardness as upon its variable
application for manufacturing. In our case at K.D.K STEEL INDUSTRY (UNBRAKO) we are dealing it for the manufacturing of
spring washers for HC 71\75 .
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4.2 THERMODYNAMIC CRITICAL POINT OF WATER:In thermodynamics, a critical point (or critical state) is the end point of a phase equilibrium curve. The most prominent example is the
liquid-vapor critical point, the end point of the pressure-temperature curve that designates conditions under which a liquid and its
vapor can coexist. At the critical point, defined by a critical temperature Tc and a critical pressure pc, phase boundaries vanish. Other
examples include the liquid–liquid critical points in mixtures.

4.3 DECARBURIZATION:Decarburization (or decarburization) is the process opposite to carburization, namely the reduction of carbon content. The term is
typically used in metallurgy, describing the reduction of the content of carbon in metals (usually steel). Decarburization occurs
when the metal is heated to temperatures of 700°C or above when carbon in the metal reacts with gases containing oxygen or
hydrogen.
Decarburization can be either advantageous or detrimental, depending on the application for which the metal will be used. It is thus
both something that can be done intentionally as a step in a manufacturing process, or something that happens as a side effect of a
process (such as rolling) and must be either prevented or later reversed (such as via a carburization step).
The decarburization mechanism can be described as three distinct events: the reaction at the steel surface, the interstitial diffusion
of carbon atoms and the dissolution of carbides within the steel.
The most common reactions are:C + CO2 ↔ 2 CO (Carbon monoxide)
Also called as the Boudouard reaction
C + H2O ↔ CO + H2 (Carbon monoxide)
C + 2H2 ↔ CH4 (Methane)
Other reactions are that are happened are given below:C + ½ O2 → CO
C + O2 → CO2
C + FeO → CO + Fe

High carbon steel decarb upto 250 microns in depth

4.4 OXIDATION:Oxidation can be defined as the process of combining oxygen with some other
substance or a chemical change in which an atom loses electrons. In this
study the focus is on the reaction between a metal and oxygen. The exposure of almost any metal to gaseous oxygen can cause the
formation of an oxide. The formed oxide is not always seen as negative. The oxide constitutes a protective layer which separates
the metal from the gaseous oxygen. Oxides is only one type of protective layers on metals, other include protective layers such as
sulphides and halides.
Growth of Oxide Layers:
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4.5 THE FE-C PHASE DIAGRAM;The basis for the understanding of the heat treatment of steels is the Fe-C phase diagram (Fig. 1).Figure 1 actually shows
two diagrams; the stable iron-graphite diagram (dashed lines) and the metastable Fe-Fe3C diagram. The stable condition usually
takes a very long time to develop,especially in the low-temperature and low-carbon range, and therefore the metastable diagram is
of more interest. The Fe-C diagram shows which phases are to be expected at equilibrium (or metastable equilibrium) for different
combinations of carbon concentration and temperature. We distinguish at the low-carbon end ferrite (α-iron), which can at most
dissolve 0.028 wt.% C at 727°C and austenite (γ-iron), which can dissolve 2.11 wt.% C at 1148 °C . At the carbon-rich side we
find cementite (Fe3C) of less interest, except for highly alloyed steels, is the δ-ferrite existing at the highest temperatures [2].
Between the single-phase fields are found regions with mixtures of two phases, such as ferrite +
cementite, austenite + cementite, and ferrite + austenite. At the highest temperatures, the liquid phase field can be found and below
this are the two phase fields liquid + austenite, liquid + cementite, and liquid + δ-ferrite.Some important boundaries at single-phase
fields include: A1, the so-called eutectoid temperature, which is the minimum temperature for austeniteA3, the lower-temperature
boundary of the austenite region at low carbon contents, that is, the γ/γ + α boundary· Acm, the counterpart boundary for high
carbon contents, that is, the γ/γ + Fe3C boundary. If alloying elements are added to the iron-carbon alloy (steel), the position of the
A1, A3, and Acm boundaries and the eutectoid composition are changed

The Iron Carbon Phase Diagram
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5 MATERIALS SELECTION:In the K.D.K Steel company (UNBRAKO) annealing of various wire rod sizes as well as grades takes place. This is fastener
manufacturing company so therefore deals with variety of grades of steel. In the company I have seen lot of raw material that was
being purchased from other companies and then further processes takes place on them as compared to their customers demand. In
company the major problem that was occurring with a particular grade of material during the annealing i.e High Carbon Steel of 71\75
grade.It was found decarbed many a time and hence company facing problem and it need to be resolved as soon as possible. So, that‘s
the reason of selection of that material.I have taken four samples of HCS 71\75 as their detail is given below:-

Sr. no.

Size

Grade

Quantity (in Pcs.)

Remarks

1

5.50MM

HC 71\75

1

ok

2

7.00MM

HC 71\75

2

Full decarb

3

8.00MM

HC 71\75

1

ok

4

20.00MM

19MNB4M

1

ok(NOT NESSESORY)

Detail of samples of HCS that was used during annealing

5.1TEST INVOLVED IN EVALUATION OF MECHANICAL PARAMETERS FOR HCS 71\75:Usually there are many test that can be used for finding the mechanical parameters of HC 71\75 but to evaluate we need
only two tests and they are given below:
1.

HARDNESS TEST

2.

TENSILE TEST

5.2 TEST INVOLVED IN EVALUATION OF METALLURGICAL PARAMETERS FOR HCS 71\75:Usually there are many test that can be used for finding the metallurgical parameters of HC 71\75 but to evaluate we need
only two tests and they are given below:1.

OPTICAL MICROSCOPY (OP)

2.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION ANALYSIS(GDS)

3.

MACROETCH TEST

6 MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
HC 71\75 steel samples are used to evaluate the mechanical as well as metallurgical parameters after annealing in bell type
furnace operated electrically in the K.D.K. Steel Plant (UNBRAKO). The below mentioned table and graph are the cycle on which
bell furnace is operated earlier than and that makes the wire rod partially or fully decarbed .
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6.1 CYCLES THAT WAS USED FOR ANNEALING IN BELL FURNACE
SERIAL
NO.

SIZE

GRADE

COIL WEIGHT
IN KG

1

7.00MM

HC 71\75

2442

2

7.00MM

HC 71\75

2458

Steps

Phase

1
2

3

Vacuum &
Heating

4

CAPACITY OF FURANCE IN
KG

RESULT
PARTIALY DECARBED

5000

FULLY DECARBED

Temperature
of furnace(°C)

Time Taken

Time of
Operation

Vacuum Pressure(Hg)

100

30 min.

15 min.

720

175

45 min.

5 min.

600

375

120 min.

3 min.

500

475

60 min.

1.30 min.

400

Remarks

Nitrogen Refilling

5

Heating

700

2 hr 30 min.

6

Soaking

700

4 hr 30 min.

7

Control
cooling

600

15 hr

8

Atmospheric
cooling

580

1 hr 30 min.

Bell out

9

Material Out

250

1 hr

Material at normal temp.

Decarburization phase
Recrystalization

Not applicable

TABLE First cycle of annealing under bell furnace on HC 71\75

Steps

Phase

Temperature
of
furnace(°C)

Time
Taken

Soaking
time

Time of
Operation

Vacuum
Pressure (-Hg)

Remarks

1

Heating &
Soaking

200

1 hr
30
min.

15 min.

xx

xx

Steam generation

2

Vacuum

200

xx

15 min.

720

xx

30 min.

3

Vacuum &
Heating

375

1 hr
45
min.

4

Heating &
Soaking

450

1 hr

5

Vacuum

450

xx

7

Vacuum &
Heating
Heating

8

Heating

650

9

Soaking

700

6

997

475
550

10
min.
1 hr
45
min.
2 hr
30
min.

Nitrogen Refilling & steam
out
5 min.

600

xx

xx

1.30 min.

500

1 min.

450

30 sec.

450

5 min.

450

xx

xx

xx

4 hr 30
min.
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10

Control cooling

600

11

Atmospheric
cooling

550

12

Material Out

250

15 hr
1 hr
30
min.

xx

1 hr

xx

xx

Recrystalization

xx

xx

Bell out

xx

xx

Material at normal temp.

TABLE Second cycle of annealing under bell furnace on HC 71\75

7 RESULTS
7.1 DECARB RESULTS OF ANNEALED MATERIAL SAMPLES;In this consequence we have found out that results that were received against the cycle 1 are decarbed and are failed but after
certain changes in the cycle of bell furnace we exhausted steam and save the metal wire rod from decarburization(cycle 2) their
respective results are shown in the following table given below:-

Serial
no.

Decarb (microns)
Size

Grade
Raw
Material

Annealed

Remarks

Operation of Cycle

1

5.50MM

HC 71\75

7.5

10.75

Satisfactory

Cycle 2

2

7.00MM

HC 71\75

78.06

FAILED

Cycle 1

3

8.00MM

9.836
7.377

4

20.00MM

HC 71\75
18.57
Satisfactory
19MNB4M
10.13
26.7
Satisfactory
HC
Decarb results of Comparison of annealed material samples.

Cycle 2
xx

7.2 RESULTS OF HARDNESS:Hardness
Annealed Material
89 HRB

Serial
no.

Size

Grade

1

5.50MM

HC 71\75

Raw Material
103 HRB

2

7.00MM

HC 71\75

105 HRB

78 HRB

3

8.00MM

HC 71\75

104 HRB

80 HRB

4

20.00MM

19MNB4M HC

112 HRB

73 HRB

Comparison of results of hardness of high carbon steel.

7.3 RESULTS OF TENSILE STRENGTH:-

UTS
Serial no.

Size

Grade

1

5.50MM

HC 71\75

2

7.00MM

HC 71\75

3
4

8.00MM
20.00MM

HC 71\75
19MNB4M HC

Raw Material
891 MPa
920 MPa
922 MPa
932 MPa

Comparison of results of tensile strength of high carbon steel .
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100
80
60

Decarb (microns) Raw Material

40

Decarb (microns) Annealed

20
0
5.50MM

7.00MM

8.00MM

20.00MM
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9. CONCLUSION
From the present studies on "Mechanical and Metallurgical properties of high carbon samples" the following conclusion have been
found.
1.

The mechanical and Metallurgical properties of high carbon steels strongly decreases by the annealing process at 700ºC
temperature.

2.

The annealing process done on the bell type furnace operated electrically decreases the hardness of the high carbon steel wire
rod.

3. The process done in the bell type furnace decreases the tensile strength of the high carbon steel wire rod..
4. The annealing process done on the bell type furnace operated electrically releases the stresses that are formed during casting of
the high carbon steel wire rod.
5. The process done on the bell type furnace decreases strain caused by case hardening facilitates recrystallization and grain
growth of the high carbon steels.
6. The annealing process returns the ductility of the wire rod as that can be used for further several operations.
As in the future scope regarding this case study certain parameters are left in this study because this study is totally
depends on the problem hat was occurred in the K.D.K Plant (UNBRAKO). So, therefore case study was taken to resolve the problem
only and the tests that were performed also considered relative to the various manufacturing operations such as for further drawing,
coiling in coiling machine and for spring washer .This problem causes short length in coiling machine as lack of production hence that
scenario can also be elaborated but taken for further scope.
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Abstract- The urban water distributing systems are suffering huge quantity of water loss while distributing water through pipe
network. The water production and consumption data required to evaluate water loss but unfortunately this data were not available
with the local bodies in developing cities. This paper review a method developed for measuring water loss under such condition where
meters were not available to measure volume of water at every point in a distribution system. The water balance table developed by
IWA/AWWA is used to identify the point of entry and exit of water throughout the distribution system for analysis water loss.
The water supply through municipal corporations of Ahmednagar was selected to execute proposed methodology. Random field
survey was carried out to collect required data and it was consist of actual field measurement and physical inspection. Personal
interview for daily consumption was used to evaluate water quantity. The collected data will make possible to evaluate water loss in
the city and allowing for planning and actions that must be programmed to prevent additional water and revenue losses.

Keywords- Water losses, Efficiency of water distribution network, Field survey.
INTRODUCTION

Water loss is major problem of water distribution system and it is even more challenging in upcoming days as water demand
increasing due to rapid urbanization, development, climate change and change in lifestyle and the water resources are limited. The
efficient water management is very important as we know that water cannot be created. The efficiency of water distribution system in
urban areas was affected due to high water loss. Water loss varies from 3% to 70% from developed countries to developing countries.
As per World Bank study annually more than 32 billion m3 treated water lost in distribution network, 16 billion m 3 delivered but not
invoice because of theft. The loss of treated water in the distribution network results in direct loss of revenue for water supply agency.
Potable water supply in urban areas were operated and managed by mainly Municipal Corporation. Most of the municipal water
distribution network build ago and suffering huge water loss in it. As a result they were failing to fulfill current need of water demand
of the city.
The Ahmednagar water distribution systems were built in 70‘s and currently in need to analysis and evaluation of water loss. As raw
water resource is far away from city 35 km, the available water management and distribution is more important. Drinking water
demand of Ahmednagar city is not fulfill, also the available infrastructure and resources are limited. In all water distribution network
water losses occur in various elements but their quantity varies and broadly depends on the physical characteristics of pipe network,
operation and maintenance of system, level of technology used by experts to evaluate and control losses.
Evaluating and quantifying water loss is very important need if considering present water coverage in Ahmednagar city. Quantity of
water losses are subjected to variation and complex work to evaluate and quantify. In order to evaluate water loss the entire city were
divided into different zones and actual daily consumption, onsite discharge measurement at consumer end were recorded and used.
The overall water demand consists of residential, commercial, industrial, public water use and unaccounted water loss and leakage. All
components generate revenue to water utility except water loss and leakage which are major source of revenue loss. The evaluation of
water loss and reducing water loss and leakage is an attractive solution for minimizing revenue loss.

LITERATURE REVIEW
According to World Bank study about 48 billion cubic meters of water is lost annually from water distribution system, costing water
utilities approximately US 14 billion per year around the world (kingdom el at 2006). The quantity of water loss or non revenue water
is a measure of the operational efficiency of a water distribution system (wallance 1987), and high level of NRW are indicative of poor
governance (McIntosh 2003) and poor physical condition of the water distribution system (Male et ai. 1985).
Magnitude of water loss is greatly varies from city to city or from one area to another. Water loss is a problem experienced in all water
distribution systems. The first and foremost cause of water loss is leakage. Water put to inappropriate or excessive uses may also be
considered as loss. Water that is unaccounted for because of measurement errors, including inaccurate meters, forgotten users, and
unmeasured uses, are also some of the causes for water losses. Unaccounted for water is one of the commonly used methods for
evaluating the water loss that is usually defined differently by different writers.
There is no universally applied or accepted definition of unaccounted for water as Unaccounted for water is the difference between the
water supplied to a distribution system and water that leaves the system through its intended use (Richard G. et al. 2000)
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The amount of water lost in a distribution system can be quantified by conducting a water balance. There are two main water balance
methodologies used for quantifying the volume of water losses:
[A] The IWA/AWWA standardizes water balance methodology (Alegre et al. 2006; AWWA 2009).
[B] The UK water balance methodology (Farley and Trow 2003; Lambert 1994). These water balance methodologies evolved from
earlier works in the United States by Male et al. 1985 and the water Research Foundation (Wallance 1987).
The water balance is an effective tool for systematic accounting of water supply and consumption. The United Kingdom water balance
differs from the IWA/AWWA methodology mainly in terminology used, for example, the term ―apparent losses‖ is not used in the UK
methodology, which focuses mainly on leakage computation. In addition, the UK methodology consider meter under registration as
part of revenue water, thereby under declaring NRW (Mutikanga et al. 2011).
Although water loss occurs in all distribution system, in many water networks losses are even larger than 30 to 40 %, attributable to
aging, deterioration of system components such as pipes and valves and incorrect management.(Nicola Fontana 2012).
Evaluations of water losses based on two major components of uncontrolled water in water distribution network are physical losses in
mains and service connections and the volume of water consumed. (By Almandoz al 2005)
The literature review was focusing on the water losses in a distribution system, cause of water losses, the consequence of water loss,
methods of evaluating water loss, etc.
METHODOLOGY

As the Ahmednagar water distribution system were in working since 70‘s the existing pipe network data were not available with the
authority. For execution, it is necessary to generate primary data through field survey. Checklist was prepared to collect data in
systematic format. The checklist consists of two kinds of information namely, Preliminary and Observations & Measurements. The
treated water flow at consumer end was measured using simple 5 liter capacity of drum. The time required to fill the drum was
measured and the rate of flow was calculated in liters/min. considering total time of water supply, volume of water received at
consumer end was calculated. In this paper a key resource used to evaluate water loss is water balance method which was developed
by Standard Component of Water Balance for Transmission or Distribution System (IWA 2001).
Table 1: Water Balance Table

SURVEY
Random field survey was used to collect data. Six samples were collected in each zone to provide a practical means of enabling the
data collection and processing components of research to be carried out. The six samples were collected in six zones in month of
February 2015. The samples were labeled namely, A, B, C, D, E, F. The location of sample was decided where the entire family used
treated tap water supplied from the Ahmednagar Municipal Corporation and there is no alternate source of water. The location was
selected random with reference to the source of supply from reservoirs.

DATA COLLECTION
The collected data were tabulated in systematic format with all necessary calculation.
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A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F

22
17
26
18
30
17
16
17
16
23
21
17
10
18
19
20
28
25
21
12
10
17
24
16
15
21
11
17
18
10
20
22
30
16
33
39

54
60
60
43
47
48
50
40
35
50
48
45
90
40
75
40
55
35
35
80
85
34
38
32
30
43
90
47
36
82
50
46
34
60
35
40

1187
992
1536
762
1400
808
778
698
560
1155
991
743
940
732
1395
784
1526
860
742
932
858
564
912
509
438
922
1018
795
632
827
1018
991
1006
952
1166
1571

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
4
2
2
3
3
4
4
2
3
2
2
3
4
2
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2

593
496
768
381
700
404
389
349
280
578
496
372
235
366
349
392
763
287
247
233
214
282
304
254
219
307
254
398
316
207
509
496
503
476
583
786

6
5
8
4
7
4
6
5
4
8
7
5
5
6
4
4
7
5
6
5
4
7
5
8
3
6
4
7
5
4
6
5
6
5
7
8

Water use
(Lcpd)

No. of users

Water at
consumer
end (Liters)

Frequency in
(Days)

Quantity of
water
(Liters)

Duration of
Supply
(Min)

Discharge
(Liter/Min)

Samples

Zone No.
Zone I
Zone II
Zone III
Zone IV
Zone V

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Zone VI

Sr. No.

Table 1: Samples collected in February 2015 month

99
99
96
95
100
101
65
70
70
72
71
74
47
61
87
98
109
57
41
47
54
40
61
32
73
51
64
57
63
52
85
99
84
95
83
98

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The collected data samples were analyse using the parameters like rate of discharge, duration of supply per capita consumption and
demand & supply difference.
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Dicharge in liter/min

Rate of Discharge - February 2015
40

Sample-F

35

Sample-A

30

Sample-B

25

Sample-C

20

Sample-D

15

Sample-E

10
ZONE I ZONE II ZONE IIIZONE IV ZONE V ZONE VI
Zone Number
Figure 1 showing graphical representation of rate of discharge.
In the month of February at sample station F in Zone-VI found highest rate more than 35 liters/ min. The lowest rate of discharge at
consumer end was observed at sample station C in Zone IV, sample station C in Zone V and Sample station A in Zone III. The highest
variation of rate of discharge was observed in Zone VI. The rate of discharge was found considerable constant in the range of 15 to 25
liters/ minute in Zone II. From the above discussion we can conclude that the rate of discharge in the city varies from place to place.
Low rate shows high pressure head loss in the distribution pipe network.

Time in minute

Duration of Water Supply - February 2015
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Sample-F
Sample-A
Sample-B
Sample-C
Sample-D
Sample-E
ZONE I ZONE II ZONE ZONE ZONE V ZONE
III
IV
VI
Zone Number
Figure 2 showing graphical representation of duration of water supply

The highest duration of water supply in the city was observed 85 & 90 minutes in Zone III at sample station A. The lowest duration of water
supply in the city were observed in Zone V at sample station A 30 minutes. The moderate rate of duration of supply was observed in Zone I
and Zone VI. From the above discussion we can conclude that, the duration of water supply in the entire city found very low as compared
with the developing cities in India. This may not sufficient to fulfill current demand of the city.
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Figure 3 showing graphical representation of actual maximum daily consumption of water in each
From the analysis of random field survey great variation was observed among the consumption data of the samples located in newly
developed area in Zone I and old city area in all of the rest Zones. The highest rate of consumption was found in Zone I (109 lcpd) while the
lower consumption was found in Zone IV (32 lcpd).

Figure 4 showing graphical representation of demand and supply difference
The highest difference in demand & supply were observed in Zone IV and Zone V where supply rate were in the range of 30 lcpd to 70 lcpd.
There were considerable difference in demand and supply was observed among all six Zones. From the above analysis we can conclude that
the available treated water was not reached to consumer in full volume due to high water loss in distribution pipe network.
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WATER LOSS
The water loss in each zone was calculated using the actual average daily consumption of water and population data. The volumes of water
supplied through reservoirs were compared with the actual consumption. Water loss is expressed in terms of percentage of net volume of
water production and calculated using the following equation
(Total water production – total water consumption) X 100
Total Water loss = --------------------------------------------------------------------Total water production
Table 3 Water losses in each zone

Zone

Population

1

27491

2

Daily

Outflow

Inflow

Water Loss

%Water Loss

98

2.69

4.5

1.81

40.13

28583

70

2.00

4.5

2.50

55.54

3

25322

77

1.95

4.5

2.55

56.67

4

29394

46

1.35

4.5

3.15

69.95

5

9494

60

0.57

1.0

0.43

43.04

6

8594

91

0.78

1.0

0.22

21.79

9.35

20.0

10.65

AVG = 53.26%

Consumption

Total

WhereZone = Zones of city
Population = Population covered in each zones in Nos.
Daily consumption = Daily water consumption in Lcpd.
Outflow = outflow in MLD
Inflow = Inflow in MLD
Water Loss = Water loss in MLD
The percentage of water loss according to this methodology given below- (10.65/20.0) X 100 = 53.26 %.
The average water loss found in six Zones was 53.26 % from the above calculation. The highest water loss was observed in Zone IV
(69.95%) where lowest water loss was observed in Zone VI (21.79%). The red colors used to show highest water loss, yellow showing
moderate water loss and green color shows low water loss compared to other Zones.

80
69.95

70
55.54

% Water Loss

60

56.67

50

43.04

40.13
40
30

21.79

20
10
0
Zone-I

Zone-II

Zone-III

Zone-IV

Zone-V

Figure 5 showing graphical representation percentage water losses in six zones
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CONCLUSION
From the above observation and discussion it was concluded that the rate of discharge in the city varies from place to place. Low rate of
discharge shows high pressure head loss is in the distribution pipe network. It may be due to longer distance of travelling of water in pipe
interconnecting network. This data will be useful to do further researcher work to analysis water distribution system of Ahmednagar city.
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Abstract— Face detection is the first basic component of any face processing system. In the last few years, Researchers have shown
keen interest in this active research area such as Face Detection and recognition system. Face recognition system is used to recognize
person by employing only the image. Face detection technique is used to detect human face and extract the region of interest. The next
step is to process the region of interest by using face recognition techniques. This paper presents a brief review of the techniques used
for face detection and recognitions.

Keywords— Face Detection, Face Recognition, Artificial Neutral Network (ANN), Viola-Jones algorithm, Skin color model.,F.D.R.

INTRODUCTION
In this age of information Technology, there is a growing need to keep the Secrecy and security of information. Many cases of identity
thefts have been reported in banks and computers. Uses of PIN, Keys, and Passwords have often failed to check frauds. To beef up
security of information, a new technology ―Biometrics‖ has come up [1]. This technology uses methods to recognize each unique
human being based on some physical or behavioral features. Face Recognition is the emerged and fastest biometric technology. Face
Recognition can solve this problem because each face has unique characteristics of person.
Face Matching is the most significant and difficult process in face recognition. Face matching is crucial to achieve powerful face
matching under different conditions such as lighting variation, face expression variation and angle variations etc. to match facial
database.[2]
I: GENERAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FACE RECOGNITION
There are three steps to apply procedure of face detection and recognition of system.

Original Images

Face Detection

Features Extraction

Face Recognition
Figure 1: Face Recognition of System.
This figure is divided into three rectangular boxes Face Detection, Features Extraction and Face Recognition.
The main Purpose/Task of Face Detection Box is to find
(1). Whether human faces appear in a user input images
(2) where these faces are located at. [3]
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The Second step of this System is features Extraction in which Facial features are extracted Such as skin color of person, eye‘s color
of person, size of the nose(height, width), gaps between the two eyes , size of the lips, measures gap between the nose and the lips
and width of chins.[3]
The next and third step of this process is Face Recognition Box. Face recognition can be done by comparing extracted features from
given input image to facial database Extracted Feature by Artificial Neutral network (ANN) or Holistic method.

II. Face Detection Techniques
There are several face detection techniques available now-a-days. The novel face detection techniques are based upon scene
recognition, color recognition, appearance based models, etc. The following are the details of the face detection techniques available
to us:

II.1 Detecting faces in the images with mono-color (controlled) background:
To find the face in the controlled background is always the easiest method. Such method utilizes the color or appearance based
filtering in order to recognize the face area. Such mono-color image does not contain any background noise which becomes the
overburdened process to recognize the face region. In this type of detection, the edge marking and edge based extraction becomes the
most popular process to be used with.

II.2 Detecting faces by color:
In the colored image, the face detection can also be performed on the basis of color. The skin color model can be used to fetch the face
region from the image. There are several color spaces available, and for each color space there is different range defined for the face
region detection. The color based detection follows the following points in general:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Explanation of basic color extraction for face detection
Face detection(F.D) in color images
F.D in color images using PCA[4]
F.D.R in color images with a complex background
Computer Vision and Human Skin Color

II.3 Finding faces by motion:
In the case of video capturing, the face detection process must evaluate the video frames individually and in the correlation model in
order to know the face region. The motion based face detection process becomes complex because there is the need to continuous
frame extraction and frame evaluation by using a few image processing techniques in order to detect the face region. This means the
face region detection algorithm in the motion (video) must be as quickest as possible in order to minimize the delay. The following are
the essential steps required to detect the face in motion:
1.
2.

Explanation of basic motion detection for face finding
Person eyes are simultaneously blinking. Blink detection can be used to search and normalize faces[4]

II.4 Hybrid Algorithms
The combination of several good approaches can create the robust combination for face detection. The combination of the techniques
is generally composed in the layered approach models, where one technique passes its output to other for further evaluation. The next
level algorithm finally returns the final result about the face region.
1.
2.
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II.5 Skin color model for Face Detection
Skin color model is used for to detect skin region of various images. Skin model have been divided into 3 model such as RGB color
space, YCbCr color model, HSV color model.[12]
1. RGB color space:
This color model has all colors which can be got by using three primary colors namely Red, Blue, Green. It is in the form of
a three dimensional cube with three primary colors.[5] Majority of computer graphics make use of this. Because this color model is
light sensitive and the three colors being strongly correlated, this color model is found wanting in many image processing
algorithms.[12]
In this color space, skin color is detected based on the following conditions:
(1) For uniform daylight illumination:
R>95 , G>40 , B> 20 ,R>G and R>B .[5]
(2)Under flashlight or daylight called lateral illumination:
R>20 , G>210 , B>170, |R-G|<15 , R>G and

G>B. [5]

(2) YCbCr color space:
Digital video information is mainly represented by Ycbcr color space. In this color model, a color is represented by
brightness as well as two color difference signals.Y is the brightness component. It is computed as the weighted sum of value of RGB.
Cb is computed by subtracting a reference value from the red component.[5] .Likewise Cr is computed by subtracting a reference
value from the red component.[5]
"rgb2ycbcr‖ and ―ycbcr2rgb‖ are MATLAB function for the transformation used during implementation [5].
(3) HSV Color Space:
The HSV color space is founded on three color components. The color defineing component is H, the hue component. The
Second component is called the saturation component S and it defines how pure the color is. The third component is Value component
V which specifies intensity. This color space is a three dimensional hexacone. The values of H vary from 0 to 1 on a circular scale.
The values of S also vary from 0 to1.100% color purity is represented by 1. Likewise values of V change from 0 to 1 .
.rgb2hsv‖ and ―hsv2rgb‖ are MATLAB function for the transformation used during implementation.

II.6 Viola & Jones - Face Detection
The revolution in face detection came with Viloa & Jones in 2001. This algorithm is implemented in OpenCV. This algorithm has four
stages:
a. Harr Features selection.
b. Creating integral Image.
c. Adaboost Training algorithm.
d. Cascaded classifies.[courtesy: Wikipedia.org]
By the use of a cascade of ―weak Classifiers‖, and simple Haar features splendid results can be obtained. Now a days, this algorithm is
mainly used. There are a number of reasons for using features instead of the pixels directly. The first reason is that features can act to
encode ad-hoc domain knowledge which is not easy to learn with a limited quantity of training data. The second reason is that features
based system operates at a much faster speed. To be more specific three types of features are used. The difference between the sum of
pixels in the shaded rectangle and sum of pixels in the unshaded rectangle is the value of two rectanglefeature.(figure (a)(,b))
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(a)
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 2: Feature types of Viola and Jones
The difference between the sum of pixels in the central rectangle and the sum of pixels within two shaded rectangles is the value of a
three rectangle feature (figure(c)). The value of four – rectangles feature is computed by the difference between diagonal pairs of
rectangles (figure (d)).
III. FACE RECOGNITION AND IMAGE RETREIVAL TECHNIQUES
With exception of identical twins, the chances of having two persons with exactly similar faces are very remote. Therefore a person‘s
face can be used in the biometric identity based systems. It can be used in conjunction with the Pin or smart card.
The extant face recognition algorithms use several types of face recognition methods. Some of these are knowledge –based,
appearance based, feature invariant, template based methods [7][8][10]
1. Knowledge based methods:
Knowledge based methods describe a given face on the basis of rules .But these rules at times not clearly defined.[8]
2. Appearances based methods:
Appearances based methods make use of many examples of images of faces as well as facial features.[8][10]
3. Features invariant method:
Features invariant method uses features like nose , mouth, eyes lips, skin color to detect a face .But these features can get
corrupted by pose , illumination etc.[7]
4. Template matching method:
In template matching methods the input images are compared with the standard patterns of a face However variation of shape
or pose offer problem and are difficult to deal with. Template matching is a technique for searching small portions of an image which
match a template image.[10] It is used to find the more accurate faces in case of face recognition. There are many cross correlation
methods used for the template matching.

III.1 Feature based Recognition
In feature based like eye, nose month are extracted. Therefore the geometrical relationship existing in these is computed.
Then the standard pattern recognition techniques are used to compare faces.[8][9]

III.2. Holistic Approach
Holistic Approach endeavors to recognize faces using descriptions based on the whole image rather than on local features.[9]
Its two subdivisions are statistical approach and AI approach.
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III.2.1 Statistical
In Statistical approach, a 2D array of intensity values represents the face the input face is compared with the images in the
database and recognized.[8]

III2.2 AI approach:
AI approach makes use of machine learning techniques and neural networks for face recognition.[8]

III.3 Hybrids methods:
In this of face recognition Systems both the features based methods and holistic methods are used .in hybrids methods are
used. In hybrids methods 3-D images are normally used. The face is captured by scanning a photograph Then its location and size are
determined .A template is made and then converted into a code. Lastly the received data is compared with database.[9]
III.4Other techniques (PCA, LDA, MPCA):
4.1. Principal component Analysis (PCA):
It involves a mathematical Procedure variables are changed into uncorrelated ones. These are called Principal components.
Orthogonal transformation relates these components to original variables.[7][11]
4.2. Multi-linear Principal component Analysis (MPCA :)
Multi-linear Principal component Analysis is a modification of PCA. It uses multi-linear algebra. While PCA uses only one
vector, in MPCA a no of transformation vectors are used.[7]
4.3. Linear Discriminants Analysis (LDA):
Linear Discriminants Analysis helps in evaluating the importance of varied facial features in relation to their discriminant
power. [7][11]

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper explains various techniques of face detection and recognition at various conditions such as angle variation, face
expression, position, and various lighting conditions. This paper also describes hybrid method of face detection and recognition. In
future, a new hybrid algorithm can be developed using existing techniques of detection and face recognition.
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Abstract— During the transmission of data over channel, the data gets affected by the noise, which leads in reducing the effectiveness
of system. To obtain the effective output, error detection and correction technique is achieved using error control codes providing
Forward Error Correction technique which plays an important role in wireless networking facilitating the effective communication,
thereby limiting the noise. The paper illustrates the convolution encoding with the decoding based on Viterbi algorithm. The
performance of the code is analysed in terms of Bit Error Rate in comparison with the un-coded data. The complexity of the decoder
increases with the increase in constraint length. The simulation was performed using BPSK modulation scheme in symmetric Additive
White Gaussian Noise channel in MATLAB.

Keywords— Convolution Encoder, Viterbi Decoder, Forward Error Correction (FEC), AWGN and BPSK, Bit Error Rate (BER).
INTRODUCTION
The communication plays an important role in the phenomenal growth of World Wide Web [1]. During the transmission of data
from one end to another, the data gets corrupted due to the occurrence of noise or interferences in the transmission channel. Hence, the
error control becomes necessary for the effective output at the receiver end. Channel coding is a technique involving detection and
correction of errors, resulting in reduction of noise in the channel. Forward Error Correction (FEC) is the error correcting scheme
which automatically detects and corrects errors by adding redundant bits to the message signal, thereby increasing the bandwidth of
signal.
The two main forms of FEC techniques are, Block Codes and Convolutional Codes [2]. The input in form of binary are fed into the
modulator which maps it into the desired digital modulation waveform. Further, the waveform passes through the channel where the
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is added to it. The presence of AWGN corrupts the data which results in noisy signal. The
decoding scheme detects and corrects the errors in it.
The block codes are applied only to the blocks of data which corrects burst of errors, whereas the convolutional codes can be
applied to continuous data streams as well as to the blocks of data which corrects random errors [3]. The output of convolutional
encoder depends on present and the previous output. With the increase in number of memories of convolutional encoder, the
complexity of the device increases leading to the increase in computation [4].
The performance criterion during the digital data transmission is determined by Bit Error Rate (BER), i.e. Number of error bits/
total transmitted bits. The relation between the signal and noise is explained by Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), i.e. signal power/ noise
power, which is inversely proportional to BER.
This brief is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the theoretical background of the considered code. Based on the proposed
method section 3 demonstrate the simulation and result synthesis based on un-coded and coded soft decision decoding. Finally, we
conclude the brief in section 4.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Convolutional codes
The convolution codes deals with the random errors. It is a forward error correction technique which involves the addition of
redundant bits which determines the generated error due to the presence of noise in the channel. The three parameters defined in
convolutional codes are, n, k, and m. The ‗n‘ is the coded sequence bits obtained after encoding, ‗k‘ is the information bits, and m is
the memory elements used. The information bit ‗k‘ is the continuous stream of data [5]. The code can also be specified by (n, k, L)
parameter, where L (constraint length) is, L= k(m-1). The decoding in convolution codes is done in two methods, hard decision
decoding as well as soft decision decoding.
1) Convolution Encoder: The length of constraint in the convolutional encoder is fixed. Each of the input bit enter the shift register.
At each input, the bit is shifted into the left most stage and the bits existing previously, are shifted one position towards right. The
process continues until the data arrives at the input of the encoder. The outputs are obtained by module-2 adders which are used with
the shift registers. The bandwidth efficiency of the code is measured in terms of code rate, i.e. the no. of input bits (k) / no. of output
bits (n). The value of k and n, ranges between 1 to 8, and m from 2 to 10. For resetting the registers, zero bits are appended in the
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message. The code rate may fall below k/n, as the added bits do not contain any information into it. The most essential parameter of
the encoder is generator polynomial. The generator polynomial for convolutional codes is determined by making the selection of bits
in memory registers which are to be added, so as to generate the output bits for the output bit.
The convolution‘s encoding circuit is sequential; therefore its operation can be described with the help of state diagram as the state
of encoder itself is defined as the shift register content of itself. The three alternative methods used for describing convolutional code
are Tree diagram, Trellis diagram and State diagram.
For the construction of convolutional encoders, m boxes representing memory elements are drawn and then connected with the
module-2 adders, which represents n output bits. The memory registers and module-2 adder connections are made using the bits which
specify the generator polynomial [6].
2) Convolutional Decoder: This algorithm was devised and analysed by Viterbi [7]. In this algorithm maximum likelihood
decoding is performed which is defined as process which decreases the computational load. It does so by taking the average of a
particular structure in the code trellis. This advantage of this algorithm over brute-force decoding is that the complexity is not defined
in terms of the number of symbols in the encoded sequence [8].
The resemblance between the received symbol and transmitted symbol is measured by hamming distance and the paths which are
not suitable for maximum likelihood are rejected by this algorithm. If there is more than one path that emerges from the one particular
state, then the state having the lowest path metric is selected and this path is called the surviving path [9]. Thus, for every state this
process of selecting the surviving path is done. By this way, the decoder proceeds deeper into the trellis, assembling results by
rejecting the paths having high metric. This early elimination of the paths with high metrics minimizes the complexity of decoder.
The decoding algorithm uses two metrics, the branch metric (BM) and path metric (PM). Via branch metric we measure the
―distance‖ between transmitted and received data, and in trellis it is defined for each arc [10]. In hard decision decoding, decoding of
received bit sequence is performed. Whereas, the process in which the voltage samples are decoded directly before they are digitized,
is known as soft decision decoding. In hard decision decoding, the Hamming distance between expected parity bits and received ones
is the branch metric.
The path metric value is a value which is associated with a state in trellis, means a value associated with each node. In case of hard
decision decoding, it corresponds in trellis, hamming distance over the most likely path from initial state to the current state. Whereas
the ‗Most Likely‘ corresponds to the path which has smallest Hamming distance between initial and current state which between the
two states, is measured over all the paths which are possible. The path which has smallest Hamming distance minimizes total number
of bit errors, and is most likely when bit error rate is low. In Viterbi algorithm, key insight is that the receiver is able to compute the
path metric for a (state, time) pair which is incrementally using path metrics of the previously computed states and branch metrics.
When whole of the input sequence is processed, the decoder selects a path which has the minimum metric and then output it as the
result of decoding.
SIMULATION AND RESULT SYNTHESIS
The paper presents the Convolutional coding and Viterbi decoding, along with binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation. A
Convolution encoder with (2, 1, 5) parameter is used. Where 2 is the length of message, 1 is the information bit, and 5 is the Length of
Constraint. The performance of the code is analysed in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER). The performance of convolutional code is
evaluated with respect to the un-coded data. The coding rate for convolutional code is considered as ½.
Figure 1 shows the BER plot for the un-coded data when the number of bits were 1000. The figure shows that the un-coded data
provides the BER of 0.08 for 0 dB SNR value. Figure 2 shows the BER plot for the convolutional codes for the same value of SNR,
the BER was found to is 0.03. The performance of un-coded data is poor in comparison to the convolutionally coded data. The error
correcting capability of the code improves with the increase in the number of bits, keeping the constraint length same. Figure 3 shows
the BER performance for un-coded data, when the number of bits was increased to 10,000 and figure 4 shows the convolutionally
decoded result for the same number of bits. As shown in figure 4, the performance of convolutionally decoded data improves when the
bits were increased from 1000 to 10,000. More will be the generator polynomials in the code, lesser will be the Bit Error Rate,
resulting in improvement in error correction.
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Bit Error Rate Performance of BPSK in AWGN channel without Convolution code (N=1000)
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Fig.1. Bit Error Rate Performance for Un-coded Data (N=1000).

Bit Error Rate Performance of BPSK in AWGN channel with Convolution code (N=1000)
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Bit Error Rate Performance of BPSK in AWGN channel without Convolution code (N=10000)
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Fig.3. Bit Error Rate Performance for Un-Coded Data (N=10,000).
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CONCLUSION
With the evolvement of hard decision decoding, the convolutional code with increased bits performs in a far better manner in
comparison to un-coded data. Along with the increased data bits, code rate must be less, as the code rate is the ratio of information bits
to the data bits.
Via this paper we present the deep and clear understanding of convolutional codes with hard decision decoding making them
simpler and easier to implement. The simulation showed that the convolution code performs far better than un-coded data with
increased number of bits. The BER performance degrades with the increases in code rate. So, it‘s better to consider coding rate as
small as possible [12].
The present work can be further extended by finding results for hard as well as soft decision decoding and hardware
implementation of them using FPGA.
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A High-Performance Single-Phase Bridgeless Interleaved PFC Converter
with Over - Current Protection
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Abstract- In AC to DC conversion boost converter is a key element. Conventional power factor corrected boost converter used for the
purpose of AC to DC conversion have disadvantages like low power factor and high value of total harmonic distortion. These
disadvantages can be eliminated in Bridgeless Interleaved power factor corrected boost converter. Self-commutating devices are used
in these converters for the purpose of switching according to load rating. A protection circuit is provided which will isolate the
converter from supply when current in load goes above the rated value of load current. When the load varies, the output voltage is
maintained constant by providing the closed loop control. The Comparison Study between different topology can be find out to ensure
BLIL topology‘s merits. The simulation of BLIL converter is done using MATLAB. The protection circuit of BLIL converter is
simulated using MATLAB and The closed loop implementation of BLIL inoder to stabilize the output voltage with low ripples in the
output.

Keywords-Uninterrupted Power Supplies(UPS),Battery energy storage systems(BESS), Bridgeless interleaved ( BLIL),Adjustable
Speed Drives(ASD), Power Factor Correction(PFC) ,Bridgeless Converters , Boost conveters

INTRODUCTION
AC-DC conversion of electric power is widely used in adjustable-speed drives (ASDs),switch-mode power supplies (SMPSs),
uninterrupted power supplies (UPSs), and utility interface with nonconventional energy sources such as solar PV, battery energy
storage systems (BESSs), in process technology such as electroplating, welding units, battery charging for electric vehicles, and power
supplies for telecommunication systems, measurement and test equipment. There are different types of AC-DC converters such as
conventional boost converter, bridgeless boost converter and interleaved boost converter are common AC-DC PFC topologies. These
AC-DC converters involve a number of non-linear devices which reduce the system power factor and introduce harmonics in the
power system leading to adverse effects. Hence it is essential to use a suitable power factor correction technique to condition the
supply current. One such Active Power Factor corrected AC-DC Converter topology is Bridgeless Interleaved Boost Topology, which
results in an improved supply power factor and reduced line current harmonics. Bridgeless Interleaved Boost Topology can also
improve efficiency due to the elimination of the boost diode rectifier bridge. The conventional boost converter, bridgeless boost
converter and interleaved boost converter are common AC- DC converters.
The conventional boost topology is the most popular topology for PFC applications. With this topology, the output capacitor ripple
current is very high and as the power level increases, the diode bridge losses significantly degrade the efficiency. The bridgeless boost
converter is good for a low to medium power range, up to approximately 1 kW [2]. It is an attractive solution for applications at power
levels greater than 1 kW. This topology solves the problem of heat management in the input rectifier diode bridge, but it introduces
increased EMI [7]. Another disadvantage of this topology is the floating input line with respect to the PFC stage ground, which makes
it impossible to sense the input voltage without a low frequency transformer or an optical coupler. Also, in order to sense the input
current, complex circuitry is needed to sense the current in the MOSFET and diode paths separately, since the current path does not
share the same ground during each half-line cycle. The interleaved boost converter, consists of two boost converters in parallel so the
input current is the sum of the two inductor currents in LB1 and LB2. Interleaving yields several advantages. The ripple currents in
these inductors are out of phase, so they tend to cancel each other therefore reduce the high frequency input ripple current caused by
the switching action, so the input EMI filter can be smaller. Additionally, the topology also inherently has the advantage of paralleling
semiconductors to reduce conduction losses [7]. Finally, interleaving also reduces output capacitor high frequency ripple. One
significant drawback of the interleaved boost PFC converter is that similar to the boost PFC converter, it retains the problem of heat
management in the input diode bridge. In order to achieves high efficiency and low EMI bridgeless interleaved (BLIL) topology is
used[1]. BLIL topology can achieve high efficiency at power levels above 3 kW due to the elimination of the boost diode Rectifier
Bridge and low EMI due to interleaving [3].
In this paper, BLIL topology is simulated for different duty ratio to understand the comparison between PFC correction levels that
happens in a circuit. This converter retains the same semiconductor device count as the interleaved boost PFC converter but the merits
are on higher side than the conventional converters. BLIL topology is protected by using a control switch for permanent isolation and
non-permanent isolation. This model significantly improves the reliability of the circuit even the extra switching causes losses but
making it closed loop control the output voltage and reduction in ripple in the output voltage.
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MODELING OF BLIL CONVERTER
Introduction
This converter retains the same semiconductor device count as the interleaved boost PFC converter. In comparison, it requires two
additional MOSFETs and two fast diodes in place of four slow diodes used in the input bridge of the interleaved boost PFC
converter. Circuit operation has been separated into the positive and negative half cycles.

Figure 2.1: The BLIL Converter

During the positive half cycle, when the ac input voltage is positive, Q1/Q2 turn on and current flows through L1 and Q1 and
continues through Q2 (and partially its body diode) and then L2, returning to the line while storing energy in L1 and L2. When Q1/Q2
turn off, energy stored in L1 and L2 is released as current flows through D1, through the load and returns through the body diode of
Q2 back to the input mains. With interleaving, the same mode happens for Q3/Q4, but with a 180◦ phase delay. The operation for this
mode is Q3/Q4 on, storing energy in L3/L4 through the path L3-Q3-Q4-L4 back to the input. When Q3/Q4 turn off, energy is released
through D3 to the load and returning through the body diode of Q4 back to the input mains.
During the negative half cycle, when the ac input voltage is negative, Q1/Q2 turn on and current flows through L2 and Q2 and
continues through Q1 (and partially its body diode) and then L1, returning to the line while storing energy in L2 and L1. When Q1/Q2
turn off, energy stored in L2 and L1 is released as current flows through D2, through the load and returns through the body diode of
Q1 back to the input mains. With interleaving, the same mode happens for Q3/Q4, but with a 180◦ phase delay. The operation for this
mode has Q3/Q4 on, storing energy in L3/L4 through the path L4-Q4-Q3-L3 back to the input.
The operation of converter during the negative input voltage half cycle is similar to the operation of converter during the positive input
voltage half cycle. In addition, the detailed circuit operation depends on the duty cycle, therefore positive half cycle operation analysis
for D >0.5 and D <0.5 is provided. When the BLIL is made protective also the operation of the converter remains the same and the
closed loop modelling of BLIL shows the reduction in output ripple voltage.
B. Operational modes:
Interval 1[to-t1]: At t0, Q1/ Q2 are ON, and Q3/Q4 are off, as shown in Fig.2.2 During this interval, the current in series inductances
L1 and L2 increases linearly and stores the energy in these inductors. The ripple currents in Q1 and Q2 are the same as the current in
series inductances L1 and L2. The current in series inductances L3 and L4 decreases linearly and transfers the energy to the load
through D3, Co and body diode of Q4. Assuming matched inductors, L1- L4, the input ripple current is the sum of currents in L1/L2
and L3/L4.
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Figure 2.2: Mode 1 of BLIL

Interval 2[t1-t2]: At t1, Q3/Q4 are turned on, while Q1/Q2 remain on, as shown in Fig.2.3. During this interval the current in the four
inductors each increase linearly, storing energy in these inductors. The ripple currents in Q1 and Q2 are the same as the ripple current
in series inductances L1 and L2. Similarly, the ripple currents in Q3 and Q4 are the same as the ripple current in series inductances L3
and L4.

Figure 2.3: Mode 2 of BLIL

Interval 3[t2-t3]:At t2, Q1/Q2 are turned off, while Q3/Q4 remain on, as shown in Fig.2.4. During this interval, the current in
series increases linearly and inductances L3 and L4 stores the energy in these inductors. The ripple currents in Q3 and Q4 are the same
as the ripple current in series inductances L3 and L4. The current in L1 and L2 decreases linearly and transfers the energy to the load
through D1, Co, and body diode of Q2.

Figure 2.4: Mode 3 of BLIL

Interval 4[t3-t4]: At t3, Q3/Q4 remains on, while Q1/Q2 are turned on, as shown in Fig.2.5. During this interval, the currents in the
four inductors each increase linearly, storing energy in these inductors. The ripple currents in Q1 and Q2 are the same as the ripple
currents in L1 and L2. The current in series inductances L1 and L2 decreases linearly and transfers the energy to the load through D2,
Co, and body diode of Q4.
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Figure 2.5: Mode 4 of BLIL

MODELING OF PROTECTIVE CIRCUIT BLIL CONVERTER
A. Introduction
An overcurrent is said to have occurred when a current flowing through the load is greater than the rated load current. This may
damage to the diode, MOSFET and also the inductor. So a protection circuit is provided which will isolate the converter from the
supply when current in the load goes above the rated value of load current. The power circuit block in the above mentioned block
diagram is BLIL PFC boost converter. A current sensing element will sense the output current of the converter which will be
compared with a constant current set in the comparator. Current set in the comparator will be equal to the rated load current of the
converter. When the output from the current sensing element exceeds the current set in the comparator, pulses will be generated from
the comparator which will be given to the trip circuit. Converter can be isolated from the supply in two ways depends upon the load
If the load current exceeds the rated load current converter is permanently isolated from the supply. This method of isolation is used
for the load which requires desired voltage and current. When the load current exceeds the rated load current converter is isolated from
the supply and converter is reconnected to the supply whenever the load current is below the rated load current. In this method output
voltage and current is not at the desired voltage and current levels.The mode of operation is same as that of BLIL converter.

Figure 3.1: BLIL with Over Current Protection

B. Design
Design procedure of this converter is explained with the following specifications.
Input Voltage = 20V
Load Current = 1.5A
Duty Ratio = 0.6
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D=

so the output Voltage = 50V.

Resistance across the load =

= 33

Ripple Current(ΔI) = 0.45A.
ΔI =

, Assuming

.

= 1.6mH. Assuming Ripple Current = 0.08%.
ΔV = 0.4 V
C=

= 9000µF.

SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS

BLIL Converter is simulated with Duty Ratio = 0.6 with a protection switch .The input ac Voltage = 20V and we get a output Voltage
= 50V at switching frequency = 25KHz . The designed value for different duty ratio is used to get the best possible PFC in the circuit
as shown in the table 4.1. Due to the interleaving operation in BLIL PFC boost converter the inductive effect will get cancelled. The
interleaving operation in positive half cycle will cancel the ripples in inductor currents IL1 and IL3. The ripple cancellation in inductor
currents IL1 and IL3 during the positive half cycle operation is shown in Fig.4.1. Similarly during the negative half cycle ripples in
inductor currents IL2 and IL4 will cancel each other.

Figure 4.1: Simulink Model of BLIL Converter with Over Current Protection
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Figure 4.2: Simulink Result of BLIL a) Input Voltage b) Input Current c)Output Voltage

Figure 4.3: Simulink Result of BLIL with permanent isolation a) Input Voltage b) Input Current c)Output Voltage
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Figure 4.2: Simulink Result of BLIL Converter a)Input Voltage b)Input Current

Figure 4.4: Simulink Result of BLIL Permanent Isolation a) Converter switching pulses b) Protection Pulse c)Input Voltage

Figure 4.5: Simulink Result of BLIL Non - Permanent Isolation a) Protection Pulse c)Output Voltage

The output voltage waveform of the converter with permanent isolation is shown in Fig.4.4. In simulation comparator set current is 1A
that is when output current exceeds 1A tripping occur. The output voltage of the converter is reduced to zero when tripping occurs.
The tripping is done through a switch. The gating signal to the switch is shown in Fig.4.5. Whenever load current exceeds rated load
current gate signal to the switch is reduced to low level and maintained at the low level. In Fig 4.5 shows the non – permanent
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isolation of the BLIL converter where the isolation will be used for detecting minor over currents that occur in the circuit for a short
time period then the circuit will be braked from the input for a short period and then reconnected the only problem with this circuit is
that the converter boost efficiency reduces. Looking on the advantage side of reliable protection circuit BLIL topology with a
protection circuit is more useful.

Converter
Boost Converter

THD
0.4287

Power factor
0.800

BLIL with D<0.5

0.0708

0.997

BLIL with D>0.5

0.1063

0.994

CONCLUSIONS
Conventional PFC boost converter and BLIL PFC boost converter were simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK. It was found that the
total harmonic distortion got reduced and the input side power factor got improved with BLIL PFC boost converter. Interleaving
operation i.e. cancellation of the ripples at the input is obtained using simulations. Form the above two observations it is clear that the
BLIL PFC boost converter is a better topology compared to the conventional PFC boost converter. Isolation was provided for the
converter to isolate converter from supply in case of occurrence of overcurrent. When the load varies, the output voltage is maintained
constant by providing the closed loop control when the input voltage is 20V we get an output voltage of 50V with a power factor of
.997. BLIL model is made over - current protective to provide safe operating range to the converter. BLIL with over current
protection and closed loop can be employed in a PFC application to get a protective as well as power factor close to unity.
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Abstract— A single input, multi-output AC-DC boost converters with power factor correction is proposed. Conventional
transformer-based multi-output DC-DC converters have the drawbacks of high cost and large volume. Therefore, the single-input
multi-output configuration with power factor correction is developed in order to reduce the component count and cost for multi-output
DC-DC converters. Mathematical model of the proposed converter with PFC is developed and dynamic simulation model is developed
in MATLAB/Simulink platform. Simulation study is carried out and results show that this topology promises improved performance
compared to earlier systems.
Keywords— Multiple output DC-DC converter, Boost Converters, AC-DC converters, DC link, H bridge converter, Input power
factor, Passive power factor correction.
INTRODUCTION

This work mainly focuses on single input multiple output DC-DC boost converters used in low voltage applications. Its application
comes in the area of portable and hand held consumer devices MP3 players, digital camera etc. Nowadays there are lots of portable
devices that work with DC input which is taken from AC sources, so there is a concern of input power factor. Conventionally, the
transformer-based multi-output DC-DC converters are widely employed to provide multiple output voltages. However, the drawbacks
of these transformer-type converters include the amount and cost of electronic components and circuit volume. The single-input multioutput AC-DC converters were developed to effectively reduce the amount of electronic components for providing multiple output
voltages. Number of switches is minimum in this circuit. The boost-type single-inductor multi-output DC-DC converter is the main
part of the circuit, which needs only a single inductor for any number of outputs. The problems faced due to transformer usage in DCDC converters is explained in [1] and also why Power MOSFET is superior over Power transistor. Basic idea of single input multiple
output converters [3] and also the idea of coupled inductor in DC-DC converters are derived from [2]. The proposed converter
employs transformer less operation [5]. In this proposed system single boosting inductor [4] is enough for any number of outputs. The
single inductor multiple output DC-DC boost converter derived from [1]-[5]. Input power factor correction with H bridge converter
[7] and inductor [6] is adopted here. Various types of input power factor correction methods [8]-[9] are analyzed and passive power
factor correction method is the one used here.
PRINCIPLE AND WORKING

Figure 1: Circuit diagram of Single-Input Multiple-Output Boost Converter
The circuit can be divided into two sections, first is an AC-DC converter which focuses on the Power Factor Correction and the
second is a single inductor DC-DC boost converter which provides multiple outputs. A DC link connects both the sections. First
section contains an H bridge converter with two switches and two diodes and an inductor in the input side for power factor correction.
The two diodes are placed in the upper leg and two switches placed in lower leg of H bridge converter. Input inductor L1 works as a
low pass filter and filtered out harmonics, which improves power factor. Here AC is converted to DC and stored in the DC link which
acts as the input of second section. Second section consists of one inductor for boosting purpose, two switches, two diodes, two
outputs. One output is with resistor R01 and filter capacitor C01 and second one is auxiliary output with resistor R02 wand filter
capacitor C02. This topology uses the least number of switches among multiple output converters. Number of switches should be one
less than number of outputs. Switch S1 controls the amount of boosting along with value of inductor L2. Working of first section
consists of 4 stages and that of second stage consists of 3 stages.
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A. AC-DC Converter
1) Stage 1: In stage 1, during the positive half cycle with switch S1 turned ON, input inductor L1 charges through S1 and body
diode of S2. L1 works as a low pass filter and filters out harmonics, which improves power factor. Fig 2(a) shows positions of
switches and diodes and corresponding current directions.
2) Stage 2: In stage 2, during the positive half cycle with switch S1 turned OFF, input inductor L1 discharges through Diode D1
and body diode of S2. Fig 2(b) shows positions of switches and diodes and corresponding current directions.
3) Stage 3: In stage 3, during the negative half cycle, with switch S2 turned ON, input inductor L1 charges through S2 and body
diode of S1. Fig 2(c) shows positions of switches and diodes and corresponding current directions.
4) Stage 4: In stage 4, input voltage belongs to negative half cycle and switch S1 is in OFF position. Input inductor L1
discharges through Diode D2 and body diode of S1. Fig 2(d) shows positions of switches and diodes and corresponding
current directions.

Figure 2: Current directions of the ac-dc converter during (a) Stage 1, (b) Stage 2, (c) Stage 3, (d)Stage 4.

B. DC-DC Boost Converter
1.

Stage 1: In stage 1, both switches, S3 and S4 are turned ON at t0. The inductor L2 stores energy and inductor current I L2
increases in this stage. Current directions and voltage polarities are shown in Figure 3(a).
2. Stage 2: In stage 2, at t = t1 switch S3 is turned OFF and S4 remains in ON position. The inductor L2 discharges energy to
auxiliary output and inductor current I L2 decreases. Current directions and voltage polarities are also shown in Figure
3(b).
3. : In stage 3, at t=t2, switch S4 is turned OFF and both switches are in OFF position. The inductor L discharges energy to
main output R01 and inductor current I L2 decreases. Current directions and voltage polarities are also shown in Figure
3(c)
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Figure 3: Current directions of the dc-dc converter during (a) Stage 1, (b) Stage 2, (c) Stage 3
DESIGN OF COMPONENTS

A. AC-DC Converter
Input Inductor,
DC link capacitor,
Duty Ratio,
For S1,
For S2,

L1
CDC

= 33 µH
=1F

D1
D2

= 40%
= 40%

B. Boost Converter

,

= change in inductor Current
= Input Voltage
= Duty Ratios of S3 and S4

Figure 4: Waveform of Inductor Current and Voltage
Assume,
Main output,
Auxiliary output,
Duty ratio for S3,
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Duty ratio for S4,
Switching Frequency,
Switching period,
Output resistances,

D4
F
T
R01
R02

= 80 %
= 100 kHz
=1
sec
= 82 Ω
= 22 Ω

By using volt-second balance
Stage 1,
(1)
Stage 2,
(2)
Stage 3,
= 0.29 A
Increase in

(3)

in stage1 is equal to the sum of decrease in

So, voltage ratio relationship in between

,

and

in stage 2 and stage 3

is
(4)

By substituting values of D1 and D2 in Equation (4) we get DC link voltage as
VDC = 3.9 V for output voltages 12 V and 5 V.

Based on principle of energy conservation and minimum value of inductor current,
Minimum value of inductance,
[

(

)]

(5)

C1 and C2 can be found using amp-sec balance principle
(6)
(7)

SIMULINK MODEL AND RESULTS
SIMULINK MODEL
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Fig 5: Simulink diagram of the proposed Single-Input Multiple-Output Boost Converter with PFC
The steady state analysis of Single-Input Multi-Output Boost Converter with Power Factor Correction was done using
MATLAB 2010a. Simulation results of open loop system are obtained. From those results it is understood that this topology provides
improvement in the performance of Multiple Output Boost Converters with AC Source. Power Factor also improved when compared
with existing systems
The parameter values used in simulation are
L1
= 33 µH
L2
= 56 µH
D1 = D2 = 40%
D3
= 50%
D4
= 80%
CDC
= 1 F.
R01
= 82 Ω
C01
= 10 µF
R02
= 22 Ω
C02
= 33 µF
SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulated waveforms obtained are shown below:
1) Switching pulses
Figure 6 and 7 show the switching pulses of switches S1, S2, S3 and S4. The duty ratio of S1 and S2 is 40% and that of S3
and S4 is 50% and 80% respectively.

Figure 6: Switching pulses for S1 and S2

Figure 7: Switching pulses for S3 and S4
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2) DC Link Voltage
A capacitor acts as a link between AC-DC converter and Boost converter. Figure (8) shows the voltage across the
DC link capacitor.

Figure 8: DC link voltage, VDC

3)

Inductor Voltage and Current (V L2 and IL2)

Figure 9 shows the inductor current. In stage 1 IL2 increases and L2 stores energy. In stage 2 inductor L2
discharges energy to auxiliary output and inductor current decreases gradually. In stage 3 inductor L2 discharges
to main output and inductor current decreases rapidly. Figure 9 shows the current through inductor L and voltage
across it. In stage 1 both switches are ON, VL = Vg. At the end of stage 1, S1 turns OFF. In stage 2, S2 continues in
ON position, inductor discharges energy to auxiliary output and VL = V02 – Vg. At the end of stage 2 S2 also goes
to OFF position, inductor discharges energy to main output and VL = V01 - Vg in stage 3.

Figure 9: Current through and voltage across inductor L1

4) Output Currents (I01 and I02)
Figure 10 shows the main output current. It is obtained when both switches are OFF and diode corresponding to
main output is in forward based condition.

Figure 10: Main output current, I01 and Auxiliary output current, I02
5)

Output Voltages. (V01 and V02)

Figure 11 shows the main output voltage. When switches S3 and S4 are OFF ,main output voltage increases and
rest of the switching cycle it decreases. Figure 12 shows the Auxiliary output voltage. When S1 is OFF and S2 is
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in ON position, Auxiliary output voltage increases (30 % of switching cycle) and rest of the switching cycle it
decreases.

Figure 11: Main output voltage, V01

Figure 12: Auxiliary output voltage, V02
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CONCLUSION
Single-Input Multi-Output Boost Converter with Power Factor Correction provides multiple outputs with improved input
power factor correction. Input Power factor is improved up to 0.9115 and THD up to 0.22. This was accomplished by a H bridge
inverter with input inductor. In DC-DC section only one inductor is needed to attain any number of DC outputs. It works with least
number of switches among different topologies in multiple output DC systems.
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Abstract— In this paper we are going to address the problem of matching a forensic sketch to a gallery of mug shot images .In the
Previous research in sketch matching they only offered solutions of matching highly accurate sketches but in reality Forensic sketches
differ from viewed sketches that have been drawn by artist describe by the police witness. To identify forensic sketches, we present a
framework called local feature-based discriminant analysis (LFDA). In today‘s world automatic face sketch recognition plays a very
important role in law enforcement. Recently, various methods have been proposed to address the problem of face sketch recognition
by matching face photos and sketches, which are of different modalities .The SIFT feature description and multiscale local binary
patterns is applied on sketched images and photos.

Keywords —Face recognition, forensic sketch, viewed sketch, local feature discriminant analysis, feature selection
I.INTRODUCTION
Due to a vital role in law enforcement Face sketch recognition has received significant attention. The only suspect in crime scenes
is the verbal information or description provide by the eye witness which can be later be used to draw sketch which is used to identify
the suspect. Later this face sketch can be used as query for matching the sketch against the gallery of face photo with the known
identities .However, many crimes occur where none of this information is present, but instead an eyewitness account of the crime is
available. In these circumstances, a forensic artist is often used to work with the witness in order to draw a sketch that depicts the
facial appearance of the culprit according to the verbal description. The major challenge of face sketch recognition is matching images
of different modalities [1]
Two different types of face sketches are discussed in this paper: viewed sketches and forensic sketches (see Fig. 1). Viewed
sketches are sketches that are drawn while viewing a photograph of the person or the person himself. Forensic sketches are drawn by
interviewing a witness to gain a description of the suspect. Published research on sketch to photo matching to this point has primarily
focused on matching viewed sketches [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], despite the fact that real-world scenarios only involve forensic sketches.
Both forensic sketches and viewed sketches pose challenges to face recognition due to the fact that probe sketch images contain
different textures compared to the gallery photographs they are being matched against. However, forensic sketches pose additional
challenges due to the inability of a witness to exactly remember the appearance of a suspect and her subjective account of the
description, which often results in inaccurate and incomplete forensic sketches. We highlight two key difficulties in matching forensic
sketches:
1) Matching across image modalities and 2) performing face recognition despite possibly inaccurate depictions of the face. Inorder to
solve the first problem, we use local feature-based discriminant analysis (LFDA) to perform minimum distance matching between
sketches and photos, which is described in Section 3 and summarized in Fig. 2. The second problem is considered in Section 5, where
analysis and improvements are offered for matching forensic sketches against large mug shot galleries.
The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
1. We observe a substantial improvement in matching viewed sketches over published algorithms using the proposed local featurebased discriminant analysis.
2. We present the first large-scale published experiment on matching real forensic sketches.
3. Using a mug shot gallery of 10,159 images, we perform race and gender filtering to improve the matching results.
4. All experiments are validated by comparing the proposed method against a leading commercial face recognition engine.
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The last point is significant since earlier studies on viewed sketches used PCA (eigenface) matcher as the baseline. It is now well
known that the performance of PCA matcher can be easily surpassed by other face matchers.
II.RELATED WORKS
Most of the existing works synthesize pseudo photos (sketches) form input sketches (photos) into a same modality which is followed
by intra-modality face recognition. Tang and Wang [2,3] proposed a face sketch synthesize and recognition method by applying
Eigen-transformation on the entire image of a given face. Similarly, Liu et al. [4] proposed a patch based nonlinear face sketch
synthesis and recognition method inspired by local linear embedding. This approach performs Eigen-transformation on local patches
instead of the entire image. Later, Wang and Tang [5] improved the method of [4] by modeling the spatial relation of local patches
using multi scale Markov random filed (MRF). As another approach based on Markov model, Zhong et al. [6] proposed a method
based on embedded hidden Markov model (E-HMM) and selective ensemble strategy to model the nonlinear relationship between
photos and sketches. A major limitation of the above methods is that the accuracy of these works is highly dependent on the results of
photo-sketch synthesis, i.e. imperfect synthesis results can lead to poor recognition. Therefore, some recent works have focused to
reduce the modality difference in feature extraction stage instead of transforming into same modality. The first feature based method
was proposed by Klare and Jain [7]. In this approach, dense SIFT descriptors [8] are directly extracted from local patches to
reconstruct a holistic image representation. For each local patch, a 128-dimentional SIFT descriptor is calculated. The holistic image
representation is obtained by accumulating the local SIFT descriptors. Direct sketch-photo matching was performed by a simple 1-NN
classifier. Moreover, Klare et al. [9] proposed local feature based discriminant analysis (LFDA) to match forensic sketches to mug
shot photos. Photos and sketches are represented by two different types of features: SIFT descriptors and multi local binary patterns
(MLBP). Then, multiple discriminant projections on partitioned vectors of the features are used to extract discriminative features.
Despite the high accuracy achieved by this method, the modality difference between sketches and photos has not been solved by
LFDA. Since, the SIFT and MLBP are not robust against modality difference in face sketch recognition problem [1]. Recently, Zhang
et al. [1] presented a new face descriptor based on coupled information-theoretic encoding to extract modality-invariant descriptor. In
this work, coupled information-theoretic projection was introduced to maximize the mutual information between the encoded photo
and sketch of same subject. This method is the state-of-the-art in face sketch recognition

III PROPOSED APPROACH
3.1 Preprocessing
A novel preprocessing method is discussed in this section. This preprocessing is different from the conventional face recognition
preprocessing techniques where the face is preprocessed so that the region only from forehead to chin and cheek to cheek is visible
(internal features of the face).

Figure 2.1: Example of the image preprocessing, done with our proposed method. The external features of the face are not lost in the
preprocessed image
Here, we preprocess the images, so that the hairline and neck region along with the ears are also visible (as shown in Figure 2.1). This
is due to two reasons:
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1. Experiments conducted by Frowd et al. [10] showed that human beings remember the familiar with the help of internal features and
unfamiliar faces with the help of external features of the face. Since a culprit is essentially unfamiliar and you don‘t come across him
in your everyday life, the external features of the face region are very important and hence need not be removed.
2. Forensic Sketch artists not only draw the internal parts of the face, but also the External ones. Moreover, logically from the first
point, it is clear that external features are more saliently remembered and hence drawn with a good accuracy. Also, Jain et al. [11]
reported that when doing the matching of forensic sketches, using only the external features(Chin,hairline,ears) of the face gave better
accuracies compared to using only the internal features(eyes, nose ,mouth etc.,). Further in their experiments, they found out that using
both internal and external features gave better accuracies compared to using only external features. Since SURF is both rotation and
scale invariant, we did not preprocess the images further.
3.2 Feature based matching
The true identity of an individual is invaluable information. While the average person has no qualms with their identity being known,
a collection of individuals would prefer to keep such knowledge hidden despite the negative impact it may cause on the population at
large. Typically, the sole motivation for an individual to hide his identity is to evade detection by law enforcement agencies for some
type of criminal activity. Ongoing progress in biometric recognition has offered a crucial method to help ascertain who a person truly
is. The three most popular biometric traits in use are the fingerprint, face, and iris. Though fingerprint and iris are generally considered
more mature and accurate biometric technologies, face recognition is now receiving a significant amount of interest in the research
community. The two main reasons for a growing interest in face biometrics are: (i) unlike fingerprint and iris, faces can be captured in
a covert way, so it is an extremely valuable biometric for surveillance applications. With the rapidly growing number of digital
cameras capturing data in public areas, having a robust and accurate face recognition method is critical to apprehend suspects and
prevent crimes. (ii) Solving unconstrained face recognition requires a significant amount of research in face modeling, feature
extraction and matching. The past two decades have witnessed a tremendous progress in face

Figure1. The process of comparing a face sketch to a face photo using both the common representation and the direct matching
method is illustrated here. The first step is to compute the SIFT representation for each image (Section 3.3). Direct matching (top)
proceeds by computing the distance of the SIFT representation between the sketch and photo. For the common representation
(bottom), we describe the probe sketch image as a d-dimensional vector, where d is the product of the number of subjects in the
dictionary (n) and the number of patches sampled to generate the SIFT features (p). The d vector components are the L2 distances
from the p sampled SIFT descriptors of the sketch to the same descriptors for each of the n sketches in the training set. The same
process is then applied to the gallery photos, this time comparing them to the training set photos. The sketches and photos can then be
directly compared in this common representation
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3.3 SIFT Representation
For each sketch query, gallery photograph, and each sketch/photo correspondence in our dictionary, we compute a SIFT feature
representation. SIFT based object matching is a popular method for finding correspondences between images. Introduced by
Lower[12] SIFT object matching consists of both a scale invariant interest point detector as well as a feature-based similarity measure.
Our method is not concerned with the interest point A SIFT image feature is a compact vector representation of an image patch based
on the magnitude, orientation, and spatial vicinity of the image gradients. For an s x s sized patch of image pixels, the SIFT feature
vector is computed as follows. First, the intensity image is used to compute the gradient image, which is weighted by a Gaussian
kernel using ζ = s/2. The spatial coordinates in the gradient image are then coarsely quantized into m x n values (generally such that m
= n). With each gradient image pixel containing a gradient orientation ranging from [0, π), the values are then quantized into one of k
orientations. At each of the m · n spatial coordinates, the sum of the Gaussian weighted gradient magnitude values for each of the k
orientations is computed. This yields a (m · n · k)-dimensional feature descriptor, where each component contains the sum of weighted
gradient magnitudes at the given location and orientation. The final step is to normalize the feature vector to unit length. A second
normalization step is performed by suppressing any component larger than 0.2 down to 0.2 and re-normalizing the vector to unit
length. Typical parameters used in this process are m = 4, n = 4, and k = 8, which results in a 128-dimensional vector. These are also
the parameter values used in our algorithm.
3.2 Sketch/Photo Direct Matching
We initially believed that direct matching between sketches and photos using the SIFT descriptors would not be successful because
the gradient images generated from each image domain are not the same. This initial (and incorrect) belief motivated our development
of the common representation vector. However, further investigation demonstrated that directly matching sketches and photos
described by SIFT descriptors was highly successful
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CONCLUSION
We have presented methods and experiments in matching forensic face sketches to photographs. Matching forensic sketches is a very
difficult problem for two main reasons: 1) Forensic sketches are often an incomplete and poor portrayal of the subject‘s face. 2) We
must match across image modalities since the gallery images are photographs and the probe images are sketches.
One of the key contributions of this paper is using SIFT and MLBP feature descriptors to represent both sketches and photos. We
improved the accuracy of this representation by applying an ensemble of discriminant classifiers, and termed this framework local
feature discriminant analysis. The LFDA feature-based representation of sketches and photos was clearly shown to perform better on a
public domain-viewed sketch data set than previously published approaches.
Another major contribution of the paper is the large-scale experiment on matching forensic sketches. While previous research efforts
have focused on viewed sketches, most real-world problems only involve matching forensic sketches. Using a collection of 159
forensic sketches, we performed matching against a gallery populated with 10,159 mug shot images. Further improvements to the
LFDA method were achieved by utilizing ancillary information such as race and gender to filter the 10,159 member gallery. For an
unbiased evaluation of our methods, we used a state-of-the-art face recognition system, FaceVACS [26]. Continued efforts on
matching forensic sketches are critical for assisting law enforcement agencies in apprehending suspects. A larger data set of forensic
sketches and matching photographs needs to be collected to further understand the nature and complexity of the problem
We have proposed an effective method for matching facial sketch images to face photographs. Our method uses local image features
to describe both sketch and photo images in a common representation framework. Many opportunities for future research stem from
the results shown in this work. fusion between our local feature-based method and Wang and Tang‘s global matching framework.8
We believe that such a method of hybrid sketch/photo matching should improve recognition accuracy even further due to the
complementary nature of the two approaches (i.e. one method harnesses local differences between two faces, while the other considers
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global differences). The use of alternate image features is also a fruitful direction of research. In our experimentation we have
observed that simple image features such as image intensity, Haar features, and Gabor images do not yield successful matching
results, though there likely exists other descriptors with the same (or better) discriminative capabilities as the SIFT descriptor. Finally,
the effectiveness of our matching algorithm across other image domains (e.g. NIR and visible light images) should be investigated.
The next phase in sketch to photo matching is to begin using description-based sketches. While sketch matching has already been
shown to be a difficult problem, the method presented in this paper and in prior publications5–8,11 have only dealt with sketches that
were drawn by an artist who viewed each person‘s photograph.
However, real world uses of sketch matching are with forensic sketches that are only drawn from eye witness description. Figure 6
shows a description-based sketch drawn by famed forensic sketch artist Lois Gibson.18 Larger discrepancies between the sketch and
photo are observed in the description based sketch than sketches shown in Figure 2. Future sketch matching will need to account for
not only the difference between sketches and photos, but also the further appearance changes introduced by only a description being
used to draw the sketch.
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ABSTRACT- Steganography is an excellent means of conversing if there is guarantee on the integrity of the channel of
communication. Each technique can be implemented easily, but if someone tries to find out the tricks after knowing that someone
using the stego-video file, then there are good chances of finding out the hidden information. In order to avoid this, some hybrid
system is used, in such a way that even though someone finds out the one technique, it is used only on few frames and other frames
contains different kind of steganography and hence total secrete message is not delivered. Due to these embedding the video
Steganography get dispersed using different types. In Video Steganography data is encrypted behind the least significant bits of video
frame. Main problem arises because due to embedding behind least significant bits of video frames stagnalysis can be one easily on
these frames to retrieved data. This does not provide security to secret data. Second issue is that on embedding the data size of data
gets increases which are not easy to transmit over the network. In the proposed work, to overcome these problem occurred in video
Steganography various types of approaches has been studied and MLSB is taken as most appropriate approach for embedding of data.
Size of embedded data can be reduced by performing compression to stego video file.
Keywords : conversing; integrity; compression; embedding; stagnalysis; encrypted; hidden information

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Steganography is the strategy of undetectable correspondence. This is proficient through concealing data in other data, along these
lines concealing the presence of the imparted data. The steganography is the blend of words "stegos" signifying "spread" and "grafia"
signifying "written work characterizing it as "secured composition" [4]. In picture steganography the data is shrouded solely in
pictures. The thought and routine of concealing data has a long history. In Histories the Greek antiquarian Herodotus composes of an
aristocrat, Histaeus, who expected to speak with his child in-law in Greece. He shaved the leader of one of his most trusted slaves and
tattooed the message onto the slave's scalp [6]. At the point when the slave's hair developed back the slave was dispatched with the
concealed message. In the Second World War the Microdot procedure was produced by the Germans. Data, particularly photos, was
decreased in size until it was the extent of a wrote period. To a great degree hard to distinguish, a typical spread message was sent
more than an unstable channel with one of the periods on the paper containing concealed data. Today steganography is for the most
part utilized on PCs with computerized information being the transporters and systems being the rapid conveyance channels [5].

Fig 1: Image showing Stenography
Steganography contrasts with cryptography as in where cryptography concentrates on keeping the properties of a message secret,
steganography concentrates on keeping the presence of a message. Steganography and cryptography are both approaches to shield data
from undesirable clients however neither technology alone is accurate and can be accepted [8]. Once the presence of data is released
or even suspected, the reason for steganography is partially defeated. The quality of steganography can along these lines be increased
by consolidating it with cryptography [1].
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Fig 2 Block Diagram of steganography
Two different technologies that are firmly identified with steganography are watermarking and fingerprinting [5]. These advances are
essentially concerned with the insurance of licensed innovation, in this way the calculations have diverse necessities than
steganography [2]. These requirement of a decent stenographic calculation will be talked about underneath. In watermarking the
majority of the examples of an item are "checked" in the same way. The sort of data covered up in articles when utilizing
watermarking is typically a mark to imply source or possession with the end goal of copyright protection [6]. With fingerprinting then
again, distinctive, remarkable imprints are installed in particular duplicates of the transporter question that are supplied to diverse
clients. This empowers the licensed innovation proprietor to distinguish clients who break their permitting understanding by supplying
the property to outsiders. In watermarking and fingerprinting the way that data is covered up inside the documents may be open
learning – now and then it may even be noticeable – while in steganography the vagueness of the data is urgent. A fruitful assault on a
steganography framework comprises of an enemy watching that there is data covered up inside a record, while an effective assault on
a watermarking or fingerprinting framework would not be to recognize the imprint, but rather to remove it [5].
Research in steganography has basically been driven by an absence of quality in cryptographic frameworks. Numerous government
have made laws as far as possible the quality of a cryptographic framework or to forbid it through and through, constraining
individuals to study different routines for secure data exchange [3]. Organizations have likewise begun to understand the capability of
steganography in conveying competitive advantages or new item data. Evading correspondence through no doubt understood channels
extraordinarily decreases the danger of data being spilled in exchanging data in a photo of the organization outing is less suspicious
than conveying an encoded record. To give an outline of steganography, terms and ideas ought to first be clarified. A review of the
various types of steganography is given at a later stage [2].

The benefit of steganography is that it can be utilized to furtively transmit messages without the truth of the transmission being found.
Regularly, utilizing encryption may distinguish the sender or beneficiary as someone with something to cover up. Case in point, the
photo of our feline could disguise the arrangements for our organization's most recent specialized development [5].

1.1.1 Objective


To apply Direct Cosine Transform for retrieval of frames of video file.



To implement hybrid ISB- LSB on each frames of video file forextraction of least significant bits of each region.



To implement compression for reducing size of video data.



Analysis of various parameters for performance evaluation.

1.2
1.2.1

DIFFERENT KIND OF STENOGRAPHY:
VEDIO STEAGNOGRAPHY

In spite of the fact that BMP records are ideal for stenographic usage, they find themselves able to carry just small documents. So
there is an issue, how to get sufficiently much documents to conceal our message, and what to do to peruse them in a right request?
Great way out is to hide data in a feature document, in light of the fact that as we probably are aware, AVI records are made out of
bitmaps, joined into one piece, which are played in right request and with suitable time gap. Remembering that we should simply to
get out is document single frame and spare them as BMP documents. If we use algorithm for concealing information in computerized
pictures, we can hide our message in bitmap acquired along these lines, and afterward spare it into new AVI document.
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We'll investigate just uncompressed AVI record, in light of the fact that if any pressure is executed records loses its information.
AVI records are made out of couple streams. Fundamental record stream is a feature stream and sound stream, which can be document
of any augmentation, for instance WAVE. In light of presence of those streams, it is conceivable to shroud information in document's
edges as well as in specified sound stream. On account of this we can consolidate chances of concealing information in computerized
pictures and in sound records.

Fig 3. Algorithm of hiding messages in video files
1.2.2

TEXT STENOGRAPHY:

Hiding data in content is the most vital technique for steganography. The strategy was for hiding the secret message I each nth letter i
of each expression of an instant message. After booming of Internet and diverse kind of advanced document positions it has
diminished in significance. Text stenography as indicated in Fig. 4, utilizing advanced records is not utilized frequently in light of the
fact that the text documents have a little measure of repetitive information [9].

Fig 4 Image showing Text steganography
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1.2.2 IMAGE STENOGRAPHY:
Images are utilized as the popular cover objects for steganography as indicated in Fig 5. A message is installed in a computerized
image through an algorithm, utilizing the secret key [4]. The subsequent stego picture is Send to the recipient.

Fig 5 Image showing image steganography
On the other side, it is prepared by the extraction calculation utilizing the same key. Amid the transmission of steno picture
unauthenticated persons can just notice the transmission of a picture however can't figure the presence of the concealed message [4].
1.2.3

AUDIO STENOGRAPHY:

Audio stenography is masking, which uses the properties of the human ear to hide data unnoticeably. A discernable, sound can be
quiet in the presence of another louder perceptible sound .This property permits to choose the divert in which to hide data [8].
1.2.4 PROTOCOL STEGANOGRAPHY:
The term protocol steganography is to inserting data inside of system conventions, for example, TCP/IP. We hide data in the header of
a TCP/IP parcel in a few fields that can be either optional or are never utilized [5].

2. RECENT WORK

Tiwari et al. [1]"Color Guided Image Steganography" Author need to suggest that the majority of the information hiding routines in
picture steganography utilized a strategy known as LSB ie. Least significant bit. This, typically, create changes in the spread media
however with no noteworthy impact. All the LSBs of pixels of spread picture can be utilized for concealing the secret bits. The hided
data can undoubtedly be uncovered utilizing numerous known factual steganalysis methods.
Marwaha et al. [2] ―Pixel Indicator High Capacity Technique for RGB Image Based Steganography‖ in this paper author want to say
that the multimedia steganocryptic system, the message will first be encrypted using public key encryption algorithm, and then this
encrypted data will be hidden into an image file. Each color in the multimedia data when considered as an element in an arrangement
of 3D matrix with R, G and B as axis can be used to write a cipher (encoded message) on a 3D space. The method which we will use
to map the data is a block or a grid cipher. This cipher will contain the data which will be mapped in a 3-D matrix form where the xaxis can be for R (red), y-axis can be for G green) and z-axis can be for B (blue)..Only jpeg image will be used as it reflects the least
impact of steganography.
Gutub et al. [3] "Pixel Indicator Technique for RGB Image Steganography" in gathering, if the first pointer determination is the Red
divert in the pixel, the Green is channel 1 and the Blue is the channel 2 i.e. the progression is RGB. In the second pixel in case we
select, Green as the pointer, then Red is channel 1 and Blue is channel 2 i.e. the course of action is GRB. If in third pixel Blue is the
pointer, then Red is channel 1 and Green is channel 2. The progression of the figuring is given underneath. The beginning 8 bytes
toward the begin of the photo are used to store the degree of the covered message, which is furthermore used to describe the begin of
the marker channel gathering. These 8 bytes exhausts all LSBs of the RGB channels, tolerating it is adequate to store the measure of
the covered bits. Determinations are unending supply of bits.All six possible decisions are obtained from the length of message (N), if
N worth is neither even nor prime, "else" line is picked, selecting the pointer to be G and the channels R and B are for riddle data
holding.
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Bailey and Curran [4] "Visual cryptographic steganography in pictures "Creator depicted a picture based multi-bit steganography
procedure to expand limit concealing mysteries in number of bits, i.e. Stego-1bit, Stego-2bits, Stego-3bits and Stego-4bits. Stego-1bit
is the least complex of this, where it embeds the mystery message information into one LSB (lower request bit) of the picture pixels,
which is imperceptible. Find the stowaway is an illustration of this procedure. In the Stego-2bits system two bits of lower request LSB
in RGB picture steganography is utilized; Stego-2bits multiplied the limit of message covering up with insignificant security decrease.
The limit can be upgraded all the more as in Stego-3bits and much all the more in stego-4bits, which are risking security appropriately.
3. APPROACHES FOR THE PROPOSED WORK
3.1 STEGANOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
3.1.1 SUBSTITUTION TECHNIQUE
In the substitution strategy; the excess parts are secured with a mystery message [5]. This system incorporates the Least Significant Bit
Substitution technique, where we select the subpart of principle picture and substitute the slightest huge bits of every component by
the message bits. This is a simple technique yet is helpless against debasement because of little changes in bearer [9].
3.1.2 TRANSFORM DOMAIN TECHNIQUE
In the exchange area strategy; the mystery message is installed in the change space (e.g. recurrence area) of the spread. A case of this
technique incorporates the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) area. The spread picture is split into 8*8 squares and every piece is
utilized to encode one message bit. The squares are picked in a pseudorandom way. The relative size of two predefined [8].
3.3.3 SPREAD SPECTRUM TECHNIQUE
This technique uses the concept of spread spectrum. The signal to noise ratio in every frequency band is so small that it is difficult to
detect [7]. Hence, it is tough to remove the message fullydestroying the cover .It is a very robust technique that finds application in
military communication.
3.1.4 STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
In the factual methods, the data is encoded by changing a few properties of the spread. The spread is split into blocks.If the message
bit is one, then the spread piece is altered generally not. This strategy is hard to apply on the grounds that a decent test must be found
that considers legitimate qualification in the middle of adjusted and unmodified spread pieces [10].
3.1.5 DISTORTION TECHNIQUES
The data is put away by bending the sign. The encoder applies a game plan of changes to the spread. This course of action identifies
with the riddle message. The decoder measures the complexities between the first cover and the bended spread to recognize the course
of action of modifications and in this manner recover the riddle message [6]. This methodology is not used as a piece of various
applications in light of the fact that the decoder must have permission to the first cover.
3.1.6 PROTECTION OF DATA ALTERATION
We exploit the delicacy of the installed information in this application zone Gutub et al. [12]. On the off chance that it is executed,
individuals can send their "advanced testament information" to wherever on the planet through Internet. Nobody can fashion, adjust,
nor alter such authentication information. In the event that fashioned, changed, or altered, it is effortlessly distinguished by the
extraction program.
3.1.7 ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM FOR DIGITAL CONTENT DISTRIBUTION
Since the coming of computer science, the field of correspondence has been reformed. We can rightly call 21st century the period of
PCs, web and data innovation. The web as with all way breaking mechanical improvements gives us each chance to go about as
worldwide group; publicize and work over all boondocks, over fringes and outside the ability to control of any national Government.
The extreme volume of data, the effortlessness of its move and straightforwardness in this field make a considerable measure of
issues. Responsibility for is difficult to secure; the illegal reuse of copyright material is ordinary in our times. Corporate houses
everywhere throughout the world have the anxiety of their information being abused by their rivals with ulterior thought process [5].
Indeed, even the Governments have developed exceptionally careful and ready in such manner. Subsequently the specialists in the
field of computer science encouraged by the rule or proverb: 'need is the mother of all creations' produced steganography with the end
goal of keeping the critical information and data mystery. A few universal foundations are likewise endeavoring to create information
security standards which may be perceived and held fast to globally. Private data and information are of an incredible centrality in the
cutting edge universe of globalization commanded by rivalry.
A broker or business element tries to acquire however much data as could reasonably be expected concerning the matter of his
opponents and to keep its own data and information as disguised as could be allowed. The data may be a competitive advantage, for
instance, a technique for creation not ensured by a patent, or a business mystery, for example, money related organizing of a major
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house or a bit of household 'in house' data like the compensation sizes of workers, or the effectiveness of the company's information
accumulation and preservation.

3.1.8. MEDIA DATABASE SYSTEMS
In this application territory of steganography mystery is not essential, but rather bringing together two sorts of information into one is
the most vital.
Media information (photograph picture, film, music, and so on.) have some relationship with other data. A photograph picture, for
occurrence, may have the accompanying [1].
•The title of the photo and some physical item data
•The date and the time when the photo was taken
•The camera and the picture taker's data
Steganalysis is the specialty of distinguishing the vicinity of shrouded information in documents [1], and is a method for concealed
data identification and extraction. At this point, numerous widespread steganalysis systems for JPEG pictures have been proposed,
among which the all inclusive steganalysis technique in view of different eigenvector with bolster vector machine (SVM) is the most
well known one. Most steganalysis identification routines utilize the SVM or different classifiers for the preparation and recognition
forms. Then again, these strategies have heaps of deficiencies, for example, undesirable expectation precision, inexorability of "over
fitting
3.2 SPATIAL DOMAIN STEGANOGRAPHY
These techniques use the pixel gray levels and their color values channels forencoding the message bits. These techniques are some of
the simplest schemes interms of embedding and extraction complexity [15]. For loss compression schemeslike JPEG, some of the
message bits get lost during the compression step.The most common algorithm belonging to this class of techniques is the Least
Significant Bit (LSB) replacement technique in which the least significant bit of the binary representation of the pixel gray levels is
used to represent the message bit. This kind of embedding leads to an addition of a noise of 0:5p on average in the pixels of the image
where p is the embedding rate in bits/pixel [12].
Advantages
 Along with traditional media, steganography is also very popular in digital media
 The embedded information is usually hidden to senses and the carrier media do not attract
 Attention to itself.
Disadvantage
 The major drawback of these methods is amount of additive noise that creeps in the image which channels affects the Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio and the statistical properties of the image.
 Moreover these embedding algorithms are applicable mainly to lossless image-compression schemes like TIFF images.
3.2.1 RENDER PIXEL
Sub pixel rendering is an approach to build the evident resolution of a PC's Liquid crystal display (LCD) or organic light-emitting
diode (OLED) show by rendering pixels to consider the screen sort's physical properties. It exploits the way that every pixel on a color
LCD is really made out of individual red, green, and blue or other shading sub pixels to against assumed name content with more
noteworthy point of interest or to build the determination of all picture sorts on formats which are particularly intended to be perfect
with sub pixel rendering[13].
3.2.2DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM
The wavelet transform has gained widespread acceptance in signal processing and image compression. Recently the JPEG committee
has released its new image coding standard, JPEG-2000, which has been based upon DWT. Wavelet transform decomposes a signal
into a set of basic functions. These basis functions are called wavelets. Wavelets are obtained from a single prototype wavelet called
mother wavelet by dilations and shifting [13]. The DWT has been introduced as a highly efficient and flexible method for sub band
decomposition of signals. The 2DDWT is nowadays established as a key operation in image processing .It is multi-resolution analysis
and it decomposes images into wavelet coefficients and scaling function. In Discrete Wavelet Transform, signal energy concentrates
to specific wavelet coefficients. This characteristic is useful for compressing images[9]. Wavelets convert the image into a series of
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wavelets that can be stored more efficiently than pixel blocks. Wavelets have rough edges, they are able to render pictures better by
eliminating the ―blockings.
Advantage
 DWT ismuch preferred because it provides both a simultaneous spatial localization and a frequency spread of thewatermark within
the host image.
 The basic idea of discrete wavelet transform in image process is to multidifferentiateddecompose the image into sub-image of
different spatial domain and independent frequencies[1][6] .
Disadvantage
 Robustness can be achieved by increasing the strength of the embedded watermark, but the visible distortion would be increased as
well
3.2.3 DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
A discrete cosine transform (DCT) expresses a finite sequence of data points in terms of a sum of cosine functions oscillating at
different frequencies. The use of cosine rather than sine functions is critical for compression, since it turns out (as described below)
that fewer cosine functions are needed to approximate a typical signal, whereas for differential equations the cosines express a
particular choice of boundary conditions [11].
In particular, a DCT is a Fourier-related transform similar to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), but using only real numbers. DCTs
are equivalent to DFTs of roughly twice the length, operating on real data with even symmetry (since the Fourier transform of a real
and even function is real and even), where in some variants the input and/or output data are shifted by half a sample. There are eight
standard DCT variants, of which four are common.
Advantages:





Semantically meaningful watermark pattern
Good perceptual invisibility
Acceptable robustness
Reasonable complexity/execution time

Disadvantage
 They are difficult to implement
 Computationally more expensive. At the same time they are weak against geometric attacks like rotation, scaling, cropping etc.
4. CONCLUSION





For the analysis of the proposed problem, there are various phases in which information will be encoded. It is comprise of
three phases.
Firstly, video will be compressed by adding various bits. The encoder will encrypt the video by using secret key to hide
information so that it should be shared secretly.
Then decompression will be done. Itcovert the information so that the existence and nature of the information will be only
known by the sender and intended recipient.
The information will be hidden into a file and send to the receiver for decryption.The least significant bits will be decrypted
by the receiver to get the secret information.
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Abstract— Mobile data usage, reusability, accessibility, storage leads to challenges in innovative mobile computing. Mobile data
interoperability is one of the challenges. Achieving secure data interoperability is a challenging problem. Having, two mobiles at
distributed location where no one to operate mobile at the other end, the problem becomes further challenging. Mobile data
interoperability will help in achieving secure data availability in a distributed environment.
With recent advances in technology, mobile computing is a challenging task in achieving data interoperability without the
use of a third person. This research proposes an algorithmic solution for data interoperability in android smartphones; also the
proposed algorithm will be verified with multiplayer chess game. This research makes use of gamification to open door for mobile
data interoperability. This research has numerous industrial and social applications. Accessing own private data from one mobile to
another has secretly been one of the challenging areas of data interoperability.

Keywords— Android, Chess, Gamification, Interoperability, Mobile Computing, Naïve Bayes Classifier, Probability Theory.

INTRODUCTION

In mobile computing, data is one of the prime aspects, as most of the applications are data centric, and requires data highly
available. Mobile data interoperability without the use of third person is one of the challenges, considered in this paper.
Interoperability can be described as an ability to communicate data efficiently under the ubiquitous environment consistently resulting
in better accuracy [6][8]. Gamification is one of the recent approaches used for problem solving. It makes use of game theory,
learning, mechanics and data mining to motivate and engage groups of people to solve problems in a distributed environment [3]. In
certain cases, data is shared between the applications of the same mobile phone. In most of the cases, data is exchanged between
mobile phones. This may take three steps as establish the connection between mobile phones, select data to send and send the data.
Developing the algorithm for the system having communication channel, data, but without the use of sender (mobile owner), is a
challenging task. This type of scenario has several issues under consideration such as availability of sender, privacy of data. This
problem can be resolved algorithmically by sharing data between applications in different mobiles and maintaining the privacy of
data.
The multiplayer chess game for mobile phone is a similar candidate that deals with data interoperability. It is interesting to
verify the data interoperability in a typical case of multiplayer chess game in a distributed environment. Multiplayer chess game is a
classical data interoperability problem. In this problem, moves played are shared between two processes called, the player and
opponent. The player plays move on his device and saves data in the shared game file. On the other hand, opponent process game data
based on players move and makes his move based on knowledge gained by processing game data. This cycle repeats till the end of the
game. The problem is to handling the data sharing between player and opponents such that allow game data to be available to the
player and opponents secretly for the processing of moves.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Sarang Joshi et al. proposed system for selection of ﬁrst favorable move using chess game database analysis based on wining
end state [1].
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Shital Bhabad et al. proposed system for selection of favorable move in a multicore environment based on player's behaviour.
They aim to increase the processing power of mobile applications [2].
Authors of [4] proposed system for tracing the characteristics of mobile game that may or may not contribute to construction
of playfulness culture using gamification and ludification. They explained role of gamification and ludification in knowledge
generation during game play.
Keerati Jittrawong et al. convinced us how the gamified information system is more efficient in delivering information
than traditional DBMS based information system. They considered video games for demonstration of the system [5].
Scott A. Renner proposed system for achieving semantic data interoperability in different architecture and in different
platforms [7].
Trevor Perrier et al. tested speed and performance of NoSQL database in mobile phone. They concluded that NoSQL
database doesn‘t scale well in mobile phone. According to them, using NoSQL in a mobile phone has installation overhead as android
doesn‘st come with NoSQL connection API [8]

ROLE OF DATA INTEROPERABILITY
Interoperability can be described as an ability to communicate data efficiently under the ubiquitous environment consistently
resulting in better accuracy [6][9]. This research has demonstrated using multiplayer chess game. Data interoperability plays very
important role in multiplayer chess game. Multiplayer chess game is a distributed application with basic requirements of moves to be
shared between the players. At the instance, when players shares moves and process that moves the concept of data interoperability
comes into the picture. Players are playing on their own mobile phones. In order to move ahead with the game it is necessary achieve
data interoperability to share the moves and process that shared move.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system has designed a multiplayer chess game for demonstration. In the context of multiplayer chess game,
data interoperability is defined as ability to communicate data that means able to share moves efficiently and make use of that data that
is based on shared move process chess database and suggest next favorable moves. The system architecture is shown in following
figure. Architecture diagram represents the flow of the chess game. The player starts the chess application, and player either hosts new
game or joins the already hosted game. Player with white chessmen starts the game and select and play favorable move suggested by
one of the approach explained below in detail or known weakness of opponent or by selecting a random move. Based on player1‘s
move opponents plays moves based on either moves suggested or known weakness of opponent or by selecting a random move.
Finally, game result in either win, draw, suspend or loose state.

Fig. 1 system architecture
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We have proposed a system for interoperability in android smart phone. The connection between the mobiles are established using 3way handshake mechanism. Once the connection is successfully installed, mobile users are authenticated to share the valid data. Data
is shared between mobile user upon successful authentication process. The shared data is validated and the this data is used for further
processing after validation test is passed. If the validation test is failed, message is send to other player for valid data sharing. This
process is explained using block diagram as follows:

Fig. 2 Interoperability block diagram
Handshake process for connection establishment is in detail discussed in figure 3. Mobile1 send sequence number x to mobile 2. On
receiving the sequence number from mobile1, mobile2 send acknowledgement x+1 and its sequence number y. Mobile1 sends the
acknowledgement y+1 to mobile2 after receiving acknowledgment and sequence number and the secure connection is established.

Fig. 3 Handshake process
Two important tasks in data interoperability, one is to share data and other is to make use of shared data.
1. Share moves between players: in this research, we used MongoDB to store data of players and games. To share the moves between
players, we used single file to write game information per game. A single file is shared between player makes them easy to share
respective moves by reading the file. While sharing files, we have taken care of authorization as only authorized players are able to
share that file. Each game is associated with unique game_id and access key which is used to join games. When player hosts new
game game_id is generated by the system and access key is set by player responsible for hosting new game. This game_id and
access key is sent to targeted opponents by SMS. The sample game file is as below:
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2. Make use of shared move to suggest a favorable move: favorable move is a move which assures win state of the game after playing
that move. To select next favorable move, we have chosen two approaches: one is simple probability theory based on players'
behavior and other is by using the Naïve Bayes classifier.
Mathematical model to describe chess game and a selection of first favorable move is in detail explained in [1] and [2].
a) Probability Theory
From [1] and [2], we know that M = 20, where M represents the total no of possible moves for the first game.
Let F = {0,1} where F is flag. F = 1 represents playing as white and F = 0 represents playing as black.
Case 1: When F = 1, nw = total no of games played by player1.
D1 = distinct moves played by player1 where, | | | |.

Fig. 4 Favorable move selection using probability theory
Tw = { Tw1, Tw2 …………. Twn} represents the set of the game count with result 1-0. Twi = (x| x D1) represents for each distinct
move in D1, total no of games with result 1-0.
Pww = { Pww1, Pww2,…………. Pwwn } represents set of winning probabilities of each distinct move x where x D1 .
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𝑛
We know that P = 1; where P represent the probability.
Pw = Pww + Pwl = 1;
Pww = 1- Pwl ;
D1d = { D1d1, D1d2,……. D1dn } represents set of distinct moves with Pww > 0.5
Sort the D1d based on the value of Pww in descending order and suggest a first element of set as favorable move.
Case 2: When F = 0, nb = total no of games played by player1 and player 2.
D2 = distinct moves played by player2 against player 1 where, | | | |.
Tb = { Tb1, Tb2 …………. Tbn} represents the set of the game count with result 0-1. Tbi = (y| y D2) represents for each distinct
move in D2, total no of games with result 0-1.
Pbw = { Pbw1, Pbw2,…………. Pbwn} represents a set of winning probabilities of each distinct move y where y D2
𝑛
Pb = Pbw + Pbl = 1;
Pbw = 1- Pbl ;
D2d = { D2d1, D2d2,……. D2dn } represents set of distinct moves with Pbw > 0.5
Sort the D2d based on the value of Pbw in descending order and suggest a first element of set as favorable move.
This approach is used to suggest first favorable move.
b) Naïve Bays Classifier
To find a favorable move using the naïve Bayes classifier, we have followed the steps mentioned below:
Find the current board positions in a database. For each match store game object containing game_id, player1_uid,
player2_uid, identifier, prev, next and moveby in allgamedata object.
Find the result of each game in allgamedata
Initially res = -1, represents the class label
If ((result = 1-0) (player1 = moveby)) res = 1;
else res =0;
if ((result = 0-1) (player2 = moveby)) res = 1;
else res =0;
if (result = 1-1) then res = 2;
if game object in allgamedata has res = -1 then remove game object from allgamedata.
For each game data in allgamedata get rows and columns of prev and next moves where prev move is represented as prev =
(fromRow, fromColumn) and next is represented as next=(toRow, toColumn)
Let D be a training set of tuples and their associated class labels. Each tuple is represented by an n- dimensional attribute
vector, X = {x1, x2, ………..,xn}
In our case, X = {fromRow, fromColumn, toRow, toColumn}
Suppose that there are m classes C1, C2, ……Cm that is 0, 1, 2 in our case
Naïve bayes classifier predicts that tupple X blongs to class Ci iff
|
|
𝑓𝑜𝑟
𝑗 𝑚 𝑗 𝑖
By Bayes theorem
|
|
As
|

|

is constant for all classes, only
∏
|

needs to be maximized.

The classifier predicts that the class label of tuple X is the class C i iff
|

|

for

𝑗

𝑚 𝑗

𝑖

For each distinct tuple from x is classified using above formulas. Tuple with maximum final probability is considered for
suggesting favourable move.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The Experimental setup for this proposed system will be building of development and testing environment. Proposed system will be
developed in eclipse and tested on real time smartphone with multicore functionality.
The particulars about platform and system used are as follows:






Base operating system: windows 8/ fedora 21
Database: MongoDB
Tools: Eclipse Luna
Language: Java
Plugin: android, genymotion

According to this specification system is built up.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To calculate the results, we have considered 10 games played between shital and sharad. Where shital playing using white chessmen
and sharad has played using black chessmen.
a)

Probability theory
Table 1. move analysis of shital and sharad
Shital‘s Move Sharad‘s Move
Won
Lost
e4
e5
4
0
e4
c6
2
0
g4
e6
1
1
d4
d5
0
2
When playing as shital suggested move is e4 as e4 has maximum winning probability. When playing as sharad suggested
move is e6 as e6 has maximum winning probability.
b) Naïve Bayes classifier
Table 2. dataset for naïve Bayes classifier
fromRow fromColumn toRow
toColumn Result
4
4
4
4
1
4
4
4
4
1
4
4
4
4
0
3
3
4
3
0
4
4
4
4
1
3
3
4
3
0
6
6
4
6
0
4
4
4
4
1
4
4
4
4
0
Table. 3 unique tuples
3
3
6
6
4
4
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4
4
4

3
6
4

Each unique tuple is classified using the naïve Bayes classifier. Final probabilities for each of this tuple is given in following
table
P(0)
P(1)
0.0142
0.140
0.03552
0
0.008
0
When playing as shital P(1) with maximum value is considered, P(1) > P(0) therefore unique tuple with maximum P (1) is
considered and moves in corresponding games are suggested as favorable move.
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CONCLUSION
In this research, we have successfully proposed data interoperability solution using gamification of a chess game. Data
interoperability is achieved by saving the game data in a single file. We maintained the privacy of data by providing the access key to
each game. In this research, shared data are successfully and efficiently used to suggest a favorable move.
In the future, we are planning to achieve data interoperability between smartphone using distinct data files. Solution for the chess
favorable move will be extended to more depth.
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Abstract— A new soft-switched bidirectional buck and boost converter suitable for high-power applications such as hybrid electric
vehicles , power factor correction, and fuel cell power conversion systems is investigated in this work. The converter attains Zero
Voltage Switched (ZVS) turn on of the active switches which reduces switching losses. The voltage ratings of components and energy
volumes of passive components of the converter are reduced compared to the conventional zero voltage transition converters. The
proposed converter has also achieved voltage conversion ratio almost double compared to the conventional boost converter. The
performance of the converter is analyzed using MATLAB/Simulink R2010a.

Keywords— Resonant PWM, Soft switching, DC-DC converter, Zero Voltage Switching, Bidirectional Converter, High Power
Applications, Electric Vehicles

INTRODUCTION

Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM) boost converters have been widely used as the front-end converter for active input current
shaping [3]. CCM boost converters are increasingly used in high power applications such as uninterrupted power supplies, hybrid
electric vehicles, fuel cell power conversion systems etc. High power density and high efficiency are major concerns in the high power
CCM boost converters [8].
The hard switched CCM boost converter has severe diode reverse recovery problems in high current high power applications
[7] [9]. That is, when the main switch is turned on, a shoot-through of the output capacitor to ground due to the diode reverse recovery
causes a large current spike across the diode and main switch. Thus it increases turn-off losses of the diode and turn on loss of the
main switch, but also causes severe electromagnetic interference (EMI) emissions [5].
The effect of the reverse recovery problems [2] become more significant at high switching frequency and at higher power
levels. Therefore, the hard switched CCM boost converter is not capable of achieving high efficiency and high power density at high
power levels [1] [6] [10]. Many techniques on soft switching CCM boost converters have been proposed. This work analyses a new
soft switched CCM boost converter suitable for high power applications [4] [11]. The converter has Zero Voltage Switching turn-on of
the main switches in CCM and negligible diode reverse recovery due to Zero Current Switching turn-off of the diode. Voltage
conversion ratio is also almost doubled compared to the conventional boost converters [12]. It has significantly reduced components
voltage ratings and energy volumes of most passive components. The operating principles and features of the proposed converter has
been described. The performance of the converter is analyzed in detail using MATLAB/Simulink Ra2010. The simulated waveforms
are found to be similar to the theoretical waveforms and is clear that the performance of the converter has improved.

Fig.1 ZVZCS resonant PWM DC-DC converter
Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram of the proposed CCM boost converter, and Figure 3.3 shows key waveforms illustrating the
operating principle of the proposed converter.
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Upper switch SU in the ZVZCS resonant PWM DC-DC converter replaces the rectifier diode in the conventional boost
converter. Lower switch SL and upper switch SU are operated with asymmetrical complementary switching in order to regulate the
output voltage as shown in Figure. An auxiliary circuit that consists of a capacitor Cr, an inductor Lr, two diodes DL and DU, and a
capacitor CU is connected on top of the output capacitor C L to form the output voltage of the converter. The auxiliary circuit not only
increases the output voltage, but also helps ZVS turn-on of active switches SL and SU in CCM.
Applying the soft switching techniques to switched mode converters would eliminate the need for bulky snubbers and heat
sinks and can considerably improve the converter efficiency. In addition to that, the soft switching technique will reduce the converter
electromagnetic interference. A new non-isolated bidirectional ZVS DC-DC converter for high power applications using resonant
PWM technique is investigated in this work. The switches in the resonant DC-DC converter is fully soft switched, thus reducing the
switch stresses and losses. Thus, the converter has an acceptable efficiency as compared to other conventional switching converters.

BIDIRECTIONAL DC-DC CONVERTER USING RESONANT PWM TECHNIQUE

Fig.2 Bidirectional DC-DC converter using resonant PWM

BOOST MODE
Mode I: This mode begins with turning off of SU and S1. Then the body diodes of SL and S1 are turned on. The gating signal for S1 is
applied with appropriate dead time during this mode, and then S 1 could be turned on at ZVS condition.

Fig.3 Mode I operation
Mode II: When the increasing current i L1 becomes greater than the decreasing current i Lr, current flowing through SL is reversed, and
main channel of SL conducts. This mode ends when iLr reaches 0A. Switch S1 is turned off under zero current condition.

Fig.4 Mode II operation
Mode III: iLr is reversed and body diode of S2 is turned on. Gating signal for S2 can be applied during this mode.S2 is turned on under
ZVS condition.
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Fig.5 Mode III operation
Mode IV: SL and S2 are turned off and then body diodes of S U and S2 are turned on. The gating signal for SU is applied during this
mode. Then SU could be turned on under ZVS condition. This mode ends when i Lr reaches 0A. S2 is turned off under ZCS condition.

Fig.6 Mode IV operation
Mode V: This mode begins when iLr is reversed and body diode of SL is turned on. Gating signal for S1 can be applied during this
mode. S1 is turned on under ZVS condition.

Fig.7 Mode V operation
This is the end of one complete cycle.

BUCK MODE
The same converter can be used for buck operation in the reverse direction. In the buck mode operation, the output load is
replaced by dc source and input voltage source is replaced by output load with capacitor filter. The only difference is the power flow
through the converter will be reversed. In the buck mode also, ZVS turn on of the switches are ensured. Buck and boost operation of
the bidirectional converter is analysed using MATLAB/Simulink model.

DESIGN
The resonant frequency of the circuit is given by,
fr =
√

The output voltage is obtained as,
Vout = VCL + VCU
where, voltage across lower capacitor is,
VCL =
1066

Vin

and,
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Voltage across upper capacitor is,
VCU =

Vin – ΔV

The input filter inductor,
L1 =
= 60 μH
The resonant frequency obtained is, fr = 40kHz
Resonant elements are,
Lr = 6μH
Cr = 2.7μF
Normally, below resonance operation is found to be more efficient than the above resonance operation. For below resonance operation,
switching frequency is selected to be greater than the resonance frequency. Switching frequency is selected as 70kHz.

MATLAB/SIMULINK MODEL
This section depicts the performance of the bidirectional converter in MATLAB/Simulink environment. The
MATLAB/Simulink model is operated in buck mode and boost mode. And, the simulation results of both operations are analysed.

BOOST OPERATION OF OPERATION

Fig.8 MATLAB/Simulink model of bidirectional converter in boost mode
The study parameters and conditions for the MATLAB/Simulink model are given by,
TABLE XII
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
COMPONENTS
Input voltage
L1
Cr
Switching frequency
R0
fr
Lr

PARAMETER
80V
60µH
3µF
70kHz
30Ω
40kHz
6µH

The bidirectional operation of the converter finds applications in hybrid electric vehicles. Fig. 8 depict the study results for
the boost mode of operation.
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BUCK MODE OF OPERATION

Fig.9 MATLAB/Simulink model of bidirectional converter in buck mode
When the converter is used in buck mode, the direction of power flow is reversed.

SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation results for the buck mode of operation are given by,

Fig. 10 Input voltage

Fig. 11 Input current
In the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment, the input voltage 80V is given and the input current is of the order of 20A.

Fig. 12 Gate pulse given to SL

Fig. 13 Voltage across SL
From Fig.12 and Fig.13, it is clear that the lower switch S L is turned on under ZVS condition.
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Fig. 14 Gate pulse given to SU

Fig. 15 Voltage across SU
From Fig.14 and Fig.15, it is clear that the lower switch SU is turned on under ZVS condition.

Fig. 16 Gate pulse given to S2

Fig. 17 Voltage across S2
From Fig.16 and Fig.17, it is clear that the lower switch S2 is turned on under ZVS condition.

Fig. 18 Voltage across S1

Fig. 19 Voltage across S1
From Fig.18 and Fig.19, it is clear that the lower switch S1 is turned on under ZVS condition.

Fig. 20 Current through SL

Fig. 21 Current through SU

Fig. 22 Current through S2
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Fig. 23 Current through S1
Current through the switches are shown in the above figures.

BOOST MODE OPERATION

Fig. 24 Output voltage

Fig. 25 Output current
In the boost mode, for an input voltage of 80V, an output voltage of 205V and current of 2.05A is produced at the output. As
can be seen, the output ripple voltage is around 1V. For the same input parameters, buck operation of the converter is also analysed.
All the waveforms are same excluding the output current and voltage. The same ZVS turn on of the switches is obtained in the buck
mode operation also.

BUCK MODE OPERATION

Fig. 26 Output voltage

Fig. 27 Output current
In the buck mode, for an input voltage of 80V, an output voltage of 20V and current of 0.8A is produced at the output.
It is found that using this technique, we get improved soft switched bidirectional converter which finds applications in hybrid
electric vehicles.

CONCLUSION
In this work, a new soft-switched CCM boost converter suitable for high voltage and high power application has been
proposed. The proposed converter has ZVS turn-on of the active switches in CCM and negligible diode reverse recovery due to ZCS
turn-off of the diodes. The voltage conversion ratio is almost doubled compared to the conventional boost converter. It greatly reduced
components voltage ratings and energy volumes of most passive components.
The simulation of the ZVZCS DC-DC converter is done in MATLAB/SIMULINK R2010a. In the boost mode of operation,
for an input voltage of 80V, an output voltage of 205V and current of 2.05A is produced at the output. In the buck mode operation, for
an input voltage of 80V, an output voltage of 20V and current of 0.8A is produced at the output.
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Abstract— This paper presents a zero voltage Switching DC-DC boost Converter with an Auxiliary resonant Circuit. The
circuit consists of Boost Converter and in additional it has a auxiliary circuit which has a inductor, switch , diode and capacitor.
With the help of an auxiliary circuit ZVS can be achieved and switching losses of a Boost Converter can be reduced. Generally
in boost converters switching losses are dissipated in external passive resistors when a snubber circuit is used. This is called
hard switching. In the given method the switching losses are avoided by forcing voltage (ZVS) to zero during switching. The
switching losses are reduced by reducing the switching losses. MATLAB/Simulink simulations are performed to verify the
theoretical analysis.

Keywords— Zero voltage switching, Boost, Efficiency, soft switching, DC-DC converter, switching losses, Simulation.
INTRODUCTION

In conventional PWM converters operating in hard switching, where the voltage and current pulses goes from low to high value or
from high to low value during the transition period, switching loss will occur. It also generates a substantial amount of
Electromagnetic interference [3] [6]. These losses arise mainly because of output capacitance of the transistor, diode reverse recovery
and capacitance of diode. By observation, it is seen that switching losses is directly proportional to switching frequency [4]. So
switching frequency is limited by the switching losses. Because of the wide spectral range of harmonics present in PWM waveforms, a
high Electro Magnetic Interference will occur [2]. Current spikes created by Diode recovery can also result in this electromagnetic
interference.
Soft switching can reduce the Electromagnetic interference and switching losses by putting some stress on the devices [1] [5] [7] [11].
When either voltage or current is zero during the turn OFF or turn ON period, then the product of the current and voltage becomes
zero, which leads to reduced power loss [9] [10] [12]. Therefore the switching loss can be reduced and the device can operate at high
switching frequency [8]. Size and weight of the device is also reduced as the heat sink is not required.

BOOST CIRCUIT WITH AN AUXILIARY RESONANT CIRCUIT

Fig 1 Boost circuit with an auxiliary circuit
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Fig 2 Boost circuit with improved auxiliary circuit

The converter consists of 2 MOSFETs S1 , S2 . MOSFET S1 is the main MOSFET responsible for the output voltage and
power. S2 is the auxiliary MOSFET which is responsible for soft switching of the main MOSFET S1 . S2 is the MOSFET
which replaces the diode in order to provide low resistance path. The output capacitor acts as filter circuit providing
only the DC component and filtering the AC component. The S1 is turned ON/OFF at zero voltage condition.

WORKING OF THE CONVERTER
Mode 1

Switches S1 and S2 turned off prior to time to. In this mode diode D conducts and at time to S2 turns on and iLr increases

linearly.
Fig 3 Mode 1 operation of the converter

Mode 2
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Fig 4 Mode 2 operation of the converter

In this mode iLr continues to increase and capacitor Cr discharges to zero at the end of the mode.
Mode 3

Fig 5 Mode 3 operation of the converter

At the starting of this mode body diode of S 1 becomes ON and a current would flow through the body diode and voltage across the
main switch becomes zero and we would get a ideal situation to turn ON the main switch at zero voltage condition.
Mode 4

Fig 6 Mode 4 operation of the converter

In this mode switch S2 is turned off at zero voltage condition.
Mode 5

Fig 7 Mode 5 operation of the converter
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D1 is turned off and S1 is turned on at zero voltage condition
Mode 6

Fig 8 Mode 6 operation of the converter

S1 is turned off and the capacitor cr would get charged to input voltage Vin.
Mode 7

Fig 9 Mode 7 operation of the converter

In mode 7 the current would flow through the diode D to the load as shown in fig 9.
DESIGN

Output resistance and output current

P 0 = V0 I 0
For a conventional boost converter,

where,
D = 57.5%
Dmain = 50% and Daux = 7.5%
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Design of inductor and capacitor

𝑓

𝑓
C = 7.187

MATLAB/SIMULINK MODEL

Fig 9 MATLAB/Simulink model of the converter

This section depicts the performance of the boost circuit with auxiliary resonance circuit in MATLAB/Simulink environment. The
MATLAB/Simulink model is simulated and soft switching of switches is verified.
TABLE XIII
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
COMPONENTS
Input voltage
L
Cr
Switching frequency
R0
D
Lr

PARAMETER
4V
47µH
7µF
16kHz
270Ω
57.5%
10µH

SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig 10 Gate pulse given to main switch
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The above figure shows the gate pulse given to the main switch. This pulse is applied after attaining zero voltage condition at S1. This
condition is achieved by applying a pulse at the auxiliary switch.

Fig 11 Gate pulse given to auxiliary switch

The above figure shows the gate pulse given to auxiliary circuit. This pulse is given before the main pulse is given and zero voltage
condition is achieved at main switch so that main switch can be turned on at zero voltage conditions

Fig 12 soft switching of main switch

In the above figure the soft switching of main switch is clearly shown. The tall wave is the voltage across the switch and the short
wave is the gate pulse to the main switch. It is clear that the gate pulse is given at zero voltage conditions.

Fig 13 Zero current turn off of rectifier diode
The above figure shows the voltage across the diode at the top and current through the diode at the bottom. It is clear that diode is
turned off after the current has reached zero.

Fig 14 Current through main switch

Fig 15 Output voltage
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The above figure shows the output voltage obtained in the converter when an input of 4V is given. It is able to obtain an output of
90V. From the above waveforms it is clear that the performance of the converter has improved.

CONCLUSION
In this work a ZVS Boost converter using an auxiliary resonant circuit is analysed. The circuit diagram of the converter and
modes of operation are discussed. Each mode of operation is analysed by simulation using MATLAB/Simulink software. It is
seen in simulation that the main switch operates in soft switching. The main switch is turned OFF and ON by the zero voltage
switching (ZVS). The rectifier diode is turned off when the current through it reduces to zero. The switching losses are reduced by
soft switching and efficiency of the boost converter is improved.
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Abstract- The presence of chromium (VI) in ground water of Unnao Industrial area, Uttar Pradesh, India has been found up to 5.36
mg/l and due to its health impact on human body it is essential to search for new remedial measures for its removal from drinking
water sources. The area contains a number of tanneries and the resulted solid / liquid waste is dumped in the nearby areas. Chromates
are often used to manufacture, among other things, leather products, causes allergic contact dermatitis and irritant dermatitis, resulting
in ulceration of the skin, sometimes referred to as "chrome ulcers". This condition is often found in workers that have been exposed to
strong chromate solutions in electroplating, tanning and chrome-producing manufacturers. The acute toxicity of chromium (VI) is due
to its strong oxidative properties. After it reaches the bloodstream, it damages blood cells by oxidation reactions. Hemolysis, and
subsequently kidney and liver failure, are the results of this damage.
Due to severe health impact of Cr (VI) on human body the removal becomes more essential particularly from the drinking
water. Conventional methods for removal include chemical precipitation, lime coagulation, ion exchange, reverse osmosis and solvent
extraction .These methods for removal of heavy metals from wastewaters however, are often not economically appealing because of
high operational cost. The search for new technologies involving the removal of chromium from tannery wastewaters of Unnao
industrial area has directed attention to biosorption, based on metal binding capacities of various biological materials. The major
advantages of biosorption over conventional treatment methods include low cost, high efficiency of metal removal, minimization of
chemical / biological sludge and ecofriendly. The objective of this study is to develop inexpensive and effective biosorbent that is
easily available in large quantities and feasible economically for Cr (VI) metal ions in solution.
Here, biosorbent has been prepared from easily available Mangifera indica / Ficus racemosa / Syzygium cumini bark to carry
out chromium (VI) removal from tannery contaminated water. The parameters investigated are contact time, adsorbent dosage,
temperature, variable initial chromium (VI) concentration and pH. The adsorption process of chromium (VI) is tested with Linear,
Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models. The results of Mangifera indica bark on the Langmuir isotherm to the systems yielded
maximum adsorption capacity of 19.64 mg/g at 30 oC at a solution pH of 7. The adsorption was found maximum up to 80.2% at low
pH in the range of 1-3.The contact time of 60 min resulted to the 67% adsorption of metal in 5mg/L solution using adsorbent dose of
1g/L. While the Ficus racemosa bark on application of the Langmuir isotherm to the systems yielded maximum adsorption capacity of
25.9 mg/g at 30oC at a solution pH of 7. The adsorption of chromium (VI) was found to be maximum up to 83.78% at pH in the range
of 1-3.The contact time of 60 min resulted to the 36.82% adsorption of metal in 50mg/L solution using adsorbent dose of 1g/L .
Syzygium cumini bark on application of the Langmuir isotherm to the systems yielded maximum adsorption capacity of 31.51 mg/g at
a solution pH of 7 having Cr (VI) concentration 50 mg/L and biosorbent dose 1g/L. The adsorption of chromium (VI) was found to be
maximum 95.63% at low pH values of 2 having Cr (VI) concentration 50 mg/L and biosorbent dose 1g/L. The contact time of 60 min
resulted to the 55.28% adsorption of metal in 50mg/L solution using adsorbent dose of 1g/L.
The hexavalent chromium removal efficiency of Syzygium cumini bark has been found better as compared to Mangifera
indica & Ficus racemosa barks and it can used for removal of chromium (VI) from the tannery polluted water as a low cost
biosorbent. The FTIR technique was also carried out to correlate the adsorption sites of biosorbent.
Keywords: Comparative Biosorption efficiency; Chromium (VI); Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa and Syzygium cumini barks;
Linear, Freundlich & Langmuir isotherm.
INTRODUCTION
The carcinogenity of chromate dust has been known for a long time, and publications describe the elevated cancer risk of
workers in a chromate dye company. Chromium salts (chromates) are also the cause of allergic reactions in some people. Chromates
are often used to manufacture, among other things, leather products, paints, cement, mortar, and anti-corrosives. Contact with products
containing chromates can lead to allergic contact dermatitis and irritant dermatitis, resulting in ulceration of the skin, sometimes
referred to as "chrome ulcers". This condition is often found in workers that have been exposed to strong chromate solutions in
electroplating, tanning and chrome-producing manufacturers. The LD50 for chromium (VI) ranges between 50 and 150 mg/kg. (Katz
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etal 1992). In the body, chromium(VI) is reduced by several mechanisms to chromium(III) already in the blood before it enters the
cells. The chromium(III) is excreted from the body, whereas the chromate ion is transferred into the cell by a transport mechanism.
The acute toxicity of chromium(VI) is due to its strong oxidative properties. After it reaches the bloodstream, it damages blood cells
by oxidation reactions. Hemolysis, and subsequently kidney and liver failure, are the results of this damage. (Basketter, etal 2000).
Hexavalent chromium in the surface and ground water is hazardous to the environment because of its high toxicity, high
potentiality to contaminate drinking water sources (BIS 1991), possible human health risk and finally to its pollution on ecosystem. In
recent years, increasing awareness of water pollution and its far reaching effects has prompted concerted efforts towards pollution
abatement. Among the different heavy metals, chromium is a common and very toxic pollutant introduced into natural waters from a
variety of industrial wastewaters (Srivastava et al.2013). The two major sources of contamination are tanneries (trivalent chromium),
electroplating and metal finishing industries (hexavalent chromium). Chromium occurs most frequently as Cr (VI) or Cr (III) in
aqueous solutions (Dakiky et al. 2002). Both valency of chromium are potentially harmful but hexavalent chromium possesses a
greater risk due to its water soluble nature and high penetrating power to enter into the living cells (Dakiky et al. 2002), which leads to
its carcinogenic properties. Hexavalent chromium, which is primarily present in the form of chromate CrO4 -- and dichromate Cr2O7 --,
has significantly higher levels of toxicity than the other valence states (Sharma & Forster 1995).
In general, chromium (VI) is removed from waste water by various methods such as chemical precipitation, electrochemical
reduction, sulfide precipitation, ion-exchange, reverse osmosis, electro dialysis, solvent extraction, and evaporation, etc. (Singh et al.
2014). However, these methods are cost intensive and are unaffordable for large scale treatment of wastewater which is rich in
chromium (VI). Adsorption using activated carbon is an effective method for the treatment of industrial effluents contaminated with
chromium (VI) and quite popular (Jianlong et al. 2000, Sharma & Bhattacharyya 2004). Other commercial adsorbents are recently
reported to have been used in industries, although their versatility and adsorption capacity are generally less than those of activated
carbon (Gupta & Babu 2006).
Conventional methods for removing Cr (VI) ions from industrial wastewater include reduction (Tripathi et al. 2013),
reduction followed by chemical precipitation (Ozer et al. 1997), adsorption on the activated carbon (Lotfi M. & Adhoum 2002),
solvent extraction (Mauri et al.2001), freeze separation, reverse osmosis (Padilla & Tavani 1999), ion-exchange (Rengaraj et al. 2003)
and electrolytic methods (Namasivayam & Yamuna 1995). These methods have found limited application because they often involve
high capital and operational costs. Biosorption is an effective and versatile method for removing chromium. Natural materials which
are available in large quantities or certain waste products from industrial or agricultural operations may have potential as inexpensive
sorbents. Due to their low cost, after these materials have been expended, they can be disposed off without expensive regeneration.
Most of the low cost biosorbent have the limitation of low sorptive capacity and thereby for the same degree of treatment, it generates
more solid waste (pollutant laden sorbent after treatment), which possess disposal problems. Therefore, there is need to explore low
cost biosorbent having high contaminant sorption capacity. Use of locally available adsorbents has been suggested by Nourbakhsh et
al. (1994) and Bai and Abraham (2003) and agricultural byproducts (Bailey et al. 1999) for heavy metal removal. However, the
literature is still insufficient to cover this problem and more work and investigations are needed to deal with other locally available
and cheap biosorbent to eliminate Cr (VI) discharged by industrial wastage (Singh et al 2013 and 2014). The present paper deals with
the comparative efficiencies of Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa and Syzygium cumini barks for Chromium (VI) removal from
tannery effluent waters.
Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa and Syzygium cumini is a very common tree in tropical countries. It is grown mainly for its
fruits and wood. The phytochemical investigated in the Mangifera indica bark extract are mostly phenolic constituents: gallic acid,
3,4-dihydroxy benzoic acid, gallic acid methyl ester, gallic acid propyl ester, mangiferin,(+)-catechin, (-)-epicatechin, and benzoic
acid and benzoic acid propyl ester (Tanaka et al. 1984). The astringent nature of the Ficus racemosa bark has been employed as a
mouth washes in spongy gum and also internally in dysentery, menorrhagia and haemoptysis (Tanaka et al. 1984). Phytochemical
constituents isolated from S. cumini (L.) stem bark has been found to contain betulinic acid, friedelin, epi-friedelanol, β-sitosterol,
eugenin and fatty acid ester of epi-friedelanol (Sengupta and Das, 1965), β-sitosterol, quercetin kaempferol, myricetin, gallic acid and
ellagic acid (Bhargava et al, 1974), bergenins (Kopanski and Schnelle, 1988), flavonoids and tannins (Bhatia and Bajaj, 1975). The
presence of gallo- and ellagi-tannins may be responsible for the astringent property of stem bark. Literature survey reveals that in most
of the peer reviewed journals the comparative adsorption efficiency of Cr (VI) with Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium
cumini bark as biosorbent yet has not been investigated, and this is the first such study undertaken by the authors. The effect of pH,
contact time, temperature, initial hexavalent chromium concentration, variable adsorbent doses and adsorption equilibria were
investigated. FTIR of adsorbent and chromium adsorbed adsorbent was also carried out for spectral studies.
METHODS & MATERIAL
The Chromium (VI) contaminated waters were collected from Unnao industrial areas of Uttar Pradesh for experimental
biosorption removal. The estimation of hexavalent chromium in the solution at different conditions and time interval was carried out
by using Diphenyl carbazide method as per standard methods (APHA 1995). Shimadzu UV-VIS Spectrophotometer at 540 nm was
used for measurement. All the chemicals used were of analytical reagent grade. The standard stock Cr(VI) solutions was prepared by
weighing 2.8287 g of Potassium dichromate in one liter double distilled water and it was further diluted to desired concentrations
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containing 1,2,4,5,6,8,10,20, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, and 200 mg/L of chromium (VI)in aqueous phase standard solutions. The Cr (VI)
loadings on sorbents were computed based on mass balance through loss of metal from aqueous solution. The pH of solution was
maintained using 0.5 N HCl and 0.5 N NaOH solutions. The temperature of the solutions was maintained by using temp. regulatory
oven. The FTIR of the sorbent (Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark) and chromium loaded was carried out
using Bruker FTIR Spectrophotometer for absorption peaks.
Preparation of Biosorbent (Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark powder)
The sorbents used was powder of Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini barks. The material was obtained
from local area. There after it was washed, dried and then pulverized in pulverizer and air-dried in the sun for five days. After drying,
the bark powder was kept in air tight plastic bottles. The powdered material was used as such and no pretreatment was given to the
materials. The particle size was maintained in the range of 212–300 µm (geometric mean size: 252.2 µm).
Screening of Biosorbent
The experiments were carried out in 150 mL borosil conical flasks by agitating a pre-weighed amount of powdered adsorbent
of Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark with 10 - 100 mL of the aqueous chromium (VI) solutions for a
predetermined period at 10-40oC in an ice bath / oven. The biosorbent doses were maintained 1-5 g/L for different experiments. The
adsorbent is filtered with whatman filter paper no 41 from aqueous solution for analysis of hexavalent chromium on
spectrophotometer. Adsorption isotherm study is carried out with different initial concentrations of chromium (VI) from 20 to 100
mg/L with the adsorbent dosage of 1-5 g/L. The effect of pH on Cr (VI) biosorption was studied at 30 0C with chromium (VI)
concentration of 50 mg/L and an adsorbent dosage of 4 g/L. The effect of adsorbent dosage is studied by varying the adsorbent
amount from 1 g/L to 5 g/L with chromium (VI) concentration of 50 mg/L. The effect of temperature varying from 10- 40oC was
studied at Cr (VI) concentration of 50 mg/L and biosorbent dose of 4 g/L. The time duration 60-300 min was studied on Cr (VI)
concentration of 5 mg/L and biosorbent dose of 4 g/L.
The equilibrium concentration of free chromium (VI) ions at different experimental conditions with suitable time interval in
the solution was determined by filtering the adsorbent loaded with hexavalent chromium through whatman filter paper followed by
developing a purple-violet color in the filtrate with 1, 5-diphenyl carbazide in acidic medium as complexing agent
spectrophotometrically. The absorbance of the purple-violet colored solution was read at 540 nm after 20 min.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark has been used for chromium (VI) removal from aqueous
solutions in the present study. Figure -1 shows the adsorbent capacity of various adsorbents. The comparatively study with other nonconventional adsorbents reveals that present study of adsorbent prepared from Syzygium cumini bark has better adsorption capacity in
many cases (biomass residual slurry, Fe (III)/Cr (III) hydroxide, waste tea, walnut (shell); comparable adsorption capacity with palm
pressed-fibers, maize cob, sugar cane bagasse and lower adsorption capacity with activated carbon & saw dust for chromium (VI) ions
(Huang &Wu 1977, Namasivayam & Ranganathan 1993,Orhan & Buyukgungur 1993, Tan et al. 1993,Sharma & Forster 1994,
Namasivayam & Yamuna1995, Gupta & Babu 2008).
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Fig-1 Biosorption capacity of various adsorbents for Hexavalent Chromium

Effect of Contact Time on Chromium (VI) Adsorption
The effect of contact time up to 300 min. on chromium VI adsorption was studied using biosorbent dose of 1 g/L and
hexavalent Chromium concentration of 4, 5 & 50 mg/L.(Fig -2). The extraction process was carried out with standard Cr (VI) 100 mL
solution of 4 5 and 50 mg/L in 150 mL conical flask with biosorbent dose of 1g/L and the concentration of hexavalent chromium in
the solution was recorded by filtration through whatman filter paper followed by development of colour using Diphenyl carbazide at
540 nm in time interval of 60, 120, 180, 240 and 300 minutes. Most of the adsorption takes place in first hour of contact and longer
contact time has negligible effect on extraction of chromium (fig-2). In present experimental conditions low concentration solution of
Cr (VI) is more rapidly removed by Mangifera indica bark (80% approx).

Fig-2 Effect of Contact Time on Chromium (VI) on Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark biosorption
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Effect of Increasing Concentration of Cr (VI) on Adsorption
Standard Cr (VI) solutions of 100 mL having initial concentration of 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 mg/L were treated with biosorbent
0.1 g dose in each solution. The concentration of Cr (VI) in the solution was determined using the standard methods. The percentage
adsorption increases up to 85.9 for 4 mg/L Cr (VI) concentration in Mangifera indica bark there after it decreases (figure-4) where as
in Ficus racemosa bark the adsorption increases up to 82.9 for 4 mg/L Cr (VI) concentration there after it decreases (figure-3). The
percentage adsorption slowly decreases from 67.6 for 10 mg/L to 50.88 for 10 to 50 mg/L Cr (VI) concentration solutions for
Syzygium cumini bark.

Fig-3 Effect of Increasing Concn of Cr (VI) on Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark biosorption
Effect of Temperature on Cr (VI) biosorption
The 100 mL samples of 50 mg/L hexavalent chromium concentration in 150 mL conical flasks were treated with 0.1 g of
biosorbent (Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark powder) maintained at 10, 20, 30 & 40 oC. The solutions were
kept for 60 min. with gentle shaking at periodical intervals and the concentration of Cr (VI) was measured in the solution after
filtering through Whatman filter paper by developing the colour using Diphenyl carbazide at 540 nm spectrophotometrically. The
percentage biosorption of Cr (VI) was found maximum at 40 oC and minimum at 10 oC showing an increasing trend with temperature.
(Figure-4)

Fig-4 Effect of Temperature on Cr (VI) biosorption using Mangifera indica Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark
Effect of pH on Cr (VI) biosorption
The experiments using 100 mL of 50 mg/L Cr (VI) solutions for 60 min time and adsorbent dose of 0.1 g were carried out at
pH 2, 4, 7, 10 and 12 and the biosorption of Cr (VI) is depicted in figure-5. The Mangifera indica bark in acidic medium (pH-2) has
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been found to show maximum biosorption up to 80% of initial chromium (VI) which decreases to 13% at neutral (pH-7) and further
increases to 26% in basic medium (pH-12).(Figure-5). Syzygium cumini barks in acidic medium (pH-2) has been found to show
maximum biosorption up to 95.63% of initial chromium (VI) which decreases to 63.02% at neutral (pH-7) and further decreases to
52.98% in basic medium at pH-12 & Ficus racemosa is also comparable to it showing maximum biosorption up to 83.78% of initial
chromium (VI) which decreases to 51.8% at neutral (pH-7) and further increases to 58.1% in basic medium (pH-12)The Syzygium
cumini bark has been found to better in biosorption efficiency due to its more percentage adsorption near neutral medium.

Fig-5 Effect of pH on Cr (VI) biosorption using Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark
Effect of Biosorbent Concentration on Cr (VI) Adsorption
The 100 mL samples of 50 mg/L hexavalent chromium concentration in 150 mL conical flasks were treated with 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5 g of Biosorbent (Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark powder) maintained at room temperature 25 oC.
The solutions were kept for 60 min. with gentle shaking at periodical intervals and the concentration of Cr (VI) was measured in the
solution after filtering through Whatman filter paper and developing the colour using Diphenyl carbazide at 540 nm
spectrophotometrically. The percentage biosorption of Cr (VI) was found maximum with biosorbent dose of 5g/l and minimum at 1g/l
showing an increasing trend with increasing biosorbent doses. (Figure-6)

Fig-6 Effect of Mangifera indica bark, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark Concentration on Cr (VI) biosorption
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Adsorption Isotherms
The equilibrium of the sorption is one of the important physico-chemical aspects for the evaluation of the sorption process as
a unit operation. The sorption isotherm studies are conducted by varying adsorbent dosage of 1 to 5 g/L and the initial concentration of
chromium (VI) from 50 mg/L and maintaining the temp. The adsorption isotherm (qe versus Ce) shows the equilibrium between the
concentration of chromium (VI) in the aqueous solution and its concentration on the solid (mass of chromium (VI) per unit mass of
Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark powders). It is evident that adsorption capacity increases with increasing
equilibrium chromium (VI) concentrations. Fig.- 7 show that the adsorption capacity of Mangifera indica bark increases rapidly from
0 to 18.8 mg/g for the equilibrium concentration of 0 to 15.5 mg/L. Further a gradual increase in adsorption capacity is observed with
the increase in equilibrium concentration and it reaches up to 23.9 mg/g for the equilibrium concentration of 26.1 mg/L. The Ficus
racemosa bark the linear isotherm with variable biosorbent (Fig-7) shows an increase in adsorption capacity up to 23.2 mg/g for the
equilibrium concentration of 26.8 mg/L whereas in Syzygium cumini bark the linear isotherm with variable biosorbent (Fig-7) shows a
linear increase in adsorption capacity up to 21.78 mg/g for the equilibrium concentration of 28.22 mg/L.

Fig -7 Linear isotherm for Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark biosorption of Cr(VI)
In order to model the sorption behaviour, adsorption isotherms have been studied. The adsorption process of chromium (VI)
is tested with Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models. Langmuir and Freundlich equations are given in equation (1) and (2),
respectively.
Ce
qe

= 1
qmb

+ 1
qm

Ce

(1)

[where b- Langmuir constant (L/mg), Ce - Concentration of Cr (VI) at equilibrium (mg/L)
qe - Amount of Cr(VI) adsorbed by the adsorbent (mg/g) and qm - Maximum adsorption capacity (mg/g)]
ln qe = ln KF + (1/ n) lnCe
(2)
[where KF - Freundlich constant (mg/g) and n - Freundlich constant (L/mg)]
The isotherm data for Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini barks have been linearized using the Langmuir
equation and shown in Fig. 8. The regression constants are tabulated in Table-1. The high value of correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.9877
& 9947) indicated a good agreement between the parameters. The constant qm, which is a measure of the adsorption capacity to form
a monolayer, can be as high as 13.68 & 25.9 mg/g at pH 7. The constant b, which denotes adsorption energy, is equal to 0.0568 &
0.0454 L/mg. The same data also fitted with the Freundlich equation and shown in Fig. 9. The regression constants are listed in
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Table-2. The value of correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.9407 & 9978) showed that the data confirm well to the Freundlich equation
although the strength of the relationship between parameters is not as good as in the case of the Langmuir equation. The higher values
(>1) of 1/n indicates the favourable condition of biosorption by the Mangifera indica bark by hexa valent chromium in aqueous
medium.

Table No.1: Langmuir Isotherm constants for adsorption of chromium (VI) on Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium
cumini barks.
Biosorbent
Langmuir Isotherm
Constants
Correlation Coefficient
(R2)
Constants qm (mg/g)
b (L/mg)
Mangifera indica bark
13.68
0.0568
0.9877
Ficus racemosa bark
25.9
0.1715
0.9864
25.9
0.0454
0.9947
Syzygium cumini bark
31.51
0.0879
0.9975
25.44

0.0239

0.9911

47.81

0.0387

0.9791

31.92

0.0703

0.9877

Fig-8 Langmuir Isotherm for Adsorption of Cr (VI) on Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark

Table No.2: Freundlich Isotherm constants for adsorption of chromium (VI) on Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa & Syzygium
cumini barks.
Biosorbent

Mangifera indica bark
Ficus racemosa bark
Syzygium cumini bark
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KF
0.655
1.096
3.248
1.412

Freundlich Isotherm
Constants
1/n
1.192
1.0165
0.6402
0.8367
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Fig-9 Freundlich Isotherm for Cr (VI) with Mangifera indica Ficus racemosa & Syzygium cumini bark
FTIR spectra of Mangifera indica bark and biosorbent with Cr (VI)
The FTIR spectra of biosorbent (Mangifera indica bark) and Cr (VI) loaded was carried out using Bruker FTIR
Spectrophotometer. The strong peaks observed in Mangifera indica bark at wave numbers 1027.23 cm-1 (–CN stretching vibrations of
the protein fractions, Cr(VI)-O); 1604.27 cm-1 (C=O chelate stretching); 2362.35 cm-1 (vibration of –NH2) & 3350 cm-1 (bonded –OH
group, -NH stretching). The peaks after biosorption with Cr (VI) became more prominent and larger at 1027.36, 1611.02, 2368.11,
3329.93 cm-1 wave numbers respectively. The weak peaks in FTIR spectrum at 806.19 cm-1 (Cr (VI) compounds) & 1315.50 cm-1
(C=O stretching, –COOH group) were also observed in chromium loaded biosorbent. The increase in intensity of major peaks after Cr
(VI) adsorption is probably due to chelating effect of chromium ion with the function group of biosorbent.
FTIR spectra of Ficus racemosa bark and Biosorbent with Cr (VI)
The FTIR spectra of Biosorbent and Cr (VI) loaded was carried out using Bruker FTIR Spectrophotometer. The peaks at 618,
633,644, 682, 778, 1030, 1313, 1456, 1508, 1541, 1617, 3222,3618, 3735,3822, 3858 cm -1 wave numbers were observed in Ficus
racemosa bark while after biosorption with Cr (VI) the peaks become less prominent at 614, 641, 667, 753, 1066, 1457, 1507, 1540,
1698, 2983,3610, 3688, 3828, 3852 cm-1 wave numbers probably due to weak bonding with chromium (VI) atoms. The different
functional groups after adsorption of Cr (VI) have shown less prominent absorption in IR spectrum.
FTIR spectra of Syzygium cumini bark before and after biosorption with Cr (VI)
The FTIR spectra of biosorbent (Syzygium cumini bark) and Cr (VI) loaded was carried out using Bruker FTIR
Spectrophotometer. The strong peaks observed in Syzygium cumini bark at wave numbers 955.15, 1154.20 (–CN stretching vibrations
of the protein fractions, Cr (VI)-O); 1395.51 (amide or sulfamide bond), 1457.05 (symmetric bending of CH 3 of acetyl moiety)
1521.54, 1540.97 (amide bond), 1647.19 (C=O chelate stretching), 2360.65 (vibration of –NH2), 2980.33 (C-H stretching) and
3418.60 cm-1 (bonded –OH group, -NH stretching). The peaks after biosorption with Cr (VI) became more prominent, slight shifted
and larger at 1070.90, 1249.86, 1395.92, 1457.57, 1508.38, 1542.07, 1636.87, 1699.79, 2365.91, 2980.12 and 3567.62 cm -1 wave
numbers respectively. The increase in intensity of major peaks after Cr (VI) adsorption is probably due to chelating effect of
chromium ion with the function groups of biosorbent.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on present study and experimental information derived from literature the following conclusions are made  Adsorbent prepared from Mangifera indica, Ficus racemosa and Syzygium cumini bark have remarkable higher biosorption
capacity of 19.64 mg/g at 30 oC, 25.9 mg/g at pH=7 & 31.51 mg/g at 30 oC. respectively.
 The adsorption rate of chromium (VI) on the adsorbate prepared from Mangifera indica bark in the present study from aqueous
solutions (5 mg/L solution and adsorbent dose of 1 g/L) is maximum for the first hour (67% ) thereafter it increases very slowly
up to 78% in the next four hours. Since maximum adsorption of chromium (VI) on Mangifera indica & Syzygium cumini bark
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powder takes place within first hour so the equilibrium time is found to be 60 min. in the present experimental conditions.
Whereas the Ficus racemosa bark has equilibrium time of 30 m.
The adsorption process of chromium (VI) can be described by Langmuir isotherm and Freundlich isotherm models. However,
Langmuir isotherm model shows a good agreement with the equilibrium data.
Removal of chromium (VI) increases with increase of adsorbent dosage.
The maximum adsorption of chromium (VI) took place in the pH range 1-3.
The increase in temperature increases the biosorption up to 40 oC, showing the chemisorptions behavior.
The maximum adsorption takes place in 60 minutes and further increase in duration of contact time has negligible effect.
The higher values of Freundlich constant (>1) for 1/n indicates the favourable condition of biosorption by the Mangifera indica
bark of hexa valent chromium in aqueous medium.
Due to higher biosorption capacity of Syzygium cumini bark than Mangifera indica and Ficus racemosa bark, the previous one
can be used as better low cost Cr (VI) biosorbent for treating the chromium contaminated waters in the rural areas.
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Abstract— Medical images are very difficult to process because in medical field minute details of image are also matter a lot that‘s
why they need to be divided in such a manner so that their minute details can be easily examined. To divide the image into parts or
we can say that segments the technique is called as segmentation. In this work image segmentation is used to find the region of interest
(ROI). In this process image is divided into different segments on the basis of the similarity. The main problem in segmentation is that
after segmentation the edges and the logical information from images get dispersed. To overcome the issue of the image segmentation
the penalty based fuzzy c-mean clustering has been implement which segment the regions of the image on the basis of penalty value
defined in the algorithm. For increase the performance of a particular algorithm artificial intelligence approaches have to be
implement that optimize the results of the purposed algorithm by using fitness evaluation for each value of the image.

Keywords— ROI, C-mean clustering, FCM, K-FCM, P-FCM, Otsu‘s method, image segmentation etc.

1.INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is the methodology of dividing a digital image into multiple segments (sets of pixels, otherwise called super
pixels). The objective of segmentation is to rearrange and/or change the representation of a picture into something that is more
significant and simpler to examine. Image segmentation is normally used to find articles and limits (lines, bends, and so on.) in
pictures [1].

Fig 1 Image Segmentation
More precisely, Image segmentation is the method of doling out a name to every pixel in a photo such that pixels with the same
imprint give certain qualities. The result of Image division is an arranged of pieces that aggregately cover the entire picture, or a game
plan of shapes removed from the photo.

Each of the pixels in a region is similar concerning some trademark or enrolled property, for instance, shading, drive, or surface.
Bordering regions are basically unmistakable with respect to the same Characteristic. Right when joined with a store of pictures,
typical in helpful imaging, the resulting shapes after picture division can be used to make 3D propagations with the help of addition
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counts like strolling 3D squares. Picture division is the division of a photo into regions or arrangements, which contrast with different
dissents or parts of articles. Every pixel in a photo is distributed to one of different these classes.
A decent division is ordinarily one in which pixels in the same class have relative grayscale of multivariate values and structure a
joined region, neighboring pixels which are in particular classes have novel qualities. A valid example, in the muscle picture each
cross-sectional Bore could be seen as an unmistakable article and a successful division would shape an alternate social event of pixels
contrasting with each field. Basically in the SAR picture, each field could be seen as an alternate class [2].
Segmentation is routinely the fundamental wander in picture examination: the time when we move from considering each pixel as a
unit of observation to working with Objects in the photo, made out of various pixels. In case segmentation is done well then each and
every other stage in picture examination are made simpler. At any rate, as we ought to see, accomplishment is consistently simply
fragmentary when customized division estimations are used. On the other hand, manual intercession can regularly overcome these
issues, and by this stage the PC ought to as of now have done most of the work.
1.1 Types of Image Segmentation
1.1.1 Colored Image
Shade Image Segmentation computation The human eyes have adaptability for the sparkle, which we can simply perceived modest
bunches of powder scale at whatever time of complex picture, yet can perceive an enormous number of shades. A significant part of
the time, simply utilize slag Level information can't remove the center from establishment; we ought to by system for shade
information. In like manner, with the rapidly change of PC taking care of limits, the shade picture changing is in effect more
concerned by people. The shade picture division is similarly comprehensively used as a piece of various intuitive media applications,
for occasion; remembering the finished objective to feasibly look at unfathomable amounts of pictures and highlight data in
mechanized libraries, they all should be requested index, sorting and stockpiling, the shading moreover structure are two most crucial
quirks of information recuperation considering its substance in the photos and highlight. Hence, the shade and surface division every
now and again used for indexing and organization of data; a substitute specimen of intuitive media applications is the dispersal of
information in the framework. Today, a sweeping number of intelligent media data streams sent on the Web, However, in view of the
transmission limit controls; we need to brace the data, and in this way it calls for picture and highlight division.

Fig 2 Colored Image Segmentation [8]
1.1.2 Gray-scale Image Segmentation
The division of picture raster information into joined areas of regular dim scale has long been seen as a fundamental operation in
picture investigation. In composition examination, simply this sort of division is conceivable after individual pixels in a picture have
been marked with a numeric classifier [3].
In arranging pictures for used as a piece of geographic information systems (GIs) this division is for the most part trailed by the
formation of a vector representation for every region. The main estimation for division, become by Rosenfeld-pfaltz, portrayed a two
pass 'progressive computation' for the division of combined pictures. The key trick of the Rosenfeld-pfaltz computation is that the
photo is raster-checked, first the forward heading, from upper left to base right, then backward. In the midst of the forward pass, each
pixel is set an area imprint, taking into account information checked through; the areas so isolated may have pixels with more than one
imprint in that. In the midst of the backward pass, a fascinating imprint is designated to each pixel. Therefore this commendable
computation can be depicted as a two pass figuring. In a past paper Cohen.
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Fig 3.Grayscale Image Segmentation [9]
1.1.3 Text Segmentation:
It is astounding that substance extraction, including substance ID, restriction, division and recognition is crucial for highlight autounderstanding. Text Segmentation, which is to discrete substance pixels from complex establishment in the sub-pictures from
components. Text Segmentation in highlight pictures is altogether more troublesome than that in separating pictures. Looking at
pictures generally has clean and white establishment, while highlight pictures as often as possible have especially complex
establishment without previous data about the substance shade. Though there have been a couple of productive structures of highlight
substance extraction, couple of examiners remarkably focus on substance division in highlight pictures significantly. The used
methods could be requested into two essential orders:
(1) Distinction (or top-down)
(2) Closeness based (or base up) strategies.

Fig.4. Text Segmentation [10]

1.2 METHODES OF SEGMENTATION
1.2.1 Thresholding
The minimum troublesome method for picture division is known as the thresholding framework. This strategy is in perspective of a
cut level (or an edge worth) to transform a powder scale picture into a parallel picture.
The key of this system is to pick the breaking point regard (or qualities when different levels are picked). A couple of noticeable
schedules are used as a piece of industry including the best entropy method, Otsu's framework (most compelling vacillation), and ksuggests grouping. As of late, methodologies have been created for thresholding prepared tomography (CT) pictures. The key believed
is that, not at all like Otsu's method, the edges are gotten from the radiographs instead of the (revamped) picture [4].
1.2.2 Clustering techniques
The K-implies calculation is an iterative system that is utilized to parcel a picture into K bunches. The fundamental calculation is:
1. Pick K bunch focuses, either haphazardly or taking into account some heuristic
2. Assign every pixel in the picture to the bunch that minimizes the separation between the pixel and the group focus
3. Re-figure the bunch focuses by averaging the greater part of the pixels in the group
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4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until merging is accomplished (i.e. no pixels change groups)
For this situation, separation is the squared or outright distinction between a pixel and a group focus. The distinction is regularly in
light of pixel color, force, composition, and area, or a weighted blend of these components. K can be chosen physically, haphazardly,
or by a heuristic. This calculation is ensured to join, yet it may not furnish a proportional payback arrangement. The nature of the
arrangement relies on upon the starting set of groups and the estimation of K.
1.2.3 Compression-based strategies
Layering based schedules suggest that the perfect division is the specific case that minimizes, over every possible division, the coding
length of the data. The relationship between these two thoughts is that division tries to find outlines in a photo and any typicality in the
photo can be used to pack it. The strategy depicts every one piece by its organization and utmost shape. Each of these sections is
exhibited by a probability course limit and its coding length is enrolled as takes after [5]:
1. The farthest point encoding impacts the way that ranges in general pictures tend to have a smooth structure. This prior is used by
Huffman coding to encode the refinement chain code of the structures in a photo. Along these lines, the smoother a breaking point is
the shorter coding length it accomplishes.
2.Texture is encoded by misfortune pressing in a way like minimum delineation length (MDL) rule, however here the length of the
data given the model is approximated by the amount of samples times the entropy of the model. The piece in every territory is shown
by a multivariate normal scattering whose entropy has close structure translation. A charming property of this model is that the
assessed entropy restricts the honest to goodness entropy of the data from above. This is in light of the fact that among all movements
with a given mean and covariance, ordinary spread has the greatest entropy. Accordingly, the real coding length can't be more than
what the count tries to minimize.

2.RELATED WORK
K. RajMohan et al [1] "A Dualistic Sub-Image Histogram Equalization Based Enhancement and Segmentation Techniques for
Medical Images" In this work, creator propose a dualistic sub-picture histogram leveling based update and division frameworks. The
proposed framework has been attempted and evaluated on a couple of restorative pictures. In this work, the helpful picture is lineated
and isolated out with the objective that it can be seen solely. The results demonstrate that the proposed count is significantly
compelling over different leveled assembling strategy. This is acknowledged using the execution measures, for instance, satisfaction
and clearness.
M. Duraisamy et al [2] "Cell Neural Network Based Medical Image division Using Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm" In this paper,
creator have presented a practical CNN based division system with lung and cerebrum MRI pictures. This technique hits the center
with the assistance of the going with genuine steps, which fuses, 1) Preprocessing of the brain and lung pictures, 2) Segmentation
using cell neural framework. At in the first place, the MRI picture is preprocessed to make it fit for division. Here, in the
preprocessing step, picture de-noising is done using the straight smoothing channels, for instance, Gaussian Filter. By then, the
preprocessed picture is partitioned by proposed system, CNN-based picture division. Finally, the particular MRI pictures (psyche and
lung) are given to the proposed approach to evaluate the execution of the proposed approach in division process. The Comparative
examination is finished Fuzzy Cmeans (FCM) and K-suggests course of action. From the close examination, the precision of proposed
division strategy makes better results (83.7% for lung and 93% for brain pictures) than that of existing Fuzzy C-suggests (FCM) and
K-infers portrayal.
Amol Bhagat etal [3]" Electronic Medical Image Retrieval System Using Fuzzy Connectedness Image Segmentation and Geometric
Moments". This paper proposed fleecy connectedness picture division for therapeutic picture recuperation in Oracle using propelled
imaging and exchanges as a piece of solution (DICOM) structure. Paper fuses the examination of picture recuperation techniques with
the proposed cushioned connectedness picture division merged with geometric moment. Paper similarly gives the use purposes of
enthusiasm of proposed estimation in Oracle.
Shihab A. Hameed et al [4] "Cross breed and Multilevel Segmentation Technique for Medical Images" Creator showed a novel,
speedy, blend and bi-level division technique interestingly delivered for division of restorative pictures. Therapeutic pictures are
generally depicted by different ranges, and slight edges. Exactly when territories in restorative pictures are seen as included
homogeneous social occasion of intensities, it gets the chance to be all the more difficult to research in light of the way that all the
time particular organs or anatomical structures may have near faint level or force representation. The complication of therapeutic
imagery is fairly cooked for in this framework by starting with different thresholding, applying comparability division method, and
deciding point of confinement issue with organization coordinating methodology, and a short time later a region of venture (ROI)
division that incorporates finding the edges of the object of premium (OOI) finally arrange. This method can in like manner be
conformed to division of nonmedical pictures.
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R. Harini et al [5] "Picture Segmentation Using Nearest Neighbor Classifiers Based On Kernel Formation For Medical Images" In
this paper, suggestion of their work includes course of action of bit for the restorative pictures by performing the deviation of mapped
picture data inside the degree of each zone from the piecewise relentless model and in perspective of the regularization term in light of
the limit of documents estimation of the locale. The handy target minimization is finished by two stages minimization in picture
division using diagram cut methods, and minimization with respect to locale parameters using reliable point figuring. Nearest
neighbor classifiers are familiar with the benchmarked picture data distributed fragments. Among the unmistakable frameworks in
coordinated truthful case recognition, the nearest neighbor rule realizes accomplishing unrivaled without essential of the previous
suppositions about the courses from which the arrangement sets are taken.
Korchiyne, R. et al [6] "Therapeutic picture surface division utilizing multifractal investigation" This paper exhibits a vigorous
division approach formedical picture composition utilizing multifractal examination. The objective is to portion the pictures regarding
their attributes, for example, bone and tissue sorts. In clinical circumstances where expansive quantities of information sets must be
divided, customary techniques may be dull and one-sided. Consequently, we utilized a programmed picture division calculation,
which wipes out the issue the established strategy shows and facilitates the procedure. In this paper, we display a calculation to
dependably section medicinal imagesby utilizing multifractal examination. The outcome demonstrates that the proposed strategy has
the capacity break down a wide scope of therapeutic pictures.
M.Y. Choong et al [7] "Hatchling Ultrasound Medical Image Segmentation by means of Variational Level Set Algorithm" There is a
test to section the therapeutic picture which is regularly smudged and comprises of commotion. The items to be divided are
continually evolving shape. Accordingly, there is a need to apply a strategy to robotized section well the articles for future
examination with no suspicions about the object's topology are made. When all is said in done, when performing pregnancy ultrasound
filtering, obstetrician needs to discover the best position or plot of the embryo and stop the scene. The obstetrician will click on the
crown and the back end of the embryo to get the hatchling length. The division procedure connected is level situated technique. A
variation level set calculation has been effectively executed in restorative picture division (X-ray picture, MRI picture and ultrasound
picture). The outcomes demonstrated the level set form developed well on the low differentiation and commotion comprising
therapeutic picture, particularly the ultrasound picture.
Deepak R. Chittajallu et al [8]‖An Explicit Shape-Constrained MRF-Based Contour Evolution Method for 2-D Medical Image
Segmentation‖ In this paper, an explicit shape-constrained MAP-MRF-based contour evolution method for 2-D image segmentation is
presented. Specifically, the contour, explicitly as chain of control points. Then segmentation problem is casted as a contour evolution
problem wherein the evolution of the contour is performed by iteratively solving a MAP-MRF labeling problem. The contour
evolution is governed by three types of prior information, namely, (i) appearance prior, (ii) boundary edgeness prior, and (iii) shape
prior, each of which is incorporated as clique potentials into the MAP-MRF problem. The main contribution is in the introduction of a
new shape constraint into the MAP-MRF explicit contour evolution formulation of the segmentation problem.
Hesam Izakian et al [9]‖ Fuzzy Clustering Using Hybrid Fuzzy c-means and Fuzzy Particle Swarm Optimization‖ The fuzzy cmeans algorithm is sensitive to initialization and is easily trapped in local optima. On the other hand the particle swarm algorithm is a
global stochastic tool which could be implemented and applied easily to solve various function optimization problems, or the
problems that can be transformed to function optimization problems. In this paper in order to overcome the shortcomings of the fuzzy
c-means we integrate it with fuzzy particle swarm algorithm. Experimental results over six well known data sets, Iris, Glass, Cancer,
Wine, CMC, and Vowel show that the proposed hybrid method is efficient and can reveal very encouraging results in term of quality
of solution found.
Y. YANG*et al [10]‖ Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm with a novel penalty term for image segmentation ‖ We have presented a
novel penalized fuzzy c-means (PFCM) algorithm that is able to incorporate both local spatial contextual information and feature
space information into the image segmentation. The algorithm is developed by modifying the objective function of the standard FCM
algorithm by a penalty term that takes into account the influence of the neighboring pixels on the centre pixels. A variety of images,
including synthetic, simulated and real images were used to compare the performance of FCM and PFCM algorithms. It should be
emphasized that if the algorithm performs on an image with higher contamination intensity, a larger parameter g should be set in order
to provide better result.
O.A. Mohamed Jafar et al [11] ―Hybrid Fuzzy Data Clustering Algorithm Using Different Distance Metrics: A Comparative Study‖
In this paper, an attempt is made to study the performances of K-means, FCM and K-PFCM with different distance metrics such as
Euclidean, City Block and Chessboard.
Sapna Katiyar et al [12] ―A Comparative Study of Genetic Algorithm and the Particle Swarm Optimization‖ Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) is a relatively recent heuristic search method that is based on the idea of collaborative behavior and swarming in
biological populations. GA is very helpful when the developer does not have precise domain expertise, because GAs possesses the
ability to explore and learn from their domain. The objective of this research paper is to test the hypothesis that states that although
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PSO and the GA on average yield the same effectiveness (solution quality), PSO is more computationally efficient (uses less number
of function evaluations) than the GA.

3. APPROACHES USED
FCM: Fluffy bunching system groups pixel values with phenomenal level of precision & it is in a far-reaching way suitable for
decision arranged applications like tissue portrayal & tumor area and so on. Fluffy grouping partitions the information pixels into
bunches or social occasions on the premise of some likeness ideal model, such that similar pixels have a spot with same bunch.
K-FCM ALGORITHM: In this approach the portion based fluffy C mean methodology is utilized for the division of the picture. In
this bit based division methodology utilized for division transform this methodology can be actualized to control the information into
higher measurements of highlight vectors by utilizing the nonlinear guide. This element space division of the picture is known not the
little areas of the picture that have been isolated for the usage of FCM to every single locale by giving part values. In this approach the
picture is firstly de-noised by utilizing nonlinear spatial channel to improve the nature of the picture.
In this approach one point of preference is that it naturally characterizes the quantity of groups that need to create utilizing KFCM.
This methodology firstly uses portion qualities and after that registers the fluffy enrollment capacities for the picture districts utilizing
the reckoning mathematical statements. It discovers the focused for every sub highlight space of the picture and this procedure goes
till to the best group focuses has been found for every area of the picture. This methodology is more powerful to commotion and
unique grouped structures and exceptions of the picture. This methodology incorporates class of strong non-Euclidean at separation
measures for unique information spaces. This methodology basic holds reckoning straightforwardness. In KFCM approach Euclidean
separation between neighbor pixels has been figured on the premise of that separation different parts of the picture. This methodology
gives better execution to the non-round and complex dataset that has not been given by FCM.
OTSU Thresholding Method: Otsu's thresholding technique includes iterating through all the conceivable threshold values and
computing a measure of spread for the pixel levels every side of the threshold, i.e. the pixels that either falls in foreground or
background. The point is to discover the threshold value where the aggregate of foreground and background spreads is at its minimum.
GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED SEGMENTATION: Genetic algorithms were ended up being the most intense optimization
method in an large solution space. This clarifies the increasing popularity of Genetic algorithms applications in picture handling and
different fields. They are utilized where thorough search for solution is costly as far as computation time. Applications of GAs for
picture handling reach out from developing channels or distinguishing edges to settling on complex choices alternately characterizing
identified highlights.

CONCLUSION
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Approach Used

Advantages

Disadvantages

FCM

This approach is beneficial for the simple
and spherical datasets or images. This
approach identifies similar cluster using the
centurions from each cluster and find
neighborhood pixel values[1]

This approach does not provide better
performance for non-spherical and complex data
values. This approach is very noise sensitive[2]

P-FCM

Penalized fuzzy c mean approach has
advantage of a term penalty for the removal
of noise variation in the FCM algorithm.
This approach regularizes the penalty tem
which
increase
the
segmentation
performance of the algorithm[9]

This approach is mainly based on the penalty
value used for the regularization of the penalty
term. Is the value of particular term is higher than
the centeriods values of the clusters get disrupted
and degrade the performance[15]
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K-FCM

This can be efficient for the non-spherical
and complex databases, robust to noise
available in the image and number of
clusters has been defined automatically in
this approach [3]

GPU BASED IMAGE
SEGMENTATION

GPUs
used
for
general-purpose
computations have a highly data parallel
architecture. This process each thread of
execution and these groups of functional
units are called thread processors [1].

The KFCM has main disadvantage of multiple
use of kernel values for variant feature space
computation used in the algorithm. These feature
spaces sometimes get correlate with other feature
space but the kernel value process each segment
in different way[13]
Architecture of a GPU is complex and differs
from one model and manufacturer to another
[15].
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Performance Analysis of 3 Lobe Hydrodynamic Journal Bearing
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Abstract— Hydrodynamic journal bearings are widely used due to their high load carrying capacity and good damping properties.
The bearing carries higher loads which reduces film thickness and increase pressure of fluid film. The pressure distribution is
important in both load capacity estimations and dynamic analysis. We can analyze the pressure of fluid film and total deformation of 3
Lobe hydrodynamic journal bearing by Fluid Structure Interaction technique. The CFD results were compared with experimental
results and good agreement were found. It is observed that, pressure and load on bearing increases with increase in rotation speed of
journal. This paper describes FSI technique with optimization.

Keywords— Journal Bearing, 3-Lobe Bearing Pressure Distribution, Deformation, CFD, FSI, Optimization
INTRODUCTION

Hydrodynamic journal bearing is defined as a mechanical element which supports high load due to wedge shape geometry
formed during the relative motion between journal and bearing surface[1]. Hydrodynamic journal bearing is widely used due to its
high load carrying capacity and good damping properties. The major problem with hydrodynamic bearing is failure of fluid film
during the operation. This may cause metal to metal contact between journal and bearing surface[2]. This leads to wear and friction
which overheats the surfaces. Hence the power loss increases. In this paper FSI technique has been used to predict the performance
characteristics of a 3 lobe hydrodynamic journal bearing[3]. The FSI technique can give accurate pressure distribution. The fluent and
static structural modules are coupled to generate actual load on shaft and baring inner surface[4]. The optimization technique also used
to get optimum results so that bearing can be modified so as to get better results. The bearing is tested on an experimentation setup for
various speeds at 600N and 300N loads.

ANALYSIS
The geometry of 3lobe bearing is shown in fig.1. The journal rotates with angular velocity which leads to attitude angle. The
journal remains in equilibrium position under action of external load which leads to eccentricity and develops hydrodynamic pressure.
The fig.2 shows the fluid film of bearing and oil inlet at upper side of fluid film. The material used for bearing is Aluminum.
Table I
Operating Conditions
Bearing Diameter
72mm

1097

Bearing Length

67.5mm

Journal Diameter

45mm

Radial Clearance

0.3µm

3 Lobes

At 120o Spacing

Lubricant viscosity

0.0277 Pa. s

Lubricant density

860 Kg/m3
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Fig. 1 Geometry of Bearing

Fig. 2 Fluid Film Geometry in Ansys

The journal has given random offset origin while modeling the geometry. The origin of journal is considered as parameter(X and Y
position of origin). The eccentricity and attitude angles also added in parameter set as input with random values. A relation between
journal origin, eccentricity and attitude angle is made so that at end of solution we can get value of eccentricity and attitude angle. The
meshing of fluid film is done in fluent meshing.

Fig. 3 Fluid Film Meshing

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The inner surface of fluid film has considered as shaft and given rotations. The outer surface of fluid film is considered as
wall. The inlet from top considered as pressure inlet and film thickness at end of fluid film is considered as outlet of oil.
Table II
Boundary Conditions
FSI wall Bearing
Wall
Shaft ( Rotating)
4500 rpm
Pressure Inlet
101325 Pa
Pressure Outlet
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SOLUTION
The solution has given simple method to solve the analysis. In solution we have to monitor mass flow at inlet and outlet and
also we monitor pressure force on shaft in X and Y direction. As we are considering optimization the Fluent and Static Structural are
coupled and Response Surface optimization module is attached to both. In optimization the module initially solves the various design
points generated in module. The Design of Experiments is the initial step building a Response Surface over the design space. This
section describes the selected input parameters and their variation range, the chosen Design of Experiments type, and the generated
Matrix of Experiments. The explored design space is defined by the range of variation of the input parameters. The Response Surface
is a meta-model built from the Design of Experiments for an efficient exploration of the design space. This section describes the
selected type of meta-model, including its properties, the obtained quality, and the generated Response Points and charts. The
minimum and maximum section reports the minimum and maximum values for each output parameter. These values are
approximations found by the Min-Max Search on the Response Surface. The Optimization is based on Response Surface evaluations.
This section describes the chosen Optimization type and the generated candidates and charts. The explored design space is defined by
the range of variation of the input parameters eccentricity and attitude angle. After this we get Output Parameter Minimum (Response
Surface Optimization system) and Output Parameter Maximum (Response Surface Optimization system).

Fig.4 Optimization Result
The solution also gives total deformation of bearing and load on bearing as we are using system coupling. The table below shows
all analysis values after completing ansys solution.
Table III
Results
Eccentricity
8.91E-05 m
Attitude Angle

61.886o

Maximum Pressure

322172.3 Pa

Load

590 N

Total Deformation

6.3619E-8 m

Force Reaction on Bearing

503.9 N

Fig. 5 Pressure Contour of Shaft
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Fig. 6 Pressure Contour of Bearing Inner Surface
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Fig. 7 Deformation of Bearing

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

4

2.5

3

2
1500rpm

2

2500rpm

1

3500rpm

0
-1

0

5

10

4500rpm

Sensor Position

Fig. 8 Graph of Pressure Output at 600N Load

Pressure(Bar)

Pressure(Bar)

From experimental results it was observed that the pressure at pressure sensor number four for both the bearing having
maximum value. The negative pressure is observed at sensors six, seven and eight. This negative pressure is nothing but the cavitation
occurring inside the bearing due to load and speed. At lower speed and load the pressure on bearing is comparatively lower than
higher speed and load. It was also seen that, due to lobes on bearing inner surface the oil flow was maximum from lobe area. It was
also seen that the higher pressure occurred at angle between 50o and 60o.
The graph is plotted for nine sensor positions on bearing at which are placed at 18 degree spacing. From graph it was
observed that the pressure is more at sensor number 4. The maximum pressure is at 4500 rpm as compare to lower rpm. The maximum
pressure for 600N load is 2.98 bar and for 300N it is 1.97 bar.

1.5

1500rpm

1

2500rpm

0.5

3500rpm

0
-0.5 0

4500rpm
5
10
Sensor Position

Fig. 9 Graph of Pressure Output at 300N Load

CONCLUSION
The analysis and experimentation result shows that for higher rpm and load, pressure generated is more. The FSI technique
gives more accurate analysis of Journal Bearing. The optimization technique can be used to get optimized results of maximum
pressure and load on bearing. We can also get value of eccentricity and attitude angle at which we are getting maximum pressure and
load on bearing and shaft.
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Abstract— Biodiesel is a clean renewable fuel which has many environmental advantages. Due to unavailability of fossils fuels
reserves and environmental problems, the use of biofuels in compression ignition engines are now a consideration attention in place of
petrochemicals. However, due to the higher density and viscosity of biodiesel, pure biodiesel is not widely used in diesel engines.
Therefore, the purpose of fuel additive is to improve the viscosity and density in the biodiesel blend. Biodiesel was produced from
high Free Fatty acid cotton seed oil using transesterification process. Cotton seed oil was characterized for its physical, chemical and
thermal properties. Performance and emission characteristics of biodiesel and its blends were compared with the baseline data of
diesel in a compression ignition engine.

Keywords— Cotton Seed Oil, BTE, BSEC, CO, CO2, UHBC and NOX
INTRODUCTION

Biodiesel has become an alternative fuel because of its biodegradability and non-toxicity. Biodiesel production can be traditionally
divided into three main groups i.e. vegetables oils, animal fats and waste cooking oils (used oily materials). Vegetables oils can be
further categorized into 2 main parts i.e. edible oils and non-edible oils. There are different kinds of vegetable oils which depend upon
climatic and soil conditions, which are conventional feedstock for biodiesel production such as rapeseed oil in Canada, sunflower oil
in Europe, soya bean oil in U.S., palm oil in Southeast Asia, coconut oil in Philippines, etc. Due to rapid growing population, the
consumption of edible oils can cause significant problems for instance, starvation in developing countries. The non-edible oils have
been used because of its low cost. The non- edible oils from Jatropha, Karanja, neem, Cotton Seed and other plants are used for
biodiesel production. [1]

‗‗Biodiesel‘‘ is defined as a mono alkyl ester of fatty acids or fatty acid methyl or ethyl ester derived from renewable feedstocks, such as vegetable oils. The term ‗‗bio‘‘ indicates the biological source of biodiesel, in contrast with conventional diesel [2].
Biodiesel is a clear liquid with a light-to dark-yellow color. It has a boiling point of over 200° C, a flash point between 145–175°C , a
distillation range of 195–325°C, and a vapour pressure (mm Hg at 22°C) less than 5. It is also insoluble in water, having a light
musty/soapy smell, biodegradable, and has stable reactivity [3].
There are number of methods through which the viscosity of fuel decreases so that the fuel will have the same property to be
used as an engine fuel. The following procedures to be adopted to produce a better quality of biodiesel are blending of crude oils,
micro-emulsions, pyrolysis and trans-esterification [4, 5].
Blending of crude oils or dilution
Crude vegetable oils can be mixed directly or diluted with diesel fuel to improve the viscosity so as to solve the problems associated
with high viscosities in compression ignition engines. Caterpillar Brazil, in 1980, used a 10% mixture of vegetable oil to maintain total
power without any alteration or adjustment to engines. A blend of 20% vegetable oil and 80% diesel fuel was also successfully
reported [6]. Dilution with 25 parts of sunflower oils with 75 parts of diesel with a viscosity of 4.88 cSt at 40 ◦C have been studied [7].
Micro-emulsification
Another method to reduce the viscosity of vegetable oils is by micro-emulsion. Micro-emulsions are clear, stable isotropic fluids with
three components: an oil phase, an aqueous phase and a surfactant. The aqueous phase may contain salts or other ingredients, and the
oil may consist of a complex mixture of different hydrocarbons and olefins. This ternary phase can improve spray characteristics by
explosive vaporization of the low boiling constituents in the micelles. All micro-emulsions with butanol, hexanol and octanol can meet
the maximum viscosity limitation for diesel engines [8].
Pyrolysis
Pyrolysis is the process of conversion of one substance into another by means heat or with the aid of catalyst in the absence of air or
oxygen. The material used for pyrolysis can be vegetable oils, animal fats, natural fatty acids and methyl ester of fatty acids. The
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viscosity of the pyrolyzed soybean oil distillate is 10.2 cSt at 37.8 ◦C, which is higher than the ASTM specified range for diesel fuel
but acceptable as still well below the viscosity of soybean oil [9].
Trans-esterification
Trans-esterification is the chemical reaction that involves triglycerides and alcohol in the presence of a catalyst to form esters and
glycerol. This trans-esterification involving three consecutive reversible reactions, they are the conversion of triglycerides to
diglycerides, followed by the conversion of diglycerides to monoglycerides. Glycerides are then converted into glycerol, giving one
ester in each step. A catalyst is usually used to improve and enhance the reaction rate so that the reaction can be completed in a shorter
reaction time. Several catalysts have been investigated for the purpose of trans-esterification by many researchers. Examples are
magnesium, calcium oxides and carbonates of basic and acidic macro-reticular organic resins, alkane alumina, phase transfer catalysts,
sulphuric acids, p-toluene sulphonic acid and dehydrating agents as a co-catalyst [10]. However, basic catalysts are usually favored
over acid catalysts because of the higher reactivity and the milder process conditions such as the lower temperature required [11]. Due
to this trans-esterification being reversible, excess alcohol is used to shift the equilibrium towards the product. A successful transesterification reaction produces ester and crude glycerol. Though esters are the desired products of trans-esterification reactions,
glycerin recovery is also important due to its numerous applications in daily products [12]. The trans-esterification reaction can be
catalysed by alkalis, acids or enzymes [13, 14].
The overall trans-esterification reaction is given by three consecutive and reversible equations as shown below.
Triglyceride (TG)
+ ROH ↔ Diglyceride (DG) + RCOOR1
(1)
Diglyceride (DG)
+ ROH ↔ Monoglyceride (MG) + RCOOR2
(2)
Monoglyceride (MG) + ROH ↔ Glycerol + RCOOR
(3)
EXPERIMENT AND PROCEDURE
Cotton seed methyl ester was prepared in laboratory by trans-esterification process. The required quantity of oil and methanol molar
ratio of 1:6 was used with KOH (1%) as catalyst. Oil was heated to 55°C to 60°C and the mixture of methanol with KOH in the
desired proportion was added. The mixture was agitated for an hour and then left for settling for 24 hours. After removal of glycerol
from the mixture, the ester was washed with water thrice and excess methanol was finally separated.
The present study considered 0%-20%, blend of methyl ester in diesel with its effect of engine performance. The test fuel
samples were prepared by volume wise substitution of diesel in the blend. This study was carried out to investigate the performance
and emission characteristics of cotton seed oil methyl ester in a single cylinder four-stroke diesel engine and compare it with baseline
data of diesel fuel. Kinematic viscosity was measured using kinematic viscometer. Calorific value and density were measured using
bomb calorimeter and density meter respectively.
The fuel properties of diesel and blends of methyl ester were determined as per ASTM standards and are listed in Table 1.
Properties

D100

B5

B10

B15

B20

B100

Cotton
Seed oil

Kinematic
Viscosity
(mm²/sec)
Density
(kg/m³)
Calorific
value
(cal/gm)

3.10

2.90

2.98

3.10

3.25

6.02

38.80

822

833

836

839

842

887

922

10948.10

10534.97

10335.40

10105.92

10048.50

9302.04

9031.72

A Kirloskar make, single cylinder, air cooled, direct injection diesel engine was selected for the present research work. It is a single
cylinder, naturally aspirated, four stroke, vertical, air-cooled engine. It has a provision of loading electrically since it is coupled with
single phase alternator through flexible coupling. The cylinder is made of cast iron and fitted with a hardened high-phosphorus cast
iron liner. The lubrication system used in this engine is of wet sump type, and oil is delivered to the crankshaft and the big end by
means of a pump mounted on the front cover of the engine and driven from the crankshaft. The inlet and exhaust valves are operated
by an overhead camshaft driven from the crankshaft through two pairs of bevel gears. The fuel pump is driven from the end of
camshaft.
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Specifications of the Single Cylinder Diesel Engine
1
No. of cylinders
4
No of strokes
H.S. Diesel
Fuel
3.5 kW@1500 RPM
Rated power
87.5mm
Cylinder Diameter
110mm
Stroke length
234mm
Connecting rod length
18
Compression ratio
20mm
Orifice diameter
185mm
Dynamometer arm length
For conducting the desired set of experiments and together required data from the engine, it is essential to get the various
instruments mounted at the appropriate location on the experimental setup. Apart from this, a dual fuel system has been developed for
diesel and cotton seed oil.
Overall pictorial view of the test rig along with instrumentation used in the present investigations is shown in Figure.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The engine was started at no load by pressing the exhaust valve with decompression lever and it was released suddenly when the
engine was hand cranked at sufficient speed. After feed control was adjusted so that engine attains rated speed and was allowed to run
1104
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(about 30 minutes) till the steady state condition was reached. With the fuel measuring unit and stop watch, the time elapsed for the
consumption of 10, 20 and 30 cc of fuel was measured and average of them was taken. Fuel Consumption, RPM, exhaust temperature,
smoke density, CO, NOx , HC , CO2 and power output were also measured. Fuel leakages from the injector were measured with small
measuring cylinder. The engine was loaded gradually keeping the speed with in the permissible range and the observations of different
parameters were evaluated. Short term performance tests were carried out on the engine with diesel to generate the base line data and
subsequently neat cotton seed oil was used to evaluate its suitability as a fuel. The performance and emission characteristics of neat
cotton seed oil were evaluated and compared with diesel fuel. When the dual mode fuel engine was to run with cotton seed oil, a heat
exchanger was used and is connected with the help of a bypass line of exhaust gases. The cotton seed oil was heated to the different
desired fuel inlet temperature and their performance and their performance and emission characteristics were evaluated. These data
were than compared with both the diesel fuel and cotton seed oil biodiesel. The engine was always started with diesel as a fuel and
after it was run for 20-25 minutes, it was switches over to cotton seed oil. Before turning the engine off, the cotton seed oil was
replaced with diesel oil and it was run on diesel oil till all cotton seed oil in fuel filter and pipe line is consumed.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The performance characteristics of the test engine on Diesel and cotton seed oil were summarized below:
BRAKE THERMAL EFFICIENCY
The variation in brake thermal efficiency (BTE) of the engine with cotton seed blends at different pressure is shown in
Figure. It is compared with baseline data of diesel and unheated cotton seed oil. It has been observed that initially with increasing
load; the Brake Thermal Efficiencies of all the blends of cotton seed oil were increased and then tends to decrease with further
increasing in Brake power. The brake thermal efficiency of cotton seed oil was lower than diesel fuel. The main reason for partial
reduction in thermal efficiency of cotton seed oil is lower calorific value and high viscosity as compared to diesel fuel. At full load
condition, the BTE is lower for B5, B10, B15 and B20 as compared to diesel. This is due to the fact that biodiesel have higher
viscosity and lower heating value than diesel fuels. Reduction in lower calorific value and high viscosity cause improper atomization
of the blends as compared to diesel fuel. The thermal efficiency of B5, B10, B15 and B20 were 25.82%, 25.015, 24.01% and 22.40%
respectively whereas the thermal efficiency of diesel was 26.71%.
B0

B5

B10

30.00

BTE %

25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00

5.00
0.00
0.00

1.19

2.16

3.28

4.16

4.97

BMEP (bar)
Fig BTE versus BMEP

BRAKE SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Brake specific energy consumption (BSEC) is defined as how the amount of input energy required to develop one-kilo watt
power. Figure shows the variation of BSEC for neat diesel and cotton seed oil biodiesel blends. It was observed that the BSEC is
lower for B0 as compared to all the blends of cotton seed biodiesel. At full load condition, the BSEC is lowest for B0 and higher for
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B20. It has been observed that with the increase in load, the brake specific energy consumption was found to be lower. This is because
the higher fuel inlet temperature results in lower viscosity which causes better atomization and subsequent better combustion. This
results in lower brake specific energy consumption.
B0

B5

1.19

2.16

B10

B15

B20

BSEC (MJ/kWhr)

36.00
32.00
28.00
24.00
20.00
16.00
12.00
8.00
4.00
0.00
3.28

4.16

4.97

BMEP (bar)
Fig BSEC versus BMEP graph
EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
The emission characteristics of various blends of Cotton Seed oil biodiesel and diesel are summarized in this section. Main exhaust
emissions are CO, UBHC, NOx and CO₂.
CO EMISSIONS
The variation of carbon monoxide (CO) emission of blends of diesel and Cotton Seed oil biodiesel is shown in Figure. The CO
emissions are found to be increasing with increase in load since the air-fuel ratio decreases with increase in load such in internal
combustion engines. The engine emits less CO using biodiesel blends as compared to that of diesel fuel under all loading conditions.
With increasing biodiesel percentage, CO emission level decreases as amount of oxygen content in biodiesel helps in complete
combustion and proper oxidation. The higher cetane number of blend as compared to that of mineral diesel is also one of the reasons
of better combustion. For the experimental investigation it has been found that B20 has lowest CO emission than other blends and
baseline diesel fuel. At part load condition variation in CO emission for all the blends and baseline diesel is insignificant. At part load,
the value of CO emission for B5, B10, B15 and B20 were 0.53, 0.51, 0.42 and 0.40 whereas the CO emission for diesel was 0.61.

CO (PPM)

B0

B5

B10

B15

B20

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

1.19

2.16

3.28

4.16

4.97

BMEP (bar)
Fig CO versus BMEP
CO EMISSIONS
2

The variations of CO emissions of different fuels from the engine are shown in figure. In the range of whole engine load, the CO
2

2

emission of diesel fuel was lower than that of the other fuels. This is because vegetable oil contains oxygen element; the carbon
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content is relatively lower in the same volume of fuel consumed at the same engine load, consequently the CO emissions from the
2

vegetable oil and its blends are lower but with increase in temperature of Cotton Seed oil, combustion inside the cylinder becomes
better. This better combustion results in increased value of CO . At part load, the values of B5, B10, B15 and B20 were 6.1, 5.3, 4.9
2

and 3.1 whereas the value of diesel was 7.2 for CO2.

CO₂ (PPM)

B0

B5

B10

15
10
5
0
0.00

1.19

2.16

3.28

BMEP (bar)

4.16

4.97

Fig CO2 versus BMEP

HC (PPM)

UN-BURNT HYDRO CARBON EMISSIONS
Unburnt hydrocarbon emissions for different blends are shown in fig. It was found that the HC emissions were lower for all the blends
of cotton seed oil biodiesel. HC emissions decrease with the increase percentage of biodiesel in the blends. B20 has minimum hydroemissions at full load conditions i.e. 31.83 as shown in figure. At part load conditions HC emissions of the diesel was 10% to 20%
more than the cotton seed oil biodiesel. The significant decrease in HC emission was due to the complete combustion of the fuel.
B0

36.00
35.00
34.00
33.00
32.00
31.00
30.00
29.00
28.00
27.00
26.00
25.00
24.00
23.00
22.00
21.00
20.00
0.00

B5

1.19

B10

2.16

B15

3.28

B20

4.16

4.97

BMEP (bar)
Fig HC versus BMEP
NOx EMISSIONS
The NOx values as parts per million (ppm) for different fuel blends of diesel and B20 in exhaust emissions are plotted. The amount of
NOx produced at peak load condition for B5, B10, B15 and B20 and B0 were 1600, 1681, 1791, 1854 and 1553 respectively. It can be
seen that the increasing proportion of biodiesel in the blends was found to increase NO x emissions slightly when compared with that
of pure diesel (B0). This could be attributed to the increased exhaust gas temperatures and the fact that biodiesel had some oxygen
content in it which facilitated NOx formation. In general, the NOx concentration varies linearly with the load of the engine.With
increasing load, the temperature of the combustion chamber increases and NO x formation is enhanced because NOx formation is
strongly dependent on the temperature.
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CONCLUSIONS
The experiments were conducted using blends of Cotton Seed oil methyl ester and diesel. Subsequently combustion, performance, and
emission studies were carried out. Based on the experimental results, the following major conclusions have been drawn:
1. Full load brake thermal efficiency was found to decrease with increase in COME percentage in the blend due to lower heating
value of biodiesel. Full load BTE of B5 was found very near to baseline data of diesel i.e. 25.82%.
2. Brake specific energy consumption of 10.60 MJ/kWh was observed for diesel at full load. With increase in percentage of
COME in the blend, a steady increase in BSEC was observed
3. Carbon monoxide was found to get reduced with increase in COME percentage in the blends. At part loads, CO emission
was found to be low for all the test fuels, however, substantial increase was observed after 60% load. Reduction in carbon
monoxide emissions for higher blends may be attributed to improved combustion of high cetane and oxygenated fuel such as
COME.
4. Hydrocarbon emissions were found to decrease for all the blends of Cotton Seed oil methyl ester compared to neat diesel fuel
confirming better combustion characteristics.
5. Due to higher cetane rating of COME and improved combustion, the in-cylinder temperature was increased resulting in
higher NOx emission for blended fuels as compared to baseline data. Full load NOx emission was steeply increased by 23%
for B20 as compared to diesel baseline. Lower blends exhibited marginal increase in NOx emissions.
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Abstract— This Paper introduces new hybrid converter topologies which can supply simultaneously AC as well as DC from a single
DC source. The new Hybrid Converter is derived from the single switch controlled high gain Buck-Boost converter by replacing the
controlled switch with voltage source inverter (VSI). This new hybrid converter has the advantages like reduced number of switches
as compared with conventional design having separate converter for supplying AC and DC loads, provide DC and AC outputs with an
increased reliability, resulting from the inherent shoot through protection in the inverter stage. Switches are controlled using PWM
control, based upon unipolar Sine-PWM is described. Simulink model is used to validate the operation of the converter. The proposed
Converter can supply DC and AC loads at 96 V and 48 V respectively from a 48 V DC source.

Keywords— DC Nanogrid, Voltage source inverter(VSI),Shoot through, High gain Buck-Boost Converter, Buck-Boost Derived
Hybrid Converter, Unipolar PWM, KY Converter,
INTRODUCTION

Nanogrid architectures are greatly incorporated in the modern power system. In this system there is DC as well as AC loads supplied
by different kinds of energy sources using efficient power electronic converters. Fig.1 shows the schematic of the system in which
single DC source supplies both AC and DC loads. Fig.1 (a) shows the conventional architecture in which DC and AC load supplied by
separate DC-DC converter and DC-AC converter from a single DC source respectively. Whereas in Fig.1 (b) referred as hybrid
converter in which a single converter stage perform both operations. This hybrid converter has the property of higher power
processing capability and improved reliability resulting from the inherent shoot through protection. This paper investigates the use of
single boost stage architecture to supply hybrid loads.

(b)

(a)

Fig1.Architectures supplying DC and AC load from a single DC source. (a) Dedicated power converter based architecture and (b)
Hybrid converter based architecture.
The conventional VSI in Hybrid converter would involve the use of dead time circuitry to avoid the shoot-through. Also misgating
turn-on of switches may take place due to spurious noise resulting in damage of switches. For a compact system spurious signal
generation is a common. So VSI in such application need to highly reliable with appropriate measures against shoot-through and EMI
induced misgating.
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BUCK-BOOST-DERIVED HYBRID CONVERTER
The circuit configuration of the high gain converter is shown in Figure 2(a). As shown in Figure 2(a), the converter consists
of three capacitors, two inductors, one power switch and two diodes. Capacitors C 1 and C2 are in parallel by two diodes. Their
voltages are both D / (1 - D) times of the input voltage. The voltage of the capacitor C3 is also determined by the capacitor C1 and the
input voltage which is also D / (1 -D) times of the input voltage. The load is connected in parallel with capacitors C 2 and C3. Therefore
the output load voltage will be 2D / (1-D) times of the input voltage.

(a)

(b)
Fig 2. (a) High gain buck-boost converter, (b) Proposed Buck-Boost Derived Hybrid converter obtained by replacing S with a single
phase bridge network.
High gain buck-boost circuit is having one switch [1-6], which is a controllable switch (controls the duty cycle). Hybrid
converter can be realized by replacing controllable switch in the buck-boost circuit with a voltage source inverter, either single phase
or three phase VSI. The resulting converter called as Buck-Boost Derived Hybrid converter (BDHC) [10]. AC and DC outputs are
controlled using same set of switches (S1- 4). So challenges involved in the operation of BDHC are, (a) defining duty cycle (D st) for
boost operation and modulation index (Ma) for inverter operation (b) control and channelization of input DC power to DC as well as
AC loads (c) Determination of voltage and current stresses across various switches.
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OPERATION OF BUCK-BOOST DERIVED HYBRID CONVERTER
The buck-boost operation is realized by switching on both switches of a particular leg (S 1-S4 or S3-S2). This is equivalent to shoot
through operation as far as VSI operation is concerned. However in the operation of hybrid converter is concerned this is
equivalent to switching on controllable switch S of the high gain buck-boost converter
The ac output is controlled using a modified version of the unipolar sine width modulation. The hybrid converter during inverter
operation has the same circuit switching states as the conventional VSI.
The hybrid converter has four distinct switching states as described below:

Mode 1
During the time interval, the switches S1 and S4 is turned on and the diodes (D1, D2) are turned off. As seen in Fig. 3(a), the inductor
L1 is energised via input voltage. As it is shown in Fig.3a, the inductors L2 is also linearly magnetised by capacitors C1, C3 and the
input voltage. Besides, the energy stored in the capacitorsC2 and C3 are discharged to the load.

B.Mode 2
Fig. 3(b) showing the equivalent circuit during power interval. Here inverter current enters or leaves through switch node terminal S.
Switches S3-S4 or S1-S2 turned. Diode is forward biased. Power delivered to both ac and dc loads. The inductor L 1 is energised via
input voltage. As it is shown in Fig.3a, the inductors L2 is also linearly magnetised by capacitors C1, C3 and the input voltage. Besides,
the energy stored in the capacitors C2 and C3 are discharged to the load.

C.Mode 3
During the time interval, S1-S3 or S2-S4 is turned on and D1 is turned on and D2 is still turned off. As seen in Fig.3(c), the capacitors C 1
and C3 are charged via inductors L1 and L2, respectively. All of inductors are demagnetised linearly also, the energy stored in capacitor
C2 is discharged to the load. Inverter current circulates within the bridge switches.

D.Mode 4
During the time interval S1-S3 or S2-S4 is turned on. The voltages of the capacitors C1 and C2 are equal, so D2 is turned on as well as
D1. The current flow path is shown in Fig.3 (d). As the voltages of capacitors C 1 and C2 are the same, the voltage across D2 becomes
zero and after a moment it is changed to positive. Therefore D 2 can be turned on. Then, capacitors C1 and C2 are in parallel. It is
shown in Fig. 2a that the voltages of capacitorsC1 and C2 are the same. The capacitors C1 and C2 are charged by the inductor L1. Also,
the inductor L2 charges the capacitor C3. All of the inductors are demagnetised linearly at this mode. Inverter current circulates within
the bridge switches.

(a)
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(c)

(d)

Fig 3. (a) Mode 1 operation (b) Mode 2 operation (c) Mode 3 operation (d) Mode 4 operation

SIMULINK MODEL OF BUCK-BOOST DERIVED HYBRID CONVERTER
For simulation of the proposed hybrid converter Parameters of the different circuit components are taken as: Inductor (L1)
=1.2mH, (L2) =970µH.DC capacitors C1= C3=100µF, C2= 650 µF. AC filter inductor ( 𝑎c = 4+ 5) =500µH, AC filter capacitor ( 𝑎c)
=10µF, DC load Rdc = 20Ω, AC load R𝑎c =10 Ω and Switching frequency is taken as 30 KHz.

Fig. 4 Simulink model of Boost derived Hybrid converter.

SIMULINK MODEL OF PWM GENERATION CIRCUIT
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Fig. 5 shows the Simulink model for the modified unipolar PWM control strategy. The signals shown in Fig.6 provided to gates of the
controllable switches S1-S4. st a DC signal controls the duration of shoot through interval, hence adjust the duty cycle for the boost
operation. m(t) Controls the modulation index for inverter operation. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the DC and AC output voltage
waveform. DC voltage gain can be achieved by the converter is equivalent to boost converter, and is around three [7].
Maximum value of AC output voltage is equal to input voltage.

Fig. 5 Simulink model of PWM generation circuit

Fig. 6 Control signals to the switches S1-S4
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(a)

(b)

Fig.7 (a) Output AC voltage waveform, (b) Output DC voltage wave

CONCLUSION
This paper proposes new Hybrid converter topologies which can supply simultaneously both DC and AC loads from a single DC
supply. The
hybrid converter topology discussed in this paper is Buck-Boost Derived Hybrid converter (BBDHC).The
proposed hybrid converters has the following advantages, shoot-through condition does not cause any problem on working of the
circuit hence improves the reliability of the system, Implementation of dead time circuitry is not needed, Independent
control over AC and DC output and the converter can also be adapted to generate AC outputs at frequencies other than line
frequencies by a suitable choice of the reference carrier waveform.
In case of hybrid converter, for an input Voltage of 48V, maximum DC output voltage obtained is 96V. Maximum AC
voltage obtained as same as input voltage i.e. 48V AC. In order to obtain AC voltage levels higher than the input voltage a step
up transformer need to be interfaced with the hybrid converter.
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Abstract— This paper deals with development and testing of right leg drive (RL) circuit along with ECG amplifier with ground
isolation circuit. Suitable band pass filter has also been incorporated for reducing the noise. Preliminary results showing the effective
improvement in CMRR by incorporation of the RL drive are included in this paper.

Keywords— ECG signal, RL Drive, 50Hz Interference, Isolation, transformer, Instrumentation Amplifier, filter .
1. INTRODUCTION
Electro cardio graphic signal generally referred to as ECG signal, represents the electrical activity of Heart. Hence it serves as a
useful diagnostic tool for cardiologist to assess, non invasively, the functioning of the human heart and detect abnormalities in the
same. This signal is picked up from the upper thoracic region or upper arm of human body with the help of suitable electrodes.
Generally the ―Right Leg‖ is used as reference terminal. However the signal picked up by ECG leads is not clean. It is masked with
noise components from skin electrode contacts, movement of the person, electrical noise in the preamplifier and other signal pickups.
The worst contribution comes from coupling of main power line signal (50Hz A.C) from the electrical wiring and loads in the vicinity.
All these unwanted components can severely degrade the ECG signal. Isolated ECG amplifier with provisions are made for reducing
the mains pickup by providing a cancellation signal using RL Drive and ensuring patient‘s safety using isolation technique, the paper
describes the circuits designed and some test results.

2. ECG Amplifier circuit:
The block diagram of the ECG amplifier is illustrated in the Fig 2.1.Itconsist of standard ECG electrode, instrumentation amplifier,
modulation, transformer, demodulation, filter and amplifier. The focus of the work is enclosed within the box. The differential signal
is acquired through two electrodes and third electrode is connected to right leg to further reduce common mode voltage. The operation
of each block is explained below. Then, the differential ECG signal is sensed and amplified, modulated, coupled through an isolating
transformer, demodulated and filtered and then amplified to a desired level. The RL drive is also incorporated to reduce common
mode signal.

Fig 2.1: Isolation amplifier for ECG signal
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2.1. Nature of ECG Signal:
An electrocardiogram (ECG) is a graphic recording of the changes occurring in the electrical potential between different sites on the
skin (leads) as a result of cardiac activity. ECG wave represents a flow of electricity and it can be detected by electrodes placed on the
surface of the body. One common placement of the electrodes is based on Einthoven's triangle, Fig 2.1.1 shows Einthoven's Triangle
which is a theoretical triangle drawn around the area of the heart. Each apex of the triangle represents where the fluids around the
heart connect electrically with the limbs. Separate amplifiers are placed at each of the three points of the triangle, and data from Leads
I, II, and III is acquired. However, Einthoven's law states that if the values for any two points of the triangle are known, the third can
be computed. Data will be collected from Leads I and II, with the difference of these two channels being equal to Lead III.

Fig 2.1.1: Einthoven's Triangle
The signal voltage can range from 0.5mV to 5mV and is susceptible to artifacts that may even be larger than it. The frequency
components of human's ECG signal fall into the range of 0.05 to 100Hz and as far as the noise is concerned, contribution from the
muscle movements, mains current and electromagnetic interference tend to degrade the signal. ECG waveform shown in Fig 2.1.2. It
is a combination of P, T, U wave, and a QRS complex. The complete waveform is called an electrocardiogram with labels P, Q, R, S,
and T indicating its features [8].

Fig 2.1.2: ECG waveform
Following is the list of events that occur in the heart on each heart beat.
1. Atrium begins to depolarize.
2. Atrium depolarizes.
3. Ventricles begin to depolarize at apex. Atrium re polarizes.
4. Ventricles depolarize.
5. Ventricles begin to re polarize at apex.
6. Ventricles re polarize
Fig 2.1.3 shows heart behavior and part of the generated signal.
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Fig 2.1.3: Electrical Activity of the Heart.
Fig 2.1.4 shows time approximate duration between events of ECG signal.
Feature

Duration

P wave
<80 ms
PR Interval
120 to 200 ms
QRS complex
80 to 100 ms
T wave
160ms
Fig 2.1.4: Time duration between different events of ECG signal

2.2. ECG pre Amplifier:
ECG is a low amplitude signal of 0.5mv to 5mv. Thus amplification is required in order to increase the signal amplitude for further
processing and recording. Also, the ECG voltage V is not the only signal found at the input of the amplifier, it also contains noise
generated by power line interference of 50Hz, muscle contractions, respiration, or other mechanism. ECG Signal is the difference in
potential between a pair of electrodes. On the other hand, the 50Hz noise voltage is common to each electrode i.e.it appears equally at
both the Right Arm and Left Arm. Rejection of 50Hz interference therefore depends on the use of a differential amplifier at the input
stage, the amount of rejection depending on the ability of the amplifier to reject common mode signals. When more than 60dB of
common mode rejection is required, generally three op amp amplifier circuit is used, which is known as instrumentation amplifier.

Instrumentation amplifier offer high input resistance, adjustable differential gain, and high common mode rejection ratio
(CMRR).
Fig 2.2.1 shows instrumentation amplifier designed using three op amp U1, U2 and U3. Op amp labeled as U1 and U2 act as buffers
and U3 as differential amplifier. This circuit provides gain of 50. [4]
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Fig 2.2.1: Instrumentation Amplifier with RL Drive Circuit
The differential signal RA and LA applied across v1 and v2 of Fig. 2.2.1 induces a current i, to flow through R1 and R2.Equation
shows current equation.
i=

=

=

Equation 2 and 3 shows voltage at both the inputs of differential amplifier.
V1‘ = (

)

V2‘ = (

)

The voltage gain of the instrumentation amplifier is be expressed by using the equation below.
V2‘ - V1‘ =

(

)

i.e. the first two op amps and associated resistors give a differential gain Ad of (

)

Diodes are used to protect circuit from transient voltage signal which are generated by the movements of patient.
The overall common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) is approximated by following equation:
CMRR =

=

�

where Ad id differential gain of U1 and Acm is common mode gain of U2.

2.3 RL drive circuit:
In order to further reduce common mode on human body, we have used RL drive technique where in the amplitude of common mode
signal present in ECG signal is sufficiently effectively reduced at input itself with the help of high gain inverting op amp. U4 is a unity
gain amplifier and U5 is the inverting amplifier. U4 picks up the common mode signal which has been sensed at junction of resistor
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R1, U5 amplifies it and feeds it back to RL of patient, this reduces amplitude of common mode signal at input; there by enabling
clearer signal at the output [11].

2.4 Amplitude Modulation:
Modulation of ECG signal is required for obtaining galvanic isolation which is provided by transformer. Wien bridge oscillator is
designed to generate frequency of 50KHZ which will serves as career signal and ECG signal will act as message signal [5]. Amplitude
modulation is achieved by using multiplier IC AD633 shown in fig 2.4.1.Pin discription is shown in the fig 2.4.2.AD633 is a, four
quadrants, analog multiplier. Four quadrant means that both operands that are multiplied can take any polarity i.e. +/ -. It includes high
impedance, differential X and Y inputs, and a high impedance summing input (Z).

Fig 2.4.1: AD633 IC pin
Pin

Mnemonic

Description

1

X1

X multiplicand non inverting input

2

X2

X multiplicand inverting input

3

Y1

Y multiplicand non inverting input

4

Y2

multiplicand inverting input

5

-Vs

Negative supply rail

6

Z

Summing input

7

W

Product output

8

+Vs

Positive supply rail

no.

Table 2.4.2: 8-Lead PDIP Pin Function Description

2.5 Oscillator
Amplitude modulation requires a high frequency (carrier) signal which is generated by oscillator. Fig 2.5.1 shows Oscillator Circuit.
[6]
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Fig 2.5.1: Wien Bridge Oscillator Circuit
To obtain sustain oscillations Barkhausen criteria should be satisfied. This means that
1.

The magnitude of the loop gain must be nearly unity or slightly larger

2.

Total phase shift, of the loop gain must be N x 360° where N=0, 1, 2, …

The condition of zero phase shift is achieved by balancing bride. Fig 2.5.2 shows bridge network.

Fig 2.5.2: Bridge Network

The oscillation frequency can be calculated by the following formula.
F0=

√

When R1=R2=R and C1=C2=C,
F0 =

2.5.1: 50 kHz oscillator

F0=

√

R1=R2=6.8k
C1=C2=470pf
And R1=R2=R and C1=C2=C,
F0 =

1122
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2.6 Transformer

Fig 2.6.1: 1:1 Transformer
Transformer is used to provide galvanic isolation. Transformer used has primary: secondary turn ratio of 1:1 as shown in the Fig
2.6.1 [9] .With the use of this transformer, ground of the instrumentation amplifier, oscillator and modulator gets isolated from
further circuit. To achieve ground isolation separate power supply is given before transformer. Fig 2.6.2 shows the power supply
circuit .Due to the formation of ground loop is minimized and patient gets protected from hazardous ground loop.

Figure 2.6.2: Power supply
Separate power supply is provided using PVB3-D5-D15-D which is DC to DC converter; the 5V DC input generates regulated 15V
output. It is followed by 7812 and 7912 series regulators which are used to provide a stable DC voltage of 12V for powering circuit.
Fig 2.6.3 shows isolated ground section of the ECG amplifier.

Fig 2.6.3: Isolated Ground section of ECG amplifier

2.7 Demodulation/Detection
The outputs of secondary section of the transformer consist of modulated ECG signal. For further use, thus signal must be
Demodulated and envelop detected so that only the ECG signal is available for further processing. Diode D1 serves as an AM detector
and the RC network forms a low pass filter that removes the carrier signal [10].Fig 2.7.1 shows demodulation circuit.
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Fig 2.7.1: Diode based AM demodulator and envelop detection circuit

2.8 Band Pass Filter
Subsequent to pre amplification it is necessary to filter the signal, so that the noise contributed by muscle contractions, respiration, or
other mechanism is attenuated for obtaining cleaner ECG signal. The bandwidth of the bandpass filter matches that of ECG signal.
Thus out of band noise is rejected by this filter[12]. Fig 2.8.1.1 filter is a combination of high pass butterworth filter and low
pass butterworth filter.
2.8.1 Band-Pass Filter (0.5 Hz–100 Hz)
The values for capacitors and resistors and the respective process to obtain the cutoff frequencies are described below:
Lower Cutoff Frequency (0.5 Hz): C =475 nf , R =680 KΩ

ƒ=

=

= 0.49Hz

Upper Cutoff Frequency (100): C=1uf, R=1.5 KΩ

ƒ=

=

= 106Hz

Fig 2.8.1.1: Band Pass Filter
3.RESULTS
Fig 3.1 shows a trace of the ECG signal obtained without the provision of RL drive (RL electrode connected to ground). Fig 3.2 shows
a trace of the ECG signal obtained with RL drive connected .The waveform can be seen to be much clearer.
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Fig 3.1: ECG waveform recorded without connecting RL Drive

Fig 3.2: ECG waveform recorded with RL Drive included
CONCLUSION
The improvement in the clarity of ECG signal due to improvement in CMRR consequent to inclusion of RL drive circuit has been observed
and recorded and the improvement in the signal Can be easily seen by comparing the waveform shown in fig 4.1 and 4.2.The ground isolation
provided in the design of the ECG amplifier circuit would assure patient safety. The ‗ground‘ in the ECG amplifier and the ‗Ground ‘in the
section subsequent to demodulator are galvanically isolated.
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Abstract— This paper presents an image segmentation method aiming at detection of foreign strands from cotton. Detecting foreign
strands from the background is difficult due to their various shapes, size and colors of foreign strands. In this method, saliency
features are identified. Color objects are identified by their color feature while gray objects are by brightness feature. Final foreign
strands is obtained by fusion of the color and gray objects. But this method does not work well when it encounters situations of uneven
thickness of the layers of cotton and the different colors and shapes of foreign strands. So, to get better result, in the proposed method,
morphological edge detection is performed to detect the edge of the foreign strands. Also, an iterative thresholding method is used
to segment the gray gradient images. The experimental results show that the foreign strands are detected with high accuracy than the
conventional image segmentation methods.

Keywords— Cotton, Foreign strands, Fusion, Image Segmentation, Morphological edge detection, Saliency feature, Thresholding.
INTRODUCTION
Cotton is a natural fiber easily available in abundant quantity. It is the most suitable fiber for textile spinning and clothing.
Contamination of cotton with foreign strands has caused the textile industry serious problems. Contamination sources vary
considerably and are often occurred accidently during picking, storing, drying, transportation and packing baled lint. Some of the
common contaminants are polypropylene strands, feathers, plastic films.etc as shown in the Fig.1. Manual detection methods like hand
picking such strands requires more time, money and has low efficiency [1]. Therefore automatic inspection of foreign strands [2] to
separate it from the background is an important discovery in machine vision system. Foreign objects in a captured image are very
difficult to separate out from the background employing traditional image segmentation methods due to the inhomogeneous
background brightness and various types of foreign fibers in different colors and shapes.

Fig.1 Foreign Strand Samples
Image segmentation is a technology to divide an image into different components to extract the important features. It is an
important step in machine vision technology with the aim of image analysis and interpretation, object classification, feature
measurement. Thus, image segmentation [3] is very important in processing the image. The commonly used approaches are edge
based methods, region based methods, color based methods, texture based methods [4]. These methods might well in certain situations
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but an accurate segmentation method is needed for detection of foreign strands due to their low contrast, inhomogeneous image gray
level and small area ratio of the target image. In this paper such a method is employed.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Wenzhu Yang, Sukui Lu, Sile Wang and Daoliang Li [5] proposed an approach for fast recognition of foreign fibers in
cotton lint using machine vision. The captured image was firstly segmented according to the mean and standard deviation of R, G and
B values of each pixel in the image. Then noises were removed using the area threshold method. Afterwards, color features, shape
features and texture features of each foreign fiber object were extracted. Finally, a one-against-one directed acyclic graph multi-class
support vector machine (OAO-DAG MSVM) was constructed and used to perform the classification. But it has problems with the
occurrence of pseudo-foreign fibers.
Yutao Wu, Daoliang Li, Zhenbo Li and Wenzhu Yang proposed a new approach for the fast processing of foreign fiber
images by image blocking [6]. This approach includes five main steps, image block, image pre decision, image background extraction,
image enhancement and segmentation, and image connection. Then the image block is segmented via OSTU which possibly contains
target images after background eradication and image strengthening. Finally, connect those relevant segmented image blocks to get an
intact and clear foreign fiber target image. But it has problems with the image that has low contrast ratio between object figure and
background and computation speed is also less.
Xin Zhang, Daoliang Li, Wenzhu Yang, Jinxing Wanga and Shuangxi Liu proposed a fast segmentation method for highresolution color images of foreign fibers in cotton [7]. An improved morphological edge detection method was firstly performed to
detect the edge of the gradient map for cotton foreign fibers; next, an iterative thresholding method was used to segment gray gradient
images. But this is not accurate enough for segmentation of high-resolution images of foreign fibers.
Wenzhu Yang, Daoliang Li, Sile Wanga, Sukui Lu and Jingwei Yang proposed saliency-based color image segmentation in
foreign fiber detection [8]. Foreign fiber objects can be recognized in the captured image by their color saliency or brightness saliency
or both. The thresholds used here are empirical values also the uneven thickness of cotton foreign fibers does not yield an accurate
result.
An online image segmentation method [9] for foreign fiber detection in lint is proposed by Daohong Kan, Daoliang Li,
Wenzhu Yang, and Xin Zhang. The image of lint containing foreign fiber features that the background (cotton fiber) is homogeneous
and has a normal gray-level distribution; the object (foreign fiber) is smaller, darker than the background but its gray-level distributes
is a wide range. A background estimation thresholding is used in the online foreign fiber inspection in volumes of lint. Compared with
other thresholding methods it segments images with high performance but non uniform thickness of lint slice detects foreign fibers
wrongly.
In the present research, the problems mentioned above can be solved. The paper is organised as follows: the saliency features
[10] of color and gray scale images [11] are found in the first section, then a suitable thresholding is used to segment these color and
gray foreign strands. Finally fusion is done to get the final foreign strand. The next section has morphological edge detection method
[12] for shape feature extraction in the next section.

PROPOSED METHOD
The captured input image can be colored or gray. Some of the colored objects are red polypropylene twines, cloth pieces, etc.
Black feather or plastic films are gray objects. So for calculating the salient feature of color object, color is taken as prominent feature
here. But for gray images, brightness is used as salient feature. The proposed method consists of two stages: Color object detection
using saliency features and shape feature extraction using morphological Segmentation.

A. Color and brightness saliency feature calculation
Fig.2 shows the basic block diagram of the color and brightness saliency feature calculation of the proposed system. The
input image, I , is a color image of dimension M*N*3, where M and N are the number of rows and columns. It is processed in a
RGB color space which is the most fundamental and commonly used color space of image processing. It uses three basic component
values of R, G and B to represent color. The red, green and blue channels is represented by R, G, B respectively for image I. First step
is the calculation of respective features as:
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𝑟
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𝑔
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Next step is to find the mean absolute difference of the color features and is represented as 𝑚 , 𝑚 𝑚 .
𝑚

=

∑

∑

(4)

𝑚

=

∑

∑

(5)

𝑚

=

∑

∑

(6)

Then, saliency is obtained by computing the squared difference of these features with the mean value of this color feature and is
represented by 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐 , 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐 , 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐 .
𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐
𝑟 𝑚
(7)
𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐

𝑔

𝑚

(8)

𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐

𝑏

𝑚

(9)

The final color saliency map is obtained by the fusion of the above individual saliency maps.
𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑚𝑎𝑝
𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐
𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐
𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐
(10)
Gray objects are detected by brightness feature because they cannot have color as their salient feature. Brightness saliency map,
𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐 , is calculated by transforming the RGB image to a gray one.
𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐
(11)
A suitable threshold value, T c is computed emperically to find whether a particular pixel (x,y) is color object pixel or not:
𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑖 𝑒𝑙

{

(12)

For gray object detection, it uses two threshold values for black, TB and white, TW. If the brightness saliency of pixel (x, y) is less
than TB, then this pixel is referred to as a black object pixel; and if the brightness saliency of pixel (x, y) is greater than TW, then this
pixel should be a white object pixel. Both T B and TW are empirical values:
𝑟𝑎

𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑖 𝑒𝑙

,

(13)

The final objects are obtained by a fusion of the color objects and the gray ones using the bit OR operator.
𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑖 𝑒𝑙 | 𝑟𝑎 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑖 𝑒𝑙

(14)
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Fig.2 Block diagram of Color and Brightness Feature Detection
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B. Morphological segmentation
Although the saliency features alone is enough to perform segmentation but it encounters difficulties in this process. This
occurs due to the non uniformity in thickness, colors and shapes of foreign strands. In order to solve these problems a morphological
edge detection method is also applied. This helps to extract only the needed details and avoids the irrelevant details of the image. A
small binary image with matrix value zero or one, is used as a structural element to compare the neighborhood pixels. The origin or
index pixel is usually one of its pixels. It relies on two basic operations used to shrink (erosion) and expand (dilation) image features.
Dilation is done by setting index pixel to maximum found within structuring element and erosion is the minimum value. Both dilation
and erosion are produced by the interaction of a structuring element with the pixels of interest in the input image. Subtract eroded
image from the dilated one to find the edges. This is the morphological gradient edge detection. In order to detect the edge of R, G and
B images, perform the same for each channel.
Then, the color images were converted into a gradient map, and iteratively the best threshold value of the gradient map was
calculated to extract the background and the object.
(15)
where
and are the minimum and maximum gray value of the gradient map.

The final fused
foreign strand

Dilation

Erosion

Subtract dilated
from eroded
one

Iterative
thresholding to
extract
background and
object

Fig.3 Block diagram of Morphological Segmentation

CONCLUSION
The main aim of this method is to detect images of foreign fibers from background based on their color and brightness
saliency features. Also shape features are extracted using morphological edge detection method. The combination of color features
and shape features are more effective than any single type of feature in the classification of foreign fibers. Implementation of this
paper is done in different images of foreign strands like black feather, red polyproplyne twine, plastic film. As seen visually from the
result obtained, proposed method gives result precisely and accurately than Otsu's method and other traditional segmentation methods.
The defect of Otsu‘s method is when the difference between the target and background gray scale is not obvious. The image
segmentation results of blue polypropylene, black feather and red twine is shown in Fig. 4.
Original image

Otsu's method

Proposed method

Fig.4 Experimental results of black feather, blue polypropylene and red twine.
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Abstract— The Z-source converter employs a unique Z-source impedance network to couple the converter main circuit to the power
source which can buck or boost the input voltage. The Z-source network consists of two identical capacitors and two identical
inductors in X- shape. The Z-source concept can be applied to all dc-to-ac, ac-to-dc, ac-to-ac, and dc-to-dc power conversion. In this
paper a quasi Z- source dc-dc converter with switched capacitor is introduced. Quasi Z-source dc-dc converter is derived from the
conventional Z- source dc-dc converter. The proposed converter provide higher voltage gain with lower voltage stress of the
impedance network capacitors. Moreover, its source and load current are continuous. The performance of the converter is verified
using the MATLAB/SIMULINK.

Keywords— Z-source impedance network, inverter, Z-source inverter, Quasi Z-source inverter, dc-dc converter, Z-source converter,
Quasi Z-source converter.
INTRODUCTION

The Z- source network, consists of two identical capacitors and two identical inductors in X- shape, was firstly proposed by F.Z peng
in 2002 [1]. The Z- source converter employ impedance network to couple the converter main circuit to the power source, load, or
another converter. The Z-source concept can be applied to all dc-to-ac, ac-to-dc, ac-to-ac, and dc-to-dc power conversion. The Zsource network was firstly applied in dc-ac inverters. The Z-source inverter can produce the ac voltage greater than or less than the dc
input voltage.
The Z- source concept can be applied to dc-dc power conversion. Z source dc-dc converter is proposed in [2].The Z-source dc-dc
converter can boost and buck the dc input voltage. When duty ratio less than 0.5 the output voltage is boosted and for duty ratio
greater than 0.5 the output voltage is bucked. Here we are concentrating on the boosting action of the converter. Compared to the
conventional boost converter, the Z-source dc-dc converter has a higher input-to-output dc voltage boost factor for the same duty ratio.
The traditional Z-source converter has some drawbacks, high capacitor voltage stress of impedance network capacitors, discontinuous
source current. In order to avoid this problems quasi Z –source converter derived from the traditional Z-source converter. Along with
the advantages of Z-source network topology, quasi Z-source converter has some advantages, such as continuous input current and
output current and lower voltage stress on impedance network capacitor. The quasi Z-source concept is also firstly applied in
inverters. The quasi Z-source inverter is proposed in [3]. This quasi Z –source concept can be applied to dc-dc power conversion.
Quasi-Z-source dc-dc converter is proposed in [3]. The voltage gain of quasi Z-source converter is same as that of Z-source converter.

Fig.1: Quasi Z-source dc-dc converter

In this paper a quasi Z-source dc-dc converter with switched capacitor is introduced. The switched capacitor network enhances the
boost capability of the quasi Z-source dc-dc converter. The switched capacitor consists of two diodes and two capaciors. This
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converter is very suitable to boost low dc voltage from solar and fuel cells. The proposed converter features high voltage gain, lower
voltage stress on impedance network capacitors and continuous input and output current.

QUASI Z- SOURCE DC-DC CONVERTER WITH SWITCHED CAPACITOR
The quasi Z-source dc-dc converter with switched capacitor is shown in Fig.2. The circuit consists of input voltage V i, Z- network,
switch S, switched capacitor, a low-pass filter formed by Lf and Cf and the resistive load RL. The Z-source network composed of the
two inductors L1, L2, and the two capacitors C1, C2 connected to the primary side of switched capacitor. The two inductors have the
same inductance of L, and the two capacitors have the same capacitance of C.

Fig.2: Quasi Z-source dc-dc converter with switched capacitor

The switched capacitor network composed of two diodes D1, D2, and the two capacitors C3, C4 is connected to the primary side of the
low-pass filter Lf-Cf. The four capacitors C1, C2, C3 and C4 have the same capacitance C. The quasi Z- source dc-dc converter with
switched capacitor has two operating modes. During mode 1 switch S is on and mode 2 switch S is off.

Mode 1 Operation
The equivalent circuit during mode 1 is shown in Fig.3. During this mode inductor L1 is charged by capacitor C2 and voltage source
Vi, inductor L2 is charged by capacitor C1 and voltage source Vi .The energy stored in the inductor Lf is discharged through two
capacitors C3, C4 and load.

Fig.3: Mode 1 operation

During this time switch voltage Vs is zero, the following equations can be derived,
VL = Vi + VC ………………………………………………………(1)
VLf = 2VC – VO ................................................................................(2)

Mode 2 Operation
The equivalent circuit during mode 2 is shown in Fig.4. During this mode the capacitors C 3, C4, inductor Lf and load are charged by
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by the voltage source Vi and impedance network inductors. Simultaneously capacitors C 1 and C2 charged from inductor L1 and L2.

Fig.4: Mode 2 operation
Here,
VL= -VC ……………………………………………………………………………..(3)
VLf = VC – VO ……………………………………………………………………….(4)
By applying volt –sec balance the voltage gain can be derived as,
…………………………………………………………. .(5)

Voltage gain, G =

The voltage across the impedance network capacitor is ,
Vi ………………………………………………………………………(6)

VC =

Based on [5] the proposed quasi Z- source dc-dc converter with switched capacitor provide higher voltage gain compared to the
conventional quasi Z- source dc-dc converter. The capacitor voltage Vc in the proposed converter is reduced a voltage V i and its
source and load current are continuous.

DESIGN
Due to the average current of capacitor is zero in the steady state, the average inductor current IL is equal to the source average current
Ii and the average current I Lf of inductor Lf is equal to the output load current IO. In addition, the input power Pin= Viii is equal to the
output power Pout=Vo Io under the ideal condition. Therefore, from (5), the following equations are derived,

=Ii =

=(

)

…………………………………………………….(7)

The inductor voltage VL is equal to –VC when switch S is off, combining with (6), the current ripple of the impedance network
inductor is,

=

……………………………………………………..(8)

Based on (7) and (8) the inductance L should satisfy the following equation
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L
Where

……………………………………………………………………..(9)
% IL …………………………………………………………….(10)

Therein, xL% is usually in the range from 15% to 40%.
The capacitor current is equal to the inductor current when switch S is on. Thus, the voltage ripple of the impedance network
capacitor can be expressed as,
=
……………………………………………………………………(11)
Where

% VC ………………………………………………………(12)

Capacitance can be calculated based on the following equation,
………………………………………………………………(13)

SIMULINK MODEL AND RESULTS
The simulink model of the quasi Z- source dc-dc converter with switched capacitor is shown in Fig.5. Simultion is done for an input
voltage of Vi = 24V, duty ratio D = 35%, switching frequency fs = 100kHz and RL= 50Ω. The other parameters used are L1=L2=Lf =
300µH and capacitors C1= C2=C3=C4=Cf = 100µF.

Fig.5: Simulink model of quasi Z-source dc-dc converter with switched capacitor
The pulses given to switch S with duty ratio 0.35 is shown in Fig.6. The load current and source current waveforms are shown Fig.7
and Fig.8.

Fig.6: Pulses to switch S with duty ratio 35%
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Fig.7: Load current

Fig.8: Source current

Fig.9: Capacitor voltage

Fig.10: Output voltage
By using this converter we can boost 24V dc input voltage to 108V. By using the quasi Z-source dc-dc converter we can boost 24V dc input voltage
to 52V only. Here the source and load current are continuous, which provide advantages for filtering. Here the voltage across the

impedance network capacitor is 28V.

CONCLUSION
In this paper a quasi Z- source dc-dc converter with switched capacitor is introduced. This converter is actually derived from the
conventional Z-source dc-dc converter. The switched capacitor enhances the boost factor range without any additional active switches.
The proposed converter can obtain high voltage gain with lower voltage stress across the impedance network capacitors. Moreover, its
source current and load current are continuous. Therefore, it has lower cost and high performance. The proposed converter is suitable
for renewable energy systems which need a high voltage gain converter to boost their low input dc-dc clean source voltage.
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ABSTRACT- Now a days, the importance of cloud computing grows rapidly. Cloud Computing Environment allows
business/company users to scale up and down their resource usage based on their business needs. Many of the touted gains in the
cloud model come from resource multiplexing through virtualization mechanism. In this paper, I display a system that uses
virtualization technology to allocate data center resources dynamically based on application demands and support green computing by
optimizing the number of servers in use. For this purpose I used concept of Virtual Machine (VM) & Physical Machine (PM). I
present the concept of ―skewness‖ to measure the unevenness in the multi-dimensional resource utilization of a server. By reducing
skewness, we can combine various types of workloads nicely and improve the overall utilization of server resources. I develop a set of
heuristics that prevent overload in the system effectively while saving energy used. I present a resource allocation system that can
avoid overload in the system effectively while minimizing the number of servers used.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Resource Management, Virtualization, skewness, Green Computing, Physical Machine

I.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is the delivery of computing and storage capacity as a service to a community of end recipients. The
name comes from the use of a cloud shaped symbol as an abstraction for the complex infrastructure it contains in system diagrams.
Cloud computing entrusts services with a user's data, software and computation over a network. The remote accessibility enables us to
access the cloud services from anywhere at any time. To gain the maximum degree of the above mentioned benefits, the services
offered in terms of resources should be allocated optimally to the applications running in the cloud. The elasticity and the lack of
upfront capital investment offered by cloud computing is appealing to any businesses. In this paper, we discuss how the cloud service
provider can best multiplex the available virtual resources onto the physical hardware. This is important because much of the touted
gains in the cloud model come from such multiplexing. Virtual Machine Monitors (VMMs) like Xen provide a mechanism for
mapping Virtual Machines (VMs) to Physical Resources [3]. This mapping is hidden from the cloud users. Users with the Amazon
EC2 service [4], for example, do not know where their VM instances run. It is up to the Cloud Service Provider to make sure the
underlying Physical Machines (PMs) has sufficient resources to meet their needs VM live migration technology makes it possible to
change the mapping between VMs and PMs While applications are running [5], but, a policy issue remains as how to decide the
mapping adaptively so that the resource demands of VMs are met while the number of PMs used is minimized. This is challenging
when the resource needs of VMs are heterogeneous due to the diverse set of applications they run and vary with time as the workloads
grow and shrink. The capacity of PMs can also be heterogeneous because multiple generations of hardware co-exist in a data center.
To achieve the overload avoidance that is the capacity of a PM should be sufficient to satisfy the resource needs of all VMs running on
it. Otherwise, the PM is overloaded and can lead to degraded performance of its VMs. And also the number of PMs used should be
minimized as long as they can still satisfy the needs of all VMs. Idle PMs can be turned off to save energy.

II.
EXISTING SYSTEM
In [2] author proposed architecture, using feedback control theory, for adaptive management of virtualized resources, which is
based on VM. In this VM-based architecture all hardware resources are pooled into common shared space in cloud computing
infrastructure so that hosted application can access the required resources as per there need to meet Service Level Objective (SLOs) of
application. The adaptive manager use in this architecture is multi-input multi-output (MIMO) resource manager, which includes 3
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controllers: CPU controller, memory controller and I/O controller, its goal is regulate multiple virtualized resources utilization to
achieve SLOs of application by using control inputsper-VM CPU, memory and I/O allocation. The seminal work of Walsh et al. [3],
proposed a general two-layer architecture that uses utility functions, adopted in the context of dynamic and autonomous resource
allocation, which consists of local agents and global arbiter. The responsibility of local agents is to calculate utilities, for given current
or forecasted workload and range of resources, for each AE and results are transfer to global arbiter. Where, global arbiter computes
near-optimal configuration of resources based on the results provided by the local agents. In [4], authors propose an adaptive resource
allocation algorithm for the cloud system with preempt able tasks in which algorithms adjust the resource allocation adaptively based
on the updated of the actual task executions. Adaptive list scheduling (ALS) and adaptive min-min scheduling (AMMS) algorithms
are use for task scheduling which includes static task scheduling, for static resource allocation, is generated offline. The online
adaptive procedure is use for re-evaluating the remaining static resource allocation repeatedly with predefined frequency.
The dynamic resource allocation based on distributed multiple criteria decisions in computing cloud explain in [6]. In it author
contribution is tow-fold, first distributed architecture is adopted, in which resource management is divided into independent tasks,
each of which is performed by Autonomous Node Agents (NA) in ac cycle of three activities:(1) VM Placement, in it suitable physical
machine (PM) is found which is capable of running given VM and then assigned VM to that PM, (2) Monitoring, in it total resources
use by hosted VM are monitored by NA, (3) In VM selection, if local accommodation is not possible, a VM need to migrate at another
PM and process loops back to into placement and second, using PROMETHEE method, NA carry out configuration in parallel
through multiple criteriadecision analysis.

III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
This proposed system consists of number of servers, predictor, hotspot and cold spot solvers and migrat ion list. Set of servers used
for running different applications. Predictor is used to execute periodically to evaluate the resource allocation status based on the
predicted future demands of virtual machines.
In this paper, I present the design and implementation of an Digitized resource management system that achieves a good balance
between the two goal:



Overload avoidance: the capacity of a Physical Machine should be sufficient to satisfy the resource needs of all Virtual
Machines running on it. Otherwise, the PHYSICAL MACHINE is overloaded and can lead to degraded performance of its
VIRTUAL MACHINEs.
Green computing: the number of PHYSICAL MACHINEs used should be minimized as long as they can still satisfy the
needs of all VIRTUAL MACHINEs. Idle PHYSICAL MACHINEs can be turned off to save energy.

IV.
MODULE DESCRIPTION
After careful analysis,in this system has been identified to have the following modules:

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Figure 1. Proposed System Architecture

1.Cloud Computing Module:
Cloud computing refers to applications and services offered over the Internet. These services are offered from data centers all over the
world, which collectively are referred to as the "cloud." Cloud computing is a movement away from applications needing to be
installed on an individual's computer towards the applications being hosted online. Cloud resources are usually not only shared by
multiple users but as well as dynamically re-allocated as per demand. This can work for allocating resources to users in different time
zones.
2. Resource Management Module:
Dynamic resource management has become an active area of research in the Cloud Computing Environment. Cost of resources
changes significantly depending on configuration for using them. Hence efficient management of resources is of prime interest to both
Cloud Providers and Cloud Users. The success of any cloud management software critically de-pends on the flexibility; scale and
efficiency with which it can utilize the underlying hardware resources while pro-viding necessary performance isolation. Successful
resource management solution for cloud environments, needs to provide a rich set of resource controls for better isolation, while doing
initial placement and load balancing for efficient utilization of underlying resources.

3. Virtualization Module:
Virtualization, in cloud Environment, is the creation of a virtual means rather than actual Version of something, such as a hardware
platform, operating system, and a storage device or network resources.VIRTUAL MACHINE live migration is a widely used
technique for dynamic resource allocation in a virtualized environment. The process of running two or more logical computer system
so on one set of physical hardware. Dynamic placement of virtual servers to minimize SLA violations.
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4. Green Computing Module:
Many efforts have been made to curtail energy consumption. Hardware based approaches include novel thermal design for lower
cooling power, or adopting power-proportional and low-power hardware. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) to adjust
CPU power according to its load in data centers. My work belongs to the category of pure-software low-cost Solutions. It requires that
the desktop is virtualized with shared storage. Green computing ensures end user satisfaction, regulatory compliance, telecommuting,
virtualization of server resources.
We sort the list of cold spots in the system based on the ascending order of their memory size.. We sort the list of cold spots
in the system based on the ascending order of their memory size. Since we need to migrate away all its VMs before we can shut down
an under-utilized server, we define the memory size of a cold spot as the aggregate memory size of all VMs running on it. Recall that
our model assumes all VMs connect to a shared back-end storage. Hence, the cost of a VM live migration is determined mostly by its
memory footprint. I try to eliminate the cold spot with the lowest cost first. For a cold spot p, we check if we can migrate all its VMs
somewhere else. For each VM on p, we try to find a destination server to accommodate it. The resource utilizations of the server after
accepting the VM must be below the warm threshold. While we can save energy by consolidating under-utilized servers, overdoing it
may create hot spots in the future. The warm threshold is designed to prevent that. If multiple servers satisfy the above criterion, we
prefer one that is not a current cold spot. This is because increasing load on a cold spot reduces the likelihood that it can be eliminated.
However, we will accept a cold spot as the destination server if necessary. All things being equal, we select a destination server whose
skewness can be reduced the most by accepting this VM. If we can find destination servers for all VMs on a cold spot, we record the
sequence of migrations and update the predicted load of related servers. Otherwise, we do not migrate any of its VMs. The list of cold
spots is also updated because some of them may no longer be cold due to the proposed VM migrations in the above process.

V.
THE SKEWNESS ALGORITHM
In this paper the concept of skewness is used to quantify the unevenness in the utilization of multiple resources on a server.
Let n be the number of resources we consider and ni be the utilization of the i-th resource. We can define the resource skewness of a
server p as

where r is the average utilization of all resources for server p. In practice, not all types of resources are performance critical and hence
we only need to consider bottleneck resources in the above calculation. By minimizing the skewness, we can combine different types
of workloads nicely and improve the overall utilization of server resources.
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Figure 2 Flow Chart for Skewness Algorithm

VI.
PERFORMANCE & RESULT DISCUSSION
We can calculate the performance of our algorithm using trace driven simulation. Note that this simulation uses the
same code base for the algorithm as the real implementation in the experiments. This ensures the fidelity of simulation
results.Traces are per-minute server resource utilization, such as CPU rate, memory usage, and network traffic statistics,
collected using tools like ―perfmon‖ (Windows), the ―/proc‖ file system (Linux), ―pmstat/vmstat/netstat‖commands
(Solaris), etc.. The raw traces are pre-processed into ―Usher‖ format so that the
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Figure 3 Impact of threshold on number of APM‘s
Effect of thresholds on APMs
To observe the performance of our algorithm in more extreme situations, I also create a synthetic workload which mimics the
shape of a sine function (only the positive part) and ranges from 15% to 95% with a 20% random fluctuation I first evaluate the effect
of the various thresholds used in our algorithm. I use random VM to PM mapping in the initial layout. The scheduler is invoked once
per minute. The bottom part of Figure 2 shows the daily load variation in the system. The x-axis is the time of the day starting at 8am.
The y-axis is overloaded with two meanings: the percentage of the load or the percentage of APMs (i.e., Active PMs) in the system.
Recall that a PM is active (i.e., an APM) if it has at least one VM running. As can be seen from the figure, the CPU load demonstrates
diurnal patterns which decrease substantially after midnight. The memory consumption is fairly stable over the time. The network
utilization stays very low.
VII.
CONCLUSION
Here I have present the technique that will progress through the design, implementation, and evaluation phases of a resource
management system for cloud computing services using virtual machine technology. My system multiplexes virtual to physical
resources adaptively based on the changing demand. I use the skewness metric to combine VMs with different resource characteristics
appropriately so that the capacities of servers are well utilized. This algorithm achieves both overload avoidance and green computing
for systems with multi-resource constraints.
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Abstract: Cryptography is the art and science of study of designing or generating the secret message code or ciphers of the original
message for the secure communication between sender and the receiver. The main goals of cryptography are (1) Authentication, (2)
Privacy, (3) Integrity, (4) Non-repudiation and (5) Access Control This research paper present the symmetric key encryption technique
to encrypt the variable length text data and modified Huffman algorithm to compress and decompress the data, using fix length key
which is randomly generated by the system to encrypt the data.

Keyword: AES (Advanced Encryption standard), RSA, DES (Data Encryption Standard), TCP (Transmission Control Protocol),
RC4 (Rivest Cipher 4), IDEA (International Data-Encryption Algorithm), LZW (Lempel-Ziv-Welch)
INTRODUCTION

Cryptography is the art and science of study of designing or generating the secret message i.e. code or ciphers of the original message
for the secure communication between sender and the receiver. A cryptographic algorithm is a mathematical functions and unchanging
set of steps to perform encryption and decryption of the original data. The main objective of every cryptographic algorithm is to make
it as difficult as possible to decrypt the generated cipher text without using the key. If a really good cryptographic algorithm is used,
then there is no technique significantly better than methodically trying every possible combination of key.

PROPOSED WORK: There is a complete range of different data compression techniques available both online and offline
working such that it becomes really difficult to choose which technique serves the best. Here comes the necessity of choosing the right
method for text compression purposes and hence an algorithm that can reveal the best tool among the given ones. A data compression
algorithm is to be developed which consumes less time while provides more compression ratio as compared to existing techniques.

Proposed Algorithm
Step I : Input the text data to be compressed.
Step II : Find the number of unique symbols in the input text data.
Step III : Assign the numeric code to the unique symbols found in the step II.
Step IV : Starting from first symbol in the input find the binary code corresponding to that
symbols from assigned numerical codes and concatenate them to obtain binary
output.
Step V : Add number of 0‘s in MSB of Binary output until it is divisible by 8.
Step VI : Generate the ASCII code for every 8 bits for the binary output obtained in step V
and concatenate them to create input for second phase.
[Step VI is the result of dynamic bit Reduction Method in ASCII format]
Step VII : Give the output generated by Step VI to Huffman tree to further compress the data
and obtain the result in compressed binary output form.
Step VIII: Display the final result obtained in step VII.
[Output from step VIII is final compressed output]
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Flowchart for Decompression Process

Input Compressed Text
Assign the input to Huffman decoder
Obtain the decompressed text in ASCII format
Calculate the binary code corresponding to ASCII values
Remove the extra bits added during compression from binary output
Calculate the corresponding numeric codes for binary output
Get the corresponding symbol for each numeric value
Concatenate the data symbols and obtain final output

Display the decompressed original text to user
RESULTS:

Fig 1. Output of basic environment

Fig. 2 Generate Key of 4 characters

Fig. 3 Encryption of Data

Fig. 4 Decryption of Data

Table of results generated by proposed system:
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Input data (Plain Text)

Symmetric Key
(generated by system)

Output Data (Cipher Text)

Abcd
Vcdhcdeasd
Qwertyuioplkjhg
Zxcvbnmlkjhgfdsaqwer

Acbc
Gdeg
Ffeh
Bhgd

Cbee
Yfdifgebvgab
Txfrwzvirqmkmiha
|xi{dnsqmjnlhdyfswkw

zaqwsxcderfvtgbnhyujmkiol

Gfeh

}crwvzddhtgvwicnk{vjpmjoocba

Table 1 the table which shows the result of the input data
Above table shows the results obtained by our proposed algorithm. We use input data of various lengths with fixed length key to
generate the cipher text. The system is adequate to generate cipher text with this variable length input data.
Comparison between previous approach and our approach
Previous approach
(1) Key is of variable length.
(2) Key is generated manually.
(3) Key is dependent on length of input data.
(4) More memory is required.
(5) Not efficient for large data
Table 2: Comparison between previous approach and our approach.

Our approach
(1) Key is of fixed length.
(2) Key is randomly generated by the system.
(3) Key is not dependent on length of input data.
(4) Less memory is required.
(5) No limit on data length.

CONCLUSION:
The purposed system is showing good results for encryption and compression. The purposed system uses ASCII values of text data to
encrypt the data. In the proposed system,It decrease the execution time. As the size of key is small, so that it occupies less memory
due to compression algorithm. The scope of the system can be further improved by using variable length key. System can be made to
encrypt the data on the basis of Unicode values. It also can be improved for to decrypt and compression the sentence form of data. so
that it can be accepted globally
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Abstract— Fire is one of the greatest threats to buildings. Concrete has a good behavior under fire due to the low thermal
conductivity and non-combustibility. Concrete can act as a protective cover to steel reinforcement and thus reinforced cement concrete
shows good behavior under fire. A finite element method in ANSYS software, for investigating the behavior of T- beam and L- beam
under fire is carried out. Thermal analysis is done for beam models. The number of sides exposed to fire, influences the extend of fire
resistance of the structural member. As a result the time taken for failure varies rapidly which can be found out using thermal analysis.
Temperature is assigned on different sides of the beams as per ISO 834 Standard fire curve. The element type used for concrete in
thermal analysis is Solid 70. Link 33 is element type used for steel. The cover provided to steel holds a very important role in the fire
resistance of flexural members.

Keywords— T- Beam, L-Beam, Failure criteria, Thermal analysis, ANSYS, Finite element analysis, ISO 834 fire curve
INTRODUCTION

Sustainability of structures is a major concern in the construction industry. Exposure to high temperature is an extreme condition that
leads to change in materials properties which can result in change in entire behavior of structural element. Concrete under high
temperature has a complex behavior due to differences found in coefficient of thermal expansion. Mechanical properties of high
strength concrete at high temperature are different from the conventional concrete in two main areas: first, loss of strength in the
intermediate temperature range 100°C to 400°C and second the occurrence of spalling of the HSC. Strength loss is considered by incorpora ting the code and design specifications during the design stage.
Spalling of concrete happens during the initial stages of the fire due to the formation of water pressure in the matrix of
concrete or the effect of various thermal expansions in matrix. Fire resistance of concrete is affected by presence of free moisture or
exposure to different levels of humidity (RH). Presence of free moisture depends on the nature of coarse aggregate and exposure to
humidity. During fire, rate of transmission of the high temperature to the core of concrete is high which leads to rapid loss of concrete
surface layers (spalling). Fire resistance is a characteristic property of a building assembly referring to the ability to withstand the
effects of fire. Restricting fire spread is includes limiting heat transmission to the unexposed side and preventing crack development,
which can permit the passage of flame. Engineering analysis of response of fire-exposed structural assemblies involves consideration
of:
1. Fire exposure conditions
2. Material properties at high temperatures
3. Thermal response of structure
4. Structural response of heated assembly

LITERATURE SURVEY
Bruce Eillingwood et al.(1991)[2] presented a study on the behavior of reinforced concrete beams exposed to fires. Data are
presented from fire tests of six full- scale beams continuous over one support. All six beams developed significant shear cracks near
continuous support. Mathematical models for predicting thermal and structural response of concrete beams exposed to fires were
developed. These models predicted the experimental behavior with accuracy for purposes of limit state design. All beams tested
developed shear cracks at 90 minutes after the start of fire. Flexural cracks were found in the positive moment region after 30 minutes,
and extended rapidly. The behavior of reinforced concrete structures exposed to fires depends upon the thermal properties of steel and
concrete, strength and stiffness properties of concrete and steel at high temperatures and the ability of the structure to redistribute the
internal forces during the course of fire.
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Dietmar Hosser et al. (1994)[5] carried out a study on simply supported composite beams connected to reinforced concrete slabs. A
theoretical study for finding the effective slab width of composite concrete beams exposed to fire has been prepared using a finite
element analysis. The effect of top transverse reinforcement in the concrete slab on fire resistance and crack propagation are
investigated. By doing the finite element analysis, the internal temperature field for any cross section can be established. Four
composite beams connected to concrete slabs are tested. For theoretical model, ANSYS software was used. The study was done to
extend the experimental work on fire resistance of composite beams into a theoretical study using finite element method.
Xudong Shi et al. (2004)[15] studied six specimens with different concrete cover thickness tested to study the influence of the concrete
cover on the properties of concrete members exposed to fire. The specimens were heated on the two lateral sides and bottom surfaces.
From the test results, it is shown that the bottom concrete cover has significant influence on the ultimate loading capacity. The lateral
concrete cover has a less effect on the fire resistance compared to bottom concrete cover thickness. All specimens are 1300mm long.
10mm diameter bars were used for longitudinal bars and 3.5 mm diameter bars were used for stirrups. The stirrups were spaced at 80
mm c/c. The specimens were tested after 60 days. By increasing the bottom cover thickness, the fire resistance of flexural members
can be improved. For flexural members with larger spans and loads, it is not possible to strengthen their fire resistance only by
increasing the concrete cover thickness.
L. Dahmani et al. (2008)[6] illustrated the aspects connected with the numerical evaluation of thermal stress induced by high
temperature. In order to study the thermal induced tensile stresses, a numerical model for the evaluation of thermo-mechanical
response of concrete beam to high temperature is presented. A heat conduction model by finite element method to obtain temperature
distribution data of a reinforced concrete beam at high temperatures is carried out. A transient thermal analysis is carried out. A
temperature of 6000C was applied at the bottom of the concrete beam, and 250C was applied at the upper surface. The concrete initial
temperature is set to 200C. The study deals with aspects connected to the numerical modeling of thermal induced stresses in the
reinforced concrete beam. The ANSYS finite element code has been utilized for performing a non- linear, transient, thermal-structural
analysis, by considering the thermal dependent properties of concrete as thermal conductivity and specific heat. The results provide
sufficient data for the further studies that will be carried out to study the degree of damage and the safety aspects connected with
thermal induced stresses in the reinforced concrete beam to high gradient temperature.
R. Srinivasan et al. (2010)[10] presented a finite element analysis of a beam of size 100×150mm with 3 bars of 12mm diameter and
stirrups of 2 legged 6mm diameter at 100mm c/c. There are three techniques to model reinforcement in finite element models: discrete
model, embedded model, and smeared model. The most preferred one among these is discrete model. Finite element analysis
represents a numerical method. The numerical analysis was performed with ANSYS. The element types used in ANSYS for concrete
are solid 65 and for reinforcements is link 8. The aim of this study is to compare the results from elastic analysis of a reinforced beam
under transverse loading to that obtained from theoretical analysis. Validation of ANSYS software is also carried out by comparing
the results.
David N Bilow et al. (2008) presented a summary of the behavior of structures under fire and techniques which have been used
successfully to design concrete structures to reduce the effects of severe fires. A new method for determining fire exposure used by
engineers is to calculate the fire load density. Then, based on ventilation conditions and source of combustion, determine the
temperature at different times. Another thing considered in the analysis is the usage of active fire protection systems e.g. sprinklers or
fire brigades on growth of the fire. Once the temperature time relationship is determined using a standard curve, the effect of the rise
in temperature on the structure can be easily found out. The rise in temperature results in the free water in concrete to change from a
liquid state to gaseous state. This change causes variations in the rate with which heat is transmitted from the surface into the interior
of the concrete.
S.M. Huang et al. (2008)[12] studied the fire resistance of concrete members with SMPM (high-strength steel wire mesh and polymer
mortar) which is a new technique of structural strengthening. Experiments were carried out to investigate the flexural behavior of 3
RC beams:1) beam which is not on fire, 2) fire- exposed, 3) strengthened specimen after fire. The experimental results showed that the
flexural load-carrying capacity and stiffness of the fire-exposed RC beam were decreased. The temperature distribution of the beam is
calculated by thermal analysis with ANSYS. The flexural load-carrying capacity and stiffness of the strengthened beam were also
increased. The effect of this rehabilitation can reach the level of RC beams before fire on load-carrying capacity. Three RC specimens
were produced. The design strength of concrete is M20. Compared to the fire-exposed beam without reinforcement, working condition
improvement of the strengthened fire-exposed beam was quite visible.

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF L-BEAM
When there is a reinforced concrete slab over a reinforced concrete beam, the slab and beam can be designed and constructed in such a
way that they act together. The concrete in slabs, which is on the compression side of the beam, can be made to resist the compression
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forces, and tension can be carried by the steel in the tension side of the beam. This combined beam and slab units are called flanged
beams. They may be T or L Beams, depending on whether the slab is on both is on both or only on one side of the beam.
The element type used for thermal analysis of L-Beam is SOLID 70 AND LINK 33 elements. The important dimensions
required for modeling L beam are obtained from IS 456:2000.
l
Effective width, bf = 0  bw  3D f
12
(1)

=

5
 0.2  (3  0.1)  1m
12

bw = 200mm, Df =100mm,

l0 = 5m

bf = effective width of flange, lo = span
bw = Breadth of the web,

Df = Thickness of flange

Table:1 Details of L- beam
L Beam

Properties

Span, lo

5m

Reinforcement

20mm diameter bars

Width of flange(bf )

1m

Thickness of flange( Df)

0.1m

Breadth of web (bw)

0.2m

Concrete cover

20mm

Thickness

350mm

The modeling of L beam is carried out by generating the key points in active coordinate system. The cross section of the
beam is created by joining the line elements with the obtained key points. To obtain the volume, extrude the area created by the
previous line elements. Then the model is meshed as per requirements.

Figure:1 Meshed model of L beam
Load is assigned as per ISO 834 Standard fire curve and exposed to fire for 4 hours with different types of exposures:
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4 sides exposed

FAILURE CRITERIA
The model generates nodal temperature at various fire exposure times. This parameter is used to check the predefined failure criteria.
At every time step, each segment of the structural member is checked against the thermal failure criteria as per the codes. The
temperature in the longitudinal bar can exceed the critical temperature of 593 0C for reinforcing steel. So, the time of failure is
considered as the critical temperature of steel.

Figure: 2 Nodal temperature of L beam when exposed from (i) 2 bottom inner sides (ii) 3 bottom inner sides
The maximum temperature of 1011 0 C is found at the bottom phase of the beam when exposed from the bottom two sides of
the beam and a temperature of 1183 0C is obtained as nodal temperature when 3 bottom sides are exposed to high temperature.

Figure:3 Nodal temperature when 4 inner bottom sides are exposed to fire
The critical temperature of reinforcement is 593 0C, beyond which failure of reinforcement begins. The L beam is subjected to
fire for 4 hours. The time at which the temperature of the reinforcement reaches 5930C is found out through thermal analysis. When
two inner sides of the beam are exposed to fire for 4 hours, the failure of reinforcement takes place at 149 minutes (2.48 hours). When
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three inner sides of the beam are exposed to fire for 4 hours, the failure of reinforcement takes place at 83.5 minutes (1.39 hours).
When two inner sides of the beam are exposed to fire for 4 hours, the failure of reinforcement takes place at 54 minutes.
Table 2: Time taken for failure
Type of beam

Failure criteria of
reinforcement

5930C

L beam

Type of fire
exposure(4 hours)

Time of failure
(Minutes)

2 sides exposed

149.33

3 sides exposed

83.5

4 sides exposed

54

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF T-BEAM
The element type used for thermal analysis of T-Beam is SOLID 70 AND LINK 33 elements. The important dimensions
required for modeling T beam are obtained from IS 456:2000.
Effective width, bf =

l0
 bw  6D f
6

=

(2)

5
 0.2  (6  0.1) = 2m
6

bw = 200mm, Df =100mm, l0 = 5m
Where,

bf = effective width of flange
lo

= span

bw = Breadth of the web
Df = Thickness of flange
Table: 3 Details of T beam
T Beam

Properties

Span, lo

5m

Reinforcement

20mm dia bars

Width of flange(bf )

1.7m

Thickness of flange( Df)

0.1m

Breadth of web (bw)

0.2m

Thickness

350mm

The modeling of L beam is carried out by creating the key points in active coordinate system. The cross section of the beam
is created by joining the line elements with the obtained key points. To obtain the volume, extrude the area created by the previous
line elements. Then the model is meshed as per requirements.

FAILURE CRITERIA
The model generates temperature at various fire exposure times. This parameter is used to check the failure criteria. At every time
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step, each segment of the structural member is checked against the failure criteria of thermal analysis as per the codal provisions. The
temperature in the longitudinal steel bar can exceed the critical temperature of 593 0C for reinforcing steel. So, the time of failure is
considered as the critical temperature of steel.

Figure: 4 Meshed model of the beam
Load is assigned as per ISO 834 Standard fire curve and exposed to fire for 4 hours with different types of exposures:
 All sides exposed from inner bottom side.
 4 sides exposed
 3 sides exposed

Figure: 5 Nodal temperature of T beam when exposed from (i) all bottom sides (ii) bottom 4 sides
The critical temperature of reinforcement is 593 0C, beyond which failure of reinforcement begins. The T beam is subjected to
fire for 4 hours. The time at which the temperature of the reinforcement reaches 593 0C is found out through thermal analysis. When all
inner sides of the beam are exposed to fire for 4 hours, the failure of reinforcement takes place at 77.25 minutes (1.28 hours). When
four inner sides of the beam are exposed to fire for 4 hours, the failure of reinforcement takes place at 83.26 minutes (1.387 hours).
When three inner sides of the beam are exposed to fire for 4 hours, the failure of reinforcement takes place at 134.33 minutes (2.23
hours).
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Figure: 6 Nodal temperature of T beam when exposed from bottom 3 sides
Table: 4 Time taken for failure
Type of beam

T beam

Failure criteria of
reinforcement

593 0C

Type of fire
exposure(4 hours)

Time of failure
(min)

5 sides exposed

77.25

4 sides exposed

3 sides exposed

83.26
134.33

CONCLUSIONS
General Conclusions obtained from fire resistant analysis of T-beam and L-Beam includes:
The type of exposure and the number of sides exposed to fire is having a great effect in the fire resistance of both beams and slabs.
Cross section of beams like T beam and L beam are having a good fire resisting capacity. For T beam and L beam, the failure of
reinforcement takes place at an earlier stage of fire exposure i.e., the time taken for failure decreases when it is exposed to fire from
more number of sides. When more number of sides exposed to fire, failure takes place at a faster rate. So, the time taken for failure
decreases when the beam is exposed to fire from more number of its sides. The time taken for failure for different types of exposure
conditions is accurately obtained and is compared. A thermal failure criterion is more critical compared to deflection criteria and rate
of deflection criteria during the fire exposure.
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Abstract— Detecting text in natural images is an important step for a number of Computer Vision applications. Text in various
images provides vital information about its content and help in various navigational purpose also. Variations of text due to size,
colour, orientation etc. in different backgrounds make the process of text detection complex or challenging. A pre-processing or first
step in text detection is candidate region extraction. Various methods are there for region extraction such as morphology based,
wavelet transform, MSER, Segmentation, eMSER etc. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages. Among these eMSER has
better performance.

Keywords— Morphology; Wavelet Transform; Segmentation; MSER; eMSER; Fuzzy Match-Based Region Extraction; Border
Tracing Algorithm; Edge Enhanced Region Extraction
INTRODUCTION

Text detection/localization framework are of two types: Image-analysis-based approaches and Image-analysis and machine learningbased approaches. Image-analysis-based detection depends heavily on image analysis techniques, such as edge detection, connected
component, and texture analysis. According to the employed features Text detection/localization methods are classified into two main
groups: region-based and texture-based. The region based method is further categorized as the Connected Component (CC) method
and the Edge based method. Region-based methods use properties of the color or gray-scale in a text region or their differences with
the corresponding properties of the background. They are simple to implement, but they are not very robust for text localization in
images with complex backgrounds and usually their performance depends on several threshold values. Texture based methods
consider texts as regions with distinct textural properties. They are more accurate when the text is embedded in a difficult background,
whereas they suffer in detecting different sizes of text, and are computationally expensive. First, edge detection or CC or texture
analysis is performed on the image under consideration. The image's raw features are then grouped according to connectivity, spatial,
and geometric correlations to form potential text regions. Second, the potential text regions are further examined using rule-based
heuristics, such as the size, aspect ratio, and orientation of the region.
Scene text detection methods are mainly of three types: texture based, region based, and hybrid based. In case of texture based
approach various texture properties are extracted using a sliding window and then classifier is used to separate character from noncharacter. This has one disadvantage that complexity high and extra post processing step needed for text extraction. Region based
approaches uses some region based algorithms for region extraction and thereafter some low level cues are used for separating text
from non-text. One advantage of this is computational complexity low and no extra post processing step needed for recognition.
Hybrid approach is a mixture of both region and texture based approach.
Candidate Region Extraction is the first or preprocessing step of text detection . In this paper various region extraction methods such
as morphological method, wavelet transform, segmentation, MSER, eMSER are discussed.
MORPHOLOGY BASED REGION EXTRACTION
Mathematical Morphology is an important method f or analysing and extracting image that are useful in the extraction of various
geometric structures , shape representations, boundary detection of objects , their skeletons etc. [1]. These are the basic operations that
performed in morphology for region extraction.
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Dilation:
Dilation adds pixels to the boundaries of objects in an image. The process may be repeated to create larger effects. The number of
elements to be added to the image under processing can be determined by the size and shape of the structuring element.

Erosion:
Erosion removes pixels from the boundaries of objects in an image. The number of elements to be removed from the image under
processing can be determined by the size and shape of the structuring element.
Opening:
Opening is an important morphological operator. It is defined as erosion, followed by dilation.
Closing:
Closing is defined as dilation, followed by erosion. In this background regions are preserved that have a similar shape to this Signal
&Image.
Structuring Elements
Structuring element are used to carry out erosion and dilation. Every pixel along with its neighbours in the input image is compared
with origin of structuring element and translated to each pixel position in the corresponding output image [11].First image is resized ,
converted into grayscale and filtered then structuring element is used to carry out erosion and dilation operation then its difference is
found then it is converted into particular intensity range and convolution is performed to obtain extracted region. To remove the nontext from the resultant image, the size and shape of that region is compared with the text region. Connected components of the nontext whose shapes are obviously different from the text-like connected components and their areas of the text connected component
are relatively small comparing to the areas of their non-text. Therefore, they can be easily filled by the above opening, closing and
erosion operations. Finally, a fill-hole process is performed to deal with the non-text regions and remove the text regions from a
document image.

WAVELET TRANSFORM
In this candidate text regions are obtained using Dense intensity variety and Contrast between text [3] and its background by
assuming that all text regions have dense intensity variety and contrast with its background. The wavelet coefficients around thepixels
should have large values when considering intensity variety around the text pixels. Wavelet energy feature is defined by integrating
the wavelet coefficients in the three high frequency sub bands. A pixel will be a candidate text pixel in level n if its wavelet energy
feature is larger than a dynamic threshold. Pixels whose histogram lies inshadow area be detected as candidate pixels. For the image of
low contrast, base threshold is selectedfor Threshold, which ensures that most of the background pixels be excluded .With the
increment of image contrast and complexity, threshold is selected and adaptively calculated. And the larger the image contrast is, the
bigger threshold should be. Pixels whose contrast is higher than main threshold are selected as candidates. A text region is made of a
‗cluster‘ of text pixels. None but ‗dense‘ text pixels can construct a text region and the isolated candidate pixels are often noises.
A region growing method isused , in this unlabelled pixels are searched and consider as seed pixel. Then all these types of
pixels that are density-connected with Pair labelled with the same region label. Label each found region as a text region. Merge the
pixels that are not included in any text region with the background. Thus the region is Extracted.

SEGMENTATION
Candidate Region can also be extracted using Segmentation method [2]. In this image is divided into various segments and is
typically used to locate objects and boundaries in images. Each pixel is labeled based on their color, intensity or texture and pixels
with same properties are grouped. Output of the image is set of segments or candidate regions.

Segmentation has two objectives. One is to decompose image into various parts and another is to perform a change of
representation. Meaningful or efficient pixels in the image are set as higher-level units for further analysis. Image
sementation regions must be uniform and homogeneous with respect to various properties such as color, texture etc.
Segments must be simple and without many small holes. Different region must have significantly different values with
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respect to the characteristic on which they are uniform. Boundaries of each segment should be smooth, not ragged, and
should be spatially accurate.

FUZZY- MATCH BASED REGION EXTRACTION
In this [6] the correspondence or correlation between each pair of homologous image points on a given pair of images.
Matching is performed by comparing a query object or sub-image region with the test image to find the location of the
matched pattern in the scene image. Thus by comparing the gray level properties or other properties such as texture etc,
query object region with same properties of the image can be obtained. Query object may or may not be a part of image. It
can be applied on both stationary or dynamic image. If an exact part of region is present in the scene image region
extraction using segmentation yield better result. Main aim is to obtain spatial boundaries of region with user interest.
Using fuzzy based back propagation algorithm also we can extract regions. It can be applied on both monochrome and
color images. It uses fuzzy measures for extracting regions of processed image and use histogram back-propagation
algorithm. It help in extracting region in unconstrained image.

BORDER- TRACING ALGORITHM
It is used to extract contours of an object or region [7] .Assume that region is binary or previously labeled [9]. Search
image from its top-left until a pixel is found, then define a variable 'dir' which shows direction of previous move along
the border from previous border element to current border element. If it is 4 connectivity set variable as 0 and for 8
connectivity set variable as 7. Search 3*3 neighborhood of the current pixel in an anti- clockwise direction beginning the
neighborhood search at the pixel positioned in the direction. (Variable + 3) mod 4, (Variable + 7) mod 8 if even, (Variable
+6) mod 8 if odd. First pixel found with same value as the current pixel is a new boundary element. Update variable. I f
current boundary element equals second boundary element and previous boundary element equals stop. Search again for
3*3 neighborhood. Thus border is detected. This algorithm doesn't find region hole boundary. For storage efficient
representation chain code [8] is used.

MSER
MSER is Maximally Stable Extremal Region [4]. The input of the MSER algorithm is a grayscale image. It is binarized with a
threshold t iterating from 0 to 255. 0 stands for completely black and 1 stands for completely white. White regions are selected as
Extremal regions. This can be applied conversely also. It can be found that for how many successive images in the sequence this
extremal region stays the same. Select images which are exactly the same in atleast R successive images by selecting a threshold
value R. Such regions are called Maximally Stable Extremal Regions.
An advantage of the MSER algorithm is that it is well applicable for finding text character candidates and is affine invariant
and can be applied to low quality images and has an efficient implementation. It can be implemented to detect both black and white
font text. A set of distinguished regions that are detected in a gray scale image are denoted by MSERs [10]. All of these regions are
defined by an extremal property of the intensity function in the region and on its outer boundary. MSERs are stable local detector
since it has properties to show superior performance. MSERs are detected at different scales. MSER tracking requires a data structure
that can be efficiently built and managed. The component tree is a structure which allows the detection of MSERs within an image
and, in addition, constitutes the basis for MSER tracking. The component tree has been recently for efficient implementation of
watershed segmentation. The component tree is a rooted, connected tree and can be built for any image with pixel values coming from
a totally ordered set. Each node of the tree represents a connected region within the input image. The nodes of the component tree are
identified as connected regions within binary threshold images.

EDGE-ENHANCED MSER
MSER is a natural choice for text detection as the intensity contrast of text to its background is typically significant and a uniform
intensity or color within every letter can be assumed [12]. MSER has been identified as one of the best region detectors due to
its robustness against view point, scale, and lighting changes, it is sensitive to image blur. Thus, small letters cannot be detected or
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distinguished in case of motion or defocus blur by applying plain MSER to images of limited resolution. To cope with blurred images
the complimentary properties of Canny edges are combined with MSER. The MSER pixels outside the boundary formed by the
Canny edges is achieved by pruning the MSER along the gradient directionscomputed from the original gray-scaleimage. The gradient
directions can be adapted toguarantee that they point towards the background. Thus individual letters can be identified. This not
only improves the performance of geometric filtering but also increases the repeatability of MSER based feature matching
under different image blur conditions.

eMSER
eMSER stands for Edge-preserving MSER. In this [5] input is the color image and its required parameters and output are various
potential characters.First color image is converted into intensity image and then smooth it using guided filter. Then compute the
gradient amplitude map and normalize it to [0,255]. Thus we get a new image, perform MSER algorithm on the new image to extract
dark regions on the bright background and vice -versa.MSER algorithm is sensitive to blurred image so gradient amplitude is added to
it to produce edge-preserving MSER
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CONCLUSION
Various region extraction methods are there. Among the above surveyed region extraction methods eMSER has better performance.
To avoid sensitiveness of blurred image, gradient amplitude is added in eMSER. Morphological operation such as ‗close‘ operation
has a disadvantage that it is often used to connect text pixels into text regions. In theoperation, all of the pixels near to each other will
beconnected despite whether they form a ‗cluster‘ of textpixels or not. This problem is not in case of wavelet transform and other
above discussed methods.
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